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LIST OF SESSIONAL PAPERS.

ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY.

Title.

Accounts {Dominion and the Provinces)

Accounts, Public

Agricultural and Arts, Report
Agricultural College, Report
Agricultural and Experimental Union, Report

,

Agricultural Societies, Analysis
Anglin's Report, Ontario's Exhibit

Archfeological Report
Asylums, Report

Beach, Asa, appointment of

Bee-keepers' Association, Report . . . .

Births, Marriages and Deaths, Report
Blind Institute, Report
Borron, E. B., Report
Boundaries, Argument and Case

Canada Temperance Act, moneys paid counsel

Canadian Institute, Report (part of)

Common Gaols, Report •

Crown Lands, Report

Dairying at Agricultural College, Report {part of No. 8),,'
Deaf and Dumb Institute, Report !

Division Courts, Report
Drainage in Lambton
Drainage, Tile, Stone and Timber

[

Dundas License Returns '

Education, Report
Education, Technical, Report ,

Education, Orders in Council, High Schools and Collegiate
[

Institutes I

Education, compulsory text books I

Elgin House of Industry, Report
!

Entomological Society, Report
j

Estimates
i

Factories, Report
1

Fire Insurance at risk
I

Forestry, Report , I

Fruit Growers, Report

46

15

8

21

7

27

30
42

1

28

29

9

4

31

60

72

6

2

26

48
3

43

47
78
28

6

22

35

58
36

20
16

39

38

19

12

Remarks.

Printed.

Not prhited.

Printed.

Not printed.

Printed.

Not printed.

Printed.

Printed.
(I

((

Not printed.
((

Printed.

Not printed.

Printed.

Not printed.

Printed.

Printed.
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Title.

1

Gaols, Report

Health, Report of Board of

High Schools and Collegiate Institutes

Horticultural Societies, Analysis

Hospitals, Report

Houses of Industry, location

Immigration, Report
Indigent Persons, maintenance

Industry, Houses of, location . .

Insurance, Report
Insurance at risk

Jones, Judge, commutation

Judicature Act, Orders in Council

Lacourse, Judge, commutation
Lazier, Local Master, commutation
Legal Offices, Report
License Districts, moneys paid to counsel

License Convictions , .

License, Report

Mclntyre, Archibald, case of

McLean, Local Master, commutation . . .

.

Magdalen Asylums, Report
Malcolmson, sum paid to

Matriculation Examinations
Mechanics' Institutes, Report (part of) .

.

Mercer Estate, receipts and expenditures

Mineral Commission, Report
Municipal Commission, Report
Municipal Debentures
Municipal Indebtedness

Municipal Statistics, Report

Niagara Falls Park, Report
Niagara Falls Park, persons visiting

Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union, Report

Ontario Factories, Report
Ontario Grain and Seed Company
Ontario Poultry Association

Orphan and Magdalen Asylums, Report

76
35

27
5

61

18

77
61

10
38

24
24, 25,

32, 33,

Poll Tax, amount received

Poor Houses, location of

Poultry Associations, Report
Practical Science, Report (part of)

Printing and Binding, Report on
1

4

Remarks.

Printed.

Printed.

Not printed.
a

Printed.
(I

Printed.

Printed.
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Title.

Printing Papers, contract for supply

Prison Labour in United States . . .

Prisons and Reformatories, Eeport

.

Public Accounts
Public Institutions, inmates of ...

Public Works, Report

Queen Victoria, Niagara Falls Park, Report ........

Queen Victoria, Niagara Falls Park, persons visiting

Raleigh, reduction in indebtedness

,

Refuge, Houses of, Report

Registrars, fees of

Registry Office, Toronto

St. Catharines Milling Co'y vs. Regina, Case

,

Secretary and Registrar, Report

Statutes, distribution of

Statutes, distribution of

Tavern and Shop Licenses, Report
Technical Education, Report

Text Books, compulsory ,

Tile, Stone and Timber Drainage

Titles, Report of Master
Toronto General Trusts Co'y, Statement .

,

Toronto Registry Office, papers

Toronto University, Endowment of Chairs

Toronto University, Report (part of)

Toronto University, Bursar's Statement . . . ,

University Examinations

Upper Canada College, Bursar's Statement

Upper Canada College, Report (part of) .

.

Water Supply to Departments

,

64
49
2

15

23

17

37
62

52

11

50
70

68

59

40
41

14

22

58

78
51

34

70
56

6

73

75

45

6

66

Remarks.

Printed.

Printed.

Not printed.

Printed.

Printed.

Not printed.
((

Printed.

Not printed.

Printed.

Not printed.

Printed.

Printed.

Not printed.
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LIST OF SESSIONAL PAPERS,

ARRANGED NUMERICALLY.

No. 7

No. 8

No. 9 .

.

No. 12..

No. 13..

CONTENTS OF PART I.

Report upon the Lunatic and Idiot Asylums of the Province, for the year ending
30th September, 1888. {Printed.)

Report upon the Common Gaols, Prisons and Reformatories of Ontario, for

the year ending 30th September, 1888. {Printed.)

Report upon the Institution for the Education and Instruction of the Deaf and
Dumb, Belleville, for the year ending 30th September, 1888. {Printed.)

Report upon the Institution for the Education and Instruction of the Blind,

Brantford, for the year ending 30th September, 1888. [Printed.)

Report upon the Hospitals of the Province for the year ending 30th Septem-
ber, 1888. {Printed.)

Report of the Minister of Education for the year 1888, with the statistics of

1887, in which is included the Reports upon Mechanics' Institutes; Prac-

tical Science ; Canadian Institute ; Toronto University and Upper Canada
College. {Printed.)

CONTENTS OF PART IL

Report of the Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union, for the year 1888.
{Printed.)

Report of the Agricultural and Arts Association of Ontario, for the year 1888.

{Printed.)

Report upon the Registration of Births, Marriages and Deaths, for the year
1887. {PHuted.)

Detailed Report of the Inspector of Insurance. {Printed.)

Report upon the Houses of Refuge and Orphan and Magdalen Asylums, for

the year 1888. {Printed.)

CONTENTS OF PART III.

Report of the Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario, for the ye.a 1888.

{Printed.)

Second Report of the ^Municipal Commission. {Printed.)
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No. 14. . Report upon the working of the Tavern and Shop Licenses Act, for the year
I 1888. {Printed.)

No. 15. .'Public Accounts of the Province of Ontario, for the year 1888. {Printed.)

No. 16.

No. 17.

No. 18.

No. 19.

No. 20.

No. 21

No. 22.

No. 23.

No. 24.

No. 25.

No. 26,

No. 27,

No. 28,

No. 29,

CONTENTS OF PART IV.

Estimates for the year 1889. {Printed.)

Report of the Commissioner of Public Works, for the year 1888. {Printed.)

Report of the Department of Immigration, for the year 1888. {Printed.)

Report upon Forestry. {Printed.)

Report of the Entomological Society, for the year 1888. {Printed.)

Report of the Ontario Agricultural College and Experimental Farm, for the

year 1888. {Printed.)

Report of the Minister of Education, upon the subject of Technical Education.

{Printed.)

CONTENTS OF PART V.

Return, shewing the number of inmates of the Public Institutions of Ontario

on the 30th September last ; the sex, nationality, nationality of parents,

and religious denominations of such inmates. {Printed.)

Copy of Order in Council increasing the commutation paid to His Honour
Judge Jones, Judge of the County Court of Brant, under the Surrogate

Courts Act. {Printed.)

Copy of Order in Council commuting the fees payable to S. S. Lazier, Esquire,

a Local Master of the Supreme Court of Judicature for Ontario, at Belle-

ville. {Printed.)

Report of the Commissioner of Crown Lands, for the year 1888. {Printed.)

Analysis of Reports of County, Township and Horticultural Societies in

Ontario, for the year 1887. {Not printed.)

Return, shewing the date of the appointment of Asa Beach as License Inspec-

tor for the County of Dundas. Also, the number of convictions in the

County since the date of his appointment for violations of " The Canada
Temperance Act, 1878 ;

" the date of each conviction ; the amount of

penalty imposed in each case ; by whom imposed, and the disposition of

the penalty in each case. Also, whether each conviction was for a first,

second or third offence under the Act, and shewing also, the particulars of

unsuccessful prosecutions since said first mentioned date, and the dates of

dismissal of prosecutions. {Not printed.)

Reports of the Ontario Poultry Association, the Eastern Ontario Poultry and
Pet Stock Association, and the Ontario Bee-keepers' Association, for the

year 1888. {Printed.)
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Report of T. \V. Anglin, on Ontario's Exhibit at the Centennial Exposition of
the Ohio Valley and Central States. (Printed.)

Report of E. B. Borron, Stipendiary Magistrate, on the territory belonging to

the Province of Ontario, in the vicinity of Lake Abittibi. (Printed.)

Copy of Order in Council commuting the fees payable to His Honour Judge
Lacourse, Judge of the County Court of the County of Waterloo.
(Pri)ited.)

Copy of Order in Council commuting the fees payable to W. A. McLean
Esquire, Local Master for the Supreme Court of Judicature for Ontario,
at Walkerton. (Printed.)

Statement of the affairs of the Toronto General Trusts Company, for the year
1888. (^ot printed.)

Copies of Orders in Council respecting High Schools and Collegiate Institutes.
(N'ot ininted.)

Report on the Elgin County House of Industry, for the year ending 31st
October, 1888. (Not im'nfed.)

Report of the Commissioners for the Queen Victoria Niagara Falls Park, for
the year 1888. (Printed.)

Return, shewing separately in regard to Companies doing business under
Ontario charters, the amount of fire insurance at risk on the 31st Decem-
ber for each of the years from 1881 to 1887, both inclusive ; the number
of policies in force on the 31st December in each year of which there is a
correct record , the total amount of losses paid each year, and the total
amount of expenses during each year ; the percentage of losses and ex-
penses j the cost of expense on every .§1,000 at risk in purely mutual,
mixed mutual, cash and stock companies. (Printed.)

Report of the Inspector of Factories, for the year 1888. (Printed.)

Report upon the distribution of the Sessional Statutes, for the year 1888.
(Not printed.)

Report upon the distribution of the Revised Statutes, Ontario, 1887. (Not
printed.

)

Archaeological Report. (Printed.)

Report of the Inspector of Division Courts, for the year 1888. (Printed.)

Report of the Queen's Printer on tenders for Departmental and Legislative
Printing and Binding and Contract with Warwick <k Sons. (Printed.)

Bursar's Statement of the cash transactions of Upper Canada College, for the
year ending 30th June, 1888. (Printed.)

Correspondence relative to the Accounts between the Provinces of Ontario and
Quebec and the Dominion of Canada. (Printed.)

2 (S.P.)
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No. 47..

No. 48

49,

No. 50,

51

No. 52.

No. 53..

No. 54 .

.

No. 55

.

No. 56.

No. 57.

No. 58..

59.

Return shewing the estimated cost, if any, and actual cost per yard for each

drain constructed by or under the Government within the Counties of

Lambton, Kent, Elgin and Essex, and the name of the engineer or other

person employed by the Ontario Government to make such estimate. The
price per yard at which the work was let, and whether on tender by public

advertisement or otherwise. The salaries or other remuneration paid the

engineers or other persons employed by the Ontario Government to super-

intend the construction of the said drainage works, and charged to the

said works respectively. Part of No. 8 {Printed.)

Report of the Professor of Dairying at the Ontario Agricultural College, for

the year 1888. Part of No. 8. {Printed.)

Return, of a copy of any Report made to the Government, by the Prison

Inspector and the Warden of the Central Prison of the result of their

enquiries, during the past year, relating to Prison Labour in the United
States. {Printed.)

Statement of the Returns forwarded to the Office of the Provincial Secretary

of all Fees aud Emoluments received by the Registrars of Ontario, for the

year 1888, R.S.O., 1887, c. 114, s. 100, and with which are contrasted

receipts of the same nature in 1886 and 1887. {Printed.^

Report of the Master of Titles, for the year 1888. {Printed.)

Return, of copies of all correspondence subsequent to 1884, between the

Government and the Council of the Township of Raleigh, and any person

on behalf of the Township, relating to the reduction made in the indebt-

edness of the Township to the Province. {Not printed.)

Returns transmitted by Municipal Councils to the Office of the Provincial

Secretary of the several debts of the Corporation as they stood on the

31st day of December, 1888, in accordance with the provisions of sec. 382,

cap. 184, R.S.O., 1887. {Not printed.)

Returns transmitted by Municipal Corporations to the Office of the Provincial

Secretary of the Debentures issued by them up to the 31st day of Decem-
ber, 1888, as required by sec. 5, cap. 186, R.S.O., 1887. {Not printed.)

Return, of copies of all Orders in Council, evidence, reports, correspondence and
documents relative to the investigation into the case of and dismissal of

Mr. Archibald Mclntyre, License Inspector for East Elgin. {Not jyrinted.)

Copies of correspondence and agreement of the City of Toronto, to permanently

endow two additional Chairs in the Provincial University in settlement of

certain litigated questions between the City and the University. {Printed.)

Statement of Receipts and Expenditures on account of the Mercer Estate, for

the year 1888. {Printed.)

Return, shewing a list of all Text Books for each of the last five years, the use

of one or more of which was compulsory on pupils—first, in the High
Schools, secondly, in the Public Schools, and third, in the Separate Schools.

{Printed.

)

Report of the Secretary and Registrar of the Province, for the year 1888.

{Printed.)
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No. GO..

No. 61

No. 62,

No. 63.

No. 64..

No. 65,

CONTENTS OF PART VI.

Return, of a copy of the Argument before the Privy Council as to the Bound-
aries of this Province ; the Case submitted to the Privy Council by each of

the parties to the reference ; the Order of Her Majesty in Council thereon,

and also a copy of the like documents on the recent appeal to the Privy

Council respecting the ownership of the lands in the formerly Disputed
Territory. (Printed. )

Return, shewing the location of any Houses of Industry, Poor Houses, or similar

institutions, for the care and maintenance of indigent persons, now estab-

lished in any of the cities, towns and counties, in the Province of Ontario,

at the total or partial cost of any Municipality, and distinguishing those

partly and those wholly supported by such Municipality ; the number of

inmates permanently or temporarily lodged in each such institution during

the years 1887 and 1888, and their age and sex, with a classification

of the supposed causes of pauperism, and the length of detention of such

inmates, where any have been committed for short periods; the dietary

used in these institutions; the amount expended upon the erection and
improvement of buildings since the establishment of any such institution,

and the cost of lands connected therewith; the extent, if any, of land

annually under cultivation, and the money value of returns therefrom

during the years named; the annual money value, if any, of the products of

the labour of the inmates; the per capita daily or annual cost of actual

maintenance, during 1887 and 1888, of the inmates of such institution,

less interest on invested capital, and plus the salaries of officials ; the

number and salaries of attendants, surgeons, and other officials ; the num-
ber of inmates of such institutions in each of the years named, regarded

as imbecile, idiotics, or insane, and of the blind, epileptic or deaf and
dumb; and the number of committals of inmates of any such institution

to cells or other solitary confinement, as punishment, in 1887 and 1888,
and the period during which they were so held in confinement. (Printed.)

Return, shewing the number of persons who have visited the Queen Victoria

Niagara Falls Park during the year 1888. Also, shewing the number who
have paid for admission to the islands in the Park, giving the amount of

revenue derived from that source. Also, shewing the amount of revenue
derived from all other sources during the year ; also, the amount paid

as expenses for the management of the Park, giving the names of the
officials and the amount paid to each. Also, giving a statement of the money
still on hand derived from the sale of bonds, and shewing the amount of

interest paid and from what source paid ; so far as the particulars do not
appear in the Report of the Commissioners. (Printed.)

Return, shewing the amount received from Poll Tax in each City, Town and
Village in the Province for the year 1886. (Not printed.)

Contract with William Barber <& Brothers for the supply of Printing Papers
required for the service of the Government and the Report of the Queen's
Printer thereon. (Printed.)

Copy of an Order in Council, approved the 18th March, 1889, respecting the

sum to be paid to Mr. S. Malcolmson, as Deputy Registrar of the Chan-
cery Division of the High Court of Justice, and appointing him to that

office in the room and stead of Henry McDermott, deceased. (Printed.)

11
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No. 67..

Return, shewing the amount paid by the Province and the rates charged per
thousand gallons by the City of Toronto during each of the past five

years for water supplied to the Public Institutions and Departmental
Buildings, and offices of this Province located in the City. {Not printed.)

Report of the

(Printed.)

CONTENTS OF PART VII.

Roval Commission on the Mineral Resources of Ontario.

CONTENTS OF PART VIII.

68 . . Papers and Documents relating to the Case of the St. Catharines Milling Com-
pany vs. the Queen. {Printed.) V"» O. /^'^. ^ A-% . V %% t

CONTENTS OF PAOT^' "^^ ^« § ^.

Commissioner's Return relating to the Ontario Grain and Seed Company.
printed.)

{Not

Papers with reference to the Registrar's Office in the City of Toronto, and the

Registry Law. {Printed.)

Report of the Inspector of Legal Offices, for the year 1888. {Printed.)

Return, shewing the names of all persons to whom sums of money have been

paid by the Inspectors of any License District within the United Counties

of Leeds and Grenville, and the Counties of "Wellington, Elgin, Kent,

Lanark and Oxford, to any person, either as a counsel or solicitor in the

conduct of prosecutions under the Canada Temperance Act, before any
Police Magistrate, giving the names of the Magistrates and the full par-

ticulars, with dates and items of every such payment. {Not printed.)

The Bursar's Statement of the cash transactions of the University of Toronto

for the year ending -SOth June, 1888. {Printed.)

Report of the Bureau of Industries on the Municipal Statistics of Ontario, for

the years 1886 and 1887. {Printed.)

Copies of all correspondence between the University of Toronto and any other

University or Universities, relating to Matriculation Examinations. {Not

printed.)

Report of the Provincial Board of Health, for the year 1888. {Printed.)

Return shewing the amount paid out from municipal funds, either by direct

grants or remission of taxes, in each city, town, village or rural municipal-

ity in the Province of Ontario, during 1887 or 1888, for the relief of poor

and indigent persons, but not including any sum paid for the support of

a House of Industry or similar institution ; the number of indigents a

permanent charge upon any municipality in 1887 and 1888 ; and the num-
ber of such indigents who received temporary aid from municipal funds in

1887 and 1888. {Printed.)

Statement of the Returns made by Municipalities under " The Tile. Stone and

Timber Drainage Act," R.S.O., 1887, chapter 39, for the year 1888. {Not

printed.)

12
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ERRATA.
Page 2—Between Utica and Medina Formations insert " Hudson River Formation.

" 15—Lines 3 and 11 from top, for " fifty "' read " thirty."

" 46—Line 19 from top, for " Devonshire " read " Devonian,"
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CONTENTS.

LETTI':R Ol- TRANSMISSION.

PACK.

Schomu of th« enquiry xi

•Sessions for hearing evidence xii

Special information xii

Data of the Report xiii

Geology of the Province xiii

Progrois of mining operations xv

Importance of the mining industry xv

Govarnment service xvi

Mineral resources of the Province xvi

Relative production of Canada and the United

States xvii

Commercial affinity of the two countries xvii

Desire for a larger and freer market xvii

Production of Ontario and neighboring States

compared . xviii

1'A(;k.

Canada's share in the world's production of

minerals and metals xviii

Mining laws of the Province xix

Danger of forest fires x x

Health and safety of miners x x

Mining and smelting of iron ores xx

Growth and prosperity dependent on a know-

ledge of processes xxi

Prospect of making charcoal pig iron xxii

Mining and smelting of copper and nickel ores, xxii

Alloys of nickel and steel xxiii

Technical instruction xxiii

Geological survey of the Province xxiv

Museum of geology and mineralogy xxiv

Collection of statistics xxiv

SECTION I,

Gkolouy of Ontario, with special reference to Economic Minerals.

Technical terms 1

Divisions of the rocks of Ontario 2

Geographical distribution 5

The Azoic period '5

The Laurentian system S

Lower Laurentian formation 8

Upper Laurentian formation 10

Origin of Laurentian rocks 13

Huronian system 16

Huronian areas in Ontario 18

Lower and Upper divisions 19

The metalliferous series 22

Iron 22

Copper and Nickel 23

Gold 25
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Zinc 30
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Other metals and minerals 30
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Animikie formation 31

The Silver-bearing rocks 33

Nipigon formation 36

Potsdam formation 39

The Silurian system 40
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Chazy formation 41

Black River and Bird's-P^ye formation 41

Trenton formation 41

Utica formation 42

Hudson River formation 43

Medina formation 43

Clinton formation 43.

Niagara formation 43

Guelph formation 44

Onondaga formation 45

Lower Helderburg formation 46

The Devonian system 46

Oriskany formation 46

Corniferous formation 46

Hamilton formation 47

Chemung and Portage formation 47

The Post Tertiary system 48

The Drift 48

Evidence of witnesses : Eastern Ontario region. 52

Western Ontario region 54

Lake Temagami region 56

Sudbury region 58

Sault Ste. Marie region 5'J

Michipicoten island 60

Lake Superior region 61

Lake-of -the-Woods region 64

General Survey of the Province 6.1
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SECTION II.

Notes on Mines, Locations and Works visited by the Commission.

Statistics of production

Alineral production of Ontario in 1888 .

Arsenic

Building materials

Brown and gray sandstones

Granite and granite works

Marble and marble quarries
,

Cement clay and works

Clays, brick and terra cotta

Roofing materials

Charcoal

Copper and Nickel

Gold

Gypsum
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Minnesota Vermilion range

Mines and locations in Eastern Ontario.

Lead
Mica

pa<;k.

71

72

72

72

73

74

75

77

77

79

106

119

123

123

127

145

148

PAGE.

Natural Gas 151

Petroleum 153

The Petrolia district 153

Producing and storing petroleum 154

Distilling and refining the petroleum 154

The Oil Springs district 166
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Phosphate of lime 167
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Salt 181

Processes of production 182

Logs of borings 184
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Zinc 204
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SECTION III.

Influence of Commercial conditions upon the Mining Industry.

Extent and variety of the mineral resources of

Ontario 205

Means of development 207

Mining capital and management 208

Value of mineral products 20P.

Mineral production of Canada in the years

1870, 1880 and 1887 209

Mineral production of Ontario in the years 1870,/

1880 and 1887 210

Exports from Ontario by countries 211

Exports from Ontario in twenty years, by
minerals . 211

Comparison with United States products 212

Value of mineral exports from Ontario and
Canada 214

Possibility of larger production under present

conditions 215

Charcoal and coke iron ^15

Gold, silver and copper production 217

Production of salt 217

Marble and building stone 217

Some things the Dominion Government might

do.y^ 218

Inter-continental and inter-provincial trade. . . 218

Geographical conditions 219

Ethnologic conditions 220

Economic conditions 221

Iron and iron ore 223

The world's production of pijj iron 223

The world's production of iron and steel 224

United States production of iron and steel in

1876 and 1888 224

Possible expansion of the iron industry in

Canada . 225

Export of iron ore from Car.£tla .... 225

Iron ore shipments from Lake Superici" mines. -^6

How unrestricted trade would operate .... 226

Charcoal iron produced in Michigan 227

Copper and nickel 227

Salt 228

Structural materials 228

Scope and results of inter-continental free trade 229

Evidence and statistics 230

Influence of free trade with the United States

upon the mining industries of Canada .... 231

The construction of roads and railways a neces-

sary part of a generous mining policy 239

Table i—Mineral production of Canada in 1886

and 1887 243

Tuhh ii—Mineral exports of Canada 244

Table Hi—Imports of iron and steel manufac-

tures 246

Table if—Imports of iron and steel manufac-

tures 249

iv
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SECTION IV.

Mining Laws and Re(;llationh.

Cirigin of the mining industry in Ont.irio 255

Opinions of witnesses 256

Mining laws in Ontario and elsewhere 263

Ontario 263

C^uebec 269

Nova Scotia 271

British Columbia 273

Dominion of Canada 275

United States 277

Colorado 280

Dakota 280

Michigan 281

Montana 282

Nevada 282

New York 282

Oregon 283

South Carolina 283

Utah 283

Wisconsin 283

r.\r,r,

Wyoming 284

Great Britain and Ireland 28r7

New Zealand 280
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South Australia 294

Other Australasian colonies 295
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Austria-Hungary 297

Italy 297
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Portugal 298

Spain 299

Sweden 299

Norway 300

Suggested changes in the mining law 301

Evidence 307

SECTION V.

On the Smklting or ores ok Economic Minerals in Ontario.

A record of failures 319

Iron smelting 319

Lessons of the failures 327

Outside sources for supplies 327

Charcoal iron and its uses 328

Cost of production 330

PoBsibilitiea of production in Ontario 342

Treatment of magnetic ores .... 345
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THE COMMISSION.

A. CAMPBELL.

Arthur S. Hardy )
Province of Ontario : Victoria by the Grace of

Attorney-General pro tempore > ^^ o^ the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
under R. S. O. cap. 13, sec. 3. j Ireland, t^ueen, Defender of the Faith, etc., etc., etc

To John Charlton of the village of Lynsdoch, in the county of Norfolk, Robert Bell of the

city of Ottawa, in the county of Carleton, William Coe of the village of Madoc, in the

county of Hastings, and William Hamilton Merritt of the city of Toronto, in the county

of York, Esquires, our Commissioners in this behalf, Greeting :

Whereas in and by chapter seventeen of the Revised Statutes of Ontario it is enacted that

whenever the Lieutenant-Governor in Council deems it expedient to cause enquiry to be
made into and concerning any matter connected with the good government of our Province
of Ontario or the conduct of any part of the public business thereof or the administration

of justice therein, and such enquiry is not regulated by any special law, the Lieutenant-

Governor may by the Commission in the case confer upon the Commissioners or persons by
whom such enquiry is to be conducted the power of summoning before them any party
or witnesses and of requiring them to give evidence on oath orally or in writing (or on
solemn affirmation if they be parties entitled to affirm in civil matters) and to produce such
documents and things as such Commissioners deem requisite to the full investigation of the
matters in which they are appointed to examine, and that the Commissioners shall then
have the same power to enforce the attendance of such witnesses and to compel them to give

evidence as is vested in any court of law in civil cases.

And whekeas it has appeared expedient to the Lieutenant-Governor of our said Province
in Council that a Commission under the great seal of our said Province should issue for the
purpose of enquiring into and reporting upon the Mineral Resources of our said Province
and the Measures for their Development.

Now KNOW TE that we having and reposing full trust and confidence in you the said John
Chariton, you the said Robert Bell, you the said William Coe, and you the said William
Hamilton Merritt, do hereby by and with the advice of our Executive Council of our said

Province appoint you the said John Charlton, you the said Robert Bel), you the said William
Coe and you the said William Hamilton Merritt our Commissioners in this behalf to
enquire into and report upon the Mineral Resources of our said Province and the Measures
for their Development, giving to you our said Commissioners full power and authority to
summon before you any witness or witnesses and to require him or theui to give evidence on
oath orally or in writing (or on solemn affirmation if such witn(?ss or witnesses is or are
parties entitled to affirm in civil matters) and to produce to you our said Commissioners such
documents and things as you may deem requisite to the full investigation of the premises
together with all and every other power and authority in the said act mentioned and author-
ised to be by us conferred on any Commissioner appointed by authority or in pursuance
thereof. And we do require you our said Commissioners forthwith after the conclusion of
such enquiry to make full report to our said Lieutenant-Governor touching the matters con-
cerning which the said enquiry is to be made, together with a return of all or any of the
evidence taken by you our said Commissioners respecting the same.

To HAVE, HOLD AND ENJOY the Said office of Commissioners as aforesaid during the pleasure
of our said Lieutenant-Governor.

And we do appoint you the said John Charlton to be the Chairman of our said Com-
mission.

And we i>eclark that it is our will and pleasure that Archibald Blue of the !#aid city of
Toronto, Esquire, shall be the Secretary of our said Commission, and we do hereby appoint
him Secretary thereof as aforesaid.

2* (m c.)
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In testimony whereof we have caused these our Letters to be made Patent, and the Great

Seal of our said Province of Ontario to be hereunto affixed.

Witness the Honorable Sir Alexander Campbell, Knight Commander of our most dis-

tinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, member of our Privy Council for Canada,

etc., etc., etc., Lieutenant-Governor of our Province of Ontario, at our Government House^

in our city of Toronto, in our said Province, tliis sixteenth day of May in the year of our

Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eierht and in the fifty-first year of our Reign.

By Command,

(Signed) ARTHUR S. HARDY, Secretary.

THOMAS GALT, Administrator.

Arthur S Hardy 1 Province of Ontario : Victoria by the Grace of

Attorney-General pro tempore > God of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

under R. S.O., cap. 13. sec. 3.
J

Ireland, Queen, Defender of the Faith, etc., etc., etc.

To Archibald Blue of the city of Toronto, Esquire, Secretary of the Commission respecting

the Mineral Resources of Ontario and their Development, Greeting :

Whereas under the provisions of chapter seventeen of the revised Statutes of our Province

of Ontario we did by our certain Letters Patent and Commission under the great seal of our

said Province bearing date the sixteenth day of May in the year of our Lord one thousand

eight hundred and eighty-eight appoint John Charlton of the village of Lynedoch, in the

county of Norfolk, Robert Bell of the city of Ottawa, in the county of Carleton, William

Coe of the village of Madoc, in the county of Hastings, and William Hamilton Merritt of

the city of Toronto, in the county of York, Esquires, our Commissioners to enquire into and

report upon the Mineral Resources of our said Province of Ontario and Measures for their

Development.

And whereas the Administrator of our said Province in Council deems it expedient that

you the said Archibald Blue should be associated with the said Commissioners in the said

work.

Now therefore know you that we having and reposing full trust and confidence in the

loyalty, ability, integrity and discretion of you the said Archibald Blue have constituted and

appointed and by these presents do constitute and appoint you the said Archibald Blue to

be a Commissioner for the purposes in our said Commission contained and recited, and do

associate you the said Archibald Blue for that purpose with the said John Charlton, Robert

Bell, William Coe and William Hamilton Merritt, hereby fully and effectually giving and

granting unto you the said Archibald Blue all and every the like powers given and granted

by our said Commission to the Commissioners therein named and to all intents and purposes

as if the said powers and authorities were herein and hereby particularly mentioned and ex-

pressed, and as if you the said Archibald Blue had been appointed by said original Letters

Patent and Commission.

And we do command the said John Charlton, Robert Bell, William Coe and William Ham-
ilton Merritt to receive you the said Archibald Blue as their said associate.

In TESTIMONY' whereof we have caused these our Letters to be made Patent and the great

seal of our said Province of Ontario to be hereunto affixed.

Witness the Honorable Sir Thomas Gait, Knight, Chief Justice of the Common Pleas

Division of our High Court of Justice for Ontario, etc., etc., etc.. Administrator of our

Province of Ontario, at our Government House, in our city of Toronto, in our said Province,

this twenty-fifth day of July in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-

eight and in the fifty-second year of our Reign.

By Command,

(Signed) ARTHUR S. HARDY, Secretary.

X.
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Report of the Commission upon

THE MINERAL RESOURCES OF ONTARIO

AND Measures for their Development.

To THE Honorable Sir Alexander Campbell, K.C.M.G.,

Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario :

The Commissioners appointed to enquire into and report upon the mineral

resources of the Province and measures for their development have to Scheme of the
enquiry.

state for the information of Your Honor that at their first meeting held in

the city of Toronto, after conferring with the members of your Government

on the nature and scope of their duties under the terms of the Commission,

the following scheme or plan of enquiry was agreed to, viz :

I. The geology of the Province, with special reference to its economic

minerals : assigned to Dr. Bell.

II. Detailed description and maps of the working mines and important

undeveloped mineral occurrences of the Province, together with all matters

which appertain to mining engineering : assigned to Mr. Merritt.

III. Trade in mineral products, showing exports and imports, shipping

facilities for ores, building stones, etc., and a general enquiry into the causes of

depression in the mining industry of the country : assigned to the Chairman.

IV. Information and suggestions on the subject of mining laws and regu-

lations, with a view to the giving of greater encouragement to our minin^

industry : assigned to the Secretary.

v. An enquiry into the best means of promoting the metallurgical industry
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with special reference to the smelting of iron and other ores : assigned to

the Secretary.

VI. Other measures for the aid and encouragement of the mining and

metallurgical industries, embracing : (1) The organisation of a bureau of

mines for the Province
; (2) the founding of a geological and mineralogical

museum
; (3) The collection and publication of mining statistics

; (4) Tech-

nical instruction in its relation to mining and metallurgy. The first of these

subjects was assigned to Dr. Bell, the second to Mr. Merritt and the third

and fourth to the Secretary.

It was also agreed to as part of the scheme of the report that the evidence

of witnesses should be arranged as far as practicable under the foregoing

heads, so that each subject or section should be complete in itself and that

the distinctive features of the evidence of each witness might appear in their

natural and appropriate relation.

E\idence of

-nitneases.

Sessions of the Commission for hearing evidence were held at thirty-seven

Sessions of the places in the Province, from Ottawa in the east to Rat Portage in the
Commission for
hearing
evidence.

Special
information.

west and ore hundred and sixty-four witnesses were examined under oath,

comprising among their number explorers, prospectors, miners, mine and

quarry owners, mine captains and superintendents, mine brokers, mining

enc^ineers, civil engineers, land surveyors, geologists, assayers, chemists, metal-

lurgists, scientists, iron founders, brick makers, tile, terra cotta and pipe

manufacturers, iron makers, copper and nickel smelters, mechanics, lawyers,

bankers merchants, capitalists and speculators. Mines, mining locations and

works in the vicinity of places where the Commission met were examined, and

careful enquiry respecting them was made.

Several other important districts and places were also visited by members

of the Commission, with the object of procuring special or desirable informa-

tion. The extensive magnetic iron ore range in the region west of Lac-de-

milles-lacs and the Black Bay lead region on lake Superior were explored by

Dr. Bell, while Mr. Coe, Mr. Merritt and the Secretary made a journey to

the iron ranges in northern Minnesota, near the Ontario boundary. Mr.

Merritt also visited the Michigan School of Mines at Houghton. The Chair-

man and Secretary in the latter part of 1888 visited the Columbia School

of Mines in New York, the office of the Geological Survey at Washington,

xii.
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and furnaces and steel works at Pittsburg, Pa., at Chattanooga, Tenn,,

and at Birmingham, Alabama. Another object of the visit to Birmingham

was to enquire into the merits and witness the operation of the Henderson

process for eliminating sulphur and phosphorus from iron and converting

it into steel. An accident to the machinery prevented their observing

this process, but they were fortunate in arranging for a careful test and

report upon it to be made by Mr. Garlick of Cleveland, Ohio, a metal-

lurgist whose experience in the manufacture of iron extends over a period of

twenty-five year.s. His report appears in the Appendix. The Secretary also

visited during the summer of 1889 the laboratory of Mr. Edison at Orange,

N. J., to witness the operation of an electrical machine invented to purify and

concentrate magnetic iron ores, the SheflEleld Scientific School at Yale College,

and several iron furnaces and mines in the vicinity of Port Henry on lake

Champlain.

The data of the report are original and historical. The Commission has not

followed in the footsteps of others, but has pursued the course marked out for
^(^^^^"i^rdau

. , . . , , 1. c c i.
°^ ^^^ report.

itself, and it professes to present no inference, opinion or statement ot tact

which is not warranted by the evidence, the study and observation of its

members, or the testimony of the highest authorities.

In the Section devoted to the geology of the Province a systematic account

is given of each one of its rock formations. This part of the report could not Sketch of the
° geology- of the

be prepared without employing geological terms, but the simplest expressions

have been used and a glossary of many terms has been appended in order

that it may be the more easily read by persons unfamiliar with geological

science. To make the description more complete and intelligible, it has been

deemed necessary to sketch some of the general geological features of North

America beyond the borders of Ontario and to touch upon a few of the

leading characters in connection with its geology. The aim throughout has

been to make a statement of facts only, disregarding everything of a purely

theoretical character. This Section has been written with the advantages of

a full knowledge of the work of the Canadian Geological Survey from

its inception up to the present time, and it embodies the results of the

latest researches not only of members of that service but of various other

investigators. In its preparation advantage has also been taken of any

new or hitherto unpublished information known to the writer.

xiii.
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The reports of the Geological Survey of Canada, although of much value

Early sources of for reference as to details in the various Provinces, are too numerous and too
infonmtion are

' voluminous for the use of any one who can spare only time to acquire a general

acquaintance with the geology of his own Province. ]\roreo"ver as these

reports extend back through a period of nearly half a century, most of them

are inaccessible to the public, and much of what was stated in the

earlier volumes has been superseded, modified or largely supplemented by

more recent investigations. The limits of the Province having been recently

extended far beyond those which were formerly recognised, any previous

account of its geology would now be incomplete, even if the data in refer-

ence to the added territory had been available. But no pretence is made to

cover the field in this work. A full account of every branch of the subject

or of any locality has not been attempted ; that would occupy several volumes,

and the aim of the Commission has been to present in compact form infor-

mation upon all matters coming within the scope of its inquiry. The geo-

logical Section however embraces the most recent and the best established

views on all points, and gives prominence to the Archaean rocks, which cover

Speiiai promin- the greater part of Ontario as now bounded, and which are important from the
ence eriven to

bea^s forma-
Occurrence in them of various economic minerals in the Huronian and Upper

Laurentian systems. The description of the various formations of the Cam-

brian, Silurian and Devonian systems is briefer, the fullest account being

reserved for those which are richest in minerals. Such are the Animikie,

yielding silver ore ; the Nipigon, in which native copper occurs ; the Trenton,

which produces petroleum and natui-al gas : and the Onondaga, which holds

the beds of salt and gypsum.

The classification of rocks which has been followed is that of the late Sir

William Logan, the accomplished founder and for twenty-seven years the
'Classification of

o^'^f the
"^'''' director of the Geological Survey of Canada. The geology of the mining

mining districts. « i ^ ^i -r> •

districts is described in greater detail than that of other parts ot the Province,

and the geological relations of some of the principal mineral products are

given as examples to illustrate their general character in the districts referred

to. Additional facts on these subjects are mentioned in the Section on mines,

especially on the occurrence of iron ores and phosphate of lime in the eastern

Sources of new ^g^^.^ ^f ^^^ Province, and much new information available for these purposes
information. t^ '

has been collected by the Commission or supplied by the testimony of wit-

xiv.
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nesses. A supplementary account of the geology of the Sudbury district and

of the mining operations there, brought down to the month of October, 1889,

is given in the Appendix.

A practical business basis has now been reached in the development of a

number of our minerals, as for example in the production of salt, petroleum, Mininj; opera-
tions on a biisi-

phosphate, mica, cement, gypsum and building stones, and in the manufacture makin^siow
progress.

of brick, terra cotta, tile and sewer pipe. The silver and copper and nickel

mines are also being worked with much skill and energy, and at the few loca-

tions where deep shafts have been sunk and galleries have been driven the

existence of large ore bodies has been demonstrated. Iron mining has been

intermittent hitherto, but its operations will doubtless assume a permanent

place as a source of one of our largest mineral products when we shall have

the steady demand of a home market to provide for, besides such foreign

markets as we may be able to secure. It may also be confidently hoped that

gold mining will become one of the established industries of the country,

especially if attention be given to our refractory ores and should the economic

treatment of them be satisfactorily solved.

The cost of mining machinery, much of which is not yet made in Canada,

is a matter of common complaint with mine owners, as is also the high some losses of
advantage speci-

freight charges on machinery, supplies and ore ; but these are losses of advan- ^^*^-

tage which the enlightened good sense and liberality of our Governments

and our railway companies may be expected to overcome. In no other way

can a country add more directly to its wealth than by raising and utilising its

minerals, assuming it to possess them in commercial quantities ; for not only

are manufacturing industries of many kinds created to treat them, but the importance of
thft industry.

raw material may itself be said to be created by the labor expended in search-

ing for and mining it. Whatever lessens the cost of raising minerals and

whatever facilitates their shipment to the best markets are the most obvious

means of aiding the industry ; and in so far as governments can remove

burdens imposed by themselves, or reduce the cost of carriage by building or

granting aid to build roads or railways, they to that extent make the success

of mining operations possible.

Explorers and prospectors are the pioneers of mining enterprise. They have

already proven that our Province contains almost all of the economic minerals

XV
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in workable quantities except coal, and that it has vast possibilities of mineral

wealth. Yet the tolls upon trade and the want of facilities for cheap trans-

portation are a hindrance so serious to the employment of capital that a number

of the most promising of known mineral properties are either lying idle or

are being worked in the face of great odds. Encouragement of the industry,

Office and duty not its discouragement, is the office and duty of governments. Explorers,
of srovemments
in relation to the prospectors and miners deserve iust consideration and liberal treatment.
industry.

'^ •'

Mineral lands should be held for development, not for speculation. Mining

enterprises should not be weighted with restrictions imposed by trade policies,

and should as far as possible consistently with a fair consideration of the

claims of all other interests of our country be secured the advantages of the

home markets. Confidence in mining as a business should be established by

yearly reports of progress made and work done. To instruct, to inform, to-

ascertain and publish facts, to lighten the industry, to enlighten the men

employed in it and deal with them in a generous spirit—such, in the opinion,

of the Commissioners, is the true national policy for governments to pursue

in promoting the development of our mineral resources.

The evidence that Ontario possesses great mineral wealth is abundant.

Mineral and is constantly accumulating. Tn the central and eastern counties are
resources of the

_

Pro\ince enuin- magnetic and hematitic iron ores, gold, galena, plumbago, arsenic, mica,

fibrous serpentine, apatite, granite, marble and freestone. In the Sudbury dis-

trict copper and nickel mines are being worked on a large scale. In the town-

ship of Denison rich specimens of gold-bearing quartz and extensive deposits of

copper and nickel are found. Along the north shore of lake Huron, from

the mouth of the French river to Sault Ste. Marie, gold and silver-bearing

veins, iron, copper, galena and immense quarries of marble have been

discovered. Korth of the height of land and extending towards James bay

prospectors report a promising mineral region. North ot lake Superior loca-

tions of gold, silver, copper, iron, galena, plumbago and zinc ores have

been taken up, besides which there are inexhaustible supplies of granite,

marble, serpentine and sandstone. West of Port Arthur is a silver district

which, judging from the explorations already made, promises to be an

argentiferous region of great richness. Beyond this district, to the north-

west, are found veins of gold-bearing quartz and extensive ranges of magnetic

iron ore, while to the southwest is believed to be a continuation of the Ver-

milion iron range of northern Minnesota. The partial examination already

made inspires the hope that here will in time be developed an iron

region of great value. Upon Sultana island and other islands in the Lake-

of-the-Woods, and in the region adjacent to that lake, gold-bearing veins of

xvi.
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good promise have been discovered, and now that the question of title has

been settled an early development of some of the properties may he looked for.

But knowledge of the extent of our resources is necessarily imperfect. The

area of the Province is vast, many districts have not been prospected at all,

and therefore it may be reasonably presumed that only an inconsiderable

portion of our mineral wealth is yet known to us.

But notwithstanding the extent and variety of our mineral resources,

the statistics and tables presented in Section iii show conclusively that in

Ontario as well as elsewhere in the Dominion the mining industry is Relative pro-
duction of Ca-

making slow progress. The value of the metallic and non-metallic mineral
^^^^"yt^tes

products of Canada for 1887 was $11,896,793, whereas the value of the

same class of products in the CTnited States in that year was $542,284,225,

being nearly four times greater in the latter than in the former country per

head of population.*

The United States is the principal customer of Canada for products of

the mine, the value of our exports to that country for the seven fiscal years Evidence of a
natural com-

1881 to 1887 being $18,567,710, while to all the rest of the world it was only memai affinity
*= ' ' ' •' between Cana<Ia

$4,828,313. The value of the mineral exports of Ontario alone to the United
l"^^^l^^

^'"***^'^

States for the twenty fiscal years 1869 to 1888 was $14,329,330, and to all

the rest of the world it was $3,342,894. These figures present in a striking

light the natural commercial affinity which exists between the two great

Anglo-Saxon divisions of the continent, and open a field of speculative

enquiry as to what might have been the volume of the business if trade

restrictions had not clogged its movement. The great store of ores

and structural materials possessed by Canada and the transportation

facilities by land and water for placing them upon the markets of the United

States could not fail to have built up a trade of immense extent in mine

and quarry products but for the duties which have served in a more or

less perfect degree the purpose of preventing commercial intercourse.

Everywhere among men interested in mining operations, with the excep-

tion of those engaged in producing and refining petroleum, the Commissioners

have met with expressions of an earnest desire to see the American markets „ , ^ .

General desire

opened to the admission of Canadian minerals free of duty upon terms equally frLr market."'^

fair to both countries. The amount of iron ore exported from Canada for

* The table of the Canadian Geological Survey includes in the list of mineral products
such articles as brick, charcoal, coke, fertilisers, glass and glassware, iron, iron ore, pottery
ware, sewer jwpe and tile, steel, sulphuric acid, terra cotta and tile, but as these are not
embraced in the United States table their value is struck out of the Canadian total so that

a fair comparison may be made. The statistics of 1888 show that the value of the metallic

and non-metallic mineral products of Canada in that year was §12,048,421, and of the United
States $584,550,676, being for the former country §151,628 and for the latter §42,266,451 more
than the value of their respective products in 1887. See Appendix N.
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The Ontario,

the fiscal year 1888 was 13,544 tons, valued at 339,595, all but ten tons

of which was mined in Ontario and exported to the United States.

For the calendar year 1888 the shipment of iron ore from the lake

Michigan Wis- Superior mines of Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota to lake Erie ports
consiu and Min- ^ o > r

^n'i%on" amounted to 5,023,279 long tons, or three hundred and seventy-five

times as much as the entire export from Canada. This ore was worth

$15,000,000 at the ports of shipment; about $6,000,000 was earned by

the lake marine in its transportation to lake Erie poi'ts, and a large but

unknown amount by the railway companies over whose lines it was carried

to furnaces at Pittsburg and elsewhere. For the calendar year 1889 the

total output of the lake Superior mines was 7,292,754 tons, showing an

increase in ten years of 5,917,063 tons, or 430 per cent. Ontario undoubtedly

possesses large quantities of iron ore that might be delivered at all the

furnaces of Ohio, Pennsylvania and New York as cheaply except for the

duty as the ores of lake Superior, but her mines are almost absolutely idle.

The increase in the world's production of iron from 1800 to 1888 has

been nearly thirty-fold, it having grown from 825,000 tons in the former

to 23,194.500 tons in the latter year. Of the product of 1888 Great Britain

Canadas insig- furnished 34 per cent, and the United States 28 per cent. The world's
niiicant share in

the worlds min- product of steel for the same year was 9,630,477 tons, and of this amount
eral and metal-
lurgical produc- Great Britain furnished 35^ per cent, and the United States 30 per cent.

Yet in the vast movement of industrial forces connected with the manufacture

of iron and steel, over three-fifths of which centres in Great Britain and the

United States, Canada has relatively an insignificant part, its total amount

of wrought and puddled iron in the calendar year 1887 being only 31,501

tons and of steel 7,326 tons, while its make of pig iron in the fiscal year

1888-9 was only 24,822 tons.

Our situation naturally suggests comparison between ourselves and our

neighbors, and when we observe the rapid increase of mineral development in

the United States, the great stream of capital flowing in upon the mining dis-

tricts of the north and south, and the transformation of regions but lately

almost uninhabited into scenes of industrial activity, the conclusion seems

to be irresistible that if we could succeed in directing enterprise to our

own mineral districts results of like kind would surely follow. More

Progress of the than one-half of the capital now invested in the mines and mineral properties
indnsti>f under

. . . ... ,. .

fr»e conditions, of this Province is held by Americans, in spite of the repellent conditions

imposed by trade policies upon both sides, and the extent to which it might

further be attracted may be conceived by observing the growth of the

industry in neighboring States.
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The numerous complaints heard by the Commission respecting the min-

ing laws of the Province made a careful enquiry into that suliject necessary,

and in addition to the information given and the suggestions offered by many

witnesses the mining laws and regulations of the principal countries of the Mining lawg of* ° r r
^^^ Province

world have been examined and digests of them prepared, so that our own

laws might be considered in the light of a wide experience. It does not ap-

pear to your Commissioners however that very radical changes are demanded.

The provisions of the Act which relate to " mining claims " are found by

experience to be unsuited to the occurrence of minerals in this Province,

where no alluvial deposits of minerals are known to exist, and it does not

appear that any properties are being secured under them. It is only in the

provisions which relate to "mining locations " that changes in the law are

felt to be desirable.

The custom of terming a mining location a mine is itself misleading and

mischievous, and unfortunately the terms are synonymous as defined by the

Act. Mining men and capitalists have not infrequently met with disappoint- Mining locations

1 • T-> •
-I

• >j 1 • 1 1
^"'^ mines used

ment in this Province by being brought to see a "mine which has turned as synonymous
terms.

out to be only an undeveloped location, and to prevent the recurrence of such

mistakes it is desirable that the term should be clearly and accurately

defined.

The prospector and the explorer have special claims for consideration at

the hands of the Government, for without their services many years may

elapse before the mineral riches of the country are made known. They Prospectors and
explorers.

should have easy access to sources of information
;
geological and topographi-

cal maps of the territory they propose to examine should be placed in their

hands if available ; records of every transaction in mining locations should

be open to their inspection, and they should be permitted to file and prove

claims at the local agencies. The right of staking out claims might also be

conceded in unsurveyed districts, under proper regulations. But in all cases

it is desirable that proof of discovery of a mineral vein or deposit within the

limits of the location applied for should be furnished before a claim is filed.

The extent and number of locations which one person or company may claim

or hold cannot easily b9 regulated in practice, and while in all cases the tenure

of mineral lands should be subject to working conditions, it does not seem to

your Commissioners that a wise or useful purpose can be served by a

provision the effect of which would be to bar the profitable invest-

ment of capital. One strong company, if not hindered by a too narrow Extent and
number i)f loca-

area, may employ more men and raise more minerals than half a dozen tions, and work-
ing conditions.

weaker concems. But prospectors, explorers and miners deserve to be

encouraged in the acquisition of locations of small area, and if their con-
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veniences are better suited with the privilege of buying forty or even twenty

acres instead of the present minimum of eighty acres, subject to working

conditions, the country stands to gain rather than to lose by the sale of the

smaller area.

The Commissioners have been impressed with the danger which threatens

one of the chief sources of revenue possessed by the Province in prospecting

for minerals. They were struck with the appearance of many scenes of

desolation where forest fires had swept over wide districts, leaving blackened

tree trunks and fire-scorched wastes in the place of hills and valleys once

Danger of forest covered with valuable timber. The loss to the Province from this cause has
flre8 in prospect-

ing for minerals, reached many millions of dollars within the last thirty years, and constant

danger of further disaster attends the business of prospecting for minerals in

the forest regions. Moss and leaves often conceal mineral veins, and in addi-

tion to the danger arising from carelessness there is reason to believe that

unscrupulous persons sometimes set out fires and burn valuable tracts of timber-

land merely to facilitate their own work of search for minerals ; and still

oftener fires are started by the carelessness and even recklessness of sports-

men, tourists, missionaries, surveyors and others. This new danger

to our forest wealth is one which may well engage the attention of the

Government and the Legislature, and perhaps there is no simpler plan of

keeping a check upon prospectors and explorers than to require each one to

take out a license at the nearest land office, upon payment of a nominal fee,

granting him permission to search for minerals within a district of defined

boundaries.

The Act contains no provision for the health and safety of miners, and

Health and although no law can ensure workmen against the occurrence of accidents or
safety of miners,
and collection of the effects of foul air, it is none the less necessary that every possible precau-

tion for their health and safety should be taken. Neither is there any provi-

sion for the recovery of claims against employers, such as is found in the

mining laws of many other countries, but it may be that the general statutes

aflrord sufficient facilities to mine-workers in the collection of wages without

special provision being made to suit their particular circumstances.

The mining industry may be carried on in a country, as it is in many

sections of countries, without the smelting of metallic ores being undertaken.

Mining and Great Britain imports large quantities of iron ores for her furnaces from
smelting of iron

(• i
•

ores. Spain, Elba, Sweden and elsewhere, and almost the whole of the iron ores

raised in the mines of the lake Superior ranges are shipped to furnaces in

Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Pittsburg and other centres of iron-making in

the United States. This practice has the advantage of enabling iron masters.

XX.
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to make mixtures of ores suitable for free smelting, as well as to produce

the various grades of iron required by the manufacturers. But wherever the

conditions are favorable, mining and smelting may be carried on most advan-

tageously as the complements of each other. If sufficient supplies of fuel,

flux and a suitable quality of ore are found close together, the best location

for a furnace is at the mine, especially if there are facilities for shipping

the product to market. It is unquestionably in a country's interest not only

to smelt its own ores, but to refine and manufacture the metals, providing

always that the various operations can be carried on economically and with-

out taxing other interests indefinitely for their maintenance.

The history of the iron industry in Great Britain proves conclusively

that its growth and prosperity have depended upon a knowledge of

methods and processes. Towards the middle of the last century, before

mineral fuel began to be used in blast furnaces, the total yearly make of pig iron Growth and pros-

perity dependent

in that country did not equal the production of one furnace of medium on a knowledge
of processes.

capacity at the present day. The industry was threatened with extinction,

from which it was saved by the genius of Abraham Darby, who discovered the

means of using bituminous coal as furnace fuel by converting it into coke.

He worked out the problem in the sweat of a sleepless brain, and the narra-

tive of his achievement is one of the most touching in the long story of the

triumphs of man over matter. Darby's discovery was the beginning of

Britain's career as the chief iron producing and iron manufacturing country of

the world, and she owes that position to the service of processes and appli-

ances begotten by the ingenuity of her sons. The cylindrical bellows

of Smeaton, the steam-engine of Watt, the puddling process and the

puddle rolls of Oort, the hot blast of Neilson, the steam hammer of

Nasmyth, the various processes of Huntsman, Heath, Bessemer, Mushet,

Siemens and others for the conversion of iron into steel, the utilisation

of furnace gases and the improvements in furnace construction, mark

every step in the progressive stages of the industry along its wonderful

course. And it is mainly upon a knowledge of processes and skill in

the use of them, conjoined with capital and prudent enterprise, that we must

rely if a prosperous and stable iron industry is ever to be established in this

country. We may begin with the best appliances, and with skill and capital

we ean start upon even terms with the iron men of the United States and

Great Britain. But we should begin right—with experienced management,

the best working plant, a sufficiency of ca[)ital, and not unmindful of the

wants of the home market or our trade relations with other countries. The

industry is of first class importance, and every proper means should be taken

to secure its establishment in Ontario.
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The course which a wise policy would naturally suggest is, to begin with

The prospect for whatever branch of the industry promises to give the largest profits and
making coke, or
anthracite, and gurest results. We have neither anthracite nor bituminous coal, and if one
charcoal pig iron '

m Ontario.
^^ other of these fuels were used it would require to be hauled long distances-

at a charge for freight dependent on our ability to furnish return cargoes.

Besides, the margin of profit on coke and anthracite iron is never large, and

the price is subject to frequent fluctuations as a consequence of the great

capacity of British and American furnaces to produce supplies. With char-

coal iron the case is difierent. The supply is limited, the demand is usually

constant, superior quality causes it to be indispensable for certain purposes,

and where ore, fuel and flux are found in proximity the margin of profit may

be regarded as fairly liberal. From data presented in Section v, some of

which have been furnished by metallurgists and others by iron masters or the

managers of furnaces, it appears that the cost of producing charcoal iron in

Ontario would be about $13.60 per long ton, the figures of ten estimates

ranging from $9.08 for a hot blast furnace of 60 tons daily capacity to $18.50

for one of five tons capacity. There is no charcoal iron made in Ontario

however, and all that is required for the manufacture of malleable castings is

imported from the United States at a cost ranging from $26 to $38 per long

ton according to quality—freight and duty paid. These prices ought to be

considered as aftording a liberal margin of profit on the cost of production,

especially when the statement is made upon expert authority that a furnace

of 9,000 tons yearly capacity would earn ten per cent, on a capital of

$200,000 at a profit of $2.25 per ton of pig iron produced. Furnaces located

at favorable points should be able to supply the home market with all the

charcoal iron it wants, and, besides, keep out much of the poorer coke iron

imported from other countries. The iron masters might even hope to make

sales at good prices in the British and American markets, notwithstanding

the freight charges on shipments to the one and the high duties which guard

entrance to the other.

The most promising mineral works in the Province at present are the

mining and smelting of copper and nickel ores in the vicinity of Sudbury.

The Canadian Copper company began operations there in the latter part of

1886 and shafts were sunk on three separate locations, one of which had

reached a depth of over 500 feet at the close of 1889. The ore body is proven

to be very extensive, and large quantities have been raised at each of the

mines. One water-jacketed furnace was set up by this company in 1888 and

a second in 1889. Each has a capacity of smelting 120 tons of roasted ore

per day, producing a matte which carries about 13 per cent, of nick-1 and 18

per cent, of copper. Computed upon the basis of work in 1889, the annual

Mining- and
smelting of

copper and
nickel ores in

the Sudbury
district.
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yield will average 500 tons of refined nickel and 700 tons of refined copper

per furnace, and for nickel alone this represents a market value of S500,000.

During 1889 mining operations were commenced in the same district by the

Dominion Mineral company of Montreal and Vivian &, Oo. of Swansea,

Wales, the latter being owners of the largest copper smelting and refining

works in the world. It is understood that furnaces are being erected Vjy

these companies at their respective mines, and that smelting operations will

begin at an early day.

The experiments recently carried on in England and Scotland with alloys

of nickel and steel, to which reference is made in Section v, cause great Alloys ..fnic^ti

and steel.

interest to be attached to Ontario's deposits of nickeliferous ores. If the

results already obtained are verified by further tests, and if the claims made

for the alloys are fully borne out by practical application in the metallic arts,

the importance of the inventions to this Province can hardly be over-estimated.

The ranges already discovered in the region north of Georgian bay are more

extensive than any which have been found elsewhere, and only a small por-

tion of the formation carrying nickel and copper ores has yet been explored.

It does not appear unlikely, indeed, that in spite of its unattractive aspect

this may prove to be the most valuable portion of territory in the whole of

Ontario, and your Commissioners venture to recommend to your Government

the importance of carefully investigating its resources and encouraging by

every legitimate means their development. The construction of new railway

lines may be found necessary for opening new locations ; and possibly a

practicable scheme can be devised whereby not only the smelting of ores may

be carried on upon a large scale, but also that the matte may be refined in the

country instead of shipping it to distant places, and that our rich magnetic

ores may be utilised in the manufacture of nickel steel.

In order that the mineral resources of the Province may be successfully

and economically developed it is desirable that measures should be taken for

the practical and scientific training of all who may engage in the industry, ^ie^ufic ?n^

Prospectors and explorers are found to be very deficient in the kind of mlllins and
inttallurgy

information which would enable them to prosecute their arduous labors to

the best advantage, and your Commissioners recommend for that purpose the

adoption of a scheme such as has been tried with gratifying results in the

colony of New Zealand, and fully explained in Appendix L. But for the

education of mining engineers and metallurgists a thorough system of instruc-

tion is called for, which can only be provided by establishing a School of

Mines or enlarging the course of studies at the School of Practical Science in

connection with the Provincial University. It is the opinion of your Com-
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missioners that if the duty of providing instruction of this character devolves

upon the Government the obvious plan is to take advantage of the means

which are available in the University courses of study, and to make such

additions of instructors and appliances as may be necessary for a thorough

equipment. And for economic and educational purposes of the first import-

ance your Commissioners further recommend the establishing of a bureau of

mines for the purpose of making a complete geological survey of the Province,

and a museum of geology and mineralogy to represent its rock formations,

minerals and metallurgical products, together with an efficient plan for the col-

lection of yearly statistics of the mining aud metallurgical industries of the

Province, as indicated in Section vi of their Report herewith respectfully

submitted for Your Honor's consideration.

Bureau of

mines, provin-
cial muMeum
and statistics.

(Signed) JOHN CHARLTON, Chairman.

ROBERT BELL.

WILLIAM COE.

WM. HA^IILTON MERRITT.

ARCHIBALD BLUE, Secretary.

^.'Toronto, April, 1890.
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SECTION I.

OEOLOGY OF ONTARIO, WITH SPECIAL RI'FI<:RENCE TO
ECONOMIC MINERALS.

The following sketch of the Geology of Ontario being intended for

the use of persons who may not be familiar with the technical terms of Technical termi.

geological science, the writer has endeavored to avoid these as much as

possible, but where it has been necessary to employ them their meanings
have been briefly given. For the same reason some elementary geological

explanations have been incorporated, and a short glossary of technical

words added at the end of the report, to save the non-scientific reader

the trouble of referring to geological manuals or text-books. On the other

hand, while this report will contain many new facts for geological readers

they must expect Lo find them stated in simple language. The limits

imposed on the writer have permitted only a brief reference to each part

of the subject, but it has been his endeavour to allot the space impar-

tially to all. If, therefore, those who may be most interested in any one
branch sh)uld find the description of it too short to satisfy them, they

must consider the claims of all the others. It is hoped that, should the

demand warrant it, a fuller report may be issued at a future time.

Owing to the uncertainty which has heretofore prevailed in reference

to the northern boundary of the province, it will be necessary in attempt- Bounds m the

ing a geological description of Ontario to state at the outset how far we
*®""^'^'^^'-

understand our territory to extend in that direction. For the purposes

of description we will assume that the Albany river is the northern

boundary all the way to the sea, and that a meridian line frozii James
bay to the head of lake Temiscamiug, and the Ottawa river thence to

Point Fortune, constitute the eastern boundary.

In order to facilitate our description and to prevent repetition we
will here present a table, showing in their proper order all the divisions

•of the rocks of the province. [See next page.]

Igneous or eruptive rocks may be of any geological age, and those which
occur in Ontario will be noticed in describing the systems or formations to g •

i

which they are supposed to belong. In the list of the table the divisions of the
^y*^™-

rocks of Ontario are i)resented in their natural order of succession. It does
jiot by any means represent the complete geological scale, comprising only
the newest and some of the oldest systems. There is an enormous gap
between the Post Tertiary and the Devonian, which in a complete section

of the earth's crust would be filled up (in descending order) with the
Tertiary, Cretaceous, Triassic, Permian and Carboniferous. The whole of the
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SYSTEM.

DIVISIONS OF THE ROCKS OF ONTARIO,

lu descending order.

Recent.

I Soils, Peat, Shell-marl.

Lacustrine and Fluviatile Clays, Sands, etc.

Pleistocene.

Post Tekti.ary. ( Saugeen Clay, Artemesia Gravel, Algoma Sand.

Sand, Gravel and Shingle of the country north of the Great Lakes.

Erie Clay, Calcareous and Non-calcareous Clays north of the Great Lakes,

Boulder-clay, Drift or Till.

Dkvonian

Paheozoic.

Chemung and Portage.

Hamilton Formation.

Corniferous Formation.

Oriskany Formation.

, Lower Helderberg Formation.

Onondaga Formation.

Guelph Formation.

Niagara Formation.

Clinton Formation.

Silurian { Medina and Oneida Formation.

Utica Formation.

Trenton Formation.

Black River and Birds-eye Formation.

Chazy Formation.

Calciferous Formation.

( Potsdam Formation.

Cambrian -! Nipigon Formation.

V Animikie Formation.

HURONIAN

.

L.4URENTIAN

Azoic or Arch(eau.

Upper (?) Huronian Formation.

Lower (?) Huronian Formation.

L^pper Laurentian Formation.

Lower Laurentian Formation.
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geological scale is not found in any one region of the surface of the earth,

but the order of succession has been ascertained by tracing the connection of

one with another, principally by the aid of the fossils or organic remains which

they contain. Between the tiniu of the depoaition of the highest or newest

of our Devonian rocks and the oldest of the Post Tertiary a vast interval

elapsed, during which this part of the world may have been dry land and

little or nothing may have been deposited upjn it. Bat it is far more likely

that rocks of some, at least, of the systems now wanting were laid down

which have long since decayed and disappeared through the action of denud-

ing agencies; while elsewhere the conditions have been more favorable for

the preservation of some of thein in one country and others in another.

In describing the rock-foruiations of Ontario we propose to begin at the

bottom of the scale, or with the oldest, and proceed in the natural order
g'i^',','°"'"^^''*''

or that of their age. First, however, a few words may be necessary in regard

to the terms employed and the named of the divisions themselves.

The term * system ' in geology is used to designate great series of

strata characterised by such similarity that they may ' stand together,' as sj^tem.

the word implies. In the Azoic or Arclijean division the rocks themselves

comprising a system have certain points of resemblauce in common, while

among tlie fossiliferous strata each system is recognised by the remains of

some prevailing forms of animal or plant life. The systems are intermediate

in comprehensiveness between the periods or ages and the formations, each

sydteiu uoually comprising several formations.

The 'formation' constitutes, as it were, the unit in the geological classi-

fication or grouping of the rocks. Among fossiliferous rocks each formation FomiaUun.

comprises strata which may be distinguished from all others by their organic

forms, most of which are peculiar to such formation. Non-fossiliferous forma-

tions comprise rocks which have a recognised position in the scale, or which

possess some strong points of resemblance sufficient to distinguish them ; or

they consist of rocks which have been formed under similar conditions and,

as far as can be ascertained, at about the same time. Unfortunately the

term formation has been employed by some geologists rather loosely, or

without a uniform and definite signidcation, and of late years an attempt is

being made to give it a more extended meaning, by which it would take

the place of the well-established term ' system.'

The word ' group,' which is so often used in geological language, is

another wiiich does not yet enjoy a universally established meaning. Here Group.

tofore Canadian geologists have been accustomed to use it as intermediate

in comprehensiveness between system and formation. Thus we spoke of

the St. John group, the Quebec group, the Trenton group, the Anticosti group,

each embracing a number of formations. At the present time some European

geologists are seeking to give the term a larger signification, equivalent to

system, or even period.

Bat the word which has been used most loosely of all in geological

language is 'series,' which is still made to do duty wherever there is any Series,

uncertainty as to the rank of any set of rocks.

3
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la regard to the proper names for the various divisions of our rocks the

late Sir William Logan, when he undertook the geological survey of the pro-

vince of Canada in 1812, wisely foresaw the advantage of adopting the

Ontario names names already in use in the state of New York, adjoining us. In this way

Formations. there was no confusion, and everyone understood without further explanation

the positions of our various formations as described by Logan under these

names. Geological formations are distributed in the crust of the earth

without reference to national boundaries, and true geologists are the most

cosmopolitan of men, the whole earth being their field of research, as the

very name 'geology' implies. The New York state and other American

geologists had adopted the names for the systems which had been given in

Englaad, such as Cambrian, Silurian, Devonian, Carboniferous, etc., but as

the subdivisions or formations in America could not be closely correlated

wiih those of England, local names had to be ado[)ted. Most of the forma-

tions of Upper and Lower Canada were found to be continuous with those

of the adjoining states, so that the names for these were applicable on both

sides of the international boundary line. In a few cases, such as that of

the Hamilton formation, named after the village of Hamilton in Madison

county, N.Y., some misconception has arisen from the supposition that the

name is derived from our own city of Hamilton. Professor Chapman has

proposed the alternative name Lambton formation, as it occurs chiefly in

Lambton county in Ontario. One of our Ontario formations, the Guelph,

is not represented in the state of New Y^'ork, and the name which it bears

was proposed for it in 1861 by Dr. Bell, of the Geological Survey, after the city

of Guelph, which is built upon it. The name Nipigon was proposed by the

same oencleman for one of the lake Superior formations, on account of its

local importance and peculiarities, and becau.se of a doubt as to its et^uivalency

with any of the formations which had been already named.

The Sauseen Olay, Artemesia Gravel, Algoma Sand and Erie Clay, the

names of which were also proposed by Dr. Bell, and adopted by Sir William

Lo^an in the ' Geology of Canada,' con.stitute formations which are distin-

cruished mainly by the characters of the deposits themselves, although organic

remains have been found in some of them. The name Animikie, for an impor-

tant formation on the north-west shore of lake Superior, was proposed by Dr.

T. Sterry Hunt in 1871, two days before Dr. Bell had suggested Lower Nipigon

for the same formation, and the former term has been retained. The terms

Huronian and Laurentian were given by Logan and Hunt early in the history

of the Geological Survey, and have been followed by geologists, not only for

Canada, but in all quarters of the globe where rocks of corresponding systems

exist. About the same time the name ' Lawrentian' was suggested by another

o-eolo»ist for the Post Tertiary clays and sands of Vermont and Lower

Canada, but it was soon after dropped, these deposits becoming known as the

Ohamplain clays and sands.

Other names for some of the systems and formations represented in

Ontario have been more or less employed by geologists, and tlie.se will be

mentioned in the more detailed descriptions lo follow ; but iu urd< r to prt-

serve simplicity they have not been given in the table.

4
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GEO«RAriIICA L I) I ST Fl I 15 U T I O N ,

Before proceeding with an account of the geological or lithological nature

of each of our formations and of their oconomic minerals, we shall give a

brief outline of the leading geographical features of the principal divisions. Oeojfraphicai
° ° " r r f

^
feature!) of ;re<»'

Alonsr with the descriptions of the individual formations, the areas which 'ocricai divi-

they severally occupy will also be given in sutficiont detail. The Recent and

Pleistocene clays, sands, etc., are called superficial deposits, and the older

and harder rocks below them in Ontario may be termed the fundamental

rocks. The ordinary geological map of Canada represents the latter only,

as if the superficial deposits did not exist. It would be difficult to show

both at the same time, as these deposits are spread independently over all the

older rocks alike. A separate map for the superficial deposits therefore

became necessary, and such a map was prepared by Dr. Bell and published

in the atlas which accompanied the Geology of Canada in 18G.3.

In order to form a clear idea of the general features of the geology of

Ontario it will be desirable in our introductory remarks to go beyond the structure of
•' ^

. the continent-

immediate borders of the province, and consider for a moment some points

bearing on the structure of the continent.

The most northerly section of Ontario, or that bordering on the lower part

of the Albany river and James bay, resembles the most southerly portion, or The Hudson

the peninsula between lake Huron and the lower lakes, in being underlaid by

almost tlat-lying Silurian and Devonian rocks, while the great intermediate

tract is occupied by a part of the Azoic area which stretches to the Arctic

regions. Most of this tract consists of Laurentian gneiss, but between lake

Huron and James bay tliere is a very large district of Huronian rocks which

are of much importance an account of the economic minerals they contain.

The Paljeozoic rocks coming within the province in the northern or James

bay region occupy an area almost as great as those of the southern peninsula

of the province, while the whole extent of these rocks on the west side of

James bay is much greater. In both regions they are quite undisturbed,

except in a few local cases, and remain in the almost horizontal positions in

which they were originally deported at the bottom of the sea. This is owing

to the fact that they have been protected from movement by the massive and

unyielding Azoic rooks that form the foundations on which they lie.

This protection has not been extended to the Palaeozoic rocks of eastern

Pennsvlvania and the regrion lying east of a line running up the Hudson Paleozoic strat*

, , ,
• r r^ , , ,

of theea.i.

river, through lake Champlain, and thence to the city of Quebec and down

the lower St. Lawrence. To the east of this line a mighty force, supposed

to be due to the gradual shi'inking of the earth, has acted for ages from a

south easterly direction, and has caused the great undulations in the strata

that now form the Appalachians, the Green and White mountains and the

Notre Dame range, extending into the Gaspe peninsula. It has also produced

great dislocations or faults and overturnings of the strata. The Palteozoic

rocks of both the northern and southern extremities of Ontario having been

sheltered from this force, their structure and geographical distribution are

simple and have been worked out with comparative ease.
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Voldiucfs of the
^zoic- rocks.

The Pateozoic
region of

.southern
Ontario.

^\z<iic rocks of

Ontario.

45eoopraphical
-distritiution of

,\zoic rocks.

But the Azoic rocks are highly disturbed, and much more folded and

contorted than the Pal;eozoic strata of the east. As a rule the foldings have

been pressed together so completely that their anticlinals and synclinals have

taken the form of sharp A's and V's, and the normal position of the strati-

fication is usually more nearly vertical than horizontal. The lateral pressure

which caused this has probably been due also to the shrinking of the whole

globe. Besides folding the Azoic strata in Lhe manner described, this pres-

sure has developed in them a slaty cleavage, whenever their nature would

permit of it, and has also aided in producing their prevailing crystalline

texture. But all this took place before the formation of the Palseozoic strata>

which rest almost horizontally upon the truncated edges of the crystalline

rocks.

The unaltered fossiliferous beds of southern Ontario form part of a great

Palaeozoic region which stretches over most of the northern states, while

those of the northern extremity of the province appear from their fos&il

evidence to have been deposited in a part of the ancient sea Avhich must

have been separated from the main body much as Hudson bay is now
separated from the Atlantic oc( an.

THE AZ(JIC PERIOD.

This great division is so called because, as yet, no trace of either animal

or plant life has been found in it. It is also termed the Archaean period or

age. In Ontario the rocks which belong to it may be grouped under the

Laurentian and the Huronian systems, although other divisions have from

time to time been proposed fur some of them. These two divisions are con-

sidered sufficient by many geologists for the Azoic rocks of the whole world.

Without taking local peculiarities into consideration, the primitive rocks of

all countries may be classified under one or other of these great systems, even

if subordinate divisions should be found convenient in some localities. The

characters and proportions of the different rocks which make up the Laurentian

xnd Huronian are naturally found to vary much in different regions, although

they are everywhere essentially the same systems and retain the same relative

positions, representing similar conditions in the geological history of the globe.

They form the foucdations of the crust of the earth as far as we can observe

or penetrate it, and are easily separable from any rocks lying above them.

Their crystalline characters and generally disturbed condition are their dis-

tinguishing features. At the same time it is true that, in some instances,

newer rocks have been so altered locally or even over considerable tracts as

to resemble the Azoic, but we generally find some means of distinguishing

between them. In Canada and the United State.=! the Laurentian and

Huronian are usually intimately associated, but their lithological features,

or the internal characters which distinguish rocks from one another, are

sufficiently distinct to separate them. As they are for the most part included

in one great area they must be to some extent described together.

The Azoic rocks of Canada have been represented as extending from

the region of the great lakes in the form of two arms, one stretching north-

eastward to the Atlantic coast of the Ltbrador peninsula and the other north-

westward to the Arctic sea, east of the mouth of the ^[ackenzie river, the

6
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intervening space being Blled up with Palteozoic rocks. Furthei' liglt on the

subject has, however, shown that the geographical outline of these rocks takes

the form, approximately, of an immense ellipse which includes the north-

eastern part of the continent, Baffinland, Greenland and many of the

islands of the frozen sea. It comprises the whale of the Labrador penin-

sula, measuring a thousand miles each w.iy. On the other side its

boundary runs, with a westward curve, from lake Winnipeg to Coronation

gulf, another thousand miles, with a spur towarls the mouth of Mackenzie

river. The PaUeozoic rocks of Hudson bay form a sort of broken frin^^e around

that inland sea, and a belt of thera extends thence northward across some of

the islands to the Arctic ocean. The geographical depn-ssion of Hudson

bay, to which the rivers flow from all sides, forms the central drainage basin

of this Azoic area of North America, and its origin is of very ancient geologi-

cal date. At various periods of the earth's history it was probably covered

by waters more or less separated from the outer ocean, and the newer rocks

in its centre were deposited from these in the same way that deposits are

forming in the bottom of the bay at the present time.

Although the superficial continuity of the Azoic region just described is

oroken in many places by channels of the sea, and by outlying patches of

Palaeozoic rocks, it may be regarded as practically one area of compact out- >'ucieu3 of the

Ine, and it forms the nucleus upon which the rest of the continent has been

luilt. On the east it falls abruptly into the deep ocean, but on its landward

ades it is flanked by the formations which have been successively deposited

around it. The further we recede from it the newer the rocks become, till in

cne direction we reash the Rocky mountains, which have broken up through

a vast thick :i033 of these su icaeling strata. •

As a rule the Huronian rocks are less contorted or corrugated on the

snail scale than the Lanrentian, b^it on the large scale they partake of the

same foldings which have affected the latter. At one time they -rere supposed

•to be less abruptly bent into anticlinal and synclinal forms", but this appears

;o have been a misconception, due to the fact that some of the highest beds

happened to have been first studied in a district that is less disturbed than the

average. In other localities some of the Laurentian rocks are quite as little

disturbed.

The greater part of the mixed Laurentian and Huronian region belongs

to the former, and of it the Lower Laurentian is the prevailing type.

As represented on a map, the Huronian occurs in tlio midst of the Lauren- a region of

tian in the form of more or less completely separated areas, or with tian and Huron-

straggling connections between thera. They seem to be in a manner inter-

woven with the Laurentian as basins or troughs more or less elongated,

and as tracts of angular and other forms filling spaces between great nuclei or

rounded areas of Laurentian rocks. Patches of Huronian strata of com-

paratively small size are numerous throughout this vast Azoic region

•of the north-eastern part of the continent, and in addition to these there

are a few of great extent. One of them is on the north-west side of

Hudson bay, and appears to stretch far inland. Another lies to the north

and north-east of lake Huron, reaching from the east end of lake Superior

7
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almost to lake Mistassini, a distance of 600 milps. In Wisconsin and Michi-

gan also considerable areas exist, and in the country between lake Superior

and lake Winnipeg Huronian rocks of many different basins are largely mixed
with the Laurentian, constituting perhaps one-third of the whole area. In

the country between the northern extremity of lake Winnipeg and Hudson^

bay the writer has ilescribed a Huronian trough 180 miles in length, and Mr^
A. S. Cochrane found these rocks between the Saskatchewan and Churchill

rivers and largely developed on the north side of lake Athabasca.

THE LAURENTIAN SYSTEM.

We have given the above brief account of the relations of the Laurentian

and Huronian systems to each other, and of the distribution of the two in

north-eastern America, in order that the reader may the better understand

what is to follow in regard to the rocks that occupy the greater part of

Ontario as now extended. The country formed by these two systems is-

sometimes referred to as the Laurentian region, but it is more correctly called

the Azoic or Archfean when areas of both classes of ro3k are included. We
shall now proceed with a short description of the Laurentian alone.

As indicated in the table already given, the Laurentian system has been

divided into two formations, the lower of which is sometimes also called the

Lower Lauren- Primitive Gneiss series. The diflferences between them can be best pointed
1 1 aa or Primitive
Gneiss series, out after having described the Lower Laurentian. Both formations give ri&»

to the same kind of country which is so familiar to all Canadians. As a ruh

it is hilly, but not greatly elevated above the sea, and full of lakes. Withii

the regions which have been sufficiently explored to speak of with some degree

of» certainty lhe.se amount literally to tens of thousands, and occupy t

very considerable proportion of the whole surface, estimated in some sections

at one-third and even one-half of the whole area. The cause of the existence

of these lakes will be explained further on. The high northern part of tht

coast range of eastern Labrador has not been glaciated, but almost everywhere

else there are unmistakable signs of this phenomenon. This has given rise to

the peculiarity of the Laurentian country which Sir William Logan has so-

graphically described as mammillated. This vast hilly country, however,,

cannot properly be called " the Laurentian range."

LOWER LAURENTIAN FORMATION.

The Lower Laurentian consists essentially of gneiss. In some localities

, ^, its foliated or stratiform character is obscure, and it may be called granitic
Character of tl: 3

i j a
Lower Lauren- q^ syenitic. The distinctly banded varieties differ from one another con-

siderably in the proportions of their constituents. True gneiss is defined

by lithologists to consist of quartz, felspar (orthoclase) and mica, but most of

the gneisses of both the Lower and Upper Laurentian Cvintain horn-

blende, often in large proportion. These would be called hornblendic or

syenitic gneisses. The proportions of these minerals vary constantly, and

it is seldom that there is any great thickness having the same composi-

Gneissoid rocks, tion. One layer may consist chiefly of felspar and quartz, the next may

contain much hornblende or mica in addition, while a third may consist
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largely of any one of these alone. These minerals, in fact, enter into

the composition of all the gneissoid rocks in every conceivable proportion. It

is easy for the mere lithologist to select typical varieties of rocks in a good

cabinet collection, but in the case of the gneissoid rocks it is impossible for

the field geologist to recoi^^nise these distinctions on a large scale. In the

Lower Laurentian hornblende is almost as genmally di(l"as(!d us the felspar,

quartz and mica. It sometimes occurs as bands consisting almost rxclusivt ly

of this mineral in both the lower and upper divisions, hi the latter it has

been noticed particularly in proximity to the limestone bands and the iron ore

deposits. The Laurentian hornblende rocks are usually blacker and more

coarsely crystalline than those of the Huronian system.

The prevailing colors of the Lower Laurentian gneisses are greyish and

reddish, from ve^y li^ht to very dark shades, depending partly on the colors toWand fc.mi•'^
_

'IT or./ uf ^cgi, rocks.

and partly on the proportions of the different constituents. The felspar

(orthoclasp) is white, grey and red, or sometimes yellowish or greenish ; the

quartz is white to grey, and the mica and hornblende black, or very dark

green or brown. These rocks are generally distinctly foliated, or show a lamina-

tion or parallelism in the arrangement of their constituent minerals easily

traceable by their colors. Where these are very distinct and the layers con-

tinuous and close together, the rock in cross-sectiou is described as ribboned
;

where the layers are further apart it is called banded. But the bars are

often broken into a series of tapering dashes which pass below or above

each other, or with an interlocking or "dovetail ' arrangement, or the bars

may be connected by thin streaks or rows of dots. Even where the tendency

to parallelism in the texture of gneiss is not conspicuous, from the want of

contrast in colors, it can always be seen on close inspection, and this kind

of structure or " grain,' like that of wood, is what distinguishes gneiss from

granite, the latter having no such parallelism in the arrangement of its con-

stituent minerals. On the su[)position that this structure of gneiss, even

when the parallel bands of different kinds are quite thick, may be accounted

for in other ways than by stratification due to the action of water, some

geologists hesitate to speak of it as stratification or bedding, notwithstanding

its apparent identity with it.

As a rule in Canada the exposed surfaces of the gneiss rocks show little

sign of decay, on account of their having been worn down by glaciers in com- Foliation and

parativeiy recent geological times, and they are extremely massive. When
^

broken u[), as by blasting, they fractur.3 almost impartially in all directions,

or show only a slight tendency to cleavage along the plane of their foliation.

This foliation in the gneisses of the Lower Laurentian is usually contorted or

bent in various directions on the small scale, and any differences in their com-

position or colour do not appear to be sufficiently persistent to trace them far

in any direction on the ground ; in other words, they are not so sufficiently

difierentiated into great bands of distinct kinds as to enable them to be shown
on a map of moderate scale, as is often the case with the gneisses and other

rocks of the Upper Laurentian. Still, in those areas which have been most
examined, a general tendency has been observed to strike more nearly in a
north-east and south-west direction than in any other. In eastern Labrador,

9
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and also in Baffinland, the lar^fr mountain riil2;es run north-westward, but

it has not been ascertained that this is the direction of the strike of the gneiss

in those regions. The monotonous grey and red massive and contorted gneiss

above described prevails throughout the vast Lower Laurentian region

stretching from the great lakes of the St. Lavvrence to Hudson bay and

thence to lake Winnipeg, as well as in the western and most of the southern

parts of the Labrador peninsula.

Jn some districts the Laurentian rocks are cut by dykes of green-

stcne or trap, some of them very large and affecting the geographical features.

Dykes and veins Rivers or long naiTOw lakes sometimes lie upon the courses of dykes which

tian sjstem. had become decomposed and yielded to glacial action, while falls and

rapids occur where hard dykes cross the courses of streams. Both

the Lower and Upper Laurentian formations are cut by veins of two

classes, the first being much more ancient than the second. The former,

which are numerous, are, as it were, fused into or amalgamated with the

country rock and are composed of the same minerals. In some cases the

gangue is almost entirely felspar, in others quartz, but oftener the two

minerals are mixed together and a little mica or hornblende is added. The

larger veins of this class are very coarsely crystalline ; the smaller ones have

a tendency to branch oS or becomf-! reticulated. Although the division

between them and the wall-rock is distinctly defined by the contrast of color,

there is no actual separation betvveen them, the two breaking like one rock.

Metallic ores have not been found in these veins in economic quantities.

Minerals in tie Veins of this class may be seen in almost any locality where the gneisses are

exposed. The veins of the second class are not so cotnmon, and have been

formed long subsequent to those of the first class. Their gangue, which is

frequently calcspar, separates easily from the wall rock, au'l is apt to contain

galena, copper and iron pyrites and zinc blende ; bat these minerals, like the

veinstones themselves, have perhaps been d3rived from rocks resting on the

gneiss, or which rested upon it at some former period when these veins were

formed but which has since been removed by denudation. The lead-

bearing veins of the counties of Frontenac and Leeds and those north

of the Canadian Pacific railway opposite the head of Black bay, lake

Superior, are examples of the second class. With the exception of the con-

tents of veins of this class and the coarsely crystalline felspar and quartz of

those of the first class, no minerals of economic value are known to occur in

Canada in the Lower Laurentian formation or primitive gneiss series above

described.
UPPER LAUREXTIAN FORMATION.

Under this name Sir William Logan described a series of massive labra-

ciaswification of dofite and anorthosite rocks, such as those north of Montreal, in the region
t esene^.

^^ the upper Saugenay, on the north side of the St. Lawrence just below

Quebec, and on the Moisie river ; and similar rocks are found on the west

side of lake Champlain. He thought that they might be above and uncon-

formable to the gneisses, or interstratified gneisses and limestones nearest to

them. Professor James Hall agrees with Logan's view. Dr. Selwyn thinks

they may be interstratified with the gneisses and limestones. In Parry Sound

10
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district, where the writer found anorthosite rocks, they are iiiterstratified with

giK'isses, etc., with wliich limestones, similar to those of tlie county of

Argenteuil, in Quebec, are also associated. It would appear from the writer's

•obsorvations over the vast Laurentian regions of Canada that for the present,

at least, it will be convenient to designate as Upper Laurentian both the

anorthosite rocks such as those above referred to, and the limestone-bearing

aeries such as that which was so carefully worked out by Sir William Logan

in the county of Argenteuil and sometimes called the Urenville series, as

there are good reasons for this classitication, and it is the most convtmient one

in the present state of our knowledge. In the counties of Terrebonne, Mont-

calm and Joliette, in Quebec, rocks similar to the Grenville series have been

found since Logan's time to be interstratified with anorthosite gneisses. Dr.

Selwyn regards the more massive anorthosites or labradorite rocks of

Argenteuil, Terrebonne, etc., as probably of igneous origin, and as in some

way incorporated with the adjacent limestone-bexring series. Piofessor Hall,

the state geologist of New York, considers the similar i ocks, which are largely

•developed on the west side of lake Ohamplain, to overlie ihe adjoining gneisses

unconformably. Both views may be correct. It is highly probaMe that

volcanic activity went on more energetically and on a grander scale in these

early days of the earth's history than now, and great outbursts of basic

matter, such as these anorthosites, were of frequent occurrence in Laurentian

times. After spreading out upon the surface of the earth or on the bottom

of the sea, some of them became incorporated in a conformable manner with

the contemporaneous deposits, while others may have flowed ov^er pre-existing

rocks which were even then disturbed. The latter would form the uncon-

formable masses of Logan and Hall.

There may be a general want of conformity between the primitive gneisses

of the Lower Laurentian and all the rocks of the up|)er series which succeed

them, including: both the massive anorthosites and the limestones with their Mineral bearing
' ^ ... character of the

accompanying gneisses. There is a considerable change of character in upper series,

passing from the one to the other, and this is important from an economic point

of view. While the Lower Laurentian is apparently barren of metallic ores,

the upper series as above dtfined contains a considerable variety of them.

In addition to the presence of the limestone and dolomite bands and the

anorthosite rocks which constitute their leading distinguishing features, the

Upper Laurentian is characterised by the occurrence of iron ores, graphite,

apatite, pyroxene and hypersthene rocks, quartzite and argillite bands, granite,

syenite and porphyry, and perhaps conglomerates. Besides the above differ-

onces, Mr. W. C. Willimott enumerati s the following sixty-one species of

minerals as found more or less commonly distributed in these rocks, few or

none of which have yet been detecteil in the Lowtr Laurentian :

Aehroite. Axinite.

Actinolite. Barite.

Ap;ate. Beryl.

Allanite. Bisimuthinite.

Amazon-stone. Bismuth caiboiiite.

Anorthite. Blende.

Aphrodite. Bornite.

Aventurine felspar. Celestite.

11
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Boundary of the
Upper Lauren-
tian series.

Supposed
aqueous oiigin

of gneiss in

the Upper
Laurentian.

The Eozoon
Canadense a
Bcientific myth.

Chabazite.

Chrondodite.

Chrome prarnet.

Chromite.

Chrysotile.

Corundum (Hunt).

Essonite.

Fluorite.

Gold.

Graphite.

Heulandite.

Idocrase.

Jasper.

Labradoiite.

Limonite.

Malachite.

Microcline.

Mispickel.

Molybdenite.

Molybdite.

Monazite.

Moinitain cork.

Nickeliferous pyrites.

Oligoclase.

Peristerite.

Perthite.

Picrolite.

Pyrallolite.

Pyroxene (and its varieties, sahlite,

diopside and cocolite).

Pyrrhotite.

Rutile.

Samarskite.

Scapolite.

Serpentine.

Steatite.

Sphene.

Spinel.

Stilbite.

Talc.

Meneghinite.

Tourmaline.

Tremolite.

Uranite.

Zircon.

Zoisite.

Ko attempt has yet been made to mark the geographical division betweer*

the Lower and Upper Laurentian as above defined. But if we dravv a line

from near the north shore of lake Nipissing north-eastward, nearly parallel

to the St. Lawrence, and at an average distance of about 150 miles from it^

we may not be far from its position, for the regioQ between lake Huron and

the gulf of St. Lawrence.

Notwithstanding the various differences which distinguish the Upper from

the Lower Laurentian, there is often a close resemblance in the gneisses of the

one to those of the other. In fact it would often be difficult to distinguish

between hand specimens taken from the two series. This fact should be borne

in mind in considering the origin of gneisses in general. As the balance of

evidence is strongly in favor of the aqueous theory of the origin of at least

part of the Upper Laurentian, this lends support to the view that even the

primitive gneisses may have been formed by the action of water during some

early condition of the earth, of which we can form but little conception judging

by the later stages of its history. Minute globules of water have been found

by micioscopic examination in the centres of crystalline grains forming gneiss^^

and more or less water may be driven out of these rocks by means of heat.

At one time some geologists alleged that they had detected an organic form,

to which they gave the name of " Eozoon," in the Upper Laurentian rocks ; but

on investigation by others the hypothetical discovery was not endorsed, and

the oroanic nature of the supposed fossil has been repudiated by nearly all

scientists. It is believed that organic life not only did not begin on our

planet in Laurentian times, but that for ages afterwards the earth was not

fitted for its reception. Forms like the branching structures which are the

portions of the so-called eozoon, and which are claimed to have a resemblance

to organic forms, are assumed by a great variety of minerals, but in the case of

eozoon these forms are unlike any organic structure in the fact that tbey

are all different one from another.

12
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It has been asbeited tliat the limestones, iron ores, graphite and apatite

are also evidence of tlio existence of animals (m- plants in Laurentian times.

Such an argument, however, appears to have no g )od foundation. The lime- '•riirinof

1 ,
Laurentian liine-

Btones liave been careiully examined by numerous geologists over immense Kifiea and irou

regions during the last forty or fifty years and have yielded no evidence to

support this view, but rather the opposite, namely, that they are of chemical

origin. The iron ores occur in greater masses than any of those deposits which

appear to have been aided by organisms in their formation, and, besides, their

modes of occurrence are opposed to any theory of this kind. The graphite

and apatite occur principally as vein matter. The largest deposits of the

latter have been derived from the pyroxene rocks, which are evidently of

igneous origin. Apatite is a common constitutent of traps and granites of all

kinds, and is widely diffused in small grains even in gneiss. The argument as

to its organic origin is based on the fact that phosphate of lime is the '

principal constitutent of the bones of vertebrate animals; but, in the natural

order of things, the phosphate must have existed first and the vertebrate

animals later on. The converse of this is absurd. There is no evidence to

show that phosphorus, carbon, iron and calcium did not enter into the original

•constitution of the earth as well as the other elements.

ORIGIN OF LAURENTIAN ROCKS.

It it rather singular that the numerous minerals above referred to should

appear for the first time in the upper Laurentian rocks, and this fact also

suggests many questions as to their origin and mode of formation. One of ori!,'in and mode

the most remarkable features of the Lower Laurentian is the general uni- the Laurentiau

formity in composition and character of the gneiss over so vast an area, almost ^^'^
'

semi-continental in extent. The comparatively fine-grained and even texture

which prevails everywhere might not have been looked for in these ancient

rocks, which have had such ample time to become coarsely crystalline or to

exhibit local variations. These circumstances seem to prove a uniformity

of origin as well as of the condition of the surface of the earth at the time

they were formed, as similar rocks also crop up from under all others in

various parts of the world.

Without stopping to consider the great differences in the various classes

of rocks belonging to the Up|)er Laurentian, some geologists have suggested

a general igneous origin for the whole of them. On this hypothesis it is i>^ueou"on^iii.

supposed that these rocks may be compared to slags which have formed on the

surface of a molten mass, and that instead of cooling quietly and homo-

geneously some force has acted on them, giving a sort of flow-structure such

as may be seen in slags which have run from a blast furnace. It is difficult,

however, to conceive how such a minute and even structure could have ex-

tended through so great a thickness, the depth of which is unknown, but which

must amount to many miles in the Lower Laurentian alone. Others attempt

to account for the stratiform condition of the Laurentian rocks by the agency of

pressure, but it is impossible to imagine that this force could separate the rocks

into immense bands of different kinds such as those of the Upper Laurentian,

which differ from each other as much and on as large a scale as do the rocks •

of any of the later systems. When we consider the great variety and thick-
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ness of the Upper Laurentian, amounting to 50,000 feet or more, and includ-

ing great bands of different sorts of limestones, dolomites and gneisses, and

smaller ones of schists or quartzites, argiliites, bedded iron ores, etc., the con-

clusion appears irresistible that they are, principally at least, altered sedi-

mentary strata, as Logan so emphatically stated after having studied them

for years in the field. The circumstance that many varieties of the Upper
Laurentian gneisses are undistinguishable from those of the lower series-

would indicate that, like the latter, they have been formed during a primitive-

and prubably heated condition of the earth. Sir William Logan's painstaking

investigations in the county of Argenteuil and other localities in Quebec

show tlie various thick belts which he traced out in all their sinuosities to-

conform in their geographical distribution to the structural laws of ordinary

stratified rocks, where these have been thrown into undulations, or anticlinal*

and synclinals, and afterwards denuded.

The Upper Laurentian rocks seem to be much more limited in geographi-

cal extent than the lower. Including both the anorthosite and the lime-

stone-bearing portions under this designation as above described, the series,

as already stated, may be said to extend from the lower St. Lawrence westward

to lake Huron and northward in some places for about 150 miles, but beyond

that distance it has not been recognised. It is largely developed between the-

Ottawa river and the Palaeozoic region north of lake Ontario, aud again

between Georgian bay and lake Nipissing. Some of the rocks of the Hastings

and Lanark region which were formerly included in this series are now believed

by some to belong rather to the Huronian.

Anorthosite or labradorite rocks are extensively developed in eastera

Labrador, and there are indications in that region of iron and other ores a&

well as of non-metallic minerals indicative of the upper series. On the

shores of some parts of Hudson straits the gneisses are divided into great band*

with distinctive characters, and here iron ore, iron pyrites, graphite, sphene,

sheet mica and some of the other minerals of this series are found, and in one

place the writer noticed a loose piece of crystalline limestone of one of the

varieties peculiar to the Upper Laurentian.

The Laurentian and to an almost equal extent the Huronian districts of

Canada are characterised by great numbers of lakes of all sizes, and mostly

of very irregular forms. Throughout these vast but little explored regions

they exist in hundreds of thousands. It is estimated that, in some sections

of this land of lakes, from one third to one-half of the entire area i&

water. Some of them are one hundred miles and upwards iu length, and

many measure from twenty to fifty miles. They generally show a tendency

to run in chains or groups in different courses, and thus they afford a means

of travelling by canoe in almost any direction. They are nearly all rock-

basins, and on the water-sheds they not infrequently have outlets in opposite

directions, sending the water down either slope. One of the most remarkable

examples of this phenomenon in Ontario occurs on the divide to the north-

east of lake Nipigon, where rivers of equal size flow from each end of Sum-

mit lake, one into Hudson bay and the other into the St. Lawrence. Both

streams are uninterruptedly navigable by canoes for some distance after leav-
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ing the lake, so that travellers may here cross the water-shed by continuous

navigation.* Teniayanii lake, north of lake Nipissitie, one of the most Ontario a uroup

picturesijue lakes in America and measuring Qfiy miles each way, is another

striking' example of this kind. Its northern outlet Hows into the Ottawa by

way of the Montreal river and its southern Vjy Sturgeon and French rivers

into the St. Lawrence. What is still more remarkable, this lake, as shown

by Dr. Bell's surveys, had in former times an eastern outlet to the Ottawa

and a western to the St. Lawrence, and if its level were now raised only a

few feet these channels would again help to drain it, so that it might have

four outlets flowing towards all the cardinal points of the compass, the two

pairs of opposite discharges being each about fifty miles apart. No fewer

than eight examples of lakes with double outlets are known among the

upper branches of the Ottawa.

The question naturally arises—What was the probable origin of these

innumerable lakes 1 Their formation and that of the boulder clay, and the Glacial origin

existence of the surface boulders consisting of primitive rocks which are so

abundant over the Azoic regions and often beyond them, as well as the rounding,

fluting and grooving of the rocks which may be seen almost anywhere on the

removal of their superficial covering.s, are all mutually related phenomena.

Without going into details, it may be stated that before the beginning of the

glacial epoch the surface had been subjected to a long period of decay. Under

the influence of water and other decomposing agencies the crystalline rocks

became softened to a great depth, as may now be seen in similar rocks in

South America and elsewhere. One of the best examples of this in Canada

is to be found in the north-eastern part of the Labrador peninsula, where the

same gneisses, etc., which in these latitudes we are accustomed to see as hard

rounded hills and knobs, form pointed hills and ridges in a soft and decayed

condition so unlike the former as to be quite unrecognisable at first sight.

When the cold of the glacial epoch set in, ice formed to a considerable thick-

ness over all the elevated parts of the land and descended in wide sheets in

various directions upon the lower levels, carrying with it the softened or

decomposed rock, which by the weight and motion of the ice became ground up

to form the finer parts of the boulder clay or till. From the subsequent

washing asvay of portions of this by the action of the sea and glacial lakes

the Pleistocene clays and sands have been deposited. The glacial action con-

tinued till all the decayed crust had been carried away, and the bottoms of

the glaciers were grinding on the sound rock beneath. What would we

expect as the result of these processes 1 Naturally when the glacial ice dis-

appeared, through a change of climate, there would be a hard, rounded,

but uneven surface, as the rotting of these crystalline rocks had taken

place to varying depths according to the previous contour of the land,

or to the more or less decomposable nature of the diflferent bands and

in proportion to the unequal hardness of the undecomposed parts after

they had been reached by the powerfully eroding glaciers. The angles

of the dips, the curves and twists in the strike, the joints, and par-

* See Geological Survey Report by Dr. Bell for 1871
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ticularly the dykes cutting these rocks, would all have their effect ia

modifying the form of the surface left at the close of the glacial epoch.

The relative levels of the land, except on a continental scale, aad its

general contours, including the principal river valleys, probably existed

before this epoch, and the latter guided the courses of the diminishing

glaciers towards the close of the period, as may be seen by the direction of the

strife on the rocks along their bottoms. On the disappearance of the ice, the

innumerable rock-basins vv'hich had been formed by the abjve process would

be already full of water, and the rivers running in their present channels.

It has been observed that in the decaying of crystalline rocks, as above

described, small portions here and there remain unafiected, forming as it

were kernels in the mass. These, with a little rounding by the action of the

moving glaciers, would become the boulders or " hard heads," so common in

most parts of the country.

The high inclinations and almost vertical attitudes of the bedding or

cleavage in most of the crystalline rocks has greatly favored the penetration

of water and air, and their consequent destruction. In excavating the com-

paratively sound rock left under the glaciated surface at the present day, as

in quarries and railway cuttings, we see how deeply the effects of these agencies

are traceable, and they are even now laying the foundations of further decay.

The above short sketch of some of the most important points bearing on

the superficial geology of Ontario is almost inseparably connected with the des-

cription of the geographical distribution and peculiarities of our Laurentian

and Huronian country, and it will serve for reference in noticing the

Pleistocene deposits in a subsequent part of this report.

The economic minerals of the Laurentian system and their modes of

occurrence will be alluded to in the general description of the various kinds,

under their respective headings further on.

Decay of rocks
still sroing- on.

Economic
minerals.

HL'RONI AX SYSTEM.

This is the second principal division of the rocks of the earth in ascending

order. In Canada it consists of a great thickness and variety of strata, for

Characteristics ^.|jg most part crvstalline, but in a less degree than the Laurentian, co^'ether
oi the Htironian r - ' o

^ ....
rocks. with many unstratified igneous masses. Like the Laurentian it is azoic, or

devoid of any trace of organic life, so that the distinction between the two

systems is based entirely on lithological grounds. The difierence in this respect

is great, and is easily recognised by those who have paid any attention to

geology. The prevailing dark green and grey colors of the Huronian offer a

marked contrast to the lighter greys and reddish greys of the Laurentian.

The latter are massive and coarsely crystalline, while the former are usually

line-giuined and schistose or fissile, this cleavage structure constituting a

striking difference from the solid Laurentian. There are some exceptions to

this rule, such as the light colored quartzites and the granites and syenites of

the Huronian to be noticed further on. The change in passing from one to

the other is often sudden and complete, but sometimes beds of passage are

met with.

As already stateJ, most of the Huronian areas occur within the general

Huronian areas, bjuiidaries of the Azoic or Archfean rocks, and their relations to the Lauren-
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tian have been pointed out. In addition to the numerous Huronian areas

north of the great lakes and between Hudson bay and the North-west terri-

tories, there are certain rocks in the district stretching between the counties

«f Hastings and Lanark which may be regarded as belonging to this system.

Some of the crystalline rocks of the Eastern Townships and of the provinces

of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, especially on the south-east side of Cape

Breton, and Newfoundland also appear to belong to this division. The

writer has found small Huronian areas on the eastern shores of James and

Hudson bays, and in the eastern part of Labrador.

In the midst of the larger Huronian areas limited portions are found

where the strata are less disturbed than usual, or dip at moderate angles, just Disturbances,

as similar conditions are occasionally found among the Laurentian rocks ; but

& local circumstance of this kind does not affect the general character, nor

afford a reason for separating these portions of either system from the rest.

Examples of little disturbed sections of these rocks are met with near the Bruce

Mines, lake Huron, on Montreal river and lake Temiscaming. Although the

Huronian strata have generally been thrown into sharp folds, or stand at high

angles, they are as a rule less bent about or contorted than the Liurentian.

In order to ascertain more correctly the nature of the Huronian deposits,

the writer, in connection with the Geological Survey, commenced a detailed Volume of the

investigation of the Lake-of-the-Woods area in 1881 and 1883. These re-

searches have since been continued by Dr. A. C. Lawson, and have shown that

the different bands are not often persistent for any great distance, and that

they vary much in thickness and change in lithological character when followed

out on their courses. It therefore becomes difficult to estimate their thickness,

even in a given area. From the sections measured by the late Mr. Alexander

Murray, principally among the higher members of the series behind the Bruce

Mines, that gentleman calculated that they have there a volume of about

18,000 feet. The total volume of the system must be very great—probably

not far from 40,000 or 50,000 feet, or perhaps even more.

In Canada, as far as our investigations have gone, the two systems appear
^.^^ ^^

.
,

to be everywhere conformable to one another : but in rocks of such ancient ?' *''*^
.

'' ' Laureutian ami
date and which have undergone such profound structural changes, owing to Hurouiau rocks.

pressure, etc., affecting alike the stratified and unstratified portions, this ap-

pearance may not everywhere indicate a truly conformable sequence. The

manner in which the Huronian rocks occupy spaces with elongated or even

angular outlines in the midst of the Laurentian areas has been already referred

to. Both sets of rocks having been thrown by lateral pressure into sharp

folds, standing at high angles to the horizon, the Huronian often appear to dip

under the older Laurentian, but this is merely the effect of overturning, and

does not show that a part of the Laurentian is newer than the locally under-

lying Huronian. Notwithstanding the geographical relations of the two sets

of rocks, their general difference in character and composition would indicate

that some great change in terrestrial conditions had occurred when the forma-

tion of the one system ended and that of the other began. In the Laurentian

an " acid " or silicious composition prevails, whereas the Huronian rocks as a

•whole are more basic, chemically speaking. The latter can be shown to be very

(M.) 2 17
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Origin of the
name.

largely of volcanic origin, although this may not always be obvious at first-

sight.

The name Huronian (derived from lake Huron) was first given by the

officers of the Geological Survey of Canada more than forty years ago, and it-

has been adopted by geologists, in other countries as universally as the

term Laurentian, and is made to include all the rocks lying between the Lau-

rentian below it and the Cambrian or earliest fossiliferous rocks above. It thus-

forms an important and a convenient series, and its position in the geological

scale is easy to recognise.

HUKONIAN AREAS IN ONTARIO.

Huronian dis-

tricts defined.

Local variations.

The greatest of all our Huronian areas forms a wide belt extending

from the south-eastern extremity of lake Superior eastward along the north

shore of lake Huron, from which it runs north-eastward, widening out till it

occupies the whole country between lake Temiscaming and the head waters of

the Montreal river, a breadth of one hundred miles. Beyond this it stretches

north-westward across all the branches of the Moose river, northward beyond

lake Abittibi, and north-eastward almost to the southern extremity of lake

Mistassini, a distance of over 600 miles from the outlet of lake Superior.

The Huronian area along the Ground-hog river, and Mattagami lake on it*

course, appears to be more or less completely separated from the great area

above described. The next important Huronian district lies around Michipi-

coten at the north-east angle of lake Superior, running for sixty miles west

and twenty miles south of that point, and extending inland to Dog lake, a

distance of forty-five miles. Another large area stretches from the Pic river

eastward or inland to Nottamasagami lake, and westward mingled

with granites and green-stones, to Nipigon bay. Two extensive belts

run eastward from lake Nipigon, one of which crosses Long lake. West

of Thunder bay, and stretching to the international boundary line, there

is a large area which gives off arms to the north-east and south-west ;.

and several belts and compact and straggling areas occur between this,

and the Lake-of-the-Woods basin, one of which follows the course of

the Seine river. The Lake-of-the-Woods area, which has been already

alluded to, occupies the whole breadth of the northern division of that lake.

An important belt starts between Rainy lake and Lake-of-the-Woods, and

running north-eastward has a breadth of forty-five miles where it crosses the

line of the Canadian Pacific railway. Minnietakie and Sturgeon lakes lie

within this belt. Huronian rocks occur at both ends of lake St. Joseph and

along three sections of the Albany river, between it and the commence-

ment of the Palteozoic basin of James bay. The probability that some of

the rocks of the Hastings and Lanark region may be classed with the Huronian

has been already mentioned. The rocks of these various areas, and of others,

beyond the limits of Ontario, in some cases show considerable variations in

the proportions of the different kinds of which they are made up. This is

only what we would naturally expect Avhere their origin has been local, as

shown by the rapidly changing volumes of their different components, although

they may have been nearly or quite contemporaneous. In one area steatites,

serpentines and dolomites are abundant; in another, conglomerates, breccias
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and some amygdaloids ; while in others we may find various crystalline

schists, cherty and argillaceous slates, or it may be greywackes, quartz-diorites

and quartzites, with slates and conglomerates.

LOWEK AND UPPKR DIVISIONS.

Although it will be difficult or impossible to draw any precise line of

division a}jplicable in all cases between the lower and upper parts of the Un<ieflne(nine&^

Huronian rocks in Canada, yet for the sake of convenience thoy may be found

separable, in a general way, into a lower and an upper series or formation.

No horizon has yet been agreed upon at which to draw the line even locally,

and the difficulty of an exact definition of a line is increased by the rapid

changes of character in the lateral extension of any portion of the series.

One of the United States geologists imagined that there was a general want

of conformity between the lower and upper parts of what we had always

called the Huronian rocks, and that a " basal conglomerate " was to be found

at the contact of the two divisions ; but there is no evidence whatever to bear

out this supposition. Conglomerates are found indiiferently throughout both

the lower and upper portions. It may be a long time before we shall have

worked out these rocks sufficiently to enable us to represent them separately

on the map, but in the meantime it may perhaps be found convenient to

speak of one set in a general way as distinguished from the other. Dr.

Lawson proposed to call the Huronian rocks of the Lake-of-the-Woods region

the " Keewatin " (more correctly spelled Kewaitin) series. This has the advan-

tage of being a shorter name than the Huronian series of the Lake-of-the-Woods,

but there are scores of other Huronian areas within the Dominion which are

equally deserving of local names. Looking at the general geological map of

the Dominion and the northern states, the Huronian as a whole is seen to

occupy always the same place relatively to the rocks below and above it, and

the general equivalency of all these areas cannot be disputed.

The lower division consists largely of a variety of crystalline schists, in

which the prevailing color is dark green or grey. Among these may be Peculiarities of

enumerated micaceous, dioritic, chloritic, argillaceous, hornblendic, talcoid, gfo^
"^^'^'^ ^^^'

felsitic, epidotic, siliceous, dolomitic and plumbagenous. There are also crys-

talline diorites or diabases of various shades of grey and greenish grey (mostly

dark), argillaceous and dioritic slate-conglomerates, granites and syenites,

impure, banded and schistose iron ores, dolomites and imperfect gneisses.

Among the commoner of the rocks of this division are fine-grained mica-schists,

and dark-green dioritic or hornblendic schists. Two kinds of conglomerates

are also abundant, one having an argillaceous matrix, with rounded pebbles

of syenite and granite of various kinds and of some of the other Huronian

rocks, but very seldom of gneiss ; the other with a dioritic matrix, and often

with rounded pebbles also. But in perhaps the majority of cases what were

formerly considered as pebbles are really concretions of a lenticular form, and

differing but slightly from the matrix in color and composition. They are

best seen on wetted surfaces of cross sections of the rock, where they appear

as parallel elongated patches tapering to a point at each end. Both

hematite and magnetic iron ores are common in these rocks, and they
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have been largely worked in the Marquette and Republic districts in

Michigan, and at Tower in northern Minnesota ; but it is only lately

that rich and workable deposits have been found among them in Ontario,

although poorer ones have long been known in several localities. On
the Antler river, about 100 miles west of Thunder bay, there is a very

heavy deposit of rich and pure magnetite. Another is reported near the

mouth of the Seine, and an extensive deposit of leaner ore to the east of

"\Yabigoon lake. The late Professor R. D. Irving considered this feature of

the Huronian so important that, for a short definition, he called it " a detrital

iron-bearing series." But while the iron ores belong to the lower division, he

attempted to restrict the name Huronian to some of the upper portions, which

are not notably iron-bearing. The iron ores, whether workable or not, are

generally accompanied by much red and dark jasper in thin layers. Gneiss

is not common in the Huronian, and it differs from ordinary Laurentian

gneiss in being imperfect, and also in being invariably slightly calcareous in

all the numerous cases which have been tried by the writer. In some instances

the felspar in it has been noticed to be triclinic, like those of the Upper Lau-

rentian. Although rocks such as have been described as belonging to the

lower division are largely developed in the Huronian areas to the west and

north of lake Superior, they are by no means confined to these areas, but are

met with in abundance in many parts of the great Huronian area north of

lake Huron and elsewhere.

In the upper division probably the most abundant rock in Ontario is

what may be called a graywacke, but which in the older reports was often

styled a " slate-conglomerate
;

" but it also includes clay-slates, argillites,

felsites, quartzites, ordinary conglomerates, jasper conglomerates, breccias,

dolomites, serpentine, etc. In some localities the nearly vertical bands of

quartzite, having withstood denudation better than the other rocks, remain as

conspicuous hills or ridges, and this circumstance has caused their relative

volume in the series to be over-rated by superficial observers. Within the

province of Ontario these quartzites are most strongly developed near the height-

of-land between lakes Abittibi and Temiscaming, and from the latter lake

westward to the headwaters of the Montreal river. They are also common

in the belt along the north shore of lake Huron, especially in its eastern part.

The greywacke so abundant in the Huronian regions where the quartzites are

chiefly found is composed of a matrix of grains of felspar and quartz, together

with crystaline fragments of the two minerals (or a quartz-felspar rock) of all

sizes from mere grains and chips up to those of pebbles, cobble-stones and boul-

ders. These may be widely scattered in the matrix or crowded closely together,

leaving only the interspaces to be filled by the finer debris. The fragments

are sometimes quite angular ; at others more or less rounded. This is the pre-

vailing rock around lake Temagami, and is also abundant in the whole region

drained by the Montreal river. It is also found all the way southward to lake

Huron, but in this direction it is often associated with stratified quartzose-

diorites and rocks intermediate between the two. The origin of the quartzites

appears to be connected with rocks of the above kinds. The fact of their occur-

rence chiefly in the same regions and in association with them would suggest

Greywacke.

Huronian
quartzites.

Oriirin of the
fjuartzites.
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tliis, but there is also direct proof leading to the same conclusion. The materials

forming these greywack6s and the stratified quartzose-diorites have been derived

from volcanic sources, and coming into contact with water the quartz grains

have been by some process separated from the other constituents. In the

immediate vicinity of the parent rocks, beds composed more or less com-

pletely of these grains are to be found interstratifying other beds formed out

of the other constituents. Sometimes these beds are quite thin and shade off

vertically into one another, or alternate in great numbers within a limited

section. Numerous examples of this arrangement may be seen in the town-

ship of Denison and the surrounding country. At greater distances the
pgjgp^r in the

quartz grains are concentrated in larger volume forming quartzites, while the qu^rtzites.

other ingredients make up the associated felsitic and argillaceous slates with

layers of hornblende. The Huronian quartzites all contain grains of felspar

in proportions varying from widely scattered particles up to about one-half

their volume. Hand specimens of the latter variety bear a strong resemblance

both in color and composition to rather fine-grained, reddish and greyish

granites or quartz -syenites ; but, besides the stratification on the larger scale,

the internal structure of the rock is distinctly clastic or fragmental. Examples

of these highly felsitic quartzites are to be met with throughout the country

north of lake Huron. The coarser varieties are strikingly developed in the

highest of the quartzite mountains north-westward of the northern outlet of

lake Temagami. In this connection it is worth mentioning that the quartzite

beds often found in the vicinity of the phosphate deposits of the Upper

Laurentian formation in the county of Ottawa also contain grains of felspar

re ore or less abundantly disseminated, showing that they were probably

deposited in a mechanically mixed condition.

The formation of the quartzites being thus apparently connected with

the greywack^s and quartzose-diorites, they too would seem to partake of the

general igneous history of the whole system, which, however, is ™o^^
J^^^t^r of the

obvious in many of its other varieties of rocks. This igneous character is system,

further proved by the large masses or areas of greenstones (diorites or

diabases), granites, syenites and other eruptive rocks which are so lai-gely

mingled with both the lower and upper portions of the Huronian system in

all parts of their distribution, forming indeed one of its characteristic features.

The crystalline greenstones occur either as compact areas, wide elongated

masses, dykes or thick interstratifying beds, in nearly all the Huronian areas.

In many cases the dioritic schists may have been originally massive, but

assumed the cleaved structure by pressure when incorporated among stratified

masses. The commonest position of the granite and syenite areas is within

but towards the borders of the Huronian tracts ; but they sometimes occur

in the Laurentian country, in their immediate vicinity or at a distance from

them in the direction of the longer axis of the Huronian areas.

An attempt has been made quite lately among .some American geologists

to restrict the name Huronian to rocks like some of those north of lake Huron,

although Sir William Logan and his colleagues in introducing the term

originally described it as applying equally to the dark greyish and greenish

schists, conglomerates, diorites, etc. The more extended investigations which
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have since been made in Canada and other parts of the world have confirmed

the propriety and convenience of inchiding under this name all the rocks

which had been originally described as Huronian.

THE METALLIFEBOCS SERIES.

The Huronian, as above defined, is the great metalliferous system of

The metaliifer- Ontario, and indeed of all Canada, and hence its crreat importance in the
-ous system of

.

o ir

Ontario. economic geology of the country. The whole series is more or less metalliferous,

but the various ores are not uniformly distributed, some occurring in one

region or in some special stratum, while others may prevail in another section

of country or in a different horizon in the series. Besides metallic ores, the

Huronian also contains various rocks and non-metallic minerals of value.

jOccurrence of

iron ores.

CiOcalities.

Iron appears to occur most frequently in the lower or schistose portions

of the system. At one place examined by the writer on the Antler river,

about 100 miles west-north-west of Port Arthur, there is a large deposit

of magnetite of fine quality. In the widest part there are three beds,

each about fifty feet in width, separated from each other by only narrow

bands of rock, running with the general course of the belt to which they

belong. The deposit shows workable quantities of ore at intervals for about

three miles, and is traceable for about five miles. ]S^o jasper was observed at

this locality. Another rich deposit is reported to have been discovered on

the Seine river, near its mouth, and one of lower grade ore at a straggling lake

at no great distance south-eastward of Wabigoon lake. The iron ores associated

with jasper which have been found on the southern part of Hunter's island and

near Gunflint lake appear to belong to a continuation of the belt in which the

rich deposit of Tower, in the adjoining state of Minnesota, occurs. A belt of

fine-grained magnetite in thin layers, alternating with equally thin layers of red

jasper, was found and described by the writer in 1869 in the hills on the east

side of the Kaministiquia river, just below the place where it is now crossed by

the Canadian Pacific railway.* During the same season Mr. Peter McKellar,

while assisting the writer to make a topographical and geological survey of lake

Nipigon, found a deposit of hematite on its eastern side, near Sturgeon river.

A common form of iron ore in the Huronian rocks consists of thin layers of

magnetite, or occasionally of hematite, alternating with similar layers of com-

pact or fine-grained grey quartz in the same manner as the jasper just described.

These layers vary from one-sixteenth of an inch to an inch and more in.

thickness, but are usually from about one-eighth to one-half an inch. These

ores sometimes occur in large quantities, and although too poor to work (unless

some economic process should be discovered for separating the magnetite from

the rock), they are nevertheless worth careful examination in the hope of

finding the ore in a more concentrated form in some parts. Ores of this

character or of a similar class, as far as their economic value is concerned, have

been found at the following localities :

South-west arm of Red lake, northward of Lake-of-the-woods.
Township of Moss.
Near tlie height-of-land, south-west of the head of lake St. Joseph, loose.

See Geological Survey Report for 1869.
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Near Little Long Ifiko, west of the north end of Long lake.
Albany river, near tlie junction of Etow-i-iiiaini river.

The largest of tlie Slate islands, lake Superioi-.

On)S Cap, near Micliipicoten.

Oka or Pickerel river, west of Michipicoten, reported.
^lackfisli bay, reported."

Near Montreal river, lake Superior, reported.
Nortli of Batcliawana bay on the Peter Bell location, and in larger rpiantities at

the head of Pancake river.

In one of the south-western bays of Temagauii lake.
At a small lake north of the eastern arm of Teniagami lake.
Quinze rapids and Opazatika lake, above lake Temiscauiing.
At Abittibi lake.

The lean iron ores, composed of thin layers of magnetite interstratifying

others of a siliceous rock, in the township of Dalhousie, Lanark county, and

adjacent regions are also of this class, and they form another link connecting

the rocks of this district with the recognised Huronian. The iron mines of

eastern Ontario which were visited by the Commissioners are described in

another part of this report.

COPPER AND NICKEL.

Copper is very generally diffused throughout the Huronian rocks, but

the principal deposits heretofore worked,, those of the Bruce Mines and the

Sudbury region, ai^e associated with rocks of the supposed upper division.

At the former locality the workings extended for nearly two miles across the Bmce Mines and

T TT /N -I-. 1 • mi -1
Sudbury regions.

Bruce, Wellington and Huron Copper Bay locations. They were earned on

chiefly upon two east and west quartz lodes cutting greenstone, the Main lode

varying from about three to fifteen feet in thickness, while the other, called

the New or Fire lode, is a branch of this. The workings extended to a

depth of about seventy fathoms in many parts. The ore was mainly copper

pyrites, but a good deal of the purple sulphide was found near the surface.

Operations were carried on from 1846 to 1876, and the gross value of the out-

put was ascertained by the writer (through the courtesy of Captain Plummer
and others) to be about $3,300,000.

Copper in the form of the yellow sulphide, associated with pyrrhotite or

grey magnetic iron pyrites, is met with in considerable quantities in a num-

ber of localities around Sudbury Junction, on the Canadian Pacific railway, and

thence along the Sault Ste. Marie branch to the Spanish river. As far as they

have been tested these ores also contain sulphide of nickel, often in quantities

which should pay to extract. The ore in this region is associated with an its mcxie of

obscurely stratified greenstone, and its mode of occurrence is apparently that ^he'sudbwy'*

of large masses and " impregnations," having roughly lenticular forms and '•'®'"'^*-

following fahlbands which are rudely comformable with the general stratifica-

tion of the country rocks. These masses enclose many " boulders " or frag-

ments of all sizes of greenstones and greywack^, which are often finely

impregnated with copper and iron pyrites. Most of the ore is low grade,

but in the midst of this considerable bunches of pure copper pyrites occur,

while on the other hand some portions consist of almost pure pyrrhotite.

The country-rock in thfs neighborhood everywhere dips at high angles, or is

nearly perpendicular, and the ore-masses follow these inclinations. An
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First discov-

eries at Sud-
bury.

Stobie, Copper-
cliff and Evans
minps.

Denison town-
ship veins.

important feature of these masses is their great size, so that although

the average percentage of copper and nickel is low (yet sufficient for

profitable working), the quantity is so large as to give promise of great

productiveness.

Copper ore was first discovered in this district in 1882, during the con-

struction of the Canadian Pacific railway, at a point on the main line (since

called the Murray mine) about three miles north-west of Sudbury Junction,

This was soon followed by the finding of the Stobie mine, three and a half

miles north, and the Copper-clifi^ mine an equal distance to the south-west of

the junction. At the Stobie mine, which is worked as an open quarry, ar»

ore-mass of the nature above described appears to have a thickness of

upwards of a hundred feet and it has been traced south-westward on the

strike as a series of lenticular copper-bearing masses, separated by pinched

intervals, for a distance of a mile and a-half. The Copper-clifF mine shows

a vein-like deposit of mixed pyrites about ten feet wide, containing a higher

percentage of copper than the Stobie ore, and also a number of the lens-

shaped ore-masses. It has been worked to a depth of over 400 feet on

the slope and has yielded a large quantity of good ore. The Evans mine

is about a mile south-south-west of the Copper-cliff. Here the ore-bearing

mass, as proved by the diamond drill, appears to be nearly 100 feet thick,

but it consists largely of pyrrhotite, rich in nickel. In the township of

Denison a vein of copper pyrites, with a high percentage of nickel in

some parts, has been opened by the Yermiiion Mining company on lot 6

of the 4th concession ; and on the line between the 5th or Krean lot and

the 4th or McConnell lot, both in the 5th concession, and about a mile to

the north-north-east of the Yermiiion mine, the surface appearances indicate

a promising deposit of copper ore similar to those near Sudbury, but no

mining has yet been done at this locality.

The discovery of nickeliferous copper pyrites around Sudbury recalled

the fact that similar ore had been found nearly forty years before at the

Wallace mine, on the shore of lake Huron near the mouth of the "Whitefish

river. The deposits at the two localities appear to lie in the same geological

horizon, and, in following the general strike of the rocks north-eastward from

the Wallace mine, ores of copper have been found near the west end of lake

Panache, in the townships of Drury, Denison, Graham, Waters, Snider,

McKim and Blezard, on the west side of the Wahnapitae lake, near the

north end of Lady Evelyn lake, on Montreal river, on Blanche river, at

a place near the height-of-land not far east of the canoe-route from lake

Temiscaming to Abittibi lake, and finally near the south end of lake

Mistassini. This will probably prove to be a copper-producing region of

vast importance in the future, of which the present discoveries are only the

first indications. Copper has been found in many other places in the

Huronian rocks of Ontario, and these will be referred to further on

in the list of localities of this metal, but the foregoing short descriptions

will serve to give an idea of its two principal modes of occurrence in these

rocks.

A copper belt
extending from
lake Huron to

lake Mistassini.
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• GOLD.

Gold promises to become an important product of our Iluronian rocks,

notwithstanding the fact that only partial success has attended the efFurts

heretofore made to mine and extract it. If we include the gold-bearing rocks of'rcmlt'K^^d'^*'

of the Hastings region amongst the Huronian, it becomes doubtful if the •^'^covcrics.

precious metal has been found, except in the merest traces, in any other

formation. I^ot long ago the occurrence of gold was unknown in Ontario

beyond the traces which had been found in assaying the silver and copper ores

of Prince's location, of Michipicoten island, and the vein-stuff of the Bruce

mines ; but now it has been discovered in so many and such widely separated

localities in the province, and in some cases under such promising conditions,

that it is highly probable that successful gold mines will be established after

more thorough tests have been made.

The first discovery of gold in notable quantity was made in 1871 by

Mr. Peter McKellar (following up a clue obtained from an Indian) near

Jackfish lake, at what is now called the Huronian mine, situated on location The Huronian

HI in the township of Moss. It here occurs in a true and persistent vein

from 6 to 8 feet wide, of which from 2 to 5 feet are quartz, the rest being

incorporated schist. The country-rock consists of interbedded talcoid, chloritic,

dioritic and a little dolomitic schist, siliceous magnetite and massive diorite,

all dipping north-west at angles of 65° to 80°. The vein runs north-eastward,

cutting the strata at a small angle and underlying to the north-west side at

an inclination of 15° from the perpendicular. Intrusive syenite appears about

a mile to the north-east of the mine, and this may have had something to

do with the enrichment of the vein. The gold occurs free and as sylvanite

(or telluride of gold) associated with galena, iron and copper pyrites and

blende, which, with the white quartz, constitute a beautiful looking ore. A
10-stamp mill was erected in 1883 at great expense, on account of the diffi-

culties of transportation, and in 1 884: some mining and milling were done.

The gold secured is understood to have been equal to $21 to the ton, which

was, however, far short of the whole amount contained in the ore. Work
was resumed for three or four months in 1885, but, from the want of proper

means of transportation to tli amine, operations are for the present suspended.

Openings have been made and similar ore obtained from a continuation of the

same vein, called the Highland mine.

Gold was discovered on Lake-of-the-Woods in 1S7S, or earlier. In the

writer's Geological Survey report for 1881, page 15c, it is stated that "in

1879 I was presented by ]Mr. J. Dewe with a specimen from Hay island, of GoM locations

white quartz containing needle-like crystals of hornblende with a little calc- WooJs. .

spar, which showed distinct specks of gold. It was assayed by Mr. Hoffmann,

chemist to the survey, and found to contain 37.318 ounces of gold and 1.431

ounces of silver to the ton of 2,000 pounds." During the succeeding four

or five years some mining was done at a few places around the northern part of

this lake, and in some instances with the prospect of ultimate success, but

owing to the impossibility of obtaining titles, on account of the dispute

between the Dominion and the Ontario governments as to the ownership of the
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Partridge lake
srolJ veins.

territory, it was impossible to obtain sufficient capital and n? thorough test

has yet been made to determine the real productiveness or otherwise of any

of the mines. Trials have been made at several promising places, such

as Sultana island, the Winnipeg Consolidated and the Pine Portage proper-

ties, and now that the matter of title is set at rest there is a probability that

work will be prosecuted on a sufficient scale to determine the question whether

gold is to be found in this region in paying quantities or not. It occurs both

free and in combination with sulphides in veins of quartz more or less split

up and interrupted, cutting green schists and not far from masses of syenite.

These deposits would appear to lie towards the bottom of the seties as deve-

loped at the Lake-of-the-TVoods. Specimens of free gold in quartz have

been shown to the writer as having been obtained not far from Tache, on the

Canadian Pacific railway.

At Partridge lake, a short distance west of Lac-des-Mille-Lacs, gold was dis-

covered in 1872 by Mr. Archibald ^.IcKellar in a large vein of quartz cutting

Huronian schist on an islet, and also in large veins of the same material in

the strike of this one on either side of the lake. Assays of the quartz from

both the islet and the mainland, which were made by Dr. Girdwood, showed

from 1 to li ounces of gold to the ton. A number of small nuggets were

obtained by breaking up the quartz on the islet by both 'Mr. McKellar and

Mr. W. W. Eussell, and shown at the Philadelphia exhibition in 1876. This

locality was visited by the writer last summer on behalf of the Commission,

and samples of the quartz and photographs of the outcrop of the vein were

obtained.

In 1875 Mr. Donald ^McKellar found small nuggets of gold in a vein

of quartz cutting reddish granite at Tictoria cape on the western side of

Jackfish bay, on the north shore of lake Superior. Another vein of quartz

li to SJ feet thick, holding iron pyi'ites, galena and blende and cutting the

granite in close proximity to slaty diorite at this locality, yielded on assay

827 worth of gold per ton.

The Commissioners were credibly informed that gold associated with

iron pyrites had been discovered in quartz veins between Goulais and Bat-

chawana bays, at the east end of lake Superior, and also on a small island near

the shore of lake Huron, north of Lacloche island. Traces of the metal have

been found by assay in the laboratory of the Geological Survey in quartz

from veins near the north end of Temagami lake, and from Cross lake to

the south of this sheet of water.

At the Vermilion gold mine on lot 6 in the Ith concession of the township

of Denison, in the Sudbury district, coarse free gold was found at and near

the surface in a vein of light grey granular quartz about two feet thick, run-

ning north-eastward, and cutting grey or ash-colored greywacke, bearing a

close resemblance to the " whin-rock " of the Xova Scotia gold districts.

The gold was so thickly disseminated in one part of the vein as to hold together

fragments of the quartz after they had been fractured by the hammer. On
the same lot a ridge of greyish diorite rises a short distance to the south-

east of this vein, and a few specks of gold were seen by the writer in the

Victoria Cape
location.

Various other
locations.

Vermilion Mine
location.
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midst of iron-stained spots on the weathered surface of this rock. Visible

gold is said to have been found also in a quartz vein at the east end of the

Indian reserve on the south side of the mouth of the Spanish river.

Gold was discovered in the summer of 1888 on a point on the southern

shore of lake Wahnapitae, between the two deep bays on that side of the „ ,

,

' ' r J
^

qdU on lake

lake. It occurs, as far as could be observed by the writer, who visited the Wahnapita;.

place in September, in several narrow veins of white quartz cutting a highly

felspathic reddish quartzite, resembling fine grained granite, but distinctly

clastic or fragmental in origin. No single vein or group of small veins could

be traced far, but where any of them gave out others were oVjserved to

commence not far off. They are " bound " veins, or adhere closely to the

wall-rock, or are, as it were, fused into it. One of these little veins shows a

good deal of mispickel and some iron pyrites in crystals along one side of it.

An assay of a sample from this vein, made by Mr. Hoff'mann, chemist of the

Geological Survey, yielded at the rate of .5.425 ounces of gold and 0.2.33 of an

ounce of silver to the ton of 2,000 pounds, while the quarlz from another of

these veins showed neither gold nor silver. The visible gold of these veins

occurs as specks and small nuggets in the quartz. It is also said to have

been detected in the wall-rock apart from the veins, and, if so, this circum-

.fltance may prove to be of great importance, for if it should be found to pay

at all to treat the whole mass, great profits might be realised by doing so on a

large scale. The rock at this locality resembles that of the famous Tread-
^^^'h^Tre^weii

well mine on Douglas island in Alaska, both in composition and in the manner '"'°^> -Alaska.

of the occurrence of the small adherent quartz veins, but the latter rock

is almost white and is dotted with small particles of iron pyrites. A micro-

scopic examination of the ore of the Treadwell mine, which has just been

made by Mr. F. D. Adams of the Geological Survey, shows it to consist of a

granite-like rock in which the clastic character may be due to a process of

crushing after its solidification. Although the rock of the Tread well mine

jrields only about $5 worth of gold to the ton, immense profits are made by

•stamping and treating it in large quantities, and it is in this direction rather

than in the great richness of small quantities that we must look for profitable

gold mines in our Huronian rocks. It may be here remarked that gold is

said to have been profitably extracted from two mines in Huronian rocks on

"the south side of lake Superior.

In the early part of August, 1866, gold was discovered by a man named

Powell and a Dutch miner on the eastern part of lot 18, range 5, in the

township of Madoc, belonging to Mr. J. Richardson, who, however, did not <^oia in the

• • 1 .,-,,• ^ 1 , , *
Hastinjrs region,

recognise it as the precious metal till informed of the fact by the late Mr. H. G.

Tennor of the Geological Survey, who was then working in the neighborhood.

Mr. Vennor in his report for that year, addressed to Sir William Logan,

•described the gold as occurring in " a series of crevices or openings in a Richardson

gold-bearing bed, formed of chloritic and epidotic gneiss (or schist) holding

patches of dolomite and calcspar, the openings being nothing more than

«uch as are so often met with in the dolomites and calc-schists of this region."

The gold was found along with particles of black carbonaceous matter in a
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other localities

of gold.

Catling mine.

brown ferruginous earth filling the longitudinal crevices, paralled to the

bedding, one of which had been struck at a depth of 4 and another at 15 feet

from the surface at the time of Mr. Vennor's visit. Numerous small nuggets-

were also found enclosed in the adjacent dolomite and calcspar. The strata here

dip nearly due north at an angle of 45°, and the gold-bearing bed is " over-

laid by a siliceous ferruginous dolomite and underlaid by a band resembling

an impure steatite." Its geological position is not far above the iron-bearing

belt of that region. The Eichardson mine has been work-id at diflerent times^

since the above date, and a good deal of gold extracted from it.

This discovery was followed by many others of the precious metal which

have been made at different times in the townships of Marmora, Madoc,

Elzevir, Kaladar, Lake and Tudor, and there is now a probability of gold-

mining becoming an established industry in this region. One of the most

notable of the attempts at gold mining in the district is that at the Gatling

(since called the Canada Consolidated) mine in the township of Marmora.

The gold here occurs in veins of quartz containing much mispickel and

cutting a crushed syenite or a mixture of schist and syenite, close to a large

area of the latter rock. Assays of twelve different samples of the ores of

this mine gave an average of 1.9107 ounces or $39.47 to the ton of 2,000

pounds. In spite of this richness, the difficulty of separating the gold from

the sulphide of arsenic is so great that only partial success has attended the

working of the mine, after the expenditure of a large sum of money in

buildings, machinery, working the mine and experimenting.

A considerable quantity of gold has been extracted from the Gladstone

and Feigle mine, situated on the continuation of the same set of veins as the

Canada Consolidated, at a distance of two or three miles to the northward

of it. Another mine called the Dean and Williams on lot 8, range 9 of

Marmora, about a mile and a-half southward of the Canada Consolidated,

was worked for a time with some success. At present it is reported that from

six to eight dollars worth of gold per ton are being extracted at the Guinard

mine, in Kaladar, from a set of small quartz veins cutting a rock which is.

described as a conglomerate with quartz pebbles in a matrix of micaceous-

schist.

Some veins have been discovered in the Huronian rocks containing silver

in promising quantities—sufficiently so at any rate to warrant the search for

more. The vein at the Huronian mine is a case in jioint, but the silver

there was pratically overlooked in the effi^rts to extract the gold. The 3A
mine on the north shore of Thunder bay was opened on a vein of quartz and

bitter-spar from 1^ to '2h feet wide and running about east-north-east, or

parallel to the strata, which, according to Mr. Peter McKellar, here " con-

sist of thick beds of diorite and fine grained greenish-grey slates, some of

which are chloritic, talcose, calcareous and ferruginous, with some serpentine

alongside of and in the vein." Dark greyish red syenite is met with a short-

distance to the south. The silver occurs both native and in combination with

sulphur and nickel, and it is associated with iron and copper pyrites, galena,

and blende. There is also a small proportion of gold along with the silver.

Gladstone and
Feigle mine.

Dean and
Williams mine.

Guinard mine,
Kaladar.

Silver in Hu-
ronian rocks.
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This vein was discovered in 1870. Active operations were begun early in tho

spring of 1873, and after having been worked to a depth of about 150 feet

iind yielding several thousand dollars' worth of silver in the form of bunches of

very rich ore, work was suspended in the spring of 1874. Two veins were "'"^°° '''*^-

discovered in 1872 within a nule of Heron bay and close to the Pic river,

which, judging from the ore brought to the shore of lake Superior and
examined by the writer, bear a strong resemblance to that of the Huronian
mine. The width of each is given by Mr. Peter McKellar as ranging from

a foot to four feet at the surface. They lie in a large Huronian area and
are described as cutting talcoid and chloritic schists, while a boss of intrusive

granite rises beside the Pic river at no great distance to the eastward, giving

an additional point of resemblance to the surroundings of the Huronian
mine. One of the veins runs east-north-east with the stratification, while

the other strikes nearly north and south. At a depth of 40 feet the latter

had opened out to 5 or 6 feet in width. The gangue in both veins consists

of bitter-spar and quartz, and contains galena, blende, iron and copper

pyrites, together with gold and silver, ranging from traces up to about

$70 worth of each to the ton, according to assays made by Mr. McDer-
mid, who was assayer at the Silver Islet mine at the time the above work
was done.

GALENA.

The Victoria argentiferous galena vein, situated near Garden river and
about eight miles north from its mouth, occurs in Huronian rocks. It runs
about north-north-west, parallel to the western side of an extensive mass of Gar*den%i?e"^'

very fine-grained reddish-grey granite or quartz-felspar rock, from which it is

separated by a few feet of glossy green schist and tough green trappean rock,

some of the latter approaching the character of an amygdaloid. Work was
commenced at the Victoria mine in 1875, and at the time of the writer's visit

in 1876 two shafts had been sunk, each to a depth of 15 feet, in the midst

of a belt 36 feet thick, of glossy-surfaced green schist, cleaving in all direc-

tions and containing galena in strings, grains and small bunches. One of the

shafts followed a vein of solid galena, mixed with considerable dark blende

and a little copper and iron pyrites, from 8 to 19 inches thick, and the other

a similar vein 10 inches thick, but containing a mixture of quartz. This

lead-bearing belt of schist is succeeded on the west by siliceous felsites and
dai-k green and rather coarsely crystalline hornblende-rock, which is a^ain

followed by tine-grained light reddish or pinkish-grey granite. This belt of

veins was afterwards worked to a considerable depth, and a large quantity of

galena taken out and exported. The proportion of silver varied from a few
ounces up to 168 to the ton of 2,000 pounds, most of the ore being tolerably

rich. The Cascade mine, a short distance to the northward of the Victoria Cascade mine,

is said to be on the same belt and to resemble the latter in most respects.

Argentiferous galena has also been found in Huronian rocks in the Sud- Sudbuo- district.

bury district, a short distance south of Straight lake, and in the north-

western part of the township of Creighton, and again near the north
end of Lady Evelyn lake, which lies between Temagami lake and the

Montreal river.
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other galena
veins.

The Victoria and Cascade mines are the only places at which any lead-

mining has been done in Huronian rocks, unless the galena veins of Tudor^

Limerick, etc. in the Hastings-Lanark region should prove to be situated in

rocks of this age.

Zinc at Zenith
mine.

Blende lake,

Thunder bay.

Antimony near
Echo lake and
Garden rirer.

O metals
found in Hu-
tonian rocks.

Zinc, in the form of blende (or sulphide of the metal), was discovered

in 1881 in large quantities at a place which has been named the ZenitL

mine, situated on the White Sand river, about ten miles northward of the

shore of lake Superior opposite Wilson's island, eastward of Xipigon bay^

The ore is black and crystalline, and is described as occurring principally in

two large veins or lenticular masses in a hornblende rock or diorite of

Huronian age. The ore could be mined with great facility, and some 400 or

500 tons are said to have been already excavated, but it cannot be brought

to market for want of a road. A specimen analysed by Mr. Hoffmann,

chemist to the Geological Survey, gave 54|^ per cent, of metallic zinc. This-

is the only locality at which zinc ore has been discovered in large masses in the

Huronian system in Canada, and it is therefore interesting as an indication,

that the metal may be found in paying quantities in these rocks in other

places. Blende in large crystals occurs in a vein of coarse calcspar about

eight feet wide at Blende lake, about 1^ miles north-north-west of the head

of Thunder bay. The south wall of the vein, which runs east and west,

consists of dioritic schist of Huronian age, while the north wall is formed

by lerruginous and siliceous clay-slates belonging to the Animikie series..

The occurrence of blende with the galena of the Victoria mine has been,

already referred to.

ANTIMONY,

In the report of the writer for 1876, page 211 (Geological Survey

Report) reference is made to a reputed discovery of sulphide of antimony

in a vein of white quartz cutting felspathic grey quartzite (Huronian) about

one mile west of Fairy lake, near Echo lake. Mr. Joseph Cozens, of

Sault Ste. Marie, .states that he has discovered a vein eight inches wide, rich,

in this ore, among the Huronian rocks on Garden river.

OTHER METALS AND MINERALS,

The above descriptions will serve to show that the Huronian rocks con-

tain ores of the various metals referred to ^in economic quantities. The
occurrence in them of nickel, arsenic and tellurium has been incidentally

mentioned. In addition to the metals already alluded to, platinum, tin,,

molybdenum, bismuth and cobalt have also been found among these rocks,,

but our space will not admit of a fuller description of them than that

contained in the list further on. The number of discoveries of valuable ore&

already made must be regarded as very encouraging, cousidez'ing how little

knowledge we possess as to the geological relations and modes of occurrence

of the metals in the Huronian system and the comparatively small amount

of bona fide and intelligent exploration which has yet been done, and leads

to the belief that many districts situated on this extensive system will prove

rich in metallic ores.
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Among the rocks and non-metallic minerals of economic value to be met

Avith in the Huroiiiau system, the following may be mentioned : fine granites

and syenites for buildings, monuments and ornamental purposes ; sandstones, ami non-ine-

quartzites and greywacke's for construction ; flagstones, roofing slates, serpen-
''''""^ unnerais.

tine and dolomitic marbles, ornamental argillites, jasper conglomerate ; white

quartzite for glass-making ; asbestos (^chrysotile), gi'aphite, actinolite and

barytes.

THE CAMBRIAN SYSTEM.

This system was so called by the late Professor Sedgwick from Oambria,

the ancient name for Wales. It is the oldest one in which the remains of

organic life have been found, being the first above the Arch;ean rocks. Besides
-^I'f theT^n,?**

ordinary sedimentary deposits, such as limestones, sandstones, shales, etc., it ^"^^ »y»toiu.

comprises, in some regions, a large proportion of igneous and other non-

fossiliferous rocks, the whole thickness of the system amounting to many
thousands of feet. The fossils, when present, consist only of marine inverte-

brate animals, among which trilobites are conspicuous, both as to size and

the number of species. Remains of marine plants are also found in these

rocks. The system is well developed in Bohemia, Wales, Newfoundland,

New Brunswick and Ontario, as well as in some parts of the United

States.

A X I JI I K I E FORMATION.

The name Animikie is derived from the Outchipwai word for thunder,

and is appropriate inasmuch as these rocks are most largely developed around

Thunder bay. Although no fossils have yet been found in the Animikie AnkJikie"
''*

formation, it consists largely of undisturbed and unaltered sedimentary rocks

and is classified with the Cambrian. It is the first formation above the

Archaean, and rests almost horizontally upon the denuded edges of the up-

turned Huronian and Laurentian strata of the region. Its thickness has not

been clearly ascertained, but it probably amounts to 2,500 or 3,000 feet or

more.*

The Animikie strata in ascending order consist of : (1) Greenish

arenaceous conglomerate with pebbles of quartz, jasper and slate—seen on the

north shore of Thunder bay. (2) Thinly bedded cherts, mostly of dark colors JJf*"'^''.)?^

with argillaceous and dolomitic beds—seen at the head of Thunder bay and along

the northern boundary of the formation in the township of Mclntyre. (3)

Black and grey argillites and flaggy black shales with sandstones and ferru.

ginous dolomitic bands and arenaceous beds, often rich in magnetic iron,

* The Silver Islet mine was sunk through 1,230 feet of these rocks lying almost horizontally
below the level of lake Superior, and on the main shore opposite to the mine they rise about
800 or 900 feet above the lake, in addition to a trap overflow of 400 or 500 feet, which however
may belong to the next higher formation ; so that we have here an actual section of some
2,000 feet. Mr. E. D. Ingall says (Report of Geological Survey for 1887, page 25 H) :

" If we
assume the average dip to be in a south-south-east direction and measure the width of the
outcrop of the formation from Grand Portage island where it passes under the overlying
Keweenawan rocks north-north-west to near Woodside's vein in the Silver mountain area
where the Archiean appears from below them, which we find to be some 25 miles, we get a
thickness for these rocks of over 12,000 feet." But on the same page he says, "As has
been already mentioned, the formation lies nearly flat, and it is very diflioult to decide whether
it really has any general dij) or not."
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Geographical
distribution of
the formation.

Table-topped
liills.

together with layers and intrusive masses of trap (diabase). This is by far

the thickest division, constituting in fact the bulk of the formation.

Lenticular and spheroidal concretions of various sizes, called also bombs,

boulders and kettles, are common throughout the black shales of this

division.

Geographically the Animikie formation in Ontario occupies a triangular

area, of which the base, 60 miles in length, extends from the mouth of Pigeon

river westward along the international boundary to Gunflint lake, while one

of the other sides is formed by the shore of lake Superior from Pigeon river

to Goose point on Thunder bay, 40 miles in leugth, and the third side by a

line joining this point and Gunflint lake, about 80 miles in length. The lower

portions of the formation extend over the comparatively level ground within

this area to the northward of the Kaministiquia and Whitefish rivers, while

the higher measures, lying almost horizontally, occupy the mountainous

country stretching from these streams southeastward to the shore of lake

Superior. The summits of most of the hills in this district are capped with

thick and nearly horizontal beds of trap, giving them a flat or table-topped

appearance. If all these isolated areas of trap were represented on a geological

map of the district it would have a " spotty " appearance, the total extent of

the trap being much less than that of the underlying shales which occupy the

hiU-sIopes and the bottoms of the valleys between them. A good idea of the

geology of this district may be formed if we suppose the crowning overflow to

have been once continuous, but that afterwards extensive erosion of both the

trap and the underlying shales took place, leaving only the detatched portions

or islands we now see. There is evidence of some faulting in various parts

of the district which may account for the difference in level of some of these

trappean cappings. The crowning overflows are, however, not the only beds

of trap which exist in the formation, as was pointed out many years ago by

Sir William Logan and the writer, and more recently by Mr. Ingall.

Examples of this may be seen along the Pacific railway track east of Port

Arthur, on the islands and points of the north side of Thunder bay, at the mouth

of Current river, and between the Duncan mine and Port Arthur, as well as

within the limits of that town itself. One of these beds of trap forms a

conspicuous escarpment with a long slope to the southward on mining-lot L
in the township of Mclntyre, which may be seen from Thunder bay. The

nearly horizontal layers or masses of trap in these rocks may not have been

surface-flows in all cases. Some of them appear as if they might have been

injected under pressure between the bedding of the shales and other rocks,

and in such cases they do not seem to extend very far.

The Animikie rocks are found near the water's edge along the south-east

side of Thunder bay, as far as Thunder cape and around its southern side,

including the islands to a point east of Silver islet ; also in places along the

main shore and on some of the islands about Rossport, east of Xipigon bay.

They likewise form Pie island and the chain of islands extending thence near

the coast to Pigeon river. The Animikie rocks do not appear to extend far

into Minnesota, being replaced by higher strata south of the boundary.

Several beds of

trap.

Other localities

of Animikie
rocks.
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They are baid, however, to recur on the south side of lake Superior in the

northern parts oi' Wisconsin and Michigan, but in a disturbed condition and

otherwise ditlering from the Canadian type.

THE S I L \' K H - U K A U I N G K O C K S .

The Aniuiikie rocks are of great importance as being the silver-bearing

formation of Ontario. Nearly all the veins cutting these rocks bear a strong

resemblance to one another in the nature of the gangue which Hlls them, so ThebiWer-
.

o o
beariiijc forin-

niuch SO that these veinstones may be said to form one of the characteristics ation of onurio.

of the formation. They are generally open or drusy, brecciated and very

crystalline, consisting in most cases of white (juartz and calcspar mixed with

fragments of the -wall-rock and a smaller proportion of green and purple

tluorspar ; but in some instances, as at McKellar's island and in most of the

veins on the islands and mainland between Thunder bay and Pigeon point,

white barytes forms one of the principal constituents. A part of the crystal-

line quartz is almost invariably amethystine, and this color has also been

imparted to the quartz crystals of the veins in the older rocks of the neighbor-

hood, once covered by the Animikie, which is not the case in similar veins at a

distance, showing that the character of veins may be influenced by the rocks

above. The veins of the Animikie formation are apt to be gathered into solid Variations in
°

• veins.

bodies where they traverse the harder beds and the trap layers, and to become

scattered into a number of strings or reduced to mere faults, or to be pinched

out altogether in passing through the softer strata, such as the black shales.

The silver occurs native in grains, threads and small branching forms, and

as argentite in leaves and small masses, but occasionally in large crystalline

lumps, as at the Rabbit Mountain mine. At Silver islet heaviernative silver Forms of silver,

and two new silver compounds, Huntilite and Animikite, were found. The
associated sulphides in nearly all the veins are blende, galena, copper and iron

pyrites, and their relative proneness to carry silver has been found by many
assays to be in the order in which they are here mentioned. In the same

way they have also been found to be richer in silver in proportion as they are

more closely associated with the visible silver itself, and to contain very little

when remote from the rich ore of the vein. No law governing the conditions

or mode of occurrence of the silver in the veins has yet been discovered, and Uncurtain

its apparently sporadic distribution in them makes it necessary to prospect siiver.

extensively underground in each case before a vein can be pronounced valuable

or otherwise.

The veins in the Animikie rocks run principally in two general directions,

one about north-east or east-north-east to east, and the other about north-

north-west. The veins of the Beck or Silver Harbor, the Thunder Bay and courses of veins

Duncan mines and the majority of those in the townships of Mclntyre and
Neebing and in the Rabbit mountain and Silver mountain districts belong to

the former, while those of the Beaver and Silver islet mines and the numerous

veins traversing the islands and the mining locations on the mainland between

Thunder bay and Pigeon point belong to the north-north-west group.

The first discovery of silver of any consequence on lake Superior was

made by Mr. Peter McKellar in the autumn of 1S66, at whiit afterwards

(M.) 3 33
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Thunder Bay
mine.

Shuniah or
Duncan mine.

Silver Harbor i

Beck mine.

Discovery of

Silver Islet

became the Thunder Bay mine. The metal was here found in the form of grains

and threads of native silver thickly disseminated in a vein of light grey granular

quartz from 1 to 3 feet wide, running north 34^ east and cutting dark shale

and argillite, interstratified with impure ferruginous dolomite and overlaid

by a bed of trap. This vein was worked in the summers of 1869 and 1870,

in each of which years it was visited by the writer. Notwithstanding its

great richness at the surface it failed to produce any large amount of silver,

and work was discontinued after reaching a depth of only 70 feet in each of

the two shafts which were sunk. Operations were resumed in 187-5 on a

parallel reticulated vein in argillite, having a breadth of 6 to 12 feet in all,

which was struck by cross-cutting underground at a distance of about 20

feet south of the silver-bearing vein. This opening was inspected by the

writer in 1875, but no silver could be detected. Further exploration along the

course of these veins may give better results.

The vein of the Shuniah, afterwards called the Duncan mine, was dis-

covered to be silver-bearing by Mr. John McKellar and Mr. George A. Mc-

Vicar in May, 1867, or about a year after the discovery of the Thunder Bay

mine. The vein is very large, being 20 to 30 feet in width, runs east and

west and consists of quartz and calcspar. The Duncan mining company

showed greati courage and perseverance in working this property, and only

abandoned it after spending about half a million dollars and sinking to a

depth of 800 feet, with galleries at difierent levels. Only about .§20,000 worth

of silver in all was obtained. The Animikie rocks were here found to extend

to about half the above depth, and below this were Huronian schists with

syenite on or near the north wall of the vein. A considerable area of trap

occurs on the surface to the south of the vein.

The vein at the Silver Harbor or Beck mine was discovered by Ambrose

. Cyrette in 1870, and was worked in 1871 and 1872. It cuts the shales and

chert beds of the lower part of the formation, which are here overlaid by a

bed of trap. It runs east-north-east, and is about 5 feet in thickness. The

gangue is of a brecciated character, and consists of white quartz and calcspar

with a little fluorspar and amethyst. Some native silver was obtained in

association with galena, blende and iron pyrites, but the quantity does not

appear to have been remunerative.

The Montreal mining company having employed Mr. Thomas Macfarlane,

a well known geologist, to survey and prospect their locations on lake Superior

in 1868, his assistant, Mr. Gerald Brown, while triangulating the shore of

Wood's location, sent one of his men, John Morgan, to plant a picket on a

rock in the water, afterwards called Silver islet. While doing this Morgan

found the silver-bearing part of this now famous vein,* and brought a specimen

from it to Mr. Brown. Mr. Macfarlane took out some 81,500 worth of silver

with one or two blasts at the surface and sent it to Montreal. The vein was

further prospected to a small extent by the Montreal company the next year,

but in 1870 this property, along with all the other locations of the company.

* In the Geology of Canad.a, page 707, Sir William Logan describes the Silver islet vein

where it crosses Burnt island as "a very prominent lode holding galena and green carbonate-
of copper."
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passed into the hands of the Ontario Mineral Lands company, by whom it

was worked till the beginning of 1884, when a depth of 1,230 feet had been

reached and silver to the value of $3,250,000 Lad been extracted. The vein noncription
of the vein.

in the part worked would average about 8 to 10 feet in thickness, although in

some places it measured from 20 to 30 feet. Its course is north 32° to 35°

west, and it intersects a dyke of trap (diabase) running east-north-east, which

cuts the dark shales and other nearly horizontal strata of the Aniniikie

formation. The silver was found only in and near the trap, which no doubt

had .something to do with its concentration at this place. Its deposition also

appears to have been influenced by graphite, which was present in the richest

parts of the vein. Hydrocarbon gas and water holding chlorides of sodium,

calcium and magnesium were struck in the deeper workings of the mine.

Graphite and inflammable gas have since been met with in other silver mines

in the district. The Silver islet vein is easily traceable across Burnt island

and upon the main shore opposite, but it was not found sufficiently rich in

silver to be worth working except at the islet.

The discovery of silver-bearing veins in the Rabbit and Silver mountain

districts about 1882 was due to an Indian named Tchiatang who had worked

with the writer in the Thunder Bay district and around lake Nipigon in 1869. Discovery of

TT • -J" 1 • IT 1 /> 1 • • 1
liabbit and

He IS a native oi unusual intelligence, and alter observing our operations and silver Mounuiir

making many enquiries about veins, etc., he developed a strong ambition to

prospect for minerals. While exploring in the neighborhood of Rabbit moun.

tain he discovered the vein which was afterwards worked there, but on account

of an Indian superstition* he would not personally point it out to a white

man. Mr. Oliver Daunais had married his daughter, and he got over

the difficulty by taking him nearly to the place and explaining where he

would find the vein. He afterwards revealed in the same way other dis-

coveries which he made in this district, and these have led to all the present

developments, so that the latter are indirectly due to the operations of

the Geological Survey. Several mines in this part of the Animikie area other silver

have been successfully worked and have yielded large amounts of silver, the

most conspicuous examples being the Rabbit ^lountain, the Beaver, the

Badger and the West End Silver Mountain, but as these are all described

along with the other mines of this section in another part of the present

report they require no further notice here.

Geologists and miners have speculated a good deal as to the source of the

silver and the conditions which have influenced its deposition in certain parts

of the veins cutting the strata of this formation. Some, like Mr. Peter Mc- Orifin of the

Kellar, suppose it has come up from the Huronian system below, and they

instance the 3 A mine as an example of the occurrence of silver in a vein

traversing these rocks. Others suppose the upper parts of the formation to be

the parent rocks. The silver appears to be most abunlant in those portions of

the veins which lie immediately under existing trap beds or their

former extensions, or, as at Silver islet, in a dyke of the same rock,

and this would favor the idea that the metal has been in some way

* Indians believe that if they show a discovery of valuable minerals to a white man they
are sure to die within one year.
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derived from the trap. If this be the correct view we may look for

silver in the veins under trap beds in the lower as well as in the upper

parts of the formation. Indeed this appears to have been demonstrated

in the case of the rich ore at the Thunder Bay mine and in veins recently

discovered in the Whitefish lake region, both of which are in the lower

portions. In these instances the characters of both gangue and ore are the

same as in veins higher up in the formation, as if the nature of their contents

depended more on the overlying trap layers than on the immediately enclosing

rocks. The enrichment of the 3 A vein may have been due to the infiltration

downward of the silver from Animikie rocks, which once covered this spot as

they still do the immediate vicinity, but which have since been carried away

by denudation.
N I P I G O N F O K M A T I O X.

General
characteristics

Keweenawan
rocks.

Native copper

A voluminous set of rocks to which this name was given by the writer in

1872 is found in the lake Superior region, resting apparently unconformably

upon the Animikie formation. It is characterised by reddish marls, sand-

stones and conglomerates, together with a large proportion of variously colored

trappean beds and masses, a considerable part of which is amygdaloidal. It is

largely developed on Black and Nipigou bays, around lake ^sipigon and on

Michipicoten island and the promontory of Mamainse (more correctly !N^a-

mainse). The Keweenawan, or native copper-bearing rocks of Keweenaw

point, on the south side of lake Superior, and of Isle Royale, appear to be of

the same age. On the north shore native copper has not yet been discovered

in such large quantities as on the south side. Its relative scarcity may be

due to the less disturbed condition of the rocks on the former. On Isle

on lake Superior,
j^^yg^jg ^^^^ Michipicoten island, where the dips are highest, the metal has

been met with in the most promising quantities. In the Keweenaw point

region the metallic copper has been found as large masses in veins cutting

trappean beds, and at the Calumet, Hecla and Tamarae mines in the form of

srrains and straggling masses of all sizes, filling the interstices of a reddish

arenaceous mixed breccia and conglomerate bed, in which many of the frag-

ments consist of red quartziferous porphyry.

Native copper has been met with, principally in veins, on St. Ignace,

Simpson's and Battle islands. On Michipicoten island it occurs as grains in

an arenaceous ash-bed, while at Mamainse it is found in the form of straggling

masses and thin sheets in calcspar veins. But the locks which have been

classified as the Nipigon formation are not alone copper-bearing, but contain

other metals as well, and they differ in this respect in the several regions in

which they are developed. For example, the lead-bearing character of the

rocks'"
^''^'*'°"

red marls and associated rocks to the north-west and north of Black bay is

their most important feature from aa economic point of view. Xo metallic

ores of any consequence have yet been discovered in the rocks of this formation

around lake Nipigon.

On the west side of Little Pic river certain trappean strata, distinctly

bedded and dipping regularly to the south-westward at an angle of about

12°, may belong to this formation, if not to the Animikie. One bed is

amygdaloidal, but all the others are crystalline and of different shades of

On the north
shore.

Little Pic river.
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color. These rocks may have a thickness of 600 feet, and they occupy a

space of about eight miles along the river and fourteen on the lake front. On

the west side of the mouth of the river horizontal beds of siliceous magnetic

iron ore occur in these rocks. The united thickness of three of them appears .silicons maKne-

I
tile.

to be about ninety feet. The percentage of metallic iron contained in the ore

from this locality was found to bo as follows : by Dr. Hayes, of Boston,

3G ; by Dr. Girdwood, of Montreal, 4G ; and by Dr. T. S. Hunt, 37, chielly as

silicate.

In the region extending from Thunder bay to Nipigon Vjay, and thence

northward, the strata of this formation consist of the following rocks in n„^ksofNipij,'or>

ascending order : white grits (seen in the cliff along the south-east side of
'ormation.

Thunder bay), red and white sandstone with conglomerate beds, the pebbles

being mostly of jasper in a sandy matrix of different colors, compact argil-

laceous limestones, shales, sandstones and red indurated marls, red and white

sandstones with green spots, and red and white conglomerates interstratified

with trap layers. These are covered by an enormous amount of trappean

overflow crowning the formation, and amounting to from 6,000 to 10,000 feet

in thickness. The lower portions of the overflow are usually massive and

crystalline, but it becomes more amygdaloidal towards the top. Much of it ^rapp^an over-

consists of columnar basalt, but varieties of pitchstone also occur. This

volcanic portion of the formation is well developed on St. Ignace and

Simpson's islands, and also about point Porphyry. The amygdaloids contain

agates and quartz, prehnite, epidote, specular iron, various zeolites and native

copper. Concentric wrinkles on the surface of a trap bed on St. Ignace concentric

island show that a flowing movement took place in a north-easterly direction,

while on the east side of lake Superior similar wrinkles mark an easterly

motion of the molten trap. Flow-wrinkles of the same kind occur at the

Calumet mine on the south shore. Dykes of greenstone are very numerous

in the upper part of this formation. They run parallel to one another in two
^^^^^

principal directions, and they all have a transverse columnar structure. There

are also many dykes of porphyry in these rocks.

The crowning overflow of columnar trap on Thunder cape. Pie island,

McKay's mountain and all the other hills between the Kaministiquia and Trap of^Thunder

Pigeon rivers looks quite like that resting on the red marls of Nipigon bay, mountain, etc.

Black Sturgeon river and lake Nipigon, and no geological distinction between

them has yet been pointed out.

The lower members of the Nipigon formation occupy most of the

peninsula between Thunder and Black bays, and extend northward up the Geogr.iphicai
^

1 1
• 1 ••

distribution.

valley of the Black Sturgeon river to lake Nipigon and around this sheet ot

water. The grey sandstones, indurated red marls and variously colored com-

pact limestones are well developed in the township of Dorion and to the west-

ward of it. In the north-western part of this township a fault running east-

north-eastward has let down the red marls on its south-east side against

Lanrentian gniess on the north-west. A well defined brecciated vein of

quartz, calcspar and barytes, holding galena and a little copper pyrites and Lead veing.jj*

blende, has been traced for more than two miles on and near the junction of g^jp

the two rocks. It varies from fifteen to twenty-five feet in width and is very
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conspicuously exposed, owing to its standing the denuding agencies better

than the enclosing marl. The locations of Mr. C. J. Johnson and J. S.

Turnbull are situated on this vein. The Malhiot vein runs nearly parallel to

the last, at a distance of about three miles to the south of it. It cuts

Maihiot vein. Crystalline trap rocks resting on nearly horizontal compact limestones and

gre}' sandstones. Its widch varies from six to eight feet, and towards the

western part of its outcrop it is well charged with galena in a gangue of

of calcspar, quartz and barytes. A large lead-bearing vein, also parallel to

the two above described, crosses the lake at the head of Wolf river. It cuts

Laurentian gniess in the valley under the marls and trap which form the

cliffs on either side of the lake. Another lead-bearing vein, which has been

styled the Ogama, is reported in Dorion about five miles south-west of the

Malhiot.

In May, 1865, Messrs. Peter and Donald ]\[cKellar discovered an

Lead veins near important vein of galena cutting the indurated red marl of this formation at

a place about three miles west of Black bay, on what is now called lot in

the township of McTavish. The property has been successively named the

North Shore, Lead Hills and Enterprise mine. The vein runs about north

60^ east, and the red marl is here associated with grey sandstone ; but red

granite, which is largely developed in this region, rises as a low bluff

about 300 yards to the north of it and was encountered at a moderate

depth in working the vein. The gangue is quartz, calcspar and barytes, and

the total width of the vein is from six to eight feet, of which from three to

four feet consisted for some distance of solid galena with a little copper

pyrites and vein matter. The mine was worked for one year, and a consider-

able quantity of rich ore was shipped to the United States. According to

assays made by Prof. Chapman it contained an average of $17 worth of gold

and $2 worth of silver to the ton.* A vein carrying galena has been dis-

covered in the Nipigon rocks between Pearl River station on the Pacific rail-

way and the shore of Black bay. More than forty year.=5 ago Sir William

Logan found galena in the rock of Granite island in Black bay.

Crystalline columnar trap? similar to those which overlie the red marls,

litike Nipigon. etc., of Xipigon bay are largely developed around lake Nipigon, where they

lie for the most part horizontally, and form the prominent bluffs and islands

which give rise to the picturesque scenery of the lake. Compact limestones and

grey sandstones are found under these traps in several places, and in the

hill just behind Nipigon House, on the west side, a stratified red felspar rock,

studded with grains of vitreous quartz and having a probable thickness of

about a thousand feet, dips north-north-west at angles varying from 40 to

60°. A massive rock, but of a similar lithological character, occupies the

lake shore from Nipigon House to English bay, a distance of three miles, f

This rock resembles the red quartziferous porphyry, which forms so many of

the pebbles in the native copper-bearing conglomerate of the Calumet mine.

Michipicoten island may be described in a general way as consisting

island''''^***''"
mainly of trappean beds, dipping about south-by-east at an angle of 30°.

*Dr. Bell in Geological Survey Report for 1869, p. 359, and for 1872, p. 108.

tReport of Geological Survey for 1871, p. 103.
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Along its northern shore they are mostly amygdaloidal, and are here

associated with trap-conglomerates and red sandstones and shales, passing

l)elow the trappean mass to the south. Approachin;^ the southern sido the

ordinary varieties are overlaid by compact reddish trap, sometimes rendered

porphyritic by crystals of red felspar and white quartz. Along the south

side the trap becomes black and has a resinous fracture. In this part of the

island there are some amygdaloidal beds, with fine agates suitable for orna-

mental stones. The whole thickness of the strata on Michipicoten island

probably amounts to about 12,000 feet. On the western end of the island a ^^^'^''g^'
"**'''*

mine has been opened on a bed carrying native copper, which is so fully

described in the evidence of Mr. Joseph Cozens that no further notice of it

is required.

The promontory of Mamainse on the east side of lake Superior is occupied

by rocks of the Nipigon formation. They comprise a variety of araygdaloids, Promontory of

volcanic tufas, felsites, cherts, sandstones, coarse conglomerates and crystalline

traps. The dip is to the westward, or into lake Superior, at an average angle

of 45". At a moderate calculation the thickness of the strata on this pro-

montory would amount to 22,400 feet. The conglomerate bands form one

of the most striking features of these rocks, both on account of their coarse-
^""'l^®'"" _,^

ness and the thickness of the beds. Five of them occurring among the

amygdaloids, tufas and crystalline traps south of Point aux Mines measure

respectively about 260, 85, 70, 80 and 450 feet. Most of the enclosed masses

are well rounded and smooth, and from the large size of many of them these

heds may be properly called boulder conglomerates. They consist principally

of dull reddish granite and greenish and greyish Huronian schists.* Nipigon

rocks, like some of those on Mamainse, are met with at Batchawana bay, and Batchawanabay.

a small patch of them at Gros Cap at the outlet of lake Superior.

On the east side of Hudson bay and the islands lying off that coast „. . .

•' JO Nipi^on and

-volcanic and sedimentary rocks are largely developed. They comprise reddish Animikie forma-

conglomerates and sandstones, lead-bearing limestones, chert-breccias, black Hudson bay.

shales, grey quartzites, dark argillites, porphyries, crystalline traps,

amygdaloids, tufas, etc. The upper parts of this series may correspond to

the Nipigon formation and the lower to the Animikie.

f

POTSDAM FORMATION. '

In Ontario this formation consists almost entirely of hard grey and

sometimes reddish sandstones. It derives its name from the town of Potsdam jjard sand-

in the north-eastern part of the state of New York, and was called the Potsdam ^
""^*"

sandstone by the American geologists, who often designated formations by their

lithologioal characters only, as Calciferous sandrock, Utica shale, Medina marl,° ^ '

_ . Oeojraphical

Niagara limestone, etc. It frequently happens, however, that in the extension diatribution.

of strata into other regions their character changes, or they include beds for

which the original lithological name would not be suitable. Sir Wm. Logan

therefore considered it better to apply the term formation in all cases. The

Potsdam formation skirts the borders of the Laurentian area in the counties

*Dr. Bell in Report of Geological Survey for 1876, p. 214.

+See Report of the Geological Survej' for 1877.
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of Frontenac, Leeds, Lanark and Carleton, and is well exposed in the town-

ships to the north-east of Kingston and in many places between the Thousand

islands and the Ottawa river. Its total thickness in this part of the province

has not been ascertained, and it is variously estimated at from 300 to 700 feet.

Fossils are not abundant in these rocks, and shells of the genus Lingula are

perhaps the most characteristic. Large trilobites are occasionally met with^

and at Perth certain remarkable tracks, supposed to have been made by these

animals when the present hard, rock was in the state of soft sand, have been

found on the surface of one of the beds. Tracks left by creatures of a

similar kind were found by the late Mr. Robert Abraham in 1847 in beds

of the Potsdam sandstone near Beauharnois, in the province of Quebec. In

the sandstones near Perth the late Dr. Wilson, nearly thirty years ago^

found a number of long cylindrical casts like tree trunks from six inches to

one foot in diamater. Last year attention was called to certain cylindrical

bodies of larger size than the above which pass almost at right angles through

the sandstone beds of this formation near the Rideau canal about eight miles-

from Kingston. The only economic materials furnished by the Potsdam

formation consist of sandstones for building and glass-making. They are all

too hard for grindstones or scythe-stones. The parliament buildings at

Ottawa are constructed of Potsdam sandstone from the adjoining township.

In the lake Superior region the sandstones of Sault Ste. Marie, the

peninsula between Goulais and Batchawana bays, Isle Parisienne, etc.,

seem to be of Potsdam age. They are mostly red, with green spots thickly

sprinkled over the bed-planes, and interstratided with greyish layers. Unlike

the Is'^ipigon formation, they appear to be free from local disturbances and lie

almost flat. Although they resemble some of the sandstones of Mamainse in

being red, they are believed to be newer and are probably unconformable

to them.

THE SILURIAN SYSTEM.

This system was named by Sir Roderick Murchison after the Silures, a

people who inhabited a part of ancient Britain in the border land between

England and Wales. It is one of the most important systems in the geological

Extent and scale, occurring in nearly all quarters of the globe, and is remarkable for the
character of the ' o ./ -l o '

suurian system, uniform character of its fauna in widely separated countries. It is almost

everywhere rich in fossils, which consist principally of the remains of marine

invertebrate animals and marine plants, although lish«s and some land plants

make their appearance in the upper part of the system. These rocks were

formerly divided by some geologists into a Lower and an Upper Silurian

series. The former is now often called the Ordivician, thus restricting the

term Silurian to the upper division. For the present, however, we will retain

the name Silurian for the whole system. The Silurian rocks appear to have

been deposited during a generally quiet period of the earth's history. They

embrace every variety of sediment.s, and occasionally include some igneous

intrusions and beds of volcanic origin. They are divided into a number

of formations, and the total volume of the system is very great in most regions.

The thickness of each of the formations in Ontario will be given separately.
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C A L C I F K a O U S K O K SI A T I O N.

The name of these rocks is derived from their lime-bearing character.

The formation is not important in Ontario, and is found principally between formation.

Brockville and Ottawa. It has a thickness of about 300 feet and consists

for the most part of a bluish grey magnesian limestone, which has a giitty

feel like sandstone, especially on weathered surfaces. The Ramsay lead vein

near Carleton Place cuts this formation.

C H A Z Y F O It M A T I O N.

This formation derives its name from a town in Clinton county, in the

state of New York. It is not an important formation in Ontario, and is Ocog-raphica

found principally in the valley of the Ottawa below Pembroke, and between

this river and the St. Lawrence below Prescott. Two outliers occur in the

county of Renfrew, one on the Bonnechere and the other on the Madawaska

river. It consists of greyish limestones, sandstones and shales, and has a

thickness of about 150 feet. Some of the Chazy limestones are very suitable

for building, and in certain localities the sandstones are also used for this

purpose, but they are generally rather too thinly bedded.

BLACK K I V E R AND B I R D S - E Y E FORMATION.

The formations known under the above names in the state of Xew York

are not regarded in Canada as differing sufficiently, either palajontologically ori-jion of the

or lithologically, to require separation. The Black River formation derives
"*'"''^"

its name from a stream which enters the eastern extremity of lake Ontario

in the state of New York, while the terra Birds-eye has reference to the

appearance of a fossil contained in the rocks bearing this name. The united

formations have in Ontario a thickness of LoO to 200 feet, and consist of

bluish and dark grey bituminous limestones with interstratified grey shales. Geographical

It occurs on some of the islands in the north channel of lake Huron between "^ ' " *
"-

the Manitoulin group and the north shore. Further east it skirts the

southern edge of the Laurentian area from Penetanguishene to Kingston, and

it is found in patches in the Ottawa valley above the city of the same name,

and as a border surrounding the Trenton basin between the Ottawa and St.

Lawrence further east. It is well developed around Kingston, and the build-
Econonjigg

ing stone of the Limestone City is derived from it. Part of the stone used at

Ottawa and Cornwall are quarried from this formation. The lithographic

stones of the Marmora and Madoc region also belong to it.

TRENTON FORMATION.

This important set of rocks is named from Trenton in the state of New
York. On lake Huron it is found on Lacloche island and about Little distnbution!'

Current in the northern part of Grand Manitoulin island. It occupies a

broad belt between Georgian bay and lake Ontario, extending from

Matchedash bay to Collingwood harbor on the former and from Newcastle to

Amherst island on the latter. Lake Simcoe is situated entirely on this

formation, and the whole of the peninsula of Prince Edward is underlaid

by it. There is a Trenton outlier in the county of Carleton and it forms the

uppermost rock in a geological basin, occupying the whole width of the country
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western
jieninaula.

between the St. Lawrence and Ottawa east of Ottawa city. The higher parts

It underlies the of the Kmestone cliffs at the capital belong to this formation. Judging

from the results of borings which have been made in various localities, as

well as from its general regularity and persistence, the formation is supposed

to extend at a moderate but increasing depth south-westerly under the whole

of the peninsula between lake Huron on the one side and lakes Erie and

Ontario on the other. It has also been shown by borings in Ohio to underlie

the newer rocks over a large part of that state. In Ontario it has probably a

total thickness of about 600 feet and consists of fossiliferous bituminous

limestones, usually dark grey in color, interstratiRed in some parts with shales

which are also often bituminous. It affords excellent building stones in

almost every part of its distribution, and it is important as a source of

petroleum and natural gas. The oil and gas of the comparatively new field

in north-western Ohio are derived from these rocks. The writer has shown

that the Cincinnati anticlinal, along which these products have accumulated,

continues northward and crosses the western part of the Ontario peninsula,

following a line from near Little's point on lake Erie to near Kettle point

on lake Huron.* By an inspection of the map it will be seen that

Kingsville, where a valuable gas well has been recently struck, is situated

on this line. Both the petroleum and gas of this formation have pro-

bably originated from the decomposition of the remains of marine vegeta-

tion, of which there is abundant evidence in these rocks. The most

promising places for boring for either oil or gas would appear to be on

the lines of the principal anticlinals, but only where the formation is

well covered by impervious strata which have had the effect of confining

these products for ages. Surface indications may be entirely wanting.

Petroleum aiid

natural gas.

Cincinnati
anticlinal.

Kingsville gas
well.

Where to bore
for gas.

Geographical
distribution.

UTICA FORifATION.

Although this formation is only about 100 feet thick in Ontario it is

easily recognised, consisting everywhere of a black bituminous shale. The

name is derived from the town of Utica, in the state of New York. It

occurs on the northern points of Grand Manitoulin island and on the

south side of Clapperton island. It is well seen to the west of Collingwood

harbor, and runs thence south-eastward through the country, coming out

on lake Ontario between Whitby and Newcastle. The Utica shales are

sufficiently bituminous to burn with flame for a short time when thrown upon

a hot fire. In October, 1859, works were erected a short distance west of

Collingwood for distilling illuminating oil from these shales, which were found

to yield from .3 to -4 per cent, of their weight of tarry oil at a cost of 14 cents

per gallon. Owing to the discoveries of free petroleum the following year,

this enterprise was abandoned. Illuminating oil is, however, still made at a

profit from bituminous shale in Scotland.

* " The main axis of the anticlinal will interbect the north shore of lake Erie in the vicinity

of Little'-s point in the county of Essex ; then running about north-north-east through Essex,

Bothwell and Lambton, it will reach the southern shore of lake Huron near Kettle point.

Its general bearing from lake Erie to lake Huron is about north thirty degrees east, but it

appears to curve gently to the south-east of a straight line and to pass under Petrolia."

Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada for 1887, page 107.
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HUDSON RIVER FORM AT I OK.

This formation, named after the Hudson river in the state of New York,

•has a thickness in Ontario of about 700 feet and consists of bluish drab marls,
f^.^a^fjoJ^

****

clays and shales, iuterbedded with layers of limestone and sandstone. It is met

with along the northern part of Manitoulin island and on the south-western on lakes Huron
. . ,, , -, ,, anil Ontario.

Side of ( Georgian bay, and it extends thence south-eastward through the

country, widening as it goes, to lake Ontario, on which it occupies the shore

from Port Credit to Pickering. An outlier of the formation, eighteen miles

in length, occurs in the counties of Carleton and Russell a short distance
,*JJ\'Jj^J

"'^*''

south-east of the city of Ottawa. The Hudson river formation has furnished

no economic minerals of importance in Ontario. The greater part of these

rocks were at one time called the Lorraine shales, but that name is now

abandoned.
MEDINA FORMATION.

The Medina formation is named after Medina in the state of New York.

It consists of red with some green marls and a fine grained light grey and

sometimes reddish sandstone, called the grey band at the top. In the west Grey banj.

the formation first appears near Colpoy's bay, on the south-west side of Georgian

bay, and increases to the southward. It has acquired a thickness of about 200

feet in the eastern part of the county of Grey. Continuing thence southward

it crosses ihe country, the thickness still increasing, till it strikes lake Ontario, On lake outano.

where it amounts to about 600 feet. Its lower or eastern side comes out

upon the lake near Port Credit, and the formation continues thence westward

<ioubling around the head of the lake at Dundas, from which it runs along its

southern shore eastward to the Niagara river and crosses into the state of

New York. The sandstone at the top of the formation is an excellent build-

ing stone, and it is also used for grindstones and scythe stones. This band

IjBgins in the township of Nottawasaga, and is found all along the course of

the formation to lake Ontario. Some beds of a brownish pink color occurring Forka of Credit,

^t the Forks of the Credit are highly esteemed as building stones.

CLINTON FORMATION.
This is named from Clinton county in New York state, and consists in

Ontario of greenish and drab grey shales and thinly bedded siliceous and Nature of for-

... .
ination.

argillaceous limestones of similar colors, amounting to from 80 to 180 feet in

thickness, together with a very ferruginous red band which, near Rochester,

is called the "iron-ore bed," where it is said to have been used at one time as

an ore of iron. The Clinton formation runs lengthwise through the centre of Distribution.

Manitoulin island, along the south-west side of Georgian bay, and thence south-

ward to the head of lake Ontario, from which it strikes eastward along the

base of "the mountain" and crosses the Niagara river. In the county of Grey
the "iron-ore bed" is bright red and chalky or marly, but near lake Ontario iron-ore i.ed.

at has become harder and more shaly, and contains a somewhat larger per-

centage of iron.

NIAGARA FORMATION.

This is one of the best marked of the fossiliferous formations of Ontario.

It runs through all the Manitoulin group of islands, the Indian peninsula

* The name of this formation should appear in the table of Divisions of the Rocks of
Ontario on p. 2, between the Utica and Medina formations.
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and the Niagara peninsula, crosses the Niagara river and ends in Herkimer

county in New York. It appears to attain its maximum thickness on Grand

Manitoulin island, where the writer estimated it at 450 feet. At Owen

Sound it is about 400 and at Hamilton 240 feet. It thus diminishes towards-

the south and east, while the underlying formations increase in these

directions. Except along the Niagara river, where the lower 80 teet consist

of bluish black shale, the formation is made up of dolomite or magnesian

limestone. Northward of lake Ontario it becomes thickly bedded, of an open,

crystalline texture and a light grey color, but in the Niagara peninsula it i&

of a darker shade, closer texture and is more thinly bedded.

The Niagara formation is remarkable for the prominent escarpment which

marks the lower or eastern boundary in all parts of its distribution. It is a

conspicuous feature all along the sinuous course of the base of the formation,

to the south-west of Georgian bay, and forms the upper part of the Blue

mountains in the townships of Collingwood and Osprey, which have an eleva-

tion, according to levels taken by the writer, of upwards of 1,200 feet over lake

Huron, or about 1,800 feet above the sea. This is higher than the average

altitude of the watershed between the great lakes and Hudson bay. From

the Blue mountains the escarpment follows a general southerly course to the

head of lake Ontario, and from thence it forms the crest of "the mountain''"

as far as Queenston. The gorge of the Niagara river, into which the falls

pour their waters, cuts through the formation, the upper or limestone part

amounting to 164 feet in thickness, and the above mentioned shale at the

bottom to 80 feet. The Niagara limestone everywhere in western Ontario

aflfords an excellent building stone, and it also burns to good lime.

At the head of lake Temiscaming, which is situated at the great bend of

the Ottawa river, there is a large outlier of this formation consisting of from

300 to 500 feet of grey limestones, with ai-enaceous beds and coarse or boulder

conglomerates at the base.

In the northern part of the province, west of James bay, we meet witb

almost horizontal grey and yellowish-grey limestones, containing fossils^

which, according to the late Mr. E. Billings, the celebrated palaeontologist,

belong to the Niagara formation. These strata occur along the Albany river

above its junction with the Kenogarai, and also along the latter stream as far

up as the first portage. The limestones are overlaid by a considerable thick-

ness of chocolate-colored marls with greenish layers and patches, but without

observed fossils.

GUELPH FORMATION.

This formation, which occurs only in Ontario, was named at the sugges-

tion of the writer after the town of Guelph, which is situated upon it. Its

greatest thickness, about 160 feet, is attained in the central part of the

western peninsula, from which it diminishes both south-eastward and north-

westward, terminating about the Niagara river in the one direction and on

the south side of the Manitoulin island in the other. Throughout the greater

part of its distribution it consists of a light buff or creaoa -colored dolomite of

a finely crystalline or granular texture, resembling sandstone, but in the-

Niagara peninsula it becomes dark grey and bituminous, and more distinctlv
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uuiioinic*.
•crystalline. It is well defined as a formation by a considerable number of

^

<;haracteri8tic fossils. Tlie Guelph dolomites form lieautiful l>uilding stones,

and they have been largely used for this purpose in Gait, Guelph, Elora and

Fergus. They also burn to lime of excellent quality.

O N O N IJ A G A (salt) K O It M A T I O N.

This formation is named after Onondaga in the state of New York, and

is celebrated for its salt-bearing character. It consists principally of yellowish ,, ,® t- t- J J Nature of tor-

and drab colored dolomites and greenish and drab shales, with some reddish "'ation.

layers, especially near the base of the formation. It occurs along the east

shore of lake Huron from Goderich to the mouth of the Saugeen river, from

which it turns east and south, rounding the northern end of a wide synclinal° •' Di»tributio«.

between Southampton and the head of Owen Sound, and running thence

south-easterly to the Grand river, from which it takes an easterly course to

the Niagara. The numerous borings which have been made through the

formation in search of salt in the country to the east of lake Huron prove it

to have a thickness of 775 feet at Goderich and 508 feet at Kincardine, ThicWness.

but this has diminished to about 300 feet where it crosses the Niagara

river above the falls. The beds of rock-salt which furnish the brine of sait.

the wells at Kincardine,, Wingham, Blyth, Clinton, Goderich, Exeter, Sea-

forth, etc., occur towards the base of the formation and are only reached

by deep boring. The bore-holes for some of these salt wells have also passed Gypsum.

through deposits of gypsum. Beds of this mineral occur likewise along the

Grand river from a short distance above Paris to near Cayuga. Most of it is

of a grey color, useful as a mineral manure, but in some places it is white

enough to calcine for stucco and alabastine. One of these localities is the

Merritt mine, where there is a bed of white gypsum four to six or seven

feet in thickness. Further particulars of these deposits, contained in the

evidence collected by the Commission, are published in another part of this

report.

In this formation on the east side of the Saugeen river, just aTsove

Walkerton, the writer in 1861 discovered lithographic stone of excellent uitho-raphic

quality, but breaking transversely into pieces of too small size to be of much
*'°"^'

value. The band forms the top of the bank of the river, and the beds

associated with it burn into a remarkably white lime.

On Moose river, banks of gypsum occur from ten to twenty feet high,

especially on the north-west side below the junction of the Missinaibi, for a

space of about seven miles, or from thirty-one up to thirty-eight miles above Gj-psum oo

Moose Factory. About ten feet of the lower part of the deposit consist of
'^^"*^''-

solid gypsum of a light bluish grey color, but the upper portions are mixed

with marl. In some sections of these banks a comparatively small propor-

tion of the gypsum, but still large commercially speaking, is nearly white,

and from this circumstance they have received the name of '* the white

banks." The geological a^e of these deposits cannot be far from the Onon-

daga formation, and it would not be surprising if salt should also be found in

the rocks with which they are associated.
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LOWEE UELUEKBURG FORMATION.

A portion of the Waterlime division of the Lower Helderburg formation

of the state of New York reaches the township of Bertie on the Ontario side

of the Niagara river, but as it is unimportant and closely connected with the

Onondaga formation, it requires no further description in the present fahort

sketch.

THE D E V O X I A N SYSTEM.

This system, which derives its name from Devonshire in England, was at

one time called the Old Red Sandstone to distinguish it from the Permian,

which was known as the New Red Sandstone. Some geologists have advocated

changing the name in America to " Erian," but there seems to be no sufficient

reason for this, and as Sir William Logan followed the method of calling the

systems by their British names and the formations by those adopted in the-

United States, we prefer to adhere to an uniform plan of nomenclature, and to

continue to recognise the well established name of this system. The Devonian?

rocks are important in various countries, from holding deposits of petroleum,

salt, gypsum and iron ore, and they are also of interest geologically from the

fact that it is among them that the remains of fishes and land plants first

Bed sandstones, became abundant. Red sandstones form a prominent feature in the Devon-

shire rocks of the eastern part of the Gaspe peninsula in Quebec, but they are

absent from them in the province of Ontario. This system occupies a con-

siderable area in the western peninsula and again in the northern part of the

province, and in both of these regions the Corniferous formation constitutes.

its most prominent member,

ORISKAXT FORMATION.

Economics,

Sandstone.

This is the lowest in the Devonian system, and is represented in Ontario-

by only about twenty-five feet of coarse grey and brownish sandstone. It is

exposed in various places along the base of the'next higher formation between

the township of Windham and the Niagara river. It has been used as mill-

stones for the preparation of oatmeal, and also for building purposes.

CORNIFEROUS FORMATION.

Distribution.

nature of

formation.

Thickness.

The Corniferous formation is so called from the nodules of hornstone

which it frequently encloses. Its base or lower border runs north-eastward from

near Goderich to the township of Greenock, where it turns around the north

end of the wide synclinal already referred to, from whence it takes a south-

ward course to the township of Burford, and then strikes eastward to the

township of Bertie. The shore of lake Erie from the outlet of the Niagara

river to Port Rowan lies upon this formation. Its junction with the over-

lying Hamilton formation is covered with superficial deposits, but it is sup-

posed to run northward from near Port Rowan, keeping at a distance of

twenty to twenty-five miles from the line above described as marking the base

of the formation.

In western Ontario it consists mostly of grey limestone, containing great

numbers of fossil corals, some^of which form masses of considerable size. It

makes a fair building stone, and is also burnt for lime. Borings for wells in

south-western Ontario have given the following thicknesses for limestone sup-
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posed to represent the Corniferons in each case : Port Lambton, 320 feet
;

Petrolia, 248 and 378 ; one mile south-west of Belle river, 20'J ;
Leamington,

310. In such borings, however, it is difficult to draw a line between the

limestones of this formation and those of the underlying Onondaga.

The petroleum of the Enniskillen field is drawn directly from the Oorni-
'

.
I'efroleuiii.

lerous limestone, but it has not been proved that it originated in these rocks.

There are reasons for supposing it to be quite as likely that the oil comes

up from the underlying Trenton formation.*

In the region south-west of James bay the Corniferous formation occu-

pies an area greater than all the western peninsula of Ontario. A large part

of this, lying between the Albany river and the basin of the Moose river,

comes within the northern part of the province. It consists mostly of porous JameB bay

and cavernous drab grey and yellowish grey fossiliferous limestones resting

directly upon the Archtean rocks to the southward, the line of junction cutting

the Missinaibi river ju.st below Hell-gate, the Mattagami just below the Long

Portage, and the Abittibi just below "The Otters" portage. Many of the

Corniferous fossils of this district belong to species which differ from those

of the formation in regions to the south of the height-of-lSnd, tending

to show that there was here a separate basin in these early times as-

well as now. At the foot of Grand rapid on the Mattagami river the

writer, in 1375, discovered a large deposit of rich clay-ironstone in these ciay irouston«s

rocks, t The materials of the Drift, for a considerable distance to the south-

ward of the Corniferous formation in this region, contain fragments of this

ore, indicating that it exists, and probably in the same horizon, among these

rocks in many other places besides the above mentioned locality ou the

Mattagami.

HAMILTON FORMATION.

This is not called after the city of Hamilton, but a village of the same

name in the state of New York. It consists of bluish and drab grey clays or xature of

marls, called " soapstone " by the well-borers, with some greyish limestones,
'"^™* '""

and occasionally an arenaceous band. The total thickness of the formation in

Ontario is estimated to be about three hundred feet, of which the lower 170

or 185 feet are found below the Drift clay and above the Corniferous lime-

stone in the oil territory of Enniskillen. This impervious rock has served to

prevent the upward escape and loss of the petroleum and gas of this region in

past ages.

CHEMUNG AND PORTAGE FORMATION.

This is represented in Ontario by a few feet of black bituminous shales

in the southern part of the county of Huron and the northern part of Lambton. ^^'^^^ shales^

A narrow border of the formation may also exist beneath the Drift on the

north shore of lake Erie, between Rondeau and Port Talbot. In the states

of New York, Pennsylvania and Michigan these rocks are, however, exten-

sively developed, and constitute an important formation.

**' The Petroleum Field of Ontario," by Dr. R. Bell in the Transactions of the Royal
Society of Canada for 1887, page 109.

fKeport of the Geological Survey for 1875-76, page 321.
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THE POST TERTIARY SYSTEM.

The rocks which have been described in the foregoing pages comprise

all the ancient or fundamental formations represented in Ontario, the

remainder of the geological scale which is so largely developed in various

other parts of the world being entirely wanting till we come to the Post

Tertiary period, which includes our superficial deposits such as boulder-clay,

stratified clay, sand, gravel, etc. The oldest of these is called the Drift.

THE DRIFT.

In a previous part of this section a description was given of the exten-

sive glaciation which took place in the Archaean regions of Ontario daring

the Drift period, so that it will be unnecessary to dwell further on that

part of the subject. The glacial phenomena are also very noticeable through-

out the Palaeozoic districts, so that everywhere in the province the surfaces

of the solid rocks bear the ancient ice-marks in the shape of flutings or

furrows and grooves or striae. With the exception of the high lands near

the east coast of Labrador, no part of the Dominion on this side of the

Rocky moilhtains, as far as known, appears to have escaped the action of

glaciers in the Drift period. The rocks in the Archaein districts are every-

where ground down and rounded, the evidence of the glacial action being

usually as ulain on the tops and sides of the hills as in the valleys. In the

Palaeozoic regions, where the strata lie almost horizontally, the wearing down

of the rocks has taken place principally along the planes of bedding.

Where the dip happens to be in about the same direction as that which was

taken by this great denuding force, the excavations naturally deepened until

a point was reached where the weight and solidity of the opposing rocks

became sufficient to resist the ice-niass, and in this way escarpments have

been formed. All the great lakes of the St. Lawrence, except Like Superior,

lie in basins of erosion which have been hollowed out in the same manner.

The basin of lake Superior, although its origin was of volcanic nature, has

been much enlarged by glacial denudation. It has been shown that the lakes

of our Archaian regions are all of glacial origin, and that most of them lie

in rock-basins excavated during the Drift period. A few of them owe their

existence to moraines or dams of glacial debris, which hold up their waters.

The fracturing of the sedimentary rocks along anticlinal lines has greatly

aided glacial erosion, and in this way long bays have been formed in the geo-

graphical outlines of the formations, such as those on Manitoulin island, the

Indian peninsula and thence to lake Ontario, and all along the base of the

Black River formation from Matchedash bay to Kingston.

A marked difference is observable in the effects of glacial action on the

opposite sides of the Archaean nucleus on which the Palaeozoic strata rest.

Valleys or water channels have been formed wherever the ancient glaciers

plunged downward off the Archaean highlands upon the opposing edges of the

newer rocks, as all along the southern boundary of the Laurentian and

Huronian rocks of the province. But no such action took place when the

wlacial mass was forced up the gentle slope of the Palaeozoic beds of the

basin of Hudson bay and thence upon the Archiean plateau to the south of it.
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Here we find no physical features to mark the line of contact between the
1-1 e L • 1 1 • /r

Effects f>f the
two kinds of rock which differ so much from one another. On the east side ""'-'e'lt t'lacien.

of Hudson bay deep channels and valleys with high escarpments facing

inland have been formed by the descent of the old west-moving glaciers

against the up-turned edges of the Cambrian rocks along that coast, while on
the opposite side of the bay they moved oti" the Devonian and Silurian rocks

without leaving any impression on the geographical features of that region.

In the metamorphic regions in the northern parts of Ontario, the

rounded glaciated surfaces of the tops and sides of the hills have been left

almost or quite bare in many parts, but in most districts and esoecialiv in
, „ , .

i! 1
• 1

r J Drift in the
the ralajozoic areas or the province the smoothed and grooved or striated nietamorphic1, 11 1-11. «„ and palseozoie
rock-surtaces are covered by a thick deposit of stiff clay mixed with sand, rejpons.

gra-vel, stones and boulders. This is known as drift, boulder-clay, hard-pan, etc.

In Scotland it is called till, and this convenient name is now bein-^ adopted
in America and elsewhere. On the higher grounds north of lakes Superior
and Huron there is usually but little clay, the drift consisting of loose

boulders, stones, gravel and sand.

The transportation of the boulders in the till, as well as those lyin<y on
bare surfaces, has been simultaneous with the planing and grooving of the oiaciai

rocks, and due to the same cause. An erroneous impression which is very i^'^'^"'^"^^"*-

prevalent attributes both these phenomena to icebergs. Although the latter

may have brought some boulders and dropped them among the Post Tertiary

clays and sands, they appear to have had little influence on the formation of

the underlying till, and they have had nothing to do with the wearing down
and grooving of the solid rocks. The ice-grooves are locally nearly parallel

except in cases where different sets cross one another. In pursuing their

course they will go up one side of a rounded ridge or knoll of rock and
down the other, or they may curve around it and even pass under overhan^^ing

rocks, grooving both the wall and roof in a manner quite impossible to have
been produced by a floating iceberg. The glacial phenomena of the Drift

period in these latitudes correspond in every way with what may be observed

on a small scale in connection with modern glaciers, and there can be no
doubt that they have been due to land ice. These phenomena occurred at

this period in the north temperate zone all around the globe, and the gigantic

scale on which they operated constitutes one of the most extraordinary phases of

the earth's history. The prevalence of ice was so general at this time that

it is also known as the Glacial Period.

The general direction of the glacial movement over Ontario, as shown
by the strite, was southward, but it varied greatly to the east and west of

south in different regions. North of lakes Huron and Superior, and from tiie^iacfai"*

the latter westward to Lake-of-the-Woods, it was generally south-westward
'"°''*'"*°*-

but in some instances it varied greatly from this on account of local causes.

In the western peninsula it was south-eastward, but around lake Ontario

south-westward ; in the lower Ottawa valley south-eastward, but north of it

the direction was south-south-westward. In the Eastern Townships it was
south-eastward, while around Montreal the course was south-westward.
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The strise following the above courses may not have been all produced at

the same time and by a continuous glacier. The ice-sheet would probably

.move in different courses in different parts, according to the general slope of

the surface on which it rested, or according as it accumulated in one part

and the resistance became relieved in another. When the maximum had

passed, the more its mass diminished the more it would be influenced by the

local form of the land. Finally, when it became divided into separate

glaciers, these would follow the valleys or would be guided by their confining

ridges. Hence in the bottoms of many valleys we find the strias parallel

to their "eneral thread. There is reason to believe that the relative levels of

some parts of this continent have changed considerably since the Drift

period, and this circumstance must be taken into con,sideration in connection

with the formation and the movements of the ice-sheets of glacial times.

The local or final glaciers of the period sometimes ploughed their way

into the mass of till which had been left by the more general one. They

also left behind them lateral ridges or moraines of boulders and earth. Some

fine examples of these are to be seen on either side of the southern part of

Long lake, north of lake Superior, and along the upper parts of the valley of

Steel river in the same region. In some cases the ancient glaciers also left

terminal moraines, and these by damming up the waters have formed some

of our smaller lakes in the north country.

At any given locality the greater part of the materials of the drift

usually consist of the debris of the rocks immediately underlying it, but it

generally also contains a large amount of transported material, the percentage

diminishing about in proportion to the distance from which it has been

carried, the harder rocks surviving the wearing action the longest, and thus

travelling the furthest.

On the generally lower levels of the province, and in local depres-

sions elsewhere, we find stratified clay, sand and gravel resting upon the till.

These sands an:l gravels are usually above the clay. It is supposed that the

cause of this was a submergence of the land after the Glacial period, during

which the clays were deposited, and as the land rose again the sands were

spread over them, and that both deposits were worn into terraces during

stationary intervals while the general elevation was going on.

In the eastern and northern parts of the province some of the clays and

sands contain sea shells and other fossils, indicating a mai'ine origin. In the

valley of the St. Lawrence these are found as far west as Brockville, and

along the Ottawa they extend about as far up as the junction of the Bonne-

chere river in clays and sands which constitute continuations of extensive

deposits of the same character in the province of Quebec. But no marine

fossils have as yet been found in any of the Post Tertiary deposits in the

province west of these points and south of the watershed of Hudson bay.

The writer has, however, discovered a variety of marine shells on the Alban}'-,

Kenogami, Missinaibi and Mattagami rivers up to heights of about 300 feet

above the sea level and more than one hundred miles inland.

"West of the points above mentioned, south of the height-of-land,

the marine deposits are replaced by others which appear to be in part, at
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least, of fresh water origin. One of the most important of these is an

extensive blue clay deposit which we have called the Erie clay, and which
Ja''''^"n cia''-

has as yet yielded no organic remains of any kind. It burns to white Vjricks,

while the marine clays to the east burn red. The Erie clay is often very

calcareous, and is seldom or never entirely free from pebbles and stones, more

or less thickly disseminated through it. Indeed it often seems to merge into

the underlying boulder clay. It covers the whole of the south-western part

of the western peninsula, and is locally developed in many other parts of the

province as far east as the line rf railway from Brockville to Ottawa. Its

greatest known depth is about 200 feet, but it is found at dilferences of levels

amounting to 500 feet. When seen in fresh section it presents lines of strati-

fication, and often a transversely jointed structure. In some localities its

upper parts have been unevenly denuded before the deposition of the next

higher formation, which consists of brownish clay yielding red bricks. This

unconformable formation is well developed in the valley of the Saugeen river,

and hence it has received the name of the Saugeen clay. Its thickness

appears to be less than that of the Erie clay, but it is found in broken areas

in all parts of the province except the most easterly and northerly. When
seen in fresh section it is usually found to be very distinctly stratified in thin

layers, sometimes with partings of tine sand between them. Beds of sand

and gravel are occasionally found between the Erie and Saugeen clays, and

these are of importance as affording good wells of water. Fresh-water shells

have been detected in a few instances in the Saugeen clay.

The sand deposits overlying the Saugeen clay in the southern parts of

Ontario are too irregular and varied in character to admit of classification Aitroma sand,

for the present. But in the district of Algoma and between the great lakes

and the Ottawa river a yellowish sand, to which the name of the Algoma
sand has been given, is extensively distributed in the more level areas, while

on the higher grounds are found considerable accumulations of gravel, stones

and boulders, which have been already referred to. Deposits of clay resting

on sand with clay again beneath are found over large areas in the extensive

and comparatiTely level tracts beyond the height-of-land. These regions have

been explored and reported upon for the provincial government by Mr. E. B.

Borron, who has paid much attention to their surface geology.

In the western peninsula there is a remarkable and very extensive

accumulation of gravel above or west of the Niagara escarpment, which Anemesia

extends from near Owen Sound to Brantford. It has been called the Artemesia
^"^^^^ '

gravel, after the township of that name, and consists principally of the debris

of the Niagara and Guelph formations, with some pebbles and boulders of

Laurentian origin. The gravel, which has a considerable depth, is well

x'ounded, often washed clean of finer material, and is extensively used for

road metal.

From an economic point of view the superficial deposits are important in

relation to water supply, the nature of the soils which they afford, etc., and Kconomicsof

many of the clays have a direct value for the manufacture of bricks and drain
*^* '^""'

tiles. The shell-marls and peat among the recent deposits also belong to this

part of our subject. Lignite, associated with clay and sand, is found on the
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Goulais river, and indications of it have also been met with on Rainy river

and the southern part of Lake-of-the-Woods. North of the height-ofland the

writer has found beds of this substance associated with the till and the over-

lying deposits in several places on the Missinaibi river, and also on the

Kenogami.

Extracts from the evidence of witnesses examined by the Commission

bearing on the geology of the province are appended to this section, in

accordance with the general plan of the Report.

Elzevir

Occurrences of
magnetic iron

EASTERN ONTARIO REGION.

Charles Taylor—We get actinolite within a distance of two and a half to four

Actinolite in miles froui Bridgewater ;
there is some in the 2nd concession of Hungerford, and

Hungerford and there is some on lot 7 in the 2nd concession of Elzevir. I know where there is

plenty of it, but the greatest deposits are in those places ; it is in pockets in a

magnesian rock associated with dolomite. It appears in forms like veins, which

run crosswise of the country rock. We find it at the surface, but have never been
successful in following it to any depth ; it appears to be in pockets and runs out.

Joseph Bawden—The magnetite in Bedford is found against crvstalUne lime-

stone, wdth hornblende on one side and hornblende or granite on the other. In one

occurrence the hornblende is on the north and the crystalline limestone on the

south. At Black lake we have the granite on the north side, and 1 think crystalline
ore and plumba- limestone on the south side, but I cannot speak positively as to that as it is under
go in edford.

^g^^j^j. fj^g gi-anite in Bedford is, I think, mostly on the north side. The course

of the iron deposits is north-east and south-west. Some years ago a shaft was
sunk 30 feet, and a drift of 30 feet was opened on lot 2 in the 6th, and about

100 barrels of plumbago were taken out and shipped to the United States, since

which time no work has been done and no plumbago has been mined for export.

The plumbago occurs kidney shaped, and in round nodules in crystalline lime-

stone in a well defined vein fully three-quarters of a mile in length and 10 feet

• wide ; the waUs are limestone. The gangue is crystalline calcspar occuriug

in crystalline limestone. The vein is defined by a little band of hematite,

a gossan streak on each side of the vein ; it is just like a ribbon. I take it to

be a true fissure vein. The limestone in the vein is coarser, and it is plumbaginous,

the plumbago being difi"used through the vein as mentioned. The nodules are from
a quarter of a pound to five pounds weight. The plumbago is of very good quality.

Michael (J-rady—The iron deposits of the Kingston and Pembroke region are

usually found in belts the general run of which is north-east and south-west,

about the same as the ordinary run of the rock. The associated rock is granite, and
where we find limestone coming in contact with it we always consider the

indications favorable for iron. The largest deposits I found were where the

Hmestone and granite came in contact. We have found some soapstone on the

surface, but as a general thing it is down deep. I have found some connected
with diorite. It is diflicult to account for its occurrence when hardly any two
experts will agree ; each seems to have his own idea. I never noticed any ranges

of greenstone rock. The rock in this country varies very much. In building

the railway in a cutting of two or three hundred feet four or five different kinds

of rock would be found, such as limestone, red granite and black granite.

William Battle—There is no question but they have the true formation for

ore-bearing rocks in Darling. We found specular ore in several places on the

range. In one place we were shown a vein of magnetite 35 feet in width. At
another place we saw hematite at least 15 feet in width, and in length we traced it

200 feet. I should judge from appearance that it was a very good quality of ore ; it

had no appearance of sulphur or titanium. That was at Playfairville. The
course of those veins is north-east and south-west, dipping about 75° to the

south-east.

C. J. Prisey—The course of iron deposits in the Haliburton region is north-

east and south-west. I have carefully observed the shores on the norch and south

^ides of Burnt river, and they diflfer essentially. On the south side it is an open,

granular ore of the hematite or specular kind, while that on the north side is a

magnetic ore of close grain and smooth fracture. A number of specimens analysed

by Professor Chapman, taken from various locations on the north side of the river
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liver a distance of fifty miles, were so uniform in their character that they wire
supposed Uy the analyst to bo taken from one location. Ores have been discovered
at eif^ht or ten different points between the north-east comer of tlie township of
Glamorgan and the village of Bancroft, in the township of Dungannon, a distance of

nearly forty miles.

George Kichardsan—In the Kini,'ston district tlie jiliosphate occurs in limestone i-hosphatc "f
veins in granite, the phospliate occurring in irregular mas.ses in it. I have noticed lime,

phosphate at Haley's, and it is about the same formation. Mr. Smith's mines are
irregular ; the work is done the same as in a quarry, tliere being enough phosphate
lietween the layers of granite to make it pay. In Loughborough a great deal of the
pho.sphate is found in connection with pyroxene rock ; the pyroxene sometimes
mixes \^tli the phosphate and makes it valueless. Sometimes crystalline limestone
is mixecl with the phosphate in the same way.

Robert Adams—The apatite in the Perth district occurs more in •regular seams
than in the Ottawa district of Quebec, where it occurs in bunches through the ^.^jKj'^f*''''

gangue rock. We have traced many distinct veins as much as a mile. They are, phosphate
I think, mostly across the line of the stratification. Most of them run in a north- ^'e""

'H ^^9

west and south-east direction, but there is a good deal of irregularity about them. ^*^^^ distnct.

The country rock is uniform, ami consists largely of pyroxene. There is also a
great deal of quartz in tliat country, and pink calcspar. In some cases we find
veins in the line of the stratification, and we have struck phosphate veins running
at right angles. The width of the veins varies from a few inches to six and
seven feet. The greatest depth we have gone there is 100 feet. We find that as
we go down the width varies, being ^i and out all the way down. We see no
difference as far as we have observed between the workings at a depth and at
the surface.

James Fox-ton—At the surface where we found the phosphate on lot thirteen
in the tenth concession of Loughborougli, it was about two and a half feet wide, '^^'^^^l^'}'^^ ^^
It is enclosed in a kind of a hard black rock. On the surface we have stripped the fimem*

^°

vein about twenty feet, and we have made openings along the course of the vein, Loughborough,

which runs across the whole lot. The tendency of the vein was to widen as we
went down. At the top it was two and a halt' feet, at ten feet it was about five

feet, then it ran about the same down to about forty or fifty feet, and at that depth
it was about ten feet wide. Then it began to narrow till it got to be about four
feet ; after that it began to widen again, and continued to widen till we came upon
a " horse." After passing that it continued to increase in width till at the depth
of 115 feet it is fifteen feet. The shaft is about perpendicular; a bucket will go «-

down without touching anything. Sometimes we come on pieces of hornblende,
some of them as large as two by four feet ; the phosphate is all around them and
they come out as clean as possible. The phosphate as it conies up is mixed with
hornblende and the wall rock, and that is where we have the labor of cobbing it.

James Bell—In the Perth district we find that generally M-here there is a Mioaand
mixture of mica, very fine and almost like salt, it is an indication that phosphate is phosphate of

there. It is pretty certain- to lead to a vein. There is any quantity of this dark p"rthdis'trict
mica, but it is in distinct veins ; it occurs on the same lot as the phosphate and
within 400 or 500 feet of it. The mica occurs in veins of different widths from
about three feet u}) to nine and ten feet. Tbere are any number of these mica
veins, the whole surface being covered with them.

William Kelh]—My lithographic property is in the township of Marmora, Lithograph
being lots nine and ten in the thinl concession. I think the quarry extends over stone in

IQO acres ; it crops up at the surface, and we have sunk about seven or eight feet jja™""^"
^"''

upon it. I do not know the depth below that. It is on the east side of Marmora
lake. The layers are from six to twenty-four inches thick, and as they go down the
thicknesses are greater ; it would require to be sawed for the market. It is a pure
lithographic stone. It has been tested and pronounced by experts to be equal to

the best German. The property is convenient for shipping.

D. E. K. Steirart—I am interested in a lithographic stone property on lot 7

in the 5th concession of Madoc. It is laminated and there are veiylarire quantities
of it. The layers of stone are from two to four and five inches thick. We can get
blocks of it of almost any size : I have taken out some 48 by .30 inches. There is

upwards of 20 acres covered with this stone, and it is so situated that it would not
be expensive to work.

W. J. Morris—Baiytes occurs in Bathurst, North Burgess and North Crosby. Barytes.

In Oso I have seen a perfectly pure vein three feet wide. I have seen it also in good
workable veins in North Crosby.
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./. D. Deicar—Very good fire claj'' has been found near Toronto, and there is

any amount to be found on any of the creeks. An analysis by Mr. Speny gave
silica 63.05, aluminum 21.06, ferric-oxide, 5.02, water .63. One analysis from the

surface showed 2 per cent, of lime, but I think that was owing to fossils. There
are hundreds of acres of it past the Humber ; the river runs over it. It resembles

a blue clay and they call it shale here. What I am using I find to be very good.

Fire clay at

Toronto.

Salt boring' at
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Salt boring at

Goderich.

Tecumseh
welt
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WESTERN ONTARIO REGION.

Dr. Timothy Coleman—Our well at Seaforth is about 1,120 feet deep. The
first lUO feet was through a loose kind of limestone, hard, with soft streaks. At
350 feet we struck a strong flow of fresh water which rushed up to within six or
seven feet of the surface. After going to about 450 feet the Guelph limestone is

struck. At 8Q0 feet there is a kind of rotten stone of a clay color ; there is about
fifty or sixty feet, but about midway is a layer of veiy hard stone inten^ening. At
880 feet there is a bed of claj', and after that it is limestone down to the salt, at

1,020 feet. There is a bed of salt at that depth of seven or eight feet. We con-

tinued on 101 feet and stopped, as we were in the rock salt and had all we wanted.
After coming to the first bed of salt there is a laj^er of three or four feet of porous
rock.

Peter McEwan—The first well I drilled in this part of the country (Goderich)
was in 186S, called the Tecumseh. It was in the town, and the depth Avas 1,130
feet. The depth of the surface material or drift on the high land is 120 feet, and
in the valley 30 or 35 feet. There the surface material is marl, while on the hill it

is different. The first 30 feet of the Tecumseh well was quicksand, and below that

it was blue clay down to the rock. There was a streak of gravel on the rock below
the clay, and a little clay mixed with the gravel. It was a sort of hard pan like

cement, varying from 5 to 10 feet thick. The only diflFerence in the wells here is

before striking the rock ; after that all are the same. The International well was
drilled in the winter of 1873-4. There was no quicksand there; it was clay down
about ]10 feet. Below that there was a streak of hard-pan about 10 feet, and then
a grey limestone rock. The first 50 or 100 feet of the limestone is hard ; after that
it becomes softer and more broken, and is full of water. After getting through the
broken rock the limestone becomes more solid again, and there are nodules of flint

in it. At 750 feet we reach blue shale with streaks of blue clay, which continues
down about 1,030 feet, where the salt is struck. We suppose that the first bed of

salt is about 16 feet in thickness. Below that we have 30 feet of light brown lime-
stone of verj' fine grain ; then a bed of salt about 30 feet, then 4 feet of blue
shale, then another bed of salt about 22 feet, below which we found a brown lime-

stone similar to the first. We did not go much more than 15 or 20 feet further,

and I think the limestone does not go below that. Before we struck the salt rock
itself the shale became salty, no doubt with small streaks of salt. The first salt we
struck had small streaks of shale in it, and there are small streaks of gypsum at the
bottom of the shale. The purest salt of all is in the lowest bed. In Attrill's well
they went down further than we did, and struck two or three small beds below
ours ; they were very thin beds. At the greatest depth of all they struck a red
shale. In 1871 we sank a well in Mitchell 2,000 feet and did not get salt. The
material passed through was pretty much the same as here, but there was not such
a thickness of limestone. About the depth at which we expected to get salt we
got saline water. We got about as much white clay as we get salt here. The sur-

face is about the same as here, but there is about 100 feet of limestone less than
here. When down about where the salt should be we met shale the same as here,
but softer than ours. There it is more like slate. In Seaforth there is about 200
feet like clay, and in both Mitchell and Dublin where we should have struck the
salt we came on the substance like pipe-clay. There was about the same thickness.

of it as we get of the salt rock here. It was very like the blue clay, only there was
the difference in color. I do not think any experiments were made with it. At
about 1,200 or 1,400 feet we struck a red or light Isrown shale which continued to
the bottom. 2,000 feet; there would be about 600 or 700 feet of it. That is the
deepest well in this part of Canada, that I know of. The salt appears to play
out between Seaforth and Dublin. I drilled a well one and a quarter miles east
of Seaforth and got salt, but not in large quantity. At Dublin we did not
get any salt; there was salt Avater, but nothing that could be called rock salt.

In 1872 at Brussels we went through similar strata, and we got salt water and
pumped for three weeks; there was some salt made there, but it was con-
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sidered a failure. Another party drilled a well at Wroxeter. i do not know
much about tlie log of that wull, l>iit I know thev did not get salt. After that

another man drilled a well three (piarters of a mile south of where we did and
within the corporation of Brussels, and he got salt. That shows the town to be on

the edge of the salt bed. Of course there is plenty c)f salt for manufact'iring pur-

poses, though not as much as here. The salt was got there a little nearer the

surface than at Seaforth. To the north-west they drilled at Kincardine and got The Kincardine

salt ; at Port Elgin they drilled but did not get salt, as also at Southanii)ton. Mr. '^'»'"'=*-

Williams of this town owns a well at Port Franks, 4i) miles soutii of here. We can ''""^ Franks,

trace the ^<alt bed all the way from here to Marine City in Michigan. At Parkhill ''arkhill.

they drilled a well and g )t the same salt bed as we have. The well is a good one
but is not being used. At Petrolia also, as well as at Bothwell, thej' have the same i^etrolia.

salt bed as we have, but more of it. There it is under the petroleum, and deeper
than here. The basin gets deeper and there is more salt towards the south

;

probablj' the great l>asin is under the state of Ohio. The salt rock at Goderich is

950 feet below the level of the lake. At Couvtright they have to go down 1,500
Courtnght.

•or 1,()00 feet to get the same salt bed, showing that it dips in that direction, and
extends all the way. Across the St. Clair river from Courtrijht there are two or three

wells, and there are several from there south towards Detroit. The whole of that

section of the country is underlaid with salt. In sinking wells at Courtright and manufactures on
St. Clair they had the benefit of our twenty years' experience. They drilled their St. Clair river,

wells on the bank of the river, and that is a grand place for commerce. A hundred
vessels pass there for one that comes here, and they can get a great deal cheaper
freights. There is no teaming and no labor in loading ; the salt is loaded right

on the vessels. They can make their salt cheaper than we can. The day is passed

when reciprocitj' in salt would benefit Canada. Salt has not been found at Saginaw, Saginaw,

but I think it is there at a greater depth. It is said that a well was sunk near Detroit.

Detroit Avhich went through salt three or four times thicker than ours. At
Manistee they got salt, but of course at a greater depth than here. They have Manistee,

been manufacturing it very cheaply there, as from the waste of their sawmills they
get all the fuel they need.

H. Kitfredqe—I drilled six wells north and south of Glencoe ; the deepest was
560 feet. We got a verj^ slight show in that well, so slight that it could hardly be ^'i boring in

• called a show of oil. The character of the rock was very similar to what it is near cien^oe"'
^

°

Petrolia. The first rock we got in all of those wells was black shale ; below the
black shale we got streaks of limestone, streaks of slate and soapstone, and then
a, similar formation to that we have here. Generallj' there were two large veins of

soapstone with a layer of bmestone between the two, known here as the middle,
upper and lower limestone. After that we got into the hard rock which was con-
tinuous. Oil could not be found there at the same depths as here.

Duncan Sinclair—We strike limestone rock here at about 100 feet. In some
places it is 35 or 40 feet thick, and there are streaks of soapstone in it. When we Boring for oil at

go tlirough that we strike about 120 feet of soapstone ; it is soft and of the nature
^^*''°''*-

•of blue clay. Below that is the middle lime. It averages from 15 to 18 feet and
is not very hard ; it is a kind of a grey limestone. Below that we strike the lower
soapstone ; it is like shale and there is about 40 feet of it. Then we get 70 or 80
feet of hard lime rock again, harder than the middle lime rock. After we get to

400 feet the stratum is between a limestone and a sandstone, and is soft. That
generally runs to a depth of 465 or 480 feet ; then we get the oil rock. It is a brown
kind of rock, very soft and porous. I have seen some that looked like honey
tcomb. Sometimes we find crevices in it, and the tools drop. The largest wells we
had here were found in crevices, but there are no big wells got in the crevices now.

Hon. J. Baxter—On the bank of the Grand river four miles south of Cayuga
my brothers own a quarry. It is a limestone, but is magnesian and is not good Cement stone on

for lime. Under that bed there is a laj^er of stone that could be manufactured into
cement. Some years ago a (juantity was burned in an ordinary limekiln. Only a few
barrels were made, but it worked as well as the Thorold, and very much like it.

The stone is grey and brown in color ; a considerable quantity was quarried as build-
ing stone and they get blocks from twelve to fifteen inches thick ; it has been used
at Dunnville. The quarry extends alortg the bank of the river about half a mile.

The stone does not stand the weather as well as the sandstone ; it is more liable to

•crumble. About three miles from Ridgeway there is corniferous limestone. It is
^""'^**°"^-

extensively used in making lime, and makes a first class article, very white,
-and about the same quality as the Beachviile lime.
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LAKE TEMAGAMI REGION,

The resfion

north of lake
Nipissing.

Minerals in the
Temagami
district.

Pyrites.

Copper.

Roofing slate.

Iron.

Timber.

Mineral veins
north of Tema-
gami lake.

A country full

of minerals.

Edward Haycock—I am a civil engineer and mine owner, and my residence i&

at Ottawa. I have explored the country around Cross lake, where I .saw galena and
copper. The lake is in the Huronian formation, to the north of lake Xipissing.
Six miles south of the lake one strikes the Laurentian formation. All the dis-

coverie.s of minerals in that section occur in the Huronian rocks. I found galena^
carrj'ing a good deal of silver, and in the same vein copper and a good deal of gold.

The vein was from two to six or .seven feet wide. It occurs in the trap rock, the
country rock being clay slate. "Where the vein runs into the water it appears to be
pretty solid ; it is about five or six feet wide, and may be seen under the
water for some distance. On the island it is very much split up and distributed
through varions crevices of the rock. Just above Cross lake, on lake Temagami, I
saw a great deal of mineral ; it was principally on the south-east side of the lake.

I saw a great deal of iron pyrite.s in deposits, but I do not think I saw a vein at all.

It was pretty pure pyrites—as pure as [ have ever seen it. I had some of it assayed
and the reports went from 5 dwt. to .3 oz. and 4 oz. of gold to the ton. Some of the.

deposits were very large. One into which I put a few blasts I should say was five feet

wide, and it has been traced a little over half a mile, all solid pyrites. There is a
great quantity there in the vicinity of the lake, but it is too far from a railway.

The only hope is that the .James Bay raihvay may go on, and if so it would pass
close by. The rock where this pyrites occurs is slate. Some of the deposits are
associated with trap ; the country rock is clay slate. On the nc^rth-east side of lake
Temagami are some small showings of copper in quartz veins. The country ha&
neverbeen prospected or examined properly, and no doubtwhen it is large depositswUl
be found. The copper is in bunches in the quartz. I saw one vein about two or
three feet wide. The islands upon the lake are full of minerals. There is a fine

true roofing slate upon that lake, and enough of it to supply the whole continent.

The same slate is seen again upon the Matabechawan, which empties into lake Temis-
caming upon the Ontario side. The slate is exposed and there is a very large extent
of it ; it is a kind of grey-green. It splits into all thicknesses, from the eighth of

an inch up. I have not seen the iron deposits in that region, but beautiful specimens
have been brought to me b}' the Indians, both of hematite and red specular. The
Indians say the deposits are very large. There is any quantity of timber, and
that is one of the difficulties in exploring, the timber and moss covering the land.

It is small stuff, such as poplar, jack pine, small red pine and white birch. It had
once been burned over. The land around the lake is not good fcr farming : there ar&
a few spots that would make good farms, but only a few ; it is nearly all rock—I am
speaking of the country just around the lake. From Temagami lake is a stream
that empties into the iSIontreal river called the Temagami branch. There are two
outlets from lake Temagami, the Sturgeon which flows into lake Nipissing, and th&
one which empties into the Montreal river. On that branch I have taken up six

claims. On those claims we got galena carrj-ing froni 8 up to 64 oz. of silver to

the ton. We got copper running from 18 up to 35 per cent. , and one assay of galena
gave us 54 to 64 per cent, of lead. We also got magnetic iron on the same property.
We have one copper vein between ten and twelve feet wide, and galena veins from
six inches up to fourteen feet wide. The copper veins are all sulphurous ; they
are quartz with a little spar. It is yellow copper ore, but there is a good deal of

peacock cpper in the large veins. Xearly all the veins have more or less copper
;

there are four in which the copper predominates, and they strike north-east and
south-west, the dip being at about an angle of 45° to 60\ AU the veins dip the
same way and run the same way. We have one vein between 12 and 15 feet wide,
which has been traced 200 feet. It runs about 40 per cent, of mineral, in which
there is from 6 to G2 oz. of silver to the ton ; that is the largest vein. We have
gone down about 10 or 12 feet on one or two of the veins ; they are in ti-ap, the
comitry rock being slate ; the veins cut through the trap. Dr. Bell has seen a
couple of them and he says they are true fissure veins. There is no doubt bub
that it will pay to work some of the large ones . I intend to put on a large gang of

men next year ; and if the veins prove as good below as they seem to promise, I

shall put up a couple of furnaces. We have plenty of charcoal, and all the flux

necessarj", and we will smelt for silver, lead and copper. We have got traces of

gold, but I have not found anything sufiicient to consider valuable. I know of a
great many other veins, some of which I intend to take up next year, but before
doing so I want to put in a couple of shots to see how they look below ; if they

]

are good I shall take them up. They are all in the same district. The country is
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full of minerals there, but what is wanted is practical iiwn to explore it. One
man can <lo l;ut very little in a M'oodod country like that. 1 th nk gold will be
found. I have found it in different places, wliere it ran from 5 dwt. up to '.i and
4 oz. I have found it all tlie way from Cross lake up to the height of land in con-
nection with copper and otlier minerals. We saw a great deal of ja.'^per in the
conglomerates. The formation is tlie Huronian. I have got asbestos from half an
inch to nine inches long, but I cannot say whether there is much of it as it has not
been opened up yet. One of the veins shows about a foot wide ; those are veins
in trap, running in the same direction as the quartz veins. In some thtre appears Asbe-t<.s.

to be notliing but asbestos, but nothing has been done at all except to scrape off the
moss. I suppose there are seven or eight oi those veins there. I found asbestos
up at the height of land, in serpentine rock. Up the Montreal river I found rich
copper too ; there is one vein there which the Indians told me they traced a mile
and a half, but I did not go over it. Tlie Indians brought some of the ore to me

;

it is very rich. At Round lake we strike a splendid tract of farming land. There
are a couple of good Indian farms there now ; it is a kind of loam, a warm soil. A tract of good

The timber is balsam, birch and spruce ; it is all second growth. There is a great farming land,

depth of soil. I suppose there is between tive and six inches of black soil. The subsoil
is loamy clay ; take it in your lingers and it will pulverise. That stretch is between
20 and 30 miles long and 6 to 8 miles wide. There is no large timber upon it.

The Indians grow splendid crops, potatoes especially, but they do not sow grain at
all. I saw turnips there half the size of my hat. I do not know what t;me the
season opens, but I got potatoes on my way down, and when I arrived here they
were only coming in. At Matatchewan, still further up, the Hudson Bay compar.y
grows splendid crops of barley. There is not much good land around the trading
post, but further up the Hudson Bay people tell me there is a still better tract of
farming land. The whole of the country from Cross lake to the height of land
near the boundary between Quebec and Ontario is a mineral countiy. It is all in
the Huronian formation, except here ami there a spur of the Laurentian. I think ,,

over the height of land we may strike coal. I have met a good many people who
say they have seen it, but I think it is lignite. That country wants a railway, and Railway
when it gets it there will be immense mining work carried on. The mineral is facilities needed,

there ; mineral that will pay to move. What is wanted is a railway ; a colonisation
road would not answer.

J. C. Bailey—I am a civil engineer, and have been employed in railway survey-
ing in this country and the United States all my life. I have explored portions of
northern Ontario. I located the Northern and Pacific Junction railway between
Gravenhurst and lake Xipissing. I am chief engineer of the Ontario and SaultSte.
Marie railway, and have been all the way through the North Shore two or three
times. I have also spent a good deal of time in the country north of lake Huron
and lake Nipissing, and I have explored that section of country between lakes
Nipissing and Temiscaming. I have just returned from exploring the section of
country between lake Nipissingand lakes Temagami and Temiscaming forthe Xipissing Pegionof coim-
and James' Bay railway, being chief engineer of that road. We were awav on that trj- explored,

trip fifty or sixty days. We went in a north-westerly direction from Xorth Bay till

we arrived at lake Temagami. We then went easterly toward lake Temiscaming,
where the Montreal river joins the lake. Then we turned southerly, keeping to
lake Temiscaming, but gradually getting away from it to the Government road.
We came right through on the road to Xorth Bay. The general character of the
country from Xorth Bay to lake Temagami is rolling land, with a good depth of soil prcm North Bay
and very little rock. We could see the soil along the streams, and in nearly eveiy to lakeTema-

case there was about three feet of thick black loam with a clay subsoil. We could ^^""•

tell we were in a good country by the timber. There was very little exposure of rock
wliere the land was good, although along the lakes and rivers there were rounded
rocks, but not a.s in INIuskoka. From Xorth Bay to Rabbit lake the formation is

Laurentian, but beyond that it is Huronian. In many places the country is covered
with moss. In all the fiats, however, there is a good extent of soil. On the
rounded hills the country is thickly wooded with Norway pine. We also found a
good deal of white pine in that region, and some splendid flats of sugar maple, as .

well as a good deal of black and yellow birch. I measured some of the pine, which
^*'''*''^ timber,

proved to be 20, 30 and even 40 inches in diameter. We also observed a greal deal
of what the lumbermen call the " cork pine," which is the be?t variety of white pine.
In some places it is mixed with birch, but generally the pine prevails. The best
pine I saw was on good rich land, a sort of sandy loam. The pine forests are very
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On Matabecha-
wan river.

A broad reach
of good land and
timber.

thick about lake Temagami and around by Rabbit lake. However, it is almost
impossible to transport the timber hj water. There are plenty of streams there, but
practical lumbermen say there are too many falls to admit of timber being floated

do-wn. We went down the Matabechawan, and along that river there is the finest

Norway pine I ever saw. I measured a lot of it 36 inches through. Coming down
by the Government road from lake Temiscaming to North Bay the land was excellent,

but five miles south of Montreal river it was veiy rough. After that, however, there

was a roach of seventy or eighty miles of splendid land. The timber in that region is

mainly white pine, black and yellow birch, and there is a large extent of beautiful

spruce and tamaraic. The largest birch trees I saw were from three to three and a
half feet through. They grow to a height of seventy or eighty feet. Out of some
of these trees you should get on an average three good logs of say twelve feet in

length. The tamar.ic is sometimes found 24 inches in diameter, but a good average
would be In or 20 inches. The smaller size, 10 or 12 inches through, is used for

ties. There are also patches of good young second growth poplar growing on land
that had been burnt. We also found lots of maple, the trees running from 10 to 20
inches through. We saw considerable white ash, growing up to fifty or sixty feet

and about twelve inches in diameter, and it commanded admiration. We noticed
some whitewood, too, such as formerly grew in the Lake Erie counties ; it grows
from 24 to 30 inches in diameter and is veiy handsome. I may say that we met
with these various timbers both going up and coming down. Coming down the
Jocko river we found a French Canadian who had settled on 200 acres and had
several stacks of haj' cut. He had been there only twelve months or so, and had
gone into the cattle raising business. Another settler, a German, showed me
some immense potatoes he had grown there. There are no settlers on lake

Temagami, but the Hudson Bay company have a post on Bear island, which has
been established about seventy or eighty years. There are about tifty or sixty

persons in the post, including women and children. There is good fishing in the
lake, principally whitefish and salmon trout, and various other posts of the company
are supplied with fish from there. Potatoes and corn are grown on Bear island.

During my whole trip I saw no snoAv more than three feet deep along the river.

An Indian told me that the snow was seldom any deeper, and that the winters were
not often colder. The atmosphere is drj-, and the cold is not felt as severely as

down here. I had not a very good opportunity' of examining the countrj- for

minerals, it being winter, but there were indications of hematite iron on Tomiko
river, and I was told by an intelligent Indian named Bocage, who was hunting with
me, that there was lead also. I also noticed some quartz veins in the rocks. The
Indians told me that thare was copjier all around Temagami, both east and west, and
we had specimens of lead and copper from that region. There has not been much
exploration, but from the nature of the rocks I believe it must be rich in minerals.

Already settlers and investors are turning their ej'es toward that region. A couple

of weeks ago I wrote a letter to the newspapers describing the country, and a few
days afterwards I was informed that several American gentlemen were purchasing
maps of that district and making more particular enquiries about the mineral deposits

there. I am satisfied that as regards soil and climate that countiy is well suited

for agricultural purposes. Mr. Nevin, who has surveyed the townships north of

lake Temiscaming, has said in his report that out of five townships there would not
be over 100 acres of bad land. A nunnery has been built there, and there are

many French Canadians going in for setllement'. In the latter jjart of February we
found the common house fly in our tent, and in March and April yellow butterflies

wei-e flying about. We also heard the rosignol, the Canada bird and the swamp
robin in the last named months, and crows were very common all through the

winter. The country is full of moose ; they are there by thousands. They used
to tread the roads so heavily thai; it made travelling by snow-shoes very difficult for

us. We often saw them playing on the ice, and sometimes came across their stamp-
ing grounds. We also tracked the cariboo, and the Indians say there are plenty of

them. There are red deer there too, and we often came across wolves . There is

an abundance of fur bearing animals, such as the beaver, marten, fox, mink and
otter.

A favorable
climate.

Indications of

minerals.

Fauna of tbe
region.

Copper discov-

eries.

SUDBURY REGION

James Stohie—About three years ago, in 1885, I discovered the Stobie copper
mine : it is on the south part of 5 in the 1st of Blezard. 1 opened it up and sold it to the

Canada Copper Co. I am now interested in a location with a deposit of cojiper on
the north half of 6, in the 1st of Blezard. There has been only a little blasting
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<lone upon it, but there appears to be a very large quantity of ore. There is gold
and silver on a proi)erty I own on lot 10, in the 6th f)f Creighton. I discovered
it in the latter part of July, 1885, but did not do any work ujjon it till recently.

The principal matter of the vein is iron pyrites, witli more or less galena, and
some quartz, but not in a solid mass ; there is black slate on both sides. The
assays, made from specimens taken up at random, showed silver $11 and gold S7
to the ton. The galena is in fine particles, and seems to lie mixed with the iron in

the vein to a great extent. A slaty rock generally accomjjanies copper deposits.

In Denison the rocks are somewhat similar to what they are at Sudbury, l)ut there
are some there that are not here. As a general thing I would follow diorite for

copper. I do not think you will get much copper without the diorite. I am told
it goes to the gneiss and stops there. The diorite that most peoi)le fancy i.s that
near the gneiss, but I do not think the gneiss has much to do with the copper. I

•consider that in the Sudlnuy di.strict copper exists in* paying quantities, and that
there is a large amount of ^old in Denison. There is no good iron ore in this range
that I have sesn ; there is too much sulphur. I have found boulders here and
further north with good ore.

^
In the country from KilLirney to Sault Ste. Marie

"V\'e find iron between quartzite and diorite ; the tjuality is very good thare, and
important discoveries will, I think, yet be made in that section.

II. R. Hedle)/— 1 have been out on the ground where prospectors had made
discoveries, and took samples for myself and found gold. Those lots were in Gold in Sudbury

Lome, and are the only ones I can be sure of. On the surface of one property district.

I found matter that assayed as liigh as four ounces ; from another adjoining that
I selected stuff that runs away up in the hundred ounces. In connection with the
first' there was considerable pyrites ; the last was free milling. I have examined
many specimens for different parties yielding low results, from two to twelve
pennyweights.

F. L. Sperrii— I am a chemist, and have been living in this country abont three
years, engaged in professional work. I think copper and iron exist in pa5ang Copper, nicl<el

quantities in this section ; nickel seems to occur in the iron. I suppose I have *"^ ''°''"

made 400 or 500 assays for different parties all the way from Toronto to lake
Winnipeg. The majority from this district were of iron, nickel, copper and
sulphur.

P. C Camphell—I think gold, silver, platinum, zinc, nickel, tin, copi)er and
iron exist in the district between Sault Ste. Marie and Sudbuiy in paying quan- Minerals in'the

titles. Tin has been found in two cases mixed with other ores on the cojjper range. ^'^"\*' ^?^
.^"•^'

There were no indications of tin in the first instance, but it was found as the work
went down. I cannot say certainly that it will-turn out to be in paying quantities,

nor can I say that nickel or zinc is in paying quantities ; the other metals I have
mentioned I think are.

SAULT STE. MARIE REGION.

Thomas Frood—The sand in the front of the Wallace mine property carries

•small but distinctly appreciable quantities of gold. In five or six places where Miuerals in the

Williams, the Cornish miner, dug into the hill, small particles of free gold were 1"^ cloche moun-

found. As yet no large quantity has been discovered. We have not come upon
any veins carrying free gold, but we have met with galena mixed with iron in

several places. The country rock of the Lacloche mountains is quartzite cut by
Ijands of diorite. In some cases these bands are parallel to the mountain ; some-
times they are angling across ; and this diorite always shows some metal,

generally pyrites. I have been told that in places where the diorite is cut by quartz,

free silver and copper have been found. Lumbermen have broiight specimens from
the north slope of the Lacloche mountains of good galena. In the bands we
generally find iron jiyrites, coi)i)er pyrites, arsenical pyrites, small quantities of

specular iron and galena, but no precious metals. Daring the last few years I

have done a great deal of prospecting from the Thessalon to the Mattawa, and Aigonia and
from my observations I do not think there is a squai'e mile in that distance in Xipissing dis-

which mineral may not be found in appreciable (juantities. Along the shores of ^^^ *'

the Georgian bay and on to the height-of-land will be found belt.s of mineral-
bearing rock. Within the last eighteen months the countrj' is beginning to be
better known, and more prospectors are around than ever before. It is only now
people are commencing to recognise the possibilities of this section, and that is the
reason that more work has not been done here in the past ; but as soon as capitalists

fully realise the mineral wealth of the Algoma and Nipissing districts there will
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be a great improvement. In tlie past, and even yet, attention has been drawn
nearly altogether to the Port Arthur district, and that to a large extent accounts
for the overlooking of this section by capitalists. In fact there has been a general

apathy displayed hitherto in reference to the resources of northern Ontario. It

has been reported for some time that on the south side of the Lacloche mountains,
from Killarney to Lacloche, silver exists. Several specimens of silver and copper
have been given me by lumbermen as having been found in this range, and I would
not be surprised at any time to find silver, copper and possibly gold.

B. E. Bailey—At Batchawana baj^ and Goulais bay we get gold and silver ;

Minerals in the ^^ Garden river, silver lead, and at Macbeth, copper. Those properties are in the
Goulais Bay and unsurvej^ed district, and are on Indian lands. We acquired the property from the
Batchawana Bay Government. At Goulais bay we have two shafts, one twenty-six feet and the other

twenty feet deep ; it is a fissure vein. At Batchawana bay the vein is sixteen feet

wide ; the gangue is c{uartz. " I have found gold in it that could be seen with the

eye, and some sulphurets, including traces o( copper. The vein runs north-east

and south-west. It is about half a mile inland from Batchawana bay. The
Goulais bay location is about three miles north of the north point of that bay.

The veins run towards each other. The one at Goulais bay is about fifteen feet

wide. The gangue is quartz, containing gold and silver. We have had assays of

both with about the same results
;
gold from $4 to §28, and silver from 82 to $8.

The assays were made by reliable men in Milwaukee and in Idaho, with the same
results.

jEneas McCharles—I have been looking for the mother lode, which I believe-

to be somewhere in the district, but I cannot say how far back. On the north-

in the Sault Ste. east c^uarter of 27 in Korah we got gold and copper, which together went §27.
Marie district. That is, taking copper at the price before it went up ; there is 6 per cent, copper.

I think the gold was from 82 to .84.50. We Y>\xt some blasts in at the Everett

mine, on the south-east quarter of 13 in Prince ; it assayed, gold .832, silver §1.16.

I have had a good deal of assaying done, and I don't know of any that did not show
gold from a trace up. One showed 860 ; that was from the west of here. All

the iron from this section carries more or less silver. There is a four foot vein of

galena in a maple bush on the Goulais river, somewhere about 14 in Vankoughnet.

T. A. P. Towers—I think more prospecting has been done this year than for

Increased activ- the last twenty-two years, and I do not think it is likely to prove '
' a flash in

ity in prospect- ^^^ pj^^ " ^j^jg time. There is no doubt that there is a great aniount of mineral in
'"=

this country, and more interest is being taken now than ever before in this

immediate neighborhood. A great many people go to the registry oflice to get

maps, and I know they want them for exploring purposes. I am the deputy
registrar.

MICHIPICOTEN ISLAND.

Joseph Cozens—In July last I purchased in conjunction with an American

Michipicoten friend the Charles Jones, Bonner and Harbor locations on Michipicoten island.

Island locations. These locations contain altogether about 13,000 acres of land, and a very large

amount of nioney has been spent upon them in improvement and development.

The money has not always been judiciously spent, still an enormous amount of work
has been clone. The expenditure has been chiefly made upon the Charles Jones
location, which is situated on the west end of the island. The first work of any
consequence appears to have been done about the years 1860-61 by Mr. H. Fletcheir

Early explora- on behalf of some New York parties. He sank several exploring shafts and did
tions. more or less cross-cutting and drifting, with very encouraging results ; so encourag-

ing indeed that he erected a small stamp mill, etc., and produced several barrels of

copper. Some trouble that arose about the payment for the machinery resulted in

its being seized and taken away. In consequence the work was stoj^ped and the

property practically abandoned for the time. About 1^75 the Quebec and Lake
Superior mining association made further explorations, and between that date and
1880 they made large clearings and erected substantial barns and farm dwellings upon
the property. At the same time G. A. Phillips, of Milwaukee, Wis., did a con-

' siderable amount of exploring on and near the east boundary of the location, sink-

ing several exploring shafts from 90 to 150 feet in depth, and finding heavy copper

in all of them. In 1880 the Michipicoten Native Copper company was formed in

Working on an England with a subscribed capital of 8220,000, and work was commenced on a very
extravagant extravagant scale. During the spring of 1893 the company was reorganised with
'^^ ^'

§100,000 additional capital. After the expenditure of these amounts a. further sum
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«f $50,01)0 was hoiTowed on debentures, and also spent. In the fall of 1884 the
company, l)ein<,' heavily in debt, went into liijuidation, and the property was pur-
chased in 1885 by the late Mr. Mjitthew Curtis, theti mayor of Manchester, England.
Mr. Curtis si)ent aluuit !S7<>,00() in further improvement and development, when
his sudden death in 1887 caused the stoppage of the work, which was being pushed
forwai-d with vigor. I iiad charge of the w<jrk for him, and upon the executors to

his estate making me an otl'er ( f the whole property I purchased it at once, being
intimately accpiainted with it and fully convinced of its great value. The bulk of Depth of shafts,

the work has been done on an amygdaloidal bed, similar in character to the lode at
the Quincy mine on the south sh(jre of lake .Sujjerior. At the pre.'^ent time the
main shaft is sunk to a depth of 520 feet, Batler's shaft 3G0 feet, and about 1,.')00

feet of drifts and cros.scuts have been run, opening up a large extent of rich stoping
ground. The discovery in 1887 of a conglomerate lode similar in character to that
of the celebrated Calumet and Hecla mine has added greatly to the value of the
property. This lode is situated about a mile and a (juarter to the westward of the
main working, and is about 8 feet in width ; its course is north-east and south-west,
and the dip about 50' to the south-west. A shaft about 40 feet deep has been sunk
on the undi-rlie, showing at the bottom a pay streak of about 2 feet carrying 5 per
«ent. of copper. A number of crosscuts have been made at various depths up to

200 feet by the diamond drill^ proving the extent and continuity of the lode and
the increase in width of the pay streak as depth is attained. At 200 feet the whole
width of the lode carried coj^per. The timber on the island is chiefly maple, with
more or less valuable spruce, cedar, etc. , on the lower lands. Cordwood for fuel can
be produced at a cost of from $1.25 to $1.50 per cord. All the timber and lumber
used in the construction of the various buildings have been cut at the saw mill on the
location. On the Bonner location some work was done many years ago—report The Bo.nner

says on rich veins of native silver and nickel ore. I have myself found nuggets of
1°'^^"°"-

native silver on the beach in tront of the location.

LAKE 8UPEEIOR REGION.

S. J. Dawson, M.P.—Silver is in large quantities, and exists over an
extensive area in this country. Iron is in paying quantities, and has been
discovered in many places throughout 'the district. Gold has been discovered biilld'in^ stones

and is reported to be in paying quantities in ditferent sections. Zinc blende of the Lake Su-

has been discovered in quantities sufficient to pay for the manufacture of P®""*" ^listnct.

.zinc ; it is in very considerable quantities, and very generally distributed

over the district. Galena is in large quantities throughout the district, especially

near Black bay. Building stone of excellent quality is found in diflerent parts of

this district, from Verte island to Nipigon bay. Stone of excellent quality,

color and texture is now shipped to Chicago and other American ports, and a con-
siderable trade is arising. Granite of fine quality is found in different places.

About twelve miies east of here, in McGregor, there is a grey granite very like the
Aberdeen. At .Jackfish bay there is a stone of a beautiful quality, the nicest I e^ er
saw ; it is of dark cohjr, and exists in large quantities. Sample.s of it have been
polished. On the Black river a stone occurs that takes a high polish, and is very
ioeautiful. It is of white color, spotted with crimson, and is of a felspathic character.

Molybdenite occurs in considerable quantities at the Black river, but the market is

not extensive enough to make it pay at present; the (juality is veiy good and the
•quantity is large. As to the existence of copper in this district in paying quantities,

I do not know enough to speak at present. We have the most beautiful amethysts
in large (quantities, and agates of a superior quality are found about the shore. At
present, as far as known, the most extensively diffused minerals in this district are
iron and silver. As far as we know at present the iron deposits are very large, and
at Antler river of verj^ good quality. In the Mattawa district I understand there

are large lodes of very superior quality of iron ore. rron ore also occurs on the
Kaministifpia, near the railway crossing. It is reported, and I think ascertained for

a fact, that the great Minnesota iron range extends x>ast GunHint lake. It is also

reported that large deposits of iron ore have been found at Hunter's island. I

"believe that range of iron extends clear through our country, and that the iron
deposits of the Mattawa are really a continuation of it. 1 believe the deposits of

iron to be inexhaustible.

Peter McKellar—I came here in 1863 and have spent most of my time
aince then in this district. I have been engaged in exploring for minerals. An extenaire

And have done so to a great extent during the time I have been here. I have '""l*'^'
bearing

prospected all along the shores of lake Superior, from Michipicoten to the
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American boundary, and back as far as the height-of-land. I have been to
Lake-of-the-Woods, lake Nipigon, the Whitefish—all over in fact. I have a
knowledge of a large extent of country. Gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc and
iron exist in such quantities that they will ultimately pay. though some of
them may not do so at the present time. There are also telurium. bismutk
and molybdenite, besides a great number of other economic minerals. Stone
of different kinds and marbles are found. There is a great variety of crystalline-

rocks, such as granite and syenite, in large quantities. At Black bay there-

is an immense quantity of granite that takes a beautiful polish. It is finer grain than
the Aberdeen granite, and is in great bodies. There is a fine red sandstone in

Kipigon bay. These quarries of sandstone, granite, etc., are handy for shipping,

as wharves may be built right alongside them. There is a white sandstone in large-

quantities at the foot of Thunder bay that is of the finest qnalitj'. There is also a
bed of marble and a very good quality of scapstone. It turns, further back, into-

marble of diiferent colors, some banded, some clouded, and all very easy to ([uai-ry.

It is in the Kipigon formation. The brown sandstone will prove very lasting, but
it is not as hard as the white. In this section we look for silver veins in black
clay slates ; galena and zincblende especially are a good indication, being generally
associated with silver in the vein. At McKellar island the blende will go from S80O
to S900 of silver. 1 notice, as a general thing, that the veins are rich beneath the
trap overflow. They usually run up through the trap, but are not so rich in it ; they
carry sUver, but not much. The bed below the trap seems to be the richest. Bonanzas-
are often found immediately below the trap, in the first layer. It is hard to say-

whetherit is the trap overflow or the underlying Huronian beds that cause the rich-

ness. The gold-beanng rock occurs in the Huronian schists, the cliloritic schists. In
many different places in this formation gold has been discovered. At Heron bay
a vein sh(jws well. At Jackfish bay they have got gold, but one cannot tell with-
out a regular mining test whether it will pay. We sank on ove vein twelve feet; it

was rich in gold all the way down. We had half a ton of the ore from Jackfish bay
put through a mill, and it concentrated as high as 81.000 and 81,200 to the ton. The
Jackfish vein is in the syenite, and the Heron Bav vein in the Huronian formation.

TV. fV. Bussell—We have a north-west and south-east system to which the-
Systems of veins. Beaver and Silver islet mines belong, and an east and west system to which the

Silver Mountain mines belong. The Badger belongs to the same as the Beaver^
but the majority are east and west, or a little north of east.

J. C. Hashins—I think this Thunder Bay district is one of the finest mining
regions in the world, and I have been working at mining since I was twelve years,

old.
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Walpole Roland—I have spent fourteen years continuouslj^ exploring in this

region. I have been in Nova Scotia, British Columbia, and the Northwest
generally, from two and a half to three years in the inland mines of India, and in
other parts of the world, and this region, in my opinion, is without a rival. One
old mining gentleman that I met from the west said, " If we had such ores and
prospects in our country our people would simply lose their heads," and he said

he had never seen anj^thing like it. The testimony of Americans generally has-

been uniformly in the same direction.

T. A. Keefer—Gold has been found chiefly in the rocks of Huronian age in the
Lake Superior district. The discoveries made in veins in the stratified rocks,

especially in the talcose and chloritic schists, are in my judgment those which are

most likely to be successfully operated. Development works in the gold-bearing-

sections of the countiy have been prosecuted on various properties, but on a very
limited scale, the greater development havin? been made at the Huronian
company's mine, in the township of Moss. Adjoining the Huronian mine are

the properties of the H%hland and Neebish mining companies, on which
some work has been done with satisfactory results, as far as prosecuted. I may
say the tame result followed what little work was done at the Partridge lake

gold mine, some miles north of the Huronian. Here the gold was found, as

at the Huronian group, in its native state, and with sulphurets in a quartz

vein in rocks of Huronian age. A test made of the Partridge lake gold mine ore

showed that portions of the gold could be saved by the free niilling process,

as well as by concentration, by the same methods and kind of macliinery as

were applied and used successfully at the Huronian company's mine. Silver

is found in the Thunder Bay district in its native state in its richest ore,,

argentite (black silver), as well as in union with zincblende, galena and pyrites^,
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tlio sulpliuruts usually being richer in silver when found in close jiroxiiiiity to silver

either in its native state or in the ore or argentite. Tlie licst results obtained from
mining work in this district have been from the developments made on veins in the
argillit s or Animikie series of the Lower CamV)rian formation, hi-re more commonly
called the black silver-bearing slates of the Thunder Bay district. Some failures

have occurred in the past where work was started in this formation in its lower
beds, where the cherts and dolomites ttre so comuion, ami generally along the edge
or skirt of the formation where the bed of the slates is thin, and where it has been
soon penetrated by mining work. The syenite has not as yet shown itself to be a
rock congenial to the production of silver in this district where veins occur in it.

If more attention was paid to locality and to the results of these pastas well as
more recent develoi)nients, and if this theory was better understood, I am convinced
that better results would follow like the good one=< obtained where mining has been
carried on in the proper silver-bearing horizon of this formation. Some efforts,

wiiere the slates are thick and higher geologically, have not been successful for
various reasons. I may mention one. The veins are not rich everywhere, but the
middle or upper portions of these Lower Cambrian shales have their rich ore shr>ots

and deposits which when discovered are usually very productive. The Silver
Islet mine, on a vein which cuts a large trap dyke at its junction with the dyke and
the silver slates in comparatively a higher portion of the slates than where other
efforts failed, produced upwards of §8,000,000 of silver. You probably have the
records of production from the RabVjit Mountain and Beaver mines, while you
know of the very rich ore produced in smaller quantities and the showings visible
at other mines in tlie district, such as tlie Porcupine, Silver Creek and others which
could be menti .ned. Since the Commission took evidence here, the Badger mine,
which, like the others mentioned, is relatively in a higher geological position than
some which have not produced so well, has made a valuable shipment of a very
high grade of ore. I am told on reliable authority that a recent shipment of a
car load of about fifteen tons of hand-picked high grade ore from this mine returned
over .^35,000, and that another car load of a similar grade of ore is now ready for
shipment. In addition, there is on its dumps, it is claimed, about one thousand
tons of mill rock awaiting the starting of its mill before this ore can be turned into
money. It is unnecessary to refer to assays or mill tests of the silver mines to prove Hich ores,

the richness of their veins when the eye can see the silver in such (quantities in its

metallic or native state, as well as in its rich ores so readily discernible. I am of
opinion that the trap dykes and overflows of the country have materially assisted
the mineralisation of the veins, and that the silver bearing vrins are more likely
to be rich in the neighborhood of dykes, as at Silver Islet and Rabbit Mountain
mines, or in the slates in their higher positions which have had the influence of the
trap overflows, as at Beaver. Badger, Porcupine and others. These oj)inions may
afford ground for further investigation by the geological authorities, while experi-
ence and results hei-eafter may establish facts which will be better understood. I
believe them worthy of consideration from the experience I have had and observa-
tions I have made in the district. To give au idea of the grades of hand-picked Surface pickings
ore from the silver mines in this district, I may state that when opening the from Rabbit

Rabbit Mountain mine I shipped .o,58lJ lb. of ore from the surface pickings
*^o^"**'" niine.

which yielded, on being sold to the well known smelters, Messrs. Balbach & Son
of Newark, New Jer.?ey, 775 oz. in silver to the ton of 2,000 lb. : and that
from a pit sunk on the vein to the depth of ten feet I made a further shipment
of a car load of ore which on being sold to the same smelters yielded 8G40.41
or after deducting smelting charges, 8590.40 per ton of 2,000 lb. Copper exists
in the district in its native state, in pyrites and as grey copper. The pyrites Copper,
sometimes also carries either gold or silver, and sometimes both. The pyrites
usually occurs in veins in the Huronian rocks. Nothing but preliminary work
has been done to mj' knowledge on these veins. Besides the vein at the Tip-Top
mine, I know of a deposit near Little Pic river the ore of which carries from five
to twenty per cent, of copper, and usuallj' gold and silver in varying quantities.
Galena exists in the district, but the veins of it have not been developed.
They occur in different places, the most I know of being in the neit^hborhood of

*^'''*"^-

Black bay. Should smelters be established in the district these veins may become
remunerative. They usually carry some silver. Zinc has also been discovered
in the form of massive zincblende, or "black jack," the most notable ^'°*^-

deposit I know of being that at the Zenith zinc mine, north of Nipigon bnv.
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LAKE-OF-THE-WOODS KEGIOX.

George Mitchell—1 have noticed that in the several shafts sunk in the Lake-
of-the-Woods re.sjion free gold is found near the surface, tine and coarse, and in the
leafy form, the latter especially in. the Pine Portage vein. Below the iufluf-nce of

the atmosphere the gold is invariably found with sulphurets. In the Winnipeg
Consolidated the richest part of the vein was in the sulphurets. I cannot tell

the results of the concentrates, but assays of them were made by Prof. Chapman,
of Toronto, and J. B. Berryman, secretary of the company, of Minneapolis.

Dr. Heason—I have seen a deposit of magnetic iron ore about fifty miles

north of the Canadian Pacific railway, on Eagle river. There seemed to be a

large deposit as seen from the river (a sample of which is produced). I ^aw
specimens of gold taken from a location on Seine river, in the possession of Mr.
Pither, Indian agent at Fort Francis, which was quite rich in free gold.

Wm. Murdoch—^I have visited Sultana island. Lake-of-the-Woods. There are

six difterent veins I visited, ard ten foot holes have been made on them. These
specimens are from Hand and McMicken's location, Sultana island. There are two
veins within forty feet of each other ; the veins are three or four feet wide, and
they widen as you go down. Gold seems to be disseminated through all the veins

on Sultana island, and I think the indications are very good. I have seen very fine

specimens from Hay island, but there is nothing doing on account of the want of

cajiital.

John McQuarrie—I reside at Rat Portage and am engaged in lumbering on
Rainy river. I have been six years in that part of the country, and have had
plenty of opportunity of explorins< it. Although not a mining prospector I have
gone over tbe country a good deal, and made it my business to investigate its

resources for general information, and I have a general knowledge of the mineral
wealth of that region. There is gold-bearing quartz and silver there ; the gold
predominates. I have been on some of the mining locations, among them being
the Winnipeg Consolidated, Minerva, Gold Hill, Sultana and others on the same
leads. I made a personal examination of these locations and discovered gold on
three of them. There is iron in that district also, and I have been on one of the

locations. It is north of Rat Portage, on the east side of the Winnipeg river,

between Lake-of-the-Woods and English ri\'%r. I examined this property in 1884.
The discoverer was a man named Miles, and he believed irom what he heard from
those who tested the ore tbat there was a fortune in it for him. The property at

first sight appeared to be a solid mound of black rack, and I could hardly beUeve it

was iron. It was about 70 feet in height and about the same in width. We went
to the top of it and could observe the ridge for nearly half a mile. The iron lies in

a dark rock o' the natm-e of slate. W^e t^iok half a canoe load to Rat Portage. It

is magnetic ore. There are some fine specimens of gold, iron and silver on Rainy
lake. Mr. Alex. Baker, of Fort Francis, has some sjjlendid specimens of gold and
silver wh'ch he claims came from there, and also lignite. They were found on the
north shore of Rainy lake. Mr. Thomns Sheppard also had specimens. The quartz
was claimed to be gold-bearing, although it does not show free gold, and on analysis
there proved to be considerable silver as well. Several specimens have been
brought in by Indians, but they want money before they will tell where the deposits
are. There is silver about three miles north of Rat Portage, near Lake-of-the
Woods and not far from the Canadian Pacific railway. This discovery was made
on the 2nd of January last by Mr. Charles Moore, of Port Arthur. Thee are three
locations taken up on the one lead. Mr. McKay, of Calgarry, told me the lead was
40 feet wide. It is the onl}' silver ore I have seen in that country that looked like

the ores around Port Arthur. No development work has been done there beyo'nd
exploring, testing and getting claims registered. I have seen some yellow ochre
brought in by bagfuls from the Lake-of-the-Woods of just as good quality as that
sold by the druggists, and also some Venetian red. It could be used upon outside
walls without grinding, and would make a splendid mineral paint. There are also

large quantities of mica of a very clear quality in the Lake-of-the-Woods district.

I have noticed pieces 6 by 8 and 8 by 8 inches quite clear. I saw one vein which has
been taken up by Mr. Parsons and Mr. A. Matheson, the Hudson Bay company's
factor. The property is about fifty miles from Rat Portage, and the vein is about eight
feet wide. It is claimed that the iron on Rainylake is one of the most valuable mineral
deposits in the country. A gentleman named Fraser came there from the Red lake
iron range in Minnesota, and he said he discovered a continuation of the range on
the Canadian side of Rainy lake ; he believed it was as rich or richer than the
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deposits on the Minnesota iron r.inye, as it was better ore. Tliere are a lai|;e niiiii-

bor of explorers in tliat ret^ion, and tliey are chieHy Americans. It would be no ';''i"'acttr of the:

exaggeration to say tliat there is a V)elt of land one hundred miles in length and eountry.
*"

thirty miles in widtli north of Rainy river and Rainy lake the gentjral character of

which is unexcelled for agricultu al purposes by aii}' other section of e(pi;d area in

(Canada or the I'nitod States. The soil is a rich clay loam, eight, ten and fifteen

feet in dei)th. The country is not rocky, and it is timbered with cedar, tamarac,
spruce, poplar and so lie line white pine. A number of se'tlers went in last year.

The first settlers went there about twelve years ago, when the Fort Francis lock

was built, and there are some fift-ms and clearings giving m st encouraging results'.

1 have known 70 bushels of oats and .'55 ])usliels of spring wheat per acre to be
grown there. One farmer has raised fall wheat for the last live years and got about
30 bushels to the acre. The fall wheat was sown where barley had been grown the
yeir before, and he simply harrowed the land for the wheat without i)lowing.

Frederick Miller— 1 am a mining engineer by profession and reside in Toronto.
I have explored around the Georgian bay, Port Arthur and Lake-of-the-Woods. Various re^io:i»

I spent two years in Madoc. I was engaged operating a gold mine on lot 10 in the
10th of Marmora, but it did not amount to anything. 1 have visited many of the
mines between Thunder bay and Pigeon river. The Argyle mine on the Clear
river has a good showing, and I have seen particlts of golil the size of a grain of

wheat. There are numerous veins on the Lake-of-tho-Woods that are worth
developing, and that will be developed <as soon as patents are granted.

GENERAL SURVEY OF THE PROVINCE.

Dr. Selivijji—I have been director of the Geological Survey of Canada for

the last nineteen years—since ltr'69. I have explored many parts of the country j, „^q^^^

myself, but have not been much over the eastern part of Ontario My explorations explored,

have been mostly in the western part ; that is about Lake-of-the- Woods and west
to Manitoba ; also around the north shore of lake Superior. I have been around
the whole of the north shore from Port Arthur to the Sault. I know the silver

bearing region west of Port Arthur, the region around Lake-of-the-Woods, and
Lake-of-the-Woods itself to s-^me extent. I have travelled through the country
between the •silver bearing region and Lake-of-the-Woods. I have not been on
the height of land between lake Superior and Hudson bay. This summer I was
through the district norlh of the Georgian bay, through Algoma, in the neighbor-
hood of Sudbury, and from there to the Wanapitae and Vermilion rivers.

1 have not explored closely west of the Vermilion river to the Lake-of-the-

Woods. I was at the Garden River and Echo Lake mines, ani this summer
examined the country from the Sault Ste. Marie to the Bruoe Mines. I

have not examined the coast east of the Thessalon river, and cannot say that I

have explored that river. I have been on parts of tlie Vermilion and Spanish
rivers. I have travelled through the country south of lake Nipissing, but have not
explored it. I have travelled in the neighborhood of Owen Sound and CoUing-
wood. I have travelled through Hastings and have visited the gold mines of

Madoc and Marmora and some of the iron mines. I have not visited anj' of the
pho=<phate mines of Ontario. I have not explored any jiarts of Renfrew. A great

portion of the knowledge I have is from the work of my assistants. I cannot
remember all the places where gold occurs, but 1 could indicate them on the map.
Wherever the Huronian rocks occur you are likely to find gold bearing veins, and m

.
,

,

also other mineral deposits. That has been the reason I have made it my object Huronian arew..

to trace out the Huronian areas and show t' em on the maps. Some tif the iron

ores occur in the Laurentian. Gold esi)ei"ially is associated Avith what we call the
Huronian rocks. When we get into the typical Laurentians, where there is no
interlamination of Huronian rocks, we find that they are very barren of economic
minerals. One of the best proofs of this is that in the great breadth crossed by
the Canadian Pacific railway on that fomation there is almost an entire absence
of mineral veins of anj'^ importance. The largest band of the Huronian is the one
north of the Georgian bay. It commences near Ki Harney, strikes north-east and
crosses the Canadian Pacific railway' as shown on the map. The diorites are
almost invariably associated with gold bearing (juartz veins. As far as I know the
western limit of this Hur.mian area is on the upp* r branches of the Vermilion
and Spanish rivers. Another area occurs in the valley of the Michipicoten. The
exploration of the back country has been principally along the channels of rivers,.
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and though that gives a general idea of the country it cannot be considered an
exhaustive exploration, yet I do not hesitate to say that the publication of the
geological map has been of considerable assistance to prospecting in th se districts.

Between lake Superior on tha east and Lake-of-the-Woods on the west several

belts of the Huronian occur, running north-east and south-west. In the Lake-of-

the-Woods the Huronian occurs very largely developed, and all the recent dis-

coveries of gold in that district are in that formation. Everywhere I know of in

eastern Untario gold is associated with the Huronian rocks. It occurs in rocks

that have been called Laureutian, as at Madocand Marmora, but that they are so is

doubtful ; they are more like Huronian rocks. The principal gold finds as far as I

know in Lake-of-the-Woods district occur in the Huronian rocks, as does also the

Huronian mine further east, and others in the vicinity uf Lac des Mille Lacs.

The next and perhaps the most important gold district is in the vicinity of

Sudbury. They are now finding gold bearing veins down the Thessalon, atjd all

through that region from the north sliore of the Georgian bay to north of Sudbury.
I have been examining the veins of Lake-of-the-Woods, Sudbury and Thessalon
during the hist three weeks, and my opinion of them is much the same as I

expressed of the iNIarmora and Madoc gold mines. I considered the veins were not
sutficiently large or constant to prove very profitable ; that while at times they are

very rich, only very exceptionally will they prove to be permanently profitable.

With few exceptions, as far as I have seen, they are not what I consider to be real

fissure veins ; they are gash veins, more i r less lenticular. I have come to the con-

clusion that if you can examine the outcrop of a vein on its strike or horizontal

extension you have good evidence of how it will behave on its vertical extension.

This lenticular character of many of the veins is characteristic of the Huronian
gold veins. The best veins in Australia are in soft slaty rocks, not at all like the

Huronian gold rocks. I consider that diorite and most hornblendic rocks are of

igneous origin. The vein matter difi'ers, but is m(jstly quartz
;
gold has been found in

a great variety of rocks, and it has been stated that traces of it can be found in

almost every metallic mineral. Near the surface gold is almost always in the
metallic state, but as you get down it passes into sulphurets ; that change occurs

about the line of permanent saturation. I have not seen much mispickel in the

Lake-of-the-Woods and Sudbury distiicts ; magnetic pyrites containing nickel and
other sulphurets of iron and copper are the prevailing ores. I do not know whether
any of the Lake-of-the-Woods ore has been assayed for nickel. I never saw mis-

pickel elsewhere in such quantity as at the Marmora mines. At Sudbury I did not
see any mispickel. In Nova Scotia tlie richest specimens of free gold were found
near the surface. As they got deeper in most cases the veins appeared to get

poorer, that is, the yield was less ; but it was not so in reality, much o the gold

being lost with the pyrites in the tailings. Dr. Hunt n.ade several analyses of

Xova Scotia tailings and found nearly as much gold remaining as had been taken
out. I was at the Vermilion mine, but did not examine it to any deptli as they
would not allow me to go down into the mine. I could not trace the vein far,

perhaps 50 or GO yards, but the rocks are not well exposed ; it is a quartzite,

alongside of which is a great band of diorite. The mine on the top of the hill

seems to be in diorite. The Huronian rocks are generally hard and tough. The
softest and best matrix is at the Huronian mine ; that vein can be traced several

hundred yards, and is I think four or five feet wide. I have not seen very
wide veins. I have seen one for a short distance eight or ten feet. There is

one opposite the Whitefish station on the Algoma branch of the Car.adian Pacific

that is very wide and massive, but it seems to be pinching out. I could not
see any mineral in it except a little pyrites, but the owner told me samples
had been assayed and gave a considerable yield. All through the Sudbury
district there are numerous veins, and any of them may turn out auriferous. I

don't think there is any doubt but that there are a great many veins that have
not been discovered. There is an in; . '^nse area that has not been prospected
at all. I have never found gold in alluvi..! 'joil in Ontario, but I have been told

it occurs at Rat Portage, and that wherever .j.'-'se rich veins are you can scrape
the soil and wash out gold. I have never seeii i"" washed out as they do it on
the Saskatchewan, but I think in some of the valleys there should be alluvial

gold. The silver bearing rocks are altogether diflferent and distinct from the gold
bearing. They are in the Animikie series. That series extends westward from
about the east end of the ISipigon bay. It crosses the Canada boundary on
Pigeon river, and I think extends to near Dulutli. It occupies several townships

Auriferous
veins.

Vermilion mine

The Sudbury
-district.

Silver bearing

rocks.

The Auiniikie

series.
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•west of Port Arthur. The Kakubeka falls are near its northern boundary. 'J'he

rocks composing the Animikie soiies uie very fine cherts, argillites— or, as moat
people call them, slates, but not such as will do for rooting— and dolomites, trap

layers and dykes. I have examined a number of the silver veins in that district.

They vary in tlu'ir course I think ; if I remember rigiitly they aie a few degrees

north of east and south of west. The veins are of dill'erent widths— 1 have seen

-sonie very good ones five or six feet wide. They are almost all in the argillites ;

the only exception that I know of, and it is hardly an exception, is Silver Islet
;

And of that the productive part occurred in a dyke that cut the aigillites. In the

neighborhood of the Rabbit and Beaver nunes there is a dyke cutting the veins,
iu^^ycing.*^

I understand they struck a dyke in the Beaver. As a rule the silver bearing

veins are calcareous. A great deal of the matrix is calcite, and there is only a

limited amount of quartz. In the gold veins calcite is almost ab-sent. In the rich

bearing gold veins the matrix is (juartzose, but there are exceptions. In Nova
Scotia there was a vein of pure puik cry-talline calcite that gave a good yield of

gold. I think very highly of the silver bearing veins ; most of them are true fissure

veins. The general width of the silver veins varies much, but I would say that three True fissure

or four feet would Le about the average. I am not aware of the occurrence of silver *«'"**.

as native silver in any place else in Canada, but it occurs with galena and gold

-elsewhere. I cannot say whether it (jccurs with galena in paying <juantities. Some
assays of samples from tha (hirdeu River mine gave 800 oz. to the ton. I am told snygr occurrit!,'

that mine is closed on account of litigation ; it is in the Huronian formation. The with t'alena.

Temiscaming galena gave a considerable amount of silver. If a vein is very large

a small amount of silver will make it pay. When it occurs with galena it is r.ot

ditticult to extract ; it has to be smelted of course. I have heard of it in the neigh-

borhood of AUumette island in the Otiawa. There are a number of p aces where
jou will get galena that will give an assay of a few ounces of silver to the ton. I

am not aware of any place where it has been found in the Lhurentian formation.

•Sir Willani Logan pointed out two copper 'nearing series around lake Superior
;

the lower is the Huronian, and the upper is the Keweenawan, which lies over the beari^ng rocks,

silver bearing Animikie, and corresponds as far as I know with the coi)per bearing

rocks in Michigan. The Keweenawan series has been traced out ; the rocks of

that formation occur in the Nipigon ba&in, around Nipigon bay, and are found as The Keweenaw-
far east as Gros Cap. Michipic(jten island is entirely compt)sed of them. They an series,

•occur at intervals along the north shore of lake Superior, bvit they do not appear
extensively till you get to St. Ignace, Simpson and other islands which form the

southern shores of Nipigon bay. They extend a little way inland on the north

shore, but not far, and I do not know that they have been found to be copper

bearing there. The greatest exposure and thickness of them occurs on Simpson
and St. Ignace islands. At Michipicoten island and at Mamainse jjoint sulphurets

as well as native ct)pper were found. I do not know that the sulphurets were .,.,..

found in sufficient (quantities to pay ; the mining there -was for native copper. I isJanT''^''

^"

saw nothing at Michipicoten that I could call veins ; there are beds impregnated
with copper not unhke those of the celebrated Calumet and Hecla mines. Similar

beds occur at Mamainse, and there are some sulphurets. Thcie is no exposure of
^u^^'n^e.

copper at Gros Cap that I know of, though the cupriferous amygdaloids occur there, cros Cap.

At St. Ignace mines were opened forty years ago and nothing has been done since, st. Ignace.

l)ut I understand work has been done there lately. At Silver Islet the sinking silver islet,

over 1,000 feet did not reach the bottom of the Animikie series. In the Shuniah
mine they penetrated to the granite ; I am not certain whether the vein con-

tinued in the granite. One of the great mistakes that our miners have made in

the past has been injudicious work and expenditure. The reason sometimes shuniah.

^iven for so doing is that they have to make a show. Nearly all the copper in the

Huronian is in quartzose veins in the character of yellow sulphurets ; in the other
yy^^zosc veins

formation native copper predominates. In the province of Quebec there are mines
in the Huronian or Pre-Cambrian rocks, and there is another set in which native

•copper occurs belonging to a higher series and holding the same relation to the

Huronian that the Keweenawan does on lake Sui)eri<)r. The Wallace mine is the

same as the Sudbury mines ; it is a nickeliferous pyrites. The Sudbury ores are in
tj^^ ^y^uj^^.,. j„j

a great impregnated bed, not a true fissure vein, and the ore exists in vast quan- sudbury l<ica-

tities. I cannot say whether the operations there will be successful or not ; much tions.

of the product of the mine is wasted. If the ores were treate 1 by the Vivians in

Swansea they would save the iron and the sulphur as well as the copper and the

nickel. They mix ores from all parts of the world, and they can then work them
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to greater advantage. T went to the Copper Cliff a couple of years ago : it is a great

massive impregnated bed or stockwerk. I saw the Bruce mines when in operation

in 1873, and was there again this summer. The veins there are more regular ;

they appear to cut through the rocks. There may be a true tissure vein without
displacement. I have seen gash vein's very cqntinuous for a long distance. What
I say in reference to veins generally i=, that as you descend thoy will as a rule be
about the same as they are on the surface. The ore in the Bruce mines did not
give out at all ; the work stopped on account of a fall in the price of copper. I

kn.)w of no place where nickel is associated with pyrrhotite in paying quantities-

except at Sudbury. There thej' are hooking entirely to the nickel and not to the
copper to pay them. Both hematite and magnetite ores have been found in large=

quantities, but more magnetite than hematite. In some mines they are mixed, as

at the Haycock mine near Ottawa, where we find both together. S])ecnlar ore is

also found with them to some extent. It is found with magnetite in the eastern^

townships of Quebec. 1 have not seen any large quantities from the large mag-
netic deposits of Ontario. The magnetic ores are generally associated with the
Laurentian rocks, and m<^stly in the vicinity of crystalline limestone. We find

both hematite and magnetite sometimes associated with the Huronian rocks. On
the Kaministiquia river a jaspery ore occurs : there is also some hematite. The
last place I saw such a deposit is 28 miles east of Port Arthur. The deposits are in

the nature of contact deposits, at the junction of two formations. I think the rocks-

in rear of Port Arthur are a continuation of the Vermilion range "i Minnesota, and
there is no reason whj' the deposit- should not be as rich on the Canadian as on the
American side. As I understand it, iron occurs in both the Huronian and the
Animikie formations ; the lematite mostly in the Animikie, and the magnetite
mostly in the Huronian There is iron ore on the north shore of lake Ni])igon. I

think it is- very rich, but as far as I know it has not been analysed. I have seen,

specimens of it ; it is a slaty hematite. Deposits have been opened up at Goulai&
bay and at Gros Cap ; those are in the Huronian, I think. I visited Gros Cap and
found a pit dug out and some of the ore thrown up : it was magnetite. I visited

the deposit worked some yews ago by Mr. Stobie, known as the Stobie iron mine^
north of lake Huron. It was opened in two places : it is associated with Huronian
quartzite. I never saw any iron ore in the Sudburj^ district. On an island in lake

Nipissing there is what is considered to be a large deposit. I cannot say whether it

is in the Laurentian or not. Asa general thing iron ore in the Lmrentian rocks is

associated with crystalline limestone. I think the Huronian rocks are very favor-

able for iron ores, but some of them carry a good deal of titanium. I have heard
of iron ore up the < )ttawa, and it is quite likely there are such deposits. I have
not examined Renfrew county or North Lanark, but Mr. Vennor mentions a good
many iron deposits in that country. He found magnetite, but I do not recollect

whether he found hematite ; I think he did, but am not certain. I do not think

he found any bog iron. At Carleton Place there are showings of what appears to be
good iron ore : it seems to lie in a fissure in cilciferous limestone. I have not
visited the mines along the Kingston & Pembroke railway. I think Mr. Coste
visited them recently. I visited Hastings secnon some v ears ago, when the Gatling

Gold mine was being worked, and I stated my opinion then as I have stated it

tt)-day. There is plenty of iron ore in Ontario, but many of the ores contain a great

deal of sulphur. The ore is chiefly magnetite. There are large deposits of iron ore

in the Laurentian formation, but I cannot say anything about the quality of any
particular deposit. They vary considerably in this respect. I have not examined
the phosphate beds in Ontario : I have in Quebec. They occur on both sides

similarly, and in the same rocks on both sides of the river ; and I do not see why
there should be more on one side than the other, except there is a larger area of

the Laurentian rock on the north or Quebec side. T never saw any deposits that I

could say were interstratified ; they are ver\' irregular. I have seen no evidence

to lead me to suppose that phosphate bearing beds are shallow. I believe you can
follow them down to any depth and be liable to find apatite deposits. I have no
personal knowledge of mica in (ntario. The best mica mine now being worked is

the Yilleneuve mine, in the province of Quebec. At Garden river they are open-
ing a quarry of beautiful dark marble, a Huronian lime>tone or dolomite. The
Garden river band extends for many miles : it crosses Echo lake and has been
traced an*! mapped through that country by Sir William Logan. I do n'>t think it

is uniform in character ; in one place I think the beds would he better than in

others. It seems to be a very beautiful and good marble, and the openings of
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• iardon river I consider look excoedingl}' promising. Wherever the Laurentian
limestones occur we can ([uarry them for marble, Imt tliey are generally coarse in i^aurentlan

the grain. I have not seen tlie marble at liridgewatcr, but suppo-se it is tiie ordin-

ary Laurentian crystalline limestone. I have seen some specimens tjiat were
brought from the township of J>,irrie. The marble there in coarse grained, and has

•'"""-'•

sjiocks of ((uart/ and other mijierals in it. I have seen the Arnprior marble, and
think there sliould be no difliculty in (juarrying it. Some of tl)at marble is very Arnprior.

beautiful. It lias already been extensively used and its value proved. All lime-

stones capable of taking a polish are marbles. I liave never visited the gypsum oypsum
beds ; they were examined and described years ago. Mos-t of my time has been
leviited to areas never vis'te I before by tlie survey. Tlie specimens of gypsum
rom Ontario show it to be as good as any you can get for making plaster. 1 do not
liink it occurs in quantity in Ontario unless it be in the basin of Moose river. I

do not know of its being there, but I think it is likel}' to be found. There ia in

Ontario an unlimited amount of salt ; the quantity that can be obtained is only •''*'*•

limited by the demand. I think Dr. Hunt made analyses of it and reported fully

on its occurrence. In all probability there is a very large area of petroleum bearing
strata under central Ontario which has as yet never been reached, and which cor- I'etroleum.

responds with the Ohio petroleum hearing strata. 1 think there is no dou))t but
that the province of Ontario has great mineral resources which are awaiting devcl p-

ment. Not one-tenth part of the country has been explored. With a thorough T*ie importance

exploration many valual le discoveries should be made, though many of them could
not be utiHsed under existing conditicms, such as ditticulty of access, etc. When
these change they will become valuable, and in the meantime the knowledge of

their existence will of course hasten that change.

E. B. Borron—North of the height of land between the great lakes and Hudson
bay is a teri-itor}' containing some G0,000 square miles. I have traversed this terri-

,j^^^^ Hudson
tory from the height of land to James' bay on all the princij^ al rivers, and have Bay slope,

ascended many of the chief tributaries. The exploration of this tei ritory is rendered
very difficult, and for the most part impossible, owing to the fact that the face of

the country is almost entirely covered by boulder or drift clays, sands and gravel.

In no part of the province is so small a proj)ortion of the underlying or bed rock
exposed to view. So much of the rock as can be seen is found on the Ivanks of the
rivers and upon the shores of the lakes. In the former it is met with at the rapids

and falls, and occasionally near the M'ater's edge, where narrow reefs have been cut
through by the action of the water, but very rarely do such exposures extend inland

more than a te^v chains. In the lakes it is generally at the points and headlands
where the rock is visible, and also on the banks of the rivers ; it is almost invariably

concealed by loose material or vegetable growth a very short distance back from the
shore. The rocks exjiosed are usually the hardest and probably the least favorable
to the occurrence of metalliferous veins. Before a reliable opinion can be formed pi'orw for"

as to the value of the mineral resources of this territory a great deal of work must mineral veins,

be done and a considerable sum f)f money expended. Such veins as are already
known, if thought worthy, should be traced and uncovered for a considerable dis-

tance in order to ascertain their regularity, size and richness. Such deposits as

occur in beds must be tested by boring or by sinking pits. This has not been
possible in such preliminary explorations as I have been carrying out. So far as I

4\m able to judge those metals and metallic ores commonly found in veins, such as

copper, lead, silver and gold, are not likelj'^ to be as abundant as we could wish in

this territory. I am led to take this view in consequence of the extreme rarity of

regular and well defined mineral veins of any kind in the rjcks where exposed to

view. 1 1 remains to b'^- proved whether they are larger and richer in the softer

rocks, which are generally concealed. Lai'ge trap dykes are often met with, some
of which traverse the country for miles, and occasionally powerful granitic and
felspathic veins; liut good sized metalliferous veins are uncomnun. I have no Trap dykes and
doubt, however, but that in so vast a territory all the metals I have mentioned will srraniticand

be found. I think copper and gold are perhaps the most likely to occur in paying ^ ^^'^ "^ veins,

quantities. In reference to those minerals which usuallj' occur in beds or in irregu-

lar masses I am able to si)eak more hopefully. Some of the most valuable of these

deposits, sometimes called "flat metals," are found in this territory, and I believe
in inexhaustible quantity. Among these I attach special importance to tne
deposits of iron . re, kaolin, lignite and j)eat. The ircm ores, so far jis yet discovered,

are chiefly carbonate of iron associated with limestone, and probably containing
some lime : rich brown hematite ore, resulting as it would api)ear from the decom-
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position of the carbonate ; bog iron ores, mas;netic iron ore and specular iron ore.

Iron ore, kaolin. The three first exist, doubtless, in verj- large quantities. The fourth has been
lignite, gypsum f^^nd in p'aces near the height of land, probabl}' in considerable quantity. The

specular ore has been onl} found in loose or float pieces. The kaolin is situated on
the Missinaibi river, a branch of the Moose, a little below Coal brook. The clay is

overlaid by a bed of beautiful white sand. I believe that both the kaolin and the
sand, the one suitable for the manufacture of porcelain and the other for window
glass, are there in large quantity. The deposits of gypsum are also large. Lignite

has been found on the Mattagami and Missinaibi branches of the Moose river, and
also on the river Abittibi. It exists in all probability in immense quantity ; but it

is impossible to say what the value of the beds uiay be till they are tested by boring
or otherwise. The beds of peat are so extensive as to be absolutely inexhaustible.

In regard to the value of peat as a fuel I beg to refer to mv report on this territory"

for 1880. pp. 11 to 21 inclusive.

%• *•
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SECTION II.

NOTES ON MINES, LOCATIONS AND WORKS \ ISITi:i) in

THE COMMISSION.

The members of the Commission were not able to corue together until

the 1st of August, owing chiefly to the fact that the secretary was occupied

during the whole of the early part of the summer in the work of the Mineral

E.xhibit at Cincinnati. It therefore was necessary for the Commission to

travel rapidly over the province, as otherwise it would not have been pos-

sible to visit the mineral-producing districts which stretch from the Ottawa

river to Lake-of-the-Woods before the close of the season. This limitation

of time made it necessary to restrict the examination of the mines, works

and mineral properties visited to little more than cursory glances at each,

and it also had the effect of making impossible the collection of a full typical

series of specimens from the various localities, or even to properly label and

ship those which were collected. The notes of this Section, therefore, have

no pretence to fulness ; they are intended to record general impressions and

observations of places visited by the Commission, and every allowance

must be made for their shortcomings as a description of the mines and

minerals of the province. Taken together with the voluminous evi-

dence, however, they will suffice to show the great apparent possibilities of

the mineral resources of Ontario, which have hardly yet reached the nascent

stage of development.

STATISTICS OF PRODUCTION

The table which follows gives the chief mineral productions of Ontario

for the year 1888, as far as it has been possible to obtain the figures. A statistics.

process of education seems to be needed before complete returns of productioa

can be hoped for. Time and care are required in the making up of a correct

statement of the operations of a quarry or mine for a whole year, as well as a

knowledge of the location of every business on the part of the collector of

information ; and even after the best system has been adopted diligent effort

may fail for a time to procure full and accurate statistics of the industry.

Every man will not do without some urgency even what he knows ought to

be done in this matter ; for as a rule the requirements of business are entitled

to and must receive the first consideration at the hands of managers, and there

is no direct money value in the labor of preparing returns of production for

Government use. Every witness questioned on the subject, however, includ-

ing the capitalist, mine manager, mining engineer, prospector and scientist,

gave evidence in favor of the benefit of statistics to the best interests of

mining development, and almost without exception they expressed a preference

for a system under which the returns of yearly production would be made

compulsory under law.
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MINERAL PRODrCTION* OF ONTARIO IN 1888.

^\rsenic.

Mat-erials used
for building
and ornamental
fturposes.

Mineral.

Arsenious Acid tons.

Cement bbls.

Copper Ore ft.

Nickel Ore It).

Gold

Gypsum tons.

Iron Ore "

Mica (partly uncut) "

Petrgleum, crude bbls. of 35 Imp. gals.

Phosphate of Lime tons.

Salt "

Silver Ore "

Building Materials, including building stones,
granite and marble, brick, drain pipes, tiles,

pottery and lime, estimated value about

Quantity.

35

42,000

2,860,760

1,222,040

Value.

6,600

16,000

18

600,000

3,350

56,632

130

1,.500.00

30,900.00

\ 286,076.00

2.689.00

13,200.00

48,000.00

30,000.00

618,000.00

44,050.00

189,974.00

226,410.00

2,000,000.00

3,490,799.00

Some 4,000 tons of stamp rock was produced at the silver mines and are

on hand. It has not been treated and is not estimated, but the returns of

2,550 tons give that quantity a value of $170,000, the stamp rock running

from 50 to 113 ounces of silver to the ton. In the two years 1887 and 1888,

8413,505 of silver was shipped from Port Arthur. Correct returns under

the head of building materials were very difficult to obtain in the time at

the disposal of the Commission, and the same may be said of the exact pro-

duction of petroleum. From the statements received, however, the figures

given in the table represent very closely the actual amount produced in

each case. Among the items of information received it will be interesting

to note in connection with building stone that the Grand Trunk railroad used

during the year 17,456 cubic yards in the works of their Ontario system,

and the Canadian Pacific railroad 8,900 cubic yard.s. The Sewer and Drain

Pipe company of Hamilton produced seventy-five miles of drain pipes, valued at

$200,000 ; and from returns received it appears that more than 20,000,000

bricks were manufactured in the vicinity of Toronto alone.

ARSENIC.

A small quantity of arsenious acid is manufactured from refuse mispickel

at the Consolidated gold mine in Hastings county, and it is reported to be of

the finest quality. This mine will be alludt d to later on under Gold.

BUILDING MATERIALS.

Under this heading comes a great variety of substances in which Ontario

is exceptionally rich, viz., ordinary building stones, which abound throughout

the whole province ; cement rock, worked in several places ; clay suitable

for brick and tile, obtainable almost everywhere ; also clays from which

earthenware, terra cotta and sewer pipe are manufactured, and which are
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abundant in certain localities. Of f^ranitea and marbles there is an unlimited

supply, buttliey vary in dilFerent places in structure and color and in freedom

from joints and cracks, which conditions determine their suitability for

buildincj or ornamental purposes. There is also a so-called actinolite used

for making a roofing cement, which, however, is chiefly a mixture of fibrous

serpentine and talc. A report on all the building materials of the province

would in itself fill a large volume, but only the localities visited by the Com-

mission, or about which evidence has been given, will here be dealt with.

B K O W N AND GREY SANDSTONES.

Owing to the large recent development of freestone of the Medina

formation, which assumes a dark brown color in the vicinity of the Forks of Forks of the

, -, ,. . . . , , Credit.

the Credit, a visit was paid to the

locality by one of the Commissioners.

The gap through which the Credit

river and the Credit Valley railway find

their way from the table-land of Wel-

lington across the county of Peel shows

the same formation on its westerly side

as is observable at Milton and Lime-

house. Fig. 1 shows an average section

as represented at the Forks of the

Credit. The stone quairied here is

sandstone of the Medina formation

under Niagara limestone, the dip of

_ , „ .. . ^ .Tn 1 .*u r.
...which is gently to the south-west.

via. 1.—Section of escarpment at Forks of the Credit. -^ •'

^. Llincftone. f. Grei/ sandstone, gr. Broi»?i sa;irf- Throughout a certain area, of which Character of the

f.^Red^ciaT"'"'
^'"''"''"''"'- '• ^'"^

''"^the Forks of the Credit is said to be
«"""-'*""•

the centre, a great body of brown sandstone exists, but the grey band is often

mixed with the brown, and in places the colors are blended. It is a most excel-

lent building and ornamental stone, and is coming extensively into use. The

chief joints in the formation run a little north of east and south of west.

They occur at regular distances, but some are about twenty feet apart. There

are also cross-joints, not general or uniform, running north and south.

Nodules of clay occur between the faces of some layers of the freestone

in a peculiar manner, and a foot of blue clay underlies the bed. Under the

blue clay is a deposit of red clay of great thickness, being visible in the river

banks to a depth of 175 feet, and it is doubtless the same kind of clay as

that which occurs at ^lilton, which is there used in the manufacture of pressed

brick.

The Chisholm quarry on the north side of the river has been denuded of The quarries at

the overlying limestone, and the layers of sandstone are covered with sand to
the Forks,

the depth of 15 or 20 feet. About three feet of the upper layer consists of grey

stone, and the brown is in varying thicknesses below the grey. Where there is

a deep basin and the layer thickens in shape, the brown stone improves in

quality. The total thickness of the formation varies from 12 to 17

feet. Pick and wedge and plug and feather are both used to get the
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stone broken up into suitable blocks. Two other quarries are operated on.

the Chisholm properties, located on both sides of the railway and the river.

The other chief quarries at the forks are those of Messrs. Patullo,

Yorke and Elliott. The Patullo quarries are two in number, one on the-

south side of the stream, below the forks, overhanging the railway track, and

the other on the north side of the west branch of the river. The quarries-

of Lionel Yorke and JST. M. Elliott are both on the south side of the main

stream, overhanging the railway. Besides these, several smaller quarries

have been opened at various points along the escarpment towards the south.

The extent of the brown freestone will be limited as the work gets under

the linestone covering, which overlies it here to a height of 150 feet, but

there is practically an unlimited quantity available, although much sorting;

from the grey is necessary in places. The grey stone is available over a great

extent of country along this escarpment, as is also the limestone for

rough walls and for the manufacture of lime. The upper limestone is stated

to make a better quality of lime than the lower.

By referring to the evidence it wnll be seen that in the Port Arthur

district valuable building stones abound, especially red sandstone on Yert

island in Nipigon bay.

At Little Current, on Manitoulin island, the Trenton formation of the

Little Current. Lower Silurian is visible. A bed of dolomite of six feet in thicknesi is

quarried at the village and makes a very good building stone.

Vert island
sandstone.

Kingston gran-
ite quarry.

Canadian Gran-
ite company's
works, Ottawa.

GRAXITE AND GEAXITE WOKKS.

The granite quarry at Kingston produces a red quartz syenite with»

occasional large crystals of pyroxene, but large masses of the granite may be-

got free from the crystal blemishes. In the joints a little copper pyrites is

now and then found. The syenite comes up from beneath the Silurian

limestone which ends here just east of the city, and there is an inexhaustible

quantity of material to work upon. Small blocks are cut up and sold for

pavement for $3.10 per square yard, while the larger blocks are sent to-

Ottawa to be cut and polished at the works of the Canadian Granite

company, which owns the quarry. The shipping facilities are excellent, as-

boats may be loaded at a deep water inlet on the river side of the property.

The Commission visited the works of the Canadian Granite company at

Ottawa for the sawing, turning and polishing of granite and marble. This

company controls quarries of granite at Kingston and marble at Renfrew.

It is also experimenting on serpentines which come from the township

of Templeton on the Quebec side of the Ottawa river, some of which are-

very beautiful. Serpentine also occurs on the Ontario side of the Ottawa,

but at points too far distant to compete in price with the Quebec article. The

plant of the works consists of sawing apparatus, rubbing beds, turning

lathes and polishing jennies run by an engine of 60 horse-power. Both the

granite and marble take an extremely handsome polish and are said to he

exceptionally durable. The granite or syenite is said to be harder than th&

average, and to cost 15 or 20 per cent, more for working on this account.
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M A R B L K AND SI A It IJ I, K (^ U A U U I E 8.

In the village of Madoc a band of crystalline limestone of the Lauren-

tian series has been opened to a limited extent for the production of a dark Madoc marble

colored marble. The band is about 900 feet across, with a north and south

course where opened, lying between granite on the east side and limestone on

the west, beyond which latter again there occurs a band of slate or argilla-

ceous shale. It is nearly vertical in position, pitching about 10° to the west.

The marble is a fair quality, crystalline and dark colored, polishing almost

black. Checks or joints occur heie and there near the .surface, but are said

to become less frequent as the band is sunk upon. The quarry was nearly

tilled with water at the time of the Commissioners' visit, so that a proper

examination of it could not be made, but we were informed that a depth

of 38 feet had been attained, and that at that depth the open floors

were six to eight feet apart. Tliere are various colored bauds, chiefly grey

(which, as above mentioned, polish almost black), grey and white mixed, and

in other places some white in broader bands with the grey, which could

be sawn out. This marble should be well adapted for all mourning pur-

poses, as well as for designs where a dark colored material is required. Its

specific gravity is 2.782. The machinery on the ground consists of a 35-horse-

power portable boiler, two steam pumps, an Ingersoll gadder, a diamond drill,

a channel machine, a 30-ton derrick and necessary tools. Cutting is made with

the drill, successive borings on the same line making a clean cut of any sized

block that may be required.

The Biidgewater marble quarry is in the township of Hungerford, in

Hastings county, and is worked by the company owning the Madoc quarry. Bridgewater

The strike of the band is north and south, dipping slightly eastward from the
""^"^ equaro.

vertical. On the east is a quartzose rock with large masses of quartz and

felspar, immediately followed by a closed grained pink colored syenite. On
the west side is a highly altered shale

dipping at a high angle. The latter

varies in places from a gneissic to a

chloritic, talcose and micaceous schist,

succeeded by gneiss. This band of

marble is some 500 feet wide, and

curves around from north and south

to south 30° east. Where an open-

ing has been made it is observed that

the joints are at right-angles to the

strike and running with the dip. and

The open floors are two feet to ten and

from six inches to ten or twelve feet

The marble has a pure white color,

^r^*^m<<<<v^%m

Flo. 2. - Scootamatta marble band,

n. Gneiss, h. SchUt. e. Marble, u, Si/e7iitc.

are four to forty or fifty feet apart,

twelve feet apart. The seams vary

apart, the average being about two feet,

clouded bluish and greenish in places and with bands of pinkish or salmon

color in other parts. These latter bands may be sawn out, being twelve to

eighteen inches wide. The marble is closely crystalline, but compact, and is

shown at Bridgewater to stand the weather well. A church has been built

of it at that village, as well as portions of houses and stores, and they have
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stood over twenty years without showing any signs of weathering. It is

said to be practically identical with the marble at Gouverneur, in the state of

New York. The company expect to be able to ship large blocks, which

pay best. The finest quality sells at $2 and the poorest at 50c. per cubic

foot. The specific gravity is 2.751.

The town of Renfrew is situated over a very wide band of crystalline

Renfrew marble limestone, which crops out at different points, but especially upon a lot in

rear of the Roman Catholic church. This latter is well adapted for quarrying

into large pieces of solid and massive stone, which is free from checks and

dries, and stands working, sawing and trimming for marble purposes. The

property is operated by the Canadian Granite company of Ottawa, and the

product is shipped to that city for manufacture. .The marble is a crystalline

limestone of greyish hue, slightly tinted in places with hornblendic crystals,

and in other places small crystals of mica are visible. It is taken out by

block and feather, and costs ^2.25 per cord for labor. The largest blocks are

nine feet long by two feet square, and about 25 per cent, is wasted in the

quarrying. It stands the weather better than any stone e-Kcept granite, and

some granites will not stand as well. We saw one building which had been

put up nearly forty years ago. No action from the weather was visible except

that the tint had become slightly darker where most exposed, and this change

could only be seen upon careful observation.

There is another wide band of crystalline limestone at Arnprior upon

Arnprior marble which several openings have been made, and near which works have been
qiiarrj'.

erected for cutting and polishing. At the works the strata dip 30° to

the south-west, and the strike is north-east and south-west. This band is of

a bluish tint, with dark blue wavy lines, and yields marble of excellent

appearance and quality. The plant of the mill consists of three sawing

gangs, three turning and two polishing lathes and a rubbing bed, all driven

by a 25-horse power engine. The marble is made chiefly into monuments,

but is also manufactured to a small extent into table tops and mantelpieces,

and is used in public buildings for decoration.

Half-way down Echo lake, on the north side, a point of banded marble

Oarden'River runs out. It is composed in places of alternate thin bands of pure white
and Echo Lake r r r

marble. and colored stone, much twisted. The colored portions being harder are

weathered out more prominently, and show the structure very plainly. Sir

William Logan describes its appearance very fully in his report on this dis-

trict. As a rule the marble is tinted. This is especially the case Vjehind

Garden River, where the same series of marbles are again tapped ; but at

Echo lake there is an immense quantity of the banded marble with pure

white streaks. Where again accessible in the bluff about two miles north of

Garden River village, on St. Mary river, the band is about a mile wide. The

strike is about east and west and the dip about 50° north. The marble is quar-

ried at this location by a Chicago company, and a railroad is being constructed

into it from the river. It is a very close-grained and hard stone, and is said to

take an excellent polish. The colors are shades of green and pink in different

parts of the bed, blending by very soft gradations into white. It is quarried

against the north and south joints, and may be got out in very large layers.
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CEMENT CLAY AND WORKS.

The mill at Thorold which inanufacturea the well-known Thorokl cement

was not visited ; neither were the works at Liniehousc in the county of Ilalton,
<'"*^'"'""'-

on the line of the Grand Trunk railway; nor at KeppeJ, in the county of Grey.

No evidence was offered respecting any of these. They are all in the Niagara

formation, forming one of its lowest beds. Neither was evidence forthcoming in

regard to the cement rock in the Eurypterus beds which crop out near Cayuga,

and from which formation most of the celebrated Buffalo cement is manufac-

tured. The Commission, however, visited the cement quarry at Napanee and

the mills in connection therewith, the property of the Rathbun company of Napanee

Deseronto. The rock here seems to belong to the Trenton formation, and is

worked as an open quarry very cheaply. Fig. 3 represents a section of the

formation and quarry. The kilns for burning the rock have chambers 26 feet

by 8 feet, each having a capacity of 90 barrels per day. They are drawn every

eight hours. The cement mill in connection with the quarry has a capacity of

400 barrels per day, which may be enlarged to 600 barrels. It has now three

run of four-feet mill stones, each of which grinds 1.30 barrels per day. The
Iturnt cement is brought froru the kilns by a self-dumping car and emptied into

an inclined plane which shakes the charge gradually into a cracker or coffee

mill, and thence it runs through the millstones. After being ground the cement cement mill,

is bolted through a screen of 45-mesh to the inch. The cement is said to be slow

or medium setting, and tests of strain given by the manager are as follows :

24 hours, 25 to 30 lb to square inch.

7 days, 50 lb to square inch.

30 days, 125 to 140 lb to square inch.'

60 days, 180 to 220 lb to square inch.

CLAYS, BRICK AND TERRA COTTA.

The clays obtained by the Rathbun company at Napanee for their large

works at Deseronto, referred to in Mr. Eathbun's evidence, are used to

make terra cotta, red and white brick and tiles. It is also claimed that a ciais

species of fire clay is obtained from the same deposits. The beds lie just

below the cement formation on the flats, and alongside the railway, and are

an alluvial deposit. The formation dips very slightly to the north, being

almost horizontal.

The Commission also visited the large new porous terra cotta and brick

Napanee mills

works of the Rathbun company at Deseronto, which are described in the evi-
. . .

Terra cutla

dence. The clay is mixed with sawdust, the latter being entirely consumed works,

in the burning. The process is very satisfactory, the product being light, yet

strong, and with all the advantages of porosity. It is made into various

forms, according to the use for which it is intended. The brick for lining

the inside walls of buildings is about 8 inches wide, 12 long and 2 in thick-

ness, and is deeply grooved on one side so as to form a series of upright

ventilating shafts when placed in the wall. It would appear to be well suited

for economy in the heating of dwelling-houses, churches and public buildings,

as well as for purposes of sanitation, and the superior acoustic properties of

public halls in which it has been used are said to be very noticeable. Tht^

brick used for deafening and fire-prooling is made into sets, each of which
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makes a complete arch between the beams or joists of a floor, and is getting
in demand for banks and public buildings.

Mr. Hynes of Toronto makes excellent terra cotta ornaments and
building material from a clay obtained in Peel county, about which his

evidence gives information.

Near Milton, as at the Eorks of the Credit, a thick bed of red clay

BrickM(fTe?rf
Underlies the freestone at the base of the escarpment. Fig. 3 shows its

Cotu'c°ompa"y. -f~&;r::^^^
position at Milton. The works

for the manufacture of pressed

brick are situated on a switch

of the Credit Valley railway
Fig. 3.— Sec-f.ion of formation at ililton brickyard.

.

e. Limestone, f. Freefone. 1:. Red clay. and beside a bank of the clay,

which is excavated by an open cut, and the material is run directly into the

works at a very low cost. In this bed there are occasional layers of greenish

clay, which are carefully sorted out when the finest (juality of biick or terra

cotta is required. The greenish layers are not numerous, and the sorting is

not attended with difficulty, although it requires careful attention. Fig. 4

shows a section of the excavation close to the mill. The

clay is very hard and is excavated by pick, and also by

the use of dynamite. In the latter case a hole is bored

i_ ^v with an auger to a depth of three or four feet and the

-- charge inserted. The clay is then wheeled in barrows to

M the crusher, a dry grinding pan with a capacity of 40,000

Fig. i.—ic. Red clay, bricks per day. After being crushed it is elevated and run
I. Greenish layer of
clay. m. Dark red clay, through a 3-16th mesh screen ; thence it is run into a large

sized hopper and falls into a pressing machine. The press in use is

the Victoria dry press machine, patented by Smith Bros, of Gait, and

manufactured by Goldie tfc McCulloch of that town. Each machine,

of which there are two in operation here, has four moulds, and can

turn out from 20,000 to 24,000 pres.sed bricks in ten hours. As the

clay is pressed dry it may be carried to the kilns at once. Four kilns have

been erected, each 20 x 32 feet inside and 12 feet 6 inches high from the

top of the fire-places, which are 2 feet 6 inches from the floor. Each kilxi has

a holding capacity of 120,000 bricks, uses from three to four tons of coal per

day and requires eight days firing to finish a charge. It is estimated that

70 per cent, of the product will make marketable brick of good color for

housework, the balance being used for inside walls and sewers. The inferior

bricks are chiefly from the lower part of the kiln, and though harder they are

not so evenly colored as the upper layers. A few bricks are vitrified by the

intense heat. The brick is of a rich dark color, and is very hard and compact.

The bed of clay underneath the mountain, at the rear of Dr. Springer's

Clay-bed at residence in Hamilton, was visited by the Commission in December. A
surface excavation had been made, but being partly filled with water it could

not be properly examined. There appears, however, to be a large deposit of

clay of a very fine grained texture and of brown color. A burnt specimen

shown us was very hard, and of dark red color.
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U O O F 1 N i; M A r K H I A L S.

Fibrous serpentine, called " actinolite," is found near Bridajewater, in

the county of Hastings. No member of the Commission visited the places '•'""iw.

, , .
, ,

^ nerpenine.
of production, but the process of manufacture at the mill in Bridgewater

was witnessed. This consists simply in breaking the rock in a Blake crusher

and then grinding the crushed material in Taylor's disintegrator, after which

it is bag^'ed and shipped. The rock is similar to what is called tibrous talc

in New York state, where it is ground for a like purpose.

A fissile shale has been opened upon in the north-west corner of lot 5,

con. 6, in the township of Macloc ; the strike is nearly 60" east and the dip
''^'^**-

80" to the south. It is a very strong shale, and in places cleaves nearly as thin

as ordinary slate ; color, grey. It has been opened to a depth of 35 or 40 feet.

Dr. Alexander Pattullo—I reside in Toronto, but ain interested in property at
the Forks of tlie Credit, on which there are several quarries. The property is just Forkaof th«

alongside the mountain and near the railway. The stone is a red and a grey free- ^^^'^^ ^^^^'

stone. We supplied a good deal of stone in Hamilton, and I think some to the
government buildings there. During tlie last eiglit years we have supi>lied a great
deal of stone to people in tlie city of Toronto, and it has been used in many
buildings here, amongst others in MacMaster Hall. We began to work our
<piairies in 1881, and we are now supplying some of the stone for the Par-
liament buildings. On the east half of lut 7, in the 3rd concession of Caledon,
is the Elliot quarry, containing both grey nnd red sandstone. On 9 in the same
concession we have 200 acres containing red and grey. Mr. Yorke has part of 9 on
the same concession, on the east side. Mr. Chisholin has 10 and 11 in the 4th.
On lot 12 there is excellent grey stone. That appears to be the northern limit of

the freestone region. The grey and red occur in the same bed, in seams. There is

no difference in the <piality of tlie stone except that the grey has no coloring
matter. The quantity is practically without limit, but there is a limit to the
profitable devehjpment, as in other ]jarts <jf tlie country it is covered by an enormous
depth of limestone. The entire length of tlie outcrops following the sinuosities of

the mountain is about St miles. The average depth of the quarry is about 17 feet.

There are three persons in our company, and I suppose Ave have about $20,000
invested. We have sometimes had as many as 60 or 70 men on our pay roll.

Wages of quari'ymen range from 81.50 to $2 a day. We never had more than one
team, so we do not require to use teamsters at all. Our laboring men get from
§1.25 to §1.45 a day. I suppose that about 825,000 worth of stone from our quarries

has been sold this year. We have very large dejjosits of deep red clay at our sand-
stone (quarries, at the Forks of the Credit. It appears to be very pure and free p^rks^of the

'

from lime; it crops out on the escarpment and could be easily worked. I cannot Credit,

tell you the depth of that clay exactly. We have 100 feet of the Niagaia limestone,
then 1.') or 20 feet of water lime, and below that layers of clay and sandstone mixed,
I suppose for about 100 feet, than a sort of yellow clay, then the freestone, then
about a foot of blue clay, and then we come to the red clay ; it extends bO feet

above the railway and continues under 1 don't know how far. It breaks into

cubes about half an inch in diameter when dried. It has not been tested by burning.
We have also the same kind of clays they use for making fire-proof paints at Lime-
house.

Thomas Marks—At Verte island there is a quarry that has been worked for

three years. Large shipments have been made to Chicago, and it is considered by y^^f^ is\&nd and
the best architects to be the finest stone in the market ; it is better than the best Orange island

brown stone used in New York. Some of the finest buildings in Chicago are ^andstoue.

erected with that stone. It quarries out in large blocks of five and six tons. I was
told in Chicago that it stands as great pressure as granite, or even more, and they
say it cannot be excelled for withstanding frost and fire. The only places where I

have seen that stone are on Verte island and Grange island ; it is convenient for

shipping to all the great cities of the States situated on the lakes. Tliere are

11,0U0 acres on Grange island ; on Verte island the quarrymen have gone below the
water line, antl there appears to be any amouut of it. The formation extends about
100 to 150 feet above the water, and seems to run that thickness across the islands.
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Potsdam
sandstone.

Marble in the
north of

Frontenac.

Madoc and
Hungerford
marble quarries.

Hungerford
Marble
company.

Hastings, New
York and Ver-
mont marbles
compared.

W. J. Morris—There is a tine potsdam sandstone fit for building purposes in

the township of Bastard, county of Leeds, which in some places is colored with,

yellow ochre. It is also found in the township of Elmsley. In Miller, Clarendon,.

Barrie and Palmerston, in Frontenac, there is marble as good as anything in

Vermont—pure white, dove color and pink. The trouble is that it is too far from

a railway, about 17 miles. Barrie is the marble township of Canada. Sir William

Logan showed me specimens he got there which he said were equal to the best

Italian statuary marble. The country has never been properly examined ; the

six northern townships of Frontenac are a terra incognita.

A. A. McDonalfJ—-I am- interested in four quarries, tAvo in North Hastings,

one in Hungerford and one in the township of Madoc. We obtain from all the

quarries valuable stone for build'ng and otber purposes. The quarry in the town-
ship of Madoc is commonly known as the Victoria or McKinnon. It extends over
40 acres and contains excellent building stone from 3 to 14 inches in thickness,,

and in some parts of the quarrj' in layers of two feet in thickness The stone is-

easy to take out, is hard and firm, and partakes somewhat of the nature of a

lithographic stone ; part of it might be used for that purpose. The property is

quite convenient to the North Hastings railway, and some 300 or 400 cailoads were
shipped this year, part being used for the foundation of the new Parliament
buildings at Toronto. It has also been used in many of the principal buildings of

that city and has given satisfaction. The Hungerford quariy is on lot 10, in the
9th concession and quite near to the Crookston station of the North Hastings-

railway. The quarry was opened last summer. The stone is a firm and fine grained
limestone, and occurs in layers from 16 inches to 4 feet in thickness. It is well

adapted for heavy buildings, railway bridges, etc. Messrs. Manning and McDonald,
the contractors, are getting the stone from this quarry for the bridges across the
Don. Our object in getting so many quarries was to be in a position to fill any
order. There are at present about 40 men employed, and it is the intention to>

double that number if the demand will juf^tify it. The Crookston quarry is equipped
with machinery for the loading of heavy blocks on the cars. The machinery for the
other quarries will be in position in a short time.

S. J. Whitney—M.y residence and home is at Gouvemeur, in the state of
New York. I am acting here as superintendent of the Hungerford Marble com-
pany's quarries. The capital of the compariy is §100,000. The marble at Gou-
verneur is very similar to the marble here, as is also the country rock, which is-

principally granite, gneiss and crystalline limestone. That marble sells well, in fact

the demand is greater than the supply. The St. Lawrence Marble company have
to run night and day to fill orders, and then cannot keep up. These crystalline

marbles will stand the weather better than the metamorphic marbles of Vermont,
and generally they work as easily. The quarries at Rutland, Vt. , have dark stocks
and they always have orders in excess of their output, the dark being in great
demand for outside work. The St. LaAvrence company's marbles stand the weather
better, polish as well and look as well. The Gouvemeur quarries produce a blue
stock that cannot be produced in the Rutland. There are a great many bands of
that kind of marble here, and si:)eaking generally all through the country there is

any quantity of marble ; all that is required is to go down far er>ough to where it is

sound. Under similar circumstances on the other side of the line marble of
satisfactory character is produced, aiid I am satisfied that as good can be found here,
and that there is an enormou/? quantity of it ; in fact 1 think there is no limit to-

the (quantity. A'ery little of the Rutland marbles is used for outside work on
buildings ; it is not good for that purpose. The marbles here are good for either
inside or outside work. Almost all colors are found, white, salmon, grey, b'ack,
mottled, drab, with black veins, with white veins, verde-antique and dove blue.
All through St. Lawrence county, in New York, there are gravestones of crj-stalline

marble that have been up 70 years, and they are perfect yet though they were cut
out of the surface rock. It will stand next best to granite, but will not moss like
granite, and will stand fire better than any other stone. The old Fowler mansion,
at Gouvemeur, was built over 50 j^ears ago out of just such stone ; in 1874 it was
burned down, and in 1875 some of the stone was taken to build an liotel. Tlie
only effect the fire had upon the stone was where it had gone out through the
windows ; there it crumbled the corners a little. In the academy at Gouvemeur
tliere is a slab that has been up since 1839, and it is as clean as when new. I had
a marble shop burned down ; the Italian marble all broke into little pieces, the
granite also cracked to pieces, while the corners of the crystalline limestone
just crumbled. There is no doubt that it makes the l)est building stone. Wherevej-
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m irble takes a turn or bciul it is never sound, but where it atraighteiis out again it

is gooil. I think the black marble here will turn out to be good, it is only a

([uestion of deptli ; in the Rutland (juanies tliey did not get any thaf was good
till thi-y gilt to a depth of 100 feet. Good black niarble is scarce, and if it is tirst lilack marbip,

class it is worth aa much as statuary ; but as a general thing we cannot rely upon
getting any quantity of it without Vjoing clouded. The demand is limited ; the
piesent price of a good fair article is 8<) i>r S7 a foot sawed. The company has
opened up two properties or (juarries, one of them in the village of Madoc and the
other about a mile and a half S(juth of Bridgewatei', on the Scootamatta river. The
Madoc ijuarrv was opened in the latter part of August, 1887. The band is about
900 feet wide from east to west ; it curves, and I have traced it as far as Hog lake,

a distance of about two miles from north to south. The lower wall on the ea.st is

granite ; it dips about 10 degrees to the west. The uj)per wall is n, mixture of

granite and lime rock, but not what can be called a conglomerate. The dip is 10
degrees to the west. Beyond to the west is a slate which in .some places is tipped

up 30 or 40 degrees ; in other places it is i early horizontal. It would V>e good for

rooting, but that it splits a little too thick. At present we have sunk on the Madoc
property to the depth of .'»8 feet, but it is our intention to drill down 300 feet in

ordt'r t > get marble that will do for polishing. The marble is very good, the color

a grey black. Its hardness is greater than th^t of the Vermont white marble, and
about i^(iual to the Italian marble. We find that the (juality gets a good deal better

as we go down. We have not as yet taken out any mei'chantable marble from that
ijuarrj', though we have taken out bicjcks part of which would be merchantaV>le."''

At the (juarr}' we have a 30-ton derrick, a diamond drill, a channelling machine, Machinerj a"0

an Ingersoli gadder, a o5-horse power boiler, two steam pumps, and all the tools ""li^es.

required ; Wf have a full set of quanying machinery. To run our machinery would
take fixiin eight to ten men, including one machine runner and two foremen ; the
rest would be (luariymen. The average wages here is 82.75 for machine runner and
81. "25 for quarrymen per day of ten hours ; the wages are about the same a>' in New
York state. Besides the Madoc quarry this company is working a white marble quarry
near Bridgewater. Tlie hjcation there is about 40 acres in extent. The band is Bridgewatei

ab(mt 500 feet wide, and the course is about northwest and south-e st. 1 have <iu*''0-

seen where it crops out a couple of miles aVjove Bridgewater, but not below. It

crops out at the surface, where work has been carried on. There are several small
ridtres, each of which shows white marble. The lower waU is granite ; the upper
wall is gneiss, and is very clearly defined. The marble is white, but has some
cloudings of blue and green . The pitch is about ten degrees from the perpendicular
to the west. There ai'e two thin layers of salmon colored stone, one about 10 inches

and the other 18 incties. At the village of Bridgewater there is similar marble, and
it was (juarried twenty-five years ago to build a church and some private buildings.

We worked our (|uarry there this summer, removed most of the surface ma erial,

md got down about 12 or 14 feet; the work was all done by hand. The
quality of the mai'ble is very good and improves as we go down. A large amount
of the surface stone taken out would only answer for building, but good merchant-
able marble is now exposed. We employed ten men there till about the 1st

of August. We intend to test the projjerty with a diamond di-ill. There is no pro-

perty tint I know of that could be so cheaply quarried as this one. It could be
worked a good deal cheaper than the Madoc quarry. The marble would be suitable

for monumental work ; the low grade would make good trimmings for buddings,
and the higher for monumental and interior purposes. The price at the mill would
be S'l a cubic foot for the better, and down to 50 cents a foot for the pooler quali-

ties The shipping facilities are not good ; we can only ship by hauling a distance

of three and a half miles to Tweed. In a direct line we are a mila and a lialt from

*The followiner report on a sample of marble from the Madoc quarry has been made by
Edward J. Chapman, Profet=sor of Mineralogy at Toronto University: "This marble is a
dai'k grey limestone of iniiform crystalline texture, and as a rule of good strength. Its

absorption is very low, averaging only 0.17 percent. The stone is thus well fitted to withstand
the action of frost, and to resist the disintegrating effects of atmospheric action generally.

Its specitic gravity equals 2.744. A cubic foot thus averages 171 lbs. in weight. As regards
composition, the marble consists essentially of calcium carbonate (commonly called carbonate
of lime) holding a little magnesia, with traces only of ferruginous matter, and under 2 per
c^nt. of internii.xed silicates. The practical absence nf iron ensures the stone against change
of color on exjjosure to the weather ; and as the amoimt of intermixed silicious matter is

exceedingly low, the polished surface is not likely to become pitted or otherwise inqiaired.

The stone therefore from this quarry, judged by the sampl* submitted to me for examination,
is a dark crystalline marble of very good quality."

G (M. C.) .81
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the railway. We were talking of puttiug up a marble mill and running it by water
power, and we could get a head of water of 8 feet, but that has not been decided on
as yet. The couipany has bought 50 acres from the Canada company, and 10
acres from Mr. Clapp, a mile and a half east of Bridgewater, ou which there is a
blue marble similar to that of Rutland. There is a good band of it from 50 to 100
feet wide ; it is distinct from the other. On the Canada company lot there is a

Serpentine large band of serpentine marble. I have examined it once, but have not done any-
thing to it. In serpentuie, as a rule, there is a great deal of un?=oundness, but this

is fair ; there is some white in it, and that makes it sounder. There are very few
serpentine bands that I have seen as sound as this one. 1 do not know the width
of the band, but judging from the outcroppings I think it is from SCO to 000 feet

wide.

aarble.

works.

J. E. Harrison—The white marble at Bridgewater is exceeding close-grained,

The Bridgewater rtiiideriug it very suitable for tine work, bearing sharp edges and undercutting,
marble. For building purposes it has few e<|uals amongst the various kinds of stone now

used, being capable of sustaining any pressure required for masonry, and being non-
absorbent it is free from discoloration when exposed to the weather. This point
of excellence is proved in the walls of buildings, erected from thirty to thirty-five

years ago, which show no sign of becomi' g weathered. It has been used for over
lu use in the thirty years for making lime, and the lime business alone could be made very large
manufacture of ^ud profitable, as has been proved by the experience of those engaged in it here-

tofore, notably that of the Dudswell Marble and Lime Co. of Sherbrooke, in the
provuice of Quebec. This firm ship, besides marble stone, an immense quantity of

lime tkroughout the province of Quebec and Xew England, reported by them to

have been about 120 car loads per month for 1887. This lime, used for plastering,

with clean sharp sand, is glossier, harder and whiter than a finish made of the
best plaster of Paris.

A. R. McDoruild—I live at Arnprior, and am a member of the firm of L.

Aruprior marble McDonald & Son. I am engag'ed in the marble manufacturing and producing busi-

quapie* and ness. One of our quarries is at ilie corner of Russell and Elgin streets in this town;
the other is about a mile and a quarter distant, in an easterly direction, on a cove
of the Ottawa river. The marble from that quarry is known as Ottawa Valley
marble, while the other is known as Arnprior marble. We have another quarry
here at the mill, but it is the same as the Arnprior. We have three sawing gangs,

five lathes, three ttu-ning lathes, two polishing lathes, a rubbing bed, an I a 25 h.p.

boiler and engine. I do not know the total value of the plant. This mill was for-

merly on the south side of the Madawaska, and was owned by Farquharson,
McLaughlin & Hartney ; they ran it for about four years. We acquired the pro-

perty in the fall of 1878 and have been running it since. I cannot tell you what
our output is. Our market is altogether in Ontario. It is used for monumental
purposes, and to a small extent for ornamental purposes such as table tops and
mantel pieces. It has been used for a number of public buildings, among others

in the House of Commons at Ottawa. [ suppose we make about 84,000 or 85,000

Character of the worth of monumental marble a year. The Arnprior marble has a dark blue ground
marble. mth wa^'y veins ; the Ottawa Valley marble has a grey ground with dark wavy

veins. . I do not kno^v any other marble that will take as good a polish
;

it cannot be stained ; it will not absorb moisture at all, and it stands e.xposure well.

We have not been working this year, one reason being on account of the state of

the market. When we are working we employ from 15 to 25 men. The engineer
gets 81.50 a day, quarrymen 81.25, polishers 81.25 to 81.50, stone cutters 81.25 to

8^.5U, and other men 81.20 to 81-25. One of tbe reasons that we find it diflicult to

compete with the American marble is that our stock is very bard and diflicult to
American com- gg^ out, and then it does not come out in the right shape. American mountain blue
'^

'
"

is a cheap marble. Southern Falls is a good marble ; it is light in color, and I

think is as good as this ; b'^sides, it can be worked cheaper than ours. The Ottawa
Granite Co. get marble at Renfrew, but they don't sell much of it as monumental
marble ; it is mostly the American that is sold for that purpose. The duty on
marble is 35 per cent, sawed on four sides, 25 ptJr cent, on two sides, and in the
rough 15 percent. I am informed that the Americans sell marble here at 82.00
and 82.50, while they sell at 88.50 in their own country. They make a slaughter

market of ours, and it is mostly inferior marble they sell here. That is the reason

Extent of the we are not running now. The marble dips about 30 degrees, and runs north-east
marble bands, and south-west. About a mile»and a half from here we have a marble very like the

Gouverneur marble ; it is light grey with light brown streaks and extends about
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five miles to the suiitL and three miles to the west. Theio is im granite in tliis

part of the country ; it is all marble. North-we.st it extends about twenty miles,
and east of here about 12 or 15 miles. In different places it varies in color and
texture.

IF. II. W]tlie—On the lot adjoiniii<f my iron pyrites property in Darling, .ser-

pentine shows out of the face of tlie hill in a large mass. 1 don't know tlie widtli Serpfntine and
of it ; tlie main outcrop is at least VJ feet. VVIiite marble occurs in the same V""''^'® '" ^*'''

locality, on tlie lot adjoining the iron pyrites ; it shows upon the face of tlie hill.
'"'"

There are several parallel ledges, and one from which 1 took a specimen showed
about 5U feet long, but I cannot say what the width was. I have not sent specimens
to any dealers. It is a long way from a railway, perhaps ten or more miles.

J. B. Campbell—There is a great deal of very go(xl marble through the
Haliburtoii country, of the ordinary white crystalline variety. It is both in Marble in Hali-
Sniwdon and Glamorgan, ami some variegated has been obtained from 17 in the burton.

1st c ncession of the latter township. Some has been polished that came from
Galway, and some taken from lot 32 in the 5th of Snowdon has been u.sed for
monumental purposes.

Muses Snow—My home' is at Bangor, Maine. I am superintendent of the
Warmiiigton Stone and ]\Iarble company of Chicago. The stock of the com-
pany is §100,000. The marble properties of the company in (Ontario are near the
St. Mary river. There are two locations on Echo lake, but I do not know their
number ; they formed part of the Indian reserve. Besides the locations on the
lake we have another near Garden river ; all three were on the reserve. The The Garden
nearest point is two miles from the river St. Mary. The property consists of a River marble

mountain the base of which is about 5,(»00 feet through, UOO feet high, and 7,000 or
1"'"''">'

8,000 feet long. Our three locations are about 560 acres altogether. We began
operations here about six weeks ago. During that time we have been engaged
building a boarding house, blacksmith shop, a stable and a railway. At present
we employ twenty-three men ; we have not done any (juarrying yet beymd taking
out a few samples. Our market will be in Chicago ; we will sliip as building stone,
the duty on mauufactured stone being .35 cents a cubic foot. In the spring we will

put in five crews of 25 men each, and will open the quarry here. We will dredge
Echo river to get at the Echo Lake (juarry ; it is all the same band. I think in

the land we have taken up we control all the valuable marble tlicre is in this band.
I consider the marble of a very fine quality, the best 1 have ever seen and I have
been in the marble business for over twenty years. We will work it as variegated ;

we do not expect to get any pure white marole ; it is for building purposes we intend
to use it. The sizes we quarry are 2 feet by 4, 2 by and by 8. The marble is

very free from cleavages, and there is any amount of it.

Alej-aiuler McLean— I live in Ottaw^a and am president of the Canadian Granite
Co. , which was organised about three years ago with a capital of 850,000, all paid CauadianGranite
up. We have works in Ottawa for manufacturing granite and marble for the company,

wholesale and retail trade. Our plant consists of sawniig apparatus, rubbing beds
and turning lathes ; wehavealsopolishing jennies and machinery of that description
such as is necessary for the ])urpose of working marble and givmite. We employ
about 45 men. We ow'ii a granite (juarry at Kingston, ac(iuired in 1884, being
about 18 acres. It was opened some three years ago, seven c^r eight months after

it was acquired. The shipi)ing facilities are very good indeed ; we ship on the
Rideau canal to our works here, which are on the canal wharf. The color of the
granite is a dark red, varied by dark and black spots • it is an eruptive granite and is

very hard. There are some jKirticles of mica in it ; some call it a syenite. The
mica is in very small particles. All the granite down the St. Lawrence is dark red,
and that on the American side is very much darker than ours. There are a great
many natural seams, and that is the ditticulty

;
perhaps if we get down to a con-

siderable depth that may improve, but we cannot say as yet that there is any
improvement. We have got out some very large blocks, but the waste is very
considerable. This granite takes a beautiful polish, better than any 1 ever saw. It

is worth from 15 to 20 per cent, more than the ordinary granite to cut. It is used
for ornamental purposes, columns for buildings, etc. There is a good demand for
our product, but the price owing to Scotch and New Brunswick competition is very
low. In the old countrj' they have a good deal of surplus stock, and ihe shipping
facilities are entirely in their favor. They can ship Aberdeen granite in any
quantity they recjuire from Glasgow, even single orders to gravestone men. They
can deliver to western Ontario men for about the same freight as we can here,
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although we have very good shipping facilities as far as distribution is concerned.

I cannot tell you the number of tons we have brought down from Kingston. We-
have brought a good many liargcs full, honie for ornamental and monumental stock»

some for paving blocks, and some for i^ranolitliic pavement. The Granolithic

company is mainly made up of thri f^hareholders ot our company. We have about
150,1100 paving blocks on hand, worth about 88U a thousand. We have sold some-

of these granite blocks in Montreal, and some in Ottawa : the demand for them is

increasing. The polished granite U sold throughout the country. What we sell

around here pays us better than what we ship, as we get the retail price. We have
sent a little to Chicago. Very little of the Americctn granite comes into competition
with us. At the quarry- we are about shut down at present. At the mill the number
of men emyjloj-ed is 45. Dm-ing the summer we have 25 or 3t) men at the quarrj-, but
in the winter we only keep 3 or 4. We have a marble quarry- at Renfrew and one in

the township of Templeton,Quebec. We have leased the Renfrew projjerty and we get

from it what is commonly known as the Renfrew marble ; it is a crystalline marble.
We leased that about three years ago. Since we have had it we have taken con-

siderable out. We do not work it steaddy ; we just take out the quantity that we
require. We use it for nKjnumental material, slabs, copings, window sills, trim-

mings, and for such purpose.s. It is an excellent stone and takes a good polish. It

is a degree harder than the ordinary limestone, and is not as liable to stain as the

ordinary white marble. The other property we are working is a serpentine ; it is

in the province of Q iebec. There is serpentine in this province, but I don't know
of ;iny that is being worked. In this province the quality is vtry tint', finer than
anything I have seen ; but the difficulty is to get the sizes, as it i.s all broken up.

The Templeton quariy is about 18 miles from here, and the cost of bringing the

marble from it is ab )ut the same as bringing the stone from Kmgston. There is no
ser|)entine in Ontario as near to us as that. There is fine serpentine between here
and Chat's rapids and in other places, but there has been no development done.

W. S. Gihhoii—In the town of Little Current, towards the western part, there

is a large quantity of dolomite. Back of my house there is a (juarry of it. It is

used for building, and also for making lime of a very fine and strong quality,

which sets like cement. This stone is particularly well adapted for building

purposes, and the supply is unlimited.

S. J. Datcson—At Manitoulin island and St. Joseph's island I understand
there are magnificent deposits of limestone.

E. W. Hathhnn—At Napanee Mills we own a quarrj' in connection with our
cement mills. As far as we have worked yet we find that there are five or six

layers of good cement stone, the aggregate thickness of which would be about four

feet, the layeis being separated fn^m one another by layers of limestone. The
cement stone commences perhaps about two feet from the surface. We commenced
work there about ten vears ago. In connection with the cement works we emploj-

about 30 men, as regulated by the demand. Some parts of the work are going on
const intly, such as the taking out of the rock, burning or grinding. The rock is

broken to a uniform size, and then put into the kiln and burned ; it next passes

through the crushers and grinders, and finally through screens of a certain mesh,
when it is fit for the market. Our outj)ut last year was about 9,000 barrels, valued

at as many dollai's. The market is in Ontario, to the Grand Trunk railway com-
pany, for public works, etc. Our capacity is equal to 400 or 500 barrels a day.

There is no doubt that the cement is first class, for by actual test it stands ahead of

the Akron cement. It sets as hard, but not as quickly, as the Portland. The
demand for it is increasing ; it works well with our terra cotta, making a firm and
solid wall b}" the cement rooting into the porous character of the terra cotta material.

We expect it will come more and more into use. Our contracts for 1889 agi.'regate

already three times the output of 1888. About a year ago we started the manu-
facture of poious terra cotta for building and tire-proof purposes. It i- m.-inufac-

tured under American and Canadian jjatents which we control ; we have made great

improvements. The clay is mixed with sawdust to an extent governed by the

Aveight and strength we wish to produce. What we find the most useful is a mix-

ture that gives a product about one-third the weight of brick ; that is to say a pro-

duct a square foot of which will not weigh above one-third as much a.s a square

foot of brick. In the process of the manufacture the sawdust is wholly consumed,

leaving neither charcoal nor ash. In the burning it forms a chemical combination

with lime, etc. The sawdust is altogether consumed, leaving little air spaces

therein. The object of having open spaces is for the sake of lightness, dryness
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and luiirorinity of tomperjituro. It jiIho deadoiis souiul. After the brick cotues

out of tlie nioiilil it 19 dried and at tliis season of the year we apply artificial heat.

The lengtli of time it takes to dry depends upon the temperature and other c<iidi-

tions. W^e have tuniuils for dryiuj^, in which we put throui^'li a change a day ;
on the

<lryin!f lloors, to which heat is conveyed l)y steam pipes, it retjuires several days.

We make the terra cotta for several different purposes, such as ceilinj^s, Hoors,

partitions, furring, roofing, etc. When used for roofing it deiulens all sound, so L'su of the terra

that the falling of rain or hail cannfit be heard underneath. The roof may be ^otta.

covered with tar paper and asphalt, for nails can be driven into it as firmly ns into

lumber. It is also well adapted for churches and assendtly chambers on account
of its acoustic properties. A material of some similarity was u.-^ed in the largest

building in Chicago, the Auditorium. They make the material there softer than
•our architects would allow it here. The strength recjuired in New York is equal to

:a pressure of 1,700 lb. to the sf[uare foot. A test was recently made in Toronto of

our material when 4,545 lb. of pig iron was put on to a s()uarc foot of a four feet

span, ami that without any yielding or sign of weakness. This wm perfectly satis-

factory to Mr. Waite, the architect of the (Government buildings, the ]'ank of

Commerce and the Canada Life building, all in Toronto. Another advantage it

possesses is the ease with which it can be handled by workmen. We get the clay

for the terra cotta from the same lot from which we get the cement stoiie at

Napanee iMills, where we also get building stone, brick clay, and almost a fire clay

from underneath. For this year the value of our product will be about Si7,000.

Our maiket is altogether in Canada, and we are satisfied with the proL'ress we have Miirket.

made so far. We hive had some very good orders. As our v\orks are at present,

we employ .''lO men. On White lake, a'ong the Napanee, Tamworth and Quebec
railway, there are large beds of marl composed of vegetable matter and shells

mixed together ; it is ound in a plastic stnte. Mixed with the clay from the

cement property it makes a pretty fair Portland cement.

/Zefc.sou Murray—T am the president of the Toronto Pressed Brick and Terra

Cotta Co. Our company was organised within a vear. The amount of the Hrick and terra

-authorised capital is $.!00,'000, of which the paid-up is between $30,000 and .?40,000. fotta works

The property is on the '-anadian Pacific railway two mdes west o. Milton. We
have 100 acres. The clay was discovered in tln' early part of lf-87, and it extends

over 70 acres. We have gone down abqut 21 feet and find it to improve as we go
down. It is just under the mou' tain, and on the same lot there are freestone and
limestone. We consider that the (][uantity is mcxhaustible, being from 70 to 100

feet d( ep. The clay is of a reddish c )lor ; we understand it does not contain any
lime, Init there is some magnesia in it. We began work in the spring of this year.

We have an engine, boiler and two machines c;ipable e 'ch of turning out 20,000

brick a daj'. The machines are worth al)cut §2,000 each. We i;se steel moulds.

At present we can make about 30,000 a day. We have ju.<t about completed our
stationary kilns, each of which contain about 120, 0(K) bricks. We are building a

shed over the whole five kiln«, so that wt; will bo able to work in any weather.

The first kilu was lighted in iMay or June, and the brick was rather light in color.

I think we made 300,000 or 400,000 this year. There are four or five hou-es being
built with them, and we have orders for some lor wnrehouses. We have also got
an order for 800.000 off-color brick for sewers. The face or pick brick we sell at Machinery.

820 a thousand. There occur in the deposit beds of white clay thai we have not

been able as > et quite to separate, but we hope to be able to do j^o. The clay is

crushed, pulverised, and put through our sejjarators so that when it goes into the

mould it is like fine dust and perfectly dry. The Canadian Pacific railway passes

through the lot and there is a switch to the works. Our superintendent is an
Englishman, and he says the clay is as good as auy in the States, but he will not
admit that it is as good as the English. Alter the works are up I think a manager
and 10 men wid run them. The wages are in the neighborhood of .SI. 25 to 81.50
pel- daj'.

M. J. IIy)i.e^— I am engaged in the manufacture of terra cotta in the ci'v of

Toronto. We get our raw material from the township of Toronto, county of 1 eel,
^r"^'cottl^'

about 20 miles from here. In its natural conditicm the claj' is red and is largely

imjiregnated with ox^de of iton. I do not know the depth of the bed, but think
it will run 100 feet. We have confined ourselves to the manufacture of ornamental
Work for the inside and outside of buildings. We commenced work about five

years ago, and since that time our business has increased very much. Last \ ear
we made about .?"25,000 worth. Our product has been sold all over Ontario, in

-Montreal, and as far as the lower provinces. Our market is increasing.
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Terra cotta is coming very much into favor, but I do not know that it has been

made as yet by anyone except ourselves in Canada. There are potteries all over

Canada. The clay they use is imported. The goods we make are protected by a
duty of 30 per cent.

Albert Carpenter—The companv of which I am a member is the Hamilton and
Toronto Sewer Pipe Co. Our stock is 890,000, of which 870,000 ispa d up. We are

only manufacturing at Hamilton. Besides the clay we get here we use some
imported clay which we get from New Jersey and Ohio. 'I hat which we get here

is quite close to the city, on the west side. We mix the clays in different propor-

tions accol-ding to the quality of the pipe we want to make. We think we can

make as good pipe without mixing the imported at all, but the trade is prejudiced and
requires i: to be done. We have had tests made by an engineer, and the pipe made
alt 'gether from our own clay was the stronger. The value of our total output

has increased within the last two or three years, and is now about 870,000 a year.

We employ 40 or .50 men altogether. We pay ordinary laborers 81.50 in summer,,

skilled labor 81.75 to §2, and some working by the piece make as high as 83 a day.

We have two factories in the city. In one we burn wood and in the other coal, but

we cannot say yet which is the more economical. The wojd we use is pine, and
costs about 83 per cord delivered. Our market is in Canada. There is another

factory in St. .John's, Quebec, in which I had a half interest till about a year ago,

that supplies the pipes used in Montreal. We supply from Kin^'ston west, except

Toronto. We do not supply more than one-third of the Toronto pipe ; all the

rest used in that city comes from Scotland and the States. With that exception we
sell most that is used in Ontario. Our business has had a steady growth. During
the last five years, since I have been connected with the enterprise, operations,

have doubled. The business is quite satisfactory aud pays fairly well.

(S. S. Mutton—I am interested in a deposit of kaolin at Hamilton. It is just

on the border of the city, a mile and a quarter from rhe city hall. It was formerly

the property of Dr. Springer. It is at the base of the mountain and a])pear.s as if

the pressure of the mountain had driven it out. It is decomposed felspar Last

week ten cars of it were sent to s )me crockery concern in Chicago. There was an
analy^^is made by the government analyst at Ottawa, and he repjrted it free from

iron or lime. It is useful for making ornamental articles and crockery. Mr. PJant

of Carleton has tested this clay and pronounces very favorably upon it. I took

some of it to New York and they said it was kaolin and a very good article. A.

man from St. Louis said that he had never seen as good except at some place in

Texas.

Charles Taylor—My business is that of engineer. At present I live at Bridge-

water, Ontario. For the last twenty-five years I have been interested in mining

in Nova Scotia and Ontario. In Nova Scotia I was employed by the London Gold
Mining Co. as superintendent of their works, and I erected the first crusher in

that part of the country. I came to this part of Ontario about six years ago irom

Montreal. Directly or indirectly I have been engaged in mining operations for

about twenty-five years. I have been working the actiiiolite mills at Bridgewater.

I put up the works there, and I have three patents on the process, one for breaking

the stone, one for pulverising, and the other for a composition for roofing. The
actinolite occurs diagonally in the vein, at an angle of about 40 degrees. We get

it sometimes in veins, sometimes in pockets ; some of the pockets are from 10 to

12 feet broad, and where found in pockets it is generally in ! risms. It seems to

be associated in an upheaval between the dolomite and the gneiss or trap. On the

east side is a conglomerate of limestone and quartz i>ebbles, with a matrix of

limestone ; next th'3 conglomerate is slate t'len magnesian rock, and then the gneiss

ao-ain. There is no trap near the actinolite itself. I have seen actinolite occurrences

in other parts of the country, but only on the same range of rocks
; I have not

seen them in any other range. This is the only place I have seen it in Ontario. I

have seen it in the province of Quebec ; but there it does n 't occur in the same
manner, being associnted with asbestos. We get different kinds of actinolite ; one
kind is long, another comes up in pri'^ms from one-half or five-eighth* of an inch to

six inches long. It is all the same when ground. We have not found any asbestos.

I think the present source of supply mav become exhausted without regular mining

and a great deal of expense. During the six years I have been in the business we
have sent away from our place about S!i,()00 worth a year. The actinolite is first

broken up, then it is pulverised, then it is ground into dust, except that tlie live

fiber is drawn the same as paper pulp ; that absorbs the tar and it consolidates.
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We mi\ it up with t:ir tliu same as inuitar, an I it caa be put on the saiiiti

as mortar. What we shi[) from the factcjty we do not mix with tar ; we sell it

in a pulverised state, it is put up in big-s containin'^ 100 pounds ; on^ bag con-
tains enough for 10 feet square of rooling and the price per bag is 75 cents. It Market for the

tvkes about 30 horse-power to drive the mmliiuery for grinding '25 U) 30 tons a '"^" "'^

day. We use water power altogether. Our mill runs about six or eight weeks in

the year, and we lind a marker for our product in Canada and the Stutes. We
always have orders ahead, and this year we could n!)t till all the orders because
wo had not sufficient water. In addition to rooting our product is used for side-

walks and the foundations of houses. It does not crack or shrink, and it is lire-

proof. Tlie tar will barn a little, but that f(jrins as a crust ; it is a non-c(jnductor.

At our mills we emploj' sometimes as many as 10 or 17 teams. Five men are

employed in the mill, and at other times the same men work in the mine. We pay
$1."25 a day to men, and $2.50 for teams. The duty entering the States is 10 per
cent, because it is not a finished article ; that amouuts to about 81..'',0 a ton. The
raw material costs us about $3 a ton.

Joseph James—I am in partnership with Mr. Taylor in the actinolite

business, which is now in li(|uidation. The capital invested is about ,§17,000 Roofing ma
or $18,000. Mr. Taylor's share is about $3,000. The cement we manufacture *"'^'-

is made for roofing. It is altogether different from any other kind of

cement ; it is the only one using actinxdite or fiber to make the bond
;

the others use mica for that purjiose. We also grind cement in which mica
is used as a further bond, and I think this is an improvement. As the

trade get it, it is ground to about GO-mesh ; it is mixed with coal tar and pitch,

and sometimes asphalt, according to the qualit}' of the roofing desired. It is spread

on the roof w'hile hot, the total thickness including the felt on which it is spread
being half an inch. This rotjfing never gets hard ; it remains elastic, and will

bend to a limited extent without cracking. Our patent covers the use of actinolite

with coal tar or its chemical equivalent. The process of laying it is not a patent,

only the materials. The cost is about the same as a good gravel roof, and it is

more durable and better in every respect. The coal tar or pitch is hermetically

sealed in the material, and cannot possibly evaporate or dry up. The sun or the
frost will not affect it. It is as fireproof as a roof can be ; more so than any metal
roof. Insurance companies take it as a first class roof. It has another advantage
over metal roofs besides being nauch less exjjensive ; it is not affected bj' coal gas
in cities, as is the case with metal roofs, particularly in foggy weather. The pro-

portion in mixing is 11 gallons of coal tar or its equivalent toj^lOO pounds of actin-

olite. It is infusible ; it can be softened by heat, but cannot burn. I grind some
mica for the Grand Trunk to use as a lubricator. The first cement was made here
in June, 1883, since that time there has been turned out about 50,000 bags of

lOO lb. each. Last year was our smallest _^ ear's business, owing to trouble among
ourselves. It is now four years since any endeavor was made to extend the busi-

ness, but I think it is capable of being extended largely. Our principal markets
are Montreal, Chicago and Detroit. 1 am satisfied with Taylor's pulveriser ; I

don't know of anjthing to beat it. I can put through 25 tons a day of ordinary
rock, 12 hours work and 2,300 revolutions to the minute. It will grind 20 tons of

phosphate in ten hours. Working easily it will do about 1^ tons of the actinolite

an hour. I Avould recommend it as the best grinder 1 know. I have seen it

grinding bones in the Montreal abattoir. It will do about the same amount of

quartz as of phosphate. The vein on lot 7 in the 1st concession of Kaladar is 10
or 12 inches wide on the surface. We have gone down 23 feet, and it is about from
2 V to 4 feet wide. I think it is a vein there, because I never found it in any place

else to that dei^th. Our material costs us from $1 to $5 a ton.

E. B. Fralick— I am interestel in the slate property on the north-west corner
of lot 5 in the 0th concession of Madoc, being about live acres in extent. The Slate..

slate is of a grey color and is like the Scotch and Welsh slate. The cleavage
is very superior and its strength ver\^ great. As far as we got, it was too hard to

m:d\e roofing slate to pay. We were above what is called the waterline ; to get
good slate we would have to go below the action of the air and weather. We went
down about 40 feet. It would cleave to the thickness of roofing slate, but not so
thin as ihe Rockland slate in the province of Quebec; but ours would stand a test

as lo strength better than the Rockland. We made some into flags, and these
stand .the weather well without scaling on exposure. 1 think the whole band
could be used in the manufacture of flagging, mantels, etc. The color is a very
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nice grey and is uniform. We have not tried to polish it. We could get cubes as

large as 12 or 14 feet long by 2 wide. We could get ordinarj" flagging s^late 4 ly 2*.

The extent of our quarry is about live acres. We have not organi>ed a joint s'ock

com])any, but we began work in June, 1880, aud expended from SoOO to $700 a
month till the c>M weather about the middle of November. We exjjended about
86,500 upon the work. The opening must be 4o feet long bj' 30 or 40 feet wide, and
about 35 feet deep. Our stone was valuable for flagging from the verj' top. We found
a market, but could not get machinery to cut our blocks into the jiroper shape. The
mistake we made was making roofing slate, of which we made considerable quan-
tities. We thought we could control the whole of the market of western Ontario for

roofing slate ; but we could not make proper rooting slate if we had the orders, as

we were not far enough down to get the proper slate. Had we begun by making
fla2:ging we could have got a market in Canada. The dutj^ g'^ing into the States is

815 a ton, and therefore too high to allow of a market being found there.

beseronto
charcoal
works.

Essex charcoal
Works.

The Sudbury
-mines.

'Occurence of

the copper.

CHARCOAL.

The Commission visited the charcoal ovens of the Rathbun company

at Deseronto. Those are constructed on the ordinary beehive pattern, with

some modification in the flue arranrjement, and they manufacture several

bye-products as well as charcoal. The ovens are eight in number, each

holding 50 to 5-5 cords of wood, and the yield per cord is stated to be 50

bushels of charcoal, 8,000 to 10,000 cubic feet of gas and 4 barrels of liquid.

The liquid is used in the manufacture of wood alcohol, acetate of lime, sus^ar

of lead, dyeing material, etc. The works produced last year 75,000 bu.'ihels

of charcoal. The charcoal producing district of Essex was not visited, but it

is understood that the coal made there is used nearly altogether by the Detroit

smelting furnaces.

COPPER AXD NICKEL.

The only copper locations visited by the Commission were in the Huron-

ian formation, occurring either in quartz veins, as at Bruce Mines and Echo

lake, or in large deposits and in strong belts like iron ranges, as in the

vicinity of Sudbury. The occurrences at Michipicoten and Mamainse in the

copper bearing series were not visited, and reference must be made to the

evidence for information concerning these.

In the neighborhocd of Sudbury, on the line of the Canadian Pacific rail-

way, very important developments have recently been made to the north-east

and south-we.'^t of that town, stretching into and beyond Denison township. The

rocks as a rule consist of quartzites, chloritic, hornblendic and talcose schists

and diorites, both coarse and fine grained, the diorites and schists being especi.

ally prevalent about Sudbury. The copper occurs in a highly pyroxenic

diorite belt, and, as a rule, associated with nickeliferous pyrrhotite, the average

composition of the ore being from 3 to 7 per cent, of copper pyrites, 2^ to 3h

per cent, nickel, about 63 per cent, pyrrhotite. and 30 per cent. rock. The

ore occurs irregularly in large lenses, dipping south-east, and is also found dis-

seminated through the diorite, with which it has undoubtedly been brought

up. The belts can be traced for a long distance through the country, and

the ore bodies occur at uncertain intervals. The ore deposits are dis-

tinguishable by the red color given to the soil by the decomposed ferruginous

matter. The ore is hard, and the ore-lenses as a rule form hills or mounds.

Examples are seen (as at the Vermilion copper shaft) where chalcopyrite
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forms veins and masses, with breccia of diorito, and aBSOciated with which

native copper has iieeri found in loaf form. It is possible that this rich copper

ore is due to a secondary action, and has leached or segregated out from the

diorite. Free gold has also been found with the diorite in which the copper

occur.s.

As this district has recently been receiving more notice than any other

mining region of the province, it may be of public interest to give a few

notes of some of the principal deposits which are now being opened up.

The co|)per in shaft No. 1 of Vermilion mine, Denison township, occurs

in a dioritic copper-carrying band running east and west. At the Vermilion miue.

point where the shaft has been sunk the rock is highly pyroxenic

and with quartz stringers. Free gold is visible in places. The diorite

carries copper pyrites disseminated through it, but here a fissure has

formed (to what extent not yet determined) running in a north-east and

south-west direction, and dipping 65° to the south-east. This is filled with

a mass of rich copper pyrites, the surface of which is coated with grey copper

sul|)hide somewhat decomposed and soft. Native copper is also found in fern-

like leaves in a thin flucan vein cutting in from the south-east and dipping at

a low angle to the north-west. Native copper also occurs in grains in crystal-

line hornblende rock, but in very small quantities. The copper ore occurs, as

before stated, in a pure mass surrounding rock masses and breccia in the vein,

and also in joints and cracks of the diorite, having apparently been separ-

ated out of the diorite. Iron pyrites occurs, but not to any great extent,

and also some galena and nickeliferous pyrrhotite. The upper part of

the deposit has decomposed to a red gossan, which treated at the stamp

mill is said to yield gold and sperrylite, an alloy of platinum and other metals

of that group with arsenic. A stringer of quartz with copper pyrites runs

into the shaft from the north-west side, while on the south-east side of the

shaft the copper pyrites is fifteen to twenty feet across.

The outcrop of copper on the Krean location, lot 5 on the 5th concession of

Denison, is an example of the established copper belt which can be traced for Krean 's location

a long distance. The hill is stained and covered with red gossan from decom-

posed pyrites, extending for 50 yards across the strike of the belt, which

runs in an easterly and westerly direction. It consists of pyroxenic rock and

breccia of the same, cemented by copper pyrites and some quartz veins. The

pyroxene rock varies in texture from coarsely crystalline (sometimes with

fels[)ar) to a closely grained dioritic rock. A close-grained quartzite or fels-

pathic rock occurs on the north-west side of the deposit.

The Stobie mine is the property of the Canadian Copper company, and is

located in a copper belt which runs north-east and south-west through the town- stobie mine,

ships of McKim and Blezard, cutting through the south-east corner of the

latter. The ore occurs in a highly pyroxenic diorite, sirailiar to that seen

with the copper in Denison township, in great masses of solid ore and dissem-

inated through the diorite. It consists of a mass of nickeliferous pyrrhotite

carrying copper pyrites. An open cut has been run north 70^ west fort^y^ feet
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across ; the bottom is filled with water, but the end is solid ore, as are also

the exposed sides. A hill rises some 75 feet on the west side, from which ore

is being quarried. A level has been run north 70° west for 60 feet into this

hill, and on the north side of the level ore is exposed all the way. On the

south s^ide of this level rock was seen for 24 feet,

coming in at about 10 feet from the entrance.

There is therefore more than 100 feet chiefly of

rire exposed across the strike, dipping 45*^ to north-

west. See Fig. 5. It is reported to carry 2>h per

cent, nickel, 3 per cent, copper, 40 per cent, iron,

2.5 per cent, sulphur, and 28.5 per cent, rock mat-

ter, or in other words 71 J per cent, metal and

28j7 per cent. rock. It was stated in evidence that a shipment to London

and New York was dressed up to 7 per cent, copper and containf d 3 per

cent, nickel.

Copper-cliff mine, also the property of the Canadian Copper company, lies to

the south-west of Sudbury, and is therefore probably on the same copper belt

as the Stobie mine. The ore and rock mass form a ferruginous colored hill,

on the southerly side of which a large amount of ore has been excavated,

and a shaft has been sunk at 45° to the north to a depth of 312 feet.*

At each 100 feet levels have been run east and west, the greater mass of ore

being found towards the east. Cross-cuts have been driven at frequent inter-

vals, in one case running into quartzite to the north. Some of the levels are

run in the rock, but a great deal of ore has been opened up, occuring in shoots

or irregular masse.s. The composition of the ore is the same as that of the

Stobie, with the exception that there is more of a crystalline pyrrhotite which

is said to run higher in nickel than the average. It is broken with a Blake

crusher and then hand-picked. The country rock to the south-east of the

pyroxenic diorite band is a chloritic shale, with brecciated masses and segre-

gated crystals occuring in places through it.

The Evans mine, which i.s also the property of the Canadian Copper com-

pany, lies a little west of south from Copper-cliff", and about one mile distant

from it. A ferruginous mound, but of smaller dimensions than the others,

marks its location. A diamond drill was put down a depth of 130 feet in

ore all the way, and a shaft had been sunk 85 feet at the tioie of our visit.

Here and there the diorite comes in, dipping south-east across the shaft, but

for the most part the shaft passes through solid ore. The sLaft is 12 by 7

feet inside measurement. A very good ore-house for crusher, screens and ore-

pockets has been erected over it. The ore is similar to that of the Stobie

and Copper-cliff mines, being a nickelifeious pyrrhotite and occurring in like

manner. It may be distinguished from that of the other mines, however, in

that it has a spotted appearance, due to the regular dispersion of the different

minerals, but the ores of all three mines are apparently of a nearly

uniform richness. The dioritic rock along.side the ore bo'iies contains

* On the 1st of June, 1889, the shaft had reached a depth of 435 feet.
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pyrites spotted through it, as is the case also for the most part witli the

diorite similarly situated in the other mines,

At the Wallace mine location on the north shore of lake Huron, a short

distance west of the mouth of Whitetish river, the strike of the rocks is a little ,^^^'^'^*- ^•'«

north of east and south of west. The location, known as Montalba, consists

of 1,600 acres. The rocks are quartzose shales and diorites, varying in places

from close-grained and compact to shaly. Some copper pyrit<;3 and nickel'

iferous arsenical pyrites occur in the diorite, and in the quartz stringers in it.

Two shafts were sunk many years ago at some 50 yards apart in the diorite.

Both were filled with water, and there is no evidence among the dump piles

of any ore of value. About half a mile to the west on the same property,

around a point of land, another shaft has been sunk in chloritic schists and

diorite. Some particles of copper pyrites are to be seen in the rock at the

dump, but otherwise no sign of vein or vein matter or ore of any value. It

may be said that at the places visited by us on this property there appeared to

be small masses of copper pyrites and iron pyrites, and in one place some

nickeliferous and arsenical iron pyrites in a quartz stringer in dioritic rocks,

chloritic schist, and to a less extent in quartzite, but we were unable- to

detect any satisfactory sign of a permanent vein, or of segregated masses of

mineral matter, although such veins are described in Logan's Geology of

1863. Eiiher information given by interested parties was published in the

report, or we did not visit the right localities.

The quartz veins carrying copper ore which occur in the Huronian forma-

tion are well illustrated at Bruce Mines, where strong ones occur in the Bmce and

greenstone or diorite. These veins are fully reported on in Sir William ^ilfn«»s!^'°'^

Logan's report of 1849, from which the plan of the lodes is taken. (Fig. 6.)

The veins are 6 to 20 ft et wide,

and near the crusher mill an

open cut in the vein shows a

width of 15 feet. It is said

Ihey can be traced 2^ miles on

the surface, and that they do

not diminish in width at the

lowest point reached, about

440 feet. They carry 4^ per

cent, of yellow copper pyrites,

and a very little iron pyrites.

The property is variously

reported to have yielded

$2,500,000 to S7,000,000 worth of copper. Important evidence relating

to the history of the Bruce and Wellington mines has been procured by

the Commission.

Another example of a quartz vein carrying copper is seen at Echo lake,

on the property of the Austin mining company. A strong vein feet wide

Fio. C— Map of the Bruce Mine4 region.
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Austin mine.

runs north and south between chloritic schists

on the west side and quar^zite on the east

side, the latter of which is replaced by a band

of fel.spathic diorite. It would appear as if

the vein hud been formed in a large fault.

A tunnel about 6 feet across and 7 feet high

has b:en diiven upon the north and south

vein, the walls of which appear to be well

defined. Another vein on the same pro-

perty is seen striking east and \arest, although

Captain Williams thinks that the north and

south has in reality twisted to the west. At

the junction of the two veins, or at the

greatest angle of deflection if twLsted, a shaft

s- --. has been sunk.

Copper mining
IB the Lake
Superior and
Lake Huron
districts.

Early and un-
successful ven-
tures of an
Kng-lish com-
pany.

Fia. 7. Map of Austi)i mine 'ocation.

Fig. 8. Contour of Austin mine location.

5, Chloritic shales. G. Quartzite.

The raf\tter on o'le dump
of this shaft is chiefly quartz vein rock

without mineral, l)iit then' are some 20

or 30 tons of ore which could be stamped

carrying yellow copper and iron pyrites.

Several other small exploratory shafts

have also been sunk upon the vein or

veins. Figures 7 and 8 are plan and section of this property, furnished by

Mr. George F. Aus^tin, C.E.

E. B. Borron— I am stipeudiarv magistrate for northern Nipissinor. My pro-

fession ])roper is mining. I had fourteen j'ears • experience in Scotland, and since

1850, when I came to America, I have been mostly engaged in mining and explor-

ing. In 1852 I went to the Bruce mines as general n~anager, and was there till the

latter end of Ku ; I then returned to Scotland to take the management of the

mines at Leadhills, with which I had been connected before. '1 liere 1 remained
till the mines were, sold, shortlj^ after which I returned to Canada (in 18(32) and
spent some time in exjiloring on the noith shore of lake Huron. I was appointed
mining inspector for the Lake Superior mining division under the General Mining
Act of 1869, and retained that position till 187H, when I resigned. From 1874 till

1878 I represented the district of Algoma in the Dominion H^aise of Commons,
declining renomination in 1878. 1 was appointed stipendiary magistrate for

northern Nipissing in 187-J, since which I have been employed in the summer
season chiefly in the exploration of that region, better known as the disputed

territorJ^ It would appear from what are called Indian diggings tliat the existence

of native copper on both shores of lake Superior must have been known to some of

the inhabitants of this continent in very remote times. The onty localities where
these diggings have been found on the Tiorth shore are, so far a« I know, at cape

Mamainse and upon isle Ro3'al. Although the occurence of native copper on both

sides of Like Superior was mentioned a centm-y before in the narrat'ons of the

.Jesuit missionaries, it was not till tl e j-ear 1770 that we hear of any active mining
operations by European*. We learn that some three y^ars before that date one
Alexander Henry, an Englishman, engaged in trading with the Indians, had passed

the winter on ]\Iichiijicoten island and reported the existence of lead at Mamainse
and of the grey ore of copper at rliat and various other places. In the year follow-

ing, 1708, Captain Carver hazarded the prediction that "in future times an advan-
tageous trade in copper will spring up." So far, taking in both shores, the gallant

captain was a prophet ; but in view of the magnihcent canal and locks since

completed, how primitive were his notions as to the best way of accomplisliing this !

For he goes on to say, " The metal will be conveyed in canoes througli tlie falls of

Ste. Marie, and thence in larger vessels to the falls of Niagara, and after being

carried by land across the jiortage will ea^il}' be transported to Quebec." In 1770
Henry formed a company, in which the Duke of Gloucester and other prominent
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Knirlislimoii were partners, ti) woik iiiim-.s (in lake Superior. They had a 8liij>yard,

it is said, at Point aux Pines, at<out six miles ahove Ste. Marie, wliere they luilt a

sloop of forty ton-. A party of niinert were in the first in.stance sent to Ontonagon
river on the soutli shore, where it would seem to have met with no success. The
fiirce was then transferred to the north shore, somewhere it is thought about Pointe

aux Mines or Mica bay. Here they sank thirty feet in the solid rock, but tlie vein,

whicli at. the surface was four feet in breadth, had, it is said, contracted in the

bottom of the shaft to four inches, and under these discouraging circumstances

furlln'r mining operations were abandcmed. In one narrative it is staled that the

shaft caved in and killed some of the miners, and that this, toi^ether with the

ditticulty and expense of transporting supi)lies, led to the abandonment of the

enter|)rise. From other sources we learn that the drift which the miners were
driving in soft ground caved in, owing to their neglecting to timber it properly. It

is unlikely that sueli an accident would occur to a shaft sunk in the solid rock and
not more than thirty feet deep. This cii'cumstance, taken in conjunction with the

fact that many other veins j)resenting a good api)earauce at the surface, in that

section of the country, tiave subse()uently been found tn fail and become wort dess

at a comi)aratively shallow dei)th, leads me to tliink that the first account is the

true one. Henry remarks that it was partly in ho])es ot tiiiding silver in sufficient

abundance to make the sj»eculati(/n profitable that the works were commenced. To
Dr. Diiuglas Htiughton, state geologist of Michigan, belongs the merit of being the Exploration of

first to explore, and in his report for 1841 to make known the letding features of the
ji|[.i,i^an

region on thi- south side of lake Superior, and to give relial)lb and definite infor-

mation with regard to tne rich deposits oi native copper. With the enterprise so

strongly characteristic i>f our neighbor.-s, no sooner had the Indian title been
extinguished (184.'i), than a vast number of appications w^re made for tracts of

muieial hind, and the work for both exploration and development was OH,rried on
wit I great vigor, and in some instances with remarkable success. From the year
1773 till 1815 no mining whatever was done, as far as I know, on either the north .

shore of lake Superior or lake Huron. About the latter date, however, the atten-

tion of Canadians having been aroused by the richness of some of the veins „„„^. ,„. .

,. , ,°, •',. .,,. . Montreal miniu J-
discovered on the south shore, they began to lorm companies with the view of company.
exploring for and wording the mineral deposits on the north shore, which it was
thought might prove as rich as those on the American side. Among others was
the Mon real mining company. The first steps towards the organisation of this

enterprising company were taken, I believe, in 184"), for I ttnd on reference to a
few I'ough notes taken from the annual reports that Mr. Forrest Sheppard left

Montreal with a small party on May 2nd, 1846, for lake Superior to exphjre for and
locate mineral land for the company. This was followed by another and la ger party
on the 8th of that month. The whole, when ultimately assembled on lake Superior,
numbered between eighty and ninety persons, and were under the charge of Mr.
Sheppard, who had been highly recommended as well qualified for the position.

The coast from Sault Ste. Marie to Pigeon river, upwards of 500 miles in length,

w'as surveyed and more or less carefully explored. That the company were very
sangainH! as to the importance of the result.s of this costly expedition, and the great
value of the mineral tracts thus aciiuired by them, is evident from the first annual ^''?1?"J'^ *'ifv^

. , , 1 1 1 • 1 -1 T i< • T north snore of
report of th i trustees, wherein the north slioi-e is described as a region aboundnig lake Superior.

in mineral treasures re<|uiring <jnly the hand of the miner to convert it into a source
of perhai)s inexhaustible wealth." Mr. Sheppard selected eighteen tracts, or
mining locations, as we call them. Each tract was, in terms of the down Lands
regulations of that day, five miles ui depth by two in width, and contained ten
S(|uare miles o' land. These, with one or two exceptions, were all obtained from
the Government. The price then charged was, I believe, £I5t) Halifax currency
jr-iid down for each location, and 4s. or 80 cents an acre, payable by instalments. I

think, however, that the company obtained their land for 20 cents an acre. In 1847 Tiie»oinpan\

the company's operations were confined to a re-exaniination of the locations on lake J'sappo'"ted.

Superior and to testing the veins upon several of them, in addition to wdiich the
coast of lake Huron was explored from Sault Ste. Marie to Lacl(.)che, and several

other mining locations applied for, which, however, were subse(pienily Hbandoned.
Thf company was greatly disappointed with the results of both the re-exaiuination

and the work done on their lake Superior locations. They had failed to realise the
hopes raiseil by the explorations of the previous season, and the directors naturally,

but somewhat hastily, as it appears to me, blamed Mr. Sheppard for his selection,

and the men who were employed to tefet the veins on the locations for their sup-
posed incompetence. In justice to Mr. Sheppard it is only right to mention that
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twenty-one years later the celebrated Silver islet vein was found to be include
within the limits of one of the locations selected by him, and for aught we know
other veins (|uite as valuable may be found in other locations. It was in tliis year

that rich copper veins were discovered on what were afterwards known as the Bruce
Mines and Copper Bay locations. The Montreal company, by the advice of their

manager, Captain Roberts, an experienced miner who had been brought out from
the United Kingdom, purchased the Bruce Mines location. So strongly was
Captain Ri,bei'ts convinced of its value that he recommended the directors to pay
as much as £100,000 sterling if it could not be obtained for a smaller sum. The
amount actual 'y paid was, I believe, about £40,000 Halifax curreucy. The com-
pany had previous to this complete^l its organisation and obtained a charter, but
after the purchase of this property the stock was raised from 40.000 to 60,000 shares

of £5 currency each, and the whole energies and means of the company were there-

after concentrated on the Bruce mines, in the three following years, 1848-49-50,

work at the mines, both underground and upon the surface, was pro^ecuted with

great vigor. Dwelling houses sutiicient to accommodate several hundred persons,

with othces, stores, warehouses, wharves, etc., suitable for mining on a very exten-

sive scale, were built: a powerful engine and ore dressing machinery put in place, and
large copper-smelting and retining works erected. Shafts had been sunk, levels

driven, and a large (quantity of ground stoped, the ore or produce of which was for

the most part lying at the surface at midsummer, 1850. A great sum of money had
beeu spent and no returns as yet obtained in a tangible form or shape from the

mine. The ore, estimated to contain 6j per cent, copper as it came from the mine,

owing to the expense of transport, was not marketable until dressed or separated

from a portion at least of the rock with which it was intermixed. In order to do
this a powerful engine and suiuible machinery were necessary. These had arrived

at the mines from England, together with an engineering expert, in the fall of 1848.

This man veiy imjjrudently built an engine house of rough or imperfectly hewn
stone in the winter, and before spring most of the machineiy was in place. The
consequence was that as soon as the spring thaw set in this large and costly building

fell down. This misfortune, and a severe visitation of cholera in 1849, delayed the

completion of the ore dressing machinery and the possibility of obtaining returns

until the summer of 1850. The company had now arrived at what may be regarded

as the most critical ^jeriod of its existence. The stockholders had been led to believe

that the veins were extraordinarily rich, and that there was sufficient rough ore

already mined and at the surface to yield when cleaned some 5,00o tons of dresscl

ore, worth at least 8200,000 or 82n0,000 net. The opinions, estimates and reports

upon which these sanguine beliefs rested were, now that both the ore dressing

machinery and smelting works had been completed, to be tested by practical results.

In order that nothing might be wanting to ensure success, the president of the com-
pany, the late Hon. James Ferrier, went to England and brought out a mining
captain, a copper refiner and three furnace men. He also selected a gentleman for

manager so highly recommended that the board of directors uiade an agreement
with him for five years. Notwithstanding all these precautions the result of ihe

following year's operations were a sad disappointment to all concerned. The ore

dressing machinery was found to be incapable of crushing and cleaning properly

more than one-half the quantity of ore the engineers had said it would do. The ore

on the surface was found to yield when dressed little more than half the quantity

and value that it had been estimated at, and the smelting of the ore by the VVelsh

process had proved a complete failure. Under these circmustances the anger of the

mifortuuate stockholders would seem to have fallen on their oflioers, all of whom
either resigned or were dismissed the following year, 1851. In 1852 I was myself

appouited manager of the Bruce mines. The mining captains still continued to

report that the stopes were producing from two to three and in some instances four

tons of 15 per cent, copper ore per fathom. Careful comparison of the total

quantity of ground stoped or otherwise excavated, with the number of cons of

dressed or marketable ore actually obtained therefrom, convinced me that the veins

had not upon an average yielded more than one and a half tons of 15 per cent,

copper ore per fathom. Hitherto the miners had worked under what is known in

Cornwall as the " tut-work '" system. Cnder this system they are paid accord aig

to the quantity of ground cut, but have no interest whatever in the ore. The other
Syste^ns of work-

gygt^g^ is that under which the miners are paid so much a ton of the dressed ore.
' "*

In Cornwall it is called working on tribute, and the system under other names and
with modifications is adopted in many mines elsewhere. The " tributer " is deeply

concerned in the richness of the veins ; and while it is his interest in common with.
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his employer to avoid all waste of (jro. it ia not his interest unnecessarily to excavate
•or stope away tlie wall rock or barren and unproductive portions of the vein. This
system I dutL-iiiiined, if jKissible, to intrnduce. The miners were accordingly
•offered prices whicli would have enabled them ti> have earned considerably higlier

wages than under the former or tut-work system if the estimates and reports of the
mining captains in reference to the productiveness of the various .stope.< or pitches
had not been excessive. All except a lew refused t<» take bargains on the terms
oifered, and many left the mine rather than do so, must of them asserting that the
estimates in (question were too sanguine, if not greatly exaggerated. Some twenty
miners, however, consented to take contracts in the richer portions of the veins
under a modified form of the tribute system, at prices bastd upon our own estimates.
By thus reducing the mining expenditure within narrow and safe limits, and at the
same time keeping the ore dressing machinery fully employed cleaning up the poor
ores and waste, of which there was a consideirble quantity, especially in the form of
skimpings or skinunings thrown off in the proce^ of jigging, it appeared to me quite
feasible to make returns which would for several years at least exceed the exjten-
<liture,. This policy I concluded to carry out with the approbation of the president, •

then Mr. Hugh Allan, hojt.iig that in the meantime some improvement in the mine,
increase in the price of copper, or reduction in the cost of producing and transport-
ing the ores to market, might enable us to render a favcjrable balance permanent.
Expectations were so far realised that in 1853 the directors felt justitieil in declar- ^^""*'?!,'"

ing a smdl dividend. f(jllowed by a larger one in 1854. In this the board, as after- method,

wards appeared, acted preciijitately, being moved thereto rather by what was hoijed
for and expected than By what had been really accomplished. I was myself sanguine
that the returns in these first years of my management would exceed
the expenditure, and although 1 did not advise that step, my reports
ma^ unintentionally have led in some measure to its being taken. In
1853 and 1854 the i)rice of copper was exceedingly high, and I was strongly
urged by tjie president to increase the output of the mine to its utmost
capacity. To do this we were obliged to resort to the tut-work system
again, as a limited number of miners only were willing to work on tribute.

The result was again most unsatisfactory, and a serious loss was sustained in 1854 a reveres ot

a,nd 1855. This loss was owing to the necessity we were under of working the poorer fortune,

stopes, and to the very high wages we were obliged to pay both miners and laborers
in consequence of the demand for men not only at the mines on the south shore
of lake Superior but at Sault Ste. Marie, where the canal was at that time under
construction. It was however greatly aggi'avated by the total loss of the company's
steamer late in the fall of 1854, with nearly all the matei'ials and machinery required
for mining and ore dressing operations during the winter—a loss which could not be
fully replaced before the fullowinir summer. It may be proper to mention that in

1853 I began to fear that the veins were becoming poorer, and th;it if they fell off

generally as much as they had done in several of the deeper shafts they would soon
"become unworkable. These opinions were represented to the president, and I urged
him repeatedly in the interest of the stockholders to sell the mine if anything like

a reasonable ofi'er could be obtained for it. This at length he attempted to do, but
the price asked was so high that no one would even look at it. It was perhaps in
anticipation of being placed in a better position to dispose of the mines on good
terms that the president was led to advise the payment of a dividend in 1854. In The property

thesunnnerof 1855 the tribute system was again adopted and the mining operations tlKTwest
on a limited scale were thus carried on without much loss I think till about 1864 or Canada

l8f)5, when the whole location was sold to the West Canada mining company, who ^^o™!'*"^'-

had for ten years rented the western jDortionof it. In 1870 the Montreal company '^^^ Montreal

sold the whole of their immense lake Superior property, inclusive of Silver islet, its lake Superior
This unlucky sale was, I believe, brought about partly in the fear that the silver ore, property,

of the existence of which they were fully aware, was a superrtcial or surface show
only and would not go down to any considerable depth, and partly in the belief

that situated as the vein was below the water of lake Superior it would be exceed-
ingly difficult if not impossible to work it, and that at any rate a large sum would
have to be raised and expended and might possibly be lost ; in addition to which
they were threatened with law suits in regard to their title. Still if the patience
and the means of the company had not been exhausted by twenty years of unsuc-
cessful etJbrt at Bruce Mines they would undoubtedly I think have retained and
worked Silver islet and been, if the rejxirts of the working of that mine are to be
•credited, amply compensated for their previous losses and disappointments. In view silver t«let

•of the fact that its directorate has included many of the shrewilest and most upright
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and honorable merchants and professional men in the city of Montreal, and that

its ofhcers have been men of at least average intelligence and experience, results so-

disastrous to the stockholders and discouraging to others call for explanation.

There are several reasons why, in my opinion, the Bruce mines failed to realise the
sanguine expectations of the company. The veins on the surface were large and
showj", containing more or less of the rich grey and purple ores of copper in addition

to the common yellow ore. The gangue of the veins throughout which the ore was
distributed was a pure white quartz, and the whole doubtless presented a veiy fine

appearance. Captain Roberts on first seeing the location reported as follows :

'• This vast deposit of copper ore at the outcrop of the veins is incalculable and
almost unparalleled. It exceeds aiiything I have seen or heard of in Europe."
Whether from a failure in the richness or in the quantity of the ore, or in both, we
find that Captain Roberts one year later had modified or changed liis ojjinions.

There is no doubt that the rich grey and horseflesh ores gave place to the poorer
yellow ore at a \er}' insignificant depth, and it is probable even that m this short

time the veins in some of the stopes had become less productive. A veiy careful

examination of the mine by the late Sir William Logan at this time (1848) went to-

show however that the veins were still so rich that on the assumption that there

was no further falling ofl' in their productiveness, and that all the copper could be
obtained in a marketable condition, a large profit might in his opinion still be
realised from the mines. But it was in these very assumptions that the chief

obstacles to the realiiation of the profit lay. So intimately blended was the ore
with the matrix of the veins, and so inconsiderable the diflerence of specific gravity^

that by no ore-dressing macliinery or process of separation by water then known
was it practicable to obtain in a marketable state anything like all the copper
contained in the rough ore or vein stuif as brought from the mine. In att mptinj
to dress the ore to yield 15 jier ce t. of copper or upwards, not less than two-fifths-

of it I believe was lost in tiie deads or skimmings and in the slimes. Again as

regards the deterioration of the veins, there can be no question whatever th-it they
became poorer and less productive in dep:h, and that at a relatively shallow depth
as compared with veins in other minintr countries they ran out or became so poor
as to be no longer worth following. Very little work has really been done below
the 3o-fathom level and the deepest shaft at the Bruce mines was only about .50-

f itiioms. Thus without attributing to the managers and other officers of the
company either incompetence or deliberate misrepresentation, we find in these two
facts, iiamel* , (1) the failure of the veins or lodes in depth, and (2) the impossi-

bility of obtaining in a markecable fonu much more than three-fifths of the copper
actually contained in the veins, sufficient explanation of the almost unbroken,
succession o over-sanguine reports and estimates on the one hand and of disappointed

hopes and expectations on the other. In 1853 Mr. Sampson Vivian, a miner of

Cornwall, England, who hai.*ipent some years in the United States, obtained from
the .\Iontrea' mining company at a roj'alty of one-twentieth of the dressed ore a

fourteen years lease of the western part of the Bruce Min-s location. Several veins

had already been discovered, and .some little mining done by the Montreal company,
but the ore produced being poorer than that got in the eastern part of the location

they had not been worked for several years. It was doubtless under the impression
that the Bruce mines had been so named in honor of the Scottish patriot, instead

of the Earl of Elgin, at that tiuie Governor-Genei'al of Canada, that Captain
Vivian called his mine the Wellington mine. The ensuing .\ ear the lease was
assigned to an English company which he had succeeded in forming. Ic assumed
the name of the West Canada mining company, and the general management was
entrusted to the well known firm of John Ta\'lor & Sons, of London. Had the

company's ojierations been confined to the lodes or veins of the existence of which
they were aware when they commenced, I am persuaded that they would soon have
abandoned the enterprise. It was not very long after they had started, however,
when a teamster, named George Clarke I thnik, in searchiu:,' for strayed cattle

accidentally stumbled < n a vein preciously unknown. A rece t b .sh tire had
burned off the moss and vegetable matter, and left the lode exposed at one or two
points where it had previously been hidden from view. When uncovered or stripped,

this vein and another with which it formed a junction some distance from where it

was first discovered proved not only to be mvich larger and richer than those the

company were then working, but far better than those at the Bruce mines which
the Montreal company ha I retained in their own hands. As the uncovering of the

veinswas proceeded with it became evident to the managers of the \\ est Canada mining
company that they would, if they kept their course, cross the western boundary.
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They, accordingly, very judiciously secured a lease of the adjoining Huron Cojiper-
bay location. I can only say generally in regard to this enterprising company's The Copper-bay
operations that they were, so far as I had an opportunity of judging, carried on in a '"<^"''''"

minerlike manner ; such engines, machinery ami ore-dressing apparatus as the
^'''^"^'^ •

large experience of the London managers suggustud as being calculated to ensure
successful results wure sent out and erected at the mines. 80 great were the
difficulties, and so heavy was the cost of starting and opening up the mines, that
notwithstanding the richness of the veins no dividends were, 1 believe, declared for
the first six or seven years. In the next seven years, however, under the energetic
and judicious management of their local agents, Mr. James Bennett and Captain
William Pluminer, several dividends amounting in the aggregate to a large sum
were paid to the shareholders. In view of the early termination of their lease of
the Wellington mine the company in 1864 or I860 purchased tije whole location,
including the Bruce mines, from the Montreal mining company. The same diffi-

culties which had been found insurmountable by the Montreal mining company and
its managers, and under which they had been obliged to succumb, together with
lower i)rices forcop])er, began to tell with increasing severity on the West Canada
company

; and in 18(J7 or 1868 it would appear that the results had not been
satisfactory, for at that period ^Ir. John Taylor, jr., of London, was sent out to
examine and report on the property. He spent six weeks at the mines and his
report, which was rendered on the 12th of September, 1868, is remarkable not
merely for its ability, but for its general fairness. Mr. Taylor clearly apprehended
the chief obstacles to the profitable working of the mines when he .says: "It fg

Obstacles to

evident that the three main points you have now to contend with are, (1) the very workinfj.*

heavy cost of dressing
; (2) the great loss of copper under the present system of

washing ; and (3) the high rate of freight from the mines home to England." He
made two sugestions calculatedin his opinion to reduce the expenses and economise
the waste of copper. These were, (1) to smelt the ore on the spot, (2) to reduce
the copper by what is commonly known as the salt process, lie himself favored
smelting, bat as in both the copper would be olitained in a metallic state, he esti-

mated the saving in the item of freight alone would not be less than £7,000 or
£8,00) sterling per annum. In addition, however, to the three points specially
mentioned, another circumstance only slightly alluded to in Mr. Taylor's report
must have begun before this time to exercise an adverse influence on the
returns from the mine. No one who saw the size or richness of the veins at or
near the surface in 1855-56 could fail to perceive, on perusing that part of the report
which describes their appearance in the bottom of the various shafts and .stopes in
1868, that there had been a great falling otf both in the size and the richness of the
veins at the depth of 40 or 50 fathoms. Mining operations continued to be carried
on till 1876, when in consecjuence I i)re8ume of the continued unsatisfactory results
work was suspended and has not since been resumed. During the mining excite-
ment of 1846-47 a number of other locations were taken up on the north shore of
lake Huron. Among them there was one near the mouth of the Whitehsh river on
which at least one shaft had been sunk to the depth of 10 or 15 fathoms, so far as
T could judge from the quantity of stuff produced, for I did not see it when open.
It was known as the Wallace mine, and owned by the U])per Canada mining com- The Wallace
pany. The vein contained copper pyrites and ore of nickel, but not in sufficient mine,

quantity apparently to justify further expenditure. I am inclined to think this
company had a location on Michipicoten island, where considerable work was done
on a vein of native copper. Some mining was d(jne at the Emerald mine on the The Emerald
Rankin location, near Sault Ste. Marie. The ore was tlie yellow ore of copper, and mine,

in such quantity that had it been solid, and not so dispersed throughout the gangue
of the vein, it would probably have received a mor j thorough trial. Several locations Locations on

were als 1 taken up by the late Mr. Killaly and others near Echo lake, on which there ^" '^ * ®*

were good sized veins. On two of these sh.itts were sunk, but which I think did
not exceed five fathoms. It was the yellow ore in a gangue of white quartz, but so
far as I can recollect it would not yield more than 2 per cent, of copper. Some
work was also done at the Begley mine on the north side of Batchawana bay,
where the yellow ore of opper was found in good quantity but of low grade. At
none of these mines, so far as known to me, was any copper dressed and sent to
market. The Quebec mining conij)any was a bona fide Canadian company, organised
about the sime time as the Montreal raining company. The locations of this com- The Quebec
pany were all situated on the north shore of lake Superior, and on Michipicoten niinin;,'

island, at Point aax Mines or Mica bay. Misled by surface appearances, and to venuTres^d
say the least by the imprudent advice of their manager, they appear to have failure.
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commenced operations v^ith great spirit, or rather recklessness ; a large
number of substantial and comfortable dwellings for officers and men, and
other buUdings such as storehouses, offices, blacksmiths' and carpenters' ^hops were
erected ; a good overshot water wheel and ore dressing machinery were also put
up ; and to complete all one or two copper smelting furnaces were built. From
the large force employed at the mine 1 should think that a good deal had been done:
underground as well a^ on the surface, in the two or three years during which it

was worked. In the fall of 1S49 the mine was taken possession of for a short time
by the Indians, who were dissatisfied because a treaty had not been made with them
for the surrender of their rights ; but a treaty was concluded in the following year,
and no further trouble was occasioned by them. About this time the company
trie! to sell the mine in England, and an expert was sent out to examine it. He
reported, I have been told, unfavorably. At all events the mine was not sold, and
in 1850 or 1851 operations were suspended and have not since been resumed. The
Quebec company must have expended more than §100,000, and I have heard that
only enough ore was got out to make three or four tons of copper. It is probable
that there might be more or less poor ore that would not pav the expense of dressing
and smelting. Be this as it may, for I only speak from hearsay in regard to operations,
pi-ior to 1852, the returns obtained from the mine were unquestionably verj' small.
Some work was done, I believe, on Michipicoten island, but the result was not

^'tT'n
* ^*^ ^° encouraging and operations were abandoned there also. About the same time a

•^ ""• company called the Britisti North American, I think, di<! some mining at Prince's
bay. The object of their search was also copper, but I was told by some of the
miners who had worker^ there that it appeared to them more promising for silver

Point Mamainse than copper. It also was abandoned about the year 1850. I omitted to mention
lo«ation t»sted. that in 1856-57 the Montreal Mining Co., on my recommendation, made a cautious

trial of their location at point Mamainse, on the north shore of lake Superior. The
veins so far as discovered were neither large, regular, nor well defined, but the dis-

play of ore on the surface was tempting, consisting as it did of native copper, grey
and yellow ores of coj^per and galena or lead ore. In this last there was some
twelve ounces or more of silver to the ton, and native silver was found associated
with the native copper. As little as possible was spent on the surface, pending the
result of the contemplated mining operations. Considerable costeaning was done
and five shafts were sunk to depths varying from 14- to 60 feet on the most promis-
ing veins. From one shaft, which was sunk at a point where there had been an
Indian digging, about 1,400 lb. of native copper was obtained. The laraest piece
weighed nearly 600 lb. , the biggest mass that had been got on the north shore
up to that time, if not since. The vein, from the first small and without regular
wills, ran out almost entirely at the depth of 10 fathoms, and as it was costing nearly
$200 a fathom to sink the shaft it was stopped at that point. Three otber shafts
were sunk on difi"erent veins on the same trap range as that which produced the-

native copper, but only grey and yellow copper ores were got, and these not in suffi-

cient quantities to pay, even had there been ore dressing machinery on the spot.

The fifth shaft was oa a native copper vein on another range of trap some 150 fathoms
to the east of that last mentioned—a strong bed of conglomerate being interposed
between them. It produced at first some nice pieces of native copper, but at 25
feet in depth the vein was barren of metal, although still ten inches in width and
carrymg good mineral soils and spars. The vein of silver-lead was too small to war-
rant the expense of sinking more tlian a few feet on it. In view of the company's
financial condition, and of the fact that a large sum would be necessary to thoroughlj'-

test the mine without assured profitable results, operations were suspended in 1857,
the amount thus expended being about §5,000. I am under the impression that the
Silver Islet company have, since their acquisition of the Montreal Mining Co. 's

lake Sujjerior property, done some work on this location, but with what resvdts I am
Mamafns^* and"^

unable to say. Two English companies have engaged in copper mining on the
Michipicoten north shore at a comparatively recent date. One of these properties is situated at
island. cape Mamainse, upon a location immediately adjoining that I have just described.

The other is on the island of Michipicoten. A large sum of money has been, I

believe, spent on both mines, but especially upon that at Mamainse. The ship-

ments of copper have been relatively insignificant. That the results have been
Sudbury. unsatisfactory, to the shareholders at least, may be inferred from the circumstance

that at both these mines operations have now been suspended. Of the copper mines
at Sudbury I am unable to say an3'thing as I have not seen or examined them. This
history of copper mining on lakes Superior and Huron really includes all or nearly

all that has been done in the province. At least I am not aware of anj' other part
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of Ontario where copj)er mining has been carried on to any extent worth mention-
ing. That tliese enterprises have almost without exception resulted disastrously A history of

cannot Ite denied, however conHicting may be tlie reasons given by different jtarties '''•'"'•'s.

before the Oounssion. Nor can it be d<Miied that it would have been very much
better for the stockholders in the various mines if tlie three niilliou dollnrs worth
of copper obtained therefrom had still remained buried in the bowels of the earth,

and the four or tive millions worth of g<jld or its equivalent expended in searching
for and mining this copper had remained in their pockets. Other parties may have
benefited, but the men, for the most ])arfc Canadians, who furnished the capital

clearly have not. But should anyone infer from the uniformly disastrous results of

these i)runtature mining operations that the mineral resources of (Jntario so far as But no cause for

cojjper is concerned are unimportant, if not worthless, 1 mu.stbeg decidedly to differ
'^''*'^''U'''^=<;fi'fent

from him. In the district of Aigoma, from the mouth of French river on lake Huron
to Pigeon river on lake Superior, upwards of 400 miles in a straight line and nearly
double that distance following the sinuosities of the coast, and from thence north-
ward to the height of land, there is 1 believe no considerable area in whicli copper-
bearing rocks do not occur. All along the coast, wherever these rocks are exposed
to view, strings or veins carrying more or less copper may be found at short inter-

vals. East of Goulais bay the copper, so far as my experience enables me to speak,
is always found in tlie form of sulphurets, chiefly copper pyrites, commonly known
as the yellow ore. West of Goulais b;iy we tind the same ores, together with more
or less native co])per. On almost every considerable lake in the interior indications

of coj)per may be seen if the coj)per-bearing rocks on the shores be examined care-

fully, and not unfrequently good sized veins are met with which under more
favorable conditions would be considered if not rich at any rate worthy of trial.

Supposing this belt in which copper-bearing rocks at least predominate to be no Extent of the
more than 50 miles wide, we have an area of 20,000 square miles of what may be copiier-bearintc

termed copper-bearing country in the district of Aigoma alone. It is true that many country.

of the strings or veins are small and irregular, and contain so little copper as to be
unworthy of attention, that many in which the appearance at the surface is promis-
ing fail at a trilling depth, and that even those veins which have been the largest,

most regular and the richest in copper at and near the outcrop have fallen otf greatly
both in size and regularity, as well as in the quantity and quality of the ore at a
depth of from two to three hundred feet. Nevertheless we are confronted by the
fact that a small strip of this copper-bearing country, two miles in length by about
half a mile in breadtli, or one square mile in all, has actually produced between
40,000 and 50,000 tons of dressed copper ore, worth in the English market between
two-and-a-half and three million dollars. Nor are the mines on this single section
of land, though of course poorer, by any means as yet nearly exhausted. It is not
pretended that deposits such as those at the Bruce mines, the Wellington mines and
at Sudbury are to be found everywhere in this mineral belt, nor in view of the probability of

extent and dej^th of the loose material under which the veins are in most parts further discove-

entirely hidden can it be expected that such discoveries will be of very frequent "'^^i
^^'} ^^P^.'

li-.- c; ,,1,- 11 1 ii-i- 1 ,. pe<-"*s of mining
occurrence ; but it is sate to assert that in ail human probability a great number of under more fa-

such veins or deposits of copper ore do exist in this belt quite as rich as, if not \orable condi-

riclier than, any of those already discovered, and that from time to time as the
'°"^'

country is settled many of them will be found, accidentally or otherwise. I hold
therefore that this field of the mineral resources of Ontario is immensely important
and valuable ; where so much copper in quantity and value has been obtained from
such a limited area, how much may not be reasonably expected from the whole of
this copper-bearing belt. It may be said, and with some show of reason, that
granting many millions of tons of copper ore may be contained in the rocks of this

mineral belt, of what possible importance or value can it be to the jjrovince if it is

so distributed and the difhcultj'^ and expense of mining be so great that when
obtained the cost of getting the copper shall be found to have exceeded its value.
Now although in a sense this may and doubtless does hold good in regard to the
present value of the copper in this belt, the prospective value to the province may
nevertheless be very great. Were we compelled to mine, dress and send to market
this c<jpper under the unfavorable conditions which have hitherto prevailed in this
country, experience has demonstrated that it could only be done at a loss But
under the more favorable conditions that will surely obtain in the future it is mor-
ally certain that many of these deposits of copper may and will be worked most
profitably, and thus prove a source of incalculable wealth to the province. In order
to make this clear, let us suppose the Bruce and Wellington mines to have been
situated in England, and we shall see how much more favorable the conditions would
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have been. The wastes of the miners and the laborers would have been less than
one-half, and the cost of mining vvould have been reduced in like proportion. The
dressing of the ores, which in England is done almost entirely by young women and
boys, would have not been more than one-third of the cost of that operation in

Canada. The expense oi transportation to market would not, I consider, have been
more than one-tenth of the sum paid for the freight of the ore from Bruce Mines
to Liverpool or Swansea : in addition to all wiiich it would not have been necessary

to bring up the ores by dressing to more than 8 or 9 per cent, of copper instead of

from 15 to 2i) per cent., thus saving no only expenses but a very large quantity of

copper unavoidably lost in the process. Then again machinery and all kind of stores

and material-;, timber excepted, would have been very much cheaper in England.
From all these circumstances £ am convinced that had the vein at the Bruce Mines
and the Huron Copper-bay locations or others of the like character and richness

been situated in Cornwall, or almost any other part of Europe, they would unques-
tionably have yielded the fortunate owners very large profits. Now the point I

wish to mnke is this : if our Canadian copper mines be such that if situated in

Europe they would hnve realised very large profits and been considered very valu-

able, it necessarily follows that so soon as those favorable c mditions arrive in Ontario,

then at all events if not before will copper- mining in this province become profit-

able, and the vast deposits of that metal in the copper-bearing belt north and west
of the great, lakes become in the fidlest sense of the term valuable. The conditions

most necessary to profitable mining, whether in respect of labor, of materials or of

transportation, are bemg surely it not rapidly evolved in the district in which the
mines are situated. No one who has noted the growth of the district of Algoina in

population and otherwise during the last 30 or 40 years can fail to perceive that

fact. But on broader grounds 1 hold it to be absolutelj- certain that sooner or later

all the disabilities under which in the past copper mining has labored will be removed,
and that this country will stand in just as good a position as England herself in

regard to the economical and profitable working of her mines. In addition to

cheaper labor than was obtainable on the first opening up of the country, much may
be expected from the employment of labor saving machinery in our mines. The use

of rock drills worked bj' steam or water power, the substitution of dynamite and
other lU' >re powerful explosives for gunpowder, the employment of galvanic batteries

or electricity to diseha'-ge simultaneously a number of blasts so placed as to produce
the greatest possible effect, are all calculated to greatly diminish the cost of mniing,

even if wages should remain the same. It is p >s-^ible also that improvements may
be made iii the smelting or reduction of copper fr an its ores. In c )ncluding my
remarks as to our copper deposits, 1 would like to add a word of warning to all

engaged or about to engage in mining enterprises, especially in districts where the

character of the veins at a considerable depth has not been proved. Not a dollar

beyond what is absolutelj' unavoidable should be expended on the surface, however
promising the appearance of the outcrop may be, until one or more shafts have bee'^

sunk to a depth of at least fif y fathoms and levels driven each way. This is espe-

cially necessary where form-sr experience goes to show that the veins frequently

become smaller and poorer, if not altogether barren, at a very trifling depth. Sur-

face expenditure is utterly wasted and becomes a dead loss when the mine itself

fails. The fewer failures, and the greater number of dividend-paying mines, the

more attractive will be the industry to capitalists.

Conditions ne-
cessary to profit

able minin?.

A word of warn-
ing.

Bruce and Wel-
lington mines.

Extent of the
mining opera-
tions.

William Plummer— I have been c mnected with mining matters in the lake

Superior section for a good many years. I was engaged at the Bruce mines. They
began operations over thirty years ago, and continued for about twelve years. It

is twenty-one years since I left. There are two mines there, the Bruce and the

Wellington. Both are on the same lode, but one is farther west than the other.

The Bruce was worked by the old M(jntreal company, and the Wellington by an
English company and English capital, the latter afterwards accjuiring the former
by purchase. I was sent from England to manage the property. The Montreal
company first commenced operations in 184S ; they sold out to our company
in 1864. Ours was organised, I think, in 1854 or 1855. When I took charge

the shafts were only down a few fathoms, and I put down a dozen. We had
two principal veins upon the Wellington and three upon the Bruce, I think.

The course of the veins was north-west and south-east. In some places they were
3 or 4 feet wide, in others 20 feet

;
greenstone rock formed the wails on both sides.

The vein matter was mostly quartz. The deepest shaft was about 500 feet, but some
were not more than 15 fathoms. Some years the aggregate sinking per year of the

several shafts, was about 100 fathoms ; and the driving of the several levels 156
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fathoms, and over 1 500 liiu-al fatlionis of ore sloped out. The average per year of

nine years was, of stopings, ],241 fatlionis, sinking's 87 and drivings ll'.i, making an
average j)er year of the nine years, 1,4^1 fatlionis. That is to say, there was a
section of the vein taken out equal to a depth of 10 fathoms by a length of 144 f)n

an average for each year. Dykes crossed the veins at different anglers, more or le?8

at right angles. They were, I think, of more recent origin than the veins, and I

think had a great deal to do with the richness of the veins. When we lost

these dykes for a consideral'le di.stance the veins were poor. I am quite

sure there is stiil an abundance of ore in that property ; the veins have
been worked for a mile and a half I think, V)ut there are parts that are still

unworked. I know that district very well, and I know that copper occurs

in paying quantities. There are lots of other veins besides those on the
Wellington property. Diorite greenstone, mostly composed of felspar and
hornblende, in grains, is the copper-bearing rock of the district. We employed
about 200 men in underground mining. Altogether we had about .350 employed, Laborers and
some being boys. The underground men were paid by contract, and made rate of wages.

about §32 or §35 a month. Surface men were paid about §1 a day, and some
got more ; wages increased later on—I think about 10 or 1 5 per cent. Once raised,

wages could not very well be reduced. We had steam engines for crushing, jiump-
ing and hoisting purposes, as well as for dressing. The drills were worked by hand.
Some time after I left reduction works were put up, but I canot tell you the value
of the iilant. The capitiil subscribed was £'20(t,000, and for a nuniber of years the
mines paid very handsomely. 1 do not think the books < f the company can be got,

as during mj' time we had a riot and the men wrecked the ofhces and destroyed
our books ; that was in 1863 or 18G4. For many years the mines were
very productive, and yielded some 2,500 to 3,500 tons of copper ore a year.

At the beginning it went 5 per cent., but later it was only .3 per cent.
;

it grew leaner as we went down. The ore shipped each year would average Production and
about 20 or 21 per cent. At first it was shijiped to Liverpool, but most market.

of it afterwards was sent to the States, where we continued to have a good
market till the war broke out. Then a duty of 5 cents per pound was put
on copper, which prevented our selling in the States and injured us materially.

We could only ship through the States in bond, and this caused a great deal of

trouble, anxiety and expense, and we found great difficulty in working it. Up to

that time the American market was better than the English. That lessened the
value of the product, and then the price of coj^per went downi to a verj' low figure,

so that about the time we closed it would not pay. I think that §6,000,000 to

$7,000,000 was taken out altogether. I was in charge twelve years.

Frank Prout—I am the agent in charge of the Wellington company's property
at Bruce Mines. Work was commenced here in 1858. What was known as the

^ w i

old Bruce mines were formerly owned by a Montreal company ; that property iin<(ton mines."
passed into our hands in 18G9. The extent of < ur property is t« o miles frontage

by five miles deep, 6,400 acres. I cannot from recollection give you the par-

ticulars as to the shafts that have been put down ; the greatest depth is 420 leet.

The vein did not play out at all ; it continued good, in fact imjiroving to the end.
We did not find any native copper. The veins run .«outh-east and north-west,

being qujucz in diorite. They are from 6 to 20 leet wide and were pretty uniform
througlaout ; there was very little iron, the gangue being principally quartz and
a little spar. The widest point of the vein we woiked was 26 feet, where it formed
a horse. I cannot say what it cost per ton to mine. We generally paid about S'35

, fathom, the ordinary width being 10 or 12 feet ; where wider we paid more. It

.vould cost about !5l.50 for stoping, and then there was the driving and sinking

besides, wliich cost much more. The directors are .John Taylor A: Sons, London, Eng.
The capital is £40,000 in 40,000 shares. Some changes were made when the chemical
works were established, ?o that it is difficult to tell the exact position. The Huron
C. pjier-bay h cation was leaded and worked by our company for a number c^f j-ears.

D. McDonald was president of that company, but I think he is now dead.

W. H. Phtmmcr—On the Bruce and W^ellington cojjper locations there were
three lodes. The north and west lodes were not far ajiart : not more than a
quarter of a mile, and they were tapped at different points. The work closed down Shipments of

about 1876. In the good times the greater part of the ore was shijijied in steamers,

and vessels came direct from Swansea. Some was shipped in bags, but more
in barrels, as the companj' had a barrel factory of their own. The bags were
for the better class ore, that which was reduced. Three or four ships a year
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came from England, and besides that they shipp d by the local steamers to
Buffalo, Toronto and Montreal. Afterwards it was shipped from Montreal, being
carried by rail to there; the company shipped whichever way they got the best
rate.

Edward Norris—I live at Sault Ste. Marie and represent the Lake Superior
Copper company, whose works are at Mamainse and the head office in London,
Eng and. J. A. Hendry was the president when last I heard. Daniel Norris, of
Abchiirch chambers, London, is the secretary. I do not know the amount of

capital. The present company acquired possession from the Lake Superior Native
Copper company three years ago last winter. The property is 60 miles up the
shore of lake Sujierior, and consists of 6.400 acres, 640 of which was got from the
Kincaid location. Work was commenced by the Lake Superior Native Copper

.
company in 1882. Three shafts were put down, the oi-iginal No. 2 being after-

wards abadoned and made into a ladder-way. The shafts are about 300 yards
apart on the vein. No. 2, the one near the lake, is 320 feet. No. 1 is 280 or 300
feet, and the original No. 2 is 60 feet. There are four levels altogether, but I

cannot give you the distances. We have two hoisting machines, six 30 horse-power
boilers, an air compressor, dressing machinery, a Ball stamp of about 180 tons a
day, column jigs, etc. We have also a saw mill and machine shop. The machinery
was put up during the summers of 1882 and ls83. Work was stopped about 1884,
on account of monetarj- trouble. I cannot tell you the quantity of ore taken out

;

there was not a great deal of dressed ore shipped. The country rock at Mamainse
is conglomorate of the Nipigon series. The strike is about 10 degrees west of

north. The walls on our vein are trap, but the rocks are very irregular ; I think
the conglomorate forms one wall cf our vein, and the trap the other. The width
of the vein on the surface is 5 or 6 feet, but it widens below to about 18 feet ; that
is speaking from recollection ; I have not been there for about four years. The
percentage of copper varied very much ; the last test made showed seven-eighths of

one per cent, of native copper. It is a dry mine, all things considered. W^e never
had any difficulty in getting labor ; our miners were principally paid by contract,

and the price was about 820 a foot for the full size of the shaft, 8 by 20 feet. The
price would vary according to the quality of the rock, and this was about the lowest
price paid. Ordinary laborers got from S 1 . 25 to S 1 , 50 a day. The greatest number of

men employed at our mine was 260, including 75 choppers ; that was in the winter
of 1883. Something less than 100 of them were miners. In other years I think
about 160 men were employed, except the first year, when the number was about
100. The failure was mainly due to extravagant work. We were new hands in this

country, and there was too much building in proportiim to the amount of mining.
We also lost a great deal of money trying to run a passenger boat. The old com-
pany went into liquidation three years ago. I believe if they had money enough to

go on for three or four months more they would have weathered it. The present
company have done no mining, but they acquired the property with a view to work
it. It is composed I think chiefly of the old men, though 1 believe a number of

new men were brought into it. All the shares were never issued. The facilities

for shi]iping are not good, but they could be improved by getting a good boat on
the route. It would be a s^reat advantage if American boats were allowed to call,

H. Tretheivey—T was in charge at Mamainse. We were exploring, and did
not go on with regular developing. The indications were very good, the highest
assays showing 7,000, 15,000 and 20,000 ounces to the ton ; that was selected rock.

We only got a small pocket and took out about 8150 worth. There is silver there
in paying quantities. We found native copper, black and red oxide, and grey
ore that assayed 69 per cent, copper ; we did not find that in large quantities. I

believe there is a good property there. The company spent about 825,000 or
§30,000. The deepest shaft was 875 ^^^^ ^nd the longest level 350 feet. We sank
seven shafts from 35 feet to S"! h feet. The level of 350 feet was driven through a
belt o' amygdaloid and conglomorate. and the vein was from 4 to 12 feet wide.

There was about three-quarters of one per cent, of copper. The 87 foot shaft was
on the vein. We traced the vein for half a mile, 12 feet wide. It carried native

copper, red oxide, black oxide, green carbonate and native silver. I know of

quite a number of veins farther in ; they form deep depressions in t'le rock on
the surface. The dykes on the shore run south-east and north-west, and inland
some are east and west. The veins which cut the dykes are almost due north and
south, and the dip is 45'^ towards the lake. I believe that to be a good country
for grey copper ore and silver.
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Workings.

J. S. Williams—The Michipicotcii iiiiiiu wan originally tho^ property < f the
<5uuV)oc Land and Mininy Co., which ditl a little prospecting ahing the back of the
vein. About 18S'2 it passed into the hands of the Lake Superior Copper Co., The Michipi

-whose headquarters were at London, Kng., their cajjital being £100,000. J think (-"oten mine,

they began work the same year and carried on for about three years. They sank
a main s! aft -100 feet—Bonner shaft 400 feet. Batter's shaft 200 feet, OlHfe shaft 0.5

or 70 feet. They also did a good o'eal of drifting. No. 1 at 200 feet level was about
600 orTUO feet. No. 2 at 280 feet was SOO feet, and No. H at 'MW feet was 300 or
400 feet. In Bonner shaft they cross-cutted and drifted about 000 feet. The vein

runs nearly east and west in amygdaloid and traj) the
total de])th, dipping south 52" ficm the vertical. It

is composed of ([uartz, calcite, epidote, iron pyrites

and native copper. The latter occurs in masses of

from 40 to 50 pounds to minute particles of veiy fine The vein.

sliot and leaf copper. The mineralised pai-t of the
\ cin is principally on the hanging wall, but occasion-

ally runs through it. The vein ranges in w4dth from
three to six feet and is pretty regu'ar as to size, but
varies very considerably as to productiveness—at some Machinery.

places poor, at others well charged with copper. A
considerable lot was taken out, but no portion of it

was dressed and none shipped ; it still lies on the
dump. The company quit work three or four years
ago, owing to exhaustion of funds. The machinery

aslIrd^'-S^S'sSt'to an'^ch'^ ^"nsisted of two pairs of 24-inch Cornish rolls, four

a. Trap. r. C.nnlo.nerate. r Lode '^'^'J'^ of plunger gi'^s, four buddies for dressing, all a parallel vein

matter with xpecks of Copper, f. driven by a ()0 horse-power engine, with four upright tested.

rasper, q. Amy;,dalouL boilers. The property was purchased by Mr. Matthews,
at that time mayor of Lii'erpool, who carried on the

works about a year and a half. I was superintendent of the works during nine
months of that time. The main shaft was sunk a further distance of 200 feet, we
put down a winze 55 feet, drifted No. 3 level 150 feet west. No. 4 a)>out 100 feet.

About three-quarters of a mile south-east of the old mine a parallel vein of con-
glonii rate exists, still in the amygdaloid and trap, with an average width of seven
feet. We sank 40 feet on that vein and tested it with a diamond drill 250 feet ;

a considerable quantity of native copper was found, and more evenly disseminated
than in the old mine. A band of red sandstone underlies the foot-wall of this vein.

The vein matter resembles the Calumet and Hecla more than any other I have seen.

Mr. Matthews' death occured in June or July, ISfS?, and the works were shut down
at the end of July. This summer Mr. Cozens is acting for the estate and has an
American syndicate examining the property. The total area of property is about
ten square miles.

H. P. Mcintosh—My residence is Cleveland, Ohio, and I am ^^ecretary and treas-

urer of the Canadian Copper Co. The company was organised Januarj- 5th, 1886; its The Canadian

capital stock is §2,000,000, all subscribed and paid lor. The properties of the com- Copper com-

pany are situated in Blezard, Creighton, McKim and Snider townships, district of P*"^ ^ P''"'"' -^'

Algoma, and have a total area of about 10,000' acres. It is difficult to determine
which of the prospectors made the first discoveries ; at least a dozen difherent per-

sons were upon these properties about the same time, and we do not know- who tirst

found the minerals. The cut through the small deposit on the line of the Canadian
Pacitic railway, about three miles w^est of Sudbury, was perhaps the first thing done
to call attention to the i'act that copper ores existed in the coiintrj', but not enough
was found there to warrant sufficient expenditures of money to determine its possi-

ble value. The ore occurs in a series of parallel lens-shaped deposits in a formation
that appears to be principally diorite. The deposits extend more or less j)romi-

nently through a tract of several mil^s. The ore is copper pyrites accompanied by
considerable pyrrhotite, the latter carrying nickel in greater or less quantities, and
the gangue being principally felspar and diorite. It is difficult to get miners and
laborers on account of the isolated position occupied V)y the mines. The men
employed are largely Cornish and Welsh, and they are paid monthly in cash.

Dr. Edward Peters, jr—Openings have been made in the Stobie, Evans and
,j^ (^ ^

Copjier-cliff mines at Sudbiuy, and at four or five other openings to prove the veins, copper coin-

At Coj>per-cliff agreat deal of work has been done, some 825,000 or S30,000 having pany's works,

been expended. A shaft has been sunk down about 3.30 feet on the vein, and
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drifts have been run at right angles to the shaft bOO or COO feet. A great deal of
surface quarrying has also been done. On the Evans mine the shaft has been sunk
to a depth of 85 feet and two drifts have been couinienc< d, being now about 6 feet.

There has also been a siuhII amount of surface quarrying done. .\t the Stobie two '

tunnels, each of 30 or 40 feet, have been run in and work has been done as seen
by the members of the Commission. At this mine we have a three-drill com-
pressor to work three air drills, a large stone breaker, the necessary pumps, etc.

At the Copper-cliff we have a six-drill compressor, a large hoisting engine, a rock
breaker, a rock house for separating ore, various pumps and all necessary
machinery. At th _ Evans a three-drdl compressor will be put up in about a week,
also a breaker, and there will be a very large rock house, one of 1 he finest in the
country when it is finished. I think we can dress a good deal ('f our ore to 20 per cent.

Speaking in a wholesale way I think it will show about 2i per ceiit. nickel and 3 per
cent, coi^per. The Newfoundland ore is something similar to ours, but does
not contain any nickel that I am aware of. It seems to me that the mneial
deposits here run through tl e country something like a string of sausages, with a
long space of string between each sausage. As we go down it seems to narrow and
then widen out again. There seems to be some connection between the deposits,

but I do not think they could be properly called fissure veins ; I would call it a
mineralised belt, with minerals concentrated in it at certain points. It is a hard
region to prospect on account of the broken nature di the country, and owing to

the fact that the rocks do r^ot crop up well. If this were in the United States

thousands of prospectors would be here on the strength of what has already been
done.

Occurrences of

the mineral.

Percentag-es of

copper and
nickel.

Work at the
Canadian Co.'s

mines.

Occurrences at

Sudbury and
Denison.

Francis Sperry—We have had 10 per cent, nickel in special samples of the
Canadian Copper company's mines ; that was the highest in the pure pyrrohtite ; the
average would be 6 per cent. The average in the general body of ore is I think 4
to 5 per cent, copper and 3 to 4 per cent, nickel. In making a shipment we make
an analysis ; in the shipment to New York it showed 7 per cent, copper and 3 per
cent, nickel. That was a shipment of about 3,000 tons. We have on the dumps
now about 5,000 tons.

F. Andrews—I have been in the Sudbury district since the beginning of April.

1 have been more or less acquainted with mining since 1 was 13 years of age, both in

mining schools and elsewhere. I received my education in Cornwall and Devon,
England. I was also at the Royal School of Mines, London. I have had expe-
rience in the west, in Mexico, South Africa and Australia. I have been in almost
all kinds of mines, except coal mines. I think it is too early yet t'j give an opinion
as to the pro.spects for mining in the Sudbury district. I cannot say what minerals
are in paying quanti'ies, but I am pleasfd with some parts of the district. The
surface deposits are splendid, but there is no deep mine yet to prove how it is

below. At the Evans mine they started with the diamond drill at a depth of 130
feet with very satisfactorj' results, though I do not think the drill is at all a fair

test of a mine. At the Copper-cliff they have tested down to hbout 300 feet,

and we will shortly know more about it ; it may improve, but I cannot say that it

will. I do not know of any other companies besides the Canada Copper
Co. and the Vermilion Co. that ^have done any real work. Prospectors do
nothing more than put in a few shots to test the nature of the veins. It is a very
hard country to j)rospect. We employ 32 miners at the Copper-cliff and 11 at the
Evans ; we work night and day and the shift is ten hours. We have not had any
difiiculty in getting a supply of skilled labor. We pay outside men §1.40, miners
ab utSl.75, and machinists §2. The shafts and drifts are sunk by contract. Some of

those working by contract make as high as 82.75 and S3 per daj^. The rock, parti-

cularly at the Evans, is diorite and is very hard to blast. At the Copper-cliif the

angle of incline is 45 di grees.

James Stobie—In Denison tnere appears to be more schist accompanying the
diorite than at Sudbuiy. In the No. 1 shaft i f the Vermilion the vein is between
schist and diorite. Where copper and galena have been found, more or less gold
and silver have been found. Tlie course is generally north-east and south-west

^

there are exceptions however to that, the Lady Macdonald and the Copper-cliff.

In these the course is north and south. There is a considerable distance between
them, but I think they are a continuation of the same deposit. In some places in

the belt the diorite itself is rich enough to be worked ; in other places it is not ; it

varies very mucli. There seems to be any number of places where, if liandled with
econonw, mining should pay.
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Robert Hedley—The specimens of copper I exainined have not been repre-

sentative, but I think picked 8i)eciuiens ; some have gone very high, as higli as 23 Compositif n nf

and 24 j)er cent., some li3 and 17 per ct-nt., and some h^wer. In abnost all cases I ^"I'^'un ""^

found nickel associated witli tlie copper, either intimately or lying side l>y side. I

have assaytd for nickel and have found from 1 to 25 imr cent. ; but only as high as

25 per cent, in one case, and that was from the Vermilion shaft No. 1 ; ihere was
6 per cent, copper. 1 have tested for cobalt and found it existed with nickel.

With some copper ores I have found gold and silver in small ([uantities, and a trace of

other metals. Ores are largely mixed with iron pyrites, and pyrrhotite which
apjiears to carry nickel.

John B tbcock—I discovered copper with nickel on hjt 10 in the 5th concession
of Denison. I think it carries gold too. Most of the work was done by myself and Ores m Dtnifton,

McCorm.ick, whom I had to get to take it up. The vein runs north-east and south- ^^'^}^J'^> ('^"'k'''^'

west ; the countr}' rock is hornblende and a kind of micaceous slate. I ha> e but a very
common knowledge of rocks. In Waters I discovered what I think is copper and
nickel, but it has not been assayed as yet ; 1 have not taken up tiie lot. In Snider
I found two deposits of nickel and coi)per close to each other, on lots 3 and 4 in

the 1st concession. Those lots have been taken up and we have done some exi)lo-

ratory work. Tliere are two veins, both about 10 feet wide, their course being
north-east and south-west. In Fairbank I found pj-rites with little specks of galena.
I don't think it is rich, but it might pay if a man were able to work it.

Robert McCormack—I live at Sudbury and have been engaged for the last two
years i:)rospecting in this district from Snider to Den son. I have a copper 1 oca- Locations in

tion on lot 10 in the 5th of I'enison; it is something like the Krean location, of
gnjjer

"
^""^

which I think it is a continuation. There is cojiper on lot 4 of the 1st of Snider
;

it is of the same kind but not so large as the deposit on the Krean location.

Cojiper occurs in the green rock. In Snider it is a kind of green rock on one side

and grey upon the other.

Georye Shaw—In the township of Graham, on lot 6 in the 3i-d concession, we
find some very good lodes that the mining engineer says in his report form a con- Locations in

tinuation of the Vermilion. We are about stocking that for §100,000. On 5 in the Graham.

3rd we have alluvial gold. On 12 in the 5th, which we also hold, there is copper,
an assay of which by Mr. Heys (jf Toronto shows 27 per cent, copper and 896.40
of gold per ton. The vein I understand is five feet wide. It is supi)osed to be
a continuation of the McConnell lode, and goes across this location into the next.
There is very little doing because each man is waiting for his neighbor to develop,
and then hopes to make something out of his own.

D. W. Butterfield—I thi-ik from the indications, as far as we have gone, that
copper exists in paying quantities at the Vermilion location. Our ore runs 25 to The Vermilion

30 per cent, copper, besides other metals. I have been told it contains nickel and mining works,

platinum, or other metal of the platinum group. As to the copper on the hill, I
cannot yet say wliether it is a vein or not. I think, however, there is a large body
of ore there, and I am satisfied with the development so far. I think as we get
deeper down we will get more water, as the rock is not as close gi'ained as at the gold
vein. I do not expect we will have any trouble till we get down 100 feet, and then I

think we can handle it with a pump. I do not think there will be any serious difficulty.

In our mine here we have the copper in different forms—blue, grey and yellow
copper, and also some native copper. There is some iron pyrites with the copper,
some gold, some ([uartz and somo arsenical pyrites I think, quiirtzite that carries
gold and a small amount, of silver mixed up with the vein matter, hoi-nblende,
platinum and nickel. No cojjper ore has been shipped as yet, and it is not deter-
mined where we will send it for reduction.

Joseph Riopelle—I am interested in about 1,200 acres of mining property in

the township of Denison ; our lots are in ranges 4 and 5. The owners of the Copper and

property are Tough, McDonald and myself. AVe discovered minerals on the pro- l''<^l^el locations

perty in 1^86 and 1887 ; we discovered mineral on every lot we purchased, the
principal minerals being copper and nickel. We di-covered gold on lot 9 in the 5th.
The copper shows generally on the surface and is in veins. We have openings on
all the lots, but have not sunk a shaft to anv depth. We found some copper
associated with and some witliout nickel. The onl}' gold w:is that on lot 9,

and I cannot say that was a vein ; it was only a little native gold picked up when
we were opening for cojiper. I place no value upon the gold at all. I have visited
the copper regions of lake Superior, and I believe this t<i be the best cop]K^r section
in tJie world. We have had some of the copper ores analysed by ]\Ir. Donald of
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Montreal ; it was an analysis of the lot we disposed of to a copper companj' since,
and showed 34 per cent. That was in the to\ra3hip of Snider. The veins vary
very much ; in some places we can hardly call them veins. We found ore going
right across the township from north to south and cropping up. Wherever the
vein cropped up we purchased as soon as we had developed enough to show that we
were right. 1 do not know that there is a vein as the word is generally used ; it

usually- occurs as an overflow, sometimes showing pretty well on top. We are
perfectly satisfied with the appearance of the copper and hardly deem it necessary
to have any analysis.

Henry Ranger—I have discovered copper on lot 12 in the 4th concession of
Copper in Denison, on lots 9 and 1 1 in the 5th, on 8 in the 5th, on 8 in the 4th, and on 1

Tnd Grahfrn"^^""
^^^ ^ ^" *^^ ^^^- ^^ Snider, on 12 in the 6th, I found copper. In Graham I

discovered iron pyrites on 12 in the 3rd and on 12 in the 4th I found a quartz vein
containing copper pyrites and galena.

Jaines Miller—The copper in the township of Drury is a mountain and extends
about two or three thousand feet. About a mile further to the north-west it crops
out again ; there is any amount of copper there. It appears to be decomposed as

far as can be seen. The rock is diorite.

Edicard Moore—I am a lumber merchant and am interested in mining proper-
ties at Straight lake, west of the township of Moncrief and 4f5 miles west of

Sudbury. Copper was first discovered there a ytar ago last fall, and about
two or three weeks ago galena was discovered. I cannot say whether the galena

occurs near the copper, but it cannot be a mile away. I am speaking from what
my brother told me.

GOLD.

Of the localities in which gold has been found in Ontario, the Commission

Gold regions. visited gold carrying veins in the Madoc or Marmora, Denison and Lake-of-

the-Woods districts. Evidence was obtained in addition to the above in rela-

tion to the Huronian mine in ^loss township, west of Port Arthur, and to

many veins in the region of Sault Ste. Marie which are said to carry gold in

paying quantities. All these are in the Huronian formation, if the first

mentioned can be so included.

The Eichardson gold mine is situated in the towTiship of Madoc, in the

Richardson gold county of Hastings, near the line of the Ontario Central railway. No work

is now going on, but recently some parties have been exploring the old

workings and opening new ground. Very promising looking rock had been

taken out and was lying on the dump. The vein stuff consists of quartz with

some iron pyrites ; dolomite and calcspar also occur in patches, and form a

considerable part of the excavated matter. Talcose schist appears to form one

side, and strikes with the greenstone and gneissoid rocks in an easterly and

westerly direction, the dip being at some places 70''. The vein is not

visible at the surface. A very interesting account by ^Ir. Yennor of the

discovery of gold at this place is given in the Geological Survey report of

1869, together with a great many analyses and tests of ores in this district.

Fig 10. is a section of that country drawn by Mr. Tennor :

Canada Consoli-
dated gold
mining
company.

'-V ,7;--J-- i S

Ji'adocSaiir

Fig. 10.—<f Indications of iron. e. Crystalline limestone with graphite, syenite ami gneiss, i. Diorite

rock with iro7i ores. t. Calc schists, mica schists and conglomerate ; limestones and dolomites with gold.

The property of the Canada Consolidated gold mining company at

Deloro, in the town.ship of Marmora, was visited by the Commission, but the

mine is now idle and full of water. Some extracts taken from a paper by
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. P. Roth well, editor of the New York Engineering and Mining Journal,

read before the American Institute of Mining Engineers, may be given as

descriptive of it

:

About tliirty miles north of tli^ city of Belleville, in the township of Marmora,
Ontario, there is found a bolt of gold-bearing ((uartz veins whicli present geological, Dnscription of

mineralogical and occmomic features of great interest to the profession. The district ^^^ i>roperty

in which these veins are found is characterised as a roUmg coiiiitiy, with low
rounded liills of svenitic granite, overlain on the flanks of the hills by Silurian

limestone which lies in ntjarly horizontal beds, and in some places is so fine in

texture as to afford lithographic stone of a fair quality. Tlie gold-beiring veins
run north and south througii this belt of syenitic granite and are ipiartz-Hlled, true
fissures, with micaceous or talcoid slates forming the w.alls of and horses in the veins.

This talcose slaty rock is evidently the product of the chemical decomposition of

the syeni e along the fissures, the (piiirtz being segregated from the country rock
into the veins, and the hornblende of the syenite furnishing the magnesia of the
talcoid slates. The veins, besides quartz, contain also as gan.,'ue crystallised

calcspar and occasionally crystallised black mica. The ore scattei-ed thi-ough this

gangue, in heavy bands in some places and in detached, well formed crystals at

other points, is an arsenical sulphuret of iron (mispickel) having a composition of

about 55 per cent, of iron and '25 per cent of arsenic, and perhaps 20 per cent, of

sulphur. This mispickel contains the greater part of the gold for which the mines
are worked, hut free j/old is also found scattered through the quartz in small leaves

and grains, and it is also found showing freely at times in the mispickel itself . . .

Some four or five parallel veins have been proved to exist in a belt of 500 or
600 feet in width, running through the property of this company for a length of

over three-quarters of a mile, while the main vein has been opened on adjoining
properties, making a total proved length of this great fissure of about three miles on
the vein, a fact which, next to actual sinking, may be considered the best proof of

the continuance in depth of the veins. . . . They have shown this vein to have a
thickness exceeding 20 feet in many places, and averaging probably 8 or 10 feet,

while the middle and west veins, though smaller, have still apparently a thickness

of 3 feet and upwards.

Average of 108 sample;!, 515 tons Gatling ore, assayed by A. Thies, .S13.37 gold per ton.

Check assays by Prof. Richards of Boston, and Gifford of New York, §14.75.

Average value Gatling ore, east vein, $14.06 per ton.

Average samples, aggregating 63 tons, Tuttle shaft, east vein, .$24.88.

Average samples, aggregating 12 tons, middle vein, $30.82.

Some of the washed ore was treated by chlorination under pressure (Mears'
process) and practically nearly the full fire assay was obtained. Even including the

loss in fiuc dust in roasting in the revolving hearth, an ore which assayed less than
$14 per ton yielded net in tho bullion 91 percent, of the fire assay, so that it is

thought that by care in roasting from 03 to 95 per cent, of the gold in the concen-
trates can be regularly obtained.

The accompanying sections of the Gatling mines (Fig. 11) are by ^[r.

R. H. Stretch, M.E. Since Mr. Rothwell's report large chlorination works, chionnation
.,1 11 p 11 i- ii works erecte<l.

With chambers tor collecting the

irsenic, have been erected. It

is stated that they could put forty

ons per day through a Blake

•rusher. The ore was next

broken by Cornish rolls, con-

centrated, and the concentrates

^'I'oundby mill-stones, after which

he material was roasted and the

F,a, XI. arsenic caught in chambers. The

roasted concentrates were put into a barrel with free chlorine gas and revolved

then washed and the gold deposited from the solution. The process is described
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more fully by Charles W. Wilmot in his report in the Geological Survey

publication for 1882-3-4, Part 4. The tailings from this process are no\r

being run over a table containing mercury in the riffles and oscillating 90 per

minute. Sodium amalgam and nitrate of mercury are put in with the

mercury, and also a few grains of copper filings after the nitrate of mercury

is added. The filings keep the mercury from flowering. It is found that either

by the action of chlorine or the ordinary action of the atmosphere—for in

the case of all these veins free gold is found for a certain depth down—the

gold has been liberated, and by the process just described they get from

S3. 50 to .36 per ton from the refuse tailings. The local opinion is that the

concentrates have not been ground fine enough to let the chlorine have full

action.

The only gold-bearing quartz veins visited by the Commission in Denison

Denison town- township were those at the Vermilion mine and on the Vermilion river. At
the former place the vein runs east and west in a close grained quartzose

dioritic rock, with a small quantity of iron pyrites scattered through the quartz^

The vein matter appears intimately mixed with the wall rock in stringers^

Vermilion mine, without having clearly defined walls. The gold occurs apparently indiSerently

in the quartz and wall rock, specimens of the diorite being found interlaced

with the gold wire. It is found in the quartz in the usual manner, imbedded

in branch-like pieces where visible, but in the wall rock it seems generally in

wire formation. The gold also is found in the iron pyrites in places, and

where visible it appears in specks. The vein is nearly perpendicular, and a

shaft has been sunk upon it about 40 feet in depth, showing a vein varying

from two to four feet in width.

The vein on the Vermilion river is on lot 1, 4th con. of Denison. It

Venniiion River strikes north 60° east, and seems to be about perpendicular. It is a strong

vein, 12 feet wide, consisting of white quartz with reddish tints in places. It

carries a little iron pyrites, copper pyrites and plumbago, and is reported ta

have a paying quantity of gold. This vein occurs in a grey dioritic rock,,

which forms both walls.

As yet it may be said that no mining has been carried on in Lake-of-the-

Lake-of-the- Woods district other than of a preliminary and development character, and

as all the shafts are filled with water it is impossible to say what they have

proved. It may be said, however, that the prospects of paying gold mines

in this district are singularly good, but great care will have to be taken

owing to the broken and uncertain character of many of the veins or quartz

infiltrations and the refractory character of the ore. As a rule the quartz is

intimatfly mixed and connected with talcose schist, which seems to occur

chiefly as a lining to the vein and which may be the result of decomposition

of the country rock. Much of the quartz also is iron-stained, but sometimes

it is quite whije and does not appear to carry any mineral. Other varieties

of quartz again are sugary, and sometimes with a pinkish tint. "Where the

quartz carries mineral it is chiefly iron or copper pyrites, and in places free

gold is visible. It is stated that the free gold is only found near the surface,

and that in depth most of the veins carry arsenical pyrites or mispickel.,

which makes it diflicult to treat. Very rich specimens containing free gold

location.

Woods district.
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were shown to the Commission, wliich are stated to have been taken from

this region. As no mining is being carried on, we shall give a few brief notes

of some veins visited, and the evidence must be looked to for further infor-

mation regarding the district.

A number of veins are being opened at the Sultana property, which in

many places appear to be quartz segregations in local joints or cracks in the Suitana

strata, which run into the country rock at difierent angles and disapi)ear,
^'^"'^ ^

and many of which carry minerals. The uncertain character of many veins is

a common feature of this district, so far as we have seen. For example, in

four out of some half-dozen places where quartz is exposed

—

(1) A quartz vein or "splash" strikes in a north 20^^ west direction

and dips at a steep angle to the east; it is two to three feet wide and

intimately mixed with talcose schist. It is said to carry gold, but cannot be

traced along the surface.

(2) A quartz vein occurs in a grey porphyritic syenite with large crystals

of felspar and some quartz and pyroxene. It seems to be a local impregna-

tion of quartz some three feet across in places,

(3) Ophir Jack opening is on a three foot quartz vein. It runs north 30°

«ast with the shales, underlies to the west, and is visible for some distance up the

side or a hill. It has the appearance of a true vein, and therefore constant.

(4) Another opening striking north 80° west is three feet across. It

underlies to the north and cannot be traced on the surface. There are reported

to be a large number of quartz veins carrying gold on this property which we
did not visit.

On the Gold Hill property a strong reef of quartz and talcose schists 33

feet wide strikes north-west and south-east and dips south-west. A shaft Gold uiii

has been sunk upon it, but it is filled with water. It is said to be solid quartz
'''^"^^ ^"

below. On the surface it can be traced some distance and is found on the

other side of a small lake. Other veins are reported to exist on this property

and to be rich in gold, as is set forth in the evidence.

The Winnipeg Consolidated property shows a vein about two feet wide

at the surface, striking north-west and south-east through diorite, and WnnipegCon-
... ... ,

solidaied.

intimately connected with a talcose schist as lining to the vein. It is a close-

grained sugary quartz carrying mineral, and is said to widen below to four

feet. A stamp mill was at work for some time on this property, concerning

which the evidence gives infornation.

North of Little Current the Huionian formation comes in on the north

end of Lacloche island, replacing the Silurian. Several islands between North shore of

Lacloche and the main shore on which we landed are composed of diorite,

quartzite, chloritic and hornblendic schist, sometimes considerably altered.

The strike is nearly east and west and the dip about 80'^ north. As a

general thing there are quartz veins, stringers and infiltrations of quartz in

joints in these rocks on the islands, and especially in the schists, some of

which carry minerals. At Edgeward island iron and copper pyrites and

mispickel occur in the infiltrated quartz, and the asays are also said to have

given gold and silver. The rocks of this island are compact chloritic schists,
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highly altered and running into a close grained and hard greenstone or greatly

altered schist at the north end. Qaartzite also occurs on the island.

At two places pointed out on timber berth 110, on the mainland, mineral

is found in quartz veins or stringers. In one of these it occurs in conjunction

with chloritic schist and quartzite, and in the other, a mile inland, in trap.

The first contains galena, and is said to carry gold. In both cases the quartz

stringers run with the rocks easterly and westerly. The prevailing rock

here is a schistose quartzite.

D. E. K. Stewart—I am a solicitor livdng at Belleville. I have been interested

The Feigie and iu mineral lands since 1866, but did not attempt regular gold mining until 187t)^

Gladstone mines In the latter jiart of that year I leased the Feigle mine in Malone ; afterwards I
in Marmora. purchased the Gladstone in the same vicinity. The Feigle is, I think, on IH in the

11th of Marmora, and the Gladstone on 17. I think I took about 8"20,000 in gold

from there ; the gold was sent to the mint. The vein is quartz in syenite, cari'ies

considerable iron pyrites and is very irregular in width, varying from one to four-

teen feet. It has been traced some 1,"200 or 1,400 feet, and a great number of

openings have been made upon it. There are two shafts, one of 50 feet and the

other 80 feet. The rock on both sides is syenite, the vein matter chiefly quartz,

with mispickel and some country rock through it ; the country rock is granite. I

simplj' treated the ore for the free gold. We did not consider the sulphurets rich.

I cannot say how much free gold there was to the ton. Some of it was very rich

and some \"ery poor. I think we saved pretty much all the free gold. Analyses,

have been made of the tailings, and they carry very little. I think the quantity

put through the mill gave from S3 to §50 a ton. The mine had been worked for

years before I got it, and I worked it about 1,3 or 14 months. I treated a quantity

of ore from the Gatling or Consolidated at Malone, and it went about SI 4 to the
^e Gating

^^^ I believe it was just the average ore. It was crushed, concentrated and
amalgamated. The rock was sent to us to make a test of it, and it was admitted
that we saved 80 per cent of the gold the rock contained. They afterwards put in

the chlorination process to look after the other 20 per cent., and that, I think, was
the cause of their failure. Fourteen dollars a ton should pay verj' well. 1 think

the rock at the Gatling would average about Si 4. The vein is from 8 to 12 or 14
feet wide, and carries a large amount of mispickel. We put through about 70 or

Treating mispic- gQ ^^j^g ^f j{ Mispickel ore can be treated satisfactorily by roasting and amalga-
mating, and by working it that way I think the mine could be made to pay hand-
somel}-. This would apply to all these arsenical sulphuret ores from the mines in

that vicinity. I think veins of this kind occur for a distance of about two or three

miles. As a rule gold-bearing quartz varies in richness, but in this section the
veins are uniformly rich. I think thej" run about SH a ton as the ore comes out

of the mines ; it is worth that to mill. When it can be made to yield S14 per ton

by roasting and amalgamating I think that trying to save more by the chlorination

process would only entail loss. The Richardson mine is a quartz vein carrying
Richardson copjier suljjhuret ; it is quite rich. At tirst the Richardson carried a great deal of

gold, and some of the finest specimens ever got in the world were from that mine.

I would not call the Richardson ore mispickel ; it carries no white arsenical pj'rites.

There is anj' quantity of that in the Williams, Gatling and Hawk-ej'e. The only
The Consolidat- mine that can be said to have been really developed is the Consolidated, and that
ed mine.

^g down 200 feet. Below the Consolidated, on lot 5 in the 9th of Marmora, is a vein

that has been worked a little ; one on 4 in the Sth ; one on 5 in the 8th ; then I

don't think the vein is opened till we reach the Consolidated, where there are fcur
or five shafts. After that there is the Gatling property, then the Hawk-eye, and

Various loca- then I don't know of any more till j^ou come to Malone, four miles further up the
river. At IMalone there is the Feigle, the Gladstone and Camer(.)n ; across the

river is a cross vein of nearly solid sulphurets. Then north again and east there is

the Richardson, and one on lot 28 in the oth of Madoc. At the Richardson gold is

found in about every kind of rock. I have washed gold out of earth about half a

mile south of the Gladstone, and got color in the pan ; that would be on 17 in the ,

10th. The last mine north that I know of is the Craig, in Tudor. The Richard-
Character of the gon vein runs east and west and dips to the north ; the cross vein at Malone runs-
^^^'^^

the .same way. The mispickel veins run north and south. They are generally in

syenite. I never saw a vein that could be properly called a contact vein. The
Gladstone was chiefly quartz and iron pyrites, scarcely any copper pyrites ; on one
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occasion only I found a i)iece of native copper in that vein. I found a quantity of

niispickel in one t-haft of the Ghidstone. 1 was working in too many places, and \v..rkin)^ with-

had no cajjital to speak of; it I lia l suiiicient capital 1 tliink I could make the ""^ '*'''^'-

Gladstone pay handsomely. The vein Avas iiregular. I think there are a number
of properties that would pay if properly worked, and if the owners would jiut their

property in against tlie cajiital to develop it. One great trouble has been that

owners have been holding undeveloped jjrojierties at too high a figure. However,
that evil has to a certain extent cured itself, and at present owners are more
reasonal)le. I do not consider that niispickel is a very hard ore to treat if the
proper system is adoj)ted. A considerable quantity of gold was taken out by
Osier, some $30,000 or .'?40,(l00, 1 think. He had a 20-stanip mill, but I do not
know that he worked all the stamps, 1 think he only worked five. There is a gold Kalatlar.

mine at Kaladar, and 1 have it on good authority tliat it yielded $7.oO to the ton.

I have seen some of the rock from there showing good specimens of free gold.

Jultn Stewart—The Richardson-hill is the property adjoining the old Richard-
son property on the west. I shipped ore from there, and was superintending around Richardson-hill

at different times. On the foot wall it was syenite ; I cannot say what it was ujuju '"nation,

the other. The vein matter was micaceous, and there was some diorite. It carried

pyrites, gold, copper pyrites, magnetic iron and a little hematite, a good deal of

dolomite and spar, and a great deal of lime matter associated with the ore—a mix-
ture of everything.

Charles Taylor.—We are at present taking the gold out of the tailings of

the Consolidated mine by amalgamation. Our process is a simple one and is The Consoli-

not patented ; it simply consists in using a sodium amalgam. When our mercury 'lated mine,

flowers we use a copper amalgam. I do not think we get all the gold. In every
ton we put through 1 tliink we leave $25 or $30 ; if assayed it will show that. By
the first process the company adopted I do not think they got more than $7 or $8 a
ton of concentrates, though it assayed from $60 to $70 to the ton. The first process
was to pass it through Coruish rolls, then it went through a large screen, then ^''*''*<'M"^'

"""^

through jigs, then it was puc in a revolving cylinler and tired, the arsenic being '""^ ai nigs.

condensed in a large chamber. The average gold in the ore was .$15 to the ton, and
in the concentrates $130 to $80, but it is seldom that more than one-half the amount
of the assay is got. We take about $4.50 a ton ouc of thetailin'^s ; we put throuiih

about eight tons a day, and with two men we take out from $IOJ to $150 a week.
We began working about the latter part of June, but water was scarce ; now water
is plenty, but the weather i-s getting too cold. This ore was treated by the chlorina-

tion process, but the article treated was not half burned, and all the gold was got „

out of the small part that was calcined. The dust on the beams of the wall assays ment.

$20 to the ton. Toe oxide of iron, if outside the gold, jirevents the mercury from
touching it, but by using caustic soda the oxide of iron is cut from the surface. In
a building 40 feet square I can do twice as much as they can do with all their works
ac Deloro, which cover half an acre. My pulvei'iser can be placed in position.with-
out foundation or anything of that kind. After crushing the ore I would burn it

and tcike out the arsenic, and then it would be in a state to take out the gold -by my
process. If you were to stamp as fine as my pulveriser does you would not be able
to do more than a ton a daj^, while I can pulverise from 8 to 10 tons a day. This
machine occupies but a small space, and I am prepared to enter into a contract to

crush from 8 to 12 tons a day, and put it througii 6 J mesh. These refractory ores
should be calcined in all cases. I have not as yet treated any arsenical ore here
that was noc treatei befoi'e, but we treated arsenical ore in Nova Scotia. Except
my process, I do not know of any by which it can be successfully treated ; no one has
treated it with caustic soda but myself. The proportion of caustic soda used is about
two pounds to the ton of water. We keep the w.iter up to blood heat and oxidise

the mei'cury with acids ; we also use a little muriatic acid and a little sulphur some-
times. The caustic soda will clear grease from the mercury.

E. B. Fralick—I have been interested in mining affairs a considerable time.
In IStJG I was interested in a gold property adjoining the Richardson mine, to the The Fox location

south and also to the west. Oiienings were made and we prospected, but not with '° >ladoc.

a great deal of success. Our property was considered very valuable—it was known
as the Fox property—and subse(^uently there was a great chancery suit about it.

A shaft was sunk on the vein and we found c.>lors of gold, but not in paying
quantities. On the Moira property to the south there was a vein like a spur run-
ning from the main Richardson vein. The rock was chiefly dolomite. Tlio^e were
the only gold properties I was interested in.
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Gold location
Kaladar.

Gold in Sher-
brooke town-
ship.

Deroche and Bn/rrows—We have a mine situated on lot 2-5 in the 6th conces-
in sion of the township of Kaladar, in Lennox and Addington, and about 6 miles from

the Kaladar station on the Ontario and Quebec railway. It was discovered in

1881. Many assays were made showing it to be good "pay rock." In 1887 the
owners sent about three tons of the ore to the gold mill at Maloae, where the free

gold alone yielded a bar valued at $65. The sulphurets, which are known to be rich

in gold, were not treated owing to lack of proper apparatus. Last year two shafts,

each 30 feet, were sunk exposing the vein and s loiring it to be a true fissure vein.

The matrix is quartz. One of the wall rocks is a chloritic slate ; the other is a
very hard conglomerate, which appears to have been tilted. The general direction

of the vein is uorth-east and south-w^est. It varies in width from five to twelve
feet, and can be traced on the adjoining lots. This property is well situated, there
is an abundance of timber, and excellent water power on the Scoocamatta river

which flows through the adjacent lot.

Wm. Sicks—I am interested in a gold property on the north-east half of 12
in the 2iid concession of Sherbrooke. It wa? discovered in 188J and I bought it

in 1881. I cannot tell if it occurs in a vein. I spent abo it 8120 on the pr.)perty

and it has remained that way since. The analysis showed 825. lU silver and 8128.32
gold. I was offered 830,000, but I thought 1 sliould have got half a million. The
vein matter was very hard, a kind of reddish green rock. To satisfy myself I got
three more analyses—one of whica, mide at Denver, give from 860 to 8"^0. There
is a great deal of pyrites in quartz, and where i^er we get pyrites there is sure to be
some free gold. I should have said the three analyses I got made were 860, 880
and 812:^. The location is about 16 miles from Perth.

Charles Dobsoti—On the north shore of lake Wahnapitae there is a vein 46
inches in width that carries gold. It can be traced by the outcrcppings for about
2,000 feet, and runs north 45" east. It is 300 or 400 feet back in the woods from
the edge of the lake. The hanging wall contains mispickel. that part being about
three feet wide ; it lies under the granite. On the foot wall there is gneiss. The
mispickel averages 8860 to the ton, and the quartz vein matter 840 to the ton. I

saw gold on another location that Mr. Sheppard is interested in on the same lake.

It looked very well. I saw a good deal of free gold, and from present indications I

would imagine that it will be rich. The wall rock appears to be especially rich in

gold. In the township of May, on the Algoma branch, there are quartz veins which
vary in width from 6 inches to 4 feet 6 inches, traceable for two miles. They ran
west 20' north. The aggregate widt'i of the vein^, which run parallel, is 41 feet

;

there are six or seven veins I suppose. Assays made at Chicago showed from 8120
to 81-34 to the ton. Assaj's by Professor Heys, of Toronto, showed within 4 dwt.
of the same.

Gold on Lake
Wahnapitae.

Gold in May
township.

Gold in schist
aud diorite.

The Vermilion
ijold.

Georr/e Shaw—On lot 9 in the 1st concession of Graham we found gold that

i;d -n Graham, wenc as high as 81,100 a ton ; there was a little free gold in that. It appeared to

be a good straight vein.

James Stobie—Schist seems to be intimately connected with gold ; it seems to

be the casing. I have seen gold in the diorite near shaft No. 1 of the Vermilion
mine. Gold his also been found on lot 9 in the 5th of Denison.

Fnincis Spernj—Gold as far as I know has been restricted to the Vermilion
mine. 1 have made numerous assays, but cannot find as much gold as other chem-
i.st3.

Charles Kettyle—I have a gold claim in the township of Waters, on lots 5 and
6 in the 6th concession. The vein can be traced 200 yards, and is from 20 to 28
inches wide. The first assay from the surface showed 828 to the ton, the next at
2feet down 832, and a'^ 6 feet down 876. These were not picked specimens. A
large part of the gold was in sulphurets. The rock is hornblende slate on both
sides.

P. G. Campbell—I am interested in a location in the township of Waters that

yields gold, silver and galena. There are two veins upon it. We sank six feet on
the galena vein and three feet on the quartz vein. An assay from the surface

showed 42 oz. of silver to the ton, and 1.2 oz. gold. The location was discovered

by C. J. Kettyle. No work has been done upon it more than putting in a few shots.

Openings have been made about six feet in the galena vein and about tliree feet in

the quartz vein.

R. McCormack—In Snider, on lot 3 in the 2nd concession, there is a quartz
vein carrying 8i3.50 gold and 8^-50 silver ; also some copper, but I do not know
how much. The vein is from 2 to 2^ feet wide.
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Henrii Hanger—I was the tii'sb to discover gold in this part of the country ; it was
on tlie 3rd of Soptt-mbur, 1^87, on lot (J in the 4th of Denison. I found froo gold DiHcovery of jfold

in two veins in JJonisun ; it wjis in (juartz, in the country rock, the same as at \'er- "' '^eniBon town-

niilion mine. 1 really found free gold in four places on lot G ; in one place there was '^'

no quartz, just a splash of free gold upon the common country rock. ^

B. Chadtu)L— I am president of tlie Vermilion (iold Mining company, which
has been organised about a year. The capital stock is S!24O,00<», of which <iO Vennilion ooW
per cent, is paid up. About a (juarter of the stock is Canadian, and tliree-cjuaitcrs comiiany.

American. Our projjerty is in the town.ship of Denison, in tlie district of Algoma
;

w^j have nine lots of ab lut 'S'lO acres each, altogether between 2,700 and li,«0O

acres. We liave cairied on active operations since tlie first oi May, but have now
8topi)ed work for the winter. We have onlj' done prospecting work as yet, and are

not dee]) enough to protect the men working in the winter. We have one shaft of

40 feel, another of 30 feet, and another of about 20 feet ; the shafts are all within

a radius of 500 or GOO yards. We have been looking principally for gold, but
have got a good deal of platinum, copper and nickel. The nickel is combined with
the copi^er, bat I cannot tell you in what percentage. It would be impossible to

give the average, it varies so much. One shaft is all gold and no copper ; the next
shaft shows a large quantity of copper and some gold, and considerable jilatinum.

In the vein that contains nothing but gold we have not gone far emmgh to deter-

mine whether it is a clearly dehned vein. It is a quartz vein and appears to be
well defaned. So far we have been exploring, and not working with a view of getting

a large return. W^e have got a good deal of gold already, which we have s-nt to the

mint and disposed of—several thousand dollars worth of gold. The machinery we
have there is simply for exploring, a small prospecting three-stamp mill. Besides
the veins we are working, there are other very rich indications. 1 cannot tell you
how much we have spent so far in the develojnnent, nor the amount of gold to the

ton of vein matter. The vein where the copper is found is widening out very
much of late ; it is very irregular, and therefore it is a very difficult matter to tell

the actual width. The shaft in the gold vein is about 40 feet dc»wn. It has been
enlarged since the members of the Commission were there, and I think is now 10
by () feet. Free gold is found at the bottom of the shaft. We got out very rich

sijecimens at the very last. In shaft No. 1 we found arsenic, but only one assay

showed it. The platinum was got in this shaft. The property can hardly be said

to have been prospected at all, still some 15 or 20 veins have been discovered

up)on it.

A. G. DiDtcaa—My home is at St. Joseph's island, and I am vice-president of

the Vermilion mining company. The company was organised last fall, and got its v^ermilion min-
charter this spring. B. Charlton of Hamilton is president and John Oliver of injj company.

Chicago is secretary. The capital stock is $2iO,000—55 cents on the dollar paid

up and 24,000 shares issued. Americans hold the majority of the stock ; they are

Chicago cajntalists.

D. W. Bittterfield —My home is at Waukeegan, 111. I have had six or seven

years experience in gold mining and milling, particularly in the Black Hills district. VeriniUon gold

I have held the position of superintendent of the Vermilion company since the ™"'®-

1st of April, 18S8. My experience has been principally in connection with gold

mining, and till [ came here I never had anything to do with copper ; my experi-

ence has been all along with free milling gold ores. I have not seen enough of this

country to give an opinion as to the minerals it contains. What properties I have
seen are not developed, but as far as I have seen the indica'ions are very good as to

gold e.x.isting in p lying quintities. The gold-bearing vein at No. 2 shaft here strikes

north-east and south-west. The width of that vein where we have worked it is

from 12 to 30 inches ; it is traceable on tha surface for, I tiiink. about loO feet to

the east, ^^h4n it seemingly runs into the swamp. W^e traced it west of the shaft

for some distance. The vein matter is (juartz, carrying gold ; there is some iron

pyrites, and perhaps a little copper pyrites. I think it cjirries other metals, but Minerals in the

what they are has not been determined yet. I think I have seen a little galena, but vein,

very little. Occasionally we find a little s]»ar, but hardly enough to be worth men-
tioning. There is no resemblance between the veins here and in Dakota ; the
quartz there is mostly darker, being stained with iron and of a softer nature ; it is

not sharp white (juartz such as is here. As far as we have gone we consider the
vein encouraging for gold. The water does not trouble us to any extent ; during
the spring we had some water, but not enough to interfere with our working. In
this district there is plenty of timber and water for working. The timber, of
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course, is not of the first quality ; it wUl answer our purpose till we get into deep
mining, when we will have to get green timber. As to the labor market here, waj^es

are reasonable. There are 27 men on our pay roll now, and we have a light three-

stamp prospecting mill. I think we will find the facilities for tiansjjort satisfactory;

we are well situated for that, being only two and a half miles from the railway.

Thomas Frood—I have obtained samples of gold from five or six places between
the township of May and east to Xeelon, a distance i-.f about sixty miles. The gold
was in small quantities only, and the rock from which it was obtained was quartz
and schist ; the best I got was from a little bit of schist in the township ot IS'eelon.

If it C'.uld be got of the same quality as the specimen it would go about $8,U00 to

tlie ton.

Labor and trans-

port.
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William Ward—The locations IP and 2P, on the north shore of lake Huron,
are on the main land and contain about 330 acres. I was there last summer and
we discovered two veins of quartz. An assay from one showed 24 dwt. of gold to

the ton, and from the other 12 dwt. I feel confident the veins run through both
locations.

James Proctor—I am interested in Flat Point island, IP, 2P, 3P and 4P. I

have never been upon the properties, but I have seen specimeus. The averages of

the tests we have had made ran from §lU to nearly SG,000 a ton. Some of the
veins have 30 per cent, copper.

J. 1). Dewar—I reside in the city of Toronto and am a metallurgist. I have
made tests for the Pine Portage people, for Sudbury people, and for people all

around. I have assayed several speciuien-; for Dobie *fc Gordon, of the Pine Port-

age. The vein nutter of that mine is white quartz, in places carrying not'.ing but
free gold : there are many veins, some of which carry sdver, lead and gold ; others

silver and sulphur. I was never on the ground, but have had some ot their stuff.

I treat specimens by a process which brings the gold to the surface, and receive a

great man}' specimens to treat in that way. I have visited some locations on the

north shore of lake Huron. There is one location on Flat Point island, another
location called IP, and another called 2P. flat Point island is nonh-eai-t of La-
cloche island, close to the main land, and is about seven acres in extent. Some
development work has been done upon it and good samples obtained. The whole
island is a body of veins from an inch to ten inches wide on top, but they get a

little wider as we go down. We only examined one corner of the island, on the
lake side. There was one shaft down ten or twelve feet. Another opening five cr

six feet deep ^\as made on the west side of the island, and some very rich gold was
found. There is really no division between the veins ; they are stringers running
all over. A vein of about two feet runs from SlOO to 8300 to the ton. When we
get down a little way there are vughs full of little nodules which carry heavy free

gold. These vughs occur frequently in veins over a foot wide. If we do not find

the nodules we find yellow or brown dust contaming gold. 'J he gold occurs in the

rock as well as in the nodules. There are about a dozen openings made on the
island, but all are not equally rich. In addition to the gold there is a vein of cop-

per on the island, from three to six inches wide, on which is an opening of about
ten feet. The country rock is- all of a crj-stalline limestone formation and is easy to

work. The whole island is really a veui, and every bit of the rock that we have
assayed shows gold. There is nothing i)ne can really call wall rock. About one
hundred yards from the shore on the mainland is a vein four or five feet wide which
contains gold. There is a white quartz vein with specular iron cariyir g 824 a ton
of gold on IP. The vein on 2P is two or three feet wide, but none of it has been
analysed

.

E. B. Borron—The first to make know^l the existecce of gold on the i orth
shore of like Superior was, I believe, Professor ( hapman of Toronto, upwards of

twenty years ago. If I remember correctly its presence was detected by him in the
ore of a vein at Black bay, where it was associated with galena, copper ore and some
silver. Shortly afterwards gold was found a little beyond the height of land v\ est

of lake Superior, at Jaikfish lake. As far back as 16G0 it was reported by the

Jesuit missionaries to have been found on St. .Joseph's island. In 1852-53 one of

the men employed by the late Mr. Molesworth in making a survey of the island

stated that he had found gold. At the request of the late Sir Hugh Allan, who
heard of it, I spent nvo days looking for it, and it is needless to say I did not find

it. There may have been some foundation for the rumnr ; the gold may have been
found in boulders transi^orted from some point on the north shore. Gold had bt-en

found on the Chaudiere river, Quebec, a few years before ; a few years later it was
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•discovered in Nova Scotia, and subsequently it was found at MAdoc, in Hastings
county, on lake Superior, LaUu-of-tho- Woods, and still more recently on the north VariouB dip-

shore of lake Huron. It would thus ajfpcar as if ihore was an almost uninterrupted c<>vericsHhowing

belt of gold-bearing rocks extending entirely across the province of Ontario, if not ^„i(i'btlt, but
from the Athmtic to tiie Pacific ocean. Were 1 otherwise competent, no little has I'oor veins pre-

been done in the way of e.\i)lorii)g and development that 1 am not in a position to Pt>"'''='''''<=-

give an opinion as to the im))ortance of these dejiosits to tiie jirovince. Clold is

found in almost all parts of the worhl, but in too small (juantities to be worked
profitably. In the neighborhood of Leadhills and Wanlockhead, Scotland, it has
been kn wn for over three hundreil years that gold exists in eveiy little stream,
but not in jiaying t[uantities. As recently as l^G(>atewof the old lead miners
wiudd go occasionally and wash gold, being induced to do so by the fact that the
neighboring gentry would siive tiiem from three to six times its commercial value
because it was Scottisli gold. From a commercial point of view the payment of

such prices uught be described as idiotic. Yet there are not a few of our cautious
and intelligent fellow citizens who have paid as much for every grain of Canadian
gold obtained from the mining locations and nunes in which the,v have been induced
to inve-t. As elsewhere, so in Ontario, the po<jr veins, whether of copper, silver

•*)r gold, outnumber those which can be worked jn-otitably. There can hardly be
any doubt but that in a gold-bearing district of such extent there are some good
veins. But till there has been a demonstration of that fact by at least one good
paying mine I do not anticipate that our deposits of gold will attract much atten-

tion outside the province.

Ambrose Gijrette—On the Heron bay property on Pic river, 180 miles from
Port Arthur, a shaft wa^ sunk 55 feet. There is gold there, and an assay showed Heron Bay

$5,332 to the ton, but I suj)p')se that was a picked specimen. The vein is quartz,
°'^^"^^-

the country rock blue slate ; the vein proper is about two feet, and there is about
8 feet of vein matter. The walls an clearly defined, and there is both gold and
silver. The property consists of 3,500 acres, but is not being worked now as the
owners quari-elled over it. I have an interest in the property, but never got any-
thing out of it.

Peter McKellar—For gold there are the Huronian mine and a feAV locations at

Lake-of-the-Woods. At the Huronian about 000 or 700 tons of vein matter was Huronian jjold

put through the mill, slate and ([uartz ; it turned out §000 of bullion, and about 40 "'''8'

tons of concentrate worth about .^150 a ton. I sent 4j tons and was only allowed
SlOO a ton for the concentrate. At the rate they allowed me it w add have been
about 87 a ton for the ore, but according to the analysis of Hoffman it should have
been $10 to the ton. If the mine were properly opened and worked it could be
raised to $15 a ton, but I think to work it at $10 or $12 a ton would be the most
profitable way and would give the best return for the capital in vested. The vein
we worked was about 6 feet and very regular. There are other beds alongside that

carry as high as 8133 to the ton of concentrates ; they are very large and would
Iceep immense mills going if they carried that right along, but only a few tests

"have been made. I think the Huronian will pay well when a good road is built to it.

There are other promising deposits there ; in one place there is a 10 foot vein in

which one can see a few nuggets, but it does not appear to continue like the Winnipeg

Huronian. I examined the Winnipeg Consolidated in the Lake-of-the AVoods
;

the vein was about three feet wide and thev were down about 70 feet. The (jua-tz

proper of the vein was or 8 inches on the foot wall, and 4 or 5 inches on the
hanging wall, the centre part being schist. I did not test it and cannot sav what
it assayed ; they claimed it was high. Near Jackfish bay in the Huronian slates jackfish bay.

there is a vein carrying free gold. It is three miles back and carries gold as high
as $27 to the ton in selected samples ; it is a strong fissure vein. The other vein
there is in red granite. Gold has been found near Poplar river not far trom Nipigon Hoplar river,

bay ; it was in a silicious bed of rock, but it did not look to be a regular vein. The
gold veins are more in the Huronian formation, but one of t' em is in the syenite

;

the others are all in the slate. The slates are largely chloritic, the vein being quartz, ^^r,\d chiefly in

There is very little free milling gold ; it is generally combined with sulphurets. In sulphureu.

the Huronian nnne there is considerable free gold in places, but it is not more than
one-sixth ; the rest is sul])hurets. The veins generally occur in chloritic and
talcose slates. As a rule gold veins run wi^h the formation.

A. J. Cattanach—A railway to the west of Thunder bay would open up the
Shebandowan country, which is a very important country as far as gold is concerned.
I understand from good judges, practical as well as scientific, that the rock there is
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The Sheband-
owan countrv.

the true gold-bearing rock. I sold the property (169 acres) on which the Huronian
mine is located for §50,0j0 cash for the owneis and I understand ihe present owners,
who are Canadians, have spent between 01t OoOO and $150,000 ujion it. Every-
thing is ready to go on with the work, but the means of communication are so bad
that It practically prevents work at all. It costs about S~0 a ton to get material

in, and that renders the expense so high that nothing but very high grade ore can
stand it.

Character of
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Woods ores.
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location.

Treatment of
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Ai-thur Harveij^The gold ores in the Lake-of-the-Woods section are refrac-

tory, but not to the same extent as the ores of Marmora and Madoc. I have no
knowledge of the character of the veins except from the experience gained at the
Pine Portage. The ores there were free smelting on the surface, but down below
they became more and more refractory. They contain arsenic, but not so much as

at Madoc. My opinion is that the gold district w^ill develop even to a great er extent

than the silver district, I understand that fair veins of gold have been found as

far east as 6hebandowan. I have seen specimens of gold from north of Port Arthur,
and I have knowledge of gold properties as far as Heron bay, lake Superior. I think
the Lake-of-the-Woods is a better country to explore than almost any other part.

J. F. Latimer—I am engaged in assaj'ing and reside at present in Toronto*
In about twenty of the veins around Lake-of-the-Woods I have found free gold

by crushing the rock and washing it in the pan. Most of those veins were too

narrow to work profitably. Perhaps four or five of them could be developed with

a fair prospect. These would average from S20 to .840 or 850 a ton, but not all free

gold. I do not know whether they would go deep. The deepest opened there that

1 kno%v of is the Pine Portage ; the vein is about 6 feet. They are down about
100 feet, and it carries gold from the surface to the bottom Samples which I got
myself that came from the bottom would go 82.000 or 83,0ii0 to the ton. From
the top the best went something over 81,300. These would be selected specimens
of course. I think it would average all through 8-10 or 850 a ton. There is con-

siderable free gold. A good deal of the ore is so refractory as to require special

trea'^m -nt, but I think it could be treated profitably. I do not think the proper
methods have been tried. In the first place, the ore requires thorough roasting ;

a partial roasting will not do. I think the best process would be to concentrate,

and then treat it bv the fnrnace process; that would expel the sulphur, arsenic,

antiinonj', etc. I have experimented with the furnace pi'ocess and have got nearly
as good results as I did by assay. The process is partly calcining and parrly che-

mical. The gold region of the Lake-of-the-Woods extends over a large area of coun-
try. I have taken free gold from places over an area of 40 miles in length by nearly

as much in width. I have seen specimens said to have been taken lieyond that,

50 or bO miles to the east, and some little distance further west. The principal

developments are at the Winnipeg Consolidated, where they are down 115 feet,

and the Pine Portage where they have reached 100 feet. In the Winnipeg Con-
solidated there is not much arsenic, but there is considerable sulphur. Gold there

is gr-nerally found in a quartz vein with slate on both sides, or slate on one side

and trap on the other. In the case of the Pine Portage there is a great deal of

iron pyrites, and there may be some arsenic, but there is not much. The arsenic

occurs in patches, but speaking in a general way there is not much of it. The
Kewaydin location contains a good deal of arsenic mixed all through it ; one can
smell it on striking the rock with a pick. Most of the ores have not got arsenic,

but they are refractory ; they contain a great deal of sulphur and a little antimony
and copper.

Jolin K. Wright—-I am a resident of Rat Portage and have been for the past

three years. I have had experience in mining for the precious metals in the western
states and territories. I own, in company with D, B. Burdette of Belleville, eight

locations on the Lake-of-the-Woods known as the Gold-hill mining property, and
consisting of 906 acres. I have made careful surface prospecting upon it and have
found two well defined fissure veins. We have seven openings, one a shaft 5 by 7
and ;iG feet deep, another 5 by 7 and 33 feet deep, the others 5 by 7 and averaging
about 10 feet deep—three upon the Ada G. vein and four upon the Combination.
The Ada G. runs north of west and dips south abi^ut 45^, about 16 inches wide
on the surface and 3 feet at 10 feet. The hanging wall is trap and the foot wall
appears to be granite. Tlie gangue consists of talcose slate and gossan matter next
the walls, and it is auriferous from wall to wall, being equally distributed through-
out. The Combination is a mile south of the Ada G. and parallel to it, occurs
similarly to it, and dips at the surface about 30' south. It shows more coarse or free
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gold at the surface than the Ada G., but the free disappears lower down and the
gold is found in the form of sulpiiuiets. At one point, a mile north ot the pits, the
vein opens to a much creator widtli. This is known as the .Judge Mill?* location,

And it has been tested to a ileptli (A [V.i feet witliout any closiUii (jf the walls. The
Ada (i. was prospected and surveyed in IS-i.j.and the Comltinalion lead in January,
188 >, and all the development work was carried on during the summer of 188(). One
«haft on tlie C )mbination is within a mile of Lake-of-the-Woods, and another
one and three-(iuarter miles. Those on the Ada G. are about two miles from the
lake. Work was discontin<ied owing to a disputed claim. The Combination vein
has been traceil from the neck of the peninsula north of Moore bay in a so ith-

easterly direction by Cedar and CJold lakes to the contact with the granite, a di.s-
""" **^ veins.

tance of three miles. The Ada G. has been traced from an inlet in the south-east

part of Big Stone biy, parallel with the Combination, north of Islet lake to Hollow
lake on the contact. I think both veins run together on the contact, but a sufficient

«xaminition to determine tliis [)oint lias not yet been made. A large numl>er of ore.

assays hive been made, the lowest of which from the Ada G. yielded §52 a ton.

The Combination yielded a little Lii^her, and the average from both is about >'G.5

a ton. A mill test of 2^ tons made at London, Pittsburg, Chicago and Denver
yielded 820 ) per ton, but this was from picked ore and cannot be consielered as a
reliable test of the veins. At the surface it appears as free gold, the vein rock V^eing

as I think partially dect^mposed by weather exposure. At a lower depth the gold is

found as a sulphuret, and I think this is the fact below the line of permanent
saturation. 1 consider the wh)le a free milling orn, and ihat the sulphides can be ,

collected and treated economically. All veins that I have seen in this district have veins**

°

a, general course of 10" north of west, but they vary on striking the line <jf contact.

There are a great many cross veins, but I do not think they are at all valuable
;

they are feeders to the main veins pointing to the line of contact.

Alexawlur Mafheson—I am chief trader of the Hudson Bay Co. at Rat Portage,

and have resided here eight years. I have taken a general interest in mining affairs The Winnipeg

here, having i)urcha3ed several properties from prospectors and held shares in the Consolidated

Winnipeg Consolidated and the Canada gold mining companies. The Winnipeg
""°®'

Consolidated was stocked for 81,000,000, but I do not know how much was sub-
scribed. I acquired the property in 1881 and sold it to the company in 18-<3

; it

consisted of 09 acres in F 22 and 160 in X 85 on the south-eastern side of Big Stone
bay. All the directors were residents of Winnipeg. Work was commenced on the

property in 1883, a five-stamp mill was erected, a shaft house, mill house, boarding
house, assay house, blacksmith's shop and other necessary buildings. Work was
continued for part of two years ; a large quantity of ore was milled, but 1 do not
know what it yielded. Operations ceased, I think, in the early part of 1881, in the
winter, owing to the want of funds. Thirty to forty men were employed and about
^15,000 was expended. The mill was not well suited for its work, and the managers
had not a sufficient knowledge of milling gold ore to make proper use of the equip-
ment they had. The miners employed in the shaft were so well satisfied with the
showing that they proposed t > work it themselves, paying their wages out of the
output, and thiij worked on this understanding for a week or so when they quar-
relled with the managers. It was the general opinion that under good management
the mine would be a paying investment, and the miners had no doubt that, had
they been allowed to go on, they would get their arrears of wages out of it.

Georije Mitchell—T am a conveyancer and mining broker, and reside at Rat
Portage. I have had practical experience in mining development in this section, Tests of the

particularly in connection with the Winnipeg dinsolidat'-d. I think this district
goiJaL'tl^mhie

should be placed in the front rank of gold yielding districts on the con'inent. I

have seen free gold taken from at least twenty ditlerent veins here. • On the Winni-
peg Consolidated our mill run gave .$48.00 clear across the vein from rtve tons of

rock carefully crushed. There was also a good deal of slaty matter in the gangue,
and a good deal of gold found its way into the tailings. The test referred to was
made from ore taken at a depth of 60 feet, and assays from average specimens of

the .same ore gave S 11 1. A great quantity of ore was milled, the average yield of

which was .$43 per ton as near as it could be calculated ; the amalgam found in the
tailings gave S16 per ton. The ore contained a good deal of arsenical pyritts of
iron, a little sulphate of copper, very little argentiferous galena ; sulphurets of iron

are common in gold veins throughout the district. I have seen arsenic in the
W^innipeg Consolidated, George Heenan and Kevwadin veins a-^ shown by surface
assays. The Winnipeg Consolidated veiii was discovered by Geor.'e McVicar, of
Port Arthur, in 18 Si. It showed about eight inches on the surface, where the
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shaft was sunk ; at a depth of 20 feet it piuchel to one inch and then widened out
to two feet, which width it carried down to 70 feet ; it then took in several small

stringers, and at its present depth (about lOS feet) it is four feet between the w dls.

It is nearly verticil, but dips slightly U> tlie south. The hanging wall is, I think,

talcose slate, which also carries g Jd in small quantities next the vein ; the foot wall

is trap. The vein appears iu str iggling form at the bay, and has been traced about
600 feet 10° to 15° south of east of the shaft.

Width and
course of the
Cousolidated
rein.

Wooichuck
gold location.

Bou'.der Island
location.

Manitoba
(Consolidated
location.

The Lake-of-the
Woods
discoveries.
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RobeH Bunting—I live at Rit Portage, and own the Woodchuck gold location,

in company with John Little of Selkirk. The property is on Clea'- Water bay, Lake-
of-the-VVoods, being "IP, and consisting of 33 ) acres. The vein was discovered in

1883 by Little and Joseph Thompson. I acquired an int^re^t in the property

about four years ago. Tne vein is about eight inches wide at the top, and at the depth
of 16 feet it widens to four feet. Two pits were sunk about three ytars ago, one 8

feet deep and the other 16 feet. The ore sluws frea r.:iilling gold, a id is easily-

extracted by burning and pounding. I have never had an assav made an I do not
know what it wo ild yield, but it is well distributed throughout the vein matter.

])r. Henwn—I have resided at Rat Portage about nine years and am a medical
practitioner. I was one of the firu to explore for g dd in this region, commencing
in 1S79. Along with William Gibbons I made the second discovery of gold, which
was on Boulder island in Lake-of-the-Woods. The fi -st was made a few weeks
before on H.ij' island. I also discovered the Manitoba Consolidated on the north
side of Clear Water bay, being on the Argyle lead. A half interest in the Boulder
island location was given to Alexander Manning and others of Toronto on c 'ndition

of erecting a five-stamp mill and opening the vein. The vein was stripped about
75 feet and a lot of fine free gold taken out, but the mill was run only four daj's ;•

work then ceased, but for what cause I do not know. The mill was taken away
and the property has reverted to Gibbons and myself. It consists of 5j acres

which was purchased from the Crown Lands department for 81 per acre. The
patent has not issued because the island is in the Keewaydin Lumber Co.'s

limit. Tiie Manitoba Consolidated was opened about six j^ears ago by the Manitoba
Consolidated Co., of which Hugh Sutherland was president. The nominal cajjital

was S2,000,00J. I got for my share a certificate of 820,000 stock, non-asstssable.

I do not know how much of the stock was paid up. A shaft was put down beside

the lead a depth of about 75 feet. The vein is nearl}' north-east and south-west,

is four feet wide, and nearly vertical ; it consists of white quartz containing free

gold and a little silver. As the vein is at the water's edge it was intended to sink

the shaft alongside it to a point below the water level, the cliff being 75 feet high,

but just when the proper depth was reached the work was discontinue! ; I do not
know for what cause, but think it was for want of funds. I saw specimens of gold

take;i from a location on Seine river, Canadian side, in the possession of Mr. Pither,

Indian agent at Fort Francis ; it was quite rich in free gold.

S. J. Dmvso)i—The Lake-of-the-Woods discoveries are something wonderfuL
I have followed the vein in one case over half a mile, and in pieces broken off with

a hammer specks of visible gold were shown. The vein was three or four feet

wide ; the character of the gangue was quartzire, very hard but in some parts

decomposed. A good deal of development work has been done at the Sultana mine
and at the Pine Portage mine.

George Heeiian—I have lived at Rat Portage since 1878, and have been more
or less occupied in exploring for miner ils since that time. 1 have seen various

kinds of minerals on Lake-ot'-the-\V.»ods, such as gold, gal na. antimony, native

copper, and 1 ana satisfied that plumbago exis s in considerable quantity, but I have
been interested only in gold. I am provisional director of the Ontai'io Mining Co.,

which owns nearlj' the whole of Sultana island and its extension on the main land»

ab lut 670 acres, part owner of the Keewaydin location and of the George Heenan,
both on Hay island, of a location on Shoal lake, and several others on which no
development has been made. The Ontario company is not yet incorporated, but
about 15 persons are interested in it, mostly residents of Wiianipeg and St. Paul.

Some 45 veins have been found on the Sultana location, but openings have been
made on not more than 15 of them. The location is veined like a checker board
with east and west and north and south courses ; the courses are not regular.

The width varies from 4 to 7 feet and the dip is nearly vertical. The veins occur

in granitoid rock, and are quartz, containing free gold in the western part of the

island. On the eastern side the veins do not appear to contain as much free gold,
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but I tliiiik the east s'de is e((ua1Iy rich. No assays have yet ]>oen made, but we
tiuil j^old ill all washings of decomposed vein rock.

F. Miller— I have visited every location in the vicinity of Lake-of-the-Woods,
and some of them 1 think will turnout very well. The I'ine P(irta;:^e I look upon ''i"c Portajje

as the biist. There is an enor nous vein there, over 20 feet wide. On that property "P*^'"""*"*-

there are not less than seven veins. I touk average specimens weighing about JoO
poun Is. and by pou'iding, amalga Dating and crushint; I got not less than .$14.'i a
ton. The ore is refractory upon the surface, containing antimony, lead, cop]ier,

zincblende and arsenical iron pyrites. I detected one or two little specks of

platinum. By concentrating the ore and then treating it as refractory along with
lead, i.s in my opinion the best plan of working it.

(i Y P S u M .

The gyp.=;um beds of Ontario are found in the Onondaga formation,

and almost altogether in the valley of the Grand river from Paris in Brant Location of the
deposits.

county to a point a few miles below Cayuga in Haldimand. It is found so

abundantly near Paris, in France, that it is commonly known as plaster of

Paris, both in the ground and the calcined state. It is composed of

lime and sulphuric acid, and hence is called also sulphate of lime. These

elements make it valuable as a fertiliser, and the greater part of what

has hitherto been produced in Ontario has been used for this purpoae.

Within the last two or three years, however, calcining works have been Ubm of kj-psuim-

started at Paris and in the vicinity of Cayuga, where the manufacture of

calcined plaster and alabastine is carried on. The calcined plaster used in

Ontario has up to the present been supplied almost wholly by Nova Scotia

and New Brunswick ; but as an excellent article is now being made on the

Grand river, at points convenient for shipment by railway, the manufacturers

believe that they soon will be in a position to displace the Maritime provinces

plaster in the Ontario markets. Two grades of gypsum are found in the white and i,t^.... -I-,. 1,1-1 varietiei.

district, the white and the grey ; the latter occurs at Pans, and both m the

beds lower down the river. The grey gypsum is used chiefly as a fertiliser, it

being unsuitable in color for alabastine, stucco or any kind of ornamental work
;

the white answers for any purpose, but should the demand increase it will

doubtless be used chiefly in the arts hereafter. Large quantities are so used

in the United States, the greater part being manufactured from imported stone.

In 1886 the product of calcined plaster in that country was 72,200 short Production iir

tons, of which 46,000 tons was made from imported stone, and in 1887 it states,

reached 81,000 tons, of which 54,000 tons was from imported stone. The

total product of land plaster in 1887 was 106,000 short tons,, of which 61,000

tons was made from imported stone. The chief sources of supply in the United

States are the deposits in I\Iichigan and Ohio ; but gypsum has also been

found in Dakota, Colorado, Wyoming and California. Owing to the distance

of the western quarries from market, however, it is only in California that the

industry has developed to any extent. Gypsum will not bear long trans-

portation, either in the crude, ground or calcined state, especially in the

crude.

The gypsUm deposits on the Grand river occur with layer.s of dolomite

and shale, and ore usually in the form of mounds or hillocks of diameters Occurrence of

ranging from a few yards to half a mile, from three to seven feet in thickness gypsum,

at the centre and gradually ginning ofT towards the circumference. The
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'Iheories of

-ihe origin of

overlying strata rest conformably upon these mounds, so that the presence of

a gypsum deposit in a locality may be determined by the mound-form of the

surface. The beds are never continuous for long distances, the gypsum being

found almost always in lenticular masses.

Various theories of the origin of gypsum are entertained by geologists.

By some it is supposed that it has been produced by the action of acid waters

upon the calcareous strata through which they pass, forming a sulphate of

lime which might be deposited in dome-shaped masses at the surface like the

cone of a volcano ; but in the opinion of Sir William Logan the beds on the

Grand river seem to have been in all cases contemporaneous with the shales

and dolomites in which they are interstratified, and to have no connection

with the acid springs of the present time. The hillocks in which the gypsum

occurs, he thought, appear to be due to the fact that the masses of gypsum, or

hard beds immediately overlying them, have resisted the denudation to a

greater extent than the softer argillaceous strata, which seem elsewhere to

make up a great portion of the formation. The fact that dolomites, magnesian

marls and limestones are invariably found associated with rock salt, gypsum

and anhydrite (the waterless form of sulphate of lime), have led some

geologists to suppose that they are the conjoint products of chemical reactions

in which they have severally had part. The rock salt and gypsum form

lenticular masses, or else appear through the enveloping strata in strings Or

veins. In a salt lake or enclosed sea subject to excessive evaporation the

reaction of bicarbonate of lime on sulphate of magnesia may produce gypsum,

and the gypsum and salt readily separate from highly saturated waters. The

layer of gypsum near Sandusky, in Ohio, is believed by the Ohio geologists

to have been deposited in a closed and shallow sea, and they reject the theory

of spring formation as untenable. Prof. Prestwich also leans to the theory

of separation and deposit in an enclosed sea, and mentions the remarkable

case of the artesian well at Sperenberg where the bore-hole passed through

283 feet of gypsum and anhydrite and 3,769 feet of rock salt. But he adds

that while we may form some notion of the chemical reactions which led to

the deposition of those beds, it would seem that the conditions under which

they were effected must have been very different from anything of which we

have any experience. In explaining how the dome-shape of gypsum may have

been caused. Prof. Prestwich describes what takes place by tte action of under-

ground waters ori anhydrite—the waterless form of gypsum. " As the water

of hydration in gypsum amounts to more than 20 per cent., Avhen the

anhydrous sulphate of lime passes into the hydrated sulphate a great increase

of bulk takes place, and this is effected with a force analogous to that of

freezing water. Such is the underground force that the anhydrite will under

these circumstances lift masses of strata into dome-shaped hillocks, sometimes

of considerable size. Some instances have been described in which the

enclosing strata are thrown up vertically, or are even reversed, by the sides

of the mass of gypsum."* Assuming the Grand river gypsum to have been

deposited as an anhydrite, the hillock form is readily understood upon this

theory.

Origin of the
<iome-fonii.

* Prof. Prestwich'a Geology, Vol. I, p. 116.
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David Brown—The Alabastino Co. of which T am president was organised about
three years ago with a capital of -$28,000. The .shareliolders are partly Americans The Alabastine

and p:irdy Canadians, but the greater part of the stock is held in Canada. There Y,""V^"y
^'

is a company of the same name in the United States ; they own the patent there
''"^"''

and we conti-ol ic in Canada. Wc manufacture land plaster, calcined plaster and
alabastine ; we have also just conunenced the manufacture of plastico under another
I)ate'it. We have Go acres about two and one-half or three miles below Cayuga,
which yields white gypsum. We are mining there but are manufacturing at Paris.
The bed of gypsum is about four feet thick, but more in some places and less in
•others. We niine from a shaft sunk on an incline. The gyj)sum is brought from
there to Paris, where it is manufactured into calcined idaster, alal)a8tine and land
plaster. We have not yet had time to devote to the land plaster trade. 1 he object
of the company is more for the manulacturing of alabastine, and we have been ^''"'"'•*'"'' *''®

pushing that. The calcined plaster has given satisfaction as far as it has gone ; there
^°'^ "'

is no reason why it should not, as the material is all right. Nova Sc(jtia supplies
most of tlie plaster that is used, and it is somewhat diiticult to replace it. Plastico
is for mouldings and such work, about the same as stucco, but I cannot say much
about it as we have only just commenced to make it. To make ababastine we select
the gypsum, screen and calcine it, then mix it with several ingredients that are
secret. The (juantities are measured, gi'ound and mixed by machinery, so that it

is exact and unitorm. It is put up in packages of about live pounds each, and twenty
in a box, and is sold that way to tlie trade. Alabastine will cover twice the sjjace

that the same amount of calsomine will. It can also be used as a primer for paint.
During the list two years we have sold about 75 tons a season, and we expect to xheParig
•sell 100 tons this year. The gypsum of the Paris mines is grey. It is about 100 gypsum,

feet untler the surface, and we mine by striking it from the foot of the hill. The
bed is from four and one-half to six feet in thickness. We make our land
plaster alto,'erlier from the material found here. Our sales of plaster for the
last three or four years have been about 1,500 tons. We don't make more than 400
or 500 tons of white land plaster. About 2,500 tons would be the total gypsum we
use in a year. The land plaster is sold as a fertiliser, and we contend that th-^ grey
plaster is the better for that purpose. I don't think there is any fertiliser that is

•so good and costs so little. All our sales are made in Canada ; we have not shipped ^^rkeU.

any gypsum to the States for a number of years. Our land plaster trade is limited
to Ontario, but the alabastine goes all over the Dominion. The calcined plaster is

•3old only in Ontario and Manitoba.

Alexander Gill—I have been engaged in the plaster business for twenty-four
years. When I went into the business in 1864 it was altogether a retail business. Early production

In 1865 we shipped 1,200 tons of gypsum. In 1866 we ran it up to 4,200 tons, ot" the fe'vpaum

about 2,000 tons being retail. In 1867 we ran up to 8.500 tons, the retail trade
'l'^'"''"'®^-

going ilown to 1,600 tons. Next year the business went to 10,400 tons, and after
that it kept going down till m 1875 it was only 4,300 tons. I went out of the
business then, but after various changes myself and Mr. Brown acquired the
property. Land plaster does not sell as well as it used to ; twenty-three years ago
I loaded teams iron\ Owen Sound, but to-day we cannot send it there at all. Then
the price at the mills was the same as now, 84.50 a ton. When a person t^ikes ten
or twelve tons we sell it at §4 a ton. The wholesale price on the cars is 83.75. If

we sold the same quantity as formerly we could make more money, under the
improved w<y we have of handling it. Formerlj- it took thirteen men to run the Economic

mill night and day, but now we can run it with three men. We use water power
"'*'

altogether. We used to pay S'> and 90 cents for mining here. ' At Cayuga it costs
us about 81.10. We claim that our gypsum makes as good alabastine as the
American.

Robert f^lenny—I have been engaged in mining plaster for twelve years.
"Within the last four years I have been engaged in the ma7iufacture of the plaster. Our Grand Kiver
works aTid mine are about four miles frf)m Cayuga. I think it must have been forty p'^t^r works-

years since that mine was first opened. The bed of gvjjsum is about four feet thick,
or perhaps a little more. The Grand River Plaster Works company have two mines
here, the lower being the Merritt mine ; the upper was mine till I sold out to them.
The Merritt inine is worked on a level drift without any incline ; the Glenny is on
an incline of 1 in 10 for about 100 yards. The gypsum at the Glenny is about 42 or
43 feet from the surface ; at the Merritt it is not so much. The roof is supjjorted
with timber, and the whole face is taken as we go ; sometimes we leave a pillar. I
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Calcining- for

stucco plaster.

Land plaster.

think the production is upon the decrease. In the last four years about 1,500 tons a.

year have been taken out and disposed of. The Glenny mine was opened
about ten years ago, and it was the only one shipping from liere then. I understand
that many years ago, before the discovery of gypsum in the States, thousan(1s of tons

were exported from here. We started calcining and the systematic manufacture of

stucco last year ; before that some had been done on a small scale. We have one
kettle, with a capacity of about 4') barrels, a crusher and a disintegrator, besides a-

set of stones. Ihe weight of the barrel is about 250 pounds. Our intention is ta
have it set about the same as the New Brunswick plaster. What we have manu-
factured has been as white as that made in New Brvuiswick and Nova Scotia, and it

is finer ground. Our land ])laster is sold in bulk, barrels and bags. Jt goes as far

as Brockville to the east and Windsor to the west. 1 do not know tlie cause, but I

think the demand for land plaster is rather upon the decrease. I have been over a
good deal i f Ontario, and never heard it said that it was not a good fertiliser. It

is used sometime? in stables to fix liquid manure. I know of land plaster being-

imported from Oswego only. It is grey, and I do not think it is as good as ours.

The number of men employed during the last three years ranges from 3 to 20.

For the last year from the middle of June to October we did not employ any at all,

but for the rest of the year we had about 10 men, two of whom are skilled men and
the rest laborers. The engineer gets about 81.55 a day, the laboring men about
81.25 and the calciner over 82. There is no gypsum below the ]\Ien-itt mine.
Three miles above is the Alabastine Co. 's mine. There is gypsum on the Anthony
farm beside the Alabastine Co. 's property, but it is pretty thin there. The next
above is at Mount Healy a mile below York ; that property was worked last year,

and is I presume in working order ; it has been worked about twenty years. Next
above that is a mine at York ; I think Mr. Martindale works it regularly. His.

mining is principally done in the winter, and I think he does not do as much as

formerly. He used to calcine some, but has not done so lately. His plaster is of

fair quality, and he has a water mill for grinding it. The next is about three miles

from Caledonia, and I believe there is none again till we get to Paris. The one near
Caledcmia is called the Garland mine. I am told that for part of 1887 and 1888,

which would be the busy time, about 700 or 800 tons were mined there. \Ye take
out the gypsum by blasting with powder, and it is a poor shot that would not fetch

a ton. I understand that 850,000 is the capital of our company. Warren Ackerman
is the president, and the headquarters of the company is at New Y^oik ; E. W.
Dodd is the secretary-. We have sent some of our gj-psum to Newburg, N. Y. Out
of the 1,500 tons we sliip about 600 tons in the rock. The price last year was 83.75
f.o.b. the cars at Cayuga for ground land plaster. We sell at S3 f.o.b. the boat on
the river. The rock gypsum sells at about 81. 5C a ton. We ship some to Cleveland,

and Erie. There are several pomts on the American side of the lakes where they
grind plaster. There is a duty on manufactured plaster coming into this countrj\

but I don't know what it is. In the States there is a duty on manufactured land
plaster of 50 cents a ton. The rock gj'psum is free. If the Wel'and canal
feeder that comes up to the works were made deeper, or a lock put in at Dunnville,
it would do a great deal to develop the business. As it now is, it costs too much to

get to Lake Erie.

other gypsum
locatioQB.

Market* and
prices.

Mining in

Oneida town-

L. J. Johnston—I am a merchant in Caledonia and have been working a

gj'psum bed in the township of Oneida, three miles south of Caledonia, for six years.
Garland worked it twelve or fifteen years before I got it. It has been worked
pretty much continuously. I got out last year about 800 tons ; the year before I did
not get out any ; before that 600 or 700 tons a year. We take the gj-psum out
mostly in the winter and stop in the spring when the roads are not good. The bed
averages about five and one-half feet thick. In the bed there are little streaks of
blue, but the grain is finer than that of the Me-ritt mine. Where I am now
working it is solid white gj^pjsum. Under the <iypsum there is rock, and over it

rock also—a shal}- clay rock. We grind with stones like wheat ; the power is water
power. We sell all over the western country', west of Toronto. I have shipp d to

the States. The first year 1 had the mine I calcined some and made a first class

plaster ;• I made only ten or twelve tons as an experiment. I generally employ
about two or three miners, one man drawing out, and three or four men teaming.
The miner gets 70 cents a ton delivered at the mouth ; he furnishes his jjowder, light,

and tools ; the rest of the laborers are paid a dollar a day. I pay 40 cents a ton for
the drawing, and the teamsters make about 82.50 a day. Land plaster is good in
stables, is a good fertiliser and would be good for countrj- water closets.
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During the trip of the Commission only one iron mine was seen in Ontario

producing ore, viz., the Wilbur mine on the Kingston and Pembroke railway, iron locations.

All the other deposits visited were either undeveloped or lying idle and full

of water. At the Co? Hill mine in Madoo, som3 30,000 tons of ore were

lying waiting for a market. The iron carrying districts visited by the Com-

mission were : (1) On the north shore of lake Huron, where an extremely fine

quality of specular and micaceous hematite is found in places from Killarney

to Sault Ste. Mirie, in the Huronian formation. No large deposits have yet

been opened up in this district, but the indications and prospects seem to be

very favorable. (2) The AlcKellar location (m Antler or Attic-Okan river,

south-west of lake Shebandowan. (3) The Vermilion iron range in Minne-

sota, which extends northward into Canadian territory. (4) The Madoc
district. (5) The Kingston district. (6) The Perth district. The last three

are in eastern Ontario, and form parts of the same iron-bearing formation.

A few locations are alluded to briefly, particulars being fully entered into in

the evidence.

Same valuable contributions on the iron ores of Ontario are to be found in

the publications of the Geological Survey, amono;st which may be mentioned, Geological
^ ° J

)

o J ' Survey reporti

Iron and its Ores, Sir William Logan's Report of 1863 ; Studies upon the Ores on iron.

of the Dominion and the best Modes of Working them, by Dr. Sterry Hunt,

in the Report of Progress, 1866-69, and Iron Ores and their Development, by

Dr. Harrington, in the Report of Progress, 1873-4.

In the north-west corner of the Wallace mine location, on the north shore

of lake Huron, a vein or bed of iron ore occurs in quartzite. It consists of Wallace mine

about eight feet of banded ore and quartzite. The ore varies from crystalline

to compact specular. The bed may be traced some 200 or 300 yards west-

ward, and is but two feet across where last visible. Towards the east a mass

of debris and a steep declivity prevent its being followed without exploration

work. Where the ore is solid it is of an excellent quality. In going out to

this location from the lake shore, diorites, quartzites, chloritic and talcose

schists and a light grey quartzose felsite are crossed.

MINNESOTA VERMILION RANGE.

The Vermilion iron range in northern Minnesota was visited by three

members of the Commission in the latter part of the month of August, to VermiUon

examine its character, because it is believed to extend into Ontario, ihe

specimens obtained and evidence collected give good grounds for little or no

doubt that this is the fact. The Vermilion and parallel ranges have been

traced for some distance on American territory, running north-easterly towards ^^ probable
•' ° *' extension into

the Ontario boundary. In this direction from the Vermilion range many Ontario,

locations have been taken up on our side of the boundary, principally by

Americans who are interested in iron mining. Ore was shown us by respon-

sible people which was said to have been taken from the Ontario side, and

some of which was of very good quality. Iron ore in various grades of quality

has been found in places, extending from the boundary past the Kakabeka

Falls district. It is altogether probable that valuable deposits will be
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Importance of

expioriiig' the
re^on.

developed on the Oatario side, and it is of the utmost importance that informa-

tion should be obtained regarding the ores in this region. The small samples

•which have been seen ai-e chiefly of magnetic ore, but comparati\-ely little

exploration and practically no development has yet been carried on. ]!^o iron

mining can be successfully undertaken without a railroad, and if prospectors or

the holders of lands thought a railroad was sure to come if they showed

development enough to warrant it there is reason to believe that they would

at once begin work upon their claims. The government of Minnesota has by

grants of lands largely assisted a railroad which is now pushing northward

toward our boundary. The iron development in the northern part of the state

justifies the building of this road, which is now carrying to lake Superior ports

about 400,000 tons of ore per annum from the mines in its vicinity. The ore

deposits are very large and exceptionally rich, being of the red specular

Minnesola!^ variety, and as a rule of a Bessemer grade. The present centre of this iron

region is the town of Tower, on Vermilion lake. Two ranges of iron are found

here, the Vermilion, which practically yields all the ore at present, and the

Iron develop-
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At the North Lee mine, half a mile south of the Tower mine range of

deposits, a body of ore varying from 20 to 50 feet wide runs east-north-ea8t North Lee

and west-soutli-west, and dips to the south. It lies with jasper on the south

side, and " soaj) rock " or a close grained chloritic diorite, partly decomposed

near the ore, on the north side. The ore is worked in an open cut by stopes

50 to GO feet high, changing to a jaspery rock at the end of the cut ; but at

_rt-ir.s«'~' this mine the ore has too much phosphorus for Bessemer

iron. Fig. 13 represents the run of the two ore bands

half a mile apart. The northern ore band dips to the

north, and the southern at the North Lee mine dips to

the south, although the formation, as exposed before
p,; q, t^^ (,rj,

reaching the excavation on the ore, dips to the north. ''"'*'^-

loith tinn xfreakt, ot jaK,,er Ihe formation close to the JNortn Lee mine consists oi
ami iiuartzite.. c. Chloritic i^ t i c •

. i j. j
»/(«'.« /. Jasper, j. Diuritt: alternate layers or jasper, grey quartzose rock, quartz and

specular iron ore, making a very handsome rock, with white, grey and red

streaks. These ranges come to an abrupt end in a short distance as far as

tracing the ore is concerned, but -—
;

in a north easterly direction they

extend as far as Ely, a distance vjii

of about 21 miles. A railway Fio. u. b. auale. c. Javier, f. Ja^jer and nUaU mixad.

, , , , 1 i ji 1 ij h. Shales, i. Diorite. j. Ore. o. Jasper with ore strinaerg.
has been constructed to tlie latter p_ ore and jasper.

point, a distance of 96 miles from Duluth, or 70 miles from Two Harbors

OQ lake Superior, which is the shipping port for ore. At Ely a large mine The Ely mine.

has been opened up during the year, and considerable quantities of ore have

been shipped.

Statements procured from miners and prospectors at Tower and Ely are

appended, which give important information on the work carried on at this statements of... • • ;• 1
miners and

place, as well as of explorations farther north and on the Ontario side of the prospectors.

International line.

D. H. Bacon—I am manager for the mining company at Tower. The total

capital of the company is S14,0j0,()00 all paid up, and it owns both the railway and iron mining at

the mines. The company received from the state of Minnesota a grant of 5O(),U0U
J^J^*^*^'

^^'"°^'

acres of swampland besides 2,()0J acres at Two Harbors, its port on la vc Superior,

and 12,000 acres of mineral land at Tower. The railway extends from Duluth
through Two Harbours to Tower a distance of 9G miles, and recently has been
extended to Ely a further distance of 21 miles. It was completed from Two
Harbours to Tower in 1884, (the first cargo being shipped in August of that year),

and from Tower to Duluth in December 1880. in 18^5 the total shipment of ore

over the line was 75,00 t tons ; in 188Git increased to 350,0. )0 tons and in 1887 to Shipments and

392,000 tons ; while to the end of August, 188S, it was 25 ),000 tons. The prices re- P"*=^* ^^ o""^-

alisedfor the ore have ranged from S2.75 per ton for low grade to §3.50 for highest

in H87, and from 82.50 for lowest to §3.25 for highest in 1888. The company
employg 1,0 )() men in summer and 750 in winter, and its piy-roll for the month of

July last was $54,0)0. Four thousand people are dejiending upon the industry

for a living at Tower. On the developed mines of the company diamond drill

explorations have been made to depths of 300 to 400 feet, showing widths of ore at

these de[)ths ranginuf from 38 to 50 feet. The earnings from its mining operations

over and above all expenses to May 1st, 1888, were 8473,873.

Micluui 0'Kccfc—1 have explored pait of Hunter's island north of Emerald
lake, and ti-aced a deposit of iron ore for some distance northward. I think that Exploring

it passes under a lake about five miles long, as 1 found outcroppings beyond the hunters is and.

lake. 1 have traced the deposit a total distance of eight miles, and the width
varies from 50 to 300 feet. I have taken up a location of 80 acres. The specimens
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Knife lake.

The Chandler
mine at Elv.

I have from this location are yery hard, and one of them is jaspery. I understand
that at one of the mines at Tower the jaspery ore and rock was 40 to 50 feet in

thickness.

James Sherida)i—I have explored Ontario on the north side of Knife lake. I

Exploring' have found iron ore and bought a location there. I consider that it is in the same
Ontario north of Huroiiian belt as the Vermilion range. The ore is mixed with jasper in the same

manner, and the walls are diorites and chloritic slates. The deposit is 90 feet wide
and assays run from 47 to 56 per cent, of iron. I think it will average about 50
per cent, of iron, and it is low iu phosphorus and sulphur. It is a red hematite,
but somewhat hard and silicious. The bed cm be traced for three miles along the
strike. Only a small part of the countrj^ has as yet been looked over.

Mr. Sellwood—I am manager of the Chandler mine at Ely. Work commenced
regularlj'^ < n our property last winter, but previously it had been well explored by
diamond drilling. An open quarry shows a large extent of crumbled hematite ore,

and a shaft has been sunk 100 feet into the deposit with drifts east and west about 400
feet ; 190 miners and about the same number of stiippers are emploj'ed, and the
payroll is 812,000 per month. The owners of this property are the principal sliare-

holders of tlie Minnesota Explor.ition company and of the Minnesota Minicg com-
panj^, but the stock has not j^et been assi ned. I have explored the country 65
miles to the eastward and found a good quality of black ore.

Mr. Sloan, a Canadian from the vicinity of Montreal, showed a specimen

of magnetic ore of very good quality, found within seven miles of the frontier,

and told the Commission that he had seen samples of good ore found on the

Ontario side.

William Sedgwick, superintendent of the Barnum mine at Ishpeming,

Michigan, gave information relating to the occurence of rich iron ore on

Ontario territory, on the north side of Gunflint and I^orth lakes, and pre-

sented specimens taken from these districts. Following is a sketch of the

region furnished by Mr. Sedgwick :

Ore specimens
from the Ontario
frontier.

Rich iron ore
iu Ontario
territory.

Gunflint and
North lakes
district.

sKNDr&,p-

FiQ. 15. Sketch of section of country in Ontario near the boundary. Scale, 120 chains to one inch.

Mr. Sedgwick has supplied the following information respecting the iron

ores in the vicinity of Gunflint and North lakes :

On the north side of Gunflint lake there is a rich magnetic iron ore suitable
for making Bessemer steel. It analyses 68 per cent, iron, .0-.^8 per cent, phos-
phorus, no sul[)hur and very little silica. I satisfied myself that there was at least
25 feet in thickness of this ore, but how much more I did not wait to determine, lest
some one would take advantage tf my discovery and purchase the property from the
Government before me. I also obtained specimens from drift boulders and ledges
of good quality ore at several other places on the north side of the above mentioned
lakes. 1 visited this locality last summer and had with me an experienced explorer
and a party of miners, but the question of transport is such a serious item that under
present circumstances it is impossible to do any work of development. I consider
that the only possible way to have the iron worked in this locality is to build a raiJ-
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road ; and tliat before work enough was done on the iron ore deposits to prove their
size, and therefore justify the construction of a railroad, means of inj^ress and egr* hh Importance of

is an absohito necessity and sliould at once be ])rovided. 'Diis can be done clieaply by ''•"'"ay com-

continuing the road from tSilver niounLain to WliiteHsli lake, and making a good
road over the few intervening portages between Whitefish and North lakes.

MINKS AND LOCATIONS IN EASTKKN ONTARIO.

The Blairton iron mine is on lot 8 in the 1st concession of Belmont, in

the county of Peterboroui^h, and has been fully described in Sir William Bi^iirton iro«

s w. N.E. Logan's Geology of Canada, 1863, page 676.

-r^^ ""' _c: J A large and deep excavation has been made,

:^?;"t\ 150 feet wide by 250 feet long, but it is now

C'^n'l's^ \ ^ ^^:r^^~ - tilled with water. A second opening, also

SR-.^Vi--^. \ full of water, lies to the south of the first,

'^:'-\Vi*'''"
'\ V— ^^^ ^s much smaller in size. On the east

" " side the deposit is over-capped by Silurian
Fia. 16. Formation at the Blairton iron mines. ,

.

. i •
i , i , . .

c; , , f T , limestone, while the west wall is a laspery
e. iui/rjan limentone. /. Jaspery quartz- ' .J""^r^^* J

He. j. Ore and accompanying rock matter. quartzitC. The strike of the deposit is tO

the west of north. The ore as seen on the dump is a rich magnetite. In the

smaller pit ore of a lean character is seen dipping to the north-east, but else-

where it has been mined away. In the wall, quartz and serpentine matter

predominate.

The Wallbridge mine in the township of Madoc is a well-known ore bed

of excellent hematite. A lense of ore has been worked down to quartz rock, Wallbridge min«

which rock is also thrown up to the north-west side along with crystalline

limestone. This deposit has the character of the Huronian hematites seen in

northern Michigan.

The Coe-hill mine is situated in the township of Wollaston, in the

county of Hastings, at the northern terminus of the Ontario Central railway. Coe-hiii mine.

Three shafts have been sunk upon the property along a s.e. n.w.

north-east and south-west line, but as they were filled

with water the ore body could not be examined. Its

apparent width where excavated seems to be about 40

feet. The dip is 45® south-east, with syenite on the

hanging wall and diorite on the foot wall. A large
^'*'- ^'-

uiKn"."^
^°^"

quantity of ore (about 30,000 tons) lies on the dump. i. Diorite. 2S reel. j. Ore,

^
"^

, \ , ,. ^ , , .
1.5 feet. m. Granite, u.

It seems to be a rich quality or ore, but some of it car- Syenite.

ries iron pyrites. Fig. 17 is a section of Coe-hill mine, as given by

Mr. Coe.

The rocks north of Kingston, as exposed along the line of the Kingston

and Pembroke railway, are chiefly crystalline limestone, gneiss and syenite. Formation on the

and as a rule no diorite or greenstone dykes or bands are prevalent. An
exception is found, however, nearer to Kingston than the chief ore deposits,

where phosphate of lime is found in pyroxenic rock. The iron occurs with

the crystalline limestone and sometimes enclosed in it ; or more often with

one wall of gneiss or syenite and the other of crystalline limestone. A ceitain

amount of pyroxene is always found with the magnetic ore. No hematite has

as yet beeen developed along the line of the railway.
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The Glendower mine is situated in tiie township of Bedford, in the county

tJlendower mine, of Frontenac, four iniles east of the Kingston and Pembroke railway, with

which it is connected by a switch built in 1884. Crystalline limestone forms

the wall rock on the south side of the ore occurrence, and a coarse-gi ained

grey syenite forms the country rock on the north side, but the limesione forms

the immediate wall rock on both sides next the ore. The ore is a magnetite,

mixed with pyroxene and calcspar masses. The bed seems nearly perpendi-

cular, but dips slightly towards the south. The ore exposed on the dump
carries a considerable percentage of iron pyrites, which however is said tt>

be local ; the shaft is filled with water. Ore has also been mined as an

open cut into the side of a hill, where it occurs as parallel bands in the lime-

stone. It is coarsely crystalline and mixed with hornblende in places-, the

latter carrying iron pyrites with it in the rock. Most of the ore at present

visible seems to carry some pyrites. The ore formation strikes nearly north-

east and south-west, and it is stated that the belt is traceable, as indicated by

deposits, for 20 miles to the north-east. The railway cutting along the switch

shows a great many crystals of hoi-nblende in the limestone, running at places

in veins or streaks and dipping and striking at all angles.

The Calabogie mine is in the township of Bagot, county of Kenfrew, on

Calabogie mine, the line of the Kingston and Pembroke railway. It has been worked for 400 or

500 feet along the strike, and, it is stated, to a depth of 100 feet, but the

opening is filled with water. The dip is 35'^ to the south-east and the

strike north-east and south-west. The deposit consists of a banded series of

pyroxene schist and pyroxene rock mixed with much calcspar, micaceous in

places. The ore occurs, especially in the lower part of the series, bedded in

with the rock, but what is visible is low grade. Above the over-lying ore

series is a thick bed of greyish and yellowish limestone. It is the property

of the Calabogie mining company.

Calabogie mine No. 4, also the property of the Calabogie mining

company, is on lot 16 in the 8th concession of Bagot, a mile and a half in a

direct line east of the Kingston and Pembroke railway. The ore bed strikes

north-east and south-west, and di]3S at a high angle to the south-east. The

opening is about 20 feet wide, but no ore is visible at the outcroppings

excepting some of a low grade. A considerable quantity lies on the dump,

and is a compact, glistening, magnetic ore mixed with some crystalline

limestone or calcspar and a little dolomite and pyroxenic matter-, and also

iron pyrites in places. The ore occurs with hornblendic schist, a grey

quartzose rock and a micaceous schist. Felspar is present in small crystals.

This ore is said to have too much phosphorus for Bessemer.

On lot 16 in the 9th concession of Bagot is a location owned by Mr. Coe

of Madoc. It is on the same range as the previous mine, and lies about 600

feet to the south-west of it. The ore as here exposed is a magnetite, and has

been shown up by an open cut into the formation, but as it was lull of water

only the outer part could be examined. The ore alternates with pyroxene

rock and calcspar, and is shown to be 20 feet wide by the cut. It occurs in

bunches, the north side of the cut showing a much larger quantity of ore than

the south side. It appears to be a good, rich quality of ore, and it is reported
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that this iron range can be traced for two miles running in a north-east and

south-west direction.

Tlie "Wilbur mine is in tlie townsliiji of Palinerston, in the county of

Frontenac, on the line of the Kingston and Feinbroku railway. There is an ore- 'Wilbur mine,

bearing formation with gneissic rock for foot wall, and lying between two

bands of crystalline liiuestDne. The ore occurs as lenses, and is chiefly

associated with pyroxene in various forms. It is close textured, of greyish

N.w. s.E. color and mixed more or less

with pyroxene. Tlie strike of

the formation is south-east and

,, ,o „ .. , ^ , ,.,„ north-west, and it dips 35°
Fio. 18. bection of country at v\ ilbur mine.

'^

e. Crystalline limestone, i. Ore formation with homblendic ^^ *''^® SOUth-east. ± Ig. 18
matter, m. Granite kills., n. Gneiss. represents a section of countiy

at the Wilbur mine. Five openings have been made within a distance of a

quarter of a mile, in some of which the ore lenses have been worked out. At
the south-west end it is still said to be holding out in the workings, and in the

other direction borings have been carried on with a diamond drill in the hope

of discovering other deposits, n.w. s.e.

Fig. 19 is a section of the ore

formation as seen at one of the

openings. Where quartz occurs ^

with the ore pyrites comes in,

but as a rule no pyrites is found v,„ i<, ^ r-,.,, ,„;/,„„;,„,.,, ,. ^ »r- ji-t^J r 10. 19. e. Crj/atalline limeatone. f. Mixed hinestone with

With the ore. The ore lens near ^"''Mendic schijit (green). j Ore and hornblende rock
(qiiarrz in places), n. Grei/ and reddish pnems. s Ore bed

the top has been sunk down -('^^nd^d><tructnre with calciu streaks parallel to rocks).
^ t. Band of quartz (thin), w. Uornbhndic schist and compact

upon to a depth of 180 feet for PHroxenicmck with ore streaks.

an average width of about 50 feet. The miners are now working out the

ore at the surface, and throwing the refuse rock into the pit from which

they say all the ore has been taken. The diamond- drill was occupied in

boring toward the north-east end of the prospected ground, and 40 feet

of ore was reported to have been crossed, towards which a gang of miners

was commencing to work from the outcrop. The drill we were informed

goes through -40 feet of crystalline limestone per day.

A number of hematite locations in the township of Darling, county of

Lanark, are held by Mr. Bell of Arnprior. They consist of parts of lots 22, Bell's hematiwr

23 and 24, and lots 26 and 27 in the 11th concession, and lots 26 and 27 in

the 12th. Where exposed the ore appears as gash veins or irregular masses

of hematite, varying from six inches to twelve feet wide, and occurring in a

breccia of calcspar with the same as a lime matrix, and the general run of

the ore is with the formation. In places the hematite is the matrix of the

calcspar masses. Openings have been made in several places, but very little

work has been done on the property. This hematite carrying formation is

reported to run north to the Ottawa river, near Arnprior, and south to the

Perth district.

At the Arnprior mine, which was opened many years ago, Mr. Bell

states that 10,000 or 15,000 tons of hematite was taken out, when the work Arnprior mino.

was stopped in consequence of the ore being cut off by a fault. The run of
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Tamworth
ttematite.

the ore at this place is stated to be north- east and south-west, and is 40 feet

wide. The same vein is said to have been traced for five or six miles.

Hematite mixed with a dark-colored shale occurs near the village of

Tamwoi th, at the terminus of the Napanee and Tamworth railway, in the

township of Sheffield, county of Addington. Several pits have been sunk at

points from 20 to 100 feet apart, from some of which red ore has been taken

out ; but in every case the pits ran into crystalline limestone, which underlies

the occurrences of ore and crops out about "200 feet off. The quality of the

ore varies from very lean to rich hematite, but there are no signs of the

existence of it in large quantity.

The Commission had not time to visit the Haliburton district, but it

will be seen that much evidence has been given bearing upon it. One of the

Commissioners, however, has visited the district, and from what he has seen

and the information he has gathered he does not doubt that there are a large

number of iron ore occurrences throughout an extensive section of that country

.

Some of the ores are of great purity, while others will require calcining to

remove the sulphur ; but development is needed to prove the quantity in

which they exist. Some large deposits are reported, the ore of which contains

too much titanium for use. Operations are now being carried on at the How-
land mine, some account of which is given in Mr. Pusey's evidence.

Haliburton
district.

Sxtent of the
iron ore area.

tlag^netic ore at
Plairton.

The Snowdon
location.

Thmnas Ledyard—I have been giving a good deal of attention to mining mat-
ters, mostly in Ontario and not very far from Toronto. We have large quantities

of iron ore extending over a considerable space, commencing at Peterborough and
go ng north-east to the Ottawa river, and commencing at Haliburton and extend ng
up the Alg 'Uia district. I have not examineii many of the locations personally,

but I have had many specimens of ores sent to me from all paits < f Ontario. I

have specimens of magnetite from over fifty different places. In some of the cases

1 know there are large deposits ; in others the}' requii'e to be investig ited. I

know of twenty-five different deposits of heraitite, some of them no doubt large

and some not sutticiently developed to tell yet. The proportion in which the
samples have come in has been about iwo of magnetite to one hematite. There is

a deposit 100 miles east of "Toronto, about six miles north of Blairton staticm, Cana-
dian Pacific railway. Professor Heys examined it, and reported it was a bed of

m.ignetite 40iHeet long and 250 wide in some places. Experts think 300 or 400
tons a day could be got easily. Mr. Heys made an estimate that there were a mil-

lion tons within 100 f--et of the surface. We put three pits down and several

or iss-cuts, and it appears to be a solid deposit. The pits are only 10 or 12 feet

deep, and they seem to get into solid ore. Th^re is no question but it is a solid

bed of ore. As to the quality, analysis by Professir Chapmui gives iron 64.26,

phosphorus a trace, sulpliur .04 ; titanium none. Broadman's analysis gives iron

65.36, sulphur a trac-ei, phosphorus .002, titanium none. Analysis of the Joliet

Steel Co., iron 66.29, manganese .042, phosphorus .024, silica 3.19, titanium

mme, sul hur none. Analysis by the Cambria Iron Co. , iron 6-t. 85, ph(isph<»rus

.008, sulphur a trace and silica 1.9'i. To reach the mine would require a spur line

of f>ur miles from Blairton vdlage. The Snowdon mine is situated on lo:s 25,

26 and 27 in the 4th concession of Snowdon The railway runs through 25 and
26 and m front of 27. On lot 26 there is a shaft down about 80 feet and is said to

be in good ore. There are several shows on the three lots. The ore is a magnetite.

On ".^^ there appears to be a vein 40 feet wide by 6J0 feet long ; all over there

appear to be simdar shows, judging by the needle. Ana'ysis No. 1 of this ore

sho-vs iron 62. .57, phosphoru-s .025 and sub'hur a trace. Analysis No. 2, iron 63,

phosphorus a trace and sulphur .023. Analysis No. 3, iron 62, phosphorus a trace,

sulphur .025. The analyses were made by chemists of diflFerent works in Pittsburg.

In two hundred tons of this ore there was hardly any sulphur. There was more
sulphur iu Pusey's mine, but they seem to have got through it there, and down the

shaft they say the ore is very free. On lot 27 there is only one place where it

shows sulphur at all. Professor Chapman made an analysis of the ore from 27 in
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the 13bh of Galway as follows : iron 62.87, phosphorus .01, sulphur a s'ight trace.

From lot '23 in the 12th, iion 02. (iO, iiiiin/iinese l.'i?, phosphorus .002 ami sul])liur

a slight trace. Tliere was no titanium in any of those ores. On 2.i in tlie I2th
there appears to be a large vein. 00 feet wide ; it is a diHicult jilace to commence
work'n^,', as the vein appears to be at the bottom i>f a creek Analysis <jf l'r<»fu8sor

Ue.\s of ore from 10 in the Kitii, ir^n ()>, phoHi)h<>ru-i .04, sulphur .02. There
is nn nnalysis from 'he 14lh concession, 1 don't remember the nvnnber, iron 70.04,
ph' spliorus a trace and sulphur a trace ; no titanium in eitiier. All these ores
should be laid down in Toronto at a rate not exceeding 00 it 70 cents a ton.

CliarU's J. P>i,sey—l reside at Inmdale in tiie county of Halil)urton. and am
engaged ia building railways and operating mines. We are building the Irondale, Railway oon-

B.uicroft and Ottawa railway, extending fioni Kinmonnt to Ottawa. It is an inde- '**''uction.

pendent line and there are ten miles graded and innii'd. It is being built to serve
the mineral interests of the district. 1 am president of the Toronto Iron company,
which was organised in 1881, and the sub-^crilied cai)ital of which is 81 '10,000, all paid properties of the
up, principally in properties. We have live locjitions, one of which we lease, butT_ ronto Iron

the others are owned in fee simple. Two are situated in .Snowd(jn and three in '-<""Pany.

Glamoigan. There are ll)0 acres in the luasehclil property and 70(J in the other
four. We have found minerals in each of these live properties ; on the leasehold

we have magnetic ore, on the next lot brown iieinatibf*. and all the others are
magnetic. \Ve have done S)me develojimeiit on the leasehold property. It is

situated on lot 20, concession 4 of Snovvdon, and is known as the Howland mine.
We began operations there in 1880 and have worked it at intervals since. We are Howland miue.

at prt'sent sinking a shaft and have twelve men employed. The surrounding rock

is crystalline limestone. We have found no walls yet, and tlierefoi-e cannot give

the width of the vein, for it is a vein unquestionably. We have found an outcrop
ab'iut 25 feet in diameter. We sunk a shaft 12 by 24 feet, and are down now about
70 feet. At a depth of 25 feet the work was enlarged by extension towards the

walls in the form of an ellijise, the longer~
axis of which is about 05 leet and the
shorter al)out 35 feet, and this was carried
to a dejith of about 25 feet. There was
no wall, but solid iron ore and accompany-
ing rock. At the depth of that room it

was narrowed down to 25 feet, and carried
to a total dejjth of 65 feet from the
surface. We are now 10 feet below that,

narrowed to the size ( f the shaft, making 75
or 77 feet from the outcrop. The quality,
of the ore so far as its freedom from
phosphorus and sulphur is concerned is

about the same all the way doAvii, but it

varies in its freedom from rocky matter. The value of the ore has increased as we
have gone down, as there is a decrease in the amount of the less valuable ore. The
best ore ranges from 55 to 00 per cent, of iron, and shows only .005 of phosphorus
and .00 of sulphur. In the lower woi-kings tliere is a large prop ^rtion of L:ood ore,
but higher up there was about an equal j)roportion of low grade and high g'ade
ores. Analyses of the ore have been made by Prof. Chapman, the Cambria" Iron ^°*'>'*®*-

company. Booth & Garrett, and by the Troy Steel and Iron company. The analysis
made by the last named company gave metallic iron 59.50 and ])hosph(jrus .005.
We place the standard of shipping ore at 58 or 60 per cent, of ir >n, and liave thrown
out a great deal thit did not come up to the standard. We shippe I about 1.500
tons in 1881 and 18 '2, but have done nothing since then except about lOO tons
last summer. The first named .shipments were made to the Cambria Iron company.
It was mixed with their own <n-e and the smelting was veiy satisfactory. We
have now a contract with a large steel ctnnpany which will u-e nearly all we can
produce for a while. Thev will take from 500 to 1,000 tons a month if the ore
will suit their mixture. There is a good market for our ores in the United States.

1 1 •

Our ore is a freer working ore than those of iKjithern Michigan, as it contains a tion.*"^'

""^

great'-r proportion of lime, magnesia and aluminum. The Imperial mine is

situated on lot 33, concession 3 of Siiowdon, on the south side of Burnt river.
It is about 400 feet long, 2".0 feet in breadth and about 00 feet high from the water
level, ft is a deposit ot brown hematite. The general course of the wall is north-
east and south-west. It occurs on the north in gneiss rock and on the south in a
crystalline limestone formation. On the east side the land is low, sandy and
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Pine lake loca-

tion.

National loca-

tion.

New York loca-

tion.

marshy, and the west side is a continuation of the range of hills. It a i pears to be
a solid deposit. We have g')ne no depth into the hill, but have tried the surface
in various places. NVe liave had an analysis of the ore and it shows 45.82 of metal-
lic iron. Phosphorus is verj- low, there is no sulphur or titaiiium, but a little lime-

and a large amount of silica. The ana]y.sis made by the Cambria company
was of ore that would be considered a fair shipping eample- Prof. Chapman luac e
an analysis of the poorer ore, so that we might see what its bad qualities were. It

showed 3G.17 per cent, of iron. Ihe next property is beyond the railway as
constructed, but is within a quarter of a mile of the line as it will be built. It is

on lot -id, concession i of Glamorgau, and is known as the Pine Lake mine. It is-

a magnetic iron ore, and runs from about 62 to 55 per cent. It is low in phosphorus,
but has a considerable amount of lime and titanium. A g- od deal of development
work has been done on it. The deposit has been traced about 2,000 feet on ihe
crested hill, and in some places the vein is 200 feet wide, but it will aveiage
about 100 feet. In the break in the hill where the vein is shdwn it is about ^O
feet wide. It contains about 9 per cent, of titanium, and is practically valueless-

unless it can be used with our other ores for home manufacture ; it would not do-

for shipment. An examination of the mine at Pine lake will satisfy anyone that it

is not a pocket, and if thit is not a pocket there will be other depusi's of iron that

are not pockets. We have never found it necessary to go more than five feet down
to strike ore. The next is the National mine, lots '60 and 31 on concession 13 of
Glamorgan. No development work has been done on it. The needle attractions-

show that it is greater in extent than even the Pine lake property. We have had no
analysis of it. The next property is called the New York mine, and is situated on
lot 27 in concession 15 of Glamorgan. It is ihe richest ore ihat can be found. At
one pc)int we sank a pit to get at the extent of the ore. We have traced it by the
needle only, and we could follow it 400 feet in length and 30 feet in width. There
is another occurrence on the same lot as shown by the needle, but there were na
outcropping* and we have done no work on it. This ore was analysed by the Cam-
bria company and Professor Chapman, and gives over 70 per cent, of iron, barely a
trace of phosphorus, no sulphur and no titanium. It is about five miles from the
propos d line of railway.

James B. Campbell— I spend a good deal of my time at Kinmount and have
been engaged examining timber lindts and exploring a good deal within the last

few years. I have prf)spected in Peterborough, Victoria, Haliburton, along the
K. & P. railwaj' and along the north shore a good deal. Altogether I have been
about fifteen years in that business, but not constantly. I discovered the Snowdon
mine and most of the depos ts in that country, the Paxton mine, and I'usey's mine.
There is one opening at the Snowdon mine of 40 feet, and another of 20 or 25 feet

at the extreme north end. The 40 feet opening is about a quarter of a mile to the

south. There has Deen some stripping between the two points. A considerable

amount of ore was taken out, and there is a coiisideraVjle quantity lying there yet.

The Paxton mine is situated on lot 5 in the 5th and 5 in the Gth concession of Lutter-

worth and about 2^ miles above Kinmount. A considerable quantity -of the oie
was hauled 2j miles to the railway and shipped ; it has not been working for some
time. TiiC shaft is down about 20 feet. There is a considerab'e exposure in

sight. Analyses by Professor Chapman show that it is a tine magnetite and to a
great extent self-fluxing. The Pusey mine is composed of lots 20 and 27 in the
4th cncession of Snowdon. There is one shaft down to a depth of 80 feet, and I

am told there is ore all the way down. The vein is not largely exposed, but on the
property there are surface croppings. It appears to be a large bed of magnetite. The
largest deposits are supposed to be on Pine lake, about the boundary line between
Glamorgan and Monmouth. There has been no work done there. One can see
samples and stainings on the surface '}ver an area of 100 acres. There is a deposit

on lots 30 and 31 in the 12th of Glamorgan. I think it is a specular ore, but 1 do not
know the ana'j-sis of it. On lot 34 in the 6th of Snowdon there is a little dep'sit of

hematite. I know of a deposit near Haliburton, but cannot give the lot. I have
seen a great many other deposits, but am only speaking of those I consider

worth lookinij after. The Pine lake deposit is about 12 miles from the railway ;

the others are within about two miles of it.

Juhu SteivaH—lam a mining engineer and reside at Ottawa. I think, jndging

from the amount of development done in Hastings and on the line of the K. and P.

railway, that there is no doubt about the permanence of iron mines in that region. I

worked at the Wallbridge hematite mine. It was a large mass of ore in dolomite,

with no defined walls. I think hematite is likely to occur again in that region.
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The difficulty in exploring for it is that the needle will not lead to it ; one has

to spend time and money to Hiid it. There were outcropjiint^s on the surface at The Wallbridge

till) Wallbridge. It ii:id been worked in preliistoric times, but trees had overgrown """*•

the works. Tools were found there, deer liorns, bone iinjdements and such like. I

found a humvn shin bone. In the Old Country I wcjrked in the hematite mines in

the Isle of Man. I visitel about all the mines in Cumberland ; they are in large

masses. The ore does not occur in them like bo^ ore or bnnvn hematite on the sur-

face, but in the rock ; it is s >ft and is niiued with a pick.

R. C. Clute—I am a barrister residing in Iieli<-ville and am interested in mining
properties. 1 am interested in the lot imiui'diately adjoining the Coe-hill mine. Various locationg

It is called the Station mine, and is c >mpo3ed of lots 17 and 18 in the 8tii of Wol- [."^1,^''°'^*

la'iton. I have the property in Marmora known as the Maloney mine ; another in

the townsiiip of Lake, known as tlie Mountain mine, compos d of lots 15, 10, 17

and 18 iu the 4tli ; another lot I think in the 2nd concession of Faraday ; three

locat'ons in tlie 2iid couce.ssion of AVoHaston, four miles south from C 'e-hill
;

another in the township of Madoc, in the 5th concession, I think. All those .„. „. ..

deposits are magnetic. At the Station mine pits were sunk at different points with location.

the object of ascertaining the surface extent of the mine. The width varies frmi
20 t ' (i ) feet, and the len.,'th about 1,3 feet. The strike is about north-east and
«outh-west. It has not been explored with a diamond drill. The ore has been
analysed, and it shows a slight trace of sulphur, a slight trace of phosphorus, but

no titanium. The analysis was m ide for Carnegie's establishment in Pittsburg,

and my recdlection is that the iron was CO or 02 per cent. We did not send a

large quantity, just a specimen.

Charles r((|/Zo/-—Sometimes we get very good shows of copper a"d iron pyrites

in the actinolite district. There is a large hid of iron pyrites in Hungerford, south of Copper and

the Sheffiild station. It is from four to six feet wide, and I think it extends over a I''"np>"*e8.

large area. A pit has been sunk down 30 or 40 feet, and it can be shovelled out.

A gold crusher was built up m it once, but there is <mly a show of gold.

H. H. Wallbridiie— I reside at Belleville. My sisters and sisters-in-law are

interested in the old hematite mine and other mines near Madcc, but more Waiibrldge's

particularly in a lot of 49 acres situated about two a-id one-half miles from the ™*'^^-

village of Madnc, being on l)t 10 in the 0th of Madoc. It is between Madoc village

and the hematite mine. About 103 tons have been quarried ; work was begun about

the tima the mines shut down, and nothing has been done since. 1 think it is con-

nected wi^h Seymour's mine, and extends about 200 or 300 feet. It is about a mile

and a half from the Seymour mine in a direct course. I think there is a large

amount of ore, and wi would ba working it if there was a market. A good many The .Sexsmith

thousand tons have been taken from the Sexsmith mine. It is less than three- mine-

quarters of a mile from the railway.

Lp.onard Wcuier—I think it must be about twenty years since I first noticed ore

on my property at T imworfch. About 1878 I du.; out some of the ore and examined Shows of hema-

it. After tnat the railway company put down four pits ab^ut ten fee', deep They ^-orth.

cleanel out a pit 10 by 15 feet and the ore went down about three feet till it struck

the vyhite rock. On the surface it i^ about 10 feet wide, the ore dipping under the
grey ro;k. Afterwa-ds -Nlr. Rithbun set a few men to work for about three weeks.

After that Mr. Bromau, an experienced miner from Mmu'^sota, did some work. He
likes tha ore and is prospecting .still, but cannot yet say whether there is any la-ge

amount of it. Altogether ab )ut 2 > tons of the ore has been taken out ; it is a very
good heiiatite. I cm trace the ore on the surface for about 80 rods. I do not
know of any other shows of ore about this section.

Joseph Biwhii— I have been connected with mining enterprises for at least

twenty years in the county of Frontenac. I have been interested in both iron and The Glendower

ph >3p'iate properoi-s. I have been connected with several compani s engaged j^ """'"^*^°™P*°-'^'

actual mining operations— the G'e idowc*, the Z 'nosville and Bedford companies.
After sone years spent in developing the prop 'rt»', the G endower company was
formed in 1873 and mining was continued by them for about seven years, during
which time they took out some 12,0^)0 tons of ore. Tiie capital stock of the company
was S5 ),000, and wa-! altogether held by Americans. They worked the property in

Bedford tin ler a lease at a r \valty. and at the end of the seven years they gave up
the lease. The royalty was 20 cents a ton, in addition to which they paid a sum
do'vn at the commencement of the lease. After^vards a c >mpany was formed by The ZanesviIIe

capitalists in Cleveland and ZanesviIIe, Ohio, under the name of the ZanesviIIe

company and a branch railway was constructed to one cf the mines formerly worked

10.3
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by the Glendower company. A large plant was erected and operations were carried
on upon an e.>:tensi ve scale for four or five j'ears. The Zanesville company was formed
in t:ie fall of 1882, I think, and was merged into the Kingston and Pembroke (om-
pany in 1887. TJie capital of tlie Zinesville C(jmpany was .^200,000 paid up stock. I

do not know the amount of ore that was taken out by it. Sulphur occurs in the
mine at a depth of 120 or 130 feet, but none was noticed until that dt jith was
reached. The Gleadower company was composed of furnace owners at Elmira, N.
y. They to >k t^le ore there and I have tSeir testimony that they were well pleased
with it, as were also the members of the Zanesville company. The ore ran better
during the mining bj^ the Glendower than duiing the time of the Zanesville com-
pany. I think the Glendower did not remove any less than 60 per cent.; the
Zanesville company cook as low as 5 ) per cent. The difference might of course be'
caused by selection. The ore during the Glendower company's time had to be
hau ed by wagon or sleigh to the Bedford stati m, a distance of some four miles,

and that had something to do witli their giving it up. When the Zanesville com-
pany commenced they had the railway brought into their mine, and it was .shipped

from Kingston to Cleveland. The Glendower company took it to Fairhaven. The
Bedford mining c impan}'^ was organised last year and I am the manager. The
capit il stock is 8-50, O'JO all paid up. Sir Richard Cartwright i-? the president; I

am manager and secretiry. Our ])roi:)erties are altogether in Bedford ; lots 7 to 11
inclusive in the 5th ; the north half of 7 and the south half of 9 and lot 8 in the 4th;
lots 2, 3, 4, and the west half of 7 in the 7th ; lot 2 in the 6th ; lot 1 and ihe west
part of 3 in the 5th

;
jmrt of 1 and all of 4 in the 4th ; lot 2, the north half of 3, the

south half of 5 and the e ist part of 6 in the 3rd ; the north half of 2 and the south

half of o in the 'ind. This makes altogether about 0,000 acres. We have pros-

pected red hematite on 2 in the 7th, plumbago on 2 in the 6th, and also on 1 in the

5th ; magnetic iron ore on 2 in the 3rd, and also on lot 8 in the 4th. We know of

the existence of phosphate of lime on the west half of 7 in the 7th. We have had
phosphate mined for us on the east part of 6 in the 3rd ; also red hematite on 2 in

the 7th. The accompanying rock is a crystalline limestone ; it is on the border of
Birc 1 lake. The magnetic ore is found against cry-stalline limestone, with horn-
blende or granite on the other side. In one occurrence the hornblende is-

on the north and the crystalline limestone on the south. At Black lake we
have the granite on the north side and I think crista line limestone on the
south side, but I cannot speak positively as to that as it is undtr water. The gr.mite

in Bedford is, I think, mostly on the north side. The course of the iron deposits,

is north-east and south-west. Tiie width of the red hematite as far as traced is

about 40 feet but I tliink it is a bed and extends further ; I think it extentls under
the lake. We have traced it about 300 feet. It has never beeen tested. There is

no titanium in if, but there may be some sulphur, as there generally is in the red
hematite of this c Aintry ; there is no phosphorus. The magnetic ores have been
analysed. The ore from the Glendower mine runs all the way from 50 to 60 per
cent. ; the Glendower is just on the border of the Bedford property, and the ores

on our property are I think equally as rich. The Black lake property was under
prosp cting lease (lot 8 in the 4th) to the Bethlehem mining company, and some
50 tons of very rich ore have been taken away. At the time it Avas under lease

there we: e great difficulties in the way of transportation; since that time a canal

has been cut from Thirty Island lake to Black lake, which will make it navigable
all the way, and the ore can be brought down to the p-rmanent track at Thirty
Island lake. On the north half of 3 in the 3rd there has been some prospecting
done, but a diamond drill has not yet been used. We purpose getting one at work
there Our ore m this section appears to be verj' rich. The year before last, for

the first time in thirteen j'ears' mining, they came upon suljjhur in the or^, but we
have not c )me across any on our property. On the red hematite property we have
done some stripping and such work a< that, but have not done »i)j woik of any com-
mercial value. We know of the existence of iron in a north-east direction, in the
5th concession, on the same lead as the magnetite. On lot 2 in the 3rd, some 500
tons of ore were taken out before we got the property, but we have not done any-
thing ourselves. The ore I take to be similar in character to the other '-res in that

formation. Our company was formed last year. Some prosjiecting lias been done by
it at Black lake, and the catal already mentioned was cut ; it is 400 feet long, and
lowered the water in Thirfy Island lake ; this was done to i

ri^pare for mining, but
beyond that nothing has been done. Some prospecting has been done on 3 in the
3rd. We intend to put a diamond drill on 3 in the 3r i, and also at the Black lake
mine. I am interested equally with ]\Ir. Morris and Sir Richard Cartwright in a

Minerals on the
company's pro-
perty.

Occurrence of
the iron ores.

Analyses of iron
ores.

The Black lake
location.

Prospecting
work.
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mine there on lots 12 in the 8th and 9th of Bathurst. It was first opened twenty
years ago, and a quantity of ore taken out and sent to Cleveland, win-re it was tested A deposit ia

by Cliisholiu, and reported upon favorably. Tlie ore was a magnetite, and the deposit 'j*.*^'"'^' town-

ajipears to traverse tlie leugih of tlie >itli coneession from front to rear. AVxjut two
years ago a shaft was sunk about Ki feet <m tlie front of tlie concession, and two
carlo. ids of tine ore taken (jut. We traced tlie ore by siiowings at difl'erent jtoints

from rear to front of the concession, the direction l>eing nortli-east and simth-west.

It occurs in a gncissoid rock. The limestone is to the south of it, and may have
some relation to it.

B. IF. Folger— I am superintendent of the Kingston and Pembroke railway.

1 have been interested in iron and phosphate mining o])eration8 in tliis Locations on the

part of the country, but mostly iron. We are interested in p' rliajjs 100 diH'erent ^- ^"'^ ^- '''"'

mining locations. They are in Bedford, P(jrtland, Hinchinbrooke, ( 'so. Olden,
Palmerston, Levant, bagot, Dalhousie, Batliurst and Sherbrooke We are interested jjjning coninati'

in three mining companies—the Mississippi, the Levant and the Kingston and Pem- ies.

broke companies. 1 am also interested in the Bedford companj'. The Mississippi

company was organised al>out ten years iigo. The capital, of wliich 1 lannot tell

you the amount, was both Ameiican and Canadian. The Mississippi mine was
opened up by that company, and between 30,(iOO and 40,0('O tons were taken out

;

all the ore went to the States. The mine is not being worked now. Tiie Leva t

company was organi.'^ed about a year later. The location was leased to people in

BetJileliem, Penii., who must have taken out about oO,000 tons. The Kingston
and Pembr >ke companj' was organised about two j-ears ago. The stock of that

company is 84,000,000. 1 cannot tell you who are the principal shareliolders, but
they are mostly all Americans, seven-eigthsof the stock is American. They are now
working the Wilbur or Levant mine, and that is the only one they are now working. '^*'® ^- *'?'^ ^"

They have taken out of tlie Williams mine in Bagot perhaps 10,000 tons ; it was a good operations,

steel ore. The low price of ore in the Stntc'*, and the fact that the mine is live miles

from the road, caused the stoppage of work. They worked the Wilbur last year as

well as this year. Absut 1J,UU0 tons has been shipped to Kingston and some of it

is here yet. From the Calabogie mine they have taken out about 3 OOti or 4,000
tons. From the Glendower they luve shipped about 2,000 or 3,000 tons, and
from the Mississippi about 2.000 tons. The ore shipped so far has been all

Bessemer ore ; it is magnetic. We have found hema'iie in a number of places,

but never in quantities sufficient to ship. The iron shipped from here runs between
50 and (K) p< r cent. It is richer in some of the mines than in others, the richest

we have shipped being from the Mississippi and Glendower. There have been no
impurities n the ore from tlie Mi.ssi.ssippi. Of late in the Glendower tliey found
some .-sulphur, but none was found until at a depth of 180 feet. Th;it wa.'' the

reason they stopped work upon that mine. Since then they have pmt in drills, and
have drilled about 3(l0 or 400 feet, a' d got good ore at'ain ; where the sulphur was
it ran from 1 to 3 per cent. There does not se m to be a large quantity witn sul-

phur. We have not gone as der-j) as 180 feet in anj' of the otlier mines of that dis-

trict. In the Wilbur we have gone down ab'iut 200 feet, and the ore frtm that

mine runs about 55 per cent. iron. The Mississippi has no sulphur. At the
Wi liams they are down about 100 feet. At present I do not suppose we have m re

than 00 men employed, but we have had as high during the year as 150. I can-

not say what the proportion of miners would be. W^e pay from 81.2i t SL75 per
da}' tiow : the best miners 81.75. and laboring men 81.25. I think the Glendower capacity of thp
alone would supply all that would be required for a 50 or lOO ton furnace, as it is Glendower

in a position to take out 400 to 500 tons per day. At the de th of 200 feet the vein
'"'"'"•

is from 20 to 40 feet wide, and wha' has been taken out averaged GO per cent. It

shows upon the surface for fully half a mile, and t' e foot and hanging vails are

better defined as we get deeper down. The ore in the Levant ran in the first fifty

feet up to tiO per cent., but low-er down it is lower in irn. The rock is mostly
cry.>talline limesttme on one side and granite upon the other. If we could find red
hematite in quantities, lake Superior could not compete with us at all.

Michael Grady—I am a contractor and reside in Kingston. I came here at

the time of building the K. and P. railway. They were then worki g the Glen-
dower mine, and I commeu' ed to look around au'l found several locations. Before
coming here I had been in the inm districts in York state, which are partlj- in the Glendower

Laurentian rocks. From the Glendower we can trace the ore for about a mile ;

™'"^-

there have been a dozen openings made in that distance, but I cannot .sav whether
the ore continues all the way. There has bien work done in four or five ]>laces,

and quite a lot of ore has been taken out. The width of the ore exposed would be
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about 20 feet. It was free from phosphorus and sulphur on the surface, but as

they »i)t down they found sulphur. That was the only case in which there was any
troutile with sulphur. They claun that as they went down further the sulphur disap-

paared. Most of the ore there was mined by Rathbun of Elmira. I suppose about
75,000 tons were taken from tin mine. The hanging wall was limestone, and the foot

wall granite. At the Machar mine in the adjoining lot we did nut go very deep—just

shipped 1,000 tons from there. After that we sold out to another company and
nothing has been done with it since. It was considered a pretty pure ore. and I

think it \vent over 00 per cent. Fro q the Wilbur mine ab mt .')0,00o or 60,000 tons
was taken. The owners first sunk a large pit, but the ore dipped off at a'l angle
of 45 degrees, and then narrowe 1 ; a good deal of money was spent following it,

but finally work was stopped at a depth of about 100 feet. Since then one of the
owners has died, and nothing more has been done except some exploring with a
diamo id drill, and theycUim to have tapped the ore again within 100 feet of where
it was mined out. It widened out at one place to HO or 40 feet and then narrowed to 3
or 4 feet. It is stated to have been the finest ore for shipping fver got in this part
of the country. I have seen analyses that went over 68 per cent., but <.f course
that would be of picked sp^icimens. I have been told that it was sold on a guarantee
of (ji per cent. We never found any titanium in that section ; there is none in
the Wilbur deposit. The deposit is in granite and white limestone. About 1,000
feet above the old Wilbur are two shafts on the same lode. One of these is down
about "iOO feet, and the other about 18) feet. They have t iken altogether from
that mine ab lut 100,000 tons. Onlv one shaft is being worked now, but they say
it is not looking as well as it was before. We find some soapstone on the foot wall

;

on the hanging wall it is pri'icipally limestone. In the Wilson mine we are down
abou"; oi) or 60 feet ; it can be traced .500 or 600 feet ; three or four openings have
been made in that distance and about 4,00i> or 5,000 Urns taken out. The ore is

very good ; I think it runs about 00 per cent. It is veiy free from sulphur and
phosphorus, and occurs with granite on both sides. At the depth f .50 or 60 feet

the width was about 9 feet. In the Williams mine we opened about 3: 10 ft-et along
the course, anil took out about 10,000 tons ; we went down about 15 or 20 feet.

The vein seemed to be 7 or 8 feet wide, and they say it pinched out some as they
went down deeper. South of that p )int the rocks seem to dip south-east, but here
they turn over and dip the other way. The foot wall is limestone, and the hanging
wall granite. The ore ran about 52 or 53 per cent, as they shipped it. I never
heard that there was any sulphur in the ore. These are about the only places where
we did work of any account. Mining when done by contract costs about a dollar a
ton ; when done by the day's work it costs about §1.25 a ton.

J. S. Campbell—I reside at Perth and am interested in mining at Calabogie.

I am president of the Calabogie Mining C >., organised in 1882 ; the principal

shareholders are Edward Elliot, William Hicks and Peter McLaren of Perth, Hugh
Ryan of Toronto, and B. W. Folger of Kingston. About 875,000 of the capital

is paid up. We own the east half of 16 in the 11th of Bagot, on Calabogie lake,

the west half of 16 in the 9th, 14 in the 7th, and the south half of 16 in the hth.

Altogether we have 600 acres. The property at the lake was developed by Ely of

Marquette in 1881. We commenced work in September 1882. The first shaft was
about 100 feet down, at an angle of 30 degrees ; the width is from 8 to 20 fe-t.

It was abandoned in 1883, and in 1836 we continued the shaft 108 feet further. It

was mixed with rock less or m .re. The second opening towards the east we made
two years ago. We went down 30 feet there, and in th t depth we went through 8
feet of iron. We leased to the Kingston and Pembroke comoany then, and they
worked the next year. In the new shaft they drifted about 75 feet. Where they
were worki^ig the width of the vein was from 10 to 12 feet. There has been a con-

siderable amount of iron taken out of the hill. We shipped abiut 1,000 tons from
Kingston. Last year the K. and P. Co. shipped about 2,000 tons from the same
place. It was sold at Cleveland a-id was a satisfactory Bessemer ore. The mine
on lot 16 in the 8th was opened in the fall of 1883, and sank 45 feet ; no drifting

has been done. We had iron all the wav down at a width of from 10 to 1'^ feet.

The iron was analy-;ed and the first showed too much phosphorus, but in the last

the amount was reduced consi lerably. There was no sulphur of any consequence.

We employed from 20 to 25 men, and miners were paid 81.50 a day, laborers $1.25.

We had a 25 Ilji. engine, and us ?d steam power for drilli g and hoisting. We o"ly
opertted one steam drill. 'I he value of the plant would be ab ait S'>,000. On lot

16 in the 8th we did not have any steam power ; there the ore was hoisted by horse
power. We made a surface opening on the west half of 16 in the 9th in 18B2.
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The rantre is the same as IG in tlio 8th, and tlio ore is very fiinilar ; the opening
was about 10 teet. 'I his range can bo traced a distance of two miles to the lake ; it is

on the same range as the Calabogio property. 'I ho general course is a little south

•of west ; the dip is about 30 degrees at the lake. On the south lialf of lot 16 in

the loth of Jia.;ot, which is uiton the same range, some prospecting has been done.

W. J Morris— All our niincrals, as far as 1 know, are confined to the Laurentian
formation. The rocks in Bathurst are saccharine limestone and gneiss. Magnetic iron

ore of very high yrade occurs in the Hth of Bathurst ; speaking from memory, I think '^'affnetic or«

there is limestone on one side and the other wall is gneiss. Several carloads <>f this "^ "" '

ore were sent to Cleveland, Ohio, and they said it was the finest ore they had
iliandled, but no contract could be entered into on account of the want of commuiii-
cation. The range extends north-east and south-west for a distance of five miles or
more, and the width for that distnice is ahout three-(juarters i-f a mile. I do not
mean to say that there is solid ore all that distance. Several years aijo Alexandei;
<y>)wan took out several thousand tons on the same strike in North Cro.-.by. I think The Foumier

that not less than 3,000 tons were shipped. It was sent to the States ; that was in
"'^'"Jj,'"

^°'^^

the time of the American war. Ji^xcept what Mr. Cowan did, no work has been done
on it to any extent. I think that is about eight miles from the point I was speaking
of in Bathurst. Mr. Cowan sold to an American company ; they got out of the
ore, drifted and struck it again, but at the close of the war the price fell, and as

there was so much hauling the ore could not stand it. It was known as the
Fournier mine. They went down about 100 feet altogether, and the ore was
beautiful and solid. The veins are from three to seven feet wide and evidently

widen as they go down. Where we made some openings the ore was ver\ fine.

There was no sulphur, but it was cut in one or two places by veins of apatite
;

the apatite was not nuxed with the ore. At Bobb's lake, on the McMartin property,

there i-; mignetic ore. When I saw it the whole country was covered with bush. Bobb's lake

My idea, however, was that there was in all probability a large deposit there.

Surface specimens were to be found for a long distance, and of very good qu dity.

It is a very I'ough country, and I did not examine its occurrence except to see that

it is in gneiss. I do not remember that I noticed any cr3'stalline lime^^tone. The
rock associated with the phosphate at Bobb's lake is pyroxene. There are great
nodules imbedded in it that are apt to roll down on the men. I cannot state what
the chemical composition of the nodules is ; it apjieared to be hornblendic rock,

"but in a state of disintegration. In Levant and Darling there are 1 'ri^e surface

showings of magnetic ore. Dr. Wilson and my father bought lands there seventy
_years ago for the sake of the ores. Sir William Logan estimated that there was a Deposits in Lev-

bed eighty feet thick on Christie's lake, in the township of South Sherbiooke, but sheVbrooke^nd
I think that is a mistake. It is a parallel deposit to that on the 8th concession of Bathurst.

Bathurst, has t'le same strike, and is ten miles to the west. Tliere are extensive
.•showings in the south-west corner of Darling, in Levant, in South Sherbrooke and
in Bathurst of magnetic iron, and the strike is the same all the way through. They
generally occur in gneiss ; there is generallj' limestone in proximitj', but not in

^actual contact. We have bog ores in Ramsay and Drummond. There is ]denty of

.^ood magnetic ore in this district. In Levant there is sidphur in some of the veins,

but there is a good deal of the ore that is fi"ee from it, and it can be cobbed. In
Bathurst the ore is high grade, and I do not know that there is sulphur ; the only
thing I would fear is that the veins would not turn out as large as in other parts
Tvhere the ore does not grade as high. I have not seen it more than five or six feet

in width. I do not think veins of that high grade ore will average more than five

or six feet on the surface. The largest depo.<it of hematite is the well known Play-
fair mine, from which a good many thousand tons of ore were shipped to ™. p, , -

^Cleveland as long ago as twenty years. I think they shipped as much as 3,000 or * *^
^"'

4,000 t jns a year for several years. Torrance of Montreal and others were the
owners. I do not think they worked it below eighty feet, and I think the average
width of the solid hematite was fifteen feet. It widened to that ; on the surface it

was about five feet. The shaft was simply an open pit. The deposit was not fol-

lowed upon the surface for any distance ; it was only worked on part of one lot. Ifc

was very soft on the surface, and became verj' hard as they went down. I think
the wall Wis ilicnite upon one side, and that it was capped with ciystalline limestone.
There are two or three small veins, and parallel veins in close proximity. There are
.also parallel veins two miles southward, which never have been opened. The pro-
perty was leased for ninety-nine years. There is a vein of hematite in Arnptior
which I think has the same strike. The belt bearing the hematite is fully three
miles wide, and we can trace it across the river into Quebec. I think that there
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are deposits of hematite across McNab, Packenham, Darling, Dalhousie, Bathurst,

South Sheibrooke and Crosby. The belt is three miles wide ; that is to say, for
that width we hnd surface indications. It is a very rough country, and has never
been properlj' explored by anyone. I know at least two ranges of hematite. I

think about thirty years ago t^everal hundred tons were mined at Sandpoint. and I

am sati-tied that is oa the same strike as Bell's property. My opinion is that ihat

goes through the west corner of Bathutst, where there are extensive superficial

showings. That range has never been proper'y explored. I have seen veins at

low water on both sides of Bennet's lake. There are indications of specular ore

through Nortli Burgess and the west half of North Elmsley for a distance of ten
miles. No vein or bed of ore has ever been struck, but it must occur. The rocks

there are nmre disturbed than in any place in Ontario, and I think it is the only
place in Canada where you can find silicate of magne-ia (meerschaum), but too thin

to be of any value. This section of the country has undergone great volcanic

action, and the formation is extraordinary. There is iron pyrites in Dalhousie, in

the vicinity of Mr. Browning's place. I think it is both nickel and copper beavintr;

it runs across three 200-acre lots, and will average 15U feet wide. It is a magnetic
pyrrohtite and not common pyrites ; it decomposes very rapidly. I think jt goes
down a considerable depth. There is diorite on one side, but I d > not know what
to call the rock on the other. I was told it contained a certain amount of nickel,

and, unless I am mistaken, forty per cent, sulphur ; it is very dark in color. Thertv

are ninny other deposits of iron pyrites in South Sherbrooke and the north-west
part of Bathurst.

William Rattle—I live at Cleveland, Ohio, and am a mining engineer and
analytica chemist. I have had considerable experience with ranges in the Huronian
formation. So far as my observation goes in the Laurentian rocks the strike would
be north-east and south-west, the dip south-east. In the first range we visited near
Perth, in Darling, the accompanying rocks were on the foot wall diorite ;

on the
hanging wall it would be difficult to tell as no work has been done, but I think it

is crystalline limestone. There are some black slates on the south. The ore is a
hematite ; it is more in the nature of a specular iron ore. At Playfairville there is-

a surface .showing of red hematite ; we tind some slate and some diorite upon the
foot wall and granite under that. The magnetic is the second range ; the hematite
would be the north range. The lower range cuts the crystalline limestone, and I

cannot say what the walls are outside of the limestone. It is a'most lerpendicular
in the lower range. South of thai we found homblendic schist. The limestone
appears co be a capping over the wh^le country ; I think it is of volcanic origin ; it

is a metamorpliosed rock. It is not at all similar to the northern Michigan ranges ;

those are much older. I think that the capping of limestone here is later than the
deposition of the iron. I am very well satisfied with the outlook in this country ;

I ju'lge the ores to be of good qualitv, as far as one can tell by looking at them. I

think the prospects are such as would justify reasonable development. That applies

both to magnetite and hematite ores. There are five distincr hematite ranges.

Thej" are not of the suft hematite nature, but of the red specular. We were on
three magnetite ranges, one of which had a great deal of sulphur, the others had
not. The sulphur in some cases here occurs all through the mass, which is sO'

close grained that the gases cannot get away. In Norway the ores are of a spongy
nature, and the sulphur occurs in cubes in the spongy mass, so that the sulphur is-

euabled to escape.

JosJtva Gallaqher—I live in the township of Bathurst, in Lanark, and am a
miner by occupation. I worked in the Playfair mine upwards of three years.

This property is situated on the east half of lot 1, in the 4th concession of Dalhou.sie.

The mine was >n oiked for five years. The ore is a red specular and was considered
a No. 1 Bessemer steel ore. In addition to the surface work, five shafts were sunk
on the deposit. No 1 shaft was sunk to a depth of 70 feet. The ore on the surface

was a out 3 f'^et wide, while at the bottem of the shaft it was 8 feet wide. No. 2
shaft WHS located 200 feet from No. 1. The ore on the surface was 2 feet wide.
The ^haft was 7o feet deep and the ore at the bottom was 15 feet wide. No. 5
shaft was located 150 feet from No. 2. It was sunk to a depth of 50 feet and by
drifting showed ore 40 feet wide. No. 4 shaft (1.50 feet from No. 3) was i:ot sunk
so deep, sur'ace exploration being made owing t j its situation not being convenient
for usi>'g machinery. The ore was hoisted from No. 3. No. 5 shaft was situated

about 150 feet from iSTo. 4. Surface exploration to a depth of 120 feet was made.
This shaft was capped with granite to a depth of 14 feet. All of the shafts contained
specular ore of Bessemer quality, being almost entirely free from phosphorus,
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Fio. 21. Lonj;itudinal section and plan of Playfair mine
Scale—600 feet to an inch.

i, S, S, U, 5 ani 0, numbers of sha^tx.

Iron pyritei in

Dalhousie.

8uli)hur and titanium. At tho bottom of No. 5, when work was stojiped, the ore
was 30 feet wide. Tho ore from the different shafts ^lliJ»I•ed analy.sed from 05 to Qualiti of the

lii j)erceiit , and was ]>rincii)alJy s.>ld in Cleveland. Tlio foot wall was composed of
'"'*•

crystalline limestone and the hanging wall of granite. The run of the ore was in a
north-westerly direction. iVlost

y\, ' of the ore was drawn to Perth
Ty-'\3-—^,-_^j ___*£^'

y J '^,„ .^
during the winter months by
teams, the distance being about

i
15 miles, each team making one
trip a day and averajiing four
tons per load ; the road being a
very level one this rjuantity was
taken with ease by the teams.
Tlie ore was shipped from Perth
to Brockville by rail and thence
by water to Cleveland. The
cost of drawing to Perth was
$1.10 per ton. Operatii-ns began
at this mine in 18G7 by Alex-

ander Cowan of Montreal and were continued for five years. I cannot say why
the work was stopped. The original owner of> the projjorty was J. J. Playfair,

who 1 think lived on the lot at one time. While the mine was being worked fr ^m
15 to 25 men were employed. A large amount of ore was shipjjed frcjm the mine
each year, but I cannot say how many tons. I always understood this ore gave
entire satisfaction at the .smelting works.

R. C. Shei'rett— 1 have been interested in mineral development for about nine-

teen years. During the whole of that time 1 have been at it more or less constantly.

In Dalhousie there is a very large deposit of iron pyrites ; it seems to be one mass.

1 don't know how many acres it would cover, but' 1 should say there are very many
thousand tons in sight. A little has been blasted and broken, but there has been
no shaft put down. It looks like ordiniry iron pyrites, but after exposure it takes
a yellow brassy appearance. I think it is magnetic iron pyrites, but I have never
held a needle over it. I thought at one time of trj'ing it for copper ; it appears to

carry a percentage of copper. There is very little rock in it ; it appears to be ab^ut
80 or 90 per cent, pyrites. It is about 400 or 500 feet one way and "200

or 300 feet the other. I am satistied it goes a good deal farther than that. It is

about 22 mile.s from Perth. I was at the Playfair mine when it was working.
There was a great deal of ore taken out, I think about 1 (5,000 tons altogether.

The vein Viried very much in width ; at times it would bo over 20 feet and again

it would be down to 2 or 3 feet within a short distance. I think it was a lense of

ore and that there are several other lenses on the same range north and close to it.

I have noticed three deposits

of hematite, but I cannot saj-

whether in th-; 3rd or 4th con-

cession ; they are near the I'lay-

fair mine. Those I saw were
covered, except in places where
they had been opened by some
one. I am satisfied they are
parts of a large deposit below.
The Playfair occurs in lime-
stone on both sides, and the
othe s occur in the same charac-
ter of rocks. I have no doubt
hematite could be found to the
north of the Playfair, but I do not
know about the south. There are

The Playfair
mine.

3 2 iKteJURra I

Index.
Cnrmmnci.Ltwttcaitt. SflKcmaai

Fto. 22. Playfair mine, showiii^ cross-sections. Scale—600
feet to an inch.

1, ~, S, 4 and 6, numherfi of shaft <.

a good many deposits of hematite to the north of us here, but it would require a
diamond drill to determine their value. I have seen some deposits at Palmerston,
but there has been nothing done at all and 1 cannot say anything about them. I
think the crystalline limestone is intimately associated with the hematite ore. The
band that is associated with the hematite is highly ciystiiUine ai d coarse. In
Palmerston, where there is hematite, the rocks have something the character of
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dolomite. It is a different kind of limestone from the Playfair altogether. I saw
very little except what occurred in the bush and I did not disturb it ; I took out

On Adam's lake, some GO pounds. There is some hematite near the Rideau on Adam's lake, in north
Burgess, and some work has been done on it. It is no*^ a very large deposit ; it

would perhaps average three feet at the outside, but it is continuous. On Caldwell's
property in Darling they had indications of a great deposit, but when they opened
up they did not find it ; they may find it yet as there is hematite there in several
places. I have seen good indications in Darling, but there are no large deposits
open. I think large deposits will be found on Mr. Bell's property at White lake.

At Charleston lake, in the county' of Leeds, there is hematite. The deposit is 15 or
16 feet wide and is rich. I have seen a piece that was taken out and analysed
something about 70 per cent. The lot belongs to the government and has been covered
with watel". Some 300 or 400 tons of it have been taken up and crushed for pigment
by Mr. Ramsay. There is some hematite also on Dog lake, near Kingston. It is

in the si urian limestone and is lean ore. That is all the hematite I know of. The
Playfa'r appears to be the most workable location ; there is quantity and quality, and
there has been development to a considerable extent ; the main shaft is down about
100 or 120 feet. On the 8th of Bathurst there is magnetic ore on .several properties.

The ore occurs in very irregular form ; it is not continuous and 12 feet is about
the greatest width. It occurs on five different lots, and in e;ich case with granite on
both sides. It contains very little sulphur. There has been so little development
done that it is not possible to say anything as to the quantity. I do not think there
ought to ba any trouble about tjetting a la^ge supply of magnetic ore, and I think
a considerable amount of hematite could be got from the Plaj'fair. If there were a
demand I think plenty of ore would be found. There is a large quantity of the ore
that carries sulphur as high as 2^ per cent. ; that would have to be calcined before
smelting. The magnetic ores that I have seen are in Palmerston and are unde-
veloped.

William Caldwell.—I am a lumberman and am also interested in mining
deposits in the county of Lanark, township of Levant. We can trace the surface
shows in one lead cropping up here and there, the width of which is about 300 feet

;

that is with the rock, then ore and

Magnetic ore.

Iron ores in

Levant
township.

A prospector's
opinion.

Specular ore
ih Darling.

rock again. The ore is a magnetite,
and an analj'sis shows 61 per cent.

iron, no phosphorus and no titanium.

In the largest deposit, which crosses

the K. A: P. railway and is about half

a mile frmi our station, there is 2 per
cent, of sulphur. The strike is about
north-east. We have qui'e a number
of shows with the needle, perhaps half

a d zen altogether. The other deposits

appear to be free from sulphur, and as

high in iron as the first mentioned
;

they do not look like titanium ores. I

cannot tell you the cliaracter of the
rock associated with the large deposit

;

there is crystalline limestone in places,

an 1 farther south there is some diorite.

I am satisfied there is a considerable amount of iron in this country. Take the

townships of Levant, Darling and B got and one cannot go on any hundred acres

without finding a strong attraction of the needle.

Thomas Royce—I have been engaged in prospecting, of which I have done a
good deal. I discovered Mr. Coe's Calabogie property. I have discovered a num-
ber of other properties that we have not secured yet. They are in Darling. Bagot
and Paokenham. I am satisfied there is plenty of hematite ore and that it is of

good quality ; all that is wanted is development.

W. H. Wylie— I am interested with other parties in iron properties in the
township of Darling. On the east half of 16 in the 4th we have specular ore. W^e
have made no development more than sinking two or three pits. The ore occurs

on a hill which runs down to a marsh. I cannot tell the extent of the deposit, but
it seems to be a ma s of ore ; we traced it quite a distance, perhaps for 200 or 30O

Fig. 23. Sketch of Caidwell's location.
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yards. Wy got spocimuiis iu tlio yravul of tho hill for h width of 150 feet. Ijut I

do not sfty the deposit is that wide. The itrincipal opening is at the foot of the hill.

It lias not been stripped to any distiince, only a few days' work having been done.
The show was so good that we did not think it necessaiy to do any more at present,

as there is no market. An analysis made by Dr. Ricketts of ^ifcw York shows OG
per cent, iron, .U3ti pho8i)hi>ruB and no titanium. The general course of the
dejiosit is north-east and south-west ; that is the course of the fcjrmation ;^enerally.

It seems to dip at an angle of about 40\ I cannot tell you the wiuth of the d* posit.

We have magnetic ore in Darling, on the east half of 22 in the 3rd, and the east

halves of 21 and 22 in the -ith. ,We have done some development on one or two Magnetic ore.

lots, on tlie east half of 21 and 22 particularly. In one place we went eight or nine
feet and touk out a cc^uple of cars of ore. It would aveiage about 00 per ct-nt.

;

any we g(;t assayed showed 05 per cent. The deposit seems to be very considerable.

We got it right across all those lots, but never more than four feet wide. It contains no
phosphorus and very little sulphur. The analysis shows iron 05.83, and phosphorus
.017. There is limestone on one side and diorite upon the other, or hornblende
rocks of some kind. The iron formation would be about half the width of our
lots, 1 should say. North-west of the iron we have copper rocks, where there is a in Levant
gulK', and the tormation changes, lu the township of Levant we have several lots

with iron on the 1st and 2nd concessions. That was discovered in 1881 and some
de%'elopment work has been done ; there is a pit 20 or 30 feet wide and (> feet deep.
Iron ore vv'as f<jund all over the bottom of the pit ; as far as we could judge with
the needle the vein was from 50 to 00 feet wide. I have been told that it has been
traced for about a mile, but I have not traced it myself. The strike is north-east

and south-west. The surrounding rocks are hornblende; I do not kiiow of any °K "*"* o""^

limestone. We never ship])ed any of the ore. At that time we had no roads, but
there is a road now built to the station, four miles distant. Mr. Birkinbine, the

engineer, classed it as a good Bessemer ore. He did not think it would require

to be calcined. Bog iron occurs in low ground in the township of fioulbourne.

There is a vein on the same propertj'^ containing pyrites. I also own an iron jiyrites

property on lot 5 in the 4th concession of Darling. It was opened up a little before Iron pyrites

we got it ; the man on the next property had gone down 7 or b feet ; the vein was full

of quartz and ochre. The rock on one side is crystalline limestone and on the other
diorite. I think it is a true vein ; it seems to go straight down. The vein matter
stands out from the rock ; it is about eight feet wide at the top, and it widens out
to about 10 or 12 feet at the bottom of the pit, which is now down about 35 feet.

It has been traced fully a mile I believe. The analysis for sulphur showed 55 per
cent, sulphur and only a trace of gold and silver. The party from whom we got it

had specimens from the surface which he reported as giving §9 gold and So. 50 silver.

I should think two-thirds of the whole vein' matter is pyrites. Perhaps one-half of

the vein is pure pyrites, and would do to make sulphuric acid ; the pj'rites is not
magnetic.

C. Glifmo—In Darling I worked at an iron pyrites vein for Mr. Wylie. The
vein is three or four feet wide. We took out some very large specimens ; it is all Iron pyrites

through the vein. We can trace it for 1,000 yar's; it is capped over ia in Darling,

places, but I think it is straight all the way. We went down 3o feet, and it looked
as good in the bottom as above. I think it dips a little to the south. I would
take a contr.ict to get the pyrites out of that vein at from 81.50 to §1.75 a ton.

James Bell— I reside at Arnprior. I am a general agent and have been inter-

ested in mining operations for sixteen years, particularly in iron properties. I own The McNab
properties in the townships of Darling and McN'ab. In McNab the property is lot niine.

in the 13th. It is ab «ut three-quarters of a mile west from Arnprior and is

generally known as the McNab mine. It was opened 10 or 17 years ago and
was worked at thit time by the Peter Bell Iron Co. of Bost n, through their

agent, J. P. Munstield. They worked it about a year and took out about 10,0 or
15,01)0 tons They stopped working because of trouble among themselves. Work
was resumed, and it was found that the ore diminished in quantity ; there wtis a
fault and they would not no to the trouble of drifting. An Ohio company put on
a few men to catch the lead about 00 feet from the opening first made, right

opposite the railvv-ay track, and went down about 60 feet. They said there was
considerable ore, but the water came in and they had no proper pump. Besides,

just then there was a great fall in the price of ore, and it was a long way to take
it from here to Cleveland, so they d'opped it. It lay for a number of years till

finally it was divided into lots, and I purchased them. At the time I acqui ed the
property the original shaft was full of water. I commenced to make openings on
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the vein, went down about 10 feet in each place and took out about 300 tons.

After that I did not do anj'thing further with the property. T worked part of one
summer, in 1883. The iron appears to occur in niagnesian limestone. The same
occurrence can be traced for five or six mihs on the same course, the indications

beiuii the same. The ore from the mine here is hematite. It went 68 per cent,

iron ; there was a small particle of phosphorus, but no titanium or sulphur. Mr.
Walla'^e of the Ohio company said it was the best ore they ever handled. On the

mine here there whs a capping of crystalline limestone ; magiiesian limestime is

exposed for about 40 feet, and then disappears under the cry;?talline limestone on
the north-west side. I have other property in Darling composed of about l,(iOO

acres. The iron there i-; red hematite and was first discovered about 25 years ago.

No mining has been done beyond the prospecting of openings. I have also an
interest in an iron pr perty in Montague, county of Lanark, ab ut 1,( 00
acres ; there is bog ore on that property. I took out about 800 or 1,000 tons of the

bog ore ; some of it was sold in the United States and was smelted there, and they

told me at the furnace it turned out 51 per cent. The country there is full of

springs, and the ore is a'ways found where there has been a flowing spring. I think

there was some manganese in the iron. I have bog ore also at Beverage's lake,

on the lower Rideati lake ; it is not more than four feet deep. A man to whom I

Sfave a conT ct took out 180 tons, and that was sold in Montreal. It was exactly

like the other ore.

Red hematite
ore in Darling.

Bojf iron loca-

tions.

Iron deposits
in lake N'ipia-

sing.

Hematite and
magnetite ores.

Ore deposits in

the Temiscaminj
region.

Iron pyrites
in Graham
township.

Wallace mine
location.

W. T. Newman.—During the last two or three years I have been jjrospecting

in the Nipissing district, particularly ar^mnd lake Nipissing. There is iron on
Grea''. Manitou island, '10 miles from North Bay. On the same locatinn magnetite,

hematite and limestone are found. There is no limestone for hundreds of miles

in that country except what is on that island. From the fact that the compass will

not work at all 1 judi/e there is a great deal of ore. The hematite is in situ and
the magnetite in boulders. The property is densely wooded. I believe it is on the

same range as Iron island. On Iron island iron occurs in great 1 lose pieces on the

shore. The only trace of a vein I saw there after consideral)le investigation was
about three inches wide. I have examined the occurrence on Manitou island and
Newman island, my own properties. The rocks are limestone and sandstone. I

cannot tell you the rock the ore occurs in. I never saw such rocks elsewhere
;

there are great pieces of hornblende in the formation. It is different from any-
thing I ever saw. It is a reddish crystalline rock ; that on the south is bounded by
limestone. Hematite and magnetite occur together on the south shore of lake

Nipissing, about-three miles from the Northern railway, in the township of Nipis-

sing. Altogether I have discovered eight different deposits of iron ore, six of

which I am satisfied are in quantity, three magnetite and three hematite. These
six are workable and vary in widtli from two to four feet.

E. V. Wright —There is iron all through the ake Temiscaming country and in

large quantities, both magnetic and specular. There is also a great deal of micaceous
iron thrmgh that country. I did not find any red hematite. I think the magnetic
ore is the most plentiful. I have not taken out any specimens or made anj' analysis

of it. There is a fine magnetic ore a little south of the Ontario and Quebec botmdary
line, at the head of the lake, and the Indians told us it was six miles in width. The
way we came to iK)tice it was on account of all the trees having been struck with
lightning. It is at Quiuze river, at the head of the lake. I have not seen specular

ore in large bodies except in one place on the side of the Montreal river. I have
not heard of tne occurence of red hematite in that section. 1 got two specimens
from the [ndians, but I don't know where they came from.

' '^Henry Raivjer— I have not seen any iron ore of any consequence in the Sud-
bury district, but I found a large deposit of iron pj^rites in the township of Graham.
It shows to be about loi) feet wide, and I think it is solid pyrites. It is bright

yellow, something like copper pyrites ; I traced it for about 300 yards. It is on
lot 12 in the 3rd of Graham.

Tliomas Froocl—Back from lake Huron, on theWallace mine location, is a dey-osit

of iron ; it is on the side of the mountain. A shaft has been sunk there to the depth
of a^out 20 feet. That shaft was cleaned out this spri'g by a Cornish miner whom I

employ d for the purpose. The iron is on the rear of the property, north-east from
the old Wallace mine. The property as originally patented consisted of 2.200

acre^. and the Hui^hes Bros, of Toronto and myself now control 1,6()0 acres of it.

It is on this 1,601 acres that all the work has been done. I cannot exactl\' say how
the iron should be classified. It is of steel color, slightly magnetic ; part of it is
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red and very soft. The vein is visible for about 200 j'ards ; at the west end on the
sill face it is aliout six inclios wide- ; at the east end, where the pit has been sunk,
the widtli of the vein is alKiut H feet. The depth of tlie pit is ab(jut '2(i feet and
the vein seems to increase in widtli, and tlie ore to iniitrove in <juality as we go
down. There have been no assays made since we have had potsession of the
property.

JFi'nrti S. Hedijes— One of three deposits of hematite iron which I discovered
near tlie Wallace mine location I believe will list for three generations if woiked. Hematite and

It is an eiior iious mass of ore. The hematite and magnetite beds disc vered by me "'»>»'"C»;.'''on

are quite close together on the same property ; it crops out all over some 10 or l-*)
"'* ^'^*"*'

'

acres It is on high land, near the water, and is handy for shipping. I had to sell

part of this property so as to be able to retain part.

Jnmps Stoble—I opened up and worked the iron mine at Desert lake, in the
township of Colhn, f ir some years. I opened it up in 1874, and worked it three or Desert lake lo-

f 'Ur years. We formed a st ick company, but iron fell and we never wt)rktd under cation,

the charter. The width of the vein was from two to eleven feet. It was hill-like,

and the greatest height of ore above the surrounding country was 50 feet. We
drove two adits. It was an outcrop and we could trace the ore through the centre
of the blnfFfor a couple of miles. We had 160 acres, and there was an adjoining
location taken up by E. B. Burton ; it was hematite. I cannot tell you the num-
ber of tons we sliipped to Detroit, but there were several vessel loads ; we shipped
three seasons, and used to haul to the water during the winter. The location is

ten miles north-west of the Bruce mines. The principal owners live in Detroit.
Tiiere is no better ore anywhere than th^t is ; it is free from sulphur, titanium and
phosphorus, as far as I know. No work has been d(me since the time I worked it.

I thiik if we had continnei we would have found the greatest quantity of ore in
the low ground. Part of it was soft hematite. Had work continued it was our
intention, if we found a large (quantity of ore, to smelt it right there. 1 think our
deposit would prove to be a per nanent vein ; it did not appear to be in pockets. The
Lacloche mountain country is very similar to the country at Desert lake. In the The Lacloche
region fnnu Kilbirney to the Sanlt we find iron between quartzite and diorite ; the "lountain

quality is very good there and important discoveries will, I thmk, yet be made
'^°^"''^'-

there. There is no good iron ore in ttje Sudbury region that I hava seen ; it has ™. j.

too much sulphur, but I have found boulders at Sudbury and farther north with region!
^^

good ore.

William Plummer—I have examined an iron deposit at Desert lake ; it is in

quite large veins or beds, and occurs in quartzite. I am speaking of the location Deseit lake and
that was worked by Mr. Stobie. The ore was of very good quality, but he had not other Iceationa.

the means to work it. There ara at Missisauga three or four mining locations.

I examined them twenty-five years ago, and nothing has been doae with them since.

R. E. Bailey—We have an iron property near Echo lake, about three-and-a-
half miles north-east of the jjoint where the river enters into the lake. We have iron properties
uncovered the iron in six or s^ven places and found it of good quality for a width near Echo lake,

of 15 or 20 feet ; we traced it for about 1,400 feet. It seems to run east
and west, but I am not postive as to that. I cannot say whether it is a vein or a
bed. We have had the ore analysed, and it shows ()5 per cent. ; it is very free
from posphorus and sulphur. There is a ver}' large quantity of the (>re, and it is

handy for xhippin^, being about three miles from the river and only nine mil-s
from the Canadian Pacific railway. I cannot say what the country rock is as I did
not examine it ; I was only on t e ground a few minutes. I have heard of several
other iron locations around there which are said to be good.

P. C. Campbell— I have the option, from a Milwaukee company, of an iron
deposit north from Echo lake ; it is about three miles north-east of the lake. I
dug a trench in the gossan covering it for some nO feet ; we traced it some 400
feet and lound it was capped by a blutf of the country rock ; we examined further
an i duscovered it again lieyoud the bluff. The ore is hematite, there lieing (Jti per
cent, metallic iron ; it is a very pure ore, and so soft that one can dig it with a
spade.

Alex. Sawijer—I have done some exploring in the Algoma district, and have
found an iron mine in or near Macdon dd township. I ran across some others, but On the Garden
they wore located. Tlie deposit is about fifteen inches wide where it shows. I River reserve,

followed in the direction I thought it would lead, and found it again at the end of
forty acres. The ore is very pure and heavy. I do not think it is exactly in Mac-
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donald ; it is in what was the old Indian reserve. It is about three-quarters of a.

nide f om Baileys location—t > the north-east. I had to get money from Mr.
Pluminer to secure the location, and had to give him an interest in it to do so.

William Murdoch—1 have sold an interest I had in a very large iron deposit.
Deposits on near Loon lake. Mr. Coste of the geological sm-vey says there is a millidn tons of

Uke".*
^^^^ ^^^ "^ sight. On Ruby Jake there is a deposit of verj' good hematite that will go>

65 per cent.

William Russell—We had many locations to survey this year, ^particularly irk

Survej-s of iron the iron region west. We wid survey this year, counting \\hat is now in progress,
IfXJHtions west of perhaps seventy locations, the majority being icon locatujns. Beginning about the
or I ur.

Jiead of Cypress lake, south-west to Carp lake, a distance of about 14 miles,

we have surveyed between thirty-five and forty locations, the total area of which
would be about 4,000 acres. The surveys were almost invariably made for Ameri-
cnn ca;>italists. On all these locations, with one excepition, there is iron to be seen.

The ore is in general red hematite, but some of it is magnetic. It occurs in con-
nection with jasper. These beds of ore are veins from 10 and 20 to 150 feet in
width. In the Tower region none exceed 200 feet, and the average would be about
the same as ours. I found a vein in which iron occurs with silicious matter, IGO
feet wide ; the surrounding rock was green slate.

Thomas Hooper—From what I see in the lake Superior country' the iron out-
Magnetic and look is Vt r}' promising. I have seen many good specimens of ore from this district,

th^lak**^ s
"^^^ '" ^ have seen Al magnetic ore that would go 60 to 70 per cent. ; that was

or district. from verj' near t e boundary line. I have seen some hard hematite of very fair

quality, and I have seen some that carried titanium. The specimens that I saw
fr m both sides of the line were very similar. I have had a good deal of experience
with iron, and have shipped a great manj- thousand tons.

William Marc/ach—Last season I travelled along the national boundary ; I was-

Surve)-ing iron exauiini'ig that country to ascertain what amount of timber had been destroyed by
locations. £pg ^^ ^^^ head waters of the Pigeon river I observed here and there large

quantities of iron. I lound a survey Jjarty laying out a location for iron on South
lake also on Gun Flint lake, and on Hunter's island. Fifty miles further west I

Ore on Hunter's f'^und two parties of surveyors, one on the American and one on the Canadian side,

island. 1 found dozens of parties, principally of Americans, exploring for iron. I showed
the Tower miners some specimens that I got from the surveyors, and they mixed
them up with their own and could not pick the:u out afterwards. It seemed to
be the same color as theirs—a red hematite. Since then thousands of acres of iron

land have been taken up on Hunter's island, and parties are still survey. ng.
Hunter's island is about 60 miles long and from lo to 20 wide. It is a very-

roc <y countiy ; there has been timber, but it has been burned over ; there is

still some go jd pine there, but I cannot say how much. The whole of the island

seems to be mineral bearing, but the indications on the south are better than on the
north. From the lower end of South lake to the upper end of Guntlint lake, a
distance of twelve miles, it seems to be all hematite iron. We also know from the

A large area of
-^y^iter that there is magnetic iron. Immediately across the border from Gunflint,

lake the Americans have put in a diamond drill, resulting in their finding iron to

the depth of forty feet ; they got through it at that depth. Gunflint lake is

70 or 80 miles from Port Arthur, and from that on to Basswood lake is iron

formition.

Peter McKellar—Iron is widely distributed over the lake Superior district,

Iron ores in the and there is a great amount of it ; often it is low grade, as low as twentj^-e'ght or

d^'t^ '^t

^^""'^ thirt3'-six per cent. At Wabagon there is an immense deposit, but though it loois

well the iron only goes about 35 to 40 or 50 per cent. The best grade dis-

covered in t'lis district is at the Atik-okan or Antler river ; it averages 64 per cent.,

Afk k
^^^^ ^°*^^ have been got that will go 70 per cent. About three hundred samples

deposit. have been tested, and there is no deposit on the south shore that is better ; it is

regular maynetic ore. That deposit is about ninety-five miles from Tort Arthur
and thirty-two miles from the Canadian Pacific railway. It runs from about sixty

to 125 feet above the level of the plain, and is about 300 to 400 feet through. The
iron is in two runs of thirty and sixty feet each in width. We can follow it four or

five miles and see it crop out here and there, though it is not rich in places. Its

strike is east and west, while that of the INIinnesota range is north-east and south-

west. Another body of similar ore has been found at Rainy lake, and is nearly on
On Rainy lake, a line with the Atik-okan. I understand there is titanium in that, but the percent-

age is good. The Minnesota iron range enters the province of Ontario near Bass-
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wood lake, about 125 miles from Port Arthur. It is hematite, and will yield about
66 per cent, right along. In some i)laces tlicre is a great deal of ri).-k in it, The .Minnesota

and it is Idw in grade. It is in very laigu deposits. At 'iuntlint it is magnetic, """'f*' '"'-^"^*"*''

is found in tlat beds, ana there may be great (luantities of it. On the American
side mines in the same fi)rmation are very ricli. Tlie magnetic ore assayed over
70 per cent., and there is no higher grade. The ore was tested in Cliicago,

and also by Professor Cliapman. in Clucago they say tliere is ni lu-tter ore in the
world. There is a little pliosi)lioi'us, but very little ; there is no titanium or sul-

pliur. I am satisfied it is in very large quantities, and there are milboiis of tons
that may Ije quarried. (Jn tlie American side operations are being carried on at
Tower, and the mines are producing immensely. It is shi))ped by railway to
Duluth, a distance of ninety miles, and tlience to Chicago. Tliere are bodies of
iron at the Pic river (3ii feet thick. It is magnetic ore, but a great manj' deposits Iron deijosits ou
are silicious, and some have phosphorus all through, and that ruins it. There are P'<-" river,

other l)odies near by that have no phosplKMus. There are large bodies of ore
that go 50 per cent., but they are very far from navigation and could not be
worked now; tlie beds are from thirty to fifty feet thick. At Jacktish bay we
found so lie bo'lies of magnetic ore, but they did not continue well. There is

'' ^ ^^'

hematite ore on the Mattawa river, but a great deal of it is too hnv grade. It has (,„ tj,g w tt
not been well explored. Tiiere is lean ore west ot the Kamiuisii(iuia river, running and Kaminieti-

north-east and south-west, and there is also a great deal of lean ore in the township '1"'* rivers,

of Moss. This is in the Huronian formation, similar to that in which the good ore '"^•oss town-

occurs. The walls of the imn ore are sometimes quartzite, sometimes jasjjer, and
* "'''

sometimes chloritic slate or diorite.

Dr. Heii!<o)i—I have seen a deposit of magnetic iron ore about 50 miles north I'epo-its on

of the Canadian Pacific railway, on Eagle river. It seemed to be a large deposit as
^^^^'^ river,

seen from the river.

LEAD.

Many lead veins are found in the province, but none are now being

worked, and it may be said that as yet none have been successfully developed. Artreutiferoue

Evidence is given with reference to the argentiferous galena vein near Garden
^

river, east of Sault Ste. Marie, and also the galena vein in Frontenac near

Kingston. The latter is described by Mr. Vennor in the Geological Survey

report, 186G-69. The silver carrying veins of the Port Arthur district all

carry more or less lead.

The Ramsay lead mine, near Carleton Place, county of Lanark, was the

only location visited by the Commission where galena alone had been worked. Ramsay mine.

Some lead was smelted there, but the enterprise was not a success. A calc-

spar vein cuts the calciferous dolomitic limestone and is said to run into the

Potsdam series below, where it narrows, and into which it has been followed

forty feet without improvement. Its strike is north 40'' west, and on the

surface is from two to four feet wide. The shaft was put down, we were

informed, to a depth of ninety feet, and at fifty feet, just above the sandstone,

it was two feet in width. Galena crystals occur disseminated in bunches here

and there through the vein. Most of the ore was obtained from open cuts

and surface excavations along the vein, and we were informed that 29 tons of

lead was smelted one summer. The ore was rolled and concentrated, and then

smelted in an open hearth with a cast iron pot below to receive the metallic lead.

Across a field to the east of the Ramsay shaft is another similar and apparently

parallel calcspar vein, carrying galena in the same manner. The vein is four

feet wide and appears well defined in close grained limestone walls. The strike

is north 15** west.

J. M. Machar—I am a barrister and live in Kingston. The Frontenac lead
mine location is on the south half of 16 and the north-east 120 acres of 15 in the
9th concession of Loughborough. The vein crosses both of those lots from south-
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The Frontenac
location.

Worked bj an
English com-
pany.

Smelting works.

Extent of miu-
ng work.

Causes of

failure.

east to north-west, cutting across the strata. The country rock is gneiss. The
vein was discovered partly by the out-croppings, and partly by the existence of

• siuk holes on the course of the vein. It is composed of calcsjjar, and varies fronx

12 to 1.5 feet in Avidth. It carries galena pretty much all through, .some parts being
richer than others, and 5 oz. of silver to the ton of galena. Taking the whole veia

matter it goes 12 per cent, of galena. Our method was very poor, and we just

about paid our outlay. In 1875 we made a lease to F. Stockwell for ten years at
81,000 a year and a royalty of five per cent. The rent was paid for the first five

years, and we hold a judgment for the balance of the term. Stockwell organised

an English company with a very large capital. This company worked for about a.

year, and I attribute their ill success to bad management. They put up smelting
works and smelted for a couple of years at intervals. The works were put up in

1879, and the last smelting on account of this mine was in 1881 or 1882. We had
three American hearths at the mine, and did a considerable amoiint of smelting.

The galena was pretty well distributed all through the vein, which seemed to im-
prove downward and westwai'd. We went down about lOU feet ; the com-
pany went about 28 fathrms before they stopped at the main mine. The last piece

they took out was a cubic foot in size and weighed about 200 pounds. We drifted

into the shaft from the bottom of the hill for about 300 feet along the vein, and the
English company had a level below that. We did some stoping and the English
company did some also. They had another level about 50 feet further down again,

but I don't think they did any stoping between the first and second levels. The
English company was as badly managed as it could be. To begin with, it was stocked

for an absurd amount, and I doii't think much was paid in. I have seen the
captain speechless with drink, so that between mismanagement, dissipation and
general recklessness there could be but one ending—failure. jNIr. Stockwell tried

to get a renewal of the lease so as to organise another company in England. He
got an option from us, but it ran out in July last and we declined to extend the
time.

Charles Clymo—I am a miner and was bom in Cornwall, England. At present

I live at Carleton Place. I worked in mines from the time I was 13 years old till

I was 27 in England. The old Ramsay mine near Carleton Place was down about
50 feet when I came here. We put in a 12-inch pump to keep down the water,

instead of the two j)ump-5 they had before, and wliich were not .'^uflicient. We
followed the vein till we came to the sandstone. At 50 feet the vein was about
two feet wide, but where we struck the sandstone it got to be very small. We went
down into the sandstone about 40 feet ; it was of a jjink color The vein could be
traced for miles. We did not drift at all ; we could not drift, because we struck

the sandstone too soon. I cannot tell you how many tons were taken out while I

was there, perhaps between 10 and 20 tons. The mine had been worked some years

before I arrived ; one man had smelted 39 tons. How much was taken before that

I cannot tell. The smelting works were put up before I came, and I have been
told that 29 tons were smelted one summer. I cannot tell what it went in silver to

the ton, l)ut I think it was about 7 or 8 oz. There are other veins to the north-

east I believe, but I did not work on them ; I did on Mr. Wylie's claim to the west.

There is a vein to the west six feet wide, and speckled all over with lead. These
veins are good, I think main lode-, as we call t' em ; both walls are the ?ame. I

saw bar}i;es in the vein, but the vein stuff is calcspar. There was a good deal of

barytes in places, and some of it very good.

W. H. Wylie—I am a woollen manufacturer, residing in Carleton Place, but I

have been interested in mining properties. The first in which I was interested was
a galena mine in the township of Ramsay, on lot 5 of the 4th concession, I think.

It occurs in a vein in crystalline limestone, and the strike is east and west. To-
wards the east it went into the gneiss rock, and after that it pit ched out and we
lost it. On the west we lost it in the gully. We did not trace it my farther, as it

was the edge of the lot. We traced it altogether about half a mile ; it was angling

across the lot. The width of the vein was about four feet, ranging from two to

five feet. The vein matter was calcspar and some barytes. We spent considerable

money in opening it up : we sank <ne pit 13 feet, and another 12 feet. We had
several analj'ses made, the first showing lead, gold and silver—875 gold, 822 sil\ er,

and 00 per cent, lead per ton. The analysis was made by Dr. Gertwood, of

Montreal. The assay was of selected ore. There were some nuggets of lead. We
did not find any free gi'ld, and I am doubtful ab'»ut the occurrence of gold, unless

it was in mispickel. We got some mispickel and some copper pyrites in the vein.

We took out considerable, but never shipped any away.
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John S. Skewes—I live near Echo lake and am at present caretakei; of the
Victoria mine. I tirat took charge of the Victoria iiiino in the fall of 1877 ; at that The Vict^ma

time the shatt was od feet clown anil I sank it 410 feet. The vein itself is 4!J feet J|^in_e
at Kcho

wide ; the shaft is 12 by G feet, and the pay streak is from three feet down to a few
inches. The ^'eneral course of the vein is about north and south. All that was
shijjped was hand-picketl and put up in V)arrels. Some shipments were made befcne

my time, and we made three or four shipments in 1878 and lH8U. A very large

shipment was made in 18H0, but 1 cannot tell you the number of tons, neither can
I tell you the total amount shipped ; Mr. Ross of Quebec has a record of that We
have ready for shipment about 40 tons of tirst class ore, and we have about .0,000

tons ready to concentrate from which we could j>ossibly get ],U(0tons of dressed
ore of tiO per cent, lead, and perhaps ^7 ounces of silver to the ton of lead. Besides
the 410 foot shaft there is one of lOO feet. There are drifts? at liO, illO, 205, and
327 feet Irom the surface, and there are cross-cuts at 50, 100, 150, J!37 and 410 p.

^ tof th
feet. We had a steam hoisting engine of 15 h.p. and a .second one that we never Wi-rking.

put in ]iosition. We have on hand the machinery for concentrating, crushing etc.

When I took charge there were about 7>> men employed, most of them building,

choi)])iiig and making roads ; 9 of them were miners. The second year there were
27 miners, the thiri .\ ear we were idle and the fourth we had 27 ; the highest we
had was 3.j I think. The number of surface men was diminished after the first .Miners and sur-

year. In the winter we sometimes had HO or 40 Indians chopping wood, liut they face men.

would not work regularly. Our regular surface hands were a blacksmith, a carpen-
ter, teamster and two engine drivers all the year round ; other men were employed
improving the r<^ad. The ore was shipped to Swansea and was sold for what it

would bring in the market. Some shipments were made to Baltimore, Wyandotte
and Kingston the first year. After that it all went to Swansea. We got credit for

the silver. The Hon. J. S. Ross of Quebec is the president of the company ; the
directors are Col. Rhodes and J. J. Scott of New York. The capital stock was Stockholders in

S400,(J00, of which §95,000 is still unsold. There were not many American sharehold- ^^'^ coiupanj.

ers ; originaly there were only three persons connected with it, Messrs. Rhoiles, R(j.ss

and Caniphell. Campbell got into hnancial ditiiculties and his stock was distributed
among his friends. Our mine is at present tilled with water. The Cascade mine is

close to ours and is supposed to be on the saiue vein. It is owned by a Chicigo
company. It was worked to a certain extent for about four years and closed down The Cascude

about two years ago. One shaft was put down to a depth ot about 200 feet ; some iime.

cross-cuts were made, two levels extended about 200 feet, and some stoping done.
The general character of the vein was about the same as ours, the walls l)eing

granite. The mine was shut down on account of the extravagance of the manager.
They had hoisting machinery, a 25-h.p. engine in the mill, iiiid a Blake cru>her.
Miners were iJaid about .§2 a day ; surface men from $1.25 to §1.50. Blacksmiths,
engine drivers and carpenters would get the same as the miners. The assay from
shaft 2 of the Victoria mine shows at 100 feet 13.2 oz. silver and 54 per cent. lead. Assays of the

Shaft 1, at the 100 ft. level, 23 oz. silver and 72 per cent, lead ; at the 150 ft.
^^^•to"^, mine

level, 26 oz. silver and 7<J per cent, lead ; at the 265 ft. level, 10 oz. ' silver

and 02 per cent, lead, and at the 327 ft. level, 29 oz. of silver and 54 per
cent. lead.

E. B. Borron—Lead is not as frequently met with on lake Superior or lake
Huron as copper. The most promising vein 1 have seen on either lake was that at The Enterprise

Black bay. already alluded to as the one in which Prof. Chapman found the first gold, '"'"e at black

This was afterwards called the Enterprise mine, and work was commenced upon it *^"

shortly before I resigned my position as mining inspi'. tor. From Mr. Blue's
descrijitive catalogue of the mineral exhibit of the province at Cincinnati, pau'e 29,

1 see that a shaft has been sunk to a depth of over 200 feet, and some 2o0 tons of
ore taken out, but that it did not pay on account of the ore having to be sent to

Swansea to be smelted, and that in conseijuence operations suspended about twelve
years ago. Two mines cm Garden river, near Sault Ste. Marie, have been worked
off and on for several years, and one of them, the Victoria, has produced some good „ ,

galena, but with what results I cannot say. I have seen lead ore at the river minep.
Temagami, also on the route between lake Temagami and the main Montreal river,

and at various other places in the province, but nowhere in such quantity as i„ the Tema-
woidd lead me to believe that the veins could be worked otherwise than at a loss, jrami retrion.

even under niore favorable circumstances as to position, unless the galena was very
rich in silver.
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MICA.

The Smith & Lacey mica mine is situated in the township of Lough-

borough, county of Frontenac, a few miles from the village of Sydenham. A
zone of enormous mica and pyroxene cry.stals runs in a north-westerly and

Smith & Lacey south-easterly direction through the property, and in this zone there are also
mine.

phosphate masses and calcspar in places. There are no signs of vein walls,

nor can it be noticed that the crystallisation is confined within the boundaries

of a certain bed in the formation. It seems rather, as in the case of other

mica-bearing rocks in this district, that in

certain places and along certain lines a larger

development of the component parts of the

rocks has taken place. The same minerals are

visible elsewhere in the formation, constituting

the rock composition, but much smaller in size.

A shaft has been sunk on the mica deposit

which 20 feet below the surface has been opened

out to a large chamber, 130 feet deep by 150

feet long, and about 15 feet wide ; this distance

across the formation may be said to represent

the width of the zone of largest sized crystals. (Fig.

24.) The mica crystals are in places six feet long, the

largest being seven feet square. They are for the

most part more or less twisted, and there is an enormous

Fig. 2i. Ihe tjujith it Lacev mine.

:::fe:;::l:.> m
Fio. 25. Section of the waste in manufacture, but owing to the great quantity

Smith A Lacey mine.
r; ^i ^ ^ .\ i .• •

i j i i v
or the crystals the production is large, and could be

g. Phosphate and pi/rox- . .

eat;, A feet. I. Micaceous increased to almost any extent. The mica is dark or
pyroxene rock. m. Mica "

^^ n i n i

rock, 3 feet. n. Pyroxew, amber colored, but does well tor stoves and all the
-- feet. 0. Large viica . . .

eriistals with pyroxene other purposes lor which mica IS used in which a

white color is not essential. Fig. 25 represents the

section exposed at the north-west end of the excavation. The mica crystals

are at all angles, but seem as a rule to be more often inclined to the

vertical than to the horizontal.

The Perth mica mine is located on lots 15, 16 and 17 in the 9th con-

cession of North Burgess. It occurs in a green steatitic rock which, for about

Perth mica mine 50 yards in width, is mica-carrying. The total width of the band is 150 to

200 yards, occurring between a quartzose gneiss on the south and a felsitic

gneiss on the north side, the dip being to the south.

On this mica-carrying portion a number of pits have

been sunk for 200 yards along the formation, from

which more or less mica has been taken from time to

time. As a rule the mica-bearing parts keep au east and

west course—in places as a species of veins—which seem

to be generallj' parallel. The work at present carried on

is in a shaft or deep excavation, which opens out below

in each direction to dimensions of 60 feet in length to 1

2

or 15 feet in width. The depth of the lowest working is

about 80 feet. (Fig. 26.) The mica is disseminated in minute crystals through
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the green steatitic rock, and here and there it occurs in bunches of crystals,

some of which arc twisted and others regular, varying in all sizes and

at all angles, but chietly with cleavage planes more or less perpendicular.

One exposed crystal was two feet long by one foot broad, and another one

foot by one foot four inches. It is a soda mica and of a good clear color,

with slightly yellowish tint, and tough enough for all practical purposes.

A mica property has been discovered on lot 29, TJtli concession of Hunger-

ford, county of Hastings. The formation strikes north-east and south-west, Hungerford

and dips to the south nearly perpendicular. A strong band of highly mica-

ceous rock strikes through the district, on which five openings have been made

in this property at places where the mica crystals have been developed most

strongly. Where opened it appears that quartz and felspar crystals are

developed with the mica, and also crystals of tourmaline. Black specks occur

in places in this mica, and are supposed to be due to the presence of very

small tourmaline crystals ; but these specks occur only on some layers in the

crystals. The mica is associated with masses of quartz and felspar, and some-

times in massive accumulations almost vein-like in their closely aggregated

association. The quality is good where not spotted.

D. E. K. Steivart—Two years ago I purchased a mica mine on lot 29 in the
12th concession of Hungerford, and have been doing some develojiment work \\[)0\\ A vein in

it since. There are tive pits upon it, varying in depth from 10 to 18 feet. All the Hungerford.

pits show cubes of tine white mica, some of them cutting as large as 6 by 8 inches,

an 1 it is pronounced to be equal to any that has been offered on the market. I

think the vein is about 12 to 14 feet wide. The mica occurs in quartz and fel-

spar, the country rock being granite. A great dtal i.f the mica is free from
flaws, and improves noticeably at a little depth from the surface. I*^ is about 17
miles from Madoc. I have not yet worked the mine as a commercial enterprise.

Jonathan P. Lacc\i—T am of the firm of Isaiah Smith & Co., of Sydenham,
miners and dealers in mica, phosphate, etc. "We own ;ind work a mica mine on the Discovery of the

west half of lot 11 in the 7th concession of Lougborough. It was discovered by Loughborough

phosphate prospectors eight years ago, and a small opening was made on it in the
™'"^'

hope of its leading to a phosphate deposit. We began mining for phosphate in

this district seven j-ears ago, but daring the past four years our attention has been
given almost wholly to mica mining. Our first work was done on the mine in 1884,
when we began to put down a shaft. The vein is well defined within walls of
pyi'oxene rock, and varies in width from ten to twenty feet. Its strike is north-east
and south-west, and is nearly perpendicular. The crystals lie very irregularly, Occurrence of

from horizontal to vertical, and the vein is free from rock matter to a depth of a the mica,

hundred feet. We have now reached a depth of 130 feet, at which point consider-
able quantities of phosphate and small portions of mica rock, fiuor spar and
crystalline limestone occur Avith it. The crystals vary in size from a foot to six

feet, and some have been found weighing over ten tons. We have stoped out
along the vein a distance of about 130 feet, from a depth of 20 feet in the shaft to Workings of the

its bottom. The mine is well timbered throughout and stulled or roofed at P''°P*"'*-'-

intervals of twenty feet, to prevent rock matter falling upon the miners. Tw< Ive
men are employed at the mine, but no machinery is used excepting a horse-power
hoist. The averatce rate of wages is a dollar per day and board the year round. Workers and
and we work without interruption summer and winter. .At the finishinsj works we ^^as^s.

employ eight men, at SI. 25 per day without board. The mica is cut into various sizes
and shapes for stoves and other purposes, and we find a market for it in Canada, Markets,

the United States, England, Fnuice and Ciermany. It is of a rich clear amber color,
and the cleavage is perfect. Very rich shows of ph( sphate occur in the mine, and Phosphate,

this year we will take out about cme hundred tons. We are now openii'g a white
mica property in the northern i)art of the county of Addinyton, on a veni which i*H,nhern'\d-"
promises to give excellent results. In the same localit}^ we have discovered a vein dington.

"

of quartz 30 feet wide, bearing free gold, but no development work has been done
upon it.
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Joseph Bawden—There is fine mica in the south-east part of Miller. It is

owned by some parties in Ottawa, and is on the property of a man called Landry.
There is mica also on the Bedford iron company's property.

Mica iTi Miller

jind Bedford.

Mica in Miller

iowuship.

The Burgess
/nine.

Markets and
uses of niica.

fhoaphate.

Mica in the
ferth district.

Markets for

fnica.

'The Burgess
^ue.

Sses of mica.

George McMartin—I was sent to ojien a mica mine in the township of Miller.

It is muscovite of very good quality, and the crystals are verj' lar^e. The vein is

in grey granite, and the vein matter is quartz and felspar. The mica is as fine as
that of Villeneuve. The mica is figured near the surface, looking as if trees had
been painted on it with the leaves all gone. In s )me places' it is free from the
figuring and the mica is beautiful. At IS^'denham there is amber mica, and there
is another deposit of mica on the other side of the Rideau, in Crosby, I think. It

is the same quality as that of the Burgess mine, but not as large a body. The
Burgess deposit, is on lots 15, 16 and 17 in the 9th of North Burgess. The mica
occurs geiiei'ally in pyroxene and soap.atone, and is cased in granite. At the Burgess
mine the u\ica-bearing part i^ 50 yards wide, and the length about 600 feet. In
one or two places some ochre occurs, and the mica is near the ochre. Taken as a
whole it is very clear for that quality of mica. In the main lead it runs every way.
I think it is a mam vein with faults in it, and that bunches of mica occur all

through it. I do not think it is a continuous vein bj' any means. The demand
for mica has been veiy good for the last few years. Of course we cannot compete
with the Villeneuve for quality, but our price is lower and we can sell any quantity
at a lower price. We reckon on getting 200 lb. of good marketable mica to the
ton, Hs it comes out of the ground. That costs about §100 a ton in the rough, and
about 8100 a ton to cut it afterwards. The selling price is frou» 40 cents to $5.75
per pound, according to size. We cut nothing less than 2 by 3 inches. The
principal demand is for 5 by 7 inches, which sells for .85.75 a pound. The market
for mica is in Canada and the United States. It is used for stoves and for electric

motors. In a pound of mica 4 by 6 inches there are 120 sheets, which retail at

ten cents each. I do mjt think the black is as good as the white mica for lubri-

catiog purposes. The best for th vt purpose is the white soda mica, such as that of

the Burgt-ss mine. As a general thing where we find dark mica and pjToxene in

this district we find phosphate near by, with granite generally as the casing. Some-
times we find diorite, but not very often.

W. A. Allan—I have developed two mica properties, one in the township of

Villeneuve in Quebec, and one on lots 16 and 17 in the 9th of North Burgess, in the
C'>un:y Lanark. The crystals are irregular through the vein ; some of them
stand on edge, and others at difterent angles. The vein matter in the Perth
district is a grey pj'roxene, and there is a great deal of the rock commonly called

soapstone, but which really is not soapstone. The largest crystals taken out would
be about 15 by 20 inches ; they cut into jjlates of about 10 by 12 inches.

They are very regular and not at all twisted out of shape. The mica is not as

good as what is got out of the Villeneuve, but there is a larger marketable quan-
tity of it. The market is limited. The price for mica 1^ by 4 inches is 15 cents a
pound ; 6 by 6 is worth 86 a pound. There is no difficulty in selling the large

sizes in New York city. The market for mica is in the States and here ; there is

no market for it in Europe that I know of. I sent some to Hamburg and London,
and it was returned in both cases ; they wanted to know what its uses wei'e.

In Germany they use a very little of it for toys. It is admitted free into the States.

I have seen two or three deposits in Ontario, but the quality was not veiy good ; it

was not clear. There is very little white mica in Canada. In Villeneuve the mica
occurs in a mountain of quartz and felspar, \erj- irregularly ; there is considerable
tourmaline thr.)ugh it. The largest crystal found there, was, I think, 24 inches
square, but that is veiy rare. If the mica would average 3 by 5 inches it would
be doing very well, and that would be worth .84.75 a pound. The Burgess mine
was worked before it came into ray possession some four years ago. I have sunk
a shaft about 60 or 70 feet, and the whole floor is a mass of crystals. That shaft is

10 feet by 12 ; there are three veins coming into it, and I think they will all join

together lower down. The crystals vary very much in size, some being as much
as two feet in length, some are much less. They are very irregular in shape, being
sometimes triangular, sometimes hexagonal, and sometimes partly round. They
range from an inch in diameter to 18 inches. Sometimes we get a large crystal 20
inches across the face, and a fracture may spoil it. We find no difticulty in getting

all the skilled men we require as mica cutters. There is no trouble, as we cut by
blocks of difl'erent size. I am working the mine with five or six men ; all the mica
is cut for stoves. I had 20 tons ground and sold it in Montreal, where it was used
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in tlie manufacture of lubricators. It is very good for that purpose. It was only
the refuse that was ground ; I sold it for §4r> a ton. The Cyclone company ground
it for -S^O a ton for tlie first lot, and .^40 a ton for the second ; they only did it

fairly well.

E. V. Wright—There is good mica on the Petewawa river. Specimens were
brought in by an Imlian, but I cannot saj' where they came frcjm. The Indian said White mica on

he could get it of almost any size. The piece I saw was about three or four inches,
''"'<-"''*» r\\a.

and I think it appeared as if broken off". It was very transparent, and perfectly
white like a piece of glass. I think it came Irom about furty miles up the river.

I found some very heavy micaceous iron that one can rub to jticces like dust ; it is Micaceous iron,

very heavy, and is on the Ontario side on a small lake near lake Temaganii.

NATURAL GA.S.

The enormous and apparently permanent yield of natural gas in the

United States to the south of Ontario makes the subject of natural gas well f\un'i at several
'' " points in

worthy of consideration from an economic point of view. This is the case Ontario,

especially as a large flow of gas has recently been struck at Kingsville, in

Essex county, besides discoveries at Courtright on the St. Clair river,

at Collingwood on the Georgian bay, and at Port Colborne on lake

Erie.

In the report of Joseph D. Weeks, in the volume of Mineral Resources of

the United States for 1887, it is stated that while natural gas has been found its occurrence in
^ Pennsylvania.

from the Drift to Potsdam sandstone it has been chiefly in the Trenton lime-

stones of Ohio and the palaeozoic strata of the upper Coal Measures of Penn-

sylvania that the great deposits have been struck. The highest stratum in

which any considerable quantity has been found in Pennsylvania is the Home-
wood sandstone, the highest of the three recognised members of the Pottsville

conglomerate, the lowest being the Kane sand in Elk county. Mr. Weeks
estimates that the amount of coal displaced in Pennsylvania in 1887 was

9,867,000 tons, valued at $15,835,500. The total thickness of the strata ., , .
' ' -r

) ) (^jg proaucmg

which have produced gas in dififerent parts of Albany and Greene counties in ^^^'^^^ "i ^^w

the state of New York is computed by Mr. Ashburner to be at least 12,000

•feet, extending from the Catskill white sandstone to the Trenton limestone.

In Ohio and Indiana, according to Prof. Orton, the only important

source of gas is the Trenton limestone. Unlike the Pennsylvania fields, he its occurrence in

1 -1 . ,• 1
Ohio and

says, these western rivals are not confined to anticlinals or arches, but stretch inaiana.

out like coal fields. The Trenton limestone in those states, however, is largely

productive only when its upper portions have been replaced by dolomite or

magnesian limestone, and it is only in the fortunate exceptions that porosity

and structure combine to make it a source of gas or oil. In Indiana Dr.

Phinney has shown that gas has been found in commercial quantities chiefly The Cincinnati

in the Cincinnati arch or anticlinal, which extends from the south line of Ten- '^•"tario.

nessee through Nashville and Cincinnati to lake Erie, between Toledo and

Sandusky. This arch, as pointed out on page 42, extends under the lake and
crosses Ontario in the counties of Essex, Kent and Lambton. " That the gas

is found in this arch," Dr. Phinney observes, " is no accident, but the result

of well defined and fixed laws, that govern not only the distribution of gas,

but oil and salt water as well." Gas and oil will, no doubt, be found in many
places outside of the productive area proper, but the flow will be small. This

appears to be true in Ontario as well as in Ohio, for although small shows of
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Found In the
Trenton forma-
tion.

Borings in
Ontario.

gas have been struck in various localities in the province, it does not appear

to exist in abundance anywhere excepting possibly in the county of Essex.

Arch ibald If. Dingman—I live in Toronto, and am a soap manufacturer. I have
Natural gas in been engaged in oil and gas operations in Pennsj'lvania, my expex-ience running over
Pennsylvania. ^ period of about three years—from 1879 to 1883. I have explored both for oil and

ga- in McKean county, Pennsylvania, and in the Kane district in that state, near
some of the tributaries of the Ohio. The wells or "gushers" of that region are
counted among the best. We were boring for oil when we first struck gas. The
gas was found at 2,250 feet, in the same sand rock as that in which we expected to
find oil. My observation would not lead me to believe that a similar formation,
exists in Ontario. I have examined the oil regions in the counties of Lambton and
Essex in this province, and so far as the Petrolia oil region is concerned I would
not expect gas to be found until they strike the Trenton formation ; they are now
in the Corniferous. This is borne out by the fact that gas has been found in

Indiana and Ohio in the Trenton formation. The wells at Kokoma and Terre
Haute, Ind., and at Findlay, Ohio, are from 870 to 912 feet in depth. A log of a
gas well at Kokoma shows : Drift, 5 feet ; Niagara limestone, 400 feet ; Hudsoa
River and Utica shale, 498 feet ; then four feet of an inter^-al to Trenton limestone,
and hve feet into the limestone. I have not visited the gas wells in the county of
Essex. I know that theie was a well drilled some 1,200 feet at Comber in that
county, but 1 am unable to say to what depth the well at Kingsville was bored. It

was reported, that gas was got at Collingwood, but in what quantity I am not aware.
I have a record of a well put down at Whitby a short time ago for gas. The total

depth of the well is 728 feet, of which 70 feet is through shale and 600 feet through
Trenton limestone. Two shows of gas were found, one at 450 and the other at 710'

feet, but they were soon exhausted. A well was put down in Toronto about ten or
twelve years ago at the Copeland brewery. They were boring for water and went
down l,2l0 feet. The log shows 40 feet surface, 550 feet shale, 10 feet of an
mterval, 600 feet Limestone, and then the granite. Some salt water and some gas
were struck. 1 have also a record of a well at the asylum in London, put down by
the Government. It was drilled to a depth of 2,255 feet. The log runs : l20 feet

of gravel and clay, 300 feet of shale, 1,000 feet of limestone rock, 1-50 feet of grey
shale and salt, and the remainder red shale. They got water at 140 feet from the
top, and 25 or 30 feet of good salt at a depth of about 1,600 feet, but there is no
record of gas. At Dundas a boring was made for 1,600 feet without striking the
Trenton limestone. There was red shale, as at London, but no lime rock. A well
was also drilled at Port Colborne, but I cannot give its depth. About twelve years
ago a well wa.'-. drilled in the township of Hillier, in the county of Prince Edward.
The depth was 760 feet to the granite, and then 25 feet into the gratiite. An
abundance of water was found, but the driller does not recollect whether any gas.

Avas struck. The granite comes up within ten miles of that place. I do not know
of any district outside of Essex where gas has been found in the Trenton limestone
in paying quantities. Between Ontario and Quebec the formation of the limestone
is so simdar to that of Indiana and Ohio that there is a strong probability of gas and
oil existing there. Manj' anticlinal ridges are observed in that section, and where
these are found under like circumstances there is almost sure to be oil or gas.

However, I have no knowledge of either of these being struck up to the jjresent

Theories of the time. I am at present engaged in organising a company to make a series of tests

origin of natural for oil and gas at certain points east of Toronto. With regard to the origin of
^^- natural gas I may say that there are two opinions held—one that it is a chemical

formation in a geological sense, and the other that it is the result of decaj'ing animal
matter in the rock. Of course there is a chemical action in the latter case too, but
not from <jriginal elements. Natural gas is a product of petroleum, but we often
get it without finding the petroleum. It is in the petroleum just as we may find

benzine, tar, paraffine, etc. It may be that we get gas from the original crude,
but that would be hard to prove. Geologists find that the best resu.ts are given
when the Trenton limestone is not more than 200 feet below the tide level. Below
that there are no anticlinal arches. The theorj' is that the salt water drives the gas
up by pressure. Where the rock extends over 200 feet below tide water there is

very little possibilitj^ of getting gas of commercial value. That is a theory which
has been demonstrated to be a fact as far as the Indiana and Ohio regions have
been explored, as the actual records of the drill prove it. There are always better
results above sea level than below, but the best point is where the pressure is
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equcilised. The rise or fall of the tide, hcjwever, does not seem to afTect the flow,

which is usually steady.

James Carte-— We put down eight wells for natural gas at Courtright, but only

got gas to any extent in three of them. We found it in a ridge or vein of sand, but Natural can at

tlie width of it I do not know. The vein is sui)i)o.Hed to run north-east and south- t-'ourtrijriit, but

west. The average <!e|)th of the wells is about JU5 feet. With the exception of quantities,

the vegetable soil it is blue clay all the way down. I do not know that it has ever
been tried for manufacturing [)urpo3es. One of our wells continued to blow for two
days and niglits, and several carloads of fine sand mixed with water were thrown
out. The sand is dark grey in color. After it settled down the gas continued to
flt)W till it got choked up. We cased it down about 110 feet to the sand, but could
not keep it open. I cannot really say whether the gas gave out or whether the pipe
got choked up. No wells have been put down successfully in this sand formation.
The existence of gas has been known here for twentj'-Hve or thirty years, but it has
never been used to any extent. About a quarter of a mile from one of our wells it

ha^ been used for about a year in a private house for fuel. It burns with a yellow
flame, but by adding air to it in the l)ipe it becomes white.

Win. Murdoch—We have natural gas in the Port Arthur district. No borings Found in silver
have been made, but it comes up in different places. On Silver islet the gas was Islet minu.

met with when they were between 000 and 700 feet down in the mine.

PETROLEUM.

There are two areas in the county of Lambton which yield petroleum in

paying quantities, one at Petrolia and the other at Oil Springs. Taking the Two pitroieum

corporation of the town of Petrolia as a centre, or, more exactly, the Imperial
^^'° "'''"' '^^*^^'

refinery, the upper field extends to the north-west by west for nine miles, and
to the south-east by east for four miles, with an average width of two and
one-half miles. The Oil Springs field is six or seven miles to the south of

Petrolia, and runs in the same direction as the Petrolia .field for a length of

two and one-half miles and a width of one mile, the southern boundary of

Oil Springs being about the centre of the territory.

THE PETROLIA DISTRICT.
The oil is struck at Petrolia at from 465 to 473 feet in decth, and is^ ' Petrolia field.

stated to exist in a porous dolomitic limestone from one or two to five or six

feet thick, brown in color (probably from the petroleum), and very soft. A
log given by an experienced driller shows :

Alluvial matter 100 feet.

Limestone rock 3-5 to 40 feet.

Soap rock and blue clay below 130 feet.

Middle limestone 15 to IS feet.

Lower soap rock, shale 40 feet.

Hard limestone rock 90 feet.

Limy freestone 55 feet.

Total to oil rock 465 to 473 feet.

The well bored on lot 12, concession 11 of Enniskillen, gave :

Surface clay 104 feet.

Limestone 40 feet.

Shale 130 feet.

Middle lime 15 feet.

Lower shale 43 feet.

Hard white limestone G8 feet.

Soft white limestone 40 feet.

Big lime or oil-bearing rock 25 feet.

Total to oil rock 465 feet.

There are about 2,500 wells in this field, according to the evidence.
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PRODUCING AND STORING PETROLEUM.
The wells are drilled 4| inches in diameter, and where casing is put down it

is rimmed out three-quarters or one-half of an inch, the casing being 4| inside

and 51 inches outside diameter. The hole is put down in about live or six

days, and costs from 8150 to 8160. In the early days the cost ranged from 81 to

$3 per foot, and the time occupied from two to six months. ^Yooden rods are

now used altogether instead of cables, a steel drill 3h inches in diameter

and 25 to 30 feet long being attached to the lowest section. Two shifts of

three men each form a drilling gang. These Petrolia drillers are very expert,

and are called for all over the world, much work being done by them in

Europe, Asia and Australia.

When the drilling is completed a pump of L^ to 1| inch tubing is put

down, and the well is ready for operation. By a combination of pump rods

working from a horizontal wheel, and so arranged that their weights about

balance one another, one engine can pump a large number of wells—as many
as 90 in some cases. These driving rods are known as " jerkers," and are

driven by an engine of about 12-horse-power. The wells yield at the present

time about half a barrel of oil on the average per diem, and all have to be

pumped. In the old days some flowing wells were struck, and as in some

cases the tools used in drilling these wells suddenly dropped where oil was

struck, it was inferred that large crevices existed which held accumulations

of gas and oil. Old wells are being constantly abandoned and new ones

drilled.

The petroleum after being pumped into the wells is run into large under-

ground tanks, which are built by boarding up an excavation and covering it

over. The soil about Petrolia is an impervious cla}', and these underground

tanks hold the oil perfectly. They are always kept filled with either oil or

water, as otherwise they would cave in. An ordinary sized tank is 60 feet

deep by 30 feet diameter, holding 8,000 barrels. From these tanks the oil is

pumped to the refineries.

The Petrolia oil is an impure variety of petroleum, much tainted with

sulphur. The odor of sulphuretted hydrogen is very strong all about the

neighborhood. In the evidence the oil is alluded to as consisting largely of

an abnormal series of hydrocarbons. The crude contains less of the illumin-

ating oils than the Pennsylvania crude, and more of the heavy lubricating oils

and paraffine. Much ingenuity has been resorted to in order to remove the

sulphur and the free carbon of the broken molecules of hydrocarbons,

which together have the effect of causing a bad smell, encrusting the wick and

smoking the chimney when burning.

DISTILLING AND REFINING THE PETROLEUM.

The crude oil is distilled in large sheet-iron retorts. The heat is fur-

nished by a spray of mixed petroleum and steam, injected into the fire cham-

ber below the retort, which is lined with fire brick. The distillate is carried

through tubes immersed in long vats of water. As the different distillates

make their appearance, at various stages of the process, they are led into

different troughs and flow into separate tanks. First the inconden^^able gases,

gasoline and naphtha, come off ; then the illuminating oil ; following that the
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intermediate and wool oils, and lastly the luV)ricating oils; while an inciusta-

tion of carbonaceous matter or coke is left in the retort. This coke is sold in the

locality at $1.50 per ton, and makes a good fuel. All the grades of the distil-

lation are divided at will, either by stopping the process at various stages or

by subsequent redistillation and treatment into an almost endless variety of

lighter and highly combustible intermediate illuminating and lubricating oils,

and also into such solids as vaseline, paraffine, etc. Tars and asphalts might

he produced from an oxidised matter which is thrown away. The products of

evaporation may be roughly divided into 40 per cent, illuminating oils, and

the other 60 per cent, the above mentioned articles ; or, more exiactly, burning

oil 38 to 39 per cent., gas oil 17 per cent., tar 18 per cent., waste 10 per

<;ent., water G per cent., and coke 9 per cent. In the illuminating class the

:specific gravity of the following three brands will serve as an example of the

gradation according to quality : Water White .786, Economy .800, Standard

.802. The fire test of 95'', at which the oil ignites, is common to all grades

•of illuminating oil. Another grade of brands, with all higher products men-

tioned after incondensable gases have gone off, is :

1st product 74 naphtha.

2nd "
62 benzine.

3rd " water white illuminating oil 788 gr.

4th
" carbon safety illuminating oil 796 gr.

5th " standard illuminating oil 802 gr.

6th '' intermediate oils (for gas works)

7th " neutral (for wool) 850 gr.

The process of refining the illuminating oil is to agitate it with 2 per cent.
,^^ ^

of sulphuric acid, (which costs $1.40 per 100 lb. at Petrolia,) to remove the process,

free carbon or tarry materials Avhich are drawn off below, then, after washing

it with water, caustic soda and litharge are added. The lithaige (oxide of

lead) combines with the sulphur and forms lead .sulphide. Flowers of

sulphur is then added, which precipitates the lead and other impuritie.s, and •

the oil is left cleared, but enough sulphur generally remains to be a source of

trouble.

A process which has been patented is in use in several of the refin-....... ,
A patent process

eries. It consists in re-disfeilling the oil after the litharge and caustic soda ot renninsr. y

have been added, and before the flowers of sulphur has been put in. Most

of the sulphur is then left in the retort in combination with the lead. The

rest of the process is then carried on with the re-distilled product as above

described. Finally, in all processes, the product is bleached in the light in an

open vat. The resulting illuminating oil is shipped in very strong l)arrels,

but some Water White is put up in square tins.

The tar, or residue after the illuminating oils have come off, is re-distilled.^ Other producti
from which about 70 per cent, of gas oil used in making illuminating yas and of petroleum.

30 per cent, paraffine oil are obtained, according to the grade required. The
paraffine oil is put into a freezing vat, and from 8 to 10 per cent, (or one

pound to the gallon) of paraffine wax crystallises out from it. This wax has

all the oil squeezed out by pressure, and is refined by chemicals, one part of

the resulting yield being made into wax candles and the other smaller portion

into a wax which is used as chewing gum and for various other purposes.
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The residue oils, after the paraffine has been crystallised, are made into lubri-

cating oils, such as paraffine oils, cylinder, mineral lard, mineral seal^

neutral, black lubricating, axle grease, vaseline, etc.

THE OIL SPRINGS DISTRICT.

^., „ . At Oil Springs the oil is struck at 370 feet deep, or at about 100 feet less
Oil Springs r & r>

field. than at Petrolia. From July 1st, 1887, to July 1st, 1888, 244 wells were

put down in this district, and at the latter date the number in operation wa&

964. This field extends over lots 16, 17, 18 and 19 in the 1st and 2nd con"

cessions of Enniskillen, there being 258 wells on the 1st concession and 706

in the 2nd.
COUNTY OF ESSEX.

Several wells have been put down at Comber. In one the show of oil was

ber^inErsex."" found in deep sand at 1,213 feet, and the second in deep sand at 1,240 feet.

It pumped 100 barrels of oil, and flows a half barrel per diem. Niagara,

limestone is found at 600 feet.

MANITOULIX ISLAND.

The Commission also visited some quartzite ridges on Manitoulin island

striking north SO* east and dipping 65"-^ north, which are met with on the road

from Little Current to Sheguin-

dah. They rise through some bit- H^^%®H/^^^^^^^^^^^y^i/+/;^^^4^
uminous Utica shales, and at the ^^^/^^/^,/*Ay(/^^^^^^^yy*A'^*/y*^*/*^^

north end of Pine lake pe- „ „., o .• . ^ .• . d- i i^ Fig. 27. Section of formation at Pine lake,

troleum exudes from a hole 6. Shales, s. Quartzite.

which, it is said, has been drilled down to the quartzite. In that case it

was, of course, useless to drill any further. It is stated that about a barrel

of petroleum flows out of this hole with water per diem. The quartzite is

very white, and is said to be adapted for the manufacture of fire brick or glass

after being ground. There is an unlimited quantity of it.

Martin Woodward—I am a member of the firm of M. J. Woodward & Co. of

Petiolii. I have been in the oil business since 1870, but was interested in some
wells before that. I first began business here in 1868, a few years after the first

discovery. The process of putting down welis at that time was about the same as
to-day, but there are of course some little improvements in the tools and machinery,

'sinking the oil Before I came here they used to crib down to the rock ; that Avas mostly done in
wells. the flats, where thej^ usually stiaick the rock at 4U feet. There were quite a number

of these cribbed wells and on the high land they generally struck the rock at 96 or
IQo feet. I cannot .say from recollection how long it took to get down in 1868. The
tools were lighter then, and they drilled in wet holes ; now they drill with heavier
tools and in dry holes, allowing in only the amount of water they require. I have
known them to take six months to get a hole down. ^Yhen I first came here the price

wari about Si a foot for ordinarj' rock, the owner of the well furnishing the casing.

p!w,e88es°*^com- Now they use a 4^ inch bit and usually drill a hole in about four or five days, at a
pared. cost of about 8160 a well, the owner furnishing the casing. The driller puts the

pump down and tests it for a day. There are men who make a business of putting

down wells, and they run night and day. A gang consists of six men, three work-
ing in the day and ti ree at night. Pole tools are now used ; they consist of a bit

and an iron bar about three and a half inches in diameter, and connected with the
beam above by poles. ^Yhen water is struck now it is shut oflT with the casing, which
is usually at a depth of 270 feet. At 275 feet we get the middle limestone. After

Casing the well, putting in the casing they drill in a dry hole, where they can strike a heavier blow
than is possible if the well was filled wiih water. They run with pei'haps 30 or 40
feet of water, whatever is required. After the first 275 feet the casing shuts off

the water, and in practice tha*; is all the casing put down. The pump is put inside the-

casing ; it is generally from Ij to Ij inch in diameter, and is the ordinarj- lift pump>
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Tho avenigo daily siiijply from a will i.s from Hvo to ten barrels of water and oil

mixed, but of uil they average souiutliing less than a barrel a day. I have known Pumpinjfthe

as many as ninety wells to be pumped by the one engine. In most cases they use ^<-'"*-

li brieked-in boiler. The drive wheel is coiniected with a wheel which lias a pitman on
eacli side that works a horizontal wheel backwards and forwards. The jerker rods
iire attached on ojijtosite sides of the wheel and connect with the pump <jver the
hole. Iron rods are used in the pumi), their weight being sufKcieut to make it drop.
As far as 1 know the jerker was first used here ; i nevyr heard of it anywhere else

before. It was used here before it was introduced iu the States. I cannot tell you
the number of wells that are l)eing worked in this territory, but 1 think there are
about 2,500. The length of the territory is about seven or eight miles, nearly east Extent of theoil

and west. It extends into Sarnia townshij), and seems to be from half a mile to two ^«^""<""y-

miles wide. The oil is struck in a kind of lime rock ; sometimes in drilling we get
a sample of the rock ; it is a limestone of the Corniferous formation. At the Im- The oil bearintf

peiial works here they went down 1,200 feet, butlcainiot tell you what rocks were
''"'™^'''°°-

jmssed thr )Ugh. They did not get oil at that depth, but they struck salt. 1 under-
stood at the time that the salt was 175 feet thick. When wells are put down now
they don't seem to have the same pressure as in the early days. Formerly in some
cases there were large Hows ; now the oil hardly tiows at all, and when new wells

are put down it is usual to shoot them with a charge of nitro-glycerine ; that is done
for the purpose of opening up the rock. The total outjjut of the territory, including Output of the

Oil Spring.-, is about 600,000 barrels of crude yearly. When the petroleum is "' '^"

pumped up it is stored in underground tanks where it is kep' till wanted. In some
periods of the year the demand is greater than in others and more is refined

then than the wells produce ; then the .supply in the tanks makes up what is storage of crud»

rec^uired. In speaking of a barrel of crude oil we always mean 3") imperial gallons.

There are three tanking companies here, but I cannot tell when they were organised.
When I came here the principal refining works were at London, and there are I believe
two refineries there still, besides one at Hamilton, one at Montreal and one at Sarnia,
but the two last named are not working now. In 1870 there were over forty Refineries,

refineries in the combiiiati(,)n, and they were mostly at London and IngersoU, the
majority being at London. The business gradually began to centre at Petrolia after

the Michigan Central raihva\ came here. There are nine refineries hire now. I

do noc know their total capacity, but I think that including the two refineries at

London it is about double what is required. When I came here first they treated The old prooesB

the oil with sidphuric acid and caustic soda, and made a very strong smelling oil. °^ distillation.

The lead treatment came in shortly afterwards. In 1870 we calculated on al>out

(50 per cent, of illuminating oil, but there was a lower tire test then than now. The
oil was put in stills somewhat smaller than tho.se at present used, and after it had
been distilled the illuminating portion was treated with 2 percent of sulphuric acid.

The tar was drawn off, the oil was washed with water and allowed to staml some time.

It was then drawn off and agitated with a solution of caustic soda ; then it was put in

the bleacher, exposed to the sun, and then barrelled. At that time a great deal of

the tar ran down the creek and was lost. Seme of the refiners stored it, thinking
it would become valuable ; and subsequently a good many thousand barrels were
sent to Boston and New York. It went in as coal tar, and there was 20 per cent,

duty upon it. There was then a duty of 20 cents the wine gallon on crude oil, and
40 cents the wine gallon on the refined. The duty now is 20 per cent, on the refined

and the crude oil is allowed free into the United States. At first we were allowed to

manufacture of any gravity, but some years ago the law in that respect was changed
and the gravity clause was put in ; that caused a change in the system of manu-
facture. The ijrocess at the present day is very similar to what it was formerly,
except that instead of caustic soda, we mix in oxide of lead dissolved with the acid
and agitate with that. It is afterwards treated with sulphur to remove the lead.

The lead treatment was introduced I think about 1870. In the last two or three The new process,

years further improvement has been affected, but it consists principally in

increased skill in handling the chemicals. Distillers and treaters understand their
work better than formerly. People would not burn such oil now as they used in

1870. It had a very bad smell then ; now there is far less smoke and odor than under
the old treatment. Our percentage of illuminating oil now is hardly 40 ptr cent.,

while under the old system it was 00 per cent. Our percentage was reduced when
the gravity test was made. Ai)art from that we would have to make better oil now.
There is a good deal of the tar used for fuel, and above that there is a certain amount
of waste, coke and dirt. We get a good many by-products from the tivr, parafline paraffine.

wax being one. But all the refineries are not run the same way ; some utilise all
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the products and some do not. Tar has been used for fuel the same as it is to-day

during the whole of my time here, and it is the cheapest fuel we have. It is sprayed
into the furnace with steam. It could be generally used lor fuel, but cannot bear

the high freight. There is more benzine made than formerly, about 7 per cent,

altogether. After using what we require for fuel purposes we get about 8 per cent,

paraffine. First we make 70 naplitha, then 63 naphtha. The 70 is used for naphtha
stoves and such purposes ; the 63 is u>ed by painters princifjally. We manufacture
three grades of illuminating oil—Homelight, Economy and Standard. The fire-

test, which I think is higher than necessary, is about 95. The higher the test the
less can be extracted from the crude. Our differt-nt grades are of diflerent gravities.

Home Light is .780, Economy .800 or .801 and Standard .802 to .803. Our oil is better

in Some qualities than the American. Our best is equal in color, and has better

capillary qualities than the best American. It gives very much the same flame, wnd
of the same color, bur is not so free from sulj.hur compounds as the best American.
There has been a prejudice against Canadian oil, and it has had a bad name. ]!sow

we are overcoming that, and getting a better price than formerly for our best ; we
get from 15;y to ITj cents according to quantity. The best American Water White
is laid down in Toronto for 22 cents, and the ordinary grade about 2O5 cents. That
includes the dutj% which is 7.2 cents ; there is also a duty on the f ackage. With
American oil it is not a competition of price, but of quality'. 1 know instances

where our oil is sold for American. From the residuum after taking the illumi-

nating oil, we make about all the diflferent kinds of machinery oils that are required.

Mineral oils are fast taking the place of animal oils, and very little of the latter is

now used. We also manufacture a wool oil, so that there is very little waste from the
crude. Gas oil is another product. It is used in making gas, and was I thi'ik hrst

introduced in Toronto for this purpose. They began using the crude oil, but changed
into this intermediate oil. It cheapens the manufacture of the gas very much. Our
illuminating oils are all sold in Canada ; we don't ship any to foreign countries. We
cannot compete with the Americans. They have better facilities for reaching the

seaboard, and they have an advantage in the quality of their crude oil. We export
some lubricating oils to the States, and supply several railw.iys there. The crude
or retined parafline can be sold in Glasgow or Liverpool. John McDonald and the
Imperial Oil Co. refine their paraffine. Our refinery employs seventeen men, about
6 or 7 being skilled men, distillers and treaters. The general wages are from
SS to 815 a week. Treaters get from 82 to 82.50 a day, distillers 810 a week and
yardmen 8i. We use about 75,000 barrels of crude a year. At Comber in the
county of Essex two wells have been put down, the second one last year and the
first one the year before. The first was put down 1,230 feet and struck oil at 1,210.

In the second we got oil at 1,210 feet and the oil rock between 1,245 and 1,280 leet.

There is 116 feet of drift on top of the rock there, below which is the limestone, but
there is no soapstone. We thought we struck Corniferous limestone. The forma-
tion seems to be the same as in Olrio. I think we went through the Niagara
formation about 600 feet. The first well is on the Lalonde farm about a mile nortli

of Comber ; it pumped about fifteen b .rrels the first day, and then fell away to two
or three barrels ; we pumped about a hundred barrels out of it. They claim now
that it is flowing about half a barrel a day. The second well was about 500 yards
north of the first, and was not as good. Stone like Ltica slate was got out of the
first well when shot. We got bitter water at 230 feet, salt water at 720 feet and
then shales and streaks of li uestoiie from that down. W^e got some gj'psum below
the bitter water I think. We struck souie surface oil at 230 feet, at 270 feet we got
another show, and at 608 feet we put in the casing. On the 1st of July last there
were 964 Avells at Oil Springs. They are located on lots 16, 17, 18 and 19 in the
Ist and 2nd concessions of Emiiskillen ; 258 in the 1st and 706 on the 2nd. The
product at the present time is about 2(),O0iJ bar; els a month. The burning oil sells

for about 14 cents jjer gallon, the gas oil for 7 or 8 cents, and the tar is worth 75
cents a barrel ; the coke does not count.
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J. H. Fairbauk—I came to this country in 1861. In 1859 or 1860 the first

attempt was made at utilising Canadian petroleum. The first attempt consisted in

extracting a liquid from the "gum oil" that found its way t- the surface at

what then was known as the "gum beds" at Oil Springs. Then surface wells

were dug to a depth of 40 to 60 feet ; they were not flowing welis. Near the sur-

face rock was a bed of gravel, and on reaching that the oil would press into the
wed and raise it quite a number of feet. The surface well was usually a shaft of
four or five feet in diameter. That was done both at Oil Springs and here, and was
the first development. The first drilling in the rock was at Oil Springs, about
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1861—and soon after rock wells were sunk here. After a few liad been put
down ivt Oil Springs tliey struck tlio great Hcnving region. At that time they
cribbed a four foot shaft down to the rock, and most of the drilling was done by
hand power. In the winter of 18(il-(J2, llowing wells were struck which produced Flowing wellB
vex'y hirgely, some of them reaching into the thousands of barrels in 24 hours. The at Oil .SpriuKH.

great bulk of tiiat oil went into tlie creek and was lost. Quite a number of sut;h

wells were put tiuwn, and I think at one time there nuist have been twenty flow-

ing wells ; there was hardly a pump operated. The price of land went up, but
there was nothing like the exciteiuent that occured sub.sei|Uently. It was then
twelve miles to the nearest railway station at Wy(jmiiig. There was navigation,

but it never amounted to anytliing except one season when a few thousand barrels

were floated down. A plank road was built to the railway and the oil went that
way. IJetwoen the striking and the controlling of tlie flowing well.i there was a
perioil of great waste. 1 tiiuik these wells did not continue more than two years
after tluy weie stiuck ; they champed to pumping wells, the suppl}' seeming
gradually to become exhausted, and water took the place of the oil. Between
that time and the end there were two period.s of excitement, and some years after

p, ^,. „ . ..

that Oil Springs became practically deserted. About IHU'j developments were at Petrol ia.

made at Petrolia within the present corporation, but no flowing wells wt^-e struck
till a Liter period. The flowing well period in Petrolia was about 1800 ; that was
in what is known as the King district, a little west of the present town. We have
had wells thei"e as hi<_di as 400 1 barrels a day. At Oil Springs the flow was very
much stronger ; I think the Black and Matheson well at Oil Springs flowed as

much as 0,U00 barrels in 24 hours. I madtj a calculati<'n at the tiiue, and it was
about that. That great How was only of short duration, lasting a few days till it

was controlled. Here the greatest flow was from 400 to 800 barrels, and not much
was wasted. These wells continued to flow a good while, and then it became
necessaiy to puini) them ; some of them are pumping wells tf)-day. Some small
flowing wells were fomid beyond the King district, but that was the great centre.

Flowing wells were generally found where there were crevices. At Oil Springs at

370 feet they struck a great crevice. The production is now gradually failing o^;
new wells have to be sunk all the time. I would estimate the number of new wells

last year here and at Oil Springs at 400. Wells are not abandoned till the pro- The cost of sink

duction falls to a few gallons. The cost of sinking an ordinaiy well in the old days, '"^' ^'^"^

after the machinei-y was ready, was about §1,500. The contract price was gn^'
^ '^ '*^^'

generally about §3 a foot for the first 500 feet, and it usually took about three
months to put down a well. That of course cheapened till now the price ff)r sink-

ing a well is about §15U or §100. I have not kmnvn it less than that at Pe'rolia.

At Oil Springs it is less on account of the depth being 100 feet less than here
;

the depth of wells there is 370 feet. I do not kncjw why it is less than here, as the for-

mation is about the same. I do not know how many wells were abandoned last year,

but 1 do not think there were as n)any as 400. Some are being constantly -^^j^'^ioned

aba' doned ; in some instances they are allowed to stand, but in others the tubing
is taken out. There are now no large wells at all. The system of working a num-
ber of wells from the one engine, the jerker system, came in as the proiluction fell

oflf. When we had large wells we would abandon a well that produced onl}' five or Tlie jerker

six barrels a day ; now the man who gets a well of that kind is considered to .strike **;,*'„"
''/wells

it rich. The ji-rker system was adopted about twenty-five yeai'S ago. I remember
the time the first jerker was put into operation. It was not patented, and I do not
know that it cou d be. 1 had a well too hard to work by man power ; I hadn't an
engine, but there was engine j>o\ver within reachand I applied the present jeikersystem.
1 think that was in 1863. The majority of wells were then worked by man power
with a spring pole. The jerker is universal now, and it would be impossible to

work upon the old system. It was first used with a horizontal walking beam, that
was afterwards improved by using the wheel, with which there is a great deal less

friction. 1 think Mr. Reynolds was the first who introduced the wheel ; he is still

here. With one engine now they work from half a dozen to eighty or ninety wells,

with one boiler but often two engines. I do not know how many owners of oil

properties there are. There are some who have two or three wells in their back
yards, and some have up to one hundred in a group. The thicker the wells the Groups of wel!».

sooner they will play out. We have instances here where the oil sui)ply was coming
from a distance—a producing well being tapped by another adistiiuce of half a mile
away, thus showing the connection between the two. There is no indication of the The petroleum
oil coming from a bed lower down, because when we go lower down we do notfintl bearing rock.

it. I do not think we have any producing wells below the depth of 500 feet. We
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find the tdl in the oil-bearing rock, which is a soft porous rock varying in thickness
from one to five feet. I understand the Ohio oil is said to be in the Trenton. Our
deepest boring liere was 1,500 feet, but I do not know whether tliey came to the
Trenton or not. I think the oil is on a certain saturated area, and not that it

comes from below at all. At one of the natural springs at Oil Springs they found tine

sand all the way down to the bed rock. We have to be verj- careful about going
below the porous rock, as we get into water. After finishing a well now we put in

eight (quarts of nitro-glycerine and shoot it off. Below our formation we have 100
or 200 feet of salt. It is said to have been found at Glencoe at l,2iiO feet. Here
we struck it between 1,100 and 1,300 feet, but we have not uot sufficient water to

Avork salt here. The fii-st refinery was established here, I think, in 1801 or 1862

—

one of the first refiner es in the country and before any were established iu London.
The Great Western railway was built to Petrolia in the winter of 18(J7-t)8. Before
that time the crude oil was hauled to Wyoming over the plank road. There were refi-

neries at London before the railway was built to Petrolia. There was a period

during which we were exporting heavily, and during that time there would have
been more refined. In 1870, 1871 and 1872 I think we were exporting heavily,

nearly altogether to England, but the Americans drove us out by producing better

and cheaper oil. They can produce a cheaper oil to-day. The great point in their

favor is that they have a better crude for illuminating purposes, nearly free from
sulphur. Thej^ have a superior I'aw material, but for lubricating purposes ours is

fully as good as theirs, and we can produce as cheaply. At the present time the

L'nited States ships largely to England. If England allowed us lU per cent, advan-
tage it would give us a large trade if we had the quantity to supply them, but I

think our supply is limited here. I was never interested in Bothwell ; at that place

operations were carried onfiom IHGOto 18'jo. The surface oil Avas known for many
years and was gathered in the earl}' days as medicine. There is oil in the Bothwell
district in diflerent jilaces in small quantities still but drilling has not shown that it

is in paying quaitities. I do not remember the depth at which oil was struck there, but

I think it was 2"0 feet or more. I do not think there is any chance of the indus-

try being revived there at the pi-esent price. They stopped producing wjien oil was
worth S3 or 84 a bar.'e'. The highest j^rice reached here was SIO a barrel

—

that was in 1805. I think it went as hiiih as 811—the lugliest I sold at was 87.50.

At the period of the large flowing well^ at Oil Springs it was worth almost nothing,

about ten cents a barrel : that was about. 1862. For a short time ab'.ut 1865 or

I860 it touched §10 or 811 a barrel. The refined oil was then worth 50 cents a

gall>n. When oil was first found at Oil Springs we were burning whale oil at 81.25

a gallon. There has been recent improvement in wicks, the circular wick ; but as

to burners, the old sun-burner is as good as any. There has been no improvement
in the ordinary lamp for a long time. The whole population of this town is directly

or indirectly employed in the industrj\ I do not know how many men are em-
plo3'ed, but the number is very large. The refining industiy has increased very

much within the last two or three years. Nine-tenths'of the oil of this country is

manufactured here now, and that has increa-^ed the number of meji employed very

considerably. There are large quantities of chemicals useil here, our boilers are

manufactured here, our stills are made here, and our brass goods are partly manu-
factured In-re. All our engines are manufactured in Canada. There is very little

pipe manufactured in Canada : there is only one manufactoiy where it is made, and
that is in Montreal. Tliey do not make the kind of pipe we want. All material

that enters into consumption here has to be of the best quality we can get. It is

owing to that and the skill of our drillers that Petrolia men are in demand all over

the world. Parties are going out everj' month. We have drillers now in Germany,
Austria, India, Burmah, Mexico and Australia. They are in demand in Pennsylvania.

I do not know how many gangs are engaged in that industry ; I think more than a

dozen have gone away within a month. The cause of the demand is, that they have
superior tools and possess superior intelligence. Our manufacturers of tools have
succeeded in getting the greatest possible strength within the smaUest limit, and
the training here makes the men perfect in their department. When they come in

contact with any of the European drillers they distance them completely. The
men are largely the sons of settlers and people who drifted into the oil business.

The work is verj- hard, and requires a strong frame and a clear head. Our men
become great ex])erts at it. Bj- handling the pole they can tell what is going on
down below 1,0 '0 feet as well as if they were there. We drill much quicker than

we used to. Wages, except at the time when it was known but to few, remain
about the same. A fair driller gets 82.50 a day. When they go abroad they get
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good wages, and expenses paid. They are paid by the day in goin^ to Germany,
Austria and India. The ])ay coniniencos when tlioy get there and continues till

they reacli home ; their exi)en.ses are also paid. The iuiprovenient in the (juality

of illuminating oil wiihin the last two years has been very marked ; the improve- Inprovements
ments have been made altogether by those in the business, very little has been '" '^'' ''=l"'"K'

done by chemists <jr experts. The Oil Exchange, ol" which I am jjresident, was
organised about four years ago The object is for buyers and seller.s to meet at a Oil Exchange,

certain hour of the day. Fonuerly the bulls and bears walked upon the streets,

and that was not a very satisfactory way of doing business. The exchange has
facilitated l)usiness. We haJ coml)inations here, but they would generally last for
a season and then break up. Tlic first combination was organised witii the object of
encouraging ex|)oit, and it succeeded fairly well; it was orgnnised in 18(>n. U'e dis-

criminated between home ciin,suini)tion and export prices, and sent the surplus al>road. ^ , v.-i-Uif-ii 1 /-I ii- 111
' -11 111 1 I Tra<le combiDft.

cnieny to J^iUgland. O(uu))etition would be ruinous
;
jobbers would take advantage of tionsto en-

that and reduce the price below cost. The price of relined oil has been run l)elow ten couratre export

cents a g.illon, and crude has gone down to fifty cents a barrel ; that is the lowest in the miaUtv of

modern times. The first combination we had lasted two years. The last one -was iiiuiiiinatinif

organised especially to improve the ([uality of illuminating oil. It lasted eighteen °'''

months and ran through its course. A certain (juality of burning oil was to be manu-
factured, and was to be subject to the examination of the board's inspector. The
report of the (juality was laid upon t^ie table every week and w.iuld show one man's
oil to be better than another's. This caused a rivalry ; the treaters and distillers

were put upon their mettle ; the result was a great improvement in the quality,
and it has to a great extent continued. The Americans were giving our people
better oil then they were selling at home ; they were our competitors, and wanted ^
our trade. The oil business there is managed by an immense corporation with th^Jreat^

"^

unlimited resources, great advantages in the way of freights, and its affairs are United states

sometimes legislation, we think. They sent in a good article and it was necessary <^o"''""«-

managrtd with consummate ability ; it controls transportation and tankage, and
that we should meet them. The sharpest competition is on the eastern coast

;

there the freight on the American oil is very low, while we have 1,200 miles
of railway. Having that advantage there they push us very hard, and they also make
a greit push for Manitoba and British Columbia. Competition presses hard upon
the frontier, and it is difficult to do anything in the Niagara district, though
we send our best oils to those districts. We manufacture oil now that is as
good as tlieir best, and sujierior to their ordinary, and to what they use at home.
We do not have the trade test now, and I think oil sometimes comes on the mar-
ket that would not have passed our inspector. I do not think the Government
should deal with matters of quality ; that is an affair between the buyer and seller.

I think sulphuric acid could be made in this country and used in the manu-
facture of superphosphate. The sulphuric acid has been sometimes recovered here. Sulphuric acid.

We have sent a good deal of our spent acids from here to Detroit to be used in
making fertilisers in connection witli the bone phosphate. For our purposes sul-

phuric acid made from pyrites will answer equally as well as that made from
brimstone. A very considerable quantity of acid is used here. We make as good
a lubricator as ever was manufactured. I have used it for five or six years, running t k • ' ol
engines, and they have required no repairs. I prefer it to the best lard oil. I

supply it to the lake Superior steamers, and they find they can use it in their

sttam cylinders.

H. Kittrld(jc—1 am a member of the firm of McMillan, Kittiidge & Co., and
superintendent of the works. I have been in the oil business in Canada since

1865. I first located in Bothwell during the excitement there, stopped there a few
months and then went into the contracting business putting dftwn wells. I came
to Petrolia in 18G'> and drilled for two years. There was no cribbing done in my S^^t""!— '"fg^
time ; the surface stuffwas bored with an auger as now, and there has been no change
in that respect. We cimsidered then that twelve or thirteen days was particularly

good time, working night and day, and that with the same number of men as now.
At that period the greater part of the drilling was done with the cable tools, which
system recjuires only four men to run night and day. That system is entirely done
awav with in Canada ; ash poles with joints are entirely used. In using the poles

it takes longer to c'ean out the hole at a great de[)th than with the cable system.
In the win'er of 1800 I drilled the well known as the Lancey No. 1. It was
drilled with cable tf)ols. and in drilling it we raced with a gang using the pole The Lancey well,

tools ; we drilled 530 feet and they drilled 30 feet less, but we beat them.
Their gang was considered the best in the community. Our time was fourteen days.
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After the well was down it was offered to nie for $50 and I I'efused it ; two days
after it pumped 400 barrels a day. It has been abandoned quite recently on
account of having too much water. 1 was never engaged in the tanking business,

and I did not go into the retiuing business until 1S7C. My first experience in

refining was at Oil Springs. I started up the old refinery during the existence of
the combinati'm and continued there about nine months. That refinery must
have been built in 18G3 or 1864. At one time there were six refineries at Oil

Springs ; that would be between 1862 and 1865. In 1867 the last one shut down.

They shut down owing to the failure of the supply of the crude material. A large

quantity of crude oil went from Petrolia there to be refined, but everything was on
a very small scale then. Our present works were started in 1880. We are work-
iucr under a patent process which stands in my name. Mr. Woodward has a patent

which is about the same as mine. The best way to explain the system will be to

read the patent. It is as follows :

I am aware that the present ordinary method of refining illuminating petroleum is tO'

treat the distillate obtained by the distillation of crude petroleum \vith sulphuric acid,

caustic soda, litharge and the flowers of sulphur. In such method the distillate is first treated

with the sulphuric acid to remove the tar and other impurities that may be aflFected by the

acid. Then after being washed with water, caustic soda is used; and in order to deodorise

the oil thus far treated the litharge is added. Then in order to precipitate or settle the

litharge or other impurities, or compounds of said chemicals, the flowers of sulphur are added.

But oil so treated gives off an offensive odor when burning, always smokes the lamp chimney
and crusts the wick ; which defects I claim are removed by my process. In my process, take

the distillate obtained as aforesaid, treat it in the ordinary way as before specified up to the
point when the flowers of sulphur would be added, but do not add the flowers of sulphur.

Then at this stage of the treatment return the oil thus treated to the still and re-distil it.

The distillate product of this redistillation is then to be treated in the ordinary method as

before specified, with sulphuric acid, caustic soda, litharge and the flowers of sulphur.

"VMien we put the lead in our oil to treat it, it combines with the sulphur, the

color is changed, but the lead remains in the oil and cannot be got out. Then we
put in sulyjhur and that leaves the oil light and clear. We have rendered the oil

sweet to the nose, but the sulphur is there and as soon as we burn the oil we have
the bad odor and the smoking of the chimney. By my system the sulphuric acid,

lead and sulphur are extracted. There is a little sulphur left, but it is much
better than the old system. We have not got a perfect system, but we have im-

proved upon the old, and it is good as far as it goes. We make very fine oil, and
the Americans have to send their very best oil. to compete with our improved and
to hold the market. We have three large stills, and one re-distilling still. The
capacitv of our three stills is 300, 275 and 250 barrels We make two runs in the

week, but we could if necessary make three runs in that time. As we make mostly

an extra good illuminating oil we get a small percentage from the crude. The
first product is 74 naphtha, 62 benzine, then the Water White illuminating oil ; we
make four grades of burning oil. The specific gravity of our Water White is .788.

We make a special oil for Rogers of Toronto, the Carbon Safetj', gravity. .796.

Our third and standard brand is .802. We make a neutral oil of .850 gravity ; that

is used mostly for wool and for adulterating all kinds of oils. We make paraffine,

but not extensively, besides various kinds of machine oils. Our market for illu-

minating oil has extended this year from the furthest points in Manitoba and the

North-west territories to New Brunswick—generally speaking all over the
Dominion. The demand for our Water White is increasing. Our oil has been
handled altogether this year by Samuel Rogers of Toronto ; we have not therefore

solicited outside orders. Some of our oil is shipped in tank cars and barrelled in

Montreal. At the present time we employ eleven or twelve men. There are

three yardmen, one treater and his assistant, and two stillmen. 1 have no man
workiti^g less than S9 a week. The treater and stillmen are getting ^2 a day each,

and the coopers get 02 a day at this season.

James Kerr—I came to Petrolia in March, 1862, and have been in the country
constantly since. During that time I have been connected with the oil business,

experimenting, operating, putting down wells, building refineries, etc. I have paid

a great deal of attention to the quality of the oil. As compared with the Pennsyl-
vania oil, ours is composed in great part of a different series of hydrocarbons

;

therefore the chemical affinity of our petroleum with foreign mattter is greater than
that of the Pennsylvania product. The parafline series of hydrocarbons is less

liable to unite with foreign matters ; it is not easily aflected with sulphur, sul-

phuric acid, chlorine, or anything of that kind. The paraffine series of hydro-
carbons is that which obtains in Pennsylvania, and is more truly developed there.
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I think that quite an amount of ours may be classed as olefines, and some other

series of paratiiiio (lesoril)L!(l in our books as iso-parafliuo, and nuo-i)aratlin'^, and
the difitjrt'nt scritM of liy(lrocarl)ons. Tlie potrnluuni here is not as complete a

series of paratliiios as tliat of I'eniis^'lvania, and it is more contaminated with

sulplinr. I think it might be called an abnormal series of liydrocarbons. It is

chieHy the auli)hur that is troublesome. These hydrocarbons being different from
the normal hydrocarbons, they are more difficult to treat. One of the

characteristics of this abnormal series is the facility with which it unites with

foreign substances ; here ir, is largely contaminated with sulphur compounds chemi-

cally united with the hydrocarbon molec le. 1 would not call it sulphuretted

hydrogen in its natural state. The fact of these hydrocarlxms lieing different

from the normal renders them difficult to work. When they come in contact Difficulty of

with our chemicals they are liable to combine and form compounds tliat treatment.

do not vaporise >ind oxidise in the flame as the pure series of paraffine hydro-

carbons do. It makes smoke and causes a deposit on the wick unless

these impurities are removed. In Pennsylvania they do not have that to

contend with. We get a great deal of lubricating material out of this crude
oil. Our hd)ricat()rs are as good as any, and we can make any variety or Lubricatinj,' and

grade we choose. I think they can do the same in the States, but I think w.- get
jUi'""'"**'"'''

a larger percentage out of the crutle. There is only a certain proportion of our oil

that is valuable lor illuminating, at any rate in the present state of the market, but

on the other hand there is a larger portion here of the lubricating series than in

Pennsylvania. In addition to the illuminating oil the products are gasoline, naphtha,

the intermediate and wool oils, as many grades of lubricating oils as desired accord- other products,

ing to the point at which distillation i> stopped, and after that we have paraffine

wax. The wax is used for making candles and dilierent other purposes. In addi-

tion there is the coke, hut that is only used in the house for fuel. In the early days
we had analyses made, but we found them of no practical value ; they are rept>rted in

the chenncal dictionary published by Lippiucott, and are referred to in the British

Encycloppedia, ninth edition. In the process of manufacture the gas escapes ; it could

be utilised for fuel, but we do iv >t require it, as we have the tar and refuse. There
would be no difficulty in .saving it. Vaseline is nothing more than the heaviest

grade of lubricating oil. Our crude is said by some analysts to contain some of

the compounds that are used in the manufacture of the aniline dyes, but it is not
considered as good a substance as coal tar to produce dyes from, and we have never
manufactured any. Tars and asphalts could be made from the oxidised matter that

is got in the treating process. Asphalt is verj' largely used in this country for roof-

ing, and is imported. If there were suffici»-nt demand for that or any other product
that we c(mld possibly produce, we would turn our attention to it ; but we do not

make anything till it is called for. In reference to the refining of the oil, my obser-

vation reaches back to the early part of 1867. The old process was then used, the

same as now obtains in Pennsylvania. It is simply the separation of the different

gravities by distillation, and the treatment of the distillates with sulphuric acid and of'refinii'ij"*^*'^

caustic soda ; that is to take out any of the depraved matters formed in the distilla-

tion by the cracking of the oil molecule. We take out the broken carbonaceous

matter ; that is the whole process in Pennsylvania. In IS<37 that was the process

here. In 1868 I went into the refining a short time at Oil Springs, and about that

time the lead treatment was introduced, 1 think by Mr. Allen. He was an English-

man who came to this countrj' and introduced the system ; it was stolen from him
and he nc er got anything out of it. In the early days at Oil Springs a great deal The lead process,

of attention was p dd to chemical analyses. An old Scotchman connected with the

Canada Rock Oil Co. named Pearce, I think, did a great deal of work, but he took

ill and died, and the results of his labors were lost. He made some good samples
of oil. From 1868 to 1885 there was no improvement in the treatment of our oil.

jy^^ redistiila-

At that time the system of redistillation described by the last witness was intro- tion process,

duced. The process of redistillation takes about 24 hours for our large stills. It

consists simply in distilling the oil off the sulphide ; before the distillation it is

translucent, showing the suli^hur is in solution ; translucency shows perfect union.

The objection lo the new process is the increased cost of the redistillaticm, but if

properly done the product should be perfect. I think the fiash test should be 73
instead of 95, and that the gravity should be changed from .805 to .807. '^^^^

The fla»h test
American oil on account of its composition is liable when exposed to a low tempera-
ture to crystallise. When crvstillisation occurs a separation ta %es place of the

gravities and boiling points, and when drawn from the barrel we get simply the oil

with a very low flash point, leaving that with a high flash point in the barrel. Our
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oil does not crystallise at anything like the same temperature. It would be easy to
provide different tests for the American and Canadian oils. With a lower flash

test, instead of being able to get 9 per cent, of Water White we would be able to

get about VI per cent., and 'hat would put us in a position to compete with the
American oil very much better than we now can. In New Jersey and the eastern

states the flash test is 63 ; in Xew York state, for the English market and for

most foreign countries, the test is 73 ; in Michigan, Minnesota and Indiana they
have about the same as we have. The result is that the Americans have a market
for one part in New Jersey, fur another in Xew York, and so on. The reason the
gravity was restricted was because the oil was made very hea\'y, with the result

that when exposed to cold there wis crystal! isable wax in it, and this rendered the
fluid parts of difierent flash tests when drawn off. In our oil now there is no
crystalli ation even in the co dest weather. Take the best American oil and you
will see the parafline wax at 10° below zero, while ours will not show it even at
40° below zero. The gravity of our best oil is .788, and the American is very much
the same. In distilling ihe heat is applied gradually to the crude oil. We do not
know the degree of heat when it begins to distil, but I think it is anywhere fmm
200 to 800". It commences below the boiling point of water, or about 1:00°

; we in-

crease the heat as we get down to the heaviest oils, and before we are through we
have the bottom of our still red hot. I think we can take the boiling point of the

extreme end of our burning oils at 400°. The average would be a great deal less

than that, perhaps 270', while the lighte.st would not be more than :iGO°. Some of

the gasoline would pass off at 90" or 100°.

R. E. Menzie—I am the manager of the Producers' Oil Refining Co., organised

in the fall of 1884 The subscribed stock is S5U,00 I, on which is paid up §37,998.
A. C. Edward is president and there are fifty shareholders in the company. We are

not as a company producing crud-^ oil. We have eight stills, six of which run
c ^ntinuously on the crude oil ; the other two are used for the double distilling. Last
year we imt through 105,000 barrels of crude, making 42,00tt barrels of refined oil.

Our products are refined oil, gas oil, tar and coke. We make one grade of refined,

called Union. The average price of the oil without the barrels is 8 cents an imperial

gallon. We produce benzine wiich we sell at 7^ cents a gallon, including the barrel
;

that leaves 4^ cents for the benzine. We are sending a low gravity gas oil to St.

Hyacinthe and Sherbrooke, Quebec. Tar is worth 70 cents per barrel in bulk, and
we made 21,000 barrels last year. We also made 15,750 barrels of gas oil and about
210 loads of coke, which we sell at about 81.50 a load. Our illuminating oil goes

from the Atlantic as far west as Brandon. We have shipped the tar to diffeient

places around the country—to Courtright, Goderich, IngersoU and St. Thomas ; we
don't export any of it. We employ 16 or 17 men ; sometimes as low as 7 or 8, and
sometimes as high as 30. There are two stillmen af 82 a day, two engineers at 81.50
a day, one treater at 82 1 a week, three coopers at 82 a day, two painters at 81.75 a
day, and ordinary laborers 81.50 a day.

James Fides—I am in the employ of John McDonald, oil refiner. Our worl'S

were established in Maj', 1882. Besides being engaged in refining, Mr. McDonald
is a product^r and farmer. He has forty or fifty wells, two of which are near the

distillery ; the others are mostly on his farm on the 12th line of Enniskillen, about
a mile and a half from the refiner}'. These wells yield a pretty fair average ; I suppose
they will go a barrel a day. Some of them at first pumped 100 barrels a day, but
that i-< some time ago. He put down 25 upon his own place this year, and the
highest he got from one of them was 10 or 15 barrels a day. We produce three

grades of illuminating oil. Acme .790 to .795 gravity. National .802, and Safety .802

to .805. Formerly we manufactured but the one brand; we commenced to manufacture
the three brands ab'>ut six months ago. We manufacture wax, paraffine oil, and
candles ; also axle grease, wool oil, machinery oil, benzine, gas oil, black and other

grades of lubricating oils. There are eleven men employed in the refinery. The two
running the stills get 82 a day, cooper 82 a day, candle-maker 8

' a day, and other.^

get 81.50 a day. Our maiket is all over the Dominion of Canada. We expoit the

wax to Scotland via. New York over and above what we use.
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Frederick Wolfe—I am the manager of the Consumers' oil refinery, which was
erected in 1881. The capital, all paid up, is 830,000. We have five stills for

burning oil. and two parafline stills, making seven in all. Our stockholders are

producers, but the company is not. During last year 48,709 barrels of liurning oil

of two grades were muiufactured. We have half a dozen different brands, but there

are only two grades, the Water White and the Prime White. Ihe brands of the Water
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White are the Beacon Light and the Brilliant Light. We make paraffine wax,
paraffine oil, benzine, gas oil, neutral oil, and oils of different kinds for machinery.
For manufacturing the Water While we have a process diflerent from the other
refineries. We don't use lead or sulphur in the trL^amunt ; we use chemicals in the
still. We manufacture under Kennedy's process. What we have done so far that The Kennedy
way has been experimental. We put into the distillate in the still an equal (juantity treatment

of caustic soda of 60 per cent, strength and copperas and connnon salt—about half
a pound of each to the barrel of oil. That produces an oil that does not require the
other treitment. We are positive that we can manufacture oil without lead. It

does awaj' with the su'jthur to a great extent and stops the crusting of the wick.
Our market is from Halifax to western Manitoba. We have notsui)plied the North- Markets,
west lately. I think the Imperial Oil Co. st res oil in Winnefieg during the summer
and they get lower rates tfiat way. Without having a storehouse there we cannot
supply that country in the winter on account of the high rates of freight. Benzine
is sold in Ontario and Quebec, but our different kinds of lubricating oils we sell all

overCanadi
;
we do not export any. The Americans compete with us in lubrica-

tors. The best grade of American oil has no sulphur. We have not altogether got
rid of the sulphur, but I think our process will to a great extent. V\'e emj)loy about
fifteen men here ; two stillmen at si. 75 per day, one treater at 82, two coopers at ^*'^ °^ wages,

$2, one painter at §1.75, and men around the yard at 81.50. We run the stills

night and day and make two char>.'es a week. During tlie very cold weather we
shut down for about two or three rncmths, and I think most of the other refineries

do the same to a certain extent.

John D. Noble—I am an oil operator, one of the earliest as far as Pttrolia is

concerned. I came here about 1866. The way my attention was first called to the
business was this : I was a vessel owner residing at Kingston. A schooner came
back covered with oil and I asked the captain what was the cause of it. He said Early experien

they had struck oil at Sydenham and could not st"p the wells flowing, and that it ''^^ ** Petrolia.

was coming down the river a foot thick on top of the water. 1 considered there
might be something in it, so 1 came here immediately to lo^k into the matter.
What the captain referred to was caused by the flowing w> lis of Oil Springs.
When I got here they had just struck oil at Petrolia ; I fancied th^ plate and
bought some land. Just at that time the King flowing well was stiuck, and 1

bought some pi-operty close to it, and put doAvn a well which pumped 26O barrels a
day. At that time oil was worth 81.25 a barrel. I sold as quickly as I could, but
I had to erect a number of large tanks on the ground to store in till I could sell, so

that my land got pretty well covered with large wooden tanks. A tire broke out on Theunder-
the adjoining property, extended to mine and burned all my tanks and some 7,5uU ground tanking

barrels of oil. The fire extended till it covei ed some twelve acres. It la.sied two ^"^ ^"^ ^"^*

weeks, the flames shooting up lOO feet. That was in 1867. I thought over the
matter how a recurrence of such a fire could be avoided, and I devised tlietanl<ing

system. I considered the matter over with some friends, Mr. Jenkins in particular,

and we decided to adopt the present underground system. The claj' here is of such
a nature that it makes a perfect tank in itself. We formed the Petrolia Crude Oil

Tanking Co. , and elected Mr. Jenkins president and I was elected vice-pres;dent.

The company was incorporated under the Joint Stock act of Ontario. On top
of the clay there is an alluvial deposit of about 15 or 18 feet. Kxcavations construction of

are made about 60 feet deep and 30 feet in diameter, with a capacity of 8,000 tanks,

barrels of 35 imperial gallons. When we get down 18 or 20 feet, to the cl.iy, a wooden
sheathing is put round the tank, clay is pounded down firmly, and the wall
is brought up about a foot above the surface. At the top it is slojied off

so as to prevent water getting into the tank, and it is perfectly water-tight.
I have held oil in my tanks for ten years without leaking a drop. If the tank were
empty the pre-^sure from the outside would be considerable ; therefore we always
keep thein full of water or oil. There is no planking on the bottom; the nil is

poured in on the clay, which continues for about 100 feet. To build an 8,000
barrel tank costs about 25 cents a barrel or 82,000 for each tank, but sometimes we
get it for 23i or 24i cents a barrel. Refined as well as crude oil can be stored in
the-^e tanks. The temperature is always the .same, and there is no danger from
lightning, which is the grear cause fif fire. Our company have about fift\- tanks, CoUectine and

with a capacity of about 300,000 barrels. Pipe lines are laid all over the territory,
^rude^

'*'*

so that producers are enabled to pump their oil to our receiving stations, and they
get our receipt for the amount pumped. We have receiving stations in the town-
ship of Sarnia, and at Marthaville, three in the Pcrolia vicinity, one ac
the east end, one at Oil Springs. When it is delivered by the pipe line it is
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pumped into a wooden tank that holds so much to the fo t. Where producers are
not connected by the pipe line they employ wooden tanks which contain eight

barrels each, a teamster brings it to the tanks and it is placed to the credit of the
producer. Our receipts are veiy much the same as warehouse receipts. The
holder if he desires can take them ti the bank and monej- w, ill be advanced on
them freely ; or he can sell his receipt to a refinery, whicli calls upon us fur the
delivery nf the oil on demand. As soon as demanded we pump it to the refinery,

and we are connected with all the refineries. As we jjump the oil out we let in

water below ; that forces the oil up, and keeps the tank full. A cent a barrel a
nionth is our charge fir storing. Our tanking company is separate and distinct

from the others. The average production (f the wells now is about a half a barrel
a day ; we have some that pump as much as nine or ten barrels a day, but lialf a
barrel is about the average. I think the largest well we have is about ten
barrels a day. The price now is 81.11 per barrel. The principal reason that we
cannot compete with the Americans in the English market is tliat they produce
about 75 percent, illuminating oil while we produce only al;out 40 per cent ; their
wells flow as high as 2,000 and 3,000 barrels a day, while ours average only half a
barrel. For these reasons we are confined entirely to Canada, and were the
American oil allowed free into this country our industry would be completely
wiped out ; we could not compete with their flowing wells. They sell Prime
White at 7 to 8 cents the wine gallon by the car, and Water W^hite at lU to 12
cents. Having regard to the difference between the wine and the imperial gallon
(one- fifth) that would be equivalent to 8t cents as against 11 cents. We have a
refineiy in connection with our business, but we only make one quality of oil ; it is

between a Water White and a Prime White. In the States they make two
qualities. Prime White and Water White. Their Prime White is nearly as good as

our Water White, about as good as our firm makes. In former ye*rs the Canadian
manufacturers did not give the same attention to the business as now; we now
make a much better oil than formerly, but we suffer from our bad reputation. In
our refinery we use 50,000 l)arrels of crude oil a year. We take 40 per cent, of that
as burning oil ; the balance is composed of gas oil, lubricating oil and rar. and
there is a loss of about 10 per cent. The tar is about 20 per cent., gas oil 15 per
cent, and lubricating oil 15 per cent. We ship most of our refined oil in bulk to

Ottawa and it is barrelled there. The average value of our burning oil would be
two-thirds at 8 cents, and one-third at 11 cents, making about 863,000 for the
year's product. The gas oU is worth 75 cents a barrel of 35 imperial gallons, the
lubricating oil o cents a gallon in barrels, and the tar 70 cents a barrel in bulk.
The capital of our company is 850,000. all paid up. From the 20th January to the
end of Decei:iber, 1887, we received 244,979 barrels and shipped 300,309 barrels.

In the ten months of 1888 we received 281,036 and shipped 206,893 barrels ; in
1884 received 255,768 and shipped 184,214 barrels : in 18"5, received 299,407 and
shipped 312,554 barrels ; in 1880, received 253,022 and shirped 240,134 barrels.

The consumption of refined oil has been increasing, but the supply of crude oil has
been diminishing.

William Hammond—I am connected with the Producers' Tanking Co., which
was organised in 1884 as a joint stock company under the Ontario act. The sub-
scribed capital is 840,000 ; the paid up capital is about 824,000. Our tanks have
a capacity of about 82,000 barrels. We have about five miles of pipe line runnin<?
around the corporation east and west, and get our supply from the Petrolia district

altogether. We have eleven wells of our own that pump about 250 barrels a month.
Our charge for storage is one cent a barrel per month. We send a little crude to

London and Hamilton, but not much—nearly all is used here.

Duncan Sinclair— I am a well driller and have been drilling wells for

seventeen years for myself. I have been drilling altogether for about twenty years.

I drilled for a year and a half in Italy for oil, and 1 have also drilled in New Bruns-
wick. When I first started we drilled with the cable drill and worked night and
day with a gang of four men. Now it takes three men for the night and three for

the diy. We use wKite-ash poles about 36 or 37 feet long, spliced in

the middle. We cannot take them out as quickly as the cable. When I began
work twenty j^ears ago the first well I worked at took five weeks to finish after we
got down to the rock. Goinur down through the surface was another liranch of the
business ; the surface was jjut down with an auger. Drillers were getting about
82.50 a fo<'t for drillincr surface and all. The contractor took the job and let the
surface boring ; he did not furnish rigging at all, nor the wood nor water—only

the boring tools—and it took four or five weeks to put down a well. There were very
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few poles used then. Tlie caMo tools wore lighter than the cable toils used now,

but of the same style. Tlie advantage of the pole is that you can hold the tools prggeiit process,

together going through an}' diliicult or bad rock, when you could not with the cable.

We get oil here at from -150 to 405 feet. ] have never foinid much oil below that. We
can put down a well in a week now, op perhaps in less time if we have no breakage

;

•flonietimes it is done in live days, but as a general tiling a well in a week is fair work.

The price is now $U)0 to $H')() a well, and wo supply the tools and machinery, and
wood and water if required. We drill in a dry h<<\ii, ])utting in enouirh water to

rise to the depth of tlie sinker ; the tools drop very fast. The weight of the sinker

is 1,000 jiounds, much heavier than it was in tlie old days. Now we know how to

run to perfection, while in tho old day.s we knew very little. There are g-ing.s con-

stantly drilling here, but in the whole region there used to be a great many more than

thei'e are now ;
they have gone to foreign countries. The casing is furnishe<l but

^ve generally put it down ; we put down the pump and just start it ;
of cou'.se that is

pgtrolia well-

also furnished. I think about ten o" twelve gangs are employed around here. A drillers abroad,

great many of our drillers are in foreign parts ; the Canadian drillers have a good
name, and they are sent for. A great many are going from here to Australia, and
I am going myself too.

W. Gibbon—On the south side of Manitoulin island, east of Manitowaning, a

company bored for oil. They got petroleum, but had to desist on qh in Mani-
account of the amount of salt which prevented further work. It is about toulin island,

twenty years since the work was done there. They bored I think in three or four

places, one well being sunk to a depth of 400 feet, and the others 200, 320> and 100

feet respectively. The oil in each of the wells was c f sujierb quality, but in each
-case they also met with salt.

PHOSPHATE OF LIME.

The Oommission visited several producing properties of apatite or phos-

phate of lime in the Kingston district, along the line of the King.ston and
Jegto^'!"''''^*^

Pembroke railway, and also in the Perth district in the vicinity of Otty and

Bob's lakes. This latter country was thoroughly described Vjy Mr. Vt nnor

in the report of the Geological Survey for 1873-74, pp. 100-139. Though

only a small part of the phosphate-carrying districts was visited by us,

•enough was seen to prove conclusively the mistaken idea which seems to pre-

vail in some quarters that phosphate of a lower grade, or of an inferior

quality, alone exists on the Ontario side of the Ottawa river. Larger deposits

have been opened up, particularly in one district, on the Quebec side thus far,

but as regards similarity of occurrence and variation in quality (dependent

largely upon intelligent dressing of the rock) identical conditions appear to

prevail on both sides of the Ottawa. The quality of the higher grades of

phosphate shipped from some of the mines along the Kingston and Pembroke

railway is as high as any produced in Canada. The evidence will point out

various facts in this connection.

The phosphate properties of Capt. Boyd Smith are on lots 29 and 30,

concession 1, township of Hinchinbrooke, in the county of Frontenac. A wide ]^,^,^gg°^
^'""

band of grey pyroxenic rock strikes north-east and south-west and dips to the

north-west. On the north-west side is crystalline limestone, and on the south-

east side granite. Magnetic iron ore occurs in places in this formation along

with apatite. The veins or deposits of apatite occur irregularly in various

sizes and striking in different directions. About twenty openings have been

made from 20 to 60 feet deep. One large opening from which phos[)hate has

been taken to a depth of 140 feet shows a width of from 12 to 15 feet, while

another large bunch has been worked down to 145 feet. In ])laces the pyrox-

enic rock becomes very quartxose and resembles gneissic quartz syenite. The
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phosphate is mixed with black pyroxene and magnetic iron ore. Tlie grey

pyroxenic gneiss gives place to a pinkish syenite in places, and when this occurs

the phosphate, where found, is of a pinkish color. Another large surface

deposit of red phosphate runs north-east and south-west and is about 8 to 10
feet wide. Mr. Smith stated in his evidence that the average of apatite-

shipped during the past two years is 84 per cent. The magnetic iron ore

occurs similarly to the phosphate, and is of a high giade when the apatite is-

carefully cleaned from it. The bands, however, are not wide enough or ap-

parently presistent enough to make it worth while working them at any
places yet opened.

The phosphate property of James Foxton, of Sydenham, is situated on lot-

10, concession 1 3, of Loughborough, in the county of Frontenac, about seven miles

from the village of Sydenham. The rock in the vicinity of the deposit is a
s-^v. x.E. banded gneiss with grey hornblende and pink felspar

seams, quartzose in places. At the bottom of the largest

pit (Fig. 28) the strike is north-east and south-west, but

the width is not known as the wall has not yet been

leached on the south-east side. At the two ends masses-

f dark green apatite and pyroxene are exposed to a width

f 12 feet,and on the south-east wall is a quartzose horn-

lendic rock. The phosphate in this deposit is pure and of

I very high grade. On the surface the vein can be followed

for some distance. Another smaller pit has been sunk on
* '™'

—

this vein near the shaft, where calcspar is found full of

phosphate crystals and associated with some mica crystals.

'
^* . , . —-''-" It is said this vein can be followed across the lot. About

Fig. 28. Foxton mine. 100 yards north 55*^ east from the shaft, at another open-
fj. Phosphate and pyrox- ,v • ^i • -^ -.^ < . i .1

ene. mg On the same vein, there is a pit 2d feet deep, the vein

dipping 75'' to the north-west. It yields at this place a great deal of pyrites,

the vein consisting of two feet of phosphate and four feet of iron pyrites across

its width.

Several openings were visited on lot 4, concession 8, iu North Burgess,

on the shore of Otty lake. At the first opening visited (Fig. — ) the phosphate

runs east and we.st. At the second place there is a vein of phosphate four or

five feet wide dipping to the east and nearly perpendicular,

consisting chiefly of layers of phosphate and mica. One
- of the layers is two feet in thickness and will run 80 per

_^^ cent, of pure green phosphate. A shaft has been sunk

^^^ here to a depth of 100 feet. The walls are a grey quartzose

Fig. 29. (j. phonphate granitic rock, and in places vein stuff is mixed with

SrlfanjdSr'" '' pjroxenic matter. Through this part of the country the

phosphate occurs in narrow veins or deposits in a pyroxenic micaceous rock

with quartz patches in places. There does not appear to be any large mas-ses

of apatite in this township, and it is said that it is found more profitable to

carry on a number of small workings, as open cuts or excavations, with a few-

men, than to try deep mining with hoisting and pumping machinery.
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The Coiiiinission visited tho superpliosplmte works of the Standard

Ftrtiiiser and Chemical Cotupany, Smith's Falls, and as the suhiect of fertilisers Superphogpiiat*
' •'

'

' ' of lime.

is qf especial importance to the agricultural industry of the country some facts

from Mr. Brodie's evidence are taken, together with information derived at

the works themselves, to make the description of the process and resulting

fertilisers more complete. Various grades of superphosphate are manufactured

for fertilising purposes, and acid phosphate is also m.tde at the works which

is used for baking powder, etc. The sulphuric acid used in the process at

this establishment is manufactured from brimstone imported from Sicily,

and costing at Smith's Falls one cent per pound. The apatite is ground

very fine by buhrrstones, after which it is conveyed into a vat by means

of a fan. The coarser dust falls back to the stones and is re-ground.

The ajiatite requires to be pulverised to such a degree of fineness that if bolted

it would go through a 120 mesh, or at least an 80 mesh. The charge is weighed

out, moistened with sulphuric acid and run into the mixer, and thence into

an air-tight bin that has a wooden funnel above to carry oti the hydrofluoric

acid which generates. The acid and phosphate of lime work in this bin and

solidify in twenty-four hours. It is then broken up by a sort of disintegrator,

and after being mixed with various proportions of hydrochloric acid, ammonium

potash, aramoniura sulphate and nitrate of soda it is ready for shipment.

The following grades of fertilisers are manufactured :

No. 1 S32 per ton.

No. 2, Standard ".

35 " "

No. 3, Special 40 " '•

No. 4, Fruit tree 42 " "

Plain superphosphate 26 " "

In 1 887 three hundred tons of fertilisers were manufactured and sold. Acid

l)hosphate is also manufactured by this company. Only the purest ground ^cid phospi.ate.

phosphate is used for its production, which is carefully sorted by hand. After

the acid has dissolved the phosphate the charge is leached off and the product

is the liquid phosphate. This is then evaporated down to a syrupy conditions

is mixed with starch and dried, after which it is ground. It is used as a

substitute for cream of tartar, and chiefly as a baking powder.

The phosphate used at the works comes from Burgess and from

Buckingham. The hisrh grade (83 or 84 per cent.) used for acid phosphate Costof tuefertii-

costs $17.50 at the factory, and the low grade (65 per cent.) costs about $9.60- materials.

Farmers use about 300 pounds of the fertiliser to the acre, and that quantity

is claimed to have the same effect as 25 wagon loads of well-rotted barnyard

manure. Market gardeners use 800 to 1,000 pounds per acre. The ammonium
sulphate costs ^60 per ton, and 811 worth is put into a ton of the fertiliser-

This and the potash are imported from Germany. Of the output of the

works about seven-eighths is of the grades Special and Standard, and the price

obtained averages $35 per ton. The lead chambers in the works cost about

$10,000, and the pure sulphur is said to be much less severe upon these than

when iron pyrites is used. The sulphur also occupies much less room, and a

boy can look after the furnace. The cost of producing sulphuric acid is

about 70 cents per 100 pounds.
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Mining- in Stor-
jinarton.

Joseph Bawden—T have been interested in phosphate propertj- in the township of
Storrington on lots 2. 4 and 5 in the 14th concession. I -was associated with J. M.
Machar and we carried on operations for one winter, and some of the properties
we let out to parties on a roydlty. No mining has been done in that region within
the last four years. We took out about liO tons of phosphate, and the other
parties about SdO tons. The amount of roj'alty generally depends upon the state

of the roads, the distance from a market and the supposed practical dlity of work-
ing the deposits. It varies from $1 to $2 a ton. We sold part of what we mined,
ourselves at §15 a ton. It has been sold in this city at from §10 to 815 and $16,
depending upon its richness and the price at the place of manufacture. The
portion we sold for 815 a ton was required to go 75 per cent. Bj^ culling, the phos-
phates of this section can be made to grade up to 8i) per cent. All the ph.'Sj^hate

of good quality finds a leady market at Kingston for shipment to Great Britain or
the United States, to Baltimore. I understand that the demand for Canadian
phosphate is increasing considerably in both England the United States. Canadim
apatite now forms 12 per cent, of the quantity entering into British manufacture.
The phosphate formation comes into Frontenac county at the north-east part of the
township of Storrington, adjoini* g Leeds, where a large amount was mined for the
Brockville chemical works. A large quantity was taken out by Cowan and Steele

on the shore of lake Opinicon. Since then James Hunter has taken out consider-

able quantities. Tliis formation is continuous with the phosphate bearing forma-
tion in which Mr. Machar and myself carried on mining. We traced the phosphate
beaing formation in a westerly direction from that point across the township of

Loughborough, at different points in the 10th, 1 1th and 12th concessions, to nearly

the western boundary of the township ; that is the first belt of the phosphate min-
ing region. Next, going in a northerly direction in Bedford, we find phosphates at

different points in the line across the south third of the township, but not passing

the western boundary of the township that I am aware of. We have another phos-

I^hate bearing f'rmation north of Bob's lake, extending into the township of

Hichinbrooke at that point I believe. In one of the bands the phosphate seems to

be replaced by mica. In Storrington and in Lougborough we get deposits of mica
which are now worked—that is in the first band I mentioned. In some phosphate
veins we find black mica.

Market for

phosphates.

Belts of the
phosphate-bear-
ing formation.

Working mines
in Frontenac.

Occurence of

phosphates.

Cost of pro-
duction.

(George Richardson—I have seen nearly all the mines in the Frontenac section

and have handled the product of pretty much all the phosphate mines in this part

of the country. At Sharbt)t lake there is a good mine belonging to Mr. Smith,
who has also a mine near Bedford station. Both are large mines. The Foxton
mine is on lot 13 in the 10' h concession of Loughborough. This with the two owned
by Mr. Smith are the only mines that are working to-day. Tlie output of those

three mines is about 3,000 tons a j'ear. There are some small locations workeil by
farmer.-?, who mine the phosphate in small \'eins and throw in a lot of dirt with it.

In Sebastopol, beyond Boh's lake, there is phosphate, and we shipped a thouscind.

tons out of that section when we woiked it. Our property is ()2 miles from Egans-
ville, in Sabastopol, and there is hardly a lot in the township that has not phosphate
on it. To the north of Haley station also there is phosphate. We have worked
twenty-five or thirty deposits on our property. Phosphate is very deceiving, as it is

ajjt to run out at any time ; that I believe is the case with phosphate in all sections.

In some i)laces the phos[ihates are capped with crystalline limestone, in other places

with black jack, and sometimes they are found with pyroxene rock on top. In
Sabastopol it occurs as pockets in the limestone. The lime is like a seam on the

sides, and when we remove that we get to the phosphate. In the Kingstoir district

we look for it in pyroxene, but in Sabastopol with a lining of crystalline limestone in

granite. It is generally found there in a seam, just like a vein, and in s me places

wider than others ; there is no greenstone associated with it, and whatever color the

phosphate is the granite will be of the same color. The quality of our phosphate
is equal to any ; there is no vein in thi^ country that will not run from 75 to 86 per

cent. The average cost of mining would be, I should say 85 a ton, tljat is to make
it ready for the market. The freight to Montreal depends upon the locality whence
it is sliifiped ; say from 82 to 85 a ton ; then there is the hauling to the station.

Perhaps from most of the mines on the Kingston and Pembroke railway it could be
deliv.-red at Si a ton from the station. For 80 per cent, phosphate we can con-

tract for aoout 816 or 817 at Montreal. The German market pays the most money
for high grade phos;>hate. It costs Mr. Smith about 83 a ton to mine, and it does

not cost him more than 87 a ton delivered in Montreal at the outside. We cannot

handle farmers' phosphate because they will not mine it carefully. To ship to
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Europe at the present time, it has to go 80 per cent, to muko it a. profitahle Vjusi-

ness I hive not visited tlie mines in any otlier pliosphate distiict, but I know
that as far as (piality is concerned tlie pIios])liate frf)m tliis district i> ecjual to any.

] think pho-i)hate occurs in pockets everywhere, as it d(jes liere. We can readily
pj^^'t"

°' ^''

"

trace the helts (n* ridi^es in which it occurs ; if we foUow one we will find outcroi)-

pings. Their general course is north-east and south-we-t. The red jihosphate we
Hiid with rid granite and tlie green jihosithate is found with grey granite. We have
found s )me very rich white pliosi)hate, and have shipped 200 tons of it. I do not
think tile color has aiiyth iig to do with the (juality, though a gnsat many j>eople

prefer green. I have had it almost hlack, and very rich. Sometimes we Hnd a
Teiii currying iron pyrites, hut the pyrites will generally run out. I have been in the -^'arketfor phog

business twelve years, and up to f>>ur years a,'o we used to average 4,000 tons a year. '' * ®

Since then the market has been poor. The price now at King.ston is S14 ; twelve
years ag(j it was $S to $59, but I have paid as high as 818 and 819. The old country ia

our best market at present. Phosphate goes duty free to the States, Ijut the Carolina
phosphate though only 54 per cent, is easy to manufacture and takes less acid ; it

soils I think for about 811 a ton. There is no fear that the demand will fall off. Super- as a fertulae*
*

phosphate is not used by the Canadian faruu-rs. W^e have given out some in the
r.iw state but the result that waj' is very slow. I know of a case however where
.a farmer put it very thick on a few acres of wheat and had a double crop afterwards.

N. D.Moore— I am interested in some of the mica and phosphate pr 'perties in

the Sydenham district, in the township of Loughborough. We have given leases on p, . .

s-'veral of tlie properties which are being worked, but we are not working any of pertiesin the

the projierties nurselves. They were formerly known as the Smith and Lacey and Sydenham dig-

Purdy properties. There are about 1,050 acres in the tract. On one of tlie tracts ""^ '

which we have leased, and which contains about 50 acres, the lessee claims to have
149 openings and probably 40 or 50 veins, and he is cross-cutting these veins at a
depth of from 75 to 100 feet below tlie surface. I am decidedly of the opinion
that phosphate occurs in veins, the same as iron ore, and that it is of irruptive

origin. \\'hile I am of the opini<m that the veins are continuous, it will require
•considerable testing in this locality to prove whether I am correct or not. The
surface showings of phosphate are from six inches to six feet wide. So far they
have in almost every instance run out in going down, but that is what I would
expect, as 1 have seen the same thing occur on every one of the iron ranges that I

have operated. For instance, in the old Marquette range of Michigan the iippear-

a,n e of the surface Avorkiugs of the different mines is more like the diggings
in the phosphate region here than anvthing else I know of. In almost every in-

:stfince the surface showings ran out entirely and sinking had to be done, some-
times to a great depth before the v. in v^ as encount' red again. I fully believe,

thereforr-, tliat at greater dei)th in our phosphate country the veins will not only
get stronger, but that the quility of the phosphate will very material y improve.
We have a companj'^ organised, composed of American and Canadian capitalists.

The amount of the capital stock is 850,00 i, which is all subscribed and paid for. , .

.

A little more than half is held by Canadians. The intention is to develop phos- pany or^'anised

phate and other minerals. We intend to work more especially on the phosphate at

present. We are not hauling phosph ite yet, and do not intend to do so until we
get good sleighing. We are eight miles from the railway, and expect to sell our
phosphate in jNIontreal. We have offers for all the phosphate we can mine for

three years. The demand in the States for Canadian phosjihate is increasing,

while the Carolina mines are getting poorer. We are drifting into two hills to

strike and cross-cut the veins at a depth of 75 or 100 feet from the surface.

Sometimes the pyroxene takes the place of mica in the phosphate veins. I under-
.staml that i^yroxene is considered a good indication ot pliosphati^.

Jamea Foxton—I reside in Sydenham and am engaged in jihosphate mining.
Mj' property is situated in Loughborough, being composed of lot 13 in the 10th

„,i,^g in''i"ouL'h-

•conc ssion, lOO acres. When I acquired the property twenty-five ytars ago no borough,

pliosphate had been dis;;overed upon it. I made the first discoveiy and opening
about eleven years ago. We have altogether about four hundred shows opened up.

In many ])laces we find the phosphate in veins, but we have not followed them
down mure than eight or ten feet, except one tiiat we are working now and two
others that are down ahout twenty fe't. I think the vein we are on extends across
the lot. There are other veins parallel to it, the general course being about north-
east and south-west ; that is the general course of the country rock. Veins
extend across the whole breadih of the lot ; in some places they are not more than
iour or five feet apart, and in other places fifty feet. I do not consider that we
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have thoroughly explored the property, nor do I think that we have discovered all

the veins that are upon it. NV e began operations on the deep pit about hve j-eai's-

ago, and its present depth is 115 feet ; the ve n is there about fifteen feet wide. I

think I have taken out altogether about 4,000 long tons ; during the present
summer I have taken out about 416 tons, averaging? about 82 per cent. Last year
I got out about 30 » tons that would average about the same per cent. It then
realised $18 delivered at Kingston. This year for the 68 tons I have in Kingston
and what I have here I have been offered 814, but 1 think I will get $15. W&
have g.x'd facilities for shipping. In summer we haul it to Eel lake, put it on
scows and take it live miles of the distance to Kingston that way ; after being^

taken off the scows it has to be hauled tlie rest of the way. By rail they charge
$10 a car from Han'owsmith to Kingston. That is equal to a dollar a ton, and it

would take 75 ctnts a ton to put it on the car trom the mine. My team hauls-

about 4,6 or 4.800 lb., and in winter they often haul 6,000 lbs. In this way we
can deliver the phosphate at Kingston for $l.-25 per ton. Last .«ummev we
employed six or eight lads ; we don't require men for the work. We drill by
steam, and there are two men to attend to that. We have a boiler, engine, steam
hoist and steam drill. In summer time I paid the men $ 3 and board, and 'he
boys 88 and 89. They w.ll not clean the phosphate j^roperly if they work by
contract. 1 have only one heifer with the drill ; my son runs it. We do not
timiier our shaft, as I do not think it is needed ; it is a perfectly solid lock, and
tliere are no seams in it. The drifts are at the lowest level of the shaft. There is

not an ounce of mica in a hundred tons of phosphate with us. It ci sts about 84 a
tton to raise the phosphate if 15 or 20 feet deep, and it does' not make any
difierence down to 15o feet. Working at ^0 or 30 feet with a windlass took two
men to attend to the windlass, while now" at a depth of 115 feet we ra se the bucket
by steam and it cos"s much less. A quarter of a co^-d of wood gives us a;l the
steam we want for a day, and I get the wood at $1.25 a cord. I lan deliver the
phosphate for $4 a t(m at Kingston from the deep vein. We rai^e about tive tons.

a day. We have dnne some drifting ; south-west we have gone about 45 feet, and
north-east about the same, but we have not stoped out any yet. My phosphate is.

prin ipally green, but some of the showings are red. In the deep sliafc it is all

one color. In the other showings there is some of both c lots. I do not know" of
any cross veins. I know this section pretty well. There is an immense range of

phosphate rocks about fifteen miles long and about three miles wide : it runs about-

east and west. I think Boyd Smith's location is about the limit to the west. The
range extends to lake 0|)inicon, and that must be twenty miles. Thei e is.

phosphate in Bedfor I, but the country has not been prospected except here and
there. It is in Loughborough, Storrington, Oso, Hinchinbrooke, North Burgess.

and North Crosby. It would be found all through the back country if explored.

In quality we can equal that from the province of Quebec. There is a good deal

taken out by farmers who do not understand anything about mining ; they leave a
great deal of dirt in it, and that has given Ontario phosphate a bad name.

Boyd Smith—I reside at Washington. D.C. , and am interested in the phosphate
mines at Eagle lake and St. George lake, known as the Blessington mines. The
E.igle Uke property consists of lot? 29 and 30 in the 1st concession of Hinchinbrooke,
and lot-s 29 and 30 in the 1st of Bedford. The St. George lake property consists-

of lot 6 in the 1st of Oso. The area of the Eagle lake property i.s between 800 and
1,(>00 acres, and of the St. George lake property about 200 acres. I began opera-
tions "iL the St. George lake property about four years age, and on the Eagle lake
propert about tAvo years ago. From Eagle lake I have taken out about 3,200
ton-i, and from the St. George property I have .^hipped about 1,000 tons. The out-

put from the Ea'.^ie lake property this year has been 1,200 tons. I have worked
the St. George lake prop rty this year about three months, and have taken out
about 300 tons. What I have sold has averaged me 815 a ton. The average of
my phosphate ha^^ been 83, 85 and 86 per cent. My shipments to England last

year averaged 84 per cent. My shipments to the United States went over that.

This year and last year together I shipped to England 2,200 tons; the balance-

went to the States. My b-.«t market is in the States. That is partly owii'g to my
friends being there, but 1 think that eventuallv that country will be the market for
Kingston phosphates. The freight to Philadelphia is less than to England, while
the price there is about the same. The market in the States is growing all the
tini'-. Where thev took 200 tons the first year they took 500 the second, and are

willing to take l,0O() this j-ear. The number of men we employ varies. Las
summer we had about 80. Now we are working 37 on the St. George lake pre*
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perty and about 12 at Eagle lake. In winter we can only work in the deep
pits. We pay boys 75 cents, muckers §1, and ()tli(3r men from $1.10 to Sl,-'0, ex-

cept the superintendetij;, wlu) gets $'i a. day. The phosphate occurs in half a Occurrence of

dozen lodes, running nortii-east and south-west through the whole of these four ''"'l'*'°'*P'^**-

lots, a distance of a mile and a half. The width acrcj.ss the belt where the hjdes

occur is about ;5()0 yards. The lodes are from si.v inches to six feet, and are

irregular, running in pockets and cliimneys. We have made ab<jut twenty open-
ings at Eagle lake, the greatest depth being about 140 feet ; the others are from
25 to GO feet. At the St. (ieorge lake property the pho.sphate occurs like seams of

coal between granite and limestone, and is workeil like a<iuarry. The dip is very
uniform, at 40°. On the Eagle lake property there is a good deal of magnetic iron.

James Bell— I am interested in a phosphate prf>perty in the township of

Storrington, I have a mining lease from the Canada company of 82 acres, acquired
four years ago this fall. The tirst mining on it was done ten or twelve years ago
by a man named Teeple. I put on a steam engine and a steam drill, and cut the working a deep
shaft over again to admit of a tramway being built. 1 have sunk to a deptli oi 150 mineinstorring-

feet at in angle of 45'-'. Tlie hanging wa'l is syenite. The vein is well delined all '*'"

the wa/ , it pinched in several places, the narrowest being about a foot and a half,

but now it is about six to eiglit feet wide, which is the widest it has been We had
it conti'iuously all the way down 150 feet. At a depth of 150 feet we drifted ea.st

about 75 feet, and the widest part is at the farthest end of the drift. The rock

was much softer and easier to di'ill down below ; there was no pyrites. We worked
about seven months last year and the year previous, and took out about 400 tons. Quality of phoB-

We commenced work tliis season, but our buildings were burned down in the latter phate.

part of June. The general character of the [jhosphate on the west side of the

descent was green mixed with red, while on the east side it was nearly all red.

Some of our phosphate is 85 per cent. Our analyses of it would average 80 per

cent. It has to be cobbed, and that is where the expense comes in, as there is some
black hornblende with it. I shipped to Hamburg and London and got about 25 Markets,

cents a unit. That would give about $20, and is l)etter than selling in Montreal.

I never would ship to consignees, as they have so many charges tliat it W(juld be
almost as well to sell at home. I sold 29 tons in the American market, and the sale

was satisfactory to us. My idea was to grind the phosphate and sell it in bags. I

caught 820 a ton for ground phosphate averaging 80 per cent, at the mill. Iliad

about 14 or 15 imn employed when working ; they were all miners, and about six

or seven were in the pit. I paid from SI. 10 to $1.25 per day to miners, but to the ^^gea.*"
engineer and fireman I paid $1.50. We will have the works in operation soon
again.

TV. H. L. Gofduit—We know of apatite in three townships in Haliburton.

There is a very tine showing iti Dysart. We had some of it analy.sed here and in pdogphate ia
the old country. It proved to bs; very good ; the old country analysis was the Hiliburton.

higher of the two. I cannot say whether it is a vein or a bed. In the township of

Dudley it is in the side of a hill, and appears to be a vein. I have traced it myself
quite a distance. It occurs in lot 3 or 4 of the 4th concession. On an island in

Long lake, exactly east of that deposit, we found fine specimens of phosphate
;

I think it continues right along. The Dysart deposit is on a liill within 400 yards
of the railway-

J. Campbell— I found some phosphate on lot 6 in the 10th concession of Mon-
mouth, but I do not know the extent of it.

Monmouth.

Jamea Bell—I am registrar of the south riding of Lanark. I have done a little

prospecting for phosphate and mica. Lits 7 and 8 in the 7th concession of Bur- phosi.hate ia

gess were opened by me ten years ago, but nothing m>re than small Burgess,

pits were put down. On the adjoining lot a shaft has been sunk to

a depth of sixty or eighty feet, and a great (piantity of phosphate has

been taken out. A gentleman from London, England, worked it for a couple of

years. There is any quantity of it there. My impression is that the countrj' is

rich in both phospliate and mica, but I think the best lots are held for purposes of

speculation. The bulc of ihj phosphate his been taken out by the farmers under Methods of

contract, but their work has been only routing on the surface. The English wv.rkii.j: the

companies went to the other extrenie, sinking shafts, getting steam engines and ^^P*'*''*-

putting up buildings before they knew whether there was anything to justify the

outlay or not.

W. J. Morris— Apatite occurs in North Burgess in gash veins and deposits,

one cannot call them real beds. There is no regular run to the rocks suthcient to
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follow for any given distance. That is the edge of the disturbed belt ; the veins.

apatite in ^'orth themselves are often dislocated. The Matheson deposit on lot 2, in the 8th of
Burgess. Burgess was the tirst opened in Canada. Work was commenced on that lot about

1855 or 185G, and has been continued more or less to the present time. Apatite is.

T^rf^t^f^
""°^ ^^^° found on the north shore of Bob's lake in the township of Bedford ; there is.

a true vein traced about 300 feet, opened nearly "JOO feet, and worked to a depth of hO
feet. The walls are principally pyroxene. The vein when I saw it was six feet wide
and a mass of crystals for eight feet deep ; it widened out to 15 and 16 ftet. At times.

arsenical iron pyrites gave trouble. The finest crj-stals in the world were got there ; I

got one that weighed 1,000 lb. I have seen hundreds of crystals weighing from 50 to
100 lb. In loading cars we have had to break every crystal with the hammer for
fear they vould be stolen as specimens. These crystals were found in the first six

feet of depth. On the walls there was a lining of a kind of soapstone. We were
not bothered with calcspar in the vein.

William Davies—I reside in Perth, and I am a mining superintendent. I have
been in this vicinity about eighteen years, and have been interested in minnig
development all that time. I have some interest in property from twenty to thirty
miles from Perth, but have been chiefly interested in phosphate mining in this dis-

trict. I have not mined any phosphate for about a year before that 1 managed
the Anglo-Canadian Phosph-ite Co.'s mine for about eight or nine years.

In my opinion the phosphate occurs in pockets running lengthwise, and
the same way down. If we get it on the surface and it plays out at
both ends we will get it again, but it may be in large or small quantities.

The walls are getierally granite or pyroxene, and there is a good deal
of mica mixe 1 with it. The mica is generally in the pyroxene, which foims
one or both walls : sometimes you get the pyroxene without it. Speaking:
generally, granite forms one wall and pyroxene the other. There is a good
deal of crystalline limestone, and it is often associated with the phosphate.
Sometimes we find that the phosphate and the limestone are mixed up in the vein
very largely. We don't find it forming a wall, but chiefly as part of the vein
matter. There are some large bands of crystalline limestone in Burgess, some of
which are rich in phosphate, but most of them are not. There are deposits at
Otty lake that can be traced for half a mile. The contents of some are pure
phosphate, but there is generally a slight mixture of mica, and the phosphate is

generally associated with pyroxene. Sometimes it is full of small lumps of black-
jack ; sometimes, but veiy seldom, we get tourmaline ; and sometimes pyroxene is

mixed with it. Limestone is. I think, the most common mixture. Occasionally
we find iron pyrites, but not often. The largesf deposit of phosphate I have seen,

in this district is a vein with two perfect walls ; it is a mixture of phosphate,
pyroxene, mica and limestone. The walls are 25 feet apart. It is on the east half
of lot 13, in the Gth concession of Burgess. It belongs to Mr. McMartin and is not
being worked now. There are two pits on it, one 50 feet deep and the other
40 or 50 feet. On 10 in the Gth of Burgess there is a shaft IbO feet deep,
and I a-n told there is about 2 j feet f>f pliosphate still in the bottom. The vein m
one place was five feet wide, but it pinched. The reason work stopped was because
all the machinerj' was burned. I do not know much about the Ottawa district, but
I have seen specimens from there and I have seen phosphate here equal to anything

The Ottawa dis- they get there. The formation in the Ottawa district is altogether different from
trict phosphate, ours. It seems to occur in large bunches down there ; here they are smaller and

seem very like veins. There are more of them, more regular and smaller. I do
not know much about the rock at the Quebec mines, but it seems to me that there
was a good deal of mica and pyroxene ; it is pretty much all pyroxene down
there. We have more limestone and mica here. The Quebec phosphate is,

I think, nearly all green, while most of the phosphate here is a reddish
green ; it is mostly colored a little. There is some here as hard as
granite. The purity of our phosphate depends upon the mining. By proper
mining we can get it 80 per cent. , and higher if we wish. Our people have been
more careless, and the Ottawa district has got a better name. I think the contract
system is to blame. I think the prospects as to the quantity here are as good as
they ever were

;
people are making new discoveries all the time. Witliin the last

two or three years prices have not been good. Miners are satisfied to get Sl'2 a ton
for 80 per cent, on the Rideau canal or at Perth. It would cost -ST to get it up,
and then the carting would cost according to the length of the haul. Some of

the deposits require no cobbing at ail ; they will go 80 per cent, without touching
them. In the ore we ship, seconds would run about 60 per cent. ; they are about

A large vein.

Color and
quality.
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one-third of tlie whole. I do not know whether it could he profitably mined to a
great depth. It is very vnicertaiii, .and one cjiniiot make a calcuiali(m about
going down ; sometimes large surface slmwiiigs i)lay out in two feet. We never
use a diamond drill, and I don't think it would be safe to depend on ; it night "^^^P ""'"'"f

result ni condenuiuig a place tliat cud not deserve it. Sometimes the veins dip
consideral)ly ; sometimes they run in and out ; there is no regular dip about them

;

there are no two of them alike. Sometimes two veins join Vjelow, and then wo
look for a larger bunch.

Oeon/e McMiirtin—I have been interested in mineral development in the
Perth district for twenty years, with the exception of three years when I was away.
I have worked both phosphate and mica. The pho.sphate properties art- in the perUei^fn^North
5th and (itli concessions of North Burgess, lots 4, 5, and 7 in the 5th, also 8, 9 burgess,

and 10 in the 5th, and 11 and the noith-east of 1'6 in the Otli ; those are the princi-

pal ones. The phosphate occurs generally in veins in that part of the country. In
the 5th concession the veins are well defined ; tliey run iionh-east and south-west,
and liave water frontage on Otty lake. Some di]>, but as a rule they are fiat. The
rock is a hard grey granite and the walls are i)eifect as if chi.selled. Tlie vein matter is Occurrence of

pyroxene and mica, but occasionally we run into crystallised calcspar. The veins 'he phosphate

are from eiglit inches to three feet wide. There has not been more devehjpment y ^ «•

owing to the want of capital. The work is let out by contract ; therefore quantity
is the object with the men, and they throw in dirt. I am speaking of one lot on
the Rideau ; there are twenty-two veins on the bank of the Rideau there, but only
two of t'lem are three feet wide. Some of the veins small on the surface widen,
while other times those that are wide on the surface pinch out. It would be
difficult to say what a vein will do farther than one sees it. One of the reasons why
they have not been worked is, I think, bf^cau-se they are in veins and there is so much
dead ground the)' could not be worked to any depth. If the vein kept perfectly -j

p\ire and three feet wide it could be made to pay, but not at the present price. To
meet all markets it would take a six-foot vein for profitable working. Our phos- Xarrow veins

phates here are very pure, but at the present price these thin veins could not be not profitable,

made to pay. We have many wide veins on other lots, gi-nerally in calcspar.

They are from 10 to 25 feet wide, but are not pure phosphate crystals ; there is a
good deal of calcspar. These have not been followed to any depth. We went
down about fifty feet on two of the narrow veins ; the phosphate gave out at a
depth of about twenty-five feet, but we struck it again before we got down to fiftj' feet.

On the north-east half lot 13 in the Gth concession the walls are perfect and about 25
feet apart. The intervening space is filled up with calcspar, phospjhate and
pyroxene. Such veins coidd be worked at §7 a ton. Taking the vein as it goes,

without cleaning it at all, it would go about 50 per cent, phosphate ; in many
places it would yield 80 per cent., but 50 percent, is about the average. The
present price would not pay to do deep mining, on account of the narrow-
ness of the deposits. Then again we can't sell it all here ; the quantity
taken out is not sufficient to induce the buyers to come. A man near me has
twenty tons, but he cannot sell it ; if he had a cargo perhaps he could dispose of it,

but now he has to hold it.

Robert C. Arlams—My residence is Montreal. and T am managing director of the
Anglo-Canadian Phosphate company, of Liverpool, England. The company was a ,1 r
organised two years ago last summer ; the chairman is Sir John Morris of London, phosphate ccm-
and the secretary is Mr. Brainerd Radcliffe of Liverpool. The subscribed capital p"ny.

is about S140,000, and is all paid up. I have been interested in apatite mining in

this countr3' aliout eleven years, largely in the townships of North Burgess and
Bedford, and also in Ottawa count}', Quebec. Our company has acquired all the
properties I originally owned, anil some others clo.se to them. Those in North
Burgess are in the 5th to the 9th concessions, and comprise 3,150 acres. The ^''^P^'^ies of

Bedford property consists of a mining lease of some GOO acres, near Bob's lake. * ^ company.

Mining: commenced as soon as the company was organised ; they continued the
work I had been doing and enlarged it. We attempted deep work, with com- Mining opera-

pressed air, but it was not succcsful. The seams were not sutticiently continuous ^io^s.

to warrant that kind of work ; they would get small at times, but they did not give
out. We found the work was more expensive by machinery, and we therefore
have gone back to the old method. We are down 100 feet on lot 5, in the Hth of

North Burgess, upon a vein across the strata, and there is another shaft about 80 c:„i,i„ „.,

feet on a vein at right angles to the first. As we went down the vein that ran two veins to

across the strata we noticed a considerable diflFerence in the phosphate, d^'tbg of 80 and

It turned largely into sugar phosphate, and our analyses were much
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higher, so much so as to surprise us. The phosphate that we usually

estimated at 80 per cent, analysed 88 per cent. ; while what 1 laid aside for

75 per cent, went 81 per cent. At a depth of 100 feet it improved in quality, and

I have no reason ' o suppose it would pinch out. We did some drift ng, and found

the same characteristics as m the shaft. We opened on the length of the vein in

the shaft, and have worked at least 100 feet. There are perhaps 200 or 3lO

litt e pits on this property in Xorth Burgess. My impression is unfavorable to

the use of machinery, owing to the fact that the gangue rock in that district is apt

to be barren, while in the Quebec district the whole rock will be honeycombed
with phosphate. In this locality it is more confined to veins. The average width

of the veins, I tliink. is between two and three feet, the widest beiuij about seven

feet. Veins seven feet wide were found last year ; they pinched out. but I have

no doubt they would come in ajain. I believe a very large quantity of apatite is to

be found in this region. The great diihculty is the irregularity of the dejjosits.

Last year we took out from 800 to 1,000 tons, and the largest year's work upon that

property has been about 1,:'>00 tons. This year, so far, we have taken out between

500 and 600 tons. We employ from 15 to 30 men. I think the contract system is

the better, and we have now gone back to it. It is much better in many respects,

owing to the deposits being so scattered that it is difficult to superintend the men.
The objection to the contract system is that the quality is apt to be less good, ancl the

work requires careful watching. When working by the day we paid yl. 25, and by

the contract 86 a ton. It varies, of couise, with the depth. For surface work we
were paying 81.50 a ton ; at a depth of 70 or 80 feet I paid about 85.50. It is

difficult to get men to work at a depth, and when they get to about 30 feet they

seek for a new pit. When they follow a vein they just gouge the mineral out, and
when we come to work it again we have to do some dead work to get it fit fcpr

working. Our market is in England and Germany. Germany is the best market
for the very high qualities, but the ordmary grades find the best sale in England.

My average from the Xorth Burgess mines ha? been about 79 per cent.—from 74 to

84 per cent. One year by contract it averaged 79 per cent. ; that is a high average

for cojitract. We make 75 per cent, the minimum. The price at present at

Montreal is about 812 a ton for 75 per cent, phosphate. There has been a yreat

decline. Formerly we got Is. 3d. a unit for 70 per cent , but the price now is >-|d. ; 84

per cent, phosphates would be worth 818 per ton in Jlontreal now. Some years ago

it was worth .823 or 824 a ton. I think superphosphate can be manufactured here.

The only difference is as to the supply of sulphuric acid, but I think there is so

much iron pyrites in the country that a place could be found for treatii g it. I

think that in accordance with the experience of other countries the demand for

superphosphates is bound to increase. They are largely used in the States. The
trade is opening up in that country and there is a great demand for our product,

but principally for the lower grades. I think the reason they take the lower grades

is because they have been in the habit of using the Carolina pho.^phate. which

contains only about 54 per cent., and they have not had any experience with high

grade phosphates. I do not see why the manufacturing of superphosphates should,

not be profitably carried on here. 1 have experimented myself in my garden at

Moiitreal with raw phosphate. The effect on some of the roots and plants was
wonderful the first year, and I think it affected the crop the following year. The
m itter of the American market, however, is a very important one, as also is the

encouragement of the use of phosphate at home ; the good effects arising from its

use m other countries show that it is of great value to farmers. The ^^upply of

Carolina phosphates is plentiful, and this year they are taking out more than ever,

but the output of half a million tons yearly must in time exhaust the supplies. I

don't think the quantity in this district is as great as in the province of Quebec ; I

am speaknig of Xorth Burgess. It is not found in as lar^e single deposits as in the

few highlv successful mines in Quebec ; but with those exceptions I wouhl say it is

in as good quantities. It is not on the average quite so high in quality as the

phosphate from the Lievre district. It is all very similar throughout the whole
district from North Elmsley through into the townships of Sydenham and Lough-
borough. The most productive work has been done in the section near Otty lake,

some 1.3, ODO tons having been produced from those lots alone. It also occurs in

Bedford, Hichinb ooke, fetorrington and Xorth Crosby. I am now working also at

Bob's lake, in the township of Bedford, Frontenac county. The deposits there are

remarkaMe in character, and consist largely of ci-ystals occurring in soft rock, so

that a great deal can be taken out with the pick and shovel without the use of

explosives. I am working there on contract, and for the last two months the men
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have been taking out double the usual quantity per man, and they are making as jj,,. uoj/g jake
much Hs Si. 5l> a day at the present time. The percentage ih very high. It is iiU ininev.

over 8U per cent., and a great deal cuntjiins 1)2 \nii cent., being crystals, but the

average would be wliat I have stated. The veins are small ami numerous, varying
in width from one to three feet ; they mostly run north-west and south east— that

is across tlie stiatirication. As a ru.e 1 think tliey run parallel. A great number
of the veins are being opened now. Tim country to the north has been explored
for aiiatite lately and I have h ard of some ohenin.s but none have been worked ,. , . .

• 1 .1 » 1 it 111.1 1 ., .1 , KxiilonnB for
continuously. I do nt)t see why tney should not be as good there as eisewliere. 1 phosphate.

think the country has been pretty well run over by prospectors, but a great deal of

it is thick bush, and it is very difficult to determine its character. The chiuacteristics

Are about the same, I think, as in North Burgess. We have less col)bing work than
they have in Quebec, but on the other hand less productive rock, tiie phosphate
being in distinct seams. The country rock at Bob's lake is i)yroxeno. At North
Burgess there appears to be a mixture of pyroxene, Jimestcme and ((uart/ rocks.

The quartz occurs in large beds and veins. Some of it is said to be auriferous. We quartz"^""*
have had analyses as high as S'ii to the ton from some quartz from North Burgess.
I have been assaying a good many si)ecimens mys* If , and 1 fouiid gold, bnt none in

appreciable quantities. The rock is principally pyroxene, but there is a large

quantity of dark amber-colored mica which has little commercial value. The
reason machinery did not succeed was because the seams were too small, and we
had to cut a larger space so as to be able to v/ork the drills. On account f the
amount of work it is not as cheap to use machinery in small veins. I refer to

compressors and drills ; of course we use hoisting machinery. We have done very
little drifting ; a great deal of time has been wasted hoisting water. If the mining Economy in

were done by hand and the hoisting and pumping by steam they could succeed working the

better. We generally employ in one pit a gang of four or five mt-n. One-fifth of
"""*'*•

a ton a man is generally considered about the average work. Five men will take
out about a ton a day where they are at all successful. I should say that the
deposits never run out ; they pinch lor a space and then come in again. I think
they are persistent, but vary in size. The only reason for not going deeper is the
•cost ; it is more economical to go to another place. When the price was high a
great deal of the phosphate was taken out by farmers themselves, and they still

take out a little, buc I do'nt think they mine intelligently.

B. T. A. Bi'll—I am a journalist and editor of the Mining Review. I have
taken an interest in mining for several years, and have been directly connected with
it for two years. During that time there has been a material increase in the
amount of cajjital investt-d in our mines, a larger number of men have been employed,
and I think the o tput of ore has sti adily increased. I am referring now to jjhos- impressions <.f

phate mining, which is the princijml mining interest of this vicinity. I have not
^"^ano mines,

had an opportunity of visiting mines along the King-ston and Pembroke railway
yet, but have some fi'ie specimens of their ore and know what is going on at the
mines. I am particularly impressed with Boyd Smith's mine, the siiecimens from
which are quite equal to any from the Quebec side. From Sydenham I have .speci-

mens that I think would go 90 per cent. I do not know of any re^ison why phos-
phate from the Kingston district should not be ef)ual in quality to that from Quebec.
In the Perth district there are large surface showings, but it is not possil.le to say
yet to what extent the veins continue. In the Ottawa valley it has been proved
that the deeper the veins are followed the better and purer the r.iineral becomes.
At the Foxton mine, near >^ydenham, at a depth of 115 feet the vein is from 8 to 15
feet wide and improves as it goes down. Last year it is estimated 23.(59 i tons of pho<JJhate
phosphate wei-e mined and shipped from Canada—from the Ottawa district 18,955
tons, and 4,735 tons from the Ontario district. The amount from the Ottawa
district I got from the way-bills. The exports are however less than last j'ear on
account of ditticulties in sending down the mineral on the Lievre river and the
unusually high ocean freights. Large quantities are held over till next season.
There is some talk of establishing fertiliser works here. The yreat difhculty has

f'rtilisers"'^*

°'

"been to procure sulphuric acid ; now, however, tests have been made at Capelton
by G. H. NicoUs & Co., aid it is believed the experiments have been successful.

The demand for our phosphate in the United States is increasing. Taking the united*StatM?
figures as given by the American consul fr this district, 1 fiml that in 1^84 our
Bales to that country were nil ; in 1885, 8775 ; in 1SK6, §1,106 ; in 1H87, So.4G7

;

in 1888, §12,0(10. That was all second class ground phosphate. I believe if the
figures were obtained from the Perth and Kingstcm districts these figures would be
very much increased. Those I have given are for the Ottawa district alone. The
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freights from Kingston are of course very much less than from here, and very much
less than phosphate can be shipped from Carolina to Buffalo, Chicago and other

lake points. Our phosphates are about 30 per cent, higher tban the Carolina phos-

phate, too.

William A. Allan—I have been interested in mining matters for about thirteen

years, mainly in connection with phosphate and mica. During that time the only

phosphate property I have developed in Ontario was the Pixley mine in the town-

ship of Burgess, but in Quebec I have developed several mines. In the township

of Templeton, Que., phosphate occurs in a coarse crj-stalline limestone and
pyroxene. 1 don't think the phosphate in a limestone formation goes to a great;

depth, at least that is my experience. There have, however, been exceptions to

that rule ; at the Blackburn deposit they have gone down 80 or 90 feet, and there

is a large showing, but that is exceptional. We look for phosphate in the pyroxene
masses, as it is the most common associate of the apatite deposits. In the town-
ships of Buckingham and Portland the phosphate occurs altogether in the pyroxene
rock, with occasionally hornblende, calcspar, seapolite and little dykes of granite.

The dyke is not more than from thrt e to six inches wide, and on both sides of it

we find phosphate. In Wakefield a great deal of the phosphate is red ; in Templet-n
there is red and green ; in other places it is mostly green. I have not
seen any variation in color caused by veins running in different direc-

tions. Some of the phosphate veins are very pure ; in others there

is a considerable quantity of black mica. Pyroxene veins occur in

interlaminated bedded masses, and in what is called bastard granite ; it is not as

hard as granite, it is a rock one can cut with a knife. Phosphate-bearing pyroxene
occurs principally in bands, which are sometimes dioritic. As a rule the bands are

seldom more than twenty or thirty leet wide, except in places. The pyroxene is of

different colors ; in some instances it is very dark, at other times it is of a much
lighter shade, and in some instances it very much resembles the apatite itself. A
Mr. Garrett some years ai^o mined more than fciOO tons of pyroxene, thinking it was-

apatite. I have not examined the phosphate district of Ontario to any extent. I

operated in the Perth district, in Loughborough and Bursess, for a couple of years,

but found I could not work with a profit as the deposits were too shallow and
small ; they were principally associated with limestone and did not Iw^ld out. I

boutrht the Pixley property in that district, and took out about 200 ton-, and then
sold it. One of my best men made for me a report of a property in the Sharbot
lake district, and it was not favorable. I have had men exploring all through the

TheSharbot lake Kingston and Perth districts, and they never discovered anything that I would
consider equal to the deposits in the Buckingham district ; it is apt to be more
pockety there. The Ontario phosphates do not often go over 80 per cent., and the
average would be abnut 76 per cent. ; they range from 60 to 80 per cent. If shipped

clean and carefully separated it would go from 76 to 80 per cent., and some might
go as high as 82 and 85 per cent. The highest shipment from the Little Rapids
mine was 174 tons, 85.60 per cent.; that was the highest from Canada, and was
equal to 819. HO a ton in Montreal at last season's price. A shipment of 172 tons

went 84.84 per cent.; that was equal to 818.80 in Montreal. The best market for

high grade ore is Hamburg, bu twe have to guarantee 80 per cent. We shipped

some of the first quality to London and Liverpool, and I think the net results were
about the same, as we get much lower freight rates to Liverpool than to Hamburg.
The output from the mines is increasing every year a little, but not very much. At
Buckingham they grind some of the 60 per cent, phosphate, and it is shipped in

bags and sold in Chicago. It is a mere experiment, and I don't know what they

get; for it. The freight from Montreal to Liverpool averages from 2s. 6d. to K's.,

and to Hamburg 12s. 6d. to 15s. The commission charges are not very heavy, from
60 to 75 cents a ton ^ill cover all charges The commission for selling it in London
is 2^ per cent., the weighing costs Is. a ton, examining 10s. Od. a shipment,

analysis (of which the seller pays half and the buyer half) from £2 to £3. There
are some other charges, bur taken roughly after it leaves Montreal 2s. 6d. a ton

will pay all other expenses ^!bove freight. I think most of the ore is shipped at an
average freight of about 5s. r 6s. per ton. The advance in ocean freight rates

generally occurs late in the season, when grain begins to move. Taking all charges,

it amounts to about 84 from the mine, and that leaves a fair profit for the miner.

In Buckingham wages are about the same as in Ontario. r)rdinar}' miners get

from 820 to 825 a month and board. We give good steam drillers 81.50 a day and
board

;
good ordinary hand drillers SL 10 and board ; orainarj^ miners an i laborers,

818, 820 and 821 a month and board. Machinery is very extensively used. At
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Little Rapids the vein will average from the toj) to the bottom five to six feet. It

pinches and widens again, but it is continuous tliroughout. The greatest depth we Quebec mine*
have reached is 210 feet. At the North Star mine they have sunk to a depth of

620 feet, but 1 cannot tell you the width of the vein there. It has l)een traced on
the surface for half or three-quarters of a mile, and outcroppings appear here and
there.

Robert J. Btodie—The Standard Fertiliser and Chemical company of which I

am president was organised a little over three year.s ago. The capital is 85t 1,000 .

and half is paid up ; it is all Canadian capital. I started the work originally my- Bupeqjhosphate
self about nine years ago. The most expensive part of our plant is the suljihuric work*,

acid chambers. We have machinery for grinding and mi.xing ; we have drying
kilns, sifting machinery and vats—all the machinery that is recjiiisite. We make
our own sulphuric acid from brimstone, most of which comes from Sicily, but we
occasionally get some from Japan. It used to come over from Japan as ballast,

but of late the Canadian Pacific railway has taken a good deal of the trade of that

country and very little comes that way now. It is as good as jjyrites, and as far as

I can make out it is more economical. The brimstone costs us about one cent ]jer

pound at the works, and perhaps a little more sometimes ; we buy by the long ton and
pay $23 a ton. To manufacture the superphosphate we grind the apatite very rine, from Process of

80 to 120 mesh. It is ground with buhrrstonesand then weair-tl"at it. It islet fall past manufacture,

the suction chamber where it is drawn in, the coarse stuff falling down and being
put through the mill again. We can regulate the power of the suction and so get
any required fineness. After it is ground we measure the charge for the mixer ; we
measure also the exact quantity of acid and run the two in the mixer. After it is

mixed we run it into an air tiA\t bin which is supplied with a wooden funnel to

suck up the hydrofluoric acid gas. This gas is very dangerous, ami the want of a

funnel caused loss of life in Chicago recently. When it comes into the bin it is

about the consistency of porridge, but inside ot twenty-four hours it is dry and hard.

It is broken up then and i-; ready for the market. That makes the superphosp»hate.

To make different kinds of fertilisers we mix it with ammonia, potash, etc. We
make five gi'ades, the Fruit-tree fei-tiliser, the Peach-tree fertiliser, No. 1, Standard,
and Special, besides which we sell a little of the raw phosphate. The quantity we
manufacture varies ; last vear we made about 300 tons ; before that it was a little .

less. The demand is increasing, and I have no doubt we could sell a thousand tons demand for"

if we could make it. We generally have more than the farmers want in the fall, fertilisers,

but this year we had not one-tenth of what they wanted. I think this year we will

make about 500 tons. We buy our stock and have to pay cash for it. Farmers
are recognising the merits of it, and last year we sold it to old customers without
having to advertise at all ; they sent in their orders almost without solicitation. W^e
sell quite a lot to fruit growers in the Niagara district. We sell quite a lot to

market gardeners, too. The principal district where farmers take it is in the
Eastern 'townships, Quebec. The reason of that is because we worked it up there
more than anywhere else. We have never tried to sell it amongst the farmers in

the western part of Ontario at all ; we have never had enough made. Experiments
have been made with the raw phosphate ; I supplied quite a lot of the finest ground
to farmers, but they said they could not see any difference on account of u«ing it. They Kaw apatite

did not actually weigh the grain, but they could not see any difference ; while using the
superphosphates they could see the difference. As far as I know no good has resulted
from the use of the ground apatite. I have never yet sold a bag of raw a second
time to the same man. We went to a good deal of expense to get farmers to trj' it

;

we sent out fully §100 worth of the raw ground. The only condition was that they
should report to us the result. We got them t > sign an agreement that they Avould
let us know the result, but only a few did do so, and the result so far as ascertained
was as I have stated. The reason more fertilisers have lu.t been used is on account
of the agricultural depression. If times improved more of our fertilisers would be
used, judging from the increase in the demand this fall owing to the hiahe'- price of

wheat. Our prices are, Superphosjdia'e 8-<3 a ton. No. 1 §32, Standard 835.
Special §40, Fruit-tree §40. About seven-eighths of our whole output is Special
and Standard ; it sells for §^35 and §40 and gives the best results. We sell verj-

little superphosphate alone ; we sold a couple of car loads for sugar beets. Our
output last year in value was of fertilisers about §10,000 and of acid phosphate
$7,000, making a total of §17,000. We make acid phosphate from the purest green Acid ohosDhat*
phosphate. We select it very carefully by hand and make it into super])ho3-
phate ; then we leach off the soluble acid phosphate from the superphosphate which
gives the liquid acid phosphate. To make the dry acid we concentrate itin enamel
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Raw materials.

kettles. When it is evaporated down to a syrupy or pasty mass we mix it with
starch ; then we dry and grind it ; that is the whole process. It is used as a
substitute for cream of tartar. We make abdut 250 lb. a day. We will average
that tliroughout this year. Our market is in Canada. The acid phosphate that is

supplied at a dollar a bott'e could be supjilied with a large protit at 7 cents a bottle.

We could sell acid phosphate by the pound at 7 cents making it with terra alba, but
the best grade should be 10 or 12 cents ; our best gra ie is 12 cents. I am a

Superphosphate graduate of the ]Magill College of Science and do my own analysing. Every January
»8 » fertiliser. ^^^ send samples to the chief analysis! of the Internal Revenue at Ottawa, and yuu

will tind that our produce has been up to sample in every instance. We make sul-

phate of lime and sulphate of soda ; it is used in the glass works at Montreal. We
do not make nitric acid for sale ; we use it for making sulphuric acid Farmers
say that 250 or 300 lb. of our fertilisers will have the same effect as ".^0 or 25 d"uble
loads of well rotted manure, and they claim that the effects are seen for two or three
years. We recommend 350 or 400 lb. to the acre, and market gardeners put en
from 800 to 1,000 lb. For springcrops it is better to put it on in the spring It

is better suited for clay and loam soils ; in some lime soils it does very well, but
then it is quite possible that it is the potash and ammonia that are doing the good.
When mixed witli the sulphuric acid the phosphate gives up two of lime but won't
give up the third, and it is claimed by some that when it is put on lime soil it will

take up two of lime out of the soil and go back into the original form. The
ammonia in a ton of Special costs us 811. We import the potash from Germany

;

we also imp >rt some ammonia and get some here. The apatite we get sometimes
between here and Kingston, sometmies from lake Pelican in Burgess, and some-
times from Buckingham. The apatite of this region is about the same as that
from Buckingham. I got some small lots from this section that I thought purer
tliM'i any I got below ; it seemed to be very dense. It would not pay us to make
acid fro n pure pyrites at 810 a ton. It would require more chamber .'^pace, and
the chamber would not last as long, not more than half as long, as using brimstone.
It would also cost more to attend to it, but now a boy looks after ours at (50 cents
a day. If we were burning pyrites we would require the service of a man to

see that it was burning properly. I do not know what it would cost now to buy
the sulphuric acid. Some three years ago we bought some at Brockville and it cost
us about two cents a pound. Now ic costs us to manufacture it about 70 cents per
100 lb. ; that is the equivalent of the concentrated acid, but we do not concentrate.
If we bought it. it would cost us about S"2, whereas we make it now for 70 cents.

We use some 6.5 per cent, phosphate ; that costs us about §8 at the mine, and the
freight is about 81, making with the cartage about 89.30 at the works. We will

not take anything under that. We have to get a grade that will make a certain

percentage of soluble, and if it goes under 05 per cent, it will not answer; if we get
a stronger grade of phosphate we have to fill in. The high grade, that is 84 per
cent., costs 817.50 at the factory. The ammonia we use costs 860 a ton. Ground
leather and wool waste, which will give the same analysis, can be had for 85 a ton,
but they are of no use for plants. The law does not recognise that at all. We
could use that material and save some 853 or 855 a ton and tlie chief analysist
could not find fault. I think an aflidavit should be required, stating in what form
the ammonia was. As the law now stands great frauds are possible.

Sir James Grant—1 look upon the phosphate industry as one of great import-
Importance ance, and one which is but in its infancy yet. Recent investigation has shown that

f^d'^'^t'^*^*'*^*'^*^
finely ground phosphate of lime sprinkled upon the ground is extremely fertilising,

though not so immediate in its effects as superphosphate. One company contem-
plates using the sulphur from the Sudbury district to manufacture sulphuric acid,

and to establish large works at Buckingham for the treatment of phosphate, with
the idea of shipping it in its manufactured state as superphosphate to England.
There is no reason why it should not be chemically treated in this country. At pres-

ent they are grinding up the second and third quality apatite at Buckingham and
shipping it to (^hicago, where it is mixed with the refuse from the slaughter yards

and manufactured into some kind of manure. I think the United States will be
the best market in the future. The phosphates of Carolina are of very low grade

compared with ours, being only from 25 to 50 per cent.

Byron S. Walker—We have pyrites from which sulphur c acid might be made
to treat our phosphates. A large business might be built up with the southern

states in phosphates and superphosphates, if the freights will allow of it.

Trade.
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PLATINUM.

Tliouj^h platinum has not yet Ix-eri found in any workaMe amount, a

notable (luantity of a hithtn-to unknown compound of this and other mi'tals a piaiinum
' '

_ ... coiiipoiind.

of the .sauK! group with arsrnic ha.s recently been produced at Vermilion mine

in the township of Denison. The compound is a lieavy white metal of a

composition as given by Prof. H. L. WoUs, of Yale

—

Arsenic 40. 9S jmr cent.

Antimony .50 " "

Platinun 52.57 " "

Kli(..lium 72 " "

Paladiiun trace.

Iron 07 " "

Oxide of tin 4.02 " "

Total 09.46.

The formula Pt As., has been given to this mineral, as it is amorphous with

FeSg, and the name of spenylite (after Mr. Sperry, the chemist of the Cana- ^I'errj-lite.

dian Copper comp:uiy) has been given to it. We tested some of this mineral

with a blow-pipe in August, during our visit to the Vermilion mine, and found it

readily fusible, giving ofi no fumes and leaving a white bead, slightly yellowish,

which was quite brittle when hammered. The sperrylite is obtained, together

with gold, from the decomposed gossany matter lying about the diorite

mound from which the copper ore is taken at shaft No. 1 of the Vermilion

mine. This gossan is run through the prospecting stamp mill for the gold it

contains, and the sperrylite is caught on carpets.

PLUMBAGO.
A deposit of plumbago has been discovered in the township of Xorth

Elmsley, in the county of Lanark, to which reference is made in the evidence.
^-<frth°E*m8ley,

The process of treatment of the ore is given by Mr. Vennor in the Geological

Survey report, 1872-73, page 178.

W. L. Morris—Plumbago occurs at Oliver's ferry in massive rock, about 40 per

cent, plumbago and 60 per cent, quartz. Mr. Eaton of Charlotte worked it and
made three grades—pencil and two coarser grades. I believe the reason he stopped
was because he was paid not to work it. He told nie himself that the first six

months paid hmi all the cost of the machinery and a profit besides. There is any ^ plumbago
(juantity of ore to be seen there now. It is in North Elmsley and is known as the mine in North

King lot. The deposit is lenticular and extends over tive or six adjoining lots, but '-'™*'ey-

not in such large masses. Mr. Eaton had a battery of 10 stamps and stamped it.

The waste was sold ti) manufacture stove polish The property is close to naviga-

tion, within one mile of steamboat navigation and six miles of the railway. Mr. ^ v»in in Bed-

Eaton told me his prices were 6, 9, 15 and 20 cents per pound wholesale, f^rd.

In Bedford there are numerous veins, one in particular that will average t^ix feet aud
which appears to be solid plumbago ; l)ut a drop of acid on it will show lime al

through, and this renders it less valuable. A shaft has been sunk there about 100

feet. The deposit at 01i\er's ferr}' contains no lime.

R. Sherrett—The deposit of plumbago at Oliver's feriy is the largest one in the ^^^ deprsii at

Perth district, but I never took much notice of it. There seems to be almost any Oliver's ferry,

quantity of it there. The whoe rock is dark and black looking, and one can see

graphite all through it ; 30 per cent, graphite is the best assay I secured in this

district. I have .*een samples from Bathurst, but the outcrops there seem to be

more extensive then they really are when opened up.

SALT.

The Area in which salt is reported to be found in Ontario may be said to ^^"
•' The salt area i»

be south of a line drawn in the vicinity of Kincardine, Wingham and Brussels, Ontario.
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and -rest of one drawn south from Brussels to Seaforth. The salt bed or beds

run south and west into Ohio and Michigan, and developments in Ontario

have chiefly taken place on the north-east edge of the beds, except where it is

drilled into at Courtright, on the St. Clair river. In the borings which have

been made one or more beds are met with at a distance of about 1,000 feft

from the surface, varying in thickness from 20 to 100 feet. The quantity is

practically unlimited and the quality is excellent.

PROCESSES OF PROOCCTION".
After dissolving out the bed of salt for some time, it is found that a cavity

P'ssolving the is formed into which the upper layers of rock sometimes fall, jamming the pump
tube and taking down portions of the gypsum which occurs in the super-

imposed strata. This gypsum gets dissolved and bothers the manufacturers,

both by forming a coating on the evaporating pan and getting into the manu-

factured salt, thereb}^ to some degree impairing its quality. In the inland

places the water from the upper strata follows the drill or pump tube and

gives a sufficient supply to dissolve the salt rock and ke^^p the pump supplit d

with brine. It appears from the evidence that this water dissolves a certain

amount of gypsum in its passage through the strata containing it, an objection

which, it is claimed, is overcome at the wells on the St. Clair river by forcing

river water down the salt in a casing outside the pump tube. Even by the

latter process, however, they are not free from the inconvenience of gypsum,

. ^ ^
and on the Amercian side a process patented by Albuicrer & Wilson, ofA patent process r i .. o

•»o eliminate Buffalo, is in use by which the svpsum is extracted before the brine is run
^ypBuin from _

^ aj r

*he brine. into the evaporating pan. This is done by forcing the brine through horizontal

tubes in a heater raised by steam to 280°
; thence it flows up through a cyl-

inder three feet in diameter filled with large pebbles. The gypsum is deposited

from the superheated solution in the tubes of the heater and around the peb-

bles, and as no evaporation takes place no deposit of salt can occur. The

tubes of this heater are bored out once in two weeks and the gypsum encrusted

pebbles are replaced at intervals with a new supply. After passing through

the stone chamber the brine is rai.sed to a higher degree of heat and run into

an evaporating pan or " grainer," as it is here called, where the process of

deposition is carried on. Revolving arms, to which trailing pieces of wood or

leather are attached, are in constant motion in the evaporator, and these trail-

ing pieces, striking the crystals of salt as they form on the surface of the brine,

throw them to the bottom. By this simple expedient very fine crystals of salt

are formed continuously and no grinding is necessary, although it is bolted

after being dried.

The ordinary process in the production of salt No. 2 is carried on both
Ordinary

jjj Ontario and Michio;an as follows : A hole about -4^ inches in diameter is
process of " j:

production. bored down until the first or second salt bed is struck, in which a tube of 3-inch,

inside diameter is inserted for the pump. The cost of drilling is now about

$1,500 for holes from 1,000 to 1,120 feet deep, the figure in one case being

SI. 05 a foot, machineiy and fuel, but not tools, supplied. As a rule the driller

supplies everything, including the casing to the rock. From 1866 to 1868 the
Boring the well. ^' .'

cost of putting down a well ranged from $3,000 to 85,000, but with improve-

ments in the process and with experienced workmen the cose is now reduced
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by about 50 per cent. Where the lake or river water is forced down through

an outsido tube and the brine conies up from the inside one, as at Courtright,

the outsidf^ pipe is 4 to 4^ inches and the inside 2 inches in diameter, inside

measurement.

Tn tlie ordinary mode of raising the brine it is lifteil up by a pump making

about 30 strokes per minute, lifting some 18,000 gallons a day of ten hours. 1^",";,'''"^'^*

For this purpose an engine of 20 horse-power and a boiler of 25 horse-power are

generally used. The brine in the Ontario wells is usually 100*^ Cone-tifth salt),

the maximum of saturation. The tube reaches to the salt bed. Where not forced

down the water is struck in a stratum of broken limestone at about 500

feet, and either rises to the surface or nearly so. The pump consequently

has not much lifting to do. The pressure of the water running down the side

of the pipe to the salt forces the saturated water up the pipe to its own level,

less its greater specific gravity as brine. It is estimated that this pressure

is about 500 pounds per square foot at the bottom of the tube. The plunger

of the pump as a rule is put down only about 500 or 600 feet, but the tube

reaches to the salt bed. The amount of brine pumped is generally double the

evaporating capacity of the pans, so that no pumping need be carried on at

night.

The brine is pumped into large vats or tanks, whence it can be directed

at will into the pans. The size of the average pan is about 100 feet long by pans.***^*"**^'"^

26 feet wide, and will produce about 100 barrels of salt a day ; but at Kin-

cardine there are pans 191 by 32 feet and 140 by 25 feet, which will produce

from 300 to 400 barrels a day. The pans are deepest at the fire end, the

large ones being one foot deep there and six inches deep at the farther end
;

the smaller pans hold an average of three or four inches, but the amount of

salt produced by any pan of course varies according to the amount and quality

of fuel used. The pan has to be cleaned from gypsum scales usually every

two weeks ; otherwise there would be a great waste of fuel.

At the fire end of the evaporator the salt is deposited most rapidly, owing

to the brine beinw heated to a greater decree in that quarter, and the salt „
,

Process of manu-
must be continually raked back for a distance of some twenty-four feet. At facturing: the

•' ^ salt from brine.

this part of the pan the crystals are very fine, and are raked out about

eight times a day. For another twenty-four feet or so farther en the crystals

are somewhat coarser, and the salt is raked about four times a day. At

the end of the pan farthest from the furnace the crystallisation is so slow that

the raking is done only about twice a day, and the s-ilt is of the largest crystals.

At some of the works this coarsest salt is run through a cylindrical dryer and

then ground and put up in neat sacks for table and dairy purposes, and thus

prepared it is cohsidered the finest salt. The ledge upon which the deposit

is raked slopes towards the pans, into which any brine taken out drips back

again, and the salt is soon dry enough for handling. When dry it is thrown

into compartments which are divided off according to the various grades of

salt, and usually for convenience in that portion of the building immediately

on each side of the pan, and extending to the ground floor. Beyond this a

side wing is built as a passage-way, etc., ami here also the barrels and sacks

are filled. A barrel of salt weighs 280 pounds, and at the time of the visit
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of the Commissioners the ruling price was about 54c. It was 96c. to 97c..

under the Association.
LOGS OF BORINGS.

A valuable report on the geology and chemistry of the salt deposit

Reports on salt. ^^ ^^^ Goderich region and a discussion of the best modes of manufacturing:

salt was written by Dr. Sterry Hunt in 1869, which is found in the report of

the Geological Survey for 1866-69, page 211. J. Lionel Smith also wrote oik

the history and statistics of the trade and manufacture of Canadian salt,

giving the logs of some bore holes, in the report of the Survey for 1874-75,

pp. 267-300. The following logs are valuable as indicating the depth of the

wells, and the stratification and general character of the salt region of the

province :

KiNCARDiXE.— (John Tolmie.)

At 888 feet from surface struck the

1st bed of salt 28 feet

Limestone 32

2nd bed of salt 33-

Total depth of well .• 981

Lift by pump 600

At Port Elgin and Southampton drilled and got no salt.

Gray & Scott's well.—(J. Lionel Smith).

Common sand 7 feet

Yellow clay 8

Water gravel 10

Quicksand 64

Alternate layers of sandstone and limestone 28

Limestone 179

Very fine grained white freestone 29

Dark colored limestone 276

Red shale 14

Blue shaie 115

Very hard blue limestone 164

Very hard cherty rock 5

Rock salt
'. 12

Alternate layers of blue shale and clay, mixed with salt 36

Hard and i^ure rock salt 60

Total depth of well 1007 feet

IxTERXATiONAL WELL.—(J. Lionel Smith.

)

Blue clay with a few limestone boulders 100 feet

Limesti-ne boulders and gravel 40

Alternate beds of sandstone and limestone 510

Hard flinty limestone 300

Blue shale with streaks of red shale 84

Crypsum 6

Brown limestone, soft 14

Rock salt (No. 1) 19

Brown limestone, verj' hard 30

Rock salt (Xo. 2) 24

Blue shale and blue clay 3^

Rock salt (Xo. 3) 32

Brown limestone, rather lighter in color than the preceding 8

Total depth of well 1170i feet

WiXGHAM.—(Wm. M. Gray.)
Depth to the salt 1140 feet

Depth of the salt bed 40

Total depth of well 1180 feet
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Blvth.— (Win. M. <Jray.)

Depth to the Halt lUO feet

Depth of the salt bed «0

Total deptli of the well 1190 feet

Brussels.—(Roger's well.)

Depth to the salt 1000 feet

Deiith of the salt bed 40

Depth into rock below salt 'M

1070 feet

Clinton.—(John Ransford.)

To bottom of first bed of salt, which is 18 feet in thickness 1170 feet

To bottom of second bed, which is 25 feet in thickness 1245

Before striking salt (SOO to 900 feet of limestone was penetrated.

SEAFOUTH.--(Dr. Coleman.)

100 feet, loose limestone, (hard and soft streaks.)

At 350 " struck water which rose to within 6 feet of the surface.

450 " " Guelph limestone.

SCO " " rotten stone, (50 feet thick.)

830 " " 2 feet of very hard stone.

880 " " bed of clay, (taste salty and pockets of white anhydrous material.)

To 1020 " limestone.

1028 " salt.

1032 ' iX)rous rock containing salt.

1132 •' rock salt, and did not reach bottom.

Total depth bared 1132 feet, now down at 1120 feet.

The log of one of Gray, Young and Sparling's wells at Seaforth gives a depth of 105O

feet to salt and 90 feet into the salt. Total depth of well 1140 feet. About 40 feet of loose

material was found above the bed of salt and 30 feet of mixed salt and shale.

Mitchell.—(Peter McEwan.)
At 1200 or 1400 feet light reddish brown shale rock, and still in that when boring

stopped at 2000 feet. The material was the same as in the Goderich hole, except that the

limestone was 100 feet thinner. There was no salt, but a white clay resembling pipe-clay

where salt should be, and of about the same thickness.

GoDEKiCH.— (Peter McEwan.)
In 1S66, bored in river valley, (clay 30 feet), 1000 feet to salt.

In 1808, bored on table land, (clay 120 feet), 1130 feet to salt. In the latter passed

through 30 feet quicksand, 90 feet blue clay, 5 to 10 feet of gravel orhardpan.

Attrill's well.—(Dr. T. Sterry Hunt.)
ET. IN.

Clay, gravel and boulders 78 g

Dolomite with thin limestone layers 278 3

Limestone with coral, chert and beds of dolomite 27G

Dolomite with seams of g5'psum 243

Variegated marls, with beds of dolomite 121

Rock salt, first bed 30 H
Dolomite, with marls towards the base 32 1

Rock salt, second bed 25 4

Dolomite 6 10
Rock salt, third bed 34 lO
Marls, with dolomite and anhj'drite. 80

"

Rock salt, fourth bed 15 5
Dolomite and anhj'drite 7 q
Rock sa't, fifth bed 13 . g
Marls, soit with anhydrite I35 g
Rock salt, sixth bed 6 q
Marls, soft, with dolomite and anhydrite 132 Q

Total depth of well I517 q
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Farther south the brine is blackish, with more of sulphur, and has to be
settled at 150°, when it is drawn otf, boiled and evaporated. The limestone
also gets thinner.

Port Franks.
At this place, about 40 miles south of Goderich, the well is 1345 feet deep.

BOTHWELL.
The salt bed is similar to that at Goderich, but deeper and thicker.

Parkhill,
The same salt bed as at Goderich.

Petrolia.
Similar bed to that at Goderich, but more salt.

COURTRIGHT.
Struck salt at 1620 feet

First bed of salt 21
Bed of salt below, but not reached here.

Mineral water vein struck at 836
Casing put in for

, , 876
Depth of pipe 1646

Petrolia.—(Lot 3, con. 11, Enui-klillen.)

Surface claj' 104 feet

Limestone 40
Shale 130
Middle limestone 15
Lower shale 43
Hard white limestone 68

Soft " " ....''.".'''..
40

Big limestone or oil bearing rock 25
Grey limestone, with salt water 28
Grey limestone, containing more or less water 107

Hard white limestone with strata of sand varying from 2 to 5 ft . . . 500

Gypsum 80

Salt 105

Gypsum 80

Salt 140

Total depth of boring 1505

Comber.— (Lot 7, con. 1, Tilbury.)

Surface blue clay 93 feet

Sand 27

Very hard rock (with iron pyrites) 53

White limestone (bitter water) 110

Sand rock, (show of oil) 20

Limestone 200

Sand rock 10

Soft limestone, salt water, (cased into this limestone) 70

Hard limestone 23

Freestone 35

Soft limestone 27

Hard limestone 12

Soft limestone • 34

Hard limestone 22

Shale, with hard streaks 100

Soft limestone _
13

Hard limestone 125

White limestone, streaks of shale 50

Bluish lime.'-tiine. 10

Hard rock, with streaks of shale 55

Very hard rock ( with iron jij-rites) 25
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Hard limestone 11<> f'^et

Hard limestone 40

Limestone, good cutting 10

Total depth of boring 1285

St. Clair, Mich.
To top of salt 1635 feet

Bed of salt 40

Lime rock and aalt, alternate layers 70 •

At 730 to 800 feet brine or mineral water was found, but no salt.

Mauink City.
To top of salt 1675 feet

Salt and rock in alternate layers 110

Dr. Tlmnthy Coleman—I was the first to discover salt at Seaforth. We made
ailt about Cliristinas, 180!), and before May, 1870, we had two pans ; a third one that

we i)ut up got burned. At that time the market was better than at present. We
got §1 and $1.20 a barrel ; now it is 50 and 55 cents, with the price of wood gone Cost of a barrel

up. The price of the bairel is about 22 cents, we pay 2i cents for packing, and it

takes about a cent's worth of nails to a barrel, so that we have about 30 cents for

the salt. We have two pans, 24 by 110 feet. The capacity of a pan is about 100
barrels a day. About two million sacks of salt come over annually from England.
I contend that English salt should be excluded ; the demand then would keep us g^ r u j

.all going. At present the total amount produced in Ontario is about 40 ',000 American com-

barrels. We could easily produce the total amount that is now imported from petition.

England as well. We are driven out of tiie market so that the fishermen in tlie eastern

provinces may have free salt, and we cannot use their coal. I do not think that is

fair ; we should have free coil. We have better salt than the Americans. Our brine

is the purest in the world, being 98 per cent, and the quantity here is unlimited.

With free trade we could compete with the Americans. The American manufacturers
are getiing 60 or 70 cents a barrel. The best remedy at present would be to

keep out the English salt and give us our own market.

William (J-rtxj— I have been engaged in manufacturing salt for about seventeen
years in Seaf(jrth. We have three wells, one here (Seaforth), one at Wingham, and
one at Blyth. The one here Avas bored seventeen years ago, the one at Blvth ten

jears ago and the one at Wingham two j^ears ago. From tlie surface to the bottom
here is about 1,140 feet; there was about 40 feet of loose material. We did not keep |*.'*f "fu^Bi^th
A log of the well, or sauiples of the drillings. Before getting into the salt in all the and Wingham.
wells we got into a kind of shale ; there was about 30 feet of shale and salt mixed.

I think it is all the same bed of salt. The main bed is 90 feet througli, and there

are supposed to be beds below that again, but we have not gone under that bed here.

At Clinton they are supposed to have gone through to a second deposit. Tlie main
bed seems to be thicker here and at Blyth than anywhere else. At first, seventeen Capaoitj- of Se&-

jears ago, we made here at the rate of 25,000 barrels a year ; the greatest activity f^^th well.

was about 1874 and 1875, when we made about ()0,000 barrels a year here. Last

year we made 10,000 barrels. The works are now about shut down, but not for the want
of a supply, for there is plenty of brine. We have abandoned our well here on
account of the falling off in quality. I do not know what it is that is coming into

the brine, but it increases the cost of production very much ; we think it is caused
by the size of the cavity, and the distance the water has to travel through other

rocks. Of late we have made only a little for the retail trade here. The barrel of r>«„t„,„, ,,.„1-1 1 • 1 ",{\ 1
cost or pruiiuc-

salt weighs 280 lb. net. 1 he cost of a barrel is about zO cents ; we make our own. tion.

When the salt industry started here first we jiaid 32 cents for barrels. If we had
to buy them now they would be worth abo it 25 cents. When filled with salt we
get from 55 to 70 cents ; that has been the price for about three years I think ; it was
50 cents for a couple of years before that. We make table salt at Blyth, but not
here. We have only one pan here, 20 by 120 feet. It is capable of making 150 barrels

a da}', the c[uantiry depending on the amount of fuel used. We have been using
beach and inai)le at .S3 a c<>rd, and soft wood at 81.25 and §1.50. The brine is very
strong, being full satui-ation. We commenced at Blyth ten years ago and struck salt

at 1,190 feet ; the formation is about the same as it is liere, and we are s jiposed to The Blyth works

"be working in a bed 90 feet thick. We have two pans there, and a mill for table

and diiry salt ; the ])ans ai'e 24x130. For grinding the table salt we use steel rollers.

We make about 15,000 barrels a year of tjible and dairy salt, put up in small bags
•which are packed in barrels. The bags cost from §1.30 to §2 the barrel. In bulk
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that salt is sold at 85 cents a barrel. Our total production at Blyth runs up to about
50,000 barrels a year. We went there on account of cheajier wood ; labor is about
the same as here. Cheaper fuel was the main object at that time, but now we find

the salt is purer there. At Wingham we sank in May, 1880, and struck sal at about
1,140 or 1,150 feet. We did not drill that well ourselves, and do not know what
the bottom is like. It is two miles from the village and we have to pipe the brine
that di-tance. The Wingham well is the only one on the line of the Canadian
Pacific railway, and that gives certain advantages in freight to local points. At the
three places we hive about 40 men eniployed directly in connection with the salt

busines-, including those engaged making the barrels. We bought 5,000 cords of

wood at Blyth last year, and 2,000 cords at Wingham. That gives a great deal of

work cutting, teaming etc The salt deposit extends a couple of miles east of here.

There is plenty a mile and a quarter east, but six miles farther east there is no salt,

while everywhere west where well-borers have chosen to go deep enough they have
found it. Brussels is on the outer limit of the deposit toward- the north. The roof over
the salt is falling in at some wells, bu^ there is no inconvenience on account of that.

There is no movement on the surface at all. The water and the loose stuff act as a
support. In all the wells sufficient water tinds its wav down to give any quantity
of brine. The great difficulty the Canadian salt trade has to c-ntend with is the
importation of English salt. It conies over as ballast, and is then brought to Toronto
at Sll a car. The freight from here to Montreal by the Grand Trunk is 83(5 a car.

There is no duty on the English coarse salt, but there is upun table salt. We ship

table and dairy salt to the eastern proviu' es. About two million bags are imported
from England every year. Our production is about 350,000 ban els A good deal of

English salt is shipped from Kingston to Chicago ao ballast. Competition has reduced
our capital 60 per cent, in value, an' I of late vears it has not been a profitable busi-

ness. From 1878 to 1883 we had tive years of tine business. We had just started

the Blyth works and had cheap fuel for two years, and for the next three we had
the Association and that put tlie price up high. There is not as much salt used now
as there was five years ago on the land. The reason of that is, I think, because the
farmers cannot afford to buy it on account of the poor price they have been getting

for their stuff. We sell a couple of carloads a month to the chemical works ab
London.

F. C. Boqers—I reside at Brussels and my business is that of merchant and
salt dealer. The depth of the well, which I sank seven years ago is at)out 1 070
feet. The salt was struck at a depth of about 1,000 feet the bed of salt being
about 23 feet thick. There was fresh water all the way down. The works were
started in Se[)tember, 1881. We pump about 18,000 barrels of brine per day, ^-nd

our product is abovit 2-5,000 barrels a year. We make both dairy and common salt.

We sell common salt at 60 cents a barrel. Dairy salt i< put u]) in 3. 5, 7 or 10 ft>

bags, and I suppose it would average SI..0O a barrel. Barrels cost us about 20 cents

each. Our market is as far edst as Quebec ; we sent a car of dairy salt to Quebec
yesterdaj*. Our common salt does not go much farther than Bn)ckville or Prescott.

I do not think that any salt comes from the States. There should be a heavy duty
on English salt ; there is a duty on fine English salt, but that does n<it amoubt to

anything. We sell more dairy than any other kind. The coarse salt comes princi-

pally from England. A large quantity of dairv salt also comes from England, put
up in 56 lb sacks mostly. An enormous quantity of English salt comes over as

ballast, but our salt sells in Ontario better than the English. Including the cost of

sinking the well the whole plant cost about S10,0iMt. My pan is abour 26 by lOO

feet, about two feet deep on the slope and is made of quarter inch boiler plate.

We make about 100 uarre's a day, but do not work on Sundays. Sometimes we
have made as much as 12<) barrels a day. We cannot run all the time, as we have
to stop at times to make repairs and particularly to clean off the gypsum coating

which forms on the pan. A short time ago we had to shut down a week for repairs.

We have about 15 hands employed altogether ; the man who attends the pan gets.

81.25 a day ; the ccjopers, of whom there are two, get .'4 cents a barrel ; the engine

driver gets Sl-50 a day and he also run.s the dairy mill. We like the iron grinder

better than the granite roller. Our grinder will do about eight barrels an hour
and we never work it more than eight hours a day. The amount of salt produced
in Canada is about 40i»000 barrels a \ ear, and the business is capable of being

extended indefinitely if we have a market Two years ago we sold a large quantity

of salt for manure, but farmers seem to have lost confidence in it, or it may be
because they are hard up this year. I think it is one of the best things that can b e
put on the land ; it helps to kill vermin. The price of land salt is about $2.50 a
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ton. We also sell a large quantity for tanning hides and salting pork. Our salt

was tested ajainst the EiiLilisli salt in London and found to ho betttr. I think this
'i he siit area.

is about the edLCO of the salt Imsin here. A well was bored east of us, but no salt

was got. West of Brussels it gets thicker, and at lilyth it is 00 feet.

Joint Tolmic— I am secretary of the Ontario People's Salt Manufacturing Co. SaitweilHat

of Kincardine. It is a fanners' institution. Salt was first found in Kincardine
'"^''''^ ""^'

about twenty years ag >, I thnik. There are three wells belonging to the company.
Salt was struck at a depth of 888 feet, and the first bed is 28 feet thick ; then
there is 32 feet of limestone rock, and below that another .salt bed 33 feet

^.".^l^
''"''

We supplied the machinery and fuel and the boring cost us SI. 05 per foot. The sau beds!
° *

length of our ])uiiip is 9S1 feet, but the pressure of the water going down lifts the
brine up a certain distance, so that we have to pump it only about fjOO feet. We
have one pan 191 by l-i2 feet, and can make from MH) to 3.50 barrels a day according
as we tire. When the ])an is full there is a foot of brine in front and about six

inches at the farther end. The front part of the pan, where the heat is intense, is

madn of steel, but the back i)art is ii'on. We use slack coal f<jr fuel, lialf bituminous
and half anthracite. The salt is very pure and we do not require to use anything
to purify it. At some <if the works they use chemicals to take out the gypsum. Production and
La.st year we produced about 2,000 tons put up in barrels and bags. It was all sold market.

in Ontario ; none went to the States. We did not make any more because the price

was so low. About 3ilO tons was land salt, 400 tons coarse salt and the rest fine

salt. The coarse clean salt is made at the back end of the pan.

John Ramford—l reside at Clinton and am a salt manufacturer. The first boring
for salt was commenced at Goderich about 18()6, and at Clinton about the beginning
of the following year. My brother Richard commenced to bore about 1807. We
first went down 1,170 feet from the surface ; that is the bottom of the first bed. ™ ,...

Since then we have bored below that, down to 1.245 feet. We went through the wells,

underlying stratum, composed partly of hard limestone, and then into the second
bed of salt. I he first be'i we estiu.ate to be 15 to 18 feet, and the lower bed about
25 feet. The rocks here I believe to be about the same as at Goderich ; between
the surface and the first salt there is 800 or 900 feet of limestone. There are only
two wells here, and the depth of tiie ether one is about the same as ours. I do not
think the other well has been Avorked since the beginning of 1886. The demand
within the last two or three years is falling nS. I think there is a falling ofi" in

consunqjtion, and there is also more imported. There is not as much salt sold for Production and

the land as there used to be. Since I started to make again in the month of April L-ousuniption.

this year my output has been about 30 carloads a month. For nine or twelve
months before tliat we had a good deal of trouble with our well, owing to the fall-

ing in of the roof ; we had to take the tube up and had a great deal of trouble in

getting it down again. As we have been working the well for about t.venty

years we think w-e have a large lake below. The roof had fallen and formed
a heap that olistructed our tube, and knowing the nature of the overlying
rock we conjectured the brine would be more or less impure; so we
bored down past this obstruction on into the second bed, which we knew
hy Dr. Hunt's report of Attrill's boring was of exceptional purity ; according to his Bonny- into the

report it was tlie purest rock salt known. We went into it about 25 feet and *'"-'"' *'^'^-

stopped there becanse the boring at Goderich showed that to be about the thickness

of the second bed. We were still in salt when we stopped. By having an outer
casing outside our pump and resting on the ledge of solid rock below the obstruc-

tion referred to above, we prevented any of the imi)unties from getting into the
pump. But just as we got it in working order the casing slipped ofi" the ledge. We
had great ditticuly to get it out again— it took us about seven months—so that we
were out of the market from September till March. We get good brine now and
make good salt. My present output is from 25,i>(i0 to 28,000 barrels a year. In
former years I exceeded that. I have two pans, 80 or 90 feet long by HO or 40 wide.

We generally keep about three or four inches of brine in the pans. The pans have
to be cleaned about once every two weeks. We do not ])ump all the "^4 hours, as

we have tanks which hold the brine required during the nii^lit. I think there is

less scaling of the pans si ce we have been pumping from the new bed. In 1866
and 1867 it cost much more to put down a well than at present. Now it can be
done in a quarter of the time and for half the money. We are under the impress-

ion that this bed extends into Michigan as far as Manistee. To the east it has been lhe salt area,

tappe) at Seaforth, but at Mitchfll they could not find it. It has been struck two
miles this side of Dublin, and that appears to be the eastern limit of the bed. At
Teeswater they could not find it. I understand that at Wingham they bored
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and could not tind it ; then they bored two miles west, in a line between
Brus.selsand Kincardine, and there they found it. Speaking as a protectionist, I say

the salt manufacturer of Canada should be protected ; he should have the Dominion
for his market. Practically, everj^thing we use is protected up to the hantile ; the
only thing we can import free of duty is the fire brick. English salt is brought
over as ballast and is admitted free. It is brought to the w^est foi- le>=s than half

the rate we have to pay on salt going east. I pay $21. UO a car of eighty barrels from
here to Toronto. The freight on English salt from Montreal to Toronto is 812.

I have not the least desire to see salt taxed that is imported for the use of fisher-

men. But as a matter of fact it is not used for that pur^jose alone : it comes to

Toronto and enters largely and principally into competition with our land salt.

And I have good reason to believe, too, that this English salt is ground in this

country, put into small bags and sold in competition with us as dairy salt. Besides
the coarse salt there is a large quantity of tine salt sold under different brands, such
as Higgins, Eureka, Ashton, etc. ; whether that pays duty I do not know, but it

comes in and is sold, and from the amount that is sold I doubt whether it does pay
duty. There is a duty on fine salt of 10 cents per 100 lb.

Peter McEwati— I reside at Goderich and my present occupation is that of
salt manufacturer ; 1 am also a driller. This summer I drilled four artesian wells

for the town, two of which were eight inches bore. The first salt wull was drilled in

1865, and was bonused by the municipality. It was bored to a depth of about l,(iOO

feet. The North American Cheuucal works here make prmcipally dairy s^lt. John
Piatt manufactures about 20,000 barrels a year, but of course could make far more.

Goderich^worlss. I make from 20,u00 to 25,000 barrels, and if I had a market I could make twice tliat.

Joseph Kidd, jr.. makes about 20,0('0 or 25,000 barrels. Ogilvie and Hutchinson
use their exhaust steam and make about 7,000 or 8,()00 barrels a year. Of course

they could produce a great deal more. The well I work was only drilled through
the first bed of IG feet, and there we get all the salt we want. Aiter reaching

a depth of GOO or 700 feet I think the rock is peifectly dry ; the first 700 feet

supplies all the water. The first well< drilled here were 4i or 5 inches diameter.

The best way is to put in a bit and drill the full size at once. We use a three-inch

pump. The pressure of water is half a pound to the foot, so that 50O pounds
would be the p^-essure in a 1,000 foot well. The water goes down through i e

casing outside the pump and conies up through the pump. The 3^ inch pump goes
down about ouO feet and we have the working bucket there, the water going down
on the outside forcing the brine up to that height. In Marine City and at other

places on the St. Clair river they force the river water down between outer casing

and inner pipe, thus forcing the brine to the siu'face. They do that as the river

water is much purer. Of late years there have been great imfjrovemen's in the
system of boring and the cost is now about one-half what it was twenty yt ars ago.

There is some salt used on the laud in this neighbourhood, but it is very little ; I

cannot tell 'you the quaniity, but not as much as some years ago. Most of the salt

sold by Ogilvie and Hutchinson is for that purpose, i don't sell more than 200 to

300 tons of land salt a year ; Mr. Piatt and Mr. Kidd sell about the same, and the
Chemical works not as much—perhaps 2,000 tons a year in all. More salt is used
in the neighborhood of Whitby and the bay of Quinte, but here the country is

new and the farmers have not very much money.

Joseph Williams—I am a lumberman and am also engaged in the manufacture
of salt at Port Franks. The well was sunk in 1883 and is the only one there. It

is somewhat deeper than the wells at Goderich, though we commenced thereon
a level with 'he lake. As far as I recollect the well is about 1,345 feet deep, but I

cannot tell you the thickness of the salt bed. We do not w^ork more than three or

four months a year. We have a saw-mill and work the s;ilt well in the summer months
in connection with the mill. Three or four months output supplies all the salt we
can sell now. If the price Avould justify it we would run all the time. I suppose
there are between G,000 and 7,<'00 barrels of salt lying there now, and there is no
better salt. When we pump up the brine it is black, caused I understand by sul-

phuric hydrogen gas. When warmed the foreign matter falls to the bottom, and
then we allow the brine to go int > the front part of the pan. We lose about 25
feet of our pan on that account. We have one pan, 125 by 25 feet. In con-
necti' n with the works we employ twelve men and one span of horses. We have a
large boiler that supplies steam for the saw mill and for the small engine that does
the pumping. Our pumpmg engine is about In horse power. Our pump is about 650
feet down from the surface. Four wells could supply the Ontario demand, and we
have not the market of our province on account of English salt.
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J'lmi's Carter—The Courtright Salt C<». is a)i incorporated company vvitli a
subscribed c-apital of about ^(5,:-iO0 ; .J. S. Nesbitl of Sarnia is the jireBident, and I

am secretfiry-treasurer. Salt was first discovered liere on tlie bOth June, 1H84, saii well at

and ours is tlie only well. It is 1,(120 feet deep to the salt, there is 21 feet of salt CourtriKht

and it goes five feet under, making the ttital deptli 1,(140 feet. Beyond that it has
not been tested here. On the other side of the river, after passing through a bed
of salt corresponding with ours they found another bed of salt 30 or 40 feet
through, with just six feet of rock between the two beds. At 83(j feet we found
niineral water the same as they use across the river for bathing and drinking
purposes. The well is cased to 870 feet with iron casing four inches in diameter ;

inside of that there is a two inch iron pipe running to the bottom of the bed and
this pipe is jjerforated at the bottom. The river water is forced down between the ''^^ pumping

two pipes, and after becoming saturated with salt it is forced up thnnigh tlie inner
''^*'*™-

pipe. Forcing the water down in this way takes about the same amount of power
as pumping the brine up in the ordinary way. Our engine is about a 12 horse-
power. The advantage of the system is that we can shut off the water that may
contain impurities and force down water tlie (piality of which we know. For the
first week or ten days the brine was not very strong, but since then it has been of

the full strength. We liave not had any trouble on account of the caving in of the
rock ; the drillers reported solid hard rock to the top of the salt rock, so we do not
anticipate any trouble of that kind. From 870 feet it is said to be a solid liard rock
right down to the salt. Uurpan is 20by 5U feet and tiie salt has to travel the length
of the pan tliree times. We make a hundred barrels a day, but we have made as

high as 128 barrels a day for a week at a time. We made about 28,000 standard
barrels last year. 'I his year we do not expect to make over 2.5 000 barrels as we „
have been shut down a longer time ; we were .shut down four weeks last year and
about eight weeks this year. The demand has lieen les- this year. Last year our
out2>ut averaged about 54 cents a barrel. The price would be ab )ut the same this

year till the 1st of June, wlien we advanced it 10 cents a barrel. We are
not in any association, there was a lake shore association, but it is not in existence __

now. The ( anada salt association ceased to exist on the 29th of March, 1885. tion.

Under it each manufacturer was alloted a certain amount and for about two years
the price obtained was 90 or 97 cents at the works. But owing to disagreement as

to the allotment the association fell through at the period stated, after an existence
of about three years. At the time that association was in existence English salt

was being imported as now. The government was asked by some of the manufac-
turers to put a duty on foreign salt, but they refused to alter the duty on
English or American salt used for fisheries, which is free. I thnik it is fair that
English salt should be admitted free for the use of the fisheries, and for that matter
for the use of the eastern provinces, because the freight on the salt to get it there
would be too high. \s the law now stands salt coming from the States is free for

fisheries, while salt coming from England is free for all jiurposes. I am told by one
of our company that Walker & Co. of Aylmer, in western Ontario, use English salt Foreiirn competi-
altogether in jjacking their meat. There is English dairy salt selling in Sarnia now, tion.

and within my knowledge English salt was largely shipped to Sarnia, Chatham and
Windsor within the last ten years. Mr. Ballantyne ol Stratford told me he satisfied

himself that we had as good salt here as the Eni^lish, and he got manufacturers to

make cheese from each kind of salt. The cheese was tested at a meeting without canadfau sal<^

knowing which was manufactured with the English, or which with the Canadian
salt, and without a sni'.>le exception they decided the best was made with the
Canadian salt. Since 1885 we have been using petroleum tar as fuel, brought from
Petrolia. Prior to the first of June the tar cost 40 or 45 cents a barrel at Petrolia, Petroleum Ur
but since that time they have i-aised the price to 70 and 75 cents a barrel, which for fuel.

makes it as expensive as coal would be. I may say that at the present time the
question of the duty is a material consideration with us in not using coal. We
work niglit and day and employ about nine men ; four men manufacturing the salt,

two packing and two or thi-ee making barrels. We pay SI. 25 a day to the men * °'^*" *•«•••

manufacturing the salt, 2^^ cents a barrel for packing and loading it upon the cars

or vessels, and 2A cents apiece for making barrels. We make just one grade of

ordinaiy fine salt, and our market is altogether in the province of Ontario.

SILVER.

The Port Arthur district, extending from Thunder cape and Silver islet to

"W'hitefish lake, is a section of country occu|)ied by the black shales, cherts

and dolomites of the Animikie formation. These shales rest uncomformably
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in a horizontal position on the Huronian formation, and they are capped in

large areas by a thick overflow of trap. A great number of vein's occur in

this disti'ict, cutting through the various series of rocks as far as followed, and

generally occurring ii) a fault which has thrown the beds on one side of the

vein above or below those on the other side. The line of fault and presence

of a vein may often be noticed by an indentation in the escarpment, visible

for miles away. Sometimes the veins cross intrusive vertical dykes, as at Silver

islet. The capping of trap has prevented the weathering down of the under-

lying shale, so that generally it is only at the escarpment formed where the

over-lying trap occurs that it is possible to see the veins.

The components of the veins in the district south-west of Port Arthur

are chiefly calcspar, quartz (and also as amethysts), fluorspar, heavy spar, and

breccia of the wall rock. They carry iron pyrites, galena, zincblende (often

rich in silver), with native silver near the surface and silver sulphide or argen-

tite below. The galena is not argentiferous as a rule. Saponite and asbestos

or " mountain leather," and talcose slate also occur with the vein matter in

places. The veins run in different directions, but the majority are east and

west. ]S^one appeared to have any decided advantage over the others on

account of the direction of their course, although, of the richest developed thus

far, Silver islet strikes north and south, the Beaver north 40® east, and the

Badger north 20" east. At least seventeen locations, including mines, claim

to carry silver. It may be said of this district, judging by the work that has

been done already in it, that the prospect of a rich and permanent yield of

silver is remarkably good. In fact it would be difiicult to conceive a more

promising silver-carrying region.

Beaver mine is situated on Beaver mountain, in the township of

O'Connor, about 11 1^ miles from the Canadian Pacific railway, and a short

distance from the new Government road. The vein strikes north 40*^ east,

and dips from 5^ to 18® from the perpendicular. It cuts through the trap

above, which is 40 or 50 feet in thickness, and below that it cleaves the

The veip
tnatter.

Course of the
veins.

Beaver Mine.

Fig. 30.—Shafts, adits and levels of Beaver mine. Scale—250 feet to 1 inch.

a. Trap. c. Soil.

black slates which form the walls on both sides. The slates, which are

generally found lying in a horizontal position, are tilted upward immediately

beside the vein, which contains in places a good deal of brecciated slate matter
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There probably has therefore been a fault and a vertical Movement downward

on both sides, one after the other. The vein averages about 2^ feet in width,

varying from a mere crack without any contents to vein matter 3 to 4 leet

wide. The ore deposits in the vein are met with quite une.Kpectedly. As the

vein has been worked to a considerable depth the sulphide has for the most

part replaced the native silver, which was the chief ore higher up. The silver

generally occurs on the hanging wall. Where occurring with zincblende the

silver is held in leaf form through the blende crystals, but when found with

galena it is intimately mixed. Information about the equipment of the mine,

work done, wages, etc., is fully set Ibrth in the evidence of the superintendent.

•Captain Hooper.

Operations on a mining scale had just commenced on the Radger property

but a short time previous to the visit of the Commission. The ground was Bad^'er mine,

being opened up by shafts and levels, but scoping had not yet commenced. The
vein is pinched in the trap above, but opens out wider in the slates below, and
averages two feet wide. The strike is north 20^ east, and the dip 70" south-

east. Most of the ground thus far opened is very rich, silver being present

where the vein cuts the trap as well as where it has the slates for walls. The
selected ore is said to run up to $3,000 per ton, and, like ores from the other

Fig. 31.—Shafts and levels at the Badger mine. Scale—200 feet to 1 inch.

a. Tray. b. H/ialen.

producing mines in this district, it is sent off in barrels to the smelter. The

shaft is being sunk 10 by 6 feet and the drifts 7 by 5 feet. A striking fact

in natural history was pointed out which assists the prospector on covered

ground, viz., that pine is chiefly found growing on the trap, and poplar on

the black slates. The line marking the trees and the rocks is quite clear and

well defined here. Fig. 31 is a section of the work done at the Badger. Full

information about the mine is given in the evidence of Herbert Shear, the

superintendent.

The course of the Silver Mountain vein is east and west. It cuts trap

and slate and has been followed into the cherty limestone below. The cherty p. ,g

,

limestone is met 5;') feet higher on the north than on the south side, and ^'"""'^i" """«

^raTTJSjl therefore there must have been a fault, the vein forming in

^?=2| I 5if^^ tihe fissure caused by it. This vein is being opened by adits

driven into the escarpment, which here rises nearly 300 feet. The
Fio. 32. vein has also been opened on the low ground to the east by an

el c/urty Umesio^i^. opeu cut, and is four to six feet wide at that point. The

gangue is of calcspar, carrying silver and zincblende. Iron pyrites and galena

Are also found. The ore is native silver and argentite, and the best rock at this
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opening is found on the hanging wall with calcspar. The ore is also found in

fluor and heavy spars, which occur in the vein to a considerable extent. Captain

Trethewey states that in the part of the vein exposed by the open cut one-third

of the vein stuff is mill rock. The evidence of Mr. Tretheway can be referred

to for full particulars about this mine, and that of Captain Nicols for West
ciilver Mountain mine.

of silver on lak
Superior,

Fig. 33.—East Silver Mountain mine. Scale—400 feet to 1 inch.

E. B. Borron—In reference to silver, its occurrence on lake Superior associated

with native copper can hardh' have escaped the notice of those rude miners who
excavated what are known as the Indian diggings. Messrs. Foster and Whitney, U.
S. geologists, in their report submitted to Congress in 1850 say : "None of the early

explorers seem to have noticed the existence of metallic silver associated wich the
copper, although we know that among the numerous masses of copper which have
been picked up on the shores of the lake, some have contained a considerable

quantity of silver intersperseil through them." Keferring to Alexander Henry
(already mentioned as engaged in copjier mining about 1770) they say : "Henry con-

Early discoveries ludes from the result of his unsucessful experiment in mining, that the copper never
can be successfully mined except for loc d consumption and that the countiy must be
cultivated and peopled before this can take place. He then goes on to remark, ' It

was in the hope of finding silver in sufficient abundance to make the speculation

profitable that the works were commenced.' He speaks of the discovery of the
metal in only one place however, Pointe aux Iroquois, where according to his auth-
ority a Mr. Norburg, a Russian gentleman acquainted with metals, discovered a blue
stone eight pounds weight, which was sent to England and found to contain 60 per
cent, of sdver. " Puinte aux Iroquois is about fourteen miles above Sault Ste. Marie,
on the United State-? side. If this be true, the stone in question was probably
found in the drift and had been transported from some pouit on the north or Cana-

A^reported dis-
(jiaj^ gf^jg ^f the lake. In 1852 a French Canadian named Secord stated that about
1824 he had discovered a mass of white metal on the north shore, from which he

-^ '^<""'sc»r >T.« ^^^ cut off a piece with his axe. He did not

'^'/\^'^'^-'''^,__^i^__,„^«r3 know what it was at the time, but on
^^^s^ ' - - " ' '^p"—r^—^ showing it to Capt. Bayfield or some of
p^^^

-

—

r_^ the party then employed on the survey

:

'
of lake Superior, was informed that it was
silver. Relying on his story an expedi-
tion was fitted out shortly after my arrival

at the Bruce mines. The late Alexander
!, 550 ftct to Cameron of Sault Ste. Marie was in charge.

Secord piloted the party to Thunder bay,

but after the lapse of a period of twenty-eight years he could not find the exact

position of the vein, and the party returned to Bruce Mines disgusted. Secord was
regarded as an imposter by some, and by others as laboring under a delusion. But
in the light of subse((uent discoveries in that district it is likely that such suspicions

were unmerited and unjust. Be that as it may, poor Secord hung himself shortly

after th"^ return of the party. In 1866-67 the discovery of silveu-bearing veins by
the McKeliar brothers and Mr. George McVicar of Fort William once more attracted

attention to the north shore of lake Superior. The existence of silver in the veins

of native copper Iiad long been known. Now it was found in the form of ore as-

well as in the native state, in veins that might properly be called silver veins. The
excitement was greatly increased by the result of the re-examination of the Montreal
Mininw Go's location at Thunder cape bv iVtr. Thomas Macfarlanein 1868. In the
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oriiiinal description of this location by Mr. Sheppard mention is made of asmall islauil

near the shore on which tliere was a vein oi galena ana carofjiiato oi copper, ile <li<l y^.^. igietmine.

notseemingly notice that it contained silver as well. ()ne of the men employed by Mr.

Macfarlane founil, 1 believe, the same vein, and he was the first ta (jbserve tlie pre-

sence of silver. But the credit of the di.scovery of silver in such form and (juantity as

to entitle it to be considered a silver vein is due, I think, to Mr. Macfarlane. The
Thunder Bay silver mine, the Shuniah mine, 3A mirje, a mine near McKenzie's >iver, un8uccei»»ful sil-

Jarvis Island an 1 McKellars Island mine were, with the exception of Silver Islet, ver mines,

the principal mines worked while 1 was inspector. All of them, I think, have bemi

unsuccessful, and as far as 1 know none of thi*m are now working. Owing to the

limited length of the ore-bearing portion of the vein at Silver islet a few years

Buthced to exhaust the mine, and it has been ior some years abandoned. Of the

more recent discoveries I know nothing, unless it be that large sums have been |)aid

to disjoverers or jiromoters. Silver mining companies have been more cautious than

those engagid in cupi)er mining. While I was inspector the companies named were
engaged chietiy in testing the veins, and but a small amount was spent on the sur-

face until tliey were in a position to judge. The only exception was the Thunder
Bay Silver Mining Co., who purchased and erected ore-dressing machineiy before

the veins had been properly tested, the result being that the money exjjended was
thrown away. But that the managers were over-sanguine is not surprising in view
of the richness of ' he ore in some places near the surface. The late Thomas Her-
rick and 1 estimated the value of the silver contained in one small mass of ore not

exceeding 15 or 20 lb. weight at not not less than §100, and I do not think this was
by any means the largest or most valuable piece obtained from the same vein. In

concluding my evidence on this branch I can only say of the silver deposits on the

north shore what 1 have already said in regard to the copper, that although like

every other mining region the unsuccessful enterprises greatly outnumber the .suc-

cessful, yet when the extent of this silver-bearing belt, as proved by the great

number of places where the metal has been found is taken into consideration, we
have reason to hope that many veins as rich as that of Silver islet and much more
lasting will be discovered

A. J. Cattanach—I am a barrister, residing in Toronto. I have been interested

in mining properties from 1870 down to the present time, and have been connected
with the Silver Islet mine almost from the beginning. I have also been connected
with several other mining properties as director, vice-president, and in other offices. ^^ ^ ^ i^j^j.

1 have devoted my attention particularly to the Thunder bay district, and as far property,

west as the Shebandowan district. I have also acted for a large number of capital-

ists who own properties. What is popularly known as tlie Silver Islet property
consi>ted of 107,000 acres of land originally owned by the Montreal Mining Co., and
of lands subsequently accjuired by the .Silver Islet comjiany. A large number of

locations of 6,400 acres each had been jjatented to several individuals, and were
generally called by their names. A great many of these and other locations were
consolidated and absorbed by the Montreal company about forty j^ears ago. In
1870 the Montreal company bold the 107,000 acres to Major Sibley, Captain Frue
and the Hon. Edward Learned for .$225,000. The purchase was completed late in

the year, and Captain Frue began work on Silver islet in the same season. The
Montreal company was aware that there was silver on the island ; a strcmg report

was made by Mr. Macfarlane recommending that §50,000 should be spent upon it.

This report stated that the ore was not only rich, but that there was a large (juantity

of it. The Montreal company would not take the risk of spending so much money,
and then the Americans stepped in. In the first year they produced ore enough to

pay the purchase money to the Montreal company and for a large expenditure made ,

on permanent works ; and within three years from the date of their purchase they ^"j^ures iii*v..rk-

paid dividends to the amount of §300.000 besides Then they went through some iugthe mi/ic.

sterile rock for some time, spent a large amount of money without a return, and had
to put a mortgage on tlie property of §400,000. After working on for about a year
and a-half to no purpose they came upon rich ore again, which enabled them to pay
oflF tlie mortgage of §400,000, and left them free once more. After having gone
down some distance to no purpose it occurred to Captain Friie that there had been
a slide or throw in the rock, and acting on tliis hy])Othe<is they succeeded in tindinsf

the vein again. Meantime a company had been organised, but in the early jtart of
1884 work stopped at Silver i.slet and has not been x'esumed since. The shaft was
sunk down 1,100 feet below the surface oi tlie water, M\d the company was drifting Causeof shuitiii"

north and south and sinking a winze to the 1,260 foot level. At that time the down.

Canadian Pacific railway was not built, and the only way of getting supplies and
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fuel was by water. The company had ordered its supplies of fuel from the American
side ; but the vessels got frozen in and could not deliver the cargoes, in consequence
of which work was stopped in March for the want of fuel, and the mine < f course
tilled with water. 1 understood it would take several weeks to jjump it out. The
company had a couple of engin^ s of 240 horse power and hoisting luachiuery, but

Effect of hiph the machinery was not j owerful enough to go down much further, and it would be

m*^Wnery^""'° useless to commence working again without new hoisting apparatus. Shortly before
operations stopped it had been decided to put in new machinery, and I was instructed
to go to Ottawa and try to arrange for getting the duties taken off. The macliinery
would cost about -^100,000 and the duties would be about §30,000. I saw tlie Min-
ister of Customs, who took a great interest in the case. He appeared anxious to do
anything he could to help the company, but he seemed to tliink nothing; could be
done in the way of remitting the duties without legislation. Parliament was not
sittiijg, and it was an isolated case. He expressed his willingness to carry out any
suggestions he could. It was then suggested by himself, or by me, that if the wf)rks

stopped at Silver islet and the machinery was sold and exported back to the United
States there should be a drawback given to the company ; but that came to no prac-
tical result, because the company would have to pay the 830,000 down, and when
least able to afford it. So the matter dropped and the company could do nothing.
If the company had succeeded in getting the machinery at that time when it had
the money, the work would j^robably be going on at the present day, as near the 1, 160
foot level in the previous October exceedingly rich ore was struck, varying from
2,000 to 19,000 oz. to the ton. There is a great deal of machinery used in mining that
is not manufactured in Canada. 1 n the case of an English company that was going to

bring some very expensive machinery to Michipicoten, I tried to make arrange-
ments about the duty, but I could do nothing. I think that the removal of duties
on machinery that is not mauufactiii'ed in the country would be very beneficial. A

American capital great many Americans are interested in mining properties, and it is American money
invested. ^hat is chiefly spent liere. Silver Islet w-as nearly all American, the Beaver is

American, the West Silver oMountain is worked by people who have come from
Colorado ; the East Silver Mountain is English, and the .Jarvis Island Co. is English.

, ,
The actual amount of silver ore taken

Product of the

ml
,

stock of tlie com-
pany.

from Silver Islet during the time the

company worked was 83.089,157.
When I speak of the Silver Islet

company I mean the original associ-

ation—the first Silver Islet company
and the later Consolidated Silver

Islet company which bought out the
other two. Stock of the Consoli-

dated Company was paid up stock.

It is very difficult to sell any mining
stock that is liable to assessment.

In the case of Silver Islet the stock

was paid up, but the shareholders
made themselves liable by contract

to pay 810 upon each share as they
might be called upon by the direc-

tors. The amount of paid up stock

was 81,000,000, and this liability of

810 a share made a cash capital of

8400,000, as there were 40,00U shares.

Most of the shareholders paid up
their calls, but a minority were un-
able to do so. The consequence was
that the company about the time it

stopped operations found itself in

this position : There was a mortgage on the property of 8"200,000, and there were

The property ^^^ resources to be had from the shareholders, because some had paid up in full

sold at a ><uit of and some could not pay at all. The company was discouraged ; it Avas found it
the debenture would cost much to pump out the mine and to get the new machinery, and that it

would be useless to go into a thing of that kind without being well provided with

money. The three promoters had died in the meantime, and there was no person

connected with the company who had sufficient knowledge, experience and time to

take charge of it. Things went from bad to worse, and the other day a sale took
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place in New York at the suit of the debenttiru liohlers. The debts of the tonii)iiny

only auiount to about §;1 20,000, and they have ahout 115,000 acres of land. The
whole ])r(ii>orty was sold to the dolienture holders for sjuie 85,000, but tiiey have

expressed a willingness to accept tlieir money from the company, and steps are

being taken to reorganise it if possible. When the work stoii|)ed, the vein was

perfectly developed and was very promising; they were occasionally meetii.g with

i)unches of silver. The accomjianying sketch shows the work done and jirescnt

position of the mine. We lio])C to go on again, and negotiation"^ are pending, but

what the result will be it is not possible to say yet. The Silver Islet company
has not thoroughly examined the whole of its locations. The Montreal Mining
company had examinations made of all of its lands and had printed reports,

but it made no particular developements worth si)eaking of. The jjolicy of the

Silver Islet Co. was to ])ick out particular spots where good promise of mineral
p,,,jp^. oftheSil

was found, and prove them thoroughly. For instance, at Mamain.se, just ver islet Co. in

opposite the range of the Cabnuet and Hecla, there is apparently a rich deposit <levelopingr loca-

of co]iper on our side. An English company spent some .£70,000 on an adjoin-
''**"*•

ing projjcrty and island. The Silver Islet com])any owns 11,000 acres there, and
has spent a considerable amount of money in developing that property—enough to

show that it is a very good property, so that nothing is necessary but to form a

large company and go on and work it. It also did a great deal of work at Point

Porphyry, a few miles east of Silver islet, and proved it to be a valualjle location
;

but nothing further has been done for the want of money. Some examination was
also made of the mainland in the vicinity of Silver islet. There is a streak of

quartz running from Burnt island in the direction of Silver islet, and in calm weather
one can see it for 200 or 300 yards under water ; that is supposed to connect with

Silver islet ; it breaks out on Burnt island, andagain on the heights on the mainland.

S. J. Dmrsnn— A. great many silver locations have been taken up and many
are now in operation in the Port Arthur district. I believe very large amounts of

silver have been exported from this district. From Silver islet I understand
they exported in the few years they were working from $3,500,000 to $4,500,000.

That mine WPS abandoned on account of the water getting into it, but I believe Production of

there is plenty of silver in it yet. I understand that with pi^oper machinery the f^jg^"" **^ ^''^^'"

water can be kept under control, and that it is the intention of the owners to

re-open the mine. The percentages of ores vary very largelj'' ; some rich ores go as

high as S10,000 to the ton, and some hardly pay to work. In this district people
have always looked after very rich ores, and ordinary paying ore has hardly met
with any attention at all. I would consider from 8 to 10 ounces to the ton a fairly

paying ore, but they require much more than that here. The reason is perhaps to

be found in the fact that the}- have not got the proper appliances to work such ores Necessity of

with economy. Systematic miTiing was carried en at Silver islet and is now being mining,
carried on at the Be^iver mine, and preparations for such work are also being made
at the Silver Mountain mines, both east and west. Where work has been done
systematically it has been very satisfactorj', and where min-^s have been abandoned
and work stopped it has generally been on account of the want of capital.

Peter McKellar—^Up to the present time most attention has been paid to silver

mining in the lake Superior region. Silver Islet mine was closed down for the

want of coal ; the vessel that was to bring the coal did not come and so they had to

close down for the winter and the mine filled with water. The shaft is 1,100 feet Silver Islet mine,

down ; the vein did not play out, and they .are liable to find bonanzas at any time. It

is a regular fissure vein from 6 to 8 feet wide, and the formation is slate. The
bonanzas were generally found where the slate came in contact with diorite. The
vein occupied the line of a fault. There are jilaces where the vein was small, but
it was large at the verj- bottom. There was a bonanza at the surface and another
at 400 feet ; the latter was richer, but not so extensive as the one on the surface.

Drifting was done from the main shaft. The Duncan mine was worked to a depth
of over 700 feet ; it did not pay upon the whole, but I think it might pay if it was
followed up. They took out some very fine silver ; one piece was three or four

inches long by one-sixteenth of an inch thick, from where the vein cut the syenite.

There was also very rich silver in the slate near the surface. I think about 830,000 Th« Duncan

was taken out, and the mill worked about a month or two. They shipped the rich

ore of that mine from Port Arthur : it would go from 81.000 to 81,500 a ton—that
was selected of course. The company must have spent 8200,000 altogether. They
followed the vein the whole depth of the shaft, and it was not lost at any point :

it was strong to the very last. It is a fissure vein in a fault, with the down-throw
upon the south side ; the upper part of the rock is clay slate and chert. The vein
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Beaver mine.

Course of vei

matter is nearly altogether calcspar, and it carries sulphate of zinc, galena, iron
pj'rites, silver, native and glance. It is 12 feet wide, about vertical, and the course
about east and west. The mine was operated by an American company. The
reason it closed down was. they got tired spending money without getting any return.
Work was abandoned about 1882, having been carried on at intervals since 1867. The
depth of the shaft is.about 700 feet, but they tested with a diamond drill lower than
that. I have visited the Beaver mine. The formation is black clay slate under a

thick bed of trap ; the slate seems to be pretty thick, perhaps 300 feet, and then it

changes to a silicious slate. The owners started mining in the clay slates under
the bed of trap and found nice silver here and there, but the vein was only about
two or three feet wide ; these bonanzas were not very extensive, but last year they
struck a large one about 1,500 feet from where they entered in the drift. For a
couple of hundred feet the vein was very rich and large—the rich part would go
about 82,000 or 83,000 to the ton. They took out some 8300,000 or 8400,000 of ore, and
they are s^ill prosecuting the work. They ship the rich ore and have it smelted

;

Silver Mountain ^t the mills they have the concentrating or amalgamating process ; the common ore
they reduce themselves. At the Silver Mountain mine they have got down about

400 feet. At the beginning very heavy silver was found there,

but I don't think it has paid for the outlay as yet. Silver veins

in this countrj' are fissure veins cutting thrjugh horizontal slate.

The Beaver vein runs north and south, and the vein at the
Badger is about the same course. The Rabbit Mountain vein
is north-east and south-west. The general direction of the sil-

ver veins is east and west ; very few are north and south except
Silver islet. The Duncan and Silver Mountain veins are east

and west. I do not know of any north and south veins crossing

tast and west ones. There must be 16 or 20 mines working
altogether. In the Jarvis island mine they are working and
getting some silver occasionally ; the vein is fine looking but
they have got very little silver as yet. It is about the same
formation as Silver islet. There is barytes in the vein, but it

is only being worked for silver. It is hard to count the silver

locations that have been taken up in this district, but I think

there must have been more than a hundred. The character of

the ore is native silver and sulphuret of silver ; silver is also

found combined with zinc ore and lead ore—very commonly
^vith zinc ore. The zinc ore is very refractory. It would be
tasy to separate, only that the silver is very fine when it is

L iiiliined in the crystals and cannot be separated by concen-
trating work.s. The veinstone is generally calcspar, but in a

few mines it is quartz. The common ore is a silver sulphide

and native ; it is associated with galena sometimes, but the lead is not usually rich in

silver. Nickel has been found with silver and lead. Difi"erent combinations of silver

with arsenic have also been found. I did not see any red colored ore at Silver islet.

The composition of that vein is mostly calcspar and some quartz, but there is some
heavy spar. At .Jarvis island there is a great deal of heavy spar, there is iron pyrites

in some vems, and there is nickel in 3A mine. In a general way about here silver

occurs as silver glance and native silver in calcspar, in quartz occasionally, and
occasionally in heax'y spar. Fluorspar is common in the Silver Mountain country.

Silver will sometimes be rich in one part of a vein, and other parts will be rich in

other metals with but little silver. It is not often that we find silver in heavy spar,

but occasionally we do ; sometimes we get it plentifully in fluor.-^par, and sometimes
it is not in it at all. In the Silver Mountain and the Rabbit ^Mountain mines it is

largely in fluorspar—fluorspar being there the gangue of the silver. In the Thun-
der Bay mine it was in quartz, and there was but very little in spar ; so also in the

Silver Harbour vein— it was rich in the quartz as long as the bonanza lasted.

Thomas Hooper—I have had charge of the Beaver mine as superintendent since

the 17th of March last. The location is 97 T in the township of O'Connor ; the

area of the mine location proper is 160 acres, but we control some other locations.

One-half of the capital is owned in Detroit and one-half in Manistee ; none of it is

Canadian. General Alger and F- J. Hecker of Detroit and .J. Peters of Manistee
are the o^\Tiers. Hecker and Alger bought in on the first of November last, I think.

The mine was first opened about three years ago, and the total amount of money
expended up to the 1st of August last was 8169,288. That includes labor, supplies,

machinery, construction etc., but does not include the land ; that is what is actually

Character of the
ores and veins.

Fig. 36. The Dunc.i;. lu.u^

Scale, 300 feet tc 1 inch.

fieaver mine.
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expended liore upon the mine. We employ about 80 Iiands now, and tluit as been
about the average since I came liore—45 under ground and .'io above ground. The
amount of silver taken out up to the present time, according to the books, is :i8-5,030 Product of the

ounces. Tliat would represent now about JKJ cents an ounce, but what they liave mine,

sold has run about a dollar anouni-c. It lias been shipped as concentrates. ])ricksaiid

smelting ores. The ore varies con>iiderably in value ; some ia as high as §5,000 and
$8,000 to the ton, and some hardly runs anything. The average of 454
barrels of concentrates shipped was 847 ounces to the ton, but I cannot
give you a statement of the average of the mill rock that went through
the mill. I think in this section for the amount of money that has been
spent there is a better showing than in any district I know of. I consider the results

very satisfactory. The greatest disadvantage to this district is the want of a railway
to get machinery and supplies in, and to get the products of the country out. If Need of a rail-

there was a railway built I have no doubt it would get as good a revenue this fall *'»>'•

from here as any point of the Canadian Pacific for sixty or .seventy miles, and I think
there would be a steady increase in the lousiness. If the railway were built and the
tarifl" done away with it would result in immense development, for the mining
development of this country is only in its infancy. The mines in this region are the

Beaver, the Badger, the Rabbit, the Carriboo, the Elgin, the Yl, the Peerless, tlie

Silver Mountain east and west, the Porcupine, the Silver Fox, the Crown Point, the Mines in the
Little Pig, the Silver Creek, and the Big Harry. As far as I know 1 should say 75 district,

per cent of the capital is American ; the Beaver, Badger, Rabbit, Carriboo, Yl,
Peerless, Silver Mountain west end, Silver Fox, Crown Point, Silver Creek and
Big Harry are American ; the Elgin, Porcupine, Little Pig and Big Bear are

Canadian ; and Silver INIountain east end is English. In the last four months the
amount of sinking at the Beaver mine has been 13S feet, and of drifting and cross-

cutting 471 feet. Drifting costs S4.70 per foot and sinking §13.50 per foot. The
q^^^ of sinkjne

shaft is 8 by 14 feet and the drifts 5 by 7 feet, or the width of the vein. We pay and drilling,

miners §2 to 82.25 and laborers per day Si. 50. The miners work by contract and
board themselves ; ten hours is a day's work. The hoisting engine 60 h. p. under
60 lb pressure, the compressor is 75 h. p., the stamp mill 200 h. p. and the saw-mill

engine 25 h . p. ; we have pony engines of 8 to 10 h. p. each ; there is a pumping ^^^hinery.

engine of 25 h. p., a Worthington of 40 h. p. and 2 Blake pumps of 12 h. jj. . We
have several other small pumps on the location, one being at the fire department.
All the rest of the pumps would add about 40 h. p. more, and one in the stamp mill

about fiftj' more. The stamp mill is a Gates. The rock goes through the rock
breaker, which is Gate's patent, then through two batteries of five heads each of

Fraser and Chalmers patent stamps, each head weighing about 850 lb. We have
-another battery of ten heads at Murillo ready to lie brought and put up when the

work requires it. That will make a capacity in running ore of about 50 tons a day.

The ore goes from the stamp mill to the Frue vanners, of which there are four ; it then
runs into the mullers which are charged with <|uicksilver, then to the grinders, and
finallj- into the creek. The character of the rock in which our vein occurs is slate,

both the hanging and the foot walls ; the slates are tilted on both sides, generally up. Ciiaracter of the

On the top of the slate there is trap, in some places as much as 40 or 50 feet. The
vein is quartz, calc and heavy spar, iron pyrites and silver ; the silver ore is pocketed.

We have also zincblende, silver glance and argentine. There are several cross

veins, one of them where we took out quite a little silver sometime ago. Generally,

"but not always, most of the silver is found where they join. The dip of the vein is

from 5" to 18" from the perpendicular to the west. The course of the vein is nearly

north and south, and the average width is about 2i feet. We have not had a great

deal of water, and I don't think they are much troubled with water in this district.

The rocks are of close formation and the water only comes through the vein itself.

We have one diamond drill here, and I think it is a very fine thing for such work as

finding out which is the master vein in case of meeting with a horse, but I do not
think it is any good to ascertain whether there is silver in a vein—that is, I do not
think a vein should be condemned by a test made by a diamond drill. We can run
a diamond drill for about 75 cents a foot, and in this slaty formation we can rnn a

<lrill about 20 feet in 10 hours. It is very useful in examining iron deposits.

Herbert Shear—I am superintendent of the Badger Mining Co. and have been
three months in this district. The property consists of parts of locations 200 T and Badger mine.

201 T in Gillies, and have an area of 200 acres. I think that the company was organ-

ised in April, 1887, and a good deal of development work had been done before I ^he company,
came here ; one drift was 450 feet and another 500 when I came. The capital stock

of the company is §250,000 and is altogether held by Americans. The president is
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Working the
mine.

Labor and
waives.

Machinery.

Cost of freight.

Character of the
Badger vein.

Cost of fuel.

Carriboo loca-

tion.

Character of

the vein.

Rate of wages

Drawbacks to

development.

J. M. Stowell of Milwaukee, the secretary is Walter Reed, the treasurer C.

Reed, both of Milwaukee, and the general manager is G. W. Robinson of Moljile,.

Alal)ama. Tlie original discoverers sold five-eighths interest to Milwaukee parties;

for 8-0,000, and Mr. Robinson bou?ht a one-fifth interest for $20,000 ; that is all

the money that has been paid in to the present time. Up to the first of this montiij

we have expended §18,900. We have made no shipments of ore yet, but Ave have-

about ten tons of smelting ore ready for shipment. It is verj^ rich, but we have

not had it assayed ; it will run anyway 3,000 ounces to the ton—that is the selected

ore. We have a dump of mill ore that we estimate at 8200 to the ton, but n.>

assays have been made. I do not think the mill ore all through will average more
than 850 or 860 to the ton. We have a body of ore 300 feet long that could be
stoped at the present time. The average wid^ h of the vein is about two feet. I

estimate that there is about 1,300 tons that we can stope at the present time, and
much of it is very rich. We employ 54 men, 32 being underground. The average

wage is about 8'-^ a day for underground miners and about 81.50 to 81.75 for

surface hands. Our company intends to develop as fast as possible. We are now
putting in a hoisting engine, and we have a stamp mill under construction, Our
boilers were made in Peterborough and our engines in Milwaukee. Except engines

and boilers, all machinerj^ must be imported. Our hoisting engine will be 60 h. p.

and the mill engine 100 h. p. In many instances failure has been due to putting

up extensive works before the amount of ore mined would justify it. 1 would
advise people before running into expense to wait till there is a sufficient show to

justify it. To ship ore to Port Arthur would cost about 86. GO a ton for freight and
hauling. If we had a railway 1 think it would cost about 81.60 a ton from the mill

to Port Arthur. We intend to ship this week to Newark, New Jersey, and it will

cost about 812.50 a ton all rail.

Charles Hopkins—I have been mining in the lake Superior district for about

thirteen years, exclusively at silver mining, and I have been captain of the Badger
for seventeen m aiths. The course of the Badger vein is north-west by south-east.

The rock is slate, but there is about 30 feet of trap on the top. We are down
about 63 feet in tbe slate. The vein is calcspar, fluorspar and quartz : quartz is

next the foot and spar next the hanging wall. Sulphuret and native silver occur,

there is some galena, blende, iron pyrites and black blende. The silver is chiefly

in sulphurets ; there is some native silver which is found in the trap mostly, very

little in the slate. The silver is pretty evenly distributed throughout the vein.

There are two adits ; the upper one runs along the course of the vein 530 feet -,

there is 310 feet ready for stoping and it is a very promising exposure. All our
underground mining is done by contract. Firewood does not cost much now

—

about 80 cents a cord and 50 cents for hauling, about 81.30 altogether; but the

cost will increase as the wood has to be hauled a greater distance.

Henrtf Eothwell— I am connected with the Carriboo mine, which is situated on
lot 3, 3rd concession of Paipoonge, to the east of Beaver Mountain mine, the loca-

tion comprising 2,300 acres. There is about 800 feet drifted, and quite a little

cross-cutting. There are two adits, but the work done so far is purely exploratory.

The vein matter is 18 to 28 inches. We have not as yet taken out much ore, but

simply samples, and we have not shipped any at all. I discovered three veins on

the location, but as yet two of them have not been touched ; their general direction

is north and south. The gangue of our vein is about the same as the Beaver. I

should call it a fissure vein ; it has the best-defined foot wall in this district.

The country rock is very badly broken, and we often find leaf silver as far as three

feet outside of the vein. Native silver, zincblende and galena are found in the vein,,

which is spar mixed with slate, there being a great deal of slate in the vein matter.

The dip of Ihe vein is 20° to 2-5° west from the perpendicular. We worked from

last November till the 16th of August with four miners, two surface men and a

cook. The wages were—for miners 82 to 82.25, surface men 81.75, and the

cook 835 a month. There was not a shot put in till we went to work. Two of the

owners, Messrs. Barrington and Wilson, reside in Saginaw, and the other, Hiram
Siley, in New York. So far we have spent about 86,000 in developing:, but we
have not got any machinery yet. I consider the indications extremely favorable.

We stopped work this week, and cannot go on till there is a railway or some other

way of getting into the country better than at present. I have been exploring here

about twelve months, and I think this is going to be a permanent mineral country.

I agree with Captain Hooper that the return for the investment has been very

satisfactory-. It is a misfortune tha": a great many claims are held by persons of-

limited means, who have not the capital to go on and develop the property they hold.
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W. N. Montfiomcry —Crown Point ininii is location !)'» R., consisting <>i 10"»

acres on the cast side of Silver mountain. Wc began to develop the mine three Crown Point

years ago, and have driven two drifts, one about 128 and the other about 27"* feet.
""°^-

1 think they are botli on the same vein, but there is no connection l)et\veen them
yet. The width of the vein wliere I struck it tirst in drifting is eight or ten inches,

and a short distance from that it widened to ;U feet and then narrowed down to

2 feet again. There have been several variations of the width of the vein. Two
assays of the ore have been made, the result of one being 1G5 oz. to the ton. I

took some out of the drift without picking which went Sl(j.40 silver and 81.*J0 gold

to the ton. The vein is in slate ; scjmetimes the wall is clear and sometimes it i.°

mixed. The distance between the drifts is Go feet, but 1 think the ore is better in

the lower than in the upper one. The upper drift is in the slate, above which is

trap. We have both native silver and sulphurets.

T. H. Trcthcicey—I have been at East Silver Mountain mine since a j'car ago
last October, and have been connected with mining operations since 18Go. I

worked formerly at Cape Mamainse. Our company, known as Silver Mountain East Silver

mining company, was organised a year ago last October and commenced opera-
^''^'""*'^'" mine,

tions right away. Before this comp'iny acquired the property a Cleveland company
worked it for some time. 1 think the stock of the company is $150,000, but I

cannot tell j'ou who the stockholders are ; it is an English compan3^ The property
comi)rises locations R 53 and R 54, Lybster, and having an area of 1,158 acres.

We have two levels, one of 700 feet and the other 1,400 feet. The 700 level is

from 110 t(3 120 feet below the top of the mountain ; the other is 74 feet below
that, and from the bottom of one level to the bottom of the other is 81 feet. We
have two shafts, one 110 feet deep and the other something over 400 feet. That
work has been mainly done since I have been in charge. The Cleveliind company
had one drift of IGO feet, and that is included in the 700 feet level. There is Development of
also what wecall No. 1 shaft, 80 feet. Our company has spent in labor and machinery the property,

about ^SG.OOO or $90,000, and the Cleveland company spent about $20,000, making
about $100,000 altogether. There has been shipped about four on five tons, which
would average about $1,000 a ton. We have 1,200 to 1,500 tons on hand. Our
mill rock runs from 10 to 18 oz. per ton, 10 oz. being the poorest. Assays of

selected specimens have gone about $4,000 or $5,000 a ton. The width of the vein
varies ; at 400 feet down it is 12 feet wide, and there is some A^ery good ore down
there, but the best so far has been got near the surface. I cannot say how much
ore we have in sight, as we have not yet developed enough ; mj' idea is to develop
till we have two years' stock of ore on the dump and two years' in sight ; before
that I do not propose to erect a stamp mill. We intend to ship our richest ores.

I think we are going to have some very fine mines in this country. The develop-
ments so far have been veiy satisfactory. There is some gold in our ore, from $1
to $3 and $4 a ton, but it is onlj' very occasionally that we test for gold. I do not
think it would pay to treat our ores for gold. The course of the vein is about east

and west. It does not outcrop through the trap. The mountain here is about 300
feet high. We have made six openings on the plain below, and traced the vein
about 300 feet ; it is there from four to six feet wdde. The mill rock from the plain is

about the same in character as from the mountain, and will paj' aliout $14 a ton.

The rock that bears the silver here is the same as that of the Beaver and Rabbit
Mountain mines, and the gangue is also the same. It is chiefly calos])ar, flour-

spar, heavy spar and quartz bearing iron pyrites, blende and silver. The silver

occurs as native silver and silver glance. As we get down theliest mineral-bearing
rock is on the hanging wall. It is calcspar, flourspar, and heavy spar, but chiefly ,

calcspar. The vein is richest where the width is from three inches to three feet. Our vein'*''

^"^ "

shaft is down aljout 400 feet, and that is about the junction of the slate with the
cherty limestone on the hanging wall. The depth of the trap is about twenty feet,

and 1 think the depth of the slate is about 300 feet. The vein is generall}' richer in
the trap, but after reaching the cherty limestone Ave got a better average, the vein
being more massive and more uniform in width. It is a true fissure vein ; we have
not got any'cross veins as yet ; Ave get a few little stringers occasionally ; the vein
matter at the junction of these little stinngers is about the same ; it is not particu-
larly rich at the point of contact. We have 45 men Avorking now, 24 of AA'hom are
working underground. We pay miners horn §02 to $G5 per month—$52 by the day
and about $(55 by contract, and to outside men Ave pay $45. For drifting by contract
Ave pay from $5 to $14 a foot, the men paying for caps, fuse, poAvder and candles. Wages and

Our drifts are six by seven feet. In the slate the drifting costs about $5, but where ™*chinery.

the vein is massive we pay about $14. We have not done any stoping j^et. The
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West Silver
Mountain mine.

boiler and air compressor cost about 82,500 ; the hoisting engine and boilers,

§3,000; four drills, 81,000; two pumps, 8450; 3,000 feet of pipe, 81,000.

Counting machinery and tools, all would come to about 810,000. We have two
teams of horses, sleighs and waggons. The hoisting engine is 60-horse power, and
the compressor about '20-horse power.

Henry E. Nicols—The property of West Silver Mountain mine is held by my
brother, H. M. Nicols of Denver, and is composed of 55, 56, and 57 R in the

township of Lybster, 240 acres. I came here about the 1st of June as manager. The
shaft is down about 45 feet. I cannot say how much has been expended here, but we
have not drifted any. The vein is well defined, and as expose tl is 8 feet wide, but
we have only touched one wall, so it must be another foot anyway. The wall is slate

but the cap of the mountain is trap. We took out about a ton and a half of what I

consider very good ore from the excavation we were making for the shaft house.

When I came here there had been a cross-cut of about 25 feet, and the shaft had
been sunk about 25 feet. We have assaj's made of the ore which run all the way
from 50 to 7,000 and 8,000 oz to the ton. I think the lowest assay I got was
271 oz. There is silver glance, some native silver and a trace of gold ; but there

is no galena. In Colorado we have but very little trap, and the veins are blanket

instead of fissure veins. All the high grade ore there carries more or less galena
;

particularlj' is that the case at Leadville, where nearlj' all the silver bands carry

lead, which is useful as a flux in smelting. There is in Colorado one mine that paid

a dividend of 830,000 a month for the last nine months before I left, and the rich-

ness varies verj- much there as here. We employ about 22 men here, and we are

working another claim of ^0 acres at the west end of W^hitefish lake. At this place

we employ 6 men, underground at 82.25 per day and outside laborers 81.75 to 82.

On the other claim we have 12 men, but very little as been done there yet. We had
to commence there in the woods, and have to pack back three and a half miles from
the end of the lake ; that is claim 264T ; it is 14 miles from here. The vein looks

Other locations, very promising. There are two other claims further west in which they say they
trace our vein. Most of the capital invested in this district is American I think.

Ambrose Cyrette—I have lieen in this country since 18G2, and during that time

I have paid a great deal of attention to minerals, and have explored the shore of

lake Superior. I discovered the 3 A mine and got 87,000 for tlie property. The
vein was 12 feet wide. There has not been any work done on it for some years, as

there has been a lawsuit about it. If the matter were arranged and the mine worked,
I thmk there would be a splendid return. It is 12 miles from here to the mine. I

took up a location at Little Pic river and had assays made that showed as much as

8218 of silver. There are a great many veins there, but no developement work has

been done.

Character of

Colorada veins.

Rate of Wages.

3 A mine.

Silver on Little

Pic river.

Silver Hill and
Silver Falls
locations.

John C. Haskins—I came to Port Arthur in 1872, and am familiar with the

mining carried on in this country. We worked four men in 1872 and till the close

of navigation in 1&73. We found silver and gold and had assays made. The best

ore was 813 to the ton in silver, and 87 in gold, and the deepest pit would not be
more than 15 feet. The veins are in green slate and the main one is about 4 feet

wide ; there are three or four others. I am interested in Silver Hill and Silver

Falls locations and have spent 86,000, all of which but about 8800 was for develop-

ment. I had to stop a little over a year ago on account of the want of capital. The
trap there is about 50 feet deep. Work commenced in the trap and went down to

the slate ; we have just come to the slate now, but we had to abandon one shaft at

27 feet down on account of the water. The vein is a remai'kably fine one, and is

fully 1-3 feet wide where we struck it, just where four veins join. I think this is

one of the finest mining regions in the world, and I have been working at mining
since I was twelve years of age.

William Murdoch—A rich vein has been opened by the Silver Islet companj-
Edward's island at Edward's island, from which ai'senical silver was got. Large works have been
location.

erected there, but nothing is being done at present. The whole matter is at a

standstill on account of legal and financial embarrassments.

WalpoleRoland—lam interestedasagent in apropertyknown as the SilverGlance.

It is on the west boundary of Strange, in the unsurveyed district. We have sunk 30

feet in one place and 15 feet in two other places, and the vein varies in width from
4i to 6^ feet. The assays go from 50 to 20,000 oz. per ton. It is fully equal to any-

thing we have in this country. An English company is prepared to put up 820,000
at once. There is a location to the south of that about three miles, near Wolverine
lake, owned by the same parties. One pit as been sunk 30 feet, they are both in
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the same kind of black slate. There are two veins upon this property, one running Locatioim in

fast ami west and one north-cast and south-weHt, the width in l)otii cases liciiii:^ 4 unBurveyed tcr-

feet, l>ut opening? up in ])laces to eight feet. Assays show from 2U to 2,000 o/. to "'"O-

the ton. \Vest Silver Cilanco is the property of W. A. Allan of Ottawa, and consists
of lit and 20E and 238R. There is a strong lode on the property, assaying .011 oz.

to the ton of black and native silver.

William Rnsscll—We have a north-west and sontli-east system of silver veins
to wliicli the Beaver and Silver islet belong, and an east and west system to which
the Silver Mountain mines belong. The Badger is the same as the Beaver, but the
majority are east .and west, or a little north of east. The thickness of the veins varies
very much ; one I am interested in is only nine inches in width, yet I think a great
deal of it. It carries sidphuret of silver, native silver, zincblende and galena ; the systems of vein
vein so far is quartz with a little spar. Assays vaiy very much in the same vein ; I

hav e had them where the result was almost nothing, and sometimes they would go
as high as §3,000 or 84,000 to the ton ; but there is not such great difference as that
in the same vein as a rule. We have not got a steady low grade ore in this country.
It occurs in bunches ; we may iind ore for over 100 feet that will pay well, and then
we may find a long stretch of the vein that is worth nothing. The galena here is not as
a rule argentiferous, being generally S7.j lead and 12i sulphur. The galena from Bunchy charac-

the Silver Islet vein will not go moi-e than $3 per ton. In a few cases, as in the
^"^ °

Beaver mine, we find the galena apparently rich in silver, but I do not think it is

chemically a-^sociated with the silver ; I think the silver occurs in the cleavages,
^incblende is sometimes rich in silver, as shown at the Porcupine and the Silver
Hill mines (70R).

James Millar—We have come across galena at Silver creek ; the vein runs east
and west and the surroundings are about the same as at the Victoria mine. We

o'^Tt'st ^^Marie
own two locations at Thessalon, near the dock ; the vein runs east and west and district,

carries galena ; the gangue is calcspar and one can hardly tell it from Silver islet

spar. The country rock is trap. This galena carries silver. An assay from the
Silver creek vein shows $82 silver and a trace of gold ; other assays show 838,
839, $48, and as low as §2.50. The vein is from twenty to twenty-four inches
wide, principally slate. We sank t»v o shafts on different veins, one 42 feet and the Silver creek

other 12 feet ; there are five veins on the property close together. The vein matter
°*^**"'°-

is mainly chloritic slate and the walls granite. I have heard that lead has been
found on the Goulais river, back from the front some 15 miles. The Indians bring
specimens of iron pyrites, galena and copper pyrites, but I cannot say where from
as they will not tell. The location on Thessalon river is on the Indian reserve, but
I cannot tell the number of the lot ; there are 84 acres on the main land, and we .listrict."

have a small island half a mile east of the river. The matrix is altogether spar,

rather soft and of a j^ink color ; I don't think there is any quartz. The vein is

about 2h feet wide on the surface, but we have only gone down three feet ; the
assays sFiow silver .$7.25 and gold $2.25. .Tames Dobie is interested in this pro-

perty with me and it is our nitention to develop it. On lot 1 in the 5th concession silver in Drury
of Drury, we found a silver-lead vein that runs $40 to the ton.

R. E. Bailey—My companj' has a j^roperty on Garden river, west of the Victoria

ninie about four miles ; it is silver-lead, and it shows as high as 890 a ton in the Garden river

pure lead without taking the quartz with it. The vein runs north-west and south- location-

east but is not regular ; the country rock is trap, with some greenstone ; it is of a
different character from the Victoria mine. The vein matter is in places 20 feet

wide, where the quartz is stratified with the rock.

E. Norris—From what I have seen and learned I think lead and silver will pay
the ?ault Ste. Marie district. At Batchawana 1 have seen a great many really good
specimens brought in by a man named Frank Vallequette, who has been exploring An explorer's

the district for the last ten or twelve j'ears ; but he has had a claim jumped once ^P^cimens.

and will not tell where he got them. He showed me one specimen he got ten miles
back from the lake that was really wonderful.

R. Hedleij—I have seen some galena in the Sudbury district, but rarely, and
I cannot say whether it exists in paying quantities. I had one sample of galena
carrying 24 oz. of silver per ton, and the galena would run 60 per cent. lead. I

have seen quartzose ores witli a sjirinkling of galena. One in Lome township has theSudburv
"

diorite on "one side and something between diorite and greenstone on the other
; district,

the vein is from fourteen to twenty inches wide. Another vein in the same town-
ship is in hornblendic schist on both sides. In Denison a vein has been
traced a considerable distance which gives 4 dwt. , and is in a micaceous slate.
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W. T. Newman—I found a silver vein on an island in the west end of lake-
In lake Nipiss- Nipissing. The island is very small, about the size and shape of Silver islet ; the
'°^' vein is four to six feet wide and carries silver sulphuret. There is nothing else-

but granite on the island.

ZINC.

Zincblende occurs in nearly all the silver-carrying veins in the Port
|*s 05<=^^nce in Arthur district, and, as already pointed out, usually holds silver. It is believed

district. that the silver in this blende is altogether in a mechanical and not a chemical

association with it. There is reported to be at least one large deposit of zinc-

blende which it is believed could be worked profitably, but the Commissioners

were not able to visit the place.

A COLLECTION OF MINERALS.

The Commissioners made it part of their duty to collect typical specimens

of minerals, with accompanying rocks from the mines, mineral locations and

woi'ks which they visited. As has been before stated lack of time made it

impossible to make this collection as complete as might be desired, but it i&

believed that the accompanying wall rocks and country rocks, which were

The peculiarity obtained wherever available, will make the collection as far as it goes of
of the collection.

_ . .

peculiar interest and value to mining men and scientists. Should the gov-

ernment entertain with favor the suggestion of a provincial museum, or

collection of minerals, it would be advisable to take into consideration the

importance of associating accompanying minerals, the wall rocks and the

country rocks, with the various ores collected. This would add to the scien-

tific value of the collection a practical utility which would commend itself at

once to the mining man and prospector.
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SECTION III.

INFLUENCE OF COMMERCIAL CONDITIONS UPON I HE

MINING INDUSTRY.

The mineral deposits of the province of Ontario are widely spread,

varied in character, and cover almost the entire list of economic minerals

with the exception uf coal. The counties of Leeds, Lanark, Renfrew, Fron-

tenac, Addington, Hastings, Peterborough, the districts of Nipissing and
variety oMhe

Alaoma East and other portions of eastern and central Ontario contain num- """'-''»'
"^f-O r sourcea of

erous deposits of magnetic and hematite iron ores, and the discoveries now "Ontario-

made over a wide area of country would seem to warrant the belief that as

•development proceeds the iron mines of this region will be found to be of

"•reat extent and value. It also appears that this region is rich in

phosphates, gold, silver, copper, lead, plumbago, nickel, arsenic, mica '^"'em Ontario

and asbestos
;
granite, marble and freestone in great variety and of excellent

quality ; apatite, barytes and lithographic stone ; while even rubies, saphires

and emeralds have been found. In the Sudbury region enormous deposits

of copper and nickel ore have been discovered, and mines on au extensive

scale are being developed. In the township of Denison, between Sudbury ^j^jj'^jj^'j^''i'^

and lake Huron, rich specimens of gold-bearing quartz have been taken from J'st'"''^''-

the Vermilion and other mining locations, and promising deposits of copper

and nickel have also been discovered. On the north shore of lake Huron, from

Killarney to Sault Ste. ^Marie, and convenient to navigation, are found

iron, copper, lead and immense quarries of marble. Northward of the Sud-

bury district prospectors report a mineral region of great extent and pros-

pective value, but which can only be developed through the construction of

a railway. The entire region north and west of lake Superior abounds
^g^on*'^''*'"

in minerals and valuable quarries. Gold, silver, copper, iron, lead, nickel,

plumbago and zinc are found ; agates and amethysts are abundant; while valu- The lake Su-

able building stone of different kinds is spread over a large area. On Black bay
*'*""^ country,

is an immense quantity of granite of finer grain than the Aberdeen
;

a red sandstone is found in great bodies at Nipigon bay, and a white uuiidinij stone*,

sandstone at the head of Thunder bay which is of the finest quality.

Jjrown sandstone of excellent quality is found in abundance, also

soiipstone, serpentine and marble of dilferent colors. The Fort Arthur silver

district, extending south-west from Port Arthur to the east end of Arrow

lake, promises to be an argentiferous region of great richness. Mines have
^-i^'^/^ljj',""!^

been opened over a breadth of country extending twenty miles from uorth-

•east to south-west, and the range stretches some distance beyond the present

limit of development. West of the silver range the Minnesota iron range,

dt is believed, projects into the territory of Ontario, and it seems certain
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that an iron region of large area exists, embracing Huntei*'s island and

the adjacent region. It is not improbable that this will prove to be one

of the richest and most valuable iron producing districts within the province

of Ontario. On the various islands in the Lake-of-the-Woods, and over an

unknown extent of country around that lake, gold-bearing veins are numerous

and seem to indicate from the result of assays of specimens and from the

information obtained by partial exploration that this will become, when its

mines are developed, one of the productive gold regions of America. But

owing to the impossibility of obtaining titles while the dispute between the

Dominion government and the government of Ontario was pending, none of

the properties have been developed to any extent.

Though prospecting has been carrried on to an extent which apparently

An extensive
ron ran^e.

Lake-of-the-
Woods gold
region.

Reg-ions of the
Moose valley.

Imperfect know; j ustifies the conclusion that the mineral resources of Ontario are enormous, it

unexplored must be Confessed that the examinations are as yet incomplete
'^'

and to a large degree superficial. Our territory is of vast extent.

The proportion of the entire area settled and brought under fcultiva-

tion is comparatively small. Great stretches of the country north

of the height of land, where the formations warrant the expectation

that minerals exist in great variety and quantity, have scarcely been touched

by the foot of the white man, and where traversed at all it has been except

in rare instances by the trapper and hunter, who would either be entirely

ignorant of the nature and value of mineral indications or incapable of forming

an intelligent opinion upon them. But enough is known to satisfy the careful

observer that the vast region north of lakes Huron and Superior, once believed

to be an inhospitable and worthless region of rock and muskeg, is possessed of

an amount of mineral wealth likely to make it the most valuable portion of

our giea province. That region is also believed to have extensive valleys

GTered with heavy forests of hardwood, and possessing a soil and climate that

-wul permit the growth of abundant and varied crops of grasses, grains, roots

and vegetables. South-west of Port Arthur, in the promising silver range

district, lies a region possessed of great scenic attractions, ridges of trap-

rock, wide valleys clothed with a heavy growth of poplar, birch and banksian

Richness of the pine, and having a deep fertile soil ; while beautiful streams and charming

region.
^^ ^^ lakes combine to give the region a j ust claim to unsurpassed picturesqueness and

beauty. Productive farms and happy homes will in the near future reward

the labors of the hardy settlers who are soon to occupy the wilds of the

Whitefish valley and the regions beyond.

Of the mineral resources of the territory recently in dispute between the

Value of the dis- governments of the Dominion and Ontario, the title to which has been con-
puted territory. & '

firmed to the latter by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, enough

is known to warrant the belief that the decision is one of very great

moment to the province. The extension of the great Minnesota iron range

into the territory of Canada is within the limits of the j-egion in

question. The mines of iron are likely to prove excellent in quality and

practically limitless in quantity, and can be easily and cheaply brought to

Port Arthur or other lake Superior ports by railways of easy grades and

.

moderate length. The whole of the silver-bearing formation together with.
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tlie gold-bearing district around the Lake-of-the-Woods are also in this region,

and it is far from improbable that the present undeveloped state of the country

will give place in a few years to extensive mining operations, the employ-

ment of tiiousands of men, and a large annual addition to the world's stock

of useful and precious metals. The disputed territory also has valuable areas

of pine lands, and an extensive region of excellent agricultural land in the

valley of the Kainy river.

MKANS OF DEVELOP JIENT.

The government of Ontario has heretofore pursued a liberal and enlight-

ened policy in promoting the construction of railway lines by grants of public ^'eans "'de-

money. By means of this aid many lines have been constructed iu the newer

sections of the province, some of which penetrate the mineral districts and

furnish an outlet for ores and structural materials that would not otherwise

be accessible. In addition to the ores and materials thus made available, the

mineral deposits and quarries near the waters of the great lakes, con-

veniently situated for shipment, are numerous and abundant. Very few of

the mines that have good facilities for shipment by rail or water are being

worked to anything like their capacity of production. The magnificent

quarries of granite, marble, red, white and brown sandstone, serpentine and

soapstone situated at points along the lines of railways, and on the shores of

Huron and Superior where the largest class of lake vessels can be loaded, are

scarcely touched. Iron mines, from which it is believed millions of tons of

ore might be shipped annually, are accessible or might be easily made so.

Evidently the great want is something else than means of transportation,

and some enquiry will be made later on as to the cause or causes of the

prevailing stagnation.

Just at present there exists a pressing necessity for a short railway line

from Port Arthur to the silver range district south-west of that place. No claims of the

doubt is entertained as to the extent or great value of the silver lodes of that silver range,

section. Experienced miners believe that it will prove the richest silver

region in America. The mines now opened are contending with great difh-

culties, arising from the expense and delay attendant upon teaming supplies

and minerals over a colonisation road never good, and at times nearly

impassable. A short railway line would give a wonderful impetus to the

development of the valuable mines now opened, and would undoubtedly lead

to the opening of many new ones and to the inauguration of a period ot

great activity and prosperity. The road should be built to Whitelish lake,

a distance of about 45 miles, as speedily as possible, and should then be

extended from that point westward into the iron range, so as to effect a

junction with the Minnesota iron range road. The Dominion government has

voted a bonus of $3,200 per mile for the portion of the road from Port Arthur to

Gunflint lake, a distance of 85 miles, and the grant for the shorter link by

the government of Ontario will doubtless ensure the construction of the line

to the vicinity of Whitehsh lake. With this section of the road completed the

most pressing want of the mineral district will be met, temporarily at

least, and it is probable that the company can then command the resources

necessary to secure the extension of its line westwartl.
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That the region of the Whitefish valley is one of great promise

of^TaTpro^se! cannot be doubted. The testimony of mining experts from Colorado and

other silver producing regions is unanimous upon that point. Actual develop-

ment has gone so far as to remove the question from the region of speculation.

The Beaver mine was opened three years ago. The total amount of money
expended up to August 1, 1888, exclusive of cost of land, was §169,288.

This included an expensive plant, consisting in part of hoisting machinery

and a large stamp mill. The amount of silver taken from the mine up to

August 20, 1888, was 383,630 ounces, valued at 8368,285. There was besides

at that date a great amount of ore uncovered and ready to remove. Many
other mines have been so far developed, too, as to render it certain that they

will yield highly satisfactory returns.

The iron district is also likely to prove of immense importance,

deposits^^
"^° Indications warrant the belief that the iron deposits in Minnesota are less

extensive than those upon the same range within the province of Oncario.

The Minnesota mines have but recently been made accessible by a railway

line from Two Harbors on lake Superior, yet shipments from these mines

for the last five years show a record strikingly suggestive of a rapidly expand-

ing business. Following are the figures :

1884 1885. 1886. 1887. 1888.

Long tons 62,124 225,484 304,396 390,467 450,475

With a railway line in operation from Port Arthur westward and

south-westward, iron ore can be laid down at Port Arthur for shipment

practically at the same cost for railway freight as at Two Harbors. It may
not be necessary to push the line beyond the silver district merely for the

purpose of securing mineral development while the American duties on iron

ore continue, but if reciprocity ever becomes an accomplished fact a railway

line from Port Arthur to the iron range could not fail to be the means of

developing an enormous business in the mining, transportation and shipping

of iron ore.

With the exception of this line, and one to secure competitive rates for

the Sudbury district, there Joes not seem to be an urgent necessity at the

present time for the construction of railways to aid in mineral development.

But with a further and greatly increased development of our mineral

resources extension of old lines and construction of new ones will doubtless

become necessary, and sections now but imperfectly known, such as the

country between the height of land north of lake Nipissing and James bay,

will then be able to present strong claims for aid.

MIXING CAPITAL AND MANAGEMENT.
The investigations of the Commission lead to the conclusion that more

than one-half of the capital invested in mining operations in Ontario is

American, and that the amount of Canadian capital invested exceeds the

Canadian En^^- amount of English capital. The evidence also leads to the conclusion that the

can ^'tfitat™^" American investments are managed as a rule by experienced and trained

tnitfin*'^ opera-
™en, who are capable of giving intelligent direction to the operations under

*'°'^- their charge. It is quite evident in most cases that practical education of a

thorough character has been acquired by these American mine captains in

connection with the prosecution of mining enterprises in the United States,
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And many of them have also received the advantages of technical education in

American mining schools. Canadian prospectors and miners are found as a

rule to possess intelligence and energy, l>ut in many cases they have lacked

opportunity to obtain either practical or technical education. It is evident

that a Canadian school of mines would do good service, and the advantages

to be derived from such an institution will be more fully dwelt upon here-

after. Complaints in many instances are made that English companies have

sent out managers who knew little about their business or the requirements

of the country and who consequently spent money with very little advantage

to their employers, and that in consequence of incompetent management

tailure resulted and discredit has been brought upon Canadian mining invest-

ments in the estimation of English capitalists.

VALUE OF MINERAL PRODUCTS.

Reliable statistics as to the value of the annual mineral products of

Canada or of Ontario are not obtainable except for a limited period, and it statistics of pro-

would be too much to claim strict accuracy for some of the tables given.
""*^'°''-

Almost the only reports upon the production and value of minerals in Canada,

aside from the census returns of 1871 and 1881, are the statistical reports of

the mining engineer to the Geological Survey, to whose reports for

1886 and 1887 the Commission is indebted for information regarding

Canadian mineral production. The census returns of 1871 and 1881 give the

quantities of raw minerals produced in Canada for the years 1870 and 1880

respectively, but they fail to furnish information as to values. From these

sources a comparison of the mineral production of Canada for the years 1870,

1880 and 1887 may be made as to quantities, as also a comparison of the

mineral production of Ontario for the same years, those for 1887 being

taken from the Geological Survey report as far as returns are given.

MINERAL PRODUCTION OF CANADA IN THE YEARS 1870, 1880 AND 1887.

Minerals.

Gold oz.

Silver "

Copper ore .... tons.

Iron ore "

Pyrites "

Manganese "

Goal "

Plumbago "

Gypsum, lump "

Phosphate of lime "

Mica lb.

Petroleum, crude gallons.

Stone for dressing cubic feet'

Granite tons.

Grained marble cubic feet.

Grained marble tons.

Salt barrels.

1870.

Quantity.

22,941

69,197

13,310

129,363

2,800

635

671,008

270

114,433

1,980

4.010

12,969,435

6,206,796

1880.

Quantity.

70,015

87,024

8,177

223,057

20,770

2,449

1,307,824

28

183,076

14,747

16,076

15,490,622

8,141,227

1S87.

Quantity,

66,270

40,800

76,330

38,043

1,245

2,368,891

8,870

154,008

23,690

22,083

26,737,655

7,089,984

21,217

Value.

$1,178,637

349,330

342,340

146,197

171,194

' 43,658

4,758,590

157,277

319,815

29,816

595,868

552,267

142,506

40,126

472,074

242

429,807

6,224

166,394
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MINERAL PRODUCTION OK ONTARIO IN THE YEARS 1870, 1880 AND 188 7.

Minerals.
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KXP0HT8 FROM ONTARIO BY COCNTRIE8.

Year.

1809..

1870.

1871.,

1872.

1873.

1874.

1875.

1876.

1877.

1878.

1879.

1880.

1881.

1882.

1883.

1884.

1885.

1886.

1887.

1888.

Great
Britain.

$203,435

465,701

415,782

440,355

782,114

188,064

756,867

4,675

79,711

758

20

235

2,000

270

325

Total §3,340,317

United
States.

$236,068

765,112

1,578,252

2,555,935

3,221,590

947,354

879,017

745,362

267,565

185,874

746,027

316,468

237,869

239,996

208,489

140,849

239,310

168,638

172,284

477,271

Other
countries.

2,556 I

814,329,330

Total value.

$439,503

1,230,813

1,994,034

2,996,290

4,003,704

1,135,418

879,017

74.5,362

1,024,432

190,549

825,759

317,226

237,869

210,001

208,489

140,869

239,545

173,194

172,554

477,596

82,577
,
817,672,224

A classification by minerals for the same period of twenty years showa

the quantity and value of exports from the province to be as follows :

EXPORTS FROM ONTARIO IN TWENTY YEARS BY MINERALS.

Product.

Gold bearing quartz

Oils—mineral, coal and kerosene gal.

Gypsum tons

Copper

Copper ore

Iron ore

Pig and scrap iron

Silver ore

Mica lb.

Lead ore tons

Plumbago

Antimony ore tons

St'ine and marble

Sand and gravel tons,

Salt "

Phosphates "

Other articles .

Quantity.

35,409,141

6,719

158

5,824

524,511

180,148

6,506

1

765,670

5,086,980

10,272

Value.

Total

.

$9,943

6,421,347

10,254

553

155,417

1,314,3.57

2,348,017

5,894,564

6,884

100

6,090

3,000

407,309

150,820

484,668

125.411

.^S.S,490

817,672,224
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As shown by the former table, the share of those exports to the United

States in the twenty years was $14,329,330, while Great Britain's share was

$3,340,317, and all other countries only $2,577.

Table i of mineral production of the Dominion appended to this Section

of the report gives the value for 1886 at $10,529,361 arid for 1887 at §15,000,-

000, but the seemingly large increase of $4,470,639 will appear as an actual

increase of only $1,247,936 when the articles which are given in the return

tor 1887 but not in 1886 are taken into account, and the quantity and value of

each struck out in making a comparative statement.*

COMPARISON WITH UNITED STATES PRODUCTS.

Mineral pro- If ^^6 compare our own volume of mineral production with that of the

andthe^^n^ted^ United States the result will be the discovery that the development of the

mineral resources of Canada is in the main in a backward condition as com-

pared with the mineral development of that country. The extent of this

disparity will naturally precede enquiry into its causes, and will possibly

sharpen the desire to discover a remedy for the existing condition of the

Canadian mineral industry.

In making the comparison of production between the two countries it will

States

fair conii)arison. be necessarj to strike certain items from the summary of production of Canada

for 1887, as given in Table i, in order to make the list of articles classed as

metallic and mineral products correspond with the United States classification.

In that country pig iron is classed as a mineral product; iron ore is not em-

braced in the classification, as in that case the value of the pig iron would

include the duplication of the value of the ore used in its production. For the

same reason iron and steel are not included in the classification, as these articles

are the manufactured product of pig iron. To give their value would be to

duplicate the value of the pig iron used in their production, and adding thereto

the cost of converting a raw material into a manufactured article and the

profit of conversion. Coke is an article manufactured from coal, and is not

classed as a mineral product in the United States. i!s^either are brick and tile

classed as mineral productions. If we strike from our list of minerals for

1887 the following articles and values, our summary of production for that

year will very closely correspond in classification and character to the sum-

mary of mineral production in the United States for the same year, as given

in the volume of Mineral Resources published by the Geological Survey.

ARTICLES ELIMINATED FROM THE CANADIAN TABLE.

IMineral or product.

Brick m
Coke tons.

Iron

Iron ore used in manufacture of pig iron "

Steel "

Tile m.

Total

Quantity.
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This amount of $2,886,025 deducted from the total of $15,000,000,

given in the Geological Survey report for 1887, leaves the actual

production for that year as $12,113,975, based upon the American canaiian
r

,

. . r
1 J. i.

product.

rule of classification. But it is a question whether this amount ought not

to be further reduced by a round million at least, if not by the whole sum of

$1,610,499 given in the table as the "estimated value of mineral products

not returned." This estimate, or more properly perhaps, this guess, seems a

loose and somewhat exaggerated calculation. No estimate of a like kind

appears in the United States returns, the only thing in any way correspond-

ing with it being "estimated value of mineral products unspecified, $G,000,-

000." It is permitted to stand as an actual item in Canadian mineral pro-

duction for 1887, but in doing .so it is proper to say that the comparison

between the mineral production of the United States and Canada which

follows is more unfavorable to the latter country, in all probability, than the

actual facts would warrant.

. For the year 1887 the mineral production of the United States, according

to the report of Mr. Day, chief of the Mining Statistics division of the Geo-

logical Survey, amounted to $542,284,225, or more than forty -fold greater than j'.;;;[,^;!^s*='*^

the production of Canada. Estimating the population of Canada at one-

twelfth that of the United States, the ratio of production per head was as

$2.40 for Canada to $9 for the United States. With the enormous mineral

resources possessed by the Dominion it cannot be considered a satisfactory

condition of our mining development when the nation to the south of us

shows mineral output nearly four times greater per capita than our own.

An examination of the details of production may be of service for the purpose

of comparison as far as relates to minerals of which we have an abundant

supply, and it is here given.

COMPARATIVE PRODUCTION OF CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES.

Mineral or Product.
Canadian
production.

United
States

production.

Iron ore .- long ton.s.
|

Pig iron "

Copper pounds.

Lead short tons.

Coal, bituminous and anthracite . . long tons.

Coke short tons.

Phosphate long tons.

Building stone dollars.

Gold "

Silver "

Brick and tile . . "

Lime bushels.

Cement barrels.

68,151*

22,167*

3,260,424

102

2,115,080*

40,428

21,152*

552,267

1,178,637

349,330

1,216,757

2,269,087

69,843

11,

184,

116

7.

33,

53,

47.

116,

6.

300,000

417,148

670,524

160,700

049.604

857,487

480,558

000,000

100,000

441, .300

,000,000

,875,000

,692,744

P.atio of produc-
tion per capita in

C. U. S.

13.82

24.12

4.70

131.00

4.57

16.20

1.90

3.77

1.58

12.74

3.15

4.29

8.00

*The short ton of 2,000 lb., used in the table of Canadian production in Table i

appended to this Section, has here been converted into the long ton of 2,240 lb.
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Eapuru of

mineTiUs froa
Ontario.

The United
Statea our
principal cus-
tomer for pro-
ducts of the

The following table, giving a summary of the value of minerals exported
by Ontario for the calendar years 1874 to 1886 and by the Dominion for the

years 1874 to 1887, shows that the mineral export trade of the province is

of small proportions, and is relatively small even as compared with the

exports of the Dominion. The largest items are gold and coal, amounting in

1886 to 82,627,024 and in 1887 to $2,616,112, neither of which tigure in

the exports from Ontario for those years except for a trifling amount.

VALUE OF MINERAL EXPOKTS FRO XI ONTARIO AND CANADA.

Calendar Year. Ontario.
Dominion,
including
Ontario.

1874.

1875.

1876.

1877.

1878.

1879.

1880.

1881.

1882.

1883.

1884.

1885.

1886.

1887.

S

955,820

657,926

949,645

437,308

828,609

287,109

280,488

243,598

245,195

128,935

239,323

185,529

186,574

S

3,977,216

3,878,0.50

3,731,827

3,644,040

2,816,347

3,082,900

2,877,351

2,767,829

3,013,573

2,970,886

3,247,092

3,639,537

3,951,147

3,805,959

.5uT3.Table II appended to this Section gives the mineral exports of the Domin-

ion to the United States, Great Britain and all other countries by quantities

and values for the seven fiscal years 1881 to 1887. From this table it will be

seen that the United States is our principal customer for the products of our

mines, having in the period of seven years covered by the table taken

S18,567,710, or almost 80 per cent, of the whole, while during the same

period all th« rest of the world took only $4,828,313. This result is

the more remaikable when it is considered that during the entire period

our export tiade with the United States was burdened with impost duties

upon the more important of our minerals, such as coal, copper ore, iron

ore and" building stone. The effect of these duties was to seriously curtail

the movement of nearly all articles on the list of our mineral exports,

and very nearly to prohibit transactions in many of them, in which but for

the duties the business could not have failed to assume enormous proportions.

It will be intere.sting to enquire, as will be done later on, what would be the

probable effect produced by the removal of these duties. It will be interesting

especially to enquire what the effect would be upon Ontario, whose vast depo.sits

of copper ore in the Sudbury district and elsewhere are within easy distance

of the furnaces of the United States, whose apparently limitless supply of

iron ore in eastern Ontario can be transported to the furnaces of Cleveland

and Pittsburg as cheaply as the ores of the lake Superior district, and whose
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mountains of marble, granite and sandstone, situated directly upon the

navigable waters of lake Huron and lake Superior and within short dis-

tances by rail of lake Ontario, can be laid down in quantities equal to any

possible demand,—in quality superior to any material of like character obtain-

able on American territory within the basin of the great lakes, and at prices

which but for the duties might defy competition at such commercial centres

as Chicago, Milwaukee, Detroit, Cleveland and Buffalo, and that would

secure enormous sales in , Boston, New York, Philadelphia and other

eastern cities. Doubtless conjectures as to the increase of Ontario's exjtort

trade in mineral products under the condition of removal of the American

duties are to ;i certain degree speculative; but when the question is examined

it will be apparent that the increase could not fail to be very large, and one

more likely to exceed than to fall short of expectations bas-^d upon the Ijest

attainable data.

POSSIBILITY OF LARGER PRODUCTION UNDER PRESENT CONDITIONS.

Few if any of the mining industries of Ontario and Canada, with their

allied manufacturing interests, have reached that extent of development

which seems not only possible but easy of attainment. In other pursuits, The iron

such as farming, fishing, lumbering and manufacturing in various lines, a large '° """>.

measure of success has been achieved, and therefore it cannot be alleged tliat

failure to utilise the mineral resources of the country is due to a natural lack of

energy or enterprise in our people. Progress has been hindered by a variety

of causes, some of which will be indicated; but there is reason to believe that

in some directions, and under existing conditions, skill and capital ought to

give promising results.

CHARCOAL AND COKE IRON.

What has just bten said appears to apply in a special sense to the

iron industry. The Canadian market is a limited one, it is true, and

development upon a large scale if confined to the supply of our own wants

cannot be expected. With the present duties upon iron, however, and the

additional protection afibrded by the bonus upon Canadian pig iron, the pro-

duction of iron and its manufactured products of wrought and malleable

iron and steel ought to be largely increased. Our importation of pig iron for

the fiscal year 1887 amounted to 50,000 tons ; our production for the calendar

year was 24,827 tons. We exported none, and our consumption was in

round numbers 75,000 tons. Of this amount 10,000 tons was imported from

the United States, consisting entirely of charcoal and other special grades of

iron. Considerable space will be devoted later on to the question of the

production of charcoal iron. There seems to be no reason wh}'^ this article Charco.ii iron,

cannot bo as cheaply produced in Ontario as in the United States, and the

entire amount now imported for domestic consumption ought to be speedily

added to the sum of our iron production. Further than this, charcoal iron,

owing to its grLater strength and superior qualities, could in all probability

be supplied after furnaces were in operation at prices that would secure its

u«e for many purposes where Scotch and English pig iron is now used

Intelligent iron founders testify that they would use it to a large extent if it

could be obtained at a price moderately in excess of the price of ordinary
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iron. For all strong castings it is thought that it would command the marke^

at about $2 to $4 per ton more than coke iron at the present range of prices.

As to the production of coke iron, Ontario's distance from coal fields,

places her at some disadvantage, though the transportation of coke to the ore

bed may cost no more than the transportation of the ore to the coal bed ; and

with the protection now enjoyed it can probably be shown that coke iron

may be manufactured in Ontario at present prices with a small profit, if well

appointed furnaces were erected and the duty upon coke removed. In Nova.

Scotia the conditions for producing iron cheaply are so favorable that the

furnaces of that province ought to be able, with the present degree of protec-

tion and encouragement, to undersell the iron masters of Scotland and Eng-

land and supply the bulk of the coke iron used in the Dominion, assuming that

they can produce iron of satisfactory quality. Adequate capital, furnaces,

with the modern improvements, together with energy and intelligent super-

vision in the prosecution of operations and processes would be quite suflacient,

judging from such data and information as are attaiuable, to produce the

desired results.

Not only is it reasonable to suppose that with the present protection

afforded by duties and bonus, amounting together to $-5.50 per net ton, we
should be able to supply almost oui> entire consumption of charcoal 'ind coke

Bumptk)n*of iron P^g iron, but there seems to exist no good reason why a considerable part, if

in Canada. not the greater part, of the iron and steel now imported and subject to the

payment of duty should not be manufactured in Canada from pig iron pro-

duced in this cotmtry. The tariff upon manufactures of iron and steel is in

the main protective in its character, and should secure the manufacture in

Canada of much of the iron and steel now imported. The equivalent in pig

iron of iron and steel entered for consumption in 1887, without including

cutlery, instruments, tools, machinery and engines, amounted to at least

275,00u short tons. If we could supply ourselves with iron and steel equiva-

lent to 175,000 tons of this amount, and also supply the present consumption

of 75,000 tons of imported and domestic pig iron, it w-ould not be in

excess of a reasonable development of our iron industries under present

conditions. The production of 250,000 short tons of pig iron, equally

divided between charcoal and coke iron, would require at least eight days*

duction repre- labor for each ton of charcoal iron, and six and a half days' labor for each ton

of coke iron, or a total of 1,800,000 days' labor in mining coal, making coke

and charcoal, mining ore, quarrying limestone for flux and smelting the ore.

This amount of labor would not iixilude the ti-ansportation and handling of

material, the erection of works, construction of machinery, and many other

items which are contingent upon the manufacture of pig iron. A large

additional amount of labor would be employed in converting pig iron into

iron and steel. About 500,000 tons of ore would be used, about 450,000 tons

of coke and charcoal would be required for the smelting of the ore, besides

a large amount of coal for iron and steel manufacture. The value of

250,000 short tons of coke and charcoal iron would be at least §5,000,000 at the

point of production in Canada, coming within the cost of importing an article

equal in quality and value to an extent sufficient to command the market.
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If this stage of development of the iron industries of Canada were reached,

Ontario should supply at least three-fifths of the entire product of charcoal diiction in On-

iron and a considerable percftnta<;je of the coke iron, and it is not unreasonable

to estimate that at least 200,000 tons of Ontario on; would be used in pro-

ducing iron for the supply of the home demand. That Canada can hope to

reach under present conditions a production of a larger proportion of her con-

sumption of iron and steel than above indicated is hardly to be expected, and

owing to the disadvantages as compared with Nova Scotia under which

Ontario labors regarding a supply of coal and coke, we can scarcely claim for

our own province that we can supply more than two-fifths of the entire

quantity of iron likely to be produced in the Dominion.

GOLn, SILVER AND COPPER PRODUCTION.

Under the existinjj condition of matters the production of these metals
'^

_

'^ Causes which

is retarded by duties upon machinery and supplies, and by want of transpor- retard develop-

tation facilities. In Ontario the discovery of rich mines of these metals is of

comparatively recent date. In the case of gold and silver ores, or bullion, no

trade restrictions interfere with their exportation to any country with which

we trade. In the case of copper, smelting works on a large scale are being

established at Sudbury. Great advantage would be secured to the copper

interest if the American duty on the ore was removed, as profitable operations

in the export trade could in that case be prosecuted at many mines where

lack of capital prevents the erection of extensive works, or where the extent

of ore supply does not warrant the expenditure.

PRODUCTION OF SALT.

The salt interest complains of the free admission of English salt for other

purposes than those of the fisherman's use. It is shipped at a nominal cost
fa*!!! a^ndVutfabie

for freight, being generally brought by ve.ssels as ballast. The duty upon |Uaug°n*^^

fuel is also a great drawback. Coal slack, costing a few cents only per ton at

the mine, pays a duty several times in excess of its first cost. The removal

of this duty, it is claimed, would afford great relief to the salt-producing

industry of Ontario. Free admission to the United States would secure a wide

market and would, with free coal, put the business upon a paying basis and

render a great increase of salt production certain.

MARBLE AND BUILDING STONE.

Our export of stone and marble unwrought is insignificant in amount, its^
_ ... „ .

'An abundant
value for the entire Dominion being only $65,601 in 1887. "We can supply supply, ^u* »

. .

rr J circunii-cribed

our own demand, but although we have an unlimited amount of the finest market.

marble, granite and sandstone in great variety of color and of unusual excellence

as regards strength, powers of resistance to fire and frost, and susceptibility to

high polish, yet under existing circumstances we cannot hope to increase our

export trade to any considerable extent. From the magnificent and widely

spread quarries of Ontario the cities of the upper St. Lawrence basin and the

seaboard cities of the middle states could draw their supplies of the finer

qualities of sandstone, granite and variegated marbles with the greatest

economy of cost, but for the American duties. These effectually shut us out

from a demand for our structural materials that could not fail to reach great

proportions if trade between the two countries was entirely untrammelled.
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Industries
hampered by
cuatomo duties.

Pig iron.

Salt.

Silver, copper
&nd gold.

SOME THIXGS THE D O il I XIOX GO V ERXM EXT MIGHT DO.

In looking over the ground to discover by what means the mineral interests

of the country could be promoted and mineral develop -nent increased, it is

readily seen that the Dominion government could atford great aid to

struggling and infant mineral industries, not so much in the great majority of

cases by imposing taxes upon the general public for their benefit, as by

removing taxes that are a serious and in some cases a ruinous burden to them.

To the individual contemplating the investment of money in plant for pro-

ducing pig iron the government would afford great encouragement by an offer

to admit coal and coke used in the production of iron and fire brick and

machiner}' not obtainable in Canada free of duty. To the manufacturer of

salt the admission of coal slack for fuel free of duty would be a great boon.

To the silver, copper and gold mining companies the admission of the improved

machinery for hoisting works and stamp mills not yet manufactured in Canada,

and the admission of coal when required for smelting and fuel for engines

driving machinery, would afford material relief and greatly aid in the

development of mining properties and in increasing mineral production.

An important concession to all parties engaged in mining and being

under the necessity of importing machinery and supplies, and making

entries at a Canadian customs house, would be to give prompt and courteous

consideration and fair treatment in all such cases. Many complaints are made

as to undue suspicion of under-valuation, and as to vexatious delays from

various other causts. Rigid adherence to the Customs act is said to lead in

some cases to ai bitrary valuation of machinery at figures much above its

actual cost. At one important mining centre in the interior of Ontario the

delays in getting machinery passed at the frontier were so great that the

mining company offered to pay the salary of a sub-collector if an office were

opened at the point where they were doing business. Unreasonable com-

plaints may be and no doubt often are made, but liberality of spirit and anxiety

to treat with the utmost fairness and courtesy important interests and business

enterprises of great value to the country should ever be a characteristic of

the officials of the Canadian customs.

Facilities for

entering articles

liable to duty.

A strong feeling
in favor of

gaining free
access to the
United States
markets.

IXTER-CONTIXENTAL AXD I X T£ R - P R O V I N C I A L TRADE.

An honest and in any degree a compl te report upon the mineral

resources of Ontario and the best means for developing them must of necessity

give a considerable degree of prominence to the question of inter-continental

trade. At every point the Commis.sion met with evidences of the great

importance of securing wider markets. Everywhere the witnesses examined

either felt impelled to allude to the importance of this matter of securing

access to other markets, or tully admitted its importance when allusion was

made to the subject. Differences of opinion upon the questions of establishing

mining schools, granting bonuses to promote iron production, changes in the

mining laws, everything else in fact, were in all cases developed ; but upon the

question of the desirability of obtaining free access to the American markets

for our mineral productions there existed absolutely no difference of opinion

so far as we could judge among men interested in mining enterprises, except

in the case of those interested in petroleum, and in one solitary instance in
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the case of a producer of salt. With tlie consciousness on the part of the

inti^Iigcnt men interested in mines wlioni we met from Ottawa to Rat Portage,

that with houndless mineral resources and a market the limits of which were

exceedingly nairow, we were cribbed and dwarfed in our attempts to make

developments, the cry everywhere was " Give us the American markets
;

break down the barriers that separate us from 60,000,000 customers at our

very door !
" Whether this desire may possess the farmer, the lumberman

and the fisherman or not, it certainly awakens the earnest longings of the mining

population of Ontario.

GEOGRAPHICAL CONDITIONS.
The fact that Canada and the United States are ge'graphically one great

country—with a conterminous boundary line from ocean to ocean, naturally 1.,,^ ^^^

drawn to each oth^r by the provisions and requiieraents of natuie, having
^,eo''*IIfhi^ny

common interests that compel intercourse except in case of actual war, having "'*^-

populations of the same race and language, each country finding it impossible

to ignore the existence of the other, and each enforcing restrictions upon

trade with the other at the cost of great inconvenience and loss—is a fact

that stands out in as bold relief as does the opposite fact that the two countries

in their political autonomy are separate and distinct. The natural intimacy

of association and connection existing between some portions of the American

Union is not as great as that existing between Ontario and Quebec and the

eastern, middle and we.'itern stat's, or betwi-en the maritime province.s and

the states upon the Atlantic seaboard, or between Manitoba and the north-

west and the stales of the upper Mi-ssissippi valley, or between British

Columbia and the states of the Pacific sl^pe. A considerable portion of the

boundary which separates the two countries is a grand waterway comprising

great stretches of mighty rivers and four great inland seas. These lakes and conditions
., • 1 • , • • 1 i !• 1 i j^i • favoring

rivers invite commercial inter-coramunication, and serve to link together in commercial

the bonds of common interest the two countries rather than to separate them.

Upon their waters the commercial marine of both countries is actively

employed in transporting the products of each country to the marts of the

other, or in conveying the productions of the fruitful west to the seaboard

states and provinces. For the improvement of this great natural highway

each country has sp^nt enormous sums, and the vessels of either country may

pass from Duluth or Chicago to the sea without hindrance, but indebted to

the public works constructed by both for the ability to do so. Great as is the

magnitude of the commerce that floats upon this imperial highway of rivers

and seas, it is but the advance wave of the mighty tide that shall come when

the agricultural and mineral resources of the great countries naturally

tributary to these waters are fully developed and the shackles upon trade

between kindred states and provinces are removed.

The en<^rgetic zone of North America may be said to lie between the 38th

and the 48th parallels of latitude. In the galaxy of Anglo-Saxon common-

wealths within this zone not one occupies a more commanding commercial The energetic

• •111 • p /-v • tiT-.i f zone of the
position than does the great province oi Ontario. \V ith reference to continent,

commercial interchanges between the east and the west, neither hostile tariffs,

separate nationality, nor commercial belligerency have been found sufficient
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and Ontario's to deprive this province of many of the commercial ad \'anta";es to which
place in It.

'^ ' °
nature has declared it to be the heir. The Ontario peninsula is projected like

a wedge into the territory of the United States, and across it lies the short

cut of travel and traffic between Michigan and the east, between Chicago and
New York, and between the north-western and the eastern states. By the

lines south of lake Superior and eastward from Sault Ste. Marie through the

territory of Ontario, northern Michigan, northern Wi.sconsin, Minnesota,

Dakota and Montana will find their shortest and cheapest route to the sea-

board. The agricultural portion of Ontario is nearer to the great centres of

population and manufactures in the middle and eastern states than are Michi-

gan and Indiana, or any portion of the vast region to the westward of those

states, while the mineral districts of Ontario, extending along the north shores,

of lakes Huron and Superior, command as its servant in reaching the great

centres of production with its ores and minerals the navigation of the great

lakes and the entire network of railways and canals radiating from them,

reachirg to the seaboard and penetrating the continent in every direction.

Quebec, commanding the St. Lawrence and the natural outlet of the great lakes

to the sea, is great in the commercial possibilities of the future, and but for

the checks placed upon the natural currents of commerce would not have

TheSt.LawTence
"^i^nessed the diversion of its flow to other channels and the dwarfed growth

wateraaj-. of the cities that nature designed to number among the leading commercial

centres of the world.

ETHNOLOGIC CONDITIOXS.
Canada and the United States are essentially homogeneous in blood. In

. ,
the face of the fact that a considerable portion of the Canadian population is

A homogeneous c r? i
•

people. of i rench origin and retains the use of the French language, this assertion at

first sight may seem too broad. The French Canadian population, however,

is loyal to institutions of the English speaking race. It is not alien in the

sense of desiring to subvert the laws or polity of the government. Its dis-

tinctive characteristics are being modified and the commingling of blood with

the Anglo-Saxon is promoted by the growing contact of the two races in

Canada, and by the magnitude of the emigration movement of French Cana-

dians to the United States. Its presence in Canada does not forbid the asser-

tion that the two countries are homogeneous in character, social, physical and

political. The same tireless energy, boldness of design, and courage in

execution are characteristic of both peoples. The same physical vigor, with

perhaps a tendency to more pronounced manifestation in the colder and more
bracing north, is also characteristic of both. The same love of popular insti-

tutions, the same safeguards for securing and maintaining civil and religious

liberty, and substantially the same kind and relative strength of religious

denominations, are characteristic of both. The same language is common to

Movements of both ; their interests are common. The two peoples have largely commingled
population.

.

f f a j ^
with each other through the emigration of Americans to Canada and the much
more extensive movement of the native Canadian population to the United

States—the latter a movement of such magnitude as to seriously deplete

Canada and to promise important results in the near future through the

influence exerted on public sentiment in both countries by contact and fusion
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on a scale of such magnitude. Neither dissimilarity in origin, in language,

in religion, in laws, nor in education or interest interposes the slightest barrier

to the most intimate and extended relations, social and business, between the

two peoples.

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS.
To both Canada and the United Statts Nature has been a prodigal

mother. In the resources she has given, each is pos-sessed of boundless

wealth. What Canada especially needs is population and capital to develop

this wealth. Her economic condition is one of comparative poverty in the

midst of fabulous stores of undeveloped riches. Without doubt she is in this

respect largely governed by forces beyond her control, and under all the cir-

cumstances of her environment perhaps the results attained ought to be

considered fairly satisfactory ; and, except perhaps in the matter of the exercise

of greater care in the increase of expendituie, taxation and public debt,

very little more could have been done under existing conditions. But exist-

ing conditions require to be changed. The demand is an imperative one. A
careful survey of the field shows tbat the country is in a false economic Canada in a

position. We are prevented from proving to the world our splendid capa- f^'^e •'^onomio

bilities. It is not for the lack of energy, intelligence or courage that the

Canadian falls short of the most wonderful achievements of any English

speaking people. It is not the fault of our political institutions that our

economic condition is not more favorable ; for our laws are good, and the

structure of our government an admirable one that requires only honest and

prudent administration to demonstrate its excellence. That Canada does not

exhibit as high a ratio of increase in population and wealth for the last two
decades or more as the United States have done, and that our economic con-

dition is as unsatisfactory as it is, may be clearly traced in a large degree to

commercial belligerency between this country and the United States, mutually

discouraging and repelling the convenient, extensive and profitable exchange

of productions natural to our immediate neighborhood and geographical

affinity.

An evidence ol the great advantages likely to accrue to us from a relaxa- Experience un-

tion of restrictions upon our trade with the United States is furnished by our ciTy\'l-eaty!'^'*'"

experience under the reciprocity treaty of 1854-66. Under that treaty the

trade of Canada with the United States increased nearly fouifold. Circum-

stances of an unusual character combined to lessen the benefits to be naturally

derived by us fiom the operation of the treaty during the last three years it

was in force. During that time a fluctuating and exaggerated premium on

gold, due to the war and to mad gambling, largely reduced the purchasina

power of American currency in the Canadian market, and no doubt interfered

with the selling of Canadian products iu the American market more seriously

than the duties afterwards imposed did when the wild fluctuations in the

price of gold ceased. When the treaty expired the state of business in the

United States was settling down into its usual channels, the resumption of

specie payment was approaching, and the disadvantages of customs duties

came just as the disadvantages of gold gambling, a depreciated currency and
an unsettled state of business were disappearing ; the result being to lessen
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in a degree difficult to estimate, both the advantages derivable from the treaty

and the evil consequences of its abrogation, as they would have appeared

under normal conditions of business aflfairs in the United States.

That Ontario has not a population to-day of four millions, or that the

Dominion has not a population of eight millions is due to the fact that we are

isolated commercially from the thirty-eight states to the south of us. We
have not received, and under existing circumstances we cannot receive, our

natural share of the energies that are at work in the development of the

Evil effects of a American continent. By the same policy of restriction that forbids free

policy.

'^^ development of trade between the two countries, the United States is also

deprived of a field that would give wide and profitable scope to her energies

and her capital. The two countries have an immense diversity of resources

and productive capabilities in their vast territory, with its many zones, its

wide variety of soil and products, its varied physical structure, its grand sweep

of seaboard—arctic, temperate and tropical, nearly encircling its vast domain

—

its inland seas, its mighty rivers, flowing north, south, east and west, its

prairies, its forests, its mountains, its mines and its fisheries. From all these

may be derived and set in motion a mutual play and operation of industrial

activities which, if allowed with perfect freedom to act and react upjn each

other within this great land, will produce results that, if foretold, would

The secret of dazzle the imagination. The great secret of progress and prosperity in the

United States.
^ United States without doubt has been the freedom of intercourse between

the varied zones of that widely extended land, with its all embracing variety

of resources and production. The effect produced by that freedom of inter-

course has ceased at the border, where the cordon of custom-houses interposes

its hateful presence, paralyzing trade and repressing industrial life to the

great detriment of the more powerful and to the untold loss of the less numer-

ous of the two great peoples.

Practical considerations of the character alluded to have no doubt gi\ en

How movements direction to the great stream of emigration that has set towards the shores

are influenced, of America, giving to us very much less than our natural share, and subse-

quently drawing from us a large number, possibly a majority, of those who had

first cast in their lot with us. The same influences have drawn from u.> a

number of native Canadians so large as to have left the evil effects of the

exodus clearly discernible in every part of the Dominion.

0O3I1IERCIAL AXD BUSINESS CONSIDEEATIOXS.
The effect of commercial hostility and ruthless repression by tariff enact-

Mect of a policy ments upon the sweeping tide of multiform commercial transactions that
of commercial

.

j. o
hostility upon would otherwise refresh and vivify every town and township of Anglo-Saxon
the mining

t
• • • j - .

industry. America is m no department of business more painfully apparent than in that

of mineral production and development. In the case of the farmer and lum-

berman the burdens imposed by trade restrictions are very serious, greatly

diminishing the profit of production, preventing expansion of business, pro-

moting the exodus, and in various ways checking the growth of the country

in population and wealth. But in the case of some of the departments of

mineral production the effect of restriction has been to produce utter stagna-
i

tion, and in others a state of suspended animation. In this connection the |
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present condition of various departments of mineral production may he pro-

perly contrasted with the condition of similar departments in the United

States; and with the natural facilities and advantages possessed by Canada,

and particularly by Ontario, for more extended production and development,

this contrast will convey its own lesson.

IKON AND IKON O K K.

The condition of the iron production of Canada, and of Ontario especially,

is a most unsatisfactory one, and the assertion that the removal of trade

restrictions between Canada and the United States would enormously stimu.

late and develop this branch of mineral production will, after examination of

the facts bearing upon the question, admit of no reasonable doubt. The

great importance to the world at large of the business of iron production, and

the most remarkable increase since the close of last century in the amount

of production, will be strikingly shown by the following table :

Woinlcrfiil in-

crease of produi
tion.

THE world's production OF PIG IRON.
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States 12,650,000. The world's annual production of iron and sleel is by

countries, as shown by the latest available stutistics, as follows :

THE world's production OF IRON AND STEEL.

A sugjfestive
fact.

Pig iron. Steel in ingots.

Countries.

Great Britain

United States

Germany and Luxemburg.

France

Belgium

Austria and Hungary

Russia

Sweden

Spain

Italy

1888

1888

1888

1888

1888

1888

1886

1887

1885

1886

All other countries, estimated 1887

Yea Long tons. Year.] Long tons.

7,898,634

6,489,738

4,258,471

1,688,976

826,984

761,606

541,951

456,625

159,225

12,291

100,000

Total 1 23,194,501

Per centage of Great Britain .

}'er centage of United States.

34

28

1888

1888

1888

1888

1888

1888

1886

1887

1887

1886

1888

3,405,536

2,899,440

1,785,354

525,646

223,638

355,038

246,000

111,565

24,500

23,760

30,000

9,630,477

33J

30

The foregoing table is virtually for the year 1888. The statistics tor the

leading iron and steel producing countries are for that year. For Kussiai

Sweden, Spain and Italy, with a total production of 1,170,092 tons of pig iron

and 405,825 tons of steel, the returns are for the most recent years for which

statistics are available. A most suggestive fact revealed by this table is that

Great Britain and the United States, having about one-fourteenth of the

population of the globe, have supplied 62 per cent, of the world's product of

pig iron and 65| per cent, of the world's product of steel. The recent rapid

growth of the iron and steel production of the United States is shown by a

comparison of production in the centennial year 1876 and the year 1888.

UNITED STATES PRODUCTION OF IKON AND STEEL IN 1876 AND 1888.

Classes of Iron and Steel.

Pig iron short tons,

Bessemer steel ingots "

Bessemer steel rails "

Open-hearth steel ingots "

Open-hearth steel rails "

Crucible steel ingots "

Rolled iron, except rails "

Cut nails in kegs of 100 lb

1876.
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United Stat«a
im porta of iron.

In addition to the vast production of iron and steel in the United States,

the wants of the country required the importation of 1,997,241 short tons in

1887 and 1,024,524 in 1888, in miscellaneous forms, exclusive of imports of

machinery, cutlery, tirearms and minor nianutactuiea. Of the amount

imported in 1887, 1,430,338 short tons came from Great Britain, comprising

more than one-fourth of the total British exports of those articles for that year.

The tables presented above show the immense volume of the iron pro-

duction of the world, as well as the remarkable advance made in its production

by the world at large and by the great nation to the south of us in particular.

They ])oint out the development of this great industry among English

speaking peoples, and may be taken as a correct indicator of the commercial

position of this race as compared with the rest of the world. They naturally

precede enquiry as to the extent of iron production in Canada, and as to the

best means for securing more extensive development of our vast iron resources.

POSSIBLE EXPANSION OF THE IRON INDUSTRY IN CANADA.

Supremacy of

Eni;liHh speaking
people in iron
production.

In 1887 the per capita consumption of finished iron and steel in the

United States exceeded 300 lb., while in Canada the consumption fell short of

200 lb. per capita. As has been previously shown, the output of iron ore in the

United States for 1887 was twelve times greater per capita than the output

of Canada, while the production of pig iron in the United States was over

twenty-one times greater per capita than in Canada. Enquiries have been

made as to whether it is not possible under existing circumstances to largely

increase our iron production, and it is now proper to enquire as to what might

and probably would V)e the effect upon our iron interests of the removal of all

commercial restrictions between the two countries.

The export of iron ore from Canada for the four fiscal years ending June

30, 1888, has been as follows, by provinces:

EXPORT OF IRON ORE FROM CANADA.

Per capita con-
sumption and
production of

iron in the
United Slates
and Canada.

Provinces.
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thing that stands in the way of the development of a great and protitable^

trade with the United States is the American duty. The magnitude of the

shipments of ore to lake Erie ports from Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota

is suggestive as to the possibility of utilising our own great and hitherto

nearly useless deposits. The shipments from lake Superior ports from 1884

to 1888 are shown in long tons by the following figures :

IKON OKE SHIPMENTS FROM LAKE SUPERIOB MINES.

A vast lake
traffic.

Sugg^estive
comparisons.

Canada's oppor-
tunities under
free trade with
the United
iStates.

Districts.
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aniount of charcoal iron re(]uir('d hy the United States sliould not be supplied

from tliis province. The product of charcoal pig iron in the state of Michigan

for the years 1884 to 1887 shows a rapid expansion of the business and a

large annual product at the close of the period, as appears by the following

table :

CHARCOAL IRON PROUUCKn IN MICHIGAN.

That the business of producing charcoal iron would, with free access to the

American market, soon reach a stage of development in Ontario equal to

what it has attained in the state of Michigan in four years, does not seem

an extravagant prediction when we consider the great natural advantages for

charcoal iron production possessed by our province. The production of the Enipioyment

charcoal required, amounting to from 90 to 100 bushels of the best per ton u!e'prouu"tioi\

of iron, would vastly benefit settlers on the new lands adjacent to iron fur- i'/on!'"'^^

"''

naces, and the employment furnished in cutting and teaming wood, burning

coal, mining ore, quarrying limestone for flux, transporting ore and other

materials and operating furnaces, would on the basis of the production of

Michigan for the year 1887 put over 82,000,000 in circulation as the price paid

for labor alone. The erection of furnaces, construction of branch railway

lines, transportation of iron and other items of contingent expense would

require large additional amounts of labor outlay. The beneficial influence to

be exerted upon the interests of the province by the stimulating efiect certain

to be the result of the breaking down of hostile tariffs between Canada and

the United States would in the case of the export of iron ore, and probably

of pig iron also, be certain to promote the prosperity of Ontario to an

extent greater than any but the most sanguine would venture to predict.

COPPER AND NICKEL.

The vast deposits of copper and nickel recently discovered at Sudbury

and other points in Ontario give promise of a rapid increase in the production

of these metals. This branch of mineral industiy would also be greatly stimuiatinL'

stimulated by free admission of the ore to American markets. The ore trade h! ore*'

from many of our mines could be profitably shipped to American smelting mfntm^nfa-

works but for the duty of five cents per pound on the copper contained '^^'"^''J-

in it. The cost of erecting smelting works is heavy, and ability to ship

ore to the United States free of duty would lead to the working of many
mines that must otherwise remain undeveloped. In the case of mines where
smelting works have been erected the removal of the American duty on

the metal would give a wider market and better prices. The ability to import

improved machinery from the United States free of duty would also contri-

bute largely to reduction of cost, and consequently to increase of production.
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The production of salt has been previously referred to. Ontario in

1887 produced 428,000 barrels. The production of the United States for

the same year was 7,831,000 barrels, or 50 per cent, greater in proportion

to population than that of Ontario. The production of salt in Michigan has

risen from 561,288 barrels in 1869 to 3,944,309 barrels in 1887, or somewhat

more than one-half the entire product of the United States for the latter

year. Michigan salt was sold in 1887 at an average price of 65 cents per

barrel, which was lower than in any previous year except 1886, when it sold for

an average of 61 cents per barrel. The opening up of the American market to

our salt producers would be a great advantage, not so much from the increased

price that would be received as from a vastly extended market that would

permit a great increase of production. Our salt held is an extensive one,

embracing an area of about 1,200 square miles in the province of Ontario,

the brine is the strongest and the purest known, and the quality of salt pro-

duced is excellent. The gradual failure of the lumber industry, and the

closing of sawmills in Michigan consequent upon rapid diminution of timber

supply, will soon remove the exceptional advantages on cost of production I

hitherto enjoyed by the salt producer in that state, and the free admission

of salt to the American market with free coal for fuel might speedily double

our salt product, and secure continued and rapid increase beyond that point.

STEUCTCEAL IIATEEIALS.

The value of building stones of various kinds quarried iu the United

States in 1887, amounting to 825,000,000 as against §552,000 for Canada

during the same period, suggests the possibility of a greatly extended trade

in that direction. It would be ditficult to determine how large a proportion

of this $25,000,000 of material was used in the cities upon the great lakes,

along the Erie canal and Hudson river, and in New York, Brooklyn and

Philadelphia, but the quantity unquestionably amounts to many millions.

With free trade in structural materials it seems hardly to admit of doubt that

we might secure a large percentage of the trade in building stone with the

cities and towns in the lake region, and also with New York and adjacent

towns. Lake and canal navigation would give to the marbles, granites and

other building stones of Ontario easy access and cheap transportation to all

these points, and great excellence of material would enable our quarrymen

largely to command the market, cost of laying the material down being equal

to that from other points of supply. The duty alone has prevented the

growth of trade in this direction, and with the removal of the duty rapid

development of the trade would speedily follow.*

At Garden River, near Sault Ste. Marie, the Commission visited the

quarries of the Warmington Stone and Marble Co. Here was found a mountain

*How ^reat the obstacles to trade in marble, ^riod^tones and building stones are will be clearly seen

by the quotatioa-i here given from the United States tariff now in force.

438. Griiiditoaes, fi.iished or uiifinished, $1 75 per ton.

4t>7 (a). M irble of all kin Is, r.)U,'h or s ^uarel, 65 cents per cubic foot.

467 (<)). Vd.nel marole, siweJ, dressed, or otherwise, including slabs and marble paving tiles, i^l.l*

per cubic foot.

403. Manufactures of marble not specified, 50 per cent, ad valorem.

4ST (a). SCimes umianafacturei or undressed, freestone, granite, sandstone and all building and
donumental stone, except mirble, not specially enumerated or provided for, 81 per ton.

487 (b). And upon stone as above, hewn, dressed or polished, 20 per cent, ad valorem.
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of marble stated by the owners to be 5,000 feet wide, 8,000 feet long, GOO

feet high and of unknown depth, while the band upon which these qnarrics
JJl'^g^,^,'"^,.^^!]^

are situated is supposed to e.\t( nd inhind for about thirty miles. Tiie superin-

tendent of the quarries said :
" If the duties were removed we would put up

a large marble mill and give employment to some 300 men ; but that would

not pay as long as the duty is imposed." For the reason assigned by this

gentleman, and for other reasons arising out of the operation of the United

States tiiriir, the export of building stone from Canada only amounted to

$G5,G01 in 1887, of which $20,947 was from Ontario, and a trade which

might be ruade to reach millions of dollars annually can hardly be said to be

in its infancy.

The product of brick and tile in the United States for 1887 amounted to

$47,000,000, of lime to $23,375,000, and of cement to $5,186,000. The Brick, uie

export of these materials from Canada is not given separately. In common '

with some other products they all come under the general head of " other

articles," of which the export from Ontario for 1887 amounted to $21,217 ;

showing that the export of these materials, for the production of all of which

we have superior advantages, was of the most paltry character in quantity

and value. Heretofore all the pressed brick used in this province has been

imported from the United States at prices ranging from $25 to $30 per

thousand, and until recently it was believed that we had no material in

Ontario suitable for its production. But the discovery of beds in the vicinity

of Milton and Campbellville, at the foot of the Niagara escarpment, proves

that we have an abundant supply of a clay from which brick of an excellent

quality is manufactured ; and it is now known that extensive deposits of the

same kind of clay exist at various points along the base of the escarpment

northward through the counties of Halton, Peel, Dufferin, and probably

Simcoe and Grey. The manufacture of pressed brick ought soon to become a

valuable industry in those districts, which are well served by the Grand

Trunk and Canadian Pacific railways, if free access were gained to the United

States markets.

SCOPE AND RESULTS OF I N T E R-CO N TIN ENT A L F R EE TRADE.

The favorable results that would follow the adoption of unrestricted „' Repressing

trade between the United States and Canada as regards the development of effect of duties

_
oa iiiternationft;

the mineral resources of Ontario can scarcely be estimated, and would beyond trade.

doubt far exceed popular anticipation. It is easily understood that with the

removal of duties would come greatly enlarged transactions in the export of

ores of iron, copper, etc., of structural materials and various other articles.

It is not so easily understood that the trade repressing effects of duties are not

correctly measured by the mere burden that the amount of duty exacted im-

poses. Every shipment requires a consular certificate. In every entry made

at a custom house in either country the shipper must run the risk of trouble

about valuation, and the shipment is liable to seizure. He is at the mercy of

officials who need care little for public opinion : who, owing to the delay,

expense and uncertainty of litigation, are practically superior to the law, and

can exercise their own opinion and will, subject to the approval of the head

of a department, in a practically irresponsible manner. This feature of the
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case deters men from engaging in business who might not be kept back by the

mere duties levied, and leaves the few who do engage in business practically

without competition.

The vast increase in mineral production in the United States has been

pointed out. A state of great activity is the characteristic of the development

of mineral resources in that country. In Alabama, Georgia, Tennessee, West

Virginia, Virginia, Kentucky, Arkansas and other states, scores of millions

have been recently invested, cities are springing into existence, railway lines

are being constructed furnaces erected and great strides in development

made. Why should Canada lag behind in this career of development Why
should the great tide of enterprise and business activity sweep by and leave us

untouched 1 The tariff wall serves like a wing-dam to direct the current

from us. Eemove the dam and the current will reach us in full force. To the

wealth and the restless activity of the United States we must look to a large

degree for the capital and the skill to develop our resources of gold and silver,

nickel, copper and iron. Now we are looked upon somewhat as Siberia is ; a

land possessed of minerals, perhaps, but foreign and far away. More than

one-half of our mining capital is now American, but it represents only a small

fraction of the amount that would speedily seek investment in Oatario if the

two countries were commercially one. The influence this change would exert

would probably be felt in a more marked degree in the development of the

silver and gold mines of north-western Ontario than even in the more seriously

tariff-burdened industries of iron, copper, salt and structural material

production.

Examination into the character and extent of the mineral resources of

Ontario shows even now, when we are only at the threshold of discovery, that

they are practically without limit in extent and value. As to the best means

of development, we must pick up the courage to make that considerable degree

of progress which present conditions will permit, and we must work and hope

for the coming of the day when the war of tariffs shall be a thing of the past

and we shall be able truthfully to say

—

No pent up Utica contracts oui powers,
But the whole boundless continent is ours.

EVIDENCE AND STATISTICS.

Appended are given: (1) Extracts of evidence bearing upon the question

•of the probable influence upon mineral development in Ontario of free com-

mercial relations between Canada and the United States. (2) Extracts of

evidence relating to the public advantages likely to be derived from the

construction of a railway line from Port Arthur to the promising silver mines

in the Whitefish valley. (3) Tables showing the imports by quantities and

values from Great Britain, the United States and all other countries into

Canada of articles of manufacture of iron and steel for the seven fiscal years

1881-7.
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I >• F L I' K N r K O V K R K K T R A I) K W I I' II T 11 K IJ N I T E D S T A T K s U V O N F H E

.MINING INDUSTRIES O !• ONTARIO.
Tliomaa Frood—The coininorcial barriers between Canada and the United States The commercial

have teiuleil largely to prevent tiie development of the mining industry by hinder-
ade'i.'ol'mmentof

ing the em))loymentor American capital in mining (titerations, and also by depriving the mining in.

us of the American market. If we had free access to the markets of the United ^ustry.

ytates I have no doubt there would be a great increase in the amount of work at

the mines in Canada, and a great impetus would be given to the mining indu.stry .

generally. Most of the capital invested in mining in this district, including

Sudbury, is American. Some ore has been shipped to England Irom Sudbury, and
some also to the States. Entering the States there is a duty of f}2 a ton on the

ore, while there is a very heavy duty on machinery coming into Canada. This is

very hard on those engaged in mining, and gives rise to a great deal of complaint.

W. H. Plummcr—In the Alt^oma district two or three new companies have
been ori^anised, and they are principally Americans. More American than English American and

capital is being invested at the present time in this section. I do not think that so Entf'"*h capital,

far any company has given the district a fair trial. The interests of English com-
panies are not as carefully looked after as is the case with the American companies.

Somehow the}^ fail to get the proper men, and they go into heavy expenditures
from the commencement ; this has ha<i the effect of discouraging the investment of

English capital in the district. I don't think the failure of the English companies The English

should cause any discouragement, however. Their want of success has betn due wmpanies

altogether to their injudicious expenditure of money, and I have no doubt
that their pi-operties may yet be worked to paj'.

P. C. Campbell—The removal of the duties by the American government
would tend very much to the development of the mining industry here. Free trade Alpoma needs

would be the best thing for our mineral development; unrestricted reciprocity jg free tra<le.

the one thing needed by the district of Algoma. Much more American than
English capital is being invested in our mining properties ; there is no use* trying

to sell to English and Canadian capitalists ; the only practical men to invest and
operate are tlie Americans. Unrestricted reciprocity with the States would bring

in any amount f>t' capital from the American side, and the development of the

country would then have the effect of inducing English capital ; bat the trouble is

that the Englisli will send some fellow here that knows nothing about the business.

Any development tint has been done in this section, with the exception of the p"^^r'^*° ^""^

Bruce mines, has been done by American capital. The English companies seem to m"nt.*
manajfe-

send men out here as managers who don't know anything about their business, or

the requirements adapted to this country, and consequently a great deal of money
is spent to very little advantage. The Americans, on the other hand, send thor-

oughly practical men, who understand their business and think of something else

than putting on airs. The Eng ish works that have failed have generally been un-

successful on account of incompetent management.

JE. McCharles—The removal of the duty on iron ore would have, I think, the

effect of inducing Americans to invest in n-on lands on this side. If machinery Effect of dutj- on

were allowed to come in free it would helj) mining in this section. Anything that iron ore, mininjf

would tend to cheapen the expense of developing property would have that effect. ga?t!

'"^"^^ *"

Our iron is as good as any the Americans have, and our salt is a great deal better.

In Michigan the production of salt has increased immensely within the last few-

years, while here it has remained stationary. That is owing to the duty, and were
it removed the increase in the production of salt in this country would be immense.

John S. Skeifes—^If the duty were removed and lead ore allowed free into the L'uited States

States, I think it would be fully as good a market as England. If that market '"^rket for lead

were opened to us we could resume work at once and carry it on successfully ; we
could ship the are direct to Chicago. We are only nine miles from a shipping
point, and the winter roads are good.

R. E. Bdiletj —Of course the removal of the duty would be to a certain extent Removal of the

Ijeneficial. Freer trade between the two countries would no doubt help the devel- <^^^y would be

opment of the mining properties here ; it would encourage people to come here. ^°* " '

Jamex Stobie—For imn and copper I would expect to find a market in the iron and copper.
State?. I think the smelting could be done here, as the importing «f the coal

would be cheaper than the exporting of the ore. There is no doubt that the
American duties greatly interfere with the development of iron and copper mining.
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Dr. Edicard Feters—Were the duty taken off it woiilrl of course be a gain to
that extent, unless the price fell and thus offset that advantage.

Francis Sp'rry—It would be a very great advantage to have free entrance for

our ores to the markets of the United States.

Francis Andrerrs— The machinery we use at the Sudbury mines is im-
ported from the States, the duty being 35 per cent. It would assist mining very
much if machinery were placed on tlie free list. We have imported about 815,000
worth of machinery and will soon have to import a great deal more— 820,000 or
830,000 more.

B. E. CImriton—If the American dutj^ were removed off copper it would be a
great help. If it were removed small mines could be worktd.

S. J. Daivson—Some of the machinery requisite for mining can be obtained in

Canada ; other parts cannot and have to be imported. I think it would be wise to

admit such machinery as is not manufactured in the country at a nominal iluty.

For iron the market is in the States. Silver so far has been sent to the States,

but on silver there is no duty : it enters free. On galena there is a very heavy-

duty. In the case of galena containing silver being shipped, if the silver were the
more valuable it would go in free, but in some cases the examination of the ore to
ascertain the quality might embarrass the exporter. If soft coal were allowed in

free the ore could be smelted here. Coal costs in Cleveland from 81.75 to 82. .50 a
ton ; the freight to Port Artliur is 70 cents and the duty is GO cents. You can well
understand, therefore, that the removal of the duty would make a great difference.

The mineral resources of this district are now attracting more attention than ever
before, and more men of capital and experience are coming into the country. Most
of the capital that is coming in is from the United States. Development without
foreiiin c^ipital would be very much slower : the bulk of the capital is Amei'ican,

but there is some English.

TJwmas Hooper—The tariff works against us very much. The manufac-
turers of Canada are not at all uji to the times in the manufacture of mining
machinery, or in anything else that belongs to mining. In order to get the best we
have to go to the other side of the line, and if we do not get the best it is better to

not get any at all ; the most modern and most improved machinery is what we
want, and we must get it no matter what the duty is. The duty is 30 per cent.

Candles are quite an item with us in mining. We must have can' lies made without
grease ; they are n( t to be had in Canada and we have to import them, the duty
being 5 cents per pound and 30 per cent. The cand'es that we use are made of

mutton tallow, paraftine wax and resin. Anything that we export does not pay
duty, but anything we import to improve the coun'ry pays an exoibitant duty. I

have seen good iron ore here, but it could not be shipped at all on account of the
duty ; the removal of the duty would be necessary to render it possible to mine
iron ore in Canada.

T. H. Tretheiceii—Our machinery at East Silver Mountain mine, with
the exception of our drills, has been got mostly in Canada. Our pumps were
manufactured in Toronto by Williams. I do not think if we were erecting our
stamp mill that we could get the machinery in Canada ; we would have to import
at any rate most of it. The reni'jval therefor of the duty on machinery would be a

great assistance to miners. What machinery we have purchased in Canada has been
very good.

Henry H. Xichols—If we build works it will be necessary for us to im-
port a great part of our machinery, and I think the government should allow that

which cannot be had in Canada to come in free.

Feter McKdlar—If the American duty were taken off iron we would have a
market at once in the United States. It is not certain that we can do anything
with our iron till the duty is taken off. It might be smelted here with the protec-

tion of the present duty, but in tAiat case machinerj' would have to be imported,

and it would help us to have the duty taken off that machinery. It has mostly been
American capital that has been invested in mining here.

James Canmee.—By far the greater amount of capital in the mines and quar-
ries here is American. The iron locations on our side are not being developed because

of the American tariff and the want of a railway. The railway would be a cheap
one to build, and with that railway built and the duty taken off the ore, there would
be a great future before the countrj'. We have got neither the capital nor the

markets ; we require both, and we would get both if the duties were once removed.
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Some of the macliinery that is ust'd in iiiiniiig can l)o ^ot in Canada, but a great

pait has to be imported from the States and a heavy duty has to be paid.

Will lain Mar(j<ich— Neaily twMj-tliirds of ihe land taken up in the Hunter's
isbvnd district his been taken Ijy Americans, and much the greater part of the iron ores in the

ca|)ital is American. A railway is badly wanted ; but imn will not be worth any- Hunters island

thing to this country till the duty is removed. The Americans arc purdiasing
"'''"''^'

under the impression that a railway will be built, and hoping that the duty will be
taken oli'.

D. F. Burh:—It seems to me the mineral whose development would do the
country the most good is iron. If we had reciprocity we could put out at least

$8,00i>,0<)0 worth of oi'e a year, and that amount of money would come annually Free trade

into this district. There seems to be no doubt, judging from the n ports of experi- would encouraire

enced men, that iron exists all over the district of Algoma in very large cjuantities. salid^tone
'^

A railr. lad would do much to open up the country, but there would still be the quarrying,

duty of 75 cents a ton to tight. The Attikokan location would have been pur-

chased by Americans if they had not thought there would be trouble between the

two governments, and that their capital would be unsafe on that account. If

reciprocity were adopted, 1 have no doubt that inside of three years we would ship

out at least a million tons of i>re per annum ; that is supposing the railway to be
built as well. The same railway would open up at least 175 miles of good agricul-

tural country out of 300, the length of the Hue. Part of the country across

Thunder bay is all white sandstone, while the red sandstone of Nipigon is famous.
If we had reciprocity, inside of five j'ears a great trade in building stone would be
opened up between here and all the great cities in the States. There is a red
granite here, said to be equal to the Peterhead, and there is a pretty serpentine
marble upon the Nipigon river close to the Hudson bay post.

Joseph Baicihn—We should find a market for our iron ores nt Chicago and
Pittsburg. We can send ore to Chic igo fr >m Kingston for less than it can be brought ^^^ market t©r
from the lake Superior mines to Chicago. I think we could tind a good market iron ore.

there. The tariff is the chief, in fact the only interference with successful mining
in this region. If the duty were removed the countrj' would develop and mining
would g ) on. The capital invested in mining in this section is nearly altogether
American, except some little Canadian. The Bedford company is a Canadian com-
pany. The Kingston & Pembroke has absorbed all the other companies. Its Capital invested-

capital is §'>,000,000. all paid up. Property is put in to represent it, except a cer- '" mining

tain amount of stock that was sold for working capital.

B. W. Folger—Most of our ore goes to Cleveland. The Wilbur ore goes to

Pittsburg ; they seem to like it and say it is as good steel ore as they get. Ore
running 55 per cent, would sell at Kingston at from §3 to SS.oOa ton. The freight Frontenac anil

from here to Cleveland is 75 cents, or less than half what it is from lake Superior. Lanark ironure.

If the duties were taken off we would get that much more profit and it would
greatly encourage the developing of properties.

Nathatihl Moore^l am favorablj- impressed with the occurrence of iron in the
Kingston district. I believe there is plenty of ore here and of good quality. Quality of

While the veins may not be as large as those of the lake Superior district, I think and*bke
'*"*

that as far as length and depth are concerned they are as good. I cannot speak Superior ores*

in regard to that from experience. I worked long ago on the old Dalhousie mine, compared,

and I do not see why the veins should not be as good. As to quality, I think they
compare very favorably with the lake Superior ore. Of cour.*e here there are
advantages in the matter of freight, but there is the duty against us. We may
have a little the advantage in cheaper labor, but there is not much difference.

.7. S. Camphell—I cannot say whether we will resume work at our Calabogie Calat-oifie iroF*.

mines. If the American duty were removed we could resume and mine profitably.

W. n. Wylie—If the American duties were taken oif it would help to develop
the iron properties, but I do not know that it would benefit the other ores.

Wm. Caldwell—There has not been a good market for our own iron ore for the Iron ores,

last few years, while there has been a very large development in the United States.
If the American duties were removed we could compete with the American mines
successfully.

R. C. Chile—I think it is impossible to develop our mines unless wc have free
trade with the United States. I think the present law excludes capital, and both America'...ipita
capital and market are required. It would be possible to smelt iron here under a *"d raarkit re-

high tariff, just as it would lie to raise oranges, but rt would not benefit the people.
''""^'^
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I have had communication with people on the other side, and am convinced that
there would be no difficulty in developing our )nine.s if we had free trade with the
Stages. If we were on equal terms we could compete with the imn ore of the lake
Superior district. Our position is very favorable, yet with all in our favor we have
been able to do nothing, while from northern Michigan some three million tons
were shipped last year.

W. H. Wallbridge—The ..American is the natural market of tliis country, acd
is necessaiy to the development of our mines.

fVilliaiii Kelley—^What is wanted to develop the mines of the country is un-
restricted reciprocity or commercial union, and if the Americans will not take off

their duty we will have to put on a higher duty. If the Ontario government would
give a bonu3 of §3 a ton it could be manufactured cheaper than it can be imported.

Georqe Hope—I do not think mining ever will amount to anything in this

titientel free*^""
country till we have commercial union. There is one firm that I am told is willing

trade. to invest 812,U00,000 and put up works if they can get the American market for

their production. Our ores could be laid down cheaper at lake ports than the lake
Superior ores.

Adam Lnidldir—If we hid the American market I think we oonld comj^ete,
though I know that is not the opinion of some people. We would make special

lines and in that way could well hold our own. At present we make our stoves
just as good as the Americans do. Take a Canadian stove and an American stove
made from the same patterns and you cannot tell them apart.

Th.omas Ledyard—The only thing that can be done with our ore at present is

to send it to the States. Pittsburg is the best place to ship to by all rail. The
frei^jht to Buffalo from the mines would be SI. 50, where there is a charge of 25
cents a tun for shunting ; freight from Buffalo to Pittsburg, 81.25. The duty is a
serious drawback to that trade. If the duty were removed our mines could be
developed as well as the Michigan mines. The cost of mining would be from §1 to

$1.50. We would have an advanta,ge of from -Si to 81..50 a ton in freight over the
lake Superior ores. The price at Cleveland of Bessemer ore is $5.75. The duty is the
great obstacle. If the Belmont mine was being worked at the rate of 400 tons a
day that would mean duty to the extent of .8300 a day. It is estimated that

4,500,000 tons were shipped from lake Superior this season, and that in the face

of a dull stf^el rail market. In addition to all this, in 1887 1,100,000 tons were
Canada's^ limited imported into the States from Europe. As far as the Canadian market is con-

cerned, six g<od iron mines would supply the whole of Canada, even if we used all

our own iron. That is estimating the consumption at 600,000 tons of ore, and of

that only about one-thirtl of magnetite could be used ; they don't like more than
that proportion < f magnetite in the furnace. I am satisfied we havb more than a
double supply of magnetite. Our magnetite mines would supply the whole of the
Dominion, but that ore cannot be used by itself economically.

James Proctor—We want the American market, but I do not think we can
compe'^e with Europeans. I do not think there is any use mining iron and copper
ore and sending it to Europe.

H. S. Howland— I am a merchant residing in Toronto, and am interested in

mining properties. 1 have an iron mine in the township of Snowdon. I have
leased it, and I do not know whether it is being worked at the present time. The
shaft is down aboiit 80 feet, and they have taken out a considerable quantity of ore
and shipped it to Elmira, N. Y. I do not think the venture paid very well, or they
would have gone into it extensively. If the American duty were removed it could
be shipped with profit. 1 think that is the obstacle to the develo])ment of the rron

industry.

C. J. Pii.se}!—All the ore we have so far taken out of our iron mine in Hali-
burton has been shipped to the United States. It is our only market; we c^uld
nt>t ship to the old country. The duty is the only thing that prevents us supplying
the American market. If the dutj'^ were tiken off the value of our mining pr per-

ties would be increased, and we would be able to compete with the American mines
in Michigan and elsewhere. If the duty were removed by the American govern-
ment I can see no reason why our mines should not be developed as fully as those
of Michigan. Taking the ores through that range in Haliburton and eastwards and
comparing their analyses with those of the ores on lake Superior or any other point
of the United States, or even the Spanish ores, I claim that there is a greater pro-

portion of Bessemer iron in the Canadian ores than in the others mentioned.
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Albert Carpeider—We use soft coal in burning sewer pipe, and the duty is a very Sewerplpe.

serious item. We use from 24 to ;]0 tons a week. There is also a duty upon tlie clay

tliat is imported. The duty on sewer pipe is 'M per cent. 1 do not think that if

the duty were taken oil" we could cfimpete with the Americans on e(|ual terms ; they
have the clay and the coal in the same bed. Some >>i tiie factories in the States use

natural gas, and of course t' at is an advantage ; but for tijat the cost would be
about the same.

Moses Snov—There i.=< a small duty on buildnig stone, and of course we would
be better satiblied if there were no duties at all. If the duties were removed we Marble,

would put up a lai'ge marble mill at (iarden River and give employment to some 300
men, but that would not pay as long as the duty is imposed, and it will be shipped
as building stone. '

W. II. Laird—Nearly all the capital uivested here is American. At the East
Si'ver Mountain mine there is English crt[)ital invested to the e.\*ent of about
$2J5,000, and in other properties 1 think there is about !r!lJUO,UO0 (jf American sandbtone at
capital invested. I am interested in the sandstcme <[uarries at Grange island and Grani^eand

Verte island, and a Chicago company is also working a location of 80 acres. We ^®'^® islands,

have in those two islands about 2,500 acres. It is red sandstone, the same as tbe
Chicago property, and we have spent about §5,000 in opening up one of the pro-

perties. I do not know what depth it goes to, but it rises about 100 or H.O feet

above the water level. We spent the money to get at the place where the stone
was solid The cliff is a i.iass of this red stone. On both islands it is near the
margin of the lake, so that vessels could get to the property almost anywhere. The
United States would be the market for that stone. The stone that is now being
shipped is exported in its rough form an I is subject to a duty of .§1 a ton. The
architects like the stone as it stands a great pressure and resists the eflfects of

climate, but when cai)italists come to look at it they find the duty in the way and
this prevents anything being done. If the duty was taken off there would be no
difficulty in operating the property.

Thomas Marks— I think it is the duty that prevents our sandstone being largely

used. If it were taken off I think we could work the quarries to advantage and
could compete on the American markets. Tlie demand for it would be enormous Sandstone, iron

if once introduced, and I think 5U0 men would be employed in quarrying, besides and machinery,

those engaged in dressing it. The duty upon iron ore is very injurioi's to mining
development. It would also be well to have the duty taken off" such machinery as

i.s not made in Canada.

Edward J. Whitneij—The capital of the Hungerford Marble company is

$100, 0)0 ; the stock is held in Canada and P. W. Ellis of Toronto is the president. The market for

We hope to find a market for some of the marble in Canada, but it is expected that ''*'^°'^ marble.

the greater part will be disposed of in the Statd^. Entering the States there is a
duty of 55 cents a cubic foot on block marhle, but in spite of that there will be a
great demand for this marble as soon as we are in a position to supply it. The
duty on dressed marble is very much higher than on l)lock marble ; the duty of

course interferes to that amount. If the duty was taken off it would put us on an
e([ual footing with the American quarries, and bj- so doing would give us a chance
to develop to a much greater extent than is possible under existing circumstances

;

and we could figure on a better profit and therefore would develop to a great extent.
My experience of the American marble market extends over a period of twenty-five
years ; I am well acquainted with the different kinds of marbles required, and am per-
fectly satisfied that this marble will take well on the American market. Most of the Machinery
<iuarrying machinery used has to lie imported and to pay a duty of 80 per cent. ; the
machinei-y cannot be got in Canada. It would be a great advantage to allow
machinery in free where people are trying to develop property. The value of the
machinery put in here—not including the diamond drill which is free— is from
^6,000 to .$7,000.

Alc.randc>' McLean—I think that what is wanted in this countrj^ is a wider
market ; we have an abundance of the material, but not the demand ft>r it. I think xo prospect of a

they have crystalline marbles in the northern parts of Europe ; if they have not, at European mar-

any rate they have other stone we would have to compete with if we sought to find buUdine^ulnM''
a market there. An experiment of that kind would entail a very large expendi-
ture. The American market would be much more promising. We have crystalline
marble and other stones that we could sell in the States without doubt. I do not
think they have a very considerable amount of crystalline limestone in the States.
The American market is the market for building material. There is no market
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here that will justify the expenditure of much money. If we had the American
market we could ship from Kingston to Chicago ; we could get a rate from the
Thousand Islands to Chicago of a dollar a trm. I do not know the rate to Liver-
poo', but it would he very much more than that. I think if there was an exten-
sive opening up of the marble quarries we might be able to get lower raOway rates.

In order to attempt to C(mipete with the old country we would have to produce
very cheaply. Colored marbles are what take the markets. , I do not look upon
the out ook for the marble trade in this country as good till such time as we have
the American market. Here there is no market to justify people in putdng money
into q'larries. The amount of native marble here used is onl}' a trifle. Most of

the Tuarble used in Canada comes from Italy and the United States, the greater

quantity from Italy. A considerable quantity of marble is used in Canada, but it

is really not a large quantity ; the market is verj- limited, and that is the
great difficult}' the trade has to contend with here. We have the market now as

completely as a high tariff can give it, but it is not large enough to support one
quarry on a large sc le. Then in one respect marble is very like dry goods, certain

kinds are fashionable. .Just at present the popular marble is the 1 ennesee ; it is

red, with white and variec;ated spots. There is no marble wejiroduce that is at all

like it. Those we have are principally crystalline limestone. I have seen some
verj' fine marble in color and texture that came from back of Tweed, from a quarry
thaf belongs, I think, to ]Mr. Sanford of Hamilton. The color is white, and it is.

much less crystalline than the Bridgewater marble, but we cannot tell anything

about that property till it is developed. I do not wish to be understood to say

that crj^stalline marble would not compare favorably with other marbles for useful

purpo.^es. I tl ink it will last better than anj' other marble, and I do not think it

will stain as easily as the Italian marble. It would rot take quite as good a finish

as the best grades of Tennessee marble, but of course I have only seen what may be
called surface specimens. I think the present duty is satisfactory, and I do not

think that an extra duty would help the business any. I have heard that this

country is made a slaughter market of bj- the States, but I do not think that

amounts to much. We have bought Tennessee marble ourselves in the open
market. Fashion rules the demand, and there is not so much marble bought by
one person that the duty would make any dijfference. The furniture dealers will

not take marble that is not in the fashion
; people will not buy an article that is

unfashionable. It is impossible to force Canadian marble on the market. We
have no opposition in granite from the United States. There is any quantity of

fine granite in the Muskoka and lake Superior districts. It is said that it has been
used for bridges, and that it is free from checks and cracks. There is no object to

go into granite the way prices are now unless we get special orders. v\''e are not
making any great efi'ort to develop that trade ; but the marble business is develop-

ing rapidly.

Dr. Timothy Colemaiv—There is no c arket at present for salt, and there is na
profit in the business. If we had free trade with the United States it would do a

great deal. In Montreal there seems to be a prejudice against us. I do a fair

trade with the French, but the English-speaking part of the population think there

is nothing like the English salt. Unless we get annexation, commercial union, re-

ciprocity, or something of the kind the salt industry will die out. We should be

allowed to import coal free for the manufacture of salt.

William Gray—The eastern provinces do not want a duty upon salt, but as

lorg as salt is allowed in free there should not be a duty on coal. If we had the

American market it would be a good thing for us : we could hold our own against

the Americans.

John Tolmie— t do not know of any way in which the Ontario govern-

ment could assist the salt industry. If the duty were taken off it

would help us materially. I do not think we could now send salt tc the States even

with a bounty. We would get only S4 a ton in Chicago, and out of that there

would be the freight 81 and duty .SI. 60. If the duty were returned as a rebate it

would pay. A duty on English salt would help us verj'- much. The consumption

of English salt here is a million barrels, and that of Canadian only 300,000 barrels.

That and reciprocity with the States would help us greatly.

John Ransford—The principal thing that tells against the salt industry of

Canada is the duty on coal. We cannot use the Xova Scotia coal on account of the

freight, and there is no other coal we can use except the Ohio. Bituminous slack is

commercially valueless ; the mine owners charge us less than it cos's to put on the
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Salt wants a,

larger market.
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the States.
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cars. Tliey sell it at 10 cents <i ton f>n hoard the cars, and because there are a few
iari^e pieces that it will not i)ay the miners to take out we ha^e to pay a duty e<iual

to six times what it costs at tlie mines. We want free coal, as well as other articles

that enter into the manufarturo of salt. If we cannot <^'.t these articles free, then
we want a tax on salt coniiii}^ into the country. The tax of lOc j>er 10 » jioiinds

should be collected on all salt except what is actually u<ed liy the tishermen. We
have spent thousands of dollars and months of time in trying to get the government
to do something. 1 am opposed to the prniciple of bonuses, but any remedy would
be an improvement on the present state of the industry, whicli is the most oppre.ssed

in tlie country. With free trade and the American market we would Vje al)le to hold Free trade auJ
our own against the American manufacturers ; we have confidence in the quality of 'he American

our brine, and in our ability to liold our own. If with a fair held we could not '""''*'*•

compete with them, then tlie sooner we closed up the better.

Peirr McEiceti—The removal of the duty on coal would benefit the salt industry
here, but I do not think the American duty makes much difference. If we had

united .sute*
free trade they would beat us out of part of our market, but we could take part of and En^'liah

their Chicago and lake trade. We would not fear them on equal terms. A tax on Lompetiiion.

English salt would help us. The English salt drives us out of our own market.
The exclusion of that salt would be the bt-st thing for a while. I am personally

Against protection, but as other articles are protected I think salt should be also.

The English salt comes out as ballast ; their labor is about half what it is here, and
their salt is only about 300 feet dow-n, and they can send from England to Toronto
as cheaply as we can. As matters are at present n'lt moie than a million people
use our salt. No doubt that free trade would greatly benefit the countiy ; 1

mean free trade with the Stats.

Joseph Williams—The duty on coal does not aflFect me, but it is an injustice to ™ . , ,

others and should be taken ofi". If we had free trade with the States I would not injustice,

be afraid of b^-iug able to hold my own again.-it them ; if they sold here we could go
there for our market.

James Carter—If we had a free market I don't think we should have anything . .

to fear from American competition. I don't think they could compete against us arrangement of

in Ontario. If the duty were put on the English as it is upon the American salt it duties,

would give the manufacturers here an opportunity of supplying neatly all the salt

consumed, and that is about one and a half times more than is now being produced
by Canadians. It is (juestionable whether that would be an advantage to us,

because the salt iii^ ustrv is so overdone that there are now five times as many
work.s as are needed to supply the amount consumed, atid if English and all Amer-
ican salt were e.xcluded it would only increase the consumption one and a half

times. We could not advance the price, as busine-s would still be overdone to the
extent of double what wa-; required. Matter.-* would arrive at the same ]>oiiit they
are now, and the only remedy would be to combine. It would only cause works
now in existence to start u]) ; it would cause more production, but not at a profit.

I do not think it would be for the benefit of the people at large to exclude the
English salt, atid I think it would be a hardship on the consumer. I think the

jjjg English
tariff is very unfair and nonsensical in that it makes us compete with English salt compewtion.

here and pay duty on the fuel that we import, which is equal to 3 cents a barrel.

Now we have to pay that and to compete against free English salt. As to making
salt pay duty and allowing a rebate on all used for the fisheries, I cannot see that

it would do the salt manufa turers any good. They would get the English salt just buain^fin a
the same as now, because the freight is cheaper. It would be an annoyance to limited field,

them without doing the Canadian salt manufacturers any good.

John A. Barron—As far as I can judge not much can be done till we get a

market ; the Canadian m irket is too limited. In order to suj ply a market for the
excess above home consumption, it is necessary that we have access to the Aii.er- The Canadian
ican market. Free trade with the States I look ujion as the most important thing market is too

for the iron industry. If we cannot get the Ameiicnn market tht-n the home '""'*^'^"

market is better than nothing, and we should do what we can to make the most of

it. Half a dozen mines would supply our own market, and if confined to that
there would be the danger of over-production, which would be attended with dia-

.

astrous consequences.

W. H. L. Gordon— I reside in Toronto, am a barrister and am also a commis-
sioner of the Canadian Land Emigration company. The company owns nine town-
ships in the Haliburton district. The land was bought for settlement purposes
over twenty-five years ago, but it is more of a lumber and mineral than an agricul-
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Minerals in Hal- tural couiitiy. We have done a good deal of exploring and have discovered iron,

iburton, but no copper, apatite, galena and molybdenum. We believe that iron is to be found in

w^friang them the largest quantities in Dysart, Dudley and Harcourt. There are indications of

without an Am- large quantities in both Dysart and Harcourt. Nothing can be done with iron in
eriuan market, (.j^g present State of the market owing to the duty of 75 cents, which shuts ns out

of the American market. This section of the country is within 120 or 130 miles of

Toronto. The development of mining there would be the greatest boon to the

settlers. The lumber is last disappearing, and unless the mines are developed they
will be in a bad way before long, especially as it is not an agricultural countrj'.

E. B. Bonan—The federal government has not been at all successful so far as

Ways of foster- this province is concerned. Whatever has been intended, the eflect of its legisla-

ing and injuring tion has been to crush rather than foster our mining industries. The power to

fnduTtry"^ injure is undoubtedly possessed bj' the federal government. One way in which
tliis may be accomplished is by imposing exorbitant duties on machinery, and
everything in the way of stores and materials used in inining, dressing and smelt-

ing the ores, thus greatly inci'easing the cost of production. The other way is by
pursuing a policy calculated to deprive mining companies of their best and nearest

Customs duties market. And how seriously that may retard ths development of her mineral

resources must be apparent to all. It may be supposed by many that the customs
duties charged on metals imported into Canada may compensate for the burdens
otherwise imposed hy the tariff, but a little reflection will show that this is not the
case. The tariff imposes no duty on the importation of gold and silver, nor would
it be of the slightest advantage to our gold and silver mines if it did. The tariff'

places a duty however on iron, copper and lead. But we have no mines in Ontario
which produce iron, copper or lead in the metallic state, nor any so far as I know
at which the product is smelted and sent to market in that state. Ours are strictly

speaking iron ore, copper ore and lead ore mines, and the product is transported to
market and sold as ore. As may be seen bj' reference to the tariff, ores of metals

of all kinds are admitted free. So long as there is no smelting works or furnaces

in Canada, duties would be of no benefit. As regards other minerals, many are

produced in quantities greater than required for Canadian consumption and must
be exported, in which case the import duty in the absence of combinations does not
necessarily increase the price. It is therefore evident that whereas our mining
industries are oppressed by the tariff" on thf one hand, they really derive no equiva-

lent or advantage whatever from it on the other hand. The duties on imported copper,

lead, iron, etc., are really of benefit only to the smelters, or those mining com-
panies that smelt their own ores, of which I do not know of any in Ontario unless

it be at Sudbury. In the case of those mines that sell their product in the shape of

ore, these duties are even an injury, increasing as ihey do the cost of engines,,

machinery, pumps, rails and tools, in fact everything into the manufacture of

,j,j^
, which those metals enter which is required for the working of the mines. The

system. best thing the federal government can do is to remove all duties from off the
machinery, materials and supplies, manufactured and unmanufactured, recjuired for

mining, ore dressing and smelting operations and abolish the jjrotoctive duties on
metals. If it is deemed necessary to protect the smelters of iron, copper or other

metals, let it be done by giving bounties, which have this advantage that we know
Our exp'>rt trade precisely what we are paying. From the table showing the value of the minerals
of minerals. exported by Canada, as given in the report of the Geological Sun-ey for 1887, it

appears that the total value of the minerals exported from 1874 to 1886 was ^3,-
653,770, of which §33,437,497 was exported to and sold in the United States.

Nothing more than this is required to show the im])ortance of that market ; and
how necessary it is the federal government should spare no effort to remove every

obstacle to the freest trade possible between the two countries. The value of the

minerals exported from Ontario alone, as may be seen from the same report, has

fallen from 8955,820 in 1874 to §18(i,574 in 1886 ; or, in other words, the production

is only one-fifth part what it was thirteen years ago, for all the minerals produced by
our mines, with trifling exceptions, are exported. This reduction in the quantity and
value is principally due to the suspension of operations by the Silver Islet and West
Canada mining companies,—the former, it is believed, in consequence of the exhaus-

tion of the mine, and the latter partly in consequence of decreasing richness of the

veins in depth, but chiefly owing to the extremely low price of copper ore. In the

Free trade with present depressed condition of our mining industries the federal government should
the United remove the burden imposed by unequal and unjust taxation, and pursue a policy

"n'^L^ptraa^uMt which will lead to the free admission of our mineral products into the United
Stasis. States. Our mining industries never stood in need of consideration at the hands of
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the government more th;in now, an'cl until they receive this consideration ami our
commercial relations with the I'nited States liowever free be ])laced on a solid and
permanent foundation, not merely dependent on the ]»olitical exigencies of a

party or the whim of a minister (f finance, 1 do not think Amei'ican capitalists

will invest much money in our mines, or that our mineral resources will be de-

veloped to any considerable extent or with any satisfactory results.

JI. P. McItitosJi—-The customs duties are not only burdensome, Vjut their col- Customs Ueiajt.

lection has been very annoying, and many times the W(jrk of the Canadian Copper
company has been brought to a standstill on account of the delay caused in this

department ; however, 1 will say of late that this business has been transacted, in a
more satisfactory manner than formerly. To avoid delays our company has offered

the government to furnish an office for the customs officer at Sudbury free of charge,

and also to pay the salary of the ofKcer, -so that goods consigned to us might go
through to Sudbury instead of being stopi)ed hundreds of miles away, but this offer

the government declined. There should be no dutj' on mining machinerj', nor
upon any tools or implements used either in the production or smelting of ores, or
for refining the product into pure metal. Coal and coke used as fuel should also

be free. No substantial progress will ever be made in the development of the
mineral resources of Canada until the policy of the government is changed from
one of exactions upon this industry to one of encouragement and support. The t-xactions upoa

imposition of a tax on mining machinery, which (f necessity is imported into
'"

Canada, is nothing less than a premium offered to allow portions of the country,
now practically worthless, to remain forever just as nature left them. It is more
than that—it is in the nature of an edict that it should remain so. Nearly the
whole railway system of Canada has been built solely by the government, or largely

so by its generous aid. It would seem to be the most natural thing in the world
that they should now give some aid to those who risk their money in these enter-

prises to develop the country through which long lines of these roads traverse. The
United States senate has within the last few days voted a bounty on the production ^I'^^l^^lt^*^
oi sugar, which during the existence ot the law will amount to many millions of states,

dollars to the producers, and this to an industry nearly a century old. It has also

at the same time cut down the import duty on many of the minerals to one-sixth of

the former prices. We do not need to go further than to call your attention to the
figures already in your possession as to the relative condition of the mineral pro-
ducts of Canada and the United States. The successful development of your mineral
resources is one Avholly dependent on your governmental policy. Your govern-
ments, both Dominion and Provincial, should offer a bonus on the production of duction o "ores'
ores and upon the product smelted from them during a term of years sufficient, and metals,

and of sufficiently generous amount, to warrant the investment of capital in these
enterprises. It should also otl'er special inducements in the way of an extra bonus
for a designated large output both of iron and other metals produced during a
period of years.

THE CONSTRUCTION OP ROADS AND RAILWAYS A NECESSARY PART
OF A GENEROUS MINING POLICY.

S. J. Dawson—A railway has been projected from Port Arthur to Gun- a railway line

flint lake, a distance of 8-5 miles, and the Dominion government has appropriated A^thuAo the
§3,200 a mile for the whole distance ; ten miles has been already graded and a international

quantity of material has been purchased. This railway %vhen cmnpleted will make iioundary.

the silver mines of the district accessible as well as the iron mines ; in addition it

will open up a section of fine agricultural land, as the whole of the valley of the
Whitefish is the best of land and well adapted for farming. The line has been sur-

veyed, and the engineering difficulties are not much. It will be easy of construc-
tion and the amount of rock excavation will be small. Beyond the head waters of
the Whitetish there is a great deal of good land and a great deal of very good pine.
Were the railway constiucted it would open up a dozen townships of good agricul- ^'arming lands.

tural land in the Whitetish valley, besides what there is beyond. I think §20,000
a mile would be a high estimate for building and equipjnng the road. There is an
unlimited quantity of white poplar in this district which would answer for the

p^j^j^^j^^,
manufacture of paper pulp. It is of large size and good quality. The opening of a pulp,

railway would lead to the establishment of that industry as well as several others, in
addition to developing the mining capabilities of the country.

William Plummer—Where any mining development takes places I think
build roSdiL'^^^

**

it is a wise policy on the part of the government to build roads.
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Tliumns Huoper—We use a great amount of fuel, and the forests here
w-ill nut supply us long. When we work with a full force at our present capacity

we clear two or three acres every two days. We require about 450 acres annually
even at our present capacity, so that it will not be long before we will have to come
down to coal. If we don't get a railway inside of three years there wdl n 't hi a

tree seen in this part of the country. The fuel is poor ; one cord of good maple is

worth three of poplar. Since the 17th of March last to date we have paid the
Canadian Pacific railway for freight 81,394, chiefly for freight from Port Arthur.
In the W^hitefish valiey 00 per cent, of the land is good for settlement ; the soil is

a clay subaoil with a sandy loam. I cannot tell you about the frosts, but I never
saw better potatoes than were raised within twelve miles of here.

Wm. Murdoch—A railway to the district west of Port Arthur would do
wonders to develop the mining industrj^ and I am convinced that the traffic would
pay from the beginning. It is necessary to the development of the mining industry,

and would bring capitalists into the country. The Fraser-Clialmers Co. of Chicago
export mining machinerj' all over the world, and were the industry developed here

I believe they would start a factory here. In the meantime I thnak it would be
wise to allow machinery not made in Canada to come in free.

Hennj liotktvdl—The starting of smelting works by the government would no
doubt do some good, but everything hinges upon the railway. If we had a railway

it would give a great impetus to the silver mining business ; the woods would be
alive with prospectors, and capital would come in freely. I know a great many
claims in the neighborhood that are lying idle and cannot be worked owing to the
want of a railway.

W. N. M(jntyomery— Quite an amount of ore has been taken out of our mine,
but none has been shipped as it cannot be shipped profitably from this point on
account of the freight, which is so high. To ship freight to Port Arthur costs one
cent a pound, and this spring I had to pay as high as two cents. A railway would
enable me to han<lle the ore properly. I think it would be better to treat the ore

here than to ship it, as then light grade ore could be worked.

T. H. Tretheiveii—The construction of a railwaj' to the Silver Mountain mine
would result in great development and in increased prosperity. I believe there
would be business enough from the beginning to pay, and a rapid and steady
increase in the volume of business the road would do. Colonisation roads, even if

in good condition, will not answer, because freights would be so high that it would
be impossible to go further west than here on such roads.

Henry H. Nichols—Before there is any development of any account at Silver

Mountain there must be a railway. As it is now. freight from here to Port Arthur
costs $1.50 per 100 lb., and nothing but the richest ore will stand that. W^e pro-
pose to develop our mine, but \ye must wait for better shipping facilities before we
can do much. This section cannot get on any longer without a railway, and I

think a railway would create a regular boom.

George A. Shaic—I am interested in W^est Silver Mountain mine, and it is our
intention to put up a large stamp mill there. We got some of our machinery from
Toronto and some from the States. I tliink we can get all we want in Canada.
There are cejtain kinds of machinei-y that I think should be allowed to come in

free. But what retards mining development there mirc than anything else is the
want of a railway and good roads. It would cost about $20 a team for each trip

now from Port Arthur to Silver mountain. A team could take a ton in the
winter, bat in the fall and spring it could not take half a ton.

Arthur Harvey—I live in Toronto and have taken a deep interest in mining
matters for the last twenty or twenty-five years. I am interested in the silver

district west of Port Arthur and the gold district at Rat Portage. I am intere.'^ted

in thi'ee or four silver locations, only one of which has been partly developed, 230R ;

it is northwest of Whitetish lake. We put down two shafts of 25 or 3(3 feet, but
we are stopped till a railway is built. Everything is very promising, but we do
not think that we can do anything till we get a railway. The distance to Port
Arthur is about 55 miles. I think a railroad built there would lead to very large

develo^iments, and the first 40 or 50 miles of it would pay from the very start. It

is the experience in Colorado that three good working mines will keep a railroad.

I think the railway question is the only one that the government can deal wiih in

the interest of mining development.
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F. Aiu(rew.s—In re^'ard to transportation, 1 consider 1^7 a ton is an excessive At the morcy ot
•charge. It has been sent from San Francisco to New York frjr that rate. We are one railwaj.

at the mercy of one railway at Sudbury ; another would helj) mining considerably.

H. P. McJntosh—^The construction of railways for tlie opening up of mineral
regions should be the objectof 8i)ecial and most generous encouragement. This policy Kaiiway tommu-
should apply to both Provincial and Dominion governments, and if it were done

[^Jf''t,,'? ("^'"i"'*^

Canadian industries would receive a healthy impetus th.it would be a surprise to encourai,'cd.

your most sanguine friends. On the other hand, if the present policy continues
the present state of ailairs will continue. With such spasmodic efforts as have been
made by you to buck against it, it has been the inevitable result that has followed
eveiy one of the enterprises. Nature has done her part. Will your governments
do anything to add to the talent temporarily entrusted to your keeping i The Kavorahlo rail-

answer to this <juestion is all that there is between what now is and what ought to "'^.v rates,

be. The shipj>ing facilities are all over the Canadian Pacific railway. The
maximum rate for the outj)ut of these mines and for the coke and coal which should
be taken into them was given to us by the president of that ciMupany, Mr. Van-
Home, before any shipments were made, and were quite satisfactory. It is only
justice to Mr. VanHome to say that from the first he has manifested a great
interest in the success of the enterprise, and has not onl}' expressed a willingness
to do, but has already done much to aid in its efforts to develop the property.

A. J. Cattcuuicli—1 think it is extremely important that the mineral districts The minftral

of the province should be opened up by railways and colonisation roads, and I 'listricts should

believe that the province at large would derive great advantages therefrom, bv "ratlways'and
Take the case of the suggested James' Bay railway ; that line will go through a colonisation

very interesting country and a large area of government lands, besides bringing us '*'**^*-

into connection with the waters of the Hudson bay. In reference to the district

south and west of Port Arthur, I think it is a matter of great importance to the
whole province that a railway should be built from Port Arthur to meet the Iron
Range road from Duluth ; there is suthcient mineral development there to justify

it. From Port Arthur to Whitefish lake there is ample development to justify a
railway independently of anything beyond ; the distance to Whitefisli lake is 48 a railway to

miles. But I think in the interest of the countrj' the road should branch into the iieveiop the

iron country near the boundary line on our side. I cannot say whether it is a con- weVithof the"
tinuation of the Vermilion range, but I believe the ore to be immense in quantity lake Superior

and good in quality. I believe that the development of that range would largely '^"""^''^^

promote the trade of the country and open up that pai'ticular district. I think it

would be well to strike from Whitefish lake southerly towards this range and
westerly towards Rainy river, passing the Huionian range. Both roads might use
the same line from Port Arthur to WHiitefish lake ; but if only one of them can be
built just now I think it should be tlie Port Arthur, Duluth and Western railway,

iron^ai^^e"**
1 understand that the Iron Range railway, as it is called, was built in 1887 from railway.

Duluth into the iron range of northern Minnesota. The state of Minnesota largely
subsidised the railway by giving a bonus or aid of 10,000 acres per mile. The iron
range was the objective point of the road. If the road were built on our side the
ore would probably be transported to Port Arthur or Fort William and shipped
there. The Iron Range railway transported to Duluth or Two Harbors and shipped
from there last year about 350,000 tons, I am informed. Tlie principal trade of

Duluth to-day is iron and grain. I have heard from contractors who have been
fxaraining the line of the Port Arthur and Duluth road lately that they think the
trade of the silver mines along this line would be enough of itself to warrant the „.

^heban-
building of the road ; and I know that with moderate assistance from the provincial dowan country,

legislature they would undertake the risk of construction. A railway to the west of

Thunder, bay would ojjen up the iron range, and by so doing would create a large
trade. It would open up the Shebandowan country, which is a very important
country as far as gold is concerned. I understand from good judges, practical as
well as scientific, that the rock there is the true gold-bearing rock. I sold the 160
acres on which the Huronian mine is located for 850,000 cash for the owners, and
I understand the present owners have S2)ent between §100,000 and §150,000 upon
it. Everything is ready to go on with the work, but the means of communication
are so bad that it practically prevents work at all. It costs about 870 a ton to get
stuff in, and that renders the expense so high that nothing but very high grade ore
•can stand it. Railways and roads are what the ctmntry requires. In 1877 the ^=^"'^.S''an'^ fir

Ontario legislature passed an act called the Railway Land Subsidy act which recites railways.
that it would be to the interest of the j)rovince at large to have colonisation rail-

waya through the unsettled lands, and it provides a scheme for aiding those rail-
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Tvays by means of land grants. The land grants are not to be given to the railways,

but are set apart by the government on either side of the railway ; the government
is to sell the land at not less than 82 an acre as it may think proper, and after

paying the expen>;es connected with the sale of the lands, to pay over so much of

the proceeds as the legislature may choose to allot for the building of any particu-

lar railwa3\ If there is a surplus it belongs to the government, and the govern-
ment does not give up the control of the lands. Thus, if the Ontario legislature

subsidised a line to the extent of 83,200 a mile under that act, the government
could appropriate as much as 10,000 acre? on each side of the mad for eveiy mile.

The government would sell the land itself and after deducting the expenses would
give the railway company 83,200 a mile, and if there was a surplus beyond that it

would go into the provincial treasury. If they could not sell the land there would
be no obligation on the part of the government to the railway. That would help

, ... railways, but of course money would he the most serviceable of all : people do not-

preferred. know much about those land.'^ and would be doubtful about their being good. But
I think the government should give a liberal money bonus to the Port Arthur and
Duluth road as it is a comparatively short line. The Dominion government has
given it 83,200 a mile ; and even with that the companj' has not been able to secure

the necessaiy funds. Nothing would so open up the country as the building of

railways, and if any part of the country was not worth opening up then we would
know it. The miners would have to get their supplies of all kinds as well as

machinerj^ from the older sections in the beginning, and in addition other industries

would spring up. 1 am looking upon the matter as if it were the case of a nian

who owned an immense tract of country. It would be to his advantage to do some-
thing towards opening it up ; and if he couid get any person to build bim a railway

for half of its cost he would be a gainer, as his property would be improved at the
expense of others.

E. B. Borron—Too much is frequently expected from the government in the way
of direct aid to our various industries. The richness of our mineral deposits cannot

raofvavs^aught ^e increased by act of parliament : nor if the produce of our mines exceed our own
to be aided by consumption can the government add anything to the price of our mineral products,
the groveniment. jyjining may be assisted, and in some districts called into existence, by the con-

struction of railways, or other cheap means of transportation. When the mineral

resources of any part of the province have been proved to be such as to justify the

expenditure, the best way to promote the prosperity of mines is by aiding in the

construction of railways ; but the railways in consideration of the aid should be
bound to transport the products of th*^ mine, forest and field at a certain specified

Railway exten- tariff. The rate should not be more than one cent a ton per mile on ores, clays,

sion his cheap- lignite, building stone, etc. It is only by aiding in the construction of railways, by
eue mineras.

ii]3gj.a,l land laws and by furnishing thoroughly reliable information that the prov-

incial government can assist the capitalists. The extension of railw=iys has opened
up mines in all parts of the world, with the result that the prices of every descrip-

tion of ore or metal has fallen gi-eatly in the last twenty or thirty years. The prices

of iron, copper, zinc and tin are not more than from one-half to two-thirds what
they were thirty j'ears ago.

H. »S'. Howland—I think it would be a good policy to give lands to railways so-

, ^. , as to open up the country. If there is no probability of iron smelting works being

raihvay con-" erected or anything being done with the ore there would be nothing for the rail-

struction. in^ay and perhaps it would be better to wait. But where there is a prospect of

shipping the ores or smelting them it would be to the interests of all to open up
the country.
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MINERAL PRODUCTION OK CANADA IN 1886 AND 1887.

Table i.—Mineral production of Canada by quantities and values for the years 18b6 and 1887,

as compiled from the Geological Survey reports.

Product.

1886.

Quantity.

Antimony ore tors.

Arsenic "

Asbestos "
Barytes "
Brick in.

Building stone cub. yds,

Cement bl)l.

Charcoal bush.
Chromic iron ore tons.

Coal "

Coke "
Copper lb.

Fertiliser tons.

Flagstone sq. ft,

Gold oz.

Granite tons.

Graphite "
Grindstone "
Gypsum ''

Iron "
Iron ore "
Lead, (fine, contained in ore), .lb.

Lime bush.
Limestone for iron flux tons.

Manganese ore "
Marble and serpentine "
Mica lb.

Mineral paint tons.

Miscellaneous clay products
Moulding sand tons.

Ochre ... . "
Petroleum . . . .(bbls. of 35 imp. gals.)|

Phosphate tons, j

Pig iron " I

Platinum oz. '

Pvrites tons. I

Salt " \

Silver I

Slate tons. '

Soapstone "
Steel "
Sulphuric acid lb.

Tile ni.

Whiting. ... tons.

Estimated other products about

Total abt.

665
120

3,458
.S,«64

139,345
165,777

901,500
60

2,091,976
35,396

3,505,000

70,000
76,879
6,062
500

4,020

162,000

69J08

1,535,956

1,789
501

20,361

350
486,441
20,495
22,192

42,906
62,359

5,345
50

12,416

Value.

§31,490
5,460

206,251

19,270
873,600
642,509

54,000
945

4,017,225
101,940
354,000

7,875
1,330,442

63,.S09

4,000
46,545

178,742

126,982

283,755

41,499
9,900

29,008

112,910

2,350

437,797
304,338
237,768

193,077
227,195
209,090
64,675

400

142,617
600

167,797

$10,529,361

1887.

Quantity.

584
30

4,619
400

181,581*
2'>2,592*

69,843
1,610,900

38
2,368,891

40,428

3,260,424
498*

116,000*

66,270
21,217

300
5,292

154,008
31,527*

76,330
204,800

2,269,087*

17,171

1,245
242*

22,083
100*

160
385

763,933t
23,690
24,827
1,400

38,043
60,173

7,3.57

100
7,326

5,476,950
14,658'

75

Value.

$30,860
1,200

226,976
2,400

98(i,(i89

552,267
81,909
88,823

570
4,758,590
135,951
342,345
25,943
11,600

1,178,637
142, .506

2,400
64,008

157,277
1,087,728
146,197

9,216
394,859
17,500
43,658
6,224

29,816
1,500

182,1.50*

800
2,233

595.868
319,815
366,192

5,600
171,194
166,394
349,330
89,000

800
331,199
70,609

230.068
600

1,610,499

, ! §15,000,000

* Incomplete, f The total given by the direct returns from the refineries was finally

adopted as the most correct.
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MINERAL EXPORTS OF CANADA.

Table ii.—Showing by quantities and values the exports of minerals the produce of Canada to Great
Britain, the United States and other countries for the seven fiscal years 18S1-7.

Minerals. 1881.

Coal:

Great Britain .

.

United States.

Other countries

Totals

.

/ tons

•t S
( tons

l s
/tons

•1 S
("tons

•\ s

Gold bearing quartz :

Great Britain 8
United States S
Totals S

Gypsum, crude :

United States . . . -j g

Other countries.

.

Totals

{tons
s

/tons
I S

Oils, mineral, coal, etc. :

United States... | ^^g

Other countries . . -! ^ |

4,603
10,062

334,573
953,301
80,879

159,728
420,055

1,123,091

767
766,551
767,318

130,961
119,399

Totals.

Ore—antimony :

r-i ^ T, -4. ftons
Great Britain -! ^

United States. . .

j |
m t 1

ftons
Totals -! c

Ore—copper :

Great Britain \ q
I

United States.

Totals

/tons
•1 S|
/ tons 1

Ore—iron : i

Great Britain -! |

United States . . . -! ,^

'

Totals {*°^i

Ore—manganese :

Great Britain . . .\ © i

/tons
United States.

Other countries. . i
|

Totals j**^"!

130,961
119,399

1,615
446
841
185

2,456
631

46
3,921

46
3,921

322
12,045
19,480

138,367
19,802

150,412

1882. 1883. 1884.

6,120
18,825

308,335
824,915
106.856
234,964
421,311

1,078,704

930,151
930,151

130,062
127,139

130,062
127,139

662
136
662
136

130
4,733
130

4,733

273
13,598
44,471

125,647
44,744

139,245

4,030
13,265
302,803
790,614
123,248
283,532
430,081

1,087,411

14,950
43,026

340,670
940,890
96,011

217,256
451,631

1,201,172

911,383
911,383

154,809
151,844

44,677
114,850
44,677

114,850

1,146 I

16,819 I

482
14,824

473
7,095
2,101

38,738

43,835
135,463
43,835

135,463

766
11,255

659
26,230

1,425

37,485

154,809
151,844

952,131
952,131

155,851
160,607

1,422
368

1,422
368

368
11,842

368
11,842

236
10,890
4,166

139,589
4,402

150,479

309
4,738

44,635
134,037
44,944

138,775

769
11,414

425
18,003

155,851

160,607

325,549
7,066
2,014
480

327,563
7,546

124
4,605

8
250
132

4,855

99
3,860
1,578

210,184
1,677

214,044

1885.

23,784
65,971

355,696
1,178,799
100,226
223,396
479,706

1,468,166

25,308
66,549
25,308
66,549

436
7,118
449

8,733

1,194

29,417

885
15,851

999,007
999,007

116,415
120,046

116,415
120,046

953,996
27,136

970
167

954,966
27,303

717
32,200

3

1,500
720

33,700

25
940

1.232

245,290
1,257

246,230

54,367
132,074
54,367

132,074

446
7,816
302

14,974

1886.

29,237
76,304

362,553
1,127,677
101,718
212,179
493,508

1,416,160

450
1,210,414
1,210,864

106,737
112,271

500
2,465

107,237
114,736

251,450
27,742
8,999
3,215

260,449
30,957

901
35,320

2

3,000
903

38,320

748
22,790

5,224
291,397

5,224
291,397

7,542

23,039
7,542

23,039

1,640
29,853

281
13,001 :

153

;

2,754

2,074
'

45,608
I

1,586
60,162
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MINKKAL KXl'OKTS OK CANADA.

Table ii.—Showing by quantities and values the exports of minerals, etc.

—

Concluded.

Minerals.

Ore—silver

:

Great Britain ...{'''"|

United States. .. |*°"|

Totals |*«"|

Phosphate :

Great Britain .

/tona

United States... {*"°|

/tons
I S
/tons

I $

Salt:

United States .

.

Other countries

.

Totals

Other countries

Totals

/bus.

I $
/bus.

I S
/ bus.

I §

Sand and gravel

:

United States ... |
'"^"l

Slate

:

United States. ..{ '^*'°|

Other countries . . < "'^l

Totals {*«"|

Stone and marble un-
wrought

:

Great Britain... -f^^°|

/tons
1 §
/tons

United States..

Other countries.

Totals {*°°|

Other articles :

Great Britain. ,

United States.

.

Other countries.

Totals

Total export values

:

Great Britain
United States
Other countries

,

1881.

3,000

31,494

34,494

13,199
210,304

2,402
29,129

15,601

239,493

253,555
39,566

253,555
39,566

55,860
12,511

28,176
81,456

13
468

28,189
81,924

595
40,714

172
41,481

1882.

15,105

' 15,116'

13,197
258,391

2,080
28,976
1,904

40,300
17,181

327,667

381,476
36,418

1883.

78
200
22

14,000
100

14,200

12,263
255,816

220
2,400
1,995

44,500
14,478

302,716

197,185
17,511

381,476
36,418

54,593
13,789

420
8,100
420

8,100

3

39,178
83,830

156
544

39,339
84,377

9,379
65,625

52
75,056 I

197,185
17,511

63,426

17,755

148
3,043

1884.

20
37

12,900
37

12,920

21,328
451,092

32
250
111

1,980
21,471

453,322

181,742
17,408

1885.

148
3,043

26,412

72,779
166
589

26,578
73,368

60,

471
251

52
774

181,742
17,408

61,575
14,152

864
11,445

864
11,445

3
6

12,926
52,369

25
103

12,954
52,478

9,945
.50,567

2,100
62,612

253,652
2,34G..029

107,648
Totals Sj 2,767,829

...S

311,456
2,418,021
284,096

3,013,573

831
014
041

2,970,886 i 3,

443,

2,198,

.329,

31
7,539

31

7,539

16,878

327,508
745

8,980
1,301

25,800
18,984

362,288

107,523
12,326

107,523
12,326

90,015
23,590

353
4,210

24
432
377

4,642

15,724
52,155

12
51

15,736
52,206

.50,973

70,892
5,765

127,630

519,672
505,501
222,819

247,092

485,408
2,898,518
255,611

3,639,.537

1886.

3
81

25,134
81

25,137

23,718
407,314

532
6,817
1,724

17,820
25,974

431,951

384,283
26,714

210
35

384,493
26,749

102,795
23,195

260
4,256

22
296
282

4,552

14,8.50

59,888
409

2,062
1.5,259

81,950

40,588
161,151

4,793
206,532

1887.

18
8,450

22
16,487

40
24,937

20,465
360,313

733
6,223
1,605

29,913
22,803

396,449

106,385
9,418
258
45

106,643
9,463

135,627
23,207

26
420
22

880
48

1,300

12,173
65,300

32
301

12,205
65,601

10,363
210,406
15,134

241,903

589,832 477,722
3,115,696

I 3,085,431
245,019

I
242,796

3,951,147 I 3,805,959
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IMPORTS OF IKOy AXn STEEL MANUFACTURES.

Table hi.—Showing' by quantities the articles of manufactures of iron and steel imported into the
Dominion of Canada from Great Britain, the United States and all other countries, classified as
dutiable and free, for the seven fiscal years 1881-7.

Articles.
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IMPORTS OP IRON AND STEEL MANUKACTUBES.

"Table hi.—Showing by quantities the articles of manufactures of iron and steel imported, etc.

—

Continued

Articles.
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IMPORTS OF IRON AND STEEL IIAN'UFACTERES.

Table hi.—Showing by quantities the articles of manufactures of iron and steel imported, etc. —Concluded.

Articles
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I

M

PORTS OK I HON AND 3TB EL M A N U K A OT U BE8

.

Table iv.—Showing by values the articles of manufactures of iron and steel imported into the Domini<jn
of Canada from Great Britain, United States and all oth<'r countries, classified as dutiable and free, for
the seven fiscal years 1881-7.

Articles.
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IMPORTS OK IRON AXU STEEL MANUFACTCRES.

Table iv.—Shewing by values the articles of manufactures of iron and steel imported, etc.

—

Continued.

Articles.

Bolts, etc.— Con

United States '.

Other coun tries

Totals
(

Canada plates

:

Great Britain .

.

United States

Totals

Castings and forgings

:

Great Britain

United States

Other countries

Totals

Chains :

Great Britain

United States

Other countries . .

Totals

Cutlery :

Great Britain
United States

Other countries ....

T jtals

Edge tools

:

Great Britain

United States

Other countries ....

Totals

Engines* and boilers

;

Great Britain
United States

Other countries

Totals

Files and rasps :

Great Britain

United States

Other countries ....

Totals

Firearms :

Great Britain

United States

Other countries. . .

.

Totals

J3 »
1881.

48,652

37

88,593

170,772

170,772

74,128
257,359

4,990

336,483

138,3721

5,296
1,340

291,849
48,457
16,679

356,985

80,543
172,897

5,236

258,676

2,695

197,320
50

1882.

45, 105

77,949
5,113

140,480
728

141,208

158,072
325,266

2,678

138,155
11,184
3,240

145,008! 152,579

424,094
77,342
28,519

529,955

110,810
276,998

8,672

396,480

1.57,811

864,979

200,065

57,080
6,542
126

63,748

37,044
40,228

2,078

1,022,790

64,994
16,319

315

81,628

45,675
81,111
15,360

79,350 142,152

1883.

S

66.452
5,'364

99,074
8,474

160,777
316

161,093

198,907
432,777

5,437

486,0161 637,121

199,673
10,013
3,050

212,736

352,850
86,363
26,927

466,140

108,250
345,583
10,746

464,579

51,149
994,028

1884.

36,535
3,481

11

60,681
8,183

172,774
2,653

175,427

239,569
406,293
22,406

668,268

130,389
8,601
2,388

141,378

269,604
53.290
21,235

344,129

63,405
247,005

8,531

318,941

21,372
535,900

1,045,177

77,297
29,002

42

106,341

72,710
98,407
17,209

188, .326

557,272

59,098
31,002

602

90,702

47,366
64,686
13,438

125,490

1885.

46,6.38

1,030

63,607
3,632

218,164
492

133,606
302.243
12,541

448,390

112,365
5,826
1,604

119,795

209,164
50,453
22,389

282,006

41.441

204,487
7,183

253,111

4,706
120,352

125,058

48,702
22,615

733

r2,050|

47,044
68,316
9,964

125,324

1886.

45,124
1,165

96l

61,7901

4.403

186,234
878

218,656' 187,112

92,413
263,410
30,684

386,507

92,913
6,325

2,679

101,917

244,189
44,834
30,514

319,537

43,114
216,804

6,707

266,625

413
208,885

209,298

41,094
30,2.33

3.53

ri,680

50,301

56,262
14,818

121,381

*Including locomotives.
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IMl'OKTS OK IIION AND STKEL M A N U F A C T U U E S .

Taulh it.—Sliowinj? by values the articlos of manufactures of iron and steel imported, etc.— Continued.

Articles.
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IMPORTS OF IKON AND STEEL MANDFACTUKES.

Table iv.—Showing by values the articles of manufactures of iron and steel imported, etc.

—

Oontinucd.

Articles.

Nails, spikes, etc. :

Great Britain -!

United States
|

Other countries

Totals
I

Needles

:

Great Britain

United Estates

Other countries

Totals

Pig iron :

Great Britain

United States

Other countries

Totals

Railway iron (rails, fish

plates, etc. )

:

Great Britain
j

United States [

Totals
I

Rolled beams, channels,

and angle or T iron :

Great Britain <

United States \

Other countries

Totals
I

Safes, and doors for

safes and vaults :

Great Britain
United States

Other countries

Totals

Scales :

Great Britain
United States

Other countries

Totals

1881.

S

48,721

17,773

'

2^203

68,G97

37,769
16,!tl0

250

54,929

457,103
258,577

317

715,997

7,836
139,236

7,344
7,278

15,180
146,514

38,686

1882. 1883. 1884. 1885.

49,1961 74,869

22,330
3, 849

1

3,093

16,2881

74,619
3,849

39,685
19,137

179

59,001

4,179

95,336

38,246
22,081

680

61,007

633,206 842,234
389,806 302,515

1,023,012

6,209
155,146
15,326

7,778

20,235

21,535
162,924

72,344

8,579

1,612

1

2,929

1,144,749

8,860
116,181

13,949
7,844

22,809
124,025

90,700
597

30,409

1,746

60,533

53
9,782

83,852

149
20,964

9,835! 21,113

3,729
42,438

161

46,328

1,746
47,617

231

49,594

122,8551

597

1

33,347

2,717
50,208

457

53,382

49,265
24,866
18,094

4.530

71,889
24,866

33,390
19,856

210

53,456

490,551
229,575

184

21,283
9,632

21,796

2,436

11,571
214,770
40,509

52,080
214,770

97,983
1,472

27,357
854

21,305

146,645

2,326

121 25
33,226 15,708

15,733

2,392
42,631

279

45,302

^Railroad spikes.

252

45,515
9,632

28,917
16,903

282

46,102

394,904
176,292

1,563

720,3101 572,759

40,895
52,644
3,329
6,060

44,224

58,704

61,441
2,995

24,119
1,364
11,367

1886. 1887.

48,191
15,9381

16,297!
l,500l

4,109]

46,518-

17,631
1,016

10,802

68,597
17,438

28,233
16,500

273

45,006

387,052
199,450

2,067

588,569

51,190
19,306
5,991

38,894

74,951
1,016

32,139
18,902
1,325

57,181
58,200

81,425
1,120

21,487
229

11,794

52,366

422,756
208,992

80

631,808

166,68*

8,077
1,472-

96,927
4,359

53
20,026

50

114,706
1,349

9,046

20,129! 9,046

174.761
1,472-

141,687
24,997
22,372
2,49^

14,640

178,699
27,496

170
6,229
278

1,718!

26, 791

1

3831

1,514]

25,247!

589

6,677

1,865
24,381

410

28,8921 27,350 26,656.
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I M P O K T S OK IKON AND s;r KKI. MANUKACTUKK8.

Tahi.k IV.—Sliowing by Viiluos tlioivrticlosof manufactures of iron and Hteel imported, etc.

—

Continued.

Articles.

Scrap

:

Great Britain [

United State.s !

Other countries. . . . <,

Totals.

Screws :

Great Britain
United States
Other countries.. .,

Totals

Sewing machines :

Gre.it Britain. .

.

United States .

.

Other countries.

Totals

-Sheet iron and steel

:

Great Britain <

United States '.

<3ther countrie.s \

Totals

.

-Skates :

Great Britain . .

.

United States .

.

vOther countries

Totals.

Steel rails :

Great Britain . .

.

United States .

Other countries.

Totals

Stoves :

Great Britain. .

.

United States .

.

Other countries

.

Totals

•Surgical instruments ;

Great Britain
United States
Other countries . .

.

Totals

1881. 1882.

1,148

iisis

5^841

8,807

5,012

10,996

'

4^398

1883. 1884. 1885.

38,5181

1,8021

1801

3,412
4,300: 3,901
2,562
2851 1,804| 1,293

1886,

20,406

23,295
4,101

4,743

32,139

44,408
148,929

34,079
3,i

1,086

193,337

267,544

'

2i',72i

289,265

292
11,358

631

12,281

2,966,958
230

9,900

2,977,088

322
16,465

39,053

39,105
267,901

171

307,177

323,655

'

i8/J81

210

7,776
4,765

41,1151 137,181

3^867| " '

i7!567

3^412

44,223! 46,275! 158,100

27,435i 31,082: 28,509, 18,813,
3,981 2,8571 3,0851 3,289
559 1,223! 1,686 575

31,975

95,543
227,040

614

35,162' 33,280; 22,677

31,534,

194,479
219

342,846

323,197

425,824;

'

32^2481

2,402
166,595

149

1,644
145,393

2171

226,232

447,8161

22,289
32,642
22,892'

88!

375,409 397,907]
89, 947

1

48,912,
32,4281 42,7391
22,704 26,132,

2, 236

1

383
2

458,072

338
3,261
1,138

4,73;

2,923,063
608,267

3,531,330

1,139

23,678
97

16,787

6,270
6,816

1,360

24.914

7,094
9,739
322

1,321

1,467

1,779

4,567

480,546
45, 181

1

691
4,704
909

410,0731

112,6531

142
35,.584

678

6,304

2,717,034 2,376,391
1,294,1631 418,544

5,082

4,016,279

6881

48,339
16

1

2,794,935

1,036
46,392

36,404

2,031,137
412,380

441,029
75,044:

278'

14,824;

697,

1887.

$

901
199,228

15
11,185

170
9,754

1,086
220,167

31,192
2,890

34,082

3,064
155,572

310

169,146; 147,254 158,946

475,046
83,557
52,471
38,922
4,625

8,597

5.32,142

131,076

376
3.645

21,983

15,7991 26,004

1,491,926| 1,999,081
93,830 123,645

49,043 47,428

2,443,517

423;

28,8531

731

1,585,756 2,122,726

469
22,522

580
19,724

3

29,349 22,991

11,923
10,345
2,990

li.875

5, 5.58

1

9091

3,526,

2,410.

728

1

5,761

3,559
788

14,446; 17,155l 25,258' 13,342;

20,30T

6,28T
3,315
603

6,664: 10,108, 10,206
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IMPOETS OF IRON AND STKEL MANUFACTURES.

Table iv.—Showing by values the articles of manufactures of iron and steel imported, etc.

—

Concluded.

Articles.

Tubing :

Great Britain

United States

Other countries

Totals

Wire and wirework :

Great Britain \

United States -j

Other countries -j

Totals
I

Other articles :

Great Britain
j

United States \

Other countries -j

Totals
I

•Printing presses :

Great Britain
United States

Other countries

Totals

*Tin plate :

Great Britain ... . -

United States .... \

Other countries -j

Totals
I

Total imports

:

r^ . ( Dutiable.
Great J p^ee . . .

.

Britam. (Total...

3 c

United
States.

Other
countries.

Totals

.

( Dutiable.
<. Rree
(.Total ...

Dutiable.
Free
Total . .

.

( Dutiable.

^ Free . . .

.

(.Total ...

1881.

179,681
110,597

4,796

295,074

253,230
47,199

130,681
1,193

76,677

460.588
48,392

83,465
7,281

118,652

10,679

212,796
7,281

9,387
34,859

627

44,873

718,551

53,089

""'66

771,706

1882. 1883.

307,133
124,57

7,334

439,041

318,304
38,429

135,071
2,572

116,445

569,820
41,001

106.025
8,934

142,179
958

6,106

254,310
9,892

5.312

79,359
4,710

S
315,384

i

164,1801

29, 623

1

1884.

S
200,355
124,148
37,695

1885. 1886.

178,9.S7

88,297
7,550

509,187| 362,1981 274,784

389,176|
81,573,

149,7141

8, 183

1

59,554!

1,4291

598,444
91,185

121,748
5,868

144,358
95

9,437

275,543
5,963

9,203
125,229

783

242,078
79,206

113,022
43, 004

1

52,656'

10,274i

407,756'

132,4841

67,629
23,597

151,578
2,459

39,633

89,381 135,215

355,0591

355,6561
43,6391
93,045'

.1,154

258,840
26,056

8,980
111,282

4,187

179,042
70,539
87,740
52,903
65,653
8,032

332,435
131,474

74,617
11,317

129,126
301

67,862

165,698!
91,395'

40,864!

300,957

274,914
65,383

134,343'

67,880
99,1611

11, 356

1

271,605
11,618

8,762
119,764

5,800

124,449 134,326

399,852
448,701

4.016,1891
4,055,953'

8,072,142!

3,^620,041

280.334

3,900,375

190,314
21.318

211,632

723,024 608,2641

'

84,i72i " "

37^254!

705,924

26,788

100

508,418;

144,6191

59,6161
2,582'

107, 439 j

1,973
14,676

181,731

1

4,555|

5,776j
79,878
3,732'

89,386

6,050,301 6,698,185
3,818,933' 3,947,8191

9, 869, 234
i
10, 646, 004

,

5,561.85l| 6,759,223'

8.37,994' 1,566,118
6,399,845; 8,325,341:

289,9701

27,700
317,670

5,149,530'
2,98.'^,024'

8,132,5541

4,850,6581

827,222

1

5, 677, 880

1

257,228 303,774'

26,9151 12,1141

284,143| 315,888

3,957,372
2.350,942

6,308,314

3,409,947
583,048

3,992,995

278,715'

9,405
288,120

1887.

S
317,078^

78,334
61,289

456,701

251,336-

55,134
160,515-

60,135^

75,689
63,270

487,540
178,539

101,925-

8,227

99,417
1,239

6,448
488-

207.790
9,954

12,739
71,711

6,724

91,174

619,971 706,975-

124,8491 60,861

807,196: 645,5181 732,812i 744,8201 767,836

3,992,7111 5,303,201
1,990,186 2,384,281

5,982,897! 7,087,482-

3,674,450;
260,929'

3,935, 379

1

333,239]

14.7681

348,007!

4,006,915
247,614

4,254,529

436,551
93,091

529,642

7,826,544] 11,902,122' 13,714,636; 10,303,962' 7,646,034 8,000,400! 9,746,66?
4.357,605 4,6.S4,627 5,540,8521 3,822,360 2,943,395| 2,265,,>^83 2,724,986-

12,184,149 16,586,7491 19,255,488 14,126,322j 10,589,429] 10,266,283 12,471,6.53-.

*Not included in total imports.
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SPXTION IV.

MINING LAWS AND REGULATIONS.

The mining industry of Ontario may be said to date its origin from the

year 1822, when the late Joseph VanNorman started a blast furnace in the mhrin't; ?n,iuBtrT

county of Norfolk for the smelting of bog iron ore. Another furnace was '" "'"'^*"''

erected a little later by Mr. Hayes at Marmora, in the county of Hastings

who obtained from the government for mining and charcoal-making purposes

a tract of 14,000 acres in the townships of Marmora and Belmont. But

neither of those ventures seems to have awakened interest in mining affairs

in the province. The poor fortune of the second one may be said to

have deterred enterprise in this field ; and for the next twenty years the official

records do not give evidence of any activity in the sale of mineral lands, or

in search for the discovery of minerals or ores of any kind.

To the possible existence of a mineral region of some value on the north

shore of lake Superior some allusion was made by Mr. Logan in his report gourc"' ortbe

on the progress of the Geological Survey of the province in 1843. Mr, r^'um
^^^'^

Logan himself did not visit the lake Superior country until 1846, but was

influenced " by the unprejudiced account regarding the mineral riches of the

southern shore furnished to the legislature of Michigan by the late Mr.

Douglas Houghton in 1841, in his report on the geological structure of the

upper peninsula of the state."* Mr. Houghton had been officially employed

for eight years investigating the mineral resources of Michigan, and it was in

the prosecution of his duties that he lost his life in 1845. "It is under-

stood," Mr. Logan wrote, "that he had visited the British shores of lake

Superior, and considered their mineral character much the same as that of

his own side of the water, though I believe he has made no published state-

ment to that effect."

Attention having been called to the possible mineral resources of our

upper lake region in this way, applications began to be made to the govern- Licenses to ex-

ment for license to explore the lands on the north and east shores of lake
^^°^^ *'^^ region.

Superior and on the north shore of lake Huron, the pioneer in this enter-

prise being Hon. John Prince, who applied for the Spar island tract on 1st

July, 1845. Thirty-one applications were made in that year, thirty of which

were for locations on lake Superior. In 1846 the number increased to one

hundred on lake Superior and thirty-three on lake Huron ; but as the terms

of possession were not settled until late in this year, when the management
of mineral lands was transferred from the provincial secretary's office to the

department of crown lands, a large number of the claims were suffered to

lapse through failure to comply with the terms.

* Upper Canada Sessional Papers, 1847, Appendix AAA. See also Mr. Loean's Report
«f Progress for 1843, S. P. 1844-5, Appendix W. ^
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The records of the department show that the extent of public land in

Sales of mineral the province sold for mining purposes during the past forty-four years (from

1845 to the close of 1888) was 709,335 acres, for which the treasury has

received $810,955, being an average of 61J cents per acre in the period

before Confederation and $1,351 per acre in the period since. The first

recuiations fir'^d the limit of a location at five miles in length by two in

breadtii, or 6,400 acres, under which the Montreal company acquired 107,156

acres at 42| cents per acre, and the Quebec and Lake Superior company

19,200 acres at 80 cents per acre.

In dealing with the subject of our mining laws it is proposed, first,

to refer to the opinions of witnesses upon their operation and the various

suggestions for their amendment ; secondly, to make a comparative study of

the laws of Ontario and other countries ; and thirdly, in light of the criticism

and comparison, to indicate some changes which seem to be desirable in our

own laws for the greater development and prosperity of the mining industry.

OPINIONS OF WITNESSES.

I. The mining laws of the province have been variously criticised by a

criticfsm. large number of persons whose testimony has been taken by the Com-

mission. By a few they are regarded as being well suited to the necessities

of a substantial industry ; but by the majority they are thought to stand

in the way of exploration and discovexy, to favor the moneyed man at the

expense of the prospector, and to facilitate the locking up of large areas

for speculiuiive ends.

Applications to purchase land under the mining act are required to be

purchase.*""*
° made direct to the department, accompanied by the purchase money and the

affidavits of at least two credible witnesses showing that the land is

unoccupied and unimproved (except by or for the applicant), and that there

is no adverse claim to his on the ground of occupation, improvements or

otherwise. It is claimed that the interests of explorers and intending

purchasers would be better served were the applications made to local

agencies and offices, as in the case of other public lands. At such offices

prospectors could be supplied with maps of the territory to be explored and

learn what lands are already taken up, besides being able to file claims

promptly. It is also suggested that officers with larger powers might be

placed at two or three of the principal agencies who could deal on the spot

with questions of title and other matters, thus saving a great deal of trouble

and preventing future litigation. They might be vested in part with the

authoj-ity of inspectors of mining divdsions, without setting in motion the

whole machinery of the mining division system.

The mining act provides that any crown lands supposed to contain

andrmning oca- minerals may be sold as mining lands, and that where situate in unsurveyed

territory or in townships surveyed into sections they shall be sold in blocks

called mining locations. In the opinion of one witness lands should not be

taken up as mineral lands till the applicant has made an affidavit that he has

found mineral upon them and has produced specimens ; a second says that

no land should be sold as mining land unless a vein or other workable deposit

has been found upon it ; and a third thinks it would be a wise provision

256
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to prevent the taking up of niiiuiral land till mineral is shown to exist upon

it. By adopting this provision it is thought that the uiineral-bearing districts of

the country would be more thoroughly explored, and that less extensive areas

would pass into the hands of speculators who buy up tracts on the strength of

discoveries made in the locality. One witness states that the whole of

Denison township, in which the Vermilion gold and copper mines are situated,

was bought up by parties who were never on the ground, and who knew
nothing of it except the reported discovery on the Vermilion location.

Concferning the extent of location.S; and the number which one individual
, . ... « . „„ . . Kxtcnt and

or company may acquire, there is some diversity or opinion, ihe mining rmniber of min-

act provides that in the territory north or north-west of the Mattawan and "

French rivers and Nijtissing lake, including the territory bordering on lakes

Huron and Superior and the river St. Mary, a mining location shall consist

of 80, 160 or 320 acres, while in all other unsurveyed lands it shall be as

may be defined by order in council ; but the act does not limit the number of

locations which one party or company may acquire by purchase from the

crown. The opinions of the various witnesses may be summarised as

follows : (1) The prospector should be allowed to take up a small quantity of a variety of

land, say 10 or 12 acres, instead of being compelled to purchase 80 or 160

acres. (2) In the ease of iron more land should be allowed, as more is required

for works, fuel, etc. If the law compelled owners of properties to work them
the holding of large tracts would be less objectionable. (3) The size of a

copper claim should be about 80 acres, but for gold and silver it should be

100 by 200 feet. (4) For copper and iron the claims should be from 160 to

320 acres. (5) To carry on mining works like those of the Canada Copper

company it is a necessity to have large quantities of land. (6) The taking

up of large blocks of land has a tendency to prevent development and keep

out bona fide miners. A quarter section would be a fair limit, but for wood
supplies it ought not to be less than 400 acres. (7) A single location should

be forty chains on the course of the vein, and one man should not be allowed

to hold more than one claim. (8) The claim should be about half a mile on

the vein, and 200 or 300 feet wide. (9) To work a copper mine takes a great

amount of capital, and therefore a large quantity of land is necessary in order

to be able to do anything ; but it is not in the interest of the country that

large areas of land should be tied up by one company. (10) The location

should be measured on the length of the vein, say about 1500 feet, and the

discoverer should be allowed to take two claims adjoining each other. (11)

It might be well that a man should be allowed to take 40 acres, if he did not

wish to take more, but 80 acres at 82 an acre is a very small matter. (12)

A length of 200 feet on the vein is suthcient for a gold mine, and a claiiu

should not be more than 300 feet on the lode ; but a man might purchase as

much as he liked afterwards, providing a certain quantity of work was done

on each claim. (13) The location should be about 80 acre.s, laid out as now,

and the sale of large blocks should not be allowed, except perhaps in the case

of iron. (14) The quantity of land sold to one party should be limited, or

the tax should be increased so as to force those holding on speculation to sell

or develop their property. (15) The selling of large blocks passes the land
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into the hands of speculators, but the limit should depend on the quantity of

land that is going to be worked. The area would not so much matter if the

conditions for working it bore some relation to its extent. For copper, galena,

iron and other minerals about 160 acres is sufficient ; for gold and silver a

less area is required, but purchasers should have enough for the necessary

buildings, timber, roads, etc. (16) The limit would have to be fixed by

circumstances, but it is not right that one person should be allowed to buy

up a whole section of the country. If a man finds a vein, and it turns out

to be richer farther on, he should have the the right to pre-em{Jt another

claim. (17) If the area which could be taken by one party was limited the

country would be more thoroughly prospected than it now is, especially

should successful development ensue in the district. (18) The sale of large

blocks has not retarded development or hindered prospectors, and on the

whole it has resulted in more good than harm ; but while a limit ought not

to be put on the extent of locations, there should be provisions as to develop-

ment. One of the reasons for wishing to have large properties is, that they

improve the chances of getting money to work the mines. (19) Capital is

very hard to get to develop mining properties, and it is most important to do

all possible to induce investment. Restriction of areas and compulsory work

would lead to evasion. The gentlemen whose views are given in the last two

statements have had considerable experience in procuring capital for invest-

ment in mining properties.

The act requires that in unsurveyed territory each mining location

tii^s^^
°^ ^"'^

shall be surveyed by a provincial land surveyor, and be connected with some

known point in previous surveys or with some other known point or boun-

dary at the cost of the applicant, and that each person applying for a tract

shall furnish the department with the surveyor's plan, field notes and

description, showing a survey in accordance with the act and to the satisfac-

tion of the commissioner. It is stated by witnesses that the costs of a

connecting line are in some cases heavy, and that it is not fair to make a pioneer

prospector pay for running this line when others may benefit by tying on to

Suggestions him. Among the suggestions are, that in mining districts the government

should lay out the country in blocks, as in the North-west territories, or run

north and south and east and west lines, that townships should be surveyed

as they are prospected, and that where a prospector locates six miles from a

surveyed township he should be allowed to stake his claim. It is thought by

others that all surveys of locations should be made by the government, as it

is often a hardship on the poor man to get his location laid out. Several

witnesses also suggest that iron pickets should be put down in making surveys,

as wooden ones are frequently destroyed by fires, thus making a new survey

necessary at the cost of the private owner.

Prospectors are protected in their rights by the regulations of the

Protection tor department governing applications to purchase ; but it is stated that in

some cases claims are jumped, and that in others, through the inability of a

poor man to make cash payment for the whole purchase, liis discovery goes to

some more fortunate man. The prospectors themselves are unanimous in the

opinion that a reasonable time ought to be allowed a discoverer to pay for
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his location before it is <lisposecl of to any other applicant. It docs not

appear, however, that the discoverer is often wronged through failure of the

regulations of the department to protect him, or that the jumping of claims

is more than an occasional occurrence, especially where it can be shown that a
claim has been established by occupation or improvement. Still it is held to

be necessary that the prospector should be carefully protected in his rights,

for "capital will not explore."

The right to stake out claims is only permissible under the act where a

mining division has been established, and the extent of a claim for one person

is limited to 200 feet along the vein or lode by 100 feet on each side thereof Ki),'ht of stakinf
*' out claimu.

Witnesses are generally of opinion that a prospector should be allowed to

stake a claim on crown land in any part of the country and obtain his patent

at the end of four or live years, on condition of performing a specific amount
of work yearly, measured by value or days' labor, the latter preferred as

being less favorable to the practice of fraud. Several witneses, however?

would make the plan of staking claims liberal enough to allow the prospector

to take iO acres or more, on or oil" the vein. One witness, Francis Andrews
of Sudbury, would fix the limit at 80 to 160 acres, for the reason that he

thinks the occurrence of minerals in that district is not favorable for the

staking of claims on the vein ; while another, Mr. Dawson of Port Arthur,

does not believe that the plan would work well in his district, where quartz

mining prevails. The plan is favored chiefly because it is thought that it would
give efiectual protection to the prospector.

Mining lands in the Huron and Ottawa territory are sold at one dollar

per acre, and in the northern and north-western territory at two dollars per Price of mineral

acre, cash. Prospectors regard this rule as a hardship, and would prefer a of^saie^"

^'^™*

time allowance. One or two Avitnesses are of opinion that the service of an

explorer should entitle him to a free grant of one location, as few of them

aie possessed of the means to pay ; another thinks it is the duty of the

government to get the best price for the land ; and others suggest that all

discoveries of mining land be reported to the department, examined by experts

and sold by auction, the same as timber limits, thus securing to the country

the benefit of the speculative value. Still another suggestion is, that the

discoverer might be allowed to hold the land upon payment of ten cents an

acre yearly, till he is in a position to purchase it and take out the patent.

Under the mining division system any person holding a license is

allowed to mine a claim one year upon payment of a fee of five dollars, with The licensing

a right of renewal of the license. This is practically the same as the leasing
'

''

"'

system, but the latter does not seem to be regarded with favor. One witness

says licensing has proved altogether a failure in this country, but another

thinks it might work well if the land was leased at such a rental that holders

would have to mine it or throw it up. Only one witness favors leasing out-

right, requiring development work for a certain time as a condition precedent

;

then giving a lease for twenty-five years at a royalty, with the option of

renewal for a like term.

By the mining act of 1869 all royalties reserved or made payable on

minerals or ores found upon patented lands were abandoned, both as to the °^*
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past and the future, and it was declared that no reservation or exception of

gold, silver, iron, copper or other minerals should be inserted thenceforth in

any patent from the crown granting lands in the province sold as mining

lands. Exception, however, is made of minerals in land located or sold under

the Free Grants act, which are reserved and are the property of the crown.

Two or three witnesses are of opinion that as a matter of arrangement a

person discovering ore or mineral on land already patented might be allowed

to work it upon payment of a royalty to the owner, and that such arrange-

ment might have the sanction or authority of law. Another witness states

that this is the practice in Germany, where one may go on any person's

property by obtaining permission from the government, and in case he can-

not agree with the proprietor on the amount to be paid the government steps

in and the matter is settled by arbitration. And the witness adds that in

his own experience of fifteen years in that country he never had any trouble

with the owners ; they were always glad to make an arrangement. But in

the sale of lands in Germany the minerals are reserved, and the government

claims a royalty of two per cent, in kind in addition to the interest paid to

the owner of the property. Only one witness ventures to say that it is

desirable in this country to return to the royalty system, and he thinks it

would not be unjust even to reclaim the abandoned royalties, as when selling

the land the government got nothing for the minerals.

Speculation in mining lands is regarded by nearly all the witnesses as

Speculation in baneful, and especially in cases where large blocks are held. The loudest
mining lands.

, • , , t r. • •
i i i <.

complaints are made m the lake superior region, where a great deal of

territory is locked up. Xearly the whole country is bought up on speculation,

one witness states, and people are asking §1,000 to 8100,000 for locations

upon which a dollar's worth of improvement has not been done. Many people

come in, a witness of Denison township says, and finding the land all taken

up they go away and do not come back again at all. The holding of land

for speculative ends stops prospecting, keeps out bona fide miners and retards

the development of the country ; such is said to be the general eflfect. Two

witnesses only express a diflerent opinion, one denying that the practice has

hindered prospectors or kept back development, and the other stating that all

the prospector can do is to find the mineral : capital has to take the risk of

developing it. . The latter stands alone in opposition to the proposed remedial

measures ; restriction of areas and compulsory work, he says, would lead to

evasion. All other witnesses are agreed that the land should be held subject

to certain conditions of mining development, and several suggest that, failing

'the conditions, the land should revert to the crown. The quantity of land

would not so much matter, Dr. Selwyn observes, if the conditions for working

it bore some relation to the extent of the area ; and this is the prevailing

opinion. One important feature of the evidence deserves to be emphasised,

viz. : that rich men are not the only owners of land held for speculation.

Many prospectors are also holding for the same object, having neither means

nor intention to work the properties they have acquired. E,ich and poor are

in many cases alike indifierent to the economic fact that, in the words of one

of the witnesses, " the development of the property is what gives it value. ''
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The right to exploro patented lands is suggested Vty several witnesses as

a remedy of the evil of locking up large blocks for speculation. It is thought
{;*^'°[g,|'j'J'„;}'

that the owners of such linds would not object to an arrangement whereby

their property might be explored and a royalty paid to them on minerals

taken out. Some plan of this kind, it is claimed, would be in the interest of

the country, and even if owners of the land were compelled by law to enter

into an agreement with explorers, they could not reasonably complain of

injustice. Prospectors should have the right to go on all lands held for

speculation, one witness says, and should be guaranteed an interest in whatever

minerals may be found or allowed to work them on a royalty, first giving the

owners of the land a certain time to explore and develop it before such a

provision of the law was allowed to come into operation against them.

Another advises that an act should be passed to enable an explorer to locate

a claim wherever minerals occur if the owner will not work them, subject to

a royalty of say 5 per cent, and 2^ per cent to the government—companies

holding large areas to be compelled to take a fixed royalty or to work the

mines themselves. Mr. Gordon, who represents a large land company in

Haliburton, has no doubt that his company would willingly give prospectors

a half interest in anything they found, but does not consider that the

government should give the prospector a right to go on private land without

compensation. Mr. Cattanach, who has had a large experience with mining

enterprises, thinks it would be advisable, after lands have been patented five

years without development, that any person should be allowed to go on them

and prospect. This might be done by giving the discoverer the right within

a limited time of working the find, subject to payment to the owner of 25 per

cent, of the profits if the owner did not exercise the option of working it

himself within the same time and giving to the discoverer the same percentage

of profits j either one being at liberty to take up the work on his own account,

under circumstances which would forfeit a claim under the general mining

laws. But he thinks that a law authorising an arrangement of this kind

should not apply to lands already taken up, as it would be an interference

with vested rights and tend to frighten foreigners who supply nearly all the

money that is spent in mining. It is not, however, within the knowledge of

any of the witnesses that a country which once abandoned all right and claim to

minerals on lands sold to private individuals has sought to reclaim the minerals

on such lands or to legislate for their development, either with or without

provision being made for compensation.*

Mining lands like other public lands purchased from the crown in the

unorganised districts are subject to a yearly tax of one cent per acie. This
nlin?n''hjnd8

is supposed to operate against the practice of holding mineral lands for a

speculative object, and it is stated that many locations are sold every year

for arrears of taxes. One witness suggests that the rate should be increased

with a view to prevent purchase by speculators, while others are of opinion

either that it is sufficiently high now or that it is an utter failure as a scheme

for enforcing development of the property. One result secured by the system

*The South Australia law relating to raininsf on private property appears to contain such
a provision—implied, if not definitely expressed.
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of taxation is a change in the ownership of the property, in many cases, but

that may or may not lead to any practical benefit in so far as concerns mining

operations.

The destruction of timber by forest fires is complained of by several

witnesses as inimical to the mining industry, and one witness states that in

some instances prospectors have no objection to the spread of fire as it uncovers

the rock, thereby facilitating the discovery of veins, and that they have been

known to start fires for that object. The same witness admits, however, that

it is difiicult to ascertain if a fire has been set out purposely, but thinks it is

fair to presume that where a prospector leaves his camp-fire burning he

is guilty of criminal carelessness. In the lumbering regions greater care

is exercised for the prevention of fires than in regions where timber of no

merchantable value exists, and with the conjoint efforts of the government

and limit holders it is admitted that every reasonable precaution is taken to

preserve the forests from destruction by fire.

The mining division system, as provided for in the mining act, does not

seem to be held in favor by prospectors, miners or owners of mineral land.

Two divisions were established in the province under the acts of 1864 and

1869, one in the Bay of Quinte and the other in the lake Superior district, but

after an experience of the system extending over several years the orders in

council creating the divisions were cancelled. The provisions of the act still

remain, however, and may be put into operation whenever or wherever it is

deemed expedient by the government.

Complaint is made by one witness of the injustice which may be done to

mine-owners in not allowing them to w^ork a vein where it dips outside vertical

lines along the boundaries of their own property. He thinks the miner

should have the right to follow his vein wherever it goes, and instances the

wrong done to a Scotch company which spent $500,000 on a property and

had to abandon it because the vein dipped into an adjoining property.

Several Ontario mines, he states, are in a similar condition on this account.

It does not appear, however, that the mining act makes any provision for

such a case on mining locations. It is only in the case of mining claims

taken up in an established mining division that the miner's right in his

vein is dealt with. " The ground included in every claim," section 20 of the

act provides, " shall be deemed to be bounded under the surface by lines

vertical to the horizon ; except that every mining claim shall include and

shall authorise the licensee to work every dip, spur and angle of the vein or

lode laterally to the depth to which the same can be worked, with all the

earth and minerals therein." The right to follow the vein wherever it majr

lead seems to be "implied here ; but, as previously stated, no provision is made

as to property right in a similarly occurring vein on a mining location.

No complaint has been made by miners or others of the absence of

provisions in the mining act for the health and safety of mining employes
;

doubtless for the reason that the number of deep working mines in the

country are few, and that so far, fortunately, accidents have been of rare

occurrence.

Underground
boundaries
of mining
jjroperties.

Health and
safety of

iforkers.
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MININP LAWS IN ONTARIO AND ELSEWHEUK
II. A full account of mining laws in even the principal countries of the

world would take up a space far beyond the limits assigned to this part of Value of experi-

the report. Wherever mining operations are carried on the laws have

been changed from time to time as experience has seemed to show the neces-

sity for amendment, and the record of legislation in the United States and

Canada alone wOuld fill several volumes. Our experience in Ontario extends

now over a period of forty-four years, and if some wisdom has been gained it

is desirable to trace the steps of progress, and especially to learn what plans

and provisions have succeeded or failed, in the hope that we may be intelli-

gently directed in the way of further improvemelit. We have also, doubtless,

Something to learii from the experiences of other countries, but as regards

these it will suffice, perhaps, to summarise the existing laws.

o N T A u I o

.

It does not appear that any laws or regulations concerning mines of

mining were adopted in this province previous to 1845, the first season or First rcKuia-
'^

_ \
' "^

_
_

tions in Ontario

exploration and discovery in the lake Superior region, and for the first year

each case requiring executive action was dealt with as it arose by order in

council. Several points settled in this way were embodied in an ordei'

approved by the governor-general in council on the 12th of December, setting

forth as follows :

1. That the fact of having made prior explorations will form the ground of Explorers right,

application for license to occupy and open the mines.
2. That each party will be called upon to furnish particulars of such explora-

tion, the several steps taken to obtain information, the result in detail of their Exi)lorer to

discoveries, the character of the various veins or beds of ore, their probable extent
'^'^'^°

and richness, and such other particulars as a rough geological enquiry by a scientific

man might be expected to furnish.

3. That, to guard against a perversion of the intentions of the government in

granting licenses, the different applicants should furnish the names of all the parties Licenses reserv-

forming each association, that no licenses will be granted to other than British sub-

jects, and that no transfer or assignment of interest will take place without the

sanction of the government unless the parties are British subjects.

4. That no license of occupation be issued until the provincial geologist or

other scientific agent of the government shall have had an opportunity of marking Scientific sur-

the boundaries of the several limits, and of examining and remarking upon the
^''•^'

statements fui'nished by the several exploring parties.

On the 7th April, 1846, the council fixed the extent of a mining tract or

location at one mile in front by five miles in depth ; and on the 18th of the
^^^Z;*^"^^

'°*^

aame month, upon the petition of parties interested in mining explorations,

the limit was extended to two miles in front by five in depth.

On the 9th of May a set of revised regulations was approved, providing Regulations of

as follows :

1. Each license to explore to have one location. One location.

2. A location to consist of five miles in length by two in breadth, the length size of location,

thereof to be with the course of the mineral vein.

3. The geologist to determine the direction in the case of different courses on course of vein,

adjoining locations.

4. A land surveyor to fix the limits of each location, and forward a description Survey,

to the government.
5. Priority of discovery by exploration to be tlie foundation of priority of Priority of right,

right to any location claimed. ,

6. Reports pointing out and selecting a location to be classed according to Evidence of dis-

receipt, and to be the best evidence of discovery
;
possession by the erection and ^overy.
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occupation of a hut to be the next best, and it shall not be competent for a party to
occupy more than one hut as a mark of location at the same time ; priority of
application to be the next best.

As to the tenure of locations, the government was for some time unde-

cided between a policy of sale in fee simple and one of conveyance by lease

for a term of twenty-one years. Finally an order in council approved 7th

October, 1846, settled the terms of possession as follows :

The several license holders will be permitted to work the mines under the
authority of the licenses which they now hold, with the option, either now or at
anj' time within the period of two j-ears, to purchase the location of ten square
miles at the rate of 4s. per acre, payable one-fifth part in hand and the balafice ia
five yeai'ly payments with interest.

This regulation was followed by another on the 2nd of November, which

provided that a license-holder should be entitled to a certificate of location

from the commissioner of crown lands upon payment of £150, to cover the

cost of survey and other contingent expenses—this sum to be placed at the

credit of the locatee as a part of the first instalment when the sale was con-

firmed, and to be forfeited to the government in case of failure to make good

the payment of that instalment within the period of two years.

Xo further change in the regulations was made until 1853. A report to

council made by the commissioner of crown lands in that year repi'esented

that the existing system of allotting mining tracts had not realised the antici-

pations formed of it, nor had it enabled individuals desirous of engaging in.

mining pursuits to eflfect their objects without compelling them to purchase

locations of so extensive an area as to occasion a needlessly large expenditure

of capital on acquiring a right to explore and mine where the indications were

favorable. Therefore he advised such change in the regulations as would

combine, with a right to explore during a limited period on favorable terms,

the privilege of purchasing tracts of very moderate extent, providing the

exploration proved satisfactory. In accordance with the commissioner's

recommendation, regulations were adopted to the following eflfect

:

1. That upon payment into the hands of the commissioner of crown lands of

the sum of £25, that officer be permitted to issue a license to any individual author-

ising him to explore upon any unconceded lands within the limits of any such
county or section of country as he may desire to be inserted, situated within the
boundaries of Upper Canada, for copper, lead, iron, tin, marble, gypsum, earth or

minei'als.

2. Such license to remain in force for a period of two years, and to author-

ise the individual in whose favor it was issued to take possession of a tract not
exceeding 400 acres and not already occupied by any other person—such tract to

be in the proportion of 40 chains front bj^ 100 chains in depth.

3. The license-holder to report his discovery and selection accurately by letter

and map within six months from the issue of his license, accompanied by an affi-

davit made by himself and some other credible persons, proving that no counter
occupation or workings exist.

4. And at the expiration of such term of two years, during which the license

shall have force, he shall complete a purchase, paying the consideration money in

one sum, at the rate of 7s. 6d. per acre, or, failing to do so, he shall be regarded as

having abandoned such right to purchase.

The next important change in the regulations was made on 15th March^

1861, when the following were substituted for the regulations of 1853 :

1. That for mining purposes tracts comprising not more than 400 acres each be

granted to parties applying for the same, at the rate of 81 per acre, to be paid
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in full on the sale, the applicant furnishing a i)lan and description of the locality to

the department of crown lands, and on condition that such mineral location be

worked within one year from the date of grant.

2. That no patent thereffir issue until two years from the date of the pur- Condition o

chase, and then only upon proof that the purchaser or his assignee has continued to '"* *"' '

work said location bona fide for at least one year pn-viously.

.'i. That the fee of ^100 (£2;")) for permission to explore, now charged, be Explorur's fee

abolished.
aboliHhed.

4. That locations be sold to the first applicant agreeing to the terms above I'rior.ciaim.

specified.

5. That these regulations shall not apply to mines of gold and silver.

On the 21st of April, 1862, another radical change was made in the Re;,'iiiation8 of

regulations, simplifying them as to tlie conditions of purchase, but providing

for a royalty on the ores. The new order set forth :

That in all future sales of mineral lands a royalty of 2i per cent, on all ores

extracted be charged, payable in cash, on the value of the ore prepared for market Royalty,

at the mine, and that letters patent be issued for such lands on the payment of the

purchase money without any additional conditions ; also that lots in surveyed
townshipf!, presenting indications of minerals, be sold at the same price per acre as

the lands adjacent, subject to the above-mentioned royalty.

Tho^e conditions of sale and location of mineral lands were again changed Remiiations of

.
* 1864.

on .3rd March, 1864, by the substitution of the following regulations :

1. That the tracts shall comprise not more than 400 acres.

2. That the dimensions of the tracts in unsurveyed territory be 40 chains in Dimensions of

front by 100 chains in depth, and bounded by lines running due north and south, *'"*'=ts.

and east and west, or as near to these dimensions as the configuration of the locality

will admit.
3. The applicant for a tract in unsurveyed territory must furnish a plan and Plan to be

description thereof by a provincial land surveyor. furnished.

4. The price shall be SI an acre, payable on the sale. Price.

5. That a tax or duty of §1 per ton be charged on all ores extracted from the
tract, payable on removal from the mine. This condition applies to all mining Tax substituted

lands sold since the 1st day of April, 1862, and is in lieu of the royalty of 2^ per *°'" royalty,

cent, chargeable on the ores from these lands.*

6. That in surveyed townships lots presenting indications of minerals be sold price in survey-
on the above conditions, but at not less than §1 per acre in any township, and at ed townships,

the same price as the other lands in the township when it is more than §1 per acre. Limit of pur-

7. That not more than one tract of 400 acres be sold to one person. chase.

The first mining act of the united provinces of Upper and Lower

Canada, known as the Gold Mining act, was passed in the session of 1864, '''^^'^°'^^''"'°"

and received the royal assent on the 30th of June. It was an act of 40

sections, drawn up with great nicety and particularity for the working of

quartz and alluvial mines and for the protection of miners' rights in their

locations. It provided for the institution of mining divisions, for the

appointment of inspectors of divisions with large powers, for the staking of

claims, for licenses to mine, for licenses to mill, for sworn returns of gold

taken out, for preservation of the peace, and generally all the legislative

trappings of a placer-diggings gold land. Following is a summary of its

chief provisions :

1. The divisions were created by order in council, and an inspector for each
division had the administration of the act in his hands, within the limits of his Mining division

tract. This officer was clothed with power to settle .-^uumiarily all disputes as to ''"'* inspectors,

extent or boundary of claims, use of water, damage by licensees to others, forfeiture

*By an order of 10th .Tune following, it was provided that this duty should not come into
effect until 1st April, 1865.
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of licenses, and all difficulties and matters arising under the act or offences against
any of its provisions, and generally his decisions were to be final.

2. The act made it unlawful for any person in a mining division to mine for

gold either for himself or any other person, except under a crown lands or a private
lands license ; but it was generously provided that no license fee should be exacted
for exploring for gold until the precious metal was discovered. The crown lands
license was issued at a fee of 82 per month, and authorised the holder of it to stake
out and mine one claim on any unsold crown lands within the mirung division.

The private lands license was given for a fee of $1 per month, and authorised the
holder to mine on private land with the consent of the owner to the limit or extent
agreed upon between the parties. It was allowable, however, for any proprietor
of a lot to take out a license for each miner working upon his land, in the name of

such miner. To entitle himself to renewal of license the miner was required to
make a full and true statement upon oath of Ihe labor performed and the gold
obtained by him during the term of his expired license.

3. The dimensions of an alluvial claim were, if on a river or large creek, 20 feet

front by 50 feet to the rear, from the water'.s edge ; if on a small creek, 40 feet

front by 50 feet to the rear, from the centre of the- stream ; if in a gully, 60 feet

along the gully, from hill to hill ; if on a surface or hillside digging, 60 feet square
;

and if in the bed of a river, such size and position as the inspector might determine.
For a quartz claim a person might take 100 feet along a lead by 100 feet on each
side, from the centre of the lead ; but companies of two or more persons might
stake out and work additional feet along the lead within the proportion of 25 feet

for every miner, not to exceed 500 feet, and work the claim jointly.

4. Clamis were to be laid out as far as possible uniformly in rectangular shapes,

measurements to be on the level, and all claims to be bounded under the surface by
lines vertical to the horizon.

5. On crown lands licensees had the right of continued occupation of a claim
subject to the condition of continuous working and without intermission for a longer

period than one week, and subject also to compliance with the requirements of the
act and the regular renewal of licet-ses ; and no person was allowed to occupy at the
same time more than one claim on crown lands.

6. The discoverer of a new mine was entitled to a license free of fees for

twelve months for one claim of the largest area ; but no one could be regarded as a
discoverer unless the place was at least three miles from the nearest known mine
on the same quartz lead, or at least one mile at right angle from the course of the
lead, and if in alluvial workings at least two miles from any previously discovered

mine.

7. Xo mill or other machinery for crushing or reducing ore in a mining division,

other than hand mills, could be used without license, issued at a fee of 85 per
month ; and a full and particular statement under oath was required to be made
monthly to the inspector by the mill-owner, giving the name of the owner of each

parcel of quartz crushed, its weight and the yield in weight of gold from each parcel.

Boundaries of

claims.

Conditions of

license.

Discoverer's
right.

Mill license.

Royalty aband-
oned in part.

Regulations of
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Minng tracts
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This Act did not make any change in the March regulations of the same

year. But on the 12th of April, 1865, it was ordered that the clause requiring

payment of one dollar per ton on all ores extracted from lots sold as mineral

lands should no longer be inserted in the grants of such lands ; and also that

in letters patent for lands on the shores of lakes Huron and Superior the

clause reserving all mines of gold and silver might be omitted at the

discretion of the commissioner of crown lands. So the regulations stood

until 13th July, 1866, when the following changes were made in respect of

all minerals and ores excepting gold and silver :

1. Each regular mining tract in unsurveyed territory to consist of blocks of

200 to 400 acres ; the tracts to be surveyed by a provincial land surveyor and
connected with some known point in previous surveys at the cost of the applicant

;

and the applicant to furnish the surveyor's plan, field notes and descriptions, and

pay the price of one dollar per acre to the department of crown lands at the time

of making application.

2. In surveyed townships lots that present indications of minerals to be sold

on the above conditions, but at not less than 81 per acre in anj- tuwnship, and at the

same price as other lands in the township where it is more than 81 an acre.
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.'}. Mining lands in surveyed townships to bo sold by the local agents for cash, By whom to be
'but all lands in unsurveyed territory to bo sold by the department. sold.

In respect of gold and silver the regulations provided that in gold

mining divisions the department should discriminate as far hs practicable fJoi.ianj gUver
° '^ ... royalties.

between purchasers for actual settlement and those for raining and specula-

tive, purposes ; and that " in all letters patent for lands the clause reserving

all mines of gold and silver be omitted."

On the last day of the session of 1868, being the first session of the

legislature of Ontario under Confederation, a bill was introduced and put The Gold and
° ' '^ Sliver mining;

•through its several stages under the title of an act respecting Gold and Silver act of ises.

Mines. It was based on the act of 1864, but, in consequence of recent

discoveries of silver on the north shore of lake Superior, its provisions were

made to extend to silver as well as gold. The commissioner of crown lands

ill introducing his measure stated that the act of 1864 had imposed a fee The miner's
°

_

* license and
under which parties were allowed to work gold mines instead of a royalty, royalty system.

but as this plan was proved to be practically a failure he proposed to substi-

"tute a miner's license and royalty instead of a fee. Among the new or

amended provisions of the act were the following :

1. That on payment to hiin of a fee of 05 an inspector of a mining division

might grant to the party applying therefor a miner's license for one year, with the ^'"lers license,

right of renewal on payment of the same fee, and authorising the holder to explore

and mine for gold and silver one staked claim on any unsold or unoccupied crown
land in the division.

2. That for alluvial mines a claim on any river, creek, gully or sidehill should
be 100 I'eet S(|uare ; and for quartz mines, 1.50 feet along a lead by 100 feet on each Area of claims.

side measured from the centre, with 100 additional feet for each miner of a company
of two or more to work the claim jointly, not to exceed 1,000 feet altogether.

3. That tlie proprietors of a'l private lands in a division should have the right

to mine 'or gold and silver on their own lands, subject to a royalty of two to ten Royalty,

per cent, as fixed from time to time by order in council, and that payment of the

same royalty t-hould also be required of all miners working claims on crown lands
;

each licensed mill-owner to keep back and pay the royalty on each lot or parcel of

quartz as crushed, as shown by his books, and to be allowed five per cent, on the

amount paid over by him to the treasurfer of the province for his remuneration.

The measure did not carry, however, without severe criticism. It was

'declared that a retrogade line of policy was being adopted, that several of the measured
'^^ "'^

provisions imposed substantial fetters on transactions, that the effect of the

royalty would be to drive miners away, and that such a policy was most

unwise in view of the hopelessness of developing our mines except with

foreign capital. To these objections the government replied by stating that

they had not been able to procure sufficient information upon which to frame a

iperfect or final measure; that this one was in the nature of an experiment until

•the next session of the legislature, when a more matured scheme would be

.presented ; but that they were prepared to stand or fall on the royalties.

During the recess several petitions were presented to the government

:for and against the provisions of the new act, and in the following session a

,bill was introduced and carried which, with one amendment, has remained Mining act of

the mining act of the province to the present time. Following are its chief

provisions :

1. All royalties reserved by any patent, and all taxes or duties made payable ah royalties

upon ores or minerals taken from lands granted by such patents are repealed and repealed and

.abandoned, and lands, ores and minerals are henceforth fx'ee from everj' royalty,
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tax and duty ; and all reservations of gold and silver mines in any patent already
issued are made void, no reservation or exception of any minerals to be hereafter
inserted in any patent granting lands m the province sold as mining lands.

2. Any person may explore lor minerals on any crown lands not marked or
staked out and occupied.

3. Crown lands supposed to contain minerals may be sold as mining lands, and
to be known as ' mining locations ' when situate in unsurveyed territorj- or in
townships surveyed in sections ; or may when situate within a mining divi-ion be
occupied and worked as ' mining claims,' rnder miner-' licenses.

4. 3Iining locations in the unsurveyed teiTitory north or north-west of
Mattawan river, lake Xipissing and French river, including the territory bordering
on lakes Huron and Superior and the river St. Ma»y, must be rectangular in shape
and of one of the following dimensions, viz. : 80 by 40 claims containing 320
acres, or 40 chains square containing 160 acres, or 40 by 20 chains containing 80
acre^ ; and in townships of the same territory surveyed into sections each location
must consist of a half, a quarter or an eighth section ; but in unsurve3^ed lands
outside of said territory the extent of locations is as may be defined by order in
co'incil.

o. Mining locations in unsurveyed territory must be surveyed bv" a pro\nncial
land surveyor and connected with some known point at the cost of the applicants,

who are required to fumi~h the department the surveyor's plan, field notes and
description, with their application.

6. The price of all crown lands sold as mining locations in the northern
territory was .$ I per acre until 1886, when by amendment of the act it was raised
to ^2 per acre.

7. The patents for all crown lands sold as mining lands reserve all pine trees

on such lands, and any person holding a license to cut timber on such lands may
cut and remove the pine : but tlie patentees may cut and use a« many trees as may
be necessary for building, fencing, fuelling and mining purposes, and all trees

required to be removed in clearing the land for cultivation.

The remaining provisions of the act refer to mining divisions, and are

based on those of the acts of 1864 and 1868, but with the sections which

provide for the leasing of gold and silver mills and the payment of royalties

omitted. The clauses relating to alluvial claims are also omitted, and the

dimensions of a claim are extended to 200 feet along the vein by 100 feet on

each side of it, measured from the centre, but with the same limitations as in

the act of 1868 in the case of two or more persons working a claim jointly.

The rules as to laying out claims continue as in the act of 1868, but the

section defining the bounds of a claim under the surface are amended by an

additional clause. The act of 1868 provided that " the ground included in

every claim shall be deemed to be bounded under the surface by lines vertical

to the horizon : " to which the act of 1869 adds the exception "that every

mining claim shall include and shall authorise the licensee to work every dip,

spur and angle of the vein or lode laterally to the depth to which the same

can be worked, with all the earth and minerals therein." The effect of this

qualifying clause, however, is not very clear.

The general scheme of this raeasure, as explained by the commissioner

of crown lands on the second reading, was to encourage practical miners by

opening to them a promising mineral district under the leasing or licensing

system ; and also to encourage capitalists by enabling them to get possession

of large blocks by purchase. As originally drawn, the bill fixed the area of a-
j

mining location at 320 acres, but the views of members were met by fixing

the minimum at 80 acres for the accommodation of explorers and practical

miners. Several leading members urged that miners should be allowed

to take up 40 acres. No provision was made for the working of locations.)
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for the reason, as stated Ijy the commissioner, that experience had shown

them to be ineffectual. Neither was any limit placed on the number of ailaiXni""""

locations one person might purchase, because a former regulation limiting

an individual purchase to 400 acres had failed of its object. It had been

evaded liy persons taking up other lots in the name of their friends. Frauds

of this kind, it was said, could not be prevented by statutory enactment,

and it was idle to cumVjer.the statute book with provisions which were sure

to be evaded. It was only in the case of mining claims—small blocks of 200

feet square—that provision was made to limit individual holdings and to

impose working conditions. Only the discoverer of a mine is entitled to

two claims, and the claim of any licensee is forfeited upon its remaining

unworked a specified time. No regulations have been made under the act.

QUEBEC.
The mining act of the province of Quebec consists of 161 'articles' or

sections, and is similar in its leading provisions to the French mining act of ^^^"'^
^"""'^

1810. Following is a summary of the act :

1. In letters patent for lands granted for agricultural purposes the resen'e
of mining rights to the crown is assumed and these rights are a property separate Mining' rij,'hts

from the soil, constituting a public property independent from that of the soil reserved to

which is above it, unless the proprietor of the soil has acquired it from the
crown as a mining location or otherwise.

2. Any person who obtained a lot of public land for agricultural purposes pre-
vious to July 24, 1880, who discovers a mine upon it, may purchase the mining ^"^^^^ "*""

rights reserved by the government by paying in cash to the conmiissioner over and the reserved

above the price already paid enough to make up §2 per acre if for gold or silver, "ghts.

and SI per acre if for copper, iron, lead or other baser metal ; and in the case of land
sold for agriculutral purposes without reservation by the government, the owner
who discovers gold or .silver upon it may work the same without license by paying
to the commissioner, over and above the price already paid,, enough to make up
a total of §2 per acre. If on lands granted for agricultural purposes sine ' March 9, Phosphate of

1878, phosphate of lime has been discovered, the owner if he wish to work the the^ase
mine must pay to the commissioner enough to make up a sum of $2 per acre ; metals.

and in the case of discovery of any of the ])ase metals he may acquire the same
right upon payment of enough to make up .$1 per acre. If on lands purchased
for tlie purpose of mining for base metals the owner discovers a mine of gold or
silver, he may work such mine upon payment to the commissioner over and
above the price already paid enough to make up a sum of .$2 per acre ; and the
same rule ai)plies in case of a discovery of phosphate of lime upon lots sold since

March 9, 1878. But the lieutenant-governor in council has power to increase the
price i>er acre of lands found to contain minerals, beyond the foregoing specified

prices.

3. The lieutenant-governor in council may claim at any time the royalty due to

the crown upon any land sold or otherwise alienated ; and, unless the rate is Royalties,

otherwise established by title from the ci'own, it shall be 2J per cent, on the gross
amount of gold or silver and fifty cents on each ton of phosphate of lime in its

raw state.

4. The lieutenant-governor may by order in council erect any portion of the
province which he uiaj' thuik proper into a mining division, and enlarge, diminish gjons""

"'

or abolish it as he sees fit.

5. .A. II lands supposed to contain minerals or ores in the province may be
ac(pured from the conunissioner by sale and patent as a mining location, or be occu-
pied and worked as a mining claim under a license. Mining rights under the sod tions'and*^'*

belonging to the crown may be acquired from the commissioner by sale or lease, mininj,' claims.

or by license or permit of occupation, by the proprietor of the soil, who has a
preferential right to purchase of the mining rights ; and in the event of the pro-
prietor of the soil refusing or neglecting to work the mines, any miner may acquire
the rights after putting the proprietor in default and paymg upon mutual agree-
ment or the award of arbitrators all the damages and losses which he may cause in
minmg under the soil. The price of the sale, the amount of the lease and the fee
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for the leasing or royalty and all other conditions are fixed by the lieutenant-governor-
in council, as well as the form or extent of the underground mining locations..

Under a written permission to that effect from the Commissioner any person may
prospect for minerals or ores upon public lands not already occupied as mining
claims or otherwise ; but the person obtaining such a permission is required to

accompany his application with a fee of 82, to give an exact description of the lot

required, and to furnish sufficient security for losses or damages which he may
cause to the owner of the soil in making searches ; and he is required to make a.

report of his operations within one month after the expiration of his permission.

(j. Xo sales of mining locations containing an area of more than 400 acres can.

be maie to the same person, excepting that upon sufficient proof of his capital and
resources the lieutenant-governor in council may grant a location not to exceed
800 acres. Mining locations are divided into three classes, those of the first con-

taining 400 acres 52 chains in width, those of the second 200 acre? 26 chains in-

width, and those of the third 100 acres 13 chains in width. In unsurveyed
territoiy the locations are required to be surveyed by a provincial land surveyor
acting under the instructions of the department of crown lands, and must be con-
nected with some known point in previous surveys, and such surveys are required
to be made at the cost of the applicants and the plan and field-notes furnished to-

the department along with the application to purchase.

7. Purchasers are required to pay cash fur locations at the rate of 82 per acre

if for the working of gold, .silver or phosphate mines, and 81 per acre if forthe mining
of baser metals ; but no lands are so sold unless there be real indications of the
presence of minerals, proof of wliich must be shown by specimens found" upon or
in the lands and affida\'its of competent and credible j)ersons establishing that the
specimens came therefrom. All trees of pine or spruce twelve inches and upwards
in diameter on lands sold as mining locations are reserved to the crown, b»t the
owners of locations have the right to take for their own use such trees as they
may require for then* operations. The patent for a location sold as either gold
or silver mining land is gi-anted only after proof has been given to the satisfaction

of the commissioner that mining has been commenced in good faith, under license,,

and a sum of not less than 820U has been expended by the purchaser of the loca-

tion ; and if such mining works have not been commenced and 8200 expended
after two consecutive years, the land may be confiscated by the commissioner and
again sold to any other person. In a mining division everj' miner is required to

obtain from the inspector a license, at a fee of $2 for every three months.
8. All officers of mining divisions are under the general control of the commis-

sioner, including inspectors and policemen, and every inspector or other officer who
receives public moneys is accountable to the commissioner therefor.

9. Licenses to work mines are granted by the inspector of each mining divi-

sion, and the inspector is bound to keep a register of licensees and a description

of mining claims taken, which is ojsen to the inspection of any one upon payment
of a fee of twenty cents. In the case of mines beyond the limits of mining divi-

sions the commissioner may grant licenses at his discretion.

10. The insjiector or other officer of a mining division may at any time enter

upon private or public lands that are being mined and examine the works upon
them, rec[uiring from the projirietors or employes all the facilities and assistance

necessarj' for the purpose ; but no inspector can either directly or indirectly take any
share in the working of mines in the division for which he has been appointed with-

out rendering himself liable to dismissal from office and to a fine not exceeding 8400..

11. Every person, firm or comj)any is prohibited from mining for gold or

silver in a mining division, either upon private or public lands, without having-'

previously obtained a license for himself (firm or companj-) and for and in the

name of every person employed and working on the property in any way whatever ;

but in the case of mining locations acquired by purchase from tliB croA^-n the=

persons working them are required to take out only one license for every mine, at 82
for every three months ; and any person who contravenes these provisions is liable

to a penalty.

12. Licenses to mine for gold and silver are of three descriptions, viz. : (1)

Private lands' gold or silver license, granted upon payment of a fee of 81 per
month for each miner

; (2) Public lands' gold or silver license, granted upon pay-

ment of a fee of 82 per month for each miner ; and (3) Licenses for the working
of mining locations, upon payment of a fee of 82 for every tliree months. But
the lieutenant-governor in council may require the jjaymeni of the royalty ia

lieu of fees.

Officers of
divisions.

Licenses to
work mines.

Powers of

mininjr divi-

sion officers.

Licenses to
work claims
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J;3. In tlio case of minos on pnvatu lands tlic owner Tuay take out a liccnsu

and mine on his own land as a i)ieferred riglit, providin;^ that he has not divested

himself of liis mining rights in favor of a third jiarty
;
otherwise any \>iii'^*>ii mimHoupri-

holding a private hinds' gold or silver license ma/ apply to the <nviier of the land vatc- lan.la.

by petition, representing that he is ready to pay damages arising from mining
operations to be assessed l)y mutual agreement ; and should the owner decline to

avad himself of the right to mine the property, or refuse to come to a mutual
understanding with the i)etitioner, the matter can be decided by arbitration.

li. Tile holder of a license t(j mine for gold or silver upon public lands has p„b)ie lands'

a right to take out one claim in a mining division, <'T upon unoccupied public lands, licenHc.

by staking and working the claim.

15. The size of a claim for alluvial mines on a river is 40 feet front by 80
feet deep, from the Avater's edge ; on a small stream, (JO feet front by 1(X) feet

deep, from the centre of the stream ; in a gully, 100 feet along the gull}' and from 1''^'* °' alluvial

hill to hill ; on a plain surface or hill-side, 100 feet scjuare
; and for working the cia'jtnB.

bed of a river, such size and position as the inspector may determine. For quartz

mines the size of a claim for one person is 150 feet ahnig a lead by 25 feet on each
side, measuring from the centre ; and for companies of two or more perscjns,

50 feet additional in' length for every additicmal miner, not to exceed 700 feet,

and they may work the claim jointly. Claims are laid out as far as possible in

•luadrilateral and rectangular shapes, measurements are horizontal, and the land tnderg-rouna

included in each claim is deemed to be bounded under the surface by lines perpen-
dicular to the horizon.

10. Every licensee, after staking out a claim upon private or public lands or

acquiring a mining location, .is bound to give a written notice to the mining Notice of

in<pect(n- within thirtj- days, indicating where the claim is situated, giving a com-
t^^^'ifve"",)

plete description of it, and showing how and when it was staked out ; and no the inspector,

jierson can occupy at the same time more than one claim on crown lands except in

the cases of claims rendered temjiorarily unworkable. The discoverer of a new
mine is entitled to a free license for twelve months for one claim of the largest

area ; but no j)erson is considered a discoverer of a new mine unless the place of
^'fg*

*'

discovery if ui)on a known lead is at least three miles from the nearest known
mine on the same lead, or one mile at right angles from the course of such lead.

Every person holding a license is bound ujion renewing it to u: ake to the inspector License holder

of the division a full and true statenient under oath of the work performed and "peratwris.
the gold or silver obtained by him during the term of the expiring license.

17. The sale or exchange of intoxicating liquor within a radius of seven miles

of any mine in operation is prohibited unless a license therefor has been obtained Liquor licenses

from the inspector of the division ; and the inspector alone may refuse or grant "j'^'^g"""'
^^^^'

such licenses, or cancel them, within a radius of seven miles of a mine.

Various other provisions of the act refer to mill-owners, the mining and

crushing of ores, penalties for contraventions of the act, regulations respecting other provi-

raining, powers and offices of mining inspectors, etc. The commissioner of
^"'°*'

crown lands is authorised to procure geological explorations or other Geological,, . -iiii i- explorations
searches of the country in order to ascertain what lands contain ores or and surveys

valuable deposits, and to make surveys of the limits of mining locations, divisions.

He may also reserve from sale for colonisation purposes lands in which the

existence of mines which may be worked has been established, and may la^ndsbypubu^

offer them for sale from time to time by public auction at an upset price of
''"'' "^°'

$2 per acre, and the entire price is payable in cash.

NOVA SCOTIA.

The law of Nova Scotia relating to mines and minerals was consolidated

in 1884, but has since been amended in some particulars ; it consists of 138

sections. The regulations of mines are also statutory, and follow very closely
^"J^onf"*^

'^^"'

the British regulations of 1872. The administration of the law and regula-

tions is entrusted to a commissioner of mines, whose office hours extend from

10 in the forenoon to 4 in the afternoon (but closing at 1 p.m. Saturday), and

all applications made at other times than within those hours are void. The
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commissioner is also assisted by a deputy and an inspector,

—

the latter being

required to possess the qualifications of a competent, scientific practical min-

ing engineer, whose duty is to visit and inspect the various mines belonging

to or under lease from the crown and report on their working, means pro-

vided for their safety, payment of rents and royalties, etc.

As regards gold and gold and silver mines, the act provides :

1. Upon the discovery of such metals or ores in any locality, the governor in
council may declare the locality to be a gold district, fixing its limits; and the
commissioner is required to keep in his office books of recurd for all districts or
places in which applications for leases a-ud prospecting licenses are entered, together
with plans of districts on which all areas applied for are designated by numbers.

Quartz mines are laid ofi" in rectangular areas of 150 feet lentjthwise of the

Provisions re-

lating to jfold

and silver.

Gold districts.

Size of mines. general course of the strata by 250 feet across, each area bounded by lines vertical
with the horizon ; and alluvial mines which may be under lease are required to be
laid out on the same plan when surrendered to the crown, and subject to the same
rents and royalties as quartz mines.

3. A pplications for leases of areas are made to the deputy commissioners of

Leases of areas, the districts, or to the commissioner where there are no deputies, each of which
must define in writing the area or areas apjilied for and be accompanied by a pay-
ment of .S2 for each area ; and where a lease is granted on private land the lessee

is required before making entry to obtain permission from the owner, ei'her by
terms mutually agreed upon or by arbitration between tlie parties.

4. All leases are for a term of twenty-one years, but the owner may surrender
Term of a lease, at any time by notice ; or they may be foi'feited on failure to comply with the

stipulations. n

5. Each lessee is required to put on eveiy area comprised in the premises
Conditions. covered by his lease the equivalent of forty days' labor each year ; or three-fourths

of the days' labor per area in the first year if the number of ai'eas held be ten or

more but less than twenty in the same district ; or one-half if holding twenty or

more but less than thirty ; or one-fourth if holding thirty or more. The total of

mining areas held in a district by one person cannot exceed one hundred, and the

law is held to be complied with in the case of a person who expends on one or more
areas an amount of labor equal to what is required to be performed on the whole

;

and in the event of a lessee failing to expend the whole of the labor so required

he is permitted to retain areas proportioned to the labor bestowed, but the areas

so retained must be as far as possible in a compact block. When the stated labur

has been employed on the premises for a period of ten years the lease is not

liable to forfeiture for non-compliance with this requu'ement durmg the remainder
of the term.

6. Any person occupying and staking off areas (not exceeding 100) outside of

a proclaimed gold district is entitled to a license or lease in preference to any other

applicant, and is allowed one week thereafter for making his application, and
twentj'-four hours additional time for every fifteen miles distance of the property

from the office of the commissioner.

7. The commissioner may issue prospecting licenses to search for gold and
silver on territory not exceeding one hundred areas, to remain in force for a period

not exceeding six months, at a fee of fifty cents per area up to ten, and of twenty-

five cents for every area in addition ; but before the license is issued the applicant

must enter into a bond with two sureties to recompense the owner of the soil in

the event of entry being made on private lands for damages done, to make returns

at the expiration of the license and to pay the roj'alties. Such license may be
reneAved for a second period of six months upon payment of half the fees required

at the previous application, an.1 within the period of his license the party may
select areas for lease ; but the licensee or lessee cannot enter upon any buildings,

garden, orchard or growing crops on the premises except with the consent of the

occupier or by license from the governor in council.

Royalty. 8. On all leases of gold and gold and silver mines and prospecting licenses to

search for gold and silver a roj'^alty of two jier cent, is exacted upon the gross

amount of gold and silver mined.

Mill licenses. Licenses to mill owners are issued under terms similar to the provisions

of the Canada Gold Mining act of 1864 and of the Ontario act of 1868,

Areas outside
of proclaimed
districts.

Prospecting
licenses.
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excepting that in the case of ores the product of a "free" mine* the royalty

is paid to the owners instead of to the government. Provisions are also '•""'•feiture.

made for the forfeiture of gold and silver areas, and against unlawful entry

upon crown or private bind for mining purposes.

(.)f mines other than gold and silver the act provides :
other minerals.

1. The commissioner may grant for one year licenses to searcli ujion any hmds
not already applied ft)r and tu di*^ and explore for such minerals, upon a bond with search*^*

'^

autiicient sureties V)uin^' yiven that in the event of entry being made on private
lands reciMiipense for damages will be made ; such license to cover any single tract
of ground not exceeding live scjuave miles in extent ; the ai)plicatioii to be accf)m-
panied with a fee of $20, and the land to be surveyed at the cost of the applicant

;

and the license may be renewed for a second period of one year. The commis-
sioner may also issue licenses to search for second rights over the same area to the
number of not more than one for each square mile in the tract.

2. The holder of a license may at any time liefore its expiration select from License to work
the ti'act an area of one square mile for the purpose of working the mines and *" *''^-

minerals therein, and make applicatifin to the commissioner for a license to work
the same, accompanied with a fee of §50 ; and upon the survey being made at his
cost he becomes entitled to a license to work the property.

3. A license to work is made for a term of two year.s, which nuiy be extended Conditions of

one year upon payment of an additional ^25, and the holder is required to com- procurlni,' a leaa*

mence efl'ective operations and carry them on in good faitd to the end of the term
;

and upon complying with the conditions of the license the holder becomes entitled
to a lease of the premises on or before the termination of his license.

4. Leases are made for a term of twenty years, and are renewable for a period Term of a lease,

to extend not more than eighty j'ears from the original date ; and in case it is shown
that, by reason of the deficiency of mineral or other causes, an area of one square
mile is insufficient to make a profitable mine the goveriKn- in council may bv
special oi'der grant a lease for a second area of one square mile.

5. The owner, agent or manager of eveiy mine is re(i[uired to make quarterly Returns to be
returns to the commissioner of the quantity of mineral taken out, together with made to the

its probable use and destination, and the amount of roj'alty accrued upon it ; and
*=°™'"'88'°"^''-

also returns specifying the number of persons employed in the mine below and
above ground, the ditt'erent clashes so employed, and the cost and description of all

woi-ks carried on during the quarter, such returns to be sworn to by the agent or
manager and oue or more principal persons employed at the mine.

6. The royalties payable on ores and minerals are as follows : Coal, 9.7 cents
per ton of 2,240 lb. ; copper, 4 cents per unit, that is, upon every one per cent.
copper in each Um of 2,352 lb. of copper ore sold or smelted ; lead, 2 cents per Royalties on ores
unit in each ton of 2,352 1b. of lead ore sold or smelted; iron, 5 cents on every " '

ton of 2,240 lb. of ore sold or smelted ; and on tin and precious stones, 5 per cent.
on their value.

and minerals.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.
The laws of British Columbia relating to gold and other minerals except-

ing coal were consolidated and amended in 1884, and they were again amended
in some particulars in 1886, 1887 and 1888. The act is didided into eleven The mining act

parts, relating to the following classes of subjects, viz : (1) Powers of gold
"

commissioners and county court jurisdiction in mining cases and appeals
; (2)

free miners and their privileges
; (3) registration of claims and free miner's

general rights
; (4) nature and size of claims

; (5) bed rock Humes
;

(6x

drainage of mines
; (7) mining partnerships and limited liability

; (8) adminis.

tration of the mining property of deceased miners
; (9) leases

; (10) ditches

,

* The words " free mine" refer to only one triflinpr matter. Some years ago, in order t"
encourage the putting up of quartz mills, it was provided that any person erecting a crusher
in a locality less than ten miles from any other efficient crusher should be entitled to a lease
of not less than ten mining areas free from royalty for 21 years. Under that provision a few'
crushers were erected upon conditions which entitled the owners to the free areas. The
provision was repealed in the revision of the statute in 1884, but the reference to free mines
had to be left in order to provide for the few areas that had been already acquired.
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and (11) penal and miscellaneous clauses. A summary of the more important

of these parts is given below :

1. A gold commissioner may sit as a judge in a mining court and hear and
Powers of gold decide all cases coming before him, such as granting leave of absence to discoverers
commissioners, ^f jjg^ claims ; laying over claims during scarcity of water

;
granting a miner or

companj'^ absence for one year from a claim upon proving to the commissioner that

work in cash, labor or machinery to the value of Si,000 has been put on the claim

without a reasonable return in minerals ; and affording protection againsr dangerous
works ; and in all mining disputes the judge is required when practicable to decide

the question at issue upon the ground in dispute. Every county court may exercise

within its limits all the jurisdiction of a mining court ; but an appeal may be taken
in any mining cause to the supreme court of the province.

2. Eveiy p n'S(Ui over sixteen years of age is entitled to hold a claim, and may
Free miner's obtain a free miner "s certificate for one or three years upon payment therefor of §5
certificate.

.^ year, issued by the gold commissioner or mining recorder. During the continu-

ance of his certificate a free miner has the right to enter and mine upon any waste
lands of the crown not huvfully ocgiupied by any otlier person ; and in the event of

entering upon lands already occupied for other than mining purposes, full compen-
sation is required to be made to the occujjant or owner for any loss or damages he
may sustain. But no one can be recognised as having any right or interest in a

claim, or in case of disputed ownershiji, unless he is at the time of the dispute

arising a free miner ; neither is any person entitled to recover wages for labor per-

formed as a miner in any claim unless he has had a free miner's certificate at the

time of performing such labor, every person engaged in mming for minerals other

than coal being required to take out a free mmer's certificate.

3. Every mining claim located by a free miner must be recorded with the gold

Mining claims to commissioner or mining recorder of the district in which it is situated within three
be recorded. days after the location thereof, if within ten miles of the office—an additional day

being allowed for every additional ten miles. But in the case of auriferous land so

situated that there is no gold commissioner or mining recorder in the locality, it is

lawful for the miners to hold meetings and by two-thirds vote make rules consistent

with the act for their good government, and appoint one of their number to issue

free miner's certificates and enter records of the mining property. The title tc>^

claims is recognised according to priority of their registration, subject to the validity

of the record, and transfers of claims to be enforceable must be in writing. The
books of record are required to be open to public inspection free of charge, during

reasonable hours, and certified extracts from them are receivable in any court a&

evidence. A free miner may hold at the same time any number of claims acquired

by purchase, but only two claims by pre-emption in the same locality, subject to

the laws as to record and occupat'on, and he may sell, mortgage or dispose of the

same ; he is also entitled in addition to hold one pre-emption claim on each hill,

creek, ravine or bench. Saving as to claims held in fee simple, the interest of a

free miner in his claim is deemed to be a chattel interest, e(iuivalent to a lease,,

renewable, but subject to conditions of forfeiture. He is entitled exclusively to all

the proceeds realised from the claim, provided that it is faithfully and not colorably

worked, and the exclusive right of entry upon it except as authority may be

given by the gold commissioner to adjacent claim-holders for the working of their

own claims upon such terms as to him may seem reasonable. 4 claim is deemed
to be abandoned and open to the occupation of any free miner when it has remained
unworked for seventy-two hours by the registered holder, unles> sickness or other

reasonable cause can be shown, and every forfeiture is absolute.

4. The size of mineral claims, by which is meant claims containing any mineral

Size of mineral except coil, in lodes or veins or rock in place, is 1,500 feet long bj- 600 feet wide,
claiiis, and right measured horizontally and marked by three posts along the centre line. The
to K.llow veins.

j^Q^^igj-g ^f gnch claims have the exclusive right of the surface included within the

lines of their locations, and all the veins, lodes and ledges throughout their entire

depth the top or apex of which lies inside the surface lines extended downward
vertically, although they may so far depart from a pei'pendicular in their course

downward as to extend outside the vertical s/f/e-lines of the surface locations : but

the right of possession to the outside parts of veins is confined to such portions as

lie between the vertical planes drawni (lo^vnwards through the e/wZ-lines of the

locations so continued in their own direction that the planes wdl intersect the

exterior parts of the veins—saving that the owner of a vein which extends down-
ward beyond the vertical lines of his claim cannot enter upon the surface of another's:
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chiiia. WhoiL- two ur more voiii« cross each nthur priority (if title governs as to ore

or luiiieral witliin the sjiace of mteraectioii, riylit of way being allowed the liolder

of subsequent locati"ii for convenient working of liis mine through the space of

intersection ; ami where two or more veins unite the ohlest or pricjr location takes

the vein below the point of union, including all the si)aco of intersection.

5. No free miner orcom[)any is entitled to hold, directly or in the name of any
other person, more than one chiim on the same h)de or vein except by j>urchase, Cn»wij ^-raniH,

li it may by pre-emption hold a claim in each separate ledge, lode (jr vein. The
holder of a minetal claim mny obtain a crown grant therefor by tiling in the land
otiice of the district an application showing under oath that a vein oi- lode has l)een

found or exists within tlie limits of the claim of which the applicant is in undisturbed
j)ossession, ttjgether with a i)lat and field notes of the claim made by a surveyor
acting under instructions frcjm the commissioner of lands and works, posting a
cojiy of the ]>lat and notice of ap])lication for a grant on the land emlji'aced in the plat

previous to tiling the a])plication, and tiling in the district laud otiice an affidavit of

at least two persons that the notice has been duly posted, together with a coj^y of

*^he notice. It is then the duty of the government agent of the district to cause to

be published at the cost of the applicant a notice of the apijlication for sixty days
in the otHcial gazette and in any newspaper in the district, and pcjst the notice in

his oitice ; and if the applicant file with the agent a certificate of the gold commis-
sioner of the district that a sum of $500 has been expended in money or labor upon
the claim, and at the end of the sixty days an affidavit showing that the plat and
notice ha^'e been posted in a conspicuous place on the claim, and no adverse claim
is tiled, he becomes entitled to a grant from the crown. The grant is deemed to
transfer the right to all minerals excepting coal in the land ; but the land is sub-
ject to an annual tax of one dollar per acre, unless the owner can show to the
satisfaction of the gold commissioner of the district that the s\na of .i?200 has been
expended thereon in labor or improvements in any year, in which case the tax is

not levied for such year.

The other provisions of this act relate chiefly to alluvial mining and

mining partnerships.

OO.MINION" Of CANADA.

No measure dealing specially with mining or mineral lands has been

enacted by the parliament of Canada; but by sections 47 and 48 of the The DominioEt

Dominion Lands act it is declared that lands containing minerals are to be mining'

disposed of in such manner and terms as are provided under regulations made
'^^*^"

by the governor in council, saving that no grant from the crown can be

deemed to convey gold or silver in the lands unless they are expressly conveyed

in the grant. The regulations at present in force were adopted October 5,

1887, and relate to all minerals of economic value except coal. The following

summary refers to such of them as are applicable to Ontario :

1. Any person may ex))lore vacant lands not reserved for other purposes for Lands which
minerals, but no location can be granted until actual discovery has been made of n»''y be locUei

the vein, lode or deposit of mineral within the limits claimed.

2. Except for iron and petroleum, the extent of a location on veins or ledges Extent of

of rock in place cannot exceed 1,500 feet in length by 600 in breadth, the surface locations,

boundaries to be four straight lines, and the boundaries beneath the surface to be
the vertical planes in which its surface boundaries lie.

3. Anj'^ jjerson having discovered a mineral deposit may obtain a mining How ntiniug

location therefor by staking or marking off the ground according to the regulations, 'ocations ma^

and within sixty days filing with the land agent in the district a declaration under ^'' °'"-'*'"*'''

oath, setting forth the circumstances of the discovery and describing the locality

and dimensions of the location, and i)aying to the agent an entry fee of 2o. The
agent's receipt authorises the claimant to take possession of and work the location,
subject to renewal upon payment of the same fee from year to year for the term of

five years, provided that during each year he shall expend at least SlOO in actual
minin; operations on the location and furnish the agent a full statement of
such expenditure under oath, corroborated by two reliable and disinterested
witnesses.
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4. Any time before the expiry of five years the claimant may purchase the
location, upon proof that he has expended not less than §500 in actual mining
operations ; the price for a location to be §5 per acre, cash.

5. In addition to payment of the price of the location the claimant is required

to deposit with the agent §50 as payment to the government for survey of his

location, when, upon receipt of the plans and field notes and approval thereof by
the surveyor-general, the patent shall issue ; or the claimant himself may procure

a survey by a duly commissioned surveyor if on account of its remoteness the

location cannot be surveyed by the government for $50, in which case the patent
shall issue upon receipt of the plans and field notes and the claimant is entitled to

return of his deposit. But failing to comply with anj'^ of the conditions of

occupation during the period of five years, the right of the claimant shall la^;se and
the location shall revert to the crown.

6. Where the same location is claimed by two or more persons the right to

acc|uire it depends on priority of discovery ; but a person making a subsequent and
independent discovery, and complying with the other conditions prescribed in the

regulations, takes precedence of the first discoverer if the latter hasfailed to comply
with the conditions ; and not more than one location can be granted to any indi-

vidual upon the same lode or vein.

7. Where land is used for milling purposes, or for other purposes incidental to

mining operations, it may be applied for and patented in the same way as a mining
location ; but it cannot exceed five acres in extent and must be paid for at the same
rate a^ a mining location.

8. The minister of the interior may grant a location for mining petroleum or
iron not exceeding 160 acres, being a square bounded by due north and south and
east and west lines ; but in the event of other minerals being found upon the

property the claimant's right becomes restricted to the area for other minerals, and
the re-'t of the location reverts to the crown.

9. In a case where two or more persons apply for any mining location, neither

of whom is the original discoverer, this minister of the interior, if he sees fit to dispose

of the location, will either invite their compttitive tenders or put it up to public

auction as he may deem expedient.

10. An assignment of the right to purchase a location is perm ssible upon
compliance with certain requirements, and payment to the land agent of a regis-

tration fee of §2.

11. The snperintendentof mines is authorised to hear and determine all disputes

in regard to mining property within his district, subject to appeal by either of the

parties to the commissioner of Dominion lands.

12. The minister of the interior may establish mining districts and declare their

boundaries, and, when from the report of the director of the Geological Survey or

from other information he has reason to beli-'ve that there are mineral deposits of

economic \alue in such districts, he may direct locations to be laid out and may sell

them for cash, either privately to applicants who in his opinion arc able and intend

in good faith to work the locations, or by public auction and tender. The minister

may also grant to any person holding and actively developing a location a second
one of equal area, providing it is shown that the vein or lode being developed will

probably extend outside of either of the vertical planes forming the side boundaries of

the first location before it has reached a depth at which it cannot be profitably mined.
13. Persons desirous of obtaining quarrie-! for stone on vacant lands may do so

under the regulations, either by purchase of the land or by payment of a royaltj'

not exceeding five per cent, on the sales of the product.

14. The minister is empowered bjj^ the regulations to summarily order any
mining works to be so carried on as not to endan;^er the safety of the public, or inter-

fere with any public work or highway, or any mining property; and he may order

any abandoned works to be either filled up or guarded at the cost of the parties who
may have constructed the same.

In addition to the regulations, provision is made by sections 28-31 of

chapter 168, R. S. C. 1886, for the prevention of malicious injury to mines,

whether by setting tire to the premises, tilling up or otherwise damaging a

mine or well, or pulling down or obstructing any machinery or works of a

mine ; the pei'son so offending being guilty of a felony, and liable to imprison-

ment for terms not exceeding seven to fourteen years according to the nature

of the offence.
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U N 1 T K IJ HTATKH.

The object of the earliest congressional legislation on public mineral

lands in the United States was to secure a revenue therefrom, and to this Karb u-ffislaiiori

end, as appears by Oopp's United States Mineral Lands, the system of leasing

the lead and copper mines was adopted in 1807. This system was pronounced

a failure after atrial of forty years, and in 1846 the mines were offered for

sale, with a preference right in those who had leases or were in occupation.

Since 1866 the object of the legislation has been to prevent the disposal of

mineral lands to states and railroads, or in large quantities to individuals.

Exploration for minerals is encouraged, and no efforts are used to compel

miners to expend money for securing government title. " The mining law

of May 10, 1872," says Copp,. "is essentially the poor man's law, and has Tiie poor man's

been the source of incalculable wealth to the country, and indirectly of vast

value to the government."

By a congress ordinance of 1785 one-third part of all gold, silver, lead

and copper mines was reserved to be sold or otherwise disposed of as congress ggrve^
*

'^*^*

might thereafter direct, which ordinance continued in force until 1789.

By an act of 1807 the leasing of lead mines for a period not exceeding

five years was authorised, and this system was continued until 1846. In
Jl'g^tem^

"^

nearly all the pre-emption acts prior to 1841 minerals were reserved, but the

act of that year excluded from its operation all lands on which were situated

any known salines or mines. The acts of 1846 and 1847 authorised the sale

of mineral lands in several of the states and territories, thus acknowledging

the failure of the lease system. In the acts relating to California special care

seems to have been taken to prevent the appropriation of mineral lands by-

settlers, and the Donation act of Oregon excluded such lands from its

operation.

In the earlier grants to aid railways, minerals are not mentioned in terms,

but a general clause was inserted excepting all lands reserved for any purpose Grants ofiands

by act of congress. The acts of 1862 and 1864, which donated nearly

100,000,000 acres to railroad corporations, gave the coal and iron lands within

their limits, but excepted other mineral lands from the grants, and in this

form such lands are still excluded from railroad grants in the mining states

and territories.

Digging for minerals on the public domain prior to the act of 1866 was

a trespass, entitling the government to damaoes, and was such a waste as ^'"'^'^ ^'^P'^'"'^''*^'^.
•^

_
'^ " o ; seciireo.

could be restrained by injunction. But by this act the mineral lands of the

United States were thrown open to exploration and occupation, and it is no

longer a trespass to dig ore or engage in mining operations on the public

domain.

The act of 1846 authorised the sale of mineral lands in Illinois, Arkansas,

Wisconsin and Iowa, but still excepted the lead mines from pre-emption. The
reserT^d

''*"*'''

t

reserved mineral lands of Missouri had been offered for sale a short time '" special cases^

before, and those of Michigan in the following year. In 1850 mineral lands

in Michigan were disposed of in the same way as agricultural lands, subject

to the same minimum rights of pre-emption. In the states of Missouri, Kan-
sas, Minnesota, Michigan and Wisconsin there is an express direction by the
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law that all lands shall be sold as agricultural lands, but the general provision

is that " in all cases lands valuable for minerals shall be reserved from salo,

except as otherwise expressly directed by law."

The act of 1866 provided as follows :Act of ls<36.

TJitizens may ex
plore mineral
lands of the
public domain.

Filing' a claim.

OoMditions of

'obtiining-

natent.

"5ize of iocations.

The Act of 1872.

Mineral lands
feserred.

Open to explor-
ation and pur-
chase by
citizens.

Extent of,mininc
claims on veins
or lodes.

Proof of citizen-

'^hip.

1. Mineral lands of the public domain, surveyed and unsui-\-eyed, are declared
to be free and open to exploration by all citizens of the United States and those
who have declared their intention to become citizens, subject to regulations pre-
scribed b\^ law, and to local customs or rules of minei's in the district.

2. Whenever any person claims a vein or lode of quartz or other rock in place
bearing gold, .silver, cinnabar or copper, having previously occupied and improved
the same accorJin;^ to the local customs or rules, and hitving expendei in actual
labor and improvements upon it an amount of not less than §1.000, and in regard
to whose possession there is no controversy or opposing claim, he may file in the
local land office a diagram (jf the tract and become entitled to enter the tract and
receive a patent therefor, together with the right to follow such vein or lode, with
its dips, angles and variations, to any depth, although it may enter the land adjoin-
ing, which land adjoining shall be sold subject to this condition.

3. Upon the filing of the diagram and posting a copy in a conspicuous place on
the claim, with notice of intention to apply for a patent, the register of the land
office shall publish a notice thereof in a newspaper and post a notice in his office for

ninety days, after which if no adverse claim is filed it shall be the duty of the
surveyor-general, on application of the party, to survey and make a plat of the
premises, and upon payment of 85 an acre with cost of survey, etc.. and evidence
that the diagram and notice have been posted on the claim for ninety days, the
register shall transmit to the general land office the plat, survey and description,

when a patent shall issue. But the plat, surrey and description shall in no case
cover more than one vein or lode.

4. Xo location shall exceed 200 feet in length along the vein for each location,

with one additional claim for discovery to the discoverer of the lode, with the right

to follow the vein to any depth and with a reasonable quantity of surface for con-

venient working of the same ; but no person may make more than one location on
the same lode, and not more than 3,000 feet may be taken in one claim bj" any
association of persons.

Sections 5 to 11 made various provisions as to rights acquired with

claims, and as to reserved mineral lands occupied for agricultural purposes.

The mining laws at present in operation are based on the act of 1872,

revised and consolidated in the following year. Following is a summary of

their provisions :

1. Lands valuable for ininerals are reserved from sale, except as otherwise
expressly directed by law.

2 AH valuable mineral deposits in surveyed or unsurveyed lands are declared

to be free and oj^jen to exploration and purchase, and the lands in which they are

found to occupation and purchase by citizens of the United States and others who
have declared their intention to become such, under regulations prescribed bylaw,
and to the local customs or rules of miners in the several mining districts so far as

these are applicable and not inconsistent with the laws of the United States.

3. A minmg claim on a vein or lode of quartz or other rock in place bearing

gold, silver, cinnabar, lead, tin, copper or other valuable deposits, whether located

by one or more persons, may not exceed a length of 1,500 feet along the vein by a

breadth ranging from 25 to 300 feet on each side of the middle of the vein at the

surface, the end lines to be parallel to each other ; but no location of a mining
claim can be made until the discovery of the vein or lode within its limits.*

4. Proof of citizenship in the case of an individual may consist of his own
affidavit ; in the case of an association of persons unincorporated, of the affidavit of

their authorised agent ; and in the case of a corporation organised under the laws of

of the United States, by a certified copy of their charter or certificate of incorporation.

* The reprulations made under the act state that the object of this provision " is evidently

to prevent the appropriation of presumed mineral g^'ound for speculative purposes to the

exclusion of hoiia fid< prospectors, before siifficient work has been done to determine whether
a vein or lode reallv exists."
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I

.^. So long iis they coinplj' witli tlio l:i\va ami iff^ulutions locators have exclusive

rifjlit of possession of all tho surface included within the lines of their locations, ^oi.ators* right

and of all veins, lodes and ledges throughout their entire depth, the top or apex of
°[, jo^!^''**'

°" *"**

which lies inside of such surface lines extended downward vertically, although such

veins may so far de]iart from a juMpendicular in their course downward as to extend

outside the vertical .s/(/c-lines of the surface locations, provided that right of posses-

sion to the outsidf parts of veins are confined to such portions as lie between vertical

planes drawn downward through the (/('/-lines of the locatiojis so cftntinued in their

owndirectioji that the jdanes will intersect the exterior parts of the veins ; but the

locator or possessor of such a vein or lode has no right of entry upon the surface of

a claim owned or ])Osscssed by another.

6. Where a tunnel is run for development of a vein or for discovery of mines,

the owners have the right of possession of all veins within .3,000 feet from the face Rii,'ht8 of owners

of the tunnel on the line there )f, not previously known to exist, to the same extent "' '""n^ls.

A3 if discovered from the surface : and locations ( ii the line of a tunnel (jf veins not

appearing on the surface, made bj- other parties after commencement of the tunnel,

are invalid ; but failure to prosecute work on the tunnel for six months is to be
considered as an abandonment of the right to all undiscovered veins on the line of

the tunnel.

7. The miners of each district may make rules and regulations not in conflict

with the laws of the United States or of any state or territory in which the district "^K^'ations
..,, -li- r T 1 i-c 1 made by miners,

ifl Situated, governing location, manner or recc^rding, and amount ot work necessary

to hold a mining claim, subject to specified requirements, viz : the location to be
distinctly marked on the ground, all records of claims to contain names of locators,

date of location and descrij)tion to identify the claim.

S. In (iroceeding to obtain a patent for land claimed and located for valuable

deposits any partj' who has complied with the terms of the act may file in the How patents for

proper land ofhce apjilication for a patent under oath showing comjiliance, with a
are"oi)tai'n^^

plat and field-notes of the claim showing its boundaries, post a copy of the plat

and notice of api^lication on the land previous to filing the application, file an
affidavit of at least two persons that the notice has been duly po.sted and file a copy
of the notice in the land office : and the register is thereupon required to publish

a nol ice of the application for sixty days. The claimant is also to file with the

register a certificate of the United States surveyor-general that 8500 worth of labor

ha? been expended on improvements made on the claim, thnt the plat is correct.

•etc. , and at the end of sixty days he is to file an affidavit that copies of the plat

and notice have been posted during the period of publication ; when, if no adverse
-claim has been filed, it is 'o be assumed that the applicant is entitled to a patent

upon payment of $o per acre.

9. The next section deals with the case of an adverse claim, and provides that Proteedings to

the claim must be filed on the oath of the person making it, and that proceedings ^^ adveile"
to determine the question of right must be taken in a court of competent jurisdiction claim,

within thirty days of filing the claim.

10. The description of vein or lode claims upon surveyed lands must designate Description of

the location of the claim with reference to the lines of the public survej-s, but need
^^a'iln"'

'°'^®

not conform therewith ; but vhere a patent is issued upon unsurveyed lands the

8ur\'eys when made must be adjustt'd to the l)f>undaries of the patented claim,

without interfering with or changing the location.

11. 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17 deal with claims under former laws, and with Other claims,

placer claims, the latter of which are limited to an area of 160 acres, but may be
.sub-di^aded into areas of 10 acres.

18. The expenses of the survey of vein or lode claims and the survey and
sub-division of ])lacer claims into smaller quantities than 160 acres, together with Surveys,

the cost of jmblication of notices, must be paid by the api)licants ; but they are at

liberty to employ any United States deiuity surveyor to make the survey. The
surveyor-general has power to fix the maximum charges for survey, as well as the

newspaper rates for publication of notices ; and a swm-n statement of all charges
and fees is required to be filed by the ajjplicant with the register, to be transmitted
with all other papers in the case for the information of the commissioner of the

general land office.

19. Where two or more veins intersect or cross each other priority of title

governs, the prior location being entitled to all ore or mineral contained within the Title in cross or

.space of intersection, but with right of way to the subsequent location through the """'ed veins.

apace of intersection for the purpose of convenient working of the mine : and
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where two or more veins unite the oldest or prior location takes the vein below the-
point of union, including all the space of intersection.

20. Where non-mineral l^nd not contiguous to a vem is used by the proprietor
of the vein for mining or milling purposes it may be included in the application for
the vein and patented therewith, but so as not to exceed five acres, at 85 per acre.

21. The president is authorised to establish additional land districts and appoint
the necessary officers under existing laws, whenever this is deemed necessan.' for the-

public convenience.

The provision.s of this act do not apply to the mineral lands in Michigan,

Wisconsin and Minnesota, which are declared free and open to exploration

and purchase according to legal sub-di vision.? ; and such lands are required to

be offered for public sale in the same manner, at the same minimum price and.

under the same rights of pre-emption as other public lands.*

COLORADO.
In Colorado the length of a lode claim cannot exceed 1,500 feet along-

the vein, and in four counties specified the width cannot exceed 75 feet, nor

in other counties 150 feet on each side of the centre ; but each county may
at a general election determine upon a width not exceeding 300 feet on each

side of the centre of the vein or lode. The discoverer is required to record

his claim in the office of the recorder of the county in which it is situated

within three months from the date of discovery ; but before filing the location

certificate he must locate the claim by sinking a discovery shaft upon the lode

to the depth of at least ten feet, post a notice of the discovery upon the

claim and mark its boundaries ; and no location certificate may claim more

than one location. The location is construed to include all lodes and ledges,

throughout their entire depth whose top or apex lies inside the surface lines

extended downward vertically, with such parts as dip beyond the side lines of

the claim, but not such parts as extend beyond the side lines in any other

manner than by the dip of the lode ; and every miner has the right of way
across aU other locations for the purpose of hauling quartz from his claim.

DAKOTA.
In Dakota the length of a lode claim may not exceed 1,500 feet and

the width is fixed at 150 feet on each side of the centre of the veiu ; but each

county may by a majority of votes cast at a general election determine the

width, ranging from 25 to 300 feet on each side of the centre of the vein.

The discoverer of a claim must record his claim in the office of the register of

deeds of the county within twenty days from the date of discovery, but before

filing the location certificate he must locate the claim by sinking a discovery-

shaft sufficient to show a well defined mineral vein or lode, post a notice of

discovery on the claim and mark its surface boundaries. The provisions,

respecting the right to follow a vein are the same as in Colorado, and no

location certificate can claim more than one location, whether made by one or

several locators. Any person who performs labor upon a mine, at the request

of the owners of the property or their agents, or who furnishes material or

apparatus therefor, acquires a lien upon the property to secure payment of his

claim.

* An act of 1876 also excludes from the operation of the mining law lands in the states of

Missouri and Kansas, and declares that all lands in these states shall be siibject to disposal

as agricultural lands.
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MICHIGAN.

The property in all mines of gold and silver and all mines of other metals

or minerals which are known to contain gold and silver in any proportion was

vested in tlie people of the state of Michigan by a statute of 184G, but this and silver mines,

right is not enforceable against any citizen of the state in whom the fee of

the soil containing any such minerals is fully vested by purchase from or

under the state or general government. All primary school lands and lands

located by the state for internal improvement purposes, known to contain

mines or minerals, were by the same act reserved from sale pending such

re,i<ulations as the legislature might prescribe, and a tax of four per cent, in ^eTvedtnlml&u,.

lieu of all other state taxes was authorised to be imposed and collected upon

the product of all mines in the state excepting iron ores, the tax upon which

was limited to two per ceut. By a subsequent act of the same year the state

land office was authorised to lease the lands reserved as above in quantities

not less than 40 acres, for a period not exceeding three years, but before they 7' '*' "^' *'\

could be leased upon private application they had first to be exposed to lease

at public auction to the highest bidder. The lands so leased were subject to

a rate of not less than four per cent, upon the average yield and value of all

minerals taken from the lands, and such further annual rent in advance as

the commissioner was able to obtain for them ; but the lands leased under

those provisions were not subject to any other taxes. By an act of 1863 all

swamp and primary school lands in the upper peninsula withheld from market

as mineral lands, except such sections as the governor may select and reserve,

are open for sale in the same manner as other lands of the same class in the The law changed'
'^ to sales of 1aade<

state. But before these lands are ofiered for sale the governor may cause an in fee simple,

examination to be made of them by agents appointed for the purpose, whose

duty it is to appraise each tract, and upon receiving their report the governor

and state treasurer fix a minimum price at which each tract may be sold,

whereupon the commissioner of the land office ofi'ers the land at public sale.

Every corporation or association engaged in mining is required to pay a tax

of seventy-five cents on each ton of copper and one cent on each ton of iron

ore annually in lieu of all other state taxes except taxes on capital stock. An Taxation,

act of 1877 provides for the appointment of a commissioner of mineral

statistics for the state, whose duty it is to make an annual report setting forth

in detail the mineral statistics of the year, and the progress and development

of its mining industries. It is also his duty to make such geological surveys Minin^statistics

as are needed for carrying out the purposes of the act, to observe and record

by maps and plans especial facts which may be developed in the course of

mining and exploration, and to make a collection of typical suites of speci-

mens to be placed at the disposal of the state board of education for distribu-

tion among the educational institutions of the state. All corporations or

individuals engaged in mining are required to make such reports under oath

as to product and other matters as the commissioner may ask for, and it is

his duty to report such information for each corporation or individual to the

auditor-general as the V)asis for computing the specific taxes against each

owner or owners of a mining property.
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and recorded.

MONTANA.
In Montana the person who discovers a mining claim on a vein or lode is

'Claim to be aied required within twenty days to make and file in the office of the recorder of

the county a written statement on oath describing the claim as provided by

the laws of the United States ; and to entitle him to so record he must have

discovered a vein or crevice of quartz or ore with at least one well-defined

wall. The extent of a claim is the same as is provided in the United States

law.
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NEVADA.
In Nevada all timber and mountainous lands granted by the United

States to the state are sold with a reservation of the minerals; and whenever

any minerals may be discovered on such lands after they have been sold and

patented the state has the right to convey mining jclaims thereon in the same

manner and of the same amount in any one claim as is the law and practice

of the United States ; and the right of way over such timber and grazing

lands, being reserved, is granted to the purchaser of any mining claim.

NEW Y O K K .

In Xew York all mines of gold and silver, all mines of other metals

discovered upon lands owned by aliens and all mines owned by citizens the

ore of which upon an average contains less than two equal third parts in

value of copper, tin, iron and lead or any of those metals, are the property

of the people of the state in their right of sovereignty ; as also are all mines

and minerals discovered on the public lands. All mines other than of gold

and silver discovered on any lands owned by a citizen the ore of which con-

tains on an average two equal third parts or more in value of copper, tin,

iron and lead, or any of those metals, belong to the owner of the land.

Every person making a discovery of a mine of gold or silver in the state is

exempted from paying to the state any part of the ore, produce or profit of

the mine for twenty-one years, bat no person discovering such a mine is per-

mitted to work it until he gives notice to the secretary of the state describing

particularly the nature and situation of the mine ; and after the expiration

of the term of twenty-one years the discoverer or his legal representatives

shall be preferred in any contract for the working of the mine. No person

can enter on or break up the land of any other person without his consent in

writing, nor upon any public land without the consent of the commissioner

of the land oflice ; but in case a person discovers a mine and forms a corpora-

tion to work it, if consent cannot be obtained by agreement, or by reason of

legal disability of the owner of the land, proceedings may be taken by the

company in the supreme court of the state, when the court may appoint

three comissioners to enquire into the matter, fi.x; the damages and report to

the court all information in the matter as directed, when in the discretion of

the court an order may be made either denying the petition or granting it

—

in the latter case determining the quantity of land necessary for working

the mine, the damages to the property by taking possession of it, and the

annual rent or compensation to be paid to the owner or occupant so long as

the use of it may continue. Thereupon the company in whose favor the

order is made, upon payment of damages and entering into an agreement, to
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He approved by the court, to pay the annual rent, have the right to enter

upon and use the land set apart by the order, so long as they or their

assignee? work the mine and pay the annual compensation. But the New-

York statute is practically a dead letter, as no such mines as those referred to

exist in the state.

o 1{ K <; (> N .

In Oregon any person or company of persons establishing a claim on a

quartz lead for the purpose of mining it are allowed to hold the land or vein, size ..f claim.

with all its dips, ."^purs and angles, for the distance of 1,500 feet in length

and .300 feet in width on each side of the lead or vein. Any person may
hold one claim by location upon each lead or vein, and as many by purchase

as the local laws of the miners in the district where the claims are located second claim

may allow
;
and the discoverer of a new lead or vein not previously located discoverer.

*

upon may be allowed one additional claim for his discovery. Every person

after establishing a claim or claims is required to do $50 of work on every

claim each year, under penalty of forfeiture.

SOUTH CAROLINA.
In South Carolina royalty is collected by the agricultural bureau of the

state, authorised by the state law, from persons or companies who mine or Royalty on

dredge phosphate under any law, license or charter of the state, estimated ^ '^^^ *'*'

upon the crude rock ; such royalty to be not less than .$1 per ton, nor greater

than 25 per cent, of the market value of the crude phosphate.

UTAH.
In Utah any citizen of the United States, or any person who has declared

his intention to become a citizen, who discovers any mineral deposit is f^i„^^ ^f jig.

entitled to one claim thereon by right of discovery, and one by right of
<=°''«''>'-

location ; but no person is entitled to more than one claim by right of loca-

tion on any one lead or lode ; and any person who performs any work or

labor on a mine, or furnishes material therefor, under contract with the Miner's iie«.

owner, is entitled to a miner's lien upon all interest, right and property in

the mine.

WISCONSIN.
In Wisconsin certificates of sale of public lands do not bestow the right

to take the minerals ; the written consent of the commissioner of public Minerals re-

lands must be obtained. A license or lease made to a miner is not revocable

by the maker after a valuable discovery has been struck unless the miner

should forfeit his right by negligence such as establishes a forfeiture accord-

ing to mining usages. The discovery of a crevice or range containing ores Leasehoider'a

•entitles the discoverer to the ores, subject to the rent due his landlord, before
"^*'*'

as well as after the ores are separated from the freehold ; but the miner is not

entitled to recover any ores from the person digging on his ran^e in "ood

faith, and known to be mining thereon, until he has given notice of his claim.

In case of conflicting claims to a crevice or range bearing ores the court may conflicting

continue any action to enforce a claim, or grant any necessary time for the
"^
*""^'

purpose of allowing parties to prove up their mines, and may appoint a

receiver under whose directions the work may be carried on and pay the rent

or other necessary expenses ; and the usages or customs among miners may
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be proved in explauation of raining contracts to the same extent as usage-

Forfeiture. jjjay \)q proved in other branches of business. A miner who conceals or

disposes of any ores for the purpose of defrauding his lessor of his rent, or

who neglects to pay rent on ores raised by him for three days after claim is

made, thereby forfeits all right to his mines or range ; and in case he neglects

to work his mines according to the usages of miners without reasonable-

excuse,- he also forfeits his mines. Every person or corporation engaged iiL

mining may, when necessary, convey water over or through the laud of any-

adjoining owner, and, in case of failure to agree upon the damages for right

to so conduct the water, commissioners may be appointed to appraise tlit?

amount, but with right of appeal to the circuit court by either of the parties.

Every smelter and purchaser of ores and minerals is required to enter in a.

book as ores or minerals are received a record showing date of receipt,,

name of person from whom purchased, name of person by whom hauled and

delivered, name of owner of the land from whom the ore was obtained, or, if

not known; some distinct description of the land, and such book must be

open to all persons at reasonable times for inspection and taking extracts ;

and for failure to keep such a book or make such entries, or for making false

entries, or refusal of permission to inspect the book or take extracts from

it, the person offending is liable to a penalty of $10 for each offence, and each

day of such failure or refusal is to be deemed a distinct and separate offence.

WYOMING.
In Wyoming the area of a claim is limited to 1,500 feet along the lode

or vein and 300 feet on each side of it, measured from the centre of the dis-

covery shaft. The discoverer of a lode is required to record his claim in the

office of the recorder of deeds of the county in which the claim is situated

within three months from the date of discovery ; but before filing a location

certificate he is required to desiguate the location by sinking a, shaft upon

the lode or fissure to a depth of ten feet, to post a notice of discovery upon

the claim, and to make and mark the surface boundaries; and he is allowed

a period of ninety days from the date of discovering the vein in which to

sink a shaft thereon. Any person who defrauds, cheats or swindles another

party by "salting" or placing in a mine any genuine metals which are

designed to cheat and deceive others for the purpose of gain, whereby others

are deceived and injured, is guilty of a felony and liable to a penalty of $50

to $5,000, or imprisonment for not less than thirty days nor more than three

years, or to fine and imprisonment in the discretion of the court. The liea

laws of Wyoming are similar to those of Utah.

In most of the states aliens are privileged to hold land in the same

manner and to the same extent as citizens, and in most of the states also

the amount of real estate which corporations may hold is only limited by the

restriction of the general phrase, " as much as may be necessary for- the

carrying on of their business." Michigan allows no corporation to hold

more than 50,000 acres. Maryland restricts the amount to 1,000 acres in

one specified county and 500 acres in all other counties. In West Virginia

companies established to mine and manufacture lead, iron or copper ore may

hold 10,000 acres for each charcoal blast furnace and 3,000 acres for every
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other furnace. Massachusetts places the limit at three-fourths of the capital

stock in value.

Where the capital stock of mining corporations is taxed reports are

required, but in many states fuller details are required for the benefit of Keiwrt*.

-.shareholders and the public. In Connecticut and Massachusetts a company

failing to make an annual report for two consecutive years becomes thereby

dissolved. In New Hampshire a full report must be made to the town clerk

and tiled with the secretary of the state, and neglect to make such a state-

ment involves the directors in responsibility for all debts. In New York an

annual report of business affairs must be published in a newspaper and tiled

with the clerk of the county court, failure to do which renders the trustees

liable for all debts contracted before it is made. In Michigan the corpora-

tions must when called upon by the commissioner of mineral statistics

report the number of gross tons of copper and iron mined and shipped, of

mineral coal produced and of pig iron manufactured, together with statistics

of production of all other minerals or ores.

Laws to regulate the working of mines and provide for the health and

safety of miners have been enacted in almost all the states in which mining ReifuUtiona for

. , 1 n Til- • -r T /--vi • the health and
•operations are carried on ; and in a tew states, as Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, safety of miner*

Pennsylvania and West Virginia, their requirements are very comprehensive.

GREAT B K I T A I X AND IRELAND.
In England the owner of a freehold is ordinarily entitled to all the

minerals underground, except gold and silver ; but under statute law the
fg°e'J.y^''

'"'^"

ownership of minerals may be severed from that of the surface.* Mines of

gold and silver belong to the crown, but gold and silver extracted from

•ores of the base metals are not so claimed. A statute of 1688 provided that

no mine of copper, tin, iron or lead in England and Wales should thereafter Right of private
' ^

. _
ownership.

be adjudged or taken to be a royal mine, although gold or silver might be

taken out of it ; and by an amending act of 1694 the right of private

ownership was further enlarged and safeguarded. " All and every person or

persons, being subjects of the crown of England, bodies politic or corporate,

that now are or hereafter shall be owner or owners, proprietor or proprietors

of any mine or mines . . . shall and may hold and enjoy the said mine

or mines and ore, and continue in the possession thereof, and dig and work

the said mine or mines or ore, notwithstanding that such mine or mines or ore

shall be pretended or claimed to be a royal mine or mines ; any law, usage or

custom to the contrary notwithstanding." But the same act gave the sove-

reign a pre-emptive claim on all ores mined (except tin in the counties of ci^i^^rorL

Devon and Cornwall) for a period of thirty days after they have been raised^
sovereiVn^*

•at prices fixed in the act,t and in default of payment of such prices " it shall

and may be lawful for the owners and proprietors of the said mine or mines

*By section 19 of the act of 1877, amending the law relating to leases and sales of settled

estates, it is provided that " On any sale of land any earth, coal, stone or mineral may be
excepted, and any rights or privileges may be reserved, and the purchaser maj' be required to

enter into any covenants or submit to any restrictions which the court may deem advisable."

t For all ore washed, made clean and merchantable the following rates were fixed : Cop-
per, £16 per ton ; tin, 40s. per ton ; iron, 40s. per ton ; and lead, £l) per ton ; but by an act
of 1.S15 the pre-emption price of lead was made £25 per ton, owing to the increased cost of

ruining the ore.
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wherein such ore is or shall be found to sell and dispose of the said ore to his

and their own uses ; any law, statute or custom to the contrary notwith-

standing." And that act is still a law in England. Local customs, now

regulated by acts of parliament, are observed in several districts, as in Derby-

shire, the Forest of Dean, and the counties of Cornwall and Devon.

The working of mines in the United Kingdom is controlled by five acts of

parliament, the most important of which is the British Metalliferous Mines

Regulation Act, 1872. Under this act no boy under twelve years of age

and no girl or woman of any age can be employed in a mine below ground,

and no boy of twelve to sixteen years of age can be employed below ground

for more than fifty-four hours per week or more than ten hours in any one

day ; and no male of less than eighteen years of age can be employed in con-

nection with the engines or other machinery of a mine ; nor must wages be paid

to any person employed in or about a mine at or within a public house for the

sale of spirituous or fermented liquor, or at any place contiguous to such house.

Other provisions of the act require that reports be furnished the inspector

of a mining district in relation to (1) the quantity of mineral sold or pro-

duced from each mine and the number of persons employed at it, below and

above ground respectively, for each calendar year
; (2) accidents or loss of

life to an}' person employed about a mine from explosions of gas, powder or

steam boiler, or from any cause whatever : and (3) the commencement, aban-

donment, discontinuance or recommencement of work on a shaft of any mine,

or of change in the name of owner, agent or officers. And in the case of a

mine being abandoned or discontinued, the owner or other person interested

in the property is required to securely fence it for the prevention of accidents,.

and to furnish the secretary of state with an accurate plan of the workings.

The act also provides for inspection, arbitration and inquiries into the

causes of accidents, rules for the management of mining works with a view

to the safety and health of employes, and penalties for otfences under the

act. An amendment of 1875 requires the owner or agent of every mine to-

send to the inspector of the district by the 1st of February in each year a

return specifying for the year ending the preceding 31st December the quan-

tity in statute weight of the mineral dressed, of the undressed mineral which

has been sold, treated or used during the year, the number of persons ordinarily^

employed, etc.

NEW ZEALAND.

The New Zealand mining act of 1886, as amended by the three amend-

ing acts of 1887 and 1888, consists of 318 sections, and the regulations under

the act number 257.* Following is a summary of the chief provisions of

the act

:

laapection.

Laws and ref-
lations.

Hinini; districts.

1. Any portion ot the colony may be constituted a mining district by proclama-

tion of the governor, with such boundaries as may be as-signed to it, and any
mining district may also be abolished by proclamation.

* An act to regulate the granting of coal mines leases and to make better provision for

the regulation and inspection of coal mines was passed in 1886, as was also an act to consoli-

date and amend the law for the incorporation and winding up of mining companies. The-
latter extends and applies onl3- to companies formed for mining purposes other than mining;

for coal.
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2. Any of the crown lands witliin or outside a mining district may W set apart
fur minin<^ purposes exclusively l)y the minister of mines ; and upon such reserve Mineral lamU.
being made in the neighliorhood of any place wliere uiining operations are carried
on the lands cease t(.) be crown lands and are not cai)abK- of alienation in any way,
saving for mining purposes, without tiie ctmsent of the minister.

3. Tile ofKcers wh(», under the minister, manage the mining aflairs of the Officers,

colony are (1) a receiver of gold revenue, to whom is p:iid all rent."*, royalties and
tees in his district

; (2) a mining registrar to carry out the provisions of the act
respecting the registration of any claim held under the provisions of the act, or any
sale, lease, surrender, etc., of a claim

; ('6) one or more inspectors, whose duty it is

to see that the provisions of the act are carried out and to visit and inspect mines
and all machinery used therein.

4. All lands alienated from the crown since 1873, or which may hereafter be Laurjg may b«
alienated (except lands alienated expressly for mining purposes) are liable to be 'e^unied by th«r

resumed by the govt;rnment for mining purposes on payment of full comi)en.sation mintMKpurpoBei..
to the licensee, lessee or owner (jf the fee simple for the value, other than aurifer-
ous or argentiferous, of the lands and improvements so resumed, and the persons
upon whose ajjplication the government has taken action have for thirty days after
the resumption the priority of claim to <iccupy the land (jr any part of it for mining
purposes. Or the lands may be resumed by direct action of the govei-nment with-
out petition or application.

5. Crown lands in a mining district may be at any time withdrawn from the Lands in u luin-

district by ]jroelamation and leased for agricultural purjjoses for a period of seven '"fe' *i'stri.t may

years, but if such lands are afterwards proven to ctjntain any metal or mineral the agric^ltural'^pur-
lease may be terminated at a month's notice, compensation for improvements being poses,

allowed.

6. Any per.son applying for it and paying five shillings in advance may obtain
a miner's right authorising him for twelve months to mine on crown lands in any Miuer's ri^/ht..

part of the colon}' not subject to agreement with the natives ; and anj' number of
miner's rights may be issued to the same pei'son, entitling him to occupy a corre-
sponding number of claims, provided that in respect of each claim at least one
perscm is employed, who need not be the holder of the miner's right. Similarly a
number of persons may unite and procure a consolidated miners' right, which
may be held by a manager or trustee, upon payment of a sum proportional for all

the members to that recjuired of one member.
7. Every holder of a miner's right is entitled to enter upon any crown land to Privileges ton- -

search for gold and take possession for mining purposes of as many parcels of land ferred by a

as the regulations permit, and of such quantity and dimensions as the regulations
*"">"* "8^'-

direct ; and he is entitled to exclusive possession of the parcel as long as he requires
it for mining purposes, and the claim may be registered.

8. Every claim from and after the day it has been marked out and registered
(jjainja i » b •

must be continuously worked from day to day by the number of men prescribed by worked.

the regulations (saving that ten days grace is given to the owner of a quartz claim),

and upon failure to comply with this requirement proceedings may be taken by
any person to declare the claim forfeited.

9. Claims of greater area than the regulations fix may be granted by the
warden, with the consent of the minister, for the purpose of carrying on mining Special claim.s.

.

operations under circumstances of extraordinary difficulty, o.- involving the expen-
diture of considerable sums of money, or for the encouragement of enterprise in

prospecting new ground, or as a reward for the discovery of new workings.
10. The owner of a claim who desires to obtain a license for the land comprised LicenbeU h'-lc.'

in it, or any other person who desires to obtain a licfiise for occupation of land
'"^*'

under the act, must lodge an application at the warden's office, where it is recorded
in the order in which it is receive 1, and deposit with the receiver of revenue such
sum for survey, etc., as the regulations require, and a further sum of £~j in respect
of each application ; and after deducting the first year's rent and the cost of survey,
advertising and other expenses, the balance of the dejwsit is paid back. The warden
will fix a day of hearing, and may grant or refuse a license.

11. The principal conditions up(jn Avhich every license is held are (1) that the
licensee must pay rent at the rate of 10s. per acre during the first three j-ears of the
term, of 15.s. for the succeeding two years, and of 20s. for the remainder of the Conditions »*^

term ; (2) that he must carry on mining operations in an efficient manner and li^-enses.

employ at least as nuny competent men as the regulations rec^uire ; and (3) that he
is liable to pay royalty on all other metals or minerals which may be found in the
land other than such as he is authorised to mine under the license. The licensee
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may at any time surrender bis license in whole or part, and upon the surrender
being endorsed bj' the warden the rental is proportionately reduced, but no licensee

is entitled to make a surrender in part more than twice during the currency of his

license.

12. Everj- license to woi'k a yold mine gives the licensee exclusive right to dig
and mine for gold and silver on the land for a time not exceeding twenty-one years,

but no licensed holding under one license can exceed such area as may be prescribed.

13. The governor may issue a jjrospecting license to any person authorising
him to search for any metal or mineral on crown lands outside the limits of any
mining district and to the holder of such a license who makes a discovery outside
a mining district, he may grant a lease of an area of land for mining purposes not
exceeding double the quantity which might be held as a claim or licensed holding
m the nearest mining district, but such lease cannot be for a longer term than
twenty-one years.

14. Any person who knowingly mines or employs any person to mine for gold
on land belonging to a private individual withoixt the consent of the owner is

treated as if he were not the holder of a miner's right, and may, in addition, be pro-

ceeded against by the owner for damages.

Other provisions of the act relate to water rights and races, forfeitures,

and the regulations of mines. The latter are very stringent, and appear to

carefully guard the rights and interests of mine-workers. Ample provision

is also made for the administration of justice by the constitution of a

wardens court in each mining district. The amendment act of 1887 pro-

vides that the warden may grant mineral licenses to occupy any crown

lands within a mining district for the purpose of mining metals or minerals

other than gold, silver and coal, subject to the following conditions :

1. The area comprised in a mineral license is not to exceed 320 acres, and the

term for which it is granted must not exceed twenty-one years.

2. The rent is 2s. <kl. per acre, payable in advance.

3. The roj'altj' on all minerals raised cannot be less than 2 or more than 4 per
cent, of their value at the pit's mouth ; but in case the amount of royalty exceeds
the sum paid as rent, the rent charge ceases.

4. No mineral license entitles the holder to mine or dig for gold or silver, and
if either of those metals or ore containing them is found within the area comprised
in the license the land on which gold and silver are found must be taken up
as a licensed holding under the act.

Right of a li-

censee.

Prospecting
licenses.

Protection of

private land-
owners.

Other provi-
sions.

The act of 1S87,

Area, rent and
royalty.

Regfiilatiorii;

Size of claims-.

Under the regulations the area of ground that may be held under any

license for gold mining purposes cannot exceed thirty acres, and may be in

any form providing the length does not exceed twice the breadth. The size

of a quartz claim is limited to 100 feet in length along the course of the vein

bj- 300 feet on each side of it, and under this rule no miner or party of miners

can hold more than 1,000 feet along the course. A prospecting claim

may be double an ordinary claim, but not more than six such claims

may be held together as one claim. They must be at least half a mile dis-

tant from any previously existing quartz workings, and be fully occupied

within seven days from the date of the grant. A. prospecting area on a

<juartz reef may be 300 yards square in extent, and situated at a distance of not

less than half a mile from any existing quartz workings, and the same dis-

tance from any other prospecting area ; they must be worked continuously by

at least two men during the entire period of occupancy ; and the right to

occupy only continues in force until gold is struck, when claims must be

marked out under the regular provisions of the act.

Other regulations provide for aid towards prospecting being granted by

the council of any county and the government, or by a road board where the
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Counties act is not in force—the government grantinc pound for pound up to (ioveniinentand
"

_
"

. - riiiini(,ipal((rant»

j£500 a year in the case of county councils and to j6200 iu the case of road toproHpectors
' '

1 ]• *'"' "iiscovorerH.

boards. Under this arriin<,'einent one party of two or three men in each riding

of a county may be subsidised at the rate of 15&. per week per man for pros-

pecting new and unprospected country three miles from any main or district

road and from any known workings ; and iu the case of partially worked

and prospected country within tolerably easy access of road communication

they may be paid at specitied rates per foot for sinking, tunnelling and

driving. But in both cases the approval of the council is required before

operations are commenced, both as regards the men and the locality, and each

prospecting party is required to send a report once every month to the council.

Similarly the government grants a subsidy of pound for pound to councils or

boards for the purpose of rewarding the discovery of mines of gold, silver, tin

and diamonds ; being a reward of £100 per 100 miners up to £500 for 500

or more men profitably emi)loyed at such mines.

NEW SOUTH WALKS.

All grants of land issued under authority of the Crown Lands act of 1884

in New South Wales contain a reservation of minerals in the land ; but if .Minerals

any mineral is discovered subsequent to the grant, and the owner desires to crown^
^

^ "

mine it, he may do so upon receiving a permit from the government, subject

to the payment of a royalty. The regulations require that he shall make a

return quarterly to the secretary of mines of the quantity and value of

minerals raised, verified by a statutory declaration, and pay a royalty at the

following rates, viz., coal 6d. per ton, gold 2s. per oz., and other minerals £5
per centum of their market value at the pit-mouth. Lands in proclaimed gold

fields within areas reserved from sale and lands under lease or lawful occupa

tion for mining purposes are exempt from sale under the act ; but the

Crowns Land act does not in any other respect affect the right of property

held in iands under the Mining act. The Mining act has been in operation

since 1874, saving in so far as it has been changed in some unimportant ^'L"
'"•'*<=' "f

particulars by four amending acts. Previously all powers and duties in

relation to mining on crown lands were vested in the department of the

secretary for lands, but the Mining act authorised the government to

establish a department of mines and to appoint a responsible minister

with the title of Secretary of Mines who should have the management
and control of the department. The act consists of 131 sections, which
deal with (1) management and regulation. (2) administration of justice and

(3) penalties. Following is a summary of the chief provisions of the act:

1. The governor is authorised to establish in connection with the departnient
a school of mines and a mineralogioal umseum for the purpose of i)rovidin>'- instmr- c i i . »•

tion by means ()t classes, lectures or otherwise in geology, mineralogy and chemistry and Museum,
in their scientific and practical application to mining pursuits, together with otlices
for the assaying of mineral ores, the school and museum to be under the control and
management of the de|)artment ; or if thought tit they may be established in con-
nection with the university of Sydney, ia which case they are to be under the
•control and nianagement of the senate of the university.

2. Eight mining districts are established, each of which may be divided by the «! •

iGoveriKK into divisions, and the governor may appoint a warden for each district
^'"^ ^^'''"*^'

to exercise jurisdiction over it, together with registrars, surveyors, engineers and
<s.>ther officers for the etiicieut performance of tlie duties of insj)ection. surveying and
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registration of claims and mines, and of all other duties in connection with mining
and the admmistration of the act ; but no officer so appointed is permitted to hold,

directly or indirect'y, any share or interest in any claim, lease or mining venture
during liis term of office.

3. The g vernor may issue a miner's right to any person applying for one for

a period not exceeding fifteen years at the rate of 10s. a year for every year for

Avhich the right is to be in force, and every hcilder of a right (or any number of

persons collectively each being the holder of a right) is entitled to occupy and mine
for gold any crown land covered by his right, to consti uct water-races and dams for

mining purposes on any crown lands and use the water for gold mining and domestic

purposes, to erect and remove any building upon and remove any timber, stone or
gravel for mining or building purposes from any crown lands not by law exempted
from occupation for mining purposes, to make tramways and other roads for the
carrying out of all gold mining operations, and to the absolute property in all gold

found during the continuance of the right ; but no person is entitled to occupy for

the purpose of residence more than one-quarter of an acre in extent. The per.-^on

who takes possession of a claim is required within one month after procuring a
right of occupation to register his claim in the office of the registrar of the mining
district in wiiich the claim is situated, first producing his right to the registrar, and
whoever neglects to register his right is subject to the penalties prescribed for

unauthorised mining and his claim may be considered as an abandoned one ; and no
person is entitled to enter proceedings in any coui't to recover possession or to

restrain the occupation of or encroachment upon a claim unless he is the holder of

a miners's right. Business licenses may also be issued under similar conditions.

4. A'lcrownlandsdedicatedto any public use or which are used as a yard, garden,

cultivated field or orchard, or upon which any house or dam may be lawfully stand-

ing, or which maj^ be reserved from occupation bj' the governor, are exempted
from occupation under any miner's right or business license ; but the governor
may upon application grant the privilege to holders of miners' rights to construct

drives under lands so exempted providing they can be constructed without injury

to the enjoyment of the lands.

5. The registered owner of a claim upon proving to the satisfaction of the

warden by evidence on oath in open court (1) that the claim is unworkable from
any cause, (2) that he requires to be absent from the locality for sufficient cause or

is unable by reason of sickness to work the claim, or (o) that the supply of water
is insufficient to allow the working of the claim to be profitably carried on, may
register the claim lor suspension of work for any period not exceeding six months.

6. A lease for gold-mining purposes may be granted to any holder of a miner's

right for a term not exceeding fifteen years, but no lease may embrace more than
25 acres, the length of which shall not exceed twice the breadth ; except in case of

quartz-veins or lodes, when the lands leased shall not exceed six hundred yards
along the lode by two hundred yards across it. The rent of a lease is fiied at 20s.

per acre yearly, payable in advance.

7. Theapplicationfor a lease is held by the warden for fourteen days, when if no
objection has been lodged against its issue it is forwarded to the secre SLvy of

mines to be dealt with under the provisions of the act. But should any person
object to the issue of the lease to the applicant he must within the prescribed time
serve a -wTitten notice of every objection inten-ted to be taken and deposit a sum
for the purpose of defraying all exjjenses of a hearing, which shall be in the nature
of an enquiry by the warden into the truth of the particulars stated by the appli-

cant and the objector ; and the matter is then referred for the decision of the

governor. In the case of two or more applications being lodged at the same time,

the claim is determined by lot.

8. The person acquiring a lease and making the first payment therefor may
take possession of the land so soon as he has marked out the boundai ies in the
manner prescribed by the regulations. Tn case the land is not survej'ed at the time
of lodging the application for a lease by some person authorised by the secretary of

mines the party may deliver a written app ication to the warden for a survey of

the land, and if no survey is made at the end of three months the lease holder may
cause a survey to be made by any licensed survej'or.

9. Every gold-mining lease is required to be registered as prescribed by the
regulations, and the land may also be registered for suspension of work the same
as in the case of a miner's right for a period not exceeding six months.

10. Leases for the mining of any metal or mineral other than gold may be
granted subject to the following conditions : (1) The area not to exceed 640 acre*
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for coal-mining lots nor 80 acrus for other Jiiiiienil lotH. (2) Leases to be for a other mineral
period not excocdiui^ twenty years, but renewable. (:i) Applications to be made, lca«cH and

as pr. scribid by tlie re<,'\datioTiH, to tlio warden if the hmd l.e within a mining wi','ichthi^"are*'^
district, or if otherwise to tiie land agent of the district or otliurolHcer authorised by Kranttd.

Uie regulations, ami to sot forth a clear d scription of tli(! lots propcjsed to be leased
and of the boundary marks or natural features by whicii tiicy may be identitied,
when the applicants m .y forthwiih take jHissession ; but the minister of lands
reserves the right to determine the Ijoundaries of all lots and all other jirovisions
ho may deem necessary for the public interests. (4) Kent is iixed at .'Os. per acre,
payable annually in advance. (5) Lessees are reqiired to expend at the rate of £5
sterling per acre ou t'leir lots wi hin the first three years of tlie base, and they may
determine their leases by i;iving to the minister three months notice of their
desire to do so. (0) Lessees on application to the secretary <jf mines in the
nineteenth year of their leases may obtain a renewal for a further period (jf twenty
years, subject to a tine of not less than £2 10s. jjer acre ; and full information of
the working and returns of the mine are required to be furnished to the fecretary
of mines by lessees on pain of forfeiting their claim to renewal. (7) If any lease be
forfeitedandnotrenewed the lessee has the right withinsix months of the termination
ot his lease to remove or otherwise dispose of all machinery and improvements and the
minerals brought to the surface during the term of his lease. (->) Upon the breach
of any condition of a lease by the lessee the governor may direct the cancellation
of the lease.

11. In the event of a dispute arising as to the right to any lease the secretary
of mines may appoint a competent officer to make inquiry into the dispute, and
should it api)ear that the property is liable to be prejudiced by the working of the ;'iu"ut'"d"tu'
minerals therein pending the inijuiry the secretary may serve upon either party his

'
**

injunction for the suspension of all mining operations until the right to a lease has
been duly determined in favor of either party.

12. Where some other mineral or metal is found in the land other than that
for the mining of which the lease was obtained and there is a desire to mine it, the uu ^nfo" t^^*
holder is required to give notice to the secretary of mines and obtain authoiity to work more tha»
work the .same ; otherwise his lease is liable to forfeiture and cancellation for a °"*^ mineral,

breach of the condition.

13. The governor is authorised to make regulations prescribing the terms and Reruiati
contritions on which rights and licenses may be granted, for enforcing penalties, etc.

He is also empowered to call together a mining board consisting of two members
appointed by the governor and nine members elected by the people to make

^"""^' ^''*'^*''

regulations for the working of gt)ld mines, subject to the governor's approval, and
all regulations so approved have the force of law.

The remaining clauses of the act provide for the administration of

justice in mining districts by the establishment of wardens' courts, and for the'act*''*""*
"'

penalties and forfeitures for specific breaches of the act and of the regulations

under it. Various regulations have been adopted dealing with the minin"

board, mineral leases of crown lands, water courses, mineral licenses, occupa-

tion of reserved lands and the construction of drives under exempted lands

mining under public roads, gold mining leases, practice and procedure in
Re^-'">»*'o°*-

wardens' courts and the inspection of mines other than coal and shale mines

all of which are published in the seventh edition of the Mining act, 1888.

The regulations of the mining board were published in 1875 ; they deal

exclusively with mining for gold, and with the duties of mining registrars and
surveyors.

VICTORIA.

The mining laws of the colony of Victoria are embraced in what is

known as the Mining statute of 1865, being an act to provide for the manage- Mining statute

ment of mining interests and the administration of justice in relation to the
^^^^'

same. It consists of 246 sections and is divided into three parts, viz. •

(1) mining management, (2) administration of justice, including administra-
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tion under courts of mines and wardens, and (3) penalties. Following is a

summary of the provisions of the part relating to mining management

:

1. The governor in council may issue to any person applying therefor a miner's
Jfinets' rights, right for any number of years not exceedinij fifteen, upon payment of a sum at the

rate of 5s. for eveiy year in which it is to be in force, or may issue a consolidated

miners' right on the application of a manager or trustee of any company of persons
who have agreed to work in partnership any registered claim or claims upon pay-
ment of 5s. per year for each person in the company. The holder of a right is

entitled to take possession of a parcel of land for gold mining purposes of such extent
and with such boundaries as bye-laws made under the statute may define, and may
also cut and use the timber upon it and may occupy a plot not more than a quarter
of an acre in extent for the purpose of a residence. A claim or share in a claim

may be registered upon the production of the miner's right, when it may be
assigned, encumbered or transferred subject to any trusts or provisions agreed upon
between the parties.

Business 2. A business license may be issued to any person applying for it upon payment
licenses.

^^f £2 ^Os. for six months or £5 for twelve months, under which the holder is

entitled to occupy on any gold field for the purpose of residence and carrying on his

business one quarter of an acre of land, but his property in it is deemed a chattel

interest. He may transfer the license to any other person for the unexpired period

upon expressing his desire so to do before a warden or a justice, and upon payment
of a fee of 10s. another business license is granted to the purchaser.

Kenewals. 3. A. miner's right may be renewed upon payment of a fee of os. and a business
license upon paj'ment of 25 per cent, of the original fee, and the right of renewal

Exempted lands, holds for one month after the date of expiration. The right of occupying exemjjted
lands for occupation under miner's right or business license is the same as under
the New South AVales act.

Riffht of
'^- ^'hen land held for business or residence is put up for sale the value of

property in buildings thereon is fixed by arbitration, and the value so ascertained is added to
buildings. x,he upset price of the land, when if the holder of the license or right is the highest

bidder the value of the buildings is deducted from the amount of his bid, but if

any other jjerson become the purchaser then the holder is entitled to receive out of

the purchase money the value of his buildings as fixed by the arbitrators.

5. The governor may grant to any person or body corporate a lease of any
Gold mining and gj.^^-j^ land not otherwise demised under miners right or busines;:- license for the

purpose of miuing for gold or other mineral, to be known respectively as a gold
mining lease or mineral lease : provided, however, that land held for the purpose
of a residence under mmer's right or business license may be leased ujion payment
to the holder of comjiensation for buildings or other improvements upon the
property'. In the case of a gold mining lease the term for which it may be granted
cannot exceed fifteen yea'"s, subject to a j-earlj' rent of £1 per acre ; and in

the case of a mineral lease the area cannot exceed 640 acres nor the period thirty

-Prospector s
years. Any holder of a miner's right who desires to prospect for gold in any place

lease. where sinking thr<jugh basalt is necessaiy, and to which no part of any gold
workings is nearer than five miles, may mark ofl^ an area of one square mile for
prospecting work, and in the event of his discovering gold in quantities which the
governor in council may consider remunerative the person is entitled to a lease of
any selected part of the area not exceeding one hundred acres in one lot (whether
occupied by a miner's right or business license or not) at a nominal rent and for
such term as the governor in council may determine. Any such license may be
surrendered or renewed, with the consent of the governor in council ; but in the
case of a new lease it shall be at the rent which is then chargeable by law, and
subject to the payment of a fine of £10. Leases may also be granted for any water
reservoir consti'ucted at the piublic expense.

^'r m^ne^airJnd ^" '^"^ person may procure a license to enter upon crown land not demised, or
metals other not occupied by the holder of a miner's right or business license, to search for any
than gold, and to metal or mineral, other than gold, subject to a fee, rent or royalty fixed by the

and^reservoirs.^ governor in council. Licenses may also be granted to construct races, drains,
dams and reservoirs for a term not exceeding fifteen years.

7. A warden may hear objections to the granting of a lease and take evidence
relating to an application therefor, and although an applicant may comply with the

Various pro- regulations the granting of a lease or license is not obligatory ; but no lease or

^nt**!^^*^*'' license can be gi-anted until after the lapse of one month after notice of the intention
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to grant it has been published in the j^'overnnient Gazette and in some newspaper

circulating in tlie district within wliich tlic land is situate. In case any lease bcconiea

liable to be forfeited by any breach of condition or otherwise, the land juay recovered

by the crown as may l)e provided by the conditions or by suit in the court of mines.

8. The governor in council is authorised to make regulations under the act
,

prescribing the term for which any license or lease is to be held, the an)ount of
f5**»'^'ti'""*

":'.

rent, rojalty or fee to be paitl, the quantity and sliape or Ihe land to be clenU'^eu, council.

the manner in which the land is to be marked out, the mode and time of determin-

ing upon applications, the njaiuier of dealing with cases when two or more
applications are made for the same land, how leases are to be registered, the

conditions upon which leases are to be issued and tlie privih^ges to ]>e enjoyed under

them, etc. ; but no such regulation can have force or efhcacy until twenty-one days

after it has been published in the government Gazette, and every regulation or

change thereof is required to be laid before parliament.

9. The governor in council n)ay erect any portion of the colony into

mining districts and divide each of sucIj districts into any number of divisions,
jijnini' district*

fix and alter the boundaries of districts and divisions frotn time to time, and and officers.

determine the number of members of the mining board of each district wliich

may be elected for every division ; but the number of districts luay not e.xceed

seven except upon an address to the governor by the legislature praying fcjr a

greater number. The governor in council may also appoint as many oflicers,

clerks and assistants for each district, division or place as may seem right for the

making of inspection and surveys and registration of claims and mines, and such

other duties as the governor in council may think fit.

10. Each district is empowered to elect a mining board consi.sting of ten

members, a certain number to be chosen by ballot for each division of the district Mining boards,

as determined b}' the governor in council, four of whom retire annually by rotation.

None but holders of miners' rights or business licenses resident in a division,

twenty-one years of age and subjects of the queen, are eligible for election to the

board, and the same qualification is re(iuired of voters, each of whom has as many
votes as there are members to be returned for his division. The places of meeting
for the board are fixed by the governor in council, and a sum of £500 is paid

annually out of the consolidated revenue of the colony for apportionment amongst
the members of each bdard according to some scale to be adopted by the board and
approved by the treasurer of the colony. The board has power to make bye-laws

for the regulation of mining in its district or part thereof within limits prescribed

by the act, which if concurred in by the law officers of the crown and published for

twenty-one days in the government Gazette acquire the force of law ; but any bye-

law is revokable by the governor in cr^uncil for cause.

The Land act of 1884 provides that no auriferous lands shall be alienated
'

_ ^
Lands alienated

in fee simple, and that all lands alienated under the act are liable to be may be resumed
for mining

resumed for mining purposes by the governor in council on paying full purposes.

compensation to the licensee, lessee or purchaser in fee simple for land and

improvements, but not including auriferous value. The governor may also
, , , , 1-1 <• . Leases for work-

grant leases or any crown land not exceeding three acres tor a term not iiii: mineral

exceeding twenty-one years, at a yearly rent of not less than £5, for the manufacturing

working of mineral springs and the manufacture of salt. The act further-

more provides that in every crown grant of lands alienated in fee simple, as

well as in every licen.se or lease demised with the right of acquiring the fee

simple, there shall be in.serted a condition that the land is granted subject to Miners' rights on

the right of any person being the holder of a miner's right or of a mining ='''<^"^*'«<^ '*"<^•

lease to enter upon it and mine for gold and silver under the sajue conditions

and provisions as those to which such person may mine upon crown lands,

provided that piyment be made to the owner for surface damage ; and any

warden may hear and ditf-rmine any claim for surface damage, subject to

appeal to the court of mines.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
The mining laws of South Australia are embraced in three statutes,

enacted in the session of 1888, viz.: (1) the Crown Lands act, (2) the

Northern Territory mineral act, and (3) the Mining on Private Property act.

Under the Crown Lands act lands granted except in pursuance of any

agreement for sale made before a certain date in 1886 are not to be construed

to convey property in any gold, sih-er, copper, tin or other metals, coal, oil,

gams or precious stones ; and the commissioner or any person authorised by

him may enter upon lands so granted to search for minerals or work mines,

provided reasonable compensation for damage is paid to the owners exclusive

of the value of metals or minerals found on the property. Following is a

summary of the provisions of the act which relate to leases and licenses for

mining purposes :

1. Leases of mineral lands maj- be granted for minmg purposes in blocks
not exceeding 80 acres to any person or company who lirst applies for it ; such
leases to be for a term not exceeding ninety-nine years, and to entitle the lessee to
mine all metals and minerals on the land except gold. In case improvements have
been made on the land the person applying for a lease is required to pay into the
treasury a sum to be fixed by the commissioner for their value.

2. The annual rent under a mineral lease is Is. per acre, besides 6d. in the
jjound sterling on the n-^t profits of mining works, payable half-yearly ; and for the
purpose of ascertaining the amount of rent so to be paid the lessee or manager of

the leased land is required to make returns to the commissi'jner certifying the
amount of gross and net profit from the working of the leased land for the preced-
ing six months, subject to a penalty of not less than £50 nor more than £500 for a

wilfully false return.

3. Every mineral lease contains covenants by the lessee, (1) that he will pay
the rent when it becomes due, (2) that he will not without permission from the
commissioner use the land for any other purpose than mining and smelting minerals,

(.3) that he will expend everj' two years of the term a sum equal to at least £,<i for

each acre of land comprised in the lease in working the mines, or that during nine
months of each year he will keep one man for every twenty acres employed in

miniti;:; or searching for minerals, (4) that he will forward the returns required by
the act, and (5) that he will permit the occupier of any adjoining pastoral lands to

have free access to and use of any water on the leased land not provided by artificial

means. Every lease also contiins a proviso that it is liable to forfeiture upon
breach of any of the covenants ; but the lessee may surrender his lease on giving

notice to the commisioner.
4. The comnussioner may grant licenses to search for metals and minerals

except gold on any specific mineral lands not exceeding 80 acres in extent, on pay-
ment of a fee ot 20s. ; such license to be in force for one year, and to authorise the

licensee during its currency to search and mine the land and take any minerals and
metals, except gold, not exceeding one ton (or 20 tons with the consent of the com-
missioner), for sample and analysis only. But no person can hold more than 80
acres of mineral lands at the sune time for this purpose, and he must enij loy at

least one man nine months of the term in searching for minerals, or in mining work.
Licen-es less stringent in their provisions may also be granted to search on any
mineral lands.

5. The holder of a mineral lease is entitled to renewal upon its termination, on
payment of a tine or premium to be fixed by valuation ; and in case the lessee does
not avail himself of the right of renewal, or on the forfeiture of the lease, it must
be ofiered for sale by auction.

6. No mineral liceu-e iuc'udes or applies to any land-; held or occupied for gold

mining purposes, but the holder of a gold mining lease is entitled to a preferential

right to a mineral lease of the land comprised in his gold mining lease. Any
mining company may hold any number being not more than twelve gofd mining
leases or mineral licenses.

7. The lessees of contiguous lands held under gold mining lea"=es may readjust

or alter the boundaries of the lands by taking out new leases for the unexpired
term, but no new lease can be granted for a greater area than twenty acres.
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The provisions of the Northern Territory mineral act are in the main
^.^^^,^^.1.11

the same as those of the Crown Lands act, savins; that specific licenses to '''•-•'•rit..r.v »ct.

search for minerals may have a maximum area of G40 acres, and that mineral

leases cannot cover more than 320 acres in contiguous blocks nor more than

640 acres in all at one and the same time.

Under the Mining on Private Property act the governor may provisionally y^^^,,„^, „„jer

resume the ownership of any private land for mining purposes for a period of
p^rty Mt.**'

^^'^

«ix montMs upon a written application being made to the commissioner

desiring the land to be so resumed, and the certificate of an inspector that

it should be resumed for the purpose of mining ; and upon the land being Goveriiinent

proved satisfactory for mining purposes the resumption may be made "wne'rsh'ip*

absolute at the end of the period of six months upon payment of the purchase

money. The land may then be put under license or lease in the ordinary

way. But without the resuming of ownership of the land by the government

any person may apply to the owner of any private land for a mining lease of f.^^, ^^ ^^^^

any portion of the land, not exceeding twenty acres, for gold mining. In the i'"vate land,

event of the owner refusing to grant a lease it becomes the duty of the

inspector to examine the land, and if he should report that payable metal

exists therein, and that it should be resumed for mining purposes, the owner

must either work it himself or grant a mining lease for it upon regular

application being made therefor ; and in case he refuses the lease may be

•executed by one of the judiciary officers. The lease is required to be granted Royalty.

for a term of twenty-eight years, subject to a royalty of 2| per cent, on the

gross money value of the metal raised from the land during the currency of

the lease, and such rent for the surface of the land as may be assessed by the

nearest local court having jurisdiction in such matters ; but if the court is of

opinion that any special injury is likely to arise to the land under the lease,

it may order that the land be purchased. In case the metal on leased private

land has been reserved to the government no royalty is payable to the owner

of the land, but the whole must be paid to the commissioner.

In Queensland, Western Australia and Tasmania the mining laws and

regulations are in respect of miners' rights, business licenses, mining leases,

the administration of justice and inspection essentially like the laws and Minii)^ laws and

regulations of Victoria and New South Wales, differing only in details. In other AustraU-

Queenslaud the discoverer of a new gold field distant more than twenty miles

from any place where payable gold has been previously obtained, on which

not less than 200 miners are employed four months after discovery, the

government may pay a reward not exceeding £500, and for one on which not

less than 500 miners are employed six months after discovery a reward not

-exceeding .£1,000 may be paid. In Western Australia a system of reward

claims has been adopted for the discovery of gold, graded according to Kewards for
r .' o ' o o discovery of ne

distance from the nearest occupied gold workings, ranging from two claims fields,

of one man's ground* if distant over four hundred yards to ten claims if over

three miles and to twenty claims if beyond the limits of a gold field. For

discoveries of gold in payable quantities in new fields of certain specified

•An ordinary alluvial claim for one man is 50 feet square, and a wet alluvial claim is 50
'hj 100 feet.
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divisions of the colony the government may pay a reward of not less than
£500 and not more than £1,000, but not more than one such reward may be
paid in respect of each division. In Tasmania the government may grant
to any person who discovers any mineral a lease at a pepper-corn rent of any
area which may be prescribed.

For a knowledge of the mining laws which prevail in the principal

countries of Europe the writer is indebted to reports made to the British

government by her majesty's representatives abroad, "as to the* laws in

various countries regulating the ownership in minerals and mining rents and
royalties," presented to parliament in 1887. Only a brief summary of the

reports is given.

i" RAN CE.
The payment of royalties in France was abolished in 1789 and all mines

were declared to be the property of the nation, reserving to the owner of any
land the right to mine upon it provided he went no further down than 100
feet. This law was repealed in 1810, but the new law re-enacted all the old

provisions saving the right of the owner to open shallow mines without leave ;

and in its chief features the act of 1810 is the present law of the country

No person can try or prospect for minerals, whether with or without the

assent of the owner of the land, unless he has previously arranged to pay the

owner an indemnity
; and if the works are so far temporary that the ground

may be cultivated as before at the end of one year, the damage cannot be

calculated at more than twice the net return of the land occupied ; but if the

works should deprive the owner of his ground for more than a year, or unfit

it permanently for cultivation, the explorer must buy the lot for a sum not

to exceed double its value before occupation. No mine, however, can be

worked without a concession from the council of state, the obtaining of which

creates a new property even to the owner of the soil, independent of and

separate from that of the surface and transmissible like any other. As soon

as the concession is obtained—and it may be granted to foreigners as well

as to citizens—the concessionaire is bound to pay yearly rents to the owner

of the surface on the whole extent of the concession, and also for the surface

area occupied by his machinery and plant ; also a yearly rent to the state,,

besides 5 per cent, of the net produce of the mine and a small sum additional

to form a relief fund for accidents.

GERMANY.
The mining laws in Germany are not uniform throughout the empire,,

but the Prussian general law of 1865 has been extended to most of the

other states. The minerals are not at the disposition of the owner of the soil,

but it is a moot question whether they form before the right to work them is

obtained an integral and judicially indivisible part of the ground and soil, or

" things without an owner." This, however, is of no real consequence as

under the general mining law all persons (including the owner of the land)

who dig for minerals without a license obtained from the state mining

authorities are punishable by fine or impri.sonmeiit. A claiiu to license is recog-

nised as belonging to the person who has discovered the mineral in its natural

state and makes an application for the concession. The license is granted for

limited and bounded areas, which are marked out by straijjht Hues on the^
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surface—the boundaries underground being lines vertical to the horizon.

Tliis license or lease conveys absolute ri^iht to work for the mineral mentioned

therein within the prescribed area ; and once it has been given it can only be

cancelled without the licensee's consent when the higher mining authorities

have decided that this step is necessary on public grounds. The law of 186.5

does not recognise that the owner of the soil has any claim to a royalty, rent

or similar advantage of the nature of compensation for the raising of minerals

which may happen to underlie his property ; but the owner of the mine is

obliged to give full compensation for such surface portions of the property as

he may require, as well as for any damage he may cause to the property or its

appurtenances by his mining operations. An essential feature of the law is
'''*\'j!,|/to tii?-

that which provides for the payment of a tax or royalty to the state on all state,

mineral properties except iron mines, rock salt mines and brine works,—the

form of levy being (1) a tax on the gross produce, as in Prussia, (2) a tax on

allotments, as in Hesse, (3) a combination of both, as in Alsace -Loraine, or

(4) a general tax on industry, as in Wurtemberg. The royalty in Prussia is

two per cent, to the government; and the mine owners are required in ^'' icrsaidfiiiKi

addition to pay certain charges to the miners' benefit fund, to ensure assist-

ance to the miners in case of illness or accident, and to provide for their

widows and children.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.
In Austria the state claims sovereign rights over all minerals. A permit

to search is granted on application, but it is limited to a certain district, the I'cnnits.

area of which must be accurately stated. Having obtained a permit, the next

step is to apply to the authorities for one or more free diggings in the district,

each of which is to measure not more than 424 metres (1,391 feet) in diame-

ter. An arrangement must then be concluded with the owner of the land

where the opening is proposed to be made ; and if a purchase of the land is

intended, and the parties cannot agree on the price to be paid, the value is

fixed by sworn experts appointed by the mining authorities, whose valuation E'f^iits of owners

must be accepted by the proprietor. He may also be forced to cede his pro-

perty temporarily at an annual rent, to be fixed by sworn experts, in which

case the land reverts to his free use after the working of the mines has ceased,

but this plan is of rare occurrence. No royalties are paid to the state, but cirafuxes!"""'

heavy rates of taxes are imposed for both state and municipal purposes.

ITALY.

In Italy the old laws which obtained in the independent states before the

unification of the kingdom still continue ; hence the most contradictory ko uniform laws

systems are found side by side. In all upper and central Italy, with the ex-
fort^ickmjrdom.

ception of the Tuscan provinces and in the island of Sardinia, concessions are

granted by the government in favor of the discoverer of a mine, or of any

other person who may furnish a sufficient guarantee of his intention to under

take the working of it. In the provinces which formed part of the late king-

dom of the two Sicilies, when the working of a mine is not undertaken by
the owner of the soil, concessions are made by the government in favor of any

duly qualihcd applicant who possesses the means of undertaking and carrying

on the work ; exception being made in the case of sulphur mines, which can
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only be worked by the owner of the soil. But sulphur works in Sicily are

still subject to the supreme regalian rights of the state, and the owner of the

soil may not open or work them without a special license, and upon payment

once for all in recognition of the sovereign rights of a sum of 127i^ francs.

In the Tuscan pro\'inces mines are the absolute property of the owners of the

soil, saving iron mines of the island of Elba and the territory of Piombico
;

these belong to the state domain, and may be conceded to any person upon any

terms. Various attempts have been made in the Italian parliament to intro-

duce a uniform law for the whole kingdom, but so far without success. All

Income tax.
Owner of mines, however, are required to pay an income tax of 13.2 per cent,

on the produce of their mines, independently of any tax imposed by the

various mining laws.

BELGIUM.
Everything above and below the soil was recognised by the old law of

Belgium as belonging to the owner, but this was completely changed by the

imposition of the French law, passed by the French imperial government in

L»w of 1S37. 1810. This continued to be the law of Belgium until 1837, when considerable

changes were made looking to fairer treatment of the land owners. By the

Double royal- j^-^v of 1837 the land OM^ner, like the state, receives a double royalty, the one

fixed by the act of concession, but in no case to be less than 25 centimes per

annum for each hectare (about 5 cents for each 2^- acres) ; the other propor-

tional, from 1 to 3 per cent, on the net product of the mine. In both cases

the rates are determined by the board which grants the concession, and the

amount is divided among all holders of land included in the concession in

proportion to the extent of their holdings. The law also provides that the

owner of a sufficient extent of land, who possesses the necessary capital, is

entitled to the concession.

ties.

PORTUGAL.
The right of private ownership in minerals is recognised by the law of

Private owner- Portugal, but the control over and management of mines is entrusted to a
ship recognised, committee of public works, which is subordinate to one of the state depart-

ments. The government may through this committee grant permission to

search for minerals in land which is national property or the property of

Rio-ht ti ex- municipalities, and may also authorise search to be made on private lands
piore. without the consent of the owner of the soil, but subject to an engagement on

the part of the explorer to indemnify the owner for any damage he may cause.

Previous to commencing operations on private land the lessee must either

compensate the owner by paying the value of the land set apart and one-fifth

part of the value in addition, or he must give security to the full amount of

any injury that may result. In all cases where shafts have to be sunk or

Government galleries constructed the previous consent of the government is necessary, and

^^ to*wor"a^ ^^^^ requirement applies to the owner as well as the lessee of a mining pro-

"^'"® perty ; any person who does so work a mine is liable to have the fruits of his

labor appropriated by some other person registering himself as discoverer and

obtaining a concession. The scale of royalties as fixed by the decree of 1862

Royalties
requires the lessee to pay to the state a sum not exceeding 5 per cent, of the

net production and a sum not exceeding 2^ per cent, to the owner of the soil,
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the annual rent being always one-half of the proportional royalty exacted by

the government ; but in the event of the government converting the propor-

tional royalty into a fixed amount, or suspending temporarily the payment of

a royalty, the parties may either agree upon the sum to be paid to the owner

or the government will fix the percentage within the legal limits.

SPAIN.
Any person or company may own mining property in Spain, with the

nsent of the state and suV)ject to certain conditions. The law deals with classes of

iiinerals of three classes, viz. : (1) all materials used for building purposes

and found in quarries, (2) surface metalliferous deposits, and (.3) metalliferous

mines, coal, oils, sulphur, precious stones and kindred substances. Mineral

substances of the first class found on private property appertain to the owner

of the land, but if they can be utilised in any industry the owner is bound

to quarry them within a specific period, or on the application of any other

person the deposits may be expropriated. When found on government or

common land any person may utilise them, with the consent of the govern-

ment. Deposits carrying gold and tin, or other river deposits such as yellow

and red ochre, may be utilised without previous permission. Under certain

conditions any person may examine the surface of the land for minerals, and

if the owner refuses consent the civil governor of the province may grant

permission upon aj)plication being made to him. In order to obtain owner-

ship of a mine a petition is addressed to the civil governor, who instructs a License to

government engineer to examine and report upon the property, and if signs

of minerals are found the concession is at once granted, and the property

must be marked out within four months after the concession. A mine is

reckoned to be a rectangle measuring 200 by 300 metres, and of indefinite

length; but in the case of iron, coal, bitumen and sulphate of soda the Area of mine*,

limit is 300 by 500 metres. Mines of 200 by 300 metres pay an annual

royalty to the government of £3, mines of 300 by 500 metres pay £2, and Royalties,

scorife mines and surface deposits pay £4 for every 40,000 square metres.

SWEDEN.
The rights of property in mines in Sweden are regulated by the mining

law of 1884. The owner of the land is not entitled to the minerals found Mining law

in it, except in the case of minerals in the lakes and swamps, and no mines
°

can be worked without a license. Whoever wishes to work a mineral vein,

whether on his own ground or that of any other person, must make a written Minin" license,

application to the mining inspector of the district fur a mining license, and

and this license when granted refers to a certain area ^vith perpendicular

boundaries. As long as work of exploration is continued the holder of the

license must compensate the owner of the ground by paying|him in advance conditions,

an annual rent for the area occupied, and under pain of losing his claim he

must commence working within at least eight months from the date of the

license, unless a hindrance occurs over which he can have no control. The
owner of the ground, however, is entitled to share with the holder of the

license in the mining and the profit derived from it to the extent of one-

half, and it is optional with him to use either his whole share or part of it.

In the case of a crown tenant or occupier who holds by perpetual lease,
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the same right is enjoyed as is secured to an owner ; but any one entitled

to a ground-owner's share, and neglecting to make application for the use of

it, forfeits the right to such share. The allotment staked out under a

license may not, excepting under special circumstances, exceed 200 metres

square, and the fee to be paid to the owner must be decided on the staking

out of the allotment, either by agreement between the parties or by official

appraisement. ]VIining work within any licensed area must be carried on

upon such a scale as to equal the cost of blasting 10 cubic metres in the

mine every year, but the owner is entitled to perform in one year the work

he is bound to perform for several years, not exceeding four. Instead of

this obligation the owner of the mine, if he prefers to do so, may pay an

annual fee for each allotment of 50 kronor (about $13.50), half of which

goes to the crown and half to the owner of the ground ; this right, however,

is not admitted unless obligatory work in the mine has been performed for

at least three years. In the case of the owner of the mine being also the

owner of the ground, he is bound to pay only the portion of the fee which goes

to the crown. In case of failure to perform the obligator}^ work, or to pay the

annual fee where the payment of such fee is admitted, the mine and the

privilege based on the license become forfeited at the end of the year, pro-

vided that a complaint be made to that effect within two years from expira-

tion of the working year during which the neglect took place. In case of for-

feiture, or the loss of a mining claimant's right in any other way, the whole

real property in the mine reverts to the owner of the ground without any

compensation, saving that any ore that may have been raised is allowed to

remain on the ground on account of its owner for two years free of expense ;.

and any machinery remaining in the mine, constructed for its support and

durability, becomes the property of whoever afterwards acquires a legal title

to the working of the mine. No foreigner is allowed to work a licensed

allotment, or carry on mining in the kingdom, except by making special

application and obtaining permission from the king. Formerly a payment

of 10 per cent, for certain privileges granted by the state was exacted, but

by a series of agreements between the state and the mine-owners this tax

for the privilege of working mines has heen abolished, excepting in two dis-

tricts. With this exception the mining industry is now only subject to the

ordinary income tax, and the payment of a fee of 10 kronor (about $2.70)

for an act of concession.

Income tax.

Rights of the
land-owner.

Ri.'ht of a dis-

coverer.

NOKWAI.
By the Norwegian mining law of 1842 the right of raising lake-ore and

limonite is reserved to the owner of the ground, and by the law of 1869 the

same right applies to the obtaining of alluvial gold ; as regards all other ores

and metals, the owner of the ground has no special right, except the privilege

of participating in the working of the veins. Any one who discovers a vein

may notify the constable of the parish or magistrate of the town, which notice

when communicated to the owner of the ground and published at the church,

or in any other customary way, gives the person who presents it a preferential

right for a period of eighteen months to obtain a certificate of permission to

work the mine. Applications for such permission must be made to the super-
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intendent of mines, and be accompanied by a specimen of the ore ; and the

person who obtains permission to work a metallic vein and duly publishes

his certificate may claim an allotment of ground on which he may be exclu-

sively entitled to such working of the mine as is stated in his certificate.

But to prevent forfeiture of the privilege so obtained the mine must be con-

tinually worked, otherwise a respite must be applied for within a month
from the time the work has ceased. The right of working a mine is limited Oround-owner't

by the right of the ground-owner to participtate in the work to the extent of

a tenth part of the claim, and in case the ground-owner does not choose to

avail himself of this right he is at liberty to transfer it to others. No tax is

paid for the working of a mine, either to the government or any private

individual, but the officer who draws up the certificate of permission and

grants respites is entitled to certain fees. It is a disputed question whether

foreigners may search for ore at all, or acquire the privilege of working a

mine.

SUGGESTED CHANGES 1\ THE MINING LAW.

III. In considering any proposed change of the mining law of Ontario

regard must be had in particular (1) to the system of land tenure which

obtains in the country, (2) to the effect of laws and regulations already tried,

and (3) to the provisions of the mining laws of the United States.

It may be that tenure in fee simple is not the best. The lease system

has strong advocates among the friends of so-called land-law reform, and it is Tenure of the

upon trial on a large scale in New Zealand and in the Australian colonies. ^" '

But in Ontario, where the great majority of occupiers are owners, it would be

difiicult to persuade people that any other system is better. The merits of the

lease system were carefully weighed before the adoption of the first mining

regulations, and in all the changes made since that time the only approach

to the adoption of that system is found in the licensing provisions of the law

relating to mining claims in mining divisions, in which respect it has failed

altogether. As long as the law permits a miner or other person to become

the owner of 80 or more acres of mineral land, it is not likely that he will be

content to take up and work a claim of 200 feet square. Still less is the

American or other foreign capitalist likely to invest money in a leasehold in

Ontario, when in a neighboring state he may procure a mining location under

:an absolute title. But while it does not appear that the land tenure of

Ontario ought to be changed in the mineral-bearing regions, or even that

there is a desire for such change, there are several particulars in which, as

•exemplified by the experiences of our own and other countries, changes in the

law might conduce to larger and more continuous development of our mineral

wealth.

We have in the northern and north-western regions of the province an

tirea of 100,000 square miles, mostly wilderness. A large portion of this area claims of the

lies in the Huronian formation, which is mineral-bearing, and from the dis- consideraUon

-coveries already made there is reason to hope that it is rich in at least some
•of the precious and economic metals. But even the best known sections of

it have been imperfectly explored. It is, indeed, a difficult country to explore,

eing for the most part a forest land, remote from settlement, dotted with
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numberless lakes and intersected by deep-flowing streams and rivers. The

prospector who ventures out into it has constant hardships to face. Supplies-

must be carried on his back, he cannot travel far without being obliged to

return and lay in a fresh store, and unless provided with a canoe his course is

often impeded by the lakes and rivers. The timber, undergrowth, leaves and

moss often hide the mineral bearing veins from his sight, so that for the most

part his way lies along the banks of tortuous streams or the rugged escarp-

ments of the mountain ranges. And when it happens that his toilsome

wanderings are rewarded with the discovery of a mineral vein, he may be^

obliged to spend a season in testing its value—packing in from time to time

necessary supplies of food, mining tools, explosives, etc., and packing out the

specimens for assay or analysis. Besides, the mosquitoes and black flies

make life in the woods almost unendurable until half of the short season for

exploration is over. Under these circumstances the explorer has special

claims for consideration at the hands of the government. Without his oifices-

long years may elapse before the mineral riches of the country are made

known, and even with the most favorable conditions much skill and experience

are required to make the search thorough. Whatever, therefore, can make

easier the task of the explorer, or encourage his undertakings in old or new

fields, ought not within lair and reasonable limits to be denied to him. It

may not be advisable to subsidise exploration in new fields and ofi'er rewards

for the discovery of ores or minerals, as is the practice of New Zealand.

Such a policy is likely to lead to abuses, even in the case of men regularly

employed by the government as explorers or prospectors. But the explorer-

ought to experience no difficulty in procuring information as to locations

already claimed or patented, and no delay in filing a claim when he has made

a discovery. In almost all mining countries he deals directly with local

Loc*i agencies, agencies or oflices, where records are kept of every transaction in mining

lands and where claims are entered as soon as they are made. The work of

the department is limited to issuing patents when the conditions of purchase

are complied with, and deciding important matters of dispute when these arise

The explorer is not obliged to waste his own or the department's time in eliciting

information of the most ordinary kind in his business affairs. At the local

office he learns what the terms and regulations of the department are, he

ascertains what portions of the district are available for exploration, he pro-

cures official maps of the district, and if so fortunate as to make a discovery

he files and proves his claim to a location in accordance with the regulations.

In giving effect to this plan in Ontario it would only be necessary to authorise

the local officers and agents appointed to carry out the Public Lands act to

carry out in like way the General Mining act. This change, it is thought,

would operate in the interest of the explorer in almost all matters of adminis-

tration, and would also tend to put a more efiectual stop than is now possible

on the practice of "jumping" claims. The best protection to the poor man is

possible under local administration of the law, with right of appeal in all cases,

to the department.

The present law permits any person, alien or citizen, to explore for

minerals on any public lands not already marked or staked out and occupied.
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and in this respect it is decidedly more liberal than the mining law of the

United States. It also provides that such lands may be sold as mining lands

when they are "supposed" to contain minerals. In many other countries the

law makes discovery a pre-requisite to the tilin" of u claim—the effect of which Makinif dig.
^ CO very a pre-

is to ascertain with some degree of exactness the extent of the mineral wealth requimtet<« thf.

flliiiK of a claim
of the country, and to put a cheok on the purchase of mining land for

speculative objects. The evidence taken by the Commission proves that in

some districts large areas have l)een taken up in this way, on the strength of

a reported local discovery, without personal examination of the laud, without

seeing it, and generally without the expenditure of a dollar for an explorer's

report upon it. Were the law to require that no application could be enter-

tained until after the discovery of a mineral vein or deposit within the limits

of the location claimed, it would doubtless lessen this evil very materially, if

it would not make an end of it altogether.

The statistics of the sale of mining lands during the last forty-four years

do not give reason to believe that purchase by speculators has been carried Extent and num.

1 TwT • 1 1 1 1 • n ^^'^ '"' locationB

on to the extent many persons allege. Neither does the taking up of many held aa individ-

. ,
ual claims.

locations or large areas by one person or company appear to be a common
practice. The most extensive purchases were made in the early days of min-

ing excitement in the country, under the first regulations governing the sale

of mining lands ; and although frequent efforts have been made to limit the

sales to individuals, they have been fruitless of results. The regulations of

1853 provided that in respect of certain minerals an individual might take

possession of a tract not exceeding 400 acres, and those regulations were con-

tinued with various changes down to 1869. When the mining bill of that

year was under consideration the commissioner of crown lands (Hon.

Stephen Richards) was asked if he had any plan for preventing capitalists

from taking up large quantities of territory. Mr. Richards replied that he

had not, and is reported as saying

:

A former government introduced a policy under which no one individual could

take up more than one lot of 400 acres. This was evaded by an individual taking

up other lo's in the name of his friends. Not long since a party called at the

crown lauds department who, I have ascertained, has thus acquired a title to

eight lots.

A leading member on the opposite side agreed with the commissioner that

frauds of this kind could not be prevented by statutory enactment, and that

it was idle to cumber the statute book with provisions which were sure to be

evaded. Still it may be urged that a statutory provision to limit the number

and extent of locations for which one person may take out a patent would

operate to prevent speculation in mining lands, especially if the grant was

made suV)ject to working conditions. Such minerals as copper and iron

require locations of larger area than gold and silver, especially where it is

proposed to establish smelting, treating or reduction works in connection with

the mines. It would be necessary, therefore, to adopt more than one limit

for the various ores, if it was thought advisable to fix a maximum area by

statute. But a matter of perhaps equal importance is to determine how small

an area of mining land one person may acquire by purchase from the crown.

The present law provides that a location shall be at least 40 chains in length
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Minimum art
of a location.

by 20 chains in width, containing 80 acres. It has already been stated that

the measure, as originally presented to the legislature, fixed the extent of a

location at 320 acres, but that the views of members were met by placing the

minimum at 80 acres. Two or three members urged that miners should be

allowed to take 40 acres, and speaking to this proposal Mr. Blake said :

Samll locations.

Survey of

locations

I aiu told that a block of 400 acres comprises the richest and almost only pro-

ductive territory in Nevada, wl ich produces from sixteen to twenty millions of

dollars a year. A very considerable number of companies are working on it. One
company has taken out fourteen millions of specie in four years fi-om a ridiculously

small amount of space. I believe the number of explorers and the ntimbei of per-

sons to whom we will have to trust for the development of our mining territory

would be greatly iucreased if the proposal of the member for Algoma (Mr. Cumber-
land), or rather that of the member for Xorth Bruce (Mr. Sinclair), which I much
prefer, to give locations of 40 acres, were accepted.* It would greatly increase

the number of men who will go in, who, without having any large amount of cash

in their pocl<ets, are likely to display the greatest enterprise in actual explorations.

This would be done by giving greater facilities to this class of men—by giving them
the power to buy, in other words, by giving them the power to buy a less ijuantity

of land than is provided for in the bill.

There are those who say that the occurrence of minerals in Ontario is

not of a nature to warrant the government in permitting sales of small loca-

tions, such as are provided for in the laws of British Columbia and the United

States ; but in the light of recent developments in the silver mining district of

lake Superior, and the copper mining district of Sudbury, it does not seem

that a location of 20| acres (1,500 feet by 600 feet) is too small for the carry-

ing on of successful operations. Everything depends on the richness of the

lode or deposit, and if the conveniences of the prospector or miner are better

suited with the privilege of buying 40 or even 20 acres instead of the present

minimum of 80 acres, the country stands to gain rather than to lose by

accommodating him with the smaller aiea. It may be assumed that, within

reasonable limits, the larger the number of mines with separate and indepen-

dent owners there are in operation upon each known lead, the more satisfac-

tory will be the progress of mining industry in the country. But much will

depend on the amount of capital that the mine-owner puts into his business, and

the energy and skill with which the work is carried on. One strong company,

if not hindered by a too narrow area, may employ more men and take up

more minerals than half a dozen weaker concerns ; and, providing that work

ing conditions are imposed and enforced, it does not seem that a useful pur-

pose can be served by a provision the effect of which may be to bar the

profitable investment of capital.

The cost of the survey of locations is regarded as a grievance by some

prospectors, more especially that provision of the act which requires that a

location in unsurveyed territory be connected with some known point in

previous surveys, or with some known point or boundary, at the cost of the

applicants. It may happen that a mineral discovery is so far distant from

previous surveys or other known point or boundary as to make the cost of

runninw a connection line very expensive, and in a case of this kind the

practice of staking claims might be recognised until such time as the taking

* Mr Cumberland had suggested the sub-division of locations into sections of 80 acres

each, and this suggestion was accepted by the commissioner.
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up ol other locations brought the cost of surveying a tie-line, by apportion-

ment, within the limit of a reasonable charge. It is essential, however, that

all locations for which patents have issued should be laid down in the oflice

tuaps of the territory in the crown lands department, and no patent ought

to issue until a survey is made connecting the property with some corner of

the public surveys or some permanent monument or natural object. The

a}>[)]icant for a staked claim might meantime be protected in his rights, with

leave to work it upon payment of the purchase money unless such work was

in fulfilment of the conditions for taking out a patent ; but protection without

development ought to be for a short fixed period. Concession of the right to

stake or mark out locations in surveyed territory is a matter of less conse-

quence, as no difficulty is likely to be experienced in procuring surveys;

still, if this plan enabled prospectors to file claims with greater readinets and

certainty, it ought to be freely allowed. Either an official survey, or such

other description of the location by reference to some natural object or per-

manent monument as will identify it, might be accepted as satisfactory in

making the application for a claim.

It is easy enough to exact conditions for improvement of a location

between the time of applying for it and the issue of the patent, and the Working con-

1 •
I -1 • . p . . ,. „ ditiona.

practice which prevails in some countries or requiring an expenditure of a

apecided sum of money for labor each year for a term of years before granting

the patent is commendable. But where land is sold outright, without reser-

vation of any kind, it is difficult to apply working conditions. And it is

doubtless true that a very large proportion of the mineral lands sold in

Ontario during the last forty-four years is held in a state of non-development.

The owners cannot be forced to undertake mining operations, and prospectors

have no rights in any discovery which they may make upon the lands. A
number of persons examined before the Commission have recommended a

change in the law whereby parties holding mineral tracts in a state of idle-

ness should either be forced to begin and carry on raining ojjerations them-

selves, or concede the right of raining to others upon a royalty. But both

of these plans are open to the objection of interference with vested rights,

and therefore contrary to the genius of our legislation. The best and perhaps

the only remedy for the evil would seem to be that which has been adopted

in New Zealand and South Australia, viz., the resumption of such unworked xheNewZea-
lands by the government as are believed to be valuable for mining purposes, ^nd and South

upon payment of a reasonable compensation and holding them for re-sale reniedy.

subject to development conditions.

There are some persons who favor a return to the system of reservations

and royalties abandoned and made void by the act of 1869. By that act all Reservations

lands for which patents had issued were declared to be thenceforth free and

exempt from every royalty, tax or duty, and the gold and silver reserved in

any patent theretofore issued were declared to have passed with the lands in

fee simple to the owners. The act also declared as to the future that no

reservation or exception of gold, silver, iron, copper or other minerals should

be inserted in any patent granting lands in this province sold as mining

lauds. Those interests, having been surrendered by the crown, cannot be

20 r.M, c.) ."0.5
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regained except by purchase from the private holders, and justice would

require the taking of this step if it was decided either to reserve minerals or

impose duties upon them as conditions in fehe sale of public or mining lands

hereafter. To place a burthen or a restriction upon the mining industry in

one section of the country from which it has been freed in another would b&

a fruitful cause of irritation. But even if the policy of restricting and

burthening the industry could be generally applied, no one can believe that

greater activity would follow. One might with as good reason hope to see a

man's locomotion improved by attaching a cannon ball to each of his legs. At

any rate, as long as mineral development in Ontario continues to depend

largely upon investments of foreign capital, and especially of American capital^

a liberal policy must be followed; mining lands must be not less free here

than in the United States, where with the single exception of New York

there is neither reservation nor royalty. So, also, as regards the leasing of

mineral lands, the influence of the United States system would make its

adoption well nigh impracticable here.

The underground boundaries of mining locations are not fixed by the

law, and were a dispute to arise great difficulty might be experienced in

getting a decision. It is only in the case of claims in mining divisions that

the law pretends to say what these boundaries are, and what it does say is as

mysterious as the utterance of an oracle. The act of 1868 provided that "the

ground included in every claim shall be deemed to be bounded under the

surface by lines vertical to the horizon; " and while this clause is retained in

the act of 1869, another is added the effect of which appears to be to give

to the licensee the right of following the vein laterally to any workable

extent. " To the depth to which the same can be worked" are the words

used, but by some lawyers this phrase is construed to mean only as far as the

vertical boundary. The liberal construction is doubtless the proper one iu

the interests of miners.

In another and more important respect the act is also defective, viz. :

provision for the health and safety of miners, and security of their claims

a<^ainst employers. It may be that the general provisions of the Master and

Servant act, the Mechanic's Lien act and the Wages act aflbrd sufficient

facilities to mine workers in the collection of wages, although there are

circumstances of mining employment which may be thought to demand

special legislation. But as regards the health and safety of miners, little or

no protection is afforded by our laws applicable to mining in Ontario ; and

although no law can ensure workmen against the occurrence of accidents or

the efiects of foul air, it is none the less necessary that every possible pro-

vision for their health and safety should be made by the law. The British

and the New Zealand regulations are valuable models of this kind of protec-

tion.

If the law also required the owners of working mines to make yearly

returns of their operations to the government, showing the extent of mining

work done, the quantity and value of ore or other material raised or quarried,

the quantity shipped to market, the number of persons employed and classified

rates of the wages paid, together with plans or maps of the mines showing
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exact nioasurements of tho work, it is lieliovcd that a usofnl public purpose
would he served thereby.

The prevention of forest fires is a matter of supreme importance to the „. .„

country, but, unhappily, it is one in which the interests of the general public
dJgt"!"^™'

and of the explorers for minerals are not identical. Where th.^ land is

heavily timbered and the soil covered with moss and decayed vef'etation, as

is tlie cu:5«j in extensive regions throughout thi; northern part of the pro-

vince, it is difficult to prospect for ore-bearing veins; and although it would
be unjust to charge explorers with purposely setting out fires for the object

of facilitating their own quest, it is an undoubted fact that a burnt district is

more easily searched than one covered with primeval forest. The explorer's

interest does not lead him to exercise great care in the prevention of fires

and .he is more likely to view their outbreak as a good turn done to himse;f

rather than an evil one to the country. The law to preserve forests from
destruction by fire, being chapter 213, R. S. O., 1887, is ample enough in its

provisions ; but it is generally supposed to apply only to lumbering parties

and railway companies. To remove this misapprehension and make the law a suvpisted

known to other parties whom it specially concerns, it is suggested that pros-
'*'™''^>

pectors for minerals be required to take out an annual license to explore, issued

by the department or any local land agency at a nominal fee for a specified

territory and having a copy of the act attached thereto ; and that in the

case of a party of explorers employed by any person, or company of persons,

the requirements of section 8 of the act should apply.

The mining division system of the present law has failed so hopelessly The n.it.inp

in practice that it does not deserve serious consideration ; nevertheless some *^'^'^'°" "yte™-

features of the system are worthy of being retained in the act, such as tho.se

which relate' to the inspection of mines and the observance of conditions under

which claims or locations are held.

William S. Gibbon—The mining laws at present in force 1 think operate against
the poor prospector, and retard the development of the country. I think it would Encour-i'-th
be wise to copy the mining laws of the United State.'i, and allow the j)rosi'ect(>r to prospector,

put down his stakes and mark ofi" so many chains and re<juire him to do so much
work every year. The taking up of land to hold for speculati>'e purpo.ses has just
commenced in this section, and if allowed to continue will tend t<i retard the deve-
lopment of the-countr5^ I think the proper remed}' would be to compel the j)er-

forinance of so much work, say for five years, and at the end of that time the
prosjjector should be given his patent in fee simple ; I think that wtmld be better
than giving a lease, as is done in the case of timber lands. If allowed to stake out
claims as in the United States, the result would be a great increase in the number
of prosjjectors.

Thoiaas Frood—Under the present mining laws the poor man is at a dis-

advantage; he is required to pay for the land in cash when he makes his apjjlication,

and very few prospectors are in a position to do tliat. I have had to give away 95
per cent, of mineral land to secure the other 5 per cent. I think it would be wise
to place mineral lands on the same footing as timber lands. When an explorer
makes a discovery he should send information to the crown lands department

;

tlie department should tlien send an expert to examine it, and if the discovery
proved to be of value the prospector shuuld receive a percentage of what the pro-
perty sold for at public auction. All mineral lands snould be advertised iur sale
once a year and sold. By adopting that system the countjy would receive the
benefit of the speculative value, while at the .><ame time the prospector would receive The spfcuiative
a fair recompense for liis discovery. Conditions miglit be imposed compelling' the ^'^'"•' •'f """^"^

performance of a certain amount of work, or if the government thought proper a
'^^'

/oyalty might be paid. The same principle is carried out in regard to the timber
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sales, and I think the best posailile prices are realised. In dealing with this matter
the amount f>f purchases by companies shuuld be limited. I think more capital

would have been inve.-ted in the Sudbury district if speculators had not been
allowed to buy up the land. I have had no experience as to the working of the
American mining law, but I think I mav add a suggestion to what I have already

said, that the prospector should be allowed to take up a small quantity of land, say

10 or 12 acres, instead of as now being compelled to purchase bO or IGO. I also

think it would be well lor the goverduient to place one officer with a good deal of

authority at Sudoury and anoth- r at Poit Arthur, to deal on the spot with ques-

tions of title and other matters ; it would save a great deal ol trouble, and prevent

a great amoui.t of litigation in the future.

Henry S. Hedifes— I think there ought to be some change in the law, so as to pro-

tect poor men like myself. I thi k the prospector should have the right to stake

our. his claim, and should be protected till he has time to purchase the property at

the end of a number of years, he having; to do a certain amount of work.

James Miller—I tliink the prospector slnmld have the right to stake out hi-

claim, and hold it by doing so much work each year. I also tliink it is a mistake

to sell laig • trtcts of land to speculators. I do not think it would be unjust to

have the ritrht of prospecting on vacant private lands, the prospector in the

event of making a discovery to have a share in the nnd.

R. E. Bailey—I live in Milwaukee and 1 am at present and have been for a

number of years engaged in mining. I have been jjrospecting since 1868, during

four years of which time I was in South Auierica—C dli, Peru, Equador and the

United States of Colombia. I have not been engaged in mining all the time since

1868. By trade I am a mdlwright, but I have always been eng;iged setting up
mining machinery. While I was in South America I was exploring. After coming
back from there I went to the mining districts of Colorado, Idaho and New-

Mexico. In every mining district I have been in I have always done prospecting

and acquired property. 1 came here a year ago on the 24th of July, and am now
acting for the Algoma mining syndicate and the Imperial land and mining syndi-

cate, both of Milwaukee. The mining laws here are not fair to the prospector,

and some way should be devised to protect hin. Land should not be sold to be

held for speculative purposes. Every man having a claim ought to be compelled to

do a specific amount of work every year ; that, I think, would be better than taxing

mining land. The United States mining law works well, and might be copied here.

It is necessary that 'he pro-spector be protected, as capital v^ill not explore. There

is one matter 1 would like to mention. In regard to the Batchawana claim, I have

paid for the land what the government asked. I have employee! a land surveyor

and paid him for making a survey, yet they will not grant me my patent till I go

to the expense of connecting that with a point on their survey. If I happened to

be 30 mile^ away from such a point it would cost about $3,000.* If the American
laws were adopted and we were allowed to stake our claims that would be done
away witli. All properties around here are undeveloped. The development of the

property is what i;ives it value ; I do not therefore approve of holding undeveloped

properties at high prices, as it retards development. Seven or eight mining men
came to this place from the Rocky mountains, and went back on 'account of the

mining laws. Lands should nut be allowed to be located as mineral lands till the

pro-»pector has made an affidavit that he has found mineral upon them and has pro-

duced specimens.

j^nea^ Mcninrlefi— ^s tlie laws are at m'esent the prospector has no protection

at all ; he is liable to have his claim jumped before he can secure it. There should

be a limit put to individual salts so as to prevent the speculative holding of land.

Soni'i mode should be provided whereby a prospector might find out without delay

what l^nds ar^ located. Such means should be provided at the local office, and as

soon as a lot is taken it should be so marked at once ; at present it is very difficult

to find what lands are taken. A supply of maps should also be kept at the local

office for sale at a nominal price to those wanting them. Some Americans came
here and wanted to get maps but were unable to a;et them and had to pay a

surveyor S'i6 for what they required ; that is not right. Instead of allowing the

stakincr of claims along the vein, I think it would be better to allow the prospector

Connecting: a
location with the
departmental
survey.

Holdinsr unde-
veloped pro-

perties retards
the iiiining in-

dustry.

Right of location.

Speculative hold-
in;/ of land.

Local asencies to
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* Thia e«>timate is doubtless too high ; but in a speech made by Hon. Stephen Richards

in the legislature, December H. 1868. upon the mining bill of which he had charge, he is

reported as saying that a single line run from Sault Ste. Marie to ThuuHer bay, at a distance

of about 18 miles from the coast, had cost the gov^ernment from $40 to S70 a mile.—A.B.
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to tjiko uj) 40 acres if he desiros or allow him to tjikt; up as many claims as he likes, sm.ill locations

provided he does so much work on eacli claitn of 40 acres, -t slicnild be compiil- a'ld compiiUory

Bory to do so many days' work ; I douht whether it would be wise to fix the amount ^''" "P"'^" •

iu money. If a money basis were adopted I think a man tikinj^ up 100 acres

should be compelled to expend at least 3500 th<^ first year, the expenditure to be to

the satisfaction of an ofhcer of the i^overnment a[)|iointed for that purpose. The
l)ro3pector should have 90 days after he has staked his claim to secure the pro]»erty

;

he should have that time before being called ujton to make any payment. Forty
acres should be the smallest and on^ hundred and sixty the lirgest ((Uantity of luid The right "fproB'

sold to one party. I think that in the case of lands which are held without being I'f<--tiii>? priTai«

developed the prospector should have the right to go on them and jtrosp ct, and
have a third interest in any mineral he finds. The govt rnment shoidd lay the

country out in mining districts after minerals have been discovered, and they sh<juld

then build roads as they do to encourage agriculture. Experts should be appointed Public roads.

to decide what sections sln)uld be laid out in mining districts. In my oj)inion

good roads do m re to develoj) the country than anything else, and I think the

government would do better to build roads than to bonus h railway. Ameiicans
do not seem to like to go out of their f)wn country, but I think they are beginning
to come here ; one told me the other day that he had just put §25,000 in Michipi- staking claims Id

coten. Where a prospector locates a claim over six miles from a surveyed town- """"rvejed

ship he should be allowed to stake his claim and should not be compelled to coi n- ct

with the nearest survey ; it is not fair for one man to have to bear the expense
when others may benefit by tying on to him.

Edward Norris— I think the prospector should be allowed to stake out his

claim as is done in the States. As it is now a great many discoveries are made security ol

which never come to light on account of the fear of being jumped. Take the case claime.

of Frank Yallecjuette, who has been exploring this district for the last ten or
twelve j'ears. He has discovered eiglit or ten good things, but will not tell where
they are because he had a claim jumped once.

W. II. Plnmmcr—I am a merchant and have been living at Sault Ste. Marie
about twenty-five years. I have interested myself in mining matters somew hat, p^'^'"^' optfu^
taken shares in them, assisted to develop them and so > n. At present 1 am not
heavily interested in njining property. As far as my judgment goes the Ontario
mining laws are as good as they can be ; still I think it would encourage prospect-

ors very much if the government gave them an option, provided they did bona fide
development work. I do not think holders of wild land would object to iirospectors ,, . , „j„1- iii-i 11 r i-i-i "nvate landa.
going on their property, or would retuse to reward them for anything tliey might
find. I don't think the peoj)le of this district would object to a law of that kind,

but the prospecting should be done under certain conditions.

Thomas A. Toirers—The government should limit the quantity d land sold to

one party. As the law now is the prospector has to keep his discoveries very prospectors and
quiet, otherwise he will be jumped. I think he should be allowed to stake out his epiculators.

claim and go to the nearest ofhce and secure his rights for a time to enable him to

find means to purchase it. The whole of Denison town.«hip was bought uj) by
parties in Toronto who never were on the ground and who knew nothing about it, „ ,. ^..

excepting the rejwrt of the find on Vermilion location. I don't think it is right to " ~

allow that. If a district is likely to be a mining district I think it would be rij.ht

for the government to run lines for the prospectors to tie on to, and I think surveys
should be made by the government.

A. G Diuican—The Vermilion company owns about 2,700 acres of land ; 2 100
acres they got from the government, and the balance from i)rivate parties. They
commenced operations last winter, some time in January. I have had no former """"^ distncte

experience in prospecting or mining. I think if the government were to proclaim
this a mining district the law would be satisfactory, but as it now is I don't think it

gives satisfaction. Where a large (luantity of land is being held prosjiectors should
be allowed to go upon it and devek)p it on a royalty. The prospectors themselves
seem to favor the American law, and say thej' would prefer to be allowed to stake
out their claims. The holding of large quantities of land is detrimental to the l-arL-e holdings

interests of the country, and as far as I am individually concerned 1 would not *". 'I'J*jr>' ^° *^'^*

object to a law allowing the prospector to go on all lands so held ami work them on
'"'""'^''"

payment of a royalty. Many people come into the country, but finding the land all

taken up they go away and do not come back again at all.

Henry Ranger—The laws are not altogether fair to the prospector. I think he ciaim-jumpiuf
should be allowed to stake out his claim and be given a reasonable time before
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having to pay for the land. I speak from experience, having had a claim jumped
before I could manacle to secure it.

B. E. Charlton—Our company has adopted the policy of encouraging prospec-
tors by allowing them to work under a royalty, the rate (f the royalty being
determined hy the circumstances. The mining laws are satisfacrorj^ as far as we
are concerned. To work a cupper mine takes a great amount of capital, and there-

. fore a lar^re quantity of land is necessary in order to be able to do anything. In
the case of free gold, it could of course be developed with a small capital. 1 do not
think however that it is in the interest of the country that large amounts of land
should be tied up by one company. I think it would be a wise provision to prevent
the taking up of mineral land till mine-al is shown to exist upon it. It would be
well to devise some judicious means of preventing the tying up of land.

Jam's Stable—I live in the township of Johnston, district of Algoma. I have
had experience in mining and have been engaged in exploring in this district for
the last three years. I am interested in the Dominion mine and am a shareholder
ill the Vermilion. I do not think the mining law is fair. As it is at present the
whole of Denison is taken up and is being held by speculators. I think it would be
to the intere-'t of the countrj' if the prospector had the right to go on land so held,

and if he makes a discovery an intere>t should be given him. In granting a patent
of agricultural land the same right should be reserved to the prospector. Such an
alteration in the law would tend to encourage prospecting and develop the country
perhaps more than anything else. At present the prospector is at the mercy of the
capitalist. Some way should be devised to protect him till he I as had a reasonable
time to acquire the property. The quantity of land sold to ojie party should he
limited. In the case "f iron more land should be allowed, as mote is requiied for

works, etc. ; but on all lands sold the government should insist upon development.
If the law compelled owners of properties to work them I don't think the holding
of large tracts would interfere with development, but if n t worked the land should
be open to prospiectors and if anything was found the discoverer should have a
stated interest in it.

Robert Hedley— I think there should be some law compelling the holders of
land to develop it, and if they did not comply with the conditions the land should
revert to the government.

Jvhti, Babcod:—The mining law does not give Ihe prospector fair play. He has
to keep his tind very quiet and has to give a man the big end to secure it for him.
The pro-^pectov should l>e allowed to stake out his claim. Under the present law
I have known a man to have three claims jumped. There should be a local ofhce

where the prospector could register his claim, and also where a man could tind out
what lots have been sold. The size of a copper claim should be, I think, about 80
acres. For gold and silver the claim should be 100 by 200 feet.

Robert McConruxck—On gold and silver veins the prospector should be allowed
to stake his claim as is done in the Stites ; he should do so much work and at the
end of five year^ be entitled to his patent. For copper and iron the claims should
be from 160 to 320 acres.

Charles Kettyle—T think the mining law should be so amended that the pros-
pector might be allowed to stake out his claim as is done in the States, he to do a
certain amount of work every year.

P. C. Campbell—The present mining law is not satisfactory ; there is not any pro-
tection for the prospector at all. The man who makes a discovery has to make an
aftidivit, and the man before whom he makes it may te]egra[ih to a friend in Toronto
and have the location taken up for himself. I would suggest that the prospector be
allowed a cert.iin time to secure his loc-ition, that he be obliged to do a certain

amonnt of w. irk, and that ^hile he is doing the work nu one be allowed to buy the
locatifin over his head. The prospec'or should have the right to go on all lands
held for si>ecu'ati(m and should have an interest in anything he might find, or be
allowed to work it nn a royalt}\ I think it would he right and fair to give the
pre-^ent holders of land a certain time to explore and develop their lands before
such a law sh uld be put in force.

Dr. Edirard Peters—In regard to the mining laws, I think the prospector
(mprovement of should be allowed t > stake out liis claim, as ifi ilie States, he to do certain improve-

ments ; or perhaps it would be better if he had to do so many days work before he
btcame entitled to get hs patent.
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FranrAs Spcrnj—Tlie l>uriiiii;.,' of the tiiiil)er is injuricjus, as it is a very im- Protection of

portant tiling in inininij. I tliink as a rule i)r<)8i)eot()rs are very careless about fire, timhcr in mln-

but I don't say that they l.urn the Im-h puriiosely to exjuise the rock. To carry
"a' '^'^f'cts-

on mines like those of tiie Canadian Copper company it is a necessity that

they should have large (piantities of land. Mining, to Ije carriL-d on success-

fully, reciuires a large amount of capital.

Frmicia Aiidreirs—The destruction of the forest liy fire is a disaster ; it will

increase the cost of timber, and is therefore a serious injury to the mining industry, prospectors.
*"

I know that as a rule prospectors are not very careful about tire, l)ut I don't think
they would fire a w'oods on purpose. 1 think that unless [lersnns holding land
eniphiy so many men, or expend so much each year in wages, they should be taxed
for imjjroved l;uid. Such h gislation as that would jtrevent the tying up of whole
sections of the country. The prosptctor should be allowed to stake out a claim of

80 acres, or at the outside 100, and he should be compelled to do so much work
eveiy year. I don't think the occurrence of minerals here is favorable for the
staking of claims on the vein. I think the miners should have the right to take
tim^^er if small size.

<S. J. Davson— In the dry season when the mosquitoes are bad prospectors
are in the haliit of making smudges, and I think are not very careful about putting protection

them out, and that causes many fires. As a country becomes settled it is well to a^'alnst forest

pass very strict laws as to the setting oi\t of fire, but in the case of prospectors it is
^®^"

£ ditiicult matter to deal with. The only thing to be done, it seems to me, is to

liave them thoroughly instructed in regard t<j the danger, and create a public
feeling against carelessness. In some iiistances prospectors have no objection to

fi-e, as it uncovers the rock, and they have been known to start the fire for that
purpose. Where fire is set out in that way th'-re should be some ]iui)ishment

avarded, but the great difficulty would be to ascertain whether it was sel out pur-
posely or whether it was an accidental fire. I would consider that if a prospector
wait Jiwny leaving his camp fire burning he was guilty of criminal carelessness. I

donot think the mining laws of Ontario can be improved, except as to the taking Limiting the size

upc^f large blocks of land, which I thirk has a tendency to prevent development,
requirinff"de^"'^

anl to keep out liona fide miners. It is ditticult to say what the limit should be, velopment.

bu whatever is set led upon it should be compulsory to do a certain amount of

wo'k, lading which the land .should revert to the government. I think a quarter
secion would he a fair limit, but for wood supplies I would not limit them to less

than 400 acn s : too small a lindt would be injurious. I don't think the staking ^°^^'*'^"

out of c'aims would do well in quartz mining, and I don't believe it would work
wel here. I donot approve of a royalty ; 1 think a rojalty of five per cent, would
put a stop to minint^.

Thomas M(trks — I tliink our mining la\\s are about as good as we can make
then ; I do not think we can imi)rove them by making any change. I think where
ro pne exists the burning of the forest does no harm ; in fact [ think it does
good; the second growth soon springs up and is quite as good as the original f( rest.

I wovld prevent the burning of the pine as far as possiljle. I would put it in the
mark't. and it would soon be cut and run down the rivers. Nearly all our agricul-

tural ands here are cleared after the fire has run through and it is hard to get men
who vill go i'l and clear the heavy forest. Except for the loss of the i)ine the fire

does \ery little harm. The second growth is finer than the .irst, and takes only
abouteight or ten years to grow up.

leter McKdlar—I think the mining laws are good. I do not think it would „ . ..

be wi.<e to compel people to work their lanil
; it is quite enough to have to pay the niinins,' lands,

preseit taxes. I am interested in about 10,000 acres, the tax on which is one cent
per aae. There is ph nty of country that has not been explored, and in that the
prospector might be aUowed to stake out his claim as is the practice in the States.

But I think the jiresent tax is sufficient to prevent persons buying land and
holdiig it for sjieculation. Lots of the land is every year sold for taxes.

Villinm Mar^firh—The Americans who come to my office are willing to pay
for thiir land, and expiess them-elves satisfied that it will equal the country south
of the boundary. The land on the .south side of the boundary is homestead, and The United

they lave to get a man to live on it a certain length of time to get a patent. At svstem."*^*^

""*

the pesent time you will see lietween Easswood lake and Tower a number of

shunter that have been abandoned ; the windows and doors of all are the same, .*<o

that tliey may l)e removed and put into another shanty. The ]>ar;ies occupying
make just a little clearing, so that tl ey can swear they have made the improve-
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ments. I am supposed to locate mining land, but I guess they sometimes get the
start of me. They have twelve months under the frt- e grant system during which
the government can do nothing. I think there should be some alteration in the
law. Along the Whiteiish valley there is some good land, and in the mids^ of it

there is mining land
;
pa'-t of that is a free grant district. The township of O'Connor

is free grant, and also half of the townshijj of Gillies ; the south half of that town-
ship is resen-ed for mining. T don't know of any ca.«e as yet where wrong has been
done by holding large quantities of land. It would be an advantage if the govern-
ment required development to be done on all land taken up.

WilUam Plummer—In regard to the mining laws, large tracts of land should
not be allowed to fall into the hands of persons to be held for speculation ; it locks
up the property and stops prospecting. The prospector should be allowed to stake
his claim as is the case in the ."States.

Land within
Whitefish valley.

Mineral lands
should not be
held for specula-
tion.

More protection Jamea Connuc—I think the mining laws should be modified. More protection
for the prospec- should be given to the prospector. He should be allowed to stake out his claim and

should be given a reasonable time to secure it. The amount of land sold to one ]'arty

should be limited, or the tax should be increased so as to force those holding on
speculation to sell or develop their property. I think it vrould be well f'>r the
government to require the prospector to do a certain amount of work each year
as is done in the States.

W Ilium Mm rdoch--\ thmV ih.e law should be so altered as to compel every
holder to expend SoOO on his location. I do not think it would do to charge v

royalty ; that would act as a damper.

W. R. Laird—I resided here from 1879 till last November, and am still

interested in quite a number of mining properties. I think the mining law should
be so amended as to compel people to do improvements from year to year, say for

three or four years, till they got their patents. Perhaps if people wanted to buy
they should be allowed to do so on payment of So or §6 an acre. If they were
forced to spend SoOO or 8600 it would prevent the holding of locations for specu.a-

tion. It might be better to compel the doing of so manv days work instead of

expending so much money. In making surveys the government should put in iron

posts, as there has been a deal of trouble around here on account of a great many
of the posts getting burned. Something should also be done to prevent the burn-

ing of pine.

William Bnssell—As it is I think the explorer is protected to a great extentby
the department, but I think a time limit should be arranged for the prospecto' to

secure his location. Fifteen days should b^ allowed him to lile his claim, aid a
single location should be forty chains on the course of the vein as far as the ^ein

can be enclosed. The prospector should be required to mark two or three trees,

putting the date upon them, arid should refer to those trees in his application ; he
should then be protected for a reasonable time. I do not think one man shou'd be
allowed to hold more than one claim.
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D. F. Burke—The mining law of Ontario has locked up a great deal of territory.

There are about 800 silver locations taken up, and it is doubtful if 30 of then are
being worked. I think it would be well to have the law iibout the same as h the
United States ; that would protect the prospector and do justice to the capLalist.

Iron stakes should be put down at the corners instead of wooden ones asnow ;

there is great dithculty in finding the stakes, and it would save people thoisands
upon thousands of dollars in the future.

W. N. Montgomery—The American mining laws would be better for thj poor
man ; the law here is first rate for people that have money, but it is plain to be
seen that it operates altogether in favor of the rich man.

Henry Rothu-ell—The prospector should be allowed to stake out his clain, and
I think the claim should be about half a mile on the vein and about 200 or 300
feet wide. He should be compelled to do certain development work everyyear;
^100 a year, as in the States, would I think be about reasonable. Sptcilators

should not be allowed to take up large tracts for speculation. It is oftei very
expensive to get surveys made, and I think the government should do the sirvey-

ing. It would be a good plan to survey the townships as they are being prospected.

T. H. Trethetcey—I do not think the mining laws are satisfactory. Tie law
should be so that if after the lapse of a certain period of time a certain amoint of

work was not done the land should revert to the government, and the jatent

should not be granted till the required amount of work was performed. It yould
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be perhaps as good if tlie government leased the land at such a rental that holders

would have to work it or throw it uj). As it is now nearly the whole country is

bougiit u[) and hold on spcciilatiun. Tlie adr»j)tioii of thci Aiiuiiicjui law allowing,'

the a a'ving of claims would answer I think, i)r<>vid(jd tlio locations could not he Speculative

held without heiu^' w(.rked. People here are asking from $1,00(1 to §100,000 for hol'linps.

their locations, and there is not <me dollar's worth of work done on them.

Dviicau McEachren—The prospector under the i)resent law is not fairly treated.

The law shou d he altered so as to allow him a reasonal)le time to secure his claim. ^h^^Mha.Tea'^
The laud should n"t he allowed to get into the hands of spec ilators. The i)rosi)fCtor reaHouaWe time

should be allowed to stake his claim and should have a fi.xed time to perform a t<' «tcurtl)i8

certiun amount of work. J am satisfied with our law if the jumjiing of claims could

be prevented.

Ambrose C\irette— I like the present mining law, ])ut I think the poor man
should have time to secure his claim.

^Falpolc liiAand— I think the mining laws are satisfactory, except that the
government sho Id make more extensive surveys in the mineral belts. At presi nt >, . .

•
(.i,

it is often a hardship on the jKjor man to get hi< claim f^urveyed. Tlie running "f a mineral belts

north and south line and an east and west line would answer. The blocking out of

the land as in the Norlh-west would do. Iron pjsts should Vje put down as great
trouble is caused by the wooden ones being destroyed by Hre. The government
could nise the price of the laud and so pay for the surveyin'./. I do not think I

would allow the prospector to stake out his claim : he should be allowed to pre-

empt for a certain time, and if he had not done his amount oi work by that time it
Pre-emption of

should then revert to the government. No title should in any case be given till the
amount of work is done.

John K. Wright— I am very well satisfied with the provisions of the Ontario
i , i *"

mining ai;t The only fault 1 have to find with it is thit it is tio liberal in allow-

ing parties to acquire a too large area of territory if th&y can pay for it.

Geo'(je MltcheU— I 'hink the mining act should be amended so as to limit the
area which could be taken up by one party. Under this change the country would ^"jail locations

be more thorougldy prospected than it now is, and especially would this be the prospecting,

case .'^hould successful development ensue in the district.

A. R. C. SduHin—I think the regulations as to the sale of mineral land in

Ontario are veiy bad ; the selling of large blocks of land is, I think, wrong. It „ , .

passes the land into" the hands of speculators. It would be well to limit the amount, coi^ittons.

and no land should be sold as mining land unless a vein or other workable deposit
has been found o i it. The limit should depend upon the extent of the deposit that
is going to be worked. I would accompany the sales by conditions as to working
that could n(jt be evaded. It would perhaps be better to give the land to anyone
who would undertake to develop it. I would allow anyone who was willing to

work bo acquire the right to do so at a nominal price, but the conditions as to work-
ing it [ woul I make very strict. The quantity of land would not so much matter
if the Condi' ions for working it bore some relation to the extent of the area ; the
larger it is the more work that should be required to be done. I would not allow
as great an area for go'd as for copper, galena, iron and other minerals. I think
100 acres is quite sufficient for any mine ; for gold and silver 1 do not think so Area of mineral

much is required, but purchasers should have enough for the necessary buildings,

timber, roads, etc. It would be a good regulation to allow no land to be taken up
till a mineral vein has been discovered upon it. I have heard a great many com-
plaints, and I see myself that the system of buying up large tracts on speculation Claims sh .uld

has operated very injuriously. I think mining properties are held too high and ^^ "'".'"'''^'^ •"

that this tends to retard development ; of course I have no personal knowledge
that i^ucii is the result, but that is what I have heard. All mineral claims should
either b^ worked or abandoned.

E. V. Wright—I am perfectly satisfied with the Ontario mining law. I think, size of locations

however, there should be a limit to the amount allowed one party ; that limit would should be fixed

have to be fixed by circumstances. I tlo not think it is right that one person stances"'"
should be allowed to buy up a whole section of the country. I think if a man
finds a vtin, and it turns out richer further on, he should have the right to take up
the r cher part ; he should have the right to pre-empt another claim.

B. T A. Bell—The Mining Review receives reports from Port Arthur, Sudbury,
Lake-of the-Woods, Madoc, the Perth district, the K. it P. district, the Ottawa valley A ^ow-in? desire

and the petroleum, salt and gypsum districts. There is a growing desire for informa- ^°^ mfomiati-.n.
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tion m connection with mining matters, as is evidenced by the ii^creaslPg number of

our subscribers and the increasing number of people asking for informati< n about
Uiineral lands in Ontario. The collection of mnierals sent to Cincinniiti by the
Ontario government did a great amount of good in this regard. The distribution of

informition on mining matters is of vital importance to the mining interest. It

attracts the attention (jf paities in the United States and Great Britain, . nd even in
Germany. I think our mineral lands should be reserved by the crown. I think
the present system of selling lands unconditionally is opposed to the development
of the country. De\'elopment to a certain extent every yenr should be compulsorj'.
Any mining regulations which permit the acquisition and control of large areas of

land upon payment <>f a merely nominal price is undoubtedly a most favorable
arrangement for capitalists and speculatois, but it is one which is in every sense
opposed to the best interests of the people at large. At present extensive districts

are locked up in a few hamls and no one is permitt' d to operate upon them nnles
he can afford to purchase the land at an immense advance up^n its cost. Fveryone
who has tiied to influence capitalists to invest in ndning ventures knows how easy
it is to raise mining capital alone, compared with obtaining money for a scheme
weighed down with a preliminary purchase of lands often at ten times the sum
required for actual operations. In our jihosphate district cases are fouid where
lands originally purchased from the govenmient for a few dollars per acre h.ive

been resold at $10, 8100, and as high as §400 an acre. One tract of land bfught
for S5,n00 was resold for .$16,000, then at 8160,000, and part of it again for J4r,0,-

000. The interest on such large sums tends greatly to discournge in^estme^ t, and
the usual failure of mining enterprises loaded with such a weight of dead outlay is

the most serious check on the development of the mining industries. If cap.tidists

were permitted to lease upon royalty just so much land as they could work and on'y
for such periods as they continued to work, and if the poor prospector could lenre

the area on which he had made a valuable tind and be at no expense beyond the
cost of working, then we should see a vast increase in mining matters ; the revenre
from royalties would be a constant and important source of income, and the people
would cease to barter away their natural rights for a paltry mess of pottage.

Jolin Steivart—In a country where there are minerals it is necessary to divide

the mineral and the farming interests. In selling lands the minerals should be
reserved for the use of miners. A man should be alhjwed to locate his claim as

under the American or Dominion lands system ; he should be required to do a cer-

tain amount of work every year, and after a certain time he should get a twenty-five

years lea.xe with the option of a renewal for a further term of twentj'-five years at

a certain royalty. If the minerals were in the hands of the government we would
be dealing as a rule with gentlemen, and not with farmers or speculators, sume of

whom are j elated to the species hog I The location of a mineral claim should be
made first on the ground by the discoverer or prospector, and then in the local land

office. It should be measured on the length of the vein, say about 1 500 feet, the

b >undaries being parallel with the walls of the vein. The discoverer should be

allowed to take twfi claims adjoining each other. The miner should have the rij^ht

to follow his vein by continuums woi kings wherever it goes, as is the case in the

western states and on British crown lands. To show the injustice of not being
allowed t(j follow the vein. I may mention the case of a Scotch company having

purchased a property and spent §500 000 on it. It was found that the vein di]iped

at an angle into the adjoining property ; this property was secured by aiKther party

who stopfted their working. He then leased the works of the Scotch company and
continued the work. The Scotch capital was in this way driven out of the country.

Several Ontario mines are in similar condition on this account. The selling of

minerals with the soil is bad ; the minerals should be reserved by the government.
If a man buys the land there is no reason why he should get the minerals too. If

a man buys or leases for iron ore, the gold, silver, copper and other ores and
minerals should be reserved. In the case of iron the location should be larger. In

regard to lands alreadj' patented, my idea is that an act .should be passed to enable

an exyilorer to locate a c'ahn wherever minerals are if the owner wi 1 not work
them, he paying the owner a royalty of say 5 per cent, and 2i per cent, to the

government. Companies ho'ding a large area should be compelled to take a fixed

royalty as stated, or be forced to work the mineral properties. In Norway and
Sweden the law is this waj'^, and no property tliere reed remain unw< irked bi-cau-^e

the owner will not work it. I cannot say whether the government there originally

sold the land in fee simple. I do not think that what I have suL-gested would be

an injustice, as when selling the land the government got nothing for the minerals;
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it would 111' a just law and would l)u no more than a tax raising revenue for the
proumtion of the mining interest. It would not be confiscation ; the governnii-nt

would not rcHumo possession of the land, and the ownir \vr)idd he paid a royalty.

The law that tends to the develoimient of the country is the best law we can have
;

it is in the inter(Stof the community generally. Coiifiscaticm at the death of the
owners would not be so unjust as the present system. Where government reser-

vation exists the mining industry prospers, and when; there is no compulsory
development it does not. In the west it has i)rospered because the miner has had
to si)end $100 a year in work to hold his claim ; but it is found there that when conditrong.
once the ]iattnts are issued they hold the lands on speculation and don't work
them ; hence the lease system is in the interests of labor and dovelopment.

A. J. C(itta)i(i-h— I do not think that the policy of selling large blocks of land
has ret'irdi'd development or has hindered j)rospt'ctors. As our mining law lias

been since 18(i8 the go ernor in council c in i)r claim a mining district and appoint Mining districtB.

inspectors. Under that law they did j)roclaim the Thunder Hay distiict and Mr.
Borron was appointed inspector. Under that law all a prospector had ttj do was to

stake out his tind, he had the right to prospect on any government land, and it was
the license inspector's duty to give him a certificate on p lyment of a fee of §.3. He
could then renew his certiticate from year to year on payment of a fee of S5, and go
on taking out the mineral without paying any royalty or purchase money or any-
thing except this §5 a year. .\t the present time the government can proclaim aiiy

district. In ihr Thunder l^ay case the prospectors did not avail themselve of the
provisions, and at the request of Mr. Borron himself the office of inspector was
abolished. He did not cai'e to hold the office as he was not issuing any licenses.

All that would be necessary to put that law into force would be to appoint an
inspector. I think it would be well after lands have been patented five years, if prospectinij on
the owners do not develop, that any person should be allowed to go on them to private lands,

prospect. I do not think such a law should aiiply to lands already taken up as it

would bean interference with vested rights, and would tend to frighten foreigners
who supply nearly all the money that is spent in mi)iing. There should be a fair

arrangement, wherever the principle could be applied, by which the discoverer and
the owner might be both protected. It is a very difficult matter to deal with ; but
T think it might be done by giving the discoverer the right within a lin)ited time
(say a year) of woi'king the find, subject to the ptyment to the owner of 2o ])er

cent, of the profits if the owner did not exercise the opti<jn of working it himself
within the same time and giving the discoverer the same percentage of profits

—

either of them being at liberty to take up the work on his own exclusive account if

the other discontinued work under circumstances which would forfeit a cl im under
the general mining laws. I think the system of taxation has been an utter fai ure The taxation

in regard to the development of mining properties, and the legislature in l.'-SG system,

recognising tiiat fact passed an act reducing arrears fifty per cent, and future taxes
from two cents to one cent an acre. The statistics show that only a small portion
of the taxes are realised at tax sales ; only about f ne-third or cue-fourth of the
actual amount of taxes is obtained from the sale of the lands. I do not think, as I

have said, the sale of large blocks of land has retarded developnient, nnd I think it Ji^^oljection"^
shoidd be continued. I have had some experience of the difficulty of getting money able,

for mining operations, and I suppose one of the reasons for wisiiinEC to have 'argc

properties is that the chances for getting money will be better. When mineral is

discovered all the adjoining land is taken up, and the same motive oj)erates with
those who put money into mining. I think on the whole that more good than harui
has been done by the sale of large blocks. The lie nse system has proved altogether
a failure in this country. Since 18t)9 we have had two systems in operation— the™, ,.

1- i. 1 J.1 i 1 1-1 1 ^ 1 \. ^^ The license and
licence system and tl)e system by which a pers n ciin liny outngi t. -fc-^ eryone salum fee simple
wants to buy, and the conclusion is that the license syst- ni is not considered the s.vstems.

best by practical men. I would permit purchase of land without limit as to extent,
but with provisions as to development.

William Ward—I think it is the duty of the government to get the best price
it can for the land. 1 do not think the prospector is at a disadvantage ; the
department gives him reasonable protection. I think that under the javstnt law Conditions of

he is fairly treated and protected, but I do think it is a mist.ake to sell large blocks '|';*«'"P'"ent

without some condition as to development. If the government laid it out as a
mineral coinitry it would only be a proper thing to have it sold by auction, as
timber limits are.
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Arthur Harvey—I think the mining laws are satisfactory as they are. It might
be well that a man should be allowed to take 40 acres if he did not wish to take
80 acrrs, but 80 acres at §2 an acre is a very small thing. The government might
adopt a liberal policy with prospectors—say the prospector to pay a deposit of 50
cents an acre and do a cenain woik each a year. I would put the price of mineral
land at §5 an acre and spend the money on mineral development. As a general
thing I think the prospector is fairly reAvarded for his work.

C. J. Pusey— I have no suggestion to make in regard to any changes in the
niiuing laws. 1 believe, however, that the iron locations should not be treated as
those of the precious metals ; it would not be wise tc> limit them to a small area.

W. H. Wylie—The government should encourage prospectors ; if they find
any mineral they should be able to secure it without having to buy the property.
As it is now the properties are often jumped before they can secure the r finds.

My idea is that they should be allowed to stake out their claims.

E. W. RatJibnn—I think the Ontario government is doing all possible to pre-
vent waste of timber by fire, by not allowing settlers to go on land that is not fit

for settlement. It is good policy, and to the interest of the lumberman, to have good
settlers on land that is fitted for farming. I think the government is doing its best
to husband the timber and prevent fires.

H. 0. Jones— 1 reside in Toronto, but have had experience in gold and silver

mining in California. I do not consider that our laws are calculated to promote the
development of mining. In California and Nevada it is not necessary for the
prospector to go to the expense of getting a surveyor ; he can stake out his f>wn
claim. I think we should have laws similar to those of the United States. I think
the law here tends to jjrevent prospectors getting a fair chance. As a general rule
they canniit pay for the land. In California if the explorers had to pay §2 an acre
and tcike up s much land they would not have done anything. I w^ould propose to
allow the miners of a district to meet together and make such laws as they deemed
proper as to the size of the claim and so forth, and that the custom of the miners
should become the law of the state. Large blocks of land should not be sold ;

'200

feet on the vein is .'^uflicient for a gold mine. If large blocks are sold the sale

should be accompanied with conditions as to work. I think the prospector should
not have to pay anything ; it is enough for him to go into the bush and work. A
claim should not be more shan 300 teet on the lode, but a man might purchase as
mucli as he liked afterward providing a certain quantity of work was done on each
claim.

J. F. Latimer— I think the prospector should be allowed to take up at least

one location without paying for it immediately. Or, if he chose, he should have
the right to pay 10 cents an acre till he wished to take a title and pay for the land.

I think the lucatioi should be about 80 acres. He should have the right to stake
out his claim, numbering his stakes so that a survey could be made at a future time
starting from stake No. 1. He should ba allowed to hold that by paying 10 cents
an acre each year till he was in a position to purchase it. I should say the 80 acres

should be laid out as the government lays it out now. The sale of large blocks
should not be allowed, except perhaps in the case of iron. I cannot say whether
taking 8J acres would be more satisfactory than a location 1,500 by 600 feet on
the vein. The advantage of making it 80 acres is that the country would not be so
much cut up.

E. B. Borron—The provincial legislature enacted in 1868 what was called the Gold
and Silver Mining act. This measure was repealed the following jear, and the Gen-
eral Mining act was substituted. Under this act the lieutenant-governor in council

can declare any tract of country a mining division and appoint an inspector. The
north shore of lake Superior from Slate island to Pigeon river and from the coast
northward and westward to the height of land was declared a mining division,

and called the lake Superior mining division, and on the 17th May I was
appointed inspector. Under the terms of this act mineral lands might either

be bought from the crown unconditionally or could be occujiied and worked
as mining claims under miners' licenses and subject to various conditions.

Aa inspector I was to grant and renew miners' licenses on payment of a fee

of 35 ; to keep a book call d a register of mining licenses and another called

a regist'-r of nunin'.^ cl lims, the latter of which was to be open to inspection by any
per.ion on payment of a fee of 20 cents. I became ex officio justice of the peace,

and was given such additional powers as would enable me to settle summarily all

disputes betA'een licensees, as tj the existence or forfeiture of mining claims, the
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extent of the boundaries thereof, the use of water, and generally to settle all

dirtic Ities between licensees wliich niiglit arise under the act. Only some fifty f)r

sixty niiner.s' licenses were issued durin;^ the four years I was insjjec or, and very
few luiuin^' claims were registered Most of those who took out miners' licenses

did so iu order to gain time t(j survey and purchase the land. Tiius the act, which
was really ail experiment, proved a ftilure, and in 187J1 I resigned. No otlier

inspector having been .since appointed, these provii-iuns of tiie mining aco are prac-

tically inoperative. I consider the mining laws of Ontario as liberal as those of any ''"P'tc"-

other civilised country. There are classes of men sj)ecially inti-rested in mining,
and it is in tlie power of the government to do somethiu.; to tiie benefit and advan-
tage of each First we have tiie explorers, who however imixii-tant are gener-
ally poor. These men sliould have every reasonable facility alfoided them for

carrying on their explorations. They should bo able to obtain g<jod maps showing
as much as is known of the geology of the country, at a clieap rate. 1 have alreaily

pointed out that the system under wliich miners' licenses wer.i issued was a fiilure.

It remains, therefore, for the government tcj make the regulations under which the
explorer c.in buy or otherwise secure the Jaiid on which he iliscovers minera's of

value as liberal as possible. I am of opinion that tiie provisions in the act of 18(39 q „ ,.,,,.. •^
, . ,

', ,
^

, . .11 Small locatiouB
Will admit of some amendment favorable to the poorer cl;iss of prospectors. 1 think and terms ot

the explorers shoidd be allowed to buy locations of 40 acres in the surveyed or saletoexploren

unsurveyed territory, instead of a minimum of 80 acres as at present. The pnce
of land in the unsurveyed district should be less than in the surveyed, and if the
location be not more than 40 acres he should be allowed to stake it out himself, as

was the case in regard of mining claims. The explorers should not be recjuired to

pay the whole price for the land cash down on applicati. n, but should be allowed
to pay one-fourth or one-fifth only of the purchase money, and given the privilege

of throwing it up altogether at the end of a year if the vein when tested proved
worthless. The explorer sIk^uUI be able also to enter and purchase his location at

the nearest crown land office. To prevent the evils arising from the acquisi ion of Oround renu,

large tracts of land for the purpose of speculation I suggested to the commissioner
of crown lands over twenty years ago the desirability of imposing a ground rent of

not less than ten cents an acre on all mining locations sold after that date. This
would have hardly been felt when included in the working expenses of a mine, and,
as proved by the large number of locations which have been altaudoned as the
result of a tax of two cents an acre, it would have proved a remedy. I am inclined

to think that with the exception of a very small sum, say 25 cents an acre on
application, it would be better if the equivalent required for grants of mineral
lands were in the form of a ground rent, perpetual or for 99 years as deemed
best. I would not consider 25 cents an acre per annum at all too much. It would
not in my opinion discourage either exploration or legitimate mining operations, •^"'*.y'"f °^

and would yield a permanent revenue to the province. It is of some importance
that explorers and others should be able to get specimens assayed with as little

delay and at as reasonable a charge as jiossible, but; I do not see that the govern-
ment can do anything in the matter. If the science masters in the collegiate and
high schools in or near the mineral districts were selected with reference to their

competence in this branch of chemistry they might be aVile to make assays of the
more common ores at a reasonable charge, and thus meet the wants of the explorers
to that extent. Generally the explorer sells his discovery to the capitalist. In the jiiddleuien
sale he is usually assisted by middlemen, whom he is obliged to employ or
take in as partners. These middlemen are for the most part shrewd and keen, but
not always honest and honorable men. Against the danger of being beguiled into
paying an extravagant price for a poor location or mine the government can do
nothing. -As under any circumstances other than those which may and I believe njg„t^^{^^"^i^"
would follow from commercial union, the amount of capital available for the devel-
opment of our mineral resources will be very limited. It is of the greatest conse-
quence that this capital shall be invested m the most promisi'ig mines. Every
failure t-nds to frighten away capitalists, while every rich dividend paying mine
attracts them.

H. P. Mclutotili—It w(juld be a great mistake to change the mining laws so as g^ . .

to allow parties t > stake claims, as it would be a fruitful source of annoying litiga-
^

tion. The government should not sell lands in less amounts than it now does, and
there should be no reservation of minerals. The good title now received from the
government is the one thing favorable ti> those who risk their money in mining Good title.

enterprises, and any change is likely to be in the nature of complications.
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C. S. Morris—Under the present law I think the prospector is protected in

all his rights, and I have yet to learn of an instance wliere he has been wronged.
Capital needs to Capital is very hard to get to deveh>iJ mining properties, and 1 think it is most
be encouraged, important to do all possible to induce iiiver-tnunt. All the prospector can do is tf>

hud the mineral ; he stops there ; it is capital that has to take the ri.-^k and go on
and develop. 1 have had considerable experience of the difficulty of raising money
to develop property. I have made a good many sales in the States. In the case

of a silver prupevty I sold a companj' was organised with a capital of 82.000 OUO.

That i)roperty ha-< been worked to some extent. I do not see any necessity for any
ciiange in the mining laws ; restnctiou of ai'eiis and conipiilsoiy work would lead
to evasion. The opening up of roads in the back country would be a great boon.
I also think that it might be well to simplify the Joint Stock act as regards mining
companies.

Frederick Miller—In regard to the mining laws, 1 think those of Germany are
fiennan mining the bfst. By obtaining permission from the government a man can go on any
^^'s- person's property, and in case he cannot agree as to the amount to be paid with the

proprietor the government .'-teps in and the matter is settled by arbitration. In
my experience of fifteen years I never had any trouble with the owners; they wire
always glad to make an arrangement. The owner is allowed a roj^alty or interest

and the government retains two per cent, in kind. In the sale of the land the
minerals wtre originally reserved in Germany.

W. H. L. Gordon.—We do all we can to encourage prospectors on the Cana-
dian Land Emigration Co.'s property. We tell them the price of the land before-

hand and they can go on and explore. If they find anything they will not have
Pr ispectors on gjjy more to pay, and if they find nothing they will not have anything to j^ay us.
priva e an

.

j have no doubt the company would be willing to give prospectors a half interest

in anything they foutd. We would, of course, charge more for a phosphate lot

near the railway than for one twelve or fifteen miles back. I think it would be
about right to allow a half interest in any find, but the pro.^pector should be com-
pelled to work it. I am of course stating my own view, and do not wish to be
undei stood as speaking for the company. I think it would be worth while to give

a half interest to get our minerals developed, but I do not consider that the govem-
'""pnt should give the prospector the right to go on private land without compensa-
tion.
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SHCTION V.

ON THE SMELTING OF ORES OF ECONOMIC MINERALS
IN ONTARIO.

The parable of the wicked and slothful servant who hid his lord's money
in the enrth instead of putting it to the Vjankers seems to find a life-like illustra-

tion in the record of the minima and metalluri^ical industries of Ontario. The
, . -, . ' 1 •

"

1 1 • 1 ff 1
-^ record ot

preceding Sections ot tins report are repUite with evidence of the large and failures,

varied mineral wealth of the province, as also of the unsavory fact that, how-

ever much is hidden in the earth, little has been taken out or " put to tho

bankers.'* Still less savory is the fact that in the smelting of economic min-

erals we have to show for the most part only a record of failures. Of the

eight or nine ventures made up to the present time, 6ve of which were iron

furnaces, only one survives, the furnace for reducing copper and nickel ores

at Sudbury, and it has been in blast only a few months ; the others are in

ruins. The slothful servant in the parable had his one unused talent taken,

from him and given to the faithful servant who used his five talents in

trade to gain another five. That appears to be the lesson of all history, and
the moral is so plain that the blind may read it.

IRON SMELTING.

The first iron furnace in this province was erected about the year 1800
in the northern part of the township of Lansdowne, inthe county of Leed? AfumaceMn

at the falls of the Gananoque river. The ore used was of inferior quality and
^^"^^ c'uoty-

had to be drawn a considerable distance, and after two years' trial the enter-

prise was abandoned. An attempt was made to cast such hollow-ware as pots

and kettles for the use of settlers, but that also proved to be a complete failure.*

Thirteen years later one John Mason, an Englishman, started to build

the second blast furnace, his object being to smelt the bog ores in the county
of Norfolk. The site chosen was on the shore of lake Erie, at the mouth of

a small living stream known as Potter's creek in the township of Charlotte-

ville. The creek was large enough to furnish all the power required to drive dale furnace,

the machinery, and the lake was convenient for shipi)ing the product to any
ports along its shore. But Mr. Mason had many ditiijulties to meet and over-

come. Neither the nece.ssary materials nor the skilled labor were obtainable

except at large cost, and the plant when completed was rude and primitive f

*The furnace wa.s erected by a companj^ composed of Ephraim Jones, Daniel Sherwood
Samuel Barlow and Wallace Sutherland, and the location was known as Furnace Fall.'* now
Lyndhurst. In the Geological Survey report for the year l,s.5l-2 Ale.xander Mnrray states
that the ore used was a " scaly red iron ore," and was obtaine.l on lot 2.5 of the 10th concea
sion of Bastard, "but the quantity in the locality worked was not sufficient to give "Si urofit
able result.

"

t"I want five or six pieces of cast iron, each 30 cwt.," he wrote to Robert Gourlav in 1817" These will come to an enormoud expense. I intended to a-^^k government to give or
lend me six disabled cannon for this. I a.sked government to pay the passage of five or six
famibea from England to work in the furnace. This could not be granted and therefore I
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iron from bo
ore.

Ami misfortune followed to the end, for the furnace had only made a few

tons of pig iron when the inner lining gave way and the enterprise was

given up in despair. Mr. Mason soon afterward sickened and died. The

property remained going to decay until 1820, when it was bought by the late

Joseph VanNornian. In March of the toUowing year Mr. YaiiNorman

formed a partnership with Messrs. Hiram Capron and George Tilson, and in

Manufacture of 1822, after an expenditure of 88,000, the furnace was blown in. Tlie ore

supply was found within a range of twelve miles and was drawn to the fur-

nace with waggon teams, the daily consumption being about nine tons, which

yielded an average of three tons of pig iron of excellent quality. The fur-

nace was in blast eight or nine months each year, producing 700 or 800 tons

of iron with a consumption of charcoal fuel equal to 4,000 coids of hardwood.

There was however no sale for pig iron, and the whole of it was made into

various kinds of castings, shipped to ports along the lake shore from Fort

Erie to Amherstburg, and taken into the interior by teams to find a retail

market.* In this way the new settler was furnished with sugar kettles and

potash kettles—the latter for manufacturing the only article of export for

which payment was received in cash. There was little money in the country

in those days, and business was carried on by the exchange of commodities.

What the farmers of the district had to sell was brought to the furnace and

exchanged for the wares or due-bills of the company. Due-bills for iron

were used as a kind of circulating medium over a large section of the pro-

vince, and at one time the books of the establishment showed an amount ol

over $30,000 outstanding. When the home market became overstocked the

firm exported its manufactures to Buffalo, and one ship-load of stoves and

other castings was sent to Chicago. Joseph VanNorman was the managing

partner of the company, and gave the name of Normandale to the locality

where the business was carried on. After five or six years he bought out the

interest of Messrs. Capron and Tilson and took in his brother Benjamin, who

retired a few years afterward; and from that time until the furnace was

shut down in 1847, owing to the scarcity of ore and fuel, the business was

conducted in the name of J. VanXorman &, Son. The enterprise appears to

havH been sagaciously managed from first to last, and Mr. VanNorman made

a fortune which he lost elsewhere, f

Nature of the
t)U8ine88.

would not ask for the cannon. Another thiug against me is, that there is not a man in the

country that I know of cajjable of working in the furnace. But the greatest difficulty I have
to overcome is iron-meu, as we call them, are the very worst sort of men to manage,
colliers not excepted. Not one of a hundred of them but will take every advantage of his

master in his power. If I have just the number of hand^i for the work, every one of them will

know that I cannot do without every one of them ; therefore every one of them will be my
master."—Statistical Account of Upper Canada, vol. i, p. 325.

*What old resident of the lake Erie counties does not remember the VanNorman stove,

that warmed the country stores and bar-rooms, and school houses and townshij} halls of

forty or fifty years ago ? And the plate of the VanNorman stove was, saving in finish, such

as one never sees in the stove-plate of to-day.

fG. R. VanNorman, Q.C., of Brantford, who several years ago furnished the writer with
a memorandum prepared by his father concerning his operations at Normandale, Marmora and
Houghton, gave also some interesting information relative to an economic invention used at

an early period in the Normandale works. It is not claimed that Mr. VanNorman was the

original inventor of the hot-air blast, which was patented by J. B. Neilson of Glasgow in

1828, but that he used and applied it without a knowlege of Neilson's invention. " I think

there is reason for limiting his claim to this extent," his son says, " he invented an oren for

the double purpose of heating the blast and roasting the ore." Bog iron ore contains a large

aninunt 'if moisture, and unless it is dried or roasted before being put into the furnace an
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A blast furnace was erected on the Crow river, township of Marmora,

about the year 1820 by Mr. Hayes, to treat the magnetic ores of what is

known as the Big Ore bed at Blairton on Crow lake. Little seems to l>e The Mannoi*

known of this enterprise except that Mr. Hayes lost heavily by it, and that
'"'"'"^•

the property passed into the hands of Hon. Peter McGill of Montreal, the

principal creditor. In 1828 the legislature appears to have been asked bv

Mr. McGill for aid to carry on the works in the shape of a loan of £10,000,

and in 1831, upon the petition of Messrs. Hetherinyton, McGill and Mana-
han, an act was passed to incorporate the Marmora Iron Foundry. In 1839

commissioners were appointed by the government to enquire into the proVj-

able cost of transferring the penitentiary from Kingston to Marmora, and the,,-_ , 111 ,, A guccewioo of

terms upon which the Marmora iron works could be purchased, the object «aiJure».

evidently being to utilise the labor of convicts in the mining and smeltinc

industry. But nothing came of the efforts to interest the government in the

company's affairs, and the business was carried on at a heavy loss. Mr. Van-
Norman was induced to purchase the property in 1847 for the sum of

$21,000, after closing down the furnace and works at Normandale. In the VanNormw^s

fall of 1847 he moved to Marmora, and after expending a large sum in fitting

up the furnaces, putting in machinery, ovens and blowing apparatus, erecting

and repairing buildings, cutting cordwood and making charcoal for fuel, he

got the furnace started in the summer of 1848. But the amount of iron

produced from a given quantity of fuel was a sad disappointment, and nothing

but disappointment and loss attended every effort. After the iron was made
it had to be carted a distance of thirty-two miles to Belleville, over rocks and

log-crossings and roads so rugged that waggons were constantly breaking, and
the shoes of the horses were pulled off between the logs and stones. The ob-

stacles were such that it was found impossible to bear up under them, and a new
route was tried. A road nine miles long was built from the ore bed on Crow
lake to Healy's falls on the Trent river ; a steamer on the river carried the pi^

iron to Rice lake, and thence it was carted twelve miles to the dock at Cobourg'.

extra quantity of fuel is required to smelt it. By constructing a set of brick ovens or cham-
bers at the level of the charging door and connecting them with the shaft by pipes Mr. Van-
Norman was enabled to roast the ore by utilising the waste gas and heat of the furnace.
Openings in the sides of the oven admitted atmospheric air, which, coming in contact with
the gas, produced combustion, and the ore in the chamber was raised to a white heat, the hot
air blast of the furnace being fed at the same time through pipes connected with the
roasting chamber. In this way the ore and the blast were both heated without the use of
any wood, coal or other fuel than the escaping gas, which would have passed otherwise
out of the chimney to be lost for any useful purpose. " It was this invention in its entirety,"
G. R. VanNoiman says, "that my father claimed and sought to have patented in the United
States, and in which he failed, not because it was not new and useful, but by reason of his
being advised by his agent at Washington to pay not the §500 i-equired from a British sub-
ject, which he was at that time, but the $25 fee payable by an American citizen, he having
been born in the United States. The oven was the invention he claimed ; the hot air was
only part of the invention, and it is very probable that hot air may have been used in blast
furnaces prior to the invention of the oven, although not known to my father at that time.
The oven was also used in the forge for heating blooms and iron bars so that they could be
hammered into the requisite sizes." Phillips, in his Elements of Metallurgy, says that
shortly after the application of hot blast to iron-making various attempts were made to em-
ploy the waste heat escaping from the throat of the furnace, and now the employment of waste
gases has become almost universal in all iron-producing districts. The credit of having first
attempted to utilise the furnace gases is given to Aubertot of France, who according to the
Encycloptedia Britannica constructed a kiln for that purpose in 1811 (Sir Lowthian Bell saya
1814); but it was not until George Parry of Ebbw Vale invented the cup and cone arrange-
ment about 1850 that the utilising of furnace gases became general. In 1845 J. P. Budd
took out a patent in England to use waste gases for heating the blast, but Mr. VanNorman'g
stove appears to have been an earlier invention.

21 (M.c.) 321
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The cost of carriage by this route was cheaper than the other, and the pig iion

sold readily at 830 to S35 per ton. But about this time the St. Lawrence

canals were completed and foreign pig iron began to be brought up and sold

at Belleville and Cobourg at $16 per ton. This circumstance alone settled

the question of producing charcoal iron in the province except at a ruinous

loss to those engaged in the business?, and Mr. VanNorman was compelled to

close his works with the loss of everything.'. A few days before leaving

Marmora he received a letter from the Hon. Peter McGill expressing regret

at his failure and enclosing him a cheque for £100.* In Mr. VanNorman's

memorandum it is stated that after him came the Marmora Iron Foundry

company whose losses were not far from £20,000, and that next came an

iiarmorairon English Company whose losses were Said to be not less than £75,000. The
or s company.

T^j^j-^^Qj-g^ Jj,qu ^Yol ks Company was formed in Belleville, and according to a

statement of one of its members the quantity of pig iron produced by one of

the two furnaces was five tons per day of very superior quality, and it was

found after a test run that the probable cost of manufacture in a blast of

longer duration would not exceed £3 or £3 5s. (.$12 or 813) per ton. " Ex-

cellent as is the cast iron made from this ore, it is still more suitable for bar

iron, the toughness and ductility of that which has been made there giving it

a preference to the best Swedish iron."!

The English company began operations in 1856, when extensive repairs

were again made, and with worse results than had attended any of the previous

ventures, apparently because the manager did not understand how to treat

the ore. The furnace was again in blast for a short time under the charge of

Mr. Bentley, and in the report of the Geological Survey for 1866 an account

of the work done is given by Mr. Thomas Macfarlane, who was then a member of

the staflF, from information supplied by Mr. Bentley. " The furnace then ran

3i°run.^^"™^° forty days in all," Mr. Macfarlane wrote, "and was working well and con-

stantly increasing in yield when orders were given to blow out because funds

to pay the workmen were not forthcoming. Until the fourteenth day a hot

blast was employed, but the heating apparatus then broke down and duriug

the remaining twenty-six days a cold blast was used. The charge consisted

of 400 lb. ore and 23 lb. limestone. The fuel used to each charge was six-

teen bushels of charcoal. While the hot blast was being used fifty charges

*.Joseph VanNorman's memorandum.

t" The iron mines were worked some years ap^o, and large sums were expended without

any beneficial result. This however is not surprising, as although the distance of the works
from the front is not so great a.s to prove in future any great bar to their successful occupa-

tion, the means of communication have hitherto been so little improved that during certain

portions of the year the settlers in the back townships were almost debarred from intercourse

with the front, "roads existed merely in name and the expense of carriage of a heavy article

like iron was greit. This however is not the only reason why these mines have been unpro-

ductive, or productive onlv of loss to those engaged in the manufacture. The parties who
have had charge of the works have been constantly behind the age they lived in. When
throuc'h the agency of the hot blast and new methods of treating the ore the cost of manu-
facturing cast iron had been materially reduced in Britain, the old mode of smelting by
means of the cold blast was attempted here, as well as the manufacture of bar iron without

the aid of any other machine y than the hammer, the anvil and the bellows. Under such cir-

cumstances it is not surprising that the proprietors of the works could not comi:)ete with
importers, or British iron masters who carried on their operati-ms by means of the most
improved machinery, with large capital and coal at an almost nominal price. The attempt

however was persevered in manfully, till many thousands of pounds were sunk by the pro-

prietors. This however could not last, and the works were closed."—Smith's Canada, vol.

II, pp. 246-7 (1851).
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were smelted per diem, and five tons of iron produced. With cold air the
ore consumed and the iron produced amounted only to three-fiftlis of these

quantities. To ascertain the actual cost of producing the iron was more [i'^^."''"'^"*"

dirtjcult as the g. neral e.\pen.ses of the establishment were enormous. Assum-
ing these to amount to $2 per ton of product, the following may be considered
as the actual cost of one day's running during the last trial of the hot blast

At Marmora :

Items of cost.

10 tens of ore at $2

800 bushels of charcoal

1 furnace man

8 laborers

Repairs, wear and tear, etc

General expensot"

Cartage t i Belleville of 5 toas of iron

.

Total cost of 5 toas pig iron. .

.

Equal to ^22. 50 per ton. Now as the pig iron probably realised $27 per
ton in Belleville, a profit of ^4.50 per ton would appear to have been made."*
The cost of production at the furnace would be $18.50, and this includes the
high allowance of nearly $3 per ton for repairs, wear and tear and general
expenses. But it must be borne in mind that the output was only five

tons per day. The last attempt to smelt ore at Marmora was made about
the year 1875, when an experiment was tried with petroleum as fuel.

A charcoal blast furnace for smelting magnetic iron ore was erected at the
village of Madoc, county of Hastings, in 1836 or 1837 and was worked with TheMadoc£•,,• ™, furnace.
varying success tor eight or nine years. The manager was the late Mr. Uriah
Seymour, formerly of New York state, and some account of his smelting and
foundry operations at Madoc is given in the evidence of his son, Mr. F. E.
Seymour. A company of which Uriah Seymour was an active partner Experiences

operated a furnace in Wayne county, and the testing of some sample lots of maTcria^^lL

ore taken from what is known as the Seymour mine, on lot 11, concession 5
''°'^^"^'"

in the township of Madoc, led to the erection of the local furnace. An
interesting account of this enterprise has been preserved in the Geological
Survey report of 1866, the writer, Mr. Macfarlane, having procured the facts

from the elder Mr. Seymour. " The first experiment with the ore " Mr.
Macfarlane says, " was made by Mr. Seymour in the furnace owned by him
and his partners at Wolcott, Wayne county, New York. This was in the
winter of 1835. Three and a half tons were treated, and it was found to
improve the quality of the iron previously made there. First one-fourth and
then one-half of the Canadian ore was used, and the iron produced became softer

and stronger. Ultimately the Canadian ore alone was charged into the furnace
and a still better quality of iron was obtained. These results beintr con-
sidered satisfactory, Mr. Seymour erected a furnace at Madoc in 1837 and

* Geological Survey report, 1866, p. 108.
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put it in blast. Limestone was used as a flux and three different blasts were

started with different materials found in the neighborhood for hearthstones.

In each of these three trials the hearthstone was rapidly cut out by the

slag, the furnace became unworkable and was blown out, always at a great

expense for repairing the furnace and for fuel in heating it up. Mr. Seymour,

supposing the bad quality of the hearthstones to be the cause of these mis-

fortunes, procured a new hearth from Rossie in New York of the material

used in the furnaces there. The furnace was again started, but, by way of

precaution, with a blast at only one tuyere. The same flux was used as formerly

and the same slag was produced, cutting into the Rossie stone as much as it

had ever done into the hearthstones previously used. It having been thus

demonstrated that the former hearthstones were not at fault, since even the

Rossie stone could not withstand the slag, Mr. Seymour decided to alter the

flux, substituting for the limestone a sandy clay. This was done, the blast

was stopped at the damaged tuyere, and introduced at the one which had

been kept unused. Very soon the character of the slag changed. It became

mild, did not cut into the hearthstone, and kept fluid and in motion long

after it left the furnace. The iron was of excellent quality, but at this time

the stock of charcoal became exhausted, it being impossible to procure charcoal

burners to keep up the supply. Reduced to extremity, Mr. Seymour caused

cordwood to be sawn up into lengths of two feet and used instead of char-

coal. For seventy-five days he continued to work his furnace with the same

fuel and with only one tuyere, producing a good slag and excellent iron

to the extent of one ton daily. About eighty tons were produced in all

during the blast and cast into stoves, potash kettles, etc., besides a small

quantity of pig iron. The latter found a ready sale in Belleville at $27 per

ton, and was considered of first-rate quality for machinery. Encouraged by

his success in smelting with wood, Mr. Seymour repaired the furnace and

started it again with wood alone as fuel and with the two tuyeres at work.

From two to two and a half tons of iron were produced daily, but it was of

an inferior quality ; the castings made with it cracked in cooling. Mr.

Seymour was led to suspect that this was caused by the wood descending too

quickly and insufficiently charred into the furnace. That this did affect the

quality of the iron was proved by stopping one of the tuyeres. The daily

produce sank to one and a quarter tons, but the good quality of the iron was

restored and the furnace kept in blast three months. The exact cost of the

operation I could not ascertain, but Mr. Seymour assured me that according

to his books this blast contributed somewhat to improve the financial position

of the concern. The daily product of iron was however too small and smelt-

in» with charcoal was again resumed, in the midst of which Mr. Seymour's

partner was killed by an explosion in the mine. The difficulty of settling

with his heirs became superadded to the financial difficulties of the concern,

and Mr. Seymour's means having become exhausted he was obliged to sus-

pend smelting operations. Among the facts demonstrated by his experience,

not the least interesting was the producing of cas". iron of excellent quality

in a blast furnace with wood alone as fuel. Mr. Seymour entertains the

opinion, and surely his experience justifies him in so doing, that were a
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furnace specially built for the purpose, and so hi<,'h as to allow the materials
fifty hours to descend, woorl could be used as fuel and five tons of iron

produced daily. His estimate of the cost of doing this is as follows :

Items of cost.

15 cords of wood at $1

10 tons of iron ore at $1.50

1 h tons loam

Crushing ore at 10 cents

Labor, 2 top-men

Labor, 2 furnace-men

Labor. 1 gutter-man

Labor, 1 overseer

Wear and tear, etc

General expenses

Total cost of 5 tons pig iron

This is equal to $12 per ton of iron produced, and if the freight to Belle-

ville be added the total cost is $16 per ton. With cast iron at $26, the
profit would be $10 per ton."* Mr. Macfarlane further states that on <yeneral

grounds it is reasonable to suppose that when properly conducted the same
success would attend the iron manufacture in Madoc and Marmora as has
attended it in other countries where similar conditions exist. " In Sweden
and Norway, as in Canada," he says, " the ores are generally mat^netic, the

fuel charcoal, the motive power water, the means of transport and commu-
nication imperfect ; labor is certainly cheaper, but the ores are less rich 33
per cent, being the average in Norway. The same conditions as to ore, fuel,

etc., obtain in New York, where the smelting of iron ores seems to be very
uuccessful ; and if care be taken to employ the same skill, and with due
care and judgment the same apparatus and processes which are there applied

with perhaps slight modifications, iron would doubtless be as successfully

made in Canada as in New York. The protective duty in the latter country

is to a great extent balanced by the higher prices for labor and fuel,"t The
failure of Mr. Seymour's venture, according to the accounts of Mr. Mac-
farlane and of his son, Mr. F. E. Seymour, does not appear to have been
due to the quality of the ore, but rather to the primitive methods employed
and the lack of sufiicient capital where costly experiments had to be carried

on with an ore the nature of which was not perfectly known. The use of
loam instead of limestone for flux seems to have been attended with very
satisfactory results, a knowledge of which may prove to be valuable in the
future treatment of our dense magnetic ores.

After the failure of Mr. VanNorman at Marmora, already referred to,

that pioneer iron-maker returned to his old home at Normandale. The Great The HouKhton

Western railway was then under construction, and parties concerned in
'"''"*'^®"

furnishiag oar-wheels for the railway company (Messrs. Fisher & McQuesten

* Thomas Macfarlane in the Geological Survey report, 1S(J6, pp. 109111.
t Geological Survey report, 186G, p. 111.
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VanNorman's
fiecond failure.

of Hamilton) experienced much difficulty in getting suitable iron for the

purpose. The charcoal iron formerly made by Mr. VanNorman out of th&

bog ore was believed to possess the requisite qualities, especially the quality

of chilling or hardening when cast on an iron surface, and a contract was>

made between the parties in which the founders agreed to take all the pig

iron Mr, VanlSTorman could produce at §45 per ton, providing it was found to be-

suitable for car-wheels. As soon as the contract was signed Mr. VanNorman

sent a prospector into the township of Houghton, in the western part of

Norfolk, to ascertain if ore could be found there in sufficient quantities to

warrant the building of a furnace. The report was very favorable, a blast

furnace was erected, and smelting operations began in the fall of 1854. [n

the spring of 1855 a shipment of 400 tons was made, but not long after

Mr. VanNorman was notified by the founders that the iron would not chill,,

and consequently could not be accepted under the terms of the contract.

He visited Hamilton and saw to his surprise that the facts were as repre-

sented, and instead of getting §45 per ton for the iron he was obliged ta

sell it at $22. This was the period of the Crimean war, and business was.

booming in Canada as a consequence of the great demand for farm products,

wheat selling at $2 per bushel. Labor cost nearly twice as much as in

former years, horse feed and provisions of all kinds were high, and the

iron cost more to produce than it was worth in the market. Under these

circumstances the works at Houghton were abandoned, and Mr. VanNorman

and his sons lost in this enterprise about $32,000. Between Marmora and

Houghton all that had been made at Normandale was irretrievably lost, and

Mr. VanNorman's career of over thirty-four years in the blast furnace

business ended.*

The last venture was made in 1882 by an American firm, Messrs.

Parry & Mills, who erected a blast furnace on the Burnt river in the

county of Haliburton, as stated in the evidence of Mr. Shortiss. They

were unable to complete the works owing to insufficient capital. Every

effort was made to borrow $10,000 upon the security of the property,

Mr. Shortiss says, and although between $50,000 and $60,000 had

been invested no financial assistance could be obtained and the enterprise

failed. A report on the properties made to Parry & Mills by W. H. Merritt

in 1883 shows that the furnace, charcoal and calcining kilns, saw-mill, etc.,

were well advanced towards completion, and he considered that when the

plant and properties of the firm were placed at $65,000 they were valued

at a reasonable and legitimate price. " With your exceptional advantages

in wood limits," Mr. Merritt stated in his report, " enjoyed to no greater

extent by no charcoal smelting works on the continent, excellent water

power, proximity of flux, railroad facilities and short distance from market,

I have not the slightest hesitation in saying that in my opinion, with

ordinary good management, your enterprise will pay handsomely. ' Yet

for lack of sufficient capital Messrs. Parry & Mills were unable to complete

the works, and the money and labor they had expended became a total loss.

A Haliburton
enterprise fails

for lack of

capital.

* Joseph Van Norman's memorandum.
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L K 8 S O N 8 OK T H K K A I HI R K S.

This is a hajiless record of failures ; but does it show that the pig iron

industry has no future in Ontario 1 Has the industry had a fair trial under
- . ... , , , , . Has pig iron »
favoring conditions, ana were the means taken and the methods pursued in future in

all respects such as a successful iron man of the present day would commend

or imitate 1 The Norraandale works alone were successful, although not

before the projector ofthem was ruined in getting experience." Mr.VanNorman
profited by John Mason's failure, and as the ore was not difficult to treat he

was soon able to apply intelligent methods in his furnace. He was also for-

tunate in making such uses of the pig iron as the circumstances of the country

most required at that time, and doubtle.ss a .«!econd profit was made on the

farm products which he took in exchange for his own wares. But the mag-

netic iron ores of Hastings and Peterborough required a different kind of

treatment ; and although some knowledge of improved processes was gained by

Mr. Seymour, Mr. VanNorman and others, it was not equal to the require-

ments of economic production with small capital and primitive methods in a

region so inaccessible by reason of bad roads that the freight cost on supplies

brought in from and products sent out to the nearest market town was 84 per

ton. Failures have overtaken many other enterprises since then, in Michigan ^here*"
""'^^

and elsewhere, from the operation of the same causes ; but they do not prove

that success is not attainable under better conditions.! With modern plant,

a practical and scientific knowledge of how to treat magnetic ores, adequate

capital, facilities for cheap transportation and good business management,

the manufacture of charcoal iron ought to be as successfully carried on in

Ontario as in New York, Michigan or Wisconsin. lo is possible also that the

manufacture of coke iron and anthracite iron may be attempted, but until

the trade relations between the United States and Canada are more free the

freight charges are likely to be too heavy for these fuels to be brought in at

a moderate cost. The rapid growth of the iron industry in Illinois, which Free commerce

increased from 78,455 net tons in 1878 to 579,307 in 1888, is mainly a result of 3" mLnul^^

the greater cheapness with which the raw materials of manufacture can be
*"'^^'

brought together under a condition of free inber-state commerce. Return
cargoes make cheap freights.

OUTSIDE SOURCES FOR SUPPLIES.
The trade tables appended to Section in show that Canada's yearly

average of imports of pig iron for the seven years 1881-7 was G0,000 net tons, Canada's yearly

and it is computed that if to this quantity be added the equivulent of all
?on^"n»pi'on 6f

,
^ iron and iron

other iron and steel goods imported and the production of our own furnaces proiiuiits.

for consumption the total pig iron requirement of the Dominion is about

* " Tho.se who bepin iron works after me m this country," John Mason wrote to Robert
Gourlay in 1817, "will start many thousand dollars ahead of me; everything they want
except st'ne will be had here, the best method of working the ore will be known, and men
will be learned to work it."

t ^^^ editor of the Charcoal Iron Workers' Journal, commenting on the failure of the
Steel Company of Canada in 1885, said : " It is seldom that pioneers in iron manufacture in
any region are successful, and almost every iron producing di.strict in the United States has a
graveyard of buried hopes and expectations." (Vol. vi, p. 32(5.) But the experience ot Canada
where §2,o00,000 was spent in this one enterprise led him to believe that there must be a
cause for it beyond the ordinary course of events.
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275,000 toas yeirly. The pig iron made in the country is an inappreciable

quantity, and the province of Ontario does not produce a ton.* Our foundries

and iron works are largely dependent upon outside sources for supplies, four-

fifthsof which are imported from Great Britain. The whole of the charcoal iron

comes from the CTnited States, chir-fly from Michigan, Wisconsin, Connecticut,

New York and Alabama, but it dops not exceed 15,000 tons a year. Now as it

does not appear certain at present that we could safely enter upon the smelt-

ing of iron ores with mineral fuel in Ontario, it is all the more important to

consider the business outlook for smelting with charcoal fuel. Is the home
consumption large enough to make a market for the production of one or

more blast furnaces ? In view of the cost of production and the market
prices, is there a reasonable prospect for investment of the required capital?

Is the demand for charcoal iron likely to continue and grow ?

CHABCOAL IRON AND ITS USES.
Owing to its purity, fine quality and strength charcoal iron is used

largely in Canada and the United States for malleable castings, and chiefly

for car wheels. In the manufacture of these wheels it is of the first import-

ance to secure strength to resist the strains and shocks to which the body of

the wheel is subject in travelling on the rails, and sufficient hardness in the

tread and flange to stand the wear to which it is exposed. The latter pro-
*^ perty is given to the iron by the process of chilling, which is produced by

making the tread and flange portion of the mould of cast iron. When the

molten metal comes in contact with the iron section of the mould it receives

a chill, the effect of which is to crystallise it to a greater or less depth if of

the right brand. Upon some kinds of iron the chill-mould has no effect,

whereas upon others the chill will extend one or two inches in depth. The
very hard and brittle iron usually chills most, but the body of the wheel

finalities of iron
^^^^ ^® tough and Strong, and capable of standing strains and blows of every

^^u^
'"'" "^^ description. Hard white iron chills easily and has a high tensile strength,

but it is so brittle that it will not bend, and if exposed to a sudden shock it

will break with a comparatively light strain. Then again iron may be

too soft and flexible, and have so little strength that it will bend like a bar of

lead. The iron which has the two qualities of tensile strength and flexibility

combined in the highest degree is consequently the kind best suited for the

body of the wheel, while for the tread and flange it must have the chilling

Oar wheels and
maneable cast-

*Stateraent of the quantity of pig iron upon which the Dominion government has paid a
bonus for each of the last six fiscal years, together with the amount so paid, as furnished by
the treasury department at Ottawa :

Fiscal year.
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property.* Now the experience of railways in tlie United States and Canada
is that the best iron for the purpose is that which is smelted with charcoal

fuel, and in both countries little of any other kind is used. In this country

we are largely dependent on the United States for our supply, and wholly

so in Ontario. The furnaces at Three Rivers and Drummondvillp, in Quebec, Ourconsump-

produce 8,000 to 10,000 tons yearly, the greater pirt of which is used in iron

Montreal, where there are two car wheel foundries. John McDougall &, Co.,

who own and op'^rate the Drammondville furnaces, use the wliole of their

own make of pig iron and import from the United States besides. They
melt about 45 tons of metal per day, all charcoal pig. The Montreal Car
Wheel Co. obtain their supplies of charcoal iron from lake Superior, Salisbury

^°°*'"^*'-

and other districts in the United States. The Salisbury iron costs about 838
per gross ton delivered at the works, and the lake Superior iron about $27.

They use charcoal iron solely in the manufacture of car wheels, and run about

20 tons per day. The Grand Trunk works at Hamilton have used about

1,800 tons of charcoal iron annually for the past eight years, but it is ex-

pected that in the near future this quantity will be increased to 7,000 tons „ .,

,
Hamilton.

per annum. The iron is purchased in Michigan and Connecticut principally,

and costs from $23 of the former to $34 of the latter per gross ton, exclusive

of duty. The St. Thomas car wheel works when running to their full capacity

use 25 to 30 tons of charcoal iron per day. Lake Superior iron costs, laid

down and duty paid in that city, $26 per ton ; Salisbury iron $38 ; and the St. Thomas.

Southern iron, made in Alabama and Tennessee, about $30. The difference in

prices is due chiefly to diflference in qualities. " A very important considera-

tion in the making of any castings of charcoal iron," the manager of these

works says, " is the re-using of old charcoal iron, such as scrap car wheels.

Certain classes of iron when put into service never turn up ag tin as scrap,

at least not for a long time, for instance, iron pipe and general iron fittings.

Car wheels when worn out are very little depreciated in weight, and are

melted over again with the addition of new iron. There is no doubt" he
goes on to say, "that charcoal iron could be made to good advantaf^e in

Canada, the only obstacle being the large amount of capital required for in-

vestment in a plant and the uncertainty of the prices of iron until a perma-
nent protective policy is insured." The malleable iron works of Mr W H „^ I ./ ^i». .. . J.A. Smith 8 Falls.

Frost at Smith's Falls use 1,000 tons of charcoal iron per annum, brought

in over the Canadian Pacific railway from northern Michigan. The price

fluctuates two or three times during the year, ranging from $27 to $35 per

ton laid down at Smith's Falls and duty paid, and Mr. Frost says it may
touch as high as $45. Other malleable works in the province are locatt d at

Oshawa, Merrickville, Guelph and Hamilton, and they use about 2,500 tons of other malleable

charcoal iron a year, at prices ranging according to the brand from $26 to $36
per ton, including freight and duty.

* Sir Lowthian Bell found in America that cold bla^t charcoal iron was infinitely pre-
ferred to metal smelted with hot blast for chilled railway wheels, wrought iron or steefheinff
rarely used under railway carriaeres. It was uniformly stated, he Pav>=, that the cold blast
iron wheels take a deeper chill and wear much longer than those made from hot blast the
same charcoal and minerals being used in both cases.—Principles of the Manufacture of Ironand Steel, p. 152.
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The total quantity of charcoal iron used is not large, but the statements

of several leading foundrymen warrant the opinion that much more could find

a market at a lower range of prices. Mr. Copp of Hamilton stated that his-

firm use the best brands of British pig, costing S23 per ton, and mix it with

about one-third Londonderry as the latter cannot be used alone, being a

slaggy iron. They do not use charcoal iron at all, but he thinks they ought

Opinion of fouii- to use it as it makes the most valuable castings. With one-third charcoal

vaiue of charcoal iron he believes they could use English and low grade Scotch iron costing
"^'

$3.50 to 84 per ton less than the best brands, and turn out a strong fine plate.

A much finer plate is made now than formerly, and they require the best

iron that can be got. " If our machine men," Mr. Copp said, " used more

charcoal iron in their castings they would be of a better class, and it would

be better for the country. As soon as it is established that charcoal iron

makes better work we will all be willing to pay more for it." Mr. Laidlaw,.

another Hamilton foundryman, also uses the best Scotch iron, costing $23

per ton, but thinks they could use charcoal iron mixed with the Scotch, and

that it would strengthen and improve the castings.

Mr. Massey of Toronto stated that the cost of Scotch and Londonderry irons

ranges from $18 to $21 per ton, but in his shops they do not care to use more

. , , than a quarter or a third of the latter. Detroit charcoal iron costs $25 to
An agncultural '

implement man- 027 per ton freight and duty paid, Alabama iron $30 and the Salisbury $36.
nfacturers ^ f a ' f > J -^

testimony. " If Canadian charcoal iron," he said, " could be produced for a little more

than Scotch or Londonderry, no doubt we could use it for nearly every kind

of iron we want to make. It makes a stronger and better casting, and it

would be simply a question of the cost. For machinery castings we want the

best iron, and the expense is what has kept us from using charcoal iron. I

would take charcoal iron at 824 a ton rather than imported iron at $22; I would

consider it would be $4 a ton more valuable. Charcoal iron at $4 a ton more

would command the market for all strong castings ; we could use 2,000 tons

of it. . . The manufacturers of agricultural implements would use it,

and if one used it and made better castings competition would compel the

others to do likewise. The cheapest charcoal iron at present imported costs

$28 a ton, and if the Canadian were less than that it would command the

market for charcoal iron," Mr. Massey does not believe that a profit of $6

per ton is made on charcoal iron in Michigan, and thinks they would be well

satisfied to make a profit of 83 pei" ton.

COST OF PRODUCTION.

The question of the cost of production is less easily determined than

questions of demand or market price. It has been shown how much of pig iron

is required for yearly consumption in Canada, either in the raw material or

Cost of produc- its equivalent in the finished article, and how much it costs when imported,
tion i3 a business ' iiiiiimii-
secret. with freight, duty and the profits of makers and dealers added. These facts

are easily ascertained from public documents and business men. But the

actual cost of production is a business secret of the furnace men which few

of their number care to divulge, and without full and exact data it can only

be ascertained approximately. Besides, the conditions are so variable that

the results are hardly ever the same for any two furnaces. Even in the same
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EHDcntial prc-
rcfiuiHitcH,

furnace the figures are neVer constant over a long period of time, being

afFected by the cjuality and cost of ores, fuel, (lux and labor, as well as by the

working state of the furnace itself. Nothing need here be said of how much

cost depends on intelligent methods of treating the ore, improvements in

furnace construction, or the possession of technical skill and business capacity

in the manager ; but obviously they are essential prerequisites of successful

and economic production.

The data presented in the following pages relate for the most part to the

manufacture of charcoal iron, and have been selected with the view of showing Charcoal iron

as nearly as may be the range of cost from lowest to highest. In some

instances it has been possible to procure the quantities of raw material

only, but even these are useful in making up a general estimate.

The items of cost at the Marmora furnace given by Mr. Bentley, the

manager, to Mr. Macfarlane* are based on a daily run of five tons, two tons

of ore at .^2 per ton and 160 bushels of charcoal at six cents per bushel to

produce one ton of pig iron, labor .$2.10 and other expenses $2.80 per ton

—

making the aggregate cost $18.50. The items of cost at the Madoc furnace,

also obtained by Mr. Macfarlane from the manager of the works,! are based

on the same daily run, with ore of the same richness, but with wood instead

of charcoal for fuel. .There the cost of ore and fuel was $3 each per ton of pig,

flux 30 cents, labor (including the crushing of the ore) .$3.10, and other

expenses $2.60—making a total of 812 per ton. Following is a comparative

statement of the cost of production per ton at those furnaces :

Marmora and
Madoc furnace
records.

Items of cost.

Ore . .

Fuel

Flux

Labor

Wear and tear . .

.

General expenses

Total

Marmora.

$4 00

9 60

2 10

80

2 00

Madoc.

$18 50

$3 00

3 00

30

3 10

1 00

1 60

$12 00

The difference in cost of fuel, it will be observed, is $6 per ton, which may
be readily accounted for by the large quantity of charcoal consumed at Mar-
mora and the low charge for wood at Madoc,

In July, 1883, Mr. W. H. Merritt of Toronto, mining engineer, made
an estimate of the cost of producing iron at Kinmount for Messrs. Parry An estimate for

& Mills, after a careful survey of the region and an examination of their furu^e"""'""*'

works at that time in course of erection. The furnace was 50 feet hi^h, 9i

feet diameter at the bosh, and it was computed that its daily output of pi^

iron would range from 20 to 30 tons. It was to be supplied with ovens to

heat the blast to DOC F. if necessary, with a blower capable of supply in f^ a
blast up to three or four pounds pressure ; a Blake crusher was provided to

break the ore, and the machinery was to be driven by two turbine wheels of

* See page 323. t See page 32.5.
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Profits.

50-h.p. each. Twenty charcoal kilns were to be built, of the ordinary bee-

hive style, and it was assumed that the cost of wood delivered at the kilns

would not exceed $1.50 per cord, or cost more than $2 per cord converted

into charcoal—the wood producing at least 40 bushels at five cents per bushel,

althouf^h Parry & Mills claimed that they could make it for less per cord. The

cost in the estimate was however taken by Mr. Merritt at six cents per

bushel. '' As I allow 120 bushels to the ton of iron," he stated in the report,

" it will be recognised that this is equivalent to $1.20 more to the ton of iron

above what may be reasonably expected." As it was intended to use mixed

ores from the Rowland mine, the Madoc region and elsewhere, the averag'^

cost was placed at $3.06^ per ton of 45 per cent. ore. Limestone of fine

quality was obtainable half a mile from the furnace and could be quarried

cheaply ; and labor was reckoned at the rate of $2 for skilled and $1.25 to

$1.50 for unskilled per day. Taking these liberal prices as a basis of calcula-

tion, Mr. Merritt made up the following estimate of cost of production

:

Items of cost.

2i tons of ore at .S3.0(3| . .

.

120 bushels charcoal at 6c.

Labor and repairs

Wear and tear

Limestone . . .

.

Cost per ton of iron.

s
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States Association of Charcoal Iron Workers and editor of their journal, was Kgti mates /or*

put in evidence by Mr, W. H. Wylie of Carleton Place. This report was L'ace'ifiinwk

made to Messrs. Wylie and Hall after an examination of properties in the '=°""^J'-

townships of Darling and Lavant, with a view to the suitability of the

locality for the estdblishment of a charcoal smelting furnace, and it embraced

estimates of the cost of making pig iron from the ore. The ores examined

were of the class of rich magnetites, those analysed showing about 66 per

cent, of metallic iron ; but in making his estimate Mr. Birkinbine calculated

on an average of 55 per cent, ores, and the cost of mining at §1.60 per ton.

" As wood is abundant and cheap," he stated, " you need have no fear as to

fuel supply, and the character of the timber growth will make charcoal of the

best quality. In many parts of the United States, where wood is by no

means as plentiful nor of as good quality as in Lanark and adjacent counties,

charcoal is made in rneilers in the woods and delivered to iron works at six

cents per bushel. When kilns are used a lower price still is often obtained
;

and if retorts are employed a further reduction in cost is possible, even if the

gaseous products are not utilised. To illustrate : Oar iron works have a

battery of kilns located in wood very similar to that adjacent to locations

examined, and a responsible party contracted to cut the wood, haul it to

kilns, carbonise it, and deliver the charcoal in cars at four cents per bushel."

In making his estimate however Mr. Birkinbine put the cost at five cents

per bushel of 20 lb., which he considered would be ample for a number of

years ; and allowing for a possible refractory character of ore and contingen-

cies of operation, an average consumption of 110 bushels for each ton of pig

iron.* With these allowances the following estimate was given as ample to

cover the expenses of producing one ton of pig iron, with a modern plant and

appliances :

Items of cost.

1.8 tons of 55% ore at furnace.

.

0.3 ton of flux

110 bushels charcoal

Labor making iron

Repairs and supplies

Interest and superintendence .

.

tTotal cost per ton of iron

$
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would require an outlay of 825,000. Mr. Birkinbine gave the following

estimate of capital required to acquire land, develop mines and smelt the ore '

Items of cost.

Mineral and timber land, say ....

Develoijing and equipping mines

.

Blast furnace

Tram roads, say

Dwellings, store, etc ,

Charcoal plant, if retorts are used

Incidentals

Working capital

Total

10,000

30,000

50,000

10,000

20,000

25,000

5,000

50,000

200,000

lEstimate for a
iurnace at the
Belmont.mine.

The item of cost of land, it was explained, was not intended as a valuation of

any particular property, but simply to show that the cost of laud was not

overlooked, and the estimate for buildings was made on the assumption that

a company would wish to erect its own houses, office, store, etc. " To earn

ten per cent, on this amount (8200,000) with an average output of 30 tons

per day, say 9,000 per year, would require a profit of about S2.25 per ton of pig

iron made "
; so reported Mr. Birkinbine.

Mr. Ledyard stated in his evidence that he had received an estimate

from Mr. J. B. "VVitherow, a furnace builder of Pittsburg, Pa., for the manu-

facture of charcoal pig iron at the old Belmont mine at an actual cost of less

than $10 per ton. He estimated the necessary capital at 8150,000, the plant

of which would include a Clapp-Griffiths converter capable of producing steel

at §14 per ton, charcoal being reckoned at six cents per bushel. "We
could deliver the ore at Toronto," Mr. Ledyard said, " supposing the company

to own the mines, at $2.25 per ton—$1.50 to mine it and 75 cents for

freight. If the furnace proprietors did not own the mines, then 50 cents per

ton would be a fair royalty. In Chicago good Bessemer ore is 85.25 to 85.75
;

they use Connellsville coke, and I think it could be delivered here a little

cheaper if there were no duty. With the fuel as cheap and the ore at half

price, we should stand a good chance if we had the same market."

Three several estimates of cost of production are presented in the evi-

dence of Mr. C. J. Pusey, himself a practical iron maker—the proposed

Estimates made furnace to be located in the township of Suowdon, in Haliburton, and to use
by practical men. *•

ores taken from mines owned by Mr. Pusey's company. The first of these

estimates was made in 1881 by Messrs. Taws and Hartman of Philadelphia

Cold-blast lum- for a cold blast furnace of 100 tons capacity per week, in which it was pro-
^^"

posed to use ores of the Howland, Imperial and New York mines, equal parts
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of each, giving a mixture of 59 per cent iron.

a ton of iron is as follows :

Their estimate of the cost of

Items of cost.

4,000 lb. ore at $1 per ton

2,520 lb. (140 bushels) charcoal at 6 cents per bushel

177 lb. limestone

Labor, office expenses and su|)erintendent's salary .

Repairs and taxes

Cost of one ton of iron

1.80
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One-half of the product of this furnace, Mr. Pusey stated, ought to be good

enough for wheel iron or malleable castings, while the remainder would bt>

suitable for foundry or milling purposes. Anthracite and coke iron could

not, he said, be made for less than $14 or $13 per ton, and the market

averages §18 per ton ; while with charcoal fuel they could make it for §3

or $4 less, and get a better market for the product.

The evidence of Mr. Shortiss of Toronto supplies an estimate of the cost

A Michigan fur- of producing iron at Snowdon, given in 1885 by Mr. McUorquodale, super-

nace^man'8 esti-
ij^tp^jg^t ^f the Jackson Iron Co.'s furnace in Delta county, Michigan. It

is based on the use of 55 per cent ore and hardwood charcoal, and is as

follows :

Items of cost.

2 tons of ore at §2 . 50

100 bushels charcoal at 5 cents

Limestone

Labor and expenses

Cost of one ton of iron . .

.

5.00

5.00

25

1.67

11.92

The Jackson
Iron Co.'s fur-

aace.

Mr. McCorquodale was certain that Snowdon ore could be delivered at the

furnace at 82.50 per ton, while at his own furnace the cost was $4.84 per ton ;

and he stated that they were able to make charcoal at 5 cents per bushel and

haul the wood from three to four miles. " It is the long haul from the most

distant kilns," he added, '* that runs the price up to seven cents or a fraction

over." The cost ot production at the Jackson Iron Co.'s furnace in 1885,

where the run was 50 tons daily, was as follows :

Items of cost.

1^ tons 62% ore

112 bush, charcoal

Limestone

Labor and oflBce expenses

7 75
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the cost of producing a ton of pig iron, as extracted from his evidence, is em

follows :

Items of cost.

Ore

Coke

Flux :

Labor

Wear and tear, and interest

Cost of a ton of iron

$
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The following estimate is extracted from the statement of Mr. Gerhauser,
A Detroit fur- gecretaiv and treasurer of the Detroit Union Iron Co., which appears at thedace man a data. • ' rr "

end of this Section and is for the long ton of pig iron :

Record of Iron
Mountain fur-

nace, Wisconsin.

Items of cost.

§ ton specular ore at 85.28.

.

f ton hematite ore at S4.48 .

^ ton magnetic ore at $4.96.

87 bush, charcoal at 7^c

Limestone

Labor

Cost of a ton of iron 16 12

3 52
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Missouri, Maine, Pennsylvania and Maryland, showing (1) the size of each Kecordofi

furnace, (2) the average weekly product of pig iron for the jteriod in
^l^^^^l^

long tons, (3) the estimated per cent, value of carVjon in the fuel, (4) the

average quantities of fuel, ore and limestone used to the gross ton ol pig iron.

The following table gives the statistics of the Michigan furnaces :*

Furnace.

Union Iron Co .

Leland

Bangor

Detroit Iron Co.

Spring Lake. . .

.

Deer Lake

Bosh.
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Record of the
Hinkle furnace
Wisconsin.

Eecord of the
Mancelona
furnace,
Michigan.

850°. The ore, which varies in the mixture from 58 to 61 per cent., is

brought from lake Superior mines by rail and vessel ; the limestone is

brought by vessel from Kelly's island in lake Erie, and the fuel supply,

which is made of two to one parts of hard and soft wood, is obtained at and

near the furnace, the longest haul being 40 miles by railway. The total

make of pig iron for the 3,205 days of running time—from March 4, 1880^

to September 7, 1889,—was 153,999 gross tons, the average make per day

being 48 tons, and the average quantity of charcoal required to make a ton

of iron being 93 bushels of 20 Ife. each. Another record is given in the same

number of the Journal for the Hinkle furnace of the Ashland Iron and Steel

Co., located at Ashland, Wisconsin. In a period of 389 actual working days,

it made 29,398 gross tons of pig iron, being an average of 75| tons per day,

and since then it has made an average daily run of 90 gross tons. About 85

bushels of charcoal and If tons of lake Superior ore were used to make a ton

of pig iron. The stack is a taper shell 60 feet in height and 12 feet in

diameter at the base, and two fire-brick stoves heat the blast to a tempera-

ture of 900°. A record of the Antrim Iron company's furnace at Mancelona,

Mich., for a run of 340 days, ending June 1, 1887,* gives an average of 81^

bushels of charcoal to make a gross ton of pig iron, smelted from an average

of 3,754 S). of 60 per cent, ore mixed in the proportion of 80 per cent,

hematite and 20 per cent, specular. The average quantity of limestone

used for flux was 156 lb. per ton of metal, the average quantity of ore

smelted per bushel of charcoal was 46^^ lb., and the average number of gross

tons made per day was 47|. The stack of the furnace is 48 feet high, the

diameter of the bosh 8 feet 6 inches, and the average temperature of the

blast for the period of the record was 850°. A record of the Tecumseh fur-

nace in Alabamaf gives statistics of 2,080 days running time, from 1875 to

1882, during which 35,927 tons of pig iron (of 2,268 lb.) were produced, of

which 16,000 tons was No. 1. The ore was a brown hematite yielding 49.2

per cent., and the average quantity required to make a ton of iron was 4,550

lb. The quantity of charcoal required to make a ton of iron was 2,165 lb.>

and the quantity of flux 531 lb. of limestone. During the campaign the

blast was maintained at an average temperature of 750° F. and the pressure

varied from 1|^ to 3 lb. per square inch, and the average make of actual work-

in» time was 17.27 tons per day. The cost of material, labor, management

and other expenses are not given with any of those records ; but this depends

so much on the locality of the furnace that it is of less consequence than

data of material and product. |

The cost of ore at the mine is little more than the labor cost of raising

it which will be greater or less according as it lies in the ground, the depth

from which it has to be taken and the effectiveness of the mining machinery

used. The pig iron yield of the ore depends on its richness, but partly also

on the character of the fuel used, the working qualities of the furnace and

Record of the
Tecumseh
furnace,
Alabama.

Conditions
fTOverning the
cost of ore and
fuel.

*Charcoal Iron Workers' Journal, vol. vir, p. 208.

tSee Journal, vol. iv, pp. 189-197.

•^Some high estimates of cost of production, published by the Journal of the Charcoa^

Iron^Workers, are omitted because they were given with the avowed object of influencing

tariff legislation.
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the skill of the furnace men. A theoretically pure magnetic ore contains

72.413 per cent, of iron, and 3,093 lb. of this ore is required to make a grosB

ton of pig. Of 70 per cent, ore it requires 3,200 lb.; of 60 per cent, ore,

3,733 lb.; of 50 per cent, ore, 4,480 lb.; of 40 per cent, ore, 5,620 lb.; of 30

percent, ore, 7,467 1b.; and of 20 per cent, ore, 11,200 1b. The cost of

charcoal depends on the cost of wood and the method of producing it, and

ranges from five and six cents per bushel in Wisconsin and Michigan to ten

and twelve cents in New York and Connecticut. From numerous enquiries

made during visits to American forests Sir Lowthian Bell estimated the cost

of a ton of charcoal (112 bushels of 20 lb. each) to be as follows :

Items of cost.
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POSSIBILITIES OF PRODUCTION IN ONTARIO.

The countries which lead in the production of charcoal iron are the

Production of United States and Sweden, and both are favored by having large supplies

thrunttir"'" of wood for the manufacture of charcoal. In Sweden soft woods such as

iwlden"'^ pi^^ ^^^ ^^^y largely used, together with the waste material of saw mills.

In the United States the locations of the industry have shifted with the

progress of settlement. Down to 1840 charcoal fuel was used almost exclu-

sively in the smelting of iron ores, but since then mineral coals have been

used extensively and the charcoal furnaces have receded to the backwoods.

At the present time about one-half of the charcoal iron of the United States

is produced in Michigan and Wisconsin, although the Salisbury district (em-

bracing portions of Connecticut, Massachusetts and New York) continues to

show no diminution. Iron smelting began in this district more than a cen-

tury and a half ago, the first forge having been erected at Lime Rock in 1734,

and the first blast furnace at Lakeville in 1762, and the fine quality of the

iron made from the brown hematite ores of that vicinity has maintained a.

steady demand for it ever since. The average yearly production of charcoal

iron in the United States for the ten years 1878-87 was very nearly 500,000'

net tons, ranging from 293,399 tons in 1878 to 697,906 tons in 1882. In

Sweden the average yearly production of the five years 1882-86 was 474,p00

net tons, ranging from 439,637 tons in 1882 to 487,587 in 1886. Swedish

iron enjoys the reputation of being the be.st in the world, and large quantities

of it are imported into England every year in pigs, blooms and bars for the

manufacture of cutlery and other puiposes in which a fine quality of ii'on is

required. But where good ore is used and intelligent methods are employed

American charcoal iron is little if at all inferior to the Swedish ; and although

the conversion of iron into steel by modern economic methods has enabled

manufacturers to use steel for many purposes in which charcoal iron was

formerly regarded as indispensable, there is no cause to fear the displacement

of charcoal iron, or any reduction in the present demand for it, except in the

event of some discovery in the process of treating and improving the poorest

qualities of iron that would put the invention of Bessemer under eclipse.

In the present state of the industry, and with our present knowledge of the

metallurgy of iron, the outlook for charcoal iron is sufficiently encouraging

u«y'oductioVin ^^^ Only to j ustify makers in maintaining their present works but in the
Ontario. enlargement of their operations. The field in Ontario is unoccupied, and

here, if anywhere, a favorable opportunity is presented for enterprise in spite

of our record of failures. We have a home market of limited extent to

supply, and with sufficient capital and under skilful and prudent management

we should be able to find a foreign market also.

One of the estimates given of the cost of producing charcoal iron in

Ontario in the foregoing pages was prepared by Mr. Birkinbine, secretary

fiutifority-r" oi the United States Association of Charcoal Ii-on Workers and editor of

opinion.
^j^g-j, journal. In an article on the possibilities of manufacturing charcoal

iron in Canada, published in 1883,* Mr. Birkinbine states that he made sev-

eral visits to our country to study the position she occupies and the rank

*Journal, vol. iv, pp. 337-47.
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which she should take as an iron-producing country, travelling for more than

a hundred miles through a section drained by the Ottawa river. "In the

midst of some of the finest forests of the district lately visited," he says, "are

outcrops of magnetic and specular iron ore, some of them of most encouraging

character, and a number of lakes and streams offer favorable locations for the

establishment of iron-producing industries. In this section also a number

of mines are operated, producing a considerable quantity of ore of excellent

quality, not one pound of which, so far as we could learn, is smelted in

Canada. What ore is mined goes to the United States, being carried to lake Ontario ore ex-
° " ported to Ihf

ports by rail, thence transferred by boats to points in the .state of Kew York, United stateB.

and from these shipped several hundred miles to blast furnaces to be smelted

into pig iron, after paying a duty of seventy-five cents i)er ton. We very

much doubt if a ton of the ore taken from the vicinity mentioned reaches a

United States port on which the charges for railroad and water transporta-

tion and duty are less than from $1.75 to 82, independent of cost of mining

the ore. When it is remembered that most of the ore exported is of a superior

quality, (and it must be to bear the transportation and duty charges), that a

considerable portion of it comes from a densely-timbered section, where land

yielding fifty to seventy cords per acre can be purchased for two or three government-

dollars per acre, that the Dominion government to encourage iron manu- ""'^

facture will for three years from July 1, 1883, pay a bonus of $1.50 for each

ton of pig iron produced in Canada from Canadian ores and for the next

three years SI per ton, it seems strange that practically Canada is a non-pro-

ducer of iron. We feel justified in making the assertion that we can locate

furnace sites where charcoal iron can be made practically a permanent indus-

try, where ore for a ton of iron would not cost more than from 84: to $5,

where cordwood could for many years be laid down at the works at from

$1.25 to $1.50 per cord, and where the distance to lake i)ort3 or other dis-
,^ ^ A positive opiB-

tributinor points would be no greater than ore is now carried to be shipped ion on promtabi*'
'^

\

°
_ . .

producti.jn.

to the United States. In short we are certain that superior charcoal pig iron

can be made in Canada and delivered in its principal cities at a profit for the

same price that ordinary English coke iron is now sold there." The same

authority writing again in 1889* appears to think that, although the abun-

dance of timber promises a supply of charcoal for an industry of considerable

dimensions, and that there is a large field for the manufacture of iron with iron smelting

charcoal, the bulk of the iron in this country Avill most probably be smelted fuel.

with mineral fuel. He accordingly favors the location of blast furnace works

at Ottawa, as a convenient centre for the delivery of ores from mines in On-

tario and Quebec and also for supplies of coke or anthracite coal from Penn-

sylvania. He expresses the opinion that under favorable railroad rates the

cost at Ottawa of coke furnished in large quantities from the Connellsville

district should be practically the cost at Chicago plus the duty of 60 cents

per ton ; but if coke made from coal in some of the northern counties of Penn.syl-

vania were used " there would be a diflference in distance of about 100 miles in

favor of Ottawa as compared with Chicago to offset the duty." This assumes

* Journal, vol. viii, pp. 290-8.
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tliat the same railway rates could be obtained from Pennsylvania to Ottawa as

from Pennsylvania to Chicago, which is not at all likely owing to the re-

striction upon trade between Canada and the United States and the conse-

quent didiculty of obtaining return cargoes. But assuming the rate to

Ottawa to be twenty-five cents per ton higher than to Chicago, he estimates

>ne8timat« of the cost of coke delivered at Ottawa with duty paid at 85.10 per ton, and

»ioD. anthracite coal would cost about the same. The cost of roasted iron ore of

60 per cent, richness he estimates at $2.55 per ton delivered, and the flux

necessary to smelt a ton of iron at fifty cents. With these data Mr. Birkin-

bine makes the following estimate for the cost of a gross ton of pig iron :

Items of cost.
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reduce the chances of a permanent supply for this purpose. There sertm^* to

be more encouragement to convert the sawmill refuse and sawdusb intogiseous

fuel, as in Sweden, and use it for manufacturing iron and other metallurgicil

purposes. Gas producers for this purpose would liav(3 to be e(|ui|)ped with

condensers, for the refuse material supplied to the producers would cirry 40

iptT cent, or more of water. If pii^iron is produced in the vicinity ol' Ottawa

there would seem to be good encouragement for investigating the fcoiioniiciil

employment of this waste material, and also the possible utilisation of some

of the water-power available in the vicinity. As noted before, the production

of charcoal pig iron apparently olFers greater advantages at some of the locali-

ties where the ores and hardwood timber are contiguous. The charcoal r*-quired

for smelting a ton of pig iron would probably cost from $7 to S8 at Ottawa,

from $1 to $2 in excess of the cost at the other points indicated. As this

charcoal iron would be used for special purposes, it would command a corre.s-

pondingly high price in the market." Assuming the furnaces to be encted in

one of the well-timbered districts in the vicinity of the iron mines, the cost of

producing charcoal iron, according to this latest estimate of Mr. Birkinbine,

would be $13.50 to $14.50 per gross ton, and it has been .shown that the cost

of imported charcoal pig to consumers ranges from $26 to $58 per ton.
,j.,,g yj^ni,^^, g^.

Apparently, then, the possibilities of producing charcoal iron in Ontario are t"uated profits,

sufficiently encouraging, and with a profit of 100 per c-nt. upon siles made at

the lowest price of imported American charcoal iron the industry should be a

fairly remunerative one,

TRKATMENT Ob' MAGNETIC ORES.

In his remarks upon ores in the vicinity ol Ottawa Mr. Birkinbine

observes that those nearest the city are generally sulphurous,* but that this
''

. .
Sulphurous

should not necessarily condemn thera in view of the facts that over one ma;^netic ores,

million tons of sulphurous magnetites are annually smelted in the United

States and that some of the American furnaces which have been mo^t suoces-

ful financially have used entirely or largely such ores. Blast furnace practice,

he states, has shown that it is difficult to produce good foundry grades of pig

iron with dense magnetites, especially if they carry consid'-rable sulphur.

*' But modei'n plants, improved methods and chemical research have done

much to remove these troubles, and it is not prophecy to state that with a

well equipped and properly managed plant, using thoioughly roasted mag-

netites instead of ore partially calcined, satisfactory work in this particular

can be obtained."! There are few difficulties in nature which the ingenuity

of man cannot surmount, and science has already won many triumphs in the

treatment of unclean ores. Only a few years aaro the practice was to roast Unsucci-ssfui
•' J o r

roasting.

sulphurous ores in lumps of any size as taken from the mine, and some of

our dense Ontario magnetites were condemned at Ohio and Pennsylvania fur-

naces because it was found that the roasting which was sufficient with less

compact ores was in their case only superficial, showing effect only to the

depth of half an inch or an inch according to the heat used and the time An improved

taken in roasting. Now the practice is to break up h^rd ore to a uniform

'This applies more particularly to the mines on the Quebec side of the Ottawa river-

tJournal, vol. vni, p. 294.
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size by running it through a crusher, such as the Blake or the Gates. The
New Jersey and lake Superior magnetic ores are treated in this way, and

with improved roasting furnaces the process is found to be very satisfactory.

But there are various other methods employed in preparing ores for the smelt-

ing furnace, one of which is worthy of special mention because of the success

claimed for it in cleaning magnetic ores.*

„ One of the first, if not the first, to suggest the application of magnetic
The magnetic

.

' oo rr o
treatment. treatment to magnetic ores containing sulphur, titanium or phosphorus was-

Dr. Sterry Hunt. In his report on Iron and Iron Ores in 1869f he refers to

a massive granular titaniferous ore at St. Francois, on the Chaudiere river,

Quebec, which consists of a mixture of about two-thirds magnetic oxide of

iron, and one-third of a titanic iron holding not less than 48 per cent, of titanic

use"fthe ma^ - ^^^^- "^^^ two, he Stated, were readily .separated by a magnet, " and it is prob-

net with hand q\)Iq that by a magnetic separating machine it will be possible to make use
Bpecimens of im j o r o i

pure magnetic of this and of similar ores for the preparation of iron in the direct way, tO'

which the purified magnetic oxide is well adapted." In the case of a mag-

netic ore found on an island in Mud lake, in the township of South Crosby,

which contained nearly 10 per cent, of titanic acid and Ih per cent, of

sulphur, he found that " when the pulverised ore is treated with a magnet it

is partially purified, the non-magnetic portion retaining the sulphur and a

large part of the titanium. The magnetic portion equalled 74.2 per cent.,

and contained 54.76 per cent, of metallic iron and 5.70 of titanic acid. "J

Dr. Hunt also mentions a great mass of iron ore found on Rapid river,

which empties into the bay of Seven Islands, containing neai-ly 341 per cent,

titanic acid. " When pulverised and treated by a magnet it was separated

into two portions, one strongly magnetic, equal to 57 per cent. The remainder

gave by analysis 51.14 of titanic acid and 39.75 of peroxide of iron,

besides 8.30 of insoluble residue. The magnetic portion, contrary to what

might have been expected from the readiness with which it was attracted by

the magnet, contained not less than 24,80 per cent, of titanic acid. It was

nearly free from silicious impurities, and almost wholly soluble in hydrochloric

acid."§ In many magnetic ores the sulphur, phosphorus, etc., are for the most

part physically united with the iron, and in such cases separation with a

magnet after crushing takes place readily ; but where the substances are

chemically united separation by the magnetic process cannot be looked for.

Whether Dr. Hunt was the first to employ the magnet upon hand speci-
The germ of an

_ , _ ...
important inven- mens of Ore in the way here indicated or not, it is certain that the experi-
tion. . 1 , ^ . . •

ment contained the germ of a very important invention.

The first magnetic iron ore separator of which the ^vriter has found an

magnetic sepa- account was the invention of C. G. Buchanan of Rockaway, New Jersey,

and was used to treat black magnetic sand containing a large percentage

of titanic acid. In a paper read before the U. S. A.'>sociation of Charcoal

*The washing process, which is used in reducing the earthy matter of hematite and
sp>ecular orfs, is an old but serviceable invention, and where there is a good supply of water
it is worked at very small cost. At the Old Hill mine in the Salisbury district, Connecticut,
machinery for crushing, wishing and screening the ore reduces the material as hoisted from
the mine to 25 per cent, of its bulk, that is to say, of 100 parts raised 75 are washed away,
being earthy matter of no value.

+ Geological Survey report, 1866-9, p. 253. J p. 258. § p. 260.
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Iron Workers in 1881 Mr. Hoagland, the manufacturer of this machine,

stated that it separates the magnetic sand so thoroughly that none of the

titanium is found in the portion which passes over the magnet; "in lact

M'here properly managed the product of the machine will yield by analysis 71

and 72 per cent, metallic iron." The results of the separation were so satis-

factory, Mr. IlDagland went on to say, that parties who have other ores than

black sand have used machinery invented by Mr. Buchanan to pulverise and

separate them, preferring the magnetic process because the fine ore which is

washed away by the jigging process is all saved, the magnet leaving le.«s than

two per cent, of ore in the tailings.* The machine is composed of two iron

cylinders parallel to each other and supported at each end by a pair of horse-

.shoe shaped iron stamlards, with journals in which the axes of the cylinders

play when the machine is in motion. The standard.s are insulated and are

closely wound with heavy insulated copper wire, so that when charged they

become powerful electro-magnets, with positive and negative poles. The

cylinders become magnetised by induction, and in this way a magnetic field

is formed between them, capable while the machine is in operation of holding

a weight of 600 or GOO lb., but non-magnetic on the opposite sides. The

whole is set in a strong wooden frame, the standards being firmly bolted to

cross timbers at the base, while a pair of hoppers over the cylinders hold the

pulverised ore which is to be treated. The ojieration of the machine is „

described as follows : The cylinders are rotated towards each other at a speed maciiine.

of from 60 to 75 per minute, and the hoppers are opened by regulated slides

so that the ore falls upon them. Being carried between the cylinders into

the magnetic field, all that is magnetic is attracted and attached to the faces

of the cylinders and is carried round to a point where they lose their magnetic

effect, when it drops into shoots. The earthy and all other non-magnetic

components of the pulverised ore are acted upon by gravity alone, and falling

undisturbed through the magnetic field a nearly perfect separation is effected.

The separators are built in three different sizes, ranging in capacity from 20

to 100 tons per day.t

The Conkling magnetic concentrating machine has been u&ed to treat

magnetic iron ore containing phosphorus, and its construction is thus described : ma^netk con

The pulverised ore is discharged from a hopper to a feed-belt which delivers
'^^^ '^ '^^'

it into a narrow shoot, from which it drops upon a horizontal india rubber

belt running at right angles to it at a speed of 1,000 feet a minute. Above

the lower surface of this belt are placed vertically two electro magnets. These

cause the magnetic particles of the ore to adhere to the belt which carries

them away laterally, the tailings remaining on the feed- belt and discharging

into a shoot. The concentrates fall upon a second feed-belt, pass under a

second magnetic field, and finally under a third. J Ore dressing experiments

with this machine are given as follows : The crude ore from Lehigh mountain

contained 39 per cent, of iron and .038 per cent, of phosphorus, whilst the ments.^'*"'

concentrates contained 66.24 per cent, of iron and .005 per cent, of phos-

•The Charcoal Workers' Journal, vol. ii, p. 322-3. -f- Journal, vol. in, p. 4C0.

iJJournal of the Iron and Steel Institute, No. 2, 1888, p. 189.
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Edison's mag-
netic iron ore
purifier

Oferating in

«)minercial
quantities.

phorus. Mount Hope ore containing in its crude state 58 per cent, of iron

and .1 per cent, of phosphorus yielded concentrates with 70.47 of iron, .023

phosphorus and 1.27 silica.

A magnetic iron ore purifier invented by Thomas A. Edison and set up

in his laboratory at Orange, Xew Jersey, was seen in opeiationby the writer

in June, 1889. It consists of a series of crushers which reduce the oie to a

20-mesh, and a powerful magnet which separates the pulverised ore into its

magnetic and non-magnetic parts. The ore is broken and pulverised in a

series of crushers and rollers and sifted through an oblique screen, whence it

is carried by elevators to a V-shaped hopper over the magnet. This hopper

is about six feet long with a bottom of two iron plates, one of which is nicely

adjusted to open and close by a screw. When in operation a regulated

stream of the ground ore descends from the hopper in front of the magnet—

a

massive bar of soft iron charged from a dynamo—by which the iron is deflt ctcd

and separated from the non-magnetic portion of the ore. A thin movable

partition of sheet iron set in a light wooden frame is placed on the floor, in a

position to divide the concentrates from the tailings. The bar Ls magnetisf d

to any required power, and the simple process of drawing the magnetic par-

ticles of iron out of the vertical separates it from all free non- magnetic im-

purities, such as silica, sulphur, phosphorus and titanium. It does not seem

likely that where these are chemically united with the iron they can be

separated from it ; but they exist to a greater or less extent free, and wheie

this is the case and the ore is finely pulverised they separate readily. jSI r.

Edistn has had analyses made which .show that the proportional quantities

of titanium, phosphorus, etc., have been largely reduced. Besides, the pro-

cess gives an ore of much greater richness, for while in the native state it may
only be 50 per cent, it can be increased by eliminating the impurities to 60,

65 and even 70 per cent. This has been proven by expeiiments carried on

upon a large scale with ores in New .Jersey and Pennsylvania, the concen-

trates of which are sold to local furnaces. Mr. Edison and others with him

have bought mining properties in Pennsylvania the ores of which contain

only 30 per cent, iron, with large proportions of lime and apatite in the

gangue, and they have a mill in operation with a capacity of 250 tons per

day which increases the iron in the concentrates to 50 per cent, and very

considerably lowers the percentage of phosphorus. When asked if he did

not fear that the finely pulverised ore would be difficult to smelt by reason

of its smothering the stack, Mr. Edison said he thought it would not as in

Sweden they had smelted pulverised ore successfully ; he thought the coal

and flux would keep it sufiiciently open for draft.* Mr. Edison believes also

*Phillips in his Metallurgy of Iron says that on account of their fine ptate iron sands
have not been successfully employed for the production of cas-t in n, but at the Moisic worka
they are directly converted into wrought iron in abloomary furnace with satisfactory results.

The Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, (Xo. 2, 1888, p. ISti), records that in concentrat-
ing the poorer quartzose ores of Norberg, in Sweden, the practice at first was to manufacture
the crushed ore into briquettes with the aid of lime ; but as it was found that these disinteg-

rated during the transport fiom the mine to the works the plan was tried of luixing the
pulverised ore with lime and adding a small portion of red hematite to the charge, in the
proportion of 6.7 cwt. powdered ore, 2.3 cwt. red hematite and 0.7 cwt. liuie. "Ihe size of

the powdered ore varies, half being in the form of dust and half in y)ea->ized fragments. The
furnaces work excellently, and the pressure of the blast had to be raised only very slightly.

It is thus evident that the moulding into briquettes is unnecessary. At the same time the
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that by using a high stack sufficient heat will reach the ore within five

minutes ot* putting in the charge to drive ofi" any remaining portion of

sulphur contained in the ore. With experience gained in the laboratory and

in a commercial way at the mills now in operation, Mr. Edison feels war-

ranted in making the following claims for his machine: Cl)That it will Cbiimn made fo
" * ^ ' ,

.
the E<liM<jn

crush and separate the ore at a loss or waste of only 1^ or 2 units of iron, machine.

(2) That with ore containing 40 per cent, of metallic iron as mined it will

produce concentrates averaging 65 per cent. (3) That it will treat at a prof-

itable rate ore containing as low as 20 per cent, of iron, without throwing

any portion of it in the waste heap or sorting it into second class piles.

(4) That by grinding all ore raised from the mine down to 20 units, the cost

of mining may be reduced 40 or 50 per cent, and 30 per cent, of the ore as

mined may be saved— the usual practice being to throw all ore carrying less

than 40 per cent, of iron into the waste heap. (5) That it will reduce the

phosphorus in magnetic ores by 75 to 80 percent. (6) That a machine of 1,000

tons daily capacity will mill and refine ore up to 65 per cent, iron at a cost of

seventy cents per crude ton. (7) That Canadian magnetic ore carrying an

average of 50 per cent, metallic iron can be concentrated to 68 per cent, and

delivered in Cleveland duty paid against 65 per cent, ore from lake Superior.

At the iron mines of Witherbees, Sherman & Co. near Port Henry, on

the New York side of lake Champiain, two magnetic separators were tried in

the s[)ring and summer of 1889. The Ball, Norton &. Porter separator, made ^n*'^ poV^'J.'"

at West Troy, was in use for three weeks in March, after which it was taken ^^^^ticsepa-

to a mine at Little lliver in the Adirondacks and was worked there during

the summer. It consists of two leather belts, 13 inches wide and running on

rollers three feet apart, one close above the other and lapping about half its

length. A stationary magnet composed of ten bars of iron, alternately positive

and negative, is placed within the upper belt so as to overlap the lower one. The

ore is crushed to a size varying from one-quarter of an inch to a 16-mesh, and

is fed through a hopper upon the lower belt, which in motion revolves at a

speed of 300 feet per minute. The upper belt, within which is the magnet,

revolves in the contrary direction at a speed of 150 feet per minute.

When the machine is in operation the ore is carried forward on

the lower belt until it comes within the influence of the magnet.

Then the particles of iron are drawn to the upper belt and are

borne along as far as the power of the magnet extends, to drop through a

shoot into the pile of concentrates. All the non-magnetic particles are carried

by the lower belt past the roller and are drawn off into another shoot by a

fan placed at its mouth for that purpose. The capacity of this machine is

about five tons per hour. The second machine, which the writer saw in

operation in the latter part of June, 1889, is a Swedish invention, known as The Wenstrom
. .

magrnetic sepa-
the Wenstrom. The right to use it in the United States was acquired during r^tor.

the previous winter by Robert A. Cook of New Brunswick, N. J., and several

use of the powdered ore induces a considerable saving of coal, whilst the percentagre of iron
has increased. The latter amounts to 65. The cost of the concentration, from 40 up to 60
per cent, of iron, does not exceed 2s. HJ. of powdered ore." The concentrates produced by
Edison's mill in Pennsylvania are ground to 10-mesh, and are mixed with regular large ore
in the proportion of one part to four.
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machines were imported. The essential part is a cylinder whose rim is made

up of alternate bars of soft Swedish iron and wood revolving upon a fixed axis

and magnetised by a strong electro-magnet in the interior, held in eccentric

place by the axis. When in motion the iion bars of the cylinder become a

successive series of positive and negative magnets as they approach the side

on which the magnet is fixed, and change to the non-magnetic state with

equal regularity as they revolve to the opposite side. Any ordinary breaker

like the Cornish rolls may be used to crush the ore, which is fed through a

hopper and falls upon a polished brass slide the lower edge of which

approaches within three-eighths of an inch of the cylinder. There the iron is

drawn to the magnetised bars of the cylinder, to be carried around and dropt off

at that point in the circumference where the bars become demagnetised, while

the gangue material falls from the brass plate unaffected by the magnet to be

carried off to the dump of tailings. Mr. Cook claims that the machine will

separate all magnetic substances from non-magnetic when they are

crushed so as to be broken free from each other. " If sulphur, phosphorus,

or titanium are non- magnetic they will go with the waste, but both the

sulphur and titanium may be there in the form of a magnetic mineral, and in

that case they would stay with the iron." It was also noticed that where

the ore was not broken very fine, grains of apatite to which particles of iron

adhered were attracted by the magnet and added to the pile of concentrates.

Thorough pulverising seems to be necessary in treating the Port Henry

ores by this process. The machine has a capacity of six tons per hour, and

the New York selling price is $1,800. The following analyses of results from

both machines, each working on crude ores containing 41.06 per cent, iron

and .25 per cent, phosphorus has been furnished by Mr. F. S. Witherbee, of

Witherbees, Sherman & Co.

:

What the Wen-
strom machine
can and cannot
do.

Thorough
pulverising
^necessary.

Comparative
.resultj

Material.
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' I believe the only way magnetic soparaLion can he tested,'' he writes, " is to

work out the problem for each individual mine, and that takes time and

money. Not having had an opportunity to work the machines for any length

of time we hesitate to advise wliich is best, for we do not know ourselves.

But we have made up our minds to one thing, and that is that you cannot conditions of

rr' , . , • 1 1 i - ..

«

economic Bep»-
aliord to separate any ores running below say 4;j or 50 per cent, and pay the ration,

cost of mining unless you have to mine tliem in order to reach ores running
above 60 per cent." in this opinion, it will be observed, Mr. Witherbee
difleis from Mr. Edison, who has had the experience of a mill running several

months npon tho low grade ore of a Pennsylvania mine. As regards the

smelting properties of pulverised ore, it is the testimony of Port Henry fur-

mice men that iron ground to the fineness of sand and mixed in the charge

with coarser ore in equal parts does not affect the furnace, but smelts freely.

The electrical treatment of iron ores is of so recent origin, and the means
of applying it are already so varied, that many improvements in mechanism Possibilities of

may be looked for with confidence.* The results obtained from several of ment"*^'
"**'"

the machines appear to have demonstrated to practical iron men that in the

application of the principle of magnetic separation a most valuable gain has

been made to our knowledge of tie metallurgy of iron. To be able to save

the iron in lean and clean ores, which usually are thrown into the waste heap,

is itself a great attainment in the economy of iron production, for in all mines
much lean ore is raised. But if, in addition, the smelting properties of rich

ores containing a low percentage of impurities may be improved, and if ores

valueless in the state of nature by reason of the high percentage of their

impurities may be made valuable by the process of magnetic separation, the

utility of the method can hardly be over-estimated.

ECONOMIC TRANSPORTATION.
The iron industry as now carried on in most countries demands the

employment of every possible means for cheapening the cost of production.

To move the ore from the mine to the furnace or the nearest point of shipment Use of wire-rope

is often expensive, especially in a rugged and broken country, or in the back- moWng we°'

woods, where good roads cannot be built, or if built cannot be kept through
all seasons in a proper state for the traffic over them ; while the cost of con-

structing a railway can only be afforded by mines of large production. As a

means of transportation for short distances wire-rope tramways have been in

use for some time, but until recently in America these have consisted of a

single, moving, endless rope, from which the loads are suspended. These
lines, while very efficient for certain purposes, are not available for general sin.'ie-ropeiiiiea

use as a means of transportation, as in no case does their carryin*' capacity

exceed 300 lb., and in practice it is much less. At Capelton, Quebec one
has been put up by Cooper, Hewitt &, Go. of New York, and althouo'b

designed to carry 300 lb. this burden was found to strain the rope too much
and had to be reduced. The single-rope line has been almost entirely sup- The Bieichert

planted in Europe by the Bieichert double-rope system, f which has already sj^stelul'^"^''

*It is understood that Mr. Edison ha^ constructed a new machine which is in several
respects a very marked improvenienr upon the first one.

tit is constructed under what is known as the Bieichert patent, and consists of a
stationary rope to support the load and a moving one to carry it.
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Advantages
which it

pri-senta.

e8tabli.•^hed itself as a means of transportation hardly yet dreamt of on tliis

side of the Atlantic. Railroad companies have adopted the lines of this

system as regular feeders to their main roads, and laws have been enacted

regulating their construction and traffic the same as for ordinary railroads.

Amongst the advantages which the Bleichert system presents over any

of the single line systems are the following : (1) While the loads carried

by single lines are seldom over 100 lb. the Bleichert lines are adaptable to

individual loads up to 2,000 lb. (2) In the single-rope systems, where the

moving rope carries the load, there is great danger in rapid movement that

the rope may jump out of the carrying sheaves, which are made very shallow-

so as to permit passage of the saddle over them. In the Bleichert system the

stationary rope has no tendency to get out of place, and there is no diffi-

culty in moving the cars over it at a speed of four or five miles per hour.

(3) With single-rope tramways a grade of 1 in 4 is about the limit, as on

steeper grades the load is liable to slip on the rope, unless a clip is used which

fastens the bucket ; but in the latter case the buckets must be loaded and

unloaded while in motion, since they cannot be stopped without stopping the

whole line. In the Bleichert system any grade up to 1 in 1 is overcome, and

when the car reaches either terminus or any switch on the line it can be

automatically disconnected and run off to any point required for loading and

discharging. The cars may be run down into a mine, loaded at the face of

the working and delivered to any point ou the line without handling of the

material. (4) The carrying-rope, being stationary, can be locally graduated

to the strain it bears ; but of course the one for empty cars does not requii-e

to be as strong as the rope for loaded ones. So, also, where short spans

occur it is not necessary that the rope should be as strong as the sections

suspending long spans ; it is sufficient to strengthen only the portions exposed

to extra strain. In this way great economy in the total weight of the ropes

is effected, whereas in the case of the single-line system the rope must be of

uniform weight and strength throughout. The ordinary spans used in the

construction of the Bleichert tramways are 150 to 200 feet, but they may be

much longer, spanning valleys and rivers 1,000 to 1,500 feet across. The

Weilburg tramway in Germany, which has a total length of seven miles and

a daily carrying capacity of 250 tons iron ore, crosses the Weimbach river

with a span of 1,000 feet in the clear. The cost of operating depends on the

quantity carried. A line at Lintorf, Germany, two-thirds of a mile in length,

carries 60 tons per day at a tost of 4^ cents per ton, counting labor, interest

on capital, wear and tear, etc., and by increasing the capacity to 100 tons the

cost is reduced to a little over 3^ cents per ton. These figures, the manager

of the Lintorf mines and smelting works says, are inclusive not only of actual

transportation, but of the delivery of the coal and ore exactly at the spots

where they are to be used, so that no further handling is required. A line

constructed at the mines of the Bi-Metallic Mining company in Montana,

and put into operation on May 8, 1889, was reported upon by the superin-

tendent of the works under date of August 12 as follows :
" Since starting

we have transported about 85 tons of ore per day from the mine at Granite to

the mill at Clark, a distance 9,750 feet, and have also carried up to the mine

852
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the greater portion of the supplies used there, running tramway about six Lines in the

hours pi'r day, ut au average cost of 22 cents per ton. By lunning tramway ^ "'«<">'»*«••

for twelve hours per day to its full capacity we could carry 240 tons with

practically the same force as is now employed, thus reducing the average cost

to from 10 to 12 cents per ton. When the line is carrying its load it develops

sufficient power to run a 9 by 15 Blake crusher, and crushes all the ore

niised at the mine."*" A line constructed for the Granite Mountain Mining

company at Kunisey, Montana, for the transport of the silver ore iias a length

of 8,750 feet and a carrying capacity of 300 tons daily. It has one span of

600 feet and in one section of 1,800 feet it has a fall of 800 feet, being a

grade of nearly 1 in 2. One erected at the gold mine of the Nowell company

at Juneau, Alaska, has a length of 11,000 feet, with ditFeience in level between

terminals of 2,135 feet and a daily carrying capacity of 200 tons. But the

longest line in operation in America is one constructed for the Split liock

Cable Co. of Syiacuse, N. Y., the length of which is 16,500 feet and the

daily capacity 750 tons. It was built for the transportation of lime rock,

and at the discharge terminal the loaded cars are run upon a suspended rail

over a series of kilns, into any one of which by an arrangement of switches

they may be unloaded without delay and immediately started upon the return

trip. Quarry cable hoists are also constructed on the same plan, one of which

is in operation at Rockland, Maine ; it has a span of 865 feet, and the carry-

ing capacity is 6 tons per load. There seems to be no doubt that the adoption

of this system of transportation would greatly simplify and cheapen the cost of

mining operations in Ontario, especially in such districts as northern Hastings,

Haliburton and Sudbury, where high rocky ridges and intervening valleys are

a feature of the country.

ROLLING MILLS, STEEL WORKS AND MANUFACTURES.
A beginning has been made in Ontario in the manufacture of rolled iron,

but the most that can be said of the industry here is that it is still in its . . ,
•' An ii.dustr* m

infancy. It is perhaps too much to expect rolling mills to flourish until we ><» infancy,

have succeeded with the production of pig iron, and the same remark applies

to steel works. The industry however is of tirst class importance, and if

established and conducted under skilful direction and by the most approved

systems, using pig iron produced from our own ores, it should give a profit-

able employment to labor and safe investment to capital. But the pl^"ts
.pj^^ ^^^j. ^^^^^^

required for rolling mills and steel works are expensive, the best modern pethods and

methods reauire to be .adopted, and careful, intelligent management is a niana-emem
^

_
" ° a uecessity.

necessity. The cost of producing rolled iron and steel has been greatly less-

ened within the past ten years by the substitution of mechanical for hand

labor, just as the cost of converting iron into steel has been lessened by the

invention of Bessemer. At the present time new processes are being tested

in the United States, and the hope is entertained that steel may be made New process**

direct from the ore at little more than the cost of pig iron. These proces.ses ''
"^

are being watched with great interest, and to no people should they possess

more value than to those who in a country like Canada may have the erection

•Letter to Cooper, Hewitt & Co., who hold the American agency for the Bleichert wire
tramway system. Their works are at Trenton, N. J.
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of steel works in contemplation. It is not by the adoption of ancient and

effete methods that an industry can be established in the face of present day

competition, but by the employment of the latest, most perfect and most

economical means, having regard for the qualities of the iron to be treated

and the market to be supplied.*

A word may here be said of manufactures of iron and steel goods, and

Relative prices especially of their value to a country in the employment which they give to

and maiiufact- skilled labor. In some lines of manufactures, such as cast metal pipes and
proruc.

railway chairs, the .share of labor in the finished article is i-elatively small
;

but even in pipes the price of the pig iron is doubled. Stove grates and kitchen

ranges are worth from three to five times the price of the iron, while a loco-

motive and its tender are worth about nine times and vessel machinery aVjout

ten times that of the raw material used in their construction. Common
nef-dles, such as Britain exports to China, made from Bessemer steel wire

which co.sts the manufacturer £60 per ton, sell for .£260 per ton, while the

needles for home use sell at £5,600 per ton. The wire used in the manufac-

ture of the finest fish-hooks costs £336 per ton, and the hooks themselves sell

for £14,000 to £15,000 per ton. The main springs of watches sell for about

£6,000 per ton, while the retail value of hair-springs is about £400,000 per

ton, or three times the price of gold.f

SERVICE OF INVENTION TO THE METALLDKGY OF IRON.

Any report on the iron industry would be very imperfect which did not

attempt to show how much it owes to invention. It could have had no

existence without the raw materials of ore and fuel ; it could have had no

Theindustrj- beginning without labor; it could have made no progress without the support
built up by skill , -i, -i i • t p • • , ^ , ^ ^ MI-
mnd^invention. 01 Capital; Dut Without the aid or invention the industry would be still in

puling infancy. In every step and stage of the business, from raising the

ore out of the earth to the finishing touch u[)oh the manufactured metal, the

ingenuity of man is found overcoming the forces of nature, lightening labor,

cheapening production, improving the qualities of the material itself, finding

out new uses for it in the arts and adapting it in a thousand ways to the

wants of an advancing civilisation. Mining of any kind would have been

diflicult and costly, and deep mining would have been all but impossible, but

for the service of the air compressors, the drills, the explosives and the hoist-

ing apparatus now employed at every well-equipped mine ; while means of

cheap and rapid transit of ores and methods of treating them in preparation

for the smelting furnace have made properties workable and valuable which

otherwise might have remained unused and idle to the end of time. It would

be unfair to those who were engaged in the manufacture of iron during even

the first half of the present century, an eminent authority on the subject has

recently said, to deny the services which they succeeded in rendering to their

art without much thought being given to those laws of nature upon which

*The Henderson process is described in the Appendix as tested at Birmingham,
Alabama. Another process of direct conversion is soon to be tested upon magnetic ore from
the Bri.sti)! mine, uear Ottawa, at Findlay, Ohio, where extensive works have been erected
under the management of a gentleman trained for twenty years under Sir William Siemens.
The fuel to be used at the Findlay works is natural gas, which is found there in great
abundance.

t See Sir Lowthian Bell in the Reign of Queen Victoria, vol. ii, pp. 234-5.
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their processes depended ; but, on the other hand, it is not to be denied that

since the iron masters have allied themselves with tlie chemist " they have

made more progress in thirty years than their predecessors did in three cen-

turies."* In what ways, then, has the prosperity of the industry been served

by skill and invention'? and is any other agency or policy likely to be of

•equal or f;reater utility 1

Nearly a hundred years ago Mungo Park found a smelting furnace or

forge ill the interior of Africa built of clay, about ten feet high and three

feet in diameter, in which iron ore was smelted with charcoal fuel. The charge

was built up with alternate layers of ore and coal, fire was applied through Primitive iron-

• 1 1 1
° makinj: as wit-

openings at the base of the stack and blown with bellows made of goats' skins n eased by .Munj^o
•,

, 1 <• .1 1 • 11 1 1 f«. -r-.

"
' Park and Cap-*

ana at the end ot three days it was allowed to cool off. Part of the furnace tain orant in

was then taken down, when the iron was found in the form of a large irregu-

lar mass, with pieces of charcoal adhering to it. " It was sonoious," Park
says in his account, " and when any portion was broken off the fracture exhib.

ited a granulated appearance like broken steel. The owner informed me
that many parts of this cake were useless, but still there was »ood iron

enough to pay him for his trouble. "t A quarter of a century ago Captain
Orant publi.shed a journal of his walk across Africa from the south-east coast

to the head waters of the Nile, and he too describes a forge which if possible

was more primitive than the one described by Mungo Park. It was found
in the territory of the Walinga, who are spoken of by way of distinction as

workers in iron. " Their furnaces are in the heart of the forest ; charcoal and
lumps of iron cinder (like a coarse sponge and of a ' blue-bottle ' color) usually

mark the spot, and four lads squatting under a grass roof, with a double-

bandled bellows each, blow at a live mass of charcoal which has the nodules

of metal intermixed with it. In this calcining nothing else seems to be used

and the metal melts, decending into a recess much in the same way as I have
seen at the Cumberland lead works." | The natives of Africa have made no
progress in the metallurgy of iron from the first discovery of the process of

reducing the ore to metal ; but the means they employ is the principle of the

Catalan forge, used in Europe and America down to the present time in the forge-

production of blooms or malleable iron, and consisting essentiallv of a fur-

nace, a blowing machine and a heavy hammer.^ It is the direct process and

* Sir Lowthian Bell at the British Association's meeting, 1889.

fThe Life and Travels of Mungo Park, p. 230-1, Nimmo's ed. " This iron, or rather
stpel, is formed into various instrunients by being repeatedly heated in a forge, the heat of
vhich is urged by a pair of double bellows of a very simple construction, being made of two
goat's skins, the tubes of which unite before they enter the forge and supply a constant and
very regular blast. The hammer, forceps and anvil are all very simple, and the workmanship
(particularly in the formation of knives and spears) is not destitute of merit. Tne iron
iiideed is hard and brittle and requires much labor before it can be made to answer the nur
pose."—p. 231.

^

:;:Captain James A. Grant's Walk across Africa, p. 130. (Blackwood, 1864.)

§ Dr. Percy in his valuable work on the Metallurgy of Iron and Steel says: "The
Hindoos appear to have carried on the direct process from time immemorial, as we may cer-
tainly infer from the large accumulations of clay wiiich occur in various localities in India*
and as it is scarcely possible to imagine anything more rude than their appliances, or anything
more diminutive than their scale of operation, it would seem that they have not made anv
substantial jirogress in their art, at least in many districts. Their furnaces are frequentlv
not larger than a chimney-pot, and hours ot incessant toil are required to produce a few
pounds weight of iron ; and yet the price at which they sell the metal is surprisingly low "

(p. 2o4). The furnac- is built and thf^ blast is iirndiu-cd much the same in India as in Africa-
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it was the only one known generally to Europeans down to three centuries

ago.* When or in what manner the indirect process was discovered no one

The manufacture knows df^finitely, but it was the beginning of the age of improvement in iron

production. In the German Stuckofen with a stack of 10 to 16 feet high,

and the Blauofen with a stack sometimes 25 feet high (which constituted the

difference between these furnaces and the Catalan), cast metal would no doubt

be occasionally formed when the proportion of fuel to the burden of ore and

flux in the charge was increased. On the other hand an increase in the

burden would produce the pasty mass like that yielded by the Catalan forge»

out of which malleable iron is hammered. " With such dimensions as these

there would be no difficulty whatever, by proper treatment of the ores, in
*

combining the metal with sufficient carbon to obtain a constant supply of

cast iron ; and there seems no doubt that by means of the Blauofeu this was

obtained in actual practice."t The theory of conversion of ore into cast iron

in the high stack is thus briefly stated by Dr. Percy :
" The temperature of

the furnace, it is obvious, must increase in proportion to the depth from the

top, and the reduced iron towards the lower and hottest part becomes car-

burised and converted into cast iron, which trickles down in a molten state

to the bottom."! From the forge of two or three feet high, producing 1,200

or 1,500 lb. of wrought iron per week direct from the ore, to the blast fur-

nace of 15 or 25 feet producing 12 to 15 tons of pig iron, there was a great

advance. But with furnaces 70 to 85 feet high, producing 550 to 2,000 tons

per week, and converting it as fast as made into steel, the advance is vastly

greater ; and it is the result for the most part of improvements made within

the present century.

„ , . In the sixteenth century the large quantity of charcoal used in England
Smelting- ore j a l j o
with charcoal

ff... gmeltin" iron ore excited alarm on account of the dcbtruction of forests,
fuel. ^

and statutes were enacted to regulate the cutting of trees for this purpose

within certain districts. In the reign of Elizabeth several acts were parsed

on the subject, one of which provided that no new iron works should be

erected within 22 miles of London nor 14 miles of the Thames, nor in several

parts of Sussex near the sea. Another prohibited the erection of any new

iron works in Surrey, Kent and Sussex, and oidered that no timber of the

size of one foot square at the stub should be used as fuel at any such works.

The time had now arrived for means being taken to utilise mineral coal

instead of charcoal ; and although it had been in use for ordinary purposes

and although the process of smelting varies in different districts, the variation is due partly

to local cu-sCuiu ami partly to the fact that the arc has most advanced where the population

is most dense and civilised.

* The date of the discovery of the process for making cast iron is unknown. Percy

quotes a statement from Lower, the antiquarian, respecting a ca>t iron slab in Burwash

church, Su-sex, which would lead to the conclusion that cast iron was made in England five

hundred years ago ; he also quotes the same authority to show that the first cannons of cast

iron were mauuf.tctured in Sussex in 1543. Sir Lowthian Bell is of opinion that the change

in [iroce.-s has probably been affected within the last three centuries (Iron and Steel, p. 11)

;

while Swank says cast iron guns were made near Erfurt in Thuringia in 1377, that in the

fifteenth century p >ts, plates and balls of iron were cast at the Ilseiibeig foundry in Ger-

many, and that stoves are said to have been cast for the first time in 1490, in Alsace (History

of the' Manufacture of Iron m all Ages, p. 21).

t Sir Lowthian Bell's Manufacture of Iron and Steel, p. 11.

% Percy's Metallurgy of Iron and Steel, p. 349.
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tince the middle of the nintli century, if not earlier, it had never been suc-

cessfully employed in the smeltinfi; of iron oie. Several experiments were

made in the rei<:jn of James the First by Sturtevant, Rovenzon and others
;

but all hud failed, with the one exception of Dud Dudley's. H« has the credit of i>"'' Dudley'*
'

. .
expcrimenU

havinc: first solved the problem, and althouj^jh his process is not known it cnn with mineral
I ' o I

^
tuel.

hardly be doubted that the fuel was prepared by converting the coal into

coke. He was strongly opposed by the iron masters, because he sold iron

cheiper than they could afford to sell it ;* the product of his furnaces

(that of the largest being only seven tons of pig iron per week) was

complained of as not merchantable, he was deprived of his works and inven-

tions, he was luined by lawsuits and riots, and when at the end of nearly

forty years the king refused to renew his patent he gave up the struggle
;

but the knowh dge of his invention died with him. Tn consequence of this
^^^^ British iron

failure the British iron trade gradually declined until about the middle of the l^^'uf ""*u*s ' ei)?nteenth cen-

eighteenth century it was not equal to the production of one modern blast *'"'T'-

furnace, f The iron manufacturers had to seek for supplies elsewhere, especi-

ally from Sweden and Russia, and although heavy duties were imposed the

quantity brought in continued to increase. | The following figures of imports

are given for periods between 1711 and 1766 :

Years.

1711 to 1718

1729 to 1735

1750 to 1755

17()1 to 1766

Tons.

15,642

25,501

34,072

48,980

It was during this critical period that final success was attained with mineral success attained

coal as a fuel for iron furnaces. About 1730 young Abraham Darby entered coal as furnace

upon the management of his father's iron works at Ooalbrookdale, and as the

supplv of charcoal was fast failing he attempted to smelt with a mixture of

coal and charcoal, but did not succeed. Between that time and 1735, Percy

*" Dudley sold his pig iron at £i per ton and his bar iron at £12 per ton, the prices of char-
coal pifi: iron and charcoal bar iron being at that time £6 or even £7 per ton, and from £15 to
£18 respectively."—Percy's JNIetallurgy, p. 885.

t " In 1740 there were only 59 blast furnaces in work in England and Wales, the total
make of which amounted to not more than 17,350 tons, being an average of 294 tons per
annum for each furnace, a quantity very little exceeding that sometimes made in a single
week in some of the furnaces in Wales at the present day." (lire's Dictionary of Arts, vol.

ii, p. 689). Arnold Toynbee says the quantity of iron imported into Great Britain at that
time is comput*'d at 20,000 tons. "In 1881 we exported 3,820,315 tons of iron and steel,

valu«»d at £27,590,908. and imported to the value of £3,705,332." (Industrial Revolution of
the 18th Century in England, p. 49).

X In 1756 the British duty on imports of bar iron was £2 8s. 6d. sterling per ton and the
Swedish export duties were £3 12s. 6d. A strong memorial was presented to the British
Parliament in that year for the removal of the duties upon imports of bar iron from all

countries, the same as had been done in 1751 upon bar iron imported from the colonies into
the port of London and upon pig iron into other ports. The case of the manufacturers was
based on the three following propositions, viz. : (1) That it is the interest of every manufac-
turing country to get at great a choice and variety of raw materials, and upon as cheap terms,
as can possibly be omcured. (2) That unless some commodities are taken from other coun-
tries hy way of barter in the course of trade you can have but a small vent for your own
manufactures, it being impossible for any nation to make all their payments in gold and
fiilver, even if they abounded with the richest mines of those metals. (3) That cheapness in
regard to price and goodness in regard to quality are the support and prop of all manufac-
tures. See The Case in the Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, 1887, Ne. 2.
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Results of Dar-
by's invention.

relates, he determined to treat pit coal as his charcoal burners had treated

wood. " He built a tire-proof hearth in the open air, piled upon it a circular

mound of coal and covered it with clay and cinders, leaving access to just

sutficient air to maintain slow combustion. Having thus made a good stock

of coke, he proceeded to experiment upon it as a substitute for charcoal. He
himself watched the filling of his furnace during six days and nights, having

no regular sleep and taking his meals at the furnace top. On the sixth

evening, after many disappointments, the experiment succeeded and the iron

ran out well. He then fell asleep in the bridge house at the top of his old-

fashioned furnace so soundly that his men could not wake him, and carried

him sleeping to his house a quarter of a mile distant."* From that time hi*

success was rapid, and in 1756 one of his furnaces, which produced 20 to 22

tons per week, was declared to be at a top pinnacle of prosperity. In 1888,.

about a century and a half from the time of Darby's discovery, the 424 fur-

naces of Great Britain in blast produced 7,998,969 gross tons of pig iron from

19,152,074 tons of ore, with 16,131,267 tons of coal;t and Sir Lowthian Bell

is authority for the statement that the gas from the furnace now conducted to

the boilers and hot-air stoves effects an annual saving of about 6,000,000 tons

of coal on the pig iron product of that country alone, i

Abraham Darby increased the producing capacity of his furnaces by

adding to the power of his machinery for driving the largest bellows which

had then been made, but the old wooden or leather bellows soon gave place

to the cylindrical cast iron bellows, invented by John Smeatoa and set up

first in 1760 at the Carron iron works in Scotland. These cylindp.rs were

four and a-half feet in diameter, exactly fitted with a piston which moved

up and down by means of a water-wheel ; the air was admitted through a

valve in the bottom when the piston rose, and when it fell the air was

forced through a pipe into the furnace. Four of these cylinders were applied

to blow the furnace, and the strokes of the piston being alternate an unin-

terrupted blast was produced. The furnace that produced ten or twelve tons

weekly with the old bellows acquired a capacity with the improved bellows

of forty tons ; and such was the impulse given to the trade by the new blast

upon pit coal that in 1788 the pig iron product of England, Wales and Scot-

land was 68,300 tons, or 50,950 tons more than the product previous to the

use of pit coal.

The invention of the steam engine by James Watt was also applied in

the iron industry, in working mines and driving furnace machinery, and it no

Invention of

cylindrical

bellows.

The steam
en,ine.

* Percy's Metallurgy of Iron and Steel, p. 888,

t Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, 1889, No. 2, p. 486.

J The Reiarn of Queen Victoria, vol. ii, p. 214.

" In the middle of the eighteenth century a process for smelting iron with coal turned
out to be effective ; and the whole aspect of the iron trade was at once revolutionised. In
fifty years the annual production of iron in Great Britain rose from under twenty thousand
to more than one hundred and seventy thousand tons. During the fifty years that followed
itroset'i six millions of tons. Iron was to become the working ruaterial of the modern
world ; and it is its production of iron which more than all else has placed England at the
head of industrial Europe." (Green's History of the English People, v.il. iv, p. 280). " The
iron industry had been equally [with cotton manufacture] revolutionised by the invention of

smelting by pit coal brought into use between 1740 and 1750, and by the application in 1785
of the steam engine to blast furnaces. In the eight years which followed this latter date the
amount of iron manufactured nearly doubled itself." (Toynbee's Industrial Revolution,

p. 91).
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longer became necessary to erect a furiiaco l)y tho siiln ((f watt-r pi>wtji. The

proprietors of furnaces were enaUlod to laif^f^Iy increase their niak*-, and fnsh

capital was embarked in the trade. Yet with suoli aid;! as pit coal, iron

cylinders and the steam engine there were only 85 furnaces in blast in Eng-

land, Wales and Scotland in 1788, producing scarcely l.o^ tons each per week.

In the meantime other valuable improvements were bi-ing made in iron

production—in the workinjj of malleable iron and translorming cast or pig The puddling
» " o » procew.

iron into wrought iron. In 1766 Thomas and George Cranage of Coalbrook-

dale ])rocured a patent for the puddling of iron*, which is descrit>ed in the

specification as follows : "The pig iron is put into a reverberatory furnace*

built of proper construction, and without the addition of anything more than

common raw pit coal is converted into good malleable iron, and being taken

red-hot from the reverberatory furnace to the forge hammer is drawn into

bars of various shapes and sizes, according to the will of the workman.''

Another patent for puddling was taken out in 1783 by Peter Onions ; but

the inventor who made the process successful in general practice was unques-

tionably Henry Cort, who took out a patent in 1784. The whole proct .^s i.s

described by Percy, who also records how Cort was wronged and ruined by Ynva^\u^*

the action of the government in consequence of a bu-ime.ss arrangement

entered into by him with one of its own officers. "He died in poverty,"

Percy says, "though he laid the foundation of the riches of many an iron

master, and has largely contributed to the development of the resources and

wealth of Great Britain."! Of the nature and value of Henry Coit's inven-

tion Sir LowthianBell says :
" Cast iron, however valuable for beint; run into

moulds, is useless where great strength and malleability aie required. To

obtain a material having these properties it is necessary to expel those >ub.stances

which have entered into combination with the metal during the sm. Iting of the

ore. At first this separation was carried out in a Lancashire fire, as it is called,

similar in dimensions and form to that used for obtaining jualleabie iron

direct from the ore. In it the pig iron was melted with charcoal or coke, the

combustion being maintained by a current of compressed air. Alter fusion

the blast was continued, when, by its penetrating the molten iron, the carbon

and most of the silicon and phosphorus were expelled, and the result was a

spongy mass of wrought iron. The process is an expensive one in fuel, labor

and waste of metal, but the product obtained was one of such quality that

it continues to be the method employed for making the highly esteemed bars

imported into this country from Russia and Sweden. Such was the method

of obtaining wrought iron when Henry Cort, a native of England, invented

the puddling furnace. In it the pig iron is melted, after which tlie workman
stirs up the liquid metal to expose it to the action of the fire and of theo.xide

of iron which is always present. As the carbon, etc., are re uoved the

malleable iron appears in the form of granules, which the pud. Her collects

by means of his tools into four or five separate pieces known as pinMled brills.

*Puddlinff is described by Percy as a process which consists essentially in stirring about
pier iron molten on the bed of a reverberatory furnace, heated by flame uuti it ntC"llle^ C'>n-

verted into malleable iron through the decarburising action of the oxygen of the air
circulating through such a furnace.—Metallurgy of Iron and Steel, p. b_'7.

+Metallurgy of Iron and Steel, p. 629.
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©roored rolls

ft>r drawing'
puddled baJls
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Each of these weighs about one hudredweight, and after being placed under

a steam hainra'-r it is rolled into a roup;h bar of different dimensions accord-

ing to the purpose for which it is intended. Six charges, or thereabouts,

constitute a day's work for two men, and the weight obtained is about 25 cwt.,

produced by the combustion of about the same quantity of coal. The pud-

dling furnace, afterwards somewhat modified by S. B. Rodgers, continued

from the latter part of the last to the middle of the present century to be

the instrument by which practically all the malleable iron in the world was

eventually mide:"* In 1783 Cort had obtain^id a patent for grooved rolls,

now called puddle rolls, by which the iron taken from the puddling furnace

was drawn into bars of any shape, instead of being beaten out under the

hammer. By this means the cost of labor in finishing iron was very greatly

reduced, and it became possible to apply iron to purposes not thought of

before Cort'stime.

These improvements were followed by marked economy in the smelting of

ore, and the extended use of cast and wrought iron was accompanied by reduc-

tions in price. Within seven years of the introduction of puddling 50,000 tons

of pig iron were annually converted into wrought or malleable iron in Great

Britain by means of Oort's process.f The annual production was increased

from 68 000 tons of pig iron in 1788 to 700,000 tons in 1828, being an

increase from 15|^ to 35 tons per week for each furnace in blast. During the

grea'er part of this period the industry was most generously protected by

the customs' tariff of the country. Under Mr. Pitt's tariff of 1787 the duty

on manufactured bar iron was £2 16s. 2d. per ton, and in 1819 it was

£6 10^.; but by Huskisson's tariff in 1825 it was reduced to £] 10s. The

CluMomft' dutiw iron masters were strongly opposed to this change, and made a vigorous

protest against it. But Mr. Huskisson did not think it fitting that with an

article like iron, in universal use in all manufactures, the people should suffer

from scarcity, and he wondered that they should have submitted to have

every article in which it is used greatly increased in price, as well as deteri-

oiated perhaps in quality, in order to favor the British iron masters.

f

There was the less reason for the protest of the iron masters seeing that in

no other country had the improvements and appliances introduced in Great

Britain been employed to anything like the same extent in the manufacture

of iron.

Until 1828 all iron furnaces were worked with the cold blast, and it

was a conviction of iron masters that the colder the blast the better. But in

Qti b«r iron.

*The Reign of Queen Victoria, vol. ii, pp. 216-17.

tHeferring to the results of Cort's inventions Prof. Leone Levi says when it became
known that coals could be used in.^tead of dear charcoal, and that the slow operation of the
hammer C'luld be altogether superseded so as to enable workers to produce a much greater

quantity, and of a fir superior quality, a new and unexpected impulse was given to the iron

indu.st y, witti results far exceeding any antic.pations. " In South Staffordshire in 1768

there was nut a single furnace making charcoal iron, and only nine where pit coal was used,

producing fifteen tons each per week ; while in all other parts of England there were
twer.iy lour charcoal furnices and forty-four pit coal furnaces. In very few years these

mnltiplif-d enormously, production increased apace, and an immense industry sprang up as

if by magic ia hardware and locks, japanned goods and ironmongery."—History of British

Comiueice. 2n t edition, p. 10.

^Levi's History of British Commerce, p. 168.
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the year named James B. Nnil.son, mana'»er of the (jr'as^ow gas works,

obtained a patent for the improved applifjition of air "to produce heat j n ""^e *'"' blaat111 r invention.

fires, furnaces and forges where Vjellows or other blowing apparatus are

required." The blast ^vas to be produced in the oi-din iry way, l)Ut was to

pass into an air vessel sufH'Mently strong to endure it, ari I thence hy a tube

or pipe into the fire, forge or furnace. "The air vessel or receptactln must be

air-tight, or nearly so, except the aperture for the admission and emi-isi'm of

the air ; and at the comni'mcement and duriuij the continuance of the blast it

must be kopt artiticially heated to a considerable tenipeiature. It is better

that the temperature be kept to a red heat, or nearly so ; but so high a tem-

perature is not absolutely necessary to produce a benetijial etf ct."* The
advantages of this invention with respect to the economy of fuel w^re soon

recognised, and in 1835 it was in use in almost every furnace in So it land
;

but, like Dudley, Cort and others, Xeils)n was driven ti d -f.jn I his rights in Neiison's ri!<ht

the courts. In 1832 a license to use his invention was granted to the Messrs. contested.

Baird, proprietors of the Garthsherry iron works, in consideration ot arovalty

of one shilling per ton of the iron manufactured by them. Subsequently

payment of this duty was withheM on various pleas, especially because

of insufficient description and want of novelty, but also because the cold blast

was more economical, although the defendants admitted that in ten years

they had made a net profit of .£260,000 on hot hlast ir )n, and that in one

year their profit was £54,000. The trial took place at Edinburgh in 1843,

and Neilson's claim was fully established. The results obtaine 1 wern from it** practical
results.

the outset eminently satisfactory, the same amount of fuel rrsducing three

times as much iron, and the same amount of blast doing twice as much work

as previou.sly. The value of the invention thus disputed is n)w univ.Tsally

admitted, and the employment of the hot blast has been proved not only

to be attended with a great economy of fuel, but to increase the productive

power of the furnace also.f In 1828 the total make of pig iron in Sco'land

was not more than 30,000 tons, in 1839 it had increaaid to 200.000 tons,

and in I860 it had nearly touched 1,000 000 tons ; but this increase was also

•due in part to the working of the rich Black-band ore near Glasgow. Taking

account of other improvements effected in the proi^ess of reducing iron ore,

such as use of the escaping gases of the furnace for m ikin^ steim an I hot

air and increase in the height of the shaft and in the temp rature of tne Economic

blast, Sir Lowthian Bell makes the following comparisons : In 1835 furnaces

40 to 50 feet high and 5,000 cubic feet capacity, using cold blast, ninde 70

tons of iron weekly with 120 cwt. of raw coal per ton ; in 1845, furnaces of

the same height and capacity, with blast at 650'^ F, made 120 tons p r week

with 85 cwt. of coal per ton; in 1855 similar furnaces, with blast at JS0()^ F.

and using the escaping gas for steam and hot air, made 220 tons weekly with

€2 cwt. of coal per ton ; and in 1865 furnaces 80 feet high and capacity

of 20,000 cubic feet, with blast at 1,000'' F., mid^ 550 tons of in.n p r ^ve. k

•Specification of the patent, recorded March 3, 1828.

tPercj'a Metallurgy of Iron and Steel, pp. 3!)4-8, aui Phillips' E:e asiit;^ of Metallurev.
p. 217.
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I by
old and new
processes.

Huntsman's
process.

wiili 40 cwt. of raw coal [.er ton.* The increase in the capacity of furnaces

and in the temperature of the blast was introduced by the smelters of

Middlf^sbrough, England, in I863.t

The next and greatest invention in the history of the iron industry is Si»-

converting iron Henry Bessemer's process for convertine iron into steel. Under the old
into steel by "^

_
^ °

process iion was converted into steel by being put into a large crucible or

earthen pot, together with pulverised charcoal, and there heated for a consider-

able time by an external fire, the mouth of the crucible being closely stopt.

This was the practice in England in 1750, when about 4,000 tons of

Swedish iron were consumed for the purpose annually. The principles of the

methiids howt ver depend on the quality of the iron to be converted, and

are de.scribed by Dr. Percy as consisting of the addition of carbon to malle-

able iron, the parcial decarbonisation of cast iron, and the addition of

malleable iron to cast iron. Huntsmaji's process of making cast steel, Jeaiis.

says in his History of Steel, was perfected after a loug series of experiments,

commented ab(Ut 1740, and his was almost the only process followed on a

large scale until overshadowed by the still more notable process of Bessem'-r,

He toik stejis to bring its qualities under the notice of the Sheffield cutlers,

but they " perversely declined to work with a metal so much harder and

denser than any to which they had been accustomed. "+ He found a readv

market for it however at Toledo in Spain, in France and over Europe.

The invention was not patented, and the Sheffield cutlers sought to find out

the method ; Huntsman swore his workers to secrecy and carried on his

manufacture only at night. In this he was successful for a time at least, but

theie IS a tradition that the secret was at last stolen by a rival steel maker.§

*BeJrs Manufacture of Iron and Steel, p. 24.

"
I y the inc^e<^^e in the temperature of the air, by utilising the waste gases and by

increasiing the size of the furnace the pniduce was raised from 200 to 500 or 600 tons per
week, aU'J the consumption <-i coal, all included, was reduced from three and three-quarters-

to two tons of Coal per ton of iion. More recently the air has in some cases been heated in

stoves ot fiie-biick tj 1,200" or 1,500'', but ttie economy of fuel by this additional temperature
has been small ci n^pnied with that effected by Neilson, and after him by the Middlesbrough
iron nl:lst^-r.^. Un i he other hand the weekly produce has been improved to the extent of

50 U> 100 ions per week by the 200"^ to 500" in the beat of the blast. Where verj' rich ore»

are tieattd, as in the United States, as much as 60,000 tons a year, or even more than this

quaiitit\, has been run from one furnace, part'.f which extraordinary make is no doubt due to

the use of this uior« highly heated air. The idea of utilising the combustible gas which escaped
fii.ni the blaot fuinace is of i'rench origin, datmg so far back as 1814. It was however
only when Geoige I any, in South Wales, simplified its application, about 1850, that its use
began t'l become general."— Sir Lowthian Bell in vol. Ii of the Reign of Queen Victoria, p. 214.

+Curiously enough, Sr Henry Bessemer has had the same experience of Sheffield, and
with the I'bject of ini reducing his steel he e.-tabli.-hed small works there. Speaking on the
sulij. cc at the May meeting of the Iron and Steel In^titute in 1689 he said :

" He was forced

to dii thai fioin tlie tact that steel-makeis by the old plan had no belief whatever in the
p'ossibiliiy oi making pig iron into steel in twenty minutes ; and as he could not enforce the
fact u|.oii them ic Was necessary that he should compete with them in their own market ;

and that was the iea>oii he established himself in Sheffi Id, wishing all the time that the
Sheffield man iifaciurers could see things in the same light that he did; but they did not.

For some ciiiiSMierable time his little W(;iks were going on, and it was not until they lowered
the prae of almost everj' article that they were producing some £10 or £20 below the then
prices ot Sheti.e.d th.it Sheffield manufacturers began seriously to think that, after all, there

was SI 'me liitle merit in what Bessemer was saying."—Journal of the Iron and Steel

Institute, N... 1, l6f>'J, p. 40.

§"Tnispersiiii, it is reported, presented himself in the garb of a beggar at the entrance
to th Atieit-l.tfe works, uudei conditi'ins most calculate 1 to excite the sympathy of the
Workmen ; it was during a dark winter's night, when the snow was falling fast, that this

me.-n ail i skulking vagabond iiTa\ed for shelter and warmth in the casting house. The
prayer was grant- d, who could have refused it ?—and at length the prizes was secured.

Thi's may be a myihical story, or it may be ab olutely true ; many a time the same kind of

artifice has been re&oited to."— Percy's Metallurgy of Iron and Steel, p. 829.
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Various modifications of If untsniiin's invention won; introduced IVuni time

to time, the most important of which appears to have consisted in the Jf'"^'""'*'""
<»'

addition of mani:amif>e or carburet of man;j;Mn(se to the charge of blister invention.

steel in thi^ ciucililes. This was the invention of Josiah Marshall Heath, for

which he ohtained a patent in 1839, and by his process manufacturers were '^^^^^''^ procesg.

enabled to make a malleable cast steel from low-priced Jiritish bar iron,

instead of using as previously for the purpose the high-priced bar iron

imjtortfd from Sweden and Russia. Soon afterwards Heath found that a

mixture of oxide of manganese and carbonaceous matter could be substituted

for the so-called carbnret of manganese, and he granted licenses to certain

steel-makers in Sheffield and undertook to supply them with manganese in

a suitable state for application. Instead however of furnishing the substance

described in the specification of the patent, he furnished the new unpatented

mixture. "A person of the name of Unwin," Percy relates, "was employed

by Heath as an agent for conducting the commercial part of the business, Despoiled of hi«
•' •/ ® ^ ' patent nght.

and very soon this person started as cast-steel maker on his own account,

using the mixture of manganese instead of the carburet and denying that

he had tlnreby infringed Heath's patent. Several steel-makers at Sheffield

combined Avith Unwin, and provided a common fund wh(;rewith to contest

Heath's claim to the application of the mixture. Costly and protracted liti-

gation was the result, and the opponents of Heath finally triumphed over

Heath's widow in an appeal to the house of lords."* It is Percy's opinion,

after reading all the evidence in the case, that if any man ever deserved a

patent Heath was that man; and although his process effected a saving of forty

to fifty per cent, on the cost of steel to the manufacturers, conferiing com-

mercial profits to be reckoned by millions, the steel-makers of Sheffield used

the money which his process had enabled them to earn in carrying on a fifteen

years' litigation against him on a technical plea (the process adopted being

chemically equivalent to the one described in the patent), and finally secured

a verdict in the house of lords, although of the eleven judges who delivered

their opinion to that house seven were in favor of the claim of Mr. Heath, f

But Bessemer's invention has overshadowed all others. His process was

first publicly announced in a paper read before the British Association in 1856, Beasemer's
invention.

under the title of 'The ISIanufacture of Iron and Steel without Fuel.'| It

was heard without a word of comment, and was published in the proceed-

ings by title only. There were not wanting men of experience and scientific

attainments, Jeans says, who ridiculed and denied the possibility of produc-

ing iron and steel without fuel ; and others again, wise after the event,

suddenly di-covered that Bessemer's was quite an ancient jirocess, and had

been before the world and proved to be valueless during many years. "The

•Metallurgy of Iron and Steel, p. 841.

tOavid Mn.^het calculates that Heath's invention for making steel caused an immediate
reduction of £'A0 to £40 in the prire of trnod steel, and resulted in an aggregate saving of not
le-<3 than £i,00(»,000 from 1839 to 18i5, b-^ides rendermg EuKlaud comparatively independent
of Swedi-h and Rus.sian iron, previously imported in large quantities.— Jean's Histcry of
Steel, p. 30.

+"An\thing more erroneous than its title cannot well be conceived. The i)ig iron to be
converted i.-« both -<melted with fuel and again melted with fuel before it is treated by Mr.
Bessemer."—Percy's Metallurgy of iron and Steel, p. 815.
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The Bessemer
patents.

savants of the British Association were so dumbfounded by Bessemer's icon-

oclastic ideas that they did not attfmpt to disscuss his paper." The first

patent was taken out October 17, 1855, and the invention was described as

consisting of forcing currents of air or steam, or both, into and among
particles of molten iron. Steam, it was stated, cools the metal, but air

causes a rapid increase in its temperature, and it parses from a red to an

intense white heat. Another patent was obtained in December of the same

year, and a third on February 12Lh, 1856. Molten crude iron, or remelted

pig or finery iron, the third patent claimed, is converted into st^^el or malle-

able iron '• without the use of fuel for reheating or continuing to heat the

crude molten metal, such conversion being effected by forcing into and among

the particles of a mass of molten iron currents of air or gaseous matter

containing or capable of evolving sufficient oxygen to keep up the combus-

tion of the carbon contained in the iron till the conversion is accomplished."

It is under this specification, with the non-use of steam and other modifica-

tions introduced since, that the process is carried on at the present time.

" The main point of my invention," Mr. Bessemer has elsewhere said, "is

the forcing of atmospheric air upwards through fluid iron." The heat is

obtained by the combustion of the carbon and silicon which had united

themselves with the iron in the blast furnace, and the temperature rises to a

pitch which maintains even malleable iron in a liquid state. f In describing

the process as carried on in a test experiment towards the end of 1856

Percy confesses that he never witnessed any metallurgical process more start-

ling or impressive. " After the blast was turned on all proceed^^d quietly for

a time, when a volcano-like eruption of flame and sparks suddenly occui-red,

and bright red hot scoriae or cinders were forcibly ejected, which would have

inflicted serious injury on any unhappy bystanders whom they might per-

chance have stiuck. After a few minutes all was again tranquil, and the

molten malleable iron was tapped off. "J This appearance of a Bessemer

converter at work will be familiar to anyone who has witnessed the operation.

But for a time the process only seemed capable of giving brilliant exhibitions,

excepting when Swedish iron of great purity was employed in the charge.

The ordinary run of British iron was entirely unsuited for treatment in the

converter, and for the use of brands which contained more thnn one-thou-

sandth part of their weight of phosphorus it seemed to be hopeless, since this

substance is not reduced in the proce>s of conversion to any sensible degree.

But by an invention of Robert F. Mushet, dated September 22, 1856, the

phosphorus difiiculty was overcome very largely by the addition of molten

Spiegel iron to the decarburised metal in the converter whi e in its liquid

state, by which the proportion of carbon necessary to make steel is restored

;

this means however is only successful with iron containing not more than

The process
described.

The phosphorus
difficulty.

*Sosays Jeans, but it ought to be said that the paper was read before the Mechanical
section of the Association. Had it been read before the Chemical section it would almost
certainly have met with a different reception.

+ " The melting point of wrought iron is so high that it is only within the last quarter of a
century that we have been able to bring any quantity, beyond a tew pound-, to the fluid state

at one time by means of heat.''— Bell's Manufacture of Iron and Steel, p. 381.

J Metallurgy of lion and Steel, p. 815.
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the thousandth of ono per cent, of phosphorus. For thirty years aliuost all

the iron converted into steel \>y this process in Great Britain was the product

of 8panisli ores br,oui,'ht a thousand nnles acroHs the sea; hut l»y the joint

efforts of such iiKitallurgists as Thomas, Gilchrist, Snelus, Martin, Siemens

and others the evd has been successfully dealt with by the- basic process, in
l^^^j'^^l^^'^^^;^,

which (luring the act of conversion the phospliorus is transferreil to the shig inf phosphorue.

by means ot lime, so that British pig iron containing 1 to 1 1 per cent, of

phohphorus is now fitted for use in the Bi ssemer converter.*

But a service of hardly less importance to the iron and sreel industry has
. . . Labor-savinK

been rendered by Sir Henry Bessemer along another line, viz.. the maclunery mac .inery for

• 1 mi • £ Bfssemer con-

by which the process is carried on. " The purely engineering teats Hccom- vertere.

plished by him in the development of his invention were essential to its success,"

Mr. Swank says, "and they amjize us by theii novelt^y and magnitude. Thone

who i)ave never seen this machinery in operation can form but a faint idea of its

exquisite adaptation to the purposes to be accomplished. A Bessemer con-

verter, weighing with its contents from twenty to thirty tons, is moved at will

on its axis by the touch of a man or boy, and receives in response to the same

touch a blastso powerful that every particle of its many torisof metallic contents

is heated to the highest temperature evt-r known in the mechanic arts. The

honor of inventing this machinery is all Mr. Bessemer's own."t Jn th-i Edgar The Kdirar
° •' " Tiioiiison works-

Thomson works near Pittsburg the wiiter has witnessed the conversion of

fifteen tons of iron into Bessemer steel in twenty minutes; in ten minutes more

it was cast into ingots, and these were hoisttd by powerful cranes from the }<it.

to cars and taken to the rolling mills, where they were removed from the iron

moulds by hydraulic pressure, and with one reheating ea^h ingot was rolled

into a rail ninety feet long,—thus completing the whole operation of change

from molten iron to steel rails within the space of one hour. | And so cheaply

is the operation accomplished that si eel rails have almost entirely taken the

place of iron rails.§ Indeed, thanks to the Bessemer process, steel is now
being employed for almost every purpose for wliich iron was previously used.

In 1654 the whole steel trade of Great Britain was only 40,0u0 tuns, and it

was then selling at <£50, £60 and £70 per ton, and two or three years later

* Sir Lowthian Bell in the Reign of Queen Victoria, vol. II, p. 221.

+ History df the Mauufaclure of Iron in all Agea, p. 303. »

+ Concerning other machinery employed in iron and steel wr.rks Sir Lowthian Bell says:
" P^fty years ago the largest iron boiler plates winch could be rolled measured W feet by 3 feet,
and weighed .5 to 7 cwt. ^ow iron of ihis description is tamed out 13 fet t by 10 iCf-t, weigh-
ing 1.5 to 18 cwt. Siill more striking is the |jresenc pi.wer of pruduciiig armour- piat-'s for
protecting the side's of cur war steamers. 'Ihese are ui;ide as large as the thin plates just
mentioned, but instead of ak)i'Ut three-eighths of an inch they measure 19 uich<-s in
thickness and weigh when finished 43 tons. To manufacture such plates as these, furnaces
to heat masses of metal, machinal y tn inov-'them to the roKingindl and rolls to extenii them
have to be sufficiently powerful to deal vMth 54 ti>ns, which is the weight f the r^ugh bluck
of iron or steel required to give a uni-heil armour plate of 43 tons." ( I he Reign ot Queen
Victoria, vol. ii, p. 223). In his a'ldres.-^ as jjreisirlent of tlie Imn and 8te-'l Inst tiita
in May, 18.'»H, Sir James Kitson gave an instance of a plate rolleti by Caumiell & Co of
Sheffield which weighed 65 tons. At the Coiisett imn works, he said, the output is 1,000
tons of plates per week ste.idiy, whereas twenty -five years ago it was coujidereJ very good
work to turn out 250 tons in one week, (-louriial. No. 1, pp. 17-20).

§ In the early days of railway c )nstrncticiu the best iron rails- were about 15 feet long
and weighed about 250 lb. Now a steel rail 'JO feet h)ng and weighing 2,41)0 lb. can be fin-
ished with not more than half the men required to niake the old rail of 2.;0 lb., and length
and strength and sleight imply increased safety in the ruuaiug of trains, as well as prolonged
life for the rail itself,
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Growth of the railway wheel tires were selling at £90 per ton. The first steel rails, made

the^faUof prkes. ^^ 1861, sold at £23 per ton, and in 1870 steel railway bars were sold at £11
to £12 per ton, while steel plates which formerly sold at £50 to £60 per
ton were sold in that year at £18, In 1888 the total [>roduction of Bessemer
steel ingots in Great Britain was 2,012,794 gross tons, of open hearth steel

ingots 1,292,742 tons, and of basic steel 408,594 tons, or a total of 3,714,130

tons; while the production of Bessemer steel rails was 979,083 tons, which
sold at prices ranging about £4 per ton, or £3 per ton less than the average

selling price of iron during the forty years preceding Neilson's in\ention of

the hot air blast.* The Siemens and Siemens-Martin open hearth processes,

which stand next in point of success to the Bessemer, ai e equally deserv-

ing of mention with itf ; but the facts already presented amply justify the

conclusion that the great progress made in the iron industry of the world

during the last hundred years has been due in very large part, if not wholly,

to the service of invention. Without the contributions of ^kill and science

the state of that industry in Europe and America might still be what it is in

the heart of Africa. J

* In the United States 1,.552,631 net tons of Bessemer and 5,261 tons of open hearth steel

rails were produced in 18:^8, while the total quantity of iron raiJs was only 14,252 tons. In
the previous year the total quantity of steel rails made in that country was 2,37;-^, 335 tons,

against 23,062 tons of iron rails. Prices in 1888 at the Pennsylvania niilLs ranged from
§27.50 to ^31.50 per gross ton. In 1867 the average price was §170, in 1872 §112, in 1877
§45..50, in 1882 -848.50 ; in 1884 it fell to S31.75.

i In the opinion of some authorities the open hearth process is believed to produce a
material more perfectly uniform in its character than the Be>senier process, and for this

rear.on open hearth steel was selected for the construction of the great bridge crossing the
frith of Forth.

X Professor Leone Levi's testimony of the service of invention to iron-making is very
emphatic. He i-ays : "In 1788 the iron make of Great Britain was only 68,000 tons per
annum. But immense improvements have been introduced since then By opening new
localities, by reducing the expense of fuel, by employing the cheapest material, by utilising

the erases and waste heat of the blast and puddling furnaces, by modifying the character of

the furnaces, by economisiner the wasteful processes of refining, and above all by substitu-

ting mechanical for human labor, the production of iron increased enormously, and in 1878 it

reached 6,381,000 tons per annum of pig iron, representing a value of £l(i, 155,000, whilst if

we take the manufactured iron in bar, sheet and rails the value would be duuble or treble

that amount." (History of British Commerce, 2nd ed., p. 532). The consequence of the
inventions introduced by Mu&het, Krupp, Bessemer, Siemens, Whitworth and many others,

Professor Levi adds, has been a large reduction in the price of steel. "Twenry-five years
as'o the price of cast steel tires was 120s. per cwt., it is now (1880) from 18s. to 25s. per cwt.
The price of forged steel cranked axles was, when first introduced, £15 per cwt., it is new
65s. to 70s. per cwt. The price of straig-ht axles and shafts was from 40s. to 50s. per cwt., it

is now from 19s. 6d. to 23s. per cwt." (p. 533).

James M. Swank, secretary of the American Iron and Steel Association, also says :

" During the latter part of the eighteenth century and the whole of the nineteenth century
down to the present time no other country has occupied so consjiicuous a position in the
manufacture of iron and steel as Great Britain. Spain and Germany had in turn been more
prominent in the production of these essentials of civili-iation, but Great Britain spurned all

rivalrj' when she began to make pig iron with the aid of mineral fuel and her powertul blow-
ing engines. She had abundance of iron ores and mineral coal, and her people had appUed to

the utilisation of these products their invincible energy and their newly-developed inventive
genius. France, Germany and other continental countries might have sub.stitutel mineral
coal for charcoal, invented the puddling furnace or perfected the rolling mdl and the steam
engine, but none of them did. To England and Scotland is the world indebted for the inven-
tions that gave a fresh impetus to the manufacture of iron in the eighteenth century ; Hunts-
man, Darby, Smeaton and Cort were Englishmen, and Watt was a Scotchman; and it is also

indebted to the same countries for most of the inventions of the present century, which have
further developed the manufacture of iron and iucrea.s^d the demand for it, and which have
almost created the manufacture of steel. Stephenson, the Englishman, improved the locomo-
tive in 1815, and in 1825 the first passenger railroad in the world was opened in England, Steph-
enson's locomotive hauling the trains. Neilson, the Scotchman, invented the hot blast in 1828;
Crane, the Englishman, applied it to the manufacture of pig iron with anthracite coal in

i.s37 ; Xasmyth, the Scotchman, invented the steam hammer in 18.'^8 and the pile driver in

1843; .and Besseiaer, the Englishman, invented in 1>55 the pmotss which bears his name
and is the flower of all metallurgical achievements,—a share in the honor of this invention
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FOTUKE OF THK IKON INDUSTRY.
In th(! century and a half following the diHcoveiy of AV)rahani I)arV)y'8

|)roce.ss of preparing,' mineral coal for furnace fuel, durirtfj which the annual

production of pig iron in Gnat Britain rose from 17,350 tons to very nearly

8,000,000 tons, the growth of the industry is from first to last the story of

the triumphs of man over matter. Without the aid of invention iron-mak- lypfress by the
' aid of uiv«utlOD>

ing in that country could hardly have survived the middle of the ei<'liteenth

century, while with its aid she has been enabled, until very recently, to pro-

duce four times more iron every year than all the world be^ides. Yet the

use of those inventions has been as free and open to iron- workers in all oiher

countries as to the citizens of Great Britain, and not even there have they

been more promptly seiz* d upon than by the iron masters and manufacturers

of the United States. And if the industry is ever to be built up in Canada

our greatest reliance must be upon an intimate knowledge of methods and

processes. " Let us develop our appliances and improve our processes with

care, prudence and wisdom," Sir James Kitson counsels the British iron men,

^'then will our progress be sound and secure." This is more necessary in canada-s re-

Canada even than in Great Britain, seeing that one of our great lacks is in t"e'itecK-8Hy*of**

men of skill and experience to engage in and carry on the work. In one ^*^sf"»"'"fe' "k*^**

particular wc have an advantage ; it will not be necessary to replace one set

of costly appliances by another, as iron-workers in Great Britain and the

United States have been obliged to do very extensively during the last thirty

years, to the great loss of capital employed in the business. We may begin

with the best appliances, and with skill and capital we can start upon even

however beinp fairly due to the co-operating genius of Robert F. Mushet, al.«o an English-
man but of Scotch parentage. The Siemens' regenerative g.is furnace, which has been so
extensively used in the manufacture of iron and steel, is also at:. English inven ion, although
the inventors. Sir William and Frederick Siemens, while citizens of England, were natives
of Hanover in Germany."—Iron in all Ages, p. 46.

" I must ask you to transport yourselves in imagination to England as it was a century
and a quarter ago. We are accustomed to think that, however the life of man may alter,
the earth on which he moves must remain the same. But here the revolutions in man's life

have stamped themselves upon the face of nature. The (jreat landmarks, ttie mountain
ranges, the river channels, tlie inlets and estuaries, are for the most part unaltered ; nothing
*lse remains the same. For desolate moors and fens, for vast tracts of uneuclose'l pasturage
and masses of woodland, we have now corn-fields and orchards, and crowded cities with their
canopies of smoke. Only a few years before the time of which I speak, men complained that
half the country was waste. Today we have a strUijgle to preserve any open land at all. It
is to a revolution in three industries, agriculture, cotton and iron, that this tiausformation is

principally due. . . The iron industry, with which the material gieatnes-* of Erifrland has^

during the present century been so conspicuously associated, was jjradnally dying out. Much
of the ore was still smelted by charcoal in small furnaces blown by leather bellows worked by
oxen. And it was not a trade upon which the nation looked with complacency or pride. Oii
the contrary, it had long been denounced by patriots as the voracious ravager of the woods
which furnished timber for our warships, and pamphleteers demtnded that we should impoit
all our iron from America where vast forests still remained to Ije cleared in the iutere-ts of
agriculture. Not cotton and iron, but wool was considered in those days the great pillar of
national prosperity."—Toynbee's Industrial Revolution, pp. 179-81.

"Kot only has nearly every important machine and process employed in manufactures
been ei her invented or perfected in this country in the past, but it is not too much to sav
that m'St of the prominent new industrial departures of modern times are due to tlie inven-
tive po.ver and skill of our countrymen. Amongst these are tlie great invention of Bessemer
for the production of steel in enormous quantities, by which alone, or with its modification
by Thomas and Gilchrist, enabling the commonest description of iron to be used for the pur-
pose, steel is now obtained at one-tenth the price of twenty years ago. . . In the manu-
facture of iron and steel we stand preeminent, and we ar^" practically the naval architects of
the world. Our technical journals, such as thost; of the Institutes of Civil and Mechanical
Engineers and of the Ir<jn and Stoel Institute, are industrio.jsly searched and their contents
Assimilated abroad. "—Second Report of the Royal Commissioners on Technical Instiuction
<1884) vol. I, pp. 506-7.
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terms wiih the iron nif^n of the United States and Great Britain. But we
must begin rij^ht— with skilled management, the best and most economic

appliances, a sufficiency of capital, and not unmindful of the wants of the

home market or our trade relations with other countries.

The world's r
^^^ future of the industry is hardly in doubt; the world is yet far from

quiremems as ha\ iny reached the limits of its lequiieuients, and for many years to come in
conteniplated bj- ^ n ' J j
Percy and Jeans. Canada, the United States, South America, Australia and Asia the demand

for iron products will continue to increase in volume. Writing on this fea-

ture of the sulij^ct ill 186-1 Dr. Percy said: " Notwithstanding the marvel-

lous development of the iron trade in this and other countries since the intro-

duction of railways, yet it may be safely affirmed that the uses of iron will

be vastly nmre extended than at present, and that there is no just ground for

appreliension lest thf-re siiould be over-pruduction of this precious metal.

Even the railway S3'st< m is in a sta<e of rapid growth, and the time will

come when every habitable part of the earth's surface will be reticulated with

iron or steel roads. The day of steel has arrived—but not to the exclusion

either of wrought or cast iron ; and steel is destined to exercise an important

influence on the de.stinies of the human race."* But Dr. Percy saw only

through a glass darkly, as evidenced by his reference to the coming time of

iron rails headed with steel. Rails of this class were hardly more than intro-

duced when they gave place to the all-steel rail ; and even now steel ships are

beginning to take the place of iron and wooden ones on the waters of our

great lakes.f Jeans in concluding his History of Steel says :
" The more the

subject of the applications of steel is inquired into, the more does it seem

incapable of exhaustion. Great things ha^e been accomplished in the past,

but much yet remains in the future. The manufacture of steel is far from

finality. Even now some of the leading steel woiks in Fi3.nce are assaying

the production of ini;ots 100 tons weight. Steel indeed may be compared

in reference to its multifarious uses with the elei>hant's trunk, the adapta-

bility of which enables it with ease to pick up a needle or to pull up a tree.

High authorities have expressed the opinion that steel will have the future

nearly altogether to itself, displacing copper for tire boxes, etc , silver for

articles of ornament and lead for purposes of softnes=«, as much as it is super-

seding iron in respect of utility, economy and endurance. And as it is

difficult to set bounds to the ultimate applications of steel, so is it imjiossible

to limit the means of its production, ilecent metallurgical progress has

indefinitely increased the resources available for the latter purpose. Science

has at last found a method of ridding of their deleterious contents the oies of

iron heretofore unsuited for the manufacture of steel, and henceforth if metal-

lurgists of experience are not greatly deceiving themselves the cheapest and

the most plentiful ores will, by one of the greatest chemical triumphs of the

age, be raised to the same rank as the richer and comparatively limited ores

that have alone been deemed fit for the manufacture of steel until now.|

* Metallurgy of Ir. n and Steel, p. 890.

tTo James Riley, manager of the Glasgow steel works, is due the credit of first usiug
mild steel in the construction of ships, he having builc two steel vessels in 1875.

J This was written in ISbO.
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The horizon of the future therefore is not bounded by any limitation of the

supplies of raw material. Nor is it any more likely to be measured by

the uses of steel, for thoy are multiplying every day, and as the manufacture

is cheapened and improved so will the applications continue to increase. In

the track of this movement many changes must follow, and have even already

•occurred, of which we have been able to take but scant cognizance. The
hard and irksome work of the puddler has been superseded by less arduous,

and in the main by less skilled labor.* One of our greatest authorities has

calculated that to convert fluid cast iron into steel the labor required is only

about one-third of that required to convert pig metal into wrought iron, while

the fuel consumed is only about one-fourth that formerly used. The economy

of coal is therefore another important corollary of the advance of steel, and

this economy, great though it be in the aggregate, is trifling in comparison

with that accomplished through the greater strength and endurance of that

which we are fully justified in describing as the metal of the future." Fifty

years ago the world's production of iron was about 2,750,000 tons. Great

Britain being credited with 1,120,000 and the United States with 300,000

tons, and in 1888 it had increased to nearly 23,200,000 tons, of which Great

Britain produced in round numbers 8,000,000 and the United States 6,500,000

tons. In 1837 the consumption per capita in the British islands was about

78 lb. and in 1887 it was reckoned to be 300 Jb. In the United States it and future,

increased from about 95 lb. in 1860 to 270 lb. in 1880 and probably to 300 lb.

in 1888.t The consumption of Canada in 1888 did not exceed 1001b. per

capita
;
yet that is nearly as large as the average for Europe and the United

States, and more than double the consumption of the South American states.

It is a safe prediction that in less than fifty years the present per capita con-

sumption of iron in the world will be 50 lb., and that the requirements of

the United States and Canada alone will be 20,000,000 tons yearly. Iron ore

does not grow like forests or grain crops, and every year the world's supply

is being reduced by the quantity raised and smelted. Here in Ontario our

deposits are for the most part as they came from the hand of nature, and

they are believed to be of enormous extent. If we have skill and enterprise

and capital we may develop them ; we may build up an industry of immense
value ; we may even take rank as iron manufacturers with our kinsmen

across the lakes and beyond the 8ea.|

* Few puddlers are able to continue the work after the age of 45 or 50 years.

+ In speaking before the Iron and Steel Institute in May, 1887, Sir Lowthian Bell said :

"The United Kingdom consumed, after deducting tlie iron exported, about 299 lb. per
annum per head of its population. The United States followed with 270 lb. But the 319
millions of inhabitants of all Europe and the United States of America only consumed
107 lb., some countries only requiring about 24 lb. ; and the average consumption of the 1,425
millions of ])eoi)le who inhabited the globe was only about 32 lb., or about one-ninth of what
was used in the United Kingdom and the United States together. Still more striking was
the fact that there were 1.014 millions who used less than 2 lb. of iron per annum, and of these
there were 517 millions who managed to exist with a consumption of less than a i lb. per indi-
vidual per annum."—Journal of the Institute, No. 1, 1887, p. 120.

+ As evidence cf the importance of the iron and steel industry in giving employment to
workingmen, the following extract is taken from the Pittsburg Dispatch of December, 1888,
showing the aggregates of semi-monthly pay-rolls in the iron and steel mills of that city and
its suburbs :

" Commencing with Carnegie Brothers & Co. and Carnegie, Phipps & Co. :

They employ about ti.OOO men, and pay out every two weeks as follows : At the two Lucy
blast furnaces, S8,000 ; at the Union Mill, Thirty-third street, §30,000 ; at the Union Iron
and Forge Alill, Twenty-ninth street, $25,000; at the Bessemer Steel Mill, Homestead,
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COPPER AND NICKEL SMELTING.

The discovei'ies of extensive ranges of copper and nickel ore in the^

district lying northward of Georgian bay, and especially the mining and.

smelting operations carried on in the vicinity of Sudbury, demand notice in

this Section of the report. The combination of metals in the ore of those

ranges however is so peculiar that it is yet too early to speak with confi-

dence of the success of works erected to reduce it upon an extensive scale.

" This combination of nickel and copper," as stated by Dr. Peters in his

evidence, "has not been met with before in such quantities as to require separ-

ation in a wholesale way. The only case of the kind in America is the Gap

mine in Pennsylvania, and there they use the old European way of dissolving

in acids, which would never do in our case." At present prices the copper

contents of the ore are only of secondary importance, even assuming that the

separation of the metals from other combinations and from each other can be

accomplished satisfactorily and by an economic method. It is claimed that

such a process has been discovered at the smelting and refining works of Sir

Henry Hussey Vivian at Swansea in Wales, where experiments with the ore

and matte have been carried on for some time ; and if it be true, as reported,

that this distinguished metallurgist intends to establish reducing works at

Sudbury to smelt the ore of a mineral property he has recently acquired

S22 000, aud at the Edgar Thompson Steel Mill and seven blast furnaces, Braddock^

S70 000 • making a total for the Carnegie firms alone of §155,000. Next is the National Tube-

Works, at McKeesport. They operate three rolling mills and the largest pipe mill in the

world. They employ 5,000 men and pay out §125,000. Oliver Brothers & Phillips rank at the

head of the third class io paying out money. This firm operates three iron mills and a steel

plant, and gives work to about o,000 men, paying them $75,000. Jones & Laughlins, operat-

ing the American Iron Works, give work to 3,000 men and their pay roll amounts to

§75 000 but only from 845,000 to S55,000 is said to be paid out in money, the remainder being

taken from the company's store. The Pittsburg Forge and Iron Works gives work to 700

men and pays out !J13',000 ; the Pittsburg Iron Works of .T. Painter & Sons, 900 men,

S25 000 • Park Bros. & Co,, Black Diamond Steel Works, 1,200 men, $31,000 ; the Pittsburg

Steel and Casting Company, 300 men, 87,500 ; the Clinton mill and blast furnace, on the

south side, 550 men, §12,500; A. M. Byers & Co. 's^ Iron and Pipe Mill, 550 men_, 814,500;

men, 815,500; Glendon bpi... , _ , - ^ , - ,

Works 600 men, 814,500 ; Elba Iron and Continental Tube Company, at Frankstown, 650

men 815,000 (the tube mill is at present idle). The Soho Iron and Steel Mill and the

blast furnace of Moorhead, McCleane & Co., 700 men, 815,600 ; Keystone Rolling Mill, 400

men 810,000 ; the Star Iron Mill of Lindsay & McCutcheon, 550 men, 813,500 : the La Belle

Steel Mill, 250 men, 88,000; the Kensington Iron Mill of Eloyd, Sons & Co., 250 men,

87 000" the Wayne Iron and Steel ^lill of Brown and Co., 550 men, 814,000; the Juniata

Iron and Steel Mill and two blast furnaces of Shoenberger & Co., 750 men, 820,000 ; the

steel works of Howe, Brown & Co., 650 men, 818,000 ; the Sable Iron Works of Zug & Co.,

Etna Iron and Pipe Mills of Spang, Chalfant & Co., 650 men, with a pay roll of 816,000 (but

seldom more than 811,000 is paid out in cash, the rest being taken out of the company's store)

;

the Spang Steel and Iron Company, 350 men, 88,000 ; the Crescent Steel Works of Miller,

Metcalf, Parkin & Co., 500 men, 815,000. This latter plant is one of the leading steel mills

in the w'orld. The finest grade of steel is made there, which is used for making fine light

shears needles and clock spring steel. The Linden Steel Mill, 400 men, 812,000 ; the Oliver

& Roberts Wire Mill, 400 men, 810,000 ; the Soho Pipe Mill, 300 men, 88,000 ; the Pennsyl-

vania Tube Works, 700 men, 816,000; the Isabella Furnace Company, 350 men, S8,.5O0; the

Edith Furnace Company, 150 men, 84,000 ; the Carrie Furnace Company, 150 men, 84,000 ;

the Eliza Furnace Company, 475 men, 89,500 ; the Braddock VVire Works, 250 men, 87,500

;

the Chartiers Iron and Steel Company, 200 men, 87,000 ; the Vulcan Forge and Iron Works
at Chartiers, 400 men, 89,000 ; the Pittsburgh Steel Works at Chartiers, 400 men, 89,000,

and the McKeesport Iron Works of W. D. Wood & Co., 450 men, 811,000." That makes a

total of .8939,500 every two weeks. In one year of twenty-five pay days per month, it would

amount to 823,487,500 paid out to 37,350 men who are employed in the manufacture of iron

and steel alone.
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there, it may be assumed that his experiments have been attended with

success, or at any rate that the progress in treatment justilies tlie expectation

of success.

I M P O K T A N Cl K OK T H K IN 1) U H T K V.

The value of such works to our province, if established and carried

on at paying figures, must appear obvious when it is seen how large the The copixjr

industry is elsewliere as limited to production of ingot copper alone. The the world"

following table, published in the report on tiie Mineral Resources of the United

States for 1887, gives the copper production of the world in long ton.s for

the., eight years J 880-7 :

Countries.
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\ncient mines
' which pay
'^rge dividends,

150,000,000 tons of ore in sight. It is worked by an English company which

has a paid-up capital of £3,250,000 stg., and the total cost of the mine as

shown by the annual report for the year ending December, 1888, was

£3,331,095. The report for that year shows that the profits on sales of pro-

duce realised £1,14:2, 777, and after providing for payment of interest, expenses

of administration, bonds redeemed, plant, repairs, etc., there remained avail-

able for dividend a net profit of £754,706. The quality of the ore will

appear by the following table, giving the quantity raised from the mine for

shipment and local treatment in the seven years 1882-8, together with the

average copper contents of the ore :

Year.
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Tlieso statistics will enable us to form some conception of the value to Ontario

of the great copper ranges lying in the Huronian region beyond Georgian

b.iy, as yet but very imperfectly explored, and of the possibilities which await

their development.

Fifteen years ago the world's production of nickel was about GOO tons,

and in consequence of its comparative rarity and of new uses to which it
?|j!'oj|u"tion'*oi

was found to be adapted the price had in a few }cars risen in England from nu-ku].

4s. to lis. ])or lb.* In 187G the average price in the United States was

$2.60 per pound and the total product 201,367 lb. ; in 1882 the product was

281,616 lb. and the price $1.10 per pound ; but in 1887 the pioduct fell to

205,566 lb. and the price to 65 cents. This was a result of the discovery

and working of high-grade nickel ores in the island of New Caledonia, a

penal colony of France, about the year 1876, and which in the years 1882-4
I^fg^^^J^

jiroduced from 800 to 1,000 tons of metallic nickel, while no new uses were
fffe'cT'on"pricei*"

found for it in the arts. Consequently, although the mines of New Caledonia

have been worked under unfavorable conditions, the supply exceeded the

demand, and prices steadily dropped. f Hitherto nickel has been used for

making the alloy known as nickel-silver, which possesses great strength and

whiteness, and is ])roduced for the supply of manufacturers of spoons, forks,

plated-ware and other articles. It is also largely used in the United States, Alloys of nickeli^

Germany, Belgium and other countries in the minting of small coins, for

which it is well adapted. But recent experiments carried on in Great Britain

know how they made those heavy irony slaprs so clean. I had but little time to examine
the ground, and I failed to find the remains of their furnaces. I failed also to find metallic
bottiims, the fanions 'pjisensamen' or 'iron pips,' which almost invariably accumulate in the
bottom of blast-furnaces working on ores of this nature, and which do now occur largely in
the most pcientifically conducted works of Germany and Sweden. Surely these 'old men'
knew their business !"—Vivian's Lecture on Copper Smeltine, p. 7.

•Phillips' lilements of Metallurgy, p. 3fi2.

tThe following account of the New Caledonia nickel mines is given in the report on the
Mineral Resources of the United States for 188.5 : "The veins, so far as strike and dip are
concerned, are faiily regular, striking- north-northeast and south-southwest and dipping
almost vertically. 15ut the contents vary widely and suddenly in grade. The veins are
not ver}' persistent, and it is asserted, after experience which must be considered final, that
thej' do not descend deeper than 300 to 500 feet, even that dejitli being very rare. The ore is

mined bj' the usual methods and is sorted by hand at the mine and sacked. M. de Peloux
describes in detail how frequently the ore is handled, evidently disapproving of it ; he eninn-
erates that the ore of the Thio district, which is best equipped with means of transportation,
is handled twelve times. This is partly due to the fact that the sacks are taken to the river
bank, the bar at the mouth of which they can only cross at floodtide, and that the beach is so-

shallow that the ore must again be lightered to the sea-going vessels in the offing, which carry
it to the smelting works at JNoumea. Thus the irregularity of the ore distribution and the-

high cost of transportation greatly increase the expense of mining. To this must be added
t^ie scarcity of suitable labor in New Caledonia. Among the force available are, first, those-
transported criminals who are liberated with residences restricted to the colony. Thej' are
lazy and difficult to handle. They receive from G to 9 francs for eight hours' work. Then
there are the natives of the New Hebrides islands, engaged imder supervision of the gov-
ernment for a period of three to five years. Although apparently cheap labor, they cost
3 francs a day, .are unfit to work in the mines, .and are unable to adapt themselves to the .

climate, from 25 to .SO per cent, always being in the hosjjital, where the majority die. Their
immigration has been finallj' jirohibited by the French government. The Australians are
fair miners and good workmen, but they demand at least 12.50 francs a day. Latterly
Chinese laborers liave been brought in and give better promise, although thej' require
constant watching. Added to the high cost of labor as compared with Kurop'ean standards,
there is often trouble through want of water. The ore is taken in lots of 300 to 250 tons to
Noumea, where it is worked in two blast furnaces, one of which is used for nickel ores alone
and the other for mixed ores of nickel and cobalt. The charcoal and coke come from
Australia, and, in spite of the proximity of the two colonies, are verydear. Charcoal costing
12.50 francs at Sydney i-( worth 40 francs at Noumea, while coke sells at 70 to 80 francs.
The object in smelting the ore is to produce a matte carrying from GO to 70 per cent of metal
It is granulated and shipped to England."—p. 300.
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The Welsh and
'Gennan
systems.

Origin of the
Welsh practice.

with alloys of nickel and steel seem to justify the hope that a new and valu-

able use has been found for the metal, and if the claims now made are well

founded it is not unlikely that the resources of all known mines may soon be

taxed to supply the demand for it.

PROCESSES OF SMELTING ORES.

There are various processes for the smelting and refining of copper ores,

all of which are well described in Phillips' Elements of Metallurgy, Dr.

Percy's Metallurgy and other works, but in the short account here given the

writer follows very closely the two greatest living authorities as scientific

and practical metallurgists,—Sir Henry Hussey Vivian who favors the Welsh,

and Dr. Edward D. Peters who favors the German system.''' " When I use the

term South Welsh system of copper smelting," Vivian says, " T carefully

avoid the term ' principle ' of copper smelting, because the same principle

must be the base of all copper smelting. The ends are the same, but the

means of attaining them are difi'erent. The difference lies in our use of rever-

beratory furnaces both for calcining and melting, while the other systems of

the world depend (or perhaps more correctly depended) on roasting in heaps

and melting in b';ist furnaces.' Before the Welsh system was introduced

three centuries i go the practice had been to roast and melt the ore and

regulus repeatedly ; as many as sixteen and tvyenty-two times are mentioned,

one-half roastings and one-half meltings, and the time occupied was as many
weeks as fires. But with the new system, the inventor of which was one

Jochim Gans, the work could be completed in five days, f This practice was

adopted with the commencement of copper smelting in South Wales in 1584,

and in the following year they were able to smelt 24 cwt. of ore every day

with one furnace and to treat any kind of ore, which in 1586 was further

increased to three tons per day with a mixture of charcoal and minei-al coal,

which proves the use of a reverberatory furnace. |

* See Copper Smelting, its History and Processes, by Henry Hussey Vivian, M.P., a
lecture delivered at Swansea, in the theatre of the Royal Institution of South Wales, Decem-
ber 20th, 1880 ; and Modern American Methods of Copper :?melting, by Edward D. Peters,
junr., M.E.,M.D., 1887.

t The ore was prepared for the furnace by crushing and roasting it, after the vitriol and
burnt cinder were carried off by water, which, Vivian says, distinctly proves reverberatory
calcining. Xedham (quoted by Vivian) says: " By Mr. Jochims order of working we can

—

hy once rosteing and once smelting the ure (w'ch shall be done in the space of three days)
the same copper ure shall yield us black copper and copper stone which nether Mr. Daniell
nor his Sonne could or j'et can do under xvi times [passing through tlie fire and xvi times
doeing thereof, and further in once rosteing and once smeltinge the same black copper
and copper stone again, which shall be done in two days after Mr. Jochims order of worke-
inge, I will bringe the black copper and copper stone into perfect rough copper, which Mr.
Stemberger cannot make under xxii tyraes passing through the fire and xxii weekes in doinge
thereof and sometymes more."

X " On the 7th of March, 1586, Ulrick Frosse wrote to Mr. Carnsewe (superintending a
mine in Cornwall) :

' Wee looke dayley for the copper refiner from Keswicke, and have in
readines as much copper roste and blake copper as w^U make a 20 tonne of good copper.' He
reported in the same letter that he 'could melt in 7 hours 24 c. fif owre, with S or !) seks of
chare coles and 3 horslod of sea coles ; melting manj' sorts of owres to gether is the most
proffet and will smelt a greattayll souner.' Now this passage shows that thfj' had so increased
their melting as to do upward of three tons per 24 hour.s, and that they could take any kind
of ore, but, abo\'% a'l, it proves that they were using reverberatory furnaces, because 'sea
coles ' are suitable for such furnaces and not for blast furnaces. The charcoal was probably
mixed with the coal to prevent its binding too strongly, just as we now use ' free ' coal.
The charge of 24 cwt. was curiously enough the same which was used by works up to a recent
date. Mj' object in giving these extracts is to show, not alone how copper smelting com-
menced in South Wales, which is of great local interest, but also how the South Welsh pro-
cess of copper smelting, which may be said to be at this moment the ruling process of the
world, began. '—Vivian on Copper Smelting, p. 13.
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There is a great variety of ores and combinations of copper, the purest

being the native copper found in the lake Superior mines at Houghton ; but

the copper of commerce generally occurs in combination with sulphur, and,

following Vivian, attention may be exclusively directed here to the smelting Varieties of ores.

of sulphide of copper in combination with sulphide of iron, earthy matters

and " every known and unknown metal and mineral in creation."

By smelting is meant fusion of the ore and whatever fluxes may be

necessary, when the copper owing to higher specific gravity separates frcm

the slajij and is recovered by appropriate means. The first object in the pro- Treatment of° J tr tr J r sulphide ores.

•cess must be to lose as little of the copper as possible in the slag and to make
the fusion easy. In the ca.se of oxidised ores it is obtained at once in a

metallic condition, somewhat adulterated with sulphur, iron and other foreign

substances, and requires only a single operation or at most two to bring it

into merchantable form. But when it occurs with sulphur or arsenic, with

an excess of foreign sulphides, the result of fusion is merely concentrated ore,

freed from the earthy gangue. It is the first business of the copper smelter

to consider the varying nature of his ores. In those containing large quan-

tities of sulphide of iron he takes care to roast or calcine highly in order to

obtain oxide of iron to flux the ores and produce a regulus or matte suffici-

•ently rich in copper—his standard being from 30 to 35 per cent. Whether

the process is carried on in a reverberatory furnace, a muffle, or in heaps, the

object to be obtained is the same in all cases. Of the merits of the different

systems Vivian says :
" The most ancient, namely, roasting or burning in

heaj^s, is the least costly, provided the copper ore is sufficiently rich in sul- calcining.

phur or bituminous matter, as in the case of the Mansfield Kupferschiefer

;

but it is not applicable to ores poor in sulphur and in any case it is very

tedious, occupying weeks or even months, and therefore necessitating enor-

mous stocks of ore in comparison with the quantity treated. The iisouth

Welsh calciner on the other hand is rapid in its action, never exceeding 36

hours and for ordinary ores 12 hours, while the quantity treated is consider-

able and the cost of fuel and wages consequently small. Our large calciners Reverberatory

at Hafod treat 14 tons each charge, the time of course depending on the

nature of the ore we are operating on." These calciners are reverberatory

furnaces 28 feet long by 13 feet wide, inside, with a small fire-grate at one

•end, and the ore is spread evenly over the bed of the furnace. They are

simple and under complete control, Vivian says ; any ore can be treated in

them, whether containing much or little sulphur, and the process can be

arrested at or pushed to any point. Where it is intended to utilise the sul- Manufacture of

phur for the production of sulphuric acid three kinds of calciners are used, ^" ^ untaci

viz., kilns in which the material is burnt in pieces the size of road metal

;

the Gerstenhoffer calciner, in which it is burnt as powder, and the muffle

calciner, which is worked by transmitted heat.

In weighing the advantages and disadvantages of the reverberatory and

blast furnace systems of smeltin"; the calcined ore, Sir H. Vivian says the blast P^ reverbera-
'' °

_

'

_
' tor)- and blast

furnace is slightlv more economical in the cost of fuel, and in all cases it '^^^nace systems
° "

_ _
compared.

produces a cleaner slag; but he contends that its working is much more

complicated, and through its tendency to reduce the oxide of iron in the ore
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jacketed blast
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into metallic form it is liable to produce a mass of infusible matter at the

bottom of the furnace, which causes its partial or entire destruction. A
second drawback to the blast furnace is that it can only treat a comparatively

rough mixture, as much fine ore would choke it. A third dieadvantage of

the blast furnace is that it fails to produce a reaulus as fine and rich in

copper as the reverberatory furnace, which means that more expense has to

be incurred in the subsequent processes. " The reverberatory furnace is a

simple and easily worked furnace, forming no metallic bottoms until the

copper stage is reached, and capable of dealing with all ores, as Ulrick Frosse

found out three hundred years ago." But Sir H. Vivian's knowledge of blast

furnaces was limited to the rectangular and round brick furnaces, such as have

commonly been used in Germany, which required constant repairs and atten-

tion to prevent burning up and freezing out. For a fair comparison of the

two systems the improved water-jacketed blast furnace now used in the

United States and Canada should be taken instead oi the now antiquated

German one.'-

At Swansea, as Dr. Peters observes, a great variety of ores is used,

brought from all quarters of the world, differing in richness, purity and other

qualities—.«ulphide ores, oxides and carbonate.s. Coal is cheap also, and

refractory material is obtainable at prices far below American rates. At the

Swansea works also there is a body of skilful workmen who have grown up

at the furnaces, and who at very low rates of wages are capable of executing

all difficult operations demanded .by the system of treatment. There is, too,

a market where every variety of metal brings the highest justifiable price.

Under American conditions, on the other hand, the ore usually comes from

one or two sources, constant in its composition and usually in large quantities ;

while wages are high and fuel and refractory material is expensive. These

conditions however have shown the necessity of economy of labor and

material ; they have demanded improvement in processes, and have resulted

in perfecting the water-jacketed cupola. The adaptation of the principle of

water-cooling to copper blast furnaces. Dr. Peters says, may be hailed as the

greatest advance in the treatment of that metal made since the introduction

of the English method of refining on the hearth of a reverberatory furnace.

The burning out and freezing up of the the furnace from the half-fused masses

of molten fire-brick have with its employment become a thing of the past.

Where no accident occurs nothing compels stoppage of the furnace excepting

the need of general repairs to the machinery, cleansing the interior of the

jacket from sediment and the possible choking up of the furnace shaft with

Advantages of

Bmelting
conditions at

Swansea.

A necessity for

improvement.

The water-
cooled furnace
and how
constructed.

* "Since blast furnace smelting has obtained a footing in the United States," Dr. Peters

says, "it has become so changed from its original as to be scarcely recognisable, and as here

used by the more advanced metallurgists can challenge competition with the reverberatory

under most circumstances, and where the conditions are at all favorable can show results far

surpassing the best Swansea work in yield, economy and capacity. That this may seem

novel or even doubtful to English .smelters is quite natural, when it is recollected that the

full extent of these remarkable advances is known to comparatively few metallurgists, and

that very little relating to the same has been published. It is with the modern Arnerican

form of "the German copper process that all comparisons must be instituted ; and this com-

prises not only a great improvement in the processes of calcination and the construction and

management of blast furnaces used, but in many cases the employment of reverberatories for

certain portions of the matte concentration, while the process of refining is m all cases

carried on according to the Swansea method."—Modern American Methods of Copper

Smelting, p. 171.
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accretions of fiulphides of zinc or lead, which occur in minute proportions in

all copper ores. The material of the jacket may consist of cast iron, wrought

iron or mild steel ; but the brand known as fire-box iron is less liable to scale

and blister by heat, and is capable of being bent without weakening.

Besides its excessive weight cast iron is somewhat liable to crack when

exposed to extreme fluctuations of temperature. Wi*.h wrought iron the

thickness need not exceed ordinary boiler plate, and the tendency of the

inner plate to weaken owing to difference of expansion has been overcome by

using an elongated oval shape instead of the rectangular—a modification

introduced by Herreshoff of New York. The ordinary blast in copper smelt- Tie Herreshoff

ing does not exceed three-quarters of a pound per square inch, and this can-

not penetrate to the centre of a charge in a furnace of greater diameter than

50 inches where half the charge is in lump form, and so the largest Herreshoff

furnace is only 48 inches in diameter. The width of the water space has

been diminished little by little until even two inches has become a not uncom-

mon standard, and the constant flow of water into and out of it keeps the

inner plate of the cupola from damage by the excessive heat of the molten

mass within. The cold feed of water is generally introduced near the middle

or lower portion of the j icket, and doubtless settles to the lower part at once

to rise gradually as it becomes heated and escape through a pipe of somewhat

greater diameter than the inlet pipe from the upper portion of the jacket.

If tapped in such a way that the escape pipe is on a level with the

extreme upper surface it prevents the accumulation of any steam which

might form, while the accumulation of sediment introduced in the water

can be easily removed through the hand-holes provided for that purpose.

The furnace jacket is also supplied with a drain-cock to empty it when not in

blast, in cold weather or when repairs are required. The bottom of the

furnace is a foot or less below the tuyeres, from which the entire molten mass

escapes through a narrow groove into an outside crucible or well in which the
^^^ ^^^ ^^

matte separates from the slag and is tapped into moulds or pots, while the ^ore-hearth,

slag flows from a spout into pots arranged on wheels for convenient dumping-

It is this transfer of the crucible from the inside to the outside of the furnace

that has divested cupola work of most of its terrors, for by this means the

troublesome chilling over of the metal in the crucible and the frequent freez-

ing over of the tap-hole are avoided, which otherwise would make the

emptying of the furnace impossible without great difficulty.* With the old

form of crucible in the interior of the furnace the cutting out of a chilled

mass, which sometimes formed, was a costly and tedious operation, comprising

the blowing out and cooling down of the furnace, whereas if the exterior

well becomes unworkable from any cause it can be disengaged from the furnace

and another put into its place in twenty minutes—the stoppage of the blast

for so short a time causing no trouble in the furnace. It is by such improve-

ments as are here described that the blast furnace has come into general

* " The first well used in connection with a copper furnace in this country was built by
James Douglas, jr., at his Phipnixville works, in 1879."— Dr. Peters" Modern Americari
Methods, p. 179.
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favor for the smelting of copper ore in America, and one may doubt if under

the most favorable conditions the reverberatory furnace surpasses it in

the production of matte.

THE BRUCE MINES SMELTING WORKS.
The efforts at copper smelting at Bruce Mines are for the most part a

tradition. The books of the company were destroyed in a labor riot, its

the annual reports are not accessible, the Geological Survey volumes are silent on

the enterprise ; we are dependent for information mainly upon personal recol-

lections, and these cannot be very accurate after an interval of a quarter of a

century, especially as regards details and statistics. The statements in the

evidence of Messrs. Borron, Prout and Plummer however are important and

valuable, and the general causes of the failure of smelting operations at the

Bruce and Wellington mines are no doubt correctly stated. The cost of pro -

-duction could not fail to be heavy under the circumstances of time and place.

Fuel was dear owing to the cost of freight, for the lake Superior traffic had

scarcely begun to develop even when the works closed ; the rate of wages for

iabor ruled high, and labor itself was neither very efficient nor reliable ; and

the processes adopted, as well as the direction of the works, it may readily be

believed, were not adapted for the insuring of economic production. The

testimony of Mr. Borron on these aspects of copper smelting at Bruce Mines

may furnish a useful lesson to any who may contemplate the e.stablishing of

similar works there or at any other point in the northern districts. The

Welsh system failed, and so also did the salt process tried afterwards at the

Wellington mines ; so also, it is almost certain, would the blast furnace

system had it been tried with the old fashioned furnace of that time.

THE SCDBUBT SMELTING WORKS.
The smelting works of the Canadian Copper company at Sudbury have

been set up under the direction of Dr. Peters, the well known metallurgist

and author, to whom frequent leference has already been made. The blast
le.n

furnace system has been adopted at those works, and the ore is prepared for

smelting by being roasted in large heaps in the open air. The Copper-cliff,

the Evans and the Stobie mines furnish the supplies of ores, and although

they are all of the same class their composition varies considerably. Nine

assays of raw ore taken without selection from these mines, made by Mr.

Sperry for copper and nickel in November, 1888, to show how the ore ran

in the mass, gave the following results :

ThA blast
furnace sys

tA Sudbury
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•elevated track to the roasting yard, located about three hundred yards from

the smelting furnace. The beds of the yard have been made with layers The roaatlng

of clay and gravel, for the want of better material, and shallow drains have

been cut for the purpose of drawing off water in the event of a heavy rain-

fall during the roasting operation. About thirty beds have been prepared

in this way, and each hea]i when finished contains from 400 to 600 tons of

•ore. In l)ui]ding a heap a layer of fine ore is spread upon the bed to the

depth of six iuche<!, and over this a layer of wood to the depth of eighteen How.aheap
' ... * * 19 built.

inches. The fuel wt^ed is dry pine—the remains of an extensive forest fire

which swept over this country some fiften years ago. It is laid with frequent

ojienings for draughts along the sides and ends, while sticks are set on end at

intervals throughout the heap to serve as chimneys. The wood is covered

with coarse ore to the depth of two or three feet, and this in turn by fines

to prevent a too rapid combustion, the whole when completed making a

pile about six feet high. The fire is set to kindling material in the

draught openings, and as it spreads and the heat increases the sulphur of the

ore adds to the fuel, sending up a heavy, yellowish cloud of acrid smoke.

The heap burns from thirty days to seven weeks, according to its size and

the quality of the ore,—that which contains the largest proportion of .sulphur

and iron requiring the longest time. For rapid and efiective roasting the

heaps should be covered to keep off rain or snow ; but as covering of any

kind would interfere with the free escape of the smoke this is not desirable

for the health or comfort of the attendants, as at the best a roasting yard

is as unsavory as a gehenna. It is found at Sudbury that roasting in this

way is done satisfactorily and cheaply, largely reducing the percentage of

sulphur and uniting oxygen with the iron, so that the ore as taken from the

heaps is self-fluxing. An analysis of roasted ore made in December, 1888, to

enable the furnace manager to make up a charge for smelting, gave 5.40 per Composition

cent, of copper, 2.43 per cent, of nickel, 7.92 per cent, of sulphur, 25 per ore.

cent, of iron, lime, magnesia, etc., and the residue chiefly of hornblende. An
experienced workman knows the difference in the quality of roasted ores at

sight, and is able to mix them roughly as they are loaded into the cars at

the heaps to be taken to the smelter and dumped into separate bins. Here

they are again mixed by the furnace men in making up the charge so as to

produce the quality of matte required.

The furnace set up at the works was manufactured by the Jenckes Machine

company of Sherbrooke, Quebec, after the Herreshoff patent. It is nearly
. . . . . .

Description of

elliptical in form, having a longer diameter of 6 feet 6 inches and a shorter the furnace.

of 3 feet 3 inches at the tuyeres, increasing in size upwards, and is 9 feet in

height to the charging door. It is made of rolled steel, with a water space of

two inches between the outer and inner plates, and has for V)ottom a cast-iron

plate protected with tire-brick—the whole vesting on four strong iron supports.

A light dome of plate steel, brick-lined in the crown and sides, covers the

furnace ; and in one side of this dome, on a level with the ore bins, is the

feed door. A cross-flue or dust chamber connects the dome with the chimney.

The well, fore-hearth or settling pot is made of double plates of cast ironj

having a water space of six inches, and rests upon four wheels for conveni-
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ence of moving it whenever repairs are necessary, a second welJ standing ready

to be put in its place. A square opening on one side is fitted by fire-clay to a

corresponding opening in the furnace, through which the molten mass flows

when the furnace is in blast. The blast is furnished by one of Baker's rotary

blowers, and enters the furnace through eleven tuyeres under a pressure of 8

to 10 ounces per square inch. A charge consists of 1,800 to 2,000 5). of ore

and coke, mixed in the proportion by weight of eight of the former to one of

the latter, and at the usual speed of driving the furnace it smelts 120 tons of

ore per day, sometimes reaching 150 tons. As the molten mass gathers at

the base of the furnace it flows through the discharge hole into the well, where

the heavier or metallic portion sinks and the lighter slag rises to the surface,

to flow out in a constant stream of liquid fire at the slag-spout and be rolled

in the pots in which it is caught to the waste heap. The matte is drawn at

frequent intervals through a tap-hole at a lov?er level, which is opened with a

pointed rod of iron and afterwards closed with a ball of fire-clay.*

It is bright and sparkling in appearance and flows very freely, but
occasionally shoots out like the discharge of a Gatling gun, to the terror o£

the fresh onlooker, and mayhap to the serious hurt of one or more of the fur-

nace men. The matte is allowed to cool in pots, after which it is ready for

shipment to the refining works. Its composition is shown by the following

analyses, the fir.st of which was made by Mr. Sperry on the 22nd of February

and the second on the 2nd of March, 1889 :

Material.
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of the 8ame capacity us the Hrst was set up 'luring the sununer of iSbO, and
was l)lown in on the 4th of Heptemher.*

No works for the refining of matte have yet been erected in Ontario, but,

with the promise of an abundance of material to treat, it is not impiobaVjle Refining works,

that this need of a completed industry will be supplied. The process is diffi.

cult, tedious and costly, and this is an additional reason for its being carried

on at home instead of shipping the matte to New .Jersey, Maryland or Wales.

ALLOYS OK NICKEL AND STKEL.
The production of copper and nickel in Ontario would .seem to be lim-

ited only by the skill and enterprise of those who may engage in the industry.

The number and extent of ranges already located give |)romise of a sudijIv "^^ "utiook for

J , . .

<r^ I fi J skill »nd enter*
equal to any demand which may arise for many years to come, and as yet only P'''^®-

an insigniticaut area of the formation bearing the copper and nickel ores has

been explored. Any new purpose therefore to which one or other of these

metals may be applied possesses great interest not only to the companies en-

gaged in opening and working the mines but to the whole province also. As
regards copper, it has been employed in the arts for so many centuries that

we should be surprised were even modern scientific metallurgy to find out a

new a])plication of it. When we read that nearly three thousand years a»o

the treatment of alloys of copper and tin had'reached such a stage of perfec-

tion that founders cunning to work all works in brass were able to cast

pillars 31 J feet in length and 21^ feet in circumference, adorned with lily

work, and a bath of 20,000 gallons capacity 8J feet in height and 52^ feet in o"pper and"'

circumference set upon twelve figures of oxen cast when it was cast,t we may ^^'^''^J'^

almost despair of new and valuable use being found for copper.

But nickel is a modern metal, having only been discovered in 1751, and

until recently it was hardly known in the pure state. Some specimens of

wrought and forged nickel were shown for the first time at the Philadelphia ^jokai » nj^H

exhibition of 1876 by Mr. Wharton of the Camden works, but they attracted °^^^-

no attention. In 1878 those specimens were sent to the Paris exhibition, and

there as in Philadelphia they did not at first excite any surprise or receive

* Since the above was put in type Mr. H. P. Mcintosh of Cleveland, the secretary of the
company, has furnished the following particulars of smelting operations at Sudbury to 31st
December, 188!) :

" Our No. 1 furnace was blown in for the first time on December •24th, 1888,
and ran from that time to December 31st, 1889, 259 days of 24 hours, using 31,2(58 tons of ore
and producing therefrom 3,849 tons of matte averaging probably about 18 per cent, copper and
13 percent, nickel. In this operation there were consumed 3,950 tons of ConnellsviUe coke,
costing about 5!t).50 per ton at Sudbury. Smelter Xo. 2 started September 4th, 1889, and ran
73 days from that period t'^ December 31st, using 9,740 tons of ore and producing 1,210 tons
of matte averaging probably about the same per cent, copjier and nickel as No. 1. This
furnace consumed 1,169 tons of coke. Shipments have been made to Philadelphia, New
York, Swansea, Liverpool and Hamburg. Our coke is shipped by boat from Cleveland to
Algoma Mills and thence over the Canadian Pacific railway to Sudbury. " The shaft at
Copper-clitf mine is sunk at an angle of 45'^. On the 31st of December, 1889, it had reached
a depth of 502 feet, and the width of the ore deposit at that depth was 65 feet.

fSee I Kings chap, vi, and ii Chronicles chap, iii and iv. Brass is an alloy of copper
and zinc while bronze is an alloy of copper and tin, and as zinc does not appear to
have been known at the time of Solomon it is assumed that when brass is spoken of in the
Bible an alloy of copper and tin is meant. Referring to the sea or washing basin cast by
Hiram for the temple, Vivian says: "To make such a casting a large quantity of metal
would have to be melted at once, not probably in crucibles but in a cupola or reverberatory
furnace, and great skill would be required in manipulating .«o heavy a casting. It is also
clear that the art of moulding was well understood." Tubal-Cain, who was seventh in descent
from Adam, was an instructor of every artificer and the forger of every cutting instrument
of brass or copper and iron.—Genesis iv—22, R.V.
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any special attention. " Very few persons realised what the objects really

were," W. P. Blake wrote in the volume of Mineral Resources of the United

States for 1883, " and that they were very different from alloys of nickel.

In fact very few chemists had ever seen nickel. Pure nickel was a rarity, a
curiosity, just as samples of indium and thallium are to-day. It was not

strange therefore that the expert chemists and metallurgists of Europe on the

international jury showed some incredulity and surprise when whole ingots

and forged bars of metal and numerous finished articles of pure wrought

nickel without alloy were offered for their inspection." This notable ad-

vance, Mr. Blake says, prepared the way for greater advances, one which he

mentions being the addition of a small quantity of magnesium to the charge

of molten metal when it is ready to be poured. With the addition of an.

ounce of magnesium to 60 lb. of nickel, the metal becomes remarkably tough

and malleable and may be drawn into wire or rolled into sheets as thin as-

paper. Dr. Fleitman of Iserlohn, Prussia, has also succeeded in welding

sheet nickel upon iron and steel plates so as to coat them equally on each

face, the two metals being so nearly the same in their physical properties that

they work well together and adhere tenaciously.-

But doubtless the most important discovery of the use of nickel is its-

alloy with steel, made almost simultaneously by Mr. J. F. Hall of Sh<'ffield,

England, and Mons. Marbeau of France, an account of which is given in

the Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, Xo. 1, 1889.

A number of experiments of alloys of nickel and irun are mentioned hy

Dr. Percy, f none of which appear to have been very satisfactory. Horse-shoe

nails melted by Faraday and Stodart with 3 per cent, of nickel gave an alloy

that was quite as malleable and pleasant to work under the hammer as pure

iron. When melted with 10 per cent, of nickel the alloy was less malleable

and more disposed to crack under the hammer : it rusted less quickly than

pure iron, whereas the same quantity alloyed with steel accelerated rusting

very materially. An alloy of 8.3 per cent, of nickel with iron, prepared by

Berthier by the reduction of the mixed oxides of both metals in a brasqued

crucible, was semi-ductile, very tenacious and fine-grained, but somewhat

scaly in fracture. A series of four experiments conducted in Dr. Percy's own

Prosrress in

treatment of tbe
metal, and new-

uses found foi it.

T^iscoveries of
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*"The applications in the arts of such nickeled iron sheets will readily suggest themselves.

Up to this time the most direct uses seem to be in making hollow ware, particularly culinary-

vessels. The manufacture of such ware has already begun at Schwarte by Dr. Fleitman, and
a great variety of vessels, such as saucepans and kettles, have been turned out, s<ime of them
of pure sheet nickel. They are all very beautiful in appearance, rt^stmbliiig highly fii.ished

platinum vessels more than ordinary ware. When planished and buffed ujj the surface be-
comes like a mirror, and will answer the purpose of one. The vessels alieady sent to this

country as samples are made of nickeled iron, and ^how the facility with which the compound
sheet metal may be stamj^ed, spun up and polished. Thi.s ware is far superior to tinned iron
or tinned copper for cookimc in. Experiments have shown that it is not poisonous. The
nickel is not or.ly less liable to corrosion, but is harder, will la^t longer and cannot be melted
ofif by overheating. The ware is lighter and stronger than tin or copper ware, is susceptible of
a high poli.sh and is not easily tarnished. It is wed adapted to the manufacture of dishes, sal-

vers and covers for the table. The coating of nickel applied by welding is stronger and
tougher than that depo.^ited by electrolysis, and appears to be less liable to scale otf. The
electrically deposited metal is in some cases very brittle, and no doubt contains sufBcient
hydrogen to essentially modify the physical characters of the coating. This new application
of nickel constitutes practically a new industry of great importance. It increases the con-
sumption of nickel and will stimulate its production, and by piving a steady demand will no
doubt lead to a more uniform and constant supply."—E. P. Blake in the Mineral Resources
of the United States, 1883, p. 420.

f Metallurgy of Iron and Steel, p. 171.
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laboratory with 1,5, 20 and 50 per cent, of nickel, gave varying rf.sults.

The nick»^l was practically pure, the iron was in a state of fine wire, fusion

was effected under plate glass in clay crucibles and the metals appeared to

alloy perfectly together. (1) With 495 grains iron and 5 grains nickel, the loss

in alloying was 10 grains; and when cut half through with a cold chisel

the remainder broke, the fracture being in all respects similar to that of

pure iron. (2) With 285 grains of iron and 15 grains of nickel the loss was

10 grains ; the alloy seemed to be perfectly made, but it was more brittle

than No. 1 and the fracture was bright and finely granular. (3) With 210

grains of iron and 60 of nickel the loss was 20 grains ; the surface was smooth

and free from scale, differing in that respect from 1 and 2, but the alloy was.

brittle and on cutting across with a chisel it broke with an extremely irre-

gular fracture. (4) With 200 grains each of iron and nickel the loss was

20 grains ; the alloy was smooth and free from scale, but tarnished, and

while it flattened sensibly under the hammer it was brittle ; the fracture

was even, uniform and finely granular. Alloys of iron and steel with nickel

made by Wolf of Schweinfurth and examined by Liebig, Percy sa)S, had the

aspect and properties of genuine Damascus steel, and the nickel iron acquired

likewise by the usual process a magnificent damask.*

Those experiments were conducted by chemists and metallurgists of high

reputation, t and when the results are compared with others obtained within

the last two years by practical men of unquestioned skill it does not seem pos-

sible to account for the causes of failuie on one side and of success on the other

without further details of the processes than the records afford.

At the meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute of Great "Britain in May,

1889, a paper was read on alloys of nickel and steel by Mr. James Kiley,

manager of the Glasgow steel works, which has awakpned great interest ments^t^e

throughout Europe and America. Some months before Mr. Riley had been woTks!^

asked to examine specimens of manufactures of various alloys of nickel and

iron made according to a process patented by Mons. Marbeau of France.

The British patents obtained for these manufactures, ]\Ir. Riley states, had

previously been submitted to him, but their consideration had not caused him

to feel much interest in them. But when he examined the products them-

selves his interest was much excited and he entered on a course of investi-

gations regarding the alloys which was still in progress when his paper was.

given to the Institute. Some time after the conclusion of preliminary tests,

made \i[)on ingots sent for treatment and examination a visit to the works irt

France was arranged, with the object of seeing the process of manufacture

and the certainty with which products could be obtained from the crucible.

This was demonstrated, Mr. Riley states, to his entire satisfaction, the compo-

sition of the casts being varied at will and the qualities and properties of the

metal indicated beforehand. Afterwards M. Marbeau visited the Gla.«*gow

* \y. P. Biake in U. S. ^lineral Resources, 1883, p. 41G, mentions that experiments by
Bouissingault with 5, 10 and 15 ]>er cent, of nickel added to iron showed that the alloy
rusted as freely under water as steel without nickel.

t They are recorded in scientific, journals and metallurgical works dating from 1820 tC'
1864, but great advance has been made in knowledge of the properties of metals in the past-
quarter of a century.
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steel works and charges were made which showed that the composition of the

metal can be as effectually controlled in the open hearth furnace as in the

crucible.'"

In endeavoring to obtain a correct idea of the utility of the alloys of

nickel, iron and steel, Mr. Riley made a careful examination of their beha-

Mechanicai teats vior under tensile and other mechanical tests. But as chemically pure iron is
ofithe alloys. -hi , i p -

i n ,

practically unknown, and as the presence or very minute quantities oi carbon,

silicon, sulphur, phosphorus etc., in varying proportions produce marked

changes in the qualities of iron,t it is necessary that the percentages of each

should remain constant in order to estimate correctly the influence of the

addition of nickel. Twelve tests with varying contents of nickel, the results

of which are reported by Mr. Riley, prove how necessary it is to know all

the conditions before any certain conclusion is reached, and possibly it was in

this particular that the earlier experiments failed. The contents of nickel in

the iron, as shown by the records of Mr. Riley's tests, varied from 1 to

49.4 per cent., the carbon from .22 to .90 per cent., and the manganese

from .23 to .85 percent. With 2 per cent, nickel, .90 per cent, carbon

and . 50 per cent, manganese, and also with 4 per cent, nickel, .85 per

cent, carbon and .50 per cent, manganese, the alloys were too hard to

machine with musket steel, but they made a tine tool when tempered at

dull red in boiling water; while with 10 per cent, nickel and .50 percent,

each of carbon and manganese it was too hard to machine, but made a good

ofSckei^n'^** Cutting tool when tempered in a cold air blast. This extreme hardness is

®'^^-
stated to be due to the large quantity of carbon present, but also to the

presence of nickel in addition. " This quality of hardness obtains as the

nickel is increased," Mr. Riley observes, "until about 20 per cent, is reached,

when a change takes place and successive additions of nickel tend to make

the steel softer and more ductile, and even to neutralise the influence of car-

* " The alloy can be made in any good open hearth furnace working at a fairly good heat.

The charge can be made in as short a time as an ordinary ' scrap ' charge of steel—say about
seven hours. Its working demands no extraordinary care, in fact not so much as is re-

quired in working many other kinds of charges, the composition of the resulting steel being
easily and definitely controlled. No special arrangements are required for casting, the ordi-

nary ladles and moulds being sufficient. If the charge is properly worked nearly all the
nickel will be found in the steel—almost none is lost in the slag, being in this respect widely
different from charges of chrome steel.

"The steel is steady in the mould, it is more fluid and thinner than ordinary steel, it

sets more rapidly, and it appears to be thoroughly homogeneous. The ingots are clean and
smooth in appearance on the outside, but those richest in nickel are a little more 'piped' than
are ingots of ordinary mild steeL There is less liquation of the metalloids in these ingots, so

that liability to serious troubles from this cause is much reduced. Any scrap pi educed in

the subsequent operations of hammering, rolling, shearing, etc., can be remelted in making
another charge without loss of nickel. The importance of this fact will be at once appreciated,

especially by users of articles made of this metal, seeing that scraps and old articles will have
a value for remelting in proportion to their contents of nickel. •

'' No extraordinary care is required when reheating the ignots for hammering or rolling.

They will stand quite as much heat as ingots having equal contents of carbon but no nickel,

except perhaps in the case of steel containing over 25 per cent, of nickel, when the heat
should be kept a little lower and more care taken in forging.

" If the steel has been properly made and is of correct composition it wiU hammer and
roU well, whether it contains little or much nickel ; but it is possible to make it of such poor

quality in other respects that it will crack badly in working, as is the case with ordinary

steel."—James Riley in the Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, No. 1, 1889. p. 46.

tSir James Kitson states that ingot iron alloyed with so small a proportion of aluminium
as 0.1 per cent, melts at a comparatively low temperature, is very liquid in the molten state,

and can be cast into solid and homogeneous objects possessing the strength of wrought iron.

—Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, No. 1, 1889, p. 25.
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bon, . . but I am glad to be able to state that before the region of extreme

difficulty of machining is reached we have ({ualities of nickel steel available

which will be of the utmost value for a very large number of purposes."

With 25 per cent, nickel, .27 per cent, carbon, and .85 per cent, manganese

the ductility as shown by the extension before fracture was marvellous, show-

ing 40 percent, in eight inches. In No. 6 test, with 4.7 per cent, nickel.

.22 per cent, carbon and .23 per cent, manganese, the addition of the nickel

raised the elastic limit from 16 up to 28 tons, and the breaking strain from

30 up to 40.6 tons when annealed, without impairing the elongation or

contraction of area to any noticeable extent. Of a series of hardenin" and
tempering tests Mr. Riley says : "We have tested pieces up to 87 tons breaking

strain with 52 tons elastic limit ; but there is a piece before you, furnished

by the patentee, which was tested by us and gave b.s. 95.6 tons, e.l. 54 tons,

extension in four inches 9.37 per cent., contraction of area 49.2 per cent.

Two similar pieces tested by Mr. Kirkaldy gave b.s. 94.18 and 93.86 tons. Torsion testa.

e.l. 52.01 and 53.92 tons, extension 7.8 and 8.2 per cent., and contraction of

area 52.4 and 50 per cent, respectively."* In torsion or twisting tests the

results were equally satisfactory, the one set contirming the other as regards

breaking strain and elastic limit, while the number of twists were found to

correspond closely to the ductility as measured by extension in the tensile

tests.

t

The whole series of nickel steels up to 50 per cent, were found by Mr.
Riley to take a good polish and finish, the richer ones having a lustrous

appearance. Up to 5 per cent, nickel it was found that the alloys could be of*n?cke?stL*er

machined with moderate care, while the poorer ones stood punching exceed-

ingly well both as rolled and after annealing ; the punch-holes can be put
as close together as -|^-inch without the metals showing any signs of cracking.

As to the welding quality however this was found to deteriorate with each

addition of nickel above one per cent. " In the very important matter of

corl-odibility," Mr. Riley stated, "it is with the greatest satisfaction I can
state that the steels rich in nickel are practically non-corrodible, and that Non-con-odibie.

those poor in nickel are much better than other steels in this respect."

Experiments made with 5 per cent, nickel steel as compared with mild steel

of .18 per cent, carbon showed corrosion in the ratio of 10 to 12, and as com-

*The breaking weight of a bar of iron having a sectional area of one inch when hung at
one end is given by Sir Lowthian Bell at 6 to 14 tons for cast iron, 20 to 30 tons for wrought
iron and 28 to 60 tons for steel. Trials at the Royal Ars^ual, Woolwich, recorded by .Jeans
give the tensile strength of Bessemer iron and steel to the square inch as follows : Iron as
cast and unhammered (mean of 5 trials) 18.41 tons ; hammered or rolled (mean of 5) 32 43
tons Steel in cast and unhammered state (mean of 8) 28.13 tons ; hammered or rolled (mean
of 7) 68.20 tons. The power and delicacy of testing machines is shown by a trial of the
Emery machine at the Watertown arsenal . It is capable of exerting a stress of 800 000 lb
and of testing specimens up to 30 feet in length. Before acceptance, a link of hard iron
five inches in diameter was placed in the machine and slowlj' sfrained in tension till it broke
at 722,000 lb. Without any adjustment a horse hair was then fixed in the machine and
broken at an indicated stress of one pound.—See Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute Kn i

1889, p. 379.
i.c,i>o. i,

t "This alloy," Sir James Kitson stated in his address as president of the Institute" promises to be of great commercial value. I have here test pieces of two bars which were
•cut out of a 10-ton armor plate made in France. The pieces were forged down into shaije
They contain 5 per cent, of nickel and give a tensile strain of 90 ton.= with an elongation
-of 8 per cent. It is claimed that with 5 per cent. <•{ nickel there is almost entire freedom
from corrosion. Nickel steel has extreme fluidity and is very sound.'- Journal \o 1
1889, p. 26. ' - • )
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pared with steel of .40 carbon and 1.6 chromium a ratio of 10 to 15. In

the case of 25 per cent, nickel these ratios were as 10 to 870 and 10 to 1,160

respectively. These results were obtained by immersion of the samples in

Abel's corrosive liquid, and afterwards confirmed by immersion in water

acidified by hydrochloric acid.*

In the discussion which followed the reading of Mr. Riley's paper it

was stated by Mr. J. F. Hall of Sheflield, also a manager of steel works,

ments.'^'''''^"
that he had been carrying on experiments with alloys of nickel and steel for

about two years and had taken out a patent for his invention.f This is for

* In concluding his paper Mr. Riley indicated some of the possible uses to which these
alloys may be applied as follows :

" It requires no powerful imagination to conjure up a most bewildering number of appli-

cations for which they are available. I find some difficulty in not becoming enthusiastic on
the point, for in the wide range of properties or qualities possessed by these alloys it really

seems as if any conceivable demand could be met and satisfied.

"Of the richer alloys I do not intend to speak at any length, but would just remark
that in the immense field covered by what are termed the ' Metal Trades' innumerable appli-

cations will be found for which they are suitable. Some specimens of these applications are
before j'ou.

"Of the 25 per cent, nickel steel I would remark that with its peculiar properties of

high b.s.
,
great ductility and comparatively low e. 1. it is extremely well adapted for all

operations involving considerable deformation—for instance, for deep stamping and flanging'

—whilst its non-corrodibility will render it invaluable for a great number of purposes.
" This quality of non-corrodibility, considered together with its strength, both elastic and

ultimate when unannealed, will render it specially useful in aU cases where the cost of metal
is of minor importance when contrasted with the cost of labor to be expended upon it, or its

use for special purposes : illustrations of these may be found in all small and special type
boilers, in locomotive and other fire-boxes, and in the hulls of torpedo and other similar

vessels where lightness and strength with non-corrodibility are of vital importance.
" In the region between 25 per cent, and say 5 per cent, nickel we have an abundance of

possibilities as yet comparatively unknown, in which I expect will be found materials for

tool-steel equal if not superior to anything at present known.
" But it is when we get to the alloys of 5 per cent, and under that I feel most interested,

and I think most of you will sympathise with that feeling.
" I have already incidentally referred to the advantages the marine engineer will obtain

by the use of these qualities for the shafts and other forgings used in his structures. I would
now point to the suitability of these lower alloys to the other portions of his work. It is well
known— it has been frequently stated by my friend Mr. Parker and others—that the recent
advances in marine engineering, rendered possible by the use of high-pressed steam, could
not have been effected if it had not been that a metal superior to wrought iron was put at the
engineer's disposal. Conceive then of the possibilities now presented when a metal like

No. 6 in the table No. 1 is at his disposal, having when annealed an ultimate strength of 30
per cent, and elastic limit of 60 or 70 per cent, higher than those of mild steel, with a nearly

equal ductility, and the valuable quality added of less liability to corrosion. He may at once
greatly reduce his scantlings for pressures and get rid of many difficulties of construction,

or he may avail himself of the increased strength to provide for stiU higher pressures.
" It will also be seen that these metals are equally important to the shipbuilder and to

the civil engineer. This is strongly brought out in considering the immense advantage to be
derived from their use in large structures. Think for a moment of this in connection with
the erection of the Forth bridge or of the Eiffel tower. If the engineers of those stupen-
dous structures had had at their disposal a metal of 40 tons strength and '?S tons elastic

limit, instead of 30 tons strength and 17 tons elastic limit in the one case and say 22 tons
strength and 14 to 16 tons elastic limit in the other, how many difficulties would have been
reduced in magnitude as the weight of materials was reduced ; the Forth bridge would have
become even more light and airy and the tower more net-like and graceful than they are at
present.

"Then, as regards the requirements of the military engineer, I am inclined to state

firmly that there has not yet been placed at his disposal materials so well adapted to his pur-
poses—whether of armor or of armament—as those I have now brought under your notice.

" In what may be called their natural condition these alloys have many properties which
will commend them for these purposes, and when the best, method of treatment by harden-

ing or tempering has been arrived at I believe that their qualities for armor will be unsur-
passed."

f Mr. Hall's provisional specification for ' Improvements in Alloys containing Iron and
Steel ' is dated INIarch 5th, 1888, and the complete specification on the 5ch of December in

the same year. Following is a copy of the complete specification :

" I, John Francis Hall of Norbury, Sheffield, in the county of York, manager of steel

works, do hereby declare the nature of this invention and in what manner the same is to be
performed to be particularly described and ascertained in and by the following statement

:

" This invention refers to the manufacture of a new alloy of steel or iron and nickel,

having for its object to produce a metal or alloy combining great strength with toughness,
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tlie use of nickel in steel in any proportions from 2^ to 50 per cent., and Mr.

Hall has carried out a large series of experiments to prove its value. A
gun-barrel of nickel steel was tested by Messrs. Holland and Holland of

New Bond street, London, an eminent tirm of gun-makers, and showed sur-

prising strength. In practice three drachms of powder and one ounce of

shot are used for a 12-bore gun, but in tests four or hve drachms of powder
and an ounce and a half of shot are used. " Nine tests in all were carried

out," Mr. Hall said, " the ninth test contained fifteen drachms of powder,

three ounces and a half of shot and double wadding. At that charge the

gun-barrel burst, but it did not burst in the real sense of the word, for it

was merely opened and laid out flat. The maker of that gun, who had pro-

bably made more high-class guns than any other person living, informed the

speaker that he never in all his experience had seen or could imagine such a

piece of material." Mr. Hall also stated that in one of his experiments he

had got a tensile strain of 97 tons, with an elongation of a little over 7 per

cent.*

The cost of nickel was, in the opinion of several members of the Insti-

tute, a serious objection to its extensive use. Sir James Kitson however Consideration ot

. cost as a bar to
did not attach any importance to cost, recalling the fact that when steel tires "**•

for locomotives were first extensively introduced into Great Britain by Krupp
they were sold in the market at £120 per ton, and at that price they made
their way against Lowmoor tires of one-third the price. Therefore he
thought that a metal which gave a tensile strain of 50 tons, with an elonga-

tion of 50 per cent., was sure to make its way if the claims which Mr. Riley

had made were justified by experience.!

It does not seem likely however that the cost of nickel will long stand

at 50 cents per pound, when it is remembered that within ten years of the

also possessing a very close grain or texture, thus rendering it capable of receiving a brilliant
polish.

" I wish it to be understood that I am aware that steel has prior to this my invention
been treated with nickel, but only in very small proportions, rarely exceeding one per cent,
and never above two per cent, of nickel (as a matter of fact one per cent, may be taken a.s
the full extent of the addition).

"Now my present invention, the results of research and experiments, relates to the pro-
duction of a new alloy of steel or of melted wrought iron, being a combination of either of
•the above-named metals with a proportion of nickel which may vary from 2h per cent, to 50
per cent, of the whole.

"The steel may contain carbon, silicon, manganese, chrome, tungsten or any of the
well-known and commonly used ingredients, but I prefer to keep the said materials as low as
possible, although in some cases I may increase the carbon. To carry out the invention in
manufacture it is only necessary to melt the iron or steel by the Bessemer, Siemens or
other like process or by the ordinary crucible process, and to add thereto the required pro-
portion of the ordinary nickel of commerce. The resulting product may either be Ciist to the
desired shape, as an ordinary casting, or as an ingot it may be forged, rolled or otherwise
manipulated as desired.

"The metallic alloy so constituted is particularly useful and valuable in the manufacture
of cannon, gun-barrels, shot and shell, armor plates, engravers' plates and other articles
requiring great strength, a smooth surface or a fine polish.

" Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of my said invention
and in what maner the same is to be performed, I declare that what I claim is : A metallie
alloy of steel or iron and nickel consisting of a combination of either of the first two named
metals with a proporticm of nickel varying (as required) from 2^ per cent, to 50 per cent, of
the whole, for the pur[)ose hereinbefore specified."

From enquiry made at Ottawa it does not appear that at the patent oflBce there any patent
has been applied for or granted for inventions of alloys of nickel and steel either by Mr
Hall or Mons. Marbeau.

* Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, No. 1, 1889, pp. 57-8.

t lb., p. 71.
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opening of the New Caledonia mines it fell to that tigure from $2 per pound

and that five years before the opening of those mines the selling price was

$3.25 per pound. The working of the Ontario mines will no doubt effect a

still greater reduction, unless the demand should very largely increase as a

result of the discoveries of Messrs. Hall and Marbeau. Ten blast furnances,

each of equal capacity with the ones now in operation at Sudbury, could pro-

duce 5,000 tons of nickel per annum, and from the known extent of the ore

ranges a hundred blast furnaces producing 50,000 tons per annum are not

beyond the limit of a possible realisation. And having nickel ores and iron

ores in great abundance, why should not Ontario aim to produce the world's

supply of nickel steel 1 With skill and enterprise this achievement is

possible.

C. J. Pusey—I have been engaged in smelting works in an anthracite furnace

at Pottsville, Pennsylvania, and I believe it wc»uld be possible to carry ou smelting

operations successfully at our own mines in Haliburtou if we had a free entrance to

the United States. I think we could make charcoal iron profitably, but anthracite

iron cannot be made in this country until there is a larger market for pig iron.

Neither is the market large enough for a coke furnace. We could make a superior

class of castings from our iron, and we could make our own charcoal iron. Our
company has been planning a 30-ton furnace. We were advised to put up a 6U-ton

furnace, but after making very full enquiries we believe that a furnace of that

capacity would be larger than our market would warrant. Anthracite and coke

iron could not be made for less than $14 or 815 a ton, while the market averages

about 818 a ton, and that would not leave enough margin. With charcoal we
could make our iron for 83 or §4 less, and have a better market for that iron, and

therefore I would not put a dollar into an anthracite or coke furnace and would

not advise anyone else to do so. It is a recognised principle in all iron manufac-

turing' countries that if we want a furnace where we can do the work most

economically we must plant it where we can place the raw material at the least

cost. In Snowdon, for instance, all the raw material is near at hand ; if the fuel

and ore had to be transplanted to the furnace it would mean so much more added

to the cost of production. We have an abundance of wood iu our district and

could produce hardwood charcoal at 5^ cents jjer bushel, or perhaps at 5 cents with

improved kilns. I consider that it would take about 100 or 110 bushels of hardwood

charcoal to smelt a ton of pig iron in a 30-ton furnace. Under date of December

6th, 1881, Messrs. Taws & Hartman of Philadelphia furnished the following

estimate :

We have selected the Howland, Imperial and New York mines for ore for the purpose,

and propose using oue-third of each, which will give an ore mixture of 59 per cent, of imn.

With this mixture the following weights and materials will be required : Ore, 4,000 lb. :

charcoal, 2,520 lb. or 140 bushels ; limestone, 177 lb. We estimate the cost of a ton of iron

as follows •

4,000 lb. of ore at Sl.OO per ton S 1 80

2,520 lb. of charcoal at 6 cents per bushel 8 40

177 lb. of limestone 10

Labor per ton of iron, including office expenses and superintendent's

salary 2 50

Repairs and taxes 1 00

Total $13 80

Each cord of wood will make 45 bushels of charcoal and the wood will cost SI. 30 per

cord at the furnace. You will require twenty charcoal kilns to keep up a steady supply of

400 000 bushels per year. These will cost about S500 each, or 810,000 in all. The cost of

the'furnace we estimate as follows : One cold blast furnace, 8 feet bosh, 40 feet high, with

hoist, tackle and cast-house, blowing engine and pipes complete, $36,000. Average capacity

of furnace, 100 tons per week.

I believe the above statement is equally as good now as when it was prepared.

That estimate was for a cold blast furnace instead of a hot blast, which would make a

reduction of 81.50 to 82 per ton. A hot blast would increase the cost of the plant

of a 80-ton furnace by about 820,000. The improvements made in the manner of

smeltinf would also reduce the cost. The plant complete for a GO-ton furnace
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would cost $135,000. Mr. J. P. Withemw a furnace builder of Pittsburg, Pennsyl-
vania, gave us an estimate in 1884, and his figures for making iron as furnished to wlthJ^^^^'of'^'
me under date of December 15 were as follows : I'ittHliurtr.

Deak Sik,— I have thorouj^hly examined your liitter of the 13tli instant, wherein you
give me the cost of your ores, linicstone and cordwood delivered at the furnace location,
together with their analyses, and find that ujwn the basis of the prices and analyses given
you can manufacture iron at the following cost :

„ ^ , (• S Howland mine, (7/ $1.50 S2 00
2 tons of ore '

mperial mine, & $0..50 33

S 2 33
80 bushels charcoal («( S.05 4 00

J ton limestone @ $0.75 25

Labor 2 00

Salaries and incidental expenses
. 50

$9 08

The average practice of charcoal in the lake Superior region is as follows : The average
weight of a cord of hardwood is 3,000 ft. The yield of charcoal when built in open kilns on
the ground runs from 23 to 27 per cent. A safe average would be 25 per cent., making 750
lb. of charcoal from a cord of wood, equal to 37A bushels of 20 ft. to the bushel. This is

lower than the general average, as by careful work 45 bushels of charcoal can bo made from
a cord of wood. Yours very truly, Ja.S. P. Witherow.

The above is the estimate for a furnace of 60 tons daily capacity. We propose Another

now to construct a furnace at the Imperial mine, using equal quantities of How- "^^ '™^ *'

land and Imperial ores, and with the best data 1 can obtain the cost of production
per ton would be as follows :

5,600 ft. of ore ,$ 2 31

200 ft. of limestone 15

100 bushels of charcoal (1,800 ft. at 5ic.) 5 50

Labor 2 50

Repairs, taxes, etc 1 OO

Sll 46

This estimate is based upon the use of a 30-ton hot blast furnace. While we
have not a sufficiency of wood on our own property to carry on the furnace work,
we can get plenty of it from the settlers, keeping our own wood to use in case of
being disappointed in the delivery of fuel. This would enable the settler to clear
up his land at an advantage. Regarding workmen, I may say that the supply of
skilled workers is not large in this country and we would have to get men either
from the United States or from the old country. Skilled labor is of first conse-
quence, and where failures have occurred in smelting works it will be found that
it has been chiefly due to the absence of skilled labor. With experienced work- Tj,g ^^^^^ ^f
men I can see nothing in the way of our undertaking the manufacture of charcoal skilled workmen,

iron in this country. The markets and present prices are satisfactory. One-half
of our product ought to be good enough for wheel iron or malleable castings, and
the remainder would be suitable for foundrj^ or milling purposes. At present a
considerable portion of our ore is waste. The ore of the Imperial mine is too poor A furnace would

to ship, but with the construction of a furnace we could utilise nearly all the ore, "*'''^^ *'^^ 's*"

shipping the high grade and smelting the low grade.

F. E. SeymMur—Personally I have had no experience in mining matters, but
my father was engaged in the smelting of iron. He came to Madoc from New York
state in 1835 or 1836, and I think he began smelting in the latter part of 1836 or ^^°^ smelting

1837. He owned the Seymour mine on lot 11 of the 5th of Madoc, about five miles mIj^^
*

north from the village. He worked the property for about five years ; the ore was
a black magnetite. The furnace did not run steadily and T cannot say how many
men were employed. It was a charcoal furnace, and the works were erected in the
village of Madoc in 1836 as I believe. The charcoal v.-as made from elm, maple and
beech. I cannot give the quantity of ore smelted or the quantity of charcoal
required for a ton of ore. I think the iron was at once manufactured into imjjle-

ments, plows, potash kettles and such other things as were then recjuired by ^'^*'"?-

settlers. My father had a foundry as well as the furnace, and they began the manu-
facture of those articles at once. There were several tests or experiments made
with the ore, as it required different treatment to that of ores he had been
accustomed to in York state; it contained neither pho.«phorus nor sulphur. I Experiments in
think smelting went on till 1844 or 1845. The experiments were very expensive, smelting.
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but I think the real cause of the stoppage was a law suit, together with the sudden
drop iu the price of iron. My father produced very good metal and he slid it was
a very good ore to work when he got the proper flux. He mixed no other ore with
it at all, but put loam with the flux, and this he considered to be the secret of his

success.

Joseph Bawden—No attemj^t has been made to smelt iron ore upon the pro-

perties north of Kingston, but I think it could be undertaken successfulh\ I think
the opening up of the iron making industry lies in the direction of using water-gas en-
richedbywaste timber produce from thelumber region. Smeltingmight be successfully

entered upon at some milling jjoint where there is a large quantity cf waste material.

At the point where the Kingston and Pembroke railway crosses the ^Mississippi there

is an unlimited water power, and there is an immense quantity of what is now
looked upon as waste material that would answer for the purpose of manufacturing
charcoal and carbonising water-gas, and thus give us means of making iron as

cheaply as at any other place in the world. The use of sawmill refuse for smelting
iron from the ore has been carried on in Sweden. I do not know that it has Vjeen

used in connection with water-gas, but it has been for making charcoal. The water-
gas would have to be made as a second product in the manufacture of gas from coke.

It is made by injecting steam over the coke undergoing combustion, and then it is

enriched either by the use of petroleum or gas made from the waste products of the

mills. I understand that Nova Scotia slack coal has been landed here at S2.7o a
ton this year, and American coal at ^3.35, including duty I think. The duty would
be to that extent against the use of American coal. I do not think that legislation

can do anything to help the iron industry, but I think we might import the skilled

knowledge which we have not got here. If we had the aid of experts acquainted
with similar mineral-bearing formations in Europe where there are similar condi-

tions to deal with, as for instance in Sweden and Norway, it would be of the

greatest advantage to us. I think that works could be established at some milling

centre where charcoal could be manufactured out of the refuse and used in the
smelting. Charcoal pig iron, cold blast, commands the best price and there is alwaj^s

a steady demand for such iron if of high class. The tariff is no barrier against high
class iron, and we could make the best of iron in this country. Such an establish-

ment should have a furnace of 15 or 20 tons a day. There should be a foundry
for iron from ore not suitable for first class pig. The open hearth system could be
used for scrap iron in connection with the ore, and to operate that we could have the
gas from the refuse not made into charcoal. I think the prosjiects of profit from
such an establishment are very good. Some years ago some of us here considered
the cost of smelting witli coal, but my opinion is that we could not enter upon the
smelting of iron at Kingston with American or Nova Scotian coal with economy. I

do not think that even if we had the American tariff it could be done here. We
can ship ore cheaper from hei'e than it can be shipped from the lake Superior
region ; the difference is about 75 cents a ton in our favor. Mj' opinion is that not-

withstanding protection I do not think we could econmically smelt iron ore in King-
ston. My interest would lead me to wish a different conclusion very strongly. I am
referring however simply to smelting. I do not think it would be impossible to

manufacture iron by the open hearth process even without tlie aid of the tariff

;

much more with the aid of the tariff. But the whole question of the proper
development of iron manufacturing in this countrj' should not turn simply upon
either smelting ore or making steel by the open hearth process. We should
endeavor to establish the industry in all its various branches as well as smelting.

One of the principal factors in iron making is power to crush the refractory ores

cheaply, to separate them from certain impurities that yield to certain processes,

etc. Power is aho an element in the preparation of wood fuel, and is a valuable

factor in working a rolling mill. In the region crossed by the Canadian Pacific

railway are the great water powers of the Mississippi and the Madawaska rivers,

which could be used as I suggest. The government should secularise the power of

those rivei's. Their navigation could be improved so as to make them useful for

bringing ores down as well as fuel. When the rivers are dammed and the power
created, the manufacturing rights could be leased on favorable terms to any who
desire to enter upon the manufacturing of iron. We understand something here
about the preparation of charcoal, having paid $40,000 for our lesson, and we found
out that we could not make charcoal by the process we had at a price to enable us

to make iron. The cause of failure was perhaps more to be attributed to the way
the works were laid out than anything else. They were not so laid out that the

foreman could have them all under his eye and watch the working properly. I
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think the bye-products 8h<Mild be a source of profit. Wlien we started to woik tlie

acetate of lime was four cents a pound ; it tlien fell to three-<juarters of a cent a
pountl, and of course at that price it could not be made at a profit. Had we ]>ut in a
])lant for tlie manufacture of acetic acid we would possibly have been auccessful.

The i>rotit on tlie manufacture of wood spirit is consideraV)le and would have been
a larj^e source of revenue bad the works been otherwise economically managed.
Cordwood was 82.50 and one cord gave 04 bushels of charcoal. We cut our own
wood and it cost us more than that ; we could have bought it a good deal cheaper.
We could make charcoal cheaper by the retort process ; we could make it now I

think at seven cents a bushel. As far as the (juality of the charcoal wim concerned
we turned out an excellent article, and it was pronounced l)y the Locomf)tive com-
])any the best they got anywhere. If we couhl make the charcoal at seven cents a
bushel we could smelt and make money. By a proper system the bye-products
could be largely made to pay for the process of manufacture, and perhaps leave the
charcoal free of cost, or nearly so. In the state of Wisconsin it is manufactured
and taken a long distance for us3 in iron works. At Binghampton the retort ])ro-

cess is used for making wood spirit and acetate of lime, and the charcoal is sold for charcoal from
local consuujption as fuel. I believe charcoal could be made on the Madawaska mill refuse,

and Mississippi in large ({uantities. W'liat mill refuse was not used in the manu-
facture of the charcoal could be utilised for enriching water gas ff)r use in the open
hearth pn)cess and roasting the more refractory ores. A Pittsburg gentleman told
uie that water-gas could be made at three cents a thousand feet

; you can enrich it

either with gas made from wood or with coal gas. W^e might use Nova Scotia coal
for making coke and for gas to be used in enriching the water-gas for roasting our
refractory ores, and for use in the open hearth process if free from sulphur. A good
hard charcoal is required for smelting. For the finery fire a soft charcoal is better. G^s fuel in the

Patents have been taken out for smelting with gas, but I do not know that they
'^'''^'ct process,

are in successful use. In what are called the direct processes for reducing the ore,

gas fuel is used altogether, and these processes in point of economy are superseding
all other means of economically manufacturing rich magnetic ores like ours. Pre-
paration of the ore by roasting for desulphurising and making it ' kindly ' or
'mellow' is essential to the successful tieatment of this ore b}' the open health
process. It is best to use the natural resources of the country where they are of a
permanent nature, or where thej' can be made so by wise legislation ; this I look i;,i-g- „ tu
upon as better than any tariff, which is purely artificial. The best thing to do is to natural"'

stop the region watered by the Mississippi and Madawaska from being a free grant resources of the

district. The land is poor and all the timber is being burnt off" it. That should be
'^°"""^-

stopped once it is shown that the iron industry can be successfully carried on, rely-

ing on the natural resources of the countrj'. We should learn by the experience of

other countries, and copy the system that has been found to work well in Norway,
Sweden and Austria. In exporting, nothing but the best ore is taken, nothing less

than 50 to 60 per cent., and a great quantity of ore is therefore thrown into the exporting!""^"*
refuse heap It has been found in some instances that the refijse matter will

average 30 per cent. iron. If there were works in the neighborhood of the mine all

this refuse might b ; saved, and we require cheap as well as high priced iron.

B. W. Folcjer—I do not think smelting could be profitably carried on in the
neighborhood of the mines. Canada is not big enough to take the output of a A higher duty

furnace, and the duty is just high enough so that it would come in anyway. If the "*';'''^ ^°

duty were higher they could make it. I think it should be 8'2 higher ; if we had smeltir^of coke
that much higher duty then iron could be manufactured here. I am referring to ''on.

getting the coke from the States. I do not think it could be carried on at all and
get the coal from Nova Scotia. If there wa-^ a bonus of $1 or .$1.50 a ton more it

could be done. T never made an estimate as to the price of making pig iron, but c t t tcA
the Kingston and Pembroke Mining company figured it out. They were figuring ing coke iron,

on getting the coke from the States, and it was estimated that the iron would cost

about 817 a ton—from 815 to 817. If the bonus is raised by 81.50 or 82 a ton I

will start a furnace here in less than six months ; of course there would have to be
a guarantee against the lowering of the bonus or the duty for a number of years.

American pig iron sells all the way from 810 up to 822 according to quality. There Selling price of

was some made last year that sold at 815 a ton, but that was poor iron from poor ore. American pig

The American duty is 87 a ton on iron and 814 a ton on steel rails. We cannot
"°^'

make it as cheaply here as they do in the States. A bonus would be better than an .-v bonus better

extra duty to encourage the iron business here. I think if the Ontario govern- ****"" '"""^ ***•

ment had given a bonus a few years ago there would have been thousands of tons
made in Canada, and there would have been thousands of tons mined where now
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there is not one ton. If the Ontario government would give a bonus equal to that
offered by the Dominion government a furnace would be started even if the duty-
were not raised, rolling mills and other factories would follow, and thousands of
people would be employed. It would facilitate the manufacture of many articles

that are imported now, and I think it would make iron cheaper in the course of
time. If we could smelt ore here we would have the market of this country, and
that is a great deal ; besides, a great amount of ore would be shipped to the States.
We could have sold 50,000 tons from the Wilbur mine if we had it this year. I
do not know of anything that would help more to develop the mines of Ontario-
than the starting of a blast furnace at some place between here and Toronto ; and

A smelting- J jj-,ay gay that I think it can be manufactured at Belle\T.lle or here a dollar a ton

promote mining cheaper than in Toronto. I think it would do a great deal of good also if the
operations. Ontario government gave a small bonus on getting out hematite ore. If smelting

works were started there would be no difficulty in getting a sufficient quantity of
ore. The miner should receive some help to get what there is under the earth.
The lumberman can see what he is going to get for his money and labor, yet he has-

miner"^
^^^ been helped. Money has been spent by the government to improve the streams for

his use. A bonus to start a furnace would create a great industry.

William Eattle—I live at Cleveland, Ohio, and by profession I am a mining
engineer and analytical chemist. All the iron deposits that I have examined in the
region north of Kingston dip to the south-east, and the strike is north-east and south-

Close grained west. The sulphur in some cases in Lanark county occurs all through the mass,
ores containing which is SO close grained that the gases cannot escape. In Xorway the ores are of

to be cnShed.'^^ * spongy nature, and the sulphur occurs in cubes in the spongy mass ; the sulphur
is therefore enabled to escape. The ore on the Levant property is badly mixed all

the way through. It could be calcined if put through a crusher, but that w«mld be
necessary. In the district t visited 1 do not believe there is any sulphur in the ores.

I believe j'ou have a magnificent outlook for iron. I am of oi:)inion that where tbe
limestone predominates the sulphur and titanium disappear, but where deposits are
strong in iron there is apt to be sulphur, titanium and phosphorus. I have been
intimately connected with the smelting of iron since 1872, I think these Ontario
ores would be easy to smelt, as much so as our ores from lake Superior. For the
smelting of ores here I think the best place to bring fuel from would be the Con-
nellsville district of Pennsylvania. There is ample flux in the immediate vicinity.

I think you have ample supplies of ores here to make the best quality of steel rails,

and in sufficient quantities to warrant the starting of a blast furnace. A furnace
with a capacity of 100 tons a day would be about the most profitable ; I mean one
that would produce 100 tons of pig iron a day. It should have all the modern

Coat of smelting improvements. A furnace which I built at St. Louis of that capacity cost $135,000
plant. completed ; that gave us §15,000 capital over and above the cost of the furnace.

The cost of the furnace was really §120,000. You would have to import coke and
fire brick ; that is about all you would require to import, and you would require
about $25,000 for tire brick. Our limestone in St. Louis for flux costs 60 cents a
ton ; in Ohio it costs 80 cents a ton. It is poor work when we use over 30 per

producing pig cent, flux : that reduces the cost per ton to 25 cents. The ores here carry lime
iron. largely, and I do not think you would require very much flux ; those that I have

examined cany from 5 to 8 per cent. lime. You would therefore not have to use
as much flux as we do in the States, where the ores do not carry any lime. All the
soft hematite ores should carry a great deal of lime, as they are in the lime bed.
At the present rate of freight coke would cost you about $5. 50 laid down at King-
ston, that is with the duty. With improved stoves you would only use a ton of
fuel to a ton of metal. Then put the cost of ore at the rate of $4 for a ton of pig,

labor $1 a ton, wear and tear and interest 50 cents, limestone for flux 25 cents per
ton of 'metal,—that makes $11.25. It would not be more than $12 a ton anyway

;

all over and above that would be profit. It is said that old country people can lay

it down here at $10 a ton and make a profit on it ; if that is so you cannot compete
against them. If a bonus were granted by the Ontario government it would make
it a matter of interest to come here and put up a furnace, otherwise I do not see

how you can induce people to go into it. Once established I think it would b6 a

permanent industry, but it would take some inducement. In Cleveland it costs

$14.85, or about $15 in round figures today to produce a ton of pig. The ores I

have seen in this country I do not consider very refractory. I do not think they
will take more fuel then we use for a mixture of one-quarter of the Republic and
one-quarter of the Gogebic ores. I do not know anything about your market here,

but I am satisfied that I could make a good quality pig from what I have seen ; and
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from what I have seen I am satisfied there is ample in sight today to warrant any
one in putting up a l)last furnace. I am perfectly satisfied that a blast furnace
would liave no difficulty in getting all the ore it wanted. I understand the protectiofi anrl

Dominion governiiiont gives a l>(>nus of ^1.50 a ton ; there iimst be some other bonus,

inducement besides the duty and that bonus. You must have a higli duty before you
build your furnace. I was manufacturing pig iron at St. Louis, selling it at $"23 a
ton, and making a handsome profit. All of a sudden the market was flooded with
English pig iron brought up the river from New Orleans. I'nless you have high
duties here you cannot make your indu^itries thrive or makeyoursidve" independent.
Here is the difference in the labor : a wheeler will wheel a hundred tons in the
United States and it costs §2.75, in England it will cost $1. There must be a duty,
or a bonus high enough to shut out both England and the Tnited Statfs. Scotch
pig in Cleveland sells at 821 after paying the duty of ?7. I think a margin of SG
should be ample encouragement here. I am not in favor of charcoal iron for this „ ...
part of the country. You retjuire several kinds of ore, and with a blast furnace
you make No. 1, No. 2, No. .3, and with rolling mills and foundries you can use up
all the iron in connection with the furnace. There is the largest charcoal furnace
in the world at Black River Falls , and it is a failure. The idea that the bye-pro-
ducts will pay for making the charcoal has been always a failure. It would cost 5
cents a bushel, and it would take about 125 bushels to smelt a ton of pig ; that is

equal to §6.2.5 a ton.

W. H. Wylie—Judging from engineers' reports I think iron could be smelted
in this country if there was a sufficient amount of capital, and if the works were
managed by business men. If such works were put up in the back countrj' char-
coal would have to be used ; there is plenty of wood for that purpose. I had Mr. Estimate of cost

Birkinbine of Philadelphia make a report for us, and the total cost of production of charcoal iron

according to his calculation would be S12.8.T per ton. I donot know anything about
the cost of producing charcoal, but I think if works were established a great many
farmers would be induced to go into making it.

Wm. Caldwell—I think iron could be smelted here to a certain limited extent.
We made a calculation some years ago, and the conclusion was that if a sufficient

inducement was offered by the government works would be established. It could
be either charcoal or ordinary coke smelting. But before anything can be done it Encouragement
will be necessary, so as to induce people to put money into it, that a bonus be given of iron smelting

for a term of years—say five years. I do not remember what the figures were when bon^usesTor a"*^

we went into the calculation, but we thought if the- Ontario government gave a term of years,

bonus of S2 a ton and the Dominion the same for five years it would be all that
was wanted. The bonus should be given only to the first, or first two establish-
ments that were started.

H. H. Wallbridrje—'My brother was thinking of starting a five-ton furnace
and we went to Sweden to see how thej' manufactured charcoal iron there. We charcoal iron
came to the conclusion that we have better opportunities to manufacture charcoal manufacture in

iron here than they have in Sweden. We are in a better position ; we have hard Sweden,

wood, while they have but pine. I saw the operation of smelting in Sweden but
did not ascertain the cost. At the time 1 was there, in 1869, they were exporting
iron all over Europe and were importing English iron. One or perhaps two
furnaces might do well in this country, either charcoal or coke furnaces ; the coke
could be brought across. For charcoal iron there is plenty of wood, and we have
better facilities in every way than they have in Sweden. I really never considered
the question of smelting here with coke, but I do not think anything will be done
with our mines till the American dutj' is taken off.

E. W. Rafhbiin—If smelting works were established here we could supply
the necessary charcoal at from six to eight cents a bushel. Our kilns for making cost of charcoal
charcoal are shaped like the old fashioned beehive ; the capacitj' of each kUn beino for smelting

about fifty cords of wood. The vapors which pass over are separated, the con-
"""" *"^^'

di-nsable are liquified, while the gas which cannot be condensed is carried back to
the kilns and used for carbonising the wood or generating power in connection
with the works. W^e waste nothing. From a cord of wood we get fifty bushels of
charcoal, four coal oil barrels of liquid and from 800 to 1,000 fact of gas. If aU Bve-products
tliese products are weighed it will be found that we have lost compai-atively nothing.
For two years we lighted our works with gas made from sawdust, which makes a
fair illuminating gas, but the treatment required is somewhat intricate as compared
with coal and oil gas, so that now we prefer to make the latter for illuminating
purposes. We produced sawdust gas at 12^ cents per 1,000 feet. From the liquid
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produced in our wood distilling works we s;et wood alcohol, acetate of lime, sugar
of lead, etc. We also make different kinds of liquors used in dyeing, etc. The
Dominion government takes the wood alcohol and uses it in mixing with grain

alcohol for mechanical purposes so as to prevent frauds on the excise. Utilising

the bye-products cheapens the production of the charcoal. We have eight kilns,

but it would require about twenty kilns for an iron smelting plant. I think iron

CDuld be smelted profitably with charcoal at 8 cents a bushel. Charcoal varies in

weight from 16 to 20 and sometimes as high as 22 and more pounds per bushel.

The acetate of lime is chiefly exported to England. The bye-products can, we
think, be utilised in this countr}\ We have had some estimates as to the cost of

making charcoal iron, and 1 think it is practicable to make our o\vn charcoal iron

in Canada. I have no doubt but that it could be manufactui-ed at a profit, and I

think Deseronto is favorably situated for the starting of that industry. The dis-

tance to haul the ore is not great and the freight cannot be much ; there is plenty

of flux, and the shipping facilities are of the best. There is no reason to prevent
charcoal being manufactured for a time as cheaply at Coe-hill as here if works
were once erected there of the proper character. I would not undertake to produce
charcoal here at 7 or 8 cents a bushel without taking into account the bj-e-products.

We can supply charcoal sufficient for two 15-ton furnaces. I understand some
furnaces of that capacity are producing iron as low as 814 per ton. With our
system I should advise a plant running up to a minimum of 20 tons a day, and 20
to 25 kilns would supply the charcoal for it. We could surely supply one furnace

anyway, and if any point in this section of country could sustain two this is the

place I think. The cost of making the iron can no doubt be figured out pretty

accurately. I believe there is charcoal iron enough used to keep more than one
furnace going, but I have not gone into the details closely. Charcoal blooms could

no doubt be manufactured with reasonable profit. I cannot say whether further

encouragement in the way of duty or bonus is required to induce the starting of

smelting works ; I have been under the impression that the government was verj-

liberal in the matter of encouragement to iron smelting. The matter has not been
a question of vital importance to me, and I do not wish to give an opinion on a

matter I have looked into so little.

Thomas Ledyard—I have a letter from a high authority who resides at Pitts-

burg, ^Ir. J. P. Witherow, in reference to the cost of manufacturing charcoal pig in

such a place as the old Belmout mine. He made out that the pig cokld be pro-

duced inside of SIO a ton : that is the actual cost. He estimated the necessary

capital of the company at -8150, UOO, the jjlant of which would include a Clapp-
Grifliths converter capable of producing steel at 814 a ton, and he put the price of

the charcoal at 6 cents a bushel. If we had free trade with the United States I

do not see why Toronto should not be an excellent point for a coke furnace. The
principal cost is in the ore ; less than a ton of fuel will make a ton of pig. We
want the American market ; there is no encouragement to put up large and expen-
sive works for such a small market as that of Canada. Mr. Mills of Michigan
says that to his knowledge three blast furnaces would be ptarted in Canada as soon

as the American duties were removed. If we had free trade we could manufac-
ture iron here cheaper than in the States. We could dehver the ore at Toronto,

supposing the company to own the mines, at .82.25 per ton—81.50 to mine it and
75 cents for freight. If the furnace proprietors did not own the mine then 50

cents per ton would be a fair royalty. In Chicago good Bessemer ore is 85.25 to

85.75 ; they use Connellsville coke, and I think it could be delivered here a little

cheaper if there were no duty. With the fuel as cheap and the ore at half j^rice

we should stand a good chance if we had the same market. The great difficulty to

contend with here is the English competition.

Thomas ShoHiss—In 1872 my partner and myself examined lot 20 in the 1st

concession of Snowdon ; it looked well and we bought it and opened it up. Ore
was afterwards taken out and shipped to the States, but the duty killed the trade.

Tests by the diamrmd drill showed over half a million tons of ore at this mine. 1

induced Messrs. Parry and Mills to look at this property ; they tested with a drill

to a depth of 300 or 400 feet and were well satisfied. They erected smelting works,

but as everything was about completed they ran out of money. Every effort was
made to induce people to advance 810,000 upon the security of the property, but

no one could be got. Our people do not believe in the country ; they do not believe

that our ores will smelt into iron at all. If Parrj- and Mills could have got 810,000

the furnace would have been started ; all they wanted was the money to line the

furnace, but they could not get a dollar. At the time the endeavor was made to
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get tlic .^10,000 on the security of the ]troj)erty tliero was between .?oO,000 and
1gO,00() invested. Cliarcdal iron could 1)8 made at.*!12 per ton. I will furnish you
with Mr. McCorquodale's letter on the suVjjecc. He is the manager of large smelt- Cost of produc-

ing works in Michigan.* 1 think the present ])rotcclion and duty are ample. |"^^,''
'"'*^"^'

There is plenty of ore and it is good enough, hut taking it altogether it is lean,

from 52 to 54 per cent. ; that is rich enough for furnace j^irjioses. We could

undersell English iron and tln-re wcndd be a good market in Canada for it if sold A t'ovemment

cheaj) enough ; but in addition we want the American market to sell our ores. We
denionstrate th

could use uj) our poor ores and shij) our high grades to tiie States. If the Ontario enterprise

government would start a suielting furnace it would show what could be done with su^fe'csted.

our ore. Such a furnace should be erected where there is both ore and timber.

The cost would be about $100,000. Charcoal could be made for four cents and it

would be reivdy money for the settlers.

Geonje A. Shaw—I was connected with an iron enterprise in Marmora some petroleum as
years ago, and we tried to smelt ore with petroleum, but we could not get any fire- furnace fuel,

brick that would stand ; that is about seventeen years ago.

T. B. Campbell— I do not know anj'thing about the cost of charcoal smelting,

but I think the country in Victoria and Haliburton is well ada])ted for that business. ^ favorabl
There is plenty of wood, flux and ore, and it would be safe to say that hardwood rej,'ion for

could be obtained at $1.50 a cord. Take a selected 5,000 acres and it would yield charcoal

about twenty cords of wood to the acre. It would require a large area to keep a
''"^ '"^'

furnace going twenty-five or thirtj'^ years.

IIe)}r]i Graham—It was the intention of Parry and Mills to use both hard and
-soft wood in the manufacture of the charcoal. There are considerable quantities

of beech, maple, birch, hemlock and elm and a little po))lar in our district. I ^^^^]^ mider"
think the calculation they made was, that it would cost about §16 a ton to manu- taking,

facture the iron— that is, calculating to bring part of the ore in to make sure of a

supply. Parry and Mills thought, if they could get 5,000 acres of wooded land,

that this with what they could get from the settlers would ensure them a supply.

This industry would be a great advantage to the settlers who are a distance from
the railway, as they could make charcoal from their wood and sell it, instead of Value of the

now having to burn up the timber. Those near the railway can sell, and it ig smelting

shipped to Toronto. A good deal of wood is being burned in the clearing up of the settlers,

country ; half of it is too rough for the city, and that could be made into charcoal.

*At the date of writing Mr. McCorquodale was superintendent of the Jackson Iron com-
pany's furnace in Delta county, Michigan, and had held that position eight years. Under date
of April Sth, 1885, he wrote Mr. Shortiss in reference t<) the contemplated erection of a smelting
furnace in Haliburton as follows :

" Should the furnace be erected in or near Snjwdon it

•will make a big boom in iron mining. We are riinning our stock here, making 50 tons of iron

per day, with a consumption of 112 bushels of charcoal per ton— half soft wood coal. With
all hardwood charcoal we can make iron with 95 bushels per ton. Our coal costs S7.05 per 100
bushels and we haul it an average of eight miles—the greatest distance to haul being twelve
miles and the shortest four. Our iron costs $17.57 per ton, as follows : Ore, S7.75 ; char-

coal, S7.!)0 ; limestone, 25 cents ; labor and office expenses, §1.67. Our ore yields 62 per
cent, and takes a little over 1-h tons to make one ton of iron. With the Snowdon ore, which
if I remember averages 55 per cent., and with hardwood charcoal, I am satisfied that iron
could be made at SIS per ton, or say :

2 tons of ore at §2.50 S5 00
100 bushels charcoal at 5c 5 00
Limestone 25
Labor and expenses same as here . 1 67.

Making a total of $11.92. 1 am sure the ore will not cost S2.50 delivered at the furnace.

Coal can be had for less than 5c. per bushel ; we do it for that here and haul the wood from
three to four miles. It is the long haul from the most distant kilns that runs the price up to

7c. or a fraction over. It will require 35,000 to 40,000 tons of ore to run a furnace for a year,

and that will open up a great many mines. . . I have just looked up the stock book and
find that our ore costs us here ?4.84 per ton." Under date of May 3rd, in the same year, Mr.
McCorquodale wrote a second letter from which the following extract is taken : "The coun-
try in this locality has much the same general character as in Snowdon. Only the shores of

the lake and bay had any settlers before this company started, and they made fishing their

business. Since then, as the wood was cleared off, settlers have come in and they raise coarse
crops, such as potatoes, turnips, hay and oats, all of which is purchased by the company
during the winter. Ttiose settlers turn out and cut our wood, for which they are paid cash
or trade in the company's store, as they please. Our wood for the year is all cut now and
the settlers are starting to work on their farms. We are paying 60c. per bushel for potatoes,
for which if the furnaces were not in operation they could not get one cent. Our average
monthly payments per annum are for all kinds of work $7,661 ; for wood cutting the average
is $1,317 per month. As I remarked, if the furnaces were not in operation the farmers could
get sale for nothing ; in fact they would be compelled to leave or starve.

"
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Arthur Harvey—In reference to the smelting of iron, there are two ways of

doing it—on the front with coke, or in the back country with charcoal. There is.

a new system in use in Russia for the manufacture of charcoal iron. It appears to

be the most economical and best way yet devised. Mr. James Lobb has corres-

ponded with some parties in Russia about the matter and can show you the letters.

James Lobb—I am a commission merchant residing in Toronto. 1 deal in

metal to some extent. I produce correspondence with some Russian parties for

whom I am the Canadian agent in reference to charcoal iron. Polished Russian

iron is worth £28 lOs. a ton, delivered in Montreal. The retail price is about lie

a pound. It is used for the best class of stovepipes and small stoves. I am
informed by an expert that the manufacture of sheet iron of the same quality as the

Russian sheet iron by the use of the Husgafvel furnaces would be quite feasible

here, the deposits of iron ore in both countries being of the same character.

JET. S. Houiand—I do not see why it should not pay to make charcoal iron.

Speaking from memory the cost of making it, as stated by experts, would be S14 a

ton. That is supposing the works to be erected at Snowdon, where there is plenty

of wood. That is the short ton and does not include bringing the ore any distance :

A land or timber but 1 understand there are two kinds of ore that would suffice to mix. The men
subsidy -nrho made the estimate had been manufacturing charcoal in Michigan. I think it
suggested. ^ould be wise to make a grant of land or timber to a charcoal furnace, or to do

something that would induce capital to go into it. There would be a limit to the

market, but I think charcoal iron would to a great extent take the place of other

Coke and
charcoal for

fuel.

Polished
Russian sheet
iron.

A charcoal iron

estimate.

Prussian and
Swedish
estimates.

The Hull
furnace.

Lead smelting.

Frederick Miller—When I first came to this country, some years ago, I drew
attention to the cost of smelting iron here as compared with Sweden and some

parts of Germany. I extracted a large amount of information from the report of

Mosler to the Prussian government in 1865. The cost in Sweden and some parts

of Germany was 810 and S10.50 ; here S13. In Sweden the wood they have is

jackpine and birch, the principal wood being jackpine. There they used 117

bushels of charcoal to the ton. In the Hull works, near Ottawa, I think they

estimated the cost at §21 or $22, but they used 225 bushels there to make a ton.

Their furnace was not properly built. If there is plenty of charcoal to be had, and

if the ore is handy to the mine, I think under present circumstances it can be pro-

duced in Canada for 814 a ton. I believe there is a great future for the mining^

industry of this country. The lead-smelting has been neglected. I have had many
years' experience in that line in Germany and I think it could be worked to great

advantage if we had the capital. One of the great causes of all our failures in this

country has been stock-jobbing.

John A. Barron—I reside at Lindsay. I think it is a most important matter

Iron mining and that something should be done in the interest of the back country to develop the

smelting should iron mines. The land in the back country is but fairly good and the main depen-

rmberindust dence of the settlers has been on the lumber. That is about exhausted now and
um erin us ry.

^^^^^^^^ ^^^ counted upon any longer. The development of the iron industry would

support an intelligent and thrifty population. There is a very large quantity of

wood being wasted that would answer to make charcoal, but plenty is yet left for

that purpose.

R. E. Bailey—It is well to be cautious about erecting expensive works and

machinery till the property has been thoroughly explored ; many failures have
Caution advised, resulted from too great an expenditure at first. As far as Americans are concerned,

if they were satisfied it would pay them better to mine here than in the United

States, I think with very few exceptions they would come over ; with them it is a

mere matter of business.

A. J. Cattanach—1 think the government should assist in the erection of

Government aid smelting works—iron smelting works. The best way to do that would be by grant
for iron smelting |.Q j.ggpQj^gj]3lg pgQplg Personally I do not know anything about smelting, and

therefore cannot say whether the present bonus and duty are sufficient protection.

J. H. Bartlett—I reside in Montreal, but was born in England and educated

there as an engineer. I am a member of the Iron and Steel Institute, of the

Institute of Mechanical Engineers and various other engineering societies on this

continent and in England. I have lived in Canada for the last 17 years and was

for some years managing director of the Toronto Bridge works. I know the pro-

vinces of Nova Scotia, Xew Brunswick, Quebec aud Ontario, and have been in

Prince Edward island and Manitoba. For the past four or five years I have made
a special study of the Canadian iron trade. In 1885 I published through Messrs.

3?6

works.

The Canadian
iron trade.
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Dawson Bros, of Montreal a pamphlet of 107 pages on the Manufacture, Con-
sumption and Production of Iron, Steel and Coal in Canada. In that work an
account of every attempt to manufacture iron in Canada is given, together with
statisties of the Canailian iri>n trade in great detail. These statistics have been
accepted by tlie Dominion government as their standard authority on this subject.
After a .sliort account of the processes in the manufacture of iron I go on to show
how all the countries of the world which today are iron prcjducers have succeeded
in establisliing this ijidustry. I was led into the study of the subject gradually at
Hrst by having to make a professional report in 188.'i on some deposits of iron ore
with a view to the manufacture of iron and in order to ascertain if the erection of

iron works was advisalile. Encpiiry was made as to the extent oi tiie domestic con-
sumption, but satisfactory information was not obtainable, the only official publication
being the trade and navigation returns of the Doininion. It retjuired a very con-
siderable amount of patience and perseverance to extract the desired information,
and having liy this lime become thoroughly interested and impressed with the
importance of the subject to the Dominion generally my labors were continued with
the result before named, and the seifuel is seen in the recent changes and readjust- The customs
ment of the Canadian customs duties on iron. The j)rovinces were confederated in duties on pig

1867, but until 1879 pig iron was admitted free oi duty. The failure of the various
"^°°'

attempts to make charcoal pig ircHi and blooms is clearly attributable to the want of charcoal iron,

protection. Many of the attempts were made early in the century and the operati(ms
were of the smallest dimensions, but both in Ontario and Quebec this industry
flourished in early days until competition with imported coke pig iron made it

impossible. Iron rails have been rolled both in Toronto and Hamilton, but the
change to steel rails and the lack of protection has closed that branch of the trade.

A considerable trade is done in Canada in re-working old material, and there are
now a number of rolling mills in various parts of the country which re-work scrap.

This no doubt is a step in the right direction, but the real prosperity of the country
will not be achieved until the iron we consume is largely produced from minerals
•dug outof Canadian soil. Only one attempt has ever been made to manufacture coke iron.

«oke pig iron and bar iron out of Canadian minerals, and the possibility of doing 8»

has been proved . The quality of the article in both cases is superior to that imported
and commands a higher price, and it is very satisfactory to know that since the
.adoption ot the new iron duties this one company, now the Londonderry Iron Co.,

has had all the work they can do. The following figures show the imports into

Canada for home consumption :

Canadian con-
sumption of

iron.

Year.
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value of the imports of iron and steel ; second, the balance of trade against Canada
and the proportion thereof due to iron and steel imports ; third, the consumption
per capita of the population of iron and steel imports ; fourth, duties paid per capita

on these imports ; fifth, total consumption of coal in Canada ; sixth, total production
of coal in Canada, These diagrams were distributed to members of the House of
Comm'''ns at the time of the deliv-ery of the Budget speech in 1887 and are pub-
lished in the appendix to the speech. Sir Charles Tupper stated, and 1 am convinced
that the figures he used had been very carefully prepared and were correct, that
apart from steel rails our present consuiiiption was equivalent to 250,000 tons of pig:

iron per annum ; this in my opinion is safely within the mark, and would require
ten blast furnaces of good size for its production. But this is not all foundry iron,

only 25 to 30 per cent, of this quantity being required to take the place of iron now
imported especially for foundrj^ purposes. I mean by a good size blast furnace one-

to make 100 tons per 24 hours, or to average 25,000 tons per annum. This is a much
higher average than the blast furnaces in England, where in the year 1882 there were-
570 furnaces in blast and 885 out of blast. The 570 furnaces made 8,500,000 tons
of pig iron, or an average of 15,000 tons per furnace. On this basis it would require
16 blast furnaces to provide for the Canadian market. In the statistics I prepared
the imports of iron and steel for home consumption are classified under seven heads,

which in a general way represent the amount of labor expended upon the material.

These are: (1) Iron, which includes scrap, pig, blooms, puddled bars, merchant
bars, rolled shapes, plates, sheets, hoop, band, wire rods, wire and tubing. {2}'

Steel, including ingots, bars, rods and sheets. (3) Rails, including rails steel and
iron, frogs, etc. (4) Castings and forgings. (b) Cutlery and edge tools. (6) Hard-
ware and manufactures. (7) Machinery and engines. The average weight of finished

goods classed under the first three heads, viz., iron, steel and rails, for the ten years
1875 to 1H84 amounted to over 200,000 tons per annum. Under cutlery and edge
tools are included many other articles such as axes, scythes, hoes, rakes, forks, spades,

shovels, files, rasps, etc., most of which are now made in Canada out of imported
iron or steel. It must be borne in mind that all the articles are derived originally

from iron ore, and by the application of labor and fuel they are gradually converted
stage by stage into the finished article or machine ; at every stage there is also a-

considerable loss of weight. The equivalent in pig iron is the original weight of pig

iron required. For the seventeen years 1867 to 1884 the totals of imports by classes

were : Iron, 875,179,153; steel. §9,938,614 ; rails, 848,068,618 ; castings and forgings,

89,703,717; cutlery and edge tools, 810,742,331; hardware, etc., 847,926,637;
machinery and engines, 829,182,414,—making a total of 8230,741,484. The valua-

tions are the invoice values at the place of manufacture and shipment, and do not
include anything for freights, charges or duties. The item of freight alone is a very
important one, as from four to five tons of minerals are required for every ton of pig-

iron made, and pig iron is the first process or raw material for all subsequent pro-

cesses. I am interested in some extensive deposits of iron ore in the county of

Pictou, Nova Scotia. The conditions there are very similar to those at the new
iron centre in the United States, viz., Birmingham, Ala., except that Pictou is right

on the Atlantic tide water, while Birmingham is 350 miles distant from the sea.

The situation at Pictou combines a railway centre and good navigable tide water, a

well settled cultivated country with good road> and pl<3nty of labor, four varieties of

iron ore in very large deposits occurring only about six miles from the Pictou coal

field, from which half a million tons of bituminous coal are mined annually. In
addition there is an abundance of limestone, besides gypsum, freest me, sand, brick-

clay and fire-clay. Mr. Selwyn. director of the Geological Survey of Canada, states

that Pictou county is as favourably situated as are the best iron producing districts

of Pennsylvania, and that it presents greater facilities for manufacturing iron pro-

fitably than are to be found in any other part of the Dominion. When in England
last spring [ interested some very prominent and wealthy men connected with the

iron trade there, and they would have taken the matter up and invested £300,000
in a large plant for the manufacture of pig iron and steel rails provided a duty was
imp'jsed on the importation of steel rails and an order for a certain quantity
guaranteed. I laid the matter before the Dominion government, but they were
unable to see their way to any arrangement and the project was not carried out.

Steel rails are now and have always been free of duty. Since 1867 Canada has spent

about 850,000,000 for rails alone, and the people of Canada have contributed during

that time 8165,000,000 to assist in the construction of railways. It seems reasonable

to suppose that the country would have been better ofi" if this amount of money for

rails had been spent in wages in Canada. In the United States when railways have^

been subsidised by the government it has been specified that the rails were to be of.'
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American manufacture, and in some cases not only the rails but all the other iron
used in tho construction and efjuipment. Tho Union Pacific the Nortliem Pacific, i"it<.<l 'States

the Atlantic and Pacific and tho Texas Pacific had to use American rails. In aub^Hihint"
Canada wo liave now al)out lo,(H)() miles of railway, l)ut no rails are made. No railwayn.

other country in the world can make such a showing. In all cases other countries How other

have succeeded in establishnii,' iron industries by protective duties, bounties and sub- countries have

sidies or concessions. Take England for example. In the year 1800 she pro<luced '^udmirll^
"""'

130,000 tons of pig iron ; m IHOO this fiad increased to 2.500,000 tons. N<;w let us
notice the protective duties which were in force {nnn 1800 on such an article as bar Kiik'li«h duties

iron. In the year 1802 the duty was $18.35 per t(m ; in 1H03, .<;2().52
; 1804. S21.19; "" '^"^ "'"^

I80o, 8-24.75 ; 1800 to 1808, §2(5.15 ; 1809 to 1812, $20.72 ; 1813 to 1818, §31.59;
1819 to 1825, §31.03 if iinitorted in British ships, but if imported in foreign ships
§38.56. Iron slit or hammered into nxls less than three ([uarters of an inch square,
$93.33 per ton ; wrought iron not otherwise enumerated for every §480 of value,
§243.33 ])er ton ; wire not otherwise enumerated §577. 92 per ton ; hoop iron §115.58.
In 182f) these duties were reduced and in 1848 were abolished, but in the meantime
the industry had grown to such an extent as to control the iron trade of the world.
All other countries have the same tale to tell. In the United States, France, Ger-
many, Belgium, Russia, Italy, etc., the governments have recognised the vital

importance of this industry to the welfare of the community and have taken such
.•^teps as have been from time to time found necessary to ensure its growth and
success, and when the people of Canada come to rightly appreciate its importance
they too will insist upon the industiy being established in the Dominion. The i,uportaiice of
timber in this country is being rapidly cut down and all the various industries con- the iron industry

uected with it must in time gradually disajjpear ; wooden ship-building, once such [^ succeed the

a large industry, is now almost a thing of the past ; and what is more natural than "™ ^"^"^ "* '^'

that with the disappearance of our forests attention to our mineral wealth should
increase, and steady, continuous employment be given to our people in mining iron
ore, coal and limestone, making charcoal and coke, smelting the minerals into pig
iron and working this up into the various .shapes and articles '. The vast amount of
money required for plant and machinery, the army of men to whom employment
would be given, the amounts of money paid in wages, the increase in both rail and
water freight, and tha increased inter-provincial trade which must ensue, make this
subject of vital importance to the permanent welfare of the Dominion.

William Gerltaiiser—I am secretary and treasurer of the Union Iron company,
established in this city in 1872. The subscribed capital is §200,000, all paid up. yompany?of
We are employed in the smelting of iron ores from charcoal and our output is Detroit." ' i

12,000 gross tons j^er annum. We smelt specular, hematite and magnetic ores in
the proportion of 40, 40 and 20 per cent., the supjjlies of which are obtained from

fron''ire*aml
the Marquette district of lake Superior. It is delivered at our works by boat during charcoai.

the season of navigation, commencing the 1st of June and ending the 15th uf
November. The specular ore averages 06, the hematite 56 and the magnetic 62
per cent. The hematite when dried at 212° yields about 62 per cent., but we put
it in the furnace in its natural state, with free moisture. The ores cost us this year
eight cents a uiut delivered at our mills. We make charcoal at live points in the
state, the nearest of which is 80 miles and the farthest 185 miles from Detroit.
They are all situated on lines of railway convenient for shipping. The coal is made
in round kilns, two-thirds of the product being from hard wood, maple and beech,
and one-third from elm, black ash and soft maple. The cost of wood ranges from
§1.25 to §2.25 per cord, and averages §1.60 for hard and soft. It is bought from
the farmers, who deliver it at the kilns corded up. One cord pi-oduces on an average
45 bushels, weighing 20 lb. per bushel ;^he hard wood will produce 50 bushels same
weight, soft wood 42 bushels. It costs at the kilns about 5^c. a bushel and 7Ac.

Cost of charcoal,

delivered at our works. Our annual make is 1,000,000 bushels, the whole of which
is consumed in our smelting works. From 85 to 90 bushels is required to smelt a
ton of iron. We use a charge of 1,600 lb. of ore to about an average of 740 lb. of Tre and'coailu
coal, and the time it takes to run through the stack depends on the capacity of the a charge,

stack and the speed with which it is driven. The product of this charge is about
960 lb. The limestone for Hux is got near the city and costs §1.25 per ton, but only
three per cent, is required. Our iron is made expressly for car wheels and malleable
iron. Its analysis shows for our best grade, silicon 0.980, phosphorus 0. 186, and
sulphur 0.017. This does not bring it within the Bessemer limit, which is one-
tenth of one per cent, in the iron. We sell the bulk of our make in the United
States, but we also export to Canada. In 1887 there were exported from Detroit Exports to
5,288 tons, all of which it is safe to say went to Canada. Our average selling price Caiwda.

this year has been §19.52 cash per ton of 2,250 lb. f.o.b. ; last year it was probably
399
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a dollar a ton higher. Canadian purchasers buy at the regular prices here and the
Caaadian duties are paid in addition.* I managed smelting works in Baltimore
from 1870 to 1883, and there we used ores largely imported from Ireland. Spain,
Elba and Africa, t-ome of the Irish ores were as high as 7 per cent, in titanic acid,

but thej^ were mixed in very small quantities with the cleaner ores. We have used
Canadian ores which gave us good satisfaction, but the ores we now use answer our
purpose as well and are cheaper by the rate of the duty. We employ about 30
men at the smelting works ; two engineers at $2 a day, 2 keepers at $1.75, 2
helpers at 31-60, 2 stockweighers at $1.60, 2 top-men at 31.60, 4 coal men at 31-60,
blacksmith at 31- 50, carpenter at 31.50, and 14 yardmen at §1.45 a day. At the
charcoal kilns the work is done by contract, about five men to a plant, and they
are paid Ij cent per bushel loaded on the cars ; we pay for wood, plant, horse-

feed, etc. Our daily output of pig is 35 tons and we work the year round. This
year we had expensive repairs to make and the furnace was out of blast about two
months. This statement is for a normal condition of working, but things sometimes
go wrong and repairs are expensive. For the last five years we lost about four
months' time in making repairs.

George Hope —I am a member of the firm of Adam Hope & Co., hardware
merchants, Hamilton, engaged in the importation of iron. We import both Scotch
and English jjig. The Scotch pig was laid down as low as 319.50 this year ; that is

equal to $14 and the duty added. We have laid down some good brands of Scotch
at 313.50 which with the duty would be about 318—that is the long ton. English
pig costs laid down here about 54s. 5d., equal to about 313.50. That would be
equal to about 318 duty paid. In June the English and Scotch market was
depressed. Last year the price would be about one or two dollars more ; 54s. 6d.

was the lowest we laid down No. 1 English, and 56s. 6d. the lowest for No. 1

Scotch. We do not import charcoal pig at all. There would be no fear of competi-
tion from England and Scotland for that class of iron. What is used comes from
the Detroit furnaces, none from the New York furnaces. The price in Detroit
would be about 321.50 the long ton. In Hamilton about 15,000 long tons of iron

is used every year. Two or three establishments have gone into manufacturing
water-pipe and they use a great deal of iron. No charcoal iron is imported from
Great Britain that I am aware of. We import considerable English hematite.

That is a superior qualitj' of ore and is used for such purposes as strengthening

castings for machinery and for making malleable castings. For making car wheels
charcoal iron is used altogether, the supply of which comes from American furnaces

and from the Three Rivers furnace in Quebec. There are four car wheel foundries

in Canada, at St. Thomas, Montreal, Lachine and here. The Three Rivers iron

is manufactured from bog ore. I do not know anything about the quantity they
make ; it is very limited, but they make a magnificent quality.

William Copp—The firm of which I am a member (Copp Brothers) is engaged

in the foundry business We have been in business at Hamilton since 1849, but

not all the time in the foundry business. There is about 3200,000 invested in our

business now. We produce stoves, furnaces, grates, agricultural implements and
steam engines. The value of our yearly output is about 3160,000. We use the

best brands of iron, the Coltness, Summerlea and some of the Londonderry.

They cost us about 323 the long ton. We mix a quarter of the Londonderry, as we
cannot use it by itself ; it does not make clean work, being a slaggy iron. Perhaps
it is a little stronger than the others, and I think it adds to the strength. We
do not use charcoal iron at all, but 1 think we ought to as it makes the best malle-

able castings. I think it could be madejsn Canada. In Alabama they are pro-

ducing charcoal iron at a verj' low price ; I understand that from a gentleman who
makes a great many car wheels. I think he said they were producing it at 313 a

ton. I thought the question worth looking into and I cannot see why, with our

iron deposits, our wood and intelligent labor, we should not be able to produce

our own supply. I think a good deal of charcoal iron would work in for stove

plates as well as for car wheels : I certainly think it would be a great ndvantage.

We buy our iron ; we do not import ourselves. We use from 700 to 1,000 tons of

pig according to the season. There is a large quantity used at the pipe works. I

suppose outside of the pipe works 5,000 tons a year is used in this city, and it

might possibly go to 6,000 tons. I thiirk they work the common brands of English

Charcoal iron.

Supplies of pig
iron for castings.

Three Rivers
iron.

Classes nf pig
iron used in

making castings.

Charcoal iron

for malleable
castings.

Consumption of

pig iron in

Hamilton.

* This makes the price to the Canadian importer plus the duty exactly §24, to which the

cost of freight must be added.
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«tthe pipe works, and aonie of the low grades of Scotch. It would be from ^IJ.50

to $4 less in price than ours. I think if we used one-third charcoal we could use
English and low grade Scotch iron and turn out a strong nice plate. Of course
that would have to l)e experimented with. It seems to me strange that some person
has not started tlie manufacture of charcoal iron in Ontario. My impression is that
it would not cost more than half as much to start a charcoal furnace as it would to r'h«r,noi ir„n

start an anthracite one, and tlie iron could bo made in smaller (juantities ; I think it nineitinira

would be a safer investment. I do not see why we should not manufacture it as (""O""^'."?

cheaply as they do in Alabama. Tlie Three River.s iron is very good and strong, but we
never work any of it There was a furnace at Ottawa at one time, but it was an ill-

advised enterprise. At that time they had to compete against the cheaj) Scotch
and English ir<m, and we were buying the Scotch delivered here for $18 ; that
was the best grade. We make a very much finer plate now than we did then, and
we require the best iron we can get. At that time the duty was SI. 50 a ton. I

think it is an industry the government should stimulate in some way. I think the
best way would be to give a grant of S"iO,00(> ; it would be better than a bonus to
•some of those useless railways. The surroundings here are very similar to those of ,.

Sweden, and there they manufacture charcoal iron well and cheaply ; it would be try might be
well to look into their system very carefully. If our machine men used more st'naulated.

char.oal i-on in their castings they would be of a bett- r class and it would be
better for the country. As soon as it is established that charcoal iron makes better .^'® ?' charcoal

work we will all be willing to pay more for it. We really produce better plate
"'^*'

here than they do in New York, l)ut the best is produced in the New England
states.

Adam Laidlnro—I am a member of the Laidlaw Manufacturing Co. of Hamil-
ton ; we manufacture stoves, furnaces and brick machines, and our capital is

$30,000. I have been in the stove business seventeen years. We use a considerable
quantity of pig iron, lietween 400 and odO tons a year. We use a little of the
Londonderry, but the greater part is Scotch. Two years ago we used a quartet of

the Londonderry with the Scotch, but this year we have not used any at all. It is TheLondon-
a good, strong iron, but it seems hard and I don't like it for stove plate. We only derry iron not

use No. 1 iron. The Londonderry pig is worth about §23 here. Summerlea is the suitable for

principal brand that we use, and that is worth §23 ; it has not been higher than
S23. I bought early in the season for §21 the long ton. We are using a little

English iron this year ; it is not as strong as the Scotch. I think the difference is

due to the quality of the ore. but I do not know anything about the manufacture
of pig iron. I think we could use charcoal iron mixed with the Scotch ; it would „. , .

strengthen and improve the castings I have not gone into the matter and cannot would

say whether it ould be manufactured here. There are eight foundries in the city strengthen and

and they will each use about 500 tons a year on the average. We employ about ^^'t^nga.

forty men. Machine moulders make about §2.25 a day and stove moulders by
the piece from §2 to §3.50 a day. We shut down about Christmas and stop for Labor and
about six weeks or two months ; that has been done only these last four or five wagee.

jears.

H. A. Massey—I am a resident of Toronto and engaged in the business of

manufacturing agricultural implements. For making gray iron we use about 2,000 ,,. .

.

tons of pig. For malleable iron we will have to use 800 or 1,000 tons of pig, and castlnjcs.

that must be charcoal iron. For our castings y\'e use Scotch iron and some Canadian
;

we mix them. We sometimes use one-half Canadian, Init do not care to use more
than a quarter or a third. I use the term gray iron as referring to the iron as it is

made into castings from the pig. We use from No. 1 to No. 4. I cannot
tell the amount of pig iron that is used in Toronto, but I do not think much charcoal

iron is used. I think that at Oshawa they use from 2,000 to 3,000 tons of charcoal

iron for malleable castings. A large quantity of charcoal iron should be used in

making car wheels. Scotch pig runs from §18 to §22 the long ton. It has not Prices of Scotch

been less than S18 for some seasons. The highest price is in the fall of the year. *"*^ London-

In the winter it would of course cost more. The Londonderry' cists from §19 to
^"J f*'^ "°"-

-§21 according to number of bntiids. Charcoal iron is imported from Alabama,
g^iJ^"^"

Cleveland and Detroit. At the works at Detroit it runs from §19 to S21 the gross

ton. The duty is §4 the net ton. The freight from Detroit is §2 a ton. The
Alabama costs something over §30, duty paid. The last quotation was §26 per long
ton at the works. It is a better iron than the Michigan, being very like the Salis-

bury. The Salisbury costs about §3(> a long t(m delivered here. We have not
bought any of that iron recently. In Alabama I think they use any kind of wood
for charcoal, but hardwood is the best. If Canadian charcoal iron could be pro-

26 (M.C.) . 401
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Charcoal pig duced for a little more than Scotch or Londonderry, no doubt we could use it for*

Iron for castings, nearlj' everj' kind of iron we want to make. It makes a stronger and better casting,

and it would be simply a question of the cost. For machinery castings we want the

best iron, and the expense is what has kept us from using charcoal iron. 1 would
take charcoal iron at §24 a ton rather than imported iron at 822 ; I would consider i&

would be §4 a ton more valuable. Charcoal iron at §4 a ton more would co.iimand

the market for all strong castings ; we could use 2,000 tons of it. I do not think
the makers would go to the extra expense for pipe. They might do something-

more for charcoal iron in the stove trade. The manufacturers of agricultural

implements would use it ; and if one used it and made better castings, competition

would compel the others to do likewise. The cheapest charcoal iron at present
imported costs §28 a ton, and if the Canadian were less than that it would com-
mand the market for charcoal iron. In order to encourage the manufacture of
charcoal iron I am in favor of granting a bonus for a number of j'ears. 1 would
recommend a bonus of 82 a ton in addition to the present bonus and dut3\ But
if it can be shown that they could make a j^rofit of ^6 a ton at jjresent, then no-

further bonus should be granted. The cost of making it can easily be figured out
by those who understand the business. I do not believe that in Michigan they
make §6 a ton. 1 think they would be well satisfied to make 83 a ton. 1 think a
great deal of iron is made at SlU a ton in Pennsylvania, and for less in Alabama^
The question of making steel is more important than anything else in Canada. We
have great difficulty in getting the steel required for agricultural purposes here.

The works at New Glasgow turn out good steel, but thej' cannot make the quantity-

required in the country. It is important that something .should be done to encour-

age the manufacture of steel. We import some from England, and some from
Johnstown, Pennsylvania. They supply at Johnstown an article quite as cheap
as in England, but it is of better quality. There are but two parties in the States

that make the cod steel, and they charge about 25 per cent, more than the English,

but it is far superior. It is made as true as if turned in a lathe, and wears better

than if turned. We have been trj'ing to get the government to take the duty off

cold steel, or to get some one to manufacture it. I think the business in Canada
would pay. It would take a very large establishment to supply the requirement*
of the country in that line of goods. If there is anything that should be encour-

aged it is the manufacture of steel. Charcoal iron is in the right direction, but
Btedl is he most important.

John ISteivart—There are workable quantities of gold," copper and lead ores

that might be utilised in smelting processes. The difficulty is to get cheap fuel,,

and we have that in this country. The heavy refuse from the saw mills could be
made into charcoal for smelting purposes, while the sawdust from the mills could

be converted into gas and used as natural gas is used, and we would have the best

fuel for roasting our ores. We could smelt our gold, lead and copper ores, and use
pyrites for making sulphuric acid to treat our phosphate instead of shipping it in

the raw state. There are large quantities of pyrites between Ottawa and the

county of Hastings, some of which hold a little arsenic and some do not. The
phosphate country along the Kingston and Pembroke railway has not been developed

to the extent that the Quebec region has, the trouble being that they have not had
as good surface showings, but it is a very promising country. In Portland there is-

phosphate that occurs almost like rock ; it has a fracture and resembles square

pieces of red syenite. I certainly think we have enough pyrites between the

Ottawa river and Hastings county to treat all our phosphates and to export besides.

I think that charcoal should be used for the blast furnace and gas for roasting and
re-heating the iron. Gas has never been used for blast furnaces, though it possibly

might be so used. The works should be constructed at a place where refuse could

be obtained to make the charcoal and gas. It would therefore be necessaiy to erect

works where there are large saw mills, as the amount of refuse required for gas

would be very great. I have made a calculation of what it would cost to make
charcoal iron in this countrj^ and according to my estimate it would run less than

820 a ton. The selling price of pig iron now is about 8^0, and the bonus of 81-50

would give some of the profit. In answer to the question as to how I would meet
competition, I would keep out British and American iron by rdising the tariff.

The present selling price of British iron is 820 here, but charcoal pig is worth $5 a

ton more.

H. B. Borron—Had the attempt to smelt copper ore on the spot at Bruce Mines
proved successful an immense saving in transport would have been effected. Xor
would it have been necessary to dress the ores to so high a percentage as v hen
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sent to Swan^tea or Baltimore, and thus the loss of ore in dreasinj^ might have been Failure of oop

lessened. Finally the refined copper, or at least part of it, would have fund ji P»='' •">*'*'"K

home market. These important objects gained, it is probable that the mines would LtruLVjki'ihL.

have yielded a reasonable i)rotit for a number of years. 'J'he failure of the attempt
to smelt the ore by the Welsh system was due, 1 hilieve, to the following causes :—

-

At Swansea, where this method is adopted, the copper .smelting companies are suit-

plied with copper ores of many different varieties and degrees of richness, fiom all

parts of the world. E.'iperience has taught them that it is more advantageius to

mix diti'erent kinds of ores in certain proportions and nmelt them together than it

is to do .so .separately. The mixed ore is more fusible, re(iuires le-s fuel and pro-

duces a cleaner slag, that is, a slag which contains the least possible cjuanlity of

copper. When the smelting works were started at l'>i'uce Mines there was prac-

tically but one kind of ore, commonly called the yelhnv ore or copper pyrites.

This when dressed to yield 15 per cent, of copper was still mixed with so much of

the rock or gangue of the vein tliat nearly one-half of tlie ore as brought to the
furn.ices was (quartz or silica. It is said when treated by itself to have been a
refractory ore, and as no other ores could be got to smelt along with it, and thus ^ "favurabit;.

render it mure fusible, the consumi^tion of coal was vey heavy. As this coal had
to be brought from the mines in the United States, some 500 or tiOd miles dis-

tanr, th cost delivered at Bruce Mines was at least three times that paid by the
Welsh smelters for coal at Swansea. 'I hen the slags instead of being clean were
found to contain three per cent or more of copper. Finally the furnacemen or
snielteis, brought in the first instance fi'om Wales or other distant points, could
not be replaced during the winter season when navigation was closed, and only
with difiicidty and after considerable delay in the summer. Accordingly if any of

them deserted, became insubordinate, were taken ill. or got drunk, the work was
constantly liable to serious interruption and loss, if not actual stoppage. I was not
at the mine myself while smelting operations were in progress, but those were some
of the reasons given to me in explanation of the failure of this apparently feasible

but unsuccessful and costl}' experiment. Fully alive to the importance of being
able to smelt the ore on the spot I reconnuended the company to try the blast

furnace, using charcoal, which might have been easily got fur fuel. But they had
snffered so severely from the unexpected failure of the Welsh process that the sug-
gestion was coldly received and never renewed or acted upon. About 18(59 or lrt7(>

the West Canada company determined to init up the necessary furnaces and
apparatus at the Wellington mines and to extract tfie copper from the ores by the
salt t)rocess. I had myself studied this process some seven years before as carried Extraction oJ

on at St. RoUox in Glasgow, and entertained such a favorable opinion of it that p'®^.^^^*'^®
**'*^

I tried to raise a company to buy the Bruce mines with a view to its employment
there. The experiment as conducted by the W^est Canada company how^ever was
not successful. I have never heard a satisfactory explanation of the cause of this

failure. It was said that the high price of salt and the difficulty of procuring
scrap iron, of both of which large quantities are needed in this process, contributed
to its failure. The establishment of reduction or cojiper smelting works at some
point between Sault Ste. Marie and Bruce Mines would, I think, greatly stimulate
and ^ncourage copper raining an the north shore. In the Welsh process of smelt- copper-smeltis:^
ing I understand that about 1 to 1^ tons of coal are re(][uired to smelt and refine on the nortti

the copper in each ton of ore. Thus it would appear much more advantageous ^^°^^-

under ordinary circumstances to take the ore to the coal than to bring the coal to

the ore. But in this case the circumstances are exceptional ; owing to the enor-
mous quantities of iron ore and grain passing downwards from lake Superior
thr(,)ugh the Sault canal to Cleveland and Buffalo most of the vessels are obliged
to return light, consequently the freight on coal from Cleveland to Bruce Mines
would now probably be less than one-half that of the copper ore going the other
way. I am still strongly of opinion that some modification of the salt process
will be found more successful in the treatment of our copper pyrites ore than any
other, and in that process a comparatively small (juantity of coal is needed. The The salt processt

process should be one adapted to the treatment of low grade ores containing say
from 5 to 10 per cent, of copper, or lower than even 5 per cent, if the price were
high enough to warrant it. Many veins produce ore which, if spalled and carefully

picked over, may be brought up to 5 per cent, without dressing. If such ore simply
spalled could be sold at some easily accessible smelting works possessed of crushing
machinery, many men of limited means might be induced to engage in mining who
Avould never think of doing so if it were necessary to erect expensive machinery to
crush and dress thj ore in order to render it marketable. If I am not mistaken
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'Economic
" 3ortinsr of ores
<or local

' smelting.

the late Sir William Logan, after a most careful and painstaking examination of
the veir.s opened at the Bruce mines in 1848, estimated that there were some
3,000 fathoms in sight which would yield something like 25,000 tons of ore con-
taining Gj per cent, of copper as raised from the mine and without any dressing
whatever. There are a large number of veins between Algoma Mills and the Sault
Ste. Marie not so rich as those at the Bruce, Wellington or Huron Copper-bay,
but nevertheless capable of producing a very great quantity of low grade ore such as

I have mentioned. Many, perhaps the majority of those veins, will never be worked
unless there be some copper reduction or smelting company in that section ab'e
to smelt or otherwise reduce the ores, and willing to contract for and buy them in

the jough state I have described. It is greatly to be desired in the interests of

copper mining, and of the district generally, that some enterprising company may
be induced to take the matter up.

Frank Front—We did not use stamp mills at the Wellington compan\'s mines,
all ours being crushing mills ; they were put up in 18G0. Operations were continued
till 1 875, but I am not m a position to give you the average output. We did our own
smelting. We smelted all our precipitate from the reduction works and part of our
sulphide. We shipped our copper to Swansea in south Wales. Operations were dis-

continued on account of depression in the copper market. We used coal for our
smelting ; it cost us about S5.2o a ton, I suppose about the same price as it is now.
I do not think there is any intention of resuming operations again. While the

market was good it paid good dividends. We based our ca'culations on 4^ per cent,

coj^per ; that is the average we ran through the crusher. The best was shipped to

Swansea and contained 19j per cent. The whole run of the mine was 4j per cent.

Copper to pay should be worth from 17 to 18 shillings the unit of 112 lb. ; it went
down to 7 shillings the unit. We had very little trouble with water, three hours
pumping a diy would keep the mine dry. We had no trouble in getting labor We
employed from 140 to 200 skilled miners and about 140 surface laborers besides.

Miners were paid $35 a month ; they worked by contract. vSurface laborers gol 31
to $1.40 per day. Lab >r at the present time I think is about the same as then. Our
chemical works w^ere only in operation a couple of years, from 1871 to 1873. When
copper commenced to fall, and we were about closing down, the chemical works
were the most expensive and were closed tirst.

W. H. Plummer—When the Bruce mines were at their best they gave support
to about 3,000 persons, one way and another. For the wet process at the Welling-
ton mines I think a little over $100,000 was invested. I think the reason it did not
suceed was that it was badly managed, and on account of the cost of material it

could not paj'^ to treat I'jw grade ores. Besides, there was great waste. I think the
reason the old system of smelting did not succeed was that they had not the proper
men to look after it.

'"Works at the
'Wellington
'mines.

Richness of
<3 he ore.

Iiabnr and
"wages.

'Ohemical works

•Smelting at the
Wellington

' alines.

The Sudbury
~^res.

A peculiar
-combination.

A modification
of the Gcman
blast methid
^recommended.

'Calciningthe ore
in heaps to

eliminate
sulphur.

Dr. Edward Feters, jr.—-lam manager of the works of the Canadian Copper Co.

I was educated as a metallurgist at the university of Freiburg, graduated at

twenty and came to Colorado, where after a time I obtained the position of govern-
ment assayer. Since then I have had a large experience in my profession in

different parts of the States and have been engaged to plan works in Portugal and
Hungary. The company here has not yet attempted to treat the ores, but about
3,000 tons have been sent to be treated elsewhere. This combination of nickel and
copper has not been met with before in such quantities as to require separaion in

a wholesale way. The only case of the kind in America is tlie Gap mine in Penn-
sylvania, and there they use the old European way of dissolving in acids, which
would never do in our case. The process for the treatment of our copper ores

which I approve of is the old German blast furnace method, greatly moditied to suit

American ideas and conditions. We first sort the ore, break it to the prcjper size

and pile it upon wood in large heaps, setting fire to the wood. It burns for two or

three months, sending ofi^ the sulpliurous acid gas till about three-fourths of the

sulphur is gone
; tlieii the ore that originally carried 35 per cent, or 40 per cent,

should come out with 4 per cent, or 5 per cent The iron is changed into oxide of

iron, and is virtually just like common iron ore ; it has lost its sulphur and taken
oxygen instead. The ore is then put into the blast furnace on the same principle

as pig iron, and the sulphur combines with the metallic constituents which form the

matte. The composition of the matte may be 30 per cent, sulphur. 20 per cent,

nickel and 20 to 25 per cent, copper If too much sulphur is kept in the roasted

ore it takes up iron ; our object therefore is to roast the ore as thoroughly as we
can, tLere being always enough left to take up the nickel and the copper. Six tona
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of ore will pnjduce one to i of nmtte. We aio not yet in a'position to say which of

our mines is the most valuable, hut as they now look I think the Evans promises to Composition of

be better than any we have. It carries about the same amount of metal as the
'^'^*"" '"'"* "'''

other mines, but there is more uiassive ore and apparently a larger body of it. I

think the Evans will show, t iking the average (jf the whole mass 8.^ p r cent,

nickel, .3 per cent, copper, 40 per cent, iron, and 23 or 24 per cent, sulphur ; that .Snieltinjr w^rk*
is about 70 per cent, metal and the rest rock. I ccmsider the company justified in Justified by the

putting up large works and so advised them this spring. I generally only advise '"''^'P*"^*-

the erectiiin of a furnace, etc., when 1 see enough ore mined to pay for expenses Reflninirthe
and the erection of the furnace ; that is the case here. W'e shall have to get the matte,

matte refined elsewliere. The sending of a large quantity of matte into the
States has never yet been tested, Init Am -rlcans are so much more ready to alter
their plant and undertake any new thing of the kind than Euroi^eans that I think
we shall be able to do better in the United States. 1 think we can dress a I'ood

deal of our ore to 20 per cent. Si)eaking in a wholesale way I think it will show
about 2' ])cr cent, nickel and 3 per cent, cipper; that is, as it is mined. The
Newfoundland ore is something similar to ours, but does not contain any nickel
that I am a^vare of. Before I came here I understand so ne thre • shipments were
made, one of which went to England and the others to the Sta'es. In shipping to Shipments of or«

England I do not understand that it was the intention of the company to be at all
*° ^wanBea.

influenced by the result of the smelting there. The charges were so exorbitant on
the other side that the company did not realise a dollar a ton on the shipment to

Swansea. The ore contained 12 per cent, copper and $35 to the ton of nickel. An exorbitant

They allowed nothing for the nickel : the shipment was l,(i00 tons and that was 1",''^^*
'°'' ^*"'

$35,000 the company got nothing for. A large quantity of what was shipped was
from the Co'iper-cliff, and we figured up what they chaiged on the other side at

the rate of $')0 a ton. Our eastern men charge on'y $10 a ton. I consider the
Swansea charges most exorbitant. The ores here are low grade, but I consider it

pays better to work large bodies of low grade ores as we can figure exactly Avhat
we can do. The ore throughout the country is about the same as far as I have
seen. Whether it would pay for copper alone would be a toss-up ; if coke could be *^°^* ^^ mininf

^

got at $>i a ton, with good management a reasonable dividend might be jwid.
Mining would cost about $2 a ton, breaking 30 cents, calcining 50 cents, and
smelting into matte $2.50 ; that is assuming a large quantity to be treated ; a small
quantity would be proportionately higher. A ton of matte containing 25 per cent. Copper,

copper (500 lb.) would be worth from $4f) to $45 in the United States market ; that
is taking into account the duty, but not the transport. If we were smelting for
copper we would use ore with a higher percentage of copper. The i>resent price .. .

of nickel is G5 cents a pound. I consider the price high and think if it were 25 cents
^"^ * '

or 30 cents it would be much more used. The total annual amount now used in

the world does not exceed 1,000 tons, and that is principally used for plating. I

think we will lie able to sell it with a handsome profit at 25 cents or 30 cents. I

think the company has sufficient stock of ore on hand to represent every cent they
have spent here, and to build the smelting works. Of course that is only an opinion,
but it IS based on pretty good evidence. I have not yet had much to do with arsenical Treatment of

gold ores. I understand however there is not much dfficulty in getting rid of the a'senical goldv

arsenic ; the arsenic being extracted leaves the ore very much as the ores here after
roasting. The ore could then be smelted in a big furnace for about $2 or $2.50 a
ton. and all the gold would be in the iron matte. That matte Avould be very sale-

able ; almost the full value of the gold would be paid to get it for flux.

H. P. Mcintosh—Until recentlj' we have had no experience in smelting our
ores in Canada, but we have had large quantities smelted in New York, where it

was successfully done. Within the last thirty days we have started a furnace at su(fburv^
**^

Sudbury, which is reducing the ore to matte very successfully. The process is

successful in separating the copper from its associated minerals in the oie as far as
we attempt to. The minerals contained in this ore are copper, iron, nickel and
sulphur, the relative jiroportions of which varj' very widelj', and their economic
value depends upon the percentages of the saleable product and the market value
of the same. It would be impossible to fix an arbitrary value per ton upon these
minerals in the ground. Our smelter consists of a 105-ton steel water-jacketed
furnace, together with the necessary engines, pumps, blowers etc. to run the same.
Perhaps about one-half of the machinery was purchased in Canada and the
remainder in the United States. Yet we will say that we give your country the
preference in purchasing machinery there when we can get it. There are a great
many things though in connection with the develoi)ment of a.n^ine that are not oei
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your aide. The furnace was purchased from parties in this country (U.S.), but was
made at Sherbrooke, Quebec. It is difficult to get miners and laborers at Sudbury

*Labor artd
^^ account of the isolated position of the mines. The men employed are largely

Magfes. Cornish and Welsh, and are paid monthly in cash. Following is the rate of wages

Mining captam §145 00 per month. Watchman §1 75 per day.

Assistant captain 90 00 " Engineer 2 00

Master mechanic 100 00 " Machinist 2 25

Teamster 45 00 " Pumpman 2 00

Drill runners 2 10 per day. Fitter 2 00

Miners 175 " Fireman 150
Laborers 1 60 " Blacksmith 2 50

'Foreman 2 00 " Assistant blacksmith 1 75
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SECTION VI.

MEASURES FOR AIDING AND ENCOURAGING MINERAL

DEVELOPMENT.

It will always perhaps be a moot point how far the government or

legislature of the province ought to go in aiding and encouraging a develop-

ment of its mineral resources. The extreme view on one side would be that

government ought to pursue a cour.se of passivity, leaving the beneficent order

of nature free in its operation ; while the extreme view on the other side service in pro-

would be that government ought to nationalise the mines and operate them vdopment'of*"

for the good of the people. Probably the true policy lies between the two ^,'u"rce*.

^^

extremes, but it is the opinion of the Commissioners that valuable service

may be rendered by the government in at least four ways, viz. : (1) by pro-

curing to be made a geological survey of the province, with particular

reference to its economic minerals
; (£) by establishing a museum of minerals

and mineral products
; (3) by collecting and publishing yearly statistics

of the mining and metallurgical industries of the province ; and (4) by making

provision for the education of students to qualify them for engineering and

metallurgical pursuits, and for the practical instruction of persons engaged

in the mining industry.

A PROVINCIAL BUREAU OF MINES.

A popular misunderstanding frequently exists as to the nature and

utility of a geological survey, and it may be as well to explain that the Method of

purpose of such a survey is mainly to facilitate the development of i^s mineral the°o'bj'lct!""*'

resources. The best method of accomplishing this is not to set about an

indiscriminate and unsystematic search for minerals, but to find out the

extent, geological age, geographical distribution, mineral characters, etc., of

the difierent rock-formations, and then by analogy on comparing these

various formations with those of countries already geologically surveyed, and
in the light of past experience in all parts of the world, we ascertain what ^lethods of

minerals may be looked for among our own rocks. We also ascertain by this operating,

means which formations are probably destitute of useful minerals. While
making such a survey the geologist will of course keep a sharp look-out for

all indications of valuable minerals, and will examine carefully the geological

relations of such as may be discovered by others. Should some formation

prove rich in a certain useful mineral, if we have traced out its boundaries or

its geographical distribution, we know at once the limits of the most promis-

ing ground to explore. If we know further the particular conditions under
which such mineral occurs within this formation, our field of search is greatly

narrowed and the chances of success are correspondingly increased.
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In most of the states of the American Union geological surveys of a

vevs^mUie
^^^ more or less efficient character have b°en made, and for many years similar

United states,
^^^pveys were carried on under different heads in the western territories. It

was found however that thesf> numerous independent surveys were giving

rise to great confusion in geological mmenclature and map-making, and it

was becoming more and more diffiiult, especially for outsiders, to correlate

the rocks of the several states and tf^rritories. Under these circumstances-

the central government a few years ago very wisely undertook a general

geological survey of the whole country, Ipaving the individual states free, if

so disposed, to carry on their own surveys as before. In Canada we had

begun this work in the reverse and more systematic order, by making the-

general survey first. The geological survey of old Canada was commenced by

the late Sir William Logan in 1843, and at the time of Confederation it was

extended under the same able director to the whole DDminion. As a result
Surveying oper-

i
•

i /• i? i_
ations in we have now a sufficient general knowledge of the geological features oi th&

country from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and a uniform system of classifica-

tion and nomenclature of the rocks has been established. But the time seems

to have come when each province should undertake a more detailed and utili-

tarian survey of its own. In the province of Ontario at all events our min-

eral wealth has been proved to be of such importance as to abundantly warrant

this undertaking, with every prospect of its proving a highly profitable^

investment for the country.

When the geological survey of old Canada was begun the main object

which the public and the legislature had in view was clearly the investiga-

tion and development of the mineral wealth of the country, but latterly this

Original object primary aim has been subordinated to other objects. Under the old regime

suney.
*°

' a fair general knowledge of the geology of the greater part of Upper Canada

had been arrived at. Since Confederation however a much smaller propor-

tion of the work of the general geological survey of the Dominion has been,

devoted to Ontario, notwithstanding the fact that the sum now annually-

appropriated for this service is more than five times greater than was the-

average yearly grant before Confederation, and of which this province must.

o"th"'ser\ice. contribute at least one-half. Thus it happens that at present tbere arfr

numerous districts of great economic importance in which little or no detailed

work has been done, and in regard to which very little systematic informatioa

is available.

It is a curious anomaly that whi'e the mineral lands belong to the pro-

vince, and the existing geological survey is largely paid for by its people, yet

its government has no control over the institution supposed to exist to a

great extent to promote their development. If therefore the geological

Importance of survey carried on at the public expense is to be utilised for the development

contror* of the mineral resources of Ontario, it appears likely that it must be under

the control of its own government. The officers of such a survey could h&

directed to thoroughly examine and report on any district where valuable

minerals might be discovered or where they are already known to occur. In

this way an immediate and practical local service could be obtained by the

government whenever required in the public interest without interfering with
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the f^enoral plan on which its operations might b*; carried on. This mijjht

often ])rove of great importance in promoting the npeedy development of new

and promising districts, increasing revenue and carrying out the government

policy, whereas at present no such assistance is available. The crown lands
^'l^'V^'Jl^l^^f*

and crown timber of the province are important sources of revenue, and tiie

government has a staff of olficers conducting the business of the depart-

ment. The mineral resources of the province if not already equally import-

ant as a means of income might be made so, and at any rate they are of

great moment to the community, and therefore miglit with equal advantage

b'^ placed in charge of separate officers connected with a bureau of mines.

The ordinary work of the provin'-ial bureau or geological survey might con- rroposed work,

sistin the systematic investigation and map()ing of one district at a time, with

special reference to its economic minerals. Besides mapping out the geology

of the metalliferous districts the officers of such a bureau would enquire into

and fully ceport upon such subjects as our petroleum and natural gas fields,

salt and gypsum deposits, building and ornamental f5tones, brick, tile and

terra-cotta clays, limes and cements, peat and lignite, shell marl and phos-

phates, flagstones and" slates, grinding and polishing materials, moulding sands

and materials for glass-making, etc. A study of the superficial deposits would '

also be of importance not only in relation to agriculture, but in regard to

questions affecting wells and water supply. Information is often required in

connection with obtaining supplies of water by boring into the solid rock, and

valuable advice in this line might be obtained through the proposed bureau.

A practical bureau of mines of this character might be the means of

furnishing the provincial government with much valuable information on
^t'jon'^

'"'<>**^

other than strictly geological matters, such for example as whether a new

district, which it might be proposed to lay out into townships, was too rocky

for agricultural purposes or whether the soil might be only fit for the support

of timber and the district incapable of being converted into a successful agri-

cultural settlement. Reports could be made on the soil as well as the rocks

of each particular area examined in new districts. Incidentally information

could also be furnished without additional cost on such subjects as timber,

fisheries, etc.

It should not be forgotten that it is often almost as important for the

government and the public to know what districts or formations are desti- ^'teoYminerafB.

tute of valuable minerals as those which contain them. This can only be

ascertained by intelligent investigation, and such knowledge often prevents

disappointment and the waste of large sums of money. It has been estimated

that in Great Britain the money saved from the indiscriminate and fruitless Money saved,

search for coal alone where there could be no hope of dnding it, such as had

formerly gone on, has been more than sufficient to pay the whole cost of the

exhaustive geological survey of the kingdom.

For the above reasons and others about to be stated the Comniissioners

would recommend the establishment of an economic bureau of mines for the bure'iuof minee.

province in connection with the department of crown lands or that of aori.

culture, to be under the management of an officer who might be called the direc-

or of such bureau or the chief inspector of mines. In some of the other pro-
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vinces of the Dominion, as well as in India and in various British colonies,

inspectors of mines have been employed for years as indispensable officers of

the respective governments. Considering the extent, population and wealth

of Ontario, and the importance of her vast mineral resources, the appointment

of such an officer and the independent investigation of these I'esources appear

to be urgently called for at the present stage of our history.

^ , .^ ,. ^ While the first and main object of the bureau of mines for Ontario
Contributions to '

gr«oiogicai here recommended would be to ascertain and make widely known the min-
aance. '

_

eral wealth of the province, the keeping of this object constantly in view need

not impair its usefulness also as a scientific institution, contributing its share

to the sum of geological knowledge which every civilised community should

aim to advance.

The rapid development of our mineral resources is the best means

Means of increas- which remains for increasing the wealth of the people of this province. By

«( the country, promoting this we will attract capital from without, encourage th^ manufac-

ture of machinery in the province, thereby increasing the consumption of

iron and steel, give employment to a larger population, which would in its

turn consume our manufactured goods, agricultural prodtice and lumber. An
increased mining industry would in fact become the completement of the

agricultural, manufacturing and lumbering industries. The railways and the

shipping, too, would be specially benefited. In the CJnited States and vari-

ous European countries the carrying of minerals is depended upon by the rail-

importance to ways as one of their chief means of support, and it is said ttat without this

branch of their business few of the leading railways in Britain or the northern

states would pay at all. The most legitimate means by which people can

really enrich themselves is to extract wealth from mother earth direct, and

the mineral resources of Ontario are no doubt destined to become one day our

chief reliance for this purpose. Some of the others, such as the timber and

the fisheries, must in the very nature of things decrease, while in this we

have a means of constant increase and apparently unlimited possibilities.

The geologist or inspector of mines should be well versed in the geology

qualifications of ^f ^.j^g province, and should have a sufficient knowledge of mines aud mineral

officer. deposits in general to enable him to give useful advice when desired to those

actually engaged in mining, or to persons proposing to work undeveloped pro-

perties. From his responsible office and neutral position such advice would

naturally carry more weight than that of experts employed as special pleaders,

no matter how well qualified they might be.

Per.sons unfamiliar w^th minerals are often dazzled by bright appearances

vhich'he "might or fancied resemblances to rich ores they have seen elsewhere, and are thus
render.

tempted to spend money on worthless property, or at any rate in having

expensive analyses made, which could be easily saved by applying to a respon-

sible person who had nothing to gain by encouraging their erroneous notions

and who was to be depended upon to tell them the truth. The greatest curse

•of mining in Ontario has been the custom of persons who owned lands or who

had taken up 'mining locations' and (because they happened to own them)

endeavoring by every kind of means to create the belief that they were mines,

irrespective of the fact that they were not intended for such by nature. The
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<jftbrts ot* these promoters would be much better directed if they were to spend

a corresponding amount of labor in endeavoring to find a real mine, for which

•our practically unlimited mineral lands afford them excellent opportunity.

The chief of the bureau should be able to explain to applicants the uses and

values of any economic minerals which they may have discovered, and also the office."'"'

where to find a market for them. His olHces should be well provided with

general and local geological maps, sections, diagrams, etc., as well as plans and

sections of all existing mines ; and he should take care to procure and preserve

drawings of all new workings for future reference, in case they may be required

in the subsequent working or re-opening of the mines they refer to. A want

has been felt for such documents in all old mining countries, and already in

several cases even in this province. Mineral statistics of all kinds should

also be collected every year, and correct tables and explanations with regard

to them should be published annually. A vast amount of mining information

well worth putting on record is now available from various sources.

The headquarters of the provincial geological survey would thus become

an important bureau of information on all points in relation to the mines and information,

minerals, and indeed of all the material resources of Ontario. Should any

•question arise on which the government might require information concerning

the minerals of the country it would here have at hand an immediate means

of reference such as is not now available. A want is also felt at the present

time for a central means, such as this would be, for the distribution of reli-

able or official information in the United States and Europe regarding the

great mineral riches of the province. In addition to frequent reports, the

director might give the public the benefit of his knowledge and experience

through the medium of lectures delivered occasionally in the principal centres

of population or in the mining districts in a manner similar to that which

has been adopted by professors of the agricultural college under the scheme

of farmers institutes.

The value of a geological survey to the province is very ably stated in

the evidence of Mr. Walker, general manager of the Canadian Bank of Com-
merce, appended to this Section,

A PROVINCIAL MUSEUM.

One chief reason why the development of our mineral wealth has not

"been more rapid heretofore is, that only the most empirical kind of know- vaiue of know

ledge was possessed by most of the pioneer explorers. Of course nothing else miiferaj
'^^

was to be expected. Neither European nor Canadian settlers of the a^ricul-
''®^°"'^''^*-

tural class were likely to possess even the rudiments of such technical acquire-

ments in mineralogy as might enable them to distinguish ores, far less the

knowledge that would enable them to determine the existence of minerals in

paying or non-paying quantities as indicated by the character of the deposit

and the accompanying geological conditions. There are few pursuits more
fascinating than that of the search for minerals, especially the precious metals

and too often it has proved illusory, and worse, when carried on by persons of

the kind referred to, who, having picked up a little knowledge relative to the

appearance of this or that ore, become infatuated with a desire to attain wealth
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A representative
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Lessons of the
exhibition of

1851.

at a stroke, and thus bring themselves and their families to poverty and render

life miserable in search of the impossible. On the other hand it has frequently

been the case that comparative riches have lain within the grasp of a man whO'

was totally unable to perceive the value of what he daily trod over. It is there-

fore advisable that steps should betaken to educate the masses in some degree^

and to attract the attention of outsiders,—foreign capitalists, prospectors^

scientists, miners and manufacturers—to the mineral resources of Ontario^

and to have a representative collection of them available for reference at the

most central place possible.

The great exhibition of 1851 first taught how much good might result

from national as well as from local and individual displays. Similar inter-

national fairs in both Europe and America have but added force to the origi-

nal lesson, and the very last in the series, that held at Cincinnati during the

last summer, has been the means of attracting marked attention to our pro-

vince and its mineral wealth. So direct and so far-reaching were the results-

arising from the Hyde Park exhibition in London that a permanent establish-

ment of a popularly technical character has ever since been maintained at.

Kensington. In every European capital and in hundreds of other European,

large cities, as well as in Washington, Philadelphia, New York, Boston and

other places in the United States, there are excellent museums of an instruc-

tive kind. In every state capital of the United States there is a collection

illustrative of the local mineral resources in connection with the various state

geological surveys. At Ottawa it is true Canada is pretty thoroughly repre-

sented geologically and mineralogically, but this province is of sufficient

importance to have individual representation in its own capital for the benefit

of its own people, as well as for that of the hundreds of thousands who annually

visit us from all parts of Europe and America. The facilities for the forma-

tion of a museum in Toronto are unsurpassed in any country. Already more

than a nucleus exists in what is in possession of the government as exhibited

at Cincinnati, besides the specimens collected by the Mining Commission.

Indeed all this material has been left with the government by the individual

exhibitors for the purpose of being placed in a permanent mineralogical

museum, as was intimated to them by circular to be the intention. But

besides specimens of ores and minerals and the rocks in which these occur, the

museum should also contain a full collection of products illustrative of the-

various stages in metallurgical processes. This is an essential feature of a.

museum whose purpose is to inform and educate, and to students of miner-

alogy it would possess great value.

Intimately associated as the educational system of the province is witb

our governmental machinery, it would be an easy matter to supply from the

superabundance of material to all the leading schools and local museums typi-

cal specimens of rocks and ores. Already there is a sufficient quantity of

copper, zinc, iron, barytes, gypsum and other minerals for this purpose.

Every mechanics' institute might be supplied and specimens could even be

furnished to important private or denominational seminaries, on condition (as

is demanded by the Geological Survey authorities at Ottawa) that they should

in no sense be regarded as individual property and that they be placed gdi

A museum at
our provincial
capital.

A means of

practical

instruction.

Local museums
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< xhil)ition in suitable cast s. In a lew years it would be found by this means

That the popular knowledfj^e of our minerals would have greatly increased and practirai
"'

iiu incentive to study would be ofTered to those whose tastes might run in
'"^^"''^tion.

that direction, the capabilities of the country would become more widely

known, the capitalist, prospector and scientist would be especially assisted,

and material benefit would be the natural result.

There seems to be no reason why the formation of such a collection should

be delayed. Awaiting the preparation of room to contain the exhibit per-

manently, the work of getting together, assorting, classifying and labelling

could now be going on, so that without loss of time the products of our mines,

quarries and deposits of all kinds may be on exhibition. We want the world

to see our gianites, marbles and serpentines, both polished and in the rough,

our fine sandstone, freestone and limestone, our gypsum and phosphate, our

iron, copper, gold and silver ores, with our petroleum, salt and marl, and all

other minerals and minora! j^oducts of the country. Topographical and
geological maps and sectional drawings might also be hung in the museum or

kept for reference.

MINING STATISTICS.

In the first report of the United States geological survey, made to the

secretary of the interior by director Clarence King in 1880, the utility of utility o( min.

mining statistics is briefly but cogently discussed. The resources of that'"^*

country are vast and great progress has been made in their development,

but at the time Mr. King wrote nothing was definitely known of the

mining industry excepting such information as had been gathered and

published once every ten years by the officers of the census. Private

citizens could only hope with great difficulty to procure the data of a single

product, and even where private associations were formed for the purpose,

such as the Iron and Steel Association, their work was fragmentary and
imperfect, and it was made to serve their own rather than any public ends.

Looking at the subject in this view, Mr. King made the followirg observa-

tions on the importance of mining statistics :

As a direct result of the size of the country, the government and people ha\ e
long been uninformed as to our pi-iniary industries ; those, I mean, which yield tlie

raw materials—mineral, vegetable and animal.

To the agricultural department we owe the first reforms from this condition of
wide-spread i^'uorauce. In the realm of mineral productions the only efforts made
to acquire any positive knowledge have been the highly useful but feebly endowed
works of the late mining commissions, whose investigations were suffered to end Jor
lack of approi)riations.

Todny no one knows, with the slightest approach to accuracy, the status of
the mineral industry, either technically, as reiiards the progress and development
making in methods, or .-tatistically, as regards the sources, amounts and valuations
<jf the vaiioiis pioductions.

Statesmen and economists, in whose hands rest the subjects of tariff and tax-
ation, have no better sources of information than the guesses of newspapers, ;ind
the scarcely less responsible estimates of othoials who possess no adequate means of
arriving at truth.

In no other intelligent nation is this so ; on the contrary, mineral production
is studied with the most elaborate effort. England, France, Germany, Austria
Russia and Italy consider it essential to know from year to year not only the
source and aggregates of amount and value of mineral yield, but many lesser facta
relating to the modes and economies of the industries,
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Upon considering the extent of country over which our minerals occur, their
wonderful varietj' and yet unmeasured amounts, ic cannot fail to be apparent that
no private individual or power is competent to do what ought long since to have
been done, namely, to sustain a thoroughly practical investigation and exposition of"

the mineral industry.*

The first report of real value on the mineral jjroductious of the United

States was made by Mr. King himself in the geological survey report of

1880-81, being preliminary to the full and exhaustive report on precious

metals which forms volume xiii of the census of 1880. In 1882 a divi-

sion ot mining statistics and technology was established in connection with

the survey, with a large corps of men engaged in statistical work, and since-

then a report has been published yearly on the mineral resources of the coun-

try. It contains a mass of statistical and other information, but in accord-

ance with the plan adopted by the director only the more important lines of

enquiry are pursued. It lacks the completeness of a census, but is neverthe-

less a useful record of the progress of minfeig operations and metallurgical

processes. In a number of states bureaus have been organised for the same-

object, as in Michigan, Ohio, Illinois and Pennsylvania ; and their report.st

are doubtless freely drawn upon in the preparation of the geological survey

volume.

Until very recently little attention has been given to reports upon the-

mineral production of Canada, excepting in Nova Scotia and British Columbia^

and in those provinces the collection of royalties makes the work to

a large extent an incident of the public revenue. In Ontario, although

mining operations have been carried on to some extent for half a^century, no-

records have been preserved saving in a desultory way and at long iutervals-

of time. Indeed the only records we possess for the whole province are

those of the Dominion census, taken for the first time in 1871 and again in

1881 ; but even the returns of the census are very meagre, since the only infor-

mation they give is the quantity of raw minerals produced in the preceding

year. There are in these none of the ordinary statistics of capital invested^

the number of men employed, the wages paid, the value of the ore, the quan-

tity smelted or treated at home or shipped to foreign countries, or any fact

concerning the origin and progress of mining enterprise in the country. Yet-

there is much interesting information on these subjects available—scattered

through reports of the geological survey and of the crown lands department,,

in special reports and contemporary newspaper records, or procurable from

men still living who were pioneers in the industry—and no scheme of statis-_

tics would be complete which did not take account of all those sources for

materials out of which to write the story of the beginnings and growth of

the industry.

The geological survey at Ottawa made an attempt to collect and publish

annual statistics in 1870, but the returns made by miners were so few and
of the geological ^£gp^ ^j^^^ ^j^g work was discontinued at the end of the third year. It
curve}. ^ *t

was resumed however in 1886 and three annual reports have been published..

These are an improvement on the earlier reports, but excepting for the pro-

vinces of Nova Scotia and British Columbia they are far from complete. A

Statistical nork

First annual report of the United States Geological Survey, p.
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system of co-operation between the provinces and the geological survey might

possibly lead to more satisfactory results, more especially as the older pro-

vincfs have, the management and sale of the public lands and the exclusive

authority to make laws relating to real property.

But wt!re an arrangement of tliis kind entered into it should aim to pro-

vide for something more than bald figures of the quantity and value of products. ut?J'a*niq'^

Capital is essentially t?mid, and successful mining must be conducted on

legitimate business principles. Hence a report on the industry should give

all information which an iuvestor requires. The cost of labor, provisions,

timber, explosives, fuel and all other factors of cost, including buildings,

plant and development work ; sources whence the various supplies are drawn
;

position of mines relatively to the lines of communication ; rates of freight;

points to which products are distributed ; comparisons of systems of workings
or processes employed in various districts ; social and vital statistics of mining
communities,—these and other topics of enquiry of asimilar character cannot

be passed over in any scheme which seeks to encourage the industry by the

supply of practical information. A knowledge of processes in mining, milling,

smelting, etc., and particulars of construction, adjustment and management
form a necessary part of every successful miner's occupation, and are valuable

alike to the workingman and the capitalist. And if to making enquiries on
. .

o 1 Specimena^
those lines there be added the duty of collecting average specimens of all*»*»v8and

, . , , . .

or
analygee.

known mines and mineral locations, and procuring assays and analyses of

them, a most important service may be rendered by the government of the

country to all who are engaged in mining and its allied industries. There is

hardly room to doubt that apart from its economic value an annual report

showing the condition of mining and metallurgical works in this province

would effect valuable results in directing attention to the extent and variety

of its mineral resources.

Owing to the small number of mines in operation in Ontario the Com-
missioners did not make the collection of statistics a subject of particular

enquiry, but in every instance in which the views of witnesses were obtained

the utility of statistics was freely acknowledged.

TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION.

The witnesses examined by the Commission are almost unanimous in the
. _

Need of techni-

opinion that there is great need of technical instruction in all operations *=^^ instruction

. . 1 II • 1 • I • 1.
'" ^^^ miaiug

relating to the mining and metallurgical industries of the province. Few of and metaiiurgi-
. , , , .11.1 '^a' industries.

the men who prospect for minerals have the practical knowledge which would

enable them to explore the country intelligently or successfully. Time and

means are often wasted in searching for the precious and economic minerals

through districts where there are none, and where nature never designed that

any should be. Some knowledge of the geology of the country, and of rocks

and minerals and their relation to each other, is of obvious advantage to the

]jrospector ; and if he is also able to use the blowpipe, or make the ordinary-

tests for metals, his quest cannot fail to be infinitely more s:ttisfactory than it

could be without such knowledge, and he may be saved from much disappoint,

ment and loss. Many of the prospectors met with by the Commissioners in

the northern districts were quaiined to do little more than make a collection
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Hinen.

of rocks and what seemed to them to be minerals, and forward them to

Toronto or elsewhere for assay or analysis. Some were unable even to make

the common and simple test of minerals under the knife ; and it is doubtful if

one man in ten could make a map or sketch of the district he had examined,

so necessary for good prospecting work. Men of this class are possessed of

little means as a rule, and when after much hardship they have been fortunate

enough to make a promising discovery they have only in rare instances the

means to prove its value as a workable vein or deposit. Skill and experience

are required in sinking test pits and shafts and o[)ening trenches to show the

extent of the ore body, and without judicious exploration to determine whether

the quantity and richness of the ore are sufficient to warrant the develop-

ment of the property as a mine, capital can rarely be tempted to touch it. And
as it is with the prospector, so it is also in a large degree with the explorer and

miner in our country. To dig a well is one thing, but to sink a shaft or drive a

tunnel and strike or follow a vein of ore is another and wholty different thing.

The one work any unskilled laborer may do successfully ; the other calls for

skill even in the laborer, and direction under a mine superintendent of large

experience if not of scientific training. Mining operations in Ontario have

oftener resulted in failure than in success, even where they have been directed

by men of good reputation ; but the method of mining employed depends very

much on the character of the formation in which the ore or vein occurs, and

the miner who has learned his business elsewhere may find when he begins

upon a deposit in our Archtean rocks that he has practically to learn it over

again. This has been the case in the Hastings and Sudbury regions, in work-

ing iron, gold and the nickel and copper ores, as well as in working the silver

mines of the lake Superior country. Greater knowledge is required to work

a mine than to prospect for minerals, and, as some one has said, the seiious

problem is to increase the number of men in whose training theory and

practice have been so combined that they can meet the great demand for

those who can put theory and practice together. And from what has been

said in the precediug Section it must be apparent that in the methods of

extracting metals from their ores there is a necessity for skill of a higher

order than is called for in raising the minerals out of the earth. In pros-

pecting, in exploring, in mining, in reducing, in smelting, in refining, men

must have knowledge of how the particular work is to be done before they

can hope to do successful work ; and whether their information is gained in

the schools or by the hard experience of practical life, the mind guides the

hand.

The numerous excerpts in the Appendix, taken from the report of the

Royal Commission on Technical Instruction, the presidential addresses of

Professors Richards and Egleston before the American Institute of Mining

Engineers, the New Zealand Handbook and other sources, deal with the sub-

ject so fully that only a few general observations need be made here.

Schools of technical instruction are usually designed to give a thorough

nkaUnstruc^''' course in one or more lines of special study, extending over a series of years.

***" Thus in the Columbia School of Mines there are seven courses, each of four

years, viz : Mining engineering, civil engineering, metallurgy, geology and
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palaeontology, analytical and applied chemistry, architecture and sanitary

engineering, and no student is allowed to pursue more than one course at a

time. Now a graduate of the metallurgical or of the mining engineering

course would probably lack nothing which a prospector or miner ought to

know, V>ut either one would be much too thorough and expensive for his

needs A much more practical course of instruction would be such as is pro- miners.

vided by the government of New Zealand, where a university professor and a

staff of ([ualitied assistants establish schools in the vicinity of the mines and

give a series of practical and elementary lectures on such topics as will be

of most advantage to men in their daily work. The scheme of these schools

is fully stated in the Appendix. Another scheme has been suggested by two

or three witnesses examined by the Commission, viz : that in some of the

mining districts, as at Madoc and Port Arthur, the services of a science

master at the high school might be utilised to give instruction to miners and

prospectors as part of the regular course, or by the establishing of evening

classes, and that a special grant in aid of such a scheme might be made by the

government.

The thorough course which a technical or scientific school provides, and Parallel curse*

which is intended to qualify men to fill the highest positions in the business practice^
^"**

to which they purpose devoting their lives, may combine theory and practice

within its own course, as is the case with most of the American schools, or

it may combine theory in the class-rooms and observation of practical ^vork

outside, as is the case with some of the European schools.* The American
system of mining laboratories is thus described by Prof. Richards of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology as practised at that well known
school :t

A student is assigned a quantity of ore weighing five hundred pounds to four The American
thousand pounds, according to kind. He assays it and makes mineralogical and system of mii -

chemical tests of it. He consults the books to see what processes are available for
'"° 'aboratone*.

such an ore. He discusses the different processes before deciding. He chooses one
^nd works the ore through bj^ it, testing by chemical analysis not only for the
metals of commercial value to see what becomes of them and to ascertain where
the losses are hopeless and where they can be diminished, but also to see what
<iuality of products he has obtained, whether the slags are those of the standard of

* " There is what may be called the system of Freiberg, as it is so well represented at the
^reat sehool in Saxony, where the men study metallurgy theoretically in lectures to which a
somewhat hmited laboratory course is added, the great feature of the instruction being the
facilities which the men have for spending a portion of each day in the Halsbruckner Hutte
or the Muldner Hutte, these being the great works of the district in which the school is
situated : and, finally, there is the system adopted in America, especially at the School of
Mines, Columbia College, New York, and at the Massachu.«etts Institute of Technology at
Boston, where, in addition to laboratory work as ordinarily understood, students carry out
metallurgical operations, more or less experimentally it is true, but, as an engineer would
say, on a scale of nearly 't>velve inches to a foot.' Surely, it may be urged, the frequent
opportunities for seeing metallurgical operations must be of great benefit to the student •

but consider how short a time a student who is preparing for the higher branches of his
profession can possibly give to the purely theoretical work which he must get through.
Such a student has no leisure, in addition to that which should be set aside for e.vercise • and
if he had leisure I do not think he would be putting it to the best advaCntage if he were to
devote it to looking on at a metallurgical operation conducted by someone else ; and I believe
that no system by which a student accoinjianies a demonstrator or even a local foreman to
works, und only sees the successes and not the failures of other people's labors, reallv affords
him adequate instruction. ... It will, I trust, have been understood that I have been
speaking only of the training of a student ; his career as a metallurgist can only be perfected
in the works, because the manager has not only to deal with metals but with men. " Prof.
W. C. R. Austen of the Royal School of Mines, London, quoted by Prof. Richards.

tTransactions of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, vol. xv, p. 317.
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silicification he aimed at, whether the mattes, bullion, etc., are of the quality he
planned tor. He is assisted by his classmates in his work, and he in turn assists all

of them in theirs. This work is interspersed with the studying of collateral litera-

ture and reading of papers before his class upon the subject to which he is devoting
his time. A year of such training, following after three years of preliminary
technical school work, does not to be sure make an engineer of him, but it gives

him a valuable lesson, most of it self-taught, in each of the following directions :

1. Tn accurate habits of thinking and working.

2. In acquisition of independent judgment.
3. In the habit of applying knowledge, which habit stimulates acquisition.

4. In gaining real experience by the sweat of emergency.
5. In Luanaging men and controlling himself.

6. In appreciating the value of labor and the workman's view of things.

7. In taking the conceit out of him.

8. In the use of chemistry to control metallurgy, and in the use of technical

literature for suggestion and warning.

9. In keeping accurate accounts and records of his work.
10. In solving problems that are new to him.

Prof. Richards does not claim that his school is better than any other.

but he does claim that he can teach metallurgy many times better with a

laboratory than without one ; and with the appliances of the modern school^

which enable practical instruction to be given in stamping, amalgamating,

smelting and refining on a large scale, he says very properly that the work

savors as much of mining as of metallurgy. In most of these opinions Prof.

Egleston, the mineralogist and metallurgist of the Columbia School of Mines,

agiees with Prof. Richards. In his address as president of the Institute of

Mining Engineers in 1888 he said :

No one thing is more striking than the interest which students take in all

kinds of laboratory work, whether it be chemical, physical or mechanical, and the
students in-

gyi^^gnt relief and recreation which it brings to them as a chanoe from purely

ti>ry work. mental labor to that which occupies the eye and the hand. r or the time being

they become investigators, acquiring knowledge, making researches, drawing con-

clusions, watching reactions and noting the working of diflerent principles. Their

work to them has just as much importance as if they were original investigators

instead of learning how to investigate. Laboratory' work—in which the closest

attention must be paid to get the I'esults, and the greatest accuracy is required to

interpret them after the}' are obtained—not only gives to the student a capability

for observation but a power of concentration of mind not easily obtainable in any
other way, because the men are interested in obtaining results which they are

Mo lern experi- themselves to interpret. . . . The old idea was that any time devoted to lab-

eiico of laboia- ortaory work more than a certain minimum was wasted. The results of modem
torywork. experience show that theorj' can be better taught in the laboratory than in the

class-room, because its application follows at once on its announcement. It is thus

fixed in the memory and ceases to be an abstraction. Besides, if tlie habit of apply-

ing knowledge is not learned in the schools it will hardly be learned outside of

them except by a long and painful experience. Both as mental recreation and to
The principle to train the powers of observation necessary for practical life a certain number of

p m.Mew.
j^Qjjj,g q^qI^ (jj^y should be devoted to laboratory practice of some kind, so that the

application of the theory may be learned at the same time as the theoiy itself.

In all laboratory work the principle should be to teach men how to do good
work, but not to waste time after they have learned how. It is not the object of

the professional school to make skilled workmen of the students. The moment
they have learned how a piece of work ought to be done they are capable of teach-

ing those who (occupy an inferior position how to execute it properly, and if this

instruction has been coupled with the teaching of how to accomplish what is to be

learned with the least amount of time and expense of material, they can t' ach

other men to be skilful without necessarily being skilful themselves

What is wanted of the engineer is not to do work accurately with his own hands,

but to know how to do good work and to recognise it when it is well done and how
to correct what has been poorly executed.*

Th

'Transactions of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, vol. xvi, pp. 643-6.
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Here in Ontario there are lew mining engineers or metallurgists, chiefly

no doubt because we have hitherto had so little need of their service, Vjut also hci'ooI luruih^

because we have no schools or colleges where they might receive instruction. Ontario^""
"*^ '*'

Should the mining industry become established a demand would necessarily

arise for men of technical training, and in that event our schools ought to

furnish them. Our young men have now to go abroad lor special courses,

and it is not unlikely that a majority of their numoer succeed in getting

foreign employment and never return. It is hardly creditable to our province,

with its excellent schools for primary and higher education, that no suitable

provision is made for a thorough course of instruction in mining engineering

and metallurgy, especially as the country is believed to be rich in minerals,

and that most of the ventures hitherto made to raise and treat the ores have

resulted in failure through want of skilled knowledge to carry on the opera- The School o#

tions. The School of Practical Science provides a j)art course in both subjects, Scieuce.

by the instruction given in civil engineering, chemistry, mineralogy and

geology, and the most obvious plan would seem to be to strengthen that school

by the addition of one or two professors of good standing and furnish it with

a tirst-class uiineralogical museum and appliances for the extraction of metals

from their ores. It may be said that a school of this kind ought to be located

at some point convenient to the working mines, where practical operations

could be witnessed, as is the case in Michigan and also in several European,

countries. But the Houghton school has its reputation yet to make, and in

view of the eminent success of such institutions as the Columbia School

of Mines, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the Royal School of

Mines, London, and the Ecole des Mines, Paris, it would be rash to say

that a similar school in Ontario could not prosper in its chief city and attached

to the provincial University. It would be at least an experiment to establish

a new school far out from the centre of population, where a complete and

independent staff of professors and instructors would require to be main-

tained, instead of utilising an institution already established and well

equipped to give instruction in the scientific part of the course ; anH a good

course in the sciences must always be an essential part of the training in

technical schools.* It was the opinion of Sir Lowthian Bell, as stated to

the Royal Commissioners on Technical Instruction, that, as in Fiance and

Belgium, a much better purpose would be served by establishing technical

schools throughout the country and that every industrial district had a pre- schools.*^
**^

*In his evidence before the Roj-al Commission on Technical Instruction Dr. C. William
Siemens said :

" If I were to draw a comparison between a man who has been taught science
to the highest point and then thrown into ])ractical life, with no contact with the de^elop-
ment of science, and another who has not had those advantages but who has had oppor-
tunities of refreshing his knowledge and advancing with the rapid advance in science and
applied science, the balance would be entirely in favor of the latter. There is no such thing
as a resting place in science, and still less in applied science. The processes of to-day are no
longer the processes of to-morrow ; that is where a man of polytechnic training is often at a
disadvantage as compared with others; his education in science and applied science has
become to nim a treasure which he likes to dwell upon, and by new discoveries all this
treasure falls to the ground, and he has to wander about like anybody else, trying to under-
stand this new advance. It is for that reason that I am very strongly of opinion that applied
science may be very easily overtaught, but that the fundamental principles of science can
never be overtaught because a person who is well impressed with those fundamental prin-
ciples will hail with delight a new advance, because he sees how one principle has led up to
another, whereas a person who has been taught science in its aijplication is offendtd witli
the new advance and is at a loss how to deal with it.—Report, vol. in, p. 135.
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Resent needs in

^Ontario.

ferential claim to London. " But still do you think it would be better," Mr.

Magnus asked, " that there should be four or five smaller schools connected

with the general science schools, which are distributed all over the country,

than that there should be one school situated in London ?" " I unquestion-

ably say so," the witness replied, " and the example of foreign countries bears

me out. You have in Brussels the head school of Belgium, but you have

others in that country
;
you have one at Louvain, and another at Liege, and

probably others. In like manner in France, besides several schools in Paris,

you have others in the provinces."* The propriety of doing in England what

Sir Lowthian Bell recommended does not need to be questioned, but the

circumstances of England and Ontario are widely different. With us the

industry is only in its infancy, and we have few trained men to fill any place

requiring superior skill, either in mining or smelting or manufacturing works.

One school well equipped would serve our present needs, and nowhere else

could it be so economically established as in connection with the Practical

Science department of the state University. It may be necessary, even

in the near future, to extend our facilities and open other schools where more

of the art and less of the science of mining and metallurgy could be taught.

If capitalists cannot be induced to erect iron furnaces or silver, copper and

nickel refining works, it may be deemed ad\isable Vjy the government to demon-

strate the practicableness of such enterprises. This has been done in one or

two of the Australian colonies and elsewhere, and if the scheme were adopted

here a government furnace and refining works might be utilised in giving in-

struction to students and others at convenient seasons, extending the course

of study cautiously as the call for it might warrant.

B>fron E. Walker—I am general manager of the Canadian Bank of Commerce,

and reside at Toronto. I have paid some attention to geology. I have collected

for many years past the reports of the .surveys of the states of Minnesota, Wiscon-

sin, Michigan, Illinois, Iowa, Ohio, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachu-

setts, Rhode Island. Connecticut, New York. Xew Jeisey, Alabama, Tennessee,

Missouri and California. I have the complete reports in almost every instance,

but there may be a few recent ones which t have not yet got. I wish to state to

the Commission my views regarding the pressing necessity for a complete gee logical

survey of the provmce, showing its resources not only as to its minerals but as to

every kind of raw material we possess apart from the products of agriculture. I

think anything short of a full survey of every county m the province aud the

examhiation of our entire geological resources wuuld be a great mi-stake economic-

ally, and I will eiideav.'r by comparison with the neighburmg stales to show what

has been done and what is being done by other peoi>le8 situated similarly to our-

The example of selves. .As early as tifty years ago the more progressive of the governments of the
neighboring several states in the United States bei^an to examine their natural resources with a
'****®^'

view of demonstrating to the people the extent of their wealth in raw material.

Reasonablv complete surveys at this time were made of the states near the Atlantic

coast, such as Massachusetts, Maine, Connecticut, Xew Hampshire, Virginia, the

Carolinas, etc. At the same time the less settled middle and western states made

*Report, vol. ni, p. 27. Of the practical value of scientific education to young men in

the iron trade Sir Lowthian Bell said :
" I tliink the necessity of some scientific education is

now so generally recogcised that a young man in a few years will have a difficulty in obtain-

ing employment if he has not been scientifically educated. If you will take, for e.xample,

our ordinary blast furnace work, science has taught us the quantity of heat which different

kind- of fuel are capable of evolving under different conditions ; we have been taught also,

chiefly through men whose minds have been devoted to abstract science, the amount of heat

which is required in every part of the smelting process of iron. It must be and is no doubt

a great advantage to have a man connected with the management of the w'orks who has been

thoroughly grounded in the«e somewhat abstruse philosophical questions, and I have no

doubt at all that before long such a scientific education as it involves will be considered a

sine qua non.—Vol. in, p. 25.
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ro.igli surveys indicating tlie general feutures of importance in each Htate ; while New
York began a series of reports upctn its natural history which, commencing in IH.'iT,

are not yet finished, and are recognised all over the woi'ld as a magniticent e\ idence of

the intelligence ami wisdom of itspeo 'le. It is to be noticed that the federal govern-

ment was not at this time doing anything in a regularly (jrdered way, although many
valuable reports in connection with expeditions across the continent, the examina-
tion of lands for settlement, and subse<iuently tlie building of the Pacific railways,

were [>ublished under authority of different dej>artmeiits of the government at
under^uirectlor

Washington. It was not until the department of the interior connnenced what is of the federal

called the geological and geographical survey of the territories, about 18()7, that the Jfovemment in

federal government can be said to have taken up in a distinct way the matter of

carrying on surveys, and these it will be noticed are of the territorial possessions

and not of any of the states. 1 mention this fact because the ojiinion has been
held by some parties that it is the duty of the Dominion government to furnish such
information for all parte of Ciinada, and I think it cannot be made too clear that

the Donnnion government is not likely to do anything of the kind for a province

as wealthy as Ontario. These early American reports are not verj' diflFerent in kind
from that made by Sir William Logari in 18C3, except that they are often much
fuller in details. They were made at a time when the knowledge of geology was
much less perfect, when few railroads had been built, and the work of held geology

.4- . i . i

was in every way more difhcult tlian it is now. Nevei-theless the value of these ^f reports,

reports to the various states in inducing settlement and in creating enteri)rises of

m iny characters depending on raw material is incalculable, and the reports them-
selves are today regarded as invaluable by those who are fortunate enough to

. •

th
possess them. A few years after the war the wealthy states of the northwest and north-western

west also began the preparation of reports which set forth the natural wealth of the states.

particular states in a manner rendering it comparatively easy for any capitalist to

ascertain without difhcultj' the resources of a particular county, or the various

points in the state where a particular substance in which he maj- be interested is to

be found. In the survey of the state of Michigan, begun in 1869, I find that in ^uAey.
addition to volumes on the iron-bearing and copper-bearing rocks and other ores

we are supplied with numerous analyses and with superb maps of actual mines
in operation, as well as of mining districts ; the report also gives information

as to the distribution of forest lands, soils of the various parts of the state, local-

ities where stone for building purposes may be obtained, clay for brick-making,

sand for glass-making, gj^psum, hydraulic cement rock, slate, etc. Numerous
analyses are also given of salt wells, chapters on the material and cost of barrels,

and other information in connection with the making of salt, and statistics as to the Report on the,

cost of working manj' other materials. With reference to the salt industry, 1 may salt industry,

say that while residing at Windsor it came to my knowledge that very many numbers
of the third volume of the Michigan rejjorts containing information regarding the
salt industry came into Canada for the use of our own salt i)roducers in the

Goderich and Seaforth districts, mucli of the information being as useful to Can-
• of Oh

adian as to American producers. The survey of the state of Ohio begun in 1873, nijnois and the

and of the state of Illinois begun in 1866 and already extending to seven volumes, north-western

provide a separate geological map for each county. The natural drainage, surface * *^*^

features, geological structure and resources of every kind of each countj- are

treated separately. As a conseijuence we notice that almost as much attention has

been {)aid to the matter of building-stones in Ohio as to the matter of coal, although
anyone living out of the state might naturally suppose that the latter product
would be given much the greater importance. (3f the north-western states,

Iowa, Wisconsin and Minnesota have published somewhat similar reports. It

would be impossible to adequatel}' describe here the survey of the state of New
York. It is divided into several departments of natural history, having among the The survey of

number one volume devoted to mineralogy, four vohimes to geology and seven or ^^'^ ^'^' ^**'*

eight (published during tlie last 4.5 years) to paheontologj-. These reports are the
foundation of all geological knowledge in North America, and render the work to

be done in this province much less difficult by the information already stored up in

them. It is j>robably well known to the Commission that almost every state of any
commercial imjiortance in the United States has made a more or less complete sur-

vey. I have not attempted to enumerate them, but I invite the Commission to

examine my collection of reports if they desire to do so. Thf state of New .Jersey Kew Jersey

in connection with its survey has recently- completed an atlas in seventeen very geolotrical atlag^

large maps, in which eveiy variation in elevation of 100 feet is given. It is not to

be supposed that the province of Ontario will be able to do such a thing for very
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many years to come, but when we consider tliat the possession of such an atlas

would enable an engineer to plan a railroad without further assistance ihe value of

it can hardly be over-estimated. While residing in New York the inconvenience of

not having a survey of the province was frequently brought to my notice. Tn our
banking business there we give credits for the importation of phosphates into the
southern states, where thej' are used for improving the cotton lands, ^nd our busi-

ness also brings us into contact with wealthy southern capitalists. In meeting
southern merchants they have often a^ked me if it were true that there are phos-
phates in Canada, the questic'U indicating that if in Canada at all th-y might be
anywhere between Nova Scotia and Briti.'^h Columb a. The state of Pernsylvania
publishes a great number of monographs in such a convenient shape that anyone
can obtain a report regarding the whereabouts of any particular mineral in the

state. Now if there were such monographs or other reports of the province, it

would have been a simple matter to direct those capitalists who were interested in

phosphate mining to the public office where such reports might be obtained. 1 have
had similar experiences with reference to many other of our resources, but this will

suffice to show the direct practical value of a report. The state of West Virginia

is a signal instance of how much is lost to the people by the authorities not
acquainting them with the natural wealth of our own lands. It was a wild,

mountainous region when Virginia was surveyed fifty years ago, and since it was
made a separate state at the time of the war it has been too poor and unprogressive
to have a survey made. Its resources must be almost identical with Pennsylvania,
but for lack of acquaintance with these its invaluable timber, coal and mineral
lands have passed into the possession of northern capitalists who went to the ex-

pense of prospecting on their own account. The Commissioners know much better

than I do whether or not .similar results are taking place in Canada to-day. I know
of no intelligent and j^rogressive part of the world where the attempt has not been
made to place these facts before the people, and I trust that before many years

Ontario will no longer be in the rear. I have so far spoken only from the point of

view of ihe business man, representing through the institution I serve large

interests in the province regarding the commercial value of a survey. But I would
like to add a few words regarding the necessity for a report on the palteontologj' of

the province. You are aware that no report on the geology, lithology, etc., can
be made without a thorough examination of the fossil-bearing rocks, and it fol-

lows that a large part of the work of such a survey consists of gathering paL-eonto-

logical specimens, which should form the beginning of a great public museum.
It may be argued that this province is not wealthy enough to concern itself

with anything but economic questions at the moment, but the value to our
educational institutions of a collection of fossils gathered in this province, one of

the richest fossil- bearing portions of the globe, cannot be insisted upon too

strongly. I have for many years been an amateur student of pahieontology, and
have a large collection, gathered mainly in Ontario. It is within my knowledge that

during the last twentj^ years a very large number of specimens, which in many cases

may never be duplicated, have been sent to Great Britain, Germany and the

United States for examination by eminent men there, simply because we had no
geologist in charge who could take an interest in such specimens. In naming the

fossils in my collections gathered in the Upper Silurian and Devonian formations, I

have for many years used the New York state reports, and as a matter of fact hun-
dreds of illustrations in these reports are made directly from fossils obtained by the

assistants to the state geologists from the counties of Haldimand, Welland, Lincoln,

and Wentworth. The township of Bosanquet in the county of Lambton is a

remarkably rich place for fossils of the Hamilton formation. Illustrations of these

from actual Canadian specimens are to be found in great numbers in the Michigan
reports and in the most recent publications of New York state. The only publica-

tion available to the Canadian student who has not access to these American
volumes is a s rail report by Professor Nicholson in 1874-75. Sir William Logan's

report of 18G3 is comparatively useless for such purposes, and the palaeontologist at

Ottawa has publishea nothing of late years except a monograph on the Guelph
formation in 1884 ; so that while we have been almost utterlj^ unmindful of the

treasures in our rocks, the geologists in charge of the surveys of neighboring states

have visited the province and carried away invaluable .specimens, and the various

geological journals in Great Britain and on the continent have been busy discussing

some of our most remarkable discoveries in palaeontology. Some years ago a Can-
adian professor prepared drawings and descriptions with the nomenclature of several

varieties of graptolites, rare and fragile fossils found in the shales of the Niagara
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group at Hamilton, and after many efforts to get them published in Canada they

eventually a])peared as a monograph <>f the university of the state of Missouri.

The same gt'iitleman took the trouble to obtain from the various railways and to

tabulate all tiie elevations which had been tsiken in the province; of Ontario, mak-
ing a pamphlet of 43 pages, representing a great deal of labor vahiaVile to both
geologists and engineers, and there being no medium through wliich this could be
published in Ontario it forms ])ulletin No. 6 of the United States geological sur-

vey. Having very little time at my (lis])osal I have only attempted to l>ring

together a lew facts from a non-professional point of view, but which seem to me
to show sutticient reason for the establishment of a survey, with instructions to

make in the tirst place a report somewhat similar to those made in the United
g(.(jpe of iho

States and in most European countries and British colonies ; that is, a report work,

covering in a aeries of volumes a survey <>i the entire surface of the province, to

be followed thereafter, practically for all time to come, by occasional reports to be
issued by a permanent geologist in charge, s(j as to keejj our stock of knowledge
always as full as possible, and on a level with that of other countries. One of the

results which would doubtless follow from such a survey would be the establish- A public

ment of a public museum, exhil)iting our minerals and other raw material, and our
"aUand'fossi'lB

remarkable series of fossils placed in a suitable building in Toronto, duplicate spe-

cimens being supplied to the larger public schools throughout the province. The
conunercial and educational value of this alone would repay the cost of a survey.

Columbia ( oUege has supplied the west with experts in mining, and without Columbia school

the ap|)liances the}' have in New York much that has been done in the United °' mines-

States could not have been done.

A. It. C. Sehniin—As to educating prospectors, I do not think the class of men
who prospect are the men you can educate into scientific explorers ; I do not The use of

think there is anything helps them better in prospecting than good geological and
f,''*^''^/^a°*hical'

topographical maps, and I think the province would do well to get up a good map. ^aps and

Prospectors have a good idea of what they re(iuire. Collections of specimens such specimens,

as we have at the museum here help explorers a great deal. There should be a

mining engineering course in connection with the universities. I think every

university should have a course in natural science. I also think that comj)ulsory

returns of the output of muies and of the work done would do good. In Nova injure a boom,

Scotia it is done, and is found to have a good effect. It has not hindered develop- hut that is no

ment there. It may injure what is called a boom, but that is never desirable, and °®*'

generally results in loss to someone. The main object of a government geological

survey should be to ascertain the facts, whether favorable or otherwise, and state

them truthfully and imi)artially.

B. T. A. Bell—The institution of a school of mines would undoubtedly result
j^^^j njugeuma

in a great deal of good, but I doubt whether the industry is far enough advanced of mineral

for that yet. I think the establishment of small local museums where mineral specimens,

specimens could be seen and examined and information gained would do a great

deal of good. Lectures and instrviction with the hlow-pipe during the winter

months might .-ilso be introduced with advantage. I think there should be compul-
Lectures and

sory returns of output made to the government. The information collected by statistical infor-

the Geological Survey is already doing a great deal of good, though the equipment motion.

of the statistical section is by no means complete as yet. It would be in the interest

of development to estaljlish a bureau of that kind in Ontario. There should be a

law compelling mine owners to give such statistics, and the statistics should also be ^^ assistance to
readily accessible to the public at all times in the government offices. Such a minin? men,

bureau would be an assistance to mining men, prospectors and capitalists. At V"^"??^'*""
^""^

present the great difficulty is to find out w-hat information about mineral properties
^

or mines is to be relied upon. Some parties give information williuglj', others will

not, while others a^ain will lie. The only way I can find out about the quantities

mined and shipped here is by going to the stations and the custom houses.

David Botjle—My connection with mining has ,been altogether of an educa-
j^ gcjjool of

tional and not a practical character. I think it would be highly advisable to estab- mines advisable.

lish a school of mines. If we had but the one school I think Toronto would be the

place to have it. 'I'he largest number of visitors and people come hei"e,an(l it is the

business as well as the educational centre of the province. A chemical course in ^,
-. 1,11-1 11 -lii ^iii 1 _ Chemical course

connection With the high schools might do a great deal towards preparing young jnt^e high
men to take a course of this kind. I think every high school should be provided schools.

with specimens and illustrations of the different formations, metals and minerals.

A stamp mill would be required in a school of mines. Analyses of specimens are
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very misleading, as samples are generally picked. To ascertain the true rich-

ness of an ore requires the reduction of several tons. The cost of a mill is from

81,000 to 81,400 a stamp. I thiuk about a six-stam,p mill would be i-equired. I

do not know what the cost of establishing a school would be. It miiiht be an

attachment of the university or of the school of [ ractica] science. I believe it

could be establi hed at fiom 820,000 to .S30 000. I was at Cincinnati in conn^^ction

with the Ontario exhib t. That exhibit attracted a great deal of attention, and
it opened the eyes of a good many of our own people. Business men, men con-

nected with the iroQ industry, atid with other metals, were led to nuke mqviiries

concerning our resources. It seems to have been taken for gran<-ed till recently

that Untavio was no:hing but an agricultural country and the Dominion geological

survey has neglected it almost altogether. With the means at their disposal
An Ontario geo- ^.^^ ^^le enormous territory they have to attend to it cannot be expected that

Ontario should receive the requisite attention. 1 think it would be well there-

fore for Ontario to have a geological staff of her < wn. The wisdom of sectional

surveys has been shown by the reports of several of the American states. They
give a good deal of attention to natural history, biology and archeology. I

think an appropriation of from 815,000 to 8^0,000 would do a great deal for a

collection in those fields A museum might be formed to include minerals, timber,

etc. I thmk most attention should be paid to the economic minerals, but there is

no reason whj', when a man is starting upon a geological tour, he should not be

requested to keep his eyes open to biological facts also.

W. H. Plnmmer—A great many of the prospectors lack scientific knowledge,

and I think it would do good if the government .sent a skilled man to deliver

lectures during the winter at all mining centres. I do not think the government
ought t"0 put up stamp mills ; that is a matter of supply and demand, and should be

so treated. I think it would be a good thing to have an office with specimens hore

so that prospectors could compare them with any rocks, ores or minerals they might

come across.

Wm. A. Allan—A school of mines would be a very good thing indeed. There
is a great want of knowledge of mining here ; there is no knowledge of the forma-

tion and occurrences of the rocks. It would be well to make it necessary that a

mining captain should hold a certificate of competency, and there should be a de-

partment for the issuing of such certificates. Lectures to jirospectors would also

be valuable. The majority of men here can tell phosphate when they see it, and
that is about all. I think it would be well to have a law compelling the r turn

of statistics; it would do away with a great deal of deception that is practised.

S. J. Dawson—I think it would do good to have a course of lectures delivered

to prospectors, especially if in connection with a test mill and an assay office. I

think the collection of ni'ning statistics and the circulation of the information would

be highly desirable, and would lead to a great deal of good.

1). W. Bntterfield—My home is at Waukeegan, III. I have had between six:

and seven years' experience in gold mining and milling, particularly in the Black

Dakota school of Hills district. I have held the position or superintendent of the Vermilion com-

Lack of scientific

kno vledge.

Specimens for
comparison.

A great want of

knowledge.

Lectures and
statistics.

pany since the 1st of April this year. Within the last two or three years a schooL

of mines has been established in Rapid City, Dakota, about 50 or (>0 miles from

the mines. The pupils are taught assaying and chemistry, and they have ?malL

mills for working ores of different kinds for testing and experimenting with them.

Charges are made for assaying to make it as nearly self-sustaibing as possible.

Mineralogy is taught, and there is a regular course for the students. 1 think the

course is either two or three years. The school is w^l patronised and is doing

good work. After the students go through the course they are supposed to be

mining engineers and experts and to be able to report on mines, to handle diflferent

ores, to know the nature of them. etc. I think a course of lectures to prospectors,

at a low rate would have a very beneficial effect on prospecting ; if such lectures,

were given in the principal mining centres I think they would be well attended,

i^n'mkota^*'^**'^ 1" Dakota the government publishes statistics of mining : they send round an.

officer to the different mines to collect the information, and then it is published,

by the government. I think they publish the statistics of each mine separately,

and they have the power to compel answers to questions. From my experience-

the publication of such stati-stics is of great service.

Sir James Grant—I think a school of mines would do the greatest good. It.

would turn thought in that direction, and young men would take to the mining

business instead of studying medicine and law, professions which are very much

Lectures to
prospectors

Special instruc-

tion needed in

huildinir up a

new industrv.
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overcrowded at the present time. The erection of Btamj) mills would be also a

good idea, as also would lectures to prospectors. I think there should be compul-
sory and accurate returns of mining statistics made to the government. That would
induce capital to be invested by giving capitalists conlidence.

/>. E. K. Siewnrt—I think as a matter of public interest and information stati»tic« would
it would be well to have mining statistics collected and published. I think it would aid ihemininx

tend to the develoj)ment of the mining industry. I would approve of making '"''"**0'-

mining returns compulsf)ry by law.

Joliii (ialbraitli— I am professor of engineering in the school (jf practical ... .

r I 111/- 1 1- i ii i- c i 1 • 1 Mining survey-
science. 1 liave given a good deal oi consuleration to the question or technical jng and enjfi-

education as connected witu mining. Mining engineering, as far as I understand neerinx.

it, is about as indefinite as civil engineering. Men are employed who lay out shafts,

levels, etc. : that is mining surveying, and it can be taught in the school as well as

anywhere else. The rest of the mining engineer's work is done under the captain
or the superintendent, such as the arranging for tunneling, excavating, and the
practical work generally. Personally 1 do not believe in a great deal of what they
call the practical work in an engineering course. 1 do not touch any practical work ^ggteofti^efor
connected with blasting, excavating, or anything of that kind. I look upon it as a the student,

waste of time. 1 think the student should be taught everything he cannot acquire
on the works afterwards, leaving the practical part to himself. Nearly all the
students wtio have taken the course with us are engaged on railways, canals, and
on city work. 1 do not know of any that are em])loyed in mining. In the regular
civil engineering course they take the elements of mineralogy and blowpipe i)rac- a mining

tice, but they do not go into assaying. Two or three have taken the ordinary engineerings

engineering course and added assaying. A mining engineer must be a civil engineer.
He should know the geology of minerals ; he should know the use of the blow-

l)ipe and something about assaying, and he should know more especially the pre-

paration of minerals for the mai'ket. That could be taught under the roof. The
requisite machinery could be erected and its use taught in the school. I have been
at Columbia College, where the mining course is a civil engineering course com-
bined with mineralogy, assaying, and the preparation of ores for the market. The Lectures to

course at the Boston school is about the same. Lectures to prospectors at mining Prospectors,

centres could be given at small expense. Arrangements could be made with the

local assayers to form a little school, and that might do a great deal of good. The
professors could deliver lectures when possible, but the only time they could get

away would be during vacation. The members of the Geological Survey might
also be able to do a little of that kind of work.

JEneas McCIiarles—The erection of a stamp mill for the purpose of testing ores

would be a benefit ; a small fee might be charged which would go towards paying Stamp mills,

the expenses. The establishment of a school where prospectors might learn a little schools and

geology would I think be a great help to prospecting. I think it would be a good
thing to have lectures delivered in mining centres during the winter time.

Thomas A. Towers—Where there has been a discovery I think the government
should use the diamond drill ; I think it would be a proper expense to charge upon A government

the property. Part of the tax on the land should be used for encouraging the diamond drill,

mining industry. A local assay office and the erection of a small custom mill by
the government would be a great benefit. A course of lectures delivered at mining Assaying and

centres would also do good, inasmuch as it would bring a higher class of explorers

into the country. A good collection of rocks for the prospectors to examine and
compare would also be of considerable benefit.

Henrij Ranger—1 reside at Mattawa. I am one of tlie original shareholders of

the Vermilion Gold company. My business was formerly that of a bush-ranger, ^ef prospector^s
. but for the last two years I have been prospecting in this countrj-. 1 have dis- opinion,

covered minerals in Denison. I discovered in the first year copper on lot 12 in the

4th of Denison, on 1, 6, 8, 9 and 11 in the 5th, and on 8 in the 4th. The second year I

discovered gold on 7 in the 4th and gold and copper on 6 m the 4th. I discovered
a quartz vein with gold and silver on 5, and on 1 in the 4th a quartz vein with gold.

In Graham I discijvered iron pyi'ites on I'i in the ord and a quartz vein containing

copper, pyrites and galena on 12 in tiie 4th. In Snider on 12 in the (ith I found
copper. That is all. I had no previous qualification for the work. I think it would
be a great advantage to the prospector to be luslructed as to the metals anil the
rocks ; it would have been to me. I got instructicms the second year from the
man that brought me to prospect for him, Mr. McConnel, and I found it of great
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use to me. I was the first to discover gold in this part of the country ; this was on
the 3rd of September, 1887, on lot 6 in the 4th of Denison.

James Stohie—The giving of a course of instruction at the mining centres would
do a great deal of good, and I think many would attend them. A good C' illection

of rocks for prospectors to compare with would be a great help.

Robert McCormack—It would be a good thing for prospectors to have a place

where they could get instruction ; I for one would spend all my spare time there.

John Bahcock—A system of instruction for prospectors would be a great boon,
and they would take advantage of any such provision.

Franci'i Andreics—The ores here are different from any other place in the
world, and I think a school of mines would be a good thing so as to teach young
men to handle them properly.

Peter McKellar—I think a mining school established at Port Arthur would be
a good thing. It would be well to have a small test mill and concentrators, and to

have a chemist to assay the ores. The whole establishment, buildings and all, could

be erected for 820,000.

Instruction at
mining oeutres.

Instruction for

pr ospectors

.

Necessity for
ioBtructioiL

An equip|>ed
mining subooL

Test miU'and
riiaoe.

School of mines.

School of mines
and experi-
mental works.

A school of
mines would
supply skilled

men.

Test mills and
assay office.

The Michigan
school of mines.

James Conm^e—I think it would be a good thing for the government to estab-

lish a mill, as has been suggested, or perhaps it would be better to bonus a coni-

panj'. At a cost of about 875,000 moderate works could be put in operation, and I

think they could be made nearly self-sustaining. I am figuring on a twentj'-stamp

mill, and such an establishment as they are aiding in the States. This twenty-stamp
mill would be large enough for practical work as well as testing. There should also

be a furnace to treat ores. The government should charge the actual cost of

treating to those who brought their ores, and make it as far as possible .self sustain-

ing. There should be a school of mines in connection with such an establishment;

that would give the students a good jjractical education, so that after they pass^-d

they would understand the practical running of a mill. At present they are nearly

all foreigners at the head of mining enterprises in this country.

W. H. Laird—I think the government should treat the mining as they have
treated the agricultural industry, and establish a school of mines and experimental
works. A course of instruction to prospectors here would do a great deal of good.

The countiy is not properlj' explored at all, new discoveries are being made every

day, and when the countrj' is covered with timber exploring is a very difficult

matter ; therefore the government should do all possible to encourage the pros-

pector.

D. F. Birke—A school of mines established here would be a great benefit ; it

would supply the demand for skilled men. A great sum of money is every year

wasted by people going into mining who do not really understand what they are

doing. The erection of mills would also do a great deal of good ; it would enable

people to take fair samples of their ores and have them more satisfactorily tested

than is possible by sending a small piece to get assayed. I think it would be a

good thing for the government to appoint an assayist who should only be allowed

to charge a nominal sum, say a dollar, to make an assay. If that were done
twenty assays would be made for e\ ery one that is now.

Thonuis Hooper—A mining school would be a great help to the mining industry

here, but the first and most important thing to get is a railway. The state of

Michigan has established a school of mines at Honghton, spending 890,000 for

builduigs and 825,000 a year for equipping and running it. It is well patronised
;

the fees are verj' light, just enough to pay for the light and chemicals used. This

school is in its third year now. A class of six will get their diplomas this fall, and
they have contracts with companies to go to work as soon as school is out. Civil

engineering, mining eniiineering and assaying are taught. Prospectors can obtain

knowledge without going through the whole course. I have two sons who have
been attending the Michigan agricultural college, and it is my intention as soon as

they get through their course there to give them a year at the mining school. They
have a good staff of professors ; I think they pay the principal 85,000. Students
from the state are admitted free, but have to pay about 830 for the chemicals for the

three terms. The establishment of smelting works would be good, but lam not sure

that it is not a little too soon yet. But above all things a railway is what is required;

with a railway development would be done that without it will take j^ears. I do not

think you would have to call upon the government for smelting works if thej" would
give us a railway. I think there would then be capital enough found to build the

-smelting works v.^ithoufc troubling the government.
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T. H. Tretheweii^There are very fow mining men in Canada, and I think the
establishment of a miiiinf,' school would he a yood thint;. ^ '*'* "*"*•

Hoiry If. iV/Vo/.s- -No doubt the establishment of smelting works here would
be a great advantage. They are in operation at I'liebhi and five or six other places

out west. The city of Puebla vave a bonus of S1(K),000 ami the land in order to I'ueMa Mmelting

secure the smelting works, i think that here, as it may be sometime before private ^"'^'*-

capital will establish them, it would ])e well for the government to take the matter
in hand. In Colorado we have a school of mines and we Hnd that it is an advan- ,,

tage. I think it would be well for this province to estaVilish (me too. If such is to of mines.

be established I think it would be better to establish it in the mining region*.

IVilllam Mnnlock—The establishment of a stamp mill, where the poor man
might have his eight or ten tons put through and get his money for it less the charges, stamp mill and
would I think be a very good thing ; it would enable him to realise and go on with sample wtrks.

his work. I got a letter from a gentleman that he would put up the machinery if

the government would help to some extent. The town of i'ort Arthur has pa-^sed

a by-law to exempt such works from taxation for ten years. It is advisable to have
reduction works separate from the smelting works. To establish reduction works
would take about .S(JO,000 or §>75,000 of a bonus. For sample works §.5,000 of a
bonus would get them here at once and they could be put up this fall. I think a Failure a resu't
mining school is a most important thing ; all our failures have been through want of of want of

knowledge. Lectures to prospectors would also be very useful. 1 think Port '^nqw'e'lsre.

Arthur would be the best point at which to establish a mining college.

JuJm C. Haskins—A mining school would do a great deal of good, and stamping
and reduction works would be most useful.

Alexander Matheson—A requirement of first class importance is a stamp mill A stamp mill

to help development work. In my opinion this would be the making of the mining "^eded to pro-

interest in the Lake-of-the-Woods district, especially if it was established and ment work.
'''

carried on as a government work.

E. B. Fralick—I think the establishment of works by the government would tend
to cause development of the gold properties in the Hastings district. People have
told me they were aware )f the existence of mineral deposits, but they would not cafknowiedge"

'

tell where as they said they could not do anything with them. Government works, a chief cause of

such as stamp mills, would induce such people to locate their finds and go on and ^*''"'^-

develop them, besides setting more men to prospecting. A school of mines would
also do a great deal of good. The want of technical knowledge has been one of the
chief causes of failure, and were such a school established a large number of young
men would take to the business and it would be a great benefit. Except for iron
this section of the country has never been properlj^ explored. A course of lectures

to prospectors and a collection of specimens for making comparisons would be of

e.xcellent service.

Joseplt Baicden—1 don't know that any advantages would accrue to the iron

trade by educating the prospectors ; no doubt there are many great deposits that
have not yet been discovered, but there is enough discovered and in sight to last

for a long time. There is a very large mining section back of Kingston and I

think we might have here, in connection with our university or otherwise, a school 'jn\nea'^

°

of mines. There will be a demand for mining engineers, and a large part of their

education should be gained by visiting the mines and examining the ores. In con-
nection with the department of agriculture we should have a bureau of mines.
I think it would be greatly to the advantage of the country in general and the
province in particular if instruction was given in the high schools on the subject
of miTieralogy and mining engineering. Our lack of information as to the geologi-
cal formation of the countrj' is very great ; scientilic men are required.

William Caldicell— I think it would be a wise thing if the government had a practical educa.
diamond drill and worked it in places. 1 f any minerals or ores were found it would ti'^n is the need

pay the government ; in any case the government should stand the chance. The "^ '*** country,

ores placed in the museum would be of great value in many ways. What is wanted
in this country is practical education, and I think a school of mines would be the
right thing. Any expenditure in that direction would be money well spent.

James Bell —A school of mines would do a vast amount of good. There is a ignorance con.

great deal of ignorance concerning mines and minerals generally, and mines are and mfnMal'g?
worked largely in the dark.

B. E. Charlton—J think a school of mines would be a great boon to the pro- A school cf

_•_ nT ... -ii I ii ••,1,1 1 *.. mines would nfl
vince. Many men engage in muimg without the requisite knowledge, and atter a great boon.
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spending a large amount of money they leave it in disgust. The character of the
mining puzzles strangers in this country. 'We are in want of skilled men.

A. J. Cattanaclt—A school of mines would do an immense amount of good>
There should also he places where ores could be analysed and tested.

William Ward—Capital is difficult to procure because as a rule niming
operations in Canada have not been successful, failure being genei'ally the resvilt

Tiiowantof of bad management, and in some instances on account of a too limited market.
skilled miners. Qne of the great wants of this country is skilled miner?. It is found that miners

coming from other countries are altogether puzzled when they get to the north
shore. Geologists have said that there was no gold on the north shore ; now it

has been found, but it is impossible to say in what quantity. The establishing of

a mill where a large quantity of ore could be tested and the value ascertained
would I think do a great deal of good. I have very little faith in assays of small

J at uiiUs. specimens. Such a mill might be in connection with the school and the government
might have the right to retain the product of the ores sent to them, and that might
help to defray the expenses. A school of mines might be established in connection
with the university. A great deal of loss is entailed by want of knowledge. A
thorough geological survey gf the province would be useful.

George A. Shaw—The government might do a great deal of good by bonusing:

Smelting works, or putting up smelting works and an assay office. The works should be put up in
assay office and a central point in connection with a school where young men could be trained.
mining sc oo

. Toronto would be a central point. All our mining engineers now come from the
States ; there are none here. I do not believe in assays, and I think there should
be works where ten tons ccaild be tested. The necessary reduction works with
stamp mill could be put up for about 825,000. A ten-stamp mill would cost about
^10,000. There should be a good assayer and chemist and he ought to have all

the best apjjliances.

Arthur Harvey—I do not think a school of mines is to be looked upon as an
assistance to practical miners. I think the mines have been properly worked in

the lake Superior district, and that there has not been a want of skill and intelli-
An exceptional ggnce. Take the case of the East Silver Mountain mine : an American company,.

not finding silver after expending §15,000 abandoned it. An English company
took it up and have spent 8100,000, and they have not yet got any silver. I think
that shows that the Arrrerican comjjany acted wisely. The Badger, West Silver

Mountain and Beaver are carried on with energy and skill ; of course mistakes

Treatin works
^^^'^ been made, but mistakes will be made under any management. A bonus for

at Rat Portage the erection of treating works at Rat Portage and Port Arthur would do good. In
and Port Arthur three years they would begin to pay, and then the government could sell them.

boon.
®*^^^ Now if two or three men get out ten or twenty tons of ore nothing can be done

with it. Works at a central point, easy of access, would be a great boon.

E. B. Barron—There is a larger class than either the explorers or the
capitalists sjiecially interested in the development of our mineral resources. I refer

to the miners—all employed in the various operations of mining. It is important
Instruction for j-j^^t mmers generally should be able to acquire such knowledge as will best fit them

dresser's and ^"^^ the intelligent performance of their duties. It is from this class that in times
Bmjlters. past mine caj)tains, agents and overseers of the different departments have been

taken. To one contemplating making the extraction of ores from the earth or
mining in its limited sense a speciality some knowledge of geology, mineralogy,

mechanics, the use of such instruments as the miner's compass or dial and level,

etc., and mensuration and drawing in addition to a common school education,

could not fail to be valuable. To the ore-dresser a knowledge of fewer subjects

would seem necessary ; mechanics, mineralogy and some little knowledge of level-

ling, drawing and assaj'ing are all I think of on the spur of the moment as likely

to be of particular use to him. To the smelter a special knowledge of chemistry,
physics and mechanics is necessary. Th^ best time for boys to acquire this know-
ledge is between the ages of 12 and 15. As miners generally make very good
wages there are 'many between the ages of 20 and 30 who woidd be glad of an
opportunity to improve themselves so as to qualif}• for higher positions. The places

where such instruction should be imparted are the high schools or collegiate insti-

tutes most central and convenient to our principal mines. Sault Ste. Marie and

Instruction in Port Arthur would be points well suited for the lake Huron and lake Superior
the hi„'h schoo's. districts. There is at present one science master on the staff of teachers in all

collegiate institutes, if not high schools ; the addition of another, who might with
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<idvautage be a mining engineer, would probably be all that would be re-

<iuired. It is iinpurtant to nil concerned that the mineral statistics both
ill respect of (juantitit-s and values should be reliable, by whichever government
they may be compiled. These statistics, till lately tnken in a gieat measure from
the trade returns, have V)een grossly inaccurate and misleading, as may be seen by inaccuracy of

reference to the rei)ort of the (Jeological Survey for 1887. It is there shown under c""'"™* ««*t'»-

the head of silver alone that there is a discrepancy of two or three millions of dol- "^" exporu.

lars in the value of the exports from lake Superior, as taken from the trade returns
and other sources. To prevent extravagant and misleading valuations in the future,

the officer of customs at the place of shipment should be placed in a position to

check not onl)' the (piantity, but the (juality and the value of tl.e ores shipped or
otherwise exi)ort.ed. He should be emjiowercd to take average samples of such
ores, and these should be assay»id and the value arrived at. If the officers have
not the right, the law shoud be amended io give the minister of customs the
power to confer the right.

Thomas XJurks— 1 think the establishment of a mining s-chool would fill a great Mining school

want and do a great deal of good, especially in connection with smelting and '"'J reduction

stamping works. I think for about $30,000 or $40,000 something could be put up ^""^ *'

that would serve the purpose.

W. H. L. Gordon—One thing that would do much good would be the estab- ^^ ^^^^^
lishing of places where assays could be made at less cost than at present. Assays
are very expensive and it costs too much to find the value of specimens.
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APPENDIX.

A.—MINERALS IN THE SUDBURY DISTRICT.
BY DK. ROBKlir HKLL, ONK OK THK COMMISSIONERS.

Since the first Section of the report was written considerable progress

has been made in the development of the mineral wealth of the Sudbury
district. Besides the Stobie, Oopper-clifF and Evans mines, belongin;^ to the

Canadian Copper company, which have been steadily worked and have
yielded a large amount of copper and nickel ore, two other mines have been
in operation and some new localities have been discoverf^d. The writer has Supplementary

had opportunities for further study of the geological and lithological relations
"'"*"•

of these deposits, and the following notes are added to bring the subject up
to date. It will be seen from these that the copper and nickel ore deposits

of the district resemble one another closely, and that they all appear to occur

under similar geological and lithological conditions.

VARIOUS COPPER AND NICKEL ORE PROPERTIES.
The deposit which had been discovered on lot 4, range 2 of Blezard,

about one mile north of the Stobie mine, has been acquired by a new organ- The Dominion

isation called the Dominion Mineral company, and is being vigorously Mineral Co's.

worked. Three shafts are being sunk, each of which had reached a depth of

about 40 feet in the middle of October. The ore consists of a body of mixed
chalcopyrite and nickeliferous pyrrhotite mingled with more or less rock
matter, giving the whole the appearance of a conglomerate. The general

strike of the country rocks is here as elsewhere in the vicinity about north-

east and southwest. The ore-bearing belt, which is associated with a dark
quartz-diorite, is about 100 feet wide and dips north-west at an angle of 65°. It

is overlaid by a massive bed of ash-colored greywack^, the weathered surfaces

of which present raised reticulating lines. Immediately to the northwest of

the shafts there is a dyke from 30 to 50 feet wide, of dark brownish gray
crystalline diabase, weathering at the surface into rounded boulder-like masses,

which scale off concentrically. At the place just indicated the dyke runs
south 35** west (mag.), but a short distance to the south-westward what looks

like its continuation runs south 70*^ west, and appears to be thrown a short

distance northward by a dislocation.

To the southwest of the Dominion mine similar ore has been found in

the southern part of lot 5, in the 2nd range (Russel's), and also in the
northern part of lot 6, in the 1st range (Stobie's) of Blezard. A large diabase
dyke runs near the latter, and both discoveries are near the north side of

^*''*"®' «»"»<«*

a quartz-.'-yenite ridge which runs in a north-easterly course from the town-
ship of Snider and appears to terminate before reaching the Dominion mine.
The copper deposits of this mine, Russel location, Stobie location, Murray
mine, McConnell mine, lot 10 in the 1st range of Snider and lot 1 in the 1st

range of Creighton, would therefore all appear to be in the same run, on the
northwest side of the syenite and gneiss belt, while the Stobie mine, the
Frood lot (number 7 in the 6th range of McKim), the Copper-cliti' mine
and an outcrop of copper ore on lot 1, range 2 of Snider, and another on lot 7
in the 6th range of Waters, would occupy a corresponding horizon on the
opposite or southeast side of the ridge.

The Murray mine, situated on the northern part of lot 1 1 in the 5th
range of McKim and on the main line of the Canadian Pacific railway, 3i
miles northwest of Sudbury Junction, was prospected under a bond by the

28 (m.C.)
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The Murray
mine.

Messrs. Henry H. Vivian & Co. of Swansea and London, and purchased
by this firm on the 1st of October. At this locality the general strike is also

northeasterly, and the ore body, which conforms with the stratihcation, is

traceable for about a quarter of a mile. A short distance southwest of the
railway track, which crosses the north-eastern part of the deposit, it has a
width of upwards of 100 feet. Here as elsewhere the ore is a mixture of
chalcopyrite and nickeliterous pyrrhotite, with incorporated masses of rock of

all sizes, the deposit being in fact in all respects like those of the Stobie,

Dominion and other mines. It is flanked on the northwest side by a very
crystalline massive gray diorite, and en the southeast side by a dark greenish

mottled variety of this rock, followed by alternate belts of more or less fissile

amphibolite or hornblende rock and reddish gray quartz syenite. Ten of these

alternations occur in a breadth of 150 yards. A cutting on the railway at

about this distance southeast of the mine shows what may be either a con-

glomerate or concretionary mixture of these two rocks. The main ridge of

quartz-syenite lies abouthalf a mile to the eastward. Alarge dyke of crystalline

diabase, with a west-north-western course and weathering into rounded masses,

may be seen on the railway just northwest of the mine, and a^'ain to the

eastward a short distance north of the track. This and a parallel diabase

dyke are seen in other places along and near the track between the Murray
mine and Sudbury, and similar dykes occur on Ramsay lake, which may be
continuations of these.

Diabase dykes.

Discoveries in

the region of

Wahnapitae
lake.

Late in the summer a discovery of mixed chalcopyrite and pyrrhotite, of

which large and fine specimens were shown to the writpr, was made at a spot

situated about three-quarters of a mile northeast of the bay of Wahnapitae
lake, lying on the north side of the point and ridge between the ea.st bay and
the main lake. The deposit, which is said to be large and promising, is

flanked by diorite on the southeast side. Those who discovered this ore-mass

state that the surface indications consisted of nothing more than a black

discoloration of the rock, and that it might have been easily passed over

unnoticed. Another discovery of mixed chalcopyrite and nickeliferous

pyrrhotite was made at the northeast end of Waddel's lake, which is the

first of the small lakes on the canoe-route west from the western extremity of

Wahnapitre lake. The ore occurs in diorite, which comes in contact with

quartz-syenite about half a mile to the south. Copper and iron pyrites, said

to be nickeliferous, have been discovered on lot 3 in the -Ith range of Levack.

No work had been done at this locality at the time of the writer's visit, but

the surface is covered by oxide of iron in the same way as at some of the

other copper and nickel ore deposits of the district. The rock on the east

side of the deposit is gneiss and on the west diorite. Similar ore is reported

to have been found on lot 6 in the 2nd range of the same township, but the

locality was not visited.

The copper deposit opened by the Vermilion Mining Co. on lot 4 in the

6th range of Denison, and that of the Krean location about a mile to the north

of it, are both associated with brecciated diorite rocks, as well as the Copper-

clifi and the Stobie, while gneiss or quartz-syenite occurs at a short distance

to one side in every case. A deposit of copper ore similar to these occurs

in the southwest corner of Snider (lot 10 in the 1st range), which is said to

be associated with diorite and flanked on the south by syenite. At this

locality there is also said to be a large dyke of crystalline diabase, weathering

into the characteristic rounded boulder-like masses.

It will be seen from the foregoing that all the deposits of nickeliferous

Occurrences of copper Ore of the district which have been examined occur in diorite rocks,

^'^
"er'orelTn

"^ ^^^ further that in most cases the diorite is brecciated or holds angular and
diorite. also rounded fragments of all sizes of rocks of various kinds, the prevailing

varieties being other kinds of diorite, quartz-syenites, crystalline schists,
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greywackd and quartzites. The general geological position of these ores in

therefore in diorite, and more especially brecciated diorite, with either gneiss

or quartz-syenite near one side. The ore masses furth(!r resemhhi one another

in having an approximate lense-shapcd outline, parallel to the general strike

of the country rocks, although they may not alwavs he strictly conformable

with them in dip, but may take a dilierent angle to the horizon, as if they had
been connected with longitudinal tissures and were of the nature of great

brecciated veins or "stockwerks."

The occurrence of dykes of crystalline diabase near several of the deposits

of copper and nickel ore has been referred to. Some of these dykes run west- Aifeof the

northwest, others southwest, and one at the outlet of Ramsay lake runs '*'**'*** '^^''^®*'

atK)Ut west, or towards the (Jop[)er-cliff mine. These dykes cut through all

the stratified Huronian rocks of the district, and also the quartz-syenites,

whether they occur as narrow bands or large areas. They are therefore

newer than any of these rocks, and they are found on microscopic examina-
tion to be apparently identical with the diabase overflows of the Aniraikie

formation of lake Superior. Their association with the ore deposits of this

district suggests some connection >vith them ; and it may be found on fuller

investigation that where they cut the ore-bearing belts they have had some-

thing to dp with their enrichment at these places. If this should prove to be

the case it will be important to trace these dykes, as well as the strati-

graphical horizons along which the metals may have been originally deposited

in a dirt'used form, as new discoveries may be looked for at these inter-

sections.

The smelting furnace which had been erected at the Copper-cliff mine
towards the close of 1888 has been steadily in blast and has reduced an The mieiting^

average of about 125 tons of roasted ore per day, the amount sometimes run-
*"''"•

ning up to over 150 tons. A second smelter in every respect like the first,

which was erected during tlie past summer (1889), commenced work on the
4th of September, and has now been running with equal success for two
months. The Douiinion Mineral company and the Messrs. H. H. Vivian
& Co. aie erecting similar furnaces at their mines.

THK GOLD DISCOVERY ON LAKE WAHNAPIT.E.
The gold mining location on the south side of lake Wahnapitje was

again visited in the month of October of the present year. Some work had Nature of the

been done, and the true nature of the auriferous rock may now be studied to a^^'f"^^^ <"**

1 1 1 1 1 • ••11 ^^ lake
more advantage than when the locality was visited last year before the Wahnapitje.

ground had been broken. An excavation measuring about 20 feet in length

by 8 feet in depth and the same in width had been made. This opening
shows that the gold-bearing portion of the ridge of felsitic quartzite follows a
belt of quartzite boulder-conglomerate which runs south-westerly. Some of

the individual masses are sub-angular, but most of them are rounded, and they
vary from a few inches up to ten feet in their greatest diameters, which are

parallel to the walls. A few rounded greenish, somewhat schistose masses
are also included, and all are packed closely together. The interstices are
filled with a rather coarse glossy, greenish to yellowish gray hydro-mica or
talcoid schist, which on weathered surfaces is seen to be full of pebbles of

bluish quartz and white quartzite, from the size of ';oarse gravel down to that
of pease or smaller. The quartzite boulders vary in texture from granular to

compact or cherty. In color they present shades of light, dark and reddish
gray ; also of greenish or olive gray. The last named contain bunches of
crystals of mispickle. In the width of the excavation there are four or five

veins of white quartz from two to three inches in thickness, or aggregating
about a foot. These show specks or small nuggets of free gold, and Mr.
Richardson, the manager of the mine, informed the writer that he had
detected visible gold also in the schistose filling as well as in the quartzite
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itself. A band of fine-grained, dark-colored diorite runs pardHel to the
quartzite ridge at no great distance on either side of it. That on the north-
west side appears as if it had flowed upon an uneven surface of lumpy
quartzite. An attempt to extract the gold from the quartz in this locality

by means of a small arastra had been commenced at the time of my visit.

The quartz was first calcined in a wood fire, after which it was easily ground
under the flat surfaces of two large stones attached to a beam drawn round
by a horse. These stones worked upon a smooth pavement of smaller ones,

surrounded by a circular wall which held in a few inches of water with some
pounds of quicksilver in the bottom.

Discovery of

phosphates in

Ontario.

Hining opera-
tions.

The contract
gystem.

Ontario and
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B.—APATITES OF CANADA.
BY B. A. F. PENROSE, JR.

Phosphates were discovered in considerable quantities in Canada before

the middle of this century, and were described by Dr. T. Sterry Hunt in the

Canadian Geological Survey reports for 18-i8. Shortly afterwards they were

mined in the counties of Lanark and Leeds, Ontario. But the first regular

mining operations of any considerable importance were begun in 1871, in the

townships of Buckingham and Portland, Ottawa county, Quebec, where

apatite had been discovered several years later than in Ontario. The first

company to operate on a large scale here was known as the Buckingham Min-

ing company. It worked successfully until 1875, when a sudden fall in the

prices of the phosphate market led to a stoppage. For several years after

this the mines were worked by private parties, until in the years 1881 to

1883 the large mining companies which now control the richest properties in

Canada were organised. Many of the phosphate properties in Ontario have

been worked by the so-called " contract system." Under this system the

farmers of the neighborhood, whenever they are without employment, blast

out a little phosphate. The result of such a method is, of course, that the

whole of a property is soon cut up with small pits and trenches, rarely exceed-

ing twenty feet in depth and often interfering considerably with later and
larger mining operations.

THE ONTARIO AND QUEBEC DISTRICTS.

There are two principal districts in Canada where apatite occurs in con-

siderable quantities. The first is in Ottawa county, province of Quebec. It

consists of a belt running from near the Ott^iwa river, on the south, for over

sixty miles in a northerly direction, through Buckinghom, Portland, Temple-

ton, Wakefield, Denholm, Bowman, Hincks and other townships. The belt

probibly stretches still farther to the north, but the country in that direction

has been but little explored and is scarcely known except to trappers and

Indians. The belt averages in width from fifteen to twenty-five miles. The
second phosphate district is in Ontario, principally in the counties of Leeds,

Lanark, Frontenac, Addington and Renfresv. This district is much larger

than that of Quebec. But the apatite is much more scattered, and though

special deposits are in some places much more continuous than those of Quebec

the mineral has not yet been discovered in such large pockets as occur in the

latter district. The belt which contains the deposits runs from about fifteen

miles north of the St. Lawrence river in a northerly direction to the Ottawa

river, a distance of about one hundred miles. It varies from fifty to seventy-five

miles in breadth. The above mentioned districts are the regions where apatite

has been found most plentifully, but it also occurs in other places, though so

far as has been discovered in much smaller quantities.*

*Lately it has been found that apatite is very generally distributed in Pontiac county,

Quebec.
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The apatite occurs in the upper part of tlie Lower Laurentian formation,

the horizon being characterised hy large quantities of pyroxene rock. The Occurrence of

princi|>;il pliosphate-hearing l)and consists of quart/ites, gneisses, scliists, fd- '>''**'**

spar and pyroxenic and calcan-ous locks, having an aggregate thickness acconl-

ing to Vennor of twenty-six liundred to thirty-nine hundred feet. All the

beds are more or less completely metamorphosed, being sometimes indistinctly

stratified and at other times massive and with no traces of bedding. The
rocks, often contorted, all dip at a vertical or almost vertical angle. Some-
times the gneiss contains large quantities of mica and has a distinctly foliated

structure. At other times it is impregnated with large c|U)ntities of pyroxene,
as in the Quebec district. In the Ontario district this pyroxene is often

replaced by hornblende of a dark-green, lustrous character. A highly garnet-

iferous gneiss is often found in large quantities in some of the apatite localities.

In the Quebec district there is a series of trap dykes running in a general east

and west direction. By some they are supposed to be connected with the
occurrence of the apatite. But the trap is propably of a later date than the
apatite, as it is sometimes found passing through pockets of that mineral.

The principal difference between the country rock of the Quebec district

and that of the Ontario district is, that the rocks in the latter region are often c mntry rock of

much more hornblendic than those in the former, and are often found in the ^ *° "* "

form of a more or less hornblendic gneiss. The country in the Quebec apatite

district is rough and mountainous. The hills are of a remarkably uniform
height, rarely rising over five hundred to six hundred feet above the level

of the neighboring Du Lievre river. In Ontario, on the other hand, the land in

Leeds, Lanark, Frontenac and Addington counties is low, and sometimes
shows a smooth glaciated surface, covered by a thin layer of soil. In Renfrew
county however the land is more hilly, and resembles that of the Ottawa dis-

trict. As before remarked, the apatite occurs almost without exception in

association with pyroxenic or hornblendic rocks. This rule holds especially

true in the Quebec district, where the phosphate has never yet been found
without being associated with pyroxene rock, possibly often of vein origin.

This, called pyroxenite by Prof. T. Sterry Hunt, ocours in ridges running in

a general northeast and southwest direction, following the general course of

the strike of the country gneisses. It forms, together with a lilac-colored

orthoclase, quartzite and trap, the mass of many of the hills in the phosphate
district, while the stratified and massive gneisses are often seen bordering the

sides of the ridges.

THE ASSOCIATED ROCKS.
The pyroxene rock is never found distinctly bedded, though occasionally

a series of parallel lines can be traced through it, which while possibly the

remains of stratification are probably often joint planes. Sometimes when the

pyroxenite has been weathered apparent signs of bedding are brought out, structure »nrf

which are often parallel to the bedding of the country rock. Thus at Bob's pyroxenlt*."

Lake mine in Frontenac county a rich-green pyroxenite occurs which exhibits

this structure. For ten feet down from the surface this apparent bedding can
be distinguished. It gradually grows fainter, until it disappears in the mas-
sive pyroxenite below. A similar phenomenon has been observed in the
Emerald mine, Buckingham townshiji, Ottawa county, Quebec, and at several

other places. It can also be seen in the crystalline rocks on Newport island,

opposite Tiverton, R.I. There, for a depth of from one to two feet, an apparent
stratification can be seen, and the rock below gradually becomes more massive
until it merges into the ap])arently homogeneous mass of the hill. The
pyroxene occurs in several ditferent forms. Sometimes it is massive, of a

light or dark green color, and opaque or translucent ; at other times it is

granular and easily crumbled. Occasionally it occurs in a distinctly crystal-

line form, the crystals being in colors of different shades of dull green, gener-
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quartz] t«.

ally opaque or translucent, but sometimes, though rarely, almost transparent.

The massive variety is the most common, and composes the greater part of

the pyroxenites found in the phosphate districts.

The associated felspar is generally a crystalline orthoclase, varying in

color from white to pink and lilac ; occasionally, as in Denholni and Bow-
man townships, Ottawa county, Quebec, it occurs as a whitish-brown finely

crystalline rock. The trap is of the dark, almost black, variety. Thin sec-

tions under a microscope show it to have a very variable composition—a net-

work of striated blades of triclinic felspar, brownish augite, black opaque
grains of magnetite, and commonly small quantities of green chloritic mineral.

The quartzite is white, gray or blue. The blue variety often contains specks

of felsite. These pyroxenes, felspars and quartzites are often mixed up in a per-

fect net-work, very similar to that seen at Marblehead, Mass., and at many
places in the metamorphic rocks of Mount Desert island. Often whole hills

are formed of these rocks, mixed in various proportions. The gneiss in some
places has no distinct line of separation from the pyroxene, but seems to have
been impregnated with some of it, forming for a few feet from the line of con-

tact a more or less pyroxenic gneiss which is easily decayed and eroded by
weathering. In the Ontario district, as mentioned before, the pyroxene is

often replaced by hornblende. Thus at Bell's mine, in Frontenac county, little

or no pyroxene is met with, and in its place large quantities of dark green

hornblende occur. The apatite here is found in a rock consisting of green

hornblende and white felspar which forms a ridge about one hundred yards

wide, parallel to the strike of the country gneiss. To complete the list of rocks

found in the apatite districts it is necessary to mention the large veins of

crystalline calcite, which often contain serpentine and chrysotile. In the

occurrence of these veins this Canadian apatite region is in marked contrast

with that of Norway, where little calcareous matter is found.

Pyroxene
replaced by
hornblende.

Crystalline
aalcite

.Occurrence of

^he apatite inT

eeins, deposits
^d masses.

^Ugyire v.-iis

^ad poGl<e;3.

OCCURENCE IN VEINS AND DEPOSITS.
The apatite of Canada is found occurring in a great variety of ways.

Prof. T. Sterry Hunt regards moso of the workable deposits as veins, but he

thinks there are also some deposits which occur in beds. He has discovered

smiU masses of ap-itite marking the lines of stratification in the pyroxene.

An instance of this was se^n by the writer in an old pit in Bijkinghim town-

ship, Ottawa county, Quebec, where the aprpirent lines of stratification were
marked by bands of apatite. Professor Hunt thinks that most of the de-

posits of apatite are concretionary vein-stones and have resulted from a hot

water solution. He bases his belief upon several characteristic facts concern-

ing Canada apatite, such as the rounded form of many of the apatite crystals,

which he regards as due to the action of partial solution after decomposition

and not of fusion as suggested by Dr. Emmons. Another argument is that

one mineral in the vein is often found incrusting or containing fragments of

another. Thus it is very common to find masses of crystalline calcite rounded
into pebbles and buried in the centres of apatite crystals which are them-
selves worn and rounded, showing, as Dr. Hunt thinks, that the erosive action

in the veins has taken place in at least two different epochs. The appearance

in the veins of drusy cavities and the parallel deposition of the different

minerals observed in many veins are also arguments for the theory of concre-

tionary structure. Professor Dawson thinks that many of the deposits of the

Ontario district are true beds

Prof. B. J. Harrington thinks that most of the phosphate deposits will

come under the heading of fissure veins and pockets. He shows that many
of the deposits cannot be beds because they cut across the strata of the

country i-ock. Many of the veins are of considerable length. A very con-

tinuous vein composed of hornblende, calcite and apatite mixed in varying

proportions and associated with spliene, zircon, mica, scapolite, etc., is found
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in Renfrew county, Ontario. This vein, or what may Vje a series of similar

and parallel veins, was traced hy the writer for a distance of three miles, and it

is said by the native prospectors to be traceable for 27 miles. It runs in a north

40''east direction, widening and contracting at intervals and varying from three

to thirty feet in thickness. It can best be examined on Turner's island, in Clear The vein in

lake, Renfrew county, Ontario, where several small openings have been made
ciearTakr'*"'''

in it for the purpose of mining the rich apatite found there.* The island is Renfrew cour.ty,

three-(|uarters of a mile long and from one hundred feet to a quarter of a

mile wide. The vein runs through its longer axis from one end to the other.

The apatite occurs in crystals, sometimes in considerable quantities and com-

posing the greater part of the vein matter, and at other times scattered spar-

ingly througli a mass of the crystalline minerals which accompany it. Apa-
tite crystals of immense size have been found here. One prism is said to

have weiglied seven hundred pounds ; a crystal of zircon almost a foot in

diameter is also said to have been found in the same vein. A crystal of

sphene from this locality in the Harvard mineral cabinet measures over a

foot in length. The country rock on the island consists of a confused mass of

felspar, coarse-grained, unstratified gneiss, and of a rock composed of felspar and

hornblende. Small quantities of green pyroxene are also found. The vein is

said to change into pure calcite at its extremities. It shows no signs, as far

as seen, of banded or concretionary structure, but consists of a mass of crys-

tallised minerals mixed in an apparently indiscriminate manner. Like most

apatite deposits in Canada the vein has no sharp lines of division from the

country rock, but gradually blends into it. The hornblende in the country

rock becomes more perfectly crystalline and occurs in larger masses as the

vein is approached, until finally when the vein is met the hornblende and the

felspar crystallise out separately among the other minerals. "Such a blend- Blending of vein

ing of a vein with the walls," says Professor Dana, " is a natural result when ^untry^ock.

its formation in a fissure takes place at a high temperature during the meta-

morphism or crystallisation of the containing rock." This blending of the

country rock with the vein matter does not however always happen, as several

cases were found where the apatite and associated minerals came into direct

and .sharp contact with the country rock. Thus on the land of the Sly

brotliers in Oso, Frontenac county, Ontario, there is a vein two feet wide in .sharply deflneu

a gneissic rock. The boundary lines of the vein are sharply defined and ^''"'^•

white, red and transparent calcite is associated with grass-green hornblende

and brown apatite in a mass apparently devoid of any banded structure. The
vein dips at an angh; of 85° north and strikes east and west. The country
rock strikes north 20" east, and dips 40° to 45° east-southeast. A somewhat
similar instance is seen in the same township at Boyd Smith's mine. Here
were three veins apparently occupying joint planes and parallel to one another.

The veins are composed principally of apatite and hornblende, and their gen-

eral character is very similar to that of the last vein described. They strike

north 15° west and dip at 10" northeast. The strike of the country gneiss is

north 35° east, dip 60° southeast, so that it is evident that the deposits can-

not be beds. They can be traced for 50 yards along the side of the hill.

BANDED STRUCTURE OF VEINS.

Some of the veins of apatite show a distinctly banded structure. On
the land of James Foxton in Frontenac county, township of Loughborough, Banded Btruc-

there is a series of gash-veins running in a general northwest and southeast tiiri^ixton
* ''^

direction. They are of all sizes from small ones not two inches thick to large property,

ones three to six feet wide. The general character of all of them is the same.

*The same or a similar vein i-s seen to great advantage on the land of Xavier Plaiint on
the south side of ( Uear laka. It widens and contracts at intervals and runs in the same gen-
eral direction as the Turner's island vein.
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They occur in the country gneiss and occupy an almost vertical position.

The strike and width of nine of these veins were found to be

:

North IV west, six inches wide. Red apatite.

North 10' west, eighteen inches wide. Red apatite.

North H° west, one to three feet wide. Red apatite.

North 20' west, one foot wide. Red apatite.

North 8' west, one foot wide. Red apatite.

North 35° west, six inches to one foot wide. Red apatite.

North 3()" west, one foot wide. Red apatite.

North 45° we-t, one foot wide. Red apatite.

North 30° west, one foot wide. Red apatite.

The country gneiss is much contorted and strikes in various directions.

It has an almost vertical dip. On the same properties there are also other

veins running in various directions, but they are generally of small extent.

In one place a vein was seen composed on one side of a band of apatite and
on the other of a band of pyrites of iron containing masses of talc Another
instance of a banded vein occurs at Mud lake, Templeton township, Ottawa
county, Quebec, where apatite, mica and pyroxene form the contents of the
vein. But it is generally in the Ontario district that the banded structure

is most often seen.

In the township of North Burgess, Lanark county, Ontario, are many
Character of examples of phosphate-bearing veins, some of which can be traced for over half

BurgesB.^"'^'^^ a mile, while others are short and amount to little more than pockets. In
places the ground is literally cut up by a network of these veins varying from
a few inches to over ten feet wide. Occasionally they are found widening into

bunches almost twenty feet across. The veins often show a Vjanded structure

and consist of mica and pyroxenite on the outside and apatite in the centre. The
outside bands of the veins are in some cases composed of a dark, almost Vjlack,

talcose material. In other places the contents of the vein consist of apatite,

mica, pyroxenite and white and flesh or salmon colored calcite, indiscrimin-

ately mixt d and associated with small quantities of scajiolite, zircon, sphene,

talc, hornblende, specular iron ore, zeolites and other minerals. Veins also

occur which are almost entirely composed of apatite crystals scattered in a
matrix of granular quarlzite. On the land of the Anglo-Canadian Phosphate
conipany at Otty lake, North Burgess, where some of these veins have been
opened to a depth of seventy to eighty feet, the mode of occurrence of the

apatite is well seen. The prevailing country rock here is quartzite and
garnetiferous gneiss. In some cases the line of division between the vein

matter and the country rock is sharply drawn, while in others they gradually

blend. Both of these phenomena, as well as the banded and the unhanded
structure, are often seen in different parts of the same vein. The apatite

occurs in bunches, sometimes connected by seams of the same mineral. From
a single one of these bunches over a thousand tons have been taken.

The contents of the phosphate-bearing veins are often very variable at

Contentsofphos- different points in the same vein, sometimes consisting mostly of apatite,

veins^.
''^'^° scapolite, felspar and pyroxene, and at others being composed of crystalline

limestone bearing crystals of the above minerals. Such a formation is seen on
Henry Barr's land in Renfrew county. At the McKenzie mine in Bowman
township, Ottawa county, Quebec, there is .a vein in a hill of lilac-colored fel-

spar and pyroxenite. One part of the vein is composed of massive apatite,

holding crystals of pyroxene and scapolite, while another about fifty feet dis-

tant assumes a totally different character, being composed of a pink crystalline

calcite bearing crystals of apatite. In some places the calcite has been worn
away by the infiltration of water, and then the structure of the vein can be
seen. The cavity is lined with crystals of scapolite and pyroxene which come
next to the country rock, while the calcite bearing the crystals of apatite

comes in the middle. This formation of drusy cavities in limestone leads is
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very common, especially in the Ontario district. Often the calcareous matter
has been washed away and crystals of ap!\tite and their fragments are

scattered over the bottom of the hollow. The formation of cavities seems
especially apt to take place at the point of junction of the limestone and a

harder mineral in the vein. Thus in the township of Lough Ijorough, Fron-

tenac county, Ontario, was seen a cavity where a mass of limestone in a vein

came in contact with a mass of apatite-bearing pyro.x'Miite. From this open-

ing several hundred pounds of loose apatite crystals were taken.

OCCURHENCES IN IRREGULAR .MASSES.

Though it will thus be seen that the apatite of Canada often occurs in

well-detined veins, yet the largest deposits yet discovered occur in irregular . .

^

masses in the pyroxenic and felspathic rocks. They seem to occur at some of occurrence ii>

places in fissures and at others as simple segregations. As a general rule it o^uebeifdlstrtcts.

may be said that the vein character is best developed in the Ontario district,

while the segregation and pocket formations are more common in the Quebec
district It is also well known that phosphate of lime has, more
than any other mineral, the property of forming into concretionary and segre-

gated masses. Thus Professor J-iogers found in the materials dredged in the

Challenger expedition numerous phosjjhatic concretions scattered over many
parts of the sea bottoms. Again in the phospliorite deposits of southwestern
France and of Estremadura in Spain the concrntionary form is one of the „ ,„!• f!iii !• 11 • e

Concretionary
most common conditions of the phosphate, while in the phosphate region of forms of phos-

South Carolina the nodular phosphates, especially those from Bull river, show P ***'

sometimes a distinctly concretionary structure. At Crown Point, N.Y., phos-

phate of lime occurs in radiating and bolryoidal masses forming the eupyr3h-

roite of Emmons, and even in the guano beds of Peru concretionary nodules

of phosphate of lime have been found.

The pockets and fissures of apatite are of variable size, sometimes being

only a fraction of an inch in diameter and sometimes consisting of immense pockets.

V>odies of massive or crystalline apatite measuring many feet in thickness.

Such pockets are to be seen at the Emerald, Battle Lake, North Star, High
Rock, ITnion and other mines on the Bu Lievre river. The apatite is gener-

ally not sharply divided from the pyroxenite, but gradually blends with it.

The pockets show sometimes a banded structure, such as that of a cavity

lined with pyroxene and the central part occupied by apatite. Occasional

large boulders of country rock are found embedded in the apatite. Nearly
all those pockets and fissure veins seem to take their distinctive characters

from the including rocks. Thus where the including rock is pyroxenic, fel-

spathic and calcareous, the crystals associated with the apatite are generally

pyroxene, felspar and calcite, and where the country rock contains large

amounts of hornblende, as at Bell's mine, Storrington, Frontenac county, at

Barr's mine and on Turner's island in Clear lake, in Renfrew county, Ontario,

there are always found large quantites of this mineral in the vein matter.

The few veins however in which the lines of separation from the country
rock are sharply drawn do not seem to be so dependent on the including
rocks for their component minerals.

The depth to which the apatite extends is probably for all practical ]iur-

poses unlimited. Some V)unches of the mineral run out, but others are found Depth of apatite

at a greater or less distance below. The deepest oppnings in Canada are the
^p^"'"^'^-

North Star mine, township of Portland, county of Ottawa, Quebec, and the

Battle Lake mine, township of Templeton of the same county. In Septem-
ber, 1886, they had reached the depths respectively of 3.50 feet and "210

feet. In both shafts large bunches of apatite were found, separated by
pyroxenic or micaceous rocks containing smaller seams and bilnches of that

mineral.
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The apatite of Canada varies considerably in its physical character. Its

color is green, red, brown, white, blue, purple or black. The black color is

Physical charac- generally caused by the decomposition of the associated iron pyritt s, and is

ter of Canadian seen in Ottawa and Frontenac counties. Apatite occurs in the crystalline,

sub-crystalline, massive or granular form. The granular variety, known as
" sugar apatite," is of a white or pale green color and looks like coarse sand,

more or less coherent. It occurs principally at the Little Rapids mine,

township of Portland, and McLaren's mines, township of Templeton, Ottawa
county, Quebec, and is one of the purest forms of apatite mined. It is

uncertain what could have caused the apatite to assume this granular condi-

tion. Some shipments from Ottawa county have analysed 88 per cent, of

tribasic phosphate of lime. The apatite varies very much in its ability to with-

stand weathering. When it is free from pyrites it endures it very well and
is almost as resistant to erosion as quartz, but when pyrite is present it

quickly crumbles away. In some places where pyrites of iron and copper are

found the apatite is brown and rusty for a depth of several feet.

MINERALS OF THE APATITE DISTRICTS.
Below is given a list of some of the more important minerals of the

Minerals of the Canada apatite districts. The crystals often occur of immense size and in a
apatite districts, state of great perfection. The zircons, sphenes, scapolites, pyroxene.s, apatites

and micas are especially fine, and probably are found nowhere else in huch
quantities and in such perfection :

Apatite, Tourmaline, Wilsonite,

Calcite, Titanite, Talc (steatite),

Fluorspar, Zircon, Chlorite,

Pyroxene, Orthoclase, Prehnite,
Hornblende, Quartz, Chabasite,

Phlogopite, Opal, Galena,
Garnet, Chalcedony, Sphalerite,

Epidote, Albite, Molybdenite,
Idocrase, Scapolite, Graphite.

The apatite after being blasted out is put through the process of " cob-

Oradcsand hing," which consists of breaking it with a hammer from the adhering

^f c^mmerP'^**^
impurities. The highest grade which is shipped rarely averages over 85 per

cent, tribasic phosphate of lime, and none of the mines ship much phosphate

which does not average at least 70 per cent. Eighty per cent, apatite is con-

sidered first quality and sells for 11 to 12 pence a unit.*

' MARKETSPORCANADIANAPATITE.
The principal market for the Canada apatite is Europe. Great Britain

and Germany consume over three-fourths of the total product, which in 1885
amounted to 23,908 tons. The market is unlimited and the output is yearly

increasing, so that phosphate mining bids fair in a few years to be one of the

Markets. most important industries of Canada. The annexed tables will show the

output of the mines in past years, as well as the present markets. According

to the Canadian Mining Review, January, 1886, the product for the past five

years has been :

Output ot the 1881 tons 15,601,

mines. 1882 : " 17,181

1883 •' 17,840
18«4 " 22,143

1885 " 23,908

Total for five years " 96,673

*The expression 11 to 12 pence a unit is the commercial method of signifying the value of

the apatite. It means 11 to 12 pence for each per cent. Thus 80 per cent, phosphate at 11

to 12 pence per unit would be worth §17.60 to $19.20 per ton.
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I Shipments to different ports (same authority) :

1884. 1885.

Liverpool tons 8,557 0,50.3

London "
4,.S89 7,083

Hamburg "
2,<>70 3,524

Bristol
"

1,824 2,0.50

Glasgow "
3,083 482

Bivrrow
"

.350

Penarth Roads " 100 100
Cardiff

" 65

Sharpness •

" 45

Hull " 40

Dublin " 210
Sunderland " 60
Bristol Channel " 50

United States
" 200

Consumed in Canada " 700

Total "22,143 23,1)08

I

From Oatario district, 1885 1,500

I From Quebec district, 1885 22,408

I

ORIGIN OF LAURKNTIAN PHOSPHATES.
The origin or chemical history of these Laurentian phosphates has been

a matter of considerable dispute. Dr. T. S. Hunt says that pho3[)hates, like Theories of the

silica and iron oxide, were doubtless constituents of th'^ primitive earth's phates"
''

"*'

crust, and that the production of apatite crystals in lijranite veins or in crys-

talline schists is a process as independent of life as the formation of crystals

of quartz or of hematite. Prof. J. W. Dawson on the other hand thinks the

Canada apatites are of animal origin, and bases his belief on the presence of

eozoon and of graphite in the associated beds and of the flouride of lime in

the apatite. He says :
" The probability of the animal origin of the Liuren-

tian apatite is perhaps further strengthened by the prevalence of animals

with phosphatic crusts and skeletons in the primordial age, giving a presump-

tion that in the still earlier Laurentian a similar preference for phosphatic

matter may have existed, and perhaps may have extended to still lower forms

of life, just as in more modern times the appropriation of phosphate of lime

by the higher aniroals for their bones seems to have been accompanied by a

diminution of its use in animals of lower grade."* Messrs. Brosjjger and

Reusch in their description of the Norwegian apatites think that they are of

purely eruptive origin, f

C.—ORES OF NICKEL.

Small portions of nickel occur in several parts of the province and in

other associations than those just mentioned. Among the Laurentian rocks Nickel on the

in the eleventh concession of Dallieboust, on the land of Mr. Louis Levesque, Assumption

there occurs on the bank of the Assumption river a quartz vein six or eight

inches wide in gneiss. This vein holds a considerable amount of cul)ic iron

pyrites which contains small quantities of nickel and cobalt. The amount of

the mixed oxides of the two metals was found in two determinations to be
only 0.54 and 0.56 per cent.

Some specimens furnished me by Mr. Charles Bonner (who aided me in

several of the analyses) from a mine on Michipicoten island, lake Superior, On Michipicoten

•contain two minerals which offer a more abundant source of nickel than the '^'*"*l-

pyrites just mentioned. The tirst of these is associated with quirtz, and is a

massive mineral with an impalpable structure, a shining metallic lustre and a

*The reader should note the fact that since the admirable researches of Mobius it is

doubtful whether eozoon be of organic origin.—N. S. S.

fBuUetin of the United States Geological Survey No. 46, pp. 23-41. By R. A. F. Pen-
rose, jr., with an introduction by Prof. N. S. Shaler.
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color varying from reddish-white to bronze-yellow ; brittle, fracture uneven,,

sub-conchoidal, hardness 5.0, density 7.35 to 7.40. The mineral was at first

supposed to be nickeline or arseniuret of nickel, but the results of several

analyses show it to consi.st of a mixture of this species with an arseniuret of
copper. The following are the results of four analyses of different fragoients

deti jhed from the same mass :
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A large quantity of this valuable ore was thiown away at the mine, being
stamped and washed for the purpose of extracting the copper and silver.

This substance can hardly be supposed to bo homogeneous in its com-
position, biiin.,' not improbably a result of the alteration of some other ores.

It resembles closely in its character the composition of the nickel-gymnite of
Genth which gave to tliat chemist silica 35.36, oxide of nickel 30.G4, oxide of

iron 24, magnesia 14.60, lime 0.26 and water 19.09, but neither of these
hydrafced nickel ores are crystalline, and they are i)erhaps rather to be regarded
as mechanical mixtures than distinct mineral specimens.*

D.—ELGIN SILVER MINE.

Mr. John Dickie, manager of the Elgin Silver Mine Oo., writes of that
company's location as follows : "The Elgin Silver Mining Co.'s location, con- The location,

taining 325 acres, is situated at the head of Jacktish bay, on the north shore
of lake Superior. The position of the mine is about the middle of the lot and
about half a mile from the navigable waters of the bay. There is abundance
of serviceable timber, consisting of birch, spruce, poplar, balsam and tamarac
from one to two feet in diameter on the location. Two permanent streams,

one on each side of the bluff on which the mine is situated, flow through the
location. The one on the west side drains live small lakes on the mountains
above. On this stream, about 180 yards from the mouth of the mine, is a
waterfall about 25 feet in perpendicular height, which would give a sufficient

power to drive all the machinery necessary. From the edge of the bay to
within 100 yards of the mine is almost level, the rise not being more than 1 dr?ve maThfneiy,

feet. The C.P.R. station is six miles from the mine, although the track at

one place is only about three miles distant. The lode has been located, and
on different assays the ore has proved rich in both silver and gold, the yields

being from $120 to $700 of silver and from $60 to $100 of gold to the ton.

The vein has increased in extent and richness the farther it has been pierced.

The company's charter calls for 1,000 shares at $50 each. Of this amount 200
shares were given to the original owners of the location. Other 200 shares "''liiracter of th«

have been sold and the money spent in exploring the mine. All experts who""^^'

have seen the mine or specimens of the ore have expressed themselves
thoroughly satisfied as to the great apparent value of the property.

E.—DISPUTED TITLE.

The title to lands in the section of country west of Port Arthur was for

a long time in dispute between the governments of the Dominion and Ontario, Title to lands la

before and subsequent to the settlement of the boundaries of Ontario towards "o^hwestorn

the west and north. After the decision of the Judicial Committee of the
Privy Council establishing the western boundary along a line drawn due
north from the north-west angle of the Lake-of-the- Woods, a claim was set
up on behalf of the Dominion government as rightful owner of all land
from lake Superior to Red river which had been occupied by Indian tribes in
Ontario territory, together with its timber and minerals. " There is not one
stick of timber, one acre of land or one lump of lead, iron or gold that does
not belong to the Dominion or to the people who purchased from the Domin-
ion government." So said the First Minister of that government, and the
dispute is alleged to have interfered with the mineral development of the

Dr. T. Sterry Hunt in the report of the Geological Survey for 1853-6 pp. 388-90.
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The disputed
title has killed

mining develop
ment

country, especially in the region of the Lake-of-the- Woods, as the following

statements of witnesses examined by the Commissioners show

:

William Mvrdoch—1 am mterested in gold claims on Lake-of-the-"\Voods. 1£

CapitaUsts afraid the question of title were settled in the Lake-of-the- Woods district there would be
to invest till the ^ j-^gi^ ^f capital into it. Americans who have been there express themselves well
title 18 settled,

g.^^^gggj^ ^3^^. ^^.g afraid to invest anything till the dis^mte between the governments.

is settled.

John K. Wrifjht—One serious cause of the slow progress of development in

A serious cause this district is the di>pute as to title between the Ontario and the Dominion govem-
of slow progress.

j^jgj^|.g 1 know that many capitalists have come here from St. Louis, Chicago,

Minneapolis and other places for the purpose of investing and have goiie away dis-

gusted because a satisfactory^ title could not be obtained, although they were well

pleased with the outlook of the country.

Alex. Matheson—The aflPairs of the Winnipeg Consolidated company have
never been wound up and the crown lands department refuses to issue a patent

until the dispute as to the title is settled between the two governments. The
parties who own a majority of the stock are desirous of buying out the smaller

stockholders and securing the title in themselves. The disputed title has killed

mining development in the countrj' : in fact it has interfered with anything at all

being ^one on the lake. American or Canadian capitalists will not invest as long

as the question of title is unsettled. The hope of an early settlement has spurred

on prospectors last j'ear and this year. 1 thiijk more locations have been taken up
this year than in any year since 1 came to the country.

George Mitchell—So far nothing has so much hindered development here as the
The Winnipeg disputed question of title. . Col. Robbins of Eureka, Nevada, examined the "Winui-
Cousohdated Consolidated with a view to purchase when the shaft was at a depth of 30 or 40
company s loca- -f & , ,^n-.--i .i.i rr i, i^i .i

tion. feet, and was so satisfied witn its show that he oiiered to take the property on the

condition of a good title being given. He has been in communication with myself

A lumbering ^^^ others frequently since, and is still anxious to procure a mining location here,

eompany's claim. This is one instance out of many. The Keewaydin lumbering company's lease also

stops development to a verj' considerable extent, the company claiming absolute

control of the land covered by the lease, and the manager treats all prospectors and
miners on the company's limits as trespassers.

Dr. Heitson—A government commissioner should be appointed to settle all

matters of title between contending claimants as soon as the question at issue be-
tween the Ontario and Dominion governments is decided. There are a large number
of locations in dispute between prospectors and other parties, and means should be
found for speed}- settlement of them. The Sultana island gold location was prac-

tically sold a few weeks ago to a syndicate of American capitalists, but we were
unable to produce title. An English company is also anxious to get hold of it, and
negotiations are now going on. There would be no difficulty in getting capitalists

to invest here if the question of title was settled. When that question is settled

the fii-sputes of rival claimants must be arranged, and especially those arising out of

the pretensions of the Keewaydin lumbering company, which asserts a right to all

the islands in the lake. A little development work has been done on the Keeway-
din and Heenan locations, but it has been stopped by the lumbering company.

Arthur Harcey—I hsixe made no improvements or developments on gold pro-

Imperfect titles perty in which I am interested in the Rat Portage district because the titles are
hindering imperfect owing to the dispute between the two governments,
development. r- => r o

The matter in dispute was finally decided upon an appeal heard before
The question of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in a case between the govern-

ment of Ontario and the St. Catharines Milling and Lumbering Co., the com-
pany claiming the right to cut timber upon a limit held under a lease granted

by the Dominion government. Judgment was in favor of the contention of

the Ontario government, thus e.?tablishing its right of possession to all land,

timber and minerals constituting the public domain.

Locations in

dispute.

title finally de
cided by the
Judicial Com-
mittee of the
Privy Council.
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F.—DETERMINATION OF MINERALS.
The following is taken, with some changes and omissions, from Copp's

Manual for the use of Prospectors, and furnishes information which may be
found useful to men of that class

:

C H K M I C A L K L K M K N T B.

Ninety-nine hundredths of the earth's crust is composed of less than six-

teen elements and their chemical and physical compounds. An element is a Elements and
primary substance. It cannot be made by uniting dilferent things, nor can '^^^P"""^-

it be separated into anything unlike itself. A compound is made up of two
or more elements. A chemical compound generally is one wherein the things
composing it are so changed as not to be recognised by one or more of the
senses of sight, taste, touch or smell. A physical compound generally is one
wherein the substances composing it are unchanged, or so slightly changed as
to be observed without difficulty. To illustrate, water is the chemical union
of oxygen and hydrogen, invisible gases. Common salt is a white suVjstance,

composed chemically of a green gas (chlorine) and a silvery metal (sodium).
On the other hand, if salt and iron tilings be placed together and thoroughly
mixed, the eye can easily tell the iron from the salt. If sugar be dissolved
in a cup of water the water looks unchanged, and the sense of taste can detect
the sugar. The first two are chemical compounds, the last two physical.

ELEMENTARY SUBSTANCES.
The number of elementary substances at present known to enter into the

composition of the crust and atmosphere of the earth is 64. Of these
oxygen is estimated to constitute 50 per cent, of the earth's crust, silicon 25
aluminium 10, calcium 4.5, magnesium 3 5, sodium 2, potassium 1.6, carbon,
iron, sulphur and chlorine 2.4, and all other bodies 1 per cent.

Very few elements are found pure in the earth ; nearly all occur as com-
pounds. Oxygen is the great compounder. Oxygen one-fifth mixed with nitro-

gen four-fifths makes the air about us. It chemically unites with every known
element except fluorine, forms one-half the earth's crust, eight-ninths of water,
four-fifths of vegetables (by weight) and three-fourths of animals (by weight.)

Oxygen united with the non-metallic elements forms acids, f viz. sul-

phuric acid, nitric acid. With the other elements it forms bases. Acids Chemical

and bases united form most of the minerals. Chemical composition is indi- ""'O"**-

cated by the use of ide and ate. Ide indicates the union of two elements.

Ate shows at least three elements, one of which is oxygen.
Sodium chloride (salt) is a union of sodium and chlorine. Silver sul-

phide, sulphur and silver. Copper oxide, copper and oxygen. Iron sul- Characteristics

phate, (green vitriol) shows that oxygen is united with iron and sulphur. eLments""'^''^*^
Calcium carbonate (limestone) is composed of calcium, carbon and oxygen.

Hydrogen forms one-ninth part of water. This gas is the lightest of

known substances. It burns freely with a bluish flame.

Nitrogen makes 80 per cent, of the atmosphere, yet by itself destroys
animal life.

Chlorine is 2^ times as heavy as air, and united with sodium forms com-
mon salt. It is a useful element in other compounds.

Fluorine forms with calcium fluorspar, and with hydrogen hydrofluoric
(fluo-hydric) acid, used to etch on glass.

Silicon combined with oxygen forms silica or quartz.

Carbon, pure, is a solid, and forms the principal part of coal, plumbago
and bitumen. Charcoal is almost pure carbon. Diamond is pure carbon
crystallised. United with oxygen it forms carbonic acid, and this acid in

combination forms a class of minerals called carbonates. Limestone is car-

bonate of lime.

* Acids and bases require water to complete them.
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Sulphur is a yellow brittle solid. It is most abundant in volcanic re-

gions. Combined with metals it forms a class of minerals called sulphurets

or sulphides.

Phosphorus is a white, waxy substance. It is quite abundant in nature

in combinations. With lime and oxypen it forms the phosphate of lime.

Aluminium is found only in compounds. With oxygen it forms alumina,

of which the gems ruby and sapphire are pure specimens. It largely consti-

tutes clay and felspar.

Potassium is one of the lightest of metals. With oxygen it makes pot-

assa or potash.

Sodium with oxygen forms soda.

Calcium with oxygen makes lime.

Magnesium with oxygen forms magnesia, an abundant substance in the

composition of many rocks.

The other elements are either well known or would require too much
space for description.

MINERAL AND ROCK DEFINED.

A mineral is an element or two or more elements chemically united as

found in nature. Water is a mineral. A rock generally lacks definite chemi-

cal composition, and usually consists of two or more minerals physically

united or mixed, and found in nature. If a man makes a hard substance by

mixing sand and cement it is not a rock or a mineral, because not found in

nature. Scientists usually distinguish minerals from rocks in their names.

The names of minerals usually end in ite, the names of rocks in yte. Halite

is the mineral common salt. Trachyte is a common rock in mining regions.

Dioryte, phonolyte, doleryte, are rocks. The rock well known as granite will

probably maintain its old spelling. There are about 700 well known miner-

als; of these 200 are ides, 200 are silicate? and 300 are other ates—sulphates, etc.

Scientiflo

distinctioDS.

fiardne33.

SpecifJc grarity.

(Jsing'Cthe
blowpipe.

AIDS IN STUDYING MINERALS.

The physical properties of minerals will aid in their determination.

Lustre, color, transparency, malleability, sectility, brittleness, elasticity, taste

and odor will receive attention.

The scale of hardness is talc 1, rock salt 2, calcspar 3, fluorspar 4,

apatite 5, felspar 6, quartz 7, topaz 8, sapphire 9, diamond 10. To illus-

trate, a mineral that will scratch apatite and is scratched by felspar is said

to have a hardness between 5 and 6. A simpler scale is suggested, thumb-

nail, knife and quartz crystal. The thumb-nail will scratch 1, 2 and 3. A
knife will cut from 1 to 6. In fact many miners trust entirely to their

knives to settle the question of hardness. Minerals that will scratch quartz

crystals are rare.

Specific gravity refers to comparison of weight. Pure water is taken as

the standard. The mineral is attached by a slender thread beneath one side

of a balance, or under a spring scale, and its weight found. Next let the

mineral hang in a glass of water, and as it thus hangs find again its weight.

It will be less than before. Subtract the weight in water from the weight in

the air and divide this difference into the weight in air. For example, sup-

pose a piece of iron in air weighs 460 grains ; in water 401.16 grains. 460

—

401.16:=58.84, difference. 460 divided by 58.84 equals 7.8, the specific gravity

of iron.

To use the blowpipe, practice is necessary to secure a continuous stream

of air from the mouth. Pieces of charcoal, small spirit lamp, bottle of alco-

hol and some borax and soda, with some copper and iron wire, make an out-

tit. If the prospector cannot carry all these things he may often secure satis-

factory results by using with the blowpipe a piece of burning wood from his

cooking-tire. In using the blowpipe it is important to remember that a trial

of fusibility with the forceps, if not at once producing fusion, should be made
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on a piece of the mineral not larger than the fourth of an ordinary pin-head,

and it should be either oblong and slendwr, or thin, and be made to project con-

siderably beyond the points of the forceps, lest the forceps carry ofi" the heat,

and cause a failure where there ought to be success.

Further, it should be borne in mind that in using charcoal a white coat-

ing is always a consequence of burning it, since the ash from its own combus-
tion is white.

Minerals are mostly crystallised, and a knowledge of crystals is an im-

portant aid to a prospector. The subject is too complex and extensive for t;''yBtaii<j|rrH»'^

the scope of this work.

An outht for making the simple tests suggested below may consist of

three small bottles with glass stoppers, one of nitric acid, one of hydrochloric SimpUt«««.

acid and one of sulphuric acid, half a dozen test tubes and some glass tubing,

pair of forceps, or piece of tin with a hole in it, in addition to the blowpipe
outfit described above.

Carbonates—Nitric or hydrochloric acid poured on powdered minerals

containing carbonic acid will cause a brisk boiling or effervescence.

Gelatising Silica—Some silicates when powdered and treated with hy-

drochloric acid deposit the silica as jelly. Burning before treatment is advised

in some cases.

Decomposing by Acids—Some minerals after being finely powdered and
boiled with strong acid will deposit silica or sulphur or other substances on
the glass above or as a sediment at the bottom.

Odor of Fumes— Before the blowpipe sulphur, arsenic, selenium and
phosphorus compounds give off their peculiar odors. Antimony fumes are

dense, white and without odor.

Fusibility—The scale of fusibility is from one to five. A mineral that

will melt in a candle flame is 1 ; that cannot be fused, 5.

Color of Flame—When a mineral contains sodium it will burn with a
deep yellow flame. When soda is absent potash will give a paie violet flame,

lime a pale reddish-yellow, lithium deep purple-red, strontium a bright red,

copper emerald green, phosphates bluish-green, boron yellowish-green, copper
chloride azure blue.

Zinc—This metal when heated covers the charcoal with zinc oxide, which
is yellow while hot and white on cooling.

Lead—When the mineral is treated with soda on charcoal in the oxidis-

ing flame the yellow oxide coats the charcoal.

Copper—The flame is mostly bright green. With borax a red or green
bead is formed.

Mercury—Heated in a closed tube with soda, mercury is deposited and
covers the inside of the tube.

Silver—Argentiferous galena is tested on bone ashes and subjected to the
oxidising flame. The lead sinks into the bone and leaves a brilliant globule
of silver.

Chlorides—If a bead of borax be saturated with copper oxide and then
dipped into the powder of a substance which is to be tested for chlorine, a
chloride of copper is formed which imparts an azure-blue color to the flame
if any chlorine is present.

Phosphates—These give a dirty green color to the blowpipe flame. The
color is more distinct if the substance is first moistened with sulphuric acid.

Carbonates oj Silver and Lead—To assay carbonate of silver and lead,

take the mineral or quartz, pulverise it, put it in a crucible or common clay

pipe
;
put in as much common salt as mineral ; let it come to a boil. When

it cools the silver and lead will be in the bottom, silver the lowest. To sepa-

rate the lead from the silver, put it in a bone dust cup and melt ; the lead
will absorb into the cup, leaving the silver and gold. To separate the latter,

boil it in nitric acid and this will leave the gold.

29 (M.C.) 449
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Trials of

^pecimeDa.

SUGGESTIONS TO PBOSPECTOBS.
Quartz occurs of nearly every color, and of various degrees of glassy lus-

tre to a dull stone without the slightest glistening. The common grayish

cobble-stones of the fields are usually quartz, and others are duU red and
brown ; from these there are gradual transitions to the p-^llucid quartz crystal

that looks like the best of glass. Sandstones and freestones are oftt-n wholly

quartz, and the seashore sands are mostly of the same material.

Let the first trial of specimens obtained be made with a file or the point

of a knife, or some other means of trying the hardness ; if the tile makes no
impression, there is reason to suspect the mineral is quartz ; and if, on break-

ing it, no regular structure or cleavage plane is observed, but it breaks in all

directions with a similar surface and a more or less vitreous lustre, the pro-

bability is much strengthened that this conclusion is correct. The blowpipe

may next be used, and if there is no fusion produced by it in a careful

trial there can be little doubt that the specimen is in fact quartz.

Calcite (calcium carbonate), including limestone, is another very common
species. If the mineral is rather easily impressible with a file, it mny be of

this species ; if it eflfervesces freely when placed in a test-tube containing

dilute hydrochloric acid, and is finally dissolved, the probability of its being

carbonate of lime is increased. If the blowpipe produces no trace of fusion,

but a brilliant light from the fragment before it, but little doubt remains on
this point. Crystalline fragments of calcite break with three equal oblique

cleavages.

Ita occurrence
with pyrites.

Its occurrence
in quartz
veins.

G O T. D

.

Gold, specific gravity 19.3, is a brilliant, solid, lustrous heavy metal, of

a lordly appearance and magnificent yellow—golden yellow—color. There is

but one color to gold, and all the variations from that color simply prove the

presence of alloys and the impurity of the gold, or whatever goes by that

name. It is a saying among the miners that a "great many other things are

mistaken for gold, but gold is never mistaken for anything else." It is about

as diflicult to say certainly where gold comes from as where it goes to, as at

both ends of its course it is in the smallest possible particles.

About the bottom fact now known about gold is that all original iron

pyrites of small grain texture contain gold to a greater or less extent. Of
course this does not cover such secondary large crystal pyrites as those found

in the coal measures and elsewhere, but only the pyrites in veins or compara-

tively unaltered pyritous deposits derived from veins. It is not yet known
whether the gold in these pyrites is in chemical combination with sulphur as

a sulphide of gold, or whether each minute particle of gold is simply covered

with a coating of sulphide of iron, or whether the pyrites is a double (-ulpliide

of iron, or whether the particles of gold are in the metallic state, but alloyed

with silver or other metal which combines more readily with sulphur than

the gold does, and consequently forms a coat of sulphide of silver, etc., over

the gold. The particles of gold are so minute, and the combinations, disso-

ciations and re-combinations follow so rapidly during the splitting up of these

pyrites, that the finest instruments and tests known to chemistry have as yet

been unable to settle this part of the question to the satisfaction of all con-

cerned.

Gold is found not only in the sulphide veins, but also in the crystalline

or quartz and composite veins formed during the dislocation and upheaval

of rocks. Quartz that looks like coarse-grained white sugar is a good sign,

but clear rock crystal quartz, or quartz with a glassy vitreous lustre, wich no

grains in its texture, never holds gold. The granular quartz in veins, badly

stained with iron rust, and full of little sharp-cornered cells with iron dust in

them, is the best prospect, and when this quartz is in streaks or sheets stand-

in» on edge, and intercalated between sheets of all sorts of yellow and brown
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minerals, and aonie sulphides of iron and copper, all filling up a vein which
has masses of brown Kponi,'y iron ore or "gossan" scattered over the surface

at its outcrop, then the prospect re(]uire.s inunediate attention. Tlie mass of

one of these veins may yield from S^O to 850 per ton hy the usual rough pro-

cesses, and yet not a panicle of gold can be seen in the rock with the naked
eye, and a powerful glass reveals but few specks.

These sulphide veins are the original home of the gold so far as we know,
and their location is nearly always in the talcose slates of the Huronian for-

mation, although in rare cases they can be traced upward into the bottoms
of the lower Silurian or whatever rock immediately overlies the slate. Many Onifinai home of

veins show soft, decomposed and earthy rock and mineral filling the fissure
*^® '^''''^'

for some hundreds of feet down from the outcrop to the water level of the
country, and so far things go on comfortably ; but when the su]phid,es are

hard and bright and sharp cornered, and the water gets troublesome, it is

more than time for the mining engineer to come with his desulphurising fur-

naces and scientific processes.

Frequently whole beds of these talcose slates will be found pierced in

many directions by many systems of veins or seams of all sizes, from a mere Veins in Huron-

ribbon set on edge up to many feet in thickness ; and where many thin veins l]2tlt^°^
are found the whole mass of rock is crushed, instead of attempting to mine
out any one vein. This plan of crushing the whole mass is also used where
the slate beds are filled with small grains of quartz and pyrite, or little cells

where the pyrite has been oxidised, this slate being simply an old bed of

sand, mud, etc., which has been washed down from some earlier rock with a
pyrite vein in it. Where such a washed down bed of debris has existed long Secondary

enough to have become compacted into a rock, it is a gold bearing bed of
^^'^^^ ^'

rock ; but where the washing down process took ]>lace in recent times it is a

gold bearing bed of mud, clay, sand, gravel or anything else, and it is a wet
or dry " diggings " according to its location above or below water level.

Whole hills of sand, gravel and clay may have gold distributed throughout
their entire mass, or the gold may be in a "streak" or " lead" running through
the hill at a certain height or on the bed rock.

Gold occurs in all these secondary deposits, not as in veins, in particles

too fine to be detected, but as " wash" gold in grains from dust size up to the Theories on the

nuggets of many pounds weight. That this wash gold is derived from the ^^^^°^y °* ^"'"^

vein gold is a fact acknowledged by all ; but how the fine particles became
agglomerated* into nuggets or grains is an unsolved question, although thinkers
and observers in great number have advanced endless theories about electri-

city, galvanism, precipation, cold welding, etc., but so far all the facts are
not accounted for.

Another obscure point in the history of gold is that in the quartz veins,

free from sulphur, the gold is sometimes found in grains, nuggets, sheets or
strings, looking as though it had been melted, leading to the conclusion that
these quartz veins have been reduced by heat from very silicious sulphide
veins, or that the quartz has come up from below in a melted state, and after

passing through sulphides and driving ofi' the sulphur has brought the gold
up with it. Something of this kind is indicated by the fact that auriferous
-quartz contains no water of crystallisation, differing in this respect from the
crystalline varieties with shining surfaces or transparent bodies. Free gold
quartz veins, when washed down, yield gravel diggings containing coarser
wash gold than gravels derived from sulphide veins.

Gold in the sulphides and clays may be so fine as to be really invisible

except under a powerful microscope ; and small as the particles are they are separation of

nearly always flat and just fitted to float away with any current of water that *'°® ^'"''^ ^^

will carry off the mud. The best plan with fine stuff, it is said, is to let water ment."^^
^^ '

Alone and pulverise everything to the finest possible condition, with mercury
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in the mill and no water to get between it and the gold, then blow this pow-
dered rock or clay and the amalgam all together through a long, horizontal

revolving pipe, with a bright pool of mercury in the bottom and rings or dams
at short intervals to deflect the current of air and dust, etc., to impinge upon
the constantly fresh, rolling surface of the mercury, which captures the drift-

ing particles of amalgam wTiile the lighter rock and iron dust float on with

the air-current. An air-current of tv^ojeet per second will not float dust and
scale gold that a water-current of two incites per second would carry off with

ease, and the air-current thus enables us to work with very much more finely-

pulverised material than the water-current. One cf the great troubles with

all water processes is the great waste of gold in the " slimes," these being
v.aste of iroid simply those portions of the veinstones that have been pulverised too fine for
lu t e 8 imes. ^^ rough processes inseparable from the use of water, but which slimes are

just in the most convenient size of grain for the gentle air-current to blow

away, leaving the gold behind in the mercury pipe. It must Vje remembered

that the gold in the sulphides is in the finest possible condition for gold, and

the sulphides containing it must be pulverised to at least the fineness of the

gold, or all the gold is not freed from its imprisonment ; and it is further to

be remarked that the gold being soft and tough can be flattened into scales,

by further trituration, but cannot be broken into smaller particles, although

the vein-stone can go on being pulverised finer and still finer until it is so

much lighter and smaller than the gold as to be floated out by an air-current

that will not even lift the scales in spite of rhe fact that the pulverised rock

is in globules or cubes. Another point is that the more the particles of gold

are flattened out into scales by dry crushing in contact with mercury, just so

much the greater (and the brighter) is the gold surface for the mercury to lay

hold of it and hold it down by adding the weight of the mercury to that of

the gold while the rock-dust blows away. Just the opposite of this is the

case with the water process, where the more the gold is flattened and bright-

ened the more easily it is floated over the surface of the mercury, by reason

not only of the water getting between them, but also of the film of air which

isolates the gold in the water by floating it and by keeping a membrane of

water around the air again. It is well to remember also that air can always

be had even in the most inaccessible mountain ledges, while water is not

always easily obtained.

A good test is to pulverise the vein-stone and dissolve it in aqua regia

A test for gold (nitric and hydrochloric acids), then pour in a solution of copperas (sulphate

of iron), which will percipitatethegold(if there is any) in a brown powder to

the bottom of the glass ; rub this powder with a knife and it reveals its true

gold color. The relative weight of the gold thus obtained, when compared

with the weight of the original vein-stone, will give the rale of yield if it was

a fair average sample.

Mica and the two sulphides of iron and copper are more often mistaken

Common mis- for gold than any other substance ; but by remembering that mica is in bunches
fc.kes which may

^f sheets, that iron pyrite is hard and angular and brittle, that copper pyrite

is soft and brittle and cuts into powder, but that gold is not in bunches of

sheets, is not sharp cornered nor brittle and hammers out flat, can be cut into

threads without crumbling, mistakes will be avoided, especially when note is

taken of the great weight of gold when compared with the substances men-

tioned.

SILVER.

Silver, specific gravity 10.53, is an excessively brilliant pure white metal,

itscharacter- of great malleability and ductility. It is harder than gold but softer than
isticB. copper, and can be cut with a knife when pure ; but a very little alloy hardens

it disproportionately. It is found naturally in the metallic state (but never
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f^ntirely pure), and also in combination with other substances forming ores.

The metallic silver, as found native, generally has a slightly darkened and dull

looking surface, but reveals its true color when cut or scratched.

Silver glance, or aulphide of silver, gravity 7.0, contains 80 per cent, sil-

ver and 14 of sulphur. It is dark gray to blackish in color, dull externally,

but showing a vitreous metallic lustre when cut, and can he cut as easily as

lead and is slightly malleable—gives off a sulphur sraell when heated. This is

the gr3at ore of silver and can be found in nearly all the formations except Sulphide of

the coal rocks. It is rarely pure and never forms the entire metallic contents *''**""•

of a vein. Lead veins nearly always contain this ore mixed with the galena.

Oalena that is small grained is always argentiferous, but the large grained

galena rarely has it in paying quantities. The sulphides of zinc and anti-

mony and frequently copper will bear testing for silver glance. The lime-

stones of the Silurians and Devonians are the most likely places to find silver-

bearing lead ores, and next after these the slate rocks of the upper primaries.

Red silver, gravity 6 to 6.5, when dark red in color, contains 60 per cent,

silver, 20 of antimony, 12 of sulphur and 8 of oxygen, is almost opaque, has
^^'**''^«''-

a metallic lustre and is usually found in crystals. When it is a clear trans-

parent red color, it is a double sulphide of silver and arsenic and contains 65
per cent, of silver.

Horn silver, gravity 5.5, is chloride of silver, contains 75 per cent, silver

and 25 of chlorine. It looks like pearly gray putty or wax, sometimes Chloride of

slightly bluish. The exposed portions on the outcrops of veins look like
*''^'^'""

brown or black cement. It is soft, easily cut and can be hammered out

slightly.

Silver amalgam, gravity 14, is much heavier than pure silver, as it con-

tains 64 per cent, mercury to 36 of silver. It has a very bright silver-white

color, is very soft and can be cut with a knife. It is really not an ore of Aiioyof silver

either silver or mercury, but simply an alloy or mechanical combination of *°'^ "^^""y-

two native metals. It is one of the principal sources of silver in South
America, but has not yet been extensively found in North America.

All silver ores are to be looked for in any kind of veins in any of the

rocks below the coal measures. All sulphide veins of copper, antimony, zinc ^ocks in whicir

or lead need testing for silver, as they are nearly always found associated.

The silver may not be in paying quantities, but that can only be asserted posi-

tively after testing. All galena that is fine grained and not plainly cubical

in texture may be confidently examined for silver.

To test mineral for silver, dissolve a piece in nitric acid, pour in strong

salt water and if the resulting white powder should turn black on exposure to a simple test.

sunlight it contains silver.

IRON.

Iron, specific gravity 7.78, is a silver-white fibrous and ductile metal, and
the most valuable to man of all earth's mineral productions except coal. It is

the strongest of all metals, as well as the most universally diffused, some one

or other of its ores being found in all the formations. It is susceptible of

very high polish, but its affinity for oxygen is so great that it tarnishes very

easily and is never found entirely pure in a state of nature. Some nearly

pure bits and small masses have been found in many ore-veins, but always '^"^^''^^ "^^ "^

show traces of having been reduced from the ores by heat or precipitation

from solutions. Masses of nearly pure iron occurring as shooting stars or

meteors are frequently found where they have fallen, but are preserved from
further oxidation by a glazed or vitrified surface caused by the heat from fric-

tion with our atmosphere during their rapid passage through it. The iron

supply of the world is entirely drawn from the natural ores of this metal, the

few specimens of native metallic iron being useful only as cabinet specimens.
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Specular ore.

Hematite ore.

Ximonite ore.

Magnetite, or black oxide of iron, loadstone, magnetic ore, etc., gravity
Magnetic ore. 51^ jg a pioto-sesqui-oxide of iron, in the proportion of 72 per cent, of iron and

28 per cent, of oxygen when the mineral is unmixed with impurities. It is

black in color ; has metallic lustre : its powder is black and it occurs crystal-

line and granular, sometimes earthy and compact, but crumbles easily into

coarse black sand and is attracted by the ma<?net. It is found principally in

veins and beds throughout the primary rocks and sometimes in the sandstones,

etc., lying immediately upon the primaries.

Gray oxide, gravity 5.0, is the sesqui-oxide and contains 70 per cent, iron

to 20 of oxygen. This ore is the specular hematite, is of steel-gray color, of

high metallic lustre and its powder is red. It is brittle and crystalline and
frequently slaty in structure, and is found principally in beds in the primary

rocks or those immediately overlying them, and the black oxide is nearly

always in company with it, being of similar early origin.

Red oxide, gravity 5.0, is also the sesqui-oxide and contains 70 per cent,

of iron to 30 of oxygen when pure. This ore is properly called hematite

(meaning blood-red ore), inasmuch as it is red both in mass and in powder.

It is of secondary origin, being derived from the foregoing oxide by being pow-
dered, washed off and re-deposited in secondary beds which retain the red

color of the powder from which they were built. This ore is sometimes

deposited as regular beds or strata of rock and for long distances—frequently

hundreds of miles—it holds its position as a member of a formation.

Brown oxide, gravity 4.0, contains 60 per cent, iron, 26 oxygen and 14

of water. Its proper name is limonite and it is frequently called brown hema-
tite, apparently because it is not blood colored either in mass or in powder. It

is a hyd rated sesqui-oxide of iron and appears to be derived from the fore-

going oxides by being carried off and re-deposited from a solution, whereby it

enclosed its water of hydration, while the red oxide was simply carried off in

suspension as powder. The brown oxide is brown, yellow or purplish brown
or black, but its powder is always yellow. It is generally compact and fre-

quently massive, and like the dry oxides it often forms great cliff formations

in the structure of hills and mountains. This ore is rarely gritty, but some-

times granular, and a very pure and valuable variety looks just like a black

iron sponge, having a vitreous lustre when broken. Sometimes it occurs in

hollow balls, with the interior surface covered with black velvety crystals

;

and when these balls are fibrous in texture, the fibres radiating from the

centre to the circumference, it is called needle ore. Sometimes it is in masses

in wet lands, either as concretions or as masses of hard brown earth, loosely

packed when it is bog ore. It puts on more different appearances than any

other ore, and owing to its deposit from solution it has been carried every-

where that water can reach and may be looked for in all the formations. In

one shape or another it is the most valuable of American iron ores.

Carbonate of iron, gravity 3.5 to 4.0, sometimes called siderite, chalybite^

sparry or spathic iron, according to circumstances, is of many varieties, but

the definite mineral contains 42 per cent, of iron, 20 oxygen and 38 of car-

bonic acid and other impurities. It is never found naturally pure, but

always mixed with sand, lime, clay, etc., and is a clay ironstone, properly

speaking, in America. It occurs in the secondary and later formations, and

is most abundant in the coal measures, but the nodular ores of the tertiary

clays, such as those from which the best Baltimore iron is made, are carbon-

ates. It may be of any color or shape from white, gray or yellowish masses

to brownish purple nodules, looking like fragments of exploded shells, or from

flattened balls to the full black band ores of the coal measures of western

Kentucky or of England. It is also found in beds intercalated between,

other rocks, sometimes in a continuous massive formation looking like gray

or yellowish limestone, but more frequently the ledge is a mass of flattened
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balls or kidneys of large size, mixed with smaller balls and grains of the same
ore, with a lime cement, and the outcrop of such beds or ledges is generally

weatherird into brown, spongylookini; masses of limonite. It is not one of

the n)ost valuable of American ores, where we have so much more of the

richer oxides, but the black band and the clay band carbonates of England have

heretofore produced more than half the iron supply of the world. In

America we use the carbonates chiefly for mixing and tempering the richer

oxides.

Iron pyrites or fool's gold, gravity 5.0, is a bisulphide of iron and con-

tains 54 per cent, of sulphur to 46 j)er cent, of iron. The rule among iron- iron pyritea.

masters is to call anything an iron ore which contains 20 per cent of iron, but

nobody has yet made iron out of pyrite, because no economical process of

eliminating all the sulphur has yet been discovered, and the mere.st trace of

sulphur in iron renders it worthless for most purposes. The manufacturing
chemists however make great quantities of sulphur and sulphuric acid, alum
and sulphate of iron or copperas out of it, and when heavy veins of this

mineral are well located for work and transportation they are worth looking

after. The mineral itself is either whitish yellow or brass colored, is gener-

ally a mass of cubic crystalline blocks of all sizes, and each block breaks up
into smaller cubes. These are very hard, will scratch a knife blade or strike

fire with steel like flint, are very brittle, and will give off stifling fumes of

sulphuric acid when burned in a candle flame. Pyrite occurs in scattered

crystals or masses throughout the coal measures, and sometimes in the coal

itself, in which case its presence diminishes the value of the coal, as iron can-

not be worked with it. The principal deposits of pyrite however are in

veins in the primary rocks, and frequently such veins extend upward into

whatever rocks immediately overlie the primaries. These veins are nearly

always indicated on the surface by spongy masses of brown oxide of iron, as

in the case of the carbonates, the outcrop of the vein giving up its sulphur

and becoming oxidised by exposure to the weather. Another variety of

these pyritous veins contains arsenic, and the mineral is then called mispickel.

It is of gravity 6.0, contains 34 per cent, iron, 20 of sulphur and 46 of arsenic ; Mispickel,

has a silver-white color, high metallic lustre, is very hard, and smells of garlic

when heated. It is a good ore of arsenic, but not for iron. The iron pyrite

veins, when in the primary rocks and of very small grained texture, can be
looked into for gold with confidence.

Iron paint, or ochre, is simply oxide of iron, either naturally or arti-

ficially triturated to an impalpable powder, either pure or mixed with clay or iron paint,

other material. The limonite oxides give yellow paint and the hematitic
give red, while the magnetic give black paint. Iron does not become red

until it is combined into the sesqui-oxide, containing 30 per cent, of oxygen
and 70 of iron.

COPPER.
Copper, specific gravity 8.9, is of fine red color, very soft and ductile,

takes a high polish, but quickly tarnishes again by coating with oxide and Qualities of

carbonate of copper. Its tenacity is nearly as great as that of iron, but its ''"PP^'"-

elasticity is very low. It is found native in grains and masses in nearly all

veins carrying copper ores.

Such mines as the Calumet and Hecla, near lake Superior, where they
stamp and wash 800 tons per diem of rock containing 5 per cent, of its weight
in shot copper or copper dust, are the paying mines. In the early days of

copper mining on lake Superior a good yield of copper was obtained by small
gangs of men washing out the sands and gravels from the stream bottoms
below veins, as is done in gold districts ; but the business was very small,

and soon abandoned for regular mining. A peculiarity of this lake

Superior copper is that much of it contains silver, not as an alloy regularly
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^iTer in copper.

Red oxide of

copper.

Black oxide
jif copper.

Stopper pyrites

(flray sniphide
,of copper.

combined, but simply disseminated through the mass in globules from the size

of a pin-head to that of a walnut. These great copper veins are all powerful

disturbers of the magnetic needle.

Cuprite, or red oxide of copper, gravity 5 9, contains 88 per cent, of

copper and 12 of oxyyen. It is of a deep blood red color, semi-metallic lustre,

and is generally in crystals, either cubic or octagonal. It is found in nearly

all copper veins, being a product of the oxidation of some other ore, or of

metallic copper itself, but it is never the principal ore of a vein.

Melaconite, or black oxide of copppr, gravity 5.5, contains 72 per cent,

copper and 28 of oxygen, is black, dark blue or brown color, and velvety in

appearance. It is found with cuprite in all copper veins as a result of the oxi-

dation of other ores, and sometimes, as at Ducktown in Tennessee, it is one
of the most valuable zones of the mines.

Chalcopyrite, or yellow sniphide of copper, or copper pyrites, gravity 4.2,

contains properly 35 per cent, of copper, 30 of iron and 35 of sulphur, but

the proportions are liable to all sorts of variations. It has a yellow brassy

color and bright metallic lustre, but tarnishes easily. It is quite soft, and
can be shaved into powder with a knife. A bright yellow and soft ore is apt

to be rich, while a whitish yellow, dull colored and hard ore is poor, owing
to the greater quantity of iron present. This chalcopyrite is always accom-
panied by pyrite, and in general the top of the vein is a brown spongy iron

ore for a certain distance, then pyrite, with a little chalcopyrite, and this

latter increases downwards until at a couple or three hundred feet the vein-

stone carries chalcopyrite almost entirely, after which it is valuable,

Chalcocite, or gray sulphide of copper, gravity 5.0, contains variably 25

to 65 per cent, of cop[)er, 20 to 30 of sulphur, and a remainder made up of

iron, zinc, antimony, arsenic and other nuisances, but it is, nevertheless, a

very easy ore to work. It is steel-gray in color, dull surface and rather soft

and brittle, and melts easily in the flame of a candle. It occurs in veins with
pyrite and chalcopyrite, either massive and crystalline or granular. It is

proper to say that the bisulphide of copper, which forms the basis of both

chalcocite and chalcopyrite, and which does not occur as a natural product

pure, contains 78 per cent, of copper to 22 of sulphur, and looks very much
like metallic iron, and that the more closely chalcocite approaches bi-sulphide

in composition the richer it is.

Silicate of copper, gravity 2.1, is a compound of oxide of copper with

silica and other impurities, and contains 30 to 35 per cent, of copper. It is

bluish-green in color, resinous or dull glassy lustre and texture, and its frac-

ture is like that of glass, but it is soft and easily cut with a knife ; turns

black when heated. This is generally rather a fancy material, but is some-

times found in the southern and Pacific coast mines in large masses accumu-
lated by incrustations at and near the outcrops of the veins of other copper

ores, but never constitutes a vein by itself, being simply a product of secondary

action on the sulphides. It is a valuable ore, and profitable according to its

quantity.

Malachite, or green carbonate of copper, gravity 4.0, contains 56 per

cent, copper, 14 of oxygen, 22 carbonic acid and 8 of water. It resembles

green marble, with bandt^d or wavy structure, is found as a precipitation in

veins of other copper ores, and when in plates of any size is valuable for

mantels, table tops, vases, and for all sorts of ornamental work. It is also

used in jewelry, and when in large and well-shaped |)ieces, and of beautiful

color and texture it commands a very high price, although as a source of

copper it is of no importance.

Azurite, or blue carbonate of copper, gravity 3.8, is of substantially the

same composition as malachite, but is of a beautiful blue color and occurs in

nodules and concretions. It is used only as an ornamental material, and can

iSllicate of

jopper.

•Green carbonate
.»f dopper.

P>lae carbonate
J>i A)pper.
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'be distinguished from the blue silicate by its clearer and more gem-like

appearance, and by the fact that it effervesces with acid, which the silicate

does not.

In general it may be said of copper ores that they are distinguished Vjy

liveliness of colors ; that they are soft ; that they impart their colors to other General char-

substances by rubbing ; that they nearly all turn bright green on long

exposure ; and that they occur only in veins in the primary rocks or rocks

immediately overlying them, or in igneous rocks. In Colorado the veins are

in granitic rocks, and are much given to producing malachite and cuprite

ores, as well as the sulphides.

PLAT IN UM.

Platinum is a bright white metal, very like silver in appearance. Its

specific gravity is 21.15 when pure, being the heaviest known metal. It is Qualities and

both malleable and ductile ; welds like iron at a red heat, but cannot be

melted by any heat less intense than that of the compound blowpipe. It

does not oxidise or tarnish, and is not attacked by any single acid. It is

never found as an ore, nor yet pure, but always in the metallic form allied

with other metals, and one of the most tedious proces.ses in chemistry is that

for purifying platinum. It is nearly always alloyed with the metals osmium,

rhodium, iridium and palladium, one or two of which are thought to be as

heavy, if not heavier, than the platinum, but the quantities for testing this

are so minute as to make accuracy difficult. Platinum is found along with

gold in the sands of the streams of the primaries. It is in flattened grains

and small masses, the native alloy having a gravity of 17 to 19, and having

generally angular corners and occasionally black dots on the dull white sur-

face of the grains. It; is found with gold in Russia, Australia, South America
and in the United States, but only sparingly in this latter country.

M E R u R T.

Mercury, or quicksilver, specific gravity 14.4, is a brilliant silvery white

metal, liquid at ordinary teniperature but freezes solid at 40 degrees below Qualities,

zero, Fahrenheit, and when thus frozen can be hammered out into plates or

drawn into wire, and can be welded like iron. It occurs naturally in the

metallic state in globules disseminated through the rocks, as the result of

natural reduction from its principal ore, the sulphide of mercury or cinnabar.

Cinnabar, gravity 9.0 to 10.0, contains 80 to 90 per cent, of mercury,

and 10 to 20 of sulphur, is a vermilion red granular ore, sometimes in com- cinnabar,

pact masses, and again like loose red earth with a yellowish tinge. It will

evaporate entirely if thrown on a red-hot shovel. This ore is the only ore of

mercury worth looking for, and all the mercury we know of is in the rocks

above the lower primaries, owing to its extreme volatility. It is rarely found

actually in veins, but is apt to be disseminated through the neighboring rocks,

no matter what rocks they may be.

\ I C K K L.

Nickel, specific gravity 8.82, is a brilliant silver-white metal, very malle-

able and ductile, and does not oxidise at ordinary temperatures, beihg there- Qualities,

fore very valuable for cheap coins and cheap spoons and other ware. It

occurs in the metallic form naturally only with metallic iron in meteors, and

for all practical purposes it is extracted from its ores.

Copper-nickel, gravity 7.0 to 7.5, contains 45 per cent, of nickel to 50 per

cent, of arsenic and 5 of iron, lead, sulphur, etc., but no copper, its name Copper-nickei.

•coming from its copper-like appearance. It is bard and brittle, and generally

fine grained, and of high metallic lustre. Its powder is almost black, and

the fresh surface of the ore soon tarnishes, first to grey, which deepens with

time to black.
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Snlphide of
nickel.

Nickel glance.

Sulphide of nickel, gravity 6.5, contains 65 per cent, of nickel to 35 of
sulphur, is a mass of grayish to yellow flexible threads, having a metallic

lustre. This material is very rarely found pure, but is nearly always mixed
with antimony or with iron pyrites, as follows :

Nickel glance, gravity 6.5, is sulphide of nickel and antimony, and con-

tains 28 per cent, of nickel, 17 of sulphur and 55 of antimony. It is steel

gray in color, metallic lustre, very brittle, and occurs in masses with a granu-
lar texture, the grains being almost cubic.

Magnetic pyrites, gravity 4.5 to 5.0, is a compound of the sulphides of

nickel and iron, and contains generally about 20 to 25 per cent, of nickel.

It is massive, very brittle, metallic lustre, and dark brass or orange colored.

It is slightly magnetic, and, although not so rich in nickel as the other

ores, it is the source of nearly all the nickel supply by reason of its greater

abundance.

All nickel ores are found in veins in the primary or lower secondary-

formations, and the ores are rarely found except in association with cobalt,

ores mixed with the ores of copper, lead and other minerals, as spoken of

under the head of cobalt.

Ma^etic
pyrites.

Properties and
nees.

Arsenical cobalt.

Cobalt glance.

COBALT.

Cobalt, specific gravity 8.5, is a lustrous, reddish gray metal of granular

texture and very brittle. Its texture can vary from granular to fibrous or

laminated, according to the degree of heat used in its reduction from the ores.

Metallic cobalt is never found native, and its reduction from its ores is exceed-

ingly difficult as it is so much like nickel in all its properties, and the two
are always associated. Metallic cobalt is not useful except as specimens iix

cabinets, etc., but its combinations with oxygen and other elements give us
smalt, and azure, and ultramarine, and all the beautiful blue coloring matter

for glass.

Arsenical cobalt, gravity 7.3, is a silvery white mineral containing 30
per cent, cobalt, 60 of arsenic and 10 of iron, copper, sulphur and other im-

purities. The silver white color is only on fresh fractures, the external sur-

faces tarnishing to reddish gray. Texture compact to granular. It is brittle

but can be cut with a knife, and its lustre is metallic.

Cobalt glance, gravity 6.5, sometimes called smaltine, contains 35 per
cent, cobalt, 60 of arsenic, 20 of sulphur and 5 of iron and other impurities.

Its color is tin white, with a light red tinge, shining metallic lustre, and is irk

well-defined rather cubic crystals, slightly lamellar in structure. It is not

brittle, cuts with difficulty, and both this and arsenical cobalt give off an.

odor of garlic if held in the flame of a candle.

Cobalt pyrites, sulphide of cobalt, gravity 6.3, contains 43 per cent, of

cobalt, 14 of copper, 40 of sulphur and 3 of iron, etc. Its color is steel gray,

inclining to yellow. It is found in grains or granular masses, the grains-

being cubic in shape.

Oxide of cobalt, gravity variable as found naturally, looks just like black

Oxide of eobalt. earthy oxide of manganese or wad, and is nearly always mixed with it, so

that the character and value of the mixture depend entirely on its constitution.

The cobalt ores are always found with nickel ores in the veins and de-

posits in the primary and lower secondary formations, and frequently mixed
with copper or lead ores, as in Missouri, where in some mines the lead and
copper are powdered over with bluish semi-oxidised arsenical and sulphide-

ores of cobalt and nickel, and some seams of the clay slates are spangled with,

dots of these ores.

T I X.

Tin, specific gravity 7.29, is a silvery white metal of high metallic lustre.

It is very malleable and soft, but owing to its crystalline texture it is not
ductile, and has almost no tensile coherence, and has therefore to be used iri
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alloys or as a coating to other metals. It oxidises with great diiliculty at

ordinary temperatures, and is therefore very useful as a surface coat for Properties,

other metals such as iron and copper. It is said to have been found pure in

Russia and elsewhere in Europe, but only in small grg,ins, and is derived

entirely from tin ores for commercial use.

Tin stone, or binoxide of tin, gravity 7.0, contains 78 per cent, of tin and

22 of oxygen. It is a peroxide, i. e., it cannot be further oxidised, and is

also called cassiterite. It can be gray, yellow, red or black in color, is of a Tin stone.

brilliant lustre, and hard enough to .strike fire on steel. It is found in veins

in tlie granites and slates of the primaries, and is also found as grains in the

lieds of streams, and is then called stream-tin. It is the principal ore of tin,

and produces perhaps 95 per cent, of all the tin the world uses. The prin-

cipal tin-producing countries are Cornwall in Britain, and Tasmania and
other Australian colonies.

Tin pyrites, or sulphide of tin, gravity 4.4, contains generally 26 per

cent, of tin, 30 of copper, 12 of iron and 32 of sulphur, and as it is a copper

pyrite or iron pyrite as well as a tin pyrite, the miners compromise by calling Sulphide of tin.

it "bell metal ore." At all events there is very little of it, it occurs in veins

in the primary rocks, and is as often worked for copper as for tin when it is

found. Its crystalline form is cubic and very similar to iron pyrite, and it

leaves a black streak on a hard white surface.

ANTIMONY.
Antimony, specific gravity 6.7, is a silver-white metal of brilliant lustre

and crystalline texture. It is very brittle and can be pulverised with a ham-
mer. It is not sensibly affected by exposure to air at ordinary temperature,

but tarnishes slowly, although it does not rust. It is only useful as an alloy, Qualities and

being too brittle to be used alone. It is found in the metallic state as an
alloy with a great many other metals, but its principal useful occurrence is in

combination with sulphur.

Sulphide of antimony, gravity 4.5, contains 72 per cent, of antimony and
28 of sulphur. It is a leaden gray in color and of metallic lustre, unless tar-

nished by oxidation. It is both massive and fibrous, like bunches of needles,

and can be granular. Its powder is gray and turns black and irridescent on sulphide of anti-

being heated and will melt in a candle flame, giving off fumes of sulphur. It """"y-

is found in the veins of the primaries and secondaries, intermixed with the

lead and zinc ores and with the carbonate of iron ores and sulphate of barytes,

quartz and other minerals. There are oxides of antimony as well as other

antimonial minerals, but they are of secondary origin and very rare occur-

rence, and therefore of no commercial value.

ZINC
Zinc, specific gravity 6.8, is a brittle bluish white metal, very lustrous

^^

and of a crystalline foliaceous texture on freshly broken surface. It is never
"

found pure in nature, but is extracted from its ores.

Sulphide of zinc, black jack or zinc blende, specific gravity 4.0, contains

66 per cent, of zinc to 34 of sulphur and impurities. It is of yellowish brown
color generally, but can grade down to black and bluish black. It looks like

masses of agglutinated crystals of brown honey or clear resin. It occurs in Sulphide of

all the formations between the Huronian and the Carboniferous, and in some of

the gold and silver mines it is a very abundant gangue rock and choice nui-
,

sance, silver ores uiixed with black jack being the most difficult to treat. The
zinc, which is only worth six to ten cents per [)Ound, insists on being attended

to first and acts generally as though it thought that the gold and silver were
mere incidentals. Where mother nature has had time however she teaches

this black jack to be useful by desulphurising it itself and thereby forming
the carbonate and silicate of zinc.
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Silicate of zinc, or calamine, gra-vity 3.4, contains oxide of zinc, 71 per
cent., 25 of silica and 4 of iron and lead ; the oxide of zinc producing from

Silicate of zinc. 50 to 60 per cent, of metallic zinc when measured on the weight of the original

minei'al calomine. ^Miners call this ore and the carbonates of zinc and lead all

" dry bone,"' because sometimes they look somewhat cellular like old bone,

althc.uj;h calamine most frequently is glassy, lustrous and transparent and is

generally colorless, but occasionally grayish to yellowish. This is one of the

principal ores of zinc, is a secondary product from zinc blende and is found
most plentifully in the limestones of the Silurians. It can occur in veins or in

washed deposits from broken down veins, the debris of which has been incor-

porated as part of subsequent formations.

Carbonate of zinc, or smithsonite, gravity 4.4, is very similar to silicate

and is even yet called calamine by some engineers. It is softer than calamine

and heavier, and will effervesce with acids. It contains 65 per cent, of oxide

of zinc and 35 per cent, of carbonic acid and impurities, the oxide of zinc

panning out about 50 per cent, of zinc, measured on the original weight of

carbonate of zinc. This ore and the silicate produce nearly all the zinc

used in America. They are always found together and always where their

descent from blackjack can be traced with time and opportunity to devote to

the problem.

Oxide of zinc, gravity 5.5, contains 75 per cent, of zinc and 25 of oxygen
and impurities. It is red or reddish yellow, brilliant lustre and is translu-

cent, occuring either in grains or in foliated masses like mica, but the leaves

are brittle. This ore accompanies black jack in the veins of the primary
rocks as well as in the Silurians;. It is the richest of all the zinc ores and
perhaps the most easily worked in the furnace, but it is not an abundant ore,

and therefore not important as compared with the silicates or carbonates,

although it is much used for making paint.

Carbonate of

anc.

Oxide of zinc.

LEAD.

Lead, specific gravity 11.445, is a soft bluish gray metal, of high metallic

Properties. lustre when freshly cut, but tarnishes almost immediately ; leaves a black mark
when rubbed on paper ; very ductile. It is rarely or never found pure in

nature, but is extracted from its ores.

Galena or sulphide of lead, gravity 7.7, contains 86 per cent, lead to 14

of sulphur ; is of leaden-gray color, high metallic lustre and nearly always is

a mass of cubic crystals which are very brittle and easily powdered into black

Sulphide of lead. dust. It melts and gives off sulphurous fumes when heated. It nearly always

contains more or less silver, which frequently is enough to pay for extraction
;

in fact many of the great silver mines of the world are simply galena veins,

which are worked primarily for the silver, and the lead saved after reduc-

ing the silver is then sold as a secondary product. Galena is the mother
source of all lead,the other ores being the result of reaction on the sulphide

by other agents. It occurs primarily in veins, but also in beds and pockets,

these being vein materials washed down or dissolved and re-deposited. The
veins are most frequent in the primary rocks, but they are found all the way
up among the formations to the base of the carboniferous, where the veins

are larger than in the primaries but not so frequent. A feature of galena

veins is that in limestone they are largest and diminish down through

sandstones, and are smallest in the slates of the primaries. The Silurian and
Devonian limestones, lying immediately on or separated from the slates by
very thin members of the same groups, as in the Mississippi valley, appear to

be the best places to look for galena veins and deposits, while the great sil-

ver-bearing lead deposits of Utah and other western localities appear to have
very little system in their modes or locations of occurrence.

Cerussite or carbonate of lead, gravity 6.5, contains 77 per cent, of lead

when pure mineral, but except as cabinet specimens it is never found pure :
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60 to 65 per cent, of lead ia its practical yield, the balance being oxygen, car-

bonic acid, silica, iron, zinc and other impurities. The pure mineral is in j^^^**""*** "'

translucent grayish white crystaKs, but the ore of lead is known as " dry bone "

on account of its appearance. It is generally a little porous, of white or yel-

low or reddish-yellow color and looks much more like masses and cakes of

clay than anything else, and, unless its weight reveals its nature, it is apt to

be thrown aside. It is found with galena and is frequently the outside of a •

mass ot" which the inside is galena not yet entirely changed to ceiussite, and

in such cases the mass looks like compact ashes. It does not form veins or

great deposits by itself, but its presence is a good indication that galena is

near and there is sometimes enough cerussite with the galena to pay for

extraction.

Pyromorphite, or phosphate of lead, gravity 6.8, contains 55 per cent, of

lead and is a green or yellow earthy-looking indeterminate crystal or mass of Phosphate oJ

crystals, covering cerussite or galena as an incrustation. It is a secondary ^ '

product and is chiefly valuable as an indication that galena is to be found

below, the pyromorphite generally showing at the outcrop of veins or

deposits.

There are oxides of leads made artificially for painting purposes and a

sulphate of lead which effloresces over galena deposits, and there are other other com-

minor occurrences of the compounds of this mineral ; but they are all second- poun'is.

ary products of galena, and except those named they are not even reliable indi-

cations of the proximity of lead and are nearly indistinguishable from ordi-

nary clays and earths.

CHROME.
Chrome, specific gravity 6.0, is a grayish white metal of radiated and

crystalline texture, very hard and brittle. It is never found native and can occurrences.

only be reduced from its ores with great difficulty, and is therefore rarely

used in its metallic state, but mostly in combination with oxygen, making
chromic acid, which combines with potash and other bases to make coloring

matters.

Oxide of chrome is chrome with one part of oxygen, and in this form it

is translucent and crystalline, of green to yellow color, and the crystals can be

large or so small as to be merely dust. This mineral combined with oxide of oxide of chrome,

iron makes the chromic iron ore from which all the chromic salts used are pro-

duced. Sometimes in this ore the two oxides are simply mixed, and sometimes

the oxide of chrome takes up the oxvgen out of the iron and becomes chromic
acid, when it attacks the iron and forms chromate of iron, which is the most
usual form of chrome ore. This ore again is mixed with alumina and mag-
nesia and occasionally silica, in which last case it is valueless, the silicious ores

not yet having been economically reduced. The general appearance of chro-

mic iron ore is that of agglomerated masses of crystals, apparently stuck

together with white or yellow paste. The crystals are usually about as large

as No. 1 shot and of black or greenish black color, with a gravity of 4.5 to

5.0. The masses of crystals are very hard, but very brittle, and the amount
of oxide of chrome obtainable is from 40 to GO per cent. It is nearly always
found with serpentine, and never outside the limits of magnesian rocks. The
principal sources of supply are the serpentines of the Atlantic states and
similar formations in California.

MANGANESE.
Manganese, specific gravity 8.0, is a grayish white metal of very mild

lustre, tine granular texture, rather soft and very brittle and oxidises very Properties,

rapidly. It is very difficult to obtain pure, and unless produced by a careful

and complicated chemical process it contains carbon and then resembles cast

iron both in appearance and quality, varying principally in being more brittle
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and so hard as to strike fire and scratch the best steel. It enters into alloys

with pretty much all the other metals, and makes them harder and whiter as

well as more brittle. It is never found in the metallic state in nature.

Pyrolusite or peroxide of manganese, gravity 4.8, is a black to blackish

brown shining mass, sometimes velvety or fibrous in appearance and contains

63 per cent, of manganese to 37 of oxygen. It is found in veins in the pri-

maries and lower secondaries and nearly always more or less mixed with

oxide of iron, making a compound ore which when combined in proper pro-

portions smelts into ferro-manganese, a very useful substance for physicking

Bessemer and other steel. Spiegeleisen is one of the varieties of ferro-man-

ganese, these special compounds being smelted from ores either naturally or

artificially mixed. This ore of manganese is used extensively as a producer

or yielder of oxygen for all sorts of laboratory uses and for bleaching pur-

poses. "When this ore takes up water and becomes hydrated it is called psilo-

melane, so long as it remains in the veins with the pyrolusite, where it is found

often in streaks through the last named.

Sparry manganese, gravity 3.6, contains 53 per cent, of oxide of man-

ganese, 40 per cent, of silica and 7 per cent, of iron, lime, magnesia and water.

It occurs with the other manganese ores and usually in crystalline masses,

flesh-red in color, but can be brown to yellow and even green and is semi-

transparent generally, but sometimes opaque and is nearly always black on

long-exposed surfaces.

NATURAL PAINTS.

"Natural paints are those minerals which, when finely powdered and

mixed with oil, will adhere to any surface upon which they may be spread,

and in time form a skin or film hard and impermeable enough to protect the

surface from ordinary weathering.

Red iron paint is composed of oil mixed with the red powder of pulver-

, ised sesqui-oxide of iron, the ores for this purpose being the gray or red oxide,

i. e., the specular and red hematites described under the head of iron and its

ores. The sesqui-oxide of iron contains 70 per cent, of iron and 30 of oxy-

gen, and is the richest possible red iron paint, for the reason that no iron

oxide becomes red until it takes up 30 per cent, of oxygen, notwithstanding

the efi"orts of certain paint makers who guarantee their red paint to contain

72 and even 90 per cent, metallic iron. The red paint made by complete

pulverising of the gray sesqui-oxide, or the red dyestone hematite ores, with

verv heavy machinery and conscientious care, is a first-class paint, and

possesses merit enough of its own without any 90 per cent, guarantee or

sailing under false colors.

Yellow iron paint is the powder of pulverised hydrated sesqui-oxide of

iron, commonly called limonite or brown hematite iron ore. When pure

this ore cannot contain more than 60 per cent, of iron, but by mixing with

the anhydrous oxides the color is darkened and the metallic percentage in-

creased nearly up to that of the red or black oxide.

Black iron paint is the powder of pulverised black oxide of iron, this

beinw the magnetic ore, and contains when pure 72 per cent, of iron. This

ore is a proto-sesqui-oxide, and is the richest possible stable or fixed compound

of iron and oxygen, the proto-oxide changing into this by taking up more

oxygen on the first exposure to moist air. This black powder mixed with

the red or yellow powders gives a very wide range of colors, and all in first-

class metallic oxides.

Umber is of variable shades, but is produced by mixing the iron paints

with powdered oxide of manganese, which gives a purplish gloss to the iron

colors.

Red copper paint is the pulverised red oxide of copper, and is rarely

made for use out doors as the ore is too valuable. Green copper paint is the

pulverised green silicate of copper and is a fancy color.
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Zinc white is the oxide of zinc, and is not found pure enough in nature, „.
.

I o ' Zinc white
80 tliat it has to be manufactured with great secrecy at large and costly

estaljlisliraents.

Wliite lead is carbonate of lead, which also is made in large establish-

ments and under complicated processes, the native carbonate ores of lead not '
' <^

•

being pure enough.

lied lead is an oxide of lead, and has to be carefully manufactured by ,. , , ,' •' •' Ked lead.
experts.

Vermilion is pulverised cinnabar, the sulphide of mercury. Vermilion.

Spar paint is pulverised barytes. It makes a tolerable paint, very white g-^^ p^j^j
in color, and is the best thing to mix with white lead or zinc paints, if you
will have adulterations.

Cement paint is any kind of lime mixed with vegetable oil instead of ,, . .

water, as in the case of whitewash. There are some of the cements which
make a most admirable paint when ground in oil.

Slate paint is simply selected scraps of fine-grained slates pulverised and
mixed or ground in oil. When used in very thick coats the slate paints be- ' * '^ '''"° "

come fireproof, and mixed with india rubber, or sometimes asphaltic mineral,

they make good roofing.

Graphite paint is pulverised pure black lead or graphite. This is very

fine and glossy, and can be made into a fireproof coating for roofs and other
^'"^p'**'* pamt.

surfaces.

Red ochre is fine clay containing enough red iron ore to tint it. It can
be made artificially by mixing red iron paint with clay, but the fine natural Red ochre,

ochres are the most valuable by reason of the immense amount of assortment
and trituration which they have undergone, and which man has not yet success-

fully imitated except by expensive chemical precipitation. It is possible

that a mixture of iron paint and hydraulic cement or lime might prove very
valuaVjle.

Yellow ochre is any mixture of clay with brown iron ore, and can be
prepared artificially, as with red ochre, but the natural mixture is the best. Yellow ochre.

These ochres when mixed with manganese make the different shades of umber.
The difft-rence between the metallic paints and the ochraceous paints is merely
that the metallic paints are the pure oxides, while the ochres have more or

less clays mixed with them. All natural paints should be carefully assorted

into lumps of uniform color and texture before being powdered, or the result

will be variable. The yellow iron paints and ochres change to red by burn-

ing, i. e., the water of hydration is burned out of the limonite iron ore, leav-

ing it a red hematite.

PROF. Clayton's advick to prospectors.
1. Examine the gravel and boulders of the mountain streams, and note

carefully the structure and character of the gravel wash. This will reveal in mountain

the geological formations that are intersected by the stream. Try the sands
'*='°"*-

at the head of the gravel bars for free gold or for any crystallised minerals.

If the structure of the quartz boulders or other vein stones is favorable, go
up the stream until the geological zone is found that has produced the quartz

or other metal-bearing minerals. Then follow the supposed metal-bearing

zone on its line of strike, and make especially careful examinations wherever
eruptive dykes are found intersecting the formation.

2. When a lode or vein is found, note carefully its relation to the coun-

try rock, especially any differences in the opposite walls of the vein. Then On diacoverinu

follow it on the line of outcrop, and note carefully tliose points where the best * ''"^*'

ores are seen, so as to determine the position of the best ore chutes before

making any location on the lode.

3. The first work should consist of shallow cuts across the lode at inter-

vals of 50 to 100 feet, or if the vein is small and partially covered by soil and ^'rat^^'ork.

debris, a trench along the line of outcrop is preferable.
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4. The work of exploring the vein under ground is the next thing in

order. To do this intelligently 30U must select that point on the line of out-

crop where the best ore is found, then sink a shaft on the lode following the

angle of dip, keeping both foot wall and hanging wall exposed if possible.

If the lode is too wide for this to be done, then follow the best ore streak of

the vein itself, and at every fifty feet in depth make cross-cuts to the walls of

the vein.

5. After 100 feet deep has been reached, run levels each way from the
shaft on the line of the vein in order to determine the extent or spread of the

the ore chute or chimney on the horizontal line. When the limit of the ore

body on the horizontal line has been ascertained, then sink 100 feet more^

and drift right and left as before. If more than one chimney of ore is found

on the line of the vein a shaft should be sunk on it and drifts run as above
stated, being careful to confine all the exploring work within the walls of the

vein itself.

6. When enough has been done to prove the character, size and quality

of the vein, it will then be time to determine the position, character and ex-

tent of the ' dead-work ' necessary to work the mine to the deep. These
questions should be settled by careful surveys made in the light of all the local

facts and surroundings, such as the geological structure of the country rock,

the probable amount of water to be raised, the lowest point of drainage by
adit or level, and the most convenient point for the delivery of the ores to the

surface, etc. The last part of the preliminary exploration of any mine is to

determine by actual tests what are the best methods of reduction, and the

extent and kind of reduction works needed, etc.

7. After all these preliminary facts have been thoroughly ascertained

and clearly defined, the unavoidable risks of mining will have been fully met
and overcome. All subsequent operations are simply matters of skill and
business management, and the capitalising of the mine becomes a mere
matter of business detail. The requirements are as follows :

(1) The preliminary exploration must have ore enough cut and under-

run, or otherwise exposed, to give at least two years' work for reduction works
of an extent sufficient for the annual average output of ore.

(2) The reduction works must be suited for the best treatment of the

ore.

(3) The exploration of the mine must be pushed ahead of the extraction

of ore, so as to expose at least one ton of ore in new ground for every ton

extracted from the previously explored ground.

(4:) Before erecting reduction works the ore exposed in the mine should

be so thoroughly tested as to guarantee a net profit sufficient to pay the whole

cost of such work.

(5) The mine being well opened and the reduction works or plant estab-

lished, the genei-al success of the enterprise must depend upon the efficiency

of the general business management.

Methods of

reduction.

Requirements
for subsequent
operations.

Iron ore wealth
of Ontario.

G.—EXPLORING FOR IRON ORE.

BY WILLIAM COE, ONE OF THE COMMISSIONERS.

The iron ore deposits of our province have as yet remained practically

undeveloped. A few mines have been opened and some shipments of ore

made, proving their extent, their richness and their great commercial value ;

but what has been done is simply a drop in the bucket compared to what

remains to be done. The wealth yet to be mined is simply incalculable.

There remains in nature's storehouse of underground deposits treasures

which, if a business was once opened by their working and manufacture in

various ways, would bring this province into a prominence that no other com-
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xnercial enterprise could approach. The results would be a great increase of

population, an active transportation service both by rail and water, and an
inllux of capital surpassing any calculation that uiij^lit be formed of what is

likely in this respect. Our present mineral enterprises are so recent that

public attention needs to be drawn to the subject in a marked manner in

order that the magnitude of our iron and other ore resources may be fully com-

prehended, and steps be taken to inaugurate some means of Vjringing into a

practical shape its mining and manufacture, at least to lead to a beginning

of what may become a profitable industry among our own people and a vast

commerce with our neighbors.

OCCUKRENCE OF IRON ORES IN ONTARIO.

Iron ore is principally to be found in Ontario in the Laurentian and
Huronian formations. The Laurentian hills, as the geologists term them, iron^ores^n

°

are the oldest in the world. They occupy the principal portion of this Ontario,

province, stretching from the Ottawa river to the Georgian bay, and thence

along the north shore to the head of lake Superior. In these no indications

of animal life can be traced. The hills are of all shaftes arnl dimensions.

The region in which they occur is all underlaid with rock at a slight

depth, and it crops out in vast beds, boulders, high ledges and numerous cliffs.

The hills and valleys are covered with pine, hemlock, cedar, tamarac, etc.,

and have been but little explored except by lumbermen who there carry on
year by year their operations. The rocks composing the Laurentian forma-

tion are of different classes, the principal being granite and diorite intermixed

•with bands of crystalline limestone. The limestone occurs in large patches,

mostly broken within the first twenty or thirty miles of the southern limit of

this formation. It is in contact with these or near them that the iron ores

are found. The stratification of the Laurentian rocks is very irregular and
contorted, and they dip at all possible angles. There are two sets of veins

crossing some parts of it, one striking northeast and southwest, and the other

crossing on the opposite points of the compass ; and surface indications lead

to the finding of iron ore deposits. The ores are generally known as hard

and soft ; the former includes the magnetic and specular, while under the

latter are classed all those known as hematites.

INDICATIONS OF ORE BODIES.

The use of the magnetic needle has frequently led to the discovery of ore

•deposits, although its deviations do not determine the certainty of a deposit ;
Lse of the mag

yet experience has proved that where these occur is a good place to look for prospecting."'

ore. Sometimes the magnetite in the rocks causes these fluctuations, but

notwithstanding this, faith in the needle has been frequently followed by the

discovery by prospectors of very promising mines. No one can tell with cer-

tainty what the origin of ore deposits is, and the only way to find them is by
careful search in such variety of rocks as similar ores have before been found in.

Sometimes there are indications which an expert seizes ujx)n as a guide to

prosecute a search when they occur, with generally fortunate results. Mag-
netic ores are frequently found with a large body of green and granite rock

jjagrnetic ores i

on the north and a body of quartzite on the south side. Frequently these certain forma-

may be at a considerable distance from each other, but in the interval between
'""^

them there may be found a body of ore. These rocks when they come closer

together form the walls of the vein enclosing the ore. Their distance apart

can be calculated upon as a means to discover the depth of the deposit, it

being generally considered that the point where they meet together under-

ground will be the depth of the deposit. Frequently timber of fine growth

in the iron formation indicates the presence of iron ore, as a good many mines Timber m an

have been found when the timber is straight and of good size, clear of under- ij^^c**!*"^ o'

brush, and of better quality in comparison with other trees of like kind in

"that vicinity. Where the timber is good and iron ore is found, it is generally

Hard and soft

ores.
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first-class, but where the timber is of poor growth and a mixture of all

kinds of scrubby wood the ore as a rule is of inferior quality. Invariably

very fine springs have been found where mines of a permanent character have

been located. None of these are infallible signs, but all have their bearing-

on the subject, and frequently attention to them will be rewarded with good

results. Magnetic ores are generally found in beds. They are of all sizes,,

from those yielding a few tons to those containing enormous quantities.

The hematite ores already discovered in Ontario have been found closely-

connected with the lime rock, this formation being of a later date. We believe

that in working the hematite finds a great number of good mines will be

found heavily capped with lime rock. These hematite ores may yet

prove to be the most valuable in the country, and to produce a great output

of one of the materials necessary to mix with the hard ores in the manufac-

turing of a high grade of charcoal steel.

The opinion is that the hard ores run to a very considerable depth. This

can only be tested by the use of the diamond drill, which is a quicker way of

arriving at results than by sinking shafts. After finding ore in place, the

ordinary way of proceeding is to cross-cut the vein on the surface to ascertain

its width, as well as to determine the character of the rocks on either side to

see that the formation is right, and then use the diamond drill to determine

the depth and quality of the ore before deciding what is necessary to be

done further. A great deal of preparatory work has to be accomplished and

considerable expense incuired before it becomes a mine proper.

Hematite ores
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PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS TO EXPLORERS.

During their travels through Ontario the Commissioners were constantly

meeting explorers who did not seem to have any idea in reference to a start-

inw point to their working, but were travelling through the region at random,

trusting to chance to make a discovery. Quite a few had spent months un-

successfully in pursuit of what they would have been able to determine in a

very short period had they the necessary knowledge to guide them.

It has therefore been deemed advisable to give a few practical hintSy.

gathered from the observation and experience of one who has been actively

engaged in explorations and developments in this province during the last

eighteen years, for the assistance and guidance of explorers as well as others.

In every section of the country where minerals are found, the granite

formation is the most prominent among all the rocks, running north and

south or on that strike. This granite range is the first that should be ex-

plored thoroughly, keeping near to it, and on the easterly side of the ridge.

This will be found a good starting point, as the granite is the oldest formation,

and as the course of the iron ore is in a westerly direction it follows natur-

ally that near the granite the heaviest bodies of ore are to be found. Iron

ore outcrops running north and south in the middle of any formation, and not

near the granite, as a rule will not make permanent mines. It is believed

generally that diorite, or " green rock " as the miners term it, is the matrix

of iron ore, but still if an outcrop of iron ore is found in the centre of and
surrounded by this green rock on all sides, it will not as a rule make a perma-

nent mine. The writer gives it as his firm opinion, justified by facts, that

no iron deposit surrounded on all sides by the same kind of rock will be laist-

ing. Sometimes large outcrops on the surface have been found in these occur-

i-ences, but in every instance on practical working both by the hammer and

drill and by diamond drill boring, such occurrences have been exhausted

at short depths. It is judged as being useless to spend money on iron ore^

deposits unless they are found with the granite on one side, and then between

the granite and ore diorite or green rock occurs (the latter sometimes in con-

siderable abundance, and again not more than two or three feet thick), and

on the other side of the ore quartzite or crystalline lime rock. The reader
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will perceive that this gives a distinct formation, which experience goes to

prove assures a permanency of deposit. Another feature of a permanent
mine is that there is a distinct cleavage between the ores and the walls en- Distinct cleav-

closinf; it. Where these conditions do not accompany the deposit, the ore =^'?';/'ctwe«'i

1 • • 1 1 -xi i^i 1 /• 1 • 1- 1 1 . .
walla and ore,

being encircled with the same class of rock is liable to be out out at any time,

and a find of this kind is only looked on as being 6t to work while the deposit

is in sight and does not justify the purchase of machinery or erection of

works. Sometimes as much as 5,000 or 10,000 tons may Vje taken out of

these occurrences of ore, but there is no dependence to be placed on them as

mines for permanent work.

The dipping to the north of an iron deposit is a very important feature

in connection with its permanency. This northerly dip is caused by the tYuioi7u)dl\
"'

abundance of ore in the mine, and its consequent attraction in that direction

toward the North pole. In some instances large deposits of ore occur dipping
to the south near the surface, but at a further stage of development these dip

to the north, which is a sure indication of a large body of ore.

The idea which still prevails with a few that iron mines are to be dis-

covered by chance in any kind of rock has long ago been exploded, and with An exploded

mining experts it has become a settled question that no permanent mines are

to be discovered except in formations with the conditions above stated.

We may add that a large part of the best mines now being worked in the

Marquette district have been found at great depths. These discoveries were
made through actual workings in a regular formation although no trace of i'"°°'i«P<>8***i"-

them were seen on the surface, showing that in working in a right formation disWc"*^"*

large bodies of ore are constantly being found, although away from and ap-

parently thrown off from the mine proper. This is accounted for by the ore

coming in contact with an older formation of rock which does not show at

the surface. In developing the additional find we are able to meet with the

same occurrence in drifting to either the north or south, or in using the
diamond drill, which goes to prove that having once located ourselves in the

iron formation proper there is no end to the possibilities of continuing to

find bodies of ore. This experience never takes place except where the iron

formation is regular on the surface as above stated.

O R E S M O S T I N D E 31 A N D.

The ores most in demand are those suitable for the manufacture of
Bessemer steel. It is a necessity that ores to be used in its manufacture Phosphorous,
must be free from phosphorous, as a small percentage of this destroys its

value, the presence of one five-thousandth of its weight in phosphorous ren-

dering the steel brittle. Ores for this purpose are rated more with reference

to the percentage of phosphorous they contain than for their richness in iron.

The presence of titanium is very prejudicial to the quality of the ore, this

substance eating out the sides of the blast furnaces, and consequently fur-
'^***°*"'"

nacemen will not use ores largely containing this material as they will

destroy the walls of the furnace and entail a very heavy expense in repairing

it, besides being very injurious to the iron produced. An excess of sulphur ^^^ \ h
is also a defect, and ores containing over a certain limited quantity of this iron ores,

material are practically outside the market. An analytical chemist will

have to be consulted to determine these matters, as it is a question of chem-
istry which few explorers have any knowledge of.

The Huronian formation covers a large broken area between the western
outlet of French river on lake Huron and the head of lake Superior. It is The Huroniaa

more recent than the Laurentian, which it more or less overlies. It consists
'^'^^''''o-

of green and grayish slate rocks mixed up with masses of greenstone, and
abounds in numerous trap dykes. It contains many quartz veins bearing
valuable minerals, besides large deposits of iron ore of first class quality.
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Canada's
mineral wealth
and mining
inactiTity.

H.—NOTES ON CHARCOAL AND CHARCOAL IRON.

BY JOSEPH BAWDEN, BARKISTER-AT-LAW, KINGSTON.

The writer of a paper in Iron on the properties and occurrence of iron

ores says: "Canada is pre-eminently rich in iron ores, but the greater

number of the deposits are undeveloped, owing to want of energy, of accessible

fuel, difficulties of transit, etc. In fact throughout the whole ^f the country

mining may be said to be in its infancy, and little attention has been paid to

the developement of the vast mineral wealth that the country possesses."

Again :
" Canada is pre-eminently rich in red hematite, but comparatively

little attention has been hitherto paid to the developement of the iron ore

wealth of this vast extent of country. Many of the Canadian iron ore mines

are stock-formed, a fact which may partly account for the want of enterprise

shown by the inhabitants." *

So far the great journal of the British iron industry, and whether it is

due to stock companies or want of energy the fact is not less surprising that

in the year ending 30th June, 1887, the United States imported from England

72,546 tons of iron ore and only 18,430 tons from Canada. Our neighbor's

total import of iron ore in the same period was 1,141,774 tons, of which

it will be seen our share was little more than one and one-half per cent.

The output of the United States iron mines during the year 1887 was
estimated at 11,300,000 tons.

Canada's imports.

Canada imported from the United States in 1887 over $100,000 worth

of agricultural implements. American car wheels were imported to the value

of $7,759, or to the weight of 3,004 cwt. The number of American locomo-

tives imported was thirteen, of the value of 872,804, or on an average of

$5,004 each. American hardware was imported to the value of over $720,000,

Canada's iron
i^aore than half of which was builders' hardware. A great many American

and coal imports locks found sale north of the lakes—$69,845 worth. Iron in slabs, blooms, etc.,

states "in iss;'.^'* was imported to the extent of 11,227 cwt. Machines and machinery were
taken to the value of nearly $1,500,000. Nails and spikes of American pro-

duction were also imported in large quantity—wrought, 193,801 lb., including

railroad spikes: cut, 154,911 lb. Over 10,000 tons of pig iron were also

imported. During the same year Canada also imported from the United
States cutlery to the value of about 850,000 ; tiles and rasps, $35,912 ; saws,

$55,395 ; axes, $7,556 ; all other mechanics' tools, $194,018 ; and many score

of other iron and steel products. Of steel rails 82,980 cwt. were imported.

Of American coal, 949,499 tons of anthracite and 1,077,678 tons of bitumi-

nous were imported, besides 31,162 tons of coal dust and 13,518 tons of coke.

Canada also imported from the United States under special exemption from
duty for the construction of the Esquimault and Nanaimo railroad the

following :
" Bolts and nuts, 19,070 lb. ; fish plates, 77,804 lb. ; spikes 44,000

lb. ; steel rails, 1,334,000 lb." *

PRODUCTION IN THE UNITED STATES.

The quantity of pig iron made in the United States in 1887 was
7,187,206 tons of 2,000 lb. According to fuel used this production was
classified into anthracite pig 2,338,389 tons, charcoal 578,182 tons and
bituminous 4,270,635 tons. Our conterminous neighbors make the larger

part of the charcoal pig production, viz : Maine (charcoal pig only) 4,397

tons; New York, 26,491; Ohio, 18,544; Michigan, 213,543; Wisconsin,

47,523 tons. Of the total pig iron the product known as Bessemer pig stands

for 3,202,153 tons. The total production of Bessemer steel in the same period

was 3,288,357 tons—an increase of 30 per cent, over the previous year.

The production of open hearth steel was 360,717 tons—an increase of 47 per

"United States
production of

iron and steel.

* Iron, voL xxxi, pp. 73 and 339.
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cent, over 188G. Of crucible steel there was produced 84,421 tons. The

returns for the first half of 1888 show production less than the corresponding

half of 1887 as follows : Anthracite pig, 9'J!2,461 tons, being a decrease for

the half year of 144,4(S2 tons, with 23 furnaces out of blast between 1st

January and 1st July, 1888. The charcoal pig production was 278,238 tons,

being an increase of 15, 190 tons over the previous corresponding half-year

;

and of bituminous pig 2,111,804 tons, being an increase for the same period of

161,465 tons. Of 587 furnaces, 297 are out of blast. Much of the larger

part of the pig iron classed as anthracite pig is made with a mixture of

anthracite coal and coke. The quantity of iron made with anthracite alone

is steadily growing smaller. In the first half of 1888 it amounted to only

107,802 tons. The proportion of Bessemer pig shows a decrease of 152,200

tons, attended with a falling off in the production of Bessemer steel ingots

and rails from the corresponding half-year of 1887 to the extent of 257,284

tons. Iron Age, the excellent journal of the American iron trade, gives the

following estimate of the number of men employed in iron and steel produc-

tion in 1887 :

Hands.

Furnaces and rolling mills 193,000

Iron ore mining 50, GOO

Anthracite coal mining 10,000

Bituminous coal mining 10,000

Coking coal 3,500

Mining coal for coke. 20,000

Quarrying limestone 2,000

Making charcoal 1,000

Total 290,100

This does not include the men employed in transportation, or in such manu-

factures as wire mills, pipe works, foundries, boiler shops, bridge and steel productioDw

structural iron shops. The phenomenal growth of the manufacturing power

of the United States in steel production is shown by the fact that in 1867,

the first year of their production in America, the quantity of Bessemer steel

rails made was 2,550 tons. The first Siemens gas furnace was erected in the

same year.

The enormous production of the United States in 1887 was notably

insufficient for the requirements, for in addition she imported from Great ^'g^^)^**^

Britain as follows : Great Britain.

Tons

Pig iron 403,559

Bars, angles, etc 4, 273

Railway workings 182,270

Hoops, sheets, etc 32,471

Tin plates 268,364

Cast and wrought manufactures 2,925

Old iron 172,927

Steel unwrought 215,656

1,282,445=1,436,339 tons of 2,000 lb.
*

Britain's pkouuction.
Great Britain's production in 1887 was 8,334,957 tons of 2,000 lb. ; of

Bessemer steel ingots, 2,312,123 tons; of open hearth steel, 1,098,836 tons, ^^''^^^^rij^ijj'*

an increase in this make of steel over the preceding year of 321,388 tons ; iron and steeL

of crucible steel, 112,000 tons, the usual yearly production of steel by this

process. Great Britain's production in the first half year of 1888 showed an
increase in the make of pig iron of 262,850 tons, an increase in production

* Throughout these notes the ton weight is reduced to the 2,000 lb. standard.
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of Bessemer steel ingots of 152,237 tons, and an increase in open hearth steel
ingots of 236,354 tons, with 223 furnaces of the latter construction employed,
47 unemployed and 30 new furnaces under construction.

THE world's production.
In 1855 the world's production of pig iron was estimated at 6,720,000

J'J.ducUon'of
*?"^' °^ ^^^^^ .^^^^^ Britain supplied one-half and the United States one-

pig iron, eighth. In 1826 the output of the British pig iron furnaces was estimated
at 720,000 tons. At that time England imported yearly from Russia and
Sweden 78,000 tons of iron. The operation of converting cast iron into bar
iron in the puddling furnace had not been introduced. Theretofore " the
operation had been effected by the agency of wood charcoal in refineries
analogous to those still (1866) made use of in France. But when that kind
of fuel began to be scarce it came to be mixed with coke in various propor-
tions. The bar iron thus produced was usually hard and required much time
to convert, so that an establishment which could produce 20 tons of bar iron
in a week was deemed considerable. . . Till 1740 the smelting of iron ores in
England was executed entirely with wood charcoal." In 1788," 53 blast
furnaces fired with coke were in activity, which furnished 54,640 tons of iron
in a year." The quantity of cast iron produced in the same year by means of
charcoal was 14,670 tons. "In 1796 the wood charcoal process was almost
entirely given up."*

Sweden's iron trade.
Sweden continues to export bar iron and even pig iron to Great Britain,

Sweden's export notwithstanding the enormous expansion of the iron industry of the latter.
.rfpig and bar Britain received in 1887 four-fifths of the whole Swedish pig iron export, to

the amount of 44,300 tons, and nearly one-half of the bar iron export, the
amount being 104,057 tons. The total Swedish export for the year was, of
pig iron, 55,188 tons, of bar iron, 219,756 tons. The export of iron ore rose
in the same year from 21,601 tons to 46,776 tons. " The increase in the latter
article is very encouraging," says the report, " as the export of iron ore had
of late years, in consequence of the competition of Spanish ores, sunk to a
mere minimum. This year the exports will be much larger owing to the
working of the Gellivara iron deposits. Prices have varied from 3s. 6d. to
7s. 6d. (stg.) per ton (2,240 lb.)" The average yearly output of the mines

The ronand for five years, to 1886 inclusive, was 972,000 tons, employing 6,332 hands,
steel industry, ^f ^hom 625 were women and children. There were 164 furnaces in blast in

1886, which produced 484,000 tons of pig; 217 bar iron works, with 638
hearths, returning 259,000 tons. The make of bar iron is yearly diminishing,
which, says the report, " indicates that eflforts of development are directed
towards the finished goods industries." There were also 33 steel works in
which were made 59,000 tons of Bessemer steel, 24,360 tons of Siemens-
Martin steel and 1,940 tons of other kinds of steel. In the manufacture of
finished iron and steel goods there were made 14,560 tons of plates, 11,200
tons of nails, 6,720 tons of tools and implpments, including agricultura), and
12,300 tons of sundry articles. New licenses were issued for the working of
new iron deposits to the number of 103, for the working of old deposits
re-worked to the number of 209, and 38 mines ceased to be worked. " An
association formed last year called the Swedish Export association, of which
the crown prince of Sweden is the president, is already doing much good,
several new markets for Swedish manufactured iron and steel goods having
been opened outside Europe, and this year the government has granted a sum
of £1,000 towards the expenses of sending a qualified agent on a year's journey
to the east and to Australia."

The relation of the Swedish iron trade to the old fashioned crucible steel

manufacture of Sheffield is very distinctly stated by Mr. Henry Seebohm, in

*Ure's Dictionary of Arts, 1866.
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a paper read in 1884 before the Iron and Steel Institute of Great Britain :

—

*' The accumulated experience of a century," he says, " has convinced the

manufacturers of cruciV)le cast steel that the finest qualities can only Vje

made from bar steel which has been converted from iron made from Danne-

mora ore. This iron is expensive ; its average cost for the last forty years

has been at least <£25 (stg. ) a ton ; the process of converting it into steel is CmciWecast

slow and costly, the process of melting in small crucibles is extravagant, both i>-lnncniora

in labor and fuel, and subsequently the best qualities of crucible cast st^el '""•

can only be sold at a high price. So-called best crucible cast steel is sold at

low prices by unscrupulous manufacturers and bought by credulous consumers,

but though it is quite possible for high priced steel to be bad it is aVjsolutely

impossible that low priced steel can be good. The finest quantity of steel can-

not be made of cheap material or by a cheap process. Every yfar the attempt

is made, and every year it signally fails. No one ever made a better try than P'-'^
priced and

r-,- rw r> 1 i-PM 1 f ^ • 1
low pnced Steel.

Sir Henry Bessemer, but his tailure was as complete as that of his predeces-

sors. He attempted to produce an article at £6 a ton to compete with one

at £60 a ton, and failed absolutely. It is true that his steel was a success,

perhaps the most brilliant success of the century. I am not quite sure that

he himself believes in his failure. In his lecture before the Cutlers' company
of London in 1880 he chafi'ed the steel manufacturers of Shetfield on their

antiquated attachment to the rule of thumb, and twitted them with the asser-

tion that the high price of crucible cast steel arose from a combination of

trade interest on their part and of prejudice on the part of their customers.

Sir Henry Bessemer may have half-ruined the wrought iron ti-ade and revo-

lutionised the pig iron trade, but the crucible cast steel trade holds its own in

spite of his great discoveries. When railways were first introduced and
waggons and coaches to a large extent driven ofi" the road, many people

thought that the price of horses would permanently fall, but exactly the

contrary took place. Similar fears were entertained that the demand for

crucible cast steel would seriously decline when Bessemer and Siemens steel

came into the market. This has not Vjeen the case. The commoner qualities

of crucible cast steel have been to a large extent supjiressed by Bessemer's and
Siemens' steel, but the enormous quantities made by the latter processes have
required for their manipulation, directly or indirectly, such a large quantity

of the better qualities of crucible cast steel that the total amount of the latter

now produced in various parts of the world is probably double that which
was required before the birth of its rivals."

PRICES OF IRON.

Some recent quotations give the relative values in the United States mar-

kets of charcoal iron compared with that mfide with other fuel as follows :

Philadelphia, Jan, 7, 1890—charcoal blooms, $54 to $56; run out anthracite, Quotations of

$44 to 45 per " bloom " ton of 2,464 lb. Chicago—lake Superior charcoal and'aahr^ul
pig, all numbers, S23.00 to 823.50; lake Superior coke, Xo. 1, 819.50 to pig iron.

$20. Cincinnati—Southern coke. No. 1, 818.50 to S19.00; Hanging Rock
charcoal. No. 1, 821.00 to 823 ; common bar iron, 81.90 ; charcoal bar iron,

$2.90 to 83. Pittsburg, Pa.—No. 1 foundry, 819.50 to 820 ; No. 1 char-

coal, foundry, 824 to 24.50; cold blast charcoal, 825 to 828. New York
metal prices, Oct. 3—Refined iron, round and square, 82.20 to 82.80 ; Nor-
way rods, 84 to 85.

M.\GNETIC IRON ORES.'

The magnetite ore from which the best brands of iron in Sweden and Nor-
"way are made is similar to the magnetite of the valleys drained by the Ottawa
river and her tributary streamsi and by the upper waters of the Trent and Magnetic ores of

Moira. Dr. Sterry Hunt in the Geological Survey report of 1886 says : "The f^Tlonudo."^'^^
so-called primitive gneiss formation of Scandinavia has long been regarded

by the Geological Survey as belonging to the Laurentian system, and is aBso-
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ciated with crystalline limestones which have afforded most of the minerals

that are to be met with in the Laurentian limestones of North America, to-

gether with many additional species. Such of these minerals as are common
to the two regions offer close resemblances, not only in their characters and
associations but also in the mode of their occurence. . . . Daubree, who
in 1843 published an instructive account of his examination of the metal-

liferous deposits of Norway and Sweden, furnishes some interesting details

of the minerals associated with the beds of magnetic iron ore in the

vicinity of Arendal. The ore is here found sometimes in gneiss and at other

times in a gneissoid rock, consisting of various admixtures of pyroxene, horn-

blende, garnet, epidote and mica, the whole associated with crystalline lime-

stones. . . . At the iron mines in the island of Utoe, where the ore is

a mixture of magnetic and specular oxides occurring in beds with hornblendic

rocks passing into gneiss, or with crystalline limestone holding hornblende

and mica, granitoid veinstones like those of Arendal are met with, hold-

ing orthoclase and quartz, with tourmaline and oxide of tin, together with

the rare minerals, petalite, spodumene and lepidolite, which occupy the cen-

tral portion of the veins. This association is the more worthy of notice as-

the only other known locality of the rare mineral petalite, (if we except the-

castor of Elba) is in the crystalline limestone of Bolton, Massachussetts,

where it occurs with scapolite, hornblende, pyroxene, chrysolite, spinel, apa-

tite and sphene, the characteristic minerals of similar limestones in Canada,.

New York and Scandinavia."*

Bauerman in his treatise on the metallurgy of iron, 1868, says that mag-
Occurrence of netic ores are chiefly confined to the older crystalline rocks of Scandinavia^

and North America, and appear under two principal conditions, either inter-

stratified in irregular beds or tabular masses in hornblendic and chloritic

schists and crystalline limestones, or irregular ramifying veins and masses in

dioritic or doleritic rocks, " Iron pyrites," he says, " may be eiUier dissem-

inated in considerable quantity through the ore, which in such case.it gen-

erally renders useless, or interspersed in small patches in the neighborhood of

veins of intrusive rock such as granite. Sometimes the centre of a rock may
be pure magnetite, passing at either side into copper and iron pyrites. The
texture of massive magnetite appears to vary with the containing rock ; the

most compact having sometimes a nearly conchoidal fracture we found in

talcose schist, while the more granular and crystalline conditions prevail in

hornblendic gneiss and crystalline limestones." Prof. Dana in his Manual
of Geology says :

" In Canada, at Bale St. Paul, there is a bed of titanic

iron 90 feet wide, exposed for 200 or 300 feet, occurring in syenite with

rutile or oxide of titanium. The ore does not differ from ordinary specular

iron in appearance, but the powder is not red. In Sweden and Norway the

iron ores are interstratified in the same manner Avith crystalline rocks,

—

mainly gneiss, hornblende rocks, talcose and chloritic schists, argillaceous schists,^

quartzite and granular limestone, with which they are more or less laminated.

At Dannemora the stratum containing iron is 600 feet in width, and it

occurs with granular limestone, talcose and chloritic schists and gneiss. At
Utoe, Sweden, red jaspery quartz bands the ore in the same way as in Michi-

gan ; the ore—the specular mixed with the magnetic—occurs in mica schist

and quartzite in an irregularly shaped mass about 120 feet in its widest

part. At Gellivara there is an iron mountain three or four miles long and
one-and-a-half wide, consisting mostly of magnetic ore, with some specular

ore. In each of these regions the beds dip with the enclosing rock, showing

that all has had a common history."!

The magnetic ores of the primitive geological formation have peculiar

characters which impart the highest value for the manufacture of strong

magnetic iron
ore.

Geological Survey report, 1866, pp. 194-5. f Dana's Manual of Geology, p. 140.
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fibrous iron and edge tool steel. But these ores are not of uniform purity.

Even the faniou.s Danneniora ore is said to have " a small trace of iron Nature of mag-

pyrites." In the Gellivara on^ mountain phosphate of lime is present in the
'"='''"<"*''•

largest one, 200 feet-bed, through about 80 feet of its thickness, the remaining
120 feet being of good quality. Iron pyrites in small quantities at least is

not uncommon in the magnetic ores of southern Sweden, e.specially in the
neighborhood of granite veins.*

QUALITIKS OF ORES AND METALS.
According to Chenot, the inventor of a steel making process, " the

nature of the ore has much more to do with the quality of the metal (steel)

than the mode of treatment, and he compares the different steels to the wines

of ditierent localities, which owe their varied qualities far more to the nature of

the grapes than to any variations in the mode of their fermentation. The
process of cementation employed by Chenot furnishes according to his view an
exact measure of the capability of the iron to produce steel. The sponges of

the iron from Sweden and the Ural mountains, after taking up six per cent, of

carbon, yield a metal which is still malleable, while that of Elba with four per

cent, becomes brittle and approaches to cast iron in its pro})erties. While the

ores of Sweden and the Urals are famous for the excellent quality of their

steel, the ore of Elba is known to yield a very superior iron, but to be unfit

for the fabrication of steel. "t The American manufacturer recognises this

as fully as his British rival. In Jeans' history of the American steel trade,

describing the Pittsburg steel works, he says : "The firm make cast and German
plow steel, all kinds of the highest class edge tool steel, etc. None but the
finest grades of Swedish, Norwegian and American iron are used. The Pitts-

burg steel works are among the largest in the country, their annual product
amounting to about 6,000 tons of finished steel of all descriptions, of an ap-

proximate value of $1,500,000. The works give employment to 350 men,
whose pay-roll amounts to $250,000 a year."l The market quotations confirm

what has been advanced respecting the importance of selecting the best ores in

order to obtain the highest standard of production and price. The British

quotation for cast steel for edge tools was on 2nd November, 1888, <£40 to High class steel.

.£60 stg. per ton ; the American quotation of the month previous, 8t^c. per lb.

At the same dates Bessemer and Siemens steels were quoted in Britain at

£Q 10s. to £10 the ton; in the United States at 2|c. to 5c. per lb. This
country in the fiscal year 1886-7 imported direct from Norway and Sweden
11,017 cwt. of bar iron, entered for duty at a valuation of $2.25 per

cwt., while the average value of British bar iron appears to have been
less than $1.25 per cwt. Other important results are the great uniformity

of price of the high-class article and the widening character of the demand for

it. A late Sheffield report (Iron, Nov. 23rd, 1888,) says : "In steel castings

the industry is growing rapidly, to the detriment of the iron founders. In
all classes of machine work, whenever practicable, steel castings are being
substituted for iron. In crucible cast steel there is also a brisker tone notice-

able, home, continental and American customers buying freely, but there is

little alteration in prices, the standards of the old makers, both in price and
quality, only being varied under very exceptional circumstances."

FOUNDRY IRON FROM MAGNETIC ORES.
Not only is it the case that by proper selection of ore and careful metal-

lurgy the highest priced product in retined iron may be made from magnetic
ores, but it is also plain that any efibrt to make foundry iron from these ores

alone will be attended with difficulty,—very great difficulty with any other
fuel than charcoal. Touching the question proposed for discussion, " Why is

* Bauerman's Metallurgy of Iron, p. 67.

t Sterry Hunt in the Geological Survey report, 1853-6, p. 402.

+ Steel, its History, Manufacture and Uses, by J. S. Jeans, 1880.
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it difficult to make good foundry pig iron from a burden of all magnetites V
Mr. Cook, manager of the Warwick Iron company, in a recent number of

the Journal of the Charcoal Iron Workers, gives his ^dews thus : "The difficulty

Oifflcuity of of producing a large percentage of foundry iron with magnetic ores was more

iron'from°a"buir- tnarked with the small anthracite furnaces of former years than with the larger
deu of aiJ mag- and better equip[)ed plants of modern construction. The use of a portion of

coke has made the management also somewhat easier, and consequently enabled

the percentage of foundry iron produced to be increased. Within certain

limits the greater the ease with which the iron of an ore parts with its oxygen
the more regularly and rapidly will the furnace perform its work of reduction

and melting, and the hotter will be the crucible with the same weight of fuel.

That the reduction of magnetic ores proceeds more slowly than brown hema-
tites or red oxides is probably due as much to their mechanical structure as to

any diffirence in mechanical composition. Most of the magnetic ores avail-

able in the Schuylkill and Lehigh valley districts of Pennsylvania are dense,

close, compound ores. These, even when entirely full of sulphur, are more or

less difficult to work, especially when filled into the furnace in large pieces or

masses too heavy for one man to lift into a charging barrow. The writer has

seen the dense I^ew Jersey magnetites so filled into furnaces, and at the same
time the managers were complaining of the impossibility of making foundry

grades and the tendency of the furnace to work irregularly, or to run off on
white iron, without (to them) any apparent cause. The furnace gases experi-

ence more or less difficulty in penetrating, breaking up and deoxidising dense

ores ; they can be broken down more cheaply with hammers. Open, porous ores,

or ores containing considerable combined water, are quickly and thoroughly

permeated. In consequence, with magnetites there is a greater consumption

of heat in the lower part of the furnace, and from the presence of ore only

partially reduced there is apt to be sudden variations in the temperature of

the crucible. One of the conditions requisite to the production of a large

proportion of the higher grades of foundry iron is almost absolute uniform-

ity of temperature of the lower parts of the furnace. , . , With mag-
netites forming the burden, the rapidity of travel of the stock in the

furnace needs to be very carefully watched, and the composition of the slag

kept as uniform as possible. Any variation in slag, or too rapid or too slow

driving,—variations that would pass unnoticed with easily reducible ores,

—

are reasonably sure to produce marked changes in the furnace running on

dense magnetites. Soft, earthy magnetic ores, on the other hand, usually

carry considerable sulphur, an element which is well known as an unrelent-

ing enemy of foundry iron. When present in the dense mass of magnetic

ores it entirely unfits them for the economical production of foundry iron.

When thoroughly washed however these form fairly good mixtures, as the

washing not only removes the sulphur but also opens the structure of the

ores, rendering them porous and easily attacked by the blast furnace gases.

Brown hematites and red oxides rarely carry sulphur to any considerable

extent, which alone is a decided advantage in their favor in competition with

magnetic ores. . . . Low silicon in the pig iron is undesirable for foundry

grades, yet for mill iron this quality becomes desirable. . . . As a

rule the gangue of magnetic ores contains but little free quartz or sand;

the silicon is usually in combination with lime'^or magnesia, and the slag to

this extent is partially made, so that the limestone flux added to the ore

' charge to produce slag of certain composition combines with the gangue of

the ore more readily and at lower temperatures than when the gangue is

chiefly quartz and sand. In consequence the iron made is less liable to con-

tain reduced silica. The silicon foundry irons made from magnetic ores

give varying results in the foundry, depending on the knowledge of foremen

of the melting departments."*

* Journal of the Charcoal Iron Workers, vol. vnr, pp. 21-24.
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PREPARATION OF O R K S K O R THE K U R N A C K,

The preparation of tho on* hy roasting, breaking, and in some cases wash-

ing, is followed where charcoal fuel is used and the most successful results Breaking, wash-

-attained. lire (supplement to Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures and Mines,
|"J; o'^res forThe

Am. ed. 18G6) says :
" The modern processes of iron smeltini,' differ materially furnace,

according as the fuel emjdoyed is charcoal or pitcoal. As an illustration of

tho method adopted when the former is used, the following details of the

manufacture of the celebrated Oeregrund iron may be taken, premising that

the operations vary in a few particulars in other countries where different

kinds of ore are dealt with. The Oeregrund iron is made from the magnetic

ironstone at Danneraora in Sweden. The ore in moderately large piles, such

as it comes from the mine, is first roasted. For this purpose an oblong coffer

of masonry, 18 feet long, la feet wide and about 6 feet in depth, open at top

and furnished with a door, is entirely filled with logs of wood; over this the

ore is piled to the height of from 5 to 7 feet, and is covered with a coating of

small charcoal, almost a foot and a half in thickness. Fire is then communi-
cated to the bottom of the })ile by means of the door just mentioned, and in a

short time the combustion spreads through the whole mass ; the small quan-

tity of pyrites that the ore contains is decomposed by the volatilisation of the

sulphur; the moisture is also driven off, and the ore from being very hard

and refractory becomes very easily pulverisable. In the space of 24 hours

roasting is completed, and the ore when sufficiently cool is transferred to a

stamping mill where it is pounded dry and sifted through a network of iron,

which will not let any piece larger than a hazel nut to pass. It is now ready

to be smelted." M. Gautier in his Dictionary, vol. 4, describes JacoVj's pro-

cess for the washing and calcination of phosphorised ores, and says in conclu-

sion :
" Such calcination and washing is advantageous, independently of its

effect in removing phosphorus, as it gets rid of much of the sulphur, and so

admitsof producing a softer and grayer pig-iron. . . Roasting is always applied

to oxidise iron ores in order to obtain the highest degree of oxidation. A
simple oxidation is performed when magnetic ores are exposed to heat and air

and transferred into peroxide." Describing the American method Overman
says (p. 486) :

" The operation is performed in the open air in heaps, and as

most roast ovejis have been abandoned we suppose this method is preferable

to that in ovens. At the same conclusion we arrive equally as well by de-

ductions based on the nature of the mineral and the end to be accomplished.

Magnetic ore should be roasted if it is desirable to melt carburetted iron, for

this ore is too compact to admit of the absorption of carbon, and it must be

made porous in order to form gray iron. It contains also very frequently

iron pyrites, blende, galena, arseniuret, silica and other substances which
it is necessary to oxidise. When specular iron contains pyrites, which fre- charcoal and

quently happens, it must be roasted. Sparry ore is to be roasted to remove
J^'JiforVoastin^,

carbonic acid. If these ores are pure, that is, free from sulphurets, a strong

and rapid heat can be made ; but when they are impure a red heat with

a liberal supply of air and moisture are requisite to succeed well. . . Half
the fuel used in heaps may be saved by roasting in ovens. A ton of coal or a

cord of wood will afford heat for twenty tons of ore when roasted in large

piles or heaps. In an oven one-half, and in a well constructed oven one third

of that fuel is sufficient to accomplish the work, and if the labor is considered

equal in V)Oth places, which is in reality in favor of the oven, the advantages

of the latter are evident. Where the quality of stone coal as it respects sul-

phur is doubtful, wood ought to be used in roasting, for the affinity of iron

for sulphur is so gr^^at that it will absorb any which is not oxidised. In using

the kiln for roasting it is not advisable to mix ore and coal, because if the

coal contains sulphur it will certainly adhere to the iron. . . Some ore

may be roasted in forty-eight hours, but it would be better if twice the time
were occupied for it. When good iron is to be made the ore is riddled.
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Catalan forge.

Dry fine ore will trickle through the space between the coal in the blast fur-

nace and arrive unprepared in the hearth, causing white-iron, and often

serious disturbances in the smelting operation, by producing a raw-

Smelting in the slag or by accumulating in certain parts of the furnace and obstructing

the blast, thus causing scaffolding. In the Catalan forge pro-

cess, (says Prof. Huntington) the ore is crushed by the hammer and
divided by sifting into lumps and very coarse powder. In the one
part of the forge only charcoal and powder are introduced and in the

other only lumps of ore. That the ore should be in lumps at that part is a
very important point, for in this way the hot reducing gas, carbonic oxide,

generated by the action of the blast on the charcoal, is able to pass freely

through the mass of the ore, the effect of which is that the water of hydration

and the moisture are first driven out by heat, and then the ore having
become easily permeable the carbonic oxide reduces it to metallic iron." In this

method the processes of roasting and reduction are simultaneously carried on.

" In the American bloomary process as carried on in New Jersey and northern

New York," Dr. Egleston says, "the ore must be calcined, crushed and dressed;

all of it is therefore in a fine state of division, in grains not larger than one-

tenth of an inch in diameter. . . . The impurities contained in the ore are

mostly removed by dressing ; what remains is removed in the process by the

formation of silicate of iron. . . . "With a view to making the ore friable,

it is usually calcined before crushing in kilns containing about 300 tons, which
are roasted in three to six days with a consumption of about 25 cords of wood
per kiln. Crushing and dressing often conducted in a crude, primitive fash-

ion, follow for preparing the ore previous to its reduction in the blowing

forge." The ore for use in the Siemens direct process is also reduced to the
size of pease or beans.

The magnetites of the Adirondack hills are for the most part high in silicon,

with mere traces of sulphur and phosphorus, but in some instances an objec-

tionable quantity of the latter. Roasting appears to have been followed

some years ago to aid in the disintegration of the ore rather than for its chemi-

cal results, although it would seem judicious to return to the discarded prac-

tice with the help of modern improvements. The introduction of well-planned

crushing and separating mills has no doubt led to the change. In these mills

the ore is received from railway cars dumping on an inclined table, from

which it passes through spouts 13 by 15 inches to Blake crushing and pulver-

ising rolls. A graduating cone permits the discharge of stuS" sized for passage

to the separator screens, and returns ore too large to an elevator for another

passage through the rolls. From the screens the stuflF passing over is returned

for treatment, while that going through is discharged on the washing

jigs. These are sieves placed in tanks of water, to which a set of plungers

impart the jigging motion necessary to the separation of ore from rock accord-

ing to their respective gravities, A layer of ore of the size of filberts " is de-

posited on the sieves, which has the effect of allowing particles of the same
specific gravity as itself to pass through it and the sieve, while it keeps back

any particles of less specific gravity, which last are gradually washed over the

end from one compartment into the next lower one, the light waste from the

last compartment finally passing away." A separator of this description at

Ironville, Essex county, N. Y., driven by water power of 40 h. p. etfect, is

capable of treating five tons an hour. After the descent of the ore from the

car two top-men are required at the spout and one man at the jig at the con-

clusion of the process. The daily wages are for the first 81.10 each, and for the

jigman who looks to the working of the machinery and is handy at repairs,

$1.50. The current labor expense is therefore light, but the charge for break-

age has been a variable quantity. In 1882 the repair charges against 3,452

tons crushed and separated were §1.83 a ton, and in 1883 for 3,381 tons, $1-23^

Mechanical
treatment of

magnetic ores

Cost of treat
ment.
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a, ton. The manager made some improvements in the machinery in 1884,

which largely reduced expenses, the amount beina only 22J cents per ton for

3,181 tons, in 1885 at the rate of 81| cents for 927 tons, and in 1887 at the

rate of 17 cents for 2,174 tons. In 1886 only 183 tons were dressed, against

which the repair charges were $2.46^ a ton. The dres.sed ore is loaded

on cars by laborers at an expense of seven cents a ton. An immense mill,

said to be the best in the United States, is in operation at Lyon mountain.

The machinery is essentially the same as in the smaller mill at Ironviile, with

the exception of the jigs, which are more elaborate in construction and better

adapted for dealing with large quantities of ore. The mill is driven with a

daily consumption of nine tons of anthracite pea coal by a 250 h. p. engine.

There are ten laborers, engineer, two firemen and mill manager. The present

daily working is 250 tons, capable of being pushed to 500 tons. Here also

the repairs account is the principal item. But the end attained leaves noth-

ing to be desired so far as the crushing of the ore and separation from rocky

matter are concerned. The ore is delivered in the size of coarse Liverpool salt,

carrying about 5 per cent, of water and about 5 per cent, of silicious dust.

The tailings are discharged by a flume, and the loss of ore apparent from their

examination is insignificant. To an onlooker the cost of repairs would seem
to be in some degree preventible by more careful attention to the material in

the machinery and more cost for watciiful superintendence. Electric separ- Kiectric aepara-

^tion by bringing a stream of crushed ore within the " field" of rotating mag-
nets is likely to supersede the jiggers, and for titaniferous ores is certainly

rpreferable. It remains to be proved whether the washing process does not

aid in the removal of some pyritous matter as well as assist in its diminution

in the Vjloomary. Edison's magnetic separator has been tested upon the ores

belonging to Witherbees, Sherman Sl Co. of Port Henry, N. Y. " The object

of the separation would be to remove the silica, which is present in so large a

•quantity as to prevent the advantageous shipment of the ore to the furnaces.

The analyses show that the result is satisfactory," There are also some Cana-

dian patents for separators of this class. In fact the absolute separation of

^angue, if attainable by the electric separator, is not desirable in ore destined

for the Catalan forge, a certain amount of slag being required for the protec-

tion of the metal from excessive oxidation in the open charcoal fire. The
preference for one or the other process should rest on a careful estimate of the

merits of each, the character of the ore and its destination, whether for the

blast furnace, forge or open hearth furnace. What has been stated regarding

repairs does not apply to that part of the process where the electric separator

comes into competition with the jig. It is in the heavy machinery that the

breaks occur. The expense of the jigs is insignificant. The cost of crushing,

separating, with interest on capital, maintenance of mill and repairs, in a good

•business will not exceed 75 cents a ton.

\ "As characteristic of the Swedish pig-iron manufacture," says Prof. Aker-

man, " there deserves to be mentioned the strong calcining of the ores in the Economy of

Westman gas-furnace and that the calcined ores before being charged into roasting,

the blast furnace are crushed between rolls or Blake crushers to the size of

a walnut or under." The treatment of ore to the extent it is conducted in

the American crushing mill is therefore required in the interest of the mine

owner and in the Catalan process. To the former it affords the means of sav-

ing a large quantity of material brought to the surface, of equal cost to raise

it with the richest ore, but which from its intermixture with rock will

not pay for transportation.

" The best spent wages I ever paid," said an Ohio charcoal furnace master,
** was to a strong able-bodied man to break up the ores before calcining them
into pieces as big as your fist. Then I sifted braize through it and burned it
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well." For desulphurising fine ore there is no gas kiln in use. The kiln

must occupy an intermediate place between the Blake crusher and the
pulveriser. It is claimed for the Taylor kiln that it can desulphurise from 5
to 10 per cent, of fine ore, about the quantity which will pass from the jaws,

of the crusher working on a dense ore.*

EEQCIREMENTS OF A ROASTING KILN.
*' In charcoal blooms a quantity of sulphur so small as 0.035 per cent, is

sufficient to produce cracks in the bar-iron rolled from them." In the blast

/ furnace sulphur is a source of loss from the necessity of melting a large

amount of limestone for producing a slag for its removal. In eastern

Pennsylvania the stone burden rises to 50 and 60 per cent, of the ore, while
with lake Superior ore very little troubled with sulphur there is required

Roasting kilns Only 15 per cent, limestone for making a basic slag. "As no steel making

ores^^'*^'^"^
process is able to remove sulphur, steel makers are obliged to mix native red-

short pig with imported pig iron in the cupolas and in the open hearth fur-

naces, and to mix native red-short ores with imported ores in the blast

furnaces. . . The price of imported Cumberland pig iron for steel making with

about 0.025 sulphur is about §2 higher, and that of purest Swedish pig iron,

of about 0.015 per cent, sulphur, 87 higher than the native red-short pig at

the same works. . . . "To eflect a clean roasting, reducing the sulphur
to less than one-half, there is indeed no other way than the use of gas. . . .

The fuel for gas producing ought to be refuse, unfit for carrying into the
blast furnace."! Eefuse from wood, other than sawdust, ought to be burned
in a shaft. In Sweden an invention is successfully in operation for reducing

the moisture in gases from 50 to 2 per cent., which ought to be of value in

forest districts. The surplus gas from the furnace cannot always be counted
on. Every fit of indigestion in the blast furnace is followed by a lowering of

the heating power of the waste gases, and it is just on such an occasion that

the most completely roasted ore is required. The Swedish Westman kiln

and Dillner kiln divide with the American Taylor kiln the comnlendations of

Mr. Lilienberg, an authority on the subject. The last named is the least

expensive kiln, and its capacity for reducing the sulphur in the very

sulphurous magnetic ores of New Jersey has been successfully demonstrated.

Whether the like result is attainable with less sulphurous ores such as those

of eastern Ontario is not to be inferred without trial. The facility with
which any ore will part with sulphur depends upon its density, crystalline

texture and the mineral character of the pyrites. Summing up the require-

ments of a roasting kiln, they seem to be as follows: (1) The sulphur shall

be reduced by single roasting from 3 to 4 down to 0.10 per cent. (2) Fine

ore and lumps have to be roasted together as they come from the mines,

without any extra expense for separation. (3) The cost of a kiln roasting 50
tons of ore a day shall not exceed 82,000, which of course ought to stand in

some proportion to the price of the ore. (4) The cost of roasting shall not

exceed 25 cents a ton. (5) The height shall not be greater than the space

below the track in the stock-house, or about 12 feet, in order that elevators

may be avoided and hopper cars used for direct unloading."^ Such are the

tests to be applied in estimating the qualities of a kiln, in the opinion of Mr.

* In the Taylor kiln with its short space above and the long space below the gas inlet,

sulphur is generally reduced from 2 to 5 per cent, down to 0.25 per cent., sometimes to 0.10-

per cent. The cost of erection is .81,800 to S2,000, or about one-fourth of that of the West-
man kiln. The height for lifting the ore is about the same. The consumption of coal, which
is an important item where the waste gases from the blast furnace cannot be used, i&

reported to me so low as 1 cwt. lump anthracite per ton of ore.—Journal of the Charcoal
Iron Workers, vol. ill, p. 264.

+ N. Lilienberg, in the Charcoal Iron Workers' Journal, vol. HI, pp. 261-263.

X Journal of the Charcoal Iron Workers, vol. ill., p. 265.
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Lilienberg, but it may be remarked that the charge for roasting is too low in

view of the fact that any process for desulphurising in the furnace will cost

very much more.

PRKPABATION OF FLUX.
The breaking and calcination of limestones and dolomites for use as flux in

the blastfurnace has been attended with variable results, those adverse to the Treatment of

practice being probably due to the mixture of dust with the charge. The ^^^'

equal descent of ore, tiux and fuel is necessary to the successful operation of

the furnace, and obviously this cannot be attained where there is much
diversity of size in the materials. The evil shows itself in the agglutina-

tian of some of the materials before reduction, followed by explosions, the

formation of "scaflfolds " and irregularity in the character of the iron. Keep-
ing in view the management of the charge so as to avoid this evil, it is apparent
that calcination or the separation of carbonic acid from limestone and the
more refractory magnesiaii limestone or dolomite increases their chemical
activity of combination with sulphur and phosphorous within the furnace,

and by promoting economy of fuel in their reduction admits of increasing

the proportional burden of ore. " The crystalline limestones of the Lauren-
tian series," says Logan, " are remarkable for the variety of crystalline

minerals which they contain," which renders their careful analysis before use
in the blast furnace a matter of necessity. The coarse crystalline dolomites

contain from 45 to 58 per cent, carbonate of lime, 34 to 46 percent, carbonate
of magnesia, with oxide of iron and quartz.

SUPERIOR QUALITY OF CHARCOAL IRON.
" The best and second marks of Dannemora iron owe their superiority over

other Swedish irons to greater freedom from the contamination of foreign

substances. Both these irons and the marks made from hematites are

superior to the British for steel purposes, because both are made with charcoal

only. Even Swedish blooms which have been heated and welded in our coke
fires and drawn into bars are found to be deteriorated thereby. . . The con-

sumption of charcoal varies with the nature of the ore, the average for the
"whole country (Sweden) being from 16 to 17 cwt. (1121b.) per ton of white charcoal and
or mottled forgi* pig, and about one-third more, or from 21 to 22 cwt. per '^°'*^ ^°''.^'^''

ton of gray metal suitable for foundry or Bessemer steel puiposes. At
Langshytta the consumption is as low as 13| to 14 cwt., making white and
mottled iron. The poor ores of Talberg require as much as 50 or 60 cwt. per
ton ... At Greenwood furnace, near Marquette, on lake Superior, the
fuel is hardwood, principally maple charcoal, the consumption being at the
rate of 125 bushels, weighing from 16 to 201b. each, or about 25 cwt. per ton
of pig iron. The ores are not roasted. . . . At the Wyandotte iron works
near Detroit the consumption of light wood coal is 140 bushels of 14 lo. weight
each per ton."* In Greenwood's treatise on Steel and Iron, 1884, it is stated

that " the Canadian charcoal furnaces making dark gray pig iron require from
15| to 23 cwt. of charcoal per ton of iron made. It is noticeable from these

last figures that the consumption of charcoal in charcoal furnaces is much
less per ton of metal produced than is the consumption of coke in coke fur-

naces, and that a greater amount of work is thus performeo by the fuel in the
latter than in the former, owing probably to the greater amount of flux and
earthy matters that have to be converted into slag in the coke furnace thar>

in the charcoal furnace using purer ores." While the information on which
the statement is based may be questioned, the inference is theoretically

correct. One part by weight of charcoal is to an eqaal weight of stone coal

as 75 to 60 for raising equal weights of water from 32*^ to 212'^, according to

*Bauerman on the Metallurgy of Iron, p. 205.
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Voerman. TJre (Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures and Mines, vol. ii, 1878),
gives the following table :

Charcoal fuel

for the bloom-
ary process.

frocesaesofmak-
ing charcoal.

Species of combustible.

Wood charcoal

Turf charcoal

Coke

Pitcoal

Sulphuretted hydrogen gas . .

.

Oil.

Wax.

Tallow

Pounds of water
which 1 lb. fuel can
heat from 0° to 212°

73. OC

64.00

65.00

CO. 00

75.00

78.00

Pounds of boiling
water evaporated by

lib. fuel.

13.27

11.63

11.81

10.90

13.81

14.18

In the American bloomary process "none of the dense fuels such as coke

or anthracite would be used, as they would require a greater pressure of blast

and give a higher temperature, the result of which would probably be an
impure cast iron. ... To perform the operation of reduction only a high

temperature is not necessary, but as the reduced iron is in grains of the form

of the fine ore the temperature of low welding heat is necessary to bind the

particles together. Any temperature higher than this is likely to introduce

impurities, notably carbon, which will make the iron hard and sticky, or may
even produce cast iron. This is the reason why soft wood charcoal is so much
more preferable in this process than that made from denser woods which
would give too high a temperature. . . . There are besides some ores of

iron of exceptional purity, but so lean that they can hardly be worked in the

blast furnace. To be worked at all they must be cruslied and dressed, and it

is only practicable to treat the tine ore thus produced in a bloomary with

charcoal."* Since Dr. Egleston's paper was written the partial use of fine

ore in the blast furnace has become widely extended, the quantity allowed in

the charge being as much as 15 to 20 per cent. Dressed fine ore is also

essential to the oxidising process for the removal of phosphorus in the rotating

furnace. Dr. Egleston further says that " the kiln has a peculiar importance

in the vicinity of concentration works, as it gives a charcoal free from dirt, a

very important consideration, as the whole object of dres.sing the ores is to

get rid of the silica, and if dirt were introduced in the fuel the loss of iron

would not only be increased but the benefit derived from dressing the ores

very much diminished. . . . At the Norton iron works, Plattsburgh, N.Y.,

the charcoal for the blast furnace and for kindling fires is made of slabs, butt

.ends of logs and flood wood."

BKTOBT AND PIT CHAKCOAL,
The controversy between the advocates of the respective merits of retort

. and pit charcoal has brought out pretty clearly that under skilful man-
agement and favorable circumstances the old fashioned process is scarcely

less effective than the use of the retort. Instances are recorded were 59 and

60 bushels to the cord of -soft wood have been obtained in Swedish meilers. It

is claimed that in the retorts of Mathieu, coaling one cord charges, 64 to 70

bushels have been produced, the average results of several operations being

stated at 1,450 lb. of charcoal per cord of hard wood. The Swedish coal

burners claim for their kilns a production of 62 bushels per cord from poor

wood, and 66.7 bushels from good dry wood. The general average of Ameri-

can kilns is considerably less. At the kilns of the J. <fe J. Rogers Iron Co.

*Dt. Egleiton in the Transactions of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, 1879.
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the usual yield is 50 bushels of 2,748 cubic inches per cord of first growth,

mixed hard and softwoods, and 40 to 45 bushels per cord of second growth c..Bt of proUu*'

woods. The labor cost of Ijurninj^ at the Chateuugay Ore and Iron coni-

jtuny's kilns by piece work is !$1.12i cents per 100 bushels. The cost of

manufacture in north-eastern New York is varied only l)y transportation

charges, being generally constant at the rate of G to G^ cents a busLel, made up
as follows :

Cutting and hauling wood to kilns, per cord $1 60

Coaling and incidentals, average per cord 03

Hauling produce of one cord to forges G2

Cost of manufacturing one cord—50 bushels (w hh cts $2 75

Stumpage per cord 25 to 50 cts.— J to 1 cent per bushel.

BY-1'U0 1)UCTS OF CHAKCOAL FURNACES.
The manufacture of acetate of lime as a by-product was carried on hy the

J. tt J. Rogers Iron Co., but not being a commercial .succes.s it was abandoned.

No wood alcohol was saved. The results of the operation of the Mathieu
wood-carbonising and distilling plant at Port Leyden do not appear to have

warranted the claims of the inventor, which as stated at a meeting of the

United States Charcoal Iron Association were, that the Luther Manufactur-

ing company obtained 70 bushels of charcoal, 4^- gallons of methylic spirit

and 125 lb. acetate of lime per cord of wood ; that at Shelby, Ababama,
from 100 cords of pine wood were obtained G,4G0 bushels of charcoal, 1,013

gallons of crude turpentine, 900 gallons of tar ; that at St. Ignace, Michigan,

18 men operated 56 one-cord retorts at an expense of 824 a day, protlucing

3,840 bushels charcoal, 180 gallons methylic acid worth 70 cents a gallon,

and y,000 lb. acetate of lime worth 2_^ cents a pound. The plant was esti- The Maihieu

mated to cost $366 a cord of wood, its production to be worth $6 and the
thodfufmauu'

expenses to be GO cents a cord of wood. The system of Dr. Pierce is less facture.

costly than that of Mathieu. The latter requires the wood to be cut in

stove lengths and charged in a retort set in fire brick. The wood is com-

pletely carbonised in less than 24 hours. The process of Pierce makes the

kiln essentially a retort heated by a furnace on the outside. Cordwood is

charged in the usual way in a bee-hive kiln, and the vapors for distillation are

conducted in mains to an adjacent still-house. This is the system in use at

Deseronto, the success of which is in marked contrast with the failure of the

Mathieu process works at Sharbot lake. It should be borne in mind that the

multiplication of wood chemical stills ceases to be lucrative when the pro-

duction of acetates exceeds the demand. The manufacture of acetic acid has

not yet been attempted. The importation amounts to 25,000 gallons a year

of the import value of 80 cents per gallon. The production of gas from the

vapors of the charcoal kiln, condensable as well as uncondensable, for steel or

puddling furnaces will afibrd when these volatile products are exposed to

high temperatures

—

Carbon dioxide 18 to 25

Carbon oxide 40 to 50

Hydrogen 14 to 17

Marsh gas 8 to 12

Olefiant gas 6 to 7

A considerable portion of the gas generated in one or more kilns can be

employed in carbonising the wood in other kilns. In a well reduced kiln car-

bonisation is effected by the burning of the wood gases instead of the wood ^^ ?^ i-'^*® *"*^

itself. Only a small amount of wood ashes is found, and that directly under

the opening through which the charge was first tired. WheneTer wood
ashes are found in different parts of the kiln the collier takes them as evidence

of an unsuccessfully reduced kiln and of a corresponding waste. More con-

clusive evidence that the gases chiefly furnish the combustible for charring
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wood is found in the fact that if the gases are captured as they are thrown oif

or as they issue from the kiln and condensed, less than one-half of the acetic

acid, wood alcohol and tarry compounds that the wood was capable of gene-

rating is obtained. By condensing the gases from a kiln reduced in the ordi-

nary manner and Under favorable circumstances never more than one hundred
and twenty pounds of acetate of lime and one and a half gallons of wood
alcohol per cord are obtained, whereas the amount of acetate of lime per cord
should be four hundred pounds and of alcohol from three to tive gallons.

The condensation of the issuing gases shows an excess of water, to be accounted

for only on the supposed combustion of large portions of gases in the kiln.

Again, there is found among the gases thrown otf but little carbonic acid gas.*

The variety of analyses of gas products given and the discrepancy in the state-

ments of condensable products are due no doubt to the variable character of

the wood experimented upon and to the rate of driving the kiln, that i.s, the

degree of temperature at which the products are withdrawn. The products of

wood carbonised at temperatures between 150'' and 1,100'' Cent, are :

Chemical eom-
positioa.

At
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The absorbent property of charcoal is due to catalysis, that is, it is of the

*ame character as the absorbent power of spon^^y platinum. At a white heat

it deoxidises potassia, soda and phosphoric acid, setting free in vajjor potassium,

sodium anil phosphorus. At a full red heat it converts most of the sulphates

and sulphides and decomposes water. The ash consists of carbonate of potash,

silica, carbonate of lime, ftrroua oxide and a small fraction of phosphorus,

comparing with anthracite and coke as to this last constituent as follows :

per cent.

Phosphorus in charcoal .011

" in antliracite .018

'* Uonnellsville coke 029

In a table of analysis of Pennsylvania cokes, the phosphorus varies from a

trace to .2438 per cent.

2. Its caloriBc and chemical activity. Charcoal fuel is more oxidised

and the ore more deoxidised in the presence of charcoal at the top of the fur-

nace than is the case with coke or any other fuel, and this is due to the more
ready action of carbonic acid on charcoal in forming carbonic oxide than Calorific ami

happens with coke. The larger amount of alkalies in charcoal also favors act/yju^'of char-

the development of cyanides, which probably contribute to the rapid reduc- coal fuel.

tion effected by charcoal relatively to the weight of fuel. Charcoal furnaces

usually make more pig for a given cubic capacity than when coke or anthra-

cite is employed. Thus while some Styrian charcoal furnaces have been made
to produce for every 1,000 cubic feet of capacity from 110 to 120 tons weekly
—the capacity varying from 500 to 1,200 cubic feet—and while the Swedish
and some American charcoal furnaces of 1,000 to 3,000 cubic feet capacity

produce 50 to 70 tons weekly per 1,000 feet, the large English coke blast

furnaces of 15.000 to 20.000 cubic feet and upwards usually produce only 15

to 30 tons weekly per 1,000 feet. With charcoal it does not appear that an
increased rate of driving the furnace by putting on more blast necessarily

causes an increase in the fuel consumption, the cause being the relatively

smaller loss of heat by radiation. Sir I. Lowthian Bell in a paper pre-

sented to the Iron and Steel Institute of Great Britain says :
" Iron-

masters of the Voidernberg valley do not possess the means of presenting for

our inspection blast furnaces of the colossal dimensions of the modern class or

of showing our appliances for heating the blast up to 1,500° to 1,600° F.

(865° to 920'* C). We shall nevertheless enjoy the opportunity of seeing iron

made with what at first sight may appear an almost incredibly small quantity

of fuel in furnaces containing only about 2,250 cubic feet and blown with air

at 392*^ F. (200*^ C). I would only remind you of the costly plant by which we
have been able in Great Britain to bring down our consumption to something
like one ton of coke per ton of metal. Furnaces of 1 2,000 to 40,000 cubic

feet have been erected and heaters are employed which from their construction

and size raise the temperature of blast pipes to a red heat. In Styria and
Carinthia you will find pig iron made with 12 to 15 cwt. of charcoal per ton,

notwithstanding the smallness of the plant and the comparatively moderate
temperature of the blast employed." The paper proceeds to deduce an equal

amount of work for the English coke furnaces taking into account the

refractory character of Cleveland ores, but establishes for the charcoal furnace
-an economic value second to no other.

WOOD KEi'USE UTILISED IN IKON WOUKS.
In the Swedish charcoal iron and steel manufacture it is not uncommon

to find the works operated in connection with sawmills. At the Domnarfvet iron Operating: iron

works the power is obtained from the river Dal Elf, where the company oper- n"ctimi^\itii
°"

ate sawmills which use up 400,000 to 500,000 logs per year. The slabs and sawmills in

refuse are utilised to make a large proportion of the charcoal for the blast fur-

naces and the sawdust is used to produce gas for the regenerative furnaces.
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The immense water power is utilised by nine turbines, the duty of which

is estimated to yield only 55 per cent, of the theoretical maximum. Two-

400 h. p. turbines drive the Bessemer blower engines, two 100 h. p. wheel*

run the blast furnace blowing engines, one 400 h. p. is used for the heavy

plate mills, one 400 h. p. wheel is set aside for two bar and nail mills, while

three 200 h. p. wheels are Ufsed for the mills and machinery. The paper from
which this description is taken adds :

" In possession of a lai'ge supply of

ores of exceptional purity, of an unlimited water power, cheap fuel and good
transportation t'acilities, these works combine many of the most essential

elements of success." *

The Swedes have mastered the art of converting wood refuse into furnace

gas for open hearths making steel. A description of the Domnarfvet iron

Wood refuse for works, near Falun on the Beigslag railway, states that the open hearth fur-
furuace gas.

tiace "is charged with bar ends and Bessemer scraps which, owing to the low

temperature in the Bessemer converters, cannot be worked in them. For
this and many of the other furnaces sawdust and other refuse is used in gas

producers. These are chambers with cylindrical stacks, 7 feet diameter, 12

feet high, contracted by a conical fire box to 4 feet diameter at the bottom^

where there is an ordinary fire grate. The top is covered by a flat brick arch

perforated by a tube, forming the feeding hopper, which is closed by a mov-
able cone of the kind ordinarily used in blast furnaces. An upright pipe in

the ash pit, terminating a little below the level of the grate, serves for the

admission of the air. The gas produced passes downward by a rectangular

channel in the brickwork of the stack to the condenser, a rectan ular irort

box about 12 feet long, 2^ feet broad and about 6 feet deep, divided inter-

nally by partitions reaching nearly to the roof and floor alternately into a-

series of cells through which the gas is made to travel in a zig-zag direction^

and encounters at the top of each alternate division a series of jets of water

which cool it and remove the steam and other condensable substances with

which it may be mingled and deliver it in a dried state to the main gas flue,

whence it flows into the regenerators in the usual way." t Plans of various

forms of producers for using sawdust for fuel, for using short wood and using

long wood in the manufacture of gas, are given in the Journal of the United

States Charcoal Iron Workers Association. It is stated that some years ago an

attempt was made at Brockville in this province to gasify cordwood for mix-

ture with coal gas for the illumination of the town. The quantity of

hydrogen gas generated was of course excessive, and the attempt therefore wa*
abandoned. Sawdust has been compressed into slabs and bricks and mixed

with tar for avoiding the risk of explosives which have attended the earlier

efforts to gasify it in retorts. The grinding of it with anthracite or other coal

waste and making the combination plastic by the addition of petroleum might

be undertaken by means of some of the many recent machines in very suc-

cessful operation in England for manufacturing briquettes of patent fuel. Or
it is suggested that it might be incorporated in a similar process with some of

the Ontario bituminous shales, whose value in the gas generator will come up
for consideration when the use of abundant supplies of gaseous fuel in iron and

steel works in the province shall be a necessity. A paper on the iron industry

of Hungary states that in Ferdinandoberg there are five gas double puddling

furnaces fired with wood and three welding furnaces in Buijorkova similarly

worked, and sc with the works of Kudsir, where there are two double gaa

puddling furnaces and two gas welding furnaces. The timber employed as

fuel, mostly beechwood, is introduced into generators which have the form of

a pit.

* Charcoal Iron Workers Journal, vol. i, p. 13.

fib., p. 15.
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THE VALUE OK W A T E R - I' O \V K U .

A reference may not be out of place here to the inHuence of water-powor

in promotinfr the nianufactming prosperity of the neighhoring Union, on

the authority of Mr. J. B. Francis, president of the American Society of

•Civil Engineers: "At Paterson, N.J., where the Society for Estal)lishing

Useful Manufactures was formed in 1791, the Passaic river when at a

minimum furnishes 1,100 h. p. The water-power of Lowell, Mass., was

besun to be impruved in 1822. The Merrimac river here furnishes 10,000 water-power as

h.p. At Cohoes, N.Y., the Mohawk could suj)ply 14,000 h.p., but only a tuanufaciuring

part of the power is available owing to the way the works are arranged. At P''"*'pe'''t>

•

Manchester, N.H., the Merrimac furnishes 10,000 h.p. At Lawrence, Mass.,

the minimum power is 10,000 h.p. ; at Holyoke, Mass,, 17,000 h.p. ; at

Lewiston, Maine, 11,000 h.p. ; at Birmingham, Conn., 1,000 h.p. ; at Passaic,

N. J., 900 h.p. ; at Turner's Falls on the Connecticut river, 10,000 h.p.

I have named the above water-powers as being developed in a systematic

manner from their inception. In the usual process of developing a large

water power a company is formed who acquire a title to the property, em-

bracing the land necessary for the site of a town to accommodate the popula-

tion which is sure to gather around an improved water-power. The dam and

canals or races are constructed, and mill sites with accompanying rights to

the use of the water are granted, usually by perpetual leases subject to annual

lates. This method of developing water-power is distinctly an American one,

and the only instance where it has been attempted abroad that I know of, is

at Bellegarde, in France." When there are a succession of falls withjn

twenty miles of a railway centre or other eligible site, 70 per cent, of the

eflective horse-power furnished by turbines at any fall may be thus united by

now highly improved electric apparatus for the transmission of power. The
structural and mechanical appliances which an abundant supply of water-

power enables the mechanical engineer to use in metallurgical processes, along

with an abundant supply of fuel from sawmills, indicate great advantages to

be derived from the location of iron manufactures at hydraulic sites in the
j^^^ manufac-

iumb?.ring discrict. When along with these the forest resources are sufficient turesathy-

to insure a large supply of charcoal fuel for many years, the creation of an '•*"'"= ^'*^*-

industry which will be of great value to settlers affords an additional induce-

ment. But when it is considered that abundant and cheap motive power,

•with reasonably cheap fuel, at some some central point in the mineral district

of eastern Ontario for example, and where railway facilities can be had,

might be expected to afford means for the development of the following man-
ufactures of raw material, the inducement should be sufficient to promote
enterprise in this direction :

1. Iron smelting.

2. Direct i)rocess for making blooms from ore.

3. Crushing and concentrating iron ores for local works and for exportation.

4. Manufacture of open hearth steel.

5. Roasting pyritous ores and barium, and manufacture of sulphuric acid.

6. Grinding and chemical manipulation of phosphate of lime.

7. Lead smelting.

8. Manufacture of retort charcoal and distillation of chemicals from wood.
9. Manufacture of acetate of lead and other acetate?.

10. Reductian of copper and other ores from Sudbury and the lake Superior
region.

EXPERT KNOWLEDGE A NECESSITY.
With no adequate industrial development of mineral resources beyond xuc value of ex-

labor of mining and exporting raw material, to be purchased after paying
^,"*,g"°^i|''^°^

tribute at two customs barriers, with the additional tribute to the foreign industry.

artisan for the manufactured product, the province will have at least this

advantage in entering upon a new career of enterprise for the development

of mineral resources, that metallurgical science has advanced more in the past
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fifteen years than in anj' previous period. In no department of human
activity is thorough- mastery of recondite processes more necessary, and in no
other enterprise has the path of progress been strewn with so many failures.

As a striking illustration of the precision required in testing new discoveries,

it may suffice to point out that in 1855 the Geological Survey of Canada
drew attention to the Chenot method of making iron sponge or

spongy iron as a method of dephosphorising and desulphurising,

and thus furnishing a pure product for compression and fusion in crucibles for

the manufacture of steel. The process had the endorsement of the highest

authorities in Great Britain and on the continent, and theoretically it is un-

assailable so far as the chemistry of the process is concerned. The practical

difficulties of the process however have stood in the way of its successful appli-

cation, and while it is even now omitted from no respectable authority in the list

of metallurgical processes for the reduction of iron ore it is stated that in no
instance is it in practical operation. The obvious necessity for protecting as

well as instructing the enterprise of this province by establishing a School of

Mines in which the chairs shall be given to Swedish scientists acquainted

with the mineralogy and lithology of the Laurentian formation, and able to

impart with authority the knowledge of metallurgical skill most suitable for_

dealing with the natural conditions and for developing the natural resources

of this province, rests upon the fact of similarity of environment and the custom

of successful iron masters to employ the best men. Lord Armstrong, himself

an iron king, says :
" Every iron master in the kingdom will acknowledge the

necessitj' of either making himself an expert in the branches of knowledge
conterned in the process of smelting, or of employing qualified specialists to

supply his own deficiencies."

Swedish exports.

I.—THE HUSGAFVEL BLAST FURNACE.

Double shells

and movable
hearths.

In the evidence of Mr. James Lobb reference is made to the manufacture

of Eussian sheet iron from blooms of magnetic iron ore smelted in the

Husgafvel furnace. An estimate of the cost of Husgafvel furnaces of i^

tons daily capacity was placed in the hands of the Commission by Mr. Lobb,

from which it appears that a plant consisting of three furnaces, engines,

hoist, breaking machine, buildings, etc., could be erected for about $31,000,

and that a furnace alone could be erected at a cost of about 83,200. The
estimate further showed that charcoal blooms could be produced at 815 to

,$16 per ton and coke blooms at $17 per ton, at prices for ore, fuel, flux,

labor, etc., in St. Petersburg or Glonetz, including a royalty for the patent.

The claim for the Husgafvel furnace is that it produces malleable iron

and steel from ore by the direct process, and for this purpose it is constructed

with double iron shells and movable hearths. A paper written by Husgafvel

and published in the Jern-Kontorets Annaler in 1887, reproduced in volume

VII of the Journal of the Cnited States Charcoal Workers' Association, gives

a lengthy account of his experiments in furnace construction and of the

results finally obtained. " It is well known," Husgafvel writes, " that

malleable iron and steel are produced chiefly from pig iron by being refined

in various ways, and to avoid indirect and costly methods has long been and

still is the desire of metallurgists in diflerent countries. Most of the methods

for producing iron directly from ores known up to the present time have

failed, so that many of them exist only on paper, and none have practically

gained well-known or important use. The failure of these methods has

wHtfthe direct naturally caused a strong prejudice amongst metallurgists against all direct

method. methods in general, and authorities have raised their voices against trials with

them. If on the one hand these circumstances have increased the difficulties

for inventors to have their ideas accepted or put in practice, they should on.
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the otlier hand stimulate the inventor to test the value of each inetliod

impartially. The above-mentioned reasons, as well as a want of sutlicient

capital, caused the method herein described for the direct production of mal-

leable iron from the ores (the development of which has consumed twelve

years of work) to be unknown to the public until the present time, and even

now it is not developed to such perfection that it cannot be improved in

technical and economical respects. The results obtained from the furnace in

Finland, and recently in the iron works of Count Stroganoff at Drol)iansky,

in the Ural, Russia, nevertheless show that the principles in the construction

of the furnace are correct, and that there is no doubt or uncertainty in judg-

ing of and regulating the smelting operations. The principle which lies at

the bottom of the process is the so called ' Astraan ' or 'Hark' process, well-

known to and used by our ancestors, but the manner in which my process is

operated differs so much from the older ones that it may be considered as

,
essentially different. . . . The first improvement was in 1875, when a

movaV)le hearth was constructed, which in the beginning was made of three-

eighths inch plate iron and the interior linoil with clay, quartz and lime. In

consequence of frequent repairs to this lining the hearth was replaced with

one of cast iron without any lining. Since a continuous operation of the The movable

furnace was obtained with the movable hearths there ai)peared to be a possi-

bility of obtaining better results than before with furnaces of greater

dimensions. ... In order to make it possible to regulate the changes of

temperature which were caused by non-homogeneous materials, or by other

reasons, and at the same time to cool down the lower portion of the furnace,

it occurred to me to try hollow furnace walls, and to allow the cold blast

before it reaches the tuyeres to pass through these hollow walls, which must
thereby be cooled down, while at the same time heating the blast. . . Hollow furnace

The results obtained lead to the following conclusions : First, by the passage
he't\he biast*^

of the blast through the walls of the furnace they are kept so cool that there

is no danger of their being burned or oxidised, even if made of iron plate

without lining. Second, this method of heating the blast affords a means of

regulating the opei*ation of the furnace. To increase the temperature of the

blast and, when desired, to alter it, it further occurred to me to provide the

furnace with double walls of plate so arranged that the cold blast can be

admitted between them at different levels. This arrangement for the admis-

sion of the blast between the walls of the furnace also enables alterations to Reguiatinpr thr

be made in the furnace itself, and thus regulate the operation of the process. thTbUst."'*
°

In the year 1884 this principle was applied, and a furnace with double walls

of soft plate iron was erected at the Wartsila iron works. . . . The
favorable results obtained with the Wartsila furnace in all respects, when
compared to those of any of the preceding furnaces, is considered to be caused

by the circulation of the blast between the walls ot the furnace in connection

with the forcing of the blast through several tuyeres into the hearth itself.

The former prevents the too early 'sintring ' of the ore and the charge from
sticking to the walls of the furnace. The iron is not oxidised when the blast

is forced into the hearth itself, which at each change of the hearth is filled

with charcoal, and the several tuyeres with which thej'^ are provided tend to

make the product more uniform. . . . Con.sidering the process going on
in the Husgafvel furnace, it has been suggested that the chief reason of the

product being malleable iron or steel must be attributed to the fact that the

ore charges are higher per unit of charcoal than in the case of a blast furnace. How the

mi • 1 1 • 1 1 n !• ^ ^ • ,1.1 .1 .i malleable iroB !«*

ihe ore is charged with the flux, iime or dolomite, so that the earthy matter pro.iuced in thr

as well as a part of the unreduced iron may combine with it and form as Hu«i?af'''<''•Till 11 furnace.
easily melted and quick slag as possible. The blast is conducted through the

hollow walls of the furnace, the consequence of which is that the stack is

kept com parati-vely cool, and at the same time a high temperature is produced
in the hearth and lower part of the furnace. The blast is heated during its
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Regulating: the
process.

pas-age through the walls, cooling down the stack and retarding the reduction
of the ore by the charcoal, so that the reducing action is concentrated in the
lower part of the furnace, not much aVjove the tuyeres, in consequence of
which the reduced iron has not time to take in sufficient carbon to form pig
iron. Thus the carbonisation generally stops before a more or less hard steel

is formed, which at the tujeres is in a more or less doughy condition and
sinks down through the thin fluid slag, beneath which it coagulates itself and
forms a bloom. In passing the tuyeres during the ' sinking ' the greater or

less part of the combined carbon is oxidised according to the direction given
to the blast in the hearth. One part of the carbon thus removed, it may be
further oxidised by the action of the blast upon the surface of the bloom.

It should here be observed that the iron in the bloom is partly compact and
partly solid, like blooms which are jiroduced by the refining of pig iron in a
hearth, and not like iron sponge, as might be supposed. Besides, by the

inclination of the tuyeres the carbonisation of the reduced iron can be regu-

lated both by the ore charged, the quantity of air supplied and the height at

which the blast is introduced through the iron mantle which 'surrounds the

furnace. It is also obvious that the process can be conducted so that, instead

of wrought iron or cast steel, pig iron can be produced. The reason of this is

that in this furnace more ore can be charged on the charcoal than in a blast

furnace, and the iron is not so completely reduced ; which circumstances

compensate in many cases for the loss of iron which takes place in the con-

version of pig iron into malleable iron. ... In the Husgafvel furnace

peculiar appliances for lowering the temperature are used, and by their

means the heat is kept away from those parts of the furnace where a high

temperature is not only necessary but even detrimental ; in other words, this

superfluous heat is taken up by the blast and introduced into the hearth

where it is needed. The above-mentioned lowering of the temperature causes

no injurious efiect on the proper working of the furnace, provided the inner

shell is surrounded with a bad conductor of heat. Except for the heating of

the blast, the regulating of the smelting process and the working of the

furnace, the object of the introduction of the blast between the walls of the

furnace is to cool them down so as to prevent the iron from sticking to them
and forming a scafi"old ; it also checks the reduction of the ore by solid

carbon."

'Jhe plant.

The gas pro-
ducer.

Points of dif-

lerence from
^ther furnaces.

J.
—THE HENDERSON STEEL CONVERTER.

BY E. 0. GARLICK, METALLURGIST, CLEVELAND.

The Henderson experimental steel plant now running at Birmingham,
Alabama, is essentially a basic open hearth furnace and consists of a gas pro-

ducer and reducing and dephosphorising hearth lined with magnesia, bricl'

and lime, with a reverbatory furnace attached, acid lined for the purpose of

desiiiconising pig iron high in silicon, which may also be used for melting

pig for the dephosphorising chamber.

The producer and the two hearths are placed in a direct line and the gas

and flame from the producer are taken into each respectively through a neck

and short flue, after which they pass into a heating oven containing iron

pipes and thence under the boiler of the engine and out through the smoke
stack. This furnace difiers from the open hearth furnaces in general use, first

in the form of the gas producer and the use of a forced blast in contradistinc-

tion to a draft. The producer is round and is made with a closed bottom

without grate bars, and the blast is conducted into it near the bottom through

tuyeres placed at equal distances apart. Fuel is charged through an aper-

ture at the top, which is closed automatically by a simple mechanical contri-
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vance. The ash-pit of the fuel is fluxed with fluorspar and lime, melted and
drawn oli through a tapping hole. Secondly, tlje first furnace of the dephos-

phorsiiig hearth is lined with basic material.

On uiy arrival at Birniinghain on the 18t,h of December, 1888, 1 found that

by an accident to the blowing cylinder the plant was incapacitated for use. Firutiegt.

Repairs and the time consumed in heating the furnace to the required tem-

perature to enalde mo to conduct my experiment consumed ten days. (Jn

December 28th the first heat was made with the furnace in a satisfactory con-

dition, with the following result

:

Furnace charged at 9 a.m. ; heat drawn at 1.30 p.m. ; time required for

conversion, 4 hrs. 30 min.

Ghanje : Pig iron 3,225 lb. ; wrought scrap 1,140 lb. ; 80 per cent, ferro-man-
ganese 40 lb. ; fossil ore (Alabama) HO lb. ; limestone 240 lb. and fluorspar 100 lb.

Prod ltd : Weight of ingots 3,962 lb. and scrap '2.'J5, making a total of 4,217 lb.

Anahjsis : Weight of iron and scrap cliargeJ, 4,365 lb., to which add iron con-
tiiined in 80 lb. ore (50 per cent ) 40 lb., makin'^' a total of 4,405 lb. Deduct pro-
<luct of heat 4,217 lb., and the loss is 18S lb., or about four per cent.

Tests made with the sample ingots were very satisfactory. When drawn
out in a blacksmith's forge into forms one-quarter of an inch thick the samples Ancxceibnt

turned cold either with the grain or across it, without a fracture. The pig gujel'^
° ^°^*'

iron samples together with the test bars taken during the heat were forwarded
to (Cleveland for analysis, with one of the ingots of steel to be rolled iato plate

and other forms for a practical test, i regret that these have not been
received. An analysis for comparison with that of other known brands and
tests of the manufactured product mechanically would demonstrate conclu-

sively its value. It is safe to say however that the resulting product of the
•experiment is an excellent quality of soft steel.

The second experiment was made with Canadian magnetic ore. Furnace
gg,.onj test

charged at 3 p.m.; heat drawn at 8 p.m.j time required for conversion 5 hrs. with Canadian

Charcje : Pig iron 3,000 lb. ; Canadian magnetic ore 500 lb. ; red mountain
^Alabama) fossil ore 50 lb. ; fluorspar 100 lb. ; and 80 per cent, of ferro-manganese
40 lb.; a tot il of 3,690 1b.

Frodnd: Weight of ingots 2,0531b. ; scrap 205 lb. ; making a total of 3.158 lb.

Analysis: Weight of pig iron cliarged, 3,053 lb. ; iron in Canadian ore, (60 per
cent.) 300 lb. ; Alabama iron ore (50 percent.) 25 lb., making a total weight of iron
charged 3,325 lb. Fr.mi this deduct the product of the heat 3,158 lb., and the loss

is 167 lb., or 5 per cent, ^s the loss in the best open hearth practice to 6 percent.,
it follows that 32^ Uj. of the quantity contained in the ore was reduced lo steel.

Demonstration : Quantity of iron charged 3,325 lb., 6 per cent, on 3,325 lb. is

399.5 lb., while loss as above is 167 lb., leaving a difference in favour of the Hen-
derson process of 32.5 lb.

An analysis of the ingots gave carbon 0.1 Of, phosphorus 0.316, sulphur
0.286, manganese 0.316. The Canadian ore contained 2.64 per cent, of sul-

phur, which amounts to 13.20 lb., to which should be added that contained Elimination of

in the pig iron, say 15 lb., making an aggregate of 28.20 lb. to be eliminated.
^i^al'netlcVe^

During the greater part of the heat sulphurous fumes escaped in large quanti-

ties at the charging doors, covering them a dirty brown color, and through
the smoke stack, changing the color of the escaping gas from white to a
brown color. Upon attempting to draw a test bar in the blacksmith's fire

it showed the characteristic feature of iron high in sulphur and cracked to

such an extent that it could not be welded up, and consequently could not be
drawn out as the test bars usually are.

To test the power of the furnace farther in the way of eliminating sul- Third expen-
phur, the following experiment was made :

meni.

Furnace charged with 1,000 lb. of ingots from former heat, 2,603 lb. pig iron,

1,000 lb wrought scrap, 36J lb. lime, 50 lb. fluorsjKvr, 225 lb. 20 per cent spiegel
and 60 lb. 80 per cent, ferro-manganese. This heat was run in the usual manner
And gave a product that stood all the usual tests, and appeared to be equal to that
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made upon the average during the ordinary run of the furnace. A test bar was.

drawn out in the blacksmith's fire to a quarter of an inch in thicknes? by about one
and one-half inches in width and ten inches in length. It was turned over cold
and the end driven down solid without showing a crack. An analysis of the piece
gave carbon .111, silicon .041, sulphur .117, phosphorus .034 and manganese .920.

Having conducted the above experiments with so large a quantity of

The furnace not sulphurous ore in the furnace to a successful termination, it may be remarked
designed to work that the furnace under consideration was not designed to work raw ore, either

for the purpose of reducing it to metallic iron or of eliminating impurities

from it, but was designed for and its legitimate use is for the purpose of eon-

verting pig iron into steel. One of the reagents used in the process of conver-

sion is a small quantity of oxide of iron, which the patentee directs shall be as

free from sulphur and silica as possible. Obviously the purer the ore is that is

used for this purpose the better. Since making this experiment I have become-

convinced that pig iron made from well roasted ore cortaining sulphur (.such as

was employed in this experiment) when properly treated in a basic hearth lined

with basic reagents will produce steel of an excellent quality. If the iron-

should contain too much sulphur, as it undoubtedl}" would to be successfully

used in the acid process, the result would I believe be satisfactory when the
basic method is employed.

The estimated cost of making the conversion if two ten-ton furnaces are
Cost of produc employed is $7 per ton of steel ingots. In this estimate coal is valued at $2 per

ton, ferro-manganese at S6», magnesia at S26 and spiegel at §26.50. Other
materials and conditions must compare favorably with those prevailing where
iron is successfully manufactured in the United States.

I append herewith analyses of steel made in the United States by difter-

aij-?e^*of*^Bt^eeis"
®^* manufactories, and also analyses of ingots made by the Henderson Steel

and Mfg. Co. of Birmingham, Alabama.

Park Bros.
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has received patents from the government of the United States embodying

claims covering many details of the invention and proceHKOs for the manufac-

ture of refractories.

The characteristic features of the basic process for tlie conversion of im-

pure pig iron, scrap or other wrought iron blooms into soft steel or homogene-

ous and pure iron for commercial purposes consist in its greater capacity

for recovering impurities by means of the basic reagents employed in the treat-

ment of the iron in a basic lined furnace, and especially the rerroval of the The basic pro-

greater part of the objectionable silicon as well as the phosphorus, leaving the '^'^*''

resulting ])roduct more ductile and fli;xib!e than that made from better stock

by the acid process. The manufacturer therefore derives a great advantage

from its use by being enabled to use cheaper material in all cases to produce

a required product, and in other instances to convert iron high in phosphorus,

sulphur and other impurities into a commercial article of good quality which

cannot now be done Vjy any other method in practical use.

K.—EARLY USE OF THE MAGNETIC SEPARATOR.
BY DR. ROBERT BELL, ONE OF THE COMMISSIONERS.

The sands along the north shore of the gulf of St. Lawrence are in many
localities largely mixed with grains of magnetic iron, forming beds called Magnetic iron

black sands, interstratifying not only the ordinary sands of the present sea of st.Tawrence.

beach but also those of low terraces or raised beaches above the present high

water mark. The black sands are particularly abundant about the mouth of

the Moisie river, and about the year 1871 operations were begun for separat-

ing and smelting these magnetic sands, Mr. Markland Molson of Montreal

was the leading spirit in this enterprise. The macrnetic sand was concentrated a maf,'netic

by a separator invented by a Mr. Larue of Quebec* It consisted of a rotator separator,

bearing temporary magnets covered with cloth which carried the magnetic
particles out of the natural mixture as it was fed to the machine, and deposited

them on the opposite side of the wheel, from which they were conveyed to the

smelting furnace. This tine ore was reduced by charcoal made from white birch,

which grows abundantly all along the valley of the Moisie, and from it an
excellent quality of malleable iron was made. This iron was admitted to be

well suited for the manufacture of the finest steel for cutlery, and Mr. Molson '

endeavored to find a market- for it in England, but failed to do so as the ^ ^^g quality of

consumers there were unwiling to transfer their orders from the Norwegian charcoal iron

and Swedish producers, from whom they had been so long accustomed to buy. P''°'""'-

After a few years the enterprise was abandoned. The isolated position of

the works was another serious drawback. All materials and almost every-

thing required for the support of the colony had to be brought from a dis-

tance. The men and their families were all brought to the ground for this

service, and hence the masters became dependent upon the men, and the latter

were able to dictate the terms on which they would remain.

L.—TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION.

On the 25th of August, 1881, the government of Great Britain appointed
a Commission composed of Bernard Samuelson, M.P,, F.R.S,, Prof. Henry
Enfield Roscoe, LL.D., Philip Magnus, B.A., John Slagg, M,P., Swire Smith
and William Woodall, M.P., to enquire into the instruction of the industrial

classes of certain foreign countries in technical and other subjects, and on the

•Dr. Sterry Hunt's suggestion of a magnetic separator for the treatment of ores was
published in 1809. See page 346.
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4th of April, 1884, their report ^yas presented. The following excerpts,

bearing upon the technical education of miners and metallurgists, are taken
from the volume.s of the Commissioners' report

:

NORMAL SCHOOL OF SCIENCE AND ROYAL SCHOOL OF MINES.

The Commissioners visited the Normal School at South Kensington, and
were received by the registrar. General Martin, who accompanied them over
the building. This school, which was reorganised in 1881, gives systematic

instruction in mathematics and mechanics, physics, chemistry, biology and
botany, geology and mineralogy, agriculture, metallurgy and assaying,

elements of astronomical physics, practical geometry and mechanical and
freehand drawing. Mining is taught at the museum of practical geology in

Jerymn street, but forms part of the normal school. The normal school is

primarily intended for the training of science teachers and the instruction of

students of the industrial classes, selected by competition in the annual
examinations of the science and art department ; but other students are

admitted on payment of presciibed fees. The students may be (1) occasional

students, and (2) regular students who aie preparing for the associateship of

the school, and pass through a prescribed course extending over three to

three and a half years. The instruction for the first two years for all the
associate students is the same, and includes mechanics and mathematics,
physics, chemistry, elementary geology, astronomy, mineralogy and drawing.

The student then elects to take up one of the following divisions, to which
the remainder of his course is directed, viz., for the title of Associate of the

Normal School of Science, i. Mechanics, ii, Physics, in, Chemistry, iv,

Biology, V, Geology, or vi. Agriculture ; and for title of Associate of the Royal
School of Mines either vii. Metallurgy, or viii, ]\Iining. There are twelve

exhibitions each of the value of £50 per annum tenable at this school, and
continuing during the course of time (three to three and a half years) neces-

sary for the preparation for the associateship examination. The exhibitioners

have also free admission to the lectures and laboratories. Three or four are

vacant each year, and are competed for at the May examinations of the

science and art department. Six free studentships are also similarly annually

competed for. These corre.spond to the exhibitions, except in so far that they

carry no money grant. Free instruction is likewise given to local exhibi-

tioners, who hold scholarships of the value of £50 per annum, half of which
sum is subscribed by the locality and half by the department. There are also

royal scholarships, four of £15 for first year students and two of £25 for

second year students. About fifty science teachers or students intending to

become teachers also receive free instruction, and in addition are paid the

railway fare to London and receive a maintenance allowance of 21s. a week
whilst under instruction. During the summer vacation short courses of

lectures, extending over three weeks, are given to science teachers, about 200

in number, who are aided by the department in the payment of the expenses

of the journey to and residence in London during the progress of the course.

Courses of popular evening lectures for workingmen are also given by the

professors. The Commissioners first visited the metallurgical laboratory

which had recently been fitted up in the basement of the building. The
chemical laboratories under the charge of Prof. Frankland were inspected,

and also the physical laboratory of Prof. Guthrie and the physiological labora-

tory under Prof. Huxley. The Commis.sioners had conversations with the

professors on the system of science teaching adopted in the school. Prof.

Huxley, the dean of the school, explained the methods of practical and
th( oretical instruction given under his guidance in the department of biology,

which includes an important museum and a large collection of preparations

and diagrams arranged for the special ] imposes of study. Pure and applied

geology under Prof. Judd forms an important feature of the science instruc-
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tion, and the students are brought into close contact with the Huhject by tlie

microscopic preparation and examination of rock sections and other practical

geological work. Prot. Gutlirie explained the way in which he liad introduced

laboratory work in physics, every student having to construct certain simple

j)hysical apparatus. Pruf. (chandler liobt-rts stated that in his department
(that of metallurgy) there were thirty working places. Since coming to .South

Kensington he had a large addition of students, and there were now forty

under in.struction, and it needed much ingenuity to arrange the plaices for

them. In the chemical department the numbers have .slightly fallen off. (Jn

the occasion of their visit to the museum in Jermyn street the Oommissioners Mus.um of

were received by Prof. Warington .Smyth, F. R.S., and Mr. Rudler, the curator. Geoiosrv and

Since the transfer of the school of mines to South Kensington in 1881 the H'.'.vai school of

,
f Mines.

practical science tsaching, except in the case of mining students who take

part of their instruction here, has virtually ceased. Evening .science lectures

for workingmen take place during the session ; the charge for admission to

each course of lectures is sixpence. There is a good library, a small cht^mical

laboratory, a lecture theatre and the necessary class-rooms. The geological

collection, tirst known as the museum of economic sreolojjy, was transferred '^'l?-f.°'"^'*^^'
- /-( • . /-I -ion TO 1 •

collection and
to Jermyn street from uraigs Lourt in 18.51. ihe museum was de.signed to musenm of

illustrate mainly the geology of Great Britain and Ireland, and to show the
™°'*'="'-

applications of geological .science. It contains specimens of minerals, incluiJing

the ores of the useful metals and models representing metallurgical processes.

The various arts connected with the mineral resources of the country are

illustrated by specimens showing varieties or peculiarities of manufacture.
An excellent historical collection of English potterv and porcelain has been
added, and there is a very complete series of English building stones. The
collection of models of mines, mining tools and mining machinery is very
extensive. All the varieties of safety lamps are shown. The mining record

otfice, which was formerly situated at Jermyn street, was transferred to the

home office in 1882. The offices of the Geological Survey of Great Britain

are also at the museum.*

WIOAN MINING AND MECHANICAL SCHOOL.
Alfred Hewlett, managing director of the mining and mechanical school

at Wisc^n, furnished the following statement to the Commissioners in 1883 : Thewipran

"1. A mining and mechanical school is established in Wigan, and affords mechanfcai

excellent technical education at a very small cost to each student. Wigan is school.

the centre of a large manufacturing and mining district. The school is very
accessible to that district. Mining in all its branches is taught ; mechanics,
theoretical and applied metallurgy, chemistry, steam brick-making, etc. The
classes are well attended. The instruction afforded is found most useful to

both workmen and foremen, and especially is it so to youths who aspire to

become foremen, managers or jtroprietors. This .school has been at work over
twenty years. It is supported principally by the coal owners and iron

masters in the immediate neighborhood of Wigan. 2. In my judgment the
instruction afforded is suited to the requirements of the district. I scarcely

think it could be made more useful. The maintenance of such an institution

falls heavily upon a few persons, but I see no help for that unless the whole
expense were undertaken by the government, which I should not desire."t

Mr. Peace, secretary and solicitor to the Mining Association of Great
Britain, stated in his evidence before the Commission that the school was
established in 1858. It has given the mine owners and other employers of

labor a class of people who are specially trained scientifically for the carrying

on of the industries of the neighborhood. It is attended among others by
persons who aspire to be foremen, " knowing that the fact of passing this

* Report on Technical Instruction, Vol. i, pp. 397-9.

fib., vol. Ill, p. G54.
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examination gives them a claim for promotion at the first opportunity," and

the principal officials at nearly all the local works have been students of the

school. The instruction comprises " the whole range of smelting, puddling,

rolling, the Bessemer process, the Siemens-Martin process, and all machinery

used in iron and steel manufacture."*

TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOLS IN EUROPE.

Technical high schools now exist in nearly every continental state, and

are the recognised channel for the instruction of those who are intended to

become the technical chemists of industrial establishments. Many of the

technical chemists have however been and are being trained in the German
universities. Your Commissioners believe that the success which has attended

the foundation of extensive manufacturing establishments, engineering shops

and other works on the continent could not have been achieved to its full

extent in the face of many retarding influences had it not been for-the system

of high technical instruction in these schools, for the facilities for carrying on

original scientific investigation and for the general apprecia,tion of the value

of that instruction and of original research which is felt in those countries.

AVith the exception of the Ecole Centrale of Paris all these schools have been

created and are maintained almost entirely at the expense of the several

states, the fees of the students . being so low as to constitute only a very

small proportion of the total income. The buildings are palatial, the labora-

tories and museums are costly and expensive and the staff of professors, who
are well paid according to the continental standard, is so numerous as to

admit of the utmost subdivisions of the subjects taught. In Germany, as we
have stated in a previous part of our report, the attendance at some of the

polytechnic schools has recently fallen ofi", chiefly because the supply of

technically trained persons is in excess of the present demand ; certainly not

because it is held that the training of the school can be dispensed with. The

numerous young Germans and Swiss who are glad to find employment in our

own manufactories have almost without exception been educated in one or

other of the continental polytechnic schools. Your Commissioners cannot

repeat too often that they have been impressed with the general intelligence

and technical knowledge of the masters and managers of industrial estab-

lishments on the continent. They have found that these persons as a rule

possess a sound knowledge of the sciences upon which their industry depends.

They are familiar with every new scientific discovery of importance, and

appreciate its applicability to their special industry. They adopt not only

the inventions and improvements made in their own country, but also those

of the world at large, thanks to their knowledge of foreign languages and of the

conditions of manufacture prevalent elsewhere. The creation aUroad of

technical schools for boys intending to become foremen is of much more recent

date than that of the polytechnic schools. To this statement the foundation

durinw the first empire of the three French E coles des Arts et Metiers at

Chalons, Aix and Angers is only an apparent exception, because they simply

vegetated until their reorganisation within the last twenty-five or thirty years.

Minino- schools were however established in Prussia in the last century and in

France about 1817. Among the examples of schools for foremen are those of

Winterthur in Switzerland, Chemnitz in Saxony, and Komotau in the

Austrian dominions, principally for engineers, and the Ecole des Mines at

St. Etienne, the latter more especially for mining and metallurgy. The

theoretical instruction in these schools is similar in character but inferior in

degree to that of the great polytechnic schools. On the other hand consider-

able attention is devoted in these schools to practical instruction in laboratories

and workshops, which is not the case in the polytechnic schools. . . . The

French and German schools for miners and the one which has been quite

* Report on Technical Instruction, vol. in, pp. 161-66.
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recently founded in Westphalia for workers in iron and steel differ from ^he

preceding schools for foremen inasmuch as they are reserved for the theoretical

instruction of men who, having already worked practically at their trades,

have distinguished themselves by superior intelligence and good conduct.

Most of the German schools of this kind are founded or maintained by the

manufacturers, and will, we feel confident, i*epay the trades which have had
the foresight and public spirit to create them, by training young men to

become foremen and leading hands, willing and able to carry out with intelli-

gence the instructions of their superior officers.*

MINING SCHOOLS IN GERMANY.
In Prussia there are eleven schools for minens, containing altogether

between four and five hundred students. Several of them have a group of pre- Groups of

paratory schools in the district of which they are the centres affiliated to schoou.
'"^^

them. Thus the Bergschule of Bochum has ten preparatory schools, one with

about 30 students in the town itself and nine others in the neighboring towns
and pit villages with about 220 students, all of them pitmen or employed
about the pits in some capacity. The instruction in these preparatory schools ,' ,, £ £ I- J ^1- I't- Course of the
IS given on the evenings or tour working days, except drawing, which is preparatory

taught on Sunday mornings. The course occupies two years ; the subjects schools.

are the German language, arithmetic, drawing, elementary physics, and in

the last half year explanations of the rationale of mine regulations. At
these preparatory schools the miners may acquire sufficient elementary

g^^^jg^j.^ j^

knowledge to be able to profit by the instructioa in the mining school proper, mining schools

The regulations of nearly all the German mining schools require that the ^tuaiiv^en-''^^"

students shall have been actually employed as workmen in mines before they gaj?ed aa miners,

can enter the school. The Saaibriick demands the minimum in this respect,

namely, a full year's work as a pitman. The requirements are greatest at

Bochum. The rule there is that candidates must have worked four complete

years in the pit ; they must produce certificates that they are industrious and
skilful, and that their conduct is reputable. The minimum ag© of admission

varies in different schools from 17 to 21. There is no maximum age. In
practice the students in the schools are generally from 20 to 25 years of age.

The candidates have to satisfy the examiners that they can read fluently,

write legibly and correctly and are conversant with the four rules of arith-

metic. Some of the schools also require some elementary mathematics and
physics and more or less of drawing, the minimum being ability to make an
outline drawing of the usual mining tools. The schools are generally held

in government or municipal buildings, and the cost of instruction is defrayed

out of a general fund subscribed by the mine owners. That of the school at

Bochum is about £1,500 per annum, and of its preparatory schools about
£600.

THE BOCHUM SCHOOL.
The Bochum school has a lower and an upper division ; the former is a

half-time school, the students continuing to work in the mines half the day. instruction in

The instruction in this division occupies two years. It includes mathematics, '!^® upper dm-

mining, mechanics, drawing and natural science (physics and chemistry). The
upper division occupies one year and the students do not work in the mines.

It has two departments, one for mine surveying, the other for mining proper.

The subjects taught in the former are mathematics, surveying, geology, mine
accounts, mining law and the German language. Tho.se taught in the latter

department are mathematics, mechanics, geology, machine drawing, surveying

and mining. It may be mentioned that in connection with the laboratory of

this school a separate building has recently been erected for carrying on
researches by a government commission on explosive gases and the condi-

tions of their presence and explosion in mines. The Bochum school was not

* Report on Technical Instruction, vol. i, pp. 508-10.
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in operation when we visited it on account of the Whitsuntide hdidays, but
some notion may be formed of the scope of the instruction from that giveit

in another mining school, that of Zwickau in Saxony, in which Gtrraau
includes essays on mining operations ; mathematics includes quadratic equa-

tions and logarithms, geometry, proportions and elementary solid geometry ;

physics and mechanics include the properties of liquids and gases, with
special practical applications, eleccricity and magnetism, and practical exer-

cises in the theory of falling bodies, the mechanical powers, etc. ; mineralogy
and chemistry include crystallography, the minerals found in the coal mea-
sures and the principal ores of the metals; mining includes faults, sinking

and boring, all branches of the working, drainage and ventilation of mines
and the preparation of minerals at bank, etc. ; and the instruction in machine
construction, drawing, etc., is of a similar practical kind. About one-fi.ftb

of the students of the Bochum mining school ultimately rise to the position

of mining engineers or mine managers, and a few to that of managing
directors of mines.

THE KHENISCH-WESTFALISCHE HUTTENSCHCLE, BOCHUJI.

The necessity which was felt by the iron and steel manufacturers of

Ehineland and Westphalia that their foremen and leading hands should

possess some theoretical knowledge in addition to their practical workshop
experience, and the satisfactory results of the establishment of mining schools

in that district and elsewhere, have led to the creation at Bochum of a metal-

lurgical school on the lines of the mining school of that town. With
the exception of the mining schools this is the only continental school

having a complete course of instruction to which only workmen who
have already had regular workshop training are admitted, the candidates being

required, as in the case of the mining school, to have worked at least four

years in iron or mechanical engineering works before they are admitted.

Certiticates of competence and good conduct and satisfactory proof of

elementary .knowledge, including drawing, are also demanded as for the

mining school. Indeed the regulations generally resemble those of that

school, with the exception that the whole time is occupied with the work of

the school, employment in the works being for the time given up. It is a
municipal school, held in buildings formerly occupied by the Real, or as it was
called, a Gewerbeschule. The government has undertaken to continue the

subvention of £700 per annum which it paid to the former school ; the

town and the manufacturers contribute the rest, the latter body undertaking
the maintenance of all or nearly all of the students. The course occupies three

half years, the first being preparatory and general, the following two special

in two divisions—one for metallurgy and the other for machine construction.

The teaching staff consists at present of a director who is a chief engineer

of iron works, together with a teacher of machine construction and drawing,

one for mathematics and mechanics, one for physics and chemistry, and an
assistant master for the German language and accounts. Xo class is to con-

tain more than 40 students ; should this number be exceeded parallel classes

under proper teachers will be formed. Representatives of the contributing

iron trades take part with those of the government and the town in the

management of the school. The time table is as follows :

In the preparatory class :

Drawing 6 hours weekly.
Arithmethic and mathematics 8 "

Physics : 5 "

Experimental chemistry 6 "

The general principles of the metallurgy of

iron and steel 7 "

German and business accounts 4 "
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In the metallurgical division :

Drawing <1 hours.

Mathematics 4 *

'

Physics 4 '
'

Clieniistry and laboratoiy work 10 "

Sj)ecial metallurgy <jf iron and steel 12 "

German, etc 2 "

In the division for machine construction :

Mathematics ('•> hours.

Mechanics "

Machine construction and drawing 18 "
Physics 4 "
German, etc .

.

2 'i

The teaching is as practical as that of the mining school. Without
•entering too much into detail we may state that in the metallurgical division I'racticai ohar.

. • 1 • 1 1 1^- 1 /» 1 1 <•
a<jter of the

no subject connected with the construction and management ot blast furnaces instruction.

and tneir appurtenances, with the practice of moulding and iron-founding,

the puddling, refining and finishing of iron, the production and working of

steel, the analysis of the raw materials, or the testing of the finished pro-

ducts is omitted ; and that the course for machine construction includes all

but no more than the mathematics which every mechanical engineer should

know ; and further instruction in theoretical and applied mechanics, in the

properties of the materials ordinarily used in machinery, in the construction

and necessary qualities of the elements of machines, as screws, rivets,

axles, toothed gearing, cylinders, pistons, valves, etc., and in the construction

of various complete machines, including lifting tackle of every kind, boilers,

steam engines, water and gas motors, and in the economy of the workshop. n

Visits are paid to the surrounding works—36 important iron works, engine

factories and other works having been visited by the students during the

fifteen months preceding the last, which was also the first report. The age

of the students, of whom there are 56, varied on entry from 18 to 34 years.

They comprise 4 moulders, 1 puddler, 1 steel worker, 3 rollers, 1 erector, 3

smiths, 35 fitters, 3 turners, 1 boiler maker and 4 pattern makers. • The cost

of instruction is 10s. per term, or £1 10s. for the entire course. The labora-

tories and libraries are fairly complete and are daily receiving accessions.

We have thought it desirable to enter into rather more particulars in regard

to this school than in reference to some others, as it is the first example of

its kind, and one the working of which should be carefully watched by our
own metallurgists and engineers.*

MINING SCHOOLS IN FRANCE.

The Ecole des Mines, or as it was called till quite lately the Ecole des

Mineurs, is located in the coal basin of the Loire. The change of name is The Ecole dea

significant, for it indicates that the students leaving the school occupy a higher ^^"^^s.

industrial rank than that which appears to have been contemplated at the

outset. The school is proud of having educated several distinguished

engineers and men of science, M. Boussingault being one of the latter. It

is a government school under the direction of the minister of public works,

and it furnishes in the first place the government sub-inspectors of mines,

who however do not rise to the rank of chief inspectors, and second, sub-

managers of mines and metallurgical establishments, some of these latter

ultimately becoming managers of such undertakings. The age of students

on entrance is from 16 to 25 years. Admission to the school is by competi-

tion. There is a preliminary qualifying examination in each department of Admission of

France, and a subsequent competitive entrance examination of qualified can- students and

didates at the school itself. The examination includes the French language,
''°"'^''^° *'" ^•

ai;ithmetic and logarithms, algebra, including the binomial theorem and the

* Report on Technical Instruction, vol. i, pp. 115-118.
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theory of logarithms, trigonometry, analytical, plane, solid and descriptive

geometry, physics, optics and chemistry, more especially of the metalloids and
metals, besides any other subjects which the candidate may select. It will be

evident from the subjects of examination that the school is not intended for

working miners. The instruction is gratuitous. It is given by three pro-

fessors, and covers a course of three years, the school year beginning in October

and ending in August. The first year's course comprises mathematics to dif-

ferential calculus, theoretical mechanics and kinematics, physics, chemistry,

mineralogy, geometry and surveying. The second and third years' courses

are on applied mechanics, mining, metallurgy, geology, building and machine
construction, railways, mining legislation and accounts. The number of

students varies from 80 to 90. The budget of the school is £2,000.

The schools of the lowest grade are those for overmen and deputies of

Schools for over- mines, of which there are two in France, one at Alais in the south, and one

tfes°o^°minTs'^" <i^^^^ recently established at Douai, in the northern coal basin ; and a large

number in Germany, more especially in Prussia ; the earliest of the German
schools dating back to the last century, and an interesting example being the

one established in 1793 at Steben by Alexander von HumVjoldt, then twenty-

four years of age and mining engineer of the Franconian principalities. It

will be convenient to include under the same head the metallurgical school

established in 1882 for foremen and leading hands of iion and steel works
and for foremen engineers at Bochum in Westphalia.

ECOLE DES JIAITRES MINEURS.
The school at Douai (Ecole des Maitres Mineiirs) which is a government

Instruction at institution, Contains 35 pupils (20 in 1883). The instruction is gratuitous,

MaitiesMiiieurs. the cost of each student's board is £20 per annum, and nearly all the

students are maintained by " bourses " or scholarships, of which four are

given by the town, four each by the d^partements du JS^ord and of the Pds
de Calais, and the remainder by the colliery owners of the district. All of

them are working miners, generally selected by the coal proprietors. The
instruction, which is eminently practical, alternates from three months to

three months, with work in the mines, and extends over two years. At the

time of our visit it had not been established long enough for any judgment
to be lormed of its results. The budget of the school is £946, of which the
payments of the teaching staff amount to £532.*

ECOLE CENTEALE DES AETS ET MAXCFACTUEES OF PAEIS.

This important and well-known institution is designed to prepare

A private and students for the professions of civil and mechanical engineering, metallurgy
seif-supportinfe' aj^jj manufacturing chemistry. It was founded in the year 1826, chiefly

through the interest of M. Dumas (whose recent death science has to

deplore) and is essentially a private and self-supporting establishment, not

receiving any grant from government, and depending entirely on the fees

of the pupils, thus standing in striking contrast to other similar institutions

on the continent. It has however lately been attached to the ministry of

agriculture and commerce. The annual receipts amount to £20,640 and the

disbursements to about £17,836, the difference being paid over to the new
building fund. The school is at present located in an old building in the

Rue des Coutures St. Gervais, totally inadequate to its needs, but it is

shortly to be transferred to splendid premises about to be built near the Con-

servatoire des Arts et Metiers, chiefly at the government expense, though

partly also at that of the school. There is a very strict entrance examination

and great competition for the vacant places ; of the 540 candidates who applied

in the year 1881 only 220 were admitted. None of the students are boarded

in the establishment. The regular course extends over three years and

diplomas are given to the studei'ts at the end of the course after passing a

* Report on Technical Instruction, vol. i p. 114.
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very severe examination and working out a thesis, A strict system of con-

tinuous examination and niarking is carried out, the work which each ''"""*V*
"' ''»

-1,1 1 • II I p y
btruclioii.

student does being entered carefully by each examiner and the results or tiie

whole three years' work are added up, the special grade of the diploma being

given according to the result of this system of marking. The first year's

course consists of instruction in general science, without much applied

science, and is similar to that given in the Ecole Polytechnique, whilst in the

second and third years the teaching is especially directed to applied science,

and is similar to that given in the Ecole des Mines. The latter instruction

has reference to the practical applications of each subject. The student who
fails to gain his diploma at the end of the third year may pass the examina-

tion without re-entering the school at any period within six years after leav-

ing the institution. The peculiarity of the education of this school is that

the instruction is much the same for all students, and that there is scarcely

any specialisation of the studies in accordance with the proposed career

of the student. The difference is mainly shown, as hereafter ex-

plained, in the thesis or " projet " which the student prepares during the

last year. Each of the 600 students pays £32 per year, and the governing

body of the school manages the whole of its financial and other concerns,
^t'udents"

*""*

There are 30 professors attached to the institution, the chiefs of departments

receiving .£300 per annum, the others £-1 for each hour of lecture. In addi-

tion theie are two directors of studies and 30 tutors and a.ssistant lecturers.

The students on leaving the school and after having gone through its very severe

discipline are glad to get situations of <£72 to £60 per year. The director,

M. Solignac, (whose salary is £iOO per annum), furnished the Commissioners

with a list of the present positions of all the pupils since the beginning of

the school. A large number of manufacturers send their sons to the Ecole

Centrale One of the most interesting features in the system of education

in the jfecole Centrale is the system of theses, which are written by the ^^ system ot

students at the end of their third year. The courses of instruction on which

the theses are founded are divided into mechanics, metallurgy, technical

chemistry and engineering. Each student takes up one or the other of these

subjects for his thesis, as he deems fit, although the three years' course of

instruction is not confined to any of these branches but comprises the sub-

jects of all. The Commissioners inspected several of the theses of the out-

going students of former years in each of the above departments and were
much struck with the detailed character of the work, and especially with the

completeness of the drawings. The students are allowe 1 to work at home,

but have to produce the calculations, descriptions and drawings within one

month from the time at which the subject is given out, and the whole work
is carefully examined by a council of professors, the student being examined
on the details of his thesis. One of the metallurgical theses which was ex-

amined was a plan and estimate for a blast furnace plant. This included the

quantity and composition of the raw material to be treated, the chemical

composition of the charges, the explanation of the changes which take place

in the furnace, the cost per ton of the pig iron produced, the price of the

raw material being given ; then the construction of the plant, the hydraulic-

lifts and blowing engines, the reservoirs, the engine houses, the hot blast re-

generating stoves, including a discussion of the amount of heat generated in

the furnace and regenerated in the Whitwell stoves.*

THE ECOLK POLYTECHNIQIjE OP PARIS.

This is a government school with military discipline, designed primarily

for the education of persons to be employed in the service of the state, and The Ecoiedest.

differing in this respect from the polytechnic schools of Germany and Switzer- ^mes.

land. . . The Eoole des Mines, Paris, which is a branch of the Ecole Polytech-

* Report on Technical Instruction, vol. i, pp. 177-179.
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nique, admits students who are not necessarily destined for government service.

The Commissioners visited this school under the guidance of Prof. Daubrde,

the director of the institution, and Prof. Friedel, who has charge of the cele-

brated collection of minerals in this school. Two classes of students are

admitted, who may be termed respectively regular and occasional students.

Practical instruction is given in all the departments relating to mining, but

especially in metallurgical operations and chemical analysis. The labora-

tories, though not very extensive, are well arranged and well appointed.

The government students are admitted from the polytechnic school. External

pupils have to pass a competitive examination and the successful candidates

are trained to become directors of mines and metallurgical works. The
course of study lasts three years, the instruction is gratuitous, and the cur-

riculum is thoroughly adapted to the object in view. The instruction is of

the highest kind, and in some respects it resembles that of the Royal School

of Mines, South Kensington.*

THE POLYTECHNIC SCHOOL OF DELFT,

'Foundation of

'-*e school.

"Diviland mininj
engineers.

System of in-

struction at the
school.

XJourses of

'study.

This school, founded in accordance with the law of 1863, was opened in

1864, at which time it contained ninety-one pupils. It replaced the former

academy, which at that date contained 259 students, many of whom were

transferred to Leyden to the school established by the government for the

study of the language, geography and ethnology of the Dutch colonies in the

East Indies. . . Special diplomas are given to engineers and architects on the

results of the annual examinations. Some few mining engineers are in receipt

of scholarships to enable them to visit German and other mines, and after

having obtained their diplomas they are appointed under government to the

various mining establishments in the Dutch Indies. . . There are about thirty

students in the department of mechanical engineering, but accommodation

has been provided for a much larger number. All the rooms seemed large

for the number of students present. There is a collection of minerals, etc.,

for the mining engineers, and a small metallurgical laboratory adjoins their

class-room. The department of civil engineering contains nearly 150 students

and is the largest in the school. The state provides the means of obtaining

a year's experience of practical work. Technologists generally spend four

years from the age of 18 to 23 at this school, and have one year at practical

work before entering it.t

THE ROYAL MINING SCHOOL OF FREIBERG.

Of the numerous mining schools of Europe probably the Royal Saxon
" Bergakademie " of Freiberg has trained the largest number of successful

miners and metallurgists, and the title of M.E. (mining engineer) of that

school is a guarantee of excellence and serves as a recommendation of the

greatest value. The reason of this is obvious when we know that the system

of instruction carried on here is a thoroughly practical one, so that the

students are brought into actual contact with the operations on a large scale.

The object of this time-honored institution is to give a complete scientific

education both of a theoretical and practical character to young men intended

for metallurgists or mining engineers. Admission to the school for Saxons

and Germans is made dependent on having passed the Maturitats examination

of a gymnasium or first class Real-school, but foreigners are received without

examination, provided they bring certificates of competence from some recog-

nised scientific or educational institution, and this liberality on the part of

the Saxon government has been largely availed of by many distinguished

English and American metallurgists and mining engineers. Regular courses

of study are laid down, extending over four years and differing according as

* Report on Technical Instruction, vol. i, pp. 183-5.

tib., pp. 201-4.
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the pupil desires to follow tlie mining or the metallurgical branch of the pro-

fession. Higher mathematics, descriptive geometry, spherical trigonometry,

physics, chemistry, mineralogy, geology and mechanical drawing form the

ground work of the .studies, to which are added in the second and succeeding

years the special subjects of mining and metallurgy and all their allied

branches of science, taught by lectures, laboratory practice, by working and
|'i;i,"^P,'^f„"*

"'

surveying in the mines and by practical metallurgical instruction in the

smelting works of the Saxon state. The collections of mineralogical and

geological specimens are mo.st complete, and with the liljraries and museums

of mining machinery are open to all the students of the school. Many of the

professors have beenmen of European fame—\Verner,Plattner,and nowRichter

and Weisbach, are names known to and honored by all students of science.

The lectures of Richter on the blow-pipe are unique, and those of Prof, observation

Weisbach on mineralogy are most valuable. But the mo$t important respect

in which Freiberg excels is the practical experience which the students can

gain in the operations of smelting conducted on a larj,e scale in the govern-

ment smelting works (the Miildnerhiitte and that at Halsbriicke) as well as

in those of mining by visiting the neighboring mines belonging to the Saxon

government. As these mines now yield ore of only the poorest quality the

operations have to be conducted with great care, and hence offer to the student

of mining training of an exceptional character, while the number of metals

present in the ore (gold, silver, copper, lead, bismuth, arsenic and antimony)

and worked up at the smelting works afford a no less valuable one to the

student in many branches of metallurgy. The cost of living in Freiberg,

including the fees payable to the acB-demy, need not exceed £100 per annum.

The average number of students in training for the last ten years is • Saxons

and Germans, 64 ; foreigners, 58. Freiberg does not however afford practi-

cal instruction in iron mining or smelting ; the mining school specially

adapted for the study of the metallurgy of iron is that of Leoben in Styria,

under its veteran head. Prof, von Tunner.*

SCHNEIDERS CCS WORKS AT LE CREUZOT.

These magnificent works have been so frequently described, and a detailed

account of them would occupy so large a space in this report, that we shall character of tii»

.

confine ourselves to a very brief statement of the facts bearing in the most •''"'k's

direct manner on our enquiry. It is well known that these works situated

far in the interior of France, derive a large portion of their supplies of iron

ore—for the production of iron and steel of the most varied description

—

from Algeria, V)rought through Marseilles from Savoy and other distant

places, and that a considerable part also of the fuel used has to be brought

from the coal basin of St. Etienne. This is rendered possible by extremely

low railway rates, less than three eighths of a penny per mile on iron ores, or

less than half of the average rates charged in the United Kingdom. Most of

the powerful tools used at Le Oreuzot in the construction of marine engines,

in boring large guns and in planing armor plates, were formerly imported by

them from England, but within the last few years these tools have been sup-

plied by works in the ea5t of France and in the French departments now-

annexed to Germany. The French engineering tools were formerly ill-

designed and badly proportioned. Now English models are followed and the

execution leaves nothing to be desired. A very small number of the heads of TTaininfe'cf for*^

departments are former students of the great Parisian technical schools, several men for the

,. 1 -A 1 -. r / • 1 -IT 1 11 i.u works in Pchools
are from the Ecoles des Arts et .Metiers and many, including nearly all the fomuicd by the

foremen, have received no other instruction than that of the works and thf ''''"

excellent elementary schools founded and maintained by the firm. The head

of the drawing office is one of these latter. The opinion of Mons. Henri

Schneider was not favorable to the very high scientific courses of the Paris

•Report on Technical Instruction, vol. t, pp. 206-7.
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schools, except for men of remarkable ability and of the energy and com-
mon sense necessary to acquire workshop practice at a comparatively late

period of life, and to avoid a pedantic application of abstruse theory to

practical work. His estimate of the Ecoles des Arts et Metiers, on the other

hand, was very favorable. In several cases the firm had sent promising
boys to those schools, but the workshop was held to be the true school for

foremen. In the elementary schools connected with the works and carried on
at the expense of the company great attention is given to geometrical draw-
ing, and the work of the boys was surprisingly good. The elements of

chemistry and physics are also taught. Night classes have been given up,

partly because the instruction of the elementaiy day school was considered

sufficient and partly in consequence of difficulties between masters and men
during the times immediately preceding and succeeding the fall of the

empire. The dissension which existed for a few years had however subsided

to a great extent, and although the firm employ large numbers of miners near

Montceau-les-Mines, where there had lately been troubles, the Oreuzot men
had not taken any part in them.*

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS IN THE UNITED STATES.

The following extracts are made from the report made to the British

Royal Commissioners by William ]\rather, who at their request visited the

United States and Canada in 1883, and reported on the subject of technical

instruction :

SCHOOL OF MINES, COLUMBIA COLLEGE.

The main object of this excellent school is to train students to become
professors in colleges ; also consulting, mining and civil engineers. It is

however largely used by those who intend to pursue mechanical engineering

in practice, such as the sons of manufacturers and machine constructors, and
young men who desire to fit themselves for the leading positions in the great

industries of the country. All the appliances are admirable, whether in class-

rooms, laboratories or workshops. This school is distinguished for the emi-

nence of its professors and instructors, the liberality of its trustees and sup-

porters, the completeness of its permanent appliances and the simplicity com-
bined with elegance of its buildings. The spirit of the college is that of

cheerful and intense activity in all departments I confined my inspection

to the technical schools. The school of mines consists of a large block of

buildings in which besides class room accommodation are the laboratories,

shops and apparatus. Its system of instruction covers mining engineering,

metallurgy, civil engineering, geology, analytical and applied chemistry and

architecture. The students are required to be 17 years old and to pass an

examination before entering the school, including, besides the ordinary studies

of the high school course in the highest grades, simple mathematics, elementary

physics and freehand drawing. The complete course extends over four years.

The mining appliances are operative, and students conduct every process

from the crushing of the ores to the assaying of the metal. The
precious ores are chiefly treated, but general mining is thoroughly

taught as a science. In civil engineering and surveying the method
of instruction is very thorough. Field work enters largely into the

occupations. Mechanical drawing is taught in all the stages up to machine

designing. Hydraulic and mechanical engineering are studied in connection

with the mining and civil engineering courses. Students in mechanical

engineering especially have facilities for practice with tools in the shops.

Boilers, steam engines, pumps and appliances for testing the strength of

materials form part of the plant of the school. Chemical laboratories for

qualitative and quantitative analysis are well equipped. . . A very important

* Report on Technical Instruction, vol. i, pp. 266-7.
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'element in the practic il application of the sciences taught in this school lies

in the stiminer vacation work. The professors take out companies of students Summer vaca-

te mines, smelting works, iron works and machine shops to demonstrate their '^"^" '*""^ '

theoretical teaching by practice on the commercial basis. Students are

encouraged to seek actual employment in various works during vacation and

many do so. The fees for the two terms of the year are £40. Free students

are admitted if properly qualified, and if their inability to " y is certified.

About 300 students attend the school of mines.*

C O U N E L L U .V I V E U S I T Y.

The technical school embraces agriculture, mechanic arts, civil engineer-

ing, mining engineering, freehand drawing, mathematics, astronomy, instruction in

jhemistry and physics. The farm of 120 acres is kept for experimental pur- arts.""^'^

^*"'*^

poses and illustration of the science of agriculture. The students spend three

hours on two days in each week in manual work on the farm. The mechanic

arts are taught experimentally by the aid of a brass and iron foundry, black-

smith's shop, pattern making, machine tools and hand tools. In connection

are the lecture room and the drawing room. Each student devotes two hours practice/^

a day to actual work in the shops. Civil engineering is taught by lectures

and field work, and practice in the chemical and physical laboratories is

required of those receiving instruction in mineralogy, metallurgy, geology,

physics and constructive engineering. Within the five years' course selec-

tions may be made of special studies according to the wants of the students, ing.

Electrical engineering has been added this year with ample appliances for its

practical illustration. The mining engineering section has not yet become a

separate department, though the necessary instruction is given. It is intended

to establish a special school for this science with a small working plant. . . T

•have observed preparations being made to impart instruction in science, applied sciencea

especially in chemistry and engineering, of a character eminently practical, g^^j^^'^''''®
°'

Cornell is quoted as an example amongst those who are coming out of the old

methods of what is termed "intellectual culture." The applied sciences are

"becoming recognised as forming as sure a basis for character and culture as

the dead languages and higher mathematics for those who have to take part

in developing and applying the resources of the country.

t

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY.
The object is primarily to teach in the higher branches, mining, mechani-

cal and civil engineering ; secondarily, to give instruction in the mechanic objects of the

arts to students who, coming from the ordinary public schools at 16 years institution.

old, may go through a two years' course in technical training before they

enter upon actual employment. The students for the advanced course of

civil and mechanical engineering come from the graduating classes in the

high schools of the public school system, or pass a similar examination before

entering upon the course prescribed for the students in this institute. The
qualifications required are elementary chemistry, physics and simple mathe-

matics. In other branches, the usual literary subjects of a high school ; for

the advanced course, the students have to enter for a period of four years.

The institute is handsome in style and commodious in arrangement. It

stands in the best part of the residential quarter of the city. There is a con-

siderable quantity of land on which extensions can be made. The main

building contains class rooms for lectures on the various subjects forming the

curricula of the school. A large chemical laboratory divided into depart- Class-rooms and

ments occupies the top floor of a new building, just erected for inorganic and * o^ato^es.

organic chemistry and qualitative analysis. These laboratories are unsur-

passed in the United States for convenience and completeness of apparatus

and appliances. There is an excellent and well-appointed mining department,

in which the rough ore is brought direct from the mines and treated by the

* Vol. II, Appendix p. 21. t lb., p. 27.
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students upon scientific principles, through all the practical operations of

metallurgy to the final extraction of the pure metal. Crushing, smelting,

reducing, refining, assaying are all gone through in proper order. The
physical laboratory i.s a very complete department, with every variety- of

apparatus, most of which however may be regarded as a museum of philo-

sophical instruments, inasmuch as the practical work is done by simple

apparatus de- _,aed for the purpose by the professor and students. General

physics, optics, acoustics, applied mechanics, electricity, hydraulics, history of

the physical sciences, physical research, astronomy, etc., with the requisite-

mathematical instruction, form the subjects of a four years' tuition. The
mechanical engineering department consists of suitable accommodation for

lectures and mechanical drawing, allied with which are the chemical labora-

tory courses and physical laboratory instruction in steam, steam engines,

dynamics, hydraulics, metallurgy and machine construction. The workshops

are built some distance away from the main block. They are new and are

fitted with appliances for machine construction, carpentry and pattern-mak-

ing ; moulding shop and cupola, tools, lathes : ])laning and shaping and drilling^

machines ; forges, with all blacksmiths' tools ; fitting shops, with vises,,

benches and hand tools. The work done consists in forming objects neces-

sary for the construction of machines. Xo machines are made complete.

This department is very practically arranged, and is efficient for the purpose

of teaching the dexterous use of all tools for each branch of the mechanic arts.

There is a department adjoining for testing the strength of materials of all

kinds used in buildings and machine construction. The whole place is

worked by steam-boilers and engines, upon which the students practice for

instruction in economy and use of steam. The practical lessons are given for

three hours on two days in each week. These shops are used constantly both

by scientific students who are going through the whole course as well as by
the students in mechanic arts who spend only two years here. The fees are

£4:0 per annum. The school has £63,000 sunk in land and buildings, with-

out apparatus. There is a fund of £30,000 from the " Grant of lands for the-

tormation of agricultural colleges and schools of mechanic arts " in Massa-

chusetts. One-third of the interest of this sum is devoted to the "mechanic-

arts " department of the school. This institution worthily enjoys a high

reputation in America. Its graduates enter into the scientific professions

and the engineering, mining and manufacturing industries without difficulty

or delay. I have experienced this in the far west, among the mines, on rail-

road works, in machine shops and in the textile manufactories. Although

the course of instruction extends to the higher branches of science, the prac-

tical application of knowledge is carried through each course by numerous

experimental operations showing cause and effect. The whole spirit of the

institution appears to create a connection between its work and the larger

operations which the graduates will have to encounter in their future careers.*

SHEFFIELD SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL OF YALE COLLEGE.
This was formerly the chemical laboratory of Yale college, but owing tc

A school for the the gifts of Mr. J. E. Sheffield of £100,000 and the land grant it has become
diffusion of the gchool for the diffusion of the sciences and for the training of young men for
sciences. . . . . i-iii

such pursuits as require proficiency m mathematics, physics and natural

Courses of study, science. The courses of study most commonly followed are chemistry, civil

engineering, mechanical engineering, agriculture, natural history, biology

and preparatory studies for mining and metallurgy. The laboratories are

supplied with every requisite for thorough experimental illustration, but no

workshops are provided. The civil engineering course includes field work

and practice. The mechanical engineering is taught by lectures and by a

very thorough mechanical drawing course which is made to partake of the

* Vol. II, Appendix p. 28.
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character of the drawing department of an engineering works. It is

eminently practical. Piofessor Brush, the oniineiit principal, kindly devoted

consideiable time to the oljject of my visit and explained minutely the methods

of instruction. The absence of manual work in this school gives a theoretical a substitute for

tone to the instruction. Provision is made however for frequent visits of the '" " "

students to surrounding works. There are large collections of models, a

technical library, and the museum and library of Yale college are open to the

students. The noble benefactor of this school left another .£100,000 on his

decease. With fnrth(;r additions and extensions this institution will prob-

ably be made as complete^ as any in America as a technological school, with-

out impairing its high character as a school of pure science and original

research. The tuition fee is .£30 per annum. There are 207 students.*

W O n C E S T E R !•• R E E SCHOOL, ^r A S S A C H U S E T T S ,

This technical school is especially designed and conducted to impart a

thorough knowledge of the theory and practice of mechanical engineering. Purpose of the

There are 255 students. The tuition is entirely free to students of Worces- 8'^'^*^°'-

ter county in the state of Massachusetts. The building is admirably adapted

to its pttrpose. Olass-rooms and works-bops are conveniently near, and the training,

whole plan of the school is compact and commodious. The course of training

extends over three and a half years. The students are divided into two sec-

tions, the ordinary undergraduate and the apprentice class. The former
passes through the theoretical and practical instruction with the object of

obtaining general knowledge of the science of mechanical engineering ; the

latter is supposed to learn a trade and to this end devotes 39 hours of each

week to workshop practice. All students in the first year have to give a large

proportion of their time to the shops. Later on shop practice decreases for

the regular undergraduates. In the shops a certain number of skilled work-
men are employed and they are engaged in manufacturing machines for sale.

The students therefore work on actual machines in course of construction,

with the intention of becoming competent mechanics while studying the

theoi*y of the profession. This school must be a great boon to the .sons of

working men who can afford to support them during the training period.

The boys may not become highly skilled workmen, but entering at 16 and
leaving at 19 they would go into engineering establishments as draughtsmen,
or better as workmen, and obtain very rapidly all the larger practice to enable

them to become excellent foremen. No student is accepted as an apprentice

who is not actually of mechanical tastes and ability. As giving an oppor-

tunity to the sons of the poorer classes to obtain a mechanical training, this

is the best school I have seen in America. Dr. Fuller is the able principal,

and he is enthusiastic in his work.t

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, ST. LOUIS.

As St. Louis ha.-! led the movement in the direction of kindergarten, so

in connection with technical education this city has determined to pr:;ve that q-jj^ manual
an intellectual training of the mind for any career is greatly assisted by twining school.

manual exercises as part of a collegiate course. One department of the

university is devoted to manual training. The complete collegiate course of

study in the university is varied only to the extent necessary to enable those

students who may de.sire to do so to spend a few hours per week in manual
occupations. A commodious building contains carpentry, blacksmith, turn-

. .
I »/ • ConvGnicnc6S

ing and fitting shops, well appointed with all the ordinary appliances for prac- for practical

tical work. A boiler and steam-engine supply the power. The ojiportunity study.

afforded by this school for technical training is generally sought by those who
intend to follow mechanical )iur.suits. The workshop practice is excellent, and
is taught by able instructors in each department. From four to six hours

* Vol. II, Appendix p. 30. t lb., p. 30.
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per week throucjhout the four years' course in the college are given to .shop

^'ta.?f"*"'^
practice. Mining and metallurgy are taught by the aid of complete labora-

tories and a large collection of specimens. A graduate of the school of mines,

Columbia college, is at the head of this department. I saw some forgings

made by boys 17 years old which surprised me, and testified to the workman-
like training given in manual dexterity. The drawing classes are well con-

ducted and the physical science exercises form a special feature in the course

Course and fee?, of studies. The fees are £20 per annum. The manual training school course

taken alone is divided between the workshop and the classrooms. The stu-

dents may enter at 14 years old, and only require a knowledge of arithmetic,

geography, spelling and writing. The fees are £6 per term in the first year,

£8 in the second year and £10 in the third year. Each term has 20 weeks. All

the shop work is disciplinary. Special trades are not taught and no articles

are made for sale. The work appeared to be well, rapidly and accurately

executed. Dr. ^Voodward, the earnest and able principal of the school, has

made industrial training a special subject of investigatioa and experiment.

To him is due this excellent institution, the benefit of which has already been
felt in encouraging the starting of such schools elsewhere.*

CALIFORXIA SCHOOL OF AGBICCLTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS.
This is one of the most important schools of practical science in America.

Opportunities of It is attached to the university and its students enjoy the benefits of a splen-

did library of 20,000 volumes, as also of a museum with a rare collection of

specimens of minerals and natural history objects. The tuition is entirely

free for both sexes through the university course, giving ample opportuntity

for higher education to all classes in the community. The situation of the

university is beautiful, and all the surroundings are conducive to study and
-refinement of character. The technical school has for its chief aim the train-

•Chief aimof the ^S ^^ engineers.and miners as well as agriculturists. Hydraulic engineer-

technical course, ing, which forms so large a part of mining qualifications in California, is

prominent in the curriculum of the school. The operations in mining are

illustrated by an operating plant, small but efiicient. The workshop practice

in mechanical engineering is given by the use of suitable tools. Drawing
is taught through all the elementary stages, and finally in the last year is

applied directly to original design and construction in civil, hydraulic and
mechanical engineering. The chemical laboratories for qualitative and quan-

titative work and the laboratory for metallurgy and mineralogy are well

appointed. The professors of this school are men who have acquired eminence
in America. I was pai-ticularly pleased with the views of some of these gen-

tlemen as to the importance of their instruction in its relation to the indus-

tries of California. Students are admitted at 16 years of age after passing

examination. It was pointed out to me that young men came from the mines

to study special subjects, and facilities were given to such students who could

only remain a comparatively short period. The university has an income
from the state of £20.000 a year. The value of grounds, buildings and appar-

atus is £161,000.t

INFLUENCE OF TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION.
There can be no doubt that America owes much already to the schools

Practical hene- which exist for technical education, though not actually helping the artisan

fastraetioi^''^^^'
class. Many hundreds of young men have been furnished from these sources

for the superintendence of railway works, mining operations, machine shops

and the textile industries, besides chemical works, glass manufactories, build-

ing operations, agriculture, etc. 1 have met in almost all the manufactories

I have visited—from mining, iron and steel manufacturing, through all the

mechanic arts up to watchmaking and sewing-machine manufacturing

—

evidences of the influence of the technical school.

+

* Vol. n, Appendix p. 31. t lb., p. 33. t lb., p. 46.
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On the practical utility of technical instruction and the character of such

instruction many valuablo suji,'ge.stioiis will be found in the evidence of Sir ]^^^he^t<^«^'-

Lowthian Bell, Dr. 0. W. Siemens, M. W. Peace, Professor Huxley, Albert

A. Jowett, Professor J. V. Jones and Professor Josiah P. Cook in the third

volume of the British Commissioners' report.

THK MICHIGAN MINING SCHOOL.

Mr. Menitt, one of the Commissioners, visited the Michigan mining

school at Houghton, in the upper peninsula, in August, 1888, and has made
the following roport upon it

:

The school was opened on September 15th, 188G. A student for admis-

sion must present evidence of having graduated at a high school or academy Entrance quaU-

of good standing or he must pass an examination qualifying in arithmetic,

algebra, book-keeping, plane geometry, physics and the elements of astronomy.

Anyone may attend a separate lecture or course of lectures without examina-

tion. The whole instruction is free to residents of Michigan, the student

merely paying for material used. The object of the school as designed by Of^ject of the

the legislature of the state, which supports it, is generally understood to be

to turn out practical assayers, surveyors and draughtsmen, not to be a higher

scientific class of mining school like Columbia college, but eminently practi-

cal in the above mentioned subjects. By reference to the course of studies

it will be seen that surveying in particular appears to be very thoroughly

provided for. Instruction was at first arranged for a two y ' "ourse, but

a three years' course is now being arranged for. It was thought that by

making the school free more local men, who could not otherwise afford it,

would go in for a mining training and would be capable of assaying iron and

other ores found in the state, and which are being tested all the time at the

mines, and enable them to do the surveying and mapping required at the

mines. Previous to the establishment of the mining school a less thorough

course in the same direction was given at the state university ; this has now
been discontinued, but the mining school is classed as one of the departments ciation ofThe^'

of the university. The local mining men, though not all agreed as to the school,

necessity of the school, have shown practical appreciation of it in that there

are now the sons of four local mining captains at the school. The collection

and classification of a typical set of the minerals which occur in the state a collection of

and the procuring and preservation of all statistics, scientific and other in- ^Tus.^
^^^'^

'

formation, regarding the mineral resources of the upper peninsula, and all

important discoveries and improvements in developing the same, are made part

of the duty of this mining school, which must provide for a full report on

the same each year from one or more of the persons engaged as teachers.

The school is managed by a board of control of six persons appointed by the

ffovernor of the state. The subiects of instruction are mathematics, draw- '\"''J^9'^of i°-
o ..*'.. I'l-i struction.

ing, surveying, mining and mining engineering, ore dressing, physics, mechan-

ics and engineering, mechanical engineering, chemistry, assaying, metallurgy,

crystallography, mineralogy, petrography, geology and economic geology. A • •

,t d ts

clause provides that every facility possible will be given to special students
p^"*'" " ®°

who desire to pursue some subject taught in the school, and by this provision

it is hoped to aid practical miners who have but limited time ; no arrange-

ment however has been made for any special course to practical miners or

prospectors, but they can attend any of the regular lectures they please. The Buildings and

state has appropriated $25,000 so far to meet running expenses of the school

for the past two years and .$75,000 for a building. At present quarters are

found wherever obtainable for lecture rooms and laboratories, such as in the

fire hall, rink, etc. The practical work, which is facilitated by proximity to Lectures and

the mines, consists of compulsory work for six weeks in mines, mills or ^'^'^^ "^*

smelting works and two weeks mining surveying in the mines. There are

also voluntary visits to the mines, mills or copper smelting works on Satur-
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Other mining
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days during the third year, in addition to which there are lectures on mininsr^

etc., with laboratory work 2 hours per week for 18 weeks, and 17 hours pt r

week for 4 weeks; on metallurgy and assaying. 3 houis per week for 4 weeks
and 18 hours per week for 18 weeks ; and field and mining geology, 5 houis-

per week for 4 weeks. There are at present three professors and 29 students,

including 7 special students ; but the number of professors is about to be
increased to five, and it is expected there will be .50 students in 1889. The
professor in mining and engineering, R. M. Edwards, E. M., graduate of the
Columbia school of mines, thinks that the chief advantage to a boy studying

mining here is that he is in a mining atmo.-phere and hears mining talked

on all sides, while at the Columbia mining school he only meets mining men
as a rule when on the mining trip which is part of the course. At Houghton
he considers that a boy insensibly picks up mining information all the time.

It is ako an advantage to be able to take the students out on Saturday to the
mines during lectures. Mr. Edwards considers that a scientific course of

training is essential as a foundation to mining and metallurgy. In a country

w^here there was not a great deal of developed mining he believes it would be
the better course to have the mining school attached to some established

university than to attempt to start a separate school where there was some
mining being carried on, provided always that there are visits to min-

ing districts and working mines attached to the course as an essential part of

it. The mil ' schools in New York and in St. Louis are considered the

best in the United States. The former has one compulsory sojourn of six

weeks at mines during a four months vacation following the third year, the

course being four years. The mines chosen are either the lake Superior or

the Pennsylvania coal regions. The St. Louis university compels three trips to

and sojourns at mining regions during the course. The cost to the student of

the Columbia school trip is from .$60 to $100 as a rule. The board is gener-

ally about .$8 a week at the mining centres to the students. A professor and
two or three assistants usually accompany them. The director of the mining

school, Mr. Wadsworth, was absent at the time of my visit, but I received

every courtesy and assistance in my application for information from the

treasurer, the secretary and Professor Edwards, and they expressed them-

selves ready and willing to give any further information by letter should you
desire to apply to them. In conclusion I might say that the chief difficulty

in arranging a course in a school of mines seems to lie in the fact that the

fir.st desire is for students thoroughly grounded in the elements of science,

which is essential, but that it is found impossible to get a supply of the

proper material, so that it becomes necessary to model all the first part of a

mining and metallurgical course upon a school for scientific instruction, and
after that is given to proceed with the practical mining and metallurgical

studies. The course at the largest German and American schools of mines is

four years owing to this fact.

Albert Williams, jr., of the United States g<^ological survey, was the

fir.st principal of the Houghton school, and in December, 1888, that gentle-

man furnished the Secretary of the Commission with the following statement

respecting it :

The Houghton school of mines was established as a strictly practical

mining school, the aim of which was to give instruction to the sons of miners

and others who wished to qualify themselves for actual work as surveyors,

assayers, draughtsmen and general-utility men. The work of a mining super-

intendent requires experience, and the man to till it must work up to it ; he

cannot hope to step out of a school into the offi.ce. Three professors were

appointed when the institution opened, the fii-.st of whom had the depart-

ments of geology, mineralogy and mining engineering, the second had mathe-

matics and drawing, and the third had chemistry and assaying. A year's

Difficulty of

arranering a
course.

Professors, and
the course of

study for

students.
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course was also provided for post-graduate study in luotallurgy. Such a
courHe is regarded as sufficient ; the rest comes by experience and actual work.
Students are taught surveying and field geology every afternoon in favorable

weather, but this is only for a short season owing to the long summer vaca-

tion. About twenty students have been taking the regular course, and five

of the older ones have taken the 3|)ecial course of the first >ear. The sons of

mining captains and superintendents compose the class almost entirely.

Many of these cannot get a training at all unless it is provided for them at

this school. Pesides the scientific course they get the advantage of work in

real life. Machinery can best be studied with a machine in operation. This The American

idea generally prevails in America, and schools working on this line are now se^ols
™'"'"'^

established at Kapid Oity in Dakota, in the heart of the Black Hills mining
country ; at Golden in Colorado, in the vicinity of the gold mines and within
range of silver and other mines ; and at Rolla in Missouri, near the lead and
zinc mines. In my opinion mining operations cannot be carried on without
the preparation afforded by these schools, as under the American system the
mining superintendent ought to be master of all parts of the work ; he ought
at least to know that the work is going on right. At "Michigan many of the
students would be capable of undertaking draughting and surveying, and there
were openings for them to work during the summer vacation while I had
charge of the school ; but assaying, especially for iron, requires a longer
course. The new building contains a pretty full apparatus. At Cornwall, in -"^'^'ht suhoola.

England, night schools are established which are very good as far as they go,

but a man cannot do drawing after working with his hands all day. In
Michigan, in the copper and iron mines, this kind of training is highly
prized, and the miners there are generally Cornishmen. Farther west, from
Colorado to the coast, the skilled men are generally Americans. Students
from Fieiburg who come here find that they have to learn the occupation mLn'y and

over again as the method of mining here is different from that pursued in ^^^^^°^-

Germany, being in the latter country more careful of small savings. In
Germany the mines are generally government property, and the aim is to give
employment to the people rather than to make money. In America the aim
is to get the ore out of a mine as fast as possible and then begin elsewhere.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN MINING SCHOOLS.

In his address as president of the American Institute of Mining Engi-
neers in 1886 Prof. R. H. Richards, of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, gave a synopsis of American and foreign colleges which are either

pure mining schools or colleges which provide a course of mining instruction.

From this address the following information is taken :

Colorado School of Mines has a lecturer in metallurgy. The admission
age is seventeen years. Offers two courses, mining engineering and metal- Colorado school
lurgy ; four years for each. Degree in mining E. M. ; degree in metallurgy of mines.

Ph. B. ; after two additional years of work an advanced degree of Ph. D.
Requires a vacation memoir each year, and during the term visits are made
to smelting works and to regions interesting geologically. " The one-year
course of assayiu ,' was established to supply a demand for assayers of a
better grade than ommonly found in the mining camps." There is also a
one-year course in surveying, and for both of these courses diplomas are
given. " About hai the students take the four years' course." The school
aims " to supply in some ijeasure the lack of a state geological survey."
Excursions made weekly to points of geological interest. Three excursions
made annually to mining and smelting points.

Columbia College has a school of mines with seven courses, one of which
is in mining and one in metallurgy. A professor of mineralogy and metal- Columbia school
lurgy. A professor of engineering who lectures on mining engineering, o' niinea.

A professor (adjunct) of surveying and practical mining. Has a mining
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laboratory. Has prominent summer schools in surveying (required), ia

mechanical engineering (voluntary), in practical mining (required). Students
enter at eighteen years. The course is four years with degree of E. M..

After a year's additional study, Ph.D. Mining laboratory contains sample
grinder, three-rockbreakers, rolls, jigs, three-stamp battery', amalgamated
plates, Frue vanner. Golden Gate concentrator, Imlay vanner, amalgamating-

pan, settler, lixiviation tubs, calcining reverberatory furnace and pot furnaces.

About one hundred hours devoted to mining laboratory. Summer schools :

End of the first and three years, memoirs required. The same summer school

tor study of mechanical engineering in machine shops, voluntary. End of

the third year, summer school for systematic study of practical mining and
underground surveying for six weeks, required. End of lourth year, prac-

tical work in machine design contemplated.

Lafayette College includes the Pardee scientific department which ofiers

6ve courses, one of which is mining engineering. It has a professor of

mining and graphics. It gives practice in mine surveying during the term^

and is near mines and metallurgical vvorks which the students have the oppor-

tunity of visiting. Entering age not specified. The course is four year*

with the degree of E.M. Students in the junior year are required to spend
several days at the mines at mine surveying, and to write a memoir upon
observed mining operations ; and in the senior year one or more memoirs
are required on metaDurgical processes as a result of investigations at the

works.

Lehigh University has a separate school of technology with four

engineering courses. One of them is mining and metallurgy. It has a pro-

fessor of mineralogy and metallurgy, and a professor of geology and mining.

Mine surveying is taught in mines during the term. Entrance age, sixteen

years. Course, five years. At the end of the fourth year the degree given,

is B.S. At the end of the fifth year the degree is E.M. Opp:>rtunity for

local excursions throughout the school year. A practical 'course in mine
surveying is given for three or four days during the term, fourth year.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology is a school of technology with

nine courses. One of them is a course in mining engineering, which can b&
taken with either the engineering, the geology or the metallurgy more pro-

nounced. Has a professor of mining and metallurgy, also an instructor in

mining and metallurgy and two lecturers in metallurgy. Has a prominent
mining laboratory. Has voluntary summer school. Students enter at

seventeen. The course is four years. Degree of B.S. Mining laboratory

contains sample grinder, rock-breaker, rolls, sizing sieves, separator, jigs,

convex huddle, three-stamp battery, amalgamated plates, Frue vanner, four

amalgamating-pans, settler, ball-grinder and amalgamator, four Morrell auto-

matic agate mortars, two sets lixiviating tub.s, iO gallons and 8 gallons

respectively, dynamos for depositing, lead-smelting, reverberatory water-

jacket cupola, melting-kettle, cupellation-furnace and heat-recuperative fur-

nace combined, copper refinery, calcining reverbera ories for 200-pound and
for 20-pound charges respectively, pot furnace.-^, roasting-kiln, forge. Fifteen

weeks of eight hours each and fifteen weeks of twelve ho^rs each devoted to

mining laboratory. Summer school : At the end of th' third or fourth year

examinations of mines and works, for three weeks, J tendance voluntary.

McGill University has a separate school of applied science with four

distinct departments. One of them is mining engineering. It has a pro-

fessor of chemistry and lecturer on assaying and mining. The entrance age

is usually sixteen or seventeen years. Frequent geological excursions ar&

made. The course is four years with decree of B. A.Sc. Aft r three yeara

more the degree of M.A.Sc, Master of Applied Science.

The Massachus-
etts institute

of technoloffv.

School of ap-
plied science
at McGill uni-

versity.
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Jlissouri University has a school of mines and nintallurgy at Rolla,

with a professor of civil and mine engineering and graphics, also a professor MisHouri school

of analytical chemistry and metallurgy. Has excursions to metallurgical "' "'"•'''•

works. The entering age is not specified. There are two years of piepara-

tory and three years of technical training. The degree is that of M.E.
Excursions are made during the term to mines and to iron, lead and zinc

works, and extensive field practice is given in surveying.

Universty of California has five scientific colleges ; one of them is a
college of milling, with a professor of mining and metallurgy and an honorary California coi-

professor of mining. Students enter at sixteen. The course is four years '"''''^ °' ""*»">»-

with a degree of 13. JS. After three years more, at least one of which is spent

in graduate study, and at least one other in outside practice, the degree of

KM. orE.Met. is given. Has mining and metallurgical laboratories just

erected, which are now being equipped so as to contain a complete plant for

sampling, concentrating, milling, roasting and leaching the gold and silver

ores of California. The present plant consists of ten-horsepower dynamometer.
Dodge cru.sher 6 by 4, Krom tine crusher, Krom steel rolls, California battery

of three stamps 500 pounds each, Sturtevant 6-inch pulveriser, Frisbee tk

Lucop 12-inch mill, set of shaking screens, Krom air-jig, set of Spitzkasten

and Spitzlutten, Frue vaniier arranged with side and end shake, amalgamating-
pans, settlers, calcining reverV^eratory furnace and leaching tubs. Space is

available for smelting outfit whenever it is considered advisable. Summer
school : Excursions for mining and railroad surveying during the summer
are open to all students of the mining course and are largely attended.

Excursions to mines, smelting works and other industrial manufacturing
establishments are arranged for all students in mining and metallurgy

;

the time given to them ranges from a few days to ten weeks in the
summer.

University of Illinois has a college of engineering with four schools,

one of which is a school of mining engineering which was reorganised in Illinois schoo?

1885 and is not fully equipped. There is a professor of mining. A mining gin^ring!*""
laboratory is contemplated. Age at entering fifteen years ; i.e. students may
enter at fifteen, but are advised not to do so until eighteen years of age. The
course is four years with the degree of E.S. One year's post-graduate study
entitles to the degree of E. M. Frequent excursions and theses requiring

studies at the mines.

University of King's College is at Windsor, Nova Scotia. Was founded
in 1802. Has a course in civil engineering, with alternative of mining. It kJok's college,

has a professor of chemistry, geology and mining. It offers summer excur-
"^^ ^^

sions. Entering age is not specified. The course is three years, with the
degree of B.E.

University of Michigan has a professor of mineralogy, economic geo-

logy and mining engineering, and a professor of metallurgy. Students enter Mining eo-

at sixteen. Length of course not specified, but covers in fact four years. rhlZnil^enAUi'

The degree of B.S. is given when the necessary number of courses has been o' Mithi^'att."

satisfactorily finished. A degree in mining engineering is given after post-

graduate course. In this university many students who are candidates for

degrees in arts, philosophy, science or letters pursue mining and metallurgical

subjects.

University of Ohio has seventeen courses, one of which is mining and
metallurgy. It has a professor of mining and metallurgy. Entering age not Mini nif and me-
specified. The course is four years, with the degree of M.E. Total number taiiurto- ivurse

of graduates from the college 75 ; from the mining course 9. Students now universit\°

in the college 323, of whom 14 are studying mining. Memoirs are required

which necessitate visits to mines on the part of the students.
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University of Penasylvania includes the Towne scientific school, with

five courses, one of which is in metallurgy and mining. It has a professor

emeritus of geology and mining, a professor of metallurgy and mineralogy,

and a lecturer on geology and mining. A mining laboratory is contemplated.

There is a summer school in mine surveying ; there are also geological excur-

sions. Entering age depends on proper preparation only. The course is

five years ; two years preparatory, three years technical work. The degrees

are B.S. and E.M. In the third year four excursions of one day each, one

excursion of two weeks. In the fourth year four excursions of one day each,

one excursion of two weeks. In the fifth year three weeks in the coal mines

and six days in metallurgical works.

University of Wisconsin gives a course in mining engineering, also one

in metallurgical engineering. Has a professor of metallurgy. There are

excursions to metallurgical works. Entering age sixteen. The course is

four years. Degrees, B.Met.E. and B.M.E. Second degrees given on

examination only, and after at least one year of study and practice, Met.E.

and M.E.

Washington university, St. Louis, has a polytechnic school with four

courses ; one of them is mining and metallurgy. It has a professor of mining

and metallurgy ; has a mining laboratory in preparation for next year ; has a

prominent summer school of surveying, mining and metallurgy, attendance

on which is a requirement. It has excursions to mines and works. Students

enter at sixteen. The course is four years wich the degree of B.E. After

one additional year of special study the degree of E.M. is given.

There are three other schools of mines contemplated in the United

States : one at Houghton, Mich., which expects to open its doors in Sep-

tember, 1886 ; one at Rapid City, Dakota, named the Dakota school of

mines, for which a portion of the funds needed have already been appro-

priated ; and at the Rose polytechnic school, Terre Haute, Ind., " a depart-

ment of mining engineering is contemplated but not yet organised."

Mason science college, Birmingham, prepares for examinations for degrees

from London university. Has professors of chemistry and metallurgy, geo-

logy, engineering and mining. Gives courses in metallurgy and applied

geology, with summer field work and excursions. Gives courses in mining

for the title of Mining Associate, and a certificate of competency for colliery

managers and proprietors ; also evening lectures to working miners.

Owens College (Victoria university) Manchester, has in addition to pro-

fessors of mathematics (pure and applied), physics and chemistry, a professor

of engineering, a professor of geology, a lecturer in metallurgy and a lecturer

in mineralogy. New and well furnished laboratories have just been com-

pleted tor geology and mineralogy ; a large engineering laboratory is in course

of construction and a small laboratory is provided for the lecturer in metal-

lurgy. The college gives a certificate in engineering on the completion of a

three-years' course ; and a certificate in " applied geology and subjects pre-

paratory to mining" after a two-years' course, which "is not intended to

supersede the practical training which is to be obtained in the office of the

mining engineer or in the mines." This course comprises instruction in che-

mistry and physics as well as in engineering, geology and mineralogy, and

includes field work and visits to mines. The Victoria university gives its

degree of B.Sc. in the several groups (amongst others) of engineering, expe-

rimental sciences and geology.

The Swedish mining school was established in 1821 in Falun. In 1869

it was removed to Stockholm, and incorporated with Kongl. Tekniska Hogs-

kolan. Two or three years are given to preparatory studies and one year to

strictly technical studies, or to the application of metallurgy or mining. The

school for the last year oSers eight courses in mining, metallurgy and assaying
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In the first year the studies are connnoM to all the pupils of K. Tekniska

Htigskolan, wliich embraces Hve hranclies or departments, viz., for mechanical

engineerw, chemists, civil engineers, architects, and iiietallurgical or mining

engineers. In the metallurgy of iron and in mining an excellent summer
course is given. Professor Richard Akernian writes me :

" The second of

May I take the students of the third and fourth years of the course to an

iron works, where we remain for six weeks, during which they manage for

themselves a small blast furnace of their own and work in charcoal hearths,

etc. After that we visit some other iron works, and then begins the practical

training in mining at the mine, where the professor of mining takes care of

the students for about three weeks, whereupon the professors of mining and
metallurgy for about a forthnight travel with the pupils to different mines

and works. Of what they have seen during these travels the students have

to elaborate descriptions until the beginning of October, during which month
they are examined."

There are three Austrian mining academies. Those of Leoben and

Przibram (belonging to Austria proper) are for German-speaking students. Mining aeade

The school of Schemnitz (Hungarian) is intended for the Hungarian popula-
'""^^

'" '*"""*•

tion of the empire. One feature characteristic of the Austrian mining

schools is the great importance given to the study of mining and metallur-

gical machinery. To each of these a special series of lectures, combined with

practical designing, is devoted.

Prussia has three schools where mining and metallurgy are taught—the

academies of Clausthal and Berlin, which are devoted entirely to these Mining sohoois

branches, and the polytechnicum of Aachen (Aix-la-Chapelle), which has a '" Prussia,

mining department. A diiieience is made between private students and
those who are candidates for government positions. A government student

must be a graduate from a first rank Real-schule or gymnasium. He is then

obliged to take one year's practical course in mines under the direction of the

head governuiput mining othcial of the district where his application has been

made ; after this he must studv three years, one of which at Berlin. The condi-

tions of admission for non-government and special students are about the

same as those of Freiburg. Clausthal 's special features are the geology, the

deep mines, the large concentration works of argentiferous lead and copper

ores. Fifty-three Americans have studied at the school ; eight have

graduated. Aachen's specialty is the large iron, coal and zinc industry in its

neighborhood. Five Americans have studied at the school since 1874 ; one

American is now at the school. Every Saturday is in both of these schools

devoted to systematic, practical study in mines or works.*

SCHOOLS OF MINES IN NEW ZEALAND.

Schools of mines have been formed on the various gold fields with the

view of afibrding technical instruction in subjects relating to minerals, mines ori^n and ob-

and mining. The distinguishing feature of the scheme is that it brings the
l^^^^^l

**"*

instruction to the centres of the mining communities on every gold field and

coal field in the colony, and thus enables the miners to attend the classes in

the evening while carrying on their ordinary work during the day. The
scheme had its origin in Lawrence, r)tago, in November, 1884, when at the

request of Mr. J. C. Brown, M.H.R., Professor Black of the university of

Otago delivered three lectures on the chemistry of minerals to the Lawrence

Athenaium and Mining Institute. Encouraged by the enthusiasm created

among the miners, an extended course of lectures and practical classes for the

testing of minerals were immediately organised by the Lawrence Athenaeum
committee and carried out with great success. The Hon. W. J. M. Larnach,

C.M.G., coming then into oflice as minister of mines for the colony and recog-

* Transactions of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, toI. xv., pp. 322-331 and
810-13.
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nising at once the directness and practical character of the instruction thus

The movement given, the warm reception it was meeting with on the part of the miners and

whoie^colony*'* '-^^ great advantages which if properly managed it could not lail to bring to

the mining community, took up the movement at this point, extended it to the

whole colony and directed and fostered it into what ha:^ now become an im-

portant colonial institution. The scheme does not aim at imparting an
exhaustive course of instruction in the subjects of study. This is left for the

Otago school of mines and the university colleges, which the few alone are

able to attend. It aims rather at giving the miners an elementary but at the

same time practical acquaintance with a few of the branches of science relat-

ing to minerals, such as will be of the most advantage to them in their daily

work and through them to the colony at large. The subjects which are taken

up in such a couise are the following : (1) geology, (2) mineralogy, (3) chem-
Schemeof in- istry as applied to minerals, (4) the testing of minerals by wet processes, (5)

schools and re- assaying, (6) metallurgy or the extraction of metals from their ores, and (7)
suits looked for. i^iowpipe. Provision is also made under the scheme for classes in mining,

surveying and mine engineering. It is intended that these classes when fully

equip]jed will qualify intending mine managers for passing the examination

that will be required of them by a recent act of parliament. The results

expected from the scheme, and indeed already attained to a considerable-

extent, are such as the following :

(a) Miners in every mining district will be made familiar with all ores

of any value ; they will be able by simple tests to identify ores and ascertain

for themselves what metals they contain.

(h) Miners will be able to assay ores and minerals of every kind, to find

out their richness or what proportion of metal or other valuable substance

they contain ; to find out for example how many ounces of gold or silver per

ton a stone contains, what percentage of mercury, copper, tin, lead, antimony,

iron, zinc, etc., the quality of coal, oil-shale, limestone, building stone, etc.

(c) Miners will be familiarised with the acids, alkalis and salts, with the

action of these chemicals on gold, silver, mercury, copper and the other metals,,

and with their use in the treatment of copper plates, sickened mercury, test-

ing ores and generally in gold and silver-saving processes.

{d) Miners will be able to make their own sodium amalgam at a small

fraction of the cost of the imported article and will thus have control over its

quality, and having a practical acquaintance with its action under all con-

ditions they will be in a position to experiment in an intelligent manner on

its use as a mercury-cleaning and gold-saving appliance.

(e) Miners will be instructed in thp most simple and effective processes

for cleaning dirty gold from such impurities as rust, lead, zinc, tin, iron or

an undue projjortion of copper or silver, etc., so as to make it saleable at its

proper price.

{/) Miners will also be able to assay their gold or bullion so a.s to ascer-

tain its fineness and commercial value. This is specially important on a new
field where the quality of the gold is unknown, or on a field like the Hauraki
peninsula where the proportion of gold and silver in the bullion varies widely.

(g) Miners will have by means of practical experiments, diagrams,

descriptions and explanations an intelligent acquaintance with the objects,

principles and conditions of roasting and smelting processes, the various kinds

of furnace, fluxes, oxidising and reducing agents, the different effects brought

about at various temperatures, the different chemicals employed in the furnace

and in the vats, especially in recent silver smelting processes, and the part

which electricity may be made to play in the treatment of ores.

(A) Miners will also by means of lectures and the current periodical

literature on mining subjects be put in possession of the most recent intelli-

gence as to improved processes in use in other countries as well as in different

parts of the colony itself.
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r K A (; M IN a s t a k k ok t h k s c h o (j i. h .

The carrying out of tlie sclienio has hitherto been intrusted to Professor

Black and u staii" of seven colleagues and assistants. Their qualifications for t^imiifioationd of

the work are as follows :

t.!a'.-hern

(1) James G. J'>lack, M.A., D.Sc, is professor of chemistry, metallurgy

and assaying in the university of Otago and Otago school of mines.

(2) Alexander Montgomery, M.A., with tirst-ola>;s honors in chemistry

and physics (London examination), is an alumnus of Otago university and
school of mines, and was assistant to Professor Black for two years in the

chemistry classes of Otago university.

(3) Thomas F. Fenton, late mine and battery manager, mine and mineral

viewer and assayer, has completed one year's studies in chemistry, metallurgy,

assaying, mining and blowpipe in Otago university and school of mines.

(4) Victor McLymont is a third year's student in chemistry, first year's

student in mining, assaying, metallurgy and blowpipe and ex-assistant to

Professor Black in the chemiistry classes of Otago university and school of

mines.

(5) Thomas Buteman is a fourth year's student of Otago university and
school of mines. He has gone through a full course of studies, practical and
theoretical, in chemistry, metallurgy, assaying, mining, mineralogy and blow-

pipe.

(6) Robert Irvine is a second year's student in chemistry and first year's

student in assaying, metallurgy, mining and blowpipe in Otago university and
school of mines.

(7) Adolph Hamann lias completed a full curriculum in the Otago school

of mines and has distinguished himself in chemistry, assaying, metallurgy,

blowpipe and the mining and mineralogy classes.

(8) William Goodlet has been laboratory assistant to Professor Black

for six years in the chemistry, assaying and metallurgy classes of the Otago
university and school of mines.

Arrangements are also being made for securing the valuable co-operation

of Professor Brown of Auckland college, and probably of Professor Bickerton

of Canterbury college.

Professor Black besides taking the general supervision of the scheme ail

the year rounds devotes the six summer months (November to May) exclu- Employment of

sively to his duties under it, dividing his time pretty equally between the instructore.

different districts of the colony. Mr. Montgomery is occupied all the year

with the Thames district. Messrs. Buteman and Irvine were during the

year 1886 engaged for only six weeks conducting assaying and blowpipe

classes in the Bees', Skipper's and Macetown reefing districts. All the other

members of the staff are engaged for only the six summer mont'is and have

been located for the present year as follows : Mr. Fenton in the Westport,

Reefton and Lyell districts, Mr. McLymont in the Ross, Hokitika, Kumara
and Greymouth districts, Mr. Hamann in the Lawrence, Crumwell and
Naseby districts In placing the members of the teaching stafl' care is taken
that men of special acquirements are appointed to districts where their par-

ticular knowledge will be most serviceable.

CONSTITUTION AND ESTABLISHMENT OF SCHOOLS OF .MINES.

The establishment of a school of mines in any mining district is left to

the action of the miners themselves. When they desire to share in the ad- Local aetion- id

vantages of the scheme they form themselves into an association or institute ofpi'SsiBg

or clul) which for the sake of uniformity is generally called a school of mines.

They fix for themselves an annual subscription varying from Ss. to £1, en-

titling to membership, and with the funds thus collected are procund the

necessary chemicals, crucibles, balances and other appliances for carrying on
their experiments. These are procured from the government stock at the
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rate of about two pounds' worth of chemicals for every pound subscribed. The
association constitutes itself, elects itsown office-bearers and makes its own rules

and by-laws. Wherever such association or school of mines exists arrange-

ments are made to send one or more members of the teaching staff to conduct

practical testing, blowpipe and assaying classes and to deliver a course of

lectures on some mining subject for a period ranging from a fortnight to ten

or twelve weeks in each year according to the iujportance of the district.

Professor Black also visits every district once a year to advise and assist the

local committees in their work and to conduct classes and deliver lectures

which are open to the public during his stay. He also, as well as all the mem-
bers of his statf, tests and assays free of charge such minerals as are brought

by the miners or forwarded to him at the university laboratory, Dunedin.

CHARACTER OF THE TEACHING.
The character of the teaching and the reception it meets with on the part

of the miners may be gathered from the following extracts from Professor

Black's report to the minister of mines, dated 24tli May, 1886 ;

The work carried on in the classes at the Thames was of the following nature :

1. Mr. Montgomery opened his blowpipe class every morning at 8 o'clock, tak-

ing the students in two relays up to 11 or 12 o'clock and again another relay from

Blowpipe 6 to 7 in the evening. In these blowpipe classes, which I regard as an important
classes. feature of the programme. Mr. Montgomery- seated his students along each side of

a table about 25 feet in length. He provided each student with a stout candle, a

piece of wood charcoal, a small and uiexpensive assortment of chemicals in the form

of dry salts and other reagents, and a blowpipe. The supply of blowpipes however

ran short owing to the large number that joined the class, but the students very

soon provided themselves with that requisite from various som-ces. Furnished

with these appliances Mr. Montgomery took his students through a preliminary

course of blowing, practising them in the different kinds of tianie—oxidising flame,

reducing flame etc.—and here he was greatly aided by the efficiency of many of the

students who were adepts in the art. He then guided them through a long course

of blowing beads in the loop of a platinum wire from the powdered ores of difterent

metals, showing them how to identify the metal from the color of the bead in the

various fluxes. Mr. Montgomerj- also instructed and exercised his class in the art

of heating metallic compounds with and without oxidismg and reducing agents, and

fluxes in dry glass tubes and on charcoal, and showed them how to distinguish the

substance on trial by the results obtained. The energj- and success with which

these students entered into these blowpipe experiments were quite in keeping with

their enthusiasm and perseverance in the other classes.

2. Mr. Fento', who joined the teaching staflE" as assayer in Auckland, opened

his class for assaying metallic ores every morning at 9 o'clock and conducted with

his students assays every day from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on the ores of gold, silver, ead

and tin. Being in some difliculty about necessary furnaces, Mr. Diinlop of the

Golden Crown battery built a melting and assay furnace in the batterj- and gave

the use of it free of charge to the class, supplying them as well with various other

appliances required for carrying on the fire assays. In Mr. Fenton's classes as in

all the others the men themselves took a practical part in the work. He had them

engaged in grinding and sifting the ores, weighing them, weighing out the proper

fluxes for the different kinds of ore, mixing the fluxes with the ground ore, charging

the crucibles, heating them in the melting furnace to the required temperature and

for the proper time, pouring out the molten metal into the ingot moulds, detaching

the slag, haunnering and cupelling the resultant buttons of metal, weighing the

bullion and finally separating the silver from the gold, washing, drj-ing and weigh-

ing the latter and calculating the results. In all these operations the men took a

most intelligent interest and worked at them with such success that a very large num-

ber of men on the Thames can now assay their own ores with quite sufficient accur-

acy for their own purposes. The direct advantage to the miners of being able to

do this will be seen when it is stated that the silver in the silver-bearing stone of

Waihi and Karangahake does not exist in the stone in the state of metallic silver,

but chiefly as the grayish-black sulphide and the variously colored chloride, and in

these states of combination it is not visible at all as silver. Most of the gold also

in the silver bearing ore exists as a blackish sulphide of gold, probably in combina-
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tioii witli sulpliile of silver, and thus escapes the notice of the luiner wlio is pro-

specting on the old lines. It is only when the gold and silver are l)rought out

cither by the lire assay pi'ucess or by the wet chemical processes that the value of the

stone is known. Much stone on the Wailii and Karangahake containing gold and

silver worth £10 to £100 per ton of stone has been overlooked for years for want of

a little of this kind of kn .wledge. I have heard since my visit to the Thames of

several instances of large quantites of stone .showing to the eye neither gold nor

silver being taken up by members of Mr. Fenton's assaying class and turned rapidly

to their own advantage. A practical ac([uaintance with the methods of testing^

stone puts the mining prospector in a po.sition to proiit directly by his own di.scov'-

erie? instead of having to get sample after sample tested by the jjrofessional assayer

for a fee which he can in many cases ill afford, besides subjecting him.self to tedious

delays, long journeys, loss of time and the risk of having someone else better in-

formed in the meantime jumping his claim. I look on a practical knowledge of the

process for assaying silver and gold ])earing stone as an incalculable boon to the

miners on the Hauraki peninsula, and a boon that in the interests of the cohjny the

government would do well to provide.

3. My own testing classes were held in the morning from 9 to 12 o'clock and again

in the evening from 7 to 9 o'clock. In these classes 1 was very efficiently assisted Testing classes,

by Messrs. McLymont and Goodlet, and by Mr. Montgomery wlien he was not

otherwise engaged. In these classes also the students themselves carried on the

various operations. The students were arranged around seveial large working

tables, provided with stands of test-tubes, filtering appliances, spirit lamps, solu-

tions of metallic salts and the various acids, alkalis and other chemicals required in

the testing processes. In the first i)art of the course they applied the proper tests

under my guidance to solutions containing only one metal at a time. In this way
we dealt' with solutions of gold, platinum, silver, lead, mercury, copper, cadmium,
arsenic, antimony and tin, iron, nickel, cobalt, manganese and zinc, also in some
cases barium, magnesium and calcium. Having mastered the tests for the metals

in solution one at a time we proceeded with the processes for identifying the metals

when several were present in the same solution. The time at our disposal however

at one place did not admit of a thorough study of this branch of analysis, and we
had to leave it to the more leisurely attention of the permanent staff in the school

of mines. We then entered on a very fascinating and important branch of analysis

in which we dealt with the ores themselves, grinding them in the mortar, treating

the powder with the proper acid (nitric, muriatic or sulphuric) or mixture of acids

(generally aqua regia, a mixture of strong nitric acid and strong muriatic acid), boil-

ing to dryness or otherwise, stirring up the residue with water so as to get a water

solution of the metal and then applying to this solution the proper tests in the

proper order till the metal was discovered. When the stone contained, as was gen-

erally the case, more than one metal the processes for identifying these in each

other's presence were gone through, thus bringing to bear all the knowledge practical

and theoretical acquired in the earlier parts ot the course. In this way we analysed

minerals containing the following metals : gold, silver, lead, mercury, antimony,

platinum, zinc, copper, iron, nickel and managnese. We also tested in the same
w^ay scheelite- wortli from £20 to £35 per ton and occurring in various parts of

Otago from Naseby to the head of lake Wakatipu—limestone, wolfran and the

various silicates. We also extracted tin from tinstone by fusing it out with the

proper fluxes and afterwards subjected it in solution to the various tests for that

metal. In some of the classes we also examined ores containing the raetals named
above, quantitatively to determine the percentage of metal the}' contained, also

coal of various kinds to determine the percentage of water, ash, gas and fixed carbon

.

During our prolonged stay at the Thames we had time to go through pretty nearly

all the work described above, but attheother centres visited it was (juite impossible

in the time at our disposal to go through more than the simplest part of so large a

programme. At every place I visited during the session under report as well as on

my tour round the southern gold fields the year before, the attendance was almo-st

invariably increasing during my stay, and my feeling was on the eve oi leaving Attemlance at

many a gold field that I could \vell stay there for years and find plenty to do among the classes,

the mining classes all the time. The men are not only most intelligent and very

well informed—in maiay cases on subjects altogether outside their own pursuits—
but are as a rule to which I have not found any exceptions, of a genial, straightfor-

ward and kindly disposition, which makes it a positive pleasure to have any dealings

with them.
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Subjects of

Jectures.

interest in the
:^ubjects of

4. My own lecture was delivered usually from 9 to 11 or 11. SO p.m. and always
closed the day's proceedings. The subject of the lecture was one or other of the
fellowinsj course :

How quartz reefs were formed.
How gold came into the reefs.

How other metals came into the reefs.

The chemistry of gold.

The methods of testing and assaying gold-bearing s*one.

The chlorination process for extracting gold from iron pyrites.

The conditions to be observed in the roasting of metallic sulphides.

The Lamonte furnace.

The ores of silver, and the processes for the extraction of silver from its ore?.

The processes for assaying and testing silver bearing stone.

Copper and its ores.

. The extraction of copper from its ores.

Tin : its occurrence an I extraction from tinstone.

Lead and antimony : their ores and metallurgy.
Iron and its ores.

The smelting of iron ores.

Mercury : its occurrence and the methods of extracting it from its ores.

Sodium amalgam: i' s manufacture, pi'operties and uses as a gold-saving apj^liance.

Nitric acid and muriatic acid : their manufacture, tests of their strength and
purity and their properties and uses for testing ores, and

On the gold fields genei'ally.

I have been often astonished at the patience with which the miners would sit

for three or four or sometimes five hours listening to a lecture on some of the above
subjects. They were always freely illustrated by experiments, but it was evidently

not these but their intelligent interest in the subject of lecture, and their ability ti)

follow ic clearly in all its essential details, that kept the men on their seats to its

close. A look at the above list of subjects of experimental lectures will show how
well they are suited to an intelligent mining audience, and it is to such subjects as

these that I wish the attention of the teaching staft' of the chemistry department of

the gold fields schools of mines to be directed.

At the Thames Mr. Montgomery delivered during the week three of his lec-

tures on gold saving appliances, and I closed the classes there by two lectures on
the treatment of silver ore and gold bearing tailings on Thursday and Friday evenings
before audiences larger, stronger, more enthusiastic and more keenly interested in

the subject of lecture than ever they had been before. Indeed my experience

everywhere was that the longer we stayed the more intense did the interest be-

come, the more the miners knew the more they wished to know. So much was
this the case at the Thames Karangahake, Te Aroha, Waiorongomai and Coroman-
del as well as on the west coast and southern gold fields that it was quite depressing

to have to leave such crowds of intelligent men in place after place, all eager to

get further information and practice in the methods of testing the ores.

From the Tha'ues we all proceeded by steamer with warden Kenrick to Com-
mandel on Saturday the 12rh December, and lectured there the same evening. Mr.
Cadman, M.H.R., had been for weeks before our arrival in constant communication
with Mr. Kendrick and myself about our visit, hati spread among the miners infor-

mation about our doings o:i the Thames and elsewhere, and had made all necessary

arrangements for the success of the classes. The result of all this preparation was
that we found on the night of our arrival a crowd of about 180, nearly all miners,

awaiting us in the schoolroom. The large room was crowded to overflowing, and
many could not even get standing room within the building. The testi g class was
at once formed and continued under my direction and that of Messrs. Montgomerj-
and McLymont from 7 p.m. to 9.3 ) p.m., when Mr. Cadman took the chair and I

lectured till 11.30 p.m. on the formation of quartz reefs and the introduction of

gold into them. Messrs. Mont-g >mery and Fenton opened their blowpipe and
assaying classes on ^Monday morning at 8 o'clock and continued all day, with sev-

eral relays of students, the men themselves as usual taking a direct and active part

in all the operations. Mr. McLymont had during Monday and Tuesday full charge

of the testing classes until 7 p.m., when I took charge and continued for two hours
with the metallic ores, following each evening with a lecture till 11.30 p.m. on
some subject connected with gold saving processes.

After spending four days at the Thames lecturing and conducting classes, I

proceeded with Mr. Fenton and Mr. Goodlet to Karangahake, about fifty miles in-
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laml, leaving Messrs. Montgomery and McLymont in charge of tho Tlianics classes.

Warden Kendrick, who as usual had made all necessary arrangements, accompanied i.arife attend-

me to Karangahake and presided at the first meeting, which was attended by 150 ^"'f
^'let-'turts

miners .\s there was no room at Karangaliake large enough to accommodate such c:as<ies.

a crowd Mr. 1{. K. Davis put his Lamonte furnace huilding at our disposal. This
building was in course of erection and nearly tinishcd, and thr<jugh the efforts of

Mr. Haslett, the foreman, it was s(Jon put in a condition suited to the purposes of

the classes. Next day about 30 of the miners took a half holiday to go through the
Jissaying processes with Mr. Fenton. Mr. Smith, the professional af^sayer at Kar-
angahake, very kindly put his platit at our disposal for tliat purpose. This was
really a kindness as we were utterly destitute of balances and crucibles, and it is

an unhear l-of thing for an assaj'cr to expose his delicate balance and tine crucibles

and weights to the rough handling of outsiders, l>ut in the keenness of the interest

tiiken by both Mr. Davis and Mr. Smith this was quite forgotten for the moment.
.Vbout ISO miners turned up at the second lecture. On the third day from 70 to 90 of

the miners were engaged in relays a 1 the afternoon assaying with Mi*. Fenton. many
of them taking an active part in all the processes except the weighing of the fine

metals in w hich they could not participate owing to the small size of the balance
room. In the evening at 7 o'clock we found about 220 men assend)led for the
testing class and lecture, and the furnace room was far t«jo small to accommodate
them in the usual way. Steps were immediately taken however to plank the rafters,

and in this way 70 or 80 men had accommodation overheail, and there they re-

mained in perfect silence looking down on the proceedings at the testing table for

four hours. At this meeting Mr. McLaren, inspector of mines, presided, and by
his geniality and enthusiasm and knowledge of the men did good service in explain-
ing from the chair the object of the classes and urging all to avail themselves of the

facilities for technical instruction in their own industry now placed at their disposal.

The meeting here was oi)ened about 7 p.m. and it was after midnight when it broke
np. It was indeed without excejjtion the most enthusia.'-tic meeting I have ever
had on the gold fields. Most of the men had come with paper and pencil, and
those who were rot themselves taking part in the processes were taking, as well as

they ci^iuld, notes of the jtroceedings. 1 was never so impressed as I was that night
at Karangahake with the intelligence, perseverance and energy which the miners
can bring to bear on any subject in which they are intensely )ntereste(.l. Here we
had many of them analysing and assaying silver ores with i^uite suthcient accuracy
by the useful laboratory and furnace process, while three days before very few of them
could identify silver ore when they saw it, uiuch less could they form any idea of

the proporcion of silver wdiich it contained.

It would be one of the chief functions of a colonial school of mines to investi-

gate the character and composition of our gold and silver bearing stone and other FuDctioi.s of a

valuable minerals, to procure and disseminate among those concerned the most school of mines,

recent information about their treatment elsewhere, and to guide the niiner in ihe
application of sound and scientihc principles in their development and metallurgy.
There will thus be saved to the colony the useless expenditure of much money and
a great deal of energy in hopeless directions, and the country will be in a position

to profit by whatever mineral Avealth our mountains contain.

GOVERNMKNT .\SSISTANCE TO SCHOOLS OF .MINES.

The mines department has imported from London for the use of the

schools chemicals and apparatus to the value of about £400. It has also ^.(^^^,^.^3^^^,

procured from Germany eleven collections of ores, locks and other minerals schools.

for distribution among the schools of mines. Each of these collections cost

about £3.5 and includes 200 specimens of metallic ores, 50 specimens of rocks

and 30 specimens of minerals that accompany the metallic ores and are indi-

cative of the same, besides an assortment of minerals to show degree of hard-

ness and 110 samples for blowpipe testing, with blowpi|.es for the same.*

THE MINISTEK's REPORT ON THE SCHOOLS.
With regard to the important and useful work being carried on in con-

nection with the schools of mines at the many mining centres throughout the Practicii char-

colony where they have been established, it seems to me that one of the higtrucUon!
first and surest steps towards developing the mineral resources of New
2^ealand is to give every opportunity and encouragement to our mining

* The Handbook of New Zealand Mines, Appendix, pp. 1-13.
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population to become thoroughly well acquainted with the various ores that

exist in different parts of the colony, in order that miners who cannot detect

the nature of any ore by sight may h>e able to test it by analysis and ascer-

tain its value. It is only by such means that we may look forward to our

mineral lodes being properly prospected and intelligently worked, and the

combination of metals in refractory ores being more easily discovered and

understood, for hitherto this last description of ore has considerably puzzled

the most scientific and practical men among the mining communities. Schools

of mines have been established in all the chief mining centres, and they

may fairly be termed excellent schools for technical education. It is really

astonishing to learn of the good work done in the direction of teaching not

only the adult miner but the youthful student as well, and so eager are all

classes that attend these schools to acquire knowledge and information on
subjects connected with minerals and their analysis that they have formed

themselves into local bodies in the several centres and have subscribed hand-

somely towards funds for the erection of buildings and had the same fitted

up with convenient laboratories, with assaying furnaces capable of testing the

component parts of any ore or other mineral that may bs met with. Much
of the success of these schools is due to the energetic and enthusiastic

manner in which Professor Black of the Otago university first inaugurated

them, and then carried on the courses of lectures with unflai^ging zeal

throughout the whole mining districts of the colony. Last year Professor

Black confined his teachings to the Middle island, with his assistants ; and

Professor Brown of the university college, Auckland, in conjunction with

Mr. Montgomery of the Thames school of mines, undertook the supervision

and instruction of the schools in the North island. The great interest with

which Professor Brown has taken up this work and the anxiety he has shown
to try and improve the knowledge of the mining communities among which

he travels may be gleaned from the interesting and instructive lecture he

recently delivered in Auckland on the subject of the extraction of gold and

silver from the ores in the Thames district. Through the good offices of the

late Sir Julius von Haast I was enabled to obtain last year from Germany
fifteen sets of mineral specimens complete, and twelve of these have been dis-

tributed among the principil schools of mines. One set will be kept in

Wellington for reference and comparison and two remain to be handed over

to other schools that are still without. These specimen sets have been found

to be most useful to the miners and students generally attending the schools,

as they have been so well and carefully selected and marked that each speci-

men can with ease be compared with any other natural specimen found in

the country and its nature immediately detected. Up to the present time

there have been established 24 schools of mines throughout the colony ; five

of these are in the North island and the remainder in the Middle island, full

details of which, with an accoant of their state of efficiency, will be found

in the several reports furnished by Professor Black and his assistants. The
total cost of imparting instruction and information and subsidies given to

the schools up to the end of March last was £4,193, and the expenditure

for same during last year was =£2,924. I feel great satisfaction in reporting

such good results from the formation of these schools and the great interest

shown by the mining communities in them ; and I consider that the colony

is indebted to Professor Black and Professor Brown and their assistants for

the energy and enthusiasm displayed in conducting the necessary instruction

in the manner they have hitherto done. The course of instruction given has

already proved itself of incalculable benefit to the miners and other stu-

dents, and I believe ultimately will be the means of establishing a better

system of working the mineral lodes, and in saving a very large percentage

of metals that otherwise would be allowed to go to waste.*

* From the report of the Minister of Mines, 1887, p. 15.
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UEPOKT OF THK S K C R K T A K V OK MINKS.

As already mentioned, the miner is confronted with the firo^ileni of how
to treat the ores in which gold, silver, and other nulals occui- in coniljination. pratticai bcne-

One important step towards its elucidation has already heen made in teaching "^ **

"tj^n*^

'"

him how to recognise the constituent metals in th(^ ores. I)r. Black, pro-

fessor of chemistry and metallurgy at the Otago university, during each of

the summer vacations of the lust three years visited the principal mining
districts, delivering lectures on chemistry and teaching miners the test-s to

a})ply in the detection of the various metals. The results have been well

worthy of this labor, for the miners from their calling being of a very

observant nature have profited greatly by the scientific instruction. It has

literally been a case of the seed fallin.( on good ground and producing fruit

many fold. It is largely due to Dr. Black's labors and to the attempts at

smelting by the Limonte process that the miners of the Thames realised as

they now do the presence of the silver and other metals that were being

shot out on the heap of tailings like so much ruVjVjish. A great incentive

has been given to prospect new fields, for in the simple tests the miner has

learned to apply he i-j armed with a talisman to unlock the secrets of nature.

It is true that it is one thing to know what is in an ore and quite another to

dissociate the metals composing it, on the large scale. But we are on the

right track of discovery in having awakened the spirit of enquiry among so

many intelligent men who are supplied at various points with the means of

pursuing their inquiries in the laboratory. On account of the expense it is

of course impossible to equip and maintain laboratories on all the gold fields.

But, recognising the importance of keeping this spirit of inquiry alive, well Laboratories.

equipped laboratories are maintained both at the Thames and at Reefton

—

the two principal quartz-mining districts—in charge at each place of an
officer trained under Dr. Black. At the Thames Mr. Montgomery has charge,

and Mr. Fenton at Reefton. Their duties are to make analyses and teach

the miners, old and young, in the chemistry of their work. It is reasonable

to hope that the outcome of so much intelligent application will be the

discovery of a method of treating the ores so as to make the most refrac-

tory of them yield up their wealth. The expenditure on schools of mines Expenditure,

since their inauguration has been as follows :

£ s. d.

Subsidies towards the erection of building.^ 511 12 3
Chemicals and mineralogical specimens 699 15 2
Salaries of teachers and travelling expenses 5,654' 8 7

Total £6,865 16

In addition to this the liabilities amounted at the end of March last to

£337 4s. 3d., exclusive of £600 which was authorised as subsidy towards

the erection of a testing-plant in connection with the Thames school of

mines f
VICTORIA SCHOOL OF MIXES.

Dr. R. W. Dale in his impressions of Australia says :
" Victoria has a

school of mines at Ballarat and another at Sandhurst ; it is supposed to be a victoria school

great advantage to the students that they can go down into the mines, which "^^
"I'oes,

are within half a mile of their lecture rooms and laboratories, and examine
for themselves the methods of working them and the manner in which
engineering difficulties have been met and mastered." The Ballarat school of

mines is not yet affiliated to the university, although it prepares students in

mining among other subjects. It gives " certificates of competence "' in

assaying, including metallurgy. It has a well equipped laboratory with six

lecturers and professors of mining subjects, and prepares students for

university degree examinations.

*From the report of the Secretary of the Department of Mines, 1888, p. 5.
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M.—MUSEU:\I OF ECONOMIC GEOLOGY.
ITILIXr OF A COLLECTION OF MINERALS.

The act making provision for a geological survey of the province contem-

plates as one of its objects the establishment of a provincial museum for the

purpose of illustrating by maps, specimt ns and descriptions the geological

structure of the country, and of affording a view of its mineral resources;

and the government having placed at the disposal of the Survey a building

in which the arrangement of the materials that have up to this time been
brought together can be commenced, it may be proper to draw your Excel-

lency's attention to the subject. Of the utility of such a museum for the

purposes of instruction, if the ari'angement of its detail is properly carried

out, there can be no doubt ; and one branch of the subject which, it appears

to me, should be specially attended to is that which relates to economic
geology. In museums connected with educational institutions minerals are

usually exhibited as they are related to one another in chemical composition,

in crystalline form, or other outward mark by which they are distinguished
;

such collections are useful to enable a learner to acquire a general knowledge
of mineralogy. Or they may be arranged in their geological i-elations, show-
ing how the minerals are grouped in the veins or beds which contain them,

what species of rocks the A-eins cut, and the attitude of both the veins and
the strata; and if to this be added the order of sequence in the strata, as

they are :2jarked by their fossils, the collection would teach geology, including

the art of discovering useful minerals. But another arjangement of which
mineral substances are capable, and which is not found in ordinary educa-

tional institutions, regards their application to the purposes of life ; it is par-

ticularly in the exhibition of the useful minerals of the country and the

illustration of their applications by examples that a collection connected with

a geological survey is of essential advantage, and it is while a geological sur-

vey is in operation that such a collection can be best acquired. Including

this branch of the subject, the collection of the Survey would show the

mineral and mechanical character of the rocks of the province, their .sequence

in the order of superposition, the fossils they contain by which nature has

marked them .-^s with a brand, rendering them recognisable wherever they

are met with, the attitude the}' have beneath the surface, their geographical

distribution, and with that the geographical distribution of the useful

materials they hold, and then the purposes to which these materials can be

applied. To illustrate these uses properly would necessarily require a good
deal of the manipulation of the artisan. It would be necessary to saw and
polish blocks of marble and other stones, to dress and prepare slates, to dress

building matprials,^in short to give to each subslance the various useful

forms which it is capable of receiving. ... In a new country just be-

ginning to ascertain its possesion of useful minerals, one of the most difficult

things possible is to introduce the skill requisite to make them available.

Descriptions of them and their applications may be printed and published,

but it is not easy to get the descriptions read ; indeed a vast number of those

whose labor might be available to turn the materials to profit can read with

difficulty or not at all ; but it requires little tuition to coaiprehend the objects

of industrial art when addressed to the eye, and imitative skill is more
excited by the si';ht of such objects than by written descriptions even when
understood. In a collection of them many persons to whom the knowledge
Avould in no otherwise come may recognise substances which they have in

abundance at their own doors, but of which ihey know not the use. The
examples which show their uses may prompt attempts to make them available,

and the collection thus becoming a school of mineral arts would be a means
of exciting native indu-try.*

* Sir William Logan in the Geological Survey report, 1851-2, pp. 51-6.
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THE MUSEUM AS AN ADJUNCT OK THE TECHNICAL SCHOOL,

The niuseum, to those not well acquainted with its uses and with the

derivation of the word, is associated with amusement, but the amousoi were

the uncultivated and the unlettered who went to the museums, the places

devoted to literature and the fine arts, with more or less of a hope of instruc-

tion as well as amusement. The museum itself was dedicated to the muses
and maintained by the lovers of art, and to such a place, well arranged by
the thoughtful teacher, the earnest student should be encouraged to go for aid

in the study of his science, for recreation when overburdened, and for as sure

a way of reaching his end as by oral instruction or book-learning, while the

mere curiosity-seeker will be sure to carry away with him from the museum,
if no other idea, that of order and classification. The museum is the neces- The museum a

sary adjunct to the teoihnical school, because it helps to familiarise the eye ^^yncTof the

with colors, forms, associations and proportions of things with which the technical school,

student must in any case become familiar. Passing by and seeing, even with-

out study, a mineral, a chemical, a part of a machine or its whole, will

familiarise him with color, shape and proportion in a short time without effort,

as much as many hours of study, and more than the memorising of a com-
plete description from a book. Nor is it enough that the student should see

only. He should be able to handle, to look over and to examine samples

and specimens, placing them in every position so as to become familiar with

all their conditions, their weights, their dimensions, their proportions. No
amount of book knowledge would make it possible to distinguish minerals which
are very much alike, or even if it did, could only be acquired at the expense
of an unwarranted amount of time, not in any way proportioned to the value

of the knowledge acquired. Museums in a technical school should be

arranged on a principle which will bring out the relations of the things they How arranged

are intended to illustrate. I am strongly an advocate of making all such*" P^*^* '

museums, where it is possible, passageways through which students must
walk to and fro in going to and coming from their various class-rooms, and
of placing on the walls of the class and lecture rooms collections where the

eye may rest, even though it be for only an instant, in the intervals during

the interruptions of thought. The eye in this way becomes unconsciously

familiarised with objects which from their previous familiarity with them,

when they commence to study them closely, do not strike the terror into the

heart which an absolutely new and unfamiliar thing sometimes does, thus mak-
ing the subject lees difficult. The order, the arrangement and the classification

of the objects exposed cany with them a most useful lesson, which is uncon-

sciously absorbed and teaches systematic methods better than almost any other

way in which they could be taught. The museum thus becomes a powerful The museum an

object-teacher. Its instruction is all the more emphatic because silent, and
°^^'^'^

the principles or facts which are demonstrated in the arrangement all the

niore impressive because they are unconsciously learned. The student is thus

•without effort made to think that this or that must of course be true,—we
have always known it. It thus makes the acquirement of certain kinds of

principles easy, where they might otherwise have been diffi.cult if this power-

ful object-teacher, the museum, had not been brought into play. Familiaris-

ing the eye of the student with good types makes knowledge of what is propor-

tion almost intuitive. Beauty then becomes an element in his future design, to

which his analytical knowledge will never allow him to sacrifice strength or

•utility. If the eye has been properly trained the drawing of a section stands

out to him in relief, and he can distinguish by means of it what is behind or on
one side as well as what is shown in the section or side of the relief which
the drawing exhibits. There is always the danger in teaching from models,

oven though made to a scale, unless the idea of relative dimensions has been
taught, that the real thing in its own proper scale will appear heavy and
clumsy, and thus generat-e the habit of making things too light. This can
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always be guarded against by having the sections of parts of full size where
they can be seen and handled. In my opinion too little is made of museum
education in this country and too little floor space given to museums. They
should be open throughout the entire day and be contained in well lighted

and well ventilated rooms. The students should have free excess to them
at all times, and should be encouraged to pass as much time in them as is

consistent with duties in other directions.*

The increase of

United Statts
products.

N.—MINERAL PRODUCTION OF 1 888.

The table on next page gives, by quantities and values, the mineral products

of Canada and the United States for the year 1888. It does not include the

articles of brick, charcoal, coke, fertilisers, glass and glassware, iron, iron ore,

pottery ware, sewer pipe and tile, steel, sulphuric acid, terra cotta and tile in

the Canadian table of production, as these are properly manufactures. In
commenting on the total value of the minerals produced in the United

States in 1888 the report says :
" It is recognised that this is the sum of

the values of substances taken in various stages of manufacture, and

hence not strictly comparable with each other ; still it is the most valuable

means for comparing the total products of different years. The result is an
increase of over ^40,000,000 beyond the value of the product in 1887. In
that year nearly every mineral industry showed an increase, and hence an

increased total was evident. But the fact that the increase was so very

large was due to rather exceptional conditions in a few important industries,

and it could not reasonably be expected that a similar combination of circum-

stances would result in even a larger total value for 1888. Nevertheless the

unprecedented stimulus given to the production of copper by an artificial

price increased the total value of that product nearly SI 3,000,000, or nearly

enough to offset the decline in the total value of pig iron. The other im-

portant factors in the increase were coal and the other fuels which followed

the increased quantity of metals. With the anticipated decline of copper to

the normal demand, a decline in the total value of the product in 1889 will

not be inconsistent with the natural development of our mineral resources."

* Prof. Bgleston, in the Transactions of the American Institute of Mining Engineers,
vol. XVI, pp. 647-9.
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MINKKAL I'UOOUOTH OK CANADA AND THK UNITKD .-S T A T K S IN 1888.

Products.

Metallic products—
Pig iron tons . .

.

Silver troy oz

Copper pounds
Gold troy oz

Lead, value .• tons. .

Zinc do . .

.

(Quicksilver flasks .

.

Nickel pounds
Aluminium do
Antimony tons...

Platinum troy oz

Non-metallic mineral products—
Bituminous coal tons. .

.

Pennsylvania anthracite do . .

.

Building stone
Lime barrels

Natural gas
Petroleum barrel

Cement do
Salt do
Limestone for iron flux tons .

.

Phosphate do .

.

Mineral waters gallons

Zinc-white tons
Gypsum do
Borax pounds
Mineral paints tons

.

Asphaltum do .

Manganese ore do .

Flint do .

Pyrites do .

New Jersey marls do .

Crude barytes do .

Bromine pounds
Corundum tons .

.

Gold-quartz, souvenirs, jewelry, etc. .

.

Mica pounds
Precious stones
Felspar tons
Graphite pounds
Fluorspar tons .

.

Slate ground as pigment do .

.

Chrome iron ore ... do .

.

Novaculite pounds
Cobalt oxide do
Butile do
Asbestos tons . .

.

Other articles

I

Resume of values—
Metals
Mineral substances named in the forego-

ing table
Estimated value of mineral products

unspecified

Grand total .

United States.

(Quantity.

6,489,738*

4.5,783,6.32

231,270,622
1,604,927
180,555
55,903
33,250

203,328
19,000

100
500

91,106,998*
41,624,611*

49,087,000

27,615,929
6,253,295
8,055,881
5,438,000*

448,567
9,628,-568

20,000
110,000

7,589,000
24,000*

53,800
29,198*
30,000*
.54,331*

300,000
20,000*

307.386
589

48,000

8,700*

400,000
6,000
2,500*

1,500*

1,500,000
8,491
1,000
100

Value.

$107,000,000
.59,195,000

33,833,954
33,175,000
15,924,951
.5,500,855

1,413,125
127,632
65,000
20,000
2,000

122,498,141
89,020,483
2.5,500,000

24,543,500
22,629,875
17,9.50,353

4,533,639
4,374,203
2,719,000
2,018,552
1,709,302
1,600,000
550,000
455,340
380,000
.S31,500

279,571
175,000
167,658
1.50,000

110,000
95,290
91,620
75,000
70,000
64,850
50,000
33,000
30,000
25,000
22,500
18,000
15,782
.3,000

3,000

2.56,257,517

322,293,159

6,000,000

Canada.

Quantity . Value.

21,799

5,562,864
61,310

337

345
1,500

2,658,134

4,404

$584,550,676

$313,235
395,377
667,543

1,098,610

27,472

3,696
6,000

5,259,832

216,764t
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GLOSSARY OF GEOLOGICAL AND MINING TERMS.

Accessory Minerals — 'SliueraXs found in crystalline rocks in such small proportions that their

absence would not alter the lithological name of the rock.

Acid Rock—A rock containing much silicic acid (free silica), as opposed to basic rock in which
the alkaline bases predominate

Adit—A horizontal tunnel or gallery driven from the open air on the side of a slope or bluff

into a mine.
Aerolites—Meteoric masses of metallic or other mineral substances which have fallen to the

earth through the air. Tne metallic aerolites consist principilly of metallic ir»u,

nickel and chrome, and the non-metallic of crystalline rocks resembling greenstones
;

others consist of mixtures of these.

Agglomerate—An accumulation of more or less rounded fragments of rock in an old volcanic

vent or immediately connected with a volcano, the rounding having been due to

friction in the volcano and not to the action of water as in the case of conglomerate.
Albite—Soda felspar; a silicate of alumina and soda. Crystallisation, triclinic.

Alluvium — Recent aqueous deposits of silt or mud.
Alumina—Oxide of aluminium. Pure crystalline alumina is represented by corundum,

sapphire and ruby. The commonest form of alumina is as a silicate, of which clays

are mostly composed, and as the compound silicates of aluminium and other metals,

of which a very large class of minerals is formed.
Araalgarn—A combination of mercury with another metal, especially gold or silver.

Amalgamation—The process of uniting mercury with gold, silver, etc.

Amorphous— Without form ; applied to rocks and minerals having no definite structure.

Amphibolite—See Hornblende.
Amygdaloid—An igneous rock containing almond-shaped kernels of minerals such as quartz

or agate, calcspar, etc., which have resulted from the filling up of vesicular cavities

that originally existed in these rocks, due to the expansion of gases in them while
still hot and in a soft condition.

Anorthite—Lime-felspar ; a silicate of alumina and lime"; crystallisation, triclinic.

Anthracite—Or hard coal ; a variety of coal from which nearly all the bitumen has been
driven off by a process of natural coking, leaving the fixed carbon and the ash.

Apatite—Mineral phosphate of lime. It is usually of various shades of green and bluish

green, brownish red and light gray. It occurs in grains and small crystals in nearly
all trappean rocks, in granites, gneiss, etc. In the Ottawa valley and the region
between Kingston and Ottawa it occurs in economic quantities, associated with
pyroxene rock and crystalline limestone. The first grade for export has the refuse

rock removed so that the mass contains 80 per cent, and upwards of pure phosphate.
Apatite represents the fifth degree in the scale of hardness of minerals.

Aqueous Hocks—See Sedimentary.
Arastra—A primitive contrivance for the reduction and amalgamation of gold or silver in

ores. It consists of a shallow tub-shaped enclosure usually about twelve feet in

diameter formed of either iron or stone. An upright shaft fixed to pivots above
and below stands in the centre, and from it arms extend, to which horses or mules
are attached. Blocks of stone attached by thongs or chains to these arms are
dragged around upon the stone pavement or iron plate which forms the bottom, in

such a way that the front of the lower surface of each block is slightly raised so that
it may pass over the finely broken ore and triturate it upon the bottom. After grind-
ing the ore to a pulp, sufficient mercury is added to amalgamate all the precious
metal supposed to be present and the grinding process is continued for some time.

Archcean—A term proposed by Dana and largely adopted for the Azoic Period or Age,
or what had formerly been called the primitive rocks, the lowest of the five grand
divisions or periods of geological time. They embrace the Laurentian and Huronian
systems and are sometimes also called the Pre-Cambrian rocks. See Azoic, Laurentian
and Huronian.

Arenaceous—Sandy ; rocks composed of sand or containing sand along with other ingredients,

as arenaceous limestone.
.4r<7#n<»/«rtius—Carrying silver ; silver-bearing.

Argentile— SviXi^nde oi silver; contams 86i per cent, of silver and 13^ of sulphur; heavy
blackish-gray in color, malleable, easily cut by a knife ; it is an important ore of

silver, common in the Thunder Bay silver region.

Argillateous— ContaAmn^ clay, either soft or hardened, as in shale, slate, argillite, etc.

Artesian Wdls—Deep wells bored through the solid strata. In properly selected situations

the water generally rises in them to the surface, or flows over.

Asbestoi—A fibrous, flexible variety of hornblende. Chrysotile, a fibrous variety of serpen-

tine, is also called asbestos. It fuses at a lower temperature, but for steam-packing
answers the same purpose as true asbestos.

Asiaying—Finding or determining the proportion of metals in ores by smelting in the way
appropriate to each. Gold and silver require an additional process called cupelling,

for the purpose of separating them from the base metals.
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Altitude— \'os\tion, aspect, d*p, conformation, structure.
Auriff.riius —Ga,rr^\ng pold ; gold-bearinp.
.Ajcx^c — Without life. Applied to all thu ancient crystalline roclcs, IjcciiiiHe they show nu

evidence of the existence of life on the earth at the time of their formation.
Back—A joint or dry fissure from which the rock in front may be separated. The ground in

a minrt between a level, drift or adit and the surface.

Barytes—Sulphate of barium ; also called heavyspar, from its high specific gravity. When
finely ground it is used as a substitute for white lead paint, ft occurs as a veinstone
and is abundant in some of the veins between Thunder bay and Pigeon point.

Basalt —Igneous rock having a cohimnar structure like that of the Giant's causeway in
Ireland. Lithologically, basalt is closely allied to diabase.

Basin—In geology, where strata dip from all sides towards a central point or line; also
called a synclinal or trough as opposed to anticlinal or dome, where the rocks dip
away from a common line or {K)inc.

Basic Rock—A rock in which the alkaline bases predominate over the free silica.

B<Uteru~ Al set of stamp-heads working in the same mortar box.

Bed—A layer or stratum of rock of a tmiform character. It may be separated by mere lines
of bedding or partings from others like it, or it may be associated with beds which
differ from it in color, texture, composition, etc.

Bedding—See Stratijiiation.

Bed-rock—The solid rock underlying auriferous gravel, sand, clay, etc., and upon which the
alluvial gold rests.

Belt—A term used in the description of the geographical distribution of strata, especially if

incline 1 strata, to indicate a zone or band of a particular kind as exposed on the
surface.

Bitumen—Mineral pitch ; it i.s composed of carbon and hydrogen.
Bituminous—GontAinxw^ disseminated bitumen or its elements, which may generally be dis-

tinguished by the dark color or the odor,
fitfumtmfcrous—Carrying free bitimien.

Bitterspai—Also called Pearlspar. The crystalline form of carbonate of lime and magpiesia ;

the pure form of dolomite. It consists of one part or equivalent of carbonate of
lime and one of carbonate of magnesia.

Black-Jack - Dark varieties of zincblende or sulphide of zinc. It has a resinous lustre and
yields a light colored streak or jjowder.

Black-Lead—The vulgar name for graphite, because it gives a mark on wood or paper like

that of metallic lead, (inphite is also called plumbago from the same circumstance.
Black 6'a>u/—Heavy particles consisting of black oxides of iron which accompany alluvial

gold.

Blende—Without any qualification means zincblende or the sulphide of zinc, which has the
lustre and often the color of common resin, and yields a white streak and powder.
The darker varieties are called black-jack by the English miners. Other minerals
having this lustre are also called blendes, as antimony-blende, ruby-blende, pitch-
blende, hornblende.

Btood-strine—A dark green variety of chert or jasper with small red spots.

Bog Iron Ore—A spongy variety of hydrated oxide of iron or limonite. Found in layers and
lumps on level sandy soils which have been covered with swamp or bog.

Boulder—A loose mass of rock, usually more or less rounded, and larger than a pebble or a
cobblestone, or say more than a foot in diameter.

Boulder-Clay—The stiff, hard and usually uustratified clay of the drift or glacial period, which
contains boulder.s scattered through it ; also called till, hardpan, drift-clay, or
simply drift.

Brace—The platform, collar or landing at the mouth of a shaft.

Breccia—A rock formed of angular fragments, whereas in a conglomerate the fragments are
rounded.

Brown Coal—A name given to lignite. (See Coal).

Buddie—A circular tub, pit or enclosure for separating finely divided ores from the waste by
means of water. The surface of the accumulated ore in the buddle is either convex
or concave, according as it is fed from the centre or periphery, and is raked by revolv-
ing brushes.

Buhr-Stone—A spongy silicious rock used for millstones. The kinds most in use come from
Tertiary strata in France.

Bunch.—In mining, an irregular mass of ore of considerable size.

Caen-Stone-A tine-grained cream-colored magnesian limestone from Caen in Normandy. It

is so soft when freshly quarried that it may be cut by a saw, but hardens on
exposure. Much esteemed as a building stone.

Cajie—A frame in which tram-cars are lowered and raised in mine shafts.

Cainozoic—See Tertiary.
Calamine—The natural carbonate of zinc ; one of its most easily reduced ores ; occurs both

in beds and veins, mostly in the Carboniferous and higher rocks.

CafcareoKS—Containing carbonate of lime, as calcareous sandstone, or composed of it, as cal-
careous spar or calcspar.

Calcareous-Tufa—A spongy, porous or vesicular deposit of carbonate of lime from water. It
often incrusts vegetable and animal substances, which are thus said to be petrified.
When the carbonate of lime is deposited in a more solid form it is called travertine
or calc-sinter. Stalactites and stalagmites are of this nature.

Calce'lony—See Chalcedony.
Calciferous—CArry\ng; carbonate of lime,
Calc-Spai—See Calcareous.
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CoZcJnMia—Burning or roasting ores or other minerals as part of their treatment for smelting,
crushing or otherwise utilising them.

Cam—A xjrnjection from a revolving horizontal shaft for raising the stamp by catching the
lower surface of the tappit or collar surrounding the rod on which the stamp-head is

hung. The upper side of the cam has an easy curve, such as a parabola, so that

when it strikes the tappit it may not jar it when the lifting movement begins.

Cam-shaft—A strong horiz.intal revolving shaft to which a number of cams are attached in

such a manner that no two of them may strike the tappits at the same instant, thus
distributing the weight to be lifted.

Cambrian—Derived from Cambria, the ancient name of Wales. The name given by the late

Professor Sedgwick of the University of Cambridge to the most ancient system of

fossiliferous rocks.

Ca7wn—A ravine or gorge, generally on a large scale.

Cap, Cap-rock—An unscientific term used to indicate the country rock by which a vein is-

pinched at the surface.

Oarfconaoeous— Coaly, or containing coaly matter.

Oarboniferaus— Coal-be iring.

Carboniferous Si/stem—The system of rocks which succeeds the Devonian or "Old Red Sand-
stone," and precedes the Permian or "New Red Sandstone." It is characterised

by its containing workable seams of true coal.

Carnelian—One of the varieties of chalcedony—originally only the red, but now of any color.

Casvng—The lining of a shaft, the tubing of a well ; also applied to the decomposed matter
sometimes found between a vein and the wall-rock.

Cavernous —Contaiaiag cavities or caverns, sometimes quite large. Most frequent in

limestones and dolomites.

CelestineSnlphsLte of strontium— a mineral which resembles barytes in its high specific

gravity and is often mistaken for it. It may be used for many of the same pur-

poses in the arts.

Cement—The calcareous, silicious, ferruginous, etc., matter, cementing together gravel,

broken fragments of rock, etc.

Oeru^sJte-Natural carbonate of lead, which sometimes occurs in economic quantities.

Chalcedony -Translucent varieties of quartz, such as carnelian, agate, silicious sinter, etc.

CAa?^—Originally and properly the soft amorphous variety of limestone of the cretaceous

system used for marking, but now also applied to other substances, as red chalk or

clayey oxide of iron, French chalk or steatite or soapstone.

Chalybeate -lror\y ; waters containing iron, usually the carbonate of iron in solution, are

called chalybeate.

Chert—X brittle nearly opaque variety of Hint. It generally occurs as nodules or thin

irregular beds in limestones.

Chlorite—A soft, dark green mineral, entering largely into the composition of chloritic

schist. It is a silicate of alumina, magnesia and iron, and has a peculiar earthy

odor when freshly broken and breathed upon.

Cinnabar—Sulphide of mercury. A very heavy, red, granular crystalline mineral, giving &

bright red streak and easily reduced to metallic mercury.

Claim—Any area of mining ground staked off or held in accordance with the regulations of

the district in which it is situated.

Clastic—Broken, fragmental ; a rock composed of pieces, or of fine grains which have been

formed by the breaking down of pre-existing rocks, as opposed to crystalline and

other rocks which have been formed from the cooling of molten matter or from the

alteration of sedimentary rocks to such an extent as to obliterate all traces of an

original fragmentary origin.

Clay-Ironstone— Cla,yey carbonate of iron. A heavy compact or fine grained clayey look-

ing stone, occurring in nodules and uneven beds among carboniferous and other

rocks. It contains only 20 to 30 per cent, of metal, and yet much of the iron pro-

duced by Great Britain is made from it.

Cleaning-up-The process of collecting together the metal or ore which has accumulated in

the various contrivances for saving it by mining machinery.

Cleavage -The property possessed by slates and schists of splitting in one direction, which

may or may not correspond with the bedding. It is believed to have been produced

by great pressuie acting at right angles to the cleavage-planes, which has had the

effect of forcing the longer diameters of all the particles into parallel positions cor-

responding with the cleavage. When the cleavage-planes are quite parallel the rock is

called a slate, but when only approximately so and the rock breaks into irregularly

lenticular and wedge-shaped pieces it is a schist. A schistose structure is believed

to have been developed by pressure and shearing in certain crystalline rocks, such as

diorite, which might have otherwise remained massive or homogeneous.

Co«i—Mineralised vegetable matter. The vegetable matter appears to have first taken the

form of peat, then lignite, and finally bituminous coal. ,The latter by the loss of its

bitumen has in same places been converted into anthracite or hard coal. Lignite

gives a brown powder, coal a black. Lignites contain a considerable percentage of

water ; bituminous coal only 5 per cent, and less. Bituminous coals will coke,

lignite's will not. Coals and lignites contain the ashes of the plants from which

they have been formed, and also mineral matter brought by water before they be-

came consolidated.

Cobble-stones—Smooth flattened, rounded or elongated stones, larger than pebbles and smaller

than boulders. They form durable street pavements by being set on edge close

together.
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<'ok«--\\\iei\ the bituriiPii io driven out of coal by lieatiriK it out of contact witli air, an m
ovens constructed for the purfjose, the residue is called coke.'

C'"/w — Minute particles of i?olfl obtained by panning an<l too small for their value to be
osti muted.

Volummur -Resemblin;^ columns. The cliffs of trappean rocks or diabasen of Thunder
cape, lake Ni|)i(fon and the country noith of Black bay have a columnar structure.

C'o»j./wa<--.\ rock is said to be compact when the grains are loo fine to be visible
; jasper

and lithographic stone are examples.
Coinpirx -In mineralogy, containing many ingredients, compound or composite. Some

United States geolo^rists use the word as a noun to indicate a complex set of rocks
folded together, or intricately mixed, involved, complicated or enlarged.

Cunckoidal —Shell-shajjed. The more compact rocks such as Hint, argillate, felsite, etc., break
with concave and convex surfaces and are therefore said to have a conchoidal
fracture.

<7ono/v<»o»K»;v/ -Tending to grow together. Particles of like chemical compositirm, when
free to move, come together and form nodules of various sizes and shapes which are
called concretions. Clay and ironstone nodules, balls of iron pyrites, turtle stones,
etc., are good examples. Some greenstones exhibit c mcretiimary structure.

ConfomtaMc —When beds or strata lie ujjon one another in unbroken and parallel order they
are said to be conformable, and this arrangement ."hows that no disturbance or
denu'lation has taken place at the locality while their deposition was going on. But
f one set of beds rests upon the eroded or the upturned edges of another, showing a
change of conditions or a break between the formations of the two sets of rocks, they
are said to be unconformable.

Conglomerate—\ rock formed largely of rounded pebbles and stones, he'.d t<jgether by a
matrix or ])aste of any composition.

Contetnporanfous —Kxiating together or at the same time.
Contorted —hkint or twisted together. Used where strata are very much folded or crumpled

on a considerable scale. If on a small scale they are said to be corrugated.
Contact Vein—See Vein.

Co/i/raciion—Shrinking. Rocks in passing from a vitreous to a crystalline texture shrink
considerably, which may account for the subsidence of certain areas. The whole
globe of the earth has shrunk by cooling. This contraction is a cause of volcanic
action.

Cofrrolite — A. jnece of petrified dung.
Corrugated—V^hev. beds on a small scale are much wrinkled, folded or crumpled, they are

said to be corrugated. On a larger scale they are said to be contorted.
Country, Countn/ R'jck —The general rock-mass in which mineral veins or deposits are held.
Cro'lle-A wooden bi'X, longer than wide, provided with a movable slide and hopper, and

mounted on two rockers. It is used for washing gold-bearing earths.
Crater—The cup-shaped orifice of a volcano.

Creek—\n Canada brooks are often called creeks.

Crtcp—\n mining, the gradual relative movements of rocks owing to the removal of support
by excavations.

CriUtopous System—The sy.stem of rocks next above the Permian, so called from the abund-
ance of chalk which it contains in England. In America the same system &f
recognised by its fossils holds but little chalk.

iy'rop or Outcrop—The coming to the surface or exposure o a rock.
Crotig- Course—A vein crossing the general course of a more important one.
Croxs-Out—A drift or level, driven across the course of a vein or tilted bed, generally foii

the purpose of intersecting it or of ascertaining its width or richness.
Crushing —Reducing ores or quartz by stamping or passing through rolls.

CruHhiny-Mill' The same as stamp mill (which see).

Cryo/i<f—A soft white translucent mineral which melts in ordinary flame. It consists of
fluoride of sodium and aluminium, and is valuable for the manufacture of carbonate
of soda and of metallic aluminium. Itoccursin veins in gneiss in West Greenland,
and may be looked for among the gneisses of Canada.

CVj/afa/j?—The various geometric forms assumed by nearly all the solid chemical elements and
definite compounds, whether natural or formed artifically. The countless modi-
fications of crystalline forms are all grouped under six systems.

Cryxtalline Rocks -Consisting of crystalline particles or grains ; when the latter are distinct
the rock is said to be crystalline-granular.

Crysta'lotjraphy -The description <r .science of crystals.

^?//>cj7Vroit.? —Copper-bearing.
77(fwip—Miners in England call gases "damps'"; carbonic acid gas is choke-damp, and light

carburetted hydrogen is fir-i-damp.

Jhad Oruuiul—Rock in a mine which, although producing no ore, re-^uires to be removed in-
order to eet at productive ground.

D r-ymposition -The breaking up or decay of compounds into simpler chemical forms.
Decrepitation—The breaking up with a crackling noise of mineral substances when exposed

to heat, as when comnnon salt is thrown upon the fire.

Ditta -The alluvial islands at the mouth of a river, which generally have a triangular fomc
like that of the (ireek letter delta.

iMnndation —The washing down of surface deposits so as to lay bare underlying formations.
This washing away in one place is associated with the idea of deposition in another.

Deposit— Anything laid down. Formerly applied to matter left by the agency of water,
but now made to include alsomineral matter in any form, and precipitated by chemical
or other agencies, as the ores, etc., in veins
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i>e<ri«H«—Accumulations derived from the wearing down of rock surfaces.

Devitrijioation—The change from a glassy to a crystalline state.

Devonian System—The geological system of rocks above the Silurian and below the Car-
boniferous ; so called from Devonshire. In Scotland it was called the Old Red
Sandstone.

Diabase—A. dark green, greyish green or nearly black igneous rock, one of the " green-
stones," consisting of a triclinic felspar, augite (or pyroxene) and usually some
olivine, with magnetic or titaniferous iron, apatite and iridite as accessory minerals.
It occurs as dykes, beds, overflows and irrupted sheets and masses, and it may be
coarsely or very finely crystalline. It is common in all the above forms around
lake Superior and north of lake Huron. Diabase differs from basalt in having
undergone certain interval mineralogical changes, without however affecting its

general chemical composition, which is the same in both. Some varieties of

amygdaloid have the composition of diabase.

Diagonal Stratification—Also called false beddin.? and current bedding. Many sands and
sandstones are marked by lines of subordinate stratification running through the
main beds at various angles to their planes ; these are due to currents at the time
of deposition, and they have received the above names.

Diallage—A very cleav!s,ble variety of augite or pyroxene. Gabbro or Diallage-rock is

composed of this mineral and a triclinic felspar.

Z>ii«vmm —Accumulation* of gravel, etc., supposed to be the result of the extraordinary or
violent action or ''washing asunder " of water as opposed to alluvium, the deposits
resulting from the gentler operations of water.

Diorite—A crystalline igneous rock, outwardly resembling diabase, and also called "green-
stone, " but being composed of a triclinic felspar and hornblende, generally with
some magnetite ami apatite as accessory minerals. Diorite occurs in the same man-
ner as diabase, and is a common rock north of the grean lakes of the St Lawrence.
It is difficult or often impo=;sible to distinguish it from diabase without microscopic
examination. There are several varieties of diorite, the principal of which are
quartz-diorite, containing free quartz, mica diorite, containing black mica often
abundantly, diorite-porphyry or porphyritic diorite, in which some of the felspar

or hornblende is in the form of large crystals among the smaller ones. Both diorite

and diabase sometimes assume a coarsely concretionary structure.
Dip—The angle at which beds or strata are inclined from the horizontal, while underlie is

the angle formed between a veiJi and a perpendicular line. The first is a geologist's
term, the second a miner's.

Distnteyration—The breaking asunder and crumbling away of a rock, due to the action of

moisture, heat, fi-ost, air, and the internal chemical reaction of the component parts
of rocks when acted upon by these surface influences.

Dislocation—A shifting of the relative position of the rock on either side of a crack or break.
It may be up, down or to one side. Equivalent to slip, slide, fault, throw, heave,
upthrow, downthrow, trouble.

Disseminated —To be scattered or diffused through; t<i be permeated with.
Disturbance—When the rock has been bent or faulted, or in any way disturbed from

its original position.

Divide, Dividing-range—The water-shed or height-of-land from which the heads of streams
flow in opposite directions.

Divisional Planes—Planes which divide rocks into separate masses, large or small, in the
same way as joints, fissures and backs.

Dolfrite—A crj'stalline igneous rock having the composition of basalt and diabase, but
formerly supposed to belong to newer rocks. This distinction has not been main-
tained. The term is now used to distinguish the coarser grained varieties of basalt

in which the component minerals may be distinguished by the naked eye.
Dolomite—A rock consisting of carbonate of lime and carbonate of magnesia in the proportions

of one chemical equivalent of each, also called magnesian limestone. It occurs in a
great many crystnlline and non-crystalline forms the same as pure limestone, and
among rocks of all geological ages. When calcined it answers for most of the pur-
poses of ordinary Ume. But in the caustic form it would be unfit for putting upon
land as a manure. When the carbonate of magnesia is not present in the above
proportion the rock may still be called a magnesian limestone, but not a dolomite,
strictly speaking.

Drift—In geology, includes all loose or superficial deposits which may be supposed to have
been " driven," within the regions which have come under the influence of the glacial

drift, but more properly restricted to the boulder clay or till. In mining, a level,

gallery or tunnel which does not come out to the open air.

Druse—A cavity in a vein or rock lined with crystals.

Dump —A refuse pile at a mine. It consists of the gangue from which the ore has been
cobbed, dead rock, etc.

Z>Mncs—Heaps of blown sand.

Di^ke—A mass of igneous or intrusive rock which has been injected in a soft state between
the walls of a fissure. Dykes are sometimes very wide, and these, .as well as nar-

rower ones, often run for long distances. When the enclosing rock has weathered
away they stand up like walls, for which dyke is the Scotch name.

Earth's Crust—The external part of the earth, accessible to geological investigation. The
use of this term does not necessarily imply that the rest of the earth is not also

solid.

Earthquake—A local trembling, shaking, undulating or sudden shock of the surface of the
earth, sometimes accompanied by Assuring or by permanent change of level. Earth-
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quakes are most common in volcanic reg^ionH, but often occur elsewhere, as along tli**

junction of the Laurentian and Pahtozoic rocks in the lower St. Lawrence and
Ottawa valleys.

Kcotunnic MhirralK—Any minerals having a commercial value.

Elvan—A Cornish term for a crywtalline, granular mixture of quartz and orthoclase, consti-

tuting a variety of quartz porj)hyry. lOlvan courses are veins of this n)ck which
occur in the vicinity of granite in Cornwall.

Emerij -Proj)erly a variety of corundum from cape Kmeri in the island of Noxoh, b\it

generally used to signify the powder of corundum, a mineral consisting of alumina
ahme and raidcing next the diamond in hardness.

Engint Sha ft —\1AwaWy the principal shaft in a mine, and the one at which the hoisting

and immping are done.
Eocene -The oldest (livision of the tertiary system. This name was introduced by Sir

Charles Lyell, and means the dawn (>f the recent.

Epidote -A hard mineral, usually of a grass-green or a yellowish green color, common
among gneisses, greenstones and certain schists.

Epidosite—Au iiitimate mixture of epidote and quartz forming an exceedingly hard antl

tough rock.

Equivalent - V^ed \n geology in regard to rocks of corresponding age in regions far from
each other. In chemistry, that proportion of a simple element or of a compound
which will unite chemically with the corresponding equivalent of some other

element or compound. These proportions are always definite, no more or no less

being admitted.
Erosion—The gnawing or wearing away of rocks by means of denuding agencies. The

disintegrating processes already referred to soften the rocks, which are then removed
by the agency of ice or water aided by gravitation, etc.

Erratic -A name often given to transported boulders.

Eruption—A violent breaking forth to the surface of pent-up matter."", such as lava, volcanic

ashes, stones, mud, water, etc.

Escarpment—A ])erpendicular cliff, especially of stratified rock.

Exfoliate—To fall off in leaves or scales, as some rocks do by weathering. In this way the
concretionary structure of some kinds of greenstones is well brought out, the
weathered surface showing only rounded masses with the successive spherical layers

falling off.

Face—A perpendicular wall of rock ; th« end of a drift, etc. in a mine.
Fault—The displacement of rocks along a fissure, either up or down or to one side. See

Dislocation.

Fauna—The animals collectively of any given age or region. The plants are similarly called

its Flora.

Feeder—A small vein falling into or joining a larger one and often enriching it or otherwise
affecting its character.

Fel»ite—A compact rock composed of orthoclase, felspar and silica, in microscopic gi-ains.

See Quartz Porphynj.
^e/«pnr«— Several allied species of minerals composed of silicates of alumina and of alkalies

and lime. They crystallise in different systems. The triclinic group of felspars is

called collectivelj' plagioclase. The principal species are orthoclase, albite, labra-

dorite, anorthite and oligoclase. In granitoid rocks the felspar grains may be
detected by the shining of the faces of the cleavage planes. Those of labradorite are

marked by minute parallel ridges called, strias. The felspars rank sixth in the scale

of hardness, or next softer than quartz, and may be scratched with difficulty by the

point of a knife.

/Vrrte.ornicMS— Relating to iron.

Fire-c\ay—G\a.y that will stand intense heat. It consists of silicate of alumina and is almost
entirely free from alkalies or lime ; found principally among carboniferous and other
ancient strata.

FissiJe—Ci\.\)\h\Q oi being split, as schist, slate and shale.

Fisiure Vein—See Vein.

Fjords - Deep narrow arms running in from the sea. They are very numerous on the coasts

of Norway, Greenland and eastern Labrador.
Flaggy—C2k\)&h\ii of being split into parallel-faced slabs thicker than slates.

//oa^ —Applied to loose pieces of ore, etc., which have been removed from their parent site

by some natural process.

Floor—A horizontal rock-surface left by a joint or bed ; the bottom of a drift or other work-
ing in a mine.

Fiora —The plants collectively of a given age or region. See Fauna.
Flour-gold—Very fine gold dust.

Flouring—The coating of quicksilver with what appears to be a thin film of some sulphide,

so that when it is separated into globules these refuse to reunite. The same trouble
is also called " sickening."

Flucan-A layer of clay between a vein and the wall-rock, supposed to have been formed
by the grinding of the two surfaces upon each other owing to slow movements ex-

tending throughout a great length of time.
Flume—A W'>>den trough, sluice or race for convoying water.
i^Morjpar— Fluoride of calcuim ; a mineral which often forms veinstone and is usually finely

colored-green, purple, yellow, blue, etc. It is the fourth in the scale of hardness,
or next higher than calcite, and may be scratched by a steel point. It is common,
in veins in the Thunder Bay district.
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Flutingt—Smooth gutter-like channels or deep smooth furrows worn in the surface <>f rocks
by glacial action.

Fluvialile—Pertaining to rivers.

Flux—In metallurgy, any substance added to facilitate the smelting of another.
Foliated—Leaf-like. The meauing is similar to that of laminated, but the latter is n<.\v

generally used to indicate a finer or more parallel division into layers, foliated being
applied rather to the approximate parallelism of the layers in such rocks as gneiss
and schist.

Foot-wall —The rock on the lower side 'f a vein which underlies from the perpendicular.
Foraminifera—Minute mirine animals of the lowest and simplest organisation, but having

beautiful shelly coverings.
Formation—" A.ny assemblage of rocks which have some character in common, whether

of origin, age or composition." —ivc^?. In chronological geology formations consti-
tute as it were the units, and several formations may go to make up a system (See
Section I.) The word is often loosely used to indicate anything which ha« been
formed or brought into its present shape.

JJ'oastV—Although this word means literally anything " dug up," it is now restricted to
organic remains, and it has become improper to speak of any mere mineral substance
as a "fossil."

FraGlure—The character or appearance of a freshly broken surface of a rock or mineral.
Peculiarities of fracture afford one of the means of distinguishing minerals and rocks
from one another.

Fragmentary iJof-i-.s —Rocks composed of fragments, whether large or small, broken from
pre-existing ones. See Clastic.

Freestones -Varieties of sandstone which may be freely dressed by the stone-cutter.
triable—Easy to break, or crumbling naturally.
Fucoids—Fo-tsi] sea weeds ; abundant among Silurian strata.
Fundamental Rijcks—Thoae forming the foundation, substratum, basis or support of others.

In Ontario there is a great break or gap between the ancient or fundamental rocks
and the superficial deposits which rest upon them.

Fuse—A stiff cord filled with gunpowder, etc., used for conveying fire to explosives after
they have been properly set in the rock for blasting.

<yabbro—An igneous rock consisting of » crystalliue granitoid mixture of a triclinic felspar
and diallage, the latter being a variety of augite with perfect cleavage in one direc-
tion.

Oad—A small wedge for splitting rock. A similar tool used by quarrymen is called a plug.
Galena—The commonest ore of lead, of which it is the sulphide. When freshly broken it

has a bright silvery appearance, from which it has been called lead-glance. It crys-
tallises in the cubic sj'stem. Galena always contains more or less silver; too little to
extract profitably in the majority of cases.

(jfallery —\n mining, a drift, tunnel or level for extracting the mineral or proving the vein or
bed.

Oangue —Tha veinstone, veinstuff or matrix of a vein in which the metallic contents are
enclosed. The commonest gangues are quartz, calcspar, fluorspar, barytes, etc

<xash-vein—A vein which terminates in every direction.
Geodes—Rounded hollow nodules ; the cavities are usually lined with crystals.
Geology— " The science which investigates the history of the earth."

—

Gcikie.

Geyier—Jlot springs which occasionally throw up boiling water like fountains. Tlwy occur
in Iceland and the western states of North America.

Glaoier—A large accumulation of ice formed fi'om snow falling upon high land and gradually
sliding to lower levels. When a glacier reaches the sea it gives rise to icebergs.

Glance—A term formerly used to designate various minerals having a splendent lustre, as
silver-glance, lead-glance, etc.

Gncist—A fdliated crystalline rock of a general granitoid composition. The commonest
varieties are mica-gneis?, consisting of felspar, quartz and mica, and hornblende-
gneiss, consisting of felspar, quartz and hornVilende.

(?o«*'an—A ferrugmous crust filling the upper parts of pjTitous veins or forming a super-
ficial cover on masses of these ores. It consists principally of hydrated (<xide of iron,

and has resulted from the oxidation and removal of the sulphur as well as the
copper, etc.

Granite—A homogeneous crystalline granular mixture of felspar (mostly orthoclase), quartz
and mica, showing no foliation or tendency to break in one direction more than
another. It may still be called granite even if little or no mica be present. Granites
may have been of igneous origin, cooled under great pressure far below the surface
of the earth as it existed at the time, or they may be the altered form of other
rocks.

Granite i^rt77vi7(/—The group of crystalline, homogeneous or non-foliated rocks resembling
granite, such as syenite, quartz-syenite, granitite and all varieties of granite itself.

<?raHi^c//« -Binary granite, composed of felspar and quartz.
Granitite—A mixture of orthoclase and oligoclase with a little quartz and mica.
Granitoid Roeks—The granite family includes rocks which have a general resemblance to

granite, such as syenite, quartz-syenite, granulite, granitite, granitelle, massive
gneiss, etc.

"Gra.nu,litc—A. .schistose rock composed of orthoclase and quartz with garnet and kyanite (a

silicate of alumina) as accessory minerals. Granulite may be of eruptive origin
notwithstanding its schistose character.
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Oraphir. (rvanilc—A variety of binary granite in which the quartz is disposed in the felspar

in such a way that in cross section it has some resemblance to Hebrew and Arabic
writing, and from this circujnstaiice it derives its name.

Graphite —GaXWA also hl.ick lead and plumbago, because it can be nsed for marking like lead,
althoufjh this mutal does not enter into its com[)osition. It consists of pure carbon,
with a slitfht admixturi; of iron.

Orassri^nts -\ miner's term ccjuivalent to the surface.

Oratiiifj —'V\\^ plate of perforated metal or sieve fixed in the openings in mortar or stamper
boxes in gold or silver crushing mills.

Oreenstonc —\ general name for the crystallinf) granular trap rocks such as diorite, diabase,
basalt, etc., and is a convenient term for use in the field where it is difficult to dis-

tinguish these rocks from one another. Trap has too wide a ramge of meaning.
G-reywacke—X gray ashy looking rock, consisting of.a mixture of grains of felspar and quartz

with some amorpliorus mineral and often containing rounded and angular fragments
of all sizes, from that of i)eas up to boulders, of a quartz-felspar rock. These are
often so abundant as to constitute a breccia-conglomerate. Greywack^s are very
common rocks in the Huronian system from the shore of lake Huron northward.

Grit—Sandstone in which the grains are sharper or more angular than usual.

Group—^ee page 3.

Gully—A small valley with steep sides, usually ciit out of clay or earth.

Gypsum —Sulphate of lime, usually white and crystalline, granular. Selenite is the pure
crystalline form and splits into plates which are very transparent. It is very soft

and is the mineral which constitutes the second degree of hardness, talc being the
first. Gypsum occurs in beds on the Grand river in southern Ontario and on the
Moose river in the northern part of the province.

Hctmatitc or Hernafilc— One of the commonest ores of iron. It is the peroxide or sesqui-oxide,

and when pure contains about 70 per cent, of metallic iron and 30 of oxygen. ' It

may be readily distinguished from magnetic and titaniferous iron ore by its red
streak and powder, the <ithers giving a black streak. Hematite is sometimes mixed
with sufficient magnetite to cause it to adhere to the magnet. The hydrated
variety of this ore is called limonite or brown hematite, the anhydrous being often
distinguished as red hematite. It contains about 14 per cent, of Water and gives a
brown or yellowish streak. It is not always compact—yellow ochre, bog iron ore,

umber, terra sienna, etc., being varieties of it.

Hanging-wall— The wall rock on the upper side of a vein which underlies from the perpen-
dicular.

Hardness of Minerals—Mineralogists have adopted a conventional scale of hardness for

minerals. It is divided into ten degrees and the following minerals are used for refer-

ence as standards : 1 Talc, 2 Rock salt, 3 Calcspar, 4 Fluorspar, 5 Apatite, G < )rtho-

clase felspar, 7 Quartz, 8 Topaz, 9 Corundum, 10 Diamond. There is no scale of

hardness for rocks, which are generally composed of mixtures of different minerals,
but SJme varieties may be referred approximately to the scale for minerals.

Heave—A miner's term for an up-tbrow. See Dislocation.
Heavyspar—Bairyte^ or sulphate of barium. Celestine or sulphate of strontium is also a

heavyspar easily mistaken for barytes. The carbonate of barium is witherite ; that
of strontium is strontianite.

Hetght-of-Land—iicti Water-shed.
Hematite —See Haematite.
Hexagonal— Having six angles, and consequently six sides. Basaltic columus and crystals

of quartz, apatite, etc., are examples.
Hopper—A box in the form of an inverted pyramid and having an opening at the apex, used

for directing broken rock, earth, etc. to a contracted space in the manner of a funnel.
Horizon— In geology, refers to the age or place of rocks in the chronological scale. A rock

is spoken of as belonging to a higher or lower horizon according as it is newer or
older than some other rock.

Hornblende—X very common mineral ; so called from its horn'ike cleavage and its lustre ;

also known as amphibi)!e and amphibolite by the French. Usually dark green and
blackish, but occasionally of light colors. It enters largely into the composition of

diorite, rendering this rock very tough. It is also a constituent of syenite, some
gneisses, etc. It is a silicate of magnesia and lime, and its chemical composition
diEfers but little from that of p5'roxene or augite, 'this mineral being distinguished
from it by crystalline form, etc. The principal varieties of hornblende are tremolite,

actinolite and true asbestos.

Hornstone—The cherty and chalcedonic varieties of quartz.
Horse—A mass of country rock encloised in a vein and almost or entirely surrounded by the

vein stuff ; sometimes called boulders.
Hummricky—Lumpy, or in small uneven knolls.

Huronian System—The great system of azoic or crystalline rocks lying between the Lauren-
tian (below) and the Gan~brian system (above). This name was first given by Sir

VVilliam Logan and Dr. T. Sterry Hunt to these rocks as they were largely developed
on the north side of lake Huron, but the term has been pretty generally adopted foe

rocks of corresponding age all over the world. See page 16.

Hydrated—Containing water in chemical combination, and hence in a definite proportion in

each case, as gypsum which contains "water of crystallisation," hydrate of lime, or lime
which has absorbed water on slacking, hydrated oxide of iron, or yellow ochre, which
can be readily converted into the anhydrous or red oxide by driving off the water by
heat.
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Hydraulic Cement—Cement which sets under water. The rocks which, on being calcined
and ground very fine yield this cement must contain in addition to lime certain pro-
portions of alumina, silica and magnesia. A little iron is also usually present.

Hydraulic Mining—Washing down gfild-bearing earth by means of a large and {wwerful jet
of water brought from a considerable height and directed by a hose-pipe so as to
hare a pressure of from 50 to 100 pound-s to the square inch. T?his process has been
extensively used in California and has also been tried in the Chaudiere go'.d region
of the province of Quebec.

.fiTyrfro-cartons— Substances composed of hydrogen and carbon, as bitumens, paraffine, petro-
leum, benzine, etc.

lippogenc—A term proprsed by Lyell for all nether-formed rocks, i.e. rocks which have
assumed their present form at great depths beneath the surface, whether originally
stratified or unstratified. The former belong to the metamorphic and the latter

to the plutonic group.
Iceland-spar—The tran.sparent variety of calcspar, found in perfection in Iceland. It

possesses the property of double refraction of light. If a dark line be viewed through
it, it will appear as two parallel lines,

/^neous—Connected with subterranean heat. Igneous rocks are those which have evidently
been once in a molten condition. Those which have cooled at and near the surface,

such as lava and amygdaloid are called volcanic rocks, while those which have cooled
at depths and under great pressure, such as granite, syenite, diorite, etc., are called
plutonic rocks.

T/mcnjie— Titanic iron or menacconite ; a black heavy mineral like magnetite and composed
of black oxide of iron with a varying quantity of oxide of titanium. It occurs simi-

larly to magnetite. The black iron oi-es associated with the plagoiclase or triclinic

felspar rocks appear to be prone to contain titanium. No profitable process has yet
been discovered for the extraction of iron from ores containing more than a very
small perceatage of titanium,

/frtperrjoi/s—Impassable ; applied to strata such as clays, shales, etc., which will not permit
of the penetration of water, petroleum or natural gas.

Imprcgnatinn — When a substance, such as an ore, has been introduced into a rock in a dis-

seminated form, it is said to be an impregnation ; a diffused mixture, a sprinkling

incorporated in the mass.
Indurated—Hardened ; applied to rocks hardened by heat, pressure, or the addition of some

ingredient not commonly contained in the rock referred to, as marls indurated by
c.arbonate of lime.

Infiltration—The deposition of matter among the grains or pores of a rock by the permeation
or percolation of water carrying it in solution.

Inorganic—Not organic ; imconnected with animal or plant .structure.

In situ—In position or place : applied to solid or fixed rocks as opposed to those which are
loose and may have been transported.

Inspissated—Thickened as by evaporation and oxidation, as for example the pitch or gum
resulting from petrole^im after long exposure.

Interealatcd—In geology means interposed or placed between, as beds of one kind placed
between or interstratified with those of another kind.

Interstratifcd—Or interbeddeo. Strata laid between or alternating with others.

Intrusive—Applied to igneous rocks which have been forced between or into the midst of

others.

Iridescent—Colored like the rainbow. A play of colors such as is seen on the peacock's tail,

Labradorite and some other felspars show it. The tarnish on the surface of coal,

copper-pj'rites, etc., is sometimes iridescent.

Iron Pyrites—Or simply pyrite ; bi-sulphide rf iron. A hard, heavy, shiny, yellow mineral,
'
generally in crystals of the cubic system. It may be distinguished from copper
pyrite by being of a paler yellow color, harder and giving a black powder, whereas
copper pyrites gives a yellow powder. When struck by steel or when two pieces

are struck briskly together sparks of fire are emitted, accompanied by the odor of

sulphur. A very common mineral. Marcasite has the same composition, but is white

and crystallises differently. Pyrrhotite or magnetic pyrites is the monosulphide of

iron and is of an iron-gray to bronze color.

/ron«k)ne—Any ore of iron from which the metal may be smelted commercially, but usually
restricted to stratified ores, especially to clay-ironstone— the ore from which most
of the iron of Great Britain has been made.

Isoclinal—Applied to strata which have been so completely overturned that the upper fold

or inverted portion dip^ in the same direction as the corresponding lower jwrtion.

J^as/jfr—Compact opaque varieties of quartz v\-ith cjnchoidal fracture and usually capable
of a high polish. The colors are red, brown, green spotted, nearly white, etc.

Jigging.—One of the operations in the dressing of crushed ores, such as those of lead, copper,

etc. The usual process consists in shaking or jerking the ore in a -nnre-bottomed

sieve suspended in a vat of water. This allows the fines to pass through and they
are afterwards treated in buddies, while the rest becomes sorted according to its

relative gravity. The waste fragments are scraped off the top, the process being
called skimping.

Joints—The nearly vertical division-planes which traverse nearly all rocks. They are called

backs by quarrymen.
Jumper—A short steel drill for boring holes in rock for blasting or for splitting by gads.

J^irassic System—The sy.^tem which succeeds the Triassic ; so called after the Jura moun-
tains on the border between Switzerland and France. It corresponds with tUe

Oolite of England.
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Kames — "Ridges of sand and gravel of which the stratification Ih rudely parallel to the slopen
of tlie surface. Their origin haw not been 8atinfactorily accounted for.

Kaolin— Clay, \isually very light in color, derived from the deconi]>osition of the felspar iu

certain granites. It is uned for the manufacture of jMircelain.

A'i(/!//f-A large barrel-fiha])ed bucket strongly bound with iron houps, hung by a rope and
used for hoisting ore, etc., up shafts in mines.

Kics—The pure or separated «uli)hides, as distinguished from the vein-matter in bulk.
Kiln—A largo rece|>tacle for calcining ores, limestone, etc.

Kimlli/—A miner's term for a rock which is considered congenial or likely for carrying ore.

Labrailoritc—JjimeBodn felsjiar ; a silicate of alumina, lime and soda. Crystallisation,
triclinic. See Fclxfiar.

LaccoUte—A maiss of igneous rock which has not reached the surface, but has been forced
between two beds of rock where it has spread out. Examples occur in the Thunder
Bay region.

Lacustrine ulcposits—JyepositH formed in the boottom of lakes.

Land-slides or .s?(yjs—Large masses of clay, earth or rock which have lost their supjwrt and slid

down, sometimes temporarily blocking up streams.
Launder—A sjiout or trough for carrying water for a short distance.
L'dircntian S/z^v^cni—See description, pages 8-l(i.

Lateral—Belonging to the sides, or to one side.

Lead—An auriferous deposit following the former bed of a stream now covered by superficial
deposits. In Nova Scotia quartz veins are called leads,

i^'an—Applied to poor ores, or those containing a lower percentage of metal than is usually
worked.

Lenticulai—Shaped approximately like a double convex lens. When a mass of rock thins
out from the centre to a thin edge all round it is said to be lenticular in form.

Level—See Drift.

Liynite—See Coal.

Limestone—A rock composed of carbonate of lime ; of all colors and varies in texture from
compact or amorphous to coarsely crystalline. White marble is a finelj- crystalline
variety. Chalk U a soft form. Limestone may be distinguished from other rocks
by being easily scratched with a knife and by effervescing when acid is placed upon it.

Limonite—Brown liematite ; hydrated oxide of iron. See Hcvuttite.

Lithology or Pctroloyy—The study of rocks as such ; a branch of geology which is being much
developed in recent years. By making thin sections and examining them under the
microscope the nature of a rock may be determined as well for most purposes as by
chemical analysis.

Loam—A mixture of sand and clay. If decayed vegetable matter be added, it assumes a
dark color and is called vegetable loam.

Lode—A metalliferous vein.

Loess—A peculiar deposit like fine silt found in some parts of northern Jlurope. northern
China and in the north-western United States.

Lono-Tom—A trough for washing gold-bearing gravel or earth.
Z-Msire—The character of the light reflected by minerals; it constitutes one of the- means of

distinguishing them.
Lydian-xtonc—A compact or close grained, nearly black, variety of jasper. A smoothed sur-

face of this stone is used for trying the streak of gold, the color of which affords an
index to its purity.

Macroscopic—KenMy seen by the naked eye. On a large scale compared with microscopic.
Magnesian Limestone—See Dolomite.
Magnetic Iron Pyrites—See Iron Pyrites.

Magnetite— Or magnetic iron ore. Black oxide of iron. In addition to its magnetism it may
be distinguished from hematite by yielding a black streak and powder.

Maltha—The pitch or " gum " resulting from the drying up and oxidation of petroleum, as
when it has reached the surface of the ground.

Mamraillated —Having the form of paps or breasts.
Mammoth—A fossil elephant allied to the living species, but larger.
Manganese—A metal chemically related to iron. The black oxide, pyrolusite, the g^ay oxide.

manganite and the earthy oxide, wad, are used in the arts. Manganese is used in
the manufacture of Bessemer steel.

Massive Roclcs—Those which have no stratification or lamination, as greenstones, granite,
syenite, etc.

Marble—A variety of moderately soft rocks capable of taking a good polish are called marble.
The commonest are compact and crystalline limestones and dolomites and serpentine.

Marcasite-Hee Iron Pyntcs.
Marl—Usually applied to a soft or friable natural mixture of clay and lime.
JWari.v—Resembling marl.
Mastodon—A genus of extinct elephantine mammals, having conical protrusions on the

grinding surfaces of their teeth, whereas the n.ammoth has flattened transverse
ridges.

Matrix—The body or " paste " of any rock which encloses fragments or crystals.
Measures—A general name for stratified rocks.
Mesozoic—Or Secondary ; the " middle-life '" Perioll or Age. It is the third of the five

grand divisions of geological time. It includes (in ascending order) the Triassic,
•Jurassic and Cretaceous systems.

Metalliferous— Carrying metal.
Meta'morphir—A\i\A\ed to rocks which have been changed in form and internal structure.

Heat, pressure and time acting on the constituents of n^cks have been the main
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causes of metamorphism, converting ordinary and soft sedimentary deposits into
crystalline and hard rocks,

Metamorphism—The change in form, etc., which some rocks have undergone, or the process
itself. Alteration has a somewhat similar meaning.

Meteorite—See Aerolite.

Mica—A common mineral easily recognised by its glistening appearance and from the fact
that it may be split into very thin leaves which are elastic. It enters into the com-
position of mica-schist, gneiss, granite and other ciystalline rtcks, and is found in
scales in sands and sandstones derived from their disintegration. Ignorant persons
sometimes speak of it improperly as isinglass, which is made frcm the swimming-
bladder of the sturgeon.

MicaceoHs—Containing mica or largely composed of it.

Mica-schist—A foliated crystalline rock composed of alternate layer.s of quartz and mica in
various proportions, the typical one being about two-thirds quartz to one-third mica ;

although the proportion of the latter generally appears greater than it is, because
the rock splits along the mica folia, thus showing the mica alone on the flat surfaces.
The true composition may be seen by looking at the squarely broken edges.

Microscopic—^o small as to be seen only by the microscope.
.Vi^/g^owcfrrj^— In Great Britain this name is given to a part of the Carboniferous system,

consisting principally of sandstones, below the coal measures ; it is also sometimes
used for the equivalent group in America.

Mine—An excavation or series of excavations in the earth for the extraction of minerals. A
mere discovery or outcrop of an economic mineral does not constitute a mine. It is

the working of the deposit, not its mere existence, which does this.

Minctal—Scientifically, any inorganic substance having a definite chemical composition and
crystallising in definite forms. Each of these constitutes a mineral species. See
Rock. But the word means literally anything dug out of the earth, and in this sense
includes everything except living or recently dead organic matter. Many mineral
substances, such as coal, some limestjnes, etc., are composed of mineralised organic
matter.

Mineralisation—The conversion of a substance into mineral, as peat into coal.

Mineralogy—The study or science of minerals ; often confounded with geology, which see.

Miocene—The middle Tertiary system.
Molecule—An ultimate particle of matter, having a definite chemical.composition.
Mollusca—One of the primary divisions or provinces of the animal kingdom; it embraces

those soft-bodied invertebrates most but not all of which are provided with shells, as
oysters, snails, slugs, etc.

Molybdenite—Sulphide of molybdenum— a soft bluish black, usually laminated mineral occur-
ring in veins of quartz, etc., having somewhat the appearance of graphite, but in most
cases yielding a dark green mark on white paper. If found in considerable quantity
it has a commercial value.

Monocline—A bend in strata'in one direction only.

Moonstones—Pale opalescent, almost transparent varieties of felspars.

Moraines—VWes cr ridges of boulder-drift or till which have accumulated at the sides (lateral)

or lower extremities (terminal) of glaciers.

MortarBox—The large deep cast-iron box into which the stamps fall and the ore is fed in a
gold or silver stamp-mill ; also called a stamper-box.

Moss Agate—A variety of agate showing branching forms like those of moss.
Mountain Cork—An extremely light non-fibrous variety of asbestos.

Mullock—A term sometimes used for the accumulated waste or refuse rock about a mine.
Naphtha—A highlj' volatile liquid form of hydrocarbon.
New Red Sandstone—The former name for tlie Permian system ; it lies above the Carboniferous,

while the Old Red Sandstone lies below it.

Nickel —One of the metallic elements. It is a white metal, having a lustre like silver, but in

its chemical relations it is more nearly connected with iron ; it is not, however,
susceptible to oxidise like iron, pnd this is one of the properties which renders it so

valuable for plating this metal. It has recently been found to give great toughness
to steel, a most valuable property. Nickel is found most abundantly as a sulpiride,

associated with iron and copper.
N'odulc—A concretion in a softer matrix, as the kidney-stones found in clays almost every-

where. The bombs or kettles in the bla^k shales of the Kaministiquia and Whitefish
valleys are only great nodules. The flints of the chalk of England and the detached
lumps of clay-ironstone of the Carboniferous shales, etc., are other forms of nodules.

Nodules have generally formed themselves around some fragment of either organic
or inorganic matter as a centre or nucleus.

Nugget—A lump of native gold, silver, platinum, copper, etc.

Oftsi'dtan—Dark-colored volcanic glass, the product of volcanoes of later geological times. It
M is a silicate of alumina, potash, soda and lime.

Ochre—Naturally occurring pigments, as yellow ochre or hydrated oxide of iron. Blue, green,

red, etc., clayey mixtures which may be used as coarse paints are also called ochres.

Ochre is also used as a mineralogical term for certain decomposition oxides as

bismuth, chrome, antimony and cobalt-ochres.
'Old Red Sandstone—See New Red Sandstone.
Oligoclase—Soda-lime felspar ; a silicate of alumina, soda and lime. Crystallisation, triclinic.

See Felspar.
Olivine—An earthy looking olive-green mineral occurring in many trappean rocks.

Oolite—A limestone composed of small round grains resembling fishes' eggs, hence the

name.
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Opaf—A gem composed of silica with from 5 to 10 per cent, of water having a "play of

colors ' or reflecting rainbow-like colors with a brilliance or " fire " that gives to

sound pieces a great value. Generally white and having a hazy or milky translucency.

Opalescent—Resembling opal.

Open-outting—Or open-cast. A cutting or excavation in a mineral deposit or for the purpose
of reaching one.

Ore—Properly speaking, combinati(Mi3 of metal.s with other substances, but also applied to

the matrix from which native metals such as gold, silver and copper are extracted.

Sometimes also applied to other minerals won l)y mining, as apatite, barytes, etc.

Organic — Having organs for carrying on vital processes. Animals and plant.s are thus
organised as di.-stinguished from minerals or inorganic subntances When these

o»"gans or organic structures become mineralised they are fossils or organic remains.

Or<Aoc/osc- Potash felspar: a silicate <>f alumina and potash. Crystillisation, monoclinic.

See Felspar.

Outcrop— See Crop.
Outlier—A portion detached from the main body, an island, as it were, surrounded by some

other kind of rock.

Overlap—When strata e.xtend over an ancient foundation further than those immediately
precedinij them, this extension is called an overlap.

Overturned—Where strata have been highly tilted till they pass the jierpendicular, so that

the lower fall becomes turned upside down, they are .said to be overturned.

Oxide—A compound nf the element oxygen with another element or other elements.
Palceoniulofjy— The .•«tudy of ancient life, e.specially of animal remains, that of plant remains

or fossil botany being called palaeobotaii}'.

Palceozoic —The second of the five grand divisions, periods, or ages of the rocks of the earth's

cru.st ; so called from containing' evidences of the most ancient life on the planet.

The PaltEOZoic period includes (m ascending order) the Cambrian, Silurian, Devonian,
Carboniferous and Permian systems.

Paroxytm—In geology, any violent or sudden natural occurrence, as a volcanic eruption, a
sudden flood, etc.

Parting—A thin layer separating greater masses of rock, usually beds, as a parting of shale

between beds of sandstone or limestone.
PcifcAy— Distributed in patches or in an irregular manner as when ore occurs in bunches or

sporadically.

Peat—A mass of vegetable matter formed in bogs and marshes. Its principal constituent is

sphagnum moss, but rushes, reeds, sedges, grasses, algae, etc., may also contribute.

Peat sometimes aceumulates to considerable depth ; the lower portion becomes black
and dense and is u?ed for fuel. The rotten wood found in the bottoms of swamps is

not peat, properly .speaking.

Pegmatite—A. very coarse variety of granite, composed principally of quartz and crystalline

felspar, but often holding sheets of mica. It usually forms great veins or enlarge-

ments of veins cutting mica-schist, gneiss, etc. Formerly applied also to finer

mixtures of quartz and felspar, called binary granite, now known as granitite and
quartz-felspar rock.

Permian Si^^tcm—'Vhe system next above the Carboniferous ; formerly called the New Red
Sandstone; the Devonian or next system below the Carboniferous being the Old Red
Sandstone. This name (introduced in 1841 by Sir Rodtrick Murchison) is derived
from the government of Perm in central Russia, where the system is well developed.
There, as in the north of England, it is made up principally of red sandstones.

Petrify—To become stime. ()rganic substances, such as shells, bones, wood, etc., embedded
in sediments, become converted into stone by the gradual replacement of their

tissues, particle by particle, with corresponding amounts of infiltrated mineral
matter. Thus not only the outward forms but even the minutest details of the
organic tissues are preserved.

Petroleum— Or rock-oil ; liquid hydrocarbon. Formed in large quantities in some rocks
which contain organic matter.

Petrology—See Lithology.
Petrosilex—A compact silicious felsite, having a fracture like jasper but distinguishable from

it in being fusible before the blowpipe.
Phenomencn- In science, any natural occurrence or appearance.
PhoBphate of Lime —See Apatite.

/*i7iars— Portions of the vein or bed left standing to support the roof.

Pinched— Where a vein narrows, as if the walls had been squeezed in. When the walls meet
the vein is said to be pinched out.

Pitckstone—A dark glassy or jiitchy looking igneous rock, occurring as dykes, and also as

beds which have flowed upon the former surface. It is a natural glass with splintery

fracture, although translucent only on thin edges, and has the composition of felsite.

Placers—Gold-bearing sand anil gravel deposited on the bed-rock.

P^o^tooiasc—The triclinic felspars are called collectively plagioclase. The principal triclinic

felspars are albite, anorthite, labradorite and oligoclase. As constituents of rocks
thi-y occur generally in small crj'stalline gr.nins, and without a miscroscopic examina-
tion it is difficult to distinguish them in this form from one another ; hence this term
is very convenient for use in the field.

Plaster of Paris—A plaster made from gypsum by grinding and calcining it ; so called from
its manufacture near Paris in France. In Canada this term has been adopted for

gypsum in any form.
Plastic Clay— In England, applied to certain clays of the Eocene system, but in general

means clay suitable for moulding into any form.
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Pleistocene System—Or Post-Pliocene. The system which succeeds the Pliocene. It embraces
the remains of a few extinct species of animals, especially of mammals, while those
of the Recent belong entirely to species still living:.

Plicated —YoXded together, as in highly inclined and contorted strata.

Pliocene System—The uppermost of the Tertiary systems ; divided into the Older Pliocene^
in which from 35 to 50 per cent, of its embedded sptecies are still living, and the
Newer Pliocene, in which the proportion is from 90 to 95 per cent.

Plumbago—See Gmphitc.
Plumbaginous—Containing plumbago, as plumbaginous schists ; some crystalline limestones.

are also plumbaginous.
Plutonic Rocks—igneous rocks which have cooled at a considerable depth from the surface

and under great pressure. See Igneous.
Pocket—A single mass of ore which may be of any size. When a vein carries ore in isolated

masses with much dead ground between them it is said to be pockety.
Porphyry—Any massive rock with crystals distinct from the niatrix. Typical porphyries

are however those which have a felspathic g^round-mass or matrix with a compact
or flinty texture and holding disseminated crystals of felspar. Quartz-porphyry
contains a considerable proportion of quartz in addition to the felspar, and crystals
of both minerals are scattered through it ; but where no such crystals occur and the
whole mass is compact, it forms a variety of felsite. Porphyry was originally
applied to a red syenite with distinct felspar crystals from Upp)er Egypt, and all

similar rocks are still included among the porphyries.
PorpAwriYic—Resembling porphyry.
Post Tertiary Period—Ki&o called Quaternary. The newest of the five grand divisions of

geological time. It ir.cludes the Pleistocene or Post-Pliocene and the Recent or
Prehistoric systems, which bring us up to the present or historic time.

Pot-holes—Kettles ; circular holes sometimes much deeper than wide, worn into the solid

rock at falls and strong rapids, by sand, gravel and stones being spun round by the
force of the current.

Potstonc —X coSiTse or impure variety of soapstone ; so called from being easy to cut into
pots owing to its softness.

Precipitate—When a substance, held in solution in a liquid, is thrown down in a solid form
by the addition of some other substance in solution, the resulting solid is called a
precipitate. When a substance held only mechanically in suspension in a liquid
settles to the bottom it is called a sediment.

Prill—A good sized piece of pure ore.

Primary—See Palreozoic.

Primitive—See Archaan.
Primordial—The name given by Barrande to the oldest fossiliferous rocks as developed in

Bohemia. Tt corresponds with the British Cambrian. » »*
Prospcctoi—A i>erson engaged in exploring for valuable minerals, or in testing supposed

discoveries of the same.
Protogene^A variety of granite in which talc takes the place of mica ; so called by the

French, who supposed that it was the first-formed of the granites. The granites of

Cornwall, England, which decompose and yield kaolin are of this kind.
Pseudomorph—False form : the name given to crystalline forms of a composition not proper

to such forms. They may be mere ca-sts, occupying cavities from which crystals have
been dissolved, or they may have replaced other crystals particle by particle by
some slow process.

Pudding-ston e— Conglomerate.
Pumice—A. very light porous and vesicular lava which will float on water ; a sort of volcanic

froth. Its color is generally whitish or light gray.
Pyrites—See Iron Pyrites.

Pyrolusite —'Bl&ck oxide of manganese ; used for making oxygen.
Pyro-schists—Bituminous shales which yield hydrocarbon oils and gases on distillation.

Pyroxene— See Augitt.
Pyrrhotite—See Iron Pyrites.

Quartz—A common mineral occurring in a great variety of forms. It is composed of the
elements silicon and oxygen. It crystallises in the hexagonal system. The trans-

parent colorless variety, which is the purest form, is called rock-crystal. White or
milk quartz is a very common vein-stone. Gold occurs most frequently with quartz,
but only a small proportion of quartz veins contain gold. The numerous varieties
of quartz may be classified in three groups : (1) the vitreous, like rock crystal, rose
quartz, amethy.stine quartz, etc. : (2) the cha'cedonic, like chalcedony, charnelian agate,
flint, etc.; (.3) the jaspery, like jasper, bloodstone, lydian stone, etc.

Quartzite—Quartz-rock : a rock composed of grains of quartz cemented, or as it were fused
together by the same substance. Quarzites are indurated sandstones ; they often
contain grains of felspar. Among the Huronian rocks, great belts of quartzites occur
from lake Huron north and northeastward, and on the northwest side of Hudson
bay.

Quaternary—See Post Tertiary.
Quick lime—When carbonate of lime (limestone) has been tho'-oughly calcined this results.

By the addition of water it forms hydrate of lime, the process being called slaking.

Quicksilver—A common name for mercury : one of the metallic elements, remarkable for its

low melting point, being liquid down to 40' Fah. below zero.

Race-An artificial canal for conveying water.
Range —A chain of mountains or hills ; also a belt or strip of countr_v within which certain

economic minerals are supposed to occur or run.
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Jieccnt— The present geo\o(;\ca,] time, although it extends back throuj^h a vast jjeriod of years.

All or nearly all existing Hpecies of aninialH iiave lived throughout the Recent epoch.
Jieef— In mining, often ap)>lied to (luartz veinH or veina of any kind ; alBO to solid or fixed

rock in preneral, as opposed to loose niaterialM.

jResin—Mineral Rb»in ; Hubstances allied in composition to the resins of coniferous trees,

Kuch as amber.
Reticulated — At. net-like arrangement.
Ribboned—When the stratiiication of rocks is very distinct or strongly marked on a small

scale, as by contrast of colors, such as raiy often be seen in gneisses, they are said to
be ribboned. When the lines of contrast are on a larger scale they are said to be
banded.

Riddle —A box or vessel with a perforated bottom, used by alluvial gold miners for separating
out the coarse gravel.

Riffles—See Ripplek.

Ripples -Grooven or bars across sluices for washing gold.

Ripple-mark —The wavy surface of some beds of sandstones and mudstones, produced by
gentle movement in shallow water when these rocks were in a soft condition.

Roches moutoniiceii- Hounded hunamocks or bosses of rock like whales backs, smoothed and
striated by glacial action.

Rock— Commonly u.si-d to indicate any stony substance occurring in nature, but geologists are
obliged to extend its meaning so as to include almost everything which enters into
the composition of the earth, even if the material be soft like marl, clay or sand.
Rocks generally consist of mixtures of different minerals, although some, such as
limestone, serpentine, quartzite, etc., are composed almost entirely of one mineral
species. See Mineral.

Rock-Basin—A depression or basin-like excavation in the solid rock, sometimes of great
extent. Nearly all of our numerous lake«, even the largest of them, are entirely
surrounded by solid rock or lie in rock-basins.

R'>ck Crpntal—Transparent, colo>-less quaitz.
RDck-Salt-Gommim salt occurring in nature in solid beds or rock-masses.
Rotten-Stone—A soft light earthly substance, consisting of silica in fine grains, resulting from

the decomposition <tf silicious limestone.
Royalty—A. rate or duty payable to the Government or to individuals on the produce of a

mine.
Rutile—A mineral consisting of oxide of titanium. It is found associated with titaniferous

iron ores and occasionally in mica-schist, granite, etc.

HandstoTie —Tlock composed of sand more or less consolidated or cemented together.
Saccharoidul—Having the texture of loaf sugar, as fine-grained crystalline limestone or

marble.
Scale Of Hardness—The relative hardness of minerals is one of their most convenient tests.

There are ten degrees. See Hardness.
Schist—Crystalline foliated rock, splitting into irregular lenticular or wedge-shaped plates.

There are many kinds of schist, such as chloritic, talcoid, dioritic, mica, hornblende,
etc. See Slate and Cleai<t</c.

Seam —This word was once used to indicate the divisional plane or line between beds of rock
;

it now applies to the bed itself. It usually indicates a bed of a different kind from
the others with which it is associated, as a seam of coal.

Secondary—See Mesozoic.
Section —In geology either a natural or an artificial rock-cut, or the representation of such on

paper.
Secula.i—Relating to an age or vast jJeriod of time.
Sediment—Any matter such as mud, sand, etc., which has settled down from suspension in

water. iMost stratified or sedimentary rocks have been found in this way, although
some, as certain limestones and dolomites, have been precipitated. See Precipitate.

Seyre(/ation—--A process by which mineral matter has been transfused or exuded into veins
and openings, especially in crystalline rocks.

Selenite—Gypsum in transparent ci-ystals.

Septum—A division or partition, such as those in an Orthoceras.
Sequence—Following, succession, coming after, continuation.
Sericite—A talc-like hydrous mica (muscovite) occurring in small scales and forming sericitic

schist, which is also called talcoid schist, and often spoken of by prospectors as

talcose schist, but this term properly applies to schints composed largely of talc,

which are much rarer.

Series—In geology, a group of rocks in a certain order or succession, or a set of beds having
something in common. See page 3.

Serpentine—A compact rock, rather soft or sectile, with a conchoidal and splintery fracture

and waxy lustre. When powdered has a greasy feel. Capable of a high polish and
is called marble. Translucent on thin edges. In color, it has various shades of

green, generally dark and leek green, often spotted or veined ; these are called verd-

antique ; also brown, red, yellowish, etc. Composed of hydrated silicate of magnesia
and a little iron. The name has reference to its colors, suggestive of those of snakes.

Shaft—A deep pit or hole sunk through earth or rock for the purpose of reaching minerals.

Shafts are generally rectangular in cross section, and perpendicular or approximately
so. If they underlie far from the perpendicular they are called slopes.

Shale—Fissile argillaceous rock, splitting with the bedding as distinguished from slat-', which
cleaves in parallel planes independent of the bedding. Shales are generaLy softer

than slates. There are many varieties, as ordinary argillaceous or clayey sh.ile, bitu-

minous (like the Utica) shale, arenaceous, ferruginous, calcareous, etc.
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Shaking-Table—A slightly inclined table t > which a lateral shaking motion is given by means
of a small erank or an excentrie. Water is allowed to flow over them and they are
covered with copper plates coated wuli mercury for the purpose of amalgamating-
gold or sdver. They may also be provided with ripples and used in separating-

alluvial gold.

Shell-Marl—\ light colored calcareous deposit in the t>ottom8 of small lakes, composed largely

of dead fresh water shells, but apparently also to some extent of precipitated carb-
onate of lime and the hard parts of minute organisms ; used for manure.

Shift—The time during which one set of men works in a miue. There are usually two shifts

of 10 hours each in the 24 hours, but when great expedition is required three shifts

of 8 hours each may be worked

.

Shingle -Rounded stones and pebbles larger than gravel and smaller than boulders, forming
anoient or modern benches.

Shoot—An inclined wooden spout or slide for sending down ore or rock ; also the richest ore-

streaks in a vein, which in the prohl- of the vein may run at any angle to the
horizon.

Sickening of Quicksilvei—See Floiiriiuj.

Silica—Silex. The same in composition as quartz ; used more frequently in chemical lan-

guage for this substance
Silicious—Relating to silica.

Silicijied —Made into silica. Organic remains, botli plant and animal, are often thus con-
vert d.

Silt Mud, fine sand, etc., deposited in harbors, estuaries, lagoons, etc., from the slacking of

the currents which had borne them along.

Silurian S>/iit>7/i—The second system, iu ascending order, of the Palaeozoic i>eriod. See
page 40.

Sink-holes —When rocks such as salt, gypsum or limestone have been locally dissolved away,
the earth may >ink and form a cup-shaped basin, to which this name is given.

Sinuous—CuTv'mg, winding.
Skid—A wooden beam, scantling or other timber used for sliding heavy weights upon.

Skimping -Pee Jif/giny.

Slab -A wide flat scone ; the outside cut oft" a log of wood in sawiag it into planks.

Slide—See Fault, Dislocation.

Slikensideis—A miners' term for the smoothed and striated surfaces often found on the walls

of veins and in faults, produced by the movement or rubbing of one mass of rock ou
another, under great pressure.

:Slip—See Fault and Dislocation.

Slope—See Shaft.

Sluice-Box—A long trough or flume with ripples for catching alluvial gold w hen tlie earth i&

washed down it by water.

,S/30i'—CrvstalUne veinstones which break along cleavage planes, as calosjjar, fluorspar, felspar,

bitteispar, heavyspar, etc.

Specific Gravity -In regard to solids, me^ns their weight relatively to an equal bulk of water
at a temperature of 60'^ Fahr.

-Spccmew —Properly speaking, a sample of anything ; but among miners it is often restricted

to selected or handsome minerals, as fine pieces of ore, crystals, or pieces of quartz
containing visible gold.

Specular— Mirror-like, as specular iron ore, a variety of hematite.

Spur—An offshoot or branch vein ; a subordinate range of hills or mountains connected with

a main chain.

Stalactites —Tapering, or icicle-shaped projections of travertine hanging from the roofs of

caves or fissures formed by the dripping of lime water.

Stalagmites—Oi the same composition and form as stalactites, but have grown upward
from floors of caves, etc., on which lime-water has dripped.

Stamper Box—See Mortar Bax.
/SKa»i.j9 ffearf—A heavy and nearly cylindrical cast iron head fixed on the lower end of the

stamp rod, shank or lifter to give weight in stamping the ore. The lower surface of

the stamp head is generally protected by a cheese-shaped " shoe ""
of harder iron or

steel which may be removed when worn out. These shoes work upon " dies " of the

same form laid in the bottom of the mortar or stamper box.

Stamp Mill—A mill for stamping ores ; used for reducing those of gold, silver, tin, copper, etc.

Stannifero-'ts —Carrying tin.

Steatite—Or soapstone ; a massive variety of talc ; a very soft rock having a soapy or greasy

feel ; it is a silicate of magnesia with a little water.

Stockwork —Or Stockwerke. A thick mass of reticulating metalliferous veins, the country-

rock between them being also charged with pockets and impregnations of ore.

Stockworks have seldom any great length in proportion to their width. They
may be described as indefinite aggregations or accumulations of ore of a general

lenticular form, but apt to recur, especially in depth as if connected with some line

of fracture.

/Stone Age —The period when man used implen ents of stone instead of metal.

Stone of Ore—A piece of ore.

Stoping—V^'hen a mine has been opened by sinking shafts and driving levels (called simply
" sinking and driving"") the next process is to stope out the ore, which consists in

excavating it either upward from the roof of each level, called overhand stoping, or

downward from the floor, called underhand stoping. The latter requires all the

material to be removed out of the mine, whereas by the overhand process the refuse

may be left su orted on stulls or flooring made of timber.
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Slralijioation—Relating to the arrangement in strata or layers.

Stratiyr(tphi/—Tho description <>f Htratigrajihical arrangtMnent, or its ;lelinfutii)ti on a iiitwp.

Straiuiii, A bed or lay<T of fick ; strata, more tlum ont- layer.

Streak—The color of a iiiiiuTal when scratclied. When a mineral in rubbed on a surface of

unglazod ijorcelain the Htreak in well brought out.

Striiu —Vine parnllel lines, either grouveK or ridge.".

Strike— Thti course or bearitifj of the outcropiiing edges of inclined .strata in reference to the
horizi>ii, or in otln-r words the strike is the intersection of the plane ni the bedding
with the horizontal plane. It is therefore at right angles to the dip.

Striiuj—A very small vein, either independent or occurring as a dropper or branch of a larger
vein. ,

Stripping — Kemoving the earth or rubbish from the outcrop of a vein or from any rock-
surface.

Struoture —Thf. arrangement of rock-masses, such as their being bedded, jointed, slaty,

fchi.stose, basaltic, columnar, etc.; also the attitude of rocks and their positicMis

reliitively to each other.

StuU—The platform or Hooring of timber fixed between the walls of a mine in overhand slop-
ing for receiving the refuse rock.

Subaidence— A. sinking down of a part of the earth's crust.

Sump—A deepening at the bottom of a shaft to receive the drainage of a nime, and from
which the water is pumped.

Superjioial Di-j)ii.-<its— Deposits forming the surface, mostly of a soft or incoherent character.
In Canada they include the Pleistocene or Post-Pliocene and Recent deposits.

Superposition—The order in which rocks are placed above one another.
Surface Gcolinji/—The geology of the superficial dejjosits and of the surface of the funda-

mental rocks.

Swab-sticii—A stick frayed out at one end ; used for cleaning the sludge out of holes in pro-
cess of being bored for blasting.

<Sj/«t?te— Originally applied to a reddish crystalline granitoid rock from Syene in Eopypt, con-
s'stinsr of felspar, hornblende and quartz, now called quartz-syenite, while syenite
has come to mean a crystalline granitoid rock consisting of felspar and hornblende
without cpiartz.

Syiwlinul—When stratified rocks dip from opposite sides towards a common line the arrange-
ment is called a synclinal ; the reverse of anticlinal.

Si/sten^—A great series of strata having some general character in common. As a division of
the rocks of the earth's crust, the system ranks next above the formation in compre-
hensiveness. Formations are somewhat local divisions and many of them can only
be recognised in one country, whereas the systems are sufficiently comprehensive to-

be reognised in all parts of the world. The systems in ascending order are Lauren-
tian, Huronian, Cambrian, Silurian, Devonian, Carboniferous, Permian, Tnassic,
Jurassic, Cretaceous, Eocene, Miocene, Pliocene, Pleistocene and Recent. See p. 3.

Tailitujs—The fine waste material from jiggers and crushing mills. That from the latter is

carried out by water and is as fine as sand.
Tail-race—The channel for carrying off the spent water of a mill or frOm a washing process.
Talc—A very soft mineral, being 1 in the scale of hardness ; oscurs in lamina? like mica, but is

not elastic ; has a pearly lustre and greasy feel ; prevailing color, greenish : is a silicate
of magnesia ; enters into the composition of talcose schist, soapstone or steatite, the
variety of granite known as protogene, etc.; is used in the manufacture of crayons,
crucibles and porcelain.

Talcoid—Resembling talc, as talcoid schist. See Serieite.

Taicoiie—Containing talc ; as potstone, steatite and talcose-schist.
Talcose Granite—See Protorjtne.

Talua—ln geology, the sloping mass of fallen rocks accumulated at the base of a cliff or
precipice.

Taiupinij—The crushed rock or other material which is hammered tightly down over the
explosive in a drill hole for blasting.

Tamping Bar—An iron bar, shod with copper to obviate striking fire, used for driving do\s n
the tamping.

Tar—Soft pitch or thickened petroleum, found in cavities of some limestones, as those of the
Corniferous fui-mati(m in Ontario, also in those of the township of Keppel west of
Owen Sound. Along some parts of the Athabasca river, in the North-west territory,
much mineral tar has exuded from the rocks.

Terra Ootta -The "baked earth " of the Italians. Kiln-burnt clay assuming a peculiar
reddish-brown color fashioned into vases, statuettes and other mouldings.

Terra SiennaSee Ochre.

Terrace—A nearly level shelf of land abutting on higher ground and dropping off suddenly
on the lower side. This steep bank is due to the former wearing action of some
body of water which cut it away.

rerram—A group of strata, a zone, or a series of rocks. This word is used in the description .

of rocks in a general, provisional or non-committal sense.
Terttari/ jPe/-t(«/ «;• ^(/r— Also called the Cainozoic. The third grand division of geological

time above the Azoic or the fourth m all. It comprises (in ascending order) the
Eocene, Miocene and Pliocene systems.

Tessellated—A surface divided in squares, or figures approaching squares, by joints or natural
divisions,

yexfure—The coarsene.ss or fineness, character, arrangement, etc.. of the component graiute <

or particles of a rock.

Thread—An extremely small vein, even thinner than a string.
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Throw—See Fault and Dislocation.

Till— The Scotch name for hard-pan, boulder-clay, or the unstratified stony clays of the
drift formation ; a convenient term now generally adopted by geologists for these
deposits.

Titaiiiferous —Carrying titanium, as titaniferous iron ore. See Ilmenite.

Titanite—Or sphene ; a mineral consisting of silicate of titanium and lime, generally darkly
colored, occurring among the Upper Laurentian rocks.

Tourmaline—A mineral occurring in long, usually .striated prism.s in the ancient crystalline
rocks ;

generally dark in color, harder than quartz and complex in composition, but
consisting principally of silicate and borate of alumina with some iron, magnesia,
lime, fluorine and different alkalies.

Trachpte—A volcanic rofck or lava common in Tertiary and Post-Tertiary times, consisting
principally of a glassy variety of orthocla.se called sanidine and some triclinic felspar,

together with hornblende, mica, magnetite, etc. It is characterised by its rough
fracture

.

Traiuition—Intermediate. A terra used by the older geologists for rocks which came
between their better defined divisions ; but little used at present.

rran«/itce/i( — Admitting the passage of light, as milk-quartz, but not capable of being seen
through.

Transparent—That may be seen through, as rock-crystal, Iceland-spar, selenite, etc.

Trap—A general term for igneous rock.s, such as the greenstoue.s, basalts, amygdaloids, most
porphyries, etc., but too indefinite for modern geological language.

Tremolite—A variety of hornblende in radiating or columnar aggregates, generally light

colored, with pearly lustre.

Triassic System—The first or lowest system of the Mesozoic or secondary period.

Trihbites—A family of crustaceans, so named from their bodies as viewed from abr>ve being
divided longitudinally into three lobes. They embrace many genera and species ;

are most abundant in the Cambrian and Silurian systems, dying out in the carboni-

ferous ; so that rocks in which the remains of these creatures are common may be
pronounced to be below the coal-bearing strata.

Tributer—One who works a mine or mineral deposit for a share of the product.

Trouble—See lault.

Trough—In geology, synonymous with Basin and Synclinal, which see.

Truck—A small tram-car for carrying coal, rock or ore along a level in a mine, or out to a
shoot or a dump. Also goods paid instead of money for wages.

Tufa—Any open, porous or vesicular mass, as volcanic tufa, calcareous tufa, etc.

Tunnel—A level driven from the side of a hill, etc., into a mine, or driven within the mine

;

: M equivalent to adit, level, gallery, etc.

Truncated—Cut or broken ofif abruptly.

Turtle-Stones—Large nodular concretions found in certain clays and marls. In form they
have a rough resemblan x to turtles, and this appearance is increased by their being
divided into angular compartments by cracks filled with spar, reminding one of the
plates on the shell of a turtle. They are common in the cretaceous marls of the

North-west territories.

Unconformable—See Conformable.
Unctuous—A greasy feel such as that of soapstone, powdered serpentine, certain clays, etc.

Underlie—The inclination of a vein from the perpendicular, whereas dip is the inclination

of a bed from the horizon.

Undisturbed—Rocks which lie in the positions in which they were originally formed. See
'"•^ Disturbed.

Univalve—A mollusk having a single shell. A bivalve mollusk has two shells.

Unstratilied—Rocks which are not in beds or strata, as granite, svenite, greenstone, etc.

Upheaval- -A Ufting up, as if by some force from below, of stratified or other rocks.

Upthrow—An upward displacement of rock along a line of break or fissure.

Vein—A fissure, a contact-space, or a gash which has been tilled with mineral matter. After
a rent or fissure has been formed in solid rock, there is usually some dislocation, so

that a space is left between the walls. This gives rise to the fissure vein. Similarly

a movement or dislocation along the contact of two different kinds of rocks gives

rise to the contact vein. A gash vein terminates in a thin edge in all directions or

has a lenticular form, and is only exposed so that it may be discovered by a natural
section of the rock formed either by the surface of the ground or by a cliff.

Veinstone—The mineral matter filling a vein, exclusive of the ore. See Gangue.
Veined—Marked or streaked with veins or lines of color in various directions, as some marbles.

Verd-antique Marble—A variety of green serpentine with patches and veins of white calcspar

and capable of a fine polish. Abundant in the Eastern Townships, province of

Quebec.
Vermilion—A bright red pigment consisting of the sulphide of mercury. See Cinnabar.

Vertebra-A joint of the backbone of any vertebrate animal.

Vertebrata—One of the provinces or primary divisions of the animal kingdom.
Vesiculai—Containing little bladder-like cavities, such as some lavas.

Vitreous—Like glass.

Vitrify—To make like glass.

yoWntc—Pertaining to volcanoes. Volcanic rocks are those of igneous origin formed at or

near the surface, such as lava, amygdaloid and volcanic ash ; whereas igneous rocks

formed at a depth and under pressure are generally crystalline and are called

plutonic. See Igneous.

Walis of a Vein—See Foot Wall ; also Hanging Wall.

Wash Dirt—Gold-bearing earth worth washing.
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Water-shed—Thf height-ufland or divide from which tlie natural drainage of a district Hows
in oppo»ite directions.

Weatherirui—The chanj?e which the surface of a rock undergcx-s by expostire to weather.

JFAm A large drum for winding rope, revolving horizontally and kept in its place by a

frame-work. Ic is worked by a horse or horseH attached to a long horizontal beam
placed under the drum.

W/iin— Whin-wtoiif or whin-rock. The Scotch name for horriBtone. In Nova Scotia the
miners apply thm term to a thick-bedded rock conif»f)Ked of grains of quartz with
argillaceoub or felspathic matter which might be called a greywacki;.

Whip—A beam over a shaft, with a pulley an<l rojie for raining or lowering a bucket or kibble.

This IS (lone by means of a horse going forward and back again.

ITtnsf—An oijening sunk from one level or drift to another, but without extending upward
to the surface like ;t shaft.

^eo/i'<fs- A numerous family group of minerals, foind chiefly in volcanic rocks. In com-
position they are allied to the felspars, but contain water in addition.

Zi7»e6ion'ie—Natural sulphide of zinc. A crystalline mineral with a bright resinous lustre ;

generally of resinous or dark color ; gives a white streak. See Blende.

Zircon— A \\?^tA and heavy mineral found in granitic rocks. It consists of silicate of the
metal zirconium. The commoner varieties are generally of a reddish-brcwn color.

When transparent it is prized as a gem.
Zune— In geology, used in the same sense as horizon, to indicate a certain geological level or

chronological po.sition, without reference to the local attitude or dip of the rock.
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Butterfield, D. W., mining superintendent (Waukeegan, 111.), Denison township, Aug. 11. . .105, 113, 424

Caldwell, William C, M.P. P., lumberman (Lanark), Perth, Oct. 18 140, 233, .S93. 427

Campbell, James B , explorer (Kinmount), Toronto, N»t. 28 83, 132, 173, 3»5

Campbell, J. S. i Perth), Calabogie, Oct. 11 136, 233

Campbell, P. C, crown timber agent (Sault Ste. Marie), Sudbury, Aug. 14 59, 112, 143, 231, 310

Carpenter, Albert, manufacturer, Hamilton, Nov. 27 86, 235

Carter James, salt manufacturer, Courtright, Nov. 7 153, 191, 236

Cattan'ach, A. J., barrister, Toronto, Nov. 28 115, 195, 241, 315, 396, 428

Charlton B. E., manufacturer, Hamilton, Nov. 27 113, 232, 310, 427

Clute, R. C, barrister, Belleville, Oct. 22 133, 233

Clyrao, Charles, miner. Carleton Place, Oct. 17 141, 146

Coleman, Timothy, medical practitioner, Seaforth, Oct. 30 54, 187, 236

Conmee, James, M.P. P., contractor. Port Arthur, Aug. 20 232, 312, 426

Copp. William, iron founder, Hamilton, Nov. 27 400

Cozens, Joseph, land surveyor (Sault Ste. Marie), Toronto, Oct. 29 60

Cyrette, Ambrose, explorer. Port Arthur, Aug. 23 11.5, 202, 313

Davies William, mining superintendent, Perth, Oct. 18 . 174

Dawson, Simon J., M.P., Port Arthur Aug. 18 61, 84, 118, 197, 232, 239, 311, 424

*Deroch'e & Burrows, Napanee, Oct. 24 . . . 112

Dewar, J. D., assayer, Toronto, Nov. 30 54, 114

Dingman, Archibald W., manufacturer, Toronto, March 15, 1889 152

Dobson, Charles, assayer, Toronto, Nov. 30 112

Duncan, A. G., prospector (St. Joseph's Island), Denison tp., Aug. 11 113, 309

Fairbank, J. H. . banker, Petrolia, Nov. 5 158

Fides, James, Petrolia, Nov. 6 164

Folo-er, B. W., railway superintendent, Kingston, Oct. 10 135, 233, 391

Foxton, James, phosphate miner, Sydenham, Oct. 24 53, 171

Fralick, E. B., county judge (BelleviUe), Madoc, Oct. 2 87, 111, 427

Frood, Thomas, lumberman, Montalba, July 31 59, 114, 142, 2S1, 307

Galbraith, John, professor of engineering, Toronto, Nov. 30 425

Gallagher, Joshua, miner (Bathurst tp.), Perth, Oct. 20 138

*Gerhauser, William, secretary of Union Iron company, Detroit. Mich., Nov. 9 399

Gibbon, William S., journalist. Little Current, July 30 84, 167, 307

Gill, Alexander, manufacturer. Pans, Nov. 8 121

Glennv, Robert, manufacturer. Cayuga, No v. 8 121

Gordon, W. H. Lockhart, barrister, Toronto, Nov. 28 173, 237, 318, 429

Grady, Michael, contractor, Kingston, Oct. 10 52, 135

j^QTE. This index gives the name of each witness, with place and date of examination. The words

in parentheses are the places of residence of witnesses who gave testimony at some other point. An
a.sterisk (*) indicates that the witness was not examined upon oath. Excepting where otherwise specified,

the witnesses were examined in the year 1888.
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(iraham, Henry, merchant (Kininount), Toronto, Nov. 28 -^95

Grant, Sir .lamfs, physician, Ottawa, Oct 16 180, 424

Gray, William, salt mfr., Seatorth, Oct. 30 187. 23G

Hammond, William, Petrolia, Nov. G If'^*

•Harrison. .T. K., mercliant, Bridgewatftr, Feb. 19, 1889 82

Harvey, Arthur, Toronto, Nov. .30 116, 240, 316, 390, 428, 446

Haskins, .Tohn C, merchant. Port Arthur, Aug. 23 fi2, 202, 427

Haycock, Edward, civil engineer, Ottawa, Oct. 16 ^^'>

Hedges, Henry S., jirospector (Little Current), Montalba, July 3 143, .308

Hedloy, Robert, assayer, Sudbury, Aug. 13 59, 105, 203, 310

Heeuan. George, explorer, Kat Portage, Aug. 24 H^
Henson, Dr.. medical practitioner, Aug. 24 64, 118, 145, 448

Hicks, William, Perth, Oct. 18 112

Hooper, Thomas, mining superintendent, Beaver mine, Aug. 20 144. 198, 232, 240, 426

Hope, George, wholesale merchant, Hamilt(m, Nov. 27 234, 400

Hopkins, Charles, mining captain, Beaver mine, Aug. 20 200

Howland, Henry S., merchant, Toronto, Nov. 30 • - 234, 242, .396

Hynes, M. J , mfr. terra cotta, Toronto, Nov. 30 8.0

James, Joseph, manufacturer (Bridgewater), Madoc, Oct. 3 87

Johnston, L. J., merchant, Caledonia, Nov. 9 122

Jones, H. C, Toronto, Nov. 30 316

Keefer, T. A., barrister. Port Arthur, Aug. 25 62

Kelly, William, merchant (Marmora), Belleville, Oct. 22 53, 234

Kerr, James, oil expert, Petrolia, Nov. 6 1^2

Kettle, Charles, prospector, Sudbury, Aug. 13 112, 310

Kittredge, H., oil refiner, Petrolia, Nov. 6 55, 161

Lacey, Jonathan P., merchant, Sydenham, Oct. 25 149

Laidiaw, Adam, iron founder, Hamilton, Nov. 27 234, 401

Latimer, .J. F., assayer, Toronto, Nov. 30 116, 316

Laird, W. H. (New York), Port Arthur, Aug. 20 235, 312, 426

Ledyard, Thomas, barrister, Toronto, Nov. 28 130, 234, 394

Lobb, James, commission merchant. Toronto Nov. 30 396

McCharles, .^neas, .mining broker, Sault Ste. Marie, Aug. 3 60, 23l, 308, 42.'j

McCormack, Robert, prospector, Sudbury, Aug. 13 105. 112, 310, 426

McDonald, A. A., contractor, Madoc, Oct. 27 80

McDonald, A. R., marble manufacturer, Arnprior, Oct. 13 82

McEachern, Duncan, explorer (Black Baj'), Port Arthur, Aug. 23 313

McEwan, Peter, salt manufacturer, Goderich, Nov. 2 54, 190, 237

Mcintosh. H. P., sec. Canadian Copper Co. (Cleveland, O.), Jan. 28, 1889 103, 2.39, 241, 317, 40.5

McKellar, Peter (Fort William), Port Arthur, Aug. 18 61, 115, 144, 197, 232, 311, 426

McLean, Alexander, granite and marble mfr., Ottawa, Oct. 16 83, 235

McMartin, George, explorer (North Burgess), Perth, Oct. 19 150, 175

McQuarrie, John, lumberman (Rat Portage). Toronto, Feb. 20, 1889 64

Machar, J. M., barrister, Kingston, Oct. 9 '.
. • 145

Margach, William, Crown Lands agent. Port Arthur, Aug. 20 144, 233, 311

Marks, Thomas, merchant. Port Arthur, Aug. 20 79, 235, 311, 429

Massey, H. A., agricultural implement mfr., Toronto, Nov. 28 401

Matheson, Alexander, merchant. Rat Portage, Aug. 24 117, 427, 446

Menzie, R. E. , oil refiner, Petrolia, Nov. 6 164

Miller, James, hotel-keeper and prospector, Sault Ste. Marie, Aug. 3 106. 203, 308

Miller, Frederick, mining engineer, Toronto, Nov. 30 65, 119, 318. 396

Mitchell, George, mining broker. Rat Portage, Aug. 24 Gi, 117, 313, 446
Montgomery, W. N., mining captain. Crown Point mine, Aug 21 .201, 240, 312
Moore, Edward, lumberman, Ottawa, Oct. 6 106
Moore, Nathaniel D., explorer, Kingston, Oct. 10 171, 233
Morris, Charles S., real estate agent, Toronto, Nov. 30 318
Morris, William J., civil engineer, Perth, Oct. 18 53, 80. 137, 173, 181
Murdoch, William, civil engineer. Port Arthur, Aug. 23 64, 144, W3, 202, 240, 312, 427, 446

Murray, Hewson, barrister, Toronto. Nov. .30 85

Mutton, S. S., real estate agent, Toronto, Nov. 30 86

Newman, W. T., prospector, Toronto, Nov. 30 142, 204
Nicols, Henry H., mining supt.. West Silver Mountain mine, Aug. 21 202, 232, 240, 427
Noble, John D.. oil operator, Petrolia, Nov. 6 165
Norris, Edward, Sault Ste. Marie, Aug. 8 102, 203, 309

*0'Keefe, Michael, prospector, Tjwer, Minn., Aug. 28 125

Pattullo, Dr. Alexander, medical practitioner, Toronto, Nov. 30 79
Peters, Dr. Edward, jr., mining engineer, Sudbury, Aug. 15 . 103, 232. 310, 404
Plummer, William, mining captain (Montreal), Port Arthur, Aug. 18 100, 143, 239, 312
Plummer, W. H., merchant, Sault Ste. Marie, Aug. 3 101, 231, 309, 404, 424
Proctor, .James, ban ister, Toronto, Nov. 28 114, 234
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Prout, Frank, Bruce Mines, Aug. 2 101, 404
Pusey, Charles J., miner and contractor (Irondale), Toronto, Feb. 22, 1889 52, 131, 234, 316, 388

Ranger, Henry, yjrospector (Mattawa), Denison tp., Aug. 11 lOG, 113, 142, 309, 425
Ransford, .John, salt mfr., Clinton, Nov. 1 189, 236
Rathbun, E. W., manufacturer, Deseronto, Oct. 23 84, 3] 6, 393
Rattle, William, mining engineer (Cleveland), Kingston, Oct. 10 52, 138, 392
Richardson, George, commission merchant, Kingston, Oct. 9 53, 170
Riopelle, .Joseph, Ottawa, Oct. 16 105
Rogers, F. C , merchant and salt mfr., Brussels, Oct. 31 188
Roland, Walpole, land surveyor. Port Arthur, Aug. 23 62, 202, 316
Rothwell, Henry, miner, Beayer mine, Aug. 21 200, 240, 312
Royce, Thomas, farmer and prospector, Darling tp., Oct. 12 140
Russell, William, land surveyor. Port Arthur, Aug. 20 62, 144, 203, 312

Sawyer, Alexander, prospector (Mattawa), Sault Ste. Marie, Aug. 3 143
*Sedgwick, William, supt. Barnum mine, Ishpemmg, Mich, Sept 3 126
*SeIlwood, Mr. manager of Chandler mine, Elv, Minn., Aug. 28 126
Selwyn, Dr. Alfred R. C, director Geological Survey, Ottawa, Oct. 15 65, 313, 423
Seymour, F. E. , Madoc, Oct. 2 389
Shaw, George A., Toronto, Xov. 28 10.5, 112, 240, 395, 428
Shear, Herbert, mining supt., Badger mine, Aug. 20 199
*Sheridan, .James, explorer, Tower, Minn., Aug. 28 126
.Sherrett. R.C., miner, Dalhousietp., Oct 19 139,181
,=hortiss, Th<imas, Toronto, Nov. 28 394
Sinclair, Duncan, well digger, Petrolia, Nov. 6 55, 166
Skewes, .John S., mining captain, Echo River, Aug. 6 147, 231
Smith, Boyd, phosphate miner (Washington, D. C), Eagle Lake, Oct. 20 172
Snow, Moses, quarry .supt. ( Bangor, Me. ), Garden River, Aug. 7 83, 235
Sperry, Francis, chemist and assayer, Sudbury, Aug. 15 59, 104, 112, 232, 311
Stewart, D. E. K., barrister (Belleville), Madoc, Oct. 1 .53. 110, 149, 424
Stewart, .John, mining engineer, Ottawa, Oct. 16 Ill, 132, 314, 402
Stobie. .James, prospector, Sudbury, Aug. 13 58, 104, 112, 143, 231, 310, 426

Taylor, Charles, engineer (Bridgewater), Madoc, Oct. 2 52, 86, 111, 133
Tolmie, John, sec. Ontario People's Mfg. Co., Kincardine, Nov. 1 189, 236
Towers, Thomas A. P., court registrar, Sault Ste. Marie, Aug. 9 60, 309, 425
Trethewey, T. H., mining supt.. East Silver Mountain mine, Aug. 21 102, 201, 232, 240, 312, 427

Wager, Leonard, Tamworth, Oct. 24 133
Walker. Byron E., bank manager, Toronto, Nov. 30 180, 420
Wallbridge, H. H., Belleville, Oct. 22 133, 234, 393
Ward, William, police inspector, Toronto, Nov. 28 114, 315, 428
Whitney, Edward .J., quarry supt. (Governeur, N. Y.), Madoc, Oct. 1 80, 235
Williams, .Joseph, salt mfr., Goderich, Nov. 2 190, 237
Williams, .J. S., mining captain, Beaver mine, Aug. 21 103
Wolfe, Frederick, oil refiner, Petrolia, Nov. 6 164
Woodward, Martin, oil refiner, Petrolia, Nov. 5 156
Wright, E. v., lumberman, Ottawa, Oct. 15 142, 151, 313
Wright, .John K., prospector and explorer. Rat Portage, Aug. 24 116, 313, 446
Wylie. W. H., mfr., Carleton Place, Oct. 17 83, 140, 146, 233, 316, 393
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Vbittibi hike, iron, 23; Copper, 24.

Abittibi river, lignite, 70.

Actini>lite or fibrous terpentine, .31, .52, 73 : Mannf.actnred at Urid^ewater, 7'i, MO, S7 ; Market for, HT.

Acetate of lime, 88.

Ada Or. goM mine, 116, 117.

Vdam's lake, iron, 140.

Addington, mica, 149: Iron, 130, 205; Phosphates, 4.'^6, 4.'?7 ; <''<M, 112.

Agate-s, 39, 61, 205.

Aids in studying minerals, 448.

Alabastine. See Gypsum.
Alabastine company, gypsum, 119, 121, 122.

Albite, 442.

Alaska, gold mine (Treadwell) contrasted, 27.

Albany river, 5 ; Iron, 23.

Algoma sand, 4, 51.

Alpoma and Xipissing district, mineral.s, .59, 99, 113, 143, 233 ; Needing free trade, 231.

Alumina, 444.

Amethj s>;», 61, 205.

Anglo-Canadian Phosphate company, 175, 440.

Animikie formation, 31, 66, 68; Geographical distribution, 32 ; Silver bearing, 3.3, 36.

Aniniikite, 33.

Antimony, 30, 118, 209, 24.3, 244, 459, 525.

Antler river, iron, 22, 61, 123, 144.

Apatite, 436. See Phosphate of Lime.
Appendix, 431.

Argyle, gold mine, 65, 118.

Arnprior, marVjle, 69, 76, 82 ; Iron, 129, 137.

Arrow lake, silver, 205.

Arsenic, 30, 72, 113, 116, 117, 181, 404, 20.5, 444; Statistics of, 72, 210, 243.

Artemesia gravel, 4, 51.

Asbestos, 31, 57, 205, 243, 525.

Assumption river, nickel and cobalt, 443.

Attic-Okan, iron deposit, 123, 144.

Attrill's salt well, (ioderich, 185.

Austin copper mine, with map, 92.

Austria-Hungary, mining laws of, 297 ; Mining academies in, 513.

Azoic period, 6.

Badger silver mine, 35, 62, 63, 193, 198, 199, 200, 203, 428.

Bagot iron, 128, 135. 136, 140.

Ballarat School of Mines, 521.

Bancroft, iron, .53.

Barr's phosphate mine, 440, 441.

Barrie (Frontenac) marble, 69, 80.

Barytes, 31, 53, 205, 243, 525.

Basswood lake, iron, 144.

Bastard, sandstone in, SO. •

Batchawana bay, minerals, 26, 60 ; Sandstone, 40 ; Iron, 23.

Bathurst, iron, 135, 137, 1.38, 140 : Barytes, 53.

Battle island, copper, 36.

Beachville lime, 55.

Beaver Mountain Silver mine, 33, 35, 62, 6.3, 67, 192, 196, 197, 198, 199, 200, 203, 208, 428.

Bethlehem Mining company, 134.

Beck or Silver Harbor mine, 33. 34, 198.

Bedford, iron and plumbago, .52, 128, 134 ; Mica, 150 ; Phosphate, 170, 172, 174, 175, 176 ; Iron company,
133, 134, 135, 2.33.

Belgium, mining laws of, 298.

Bell's iron locations, 129 ; Phosphate, 438. 441.

Belmont mine, 127 ; Estimates for iron furnace at, 334.

Bennett's lake, iron, 138.

Beverage lake, iron, 142.

Big Bear silver rnine, 199.

Big Harry silver mine, 199.

Big Stone bay, gold, 117.

Bird's-Eye formation, 41.

Bismuth, .30, 62.

Black bay, granite, 62, 205 ; Galena, 10, 36. 38, 63, 147.

Black lake location, 52, 134.

Black River formation, 41 ; Granite, 61 ; Molybdenite, 61.
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Blairton iron mine, 127, 130.
Blanche river, copper, 24.

Blast furnaces. See Smelting.
Blende. See Zinc.
Blende lake, zinc, 30.

Blessington phosphate mine, 172.
Blezard, copper, 24, 58, 89 ; Copper and nickel, 433.
Birth, salt, 45, 185, 187.

Bob's lake, iron, 137 ; Phosphates, 167, 170, 174, 175, 176, 177, 437.
Bochum Mining School, 496.

Bog ore. See Iron.
Bonner location, silver and nickel ore, 60, 61.

Bosanquet, fossils. 422.

Bothwell oil district, 160, 161 ; Salt, 55, l86.

boulder island, gold location, 118.
Boulders, origin of. 16.

Bovd Smith, phosphate mine. 53, 167, 172. 177, 439.

Brick, 72 ; Clay for, 73 : Pressed, 78, 85 ; Statistics of, 212, 213, 229, 243.
Bridgewater, marble quarry, 75, 81, 82, 236 ; Actinolite, 79, 86, 87 ; Cement, 87 ; Mica srrinding for lubri-

cating, 87.

British Columbia mining laws, 273.

British North American Mining company, 98.

Bruce Mines, gold, 25 ; Coppsr, 23, 63, 8S, 92, 100 ; Value of output, 23, 91, 101 ; History of the mines,
92; System of working mines 91; Deterioration of veins, 95; Extent of minin? operations,
100,101; Shipments of ore, 101 ; Smelting works, 378, 402, 433, 401.

Brussels, salt, 54, 185, 188.

Buckingham, phosphate, 169, 178, 180.

Building stones, 41, 43, 45, 61, 72, 73, 74, 79, 83, 205 ; Statistics of, 72, 209, 210, 211. 213, 214, 215, 217, 228,

233, 243, 525.

Bureau of Mines, 407 : Proposed work, 408 ; Equipment of the office, 411.

Burgess, mica, 148, 150, 440 ; Phosphate, 168, 169, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178, 180. 440 : Barytas, .53;

Iron, 140.

Burnt island, quartz connection with Silver Islet, 35, 197.

Burnt i-iver, iron, 52, 131.

Calabo?ie mine, 128, 135, 136, 140, 233 : No. 4, 128, 233.

Calabogie Mining Co., 136.

Calciferous formstion, 41.

Calcite, 442, 450.

California School of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, 506 ; College of Mining, 511.

Calumet mine, 3G, 61, 67, 197, 455.

Cambrian system, 31.

Cameron gold mine, 110.

Canada Consolidated gold mine, 28, 106.

Canadian Copper Co., 58, 89, 103, 104, 239, 433.

Canada Gold Mining company, 171.

Canadian Granite company's works, Ottawa, 74, 75, 76, 83.

Capital invested in mining, 208.

Carleton Place, Ramsay lead vein. 41, 145, 146 ; Iron, 68.

Carriboo mine, 199, 200.

Cascade mine, galena, 29, 30, 147.

Cayuga, gypsum, 45, 119, 121 ; Cement, 55, 77.

Cedar lake, gold vein, 117.

Cement, 55 ; Tests of strain at Napinee, 77 ; Napanee works, 84 ; at Bridgewater, 87 ; .Statistics of, 72,

213, 229, 243, 525.

Chabasite, 442.

Chalcedony, 442.

Chandler iron mine at Ely. 126.

Charcoal. 83, 21.5, 216, 217,227, 243, 341, 356, 39D, 391, 393, 393, 393, 409, 468,430, 482 ; Bv-products of, 393,

481.

Charcoal iron, 328, 468. See Iron and Smelting.
Charles Jones copper location, 60.

Charleston lake, iron, 140.

Charlotteville blast furnace, 319.

Chazy formation, 41.

Chemung and Portage formation, 47.

Chisholm quarries, 73.

Chlorite, 442.

Cisrome, 461.

Chromic iron ore, 243.

Clarendon, marble, 80.

Clausthal Mining Academy, 513
Clay, 243. See Brick, Terra Cotta and Kaolin
Clay ironstone, 47.

Clear lake, apatite, 439, 441.

Clear river, gold, 65.

Clear Water bay, gold, 118
Clinton formation. 43.
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Clinton, salt, 45, 185, 189.

Coal, 57 ; Statistics of, 209, 213, 214, 239, 243, 244, 525.

Cobalt, 30, 443, 45S.

Coe mm location, 128.

Coehill iron mine, 123, 127.

Coffin, iron, ]43.

Coke, 212, 213, 215, 21G, 217, 239, 243, 396.

Collection of minerals, 204.

Collin^wood, shale oil, 42 ; Natural gas, 151, 152.

Colorado mining laws, 280 ; School of Mines, 427, 509.

Columbia College School of Mines, 416, 423, 502, 509.

Comber, natural gas, 151, 1.56, 158 ; Petroleum, 156 ; Record of boring at, 180.
Combination gold mine, 116, 117.

Commercial conditions, influence of upon the mining industry, 205 ; Extent and variety of the uiinera
resources of Ontario, 205 ; Kastern Ontario, 205 ; Northern region, 205 ; Imperfect knowledge
of our unexplored territory, 206; Value of the disputed territory, 206; Means of development,
207 ; Claims of the Port Arthur silver range, 207 ; A mining region of great promise, 208 ; Exten-
sive iron deposits, 208 ; Mining capital and management, 208 ; Value of mineral jjroJucts, 209

;

Ontario mineral exports, 210 ; Exports from Ontario by countries, 211 ; Exiwrts by minerals, 211

;

Comparison with United States products, 212 ; Elements of a fair comparison, 212 ; Articles elim-
inated from the Canadian table, 212; Table of comparative production, 213; Value f'i mineral
exports from Ontario and Canada, 214,238; The United States our principal customer, 214 ;

Possibility of larger production, 215 ; Charcoal iron, 215 ; Coke iron, 216 ; Annual consumption of
iron in Canada, 216 ; Limits of production in Ontario, 217 ; Gold, silver and copper production,
217; Produc:ion of salt, 217, 228; Marble and building stone, 217 ; Some things the Dominion
Government might do, 218; Inter-continental and inter-provincial trade, 218; Geographical con-
ditions, 219 ; The energetic zone of the continent and Ontario's place in it, 219 ; Ethnological con-
ditions, 220 ; Movements of population, 220 ; Economic conditions, 221 ; Experience under the
reciprocity treaty, 221 ; Evil effects of a restrictive policy, 222 ; Commercial and business con-
siderations, 222 ; Iron and iron ore. 223 ; The world's production of pig iron, 224 : United States
production of iron and steel in 1876 and 188S, 224 ; Possible expansion of the iron industry in
Canada, 225 ; Export of iron ore from Canada, 225 ; Iron ore shipments from Lake Suiierior mines,
226 ; How unrestricted trade would operate, 226 ; Charcoal iron produced in Michigan, 22"

; Copper
and nickel, 227 ; Salt, 228; Structural materials, 228; Scope and results of inter-continental free
trade, 229 ; Mining industries of the United States and Canada contrasted, 230 ; Evidence and
statistics, 230 ; Influence of free trade with the United States upon the mining industries of
Ontario, 231, 232 ; English and American capital and management, 231 ; Effects of the duty on
iron ore, mining machinery and salt, 231 ; United States market for lead ore, 231 : Duty on
machinery, 218, 232 ; Capital, markets and railway communication necessary, 232 ; Capital invested
in mining enterprises, 233,235; American capital and market required, 233; American ami European
markets, 234 ; Value of the United States market for iron ores, 234 ; Sewer pipe, 235 : Marble and
sandstones, 235, 236 ; Market for Madoc marble, 235 ; Granite, 236 ; Salt wants a larger market,
236 ; United States and English competition in salt, 237 ; Canadian market too limited,
237 ; No prospect of working Haliburton minerals without an American market, 238 ; Ways of
fostering and injuring the mining industry, 238; Customs duties and exactions, 238, 239 ; Bounty
on production of ores and metals, 238, 239 ; Construction of roads and railways, 232, 239, 240,
241, 242 ; Promising work stopped for want of railway communication, 240 ; Miimesota iron
range railway, 241 ; Money subsidies preferred, 242 ; Railway extension has cheapened minerals, 242 ;

Land subsidy for railway construction, 242 ; Table i. Mineral productions of Canada in 1886 and
1887. 243 : Table ii, Quantity and va'ue of mineral exports from Canada, 244-245 ; Tab'.e iii.

Imports of iron and steel manufactures, (by quantity) 246-218 ; Table iv. Imports of inm and steel

manufactures, (by value) 249 254 ; Canadian consumption of iron, 397 ; Balance of trade, 397

;

Values of imports by classes, 398 ; English duties on bar iron, 399 ; Mineral productions of Canada
and the United States in 1888, 524, 525.

Commission, text of the, vii.

Consolidated gold mine, 72, 106 ; Description of, 107, 110 ; Extracting ore from tailings at. 111.

Consolidated Silver Islet companj, 196.

Consumers' oil refinery, 164.

Contents, iii.

Copper, 10, 118, 217 ; First discoveries, 23, 92 : in Bruce Mines and Sudbury regions, 23, 24, 56, 58, 59,
60, 63, 67, 68, 88, 205, 403, 425, 433 ; Value of the outpi.t at Bruce Mines, 23, 91, 101 ; Copper
and nickel, 23, 88. 205, 227, 444 ; A copper belt, 24 ; Native copper on lake Superior, 36 : on the
North Shore, 36 ; on Michipicoten island, 39, 60, 98 ; in Temagami region, 56 ; in lake Superior
region, 61 ; Quartzose veins, 97 ; Sudbury mines, 88 ; Vermilion mine, 89 ; Krean's location, 89 ;

Stobie mine, 89 : Copper cliff mine, 90 ; Evans mine, 90 : Wallace mine, 90 ; Bruce and Welling-
ton mines, 91, 100, 101 ; Austin mine, with map, 92 ; Mining in the lake Superior and lake
Huron districts, 92 ; Mamainse location, 98, 102 ; I^xtent of the coj^per bearing country, 99 ;

Probability of further discoveries, 99 ; Conditions necessary to profitable mining, 99 : Shipments
of ore, 101, 102 ; Lady Macdonald mine, 104 ; Graham township locations, 105 ; at Straijrht
lake, 106 ; Statistics of, 72, 209, 210, 211, 213, 214, 218, 243, 244, 525 ; The duty on, 231. 232 ;

Smelting of, 370, 374, 380, 403, 404, 405 ; Qualities of the metal. 455.
C.ipper-bav location, 23, 91. 97.

Cippjr-cliff mine, 21, 68. 90, 103, 101, 405, 433 ; Smelting furnace at, 378, 435.
Cornell university technical school, 503.

'yorniferous formation, 46 ; Yielding petroleum, 47.

''ourtright, salt, .55, 186, 191 ; Natural gas, 151, 153.
Craig gold mine, 110.

Creighton, argentiferous galena, 29 ; Copper, 433 ; Gold and silver, 59.
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Crookston quarry, 80.

Crosby, barytes, 53 ; Iron, 137, i3S ; Mica, 150 ; Phoiiphate, 172, 176.

Cross lake, 26, 56, 57.

Crow river, blast furnace, 321.

Crown Point mine, 199, 201.

Dakota mining laws, 280.

Dalhousie, iron, 23, 135, 138, 139, 233 ; Nickel, 138.

Dallieboust, nickel and cobalt, 443.

Darling, iron ores, 52, 129, 137, 138, 140, 141, 142 ; Serpentine, 83.

Dean and Williams gold mine, 28.

Delft, Polytechnic School at, 500.

Deloro, gold, 1C6.

Denison, minerals, 205 ; Silver, 203 ; Gold, 26, 59, 205; Copper, 24, 88, 89, 104, 105, 105, 108, 112, 113,

425, 426, 434 ; Platinum, 113, 181 ; Sperrylite, 181.

Deseronto, cement and terra cotta, 77 ; Charcoal, 88, 341, 481, 393.

Desert lake, iron iDcation, 143.

Determination of minerals, 447.

Devonian system, 46 ; Fossils in, 422.

Disputed title, 445.

Dominion of Canada mining laws, 275.

Dominion Mineral company, 433.

Dorion, lead veins, 37, 38, 54.

Drain pipes, 72.

Drift, the, 48; in the Metaraorphic and Palaeozoic regions, 49; Materials of, 47, 50; Economics of, 51.

Drummond. bog ore, 137.

Drury, copper, 24, 106 ; Silver, 203.

Dublin, salt, 54.

Dudley, phosphate, 173 ; Iron, 238.

Duncan silver mine, 33, 34, 67, 195, 197, 198.

Dungannon, iron, 53.

Dysart, phosphate, 173 ; Iron, 238.

Eagle lake, phosphate, 172.

Eagle river, iron, 64, 145.

East Silver Mountain mine, 193, 196. 199, 203, 232, 428.

Echo lake, antimony, 30 ; Marble, 68, 76 ; Copper, 88, 91, 97, 143 ; Lead, 147.

^.cole Centrale des Arts et Manufactures of Paris, 498.

Ecoles des Maitres Mineurs, 498.

6cole Polytechinque of Paris, 499.

Edward's island, silver, 202.

Edgeward island, minerals, 109.

Elgin silver mine, 109, 445.

Elliott quarries, 74.

Elmsley, sandstone, 80 ; Phosphate, 176 ; Plumbago, 181

.

Ely iron mine, 125, 126.

Elzevir, gold, 23 ; Actinolite, 52.

Emerald mine, copper, 97.

Emeralds, 205.

Enniskillen, petroleum, 47, 153 ; Salt, 186.

Enterprise, Lead Hills or North Shore galena mine, 38, 147.

Eozoon Canadense, a scientific myth, 12, 443*

Epilote, 442.

Erie clays, 4, 51.

Europe, technical high schools in, 494.

Escarpments, how formed, 32, 48 ; Niagara escarpment, 44 ; at Forks of the Credit, (illustrated) 73.

Essex charcoal works, 88 ; Natural gas, 151, 156.

Eurypterus beds, 77.

Evans mine, copper, 24, 90, 103, 104, 378, 405, 433.

Everett mine, gold and silver, 60.

Exeter, salt, 45.

Exploration, its importance and difficulty, 69, 464.

Faraday, iron ore, 133.

Fairbank,' ores, 105.

Fairy lake, antimony, 30.

Feigle gold mine, 23, 110.

Fibrous Serpentine. See Actinolite.

Fire clav, 54.

Flag stone, 243.

Flat Point, gold, 114.

Fluorspar. 442.

Forks of Credit, building stones, 43, 73, 74, 79 ; Clay for brick, 78.

Fort William, minerals, 241.

Fossils, 31, 40, 41, 422 ; in limestone at James' bay, 172 ; Marine, in district of drift, 53.

Fournier iron mine, 137.

Fox gold location. 111.
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Foxton phosphate mine. 168, 170, 171, 439 ; Shipping facilities, 172.

France, miniiif? laws, 296 ; Mining schools, 497.

Freiberg Royal mining school, 500.

Frontenac, marble, 80 ; Lead mine, 145 ; Smelting works, 146 ; Phosphate, 167, 168, 170, 176, 436, 4.S7

439, 441 ; Iron ore, 127, 205, 233, 4.'i8 ; Mica, 148.

Galena, 29. See lead.

Galway, marble, 83 ; Iron, 131.

Garden river, 60 ; Victoria mine, galena, 29, 67, 145, 147, 203 ; Antimony vein, 30 ; Iron, 143 : Silver
203 ; Marble, 68, 76, 83, 229, 235.

Garland, gyjisum mine, 122.

Garnet, 442.

Gas, petroleum and natural, 42, 151 ; Kingsville well, 42, 151 ; Where to bore for gas, 42 ; Found at
several points, 151 ; in Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio and Indiana, 151 ; Cincinnati arch
traced into Ontario, 151 ; Found in the Trenton formation, 152 ; Borings in Ontario, 152 ; Theories
of the origin of natural gas, 1.52 ; at Courtright, 153 ; in Silver Islet, 153.

Gas oil, 158.

Gatling gold mine, 28, 68, 107, 110.

Geology of Ontario, 1 ; Bounds of the territory, 1 ; Ga))s in the system, 1 ; Divisions of the rocks, in
descending order, 2 ; Technical terms explained, 3 ; Ontario names for systems and formations,
4 ; Geographical distribution, 5 ; Hudson Bay slope, 5 ; Palieozoic strata of the east, 5 ;

Azoic rocks, 6 ; Nucleus of the continent, 7 ; Laurentian system, 8 ; Lower Laurentian forma-
tion, 8 ; Ui)per Laurentian formation, 10 ; Minerals found in Upper Laurentian series, 11 ;

Eozoon Canadense a scientific myth, 12 ; Origin of Laurentian rocks, 13 ; A land of lakes, 14 ;

Ontario a group of islands, 15 ; Glacial origin of the lakes, 15 ; Origin of the boulders, 16 ; Decay
of rocks still going on, 16 ; Huronian system, 16 ; Volume of the system, 17 ; Conformity of the
Laurentian and Huronian rocks, 17 ; Huronian areas, 18 ; Lower and ujiper divisions, 19 ; An
iron-bearing series, 20 ; Greywacke, 20 ; Huronian quartzite, 20 ; Felspar, 21 ; The Metalliferous
series, 22 ; Iron, 22 ; Copper and nickel, 23 ; Gold, 25 ; Sih-er in Huronian rocks, 28 ; Galena,
29 ; Zinc, 30 ; Antimony, 30 ; Other metals and minerals, 30 ; Cambrian system, 31 ; Animikie
formation, 31 ; Silver bearing rocks, 33 ; Nipigon formation, 36 : Lead veins, 37 ; Lake Xipigon,
38 ; Mamainse and its boulder conglomerates, 39 ; Potsdam formation, 39 ; Fossil tracks, 40 ;

Silurian system, 40 ; Calciferous formation, 41 ; Chazy formation, 41 : Black River and Birds-Eye
formation, 41 ; Trenton formation, 41 ; Utica formation, 42 ; Hudson River formation, 43

;

Medina formation, 43 ; Clinton formation, 43 ; Niagara formation, 43 ; Guelph formation, 44 ;

Onondaga (salt) formation, 45 ; Helderburg (lower) formation, 46 ; Devonian system, 46 ;

Oriskany formation, 46 ; Corniferous formation, 46 ; Petroleum, 47 ; Hamilton formation, 47 ;

Chemung and Portage formation, 47 ; Post Tertiary system, 48 ; Drift, 48 ; lilaciers, 49 ;

Marine fossils, 50 ; Clays, sand and gravel, 50, 51 ; Economics of the Drift, 51 ; Evidence
before the Commission for eastern Ontario region, 52 ; Western Ontario region, 54 ; Lake Temagami
region, 56 ; Sudbury region, 58 ; Sault Ste. Marie region, 59 ; Michipicoten Island, 60 ; Lake
Superior region, 61 ; Lake-of-the-Woods region, 64 ; Gold in the Huronian rocks, 65, 66.

George Heenan gold mine, 117, 118, 446.

Georgian bay, mineral bearing rocks of, 59, 65.

Germany, mining laws, 296 ; Mining schools, 495.

Gillies, silver, 199.

Glaciers. See Drift. Glacial origin of the lakes, 15 ; Evidences of glacial action, 48 ; Efifects of ancient,
49 ; Glacial phenomena, 49 ; Direction of the glacial movement, 49 ; Local causes influencing, 50.

Gladstone gold mine, 28, 110, 111.

Glamorgan, iron, 53. 131, 132 ; Marble, 83.

Glencoe, oil at, 55 ; Salt deposit, 160.

Glendower iron mine, 128, 133, 135.

Glenny gypsum mine, 121.

Glossary, 527.

Gneiss, primitive, 8 ; Color and form of gneiss rocks, 920 ; Foliation and strike, 9 ; Supposed aqueous
origin, 12.

Goderich, salt, 45, 54, 184, 185, 190.

Gold, 25, 110, 114, 118, 205, 217, 425, 426, 427, 450 ; Statistics of, 72, 20^, 210, 211, 213, 218, 243, 244
525 ; Locations on Lake-of-the-Woods, 25, 205 ; Partridge lake veins, 26 ; Victoria cape location,'
26 ; Vermilion mine, 26 ; Temagami, 26, 56 ; Goulais and Batchawana bays, 26 ; Madoc, 27 ';

Gold on lake Wahnapita3, 27, 112, 435 ; Comparison with Treadwell mine, Alaska. 27 ; Gold in
the Hastings region, 27 ; Richardson mine, 27, 106 ; Other locations, 28 ; Gatling mine, 28, 107 ;

Gladstone and Feigle mine, 28 ; Dean and Williams mine, 28 ; Guinard mine, Kaladar, 28 ';

Sudbury tlistrict, 59 ; at Batchawana bay, 26, 60; Sault Ste. Marie district, 60; Lake Superior
region, 61, 114 ; Heron bay, 62 ; Huronian and other locations, 25, 62, 241 ; .Fackfish bay, 62,
115 ; Seine river, 64 ; Sultana island. 64, 118 ; Rainy lake, 64 ; Associated with Huronian rocks',
66 ; Veins along the Thessalon river, 66 ; Lenticular gash veins, 66 ; Auriferous veins, 66 ;

Alluvial gold, 66 ; Consolidated mine, 72, 106, 110 ; in Sudbury with copper, 104 ; Denison town-
ship (see)

; Gold-hill, 109 ; Winnipeg Consolidated, 109 ; Cameron, 110 ; Hawk-eye, 110 ; Williams
110 ; Craig, 110 ; Kaladar, 111 ; Richardson hill. 111 ; Moira, 111 ; Malone, 110. 112 • Sher-
brooke, 112 ; May, 112 ; Graham, 105, 112 ; Waters, 112 ; Snider, 112 ; Neelon. 114 : Flat Point,
114 ; Jackfish lake, 115 ; Poplar river, 115 ; Kewaydin, 116 ; Gold chiefly in sulphurets, 115

'•

An extensive gold belt, 115 ; Treatment of the ore, 116 ; Pine I'ortage, 116 ; Ada tt. , 116 '; Com-
bination, 116 ; George Heenan, 117: Woodchuck, 118 ; Boulder island, 118 ; Manitoba Consolidated
location, 118 ; in the disputed territory, 447 ; Facts regarding the various occurrences of cold
450. Test for gold. 452. ^ '

Gold-hill mine, 64, 109, 116.
Gold lake vein, 117.
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Goulais Bay, minerals, 26, 60, 68, 99 ; Sandstone, 40.

Goiilais river, lead, 60, 203.

Graham, copper and sold, 24, 105 ; Copper and galena, 106, 425 ; Gold, 112 ; Iron, 142.

Grand Rapid clay ironstone, 47.

Grand River gypsum, 45, 119 ; Plaster works, 121 ; Cement, 55 ; Limestone, 55.

Grange island, stone, 79, 235.

Granite, 61, 62. 74, 79, 215, ?17, 228, 236.

Granite island, lead, 38.

Grindstones, 43.

Graphite, 31, 35, 243, 442, 525,

Gravel exports, 245.

Gray & Scott's salt well, 184.

Great Britain and Ireland, mining laws of, 285.

Grey band, 43.

Grej'wacke, 20.

Grindstones, 243.

Uros Cap, copper, 67, 68 ; Iron, 23.

Guelph formation, 4, 44 ; Building stones, 45.

Guinard gold mine, Kaladar, 28.

Gunflint lake, 239 ; Iron, 61, 126, 144, 207.

Gypsum, 119 ; on Moose River, 45, 69 ; along the Grand river, 119 ; Uses of, 119 ; Production in the

United States, 119 : Theories of the origin of, 119 ; Origin of the dome form, 119 ; Alabastine Co.,

121 ; Paris gj-psum, 121 ; Economic handling of, 121 ; Grand River plaster works, 121 ; Other
gypsum locations, 122 ; Markets and prices, 122 ; Mining in Oneida township. 122 ; Rates of

wages of workmen, 122 ; Statistics of, 72, 209, 210, 211, 243, 244, 525.

Hand's gold location, 64

.

Havley's phosphate location, 53.

Haliburton district, iron, 52. 130, 132, 234, 237, 238, 388, 395 ; Lead, 238 ; Molybdenum, 238 ; Copper, 238 ;

Blast furnace, 326, 334, 388 ; Marble, 83 ; Phosphate, 173, 238.

Hamilton formation, 47, 422.

Hamilton city, clay at, 78.

Hamilton & Toronto Sewer Pipe company, 86.

Harbor copper location, 61.

Harcourt, iron, 238.

Hastings gold region, 23, 27, 65, 68, 106, 427 : Lead, 30 ; Actinolite, 79 ; Iron, 127, 132, 133, 205, 402 ;

Mica, 149 ; Charcoal blast furnace, 323.

Hawk-eye gold mine, 110.

Haycock iron mine, 68.

Hay island, gold, 25, 118.

Hecla mine, 36, 61, 66, 67, 197, 455.

Heenan mine. See George Heenan.
Helderburg (lower) formation, 46.

Hematite. See iron.

Henderson steel converter, 488.

Heron bay, gold, 29, 62, 115, 116.

Highland gold mine, 25, 62.

Hillier, natural gas, 152.

Hinchinbrooke, iron, 135, 167, 168 ; Phosphate of lime, 167, 172, 176.

Hornblende, 442.

Houghton furnace, 325.

Howland iron mine, 131, 134, 334, 388.

Hudson bay slope, 5, 69.

Hudson River formation, 43.

Hull iron furnace, 396.

Humber river fire clay, 54.

Hungerford, actinolite, 52 ; Marble, 80 ; Mica, 149.

Hungerford Marble company, 75, 80, 133, 235.

Hunter's island, iron range, 61,- 124, 125, 144, 206, 233.

Huntilite, 33.

Huron lake. See Lake Huron.
Huronian gold mine, 25, 28, 62, 66, 106, 115, 241.

Huronian system, 6, 7, 16, 65, 109 ; Mixed with Laurentian, 7 ; Volume of the system, 17 ; Disturbances,

17 ; HuroniaQ areas, 14, 18, 29 ; Local variations, 18 ; Lower and upper divisions, 19 ; an
iron-bearing series, 20 ; Huronian quartzites, 20 ; Igneous character of the system, 21 ; The
metalliferous series, 22 ; Iron, 22 ; Copper and nickel, 23 ; Gold, 25, 27, 62, 65, 451 ; Silver, 28 ;

Galena, 29 ; Zinc, 30 ; Antimony, 30 ; Other metals found in the system, 30, 45^ Useful rocks

and non-metalMc minerals, 31.

Husgafvel blast furnace, 486.

Illinois university of mining engineering, 511.

Illustrations, list of, vi.

Idocrase, 442.

Imperial iron location, 131, 334, 388.

International salt well, Goderich, 184.

Iron and iron ore, 10 ; Origin of, 13 ; Occurrence of ores, 22, 68, 205, 427, 465 ; at Little Pic river, 37 ;

" Iron ore bed,"' 43 ; in eastern Ontario, 52 ; in lake Temagami region, 56 ; 'in lake Superior

region, 61 ; in Lake-of-the-Woods region, 64 ; on the Hudson bay slope, 69 ; Notes on mines, 123:
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Minnesota Vermilion range, 123 ; Parallel rangeH of ore, 124 ; Tower mineB, 124, 125 ; Prices of

ore, 125 ; North Lee mine, 125 ; Ely mine, 125 ; Exploring Hunter'8 inland for, 125, 144, 206,

2.32 ; Knife lake location, 126 ; Chandler mine at Ely, 126 ; Ore «|)ecimenB from the Ontario
frontier, 126 ; Sketch of section of country in Ontario near the boundary, 126 ; GunHint and North
lakes di.strict, 126 ; Mines and locations in eastern Ontario, 127 ; Blairton iron mine, 127, 130 ;

Wallbridgp mine, 127, 133 ; Coe-hill mine, 127 ; Formation on the Kingston and Pembroke railway,

127 ; (ilendower mine, 12K, 133 ; Calabogie mine, 128, 233 ; Calabogie mine No. 4, 12« ; Coe loca-

tion, 128 ; Wilbur mine, 12!(, 135, 136 ; Bell's hematite locations, 129 ; Arnf>rior mine, 129 ; Tam-
worth hematite, 130, 133 ; Haliburton district, 130 (see); Extent of the iron area of the
province, 130 ; Snowdon location, 130, 1.32 ; Analyses of ores, 130, 131, 134 ; Toronto Iron com-
pany, 131 ; Howland mine, 131 ; Imperial location, 131 ; Pine lake location, 132 ; National
location, 132 ; New York location, 132 ; Mining properties discovered, 132 ; Various locations in

Hastings county, 133; Station location, 133; Sexamith mine, 133; Zanesville company, 133;
Bedford mining company, 134 ; Black lake location, 134 ; Kingston and Pembroke Railway
company's operations, 135 ; Capacity of the Glendower mine, 135 ; Machar mine, 135 ; Wilson
location, 136 ; Williams location, 136 ; Cost of raining, 136 ; Various locations in Bagot, 136 ;

Other locations opened, 136 ; Magnetic ore in Bathurst, 137 ; Fournier mine, in North Crosby,
l'<7 ; Bob's lake location, 137 ; Deposits in Levant, Darling, Sherbrooke and Bathurst, 137 :

Playfair mine, 137, 138, 139 ; a hematite belt, 138 ; a very disturbed locality, 138 ; Iron
pyrites in Dalhousie, 138 ; Strike and dip of the Laurentian rocks, 138 ; Iron pyrites in Dal-
liousie, 139 ; on Adam's lake, 140; Hematite in Leeds, 140; Specular ore in Darling, 140;
Iron pyrites in l^arling, 141 ; Magnetic ore, 141 ; in Levant, 141 ; Bog iron ore, 137, 141, 142 ;

McNab mine, 141 ; Red hematite ore in Darling, 142 ; Iron deposits in Jjake Nipissmg, 142 ;

Ore deposits in the Temiscaming region, 142 ; Iron pyrites in Graham township, 142 ; VVallace

mine location, 142, 143 ; Desert lake location, 143 ; Lacloche mountain country, 59, lO'j, 143 ;

Iron properties near Echo lake, 143 ; on the Garden River reserve, 143 ; Deposits on Loon
and Ruby lakes, 144 ; Surveys of iron locations west of Port Arthur, 144 ; Magnetx and
hematite ores in lake Superior district, 144; a large area of hematite ore, 144; Attic-okan
deposit, 144 ; Minnesota iron range in Ontario, 145, 205, 206, 208 ; Deposits on Pic river,

145 ; on the Mattawa and Kaministiquia rivers, 145 ; in Moss township, 145 ; on Eagle river,

145 ; in Hinchinbrooke, 167 ; Extensive iron deposits, 208 ; Statistics of, 72, 209, 210, 211, 212,

213, 243, 244, 249, 468, 525 ; Production of iron ore and pig iron, 210. 214, 215 ; The iron

industry, 215 : Charcoal iron, 215, 468 ; Coke iron, 216, 218 ; Annual consumption of iron in

Canada, 216 ; The world's production of pig iron, 223, 470 ; of iron and steel, 224 ; United
States production of iron and steel in 1876 and 1888, 224, 468 ; Po>!sible expansion of the iron
industry in Canada, 225 ; Export of iron ore from Canada, 225 ; Convenience of Ontario ores
to the American markets, 225 ; Iron ore shipments from Lake Superior mines, 226 ; Suggestive
comparisons, 226; Charcoal iron produced in Michigan, 227 ; Effect of the duty, 231, 232 ; Smelting
plant, 2,32 ; Reciprocity desirable for the iron industry, 233 ;

Quality of eastern Ontario and lake
Superior ores compared, 233 ; Cost of iron ore production, 234 ; Tables of imports of manufacture
from iron and steel, 246-254 ; Origin of the iron industry in Ontario, 255 ; Smelting of ores, 319-

369 ;
Qualities of the metal, 453 ; Exploring for ore, 464 ; Ores most in demand, 467 ; Prices of

iron, 471 ; Magnetic iron ores, 471 ; Qualities of ores and metals, 473 ; Foundry iron from magnetic
ores, 473 ; Early use of the magnetic separator, 491 ; Evidence re smelting, 388-406.

Iron paint, 455.

Ironstone clay, 47.

Isle Parisienne, sandstone, 40.

Isle Royale, 36, 39.

Italy, mining laws of, 297.

Jackfish bay, gold, 26, 62. 115 ; Iron, 23, 145 ; Silver, 445 ; Granite, 61.

•Tackfish lake, gold locations, 25, 62, 114.

James liay, mineral bearing rocks, 5 ; Limestones, 47 ; Fossils in limestone at, 44,

Jarvis island, silver, 195, 196, 198.

Jasper, 22.

•Judge Mills, gold location, 117.

Kakabeka falls, iron, 123.

Kaladar, gold, 28, 111, 112.

Kaministiquia, mineral deposits, 68 ; Iron, 22, 61, 145.

Kaolin, 69, 70. 86.

Keewatin, or Keewaitin series, 19, 67. See Lake-of-the-Woods.
Keweenawan rocks, native copper bearing, 36, 67.

Keewaydin gold, 116, 118 ; Arsenic, 117.

Keppel, cement, 77.

Killarney, silver, 60 ; Iron. 123 ; Marble, 205.

Kincardine, salt, 45, 55, 183, 184, 189.

King's college. Nova Scotia, 511.

Kingston, limestone, 41 : granite quarry, 74, 83.

Kingston & Pembroke Mining company, 135, 391.

Kingston and Pembroke railway district, iron, 52, 68, 123, 127, 128, 129, 132, 134, 1.35, 233, 890, 392, 427 ;

Estimate for smelting ore in the district, 336, 390, 400 ; Phosphate of lime, 53, 167, 170, 177, 400,
402 ; Granite quarry, 74, 83.

Kingsville gas well, 42, 151, 152.

Kinmount furnace, 331.

Knife lake iron location, 126.

Korah, gold and copper, 60.

Krean's copper location, 24, 89, 105, 434.
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Labradorite rocks, 14.

Laboratories, mining, 417.

Lac-des-Milles-]acs, gold, 26, 66.

Lacloche mountains, mineral occurrences in, 26, 59, 60, 109, 143.

Lady Evelyn lake, copper, 24 ; Argentiferous galena, 29.

Lady Macdonald copper mine, 104.

Layfayette college mining school, 510.

I/ake township, gold, 28.

Lake Huron, minerals, 5, 26, 92, 114, 115, 123, 205.

Lake-of-the- Woods, geological investigation, 17 ; Huronian area, 18, 19 ; GoM locations, 25, 64, 65, 66,106,
108. 109, 114, 115, 116, 118, 119, 206, 207, 446 ; Mica, 64 ; Mineral paint, 64.

Lake Superior region, minerals and building stones, 61, 205, 316 ; Discovery of gold, 26, 114, 115 ; System
of veins, 62 ; An old explorer's opinion, 62 ; Rich ore?, 62, 105 : Discovery of silver, 33 : Copper
mining, 92 ; Exploring the north shore, 93 ; Early discovery of silver, 194 ; Magnetic and
hematite ores, 144, 2.33.

Lake Superior native copper company, 102, 103.

Lambton formation, 4.

Lanark, lead. 10. 30, 145 ; Iron ores, 129, 140, 205, 233, 392 ; Estimate for furnace, 333 : Plumbago, 181
Pho.sphates. 436, 437, 440 ; Mica, 440.

Lancey oil well, 161.

Land plaster, 122. See Gypsum.
Lansdowne iron furnace, 319.

Laurentian system, 6, 7, 8 ; Lower Laurentian formation, 8 ; Colors of Laurentian gneisses, 9 : Dykes and
veins in the system, 10 ; Upper formation, 10 ; Mineral bearing character of the upjjer series, 11 :

Boundary of the upper Laurentian series, 12 ; Origin of limestones and iron ores, 13, 443 ; Origin
and mode of formation of rocks, 13 ; Supposed igneous origin of, 13 ; Extent of L^pper Laurentian
series, 14 ; A land of lakes, 14 ; Decay of rocks still going on, 16 ; Strike and dip of rocks, 138 ;

Occurrence of apatite ir, 437.

Laws. See Mining Laws.
Lead, 10, 29, 118, 145, 442 ; Mine on Garden river, 29, 67, 147, 205, 425 ; Cascade mine, 29, 147; in Sudbury

district, 29 ; Other veins, 30 ; in Nipigon rocks, 36 ; in Dorion, 37, 38 : Malhiot mine, 38 ; Veins
at Black bay, 38, 63, 147 ; in Temagami region, 58, 147 ; in Lake Superior region, 61, 62 ; at
Straight lake, 106 ; on "Timber berth, 110," 110 ; Notes on mines, locations, etc., 145 : Argentifer-
ous galena, 145 ; Ramsay mine, 145, 146 ; Frontenac location and smelting works, 146 ; Victoria
mine at Echo lake, 147 ; Enterprise mine, 147 : Occurring with silver, 198, 200, 203 ; on Goulais
river, 203 : Statistics of, 211, 213, 243, 525 ; L'nited States market for lead ore, 231 ; Duty
on, 232 ; in TJalihurton, 238 ; Smelting, 396 ; Qualities of the metal, 460.

Lead hills, 38. See Enterpri.se mine.

Leeds, lead, 10 : Iron ores, 205 ; Iron][furnace, 319 ; Phosphate, 436, 437.

lichigh School of Technology, 510.

Lennox, gold in, 112.

Levack, copper, 434.

Levant Iron company, 135, 137, 140, 141, See Wilbur mine.
Lignite, 57, 64. 69, 70.

Lime, 55 ; Statistics of, 213, 243, 525.

Limehouse, cement, 77 ; Fireproof paint, 79.

Limerick, lead, 30.

Limestone, origin of, 13 ; Occurrence of, 41, 44, 46, 47, 55, 69, 84 ; For iron fli.x, 243, 525.

Lithograph stone, 41, 45, 205.

Little Current, sandstone, 74 ; Limestone, 84.

Little Long lake, iron, 23.

Little Pic river, iron ore, 36 ; Copper, 63 ; Silver, 202.

Little Pig mine, 199.

London, natural ga?, 152.

Loon lake, iron, 144.

Lome, gold, 59 ; Silver, 203.

Lorraine, shales, 43.

Loughborough township, phosphate of lime, 53, 168, 170, 171, 176, 178, 439, 441 ; Mica, 148, 149, 170
liead, 145.

Lubricating oils. See Petroleum.

McConneU, lode. 24, 105, 433.

McDonald's oil refinery and wells, 164.

McEwan's salt well, 185, 190.

McGregor, granite, 61.

McGill University, school of Applied Science, 510.

Mclntyre, silver, 33.

McKellar, iron location, 123.

McKellar's island, silver, 33, 62, 195.

McKim, copper, 24, 89, 433.

McMicken's gold location, 64.

McNab, iron, 1.38, 141.

Macbeth, copper, 60.

Machar mine, 136.

Machinery, 218, 232, 235, 239. See Commercial Conditions.
Madawaska river district, for charcoal, 390, 391.

Madoc, gold, 27, 28, 65, 66, 106, 111, 115; Lithographic stone, 41, .53 : Marble quarries, 75. SO, 81, 235;
Slate 79, 87 : Iron 123, 127, 133.; Charcoal blast furnace, 323, 331, 389.
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Magnetic ore. See Iron.

Magnetic separator, early use of, 4'Jl. See Smelting.
Magnetite. See Iron.

Malleable iron works, 32!).

Malone, gold, 110, 112.

Malouey iron mine, 133.

Malhiot lead vein, 38.

Mamainse, copper and silver, 3(j, 3!), (57, 02, 98, 102, 197.

Manganese, statistics of, 20!), 243, 244, 526 ;
properties of, 461.

Manitoba Consolidated gold location, 118.

Manitoulin island, limestone, 84 ; Petroleum, 150, l(i7.

Marble, 31. 62, 68, 69, 75, 76, 83, 84; Comparison of marbles, 80; Black, 80; Serpentine, 82, 83; in Hali-
burton and Ottawa, 83 ; American competition, 82 ; Statistics of, 209, 210, 211, 215, 217, 228, 229,
235, 236, 243.

Marine City, salt, 187.

Marmora, lithographic stone, 41, 53 ; Gold, 28, 65, 66, 106, 110 ; Iron, 133 ; Blast furnaces, 321, 322, 331.
Mason Science College, Birmingham, 512.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 417, 503, 510 ; Worcester Free School, 505.

Matabechawan river, slate, 56.

Matheson phosphate deposit, 174.

Mattagami river, clay ironstone, 47 ; Lignite, 70.

Mattawa river, iron, 61, 145.

May, gold location, 112, 114.

Medina formation, 43, 73.

Mercury, 457.

Merritt gypsum mine, 45, 121, 122.

Mica, 148, 205 ; in the Perth district, 53, 148 ; in Frontenac, 148, 150 ; in Lake-of-the-Woods district, 64,
148; Smith & Lacey mine, 148; Perth mine, 148; Hungerfoid deposits, 149; Discovery of the
Loughborough mine, 149; Markets for, 149,150; White mica in northern Addington, 149; Mica in
Miller and Bedford townships, 150 ; Burgess mine, 150 ; Markets and uses of mica, 150 ; White
mica on Petewawa river, 151 ; Micaceous iron, 151 ; Mica in Perth district with phosphate of lime,
174 ; Statistics of, 72, 208, 210, 211, 243, 525 ; for lubricating purposes, 87.

Michigan, mining laws, 281; School of Mines at Houghton, 426, 507 ; Liniversity of, 511.

Michipicoten island, geological description, 39 ; Gold, 25 ; Copper locations on, 36, 3'J, 60, 67, 97, 98, 103 ;

Depth of shafts, 61 ; Plan of Quebec mine, 102 ; Nickel on, 443.

Michipicoten Native Copper company, 60.

Miller, mica, 150.

Milton, stone and pressed brick, 73, 85 ; Section of clay formation at, 78.

Mineral development, aiding and encouraging of, 407.

Minerals, how determined, 447.

Mineral oils. See Petroleum.
Mineral waters, 525.

Minerva gold location, 64.

Mining laws and regulations, 255 ; Licenses to explore the mineral region, 255 ; Sale of mineral lands, 256
258 ; Opinions of witnesses, 256 ; Extent and number of mining locations, 257 ; a variety of oj>in-

ions on, 257 ; Survey of locations, 258, 304, 308, 312, 313 ; Protection for prospectors, 258, 308, 309
312, 316 ; Right of staking out claims, 259 ; Licensing system, 259, 315, 316 ; Royalties, 259, 31

1'

312, 314 ; Speculation in mining lands, 260, 308, 309, 311, 312, 313 ; Exploration of patented lands'
261 ; Taxation of mining lands, 2til, 311, 315 ; Mining division system, 262 ; Underground
boundaries of mining properties, 262, 306 ; Summary of mining laws in Ontario and elsewhere
263 ; Ontario, 263 ;

Quebec, 269 ; Nova Scotia, 271 ; British Columbia, 273 ; Dominion of Canada'
oiTx . TT„;..„j 04.„*.„„ orr* . o^.i,^«n^« .itio . T\«i—4.« oqa . Ar.*,.u: ooi . at— .. oo.-, -k^ . ^

282; iNew JCorK, ^xtl; ursgon, zoo; ooutn i^aroima, i^eo ; uian, zoo; Wisconsin, 'JX>'A\ Wyoming
275 ; United States, 277 ; Colorado, 280 ; Dakota, 280 ; Michigan, 281 ; Montana, 282 ; Nevada
282 ; New York, 282 ; Oregon, 283 ; South Carolina, 283 ; Utah, 283 ; Wisconsin, 283 ; Wyoming'
284 ; Great Britain and Ireland, 285 ; New Zealand, 286 ; New South Wales, 289 ; Victoria, 291

';

South Australia, 294 ; France, 296 ; Germany, 296 ; Austria-Hungary, 297 ; Italy, 297 ; Belgium'
298; Portugal, 298; Spain, 299; Sweden, 299 ; Norway, 300; Suggested changes in the mining'
law, 301 ; Tenure of the land, 301, 314 ; Claims of the explorer to consideration, .301 ; Local
agencies, 302, 308 ; Extent and numlaer of locations held as individual claims, 303, 313, 316 ; Mini-
mum area of a location, 304 ; Small locations, 304, 308, 309, 310, 313, 315 ; Working conditions
305 ; The New Zealand and South Australia remedy, 305 ; Reservations and Royalties, 305 ;

Leasing system, 306, 314 ; Health and safety of miners, 262, 306 ; Annual returns to the Govern-
ment, 306 ; Forest fires in mineral districts, 262, 307, 311, 316 ; Mining division system, 307 "

Explorers, 317 ; Evidence of witnesses concerning mining laws and regulations, 307, 318.

Mining schools, 509. See Technical Instruction.

Minnesota iron range, 22, 64, 123, 145. 205, 206, 207, 208, 241.

Mispickel ore, how treated, 110.

Missinaibi river, gypsum, 45 ; Kaolin, white sand, gypsuiu and lignite, 70.

iMissisauga mining locations, 143.

Mississippi river, iron, 390, 391.

Mississippi iron company, 135.

Missouri University School of Mines, 511,

Mistassini lake, copper, 24.

Mitchell, salt borings, 54, 185.

Moira, gold. 111.

Molybdenite, 61, 62, 442.

Molybdenum, 30, 238.

Moncrief, copper and galena, 106.

Monmouth, phosphate, 173.
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Montana mining laws, 282.

Montague, iron, 142.

Montreal Mining company, 34, 93, 95, 9G, 97, 194, 195, 197.

Montreal river, 18, 20, 23, 24, 29, 56, 142.

Moore bay, gold vein, 117.

Moose river, gypsum beds, 45.

Moose valley, 206.

Moss township, iron in, 22, 145 : Gold, 25, 62, 106.

Moulding sand, 243.

Mountain, iron mine, 133.

Murray copper mine, 24, 433.

Museum, a Provincial, 411, 424, 427, 522 ; Local museums, 412, 423.

Napanee, cement, 77, 84 ; Clay for terra cotta, brick and tiles, 77, 85.

Naphtha. See Petroleum.

National iron location, 132.

Natural paint, 462.

Neebing, silver, 33.

Neebish mine, 62.

Neelon, gold. 114.

-Nevada mining laws, 282.

New Caledonia nickel mines, 373.

New South Wales mining laws, 289.

New York iron location, 132, 334, 388.

New York mining laws, 282.

New Zealand mining laws, 286, 305 ; Schools of Mines, 513-521.

Niagara formation, 43 ; Escarpment, 44 ; Falls of, 44.

Nickel, 30, 59, 68, 205, 405, 443 ; Copper and nickel, 23, 24, 88, 103, 104, 105, 138. 198, 227, 433 ; Smelting,

370 391 ; Composition of the ore, 444 ; Nickel ore as the gangue of native copper and silver, 444 ;

Statistics of, 72 ;
Qualities of the metal, 457.

Nipigon bay, 36 ; Red sandstone of, 62, 74, 205, 233 ; Silver bearing rocks of, 66 : Gold in vicinity of, 115.

Nipigon formation, 36 ; Geographical distribution, 37.

Nipigon lake. 38 ; Iron, 22, 68.

Nipissing district, iron, 142, 205 ; Silver, 204.

Norfolk, blast furnace, 319.

Normal School of Science and Royal School of Mines, 492.

Normandaie blast furnace, 319.

North lake, iron ore at, 126.

North American Chemical company, salt, 190.

Nortli Lee iron mine, 125,

North Shore lead mine, 38.

Norway, mining laws of, 300,

Nova Scotia, mining laws of, 271.

Ochre, 243.

O'Connor, silver, 198.

Ogama lead vein, 38.

Ogilvie & Hutchinson's salt works, 190.

Ohio, University of, 511.

Oil. See Petroleum.

OU Springs, petroleum, 153, 156, 158, 159, 160, 162, 165.

Oka river, iron, 23.

Olden, iron, 135.

Ohver's Ferry, plumbago, 181.

Oneida, gypsum, 122.

Onondaga formation, 45 ; Gypsum, 119,

Ontario Mineral Lands company, 35.

Ontario mining company, 118.

Ontario mining laws and regulations, 263.

Opal, 442.

Opazalika lake, iron, 23.

Ophir Jack mine, 109.

Opinicon lake, phosphate, 170, 172.

Ordivician or Lower Silurian series, 40.

Oregon mining laws, 283.

Oriskany formaton, 46.

Orthoclase. 442. i

Oso, barvtes, 53 : Iron, 135 ; Phosphate, 172, 439.

Otago School of Mines, New Zealand, 514

Ottawa district, phosphate, 174, 177.

Ottawa, Canadian Granite company's works, 74, 83.

Otty lake, phosphate, 167, 168, 174, 175, 176, 440.

Owen's College, Manchester. 512.

Packenham, iron, 138, 140.

Paint, mineral, 64, 79, 243, 462, 526.

Palmerston, iron, 125, 135, 140 ; Marble, 80.

Panache lake, copper,^24.

Pancake river, iron, 23.
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P»r»ffine. See Petrolemin.
Paris, gyjisum, 45, 119, 121.

Parkhill, salt, 55, l.SG.

Parry & MiIIk iron furnace, 326. 331, 394, 395.

Partridge lake, gold minus, 26, 62.

Pattnllo quarries, 74, 79.

Paxton iron mine, 132.

Peat, «9, 70.

Peel, clay for terra cotta in, 78.

Peerless mine, 199.

Pelican lake, phosphate, 180.

Pennsylvania, University of, 512.

Perth district, phosphate of lime in, 53, 167, 174, 177, 178 ; Mica, 53, 148, 150 ; Iron, 123.

Peterborough, iron ore, 127, 132, 205.

Petroleum, geologically considered, 47, 69, 210, Oil borings near Glencoe, 55 ; Borings at Petrolia, 55 (see

Petrolia); with natural gas, 42, 152 ; Logs of Petrolia borings, 153; in Ennifekillen, 153 ; Producing
and storing i)etroleum, 154, 157, 165 ; Drilling, 154, 161, 167 ; W(jrking the pumps, 154, 1.56; Compoei
tion of the petroleum, 154 ; Distilling and refining the petroleum. 154 ; Patent refining process,

155, 162 ; Other products of petroleum, 155, 158, 163, 165; Oil Springs district (see <Jil Springs), 15C;

County of E.ssex (' 'omber) 156, 158 ; Manitoulin island. 156, 167 ; Old and new jirocesses compared,
156, 157, 163 ; Casing the well, 156 ; E.xtent of the oil territory, 157 ; Oil bearing formation, 157 ;

Output of the territory, 157 ; Refineries, 157, 160, 162 ; Parafiiue, 157. 232 ; Tar. 1.57 ; Naphtha, 1.57 ;

Market for produjts, 158, 162, 164 ; Workers and wages, 158, 162, 164, 165 ; Kir.st development of,

158 ; Flowing wells, 159 ; Cost of sinking wells greatly cheapened, 159 ; Abandoned wells,

159 ; Jerker pumps, 154, 159 ; Groups of wells, 159 ; Petroleum bearing rock, 159 ; Export trade,

160; Bothwell oil district, 160; High prices of crude, 160; Oil lamps, 160; Petrolia drillers in

demand over the world, 160, 167 ; Improvements in oil refining, 161 ; Oil exchange, 161 ; Trade
combinations, 161 ; Competing with the great United States combine, 161 ; Suli)huric acid. 161 ;

Lubricating oils, 161, 163; Lancey well, 161; Capacitj' of the refinery, 162; Ontario and
Pennsylvania petroleums compared, 162 ; Flash test of, 163 ; Specific gravity of, 164 ; Tempera-
ture of petroleum in the process of distillation, 164 ; Producer's Oil Refining company. 164

;

McDonald's refinery and wells, 164 ; Kennedy treatment, 165 ; Early experience* at Petrolia,
165 ; Underground tanking, 165 ; Average production of wells, 166 ; Why Canada cannot compete
with the United States in the English market, 166 ; Petrolia Tanking Co's refinery, 166; Tanking
statistics, 166; Well drilling with cable and poles, 166 ; Oil in Manitoulin island, 167 ; Petroleum
tar for fuel, 191 ; Statistics of, 72, 209, 210, 211, 243,'244, 525 ; Competition with the United States^

210, 211.

Petewawa river, mica, 151.

Petrolia, salt, 55. 186 ; Oil, 55, 153, 154, l.^w, 1.56, 159 160, 161, 162, 165.

Petrolia Tanking company, 166.

Phlogopite, 442.

Phosphate of lime, 13, 150, 167, 205, 346 ; in Loughborough, 53, 149, 168 ; in Kingston and Perth
districts, 134, 167 ; Boyd-Smith mines, 167, 168 ; Foxton mme, 168,171; Otty lake district, 168,
175; Superphosphate works at Smith's Falls, 169, 179 ; Acid phosphate, 169, 179; Cost of the
fertiliser and its raw material, 169 ; Mining in Storringtt)n, 170, 173 ; Markets, 170, 171, 172, 173,.

176, 178 ; Belts of the phosphate bearing formation, 170 ; Working min«s in Froutenac, 170 ;

Occurrences, 170, 173, 174, 437 ; Cost of production, 170 ; Colors, 171, 172 ; Raw phosphate, 171,
179 ; in Sydenham district, 171 ; Phosphate company organised, 171 ; Labor and wages, 172,
173, 176, 178; Extent of the phosphate area, 172, 176; Blessington mines, 172; Prices,

172, 178 ; Working a deep mine, 173 ; in Haliburton, 173, 238 ; Monmouth, 173 ; Burgess (see)

168 ; Oldest mine in Canada, 174 ; Crystal apatite in Bedford, 174 ; Ottawa district phosphate,
174 ; Color and quality, 174 ; Deep mining and proving, 175 ; Narrow veins not profitable, 175 ;

Anglo-Canadian Phosphate company, 175 ; Irregnlarity of the deposits, 176 ; Daywork and piece-
work, 176 ; American market for, 176 ; Bob's lake mines, 174, 175, 176, 177 ; Auriferous quartz,.

177 ; Economy in working the mines, 177 ; Impressions oi Ontario mines, 177 ; Exports of phos-
phate, 177 ; Occurrence of apatite in Quebec, 177 ; Freight and other charges, 178 ; Workings
at the Quebec mines, 179 ; Increasing demand for fertilisers, 179 ; Superphosphate as a fertiliser,.

180 ; Raw materials, 180 ; Importance of the phosphate industry, 180 ; Trade, 180 ; Statistics of.

72, 209, 210, 211, 213, 243, 245, 525; Ontario and Quebec districts, 436; Associated rocks of,

437 ; Occurrence of apatite in veins, deposit and masses, 438 ; Vein in Turner's island, 439 ;

Banded structure of veins, 439 ; Character of veins in North Burgess, 440 ; Contents of phosphate
bearing veins, 440 ; Occurrences in irregular masses, 441 ; Pockets, 441 ; Physical character of
Canadian apatite, 442; Minerals of the apatite districts, 442 ; Markets for Canadian ai>atite, 424 :.

Origin of Lauretian phosphates, 13, 413.

Pic river, gold, 29, 115; iron, 145.

Pickerel river, iron, 23.

Pig iron, 245. See Iron.

Pigeon point, silver bearing rocks, 33.

Pigeon river, silver bearing rocks, 66 ; iron, 114.

Pine lake, Glamorgan, iron location, 132.

Pine lake, Manitoulin island, petroleum, 156.

Pine Portage gold location. 26, 64, 114, 116, 118, 119.

Pixley, phosphate property, 178.

Platinum, 30, 181 ; in Denison township, Algoma, 113, ISl ; Sperrylite, a platinu n compouni, 181 ; Stat-
istics of, 243,. 525 ; Qualities of the metal, 457.

Platfs salt well, 190.

Playfair iron mine, 137, 140 ; Working the mine, 138 ; Quality of the ore, 13'J ; Sections of mine, 139.
Playfairville, iron, 52, 138.
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Plumbago, 118, 181, 205 : in Bedford, 52, 81. 134 ; in Elmsley, 181 ; at Oliver's ferry, 181 ; in Bathurst, 181 :

Statistics of, 209, 211.

Poplar river, gold, 115.

Porcupine mine, 63, 199, 203.

Porohyrv point, 37.

Port Arthur, minerals, 60, 64, 116 ; Iron. 144, 208 : Silver, 72, 191, 192, 197, 205, 20G, 207 ; Natural gas,

153 ; Zinc, 204 ; Building stones, 74 ; Location of, for mining school, 426, 427.

Port Colborne, natuial gas, 151. 152.

Port Elgin, salt boring, 55.

Port Franks, salt, 55, 186. 190.

Portland, iron. 135.

Portugal, raining laws of, 298.

Post Tertiary system, 48.

Potsdam formation, 39 ; Sandstone. 80.

Practical Science, school of. 419 : Present needs of in Ontario, 420.

Prenhite, 442.

Prince, gold and silver in, 60.

Prince's bay location. 25, 98.

Producers" oil refining company, 164.

Producers' tanking company, 166.

Prospectors, advice to, 463. See Mining Laws.

Prussia, schools of mines and mining in, 513.

Puebla smelting works, 427.

Pusev iron mine, 130, 132.

Pyrites, 56, 141 ; Statistics of. 209, 210, 211, 243, 525.

Pyroxene, 442.

Pyrrhotite, occurring almost pure, 23.

Quartzites, Huronian, 20 ; Felspar in, 20.

Quebec, apatite in, 178, 179 : Mining laws and regulations of, 269.

Quebec' and Lake Superior mining association, 60.

Quebec land and mining company's copper mine, 97 ; Plan of mine, 102.

Quinte rapids, iron, 23, 142.

Railways needed. See Commercial Conditions.

Rabbit Monntam silver mine, 33, 67, 198, 199 : Discovery of, 35 ; Rich surface pickings at, 63.

Rainy lake, gold, silver and iron, 64, 6-5, 144.

Rainv River country, 65.

Ramsay, bog ore, 137 : Lead mine, 41, 145, 146, 435.

Rat Portage, formation, 47 ; Gold, 66, 240, 446.

Red lake, iron, 22.
, t. ,

Regulations. See Mining Laws and Regulations.

Renfrew marble quarry. 76, 82, 84 ; Iron, 205 : Phosphate, 436, 439, 440.

Richardson gold mine, 27, 106, 110, 111.

Richardson- hill gold location, 28, lll._

Ridgeway, corniferous limestone at, 55.

Rio Tinto copper mines, 371.

Rolling mills, 3.53.
.

Roofing materials, 79, 87. See Actinolite.

Royal School of Mines, 492.

Rubies, 205.

Ruby lake, iron, 144.

Hussel copper location, 433.

St. Clair river, salt, 55.

St. Clair, Mich., salt. 186.

St. George lake, phosphate, 172.

St. Ignace mine. 36, 37, 67.

St. Joseph's island, gold, 114 ; Limestone, 84.

St. Joseph lake, iron ore at, 22.

St. Mary river, marble, 76, 83.

Salt geological formation (Onondaga,) 45, 182, 210 ; Borings at various points, 45, .54, 55, 160; Advantages
'

of manufacture on St. Clair river, 55 ; An unlimited amount in the province, 69 ; Salt area,

181, 189, 210 ; Processes of production, 182 ; Dissolving the salt rock, 182 ; Patent process to

eliminate gypsum from the brine, 182 ; Boriag the wells, 182 ; Pumping the wells, 183 ; Evapor-

ating pans, 183 ; Logs of borings, 184 : Reports on salt, 184 ; Kincardine, 184, 189 ; Gray &
Scott's well, 184 ; International well, 184 ; Wingham well, 184, 188 ; Blyth well, 185, 187 ; Brussels

(Rogers") well, 185, 188; Clinton (Ransford) well, 185, 189; Seaforth (Coleman) well, 185; Gray,

Youne & Sparling's well, (Seaforth) 185; Mitchell well, 185; Goderich (McEwan) well, 185;

Attrill's well, 185 ; Port Franks, 186, 190 : Bothwell, 186 ; Parkhill, 186 ; Courtright, 186, 191 ;

Petrolia, 186 ; Comber. 186 ; Enniskillen, 186 ; St. Clair and Marine City, Michigan, 187 ; English

and American competition, 187, 188, 237 ; Cost of production, 187, 188 ; Extent of the salt deposit,

188 ; Land salt, 188, 190 ; Markets, 188, 189 ; Labor and wages, 188, 191 ; Annual production, 188

;

Depth and thickness of the salt beds, 189 ; Boring into the second bed, 189 ; Competition and
protection 190, 191 : Salt Association, 191

;
Quality of Canadian salt, 191 ; Petroleum tar for fuel,

191 Statistics of, 72, 209. 243, 245, 525 ; Production, 72, 190, 217, 218 : Ontario and Michigan,

228 ; Effect of the duty on, 216, 231, 236 ; Larger market wanted, 236 : Tax on fuel, 236, 237.

Sand and gravel, expt>rts, 245 ; Algoma sand, 51.
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Samlpoiut, iron, 13S.

Sandstones, 31, '.'IS, 217, 228, 233; PDtsdam formation, 3!l, 40, HO ; lied (see Devonian «yBteiii), 4ti ; ^)r\H

kanv formation, 4(3 ; Old and New Red, 4(» ; in lake Sii[>erior refjion, 40; for mill-.stoneR, 4f> ; at
Nipigon bay, ti2 ; Brown and gray, 73; Vertn island, 71, 235; Little Currt-iit, 74; firange inland,

79, 235.

Sapphires, 205.

Saugeen clay, 4, .51.

Sangetn river, gypsnm, 45.

Samia, petroleum, 157. .

Sault Ste. Marie region, silver and g<jld, .59, 60 ; Gold, 106 ; Iron, 123, 205 ; Silver and lead, 203 ; Marble,
205 ; Copper, 23, 205.

Scapolite, 442.

Schneider & Co.'s works at Le Creuzot, .501.

School of Mines, Provincial, 423, 424, 425, 42(J, 427, 42«, 429.

School of Practical Science, 410.

Scootamatta marble-band, 75, 81.

Scythe stones, 43.

Seaforth salt, 45, 54, 55, 185, 187.

Sebastapol, phosphate, 170.

Seine river, gold, 64 ; Iron, 22.

Serpentine, 82, 83. 84, 205.

Seymour iron mine, 133, 323, 389.

Sewer pipe, 72, 86, 235.

Sewer and drain pipe company, Hamilton, 72.

Sexsmith iron mine, 133.

Shale oil, 42.

Sharbot lake, phosphate, 170, 178, 481.

Shebandowan gold country, 115, 241.

Sheffield .Scientific School," Yale College, 504.

Sherbrooke, gold, 112 ; Iron, 135, 137, 138.

Shoal lake, gold, 118.

Shuniah or Duncan mine, 33, 34, 67, 195, 197, 198.

Silica, 444
Silurian system, 40 ; Fossils in, 422.

Silver, rocks bearing, 28, 33, 66, 191, 205, 425, 444, 445 ; Variations in veins, 33 ; Fortrs of, 33 ; Courses of
veins, 33, 192 ; 3A mine, 28, 35, 195 ; Heron bay veins, 20 ; Thunder Bay mine, 34 ; Silver Harbor
or Beck mine, 34 ; Discovery of Silver Islet mine, 31 ; Shuniah or Duncan mine, 34, 67, 195, 197,
198 ; Discovery of Rabbit Mountain and Silver Mountain veins, 35 ; Other mines, 35 ; Lake Tema-
gami regfion, 56 ; Lacloche mountains, 60 ; Sault Ste. Marie district, 60 ; Bonner location, 61 ;

McKellar island, 62, 195 ; Thunder Bay district, 62 ; Lake-of-the-Woods region, 64 ; True fissure

veins, 67; Animikie formation, 191; Vein matter, 192; Beaver mine, 35, 67, 192. 198, 199; Badger
mine, 35, 63, 193, 198, 199, 200 ; Silver Mountain mine. 3.5, 193, 198, 199 ; Early discoveries of silver
on lake Superior, 194 ; Reported discovery in 1824, 194 ; Unsuccessful silver mines, 195 ; Successes
and failures in working Silver Islet mine, 192, 195, 197 ; Effect of high duties on mining
machinery, 196 ; American capital invested, 196 ; Polic}- of th« Silver Islet company in developing
locations, 197 ; Necessity of economic mining, 197 ; Rabbit Mountain vein, 33, 35, 63, 198, 199

;

Machinery for mines and works, 199, 200, 201, 232 ; Labor and wages, 200, 201, 202 ; Cost of fuel,
200 ; Carriboo location, 200 ; Crown Point, 201 ; East Wilver Mountain, 201 ; West Silver Sloun-
tain, 202 ; Character of Colorado veins, 202 ; Silver on Little Pic river, 202 ; Silver Hill and
Silver Falls locations, 202 ; Edward's Island location, 202 ; Locations in unsurveyed territory, 203

;

Systems of veins, 203 ; Silver Creek location. 199, 203 ; Sault Ste. Marie district, 203 ; Thessalon
river district, 203 ; in Drury, 203 ; Garden River location, 203 ; Shows of in Sudbury region, 203 ;

in lake Nipissing, 204 ; Port Arthur silver range, 20.5, 207 ; Region of great promise, 208 •

Statistics of, 209, 210, 211, 213, 217, 218, 243, 245, 525 ; Elgin mine, 445 ; Characteristic^ of the
metal, 452 ; Test for silver, 453.

Silver Creek mine, 63, 199, 203 ; Galena, 203.

SHver Falls location, 202.

Silver Fox mine, 199.

Silver Glance location, 106, 202.

Silver Harbor or Beck mine, 33, 34, 198.

Silver Hill, 202, 20.3.

Silver Islet, discovery of mine, 34 ; Value of product, 63 ; Silver. 33, 35, 62, 63, 67, 94, 95, 192, 195, 196, 197
198, 202. 203, 2.38 ; Natural gas at, 153.

Silver Islet Mining company, 98.

Silver Mountain mine, .35, 62, 193, 197, 198, 202, 240. See East and West s. m.
Silver Mountain Mining company, 201.

Simpson's location, 36, 37, 67.

Slate, for roofiner, 31, 56, 79, 87 ; Statistics of, 210 243, 245.
Slate island, iron, 23.

Smelting of ores of economic minerals, 319 ; Record of failures, 319 ; Iron smelting, 319 ; Furnace in
Leeds county, 319; Manufacture of iron from bog ore, 320; Marmora furnace, 321, 331;
Van Norman's ventures, 321, 326, 327 ; Marmora Iron Work^ comnanv, 322 ; An experimental
run, 322 ; Cost of production, 323, 324, 330. 341, .393, 394, 395 ; Madoc furnace, 323, 331, .389

;

Experiences with furnace material, flux and fuel, 323 ; Results with wood fuel. 324 ; Hough-
ton furnace, 325 ; Haliburton enterprise, 326 ; Lessons of failures, 327 ; Future for pig iron
in Ontario, .327 ; Outside sources of supplies, 327 ; Free commerce essential to economic manufac-
ture, 327 ; Canada's yearly consumption of iron and iron products, 327 ; Outlook for charcoal
pig iron, 328, 393, 394, 396 ; Charcoal iron and its uses, 328, 331 ; Car wheels and malleable cast-
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ing^, 328 ; Statement of pig iron upon which the Dominion Government has paid a bonu:- for
six fiscal years, 328 ; Consumption of charcoal iron, 329, 468 ; Opinions of fouudrymen ou the
value of charcoal iron for castiugs. 330, 100, 401, 402; Cost of production a business secret. 330 ;

Estimate for the Kiamount furnace, 331 ; Estimates for a projected furnace in Lanark county,
333 ; Capital for land, plant, etc., 333 ; Estimates for a furnace at the Belmont mine, 331, 3'J4 ;

Estimates made by practical men, 334, 388, 389 ; Michigan furnace man's estimate, 33G, 3u5 ;

Jackson Iron company's furnace, 336 ; Estimate for iron ore of the Kingston district, 336 ;

A Cleveland metallurgists estimate, 337; Detroit furnacen an's data, 338 ; Record of Iron
Mountain furnace, Wi-iconsin, 338 ; Record of six Michigan furnaces, 339 ; Recoid of Detroit and
St. Igaace furnaces, 339 ; Record of the Spring lake furnace, Michigan, 339 ; Record of the
Hinkle furnace, Wisconsin, 340 ; Record of the Mancelona furnace, Michigan, 340 ; Record of
the Tecumseh furnace, Alabama, 340 ; Conditions governing the cost of ore and fuel, 340 ;

Charcoal at Ddseronto, 341 ; Possibilities of production of charcoal iron in Ontario, 342, 393 ;

Production in the United States and Sweden, 342, 468, 470 ; Britain's production, 469 ; The world s-

production, 470 ; An American authority's opinion, 342 ; Ontario ore exported to the United
States, 343 ; The Canadian Governments bonus, 343 ; Iron smelting with mmeral fuel, 343 ; An
estimate of cost of production, 344 ; C!an pig iron be produced in Canada to compete with foreign
metal? 344 ; Charcoal iron, 344 ; Treatment of magnetic ores, 345 ; Unsuccessful roastiug, 345 ;

An improved process, 346 : Magnetic teratment, 346 : Sterry Hunt's use of the magnet with hand
specimens of impure magnetic ores, 346 ; Buchanan's magnetic separator, 346 ; Conkling magnetic
concentrator, 347 ; Edison's magnetic iron ore purifier, 348 ; Ball, Morton & Porter magnetic
separator, 349 ; Wenstrom magnetic separator, 349 ; Comparative results, 350 ; Possibilities of

electric treatment, 351 ; Early use of, 491 ; Economic transportation, 351 ; Use of wire-rope tram-
ways for moving ores, 351 ; Bleichert double-rope system, 351 ; Cost of operating the tramway, 352;
Lines in the United States, 353 ; Rolling mills, steel woiksand manufactures, 353 ; New processes
being tested, 353 : Service of invention to the metallurgy of iron, 354 : Primitive iron making as
witnessed by Mungo Park and Captain Grant in Africa, 355 ; Catalan forge, 355 ; Manu-
facture of cast iron, 356 ; Smelting ore with charcoal fuel, 356 ; Dud Dudley's exjjeriments with
mineral [fuel, 357 ; British iron trade in the eighteenth century, 357 ; Success attained with
mineral coal as furnace fuel, 357 ; Results of Darby's invention, 358 ; Invention of cylindrical

bellows, 358 ; Steam engine, 359 ; Puddling process, 359 ; Henry Cort's invention, 359 ; Cus-
toms duties on bar iron, 360 : Hot blast invention, 361 ; Economic comparisons, 361 ; Con-
verting iron into steel by old and new processes, 362 ; Huntsman's process, 362 ; Heath "&

process, 363 ; Bessemer's invention, 363 : Phosphorous difficulty, 364 : Labor saving machinery for
Bessemer converters, 365 ; Edgar Thomson works, 365 ; Growth of the steel trade and the
fall of prices, 366 ; Future of the iron industry, 367 ; Progress by the aid of invention, 367 ; Can-
ada's requirements and the necessity of beginning right, 367 ; The world's requirements as con-
templated by Percy and Jeans, 368 ; Past, present and future, 369 ; Copper and nickel smelting,

370 ; Importance of the industry, 371 ; Copper production of the world, 371 ; Production of

copper in northern Michigan, 371 : Famous Spanish mines of copper, 371 ; Ancient mines which
pay large dividends, 372 ; Xew Caledonia mines and their effect on prices, 373 : Alloys of nickel^

373 ; Processes of smelting ores, 374 ; Welsh and German systems, 374 ; Treatment of sulphide
ores, 375 ; Roasting and calcining, 375 ; Reverbatory calciners, 375 ; Manufacture of sul-

pluric acid, 375; Reverberatory and blast furnaces compared, 375; Water-jacketed blastfurnace,

376 ; Water-cooled furnace and how constructed, 376 ; Herresholf furnace, 377 ; Well or fore-

hearth, 377 ; Bruce Mines smelting works, 378 ; Sudbury smelting works, 378, 404, 405, 430 i

Description of the furnace, 379 ; Composition of the matte, 380 ; Alloys of nickel and steel,

381 ; Antiquity of copper and tin alloys, 381 ; Nickel a modern metal, 381 ; Progress in the

treatment of the metal and new uses found for it, 382 ; Discoveries of Hall and Marbeau,
382 ; Early experiments with alloys of nickel, iron and steel, 382 ; Rileys experiments at the
Glasgow steel works, 383 ; Mechanical tests of the alloys, 384 ; Peculiar effects of nickel on steel,

384 ; Torsion tests, 385 ; Other qualities of nickel steel, 385 ; Hall's experiments, 386 ; Considera-

tion of cost as a bar to use, 387 ; Possibilities for Ontario, 388 : Estimate of Haws & Hartman of

Philadelphia, 388; Skilled labor of first consequence, 389; Water-gas and charcoal as fuel for

smelting iron ores, 390 ; L'tilising water power for treatment of ores, 390 ; Cost of producing coke

iron, 391, 397 ; Charcoal from mill refuse, 391 ; Smelting furnaces would promote mining opera-

tions, 392 ; Close grained ores containing sulphur require crushing, 392 : Cost of smelting plant,.

292 ; Cost of producing pig iron, 392 ; Protection and bonus, 391, 393 ; Cost of charcoal for

smelting ore, 393 ; Home market for charcoal iron, 394 ; United States market necessary for

the industry in Canada, 394 ; Unsuccessful attempt to set up an iron furnace in Snowdon, 394 ;

The Parry & Mills undertaking, 326, 331, 394, 395 ; Hull f«rnace, 396 ; Canadian iron trade,

396 ; Lead smelting, 396 ; Canadian consumption of iron, 397 ; Balance of trade, 397 ; Classi-

fication of iron and steel imports, 398 ; Situation of the Pictou iron mines in Nova Scotia ;

398 : Importance of the iron industrj- to sacceed the lumber industry, 399 ; L'nion Iron Company
of Detroit, 399 ; Canadian ores, 400 ; Cost of Enghsh and Scotch pig iron, 400 ; Prices of iron,

471 ; Three Rivers iron, 400 ; Londonderry pig iron not suitable for stove plates, 401 : Charcoal

iron would strengthen and improve castings, 401, 402 ; Manufacture of steel; 402 ; Cheap fuel for

roasting and smelting ores,'402 ; Failure of copper smelting works at Bruce Mines, 403 ; Extraction

of ore by the salt process. 403 ; Copper smelting on the North Shore, 403 ; Economic sorting of ores

for local smelting, 404 ; Smelting at the Wellington mines, 404 ; Calcining copper ore in heaps to

eliminate sulphur, 404; Smelting works justified by the prospect, 400, 405; Cost of mining and
smelting copper and nickel, 405 ; Treatment of arsenical gold ore, 405 ; Puebla smelting works,

427 ; Preparation of ores for the furnace, 475 : Requirements of a roasting kiln, 478 ; Preparation

4pf flux, 479 ; Superior quality of charcoal iron, 479 ; Retort and pit charcoal, 480 ; By-products of

charcoal furnaces, 481 ; Properties of charcoal fuel, 482 ; Wood refuse utilised in iron works, 483 ;

Value of water power, 485 ; Husgafvel blast furnace, 486 ; Henderson steel converter, 488.

Smith, Boyd, phosphate mines. See Boyd Smith.
Smiths' Falls, superphosphate of lime, 169, 179 ; Malleable iron works, 329.
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Smith & Lacey mica mine, 148, 171.

Snider township, ores, 24, 105, 106, 112, 425, 433, 434.

Snowdon, marble, 83 ; Iron mine, 130, 131, 132, 234, 330 ; Blaot Furnace estimateB, 334, 394.

Soapbtone, 205, 243.

South Australia mining laws, 294, 305.

South Carolina mining laws, 283.

Southampton, bait borings at, 55.

Spain, mining laws of, 2'J'.) ; Copper mines, 371.

Spanish river, copper, 23 ; Gold, 27.

Sperrylite, 181.

Sphalerite, 442.

Standard Fertiliser and Chemical company, 109, 179.

Station iron mine, 133.

Statistics, mining 72, 413, 423, 424, 425, 429, 468, 524, 525. See Commercial Conditions and Smelting.

Steel, 212, 224, 243, 246, 254, 353, .362, 381. See Iron and Smelting.

Stobie iron mine, 08.

Stobie copper mine, 24, 58, 89, 103, 378, 433.

Stone, 243. See lluilding Stones, Marble, etc.

Straight lake, copi er, 106 : Argentiferous galena, 29.

Stornngton, phosphate, 170, 172, 173, 176, 441.

Strange, silver locations in, 202.

Sturgeon river, iron, 22.

Sudbury region, 23, 58, 205, 208, 433 ; Galena, 29, 203 ; Gold, 26, 59 ; Copper, nickel and iron, 59, th, Oi,

68, 88, 98, 103, 104, 143, 205 ; Composition of ores, 105 ; Sulphur, 180 ; Copper, 23, 24, 88, 103 ;

Composition of ores, 105 ; Silver, 203 ; Smelting works, 378, 404, 405.

Suggestions to prospector.s, 450; to explorers, 466.

Sulphur, in Sudbuiy, 180.

Sulphuric acid, 161, 180, 243, 375.

Sultana island gold location, 26, 64, 109, 118, 446.

Superi<r lake. See lake Superior.
Superphosphate of lime, 169, 176, 179, 180.

. .

Survey of the Province, 65, 408, 420, 424, 428 ; of iron locations west of Port Arthur, 144 ;
Mining,

surveying and engineering, 425.

Sydenham, mica, 150 ; Phosphate, 168, 171, 176, 177.

Sweden, mining laws of, 299 ; Charcoal iron manufacture in, 342, 393 ; Mining school of, 512.

Tache gold location, 26.

Talc, 442,

Tamarac mine, 36.

Tamworth, hematite, 130, 133.

Technical instruction, 415, 491, 523 ; Influence of, 506.

Tellurium, 30, 62.

Temagami lake, l.'), 20, 23 ; Gold, 26 ; a country full of minerals, 56 ; From North Bay to Lake Temagami,
57 ; Micaceous iron, 151.

Temiscaming lake, 18, 20, 56 ; Limestcme, 44 ; Silver and galena, 67 ; Iron, 142.

Terra Cotta, 77, 78 ; Porous, 84 ; Uses of, 85 ; Market, 85.

Tharsis copper mines, 372.

Thessalon river, gold-veins, 66 ; silver, 203.

Thorold, cement, 55, 77.

Three (3) A silver mine, 28, 35, 36, 195, 198. 202.

Three River.';, iron, 400.

Thunder Bay, 62, 241 : Zincblende, 30 ; Silver mine, 33, 34, 36, 195 ; Building stone, 205, 233 ; Rocks of, 31.

Thunder Bay Mining company, 195, 198.

Thunder cape, silver, 37, 194.

Tile, 212, 213, 229, 243.

Timber Berth "110," galena. 110.

Tin, 30, 59, 458.

Tip-Top mine, 63.

Titan ite, 442.

Tolmie's salt well, 184.

Toronto, fireclaj', 54 ; Natural gas, 152.

Toronto township clay for ornamental terra cotta, 85.

Toronto Iron company, 31.

Toronto Pressed Brick and Terra Cotta works, 85.

Tourmaline, 442.
Tower iron mines, 1 24, 125, 120.

Trap, beds of, 32 : Trappean overflow, 37 ; Trap dykes, 69.

Treadwell gold mine (Alaska), 27.

Trenton formation. 41 ; Underlying the western peninsula, 42 ; Building stones, 42 ; Gas producing, 42.

Tudor, gold, 28, 110 ; Lead, 30.

Turners island, phosphate, 439, 441.

United States mining laws, 277 ; Technical schools in the, 502.

Utah mining hvws, 283.
Utica formation, 42.

Value of mineral products, 209.

Vankoughnet, lead, 60.
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Van Norman's furnaces, 320, 326, 327.

Vaseline. See Petroleum.
Vermilion, copper mine, 24, 2G, GO, 88, 89, 104, 105, 108, 112, 113, 257, 434 ; riatinum, ISl ; Gold. 112, CO."..

Vermilion Gold company, 26, 425.

Vermilion iron range, 68, 123 : Theoretic folding of the series of schists of, 124.

Verte island, sandstone, 74, 79, 235.

Victoria mine, argentiferous galena, 29, 30, 147, 203 ; Zinc, 30.

Victoria county, iron, 132, 395.

Victoria marble quarry, Madoc, 80.

Victoria mining laws, 291 ; School of Mines, .521.

Victoria cape, gold location. 2G.

Wabigoon lake, iron, 22, 144.

Wages at copper mines, 101, 102, 104, 406 : at silver mines, 199, 200, 201, 202 ; at iron mines, 135, 400 ; at

mica mines, 149 ; in the oil regions, 1.58, 162. 164, 165 ; at phosphate mines, 172, 173, 176, 178 ; at

salt works, 188, 191.

"Wahnapitae lake, copper, 24 ; Gold. 27, 112, 434, 435 ; Valuable mineral discoveries at, 434.

Wallace copper mine, 24, 67, 91, 97.

Wallace iron mine, 123, 142, 143.

Wallbridge iron mine, 127, 132.

Walkerton, lithographic stone, 45.

Warraington Stone and Marble company, 228.

Washington University, St. Louis, 505, 512.

Waters, ores in, 105 ; Gold, 112, 433 ; Copper, 24.

Wellington mine, 23, 91, 96. 100, 101, 404.

West Canada Mining company, 95, 96, 97, 238, 403.

West End Silver Mountain mine, 35, 196, 199, 202, 240, 428.

Western Ontario region, 54.

Whitbv, natural eas, 152.

Whitefish lake, silver region, 36, 202, 206, 207, 208, 239, 240, 241.

Whitefish river, copprr, 24, 97 ; Gold. 91.

White Sand river. 30.

Whiting, 243.

Wigan Mining and Mechanical .School, 493.

Wilbur iron mine, (see Levant), 123, 129, 1.35, 136, 233, 292.

Williams gold location, 110.

Williams iron location, 135, 136.

Wilson iron location, 136.

Wilsonite, 442.

Winghara, salt, 45, 184, 187, 188.

Winnipeg Consolidated gold mine, 2o, 64, 109, 115, 116, 117, 440.

Wisconsin mining laws, 283 ; University of, 512.

Wolf river, lead, 38.

Wollaston, iron, 127, 133.

Wood alcohol, 88, 481.

Woodchuck gold location, 118.

Wool oil, 158. •
.

Worcester Free School. Massachusetts, 505.

Wroxeter, salt boring, ^j.

Wyoming mining laws, 284.

Y 1 mine, 199.
;^^"V College, Sheffield Scientific School, 504.

\ quarries, 74, 79.

Zane.-, °.
'^

-tr company, 133.

Zenith . 'uj, zinc, 30, 63.

Zincblenu ^0, .^0, .59, 61, 62, 63, 198, 200, 203, 204, 205, 4.59.

Zircon, 44'.2.
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